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The Wallace H. Coulter Lecture

Session Title

The Wallace H. Coulter Lecture

Abstract Title

How Optical Single-Molecule Detection in Solids Led to Super-Resolution Nanoscopy in
Cells and Beyond

Primary
Author

W.E. (William Esco) Moerner
Stanford University

Date: Sunday, March 06, 2016 - Afternoon
Time: 05:00 PM
Room: Sidney Marcus Auditorium, Bldg A, Le

Co-Author(s)

Abstract Text
More than 25 years ago, low temperature experiments aimed at establishing the ultimate limits to optical storage in
solids led to the first optical detection and spectroscopy of a single molecule in the condensed phase. At this unexplored
ultimate limit, many surprises occurred where single molecules showed both spontaneous changes (blinking) and lightdriven control of emission, properties that were also observed in 1997 at room temperature with single green fluorescent
protein variants. In 2006, PALM and subsequent approaches showed that the optical diffraction limit of ~200 nm can be
circumvented to achieve super-resolution fluorescence microscopy, or nanoscopy, with relatively nonperturbative visible
light. Essential to this is the combination of single-molecule fluorescence imaging with active control of the emitting
concentration and sequential localization of single fluorophores decorating a structure. Super-resolution microscopy has
opened up a new frontier in which biological structures and behavior can be observed in live cells with resolutions down
to 20-40 nm and below. Examples range from protein superstructures in bacteria to bands in actin filaments to details of
the shapes of amyloid fibrils and much more. Current methods development research addresses ways to extract more
information from each single molecule such as 3D position and orientation, in thick cells. Still, it is worth noting that in
spite of all the focus on super-resolution, even in the “conventional” single-molecule tracking regime where the motions
of individual biomolecules are recorded in solution or in cells rather than the shapes of extended structures, much can
still be learned about biological processes.
Keywords:
Molecular Spectroscopy
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: Molecular Spectroscopy
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Session Title

ACS-ANYL - Tracing the Metabolome: Application of Stable-Isotope Tracers in Bioanalytical Chemistry

Abstract Title

Stable Isotope Labeling and UHPLC/MS Strategies for Probing Dynamics of Plant
Specialized Metabolism

Primary
Author

A Daniel Jones
Michigan State University

Co-Author(s)

Banibrata Ghosh, Xiaoxiao Liu, Zhenzhen Wang

Date: Sunday, March 06, 2016 - Afternoon
Time: 01:35 PM
Room: B308

Abstract Text
The plant kingdom synthesizes an enormous suite of specialized metabolites that contribute economic value and inspire
developments of modern medicines. However, limited knowledge about identities of biosynthetic pathway
intermediates, genes responsible for metabolic transformations, and mechanisms that regulate metabolite accumulation
often stymies engineering of plant metabolic networks. These knowledge gaps can be addressed through the use of
stable isotope tracers, either through photosynthetic fixation of [sup]13[/sup]CO[sub]2[/sub] or isotopically-labeled
central metabolites including amino acids. However, limitations of mass spectrometry strategies for measurements of
isotope incorporation into complex metabolites have hindered adoption of these approaches.
We recently developed data-independent mass-unselective collision-induced dissociation (CID) mass spectrometry
strategies for measuring stable isotope incorporation into both intact metabolites and fragment ion masses that reflect
labeling in metabolite substructures. Quasi-simultaneous parallel spectrum acquisition using multiple collision potentials
on a time-of-flight mass spectrometer enabled resolution of otherwise overlapping isotopolog envelopes. This analytical
approach was applied to characterize specialized metabolite dynamics in tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) seedlings grown
for five days under an atmosphere containing [sup]13[/sup]CO[sub]2[/sub], followed by return of the plants to ambient
atmosphere. Dynamics of metabolite accumulation and turnover were compared in tomato and an introgression line (IL53) to probe the functions of putative hydrolase genes in accumulation of acylsucrose metabolites. In addition, massunselective CID and MS/MS spectra were used with [sup]13[/sup]C,[sup]15[/sup]N-labeled amino acid precursors to
distinguish isomeric metabolites that could not be resolved by MS/MS and to reveal metabolic transformations that
contribute to acylsucrose chemical diversity.
Keywords:
Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy, Natural Products, Time of Flight MS
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry
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Abstract Title

Developments in [sup]13[/sup]C-based Metabolomics

Primary
Author

Arthur S. Edison
University of Georgia

Date: Sunday, March 06, 2016 - Afternoon
Time: 02:10 PM
Room: B308

Co-Author(s)

Abstract Text
Reliable compound identification and quantification are some of the biggest challenges in metabolomics. Studies using
NMR typically use 1D [sup]1[/sup]H methods, which can have extensive overlap, leading to uncertainty in resonance
assignments. In LC-MS studies, an accurate mass and retention time is oftentimes not enough information for a reliable
compound identification. Utilization of [sup]13[/sup]C can improve the ability to reliably identify compounds using both
NMR and LC-MS.[1] Using NMR, we have developed approaches using both natural abundance [sup]13[/sup]C and
isotopically enriched samples to obtain more reliable carbon backbone maps of metabolites in a complex mixture. With
natural abundance samples, we collect [sup]13[/sup]C and [sup]1[/sup]H 1D spectra of all the samples in a study to obtain
[sup]13[/sup]C-[sup]13[/sup]C and [sup]13[/sup]C-[sup]1[/sup]H statistical correlation networks, which can be used to
query databases. With isotopically enriched samples, we collect 2D INADEQUATE spectra to directly obtain
[sup]13[/sup]C-[sup]13[/sup]C networks, which can be automatically identified and matched to databases or analyzed de
novo. With LC-MS we have used isotopic ratio outlier analysis (IROA) to analyze samples that have been properly labeled
with [sup]13[/sup]C, and this technology allows for the determination of the number of carbons in a molecule and can
provide relative quantification. I will discuss recent advances on enabling technology for these methods, including
specialized NMR probe development for [sup]13[/sup]C detection.[2] I will also show strategies for combining
[sup]13[/sup]C NMR methods with IROA.
1.Clendinen, C.S., et al., An Overview of Methods using 13C for Improved Compound Identification in Metabolomics and
Natural Products. Frontiers in Plant Science, 2015. 6.
2.Ramaswamy, V., et al., Development of a (13)C-optimized 1.5-mm high temperature superconducting NMR probe.
Journal of Magnetic Resonance, 2013. 235C: p. 58-65.
Keywords:
Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy, Method Development, Metabolomics, Metabonomics
Application Code:
Genomics, Proteomics and Other 'Omics
Methodology Code: Magnetic Resonance
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Chemical Isotope Labeling LC-MS for Quantitative Metabolomics with High Metabolomic
Coverage

Primary
Author

Liang Li
University of Alberta

Date: Sunday, March 06, 2016 - Afternoon
Time: 02:45 PM
Room: B308

Co-Author(s)

Abstract Text
Chemical isotope labeling (CIL) liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS) uses differential isotope mass tags to
label a metabolite in two comparative samples (e.g., 12C-labeling of an individual sample and 13C-labeling of a pooled
sample or control), followed by mixing the light-labeled sample and the heavy-labeled control and LC-MS analysis of the
resultant mixture. Individual metabolites are detected as peak pairs in the mass spectra. The MS or chromatographic
intensity ratio of a peak pair can be used to measure the relative concentration of the same metabolite in the sample vs.
the control. For a metabolomics study working with many different samples, the same heavy-labeled control is spiked to
all the light-labeled individual samples. Thus, the intensity ratios of a given peak pair from LC-MS analyses of all the light/heavy-labeled mixtures reflect the relative concentration changes of a metabolite in these samples. CIL LC-MS can
overcome the technical problems such as matrix effects, ion suppression and instrument drifts to generate more precise
and accurate quantitative results, compared to conventional LC-MS. CIL LC-MS can also significantly increase the
detectability of metabolites by rationally designing the labeling reagents to target a group of metabolites (e.g., all aminecontaining metabolites or amine submetabolome) to improve both LC separation and MS sensitivity. In this presentation,
recent advances in CIL LC-MS for quantitative metabolomics will be described. In particular, new labeling chemistries
targeting difference groups of submetabolomes will be presented. A robust ample amount normalization method based
on UV measurement of labeled metabolites will be shown for improving metabolome quantification. Finally, some recent
applications of CIL LC-MS metabolomics for disease biomarker discovery research will be discussed.
Keywords:
Derivatization, Isotope Ratio MS, Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy, Metabolomics, Metab
Application Code:
Genomics, Proteomics and Other 'Omics
Methodology Code: Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry
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Abstract Title

Lipid Metabolic Profiling Using Stimulated Raman Scattering Microscopy

Primary
Author

Meng Wang
Baylor College of Medicine

Date: Sunday, March 06, 2016 - Afternoon
Time: 03:35 PM
Room: B308

Co-Author(s)

Abstract Text
Lipid molecules are crucial for various cellular responses, and their misregulation results in such human diseases as
metabolic disorders, neurodegenerative diseases, and cancers. As in proteins, the physiological and pathological activities
of lipid molecules are tightly associated with their spatial distribution and temporal dynamics. The ability to track specific
lipid molecules in vivo is essential for understanding their physiological impacts and regulatory mechanisms. Using
stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) microscopy, we quantitatively imaged lipid distribution at the whole organism level in
live Caenorhabditis elegans, and conducted genome-scale analysis to identify new genes and pathways in regulating lipid
metabolism. Using hyperspectral SRS microscopy, we profiled lipid composition at the single lipid droplet level in living
cells and revealed the changes of lipid composition in association with obesity and hepatic steatosis. Through
incorporation of isotope labeling/tracing into SRS microscopy, we directly visualized the temporal dynamics of specific
lipid molecules during their transportation between cells and tissues, and revealed metabolic heterogeneity among
different lipid molecules. These studies demonstrate the biological application of SRS microscopy, and reveal its power in
discovery of new regulatory mechanisms that govern lipid dynamics under both physiological and pathological conditions.
Keywords:
Biomedical, Infrared and Raman, Lipids, Metabolomics, Metabonomics
Application Code:
Biomedical
Methodology Code: Microscopy
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Abstract Title

Monitoring the Incorporation of Stable-Isotope Labeled Alcohols by Bacteria with GC-MS

Primary
Author

Gregory A. Barding
California State Polytechnic University

Co-Author(s)

Nicole G. Perkins, Rakesh Mogul

Date: Sunday, March 06, 2016 - Afternoon
Time: 04:10 PM
Room: B308

Abstract Text
Spacecraft cleanliness is strictly controlled in efforts to minimize the microbial contamination of extraterrestrial
environments and to bolster the integrity of life detection missions. Despite these efforts, the assembly facilities for Mars
spacecraft harbor a diverse yet low abundant microbial inventory, which possess tolerances towards extreme conditions.
Isolated from the Mars Odyssey prior to launch, Acinetobacter radioresistens 50v1 was found to exhibit extreme
tolerances towards hydrogen peroxide and ultraviolet radiation. Furthermore, A. radioresistens 50v1 was found to grow
on ethanol as a sole carbon source, thus suggesting that the alcohol cleaning solvents used during spacecraft assembly
also serve as carbon and energy sources. However, it is unknown if and how A. radioresistens metabolically incorporates
ethanol as a sole carbon source. To obtain evidence of the metabolic intake of ethanol, whole cells and cellular extracts of
A. radioresistens 50v1 were analyzed by GC-MS using 1,2-13C ethanol, 1-13C ethanol, and 2-13C ethanol as a sole carbon
source. GC-MS is a powerful and sensitive detection platform for studying changes in metabolism as well as the
incorporation of isotope labels to elucidate specific metabolic pathways associated with a stress. Interestingly, evidence
of gluconeogenesis and extensive metabolite labeling of many classes of metabolites demonstrates the flexibility of A.
radioresistens to thrive in extreme conditions. These results demonstrate that the cleaning protocols for spacecraft may
favor certain members within the microbial inventory of the NASA spacecraft assembly facilities, and hence impact the
probability of contamination of Mars.
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, Biological Samples, Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry, GC-MS
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry
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Emerging Leaders in Biological Mass Spectrometry

Abstract Title

New Mass Spectrometry Methods Show HIV Vaccine Candidates’ Protein Structures are
Misfolded

Primary
Author

Heather R. Desaire
University of Kansas

Date: Sunday, March 06, 2016 - Afternoon
Time: 01:35 PM
Room: B302

Co-Author(s)

Abstract Text
Numerous HIV vaccine design strategies that have advanced towards clinical trials include boosting immune response
with a recombinant, truncated form of Env, the trimeric surface antigen on the HIV virus. Production of this protein in
quantities large enough to support clinical trials is a challenge, and vaccine development efforts now favor generation of
the soluble, monomeric gp120 component of the protein. Thus far, gp120 has not been effective at eliciting neutralizing
antibodies in humans, and we hypothesized that a contributing cause for this lackluster performance was that the
recombinant, truncated preparations of gp120 are ineffective mimics of native Env.
To test this hypothesis, we have spent years developing analytical technology to measure whether or not a native protein
structure is present in these candidates. Specifically, we have developed an LC-MS workflow for disulfide bonding
analysis that is robust, 100% reproducible, and effective for small quantities of heavily glycosylated proteins. We also
developed relative quantitative methods for the disulfide bonded peptides. We used the methods to determine whether
current HIV vaccine candidates destined for clinical trials are well designed to mimic viral Env.
We have conducted disulfide bonding analyses of many gp120 vaccine candidates and compared their molecular profiles
to trimeric, native-like Env. The results show that a large fraction, in many cases the majority of proteoforms present in
several HIV vaccine candidates, are not disulfide bonded in the same fashion as native Env. We have furthermore used
these methods to identify vaccine design and purification methods that produce almost exclusively properly connected,
folded, and glycosylated Env. These results emphasize that many vaccine design and production efforts need
reconsideration, if developers intend to deliver recombinant Env in a native conformation as part of their vaccine strategy.
Keywords:
Biopharmaceutical, Data Analysis, Mass Spectrometry, Protein
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: Mass Spectrometry
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Novel Strategies in Top-down Proteomics

Primary
Author

Ying Ge
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Symposia

Date: Sunday, March 06, 2016 - Afternoon
Time: 02:10 PM
Room: B302

Co-Author(s)

Abstract Text
A comprehensive analysis of all proteoforms that arise from genetic variations, alternative splicing, and post-translational
modifications (PTMs), is essential for gaining a transformative understanding of disease mechanisms and identifying new
therapeutic targets. Top-down mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics is arguably the most powerful method to
comprehensively characterize proteoforms. Despite the significant recent advances, top-down proteomics still faces
significant challenges. Herein, we aim to develop novel strategies to address the challenges in top-down proteomics in a
comprehensive manner by developing new MS-compatible surfactants for protein solubilization, new methods for
chromatography separation, and novel nanomaterials for enrichment of low-abundance proteins.
To address the protein solubility challenge, we are developing new degradable surfactants that can effectively solubilize
proteins and is compatible with top-down MS. We have discovered an MS-compatible degradable surfactant that
solubilizes all categories of proteins with performance comparable to SDS and significantly improved the detection of
membrane protein. To address the proteome complexity challenge, we are developing novel strategies for multidimensional liquid chromatography (MDLC) to separate intact proteins. We have developed a novel 3DLC strategy by
coupling HIC with ion exchange chromatography (IEC) and reverse phase chromatography (RPC) for intact protein
separation for top-down proteomics. To address the proteome dynamic range, we have been developing novel
nanomaterials that can bind low abundance proteins with PTMs with high specificity. The current focus is to develop
multivalent nanoparticle reagents for capturing phosphoproteins globally out of the human proteome for top-down
proteomics. We have designed and synthesized the first generation of functionalized NPs and showed the high specificity
in enriching phosphoproteins from complex cell and tissue lysates.
Keywords:
Biological Samples, Mass Spectrometry, Nanotechnology, Proteomics
Application Code:
Genomics, Proteomics and Other 'Omics
Methodology Code: Mass Spectrometry
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Multi-Tier Approach to Understand the Biology of Alzheimer’s Disease

Primary
Author

Renã Robinson
University of Pittsburgh

Date: Sunday, March 06, 2016 - Afternoon
Time: 02:45 PM
Room: B302

Co-Author(s)

Abstract Text
‘Omics-based approaches are increasingly being recognized for offering powerful ways to investigate biological processes,
especially in the context of Alzheimer’s disease. Advances in mass spectrometry instrumentation and bioinformatics have
increased the throughput with which we can begin to ask and answer difficult biological questions and study complex
systems. There are many levels (i.e., epidemiological, clinical, genetic, proteomic, metabolomic, etc.) with which one can
answer biological questions about Alzheimer’s disease, and each of these levels is important to guide research directions,
facilitate hypothesis generation, and inform diagnostic or therapeutic strategies. Synthesizing information from these
multiple levels however can be challenging due to the amount and complexity of the data that is generated, lack of tools
for data integration, and missing pieces of data. This presentation will give examples of our multi-tier proteomics and
information synthesis approach to understanding aspects of biology in Alzheimer’s disease.
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, Mass Spectrometry, Proteomics
Application Code:
Genomics, Proteomics and Other 'Omics
Methodology Code: Mass Spectrometry
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Old Photochemistry Brings New Capabilities in Unsaturated Lipid Analysis

Primary
Author

Yu Xia
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Co-Author(s)

Craig Stinson, Xiaoxiao Ma, Zheng Ouyang

Date: Sunday, March 06, 2016 - Afternoon
Time: 03:35 PM
Room: B302

Abstract Text
Mass spectrometry (MS)-based analysis has become a primary tool in lipidomics for providing global lipid identification
and quantitation capabilities. Among many notable analytical figures of merits, high molecular specificity is a distinct
feature of mass spectrometry. Despite the fact that multi-levels of structural information for lipids are readily achieved
from MS and tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) such as molecular weight information, lipid class, and fatty acyl
composition, the location information of a carbon-carbon double bond (C=C), however, is rarely obtainable using
commercially available MS platforms. This is fundamentally routed in that cleavages of a C-C or C=C require significantly
higher energies than other possible fragmentation channels (neutral of or charged head-group and acyl chain losses),
preventing forming fragment ions useful for C=C location determination. To meet the above analytical challenge, our
group has investigated several well established photochemical reactions for their utility in lipid C=C location
determination and isomer quantitation. We found that Paternò–Büchi (PB) reaction and UV-induced ozonolysis are good
candidates since they can be implemented on-line with MS or MS/MS analysis and provide confident C=C location
information for a broad spectrum of lipid classes. The methods to couple these reactions with electrospray ionization
(ESI) or nanoESI will be introduced. The potential and scope of these methods are demonstrated with lipid extracts from
biological samples (tissues, cell lines, and plasma) for simultaneous unsaturated lipid characterization and quantitation.
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, Lipids, Mass Spectrometry
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: Mass Spectrometry
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Evaluating Small Molecule Histone Inhibitors with High Resolution Mass Spectrometry and
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Primary
Author
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Co-Author(s)
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Date: Sunday, March 06, 2016 - Afternoon
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Room: B302

Abstract Text
Three dimensional cell cultures are simplified models of human organs or tumors. Similar to in vivo systems, they often
contain complex physiological and biochemical gradients, such as regions of enhanced cellular viability or proliferation
and increasing or decreasing pH. For the first time, we are characterizing the histone post-translational modifications
(PTMs) in different layers of 3D cell cultures. Using high-resolution tandem mass spectrometry, we have characterized
pronounced gradients in the histone PTMs that correlate with spatial regions of pathophysiology in the 3D cell mass. For
example, histone H3 lysine 27 (H3K27) is highly methylated in the necrotic cells in the center of the 3D cell cultures. This
methylation is a transcriptionally repressive modification, and is correlated with many cancers with corresponding
interest therapeutically. In addition to characterizing the endogenous post-translational status of the histones, we are
also taking advantage of the 3D cell culture system to evaluate the effectiveness of small molecule inhibitors for altering
epigenetic histone modification profiles. Enhancer of zeste homolog 2 (EZH2) is the catalytic subunit of the polycomb
repressive complex 2 that catalyzes methylation of H3K27. Using imaging mass spectrometry approaches, we have
characterized the ability of the EZH2 inhibitor, UNC 1999, to penetrate 3D cell culture masses and alter the methylation
status for the H3K27 mark. While we demonstrate the proof-of-principle with UNC1999, this approach is ideal to evaluate
a larger range of molecular inhibitors of epigenetic modifiers in a tumor-like environment.
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, Biomedical, Mass Spectrometry, Protein
Application Code:
Biomedical
Methodology Code: Mass Spectrometry
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Primary
Author
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Co-Author(s)
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Time: 01:35 PM
Room: B304

Abstract Text
We report the use of dynamic pH junction based CZE-ESI-MS/MS for bottom-up proteomics an electrokinetically-pumped
sheath-flow nanospray CE-MS interface and both an LTQ-ion trap and a Orbitrap-Velos mass spectrometers. Conventional
injection of 20 nL of a 1 mg/mL BSA digest identified 37 peptides and produced 66% sequence coverage. In contrast, pH
junction injection of 130 nL (or larger) of a 0.05 mg/mL BSA digest identified 40 peptides and produced 70% coverage
using a pH 6.5 sample buffer and the LTQ. A 20 nL conventional injection of a 1 mg/mL E. coli digest identified 508
peptides and 199 proteins with the LTQ. A 400 nL pH junction injection of a 0.1 mg/mL E. coli digest identified 527
peptides and 179 proteins with the LTQ. Triplicate technical replicates of a 0.01 mg/mL sample with 400-nL injection
volume using a pH junction identified 288 ± 9 peptides and 121 ± 5 proteins with the LTQ. The Orbitrap-Velos analysis of a
10-nL injection of a 0.1 mg/mL E. coli digest identified of 185 proteins and 828 peptides, which appears to be the state-ofthe art performance for single shot analysis of a 1-ng prokaryote digest. There was outstanding concordance in migration
time between the pH junction and normal injection. The pH junction produced narrower peaks and significant
concentration for all but the most acidic components in the sample. We also applied the pH junction to three intact
standard proteins and observed a >10x increase in peak intensity compared to conventional injection.
Keywords:
Electrophoresis, Peptides, Proteomics
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: Capillary Electrophoresis
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Primary
Author
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Co-Author(s)
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Time: 02:10 PM
Room: B304

Abstract Text
Online analyte preconcentration is a preferred method to increase the limited detection sensitivity of miniaturized
capillary electrophoresis (CE) resulting from the required small sample injection volumes. We have developed a
microfluidic platform that employs a pneumatic microvalve to perform online preconcentration and controlled sample
injection for CE. The pneumatic microvalve, created using multilayer soft lithography, is precisely aligned at a T-junction
on a PDMS chip and can serve as a permselective membrane under an applied potential. For sample preconcentration,
potentials are set such that analytes are driven to and focused at the closed valve by concentration polarization. Once
analytes are concentrated, the valve is briefly opened and the stacked sample is hydrodynamically injected onto a
separation column. Preconcentration and injection of cationic and anionic species have been separately demonstrated
using appropriate microchannel surface treatments. Enrichment factors exceeding 1000 have been achieved, and the
preconcentration/injection functionality has been coupled with both microchip and capillary-based separations. The latter
enabled straightforward coupling with electrospray ionization mass spectrometry via an electrokinetically driven sheath
flow interface. To preserve the high resolution made possible by the rapid and precise actuation of the microvalve for
capillary-based separations, a method was developed to interface microchannels with fused silica capillaries with no
detectable dead volume. Additionally, analyte preconcentration can take place while an electrophoretic separation is
ongoing, which makes this a promising method for coupling two-dimensional separations, such as liquid chromatography
coupled to CE with no loss of analyte between dimensions.
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, Capillary Electrophoresis, Electrospray, Lab-on-a-Chip/Microfluidics
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: Microfluidics/Lab-on-a-Chip
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Primary
Author
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Date: Sunday, March 06, 2016 - Afternoon
Time: 02:45 PM
Room: B304

Co-Author(s)

Abstract Text
Recent trends in sample preparation include shift towards automation, high-throughput, miniaturization, and extraction
methodology with low or no solvent consumption with preferably integrated with on-site sampling (“green chemistry”).
In the presentation the ways in which solid-phase microextraction (SPME) and related techniques can complement
currently used techniques will be discussed. The most promising application of these approaches, which distinguishes this
method from other extraction and sample preparation techniques, is their applicability to on-site and in vivo sampling
with no need of sample withdrawal. In this presentation, an automated, high-throughput method based on thin-film
solid phase microextraction and liquid chromatography mass spectrometry will be introduced for simultaneous
quantitative analysis of 110 drugs chosen from ten classes and varying in physical and chemical properties. SPME does not
require any sample collection because extraction takes place in situ by inserting a biocompatible microfiber directly into
tissue, blood or other biological matrix for a short period of time. Alternatively, the same device can be used for ex vivo
analysis using a small amount of the studied sample. Despite the multiple advantages of SPME, few efforts have been
done regarding its direct coupling to MS towards the analysis of drugs and biomarkers in vivo and in complex matrices.
This work presents multiple strategies recently developed for the direct coupling of SPME to MS. In order to have a
broader range of applications, different SPME geometries such coated fibers and meshes, as well as ionization
approaches such DART and ESI, were studied.
Keywords:
Clinical Chemistry, Extraction, Sample Handling/Automation, Sample Preparation
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: Sampling and Sample Preparation
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Microfluidic Integration of Solid-Phase Extraction with Fluorescence Labeling for
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Author
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Co-Author(s)

Mukul Sonker, Radim Knob, Suresh Kumar, Vishal Sahore

Date: Sunday, March 06, 2016 - Afternoon
Time: 03:35 PM
Room: B304

Abstract Text
Advances in biomolecular analysis are continuing to push detection limits lower, and sample preconcentration offers a
key tool for further improving these limits of detection. We are developing microfluidic systems that integrate solid-phase
extraction with fluorescence labeling in a microfluidic format. Our microdevices address two important human health
issues: preterm birth and sepsis. We are integrating affinity capture, solid-phase extraction and microchip electrophoresis
in microfluidic devices for rapid determination of preterm birth biomarker concentrations. We have observed an increase
in signal of nearly 100-fold in microchip electrophoresis after an on-chip solid-phase extraction preconcentration step. We
are also forming monolithic columns in microfluidic devices for the selective capture of nucleic acids from bacteria
associated with blood infections, as well as genes related to antibiotic resistance. We have demonstrated the ability to
capture and elute model DNA sequences related to the KPC gene. Present efforts are focusing on the extraction of
targeted nucleic acids from bacterial lysate purified from blood. Our microfluidic systems for preterm birth biomarker
analysis and sepsis diagnosis have promising capabilities for improving health outcomes.
We are grateful to the National Institutes of Health for funding (R01 EB006124 and R01 AI116989).
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, Capillary Electrophoresis, Lab-on-a-Chip/Microfluidics, Solid Phase Extraction
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: Microfluidics/Lab-on-a-Chip
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Abstract Text
Circulating markers can be used for a variety of disease management scenarios including prenatal diagnostics,
cardiovascular diseases, bacterial infections and stroke. In addition, it is now being realized that many cancer-related
diseases may also be managed using circulating markers (i.e., liquid biopsies) instead of relying exclusively on imagingbased technologies. While the utility of circulating markers has been recognized, the hardware and assays for their
selection from clinical samples has been less than appealing. For example, many plasma-based markers are selected from
whole blood using a variety of centrifugation and/or magnetic bead techniques. In addition, most assays are geared
toward selecting only a single marker type instead of the plethora of markers that exist in blood (biological cells, cell free
DNA, exosomes, proteins, etc.). In this presentation, exciting new microfluidic technologies will be discussed that can
process whole blood directly and search for a number of different types of clinically relevant biomarkers to allow
processing of large inputs and search for rare targets. The technology platform consists of task-specific fluidic modules
made from plastics using micro-replication that can be generated in a single step irrespective of the module architecture
and structure size, which is conducive to producing large number of modules at low cost and with tight tolerances. The
modules that will be discussed in this presentation include modules to: (1) Selection of biological cells from whole blood;
(2) isolation of plasma; (3) solid-phase extraction of cell free DNA; and (4) affinity selection of exosomes. The selection of
these markers can be accomplished from a single sample requiring short processing times (<30 min even for sample
inputs ranging to 10 mL) excellent recoveries (>90%) and with high purity (>80%).
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Abstract Text
Correlated chemical imaging is an emerging strategy for acquisition of images by combining information from multiplexed
measurement platforms to track, visualize, and interpret in situ changes in the structure, organization, and activities of
interesting biological systems, frequently spanning multiple decades in space and time. Acquiring and correlating
information from complementary imaging experiments has the potential to expose complex chemical behavior in ways
that are simply not available from single methods applied in isolation. However, correlating image information across
platforms presents a number of challenges. Signals are obtained from disparate experiments with fundamentally
different figures of merit, including pixel size, spatial resolution, dynamic range and acquisition rates. In addition, images
are often acquired on different instruments in different locations, so the sample must be registered spatially so that the
same area of the sample landscape is addressed. The signals acquired must be correlated in both spatial and temporal
domains, and the resulting information has to be presented in a way that is readily understood. We are exploring the
potential of heterocorrelated mass spectrometric (MS) and confocal Raman microscopy (CRM) chemical imaging, as
targeted to problems in microbial community development. This talk will center on the use of correlated CRM-MSI in
order to understand the community behavior in the development of biofilms in Pseudomonas seruginosa and will
illustrate how integrating the tools of modern molecular/cellular biology with advanced chemical imaging concepts can
yield heretofore unknown (and unknowable) features of the collective behavior of bacteria.
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Abstract Text
Nanotechnology is an area of considerable current interest in biomedical engineering because of its broad applications in
biomedical imaging, in-vitro diagnostics, and targeted therapy. The basic rationale is that nanometer-sized particles such
as quantum dots, colloidal gold, and polymeric nanomicelles have functional and structural properties that are not
available from either discrete molecules or bulk materials. When conjugated with targeting ligands such as monoclonal
antibodies, peptides or small molecules, these nanoparticles can be used to target malignant tumor cells and the tumor
microenvironment (such as tumor stroma and tumor vasculatures) with high specificity and affinity. In the “mesoscopic”
size range of 10-100 nm, nanoparticles also have large surface areas for conjugating to multiple diagnostic and
therapeutic agents, opening new possibilities in imaging, therapy, and surgery. At the present, however, there are several
fundamental problems and technical barriers that must be understood and overcome. In this talk, I will discuss the major
challenges and opportunities in the development of nanomedicine for intraoperative cancer detection and image-guided
surgery.
This work was supported by grants from the US National Institutes of Health (U54 CA119338, RC2 CA148265, and
R01CA163256).
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Abstract Text
Enhanced control over optical sources (femtosecond laser pulse shaping and pulse train modulation) turn out to be
powerful techniques to drastically improve contrast in optical imaging. For example, nonlinear optical signatures can be
explored with very modest laser powers (less average power than a laser pointer), and these signatures for biologically
important endogenous chromophores such as melanin are exquisitely sensitive to aggregation, trace metal
concentration, and composition changes. This means that nonlinear imaging produces clinically relevant contrast,
reflecting metastatic potential. Applications to cutaneous, ocular, and vulvar melanoma have been extensively explored
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Photoacoustic microscopy (PAM), providing the unique contrast of optical absorption and the superb scalability of spatial
resolution and tissue penetration, has emerged as an enabling technology in basic and translational biomedicine. Recent
technical advances in our laboratory have opened new application niches for PAM. Specifically, our multi-parametric PAM
enables—for the first time—simultaneous quantification of hemoglobin concentration, oxygen saturation, and blood flow
down to single capillaries [i]in vivo[/i]. This technical innovation, in combination with fluorescence microscopy, permits
dynamic interrogation of the molecular basis of ischemia-induced anatomical and functional vascular remodeling.
Moreover, PAM of the three hemodynamic parameters at the same spatiotemporal scale lays the foundation for highresolution mapping of the metabolic rate of oxygen, which may shed new light on the metabolic dysfunction in cancer
and brain ischemia. Our multi-spectral PAM, based on a novel optical-acoustic objective, provides a near-constant lateral
resolution (i.e., 2.8 •m) over a broad spectral range of 270–1300 nm. The consistent performance over the ultraviolet,
visible, and near-infrared range enables label-free PAM of cell nucleus (DNA/RNA contrast at 270 nm), blood vessel
(hemoglobin contrast at 532 and 559 nm), and sebaceous gland (lipid contrast at 1260 nm) at the microscopic level [i]in
vivo[/i]. Concurrent imaging of irregular nuclear morphology, disrupted oxygen metabolism, and abbarent lipogenesis in
experimental cancer models holds great potential to reveal new biomarkers for early cancer detection and targeted
therapy.
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Abstract Text
Vibrational fingerprint spectroscopy has been extensively applied to study molecules in gas phase, condensed phase, and
at interfaces. The transition from spectroscopy to spectroscopic imaging of living systems is opening new opportunities to
unveil cellular machinery and to enable molecule-based diagnosis. Such transition is, however, not a simple combination
of spectrometer and microscope. My talk will review recent efforts that pushed the boundary of the vibrational
spectroscopic imaging field in terms of spectral acquisition speed, detection sensitivity, spatial resolution, and imaging
depth. I will further highlight significant applications in functional analysis of single cells and in label-free detection of
diseases. An outlook of the field will be presented.
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Abstract Text
Exposure to ambient particulate matter (PM) in both indoor and outdoor settings has a significant impact on human
health. The most recent Global Burden of Disease study published in conjunction with the World Health Organization
suggests PM exposure as the single largest environmental contributor to disability-adjusted life year (DALY) loss. While ongoing studies utilizing traditional analytical instrumentation coupled with fixed site monitoring have yielded important
insights into PM exposure, the approach cannot account for the heterogeneity of an individual’s exposure because of the
highly variable nature of PM composition and concentration. Attempts at personal exposure monitoring have been
limited by the use of bulky, expensive, loud sampling systems and traditional analytical techniques that, while sensitive
and selective, require large sample volumes resulting in poor sensitivity. We have been developing alternative battery
powered, wearable PM sampling systems that generate filter-based as an alternative to traditional samplers. To improve
chemical measurements, we are using paper-based analytic devices to determine composition and reactivity because the
technology works well with small volumes and complex samples, can ultimately be used at the point of need, and
provides rapid results. This talk will focus on recent results that have coupled the innovative sampling and analytic
methods enabling accurate measurements of personal exposure to indoor and outdoor PM pollutants. Specific examples
of detecting metals and oxidative load in different samples will be shown.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Paper-based fluidic devices, also known as microPADS, offer a promising platform for the development of point-of-care
diagnostic assays for use in remote, resource-limited settings. MicroPADs are inexpensive to fabricate, portable, simple to
operate, and can complete an assay without relying on electrical power or supporting equipment. The reagents required
to perform the assays on paper-based devices are typically added to the devices as solutions during fabrication. The
solutions are then dried on the devices, and the reagents are stored in dry form until they are rehydrated when the
device is used to perform a test. This presentation will describe our work on the development of an alternative method
for depositing and storing reagents on paper-based devices using custom-made pencils containing reagents dispersed in a
solid matrix. These reagent pencils enable rapid and solvent-free deposition of reagents onto membrane-based fluidic
devices in a method that is as simple as drawing with the reagent pencils on the devices. When aqueous samples are
added to the devices, the reagents dissolve from the pencil matrix and become available to react with analytes in the
sample. We evaluated the capabilities of the pencils for depositing reagents onto paper-based devices and also for storing
reagents in a dry and convenient platform. We believe reagent pencils will offer a new option for preparing and
customizing diagnostic tests at the point of care without the need for specialized equipment, which will provide an
alternative option to the conventional approach of depositing reagents on the devices during fabrication.
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Abstract Text
Metals are ubiquitous in the environment and have long been recognized to pose significant threat to human health.
Blood lead (Pb) has been consistently associated with deficits in IQ and academic achievement in numerous controlled
studies. Manganese (Mn) is an essential element, yet neurotoxic in excess, capable of crossing the blood-brain barrier
and accumulating in the brain. Another ubiquitous metal, cadmium (Cd), has the potential to cause kidney, liver, bone,
brain, and vascular damage. Current approaches to measuring exposure to these metals often suffer from high cost and
lengthy turnaround. This talk will discuss recent developments in electrochemical metal determination for point-of-care
assessment of these metals. While anodic stripping of Pb has been well-reported in literature, stripping analysis of Mn
and Cd on microscale remains a critical challenge due to the strong negative potential of stripping peak or complexation
with other metals. Necessity for low limits of detection, high reproducibility, and low (disposable) sensor costs present
additional challenges. Our ultimate goal is to demonstrate rapid, point-of-care, multi-analyte assessment of Pb, Mn and
Cd in a finger prick of blood.
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Abstract Text
Following the 1980s PC revolution and the 1990s internet revolutions, recent decades, have experienced a revolution in
sensor research which promises to have a significant impact on a broad range of applications including national security,
health care, environment, energy, industry and food safety, and manufacturing. Sensor research is cross-disciplinary
involving chemistry, physics, material science, engineering, biology and medicine. This presentation will discuss the
notable contributions to the chemical sensor and biosensor fields from our laboratory. Our innovative approach stems
from a systematic design process across all design layers, with judicious choices in materials and transducers to uniquely
overcome all performance challenges, especially those related to sensing capability and miniaturized sensor system
implementation. By molecular design and control of unique interface materials including ionic liquids, conductive
polymers, carbohydrates, proteins and cells, we have fabricated new sensor interfaces and synergistically integrated them
with low cost and low power piezoelectric/QCM and electrochemical transducers to yield forward-thinking solutions to
many sensors challenges, especially miniaturization for wearable sensors and robustness for field uses. The presentation
will include three parts: (1) Challenges for current chemical sensor and biosensors; (2) Ionic liquid electrochemistry and
gas sensor applications; (3) label free biosensors for real time and non-invasive characterization of biomolecular
interactions and for studying cell biology at the whole cell level. The simplicity and the high performance of the
demonstrated detection principles allows for easy integration with engineering advancements for lab on a chip and
wearable sensors with the performance, cost, power, and operational lifetime characteristics to suit a broad range of
applications.
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Abstract Text
Magnesium and its alloys are being developed as biodegradable metallic implant materials for bone repair, stents and
other medical applications because they exhibit properties such as strength, light weight, and corrosion in aqueous
environments. The corrosion of magnesium and its alloys can be monitored by measuring the concentrations of the
solution soluble corrosion products magnesium ion, hydroxyl ion and hydrogen gas. Hydrogen has proven to be
especially useful in this regard because electrochemical and optical sensors are available that detect hydrogen at low
levels with little interference. Of special importance is the ability to detect hydrogen produced by a magnesium implant
through the skin. Monitoring hydrogen transdermally with a sensor provides a means for monitoring biodegration in
point of care situations.
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Abstract Text
This talk will introduce the topic of the workshop "Light Sources in Analytical Chemistry: Solid State Light Sources and
Beyond". Advances in many areas of analytical chemistry depend to a significant degree on advances in light source
technology. Solid state light sources (SSLS), namely light emitting diodes (LEDs), laser diodes, quantum cascade lasers etc.)
provided an immense impetus for further developments and most importantly to portable analytical instrumentation.
This talk will highlight some of the most important developments especially in the area of light emitting diodes, and
illustrate them by examples primarily from own research in areas including optical detection in separation techniques and
imaging. Areas and directions of future progress will be discussed.
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Abstract Text
High-finesse optical absorption techniques such as cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) and cavity-enhanced absorption
spectroscopy (CEAS) are sensitive and hence popular tools for accurate quantification of gases. Here, applications of CRDS
and CEAS to the analysis of trace gases of interest to the atmospheric chemistry community will be presented. A 6channel CRDS for quantification of nitrogen oxides and a CEAS powered by a cyan (505 nm) LED for quantification of
nitrogen dioxide (NO[sub]2[/sub]) and I[sub]2[/sub] mixing ratios were constructed. These molecules play many
important roles in the troposphere, including the catalysis of photochemical ozone production; hence, knowledge of their
abundances and transformation pathways is of interest. Mixing ratios of NO[sub]2[/sub] and of the nitrate radical
(NO[sub]3[/sub]) are directly quantified by blue (405 nm) and red (662 nm) diode laser CRDS with 1-minute detection
limits of 20 parts-per-trillion (pptv, 10[sup]-12[/sup]) and 2 pptv, respectively. Other nitrogen oxides, including nitric oxide
(NO), dinitrogen pentoxide (N[sub]2[/sub]O[sub]5[/sub]), total peroxyacyl nitrates (PN =
RC(O)O[sub]2[/sub]NO[sub]2[/sub]), and total alkyl nitrates, (AN = RONO[sub]2[/sub]) are quantified by selective
conversion to either NO[sub]2[/sub] or NO[sub]3[/sub]. To improve the detection limits for PN and AN to below 10 pptv
and to minimize interferences, the instrument was equipped with an automated purge-and-trap preconcentration setup.
Results from the Ozone-depleting reactions in a coastal atmosphere (ORCA) campaign, which took place at the Amphitrite
Point Observatory in Ucluelet, BC, Canada, July 8 - 31, 2015, are presented. Current work focuses on the quantification of
total odd nitrogen (NO[sub]y[/sub]) and aromatic nitrates by catalytic conversion to NO[sub]2[/sub].
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Abstract Text
Internal combustion engines and turbines are ubiquitous in today’s society, and it may appear surprising that there exists
not a single commercial sensor that could reliably monitor in real-time, the condition of the lubricants that are used in
these engines. We previously established fluorescence excitation emission matrix (EEM) spectroscopy as a method
capable of determining the antioxidant concentration - a good indicator species for lubricant quality. By scanning the
excitation wavelength and recording a fluorescence spectrum at every wavelength a three dimensional excitation
emission matrix (EEM) spectrum can be obtained. EEM spectra are typically generated by step-scanning a grating to 50100 positions for each wavelength of the emission spectrum while a second grating is scanned to positions corresponding
to each excitation wavelength. A new fiber probe permits these measurements in situ, i.e. in a running engine. The
fluorescent components of lubricants, i.e. mostly antioxidants and other additives can be quantified using multivariate
analysis techniques such as Parallel Factor (PARAFAC) analysis.
Unfortunately, the sequential scanning of EEM spectrometers corresponds to a point by point generation of the EEM
spectrum and is quite slow. The acquisition of a single EEM spectrum takes typically between 10-40 minutes and cannot
be applied to fast phenomena.
We demonstrate a technique whereby multiplexing such a process has the potential of speeding up data acquisition by a
factor of up to 5,000. Using a digital micromirror array each excitation event consists not of a single colour but a “barcode
spectrum” of colours. The sample subsequently fluoresces and the fluorescence is dispersed in a conventional array
spectrometer. After decoding the spectral array the whole EEM spectrum is obtained. Utilizing a Hadamard modulation
approach, the technique makes use of the throughput and multiplex advantages that are inherent with Fourier-transformbased methods.
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Abstract Text
Optical absorbance detection in HPLC and capillary electrophoresis usually requires wavelengths below 300 nm as many
molecules show absorbance bands in this region but not at longer wavelengths. The arrival of LEDs for the deep UV-range
therefore opened up the possibility of constructing inexpensive and compact detectors for these common analytical
separation methods. These devices were found to perform as well as state-of-the art conventional detectors.
Design considerations for the construction of detectors for standard and narrow bore HPLC will be discussed as well as for
the more demanding platform of capillary electrophoresis. Important aspects are the avoidance of stray light, achieving
high stability in intensity, and mechanical robustness. The implementation of Beer’s law with analog electronic circuitry
will be detailed and the effect of non-chromaticity of the LEDs on the signal will be examined.
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Abstract Text
In recent years, chem/bio sensing platforms increasingly benefit from miniaturized and integrated optical technologies
providing direct access to molecular information. Since in-situ analytical strategies are becoming more prevalent e.g., in
harsh environments or for point-of-care diagnostics, detection schemes that do not require reagents or labels are of
particular interest providing localized on-site information in – or close to - real-time.
Mid-infrared (MIR; 3-20 µm) sensor technology is progressively more adopted in environmental analysis, process
monitoring, and biodiagnostics owing to the inherent molecular specificity. Thereby, discrimination of molecular
constituents at ppm-ppb concentration levels in condensed and vapor phase media is enabled. While recently emerging
technologies include innovative waveguide structures such as mid-infrared transparent fiberoptics, substrate-integrated
hollow waveguides, and planar semiconductor waveguide, the true revolution in MIR sensing is based on next-generation
laser light sources - broadly tunable quantum cascade lasers (QCLs). Given these developments, compact yet robust MIR
chem/bio sensors and diagnostics are on the horizon for applications in extreme environments such as the deep sea, but
also for advanced breath monitoring in clinical analysis. Selected examples and recent developments will highlight the
potential of QCL-based MIR sensing technologies.
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Abstract Text
In the human body, there are more than 2,000 different microRNA (miRNA). Approximately, half of the human miRNA
have the same size and consist of 22 nuclecotides. With the limit on four different nucleobases (A, U, G, C), it is not
surprising to have multiple isomeric miRNA, i.e. nucleotide composition is identical, that may originate from the same
type of tissue. Some of isomeric human miRNA can also have high percentage of sequence similarity. Together with the
increasing interest in using specific miRNA as diagnostic biomarkers or potential drug targets, it has raised the demand for
more accurate miRNA detection. One way to improve the accuracy is by using mass spectrometry (MS) to measure
miRNA directly. Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) MS stands apart from other MS techniques due to
the fact that a MALDI matrix is required for sample preparation. In this study, by exploiting the acidity of MALDI matrix
and its mixing with miRNA prior to MS measurements, a simple method to generate RNA sequencing ladders is
developed. The method utilizes the MALDI matrix to hydrolyze RNA at high temperature. The resulting sequencing
ladders are ready to be measured without any desalting. By using MALDI SpiralTOF MS, the monoisotopic mass of each
RNA fragment was measured. The RNA sequence was determined by sequentially comparing nucleotide compositions
that were calculated from measured monoisotopic masses. The use of nucleotide compositions to assist the spectral
interpretation has the advantages on distinguishing the complementary sequencing ladders, and allows the nucleotide
identity at each position to be crosschecked multiple times. Together with the analysis of both complementary
sequencing ladders, 100% sequence coverage and sequence accuracy were achieved in a blinded study.
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Abstract Text
Liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) methods have proven to be quite effective at
determining oligonucleotide purity, sequence and modification status. The standard approaches have been to use C18
reverse phase chromatography for sample separation, followed by electrospray ionization (ESI) for sample introduction.
Despite the success of these standard approaches, issues related to chromatographic background and carryover, along
with ion suppression, currently limit high sensitivity measurements of modified oligonucleotides and RNAs. In this
presentation, we will discuss new strategies for LC-MS/MS of modified oligonucleotides including the use of dropletbased sample introduction. Advantages of these alternative methods will be illustrated, and future areas of improvement
will be discussed.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The past decade has seen a resurgence of interest in the biological function of the >120 known chemical modifications of
all types of RNA in all forms of life. Every cell possesses 25-40 different modified ribonucleosides most frequently
occurring in tRNA. While the modifications are known to affect tRNA stability and translational fidelity, their higher-level
biological function has eluded definition. Here we look at the role of tRNA modifications in controlling cellular adaptation
to stress. Cells respond to environmental changes by altering gene expression at several levels, with translational control
of cell response being poorly understood. Using a novel bioanalytical platform, we recently discovered a new systemslevel mechanism in yeast, in which the dozens of tRNA modifications reprogram in response to stress to control selective
translation of families of codon-biased mRNAs from stress response genes. We now report that this translational
mechanism is a general feature of both prokaryotes and eukaryotes, with a demonstration that it governs the dormancy
response of mycobacteria during the hypoxic stress characteristic of tuberculous granulomas. Focusing on
[i]Mycobacterium bovis[/i] BCG, an [i]M. tuberculosis[/i] surrogate, we observed signature reprogramming of 40 tRNA
modifications at each stage of hypoxic dormancy and aerobic resuscitation. This reprogramming was linked to selective
translation of transcripts from families of codon-biased genes. For example, early hypoxia caused increases in wobble
cmo[sup]5[/sup]U in tRNA[sup]Thr(UGU)[/sup] that paralleled translation of transcripts biased in the use of its cognate
codon, ACG, such as the DosR master regulator of hypoxic dormancy. Codon reengineering of [i]dosR[/i] produced
corresponding changes in fitness during hypoxia and recovery. Ongoing studies illustrate the generality of this mechanism
in human cancer, the life cycle of malaria parasites, and dengue virus infection.
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Abstract Text
Post-transcriptional modifications (PTMs) play important roles in the structure and function of RNA. Mass spectrometry
has been proven to be an invaluable tool for the direct analysis of PTMs because almost all PTMs accompany the mass
shifts from the equivalent, unmodified molecules and because highly sensitive genomics-based technologies can
characterize only several types of known PTMs. We are developing a platform toward the comprehensive chemical
analysis of RNA, which consists of direct nano-flow liquid chromatography and high resolution tandem mass spectrometry
(nLC-MS/MS) coupled with a genome-oriented search program, Ariadne (Nakayama H. et al. 2009 Nucleic Acids Res,
Taoka M. et al. 2009 Nucleic Acids Res). To date, this analytical system has been applied successfully to discover a novel
metabolic pathway that ensures the quality of U snRNAs important for pre-mRNA splicing and isoform expression
(Ishikawa H. et al. 2014 Nucleic Acids Res) and to the direct identification of human cellular miRNAs of around 22
nucleotides (Nakayama H. et al. 2015 Anal Chem). More recently, we have developed a method, termed SILNAS, for the
comprehensive, quantitative identification of RNA PTMs, which utilizes an in vitro transcribed 13C-coded RNA as a
reference standard to the biological RNA to be analyzed, and determined the complete chemical structure of eukaryotic
ribosomal RNAs for the first time (Taoka M. et al. 2015 Nucleic Acids Res). Thus, our current system allows the
identification of all RNA PTMs listed in public databases, i.e. ~130 PTMs, and can even discriminate a “mass-silent” PTM
from uridine to pseudouridine at a single nucleotide resolution. In this presentation, we will present the current status of
our system and discuss its potential application to the analysis of biological RNAs, as well as of synthetic nucleic acids
produced for the pharmaceutical purpose.
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Abstract Text
Optical sensors based on ionophore assisted competitive or cooperative extraction are today well established, but they
typically exhibit a pH cross-sensitivity that is inherent in the sensing mechanism. Finding fundamental solutions to
overcome this limitation is of utmost practical importance.
This talk explores to what extent the use of voltage sensitive dyes can help to design ion opposed that work
independently of sample pH. These systems function by the partitioning of a solvatochromic charged dye as a function of
the interfacial potential, although it can also be understood on the basis of simple ion-exchange or coextraction with the
ion of interest. This type of detection must be performed with short diffusion distances, since the dye most equilibrium
partition, and this is achieved with emulsion based sensor systems. While the sample pH is confirmed not to influence the
sensor readout, the volume ratio of sample to sensor phase does impact on the signal.
This talk will explore whether a partial molecular transfer of the chromophore unit of the dye, while keeping the bulky
lipophilic tail near the organic phase, will reduce this sample volume dependence to make this new sensing principle truly
promising.
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Abstract Text
It has been hypothesized that patients in severe sepsis or septic shock possess urine carbon dioxide levels significantly
different from healthy patients. If the hypothesis could be proved true and the CO[sub]2[/sub] can be monitored during
the treatment of these patients it is expected to lead to better outcomes. Today the mortality rate of patients in septic
shock using the “early goal-directed therapy protocol”of Rivers[sup]1[/sup] is 30.5%.
To investigate the utility of urine carbon dioxide as a prognostic indicator for severe sepsis and septic shock we have
collected urine samples from human subjects in an IRB approved protocol at the Methodist University Hospital, Memphis,
and determined their CO[sub]2[/sub] levels using a home made wall-jet type flow through manifold in combination with a
Severinghaus type carbon dioxide sensor. In the frame of our studies we followed the CO[sub]2[/sub] levels in urine
samples collected from a Foley catheter before treatment and 12 hours and 24 hours after treatment.
The data collected from 12 intensive care unit patients does not allow drawing unambiguous conclusion. In certain
patients, in agreement with the expectations, the urinary CO[sub]2[/sub] levels gradually decreased during the patient’s
recovery. However, in other patients it hardly changed or even increased. We are convinced that the uncertainties are
related to uncertainties in the sampling. To establish that urine CO[sub]2[/sub] may indeed correlate with patient’s
hemodynamic status the sampling should be synchronized with the treatment. Towards this goal we are working on the
implementation of a miniaturized CO[sub]2[/sub] sensor into the Foley catheter.
Related to the precision and accuracy of the determination of CO[sub]2[/sub] levels in urine we discuss the challenges of
sampling, sample storage, and the influence of urine pH, temperature and ionic strength on the results.
1. Rivers, E. et. al. New Engl. J. Med. 2001, 345, 1368.
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Abstract Text
We are going to report on our most recent results regarding the application of nanomaterials for potentiometric sensing.
This includes single nanopore-based potentiometric sensors for direct determination of ions and nucleic acids as well as
ion-selective electrodes based on nanoparticle-ionophore conjugates. In terms of nanopore-based potentiometric
sensors for nucleic acid determination we will report the detailed mechanism of the potentiometric response formation.
The theoretical treatment includes the effect of the location and surface concentration of the receptor molecule in the
nanopore environment as well as the binding kinetics of the ligand to the surface confined receptor molecules.
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Abstract Text
In this presentation, I will demonstrate the first biomedical application of voltammetric ion-selective electrodes based on
double-polymer membranes. Specifically, plasticized poly(vinyl chloride) membrane is doped with
dinonylnaphthalenesulfonate to selectively and reversibly detect protamine as an antidote of heparin in human blood.
The application of the new protamine sensor for titration of heparin is also discussed.
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Abstract Text
A conducting polymer-coated electrode has been investigated as an inner electrode of the all-solid ion selective
electrode. However, its stability and reproducibility are rather low, and practical use of the all-solid ion selective electrode
with the conducting polymer-coated electrode has not been realized yet because potential stability significantly affects
determination based on the potentiometric response. To examine the potential response of the all-solid ion selective
electrode, the potential response of the conducting polymer-coated electrode in the organic solution, which is involved in
the PVC membrane of the ion selective electrode, should be confirmed. But, there is few report regarding to potential
response in the organic solution immiscible in water. In the present work, electrode response of the conducting polymercoated electrode in the organic phase is reported. Moreover, in order to apply the conducting polymer-coated electrode
to voltammetry measurement, the effect of current flow on depolarization of the electrode potential was also examined.
The conducting polymer electrode adjusted by authors was applied to the thin layer electrolysis cell for coulometric
determination, which was a two-electrode system. Results of the flow injection method and the stripping method will be
indicated as coulometric measurements [1, 2].
[1] Y. Yoshida, S. Nakamura, J. Uchida, A. Hemmi, K. Maeda, J. Electroanal. Chem.,707 (2013), 95–101, [2] Y. Yoshida, J.
Uchida, S. Nakamura, S. Yamaguchi, K. Maeda, Anal. Sci. 30 (2014) 351-357
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Abstract Text
The primary focus of this research is the investigation of the mechanism of biofouling in current fluorous phase ionselective electrode (ISE) systems. With prolonged exposure to biological samples, potentiometric measurements using
conventional polymeric-membrane ISEs exhibit a breakdown of selectivity and response. Therefore, extensive washing
procedures and frequent recalibrations are needed for many clinical and biological applications. Initial work with fluorous
phase ISEs has shown significant improvements in selectivity and limits of detection over conventional polymericmembrane ISEs.1 Moreover, experiments with fluorous pH electrodes have shown that long term serum exposure does
not affect the electrode selectivity but stirred serum solutions appeared to cause a transient EMF drift. To explore this
effect more systematically, a potentiometric stir tests was developed. Both conventional polymeric membrane and
fluorous membrane electrodes were exposed to solutions stirred intermittently. Both types of membranes exhibited an
EMF response to stirring when exposed to of 10% v/v solutions equine blood serum but not when exposed to simple
electrolyte solutions. The transient potentiometric response depends on the hydrophobicity of the ionic sites
incorporated into the ISE membranes; specifically, a lower hydrophobicity results in a larger effect of stirring on the EMF.
For the fluorous electrodes, synthesis of a more hydrophobic ionic site and its use along with fluorophilic H+ ionophores
successfully mitigated the effect of sample stirring on the emf. The use of a fairly simple phase boundary model confirms
that the effect of stirring is caused by loss of ionic sites into the serum containing sample.
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Abstract Text
An entirely new approach in activatable and controllable sensing is presented here using metastable photoacids (mPAHs)
within the sensor that may be activated by visible light or near-infrared (NIR). This could broaden and significantly
enhance the current biological, biomedical and environmental sensing applications. Most of the activatable and
controllable platforms for sensing require ultraviolet (UV) irradiation, which promotes cellular damage and limits sensing
in biological and biomedical applications. Additional limitations are irreversibility and photo-fatigue of the sensor, which is
inherent to the systems that use UV-irradiation for activation. These limitations could be overcome by using mPAHs that
do not require UV irradiation.
A carbanion mPAH was reported to generate a large photo-induced proton concentration by visible light and was
compatible towards organic media. This carbanion mPAH displays two absorption peaks that corresponds to carbanion
mPAH protonated and deprotonated forms, which allows for ratiometric measurements to indirectly correlate the ion of
interest. Furthermore, when this mPAH is introduced into the calcium sensing membrane, no photo-fatigue was observed
after repeated activation (turn ON/OFF) cycles. This sensing membrane was also exposed to increasing concentrations of
calcium ions without activation, resulting in negligible change in absorbance. When activated the membrane with visible
light, the sensing membrane showed a change in the absorbance for different concentrations of calcium ions, allowing
detection at the micromolar level, indicating that the photodissociated proton exchanged with the calcium ions.
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Abstract Text
In a regulated industrial environment, analytical methods are typically developed in R&D and transferred widely to
manufacturing and formulation sites, alliance partners, and CRO's. These transfers readily determine the ruggedness of
the methods. The methods themselves determine the purity of the active ingredients or technical material, the level of
the active ingredient in the formulated products and the level of impurities. Since these analytical methods are also
submitted to regulatory bodies during the process of product registration, the regulators have the right to use them to
analyze products pulled from the market place. It is essential therefore that industry knows how rugged the methods are,
and has the ability to evaluate that via an evaluation of the effectiveness of a method transfer. We have a process that
describes an effective protocol for method transfer and an evaluation of the data after that process is conducted. The
process is used world-wide. This presentation will highlight this process and show results of effective transfers.
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Abstract Text
One of the primary roles many analytical scientists take on in the industrial chemistry setting is the development of
methods that will permit reliable quantitative analyses. Many of these methods will employ some form of
chromatography to enable quantitation of the analytes of interest. There have been many advancements in the field of
separation science recently, that include UHPLC, nano-LC, and advances in column technology, and these technologies
would be advantageous for of developing quantitative methods for many projects. This talk will focus on the
considerations that will go into developing primary methods to enable the accurate, precise, and robust analysis of
analytes in complex matrices. The goal of this work is to demonstrate the balance required to develop methods using the
highest level science and transferring that to quality control facilities.
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Abstract Text
To improve the separation performance of Size Exclusion Chromatography columns, improvement of the packing
materials is essential. It is important to compromise between the particle size and pore volume, in order to get the
desired separation. For large biomolecules, such as therapeutic proteins and monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), a larger
exclusion limit will yield better separation. With the increased use of UHPLC instruments in laboratories today, it is
important to have a column which is compatible with both UHPLC and conventional HPLC instruments.
Here we introduce two new silica based, 2 µm particle Size, 25 nm pore size analytical size exclusion chromatography
columns with larger exclusion limits; 4.6 mm I.D. x 15 cm column for ultra-high speed separation and 4.6 mm I.D. x 30 cm
column for ultra-high resolution. Both columns are modified with diol groups on the surface. The slope around molecular
weight region of •-globulin is shallow. Pore characteristics were optimized to have the high resolution of mAb monomer
from dimer and higher order aggregates besides monomer/fragment with this shallower calibration slope. Surface
characteristics are almost equivalent to existing SW-type columns. The columns are compatible to both UHPLC and HPLC.
For best performance it is necessary to use semi-micro HPLC system with low dead volume.
In this presentation, we will discuss the characterization of these two columns in the analysis of therapeutic mAbs and
proteins. We have evaluated different peak parameters such as retention time, peak asymmetry, column efficiency, peak
resolution, run time, loading capacity etc. for the characterization.
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Abstract Text
The binding of drugs with serum proteins, such as alpha[sub]1[/sub]-acid glycoprotein (AGP) and human serum albumin
(HSA), is important in determining the transport, excretion and metabolism of such drugs in the body. AGP can bind and
transport numerous basic and neutral drugs in the blood stream. It is also an acute phase protein and has levels that may
be altered during many acute and chronic disease states, such as systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), a chronic
autoimmune disease. Higher plasma levels and a differential glycosylation pattern of AGP have been noted in patients
with SLE. This suggests that the binding of some drugs with AGP may be changed during SLE due to the variation in its
concentration or glycosylation pattern. However, little information exists on the changes in the drug-binding of AGP
under these conditions. Recently, a method combining on-line immunoextraction and high-performance affinity
chromatography has been developed and shown to be a rapid means for examining drug interactions with HSA. In this
work, AGP isolated directly from serum was used to investigate changes in drug-binding with this protein in SLE. Both
frontal analysis and zonal elution were conducted on the isolated AGP with various drugs, with some of these showing
significant changes in binding versus that with normal AGP. The glycosylation patterns of the AGP samples were also
examined by capillary electrophoresis to compare the structural variations in AGP with the changes in its drug
interactions. The same chromatographic method should also be applicable to drug-protein binding studies in other
disease states, as could be used for clinical studies or personalized medicine.
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Abstract Text
Biosimilar development is increasing because of expiring patents. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (US FDA)
recently recommended that biosimilar sponsors use a stepwise approach to develop the evidence needed to
demonstrate biosimilarity. The stepwise approach starts with extensive structural and functional characterization of both
the proposed product and the reference product. This regulatory guidance for biosimilar development is driving demand
for monosaccharide and sialic acid analyses, which is used for monitoring biosimilar glycosylation.
High Performance Anion-Exchange with Pulsed Amperometric Detection (HPAE-PAD) is a direct analysis method for
monosaccharides, sialic acids, and other carbohydrates. It is sensitive and selective for a large variety of carbohydrates.
Here HPAE-PAD is used to directly determine the carbohydrates present in glycoproteins, without additional labeling
steps that are often needed for other analysis methods, saving time and reagent costs.
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Abstract Text
Testosterone circulating in the bloodstream can be either in a free form or a protein-bound form, both of which have
been reported to play important roles in tissue uptake and biological activity. To better understand the interactions of
testosterone with plasma protein, and the resulting free fraction of this hormone in blood or serum, it is important to
have the information regarding the overall binding and kinetics that govern this interaction. Two serum proteins that bind
to testosterone are human serum albumin, the most abundant serum protein, and sex hormone-binding globulin, the
main steroid hormone binding protein. In this study, a novel approach was developed for this type of study based on
ultrafast affinity extraction and high performance affinity chromatography (HPAC). This approach was used to
simultaneously and rapidly determine both the global association equilibrium constants and dissociation rate constants
for these testosterone-protein interactions while also providing an automated system that required only small amounts
of protein and hormone. This method was also used in a multi-dimensional affinity system to measure the free fractions
of testosterone in samples that contained physiological concentrations of this hormone and its binding proteins. The
results indicated that ultrafast affinity extraction and HPAC can be powerful tools for studying hormone-protein
interactions and can provide information regarding both the rate constants and binding strengths for a hormone with
serum proteins, as well as the free fractions for such a target in samples with clinically-relevant concentrations.
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Abstract Text
The brown recluse spider (BRS), [i]Loxosceles reclusa[/i], inhabits much of the Midwestern and Southern US, where it
presents a serious public health challenge owing to the risks associated with its venomous bite that include hemolysis,
renal failure, multiple organ dysfunction, and uncommonly, death. These risks are exacerbated by widespread home
infestations and a lack of effective population control practices. This inspired us to seek novel BRS sex pheromones from
spider silk using advanced ultrafast liquid chromatography – tandem mass spectrometry (UFLC-MS[sup]n[/sup])
methodologies for use in BRS trap applications. Spider silk from both sexually mature males and females were biologically
assayed using male courtship behavioral monitoring to determine presence of sex pheromone followed by subsequent
pheromone extraction. Silk extracts were separated with an isocratic UFLC methodology utilizing a C18 column. State-ofthe-art silk profiling was performed using high-resolution enhanced mass spectrum scans coupled with information
dependent acquisition of enhanced product ion scans (EMS-IDA-EPI) for compounds with mass-to-charge ratios (m/z)
ranging from 50 to 800 m/z. Silk components were identified according to their fragmentation patterns with integrated
MassBank support. A total of 24 unique compounds were identified on pheromone-active silk that were not found on
pheromone-inactive silk from both female and male spiders. Moreover, our results demonstrate marked differences in
silk composition between males and females that may be further used for improved BRS trap designs. The detailed UFLCMS[sup]n[/sup] EMS-IDA-EPI method, extraction protocol, and results will be presented at the conference.
This study was supported by a National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship.
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Abstract Text
The monoclonal antibody (mAb) therapeutics market is growing at a rapid rate owing to increased demand for targeted
treatments. Therapeutic mAbs, such as Rituxan, Herceptin, Remicade, and Avastin, are mostly produced from mammalian
cell. These biological products are heterogeneous due to post-translational modifications. Additional modifications such
as oxidation can be introduced during the manufacturing process. A comprehensive characterization of mAb purity,
aggregates, and variants is required for the final biopharmaceutical product approval and subsequent manufacturing
processes.
Herceptin was partially oxidized with 0.01% H2O2 overnight. The mAb fragments were then generated by subsequent DTT
reduction, or papain digestion, or IdeS protease digestion. These fragments and their oxidation variants were separated
on a supermacroporous reverse phase (SMP-RP) column coupled to a Q Exactive Plus Orbitrap mass spectrometer.
There is a growing trend to obtain intact mass information as well as the glycan profile in the QC of mAbs using high
resolution mass spectrometers. The most commonly employed LC/MS method is to desalt mAbs via reversed phase
chromatography and perform an MS analysis. Further MS analysis of mAb fragments such as the heavy chain (HC), light
chain (LC), Fab, and Fc can quickly reveal the location as well as nature of the modification. In the current study, we are
presenting a fast separation method for mAb fragments and their oxidation variants from Herceptin using a novel
supermacroporous reverse phase column. Baseline separation of LC and HC, Fc and Fab fragments, scFc and F(ab’)2, was
achieved in all cases using a 10-min gradient with water/acetonitrile/TFA eluents. Using an Orbitrap mass spectrometer
accurate masses of mAb fragments were measured and the presence of oxidation variants was detected. The fast LC/MS
approach described here is generally applicable to mAb variant characterization.
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Abstract Text
Lysosomal Storage Diseases (LSDs) is a group of heterogeneous disorders that result from lysosomal dysfunction.
Symptoms of LSDs include splenic and liver enlargement, joint stiffness, etc. It was proposed that equilibrative nucleoside
transporter 3 (ENT3) deficiency perturbs lysosomal function by preventing the efflux of nucleosides such as adenosine.
Experiment showed that ENT3 KO mice developed spontaneous splenic enlargement, lymphadenopathy, etc. Do these KO
mice have increased adenosine accumulation in blood, lysosomes, or macrophages? To help understand it, we developed
a LC-MS/MS method to determine the concentration of adenosine in mouse blood, cell lysate and lysosomes. Adenosine
was ionized using a turbo-ionspray source operated in the positive ionization mode on a TSQ Vantage triple-quadrupole
mass spectrometer (Thermo). MRM transitions were m/z 268.1/136.1 for adenosine and 283.1/146.1 for adenosine13C1015N5 (internal standard). Hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatographic separation was performed on an Accela
HPLC system (Thermo) using a HALO Penta-HILIC (2.1 x 50 mm) column with a gradient elution at flow rate 0.5 mL/min.
Mobile phases were 5 mM ammonium acetate in water (A) and in ACN/MeOH, 95:5, v/v (B). Adenosine eluted at 0.83
min. Standards were prepared using water, a surrogate matrix, due to the endogenous nature of adenosine. Extraction
recovery was 91.6% and no significant matrix effect was observed. Enzymatic instability of adenosine was prevented
during sample collection. It was found that concentration of adenosine in splenic macrophage whole cell lysate and
lysosomes was higher in ENT3 KO than in WT, proving adenosine accumulation in the cell lysate and lysosomes.
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Abstract Text
The interpretation of isomeric heterogeneity is one of the major technical challenges of glycoprotein and glycopeptide
analysis. Herein, we firstly report temperature plays a critical role in the isomeric separation of glycopeptide isomers on
porous graphitic carbon (PGC) LC systems. The temperature condition of glycopeptide isomers separation on PGC LC was
described. Preliminarily, model glycoproteins (ribonuclease B and fetal calf serum fetuin) were digested with site specific
proteases (trypsin and endoproteinaseglu-C) yielding glycopeptide containing consistent peptide moiety. The resulting
glycopeptide mixture was separated on a PGC column and detected by mass spectrometry. The isomeric separation of
glycopeptide on PGC column was significantly increased as the LC temperature increased. Base peak isomeric separation
of glycopeptide mixture was attained at 75 oC. For the glycopeptides derived from ribonuclease B, three Man 7 and three
Man 8 isomers were separated and detected, which agreed with previous NMR study. For the glycopeptides derived from
fetal calf serum fetuin, more than 20 glycopeptide isomers corresponding to 6 compositional N-glycopeptides were
separated and detected. Fetuin results were also in agreement with previous NMR data. These results suggested that PGC
LC/MS could be a potential platform for the analysis of the isomeric microheterogeneity of glycoproteins. By using site
specific proteases, both quantitative and qualitative analysis of glycopeptide isomers can be achieved through a single
PGC LC/MS analysis.
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Abstract Text
An uncomplicated approach that uses the ideals of a Green Chemistry for shape-controlled synthesis of gold
nanoparticles (AuNPs) using 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5-HIAA) as the reducing agent has been reported. Using the
reported procedure as a base, AuNPs of various shapes (triangles, hexagons, and semi-spheres, etc.) were prepared.
Attempts to isolate a singular AuNP shape was made by supplementing the 5-HIAA with another reducing agent, namely
Potassium Bromide. This synthesis was then carried out using various concentrations and temperatures, and a detailed
characterization of the resulting AuNPs was performed using ultraviolet–visible (UV-Vis) spectroscopy, scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), and Raman spectroscopy. The as-prepared AuNPs exhibited excellent surfaceenhanced Raman scattering (SERS) properties, which make them very attractive for the development of SERS-based
chemical and biological sensors. Being able to isolate a particular AuNP shape or structure will tailor the resulting
properties. This may lead to simple and effective changes to the design of many analytical devices.
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Abstract Text
Thermodynamically unfavorable metallic nanocrystals can be prepared only by the growth of the nanocrystals under
kinetically controlled experimental conditions. The common technique to drive the growth of metallic nanocrystals under
kinetic control is to adjust the rate of the generation of metal atoms to be slower than the rate of deposition of such
atoms onto the surface of nanocrystal nuclei, which form in the first step of the nanoparticles synthesis. The kinetically
controlled growth leads to the formation of seeds with crystal defects, which are needed for the growth of anisotropic
nanocrystals such as silver nanodisks (AgNDs). The simultaneous multiple asymmetric reduction technique (SMART) is
introduced here to successfully prepare AgNDs of controllable sizes and in large scale within a few seconds. SMART is
simply based on the simultaneous reduction of silver ions with a strong reducing agent such as borohydride (redox
potential of 1.24 V) and a weak reducing agent such as L-ascorbic acid (redox potential of 0.35 V) in the presence of a
polyvinyl pyrrolidone capping agent. The random formation and deposition of silver atoms by the two different reducing
agents generated stacking faults in the growing nanocrystal. The hexagonal close-packed {111} layers of silver atoms were
then deposited on the surface of the growing nanocrystal containing stacked faults along the [111] plane. This initiated
asymmetric growth necessary for the formation of plate-like seeds with planar twin defects, which is required for the
formation of anisotropic AgNDs.
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Abstract Text
Metal nanoparticles (MNPs) are fascinating materials for their plasmonic applications. Introduction of another type of
metal segments may expand their optical response to the whole UV-Vis-NIR range. However, fabrication of bimetallic
systems give rise to the formation of a metal-metal interface between different metals. This interface leads to a
change in multiple factors that could affect the optical response of such systems. Mainly, the electron density and
the dielectric function around the interface. To date, there is no set theory in the literature which predicts the optical
response of such bimetallic systems. Thus, this study will explore the interface effect on the surface plasmon
resonance (SPR) and the electric field around the MNPs. We simulated Au-Ag bimetallic nanocylinders using Finitedifference time-domain (FDTD), a computational electrodynamics modeling technique. The FDTD simulation
demonstrated that the bimetallic nanoparticles have certain advantages over single particle systems. Further, the electric
field study was shows how a constituent segment could affect the |E|2 around the other metal segment in segmented
nanowires. We then synthesized Au-Ag segmented nanowires (NWs) by electrochemical plating method to deposit metals
into the templates. Results show the metal-metal interfaces enhance the luminescence and second-harmonic generation
(SHG) signal in segmented nanowires. In conclusion, using single particle measurements, we show that enhanced optical
properties can be obtained in bimetallic segmented nanoparticles
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Abstract Text
The rate of consumption of dithiothreitol (DTT) is widely used in epidemiological studies to measure the oxidative
potential of particulate matter (PM), which has been linked to adverse health effects of PM. However, little is known for
present status of the oxidative potential of PM in Asia. This study then aimed to evaluate the toxicity level by particle size
of PM collected at Kanagawa, Japan, where annual mean concentration of PM2.5 (50% cut-off at 2.5 µm) was 14.6 µg/m3
in 2014. PM2.5 and SPM (100% cut-off at 10 µm) were simultaneously collected on a quartz fiber filter by high-volume air
sampler at a flow rate of 500 L/min for 24 hours both indoor and outdoor of the school building. Collected PM was
extracted in pure water and the extract was added to DTT solution at 310 K. At known times, aliquots of the mixed
solution were removed and the reaction was terminated by adding trichloroacetic acid. When all time points were
quenched, the residual DTT was determined by spectrophotometry. The results showed the dependence of particle size
on the oxidative potential was different between indoor and outdoor samples. As for outdoor samples, toxicity of PM2.5
was quite greater than that of SPM. Meanwhile, SPM showed higher toxicity level than PM2.5 in indoor samples. This may
be because of difference in chemical compositions of PM. Therefore, coarse particles should be carefully considered as a
possible oxidative stressor in indoor environment.
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Abstract Text
In Gas chromatography there is often a need to optimize separations using different column dimensions, different linear
gas velocity, using a different detector or using a different carrier gas. If you want to get the same peak elution order
(same chromatogram), you must make sure that the elution temperatures of components is kept the same. This is only
possible using a different oven temperature program. To calculate this program, there are free calculation programs
available on the web. In this course we will discuss the details of conversion of methods so you get the same
chromatograms with the new method.
The basics of converting existing GC methods into a new (mostly faster) method, and aiming for the same separation /
peak elution order. If column dimensions, linear velocity or pressure drop over a capillary column is changed, and without
changing temperature program, the separation of many components will change. Some separations will be better, some
will go worse. In order to keep the separation similar, one needs to adjust the oven temperature, to get the same elution
temperatures. For this, one can use free calculation programs, available on the web. The relevance and options of these
calculation programs will be explained.
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Abstract Text
The new vacuum-ultraviolet (VUV) detection strategy for gas chromatography presents unique opportuinites for studying
samples amenable to gas chromatography. Already, several new methods for petroleum analysis have been published,
and many more are sure to follow across a variety of fields. The VUV detector also presents a unique data structure that
is highly amenable to chemometric processing. This is due to all wavelengths in the spectrum being collected
simultaneously, and the data surface being fundamentally smooth in both the time and spectral dimensions. In this work,
we will explore the application of chemometric tools to a variety of problems in GC-VUV, including classification and
regression problems in petroleum and other fields.
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Abstract Text
5 % phenyl type stationary phases are very popular in gas chromatographic separation. Among the 5 % phenyl phases,
there are countless options to choose from as a starting point for method development. Choosing the right gas
chromatographic stationary phase is a challenge, considering the number of selections available. Though many GC
methods employ the use of a 5 % phenyl type phase, not all 5 phases are the same! Presented in this work is are
guidelines for choosing the best-suited 5 % phenyl phase based on analytical and application goals. A systematic approach
has been laid to identify the optimal phase based on several parameters, including selectivity, temperature stability, and
inertness to active analytes. Also explored are the impacts of 5 % phenyl phase efficiency through the use of specific
dimensions, to provide an additional vehicle for enhanced resolution in addition to selectivity.
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Abstract Text
Photoionization detector is a widely used sensor for volatile organic compounds detection due to its high sensitivity and
large dynamic range. In the micro-gas chromatography (micro-GC) devices, because of its lightweight and small footprint,
PID has distinct advantages over other vapor detectors. However, due to its tardy response, which results from the
relatively large ionization chamber and dead volume, the peaks in chromatogram are broadened, which compromises the
micro-GC To solve this problem, an extremely high flow rate (30 mL/min) or make-up gas (20 mL/min) rates is generally
used, neither of which is desired due to complicated fluidic design and/or significant reduction in sensitivity. Here we
developed a microfluidic PID that is micro-fabricated directly on a conductive silicon wafer and has a significantly reduced
ionization chamber volume of only 1.3 µL with virtually zero dead volume (~2 nL) owing to its flow-through design.
Consequently, the microfluidic PID can considerably shorten the response time (~100 ms, 10-20X faster than the
conventional PID) while maintaining excellent sensitivity (pico-gram) and large dynamic range (~6 orders of magnitude).
In this talk, we will describe the details of fabrication and characterization of the microfluidic PID, and show how it is used
in a GC or micro-GC system.
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Abstract Text
The mass spectrometer can provide valuable identification information in the chromatographic analysis of all types of
samples. The composition of the sample, however, can compromise the quality of the analysis in a variety of ways. Two
major classes of problems can be encountered. First, sample components can damage the MS source. Such elements
might include high concentrations of salt or buffers that would block the orifice or corrode the source. Second, sample
constituents at extreme molar ratios can compromise the quantitative and resolution of the results obtained, for example
as might be encountered with assays of genotoxic impurities. Both challenges are often addressed by some form of
physical and chemical sample preparation. As an alternative, the flow from the column can be diverted to waste
undesirable materials. In this study we evaluate a divert valve. The suitability of the valve will be tested for its function in
solving both types of problems and will be assessed by its ability to eliminate the problem material without reducing
recovery, resolution or chromatographic peak shape. Two classes of potentially damaging material will be evaluated. One
sample is a high concentration of salt and buffer that would elute near the solvent front potentially occluding the source
and suppressing ionization. The second sample is a hydrophobic material that would elute at the end of the gradient and
leave solid residue in the source. The class of problems associated with extreme molar ratios will be analyzed with a trace
component eluting either before or after the main peak. The larger peak will be diverted to waste. These experiments
show the general utility of incorporating a divert valve into an LC-MS system.
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Abstract Text
The use of single or dual linear pump with large volumetric range can easily generate serial gas standards. The pump was
originally designed to delivering a bidirectional flow of liquid to over six orders of magnitude. It has no separate fill cycle
during delivery and has a high volumetric accuracy (0.5%). These features make the pump an excellent choice for
delivering gas for the purpose of generating a series of gas standards from a single concentration. In this presentation,
we will discuss different configurations and their test results.
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Abstract Text
Several types of gas detectors for detecting, measuring and/or analyzing constituents of a gas sample are known in the
art. For example, in the context of chromatographic systems, it is known to select a detector based on the application at
hand, the type of carrier gas and impurities to be detected, the desired information, the required precision of the results,
price considerations, etc. Gas detectors suitable for some chromatography applications include Flame Ionization
Detectors (FID), Electron Capture Detectors (ECD), Thermal Conductivity Detectors (ECD), Photoionization Detectors (PID)
and Mass spectrometers (MS), to name only a few Plasma-based detectors using optical spectroscopic techniques for
analyzing the constituents of gas samples will be explained. In accordance with some embodiments, the plasma-based
detector may be provided with one or more features allowing its use for different applications and in different operating
conditions.Such features include mechanisms for plasma generation and stability improvement. In one aspect, a
mechanism for generating a localizing field in the plasma chamber is provided. Such a mechanism may for example
include localizing electrodes or magnets configured to generate an electrostatic, magnetic or electromagnetic field
transversally to the plasma-generating field. In another aspect, electron-injecting electrodes may be provided in the
plasma chamber. Pressure control mechanisms may also be provided and used to improve plasma control or enable
plasma generation in hard to ionize gases.
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Abstract Text
Ionic liquids are a class of nonmolecular ionic solvents with low melting points. These liquids are unique combination of
cations and anions and can provide a variety of different selectivities when used as stationary phases in capillary gas
chromatography. The majority of the polyionic ionic liquid phases that we have been evaluating all provide polar and
highly polar selectivities similar to polyethylene glycol based our biscyanopropylpolysiloxane phases. These phases will
provide unique selectivity for the evaluation of a number of variety of different samples including petrochemical,
environmental and food and beverage. The purpose of our studies is to determine the effects changing the cation and
spacer groups on the selectivity and stability of the phases. Selectivity was determined and compared using various
isothermal and temperature programmed test mixes. Particular cation and anion combinations appear to provide very
unique selectivity by the shifting of normal alkane relative to aromatic and other chemical species. New combinations of
cations and anions have been evaluated which provide unique selectivity and stability to the phases. We will also
demonstrate the effects of the various functional group combinations on the overall stability of the ionic liquid stationary
phases.
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Abstract Text
The advancement of novel antibody drug conjugates (ADCs) into the drug development pipeline has introduced new
challenges in analytical analysis. The determination and quantification of residual solvents is common practice in the
registration of a new small molecule drug product. However, the conjugation of a novel synthetic drug to an antibody
increases the complexity of the residual solvent analysis of the final ADC drug product which is typically formulated in an
aqueous buffer solution. The aqueous buffered sample matrix of the final product poses a significant challenge for
residual solvent analysis when using the common direct inject technique as the expansion of water in the GC liner only
allows for small amounts of sample to be injected, impacting sensitivity. This presentation will discuss the limitations of
both traditional direct inject and headspace analysis as well as alternative sample preparation techniques used to
overcome the challenges associated with the quantification of residual solvents in ADCs.
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Abstract Text
In previous work, our lab has demonstrated the utility of computer modeling for gas chromatography (GC) method
development and the high accuracy of our time-summation modeling approach. While our modeling program was able to
provide solutions for given separation problems it lacked flexibility.
Based on comments from end users of the program we have directed our efforts to making the computer modeling
technique more powerful. We have added features that allow users to directly control every aspect of the
chromatography being modeled including carrier gas, column stationary phase, column dimension, and temperature
program. The modeling program now constitutes a complete "dry-lab" GC melding computer optimization with end user's
intuition.
These new features will be discussed with a focus on experimental agreement for both atmospheric and vacuum outlet
GC, investigation of the analysis time to resolution tradeoff, and migration of methods between carrier gasses without
loss of resolution.
Another particularly interesting use of the program is for reverse peak identification. This means that for a chromatogram
of known compounds under any set of instrument conditions the precise elution order can be obtained instantly without
the need to run several confirming standards.
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Abstract Text
Gas chromatographic guard columns have dual functions. When used as a guard column, it protects the analytical column
by retaining non-volatile compounds and preventing them from entering the analytical column. Apart from this function,
the guard column also offers peak focusing of the analytes when used as a retention gap. Multiple experiments were
conducted to demonstrate the benefits of guard columns used as a retention gap. Different injection techniques,
including splitless mode and large sample volumes, were explored to illustrate the enhancement in resolution of early
eluting analytes. The difference in the chromatographic performance by using a guard column and an analytical column
having integrated guard column was also explored. The results not only proved that the GC guard column offered
enhanced peak focusing and improved resolution by acting as a retention gap but also helped as a guard against
nonvolatile impurities entering the analytical column.
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Abstract Text
Polyethylene glycol (PEG) or wax based GC columns are staples in laboratories analyzing alcohols, acids, essential oils,
fragrances, flavors, spirits, solvents, and fatty acids. The high polarity of this phase type is used to resolve similar
components based on their polarities. Sharp peak shapes, consistent resolution and retention of closely eluting
compounds on these phases can be elusive particularly when using columns where inertness has not been probed
critically and/or effectively. This presentation demonstrates how improved inertness performance on an inert wax
column leads directly to improved chromatographic performance, better column consistency, and ultimately better
quantitation. Problematic analytes on PEG phases include diols, glycols, and ethyl maltol to name just a few. The
chromatographic behavior of these compounds and other challenging analytes illustrate just how peak shape and run to
run repeatability improve when an inert wax column is used vs. more traditional wax columns from several GC column
suppliers. The difference between inert and traditional wax based columns is striking for many of these challenging
analytes, showing convincingly that all wax based columns are not equal.
Continuous improvements in column manufacturing processes, rigorous testing procedures and a relentless commitment
to improve the inertness performance of our products have all been key facets in the successful development of our new
inert wax columns.
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Abstract Text
Sulfuric acid is one of the most produced chemicals in the world. Almost 180 million tons are consumed per year on a
worldwide basis. In the United States alone, billions of pounds are produced and sold for a variety of uses including the
formulation of fertilizers, insecticides and detergents. To generate sulfuric acid, sulfur dioxide (SO2) is oxidized to
generate sulfur trioxide (SO3), which when reacted with water, forms sulfuric acid (H2SO4). Catalysts facilitate the
oxidation of SO2. The analysis of SO2 at the inlet and outlet of the catalytic bed determines the conversion efficiency and
performance of the catalyst. Since sample integrity may be compromised due to the delay encountered transporting the
sample to an analysis lab, it is preferable to obtain accurate results quickly and reliably on-site. Micro GC Fusion is a small,
transportable GC capable of analyzing SO2 across a broad linear range. The microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)
based injector and detector in Micro GC Fusion miniaturize the GC, making it suitable for on-site SO2 analysis.
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Abstract Text
The construction, optimization and use of simple and inexpensive portable gas analyzer for real time measurement of
sulfur dioxide in gas stream are described. The analyzer is based on stabilized-gravity-driven carrier/stripping solution
flowing through a bundle of hollow fibers which acts as gas contactor/diffusion scrubber to absorb SO[sub]2[/sub]
molecules from the gas stream. The produced sulfite ions -in the carrier/stripping solution- are then detected by anodic
amperometry at a carbon nanotube electrode – downstream– polarized at 0.35 V vs Ag/AgCl reference electrode. A novel
compact cell design that integrates the diffusion scrubber (gas sampler) with the 3-electrode amperometric flow detector
along with the other careful construction aspects provided a light weight portable analyzer (~900 g) with small footprint.
The analyzer provided linear amperometric response to SO[sub]2[/sub] concentration up to 2000 ppm. Excellent
SO[sub]2[/sub] recoveries were obtained in the presence of several folds of CO[sub]2[/sub] and H[sub]2[/sub]S. Under
optimized conditions, the analyzer offered several favorable performance characteristics such as (i) reasonably fast
response and recovery times, (ii) excellent signal stability and reproducibility (RSD = 0.5%), (iii) high selectivity in presence
of common non-ionogenic gases, e.g., CH[sub]4[/sub], N[sub]2[/sub], O[sub]2[/sub], CO and electroinactive species such
as CO[sub]2[/sub] and (iv) standalone operation for 6 hours prior to the need for carrier solution refill. The suggested
analyzer was applied successfully in monitoring the removal of SO[sub]2[/sub] from SO[sub]2[/sub]-CO[sub]2[/sub]N[sub]2[/sub] gas mixtures as well as in the determination of sulfites in lemon juice and dried apricot.
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Abstract Text
In recent years, the progress in supramolecular chemistry has opened new avenues in the field of sensing multiple
analytes and physical observable (pH, temperature, etc.) using a single-molecular probe. However, only few multiple
sensing fluorescent probes have been reported for the ratiometric detection of di•erent cations or di•erent anions or
cation with anions or metal-ions along with proteins or amino acids or sugar along with physical parameters like
temperature. While few solvent mediated multiple analyte sensing have been reported in the literature, several probes
acting as pH indicators are also documented. To the best of our knowledge, a single-molecular probe acting as a solvent
mediated differential halide sensor as well as an optical pH indicator is unprecedented. The design of such new multipleaction molecular probes is important for budding new tools for sensing multiple analytes and observables along with the
basic understanding of the mechanism of their action. We initiated our work towards this direction by formulating Ltyrosine derived fluorescent probes and exploring their role as halide sensors and pH indicators. Two fluorophores
(phenol and 3- or 4-nitrobenzyl groups) judiciously put together in a single molecule are attributed to its triple mode of
action. Herein, we report simple L-tyrosine derived fluorescent probes (S)-3-(4-hydroxyphenyl)-2-((4nitrobenzyl)amino)propanoic acid (H2Tyr-4-nitro, [b]1[/b]) and (S)-3-(4-hydroxyphenyl)-2-((3nitrobenzyl)amino)propanoic acid (H2Tyr-3-nitro, [b]2[/b]) that are synthesized via the combination of L-tyrosine and 4nitrobenzaldehyde or 3-nitrobenzaldehyde moieties, respectively, for their abilities to act as a solvent mediated
differential sensor for iodide in methanol and fluoride in DMSO as well as a reversible chromogenic pH indicator in DMSO
(see Figure 1).
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Abstract Text
The accurate quantification of carbon-containing compounds using GC/FID requires painstaking calibration using carefully
prepared commercial standards. In many industries, accurate standards are either prohibitively expensive, difficult to
synthesize, or simply not available, and the required calibrations can sometimes take enormous amounts of time. The
conversion of carbon molecules in GC effluents to methane before FID analysis leads to identical response factors,
thereby eliminating the need for calibrations and the standards they rely upon. Here we discuss this approach to the
quantitative analysis of carbon-containing compounds using the newly developed, catalytic Polyarc™ reactor. Relative
response factors collapse to unity for all molecules, allowing for the quantification of molecules without standards or
their related calibrations. Compared to FID-only analyses, the Polyarc[sup]TM[/sup] reactor demonstrates improved
response and repeatability and is useful for all industries that currently use gas chromatography.
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Abstract Text
Accumulation of trace metals in the environment has increased rapidly during the past few decades. Toxicity and
bioavailability of these harmful metals depends on their speciation which can change rapidly during environmental
processes. Most traditional analytical and electrochemical methods fail to analyze metals during such rapid
environmental events because they do not have a high temporal resolution. Recently we developed fast scan cyclic
voltammetry (FSCV) on carbon fiber microelectrodes (CFMs) for real-time monitoring of copper and lead with a temporal
resolution of 100 ms. Further we developed a paradigm to monitor metal complexation and to calculate complexation
constants (Ks) in real time using a thermodynamic and a hydrodynamic model. However, this paradigm does not facilitate
the detection of metals which have their redox potentials out of the potential window of CFMs. Here, we describe FSCV
to detect non-electroactive metals based on changes in the double layer capacitance on CFM surfaces. We correlate
capacitative changes to metal concentration and metal binding with different known ligands. Finally we use an empirical
model to calculate the unknown K of Aluminum binding with L-cysteine. Our ultimate goal is to develop this technique to
rapidly calculate fundamental thermodynamic parameters of unknown non-electroactive metal complexes.
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Abstract Text
Environmental oxidative stress, according to the World Health Organization, has been directly linked to increased
morbidity and mortality in a concentration dependent manner. Measuring the ability of particulate matter (PM) to cause
oxidative stress, a parameter referred to as the oxidative load, is challenging because of the low relative concentrations of
oxidants coupled with the heterogeneity of the samples. The use of dithiothreitol (DTT) as a model oxidant is a common
method to gauge oxidative load. Polymeric Cobalt tetraaminophthalocyanine have long been used in the oxidation of
thiols. In this work we continue this investigation of cobalt tetraaminophthalocyanine (CoTAPc) for thiol oxidation, with a
specific focus on DTT in microfluidics. The lesser studied nickel, copper and iron derivatives are also investigated.
Additionally, for the first time tetranitrophthalocyaine complexes are examined for this application. Impedance
spectroscopy and rotating ring disk electrochemistry are used to understand the underlying electron transfer process of
the oxidation of DTT with phthalocyanines.
Cyclic voltammetry experiments show that polymeric CoTAPc has a 200 mV lower onset oxidation of DTT, when
compared to a traditional cobalt phthalocyanine modified electrode. This lower oxidation potential is important to
minimize the impact of sample interferences and/or inclusion of an internal standard. Initial tests show that polymeric
tetraaminophthalocyanine are stable on the time scale of days, with hours of continuous use. Work is ongoing to
improve the temporal resolution and sensitivity of these phthalocyanine based microfluidics to measure real-time
changes in oxidative load associated with ambient PM.
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Abstract Text
Polymers are widely used in the industry as a tool to increase the stability. Depending on their concentration, they can act
as depletion agents or gel agent. The stability of these systems is driven by the polymers and the structure of the network
of droplets and can lead to collapse of the emulsions.
In this work, Multiple Light Scattering device is used to monitor the behaviour of w/o emulsions stabilized with polymers.
The heart of the optical scanning analyser is a detection head, which moves up and down along a flat-bottomed
cylindrical glass cell (see figure). The detection head is composed of a pulsed near infrared light source (wavelenght = 880
nm) and two synchronous detectors. The transmission detector (at 180°) receives the light, which goes through the
sample, while the backscattering detector (at 45°) receives the light scattered backward by the sample. The detection
head scans the entire height of the sample, acquiring transmission and backscattering data every 40 µm.
We propose a description of the behaviour of o/w emulsions stabilized with different polysaccharides, we will show the
advantages of using Multiple Light Scattering (MLS) to monitor their stability and propose a method to predict stability of
these emulsions thanks to their size evolution in the first days after preparation.
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Abstract Text
A continuing trend in trace metals analysis is the transition to more sensitive analytical techniques like ICP-MS. The use of
such techniques requires an increased emphasis on the handling and preparation of samples (typically performed via
microwave digestion) prior to analysis. Utilizing a robust sample prep technique is critical but nuanced factors, such as
acid cleanliness and vessel contamination, precede this step and are often overlooked. Controlling these variables can be
cost- and time prohibitive but a variety of solutions now exist to minimize them in a practical, cost-effective manner. This
presentation will discuss microwave sample prep, the steps preceding it, and how they affect the quality of analysis. We
will present useful solutions that enable labs to minimize the effects of these variables and ultimately enhance their ICPMS data.
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Abstract Text
UV-visible spectroscopy has been widely used for the monitoring of chemical reactions. The principle is that the
absorbance values at known wavelengths are monitored as the reaction progresses. A reaction curve can be plotted for
each of the wavelengths measured from which it is possible to determine the reaction order and rate. Such
measurements require up-front knowledge of the materials and the wavelengths at which they have absorptions.
Photodiode Array (PDA) spectrophotometers are capable of collecting complete UV-Visible spectra over the entire UVVisible wavelength range from 190-1100nm at significantly faster rates than conventional scanning dispersive UV-Visible
instruments. This allows the PDA spectrophotometer to be used to measure complete spectral information from fast
chemical reactions that are completed within seconds. Time-resolved information for multiple wavelengths can also be
extracted from the spectra.
Example applications that demonstrate the significant information that can be obtained from fast chemical reactions will
be shown, including stopped-flow reactions. Advantages of PDA instruments for these types of measurements will also be
discussed.
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Abstract Text
Rheological analysis is made fast and easy with a novel instrument based on a simple microfluidic flow comparator. Using
only tiny amount of samples, the technology allows flow viscosity measurements of liquid products from water-like inks
to thick cosmetic formulations, under a wide range of shear rates (including high values up to 105 s-1). Additionally, the
user-friendly visual principle makes possible routine optical control of both samples and disposable flow cells to assess
measurement quality. A sample and a viscosity standard are pushed together through a microfluidic comparator (Yjunction) at controlled flow rates. Images of the resulting laminar co-flow are acquired via an integrated optical system
and the position of the interface position is measured.
The interface position is simply related to the viscosity and the flowrates ratio between the sample and the reference.
Using dedicated algorithms, sample viscosity is automatically extracted over a controlled range of shear rates and
temperatures.
Benefits
-User-friendly, fast and simple measurement
-Visual quality control
-Accuracy over a wide range of viscosity (0.1 to 10000 mPa/s) and shear rates (up to 105 s-1)
-Automated analysis as a function of both shear rates and temperature (4-80 °C)
-Small sample volume
-No user intervention (e.g. resampling) required between measurement repetitions
Applications
-Inkjet (printers, flexible electronics, biochips)
-Spray (cosmetics, food, paints)
-Drug injection (pharma)
-Blood, synovia, etc. (biomedical diagnostics)
-Oil industry
-Lubricants (mechanics, cutting, wire drawing)
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Abstract Text
The involvement of oxidative stress in the mechanism of antibiotics-meditated cell death is unclear and subject to
debate. This presentation will describe development and application of a cytochrome c electrochemical biosensor for
measuring the release of superoxide radicals (O[sub]2[/sub][sup].-[/sup]), a major contributor to ROS, in antibioticstreated bacterial cultures. The specificity of the electrochemical measurements was established by the addition of
superoxide dismutase (SOD). Measurements using a general ROS-specific fluorescence dye and colony forming units (CFU)
assays were performed side-by-side to determine the total ROS and establish the relationship between ROS and the
degree of lethality. Exposure of Escherichia coli and Listeria monocytogenes cultures to antibiotics increased the release
of O[sub]2[/sub][sup].-[/sup] in a dose-dependent manner, suggesting that the transmembrane generation of ROS may
occur as part of the antibiotic action. The study provides a quantitative methodology and fundamental knowledge to
further explore the role of oxidative stress in antibiotics-meditated bacterial death and to assess physiological changes
associated with the complex metabolic events related to oxidative stress and bacterial resistance.
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Abstract Text
A new way to diagnose the carious lesions which combine bio-sensing technology and dental knowledge to improve the
new invasive carious lesion detection. This study aims to diagnose carious lesion by pH with the measurement system
using metal oxide films electrode, Ir/IrO[sub]x[/sub] as a measuring electrode. We have developed the simplest pH
measurement instrument which has fast response, high precision and accuracy system. The micro electrode detects the
concentration of proton which directly related to pH, which also related to the state of mineralization cycle.
The potentiometric response to pH showed -57.4 mV/pH in evaluated pH range from 4 to 8, which demonstrated that our
electrode possesses the excellent proton sensitivity (Nernst slope; -59.2 mV/pH). Subsequently, the pH of the surface of
an extracted carious tooth was measured 3 times, and the average pH of the carious lesion and the sound enamel were
6.2 and 7.0, respectively. From these results, we confirmed the possibility of quantitative diagnosis of dental caries using
Ir/IrO[sub]x[/sub] electrode based on the pH index.
Our examination on the measurement system with a large number of extracted tooth samples will ensure a detail
understanding between pH and dental caries, we are expecting the significantly different between sound tooth and
carious lesion. The quantitative method used in this research aims to classify the sound teeth and carious lesion which can
further diagnose for active or arrested condition. The development of this system is expected to be great innovation for
dental caries sensor.
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Abstract Text
While different types of GC detectors, either selective or not, can be used to generate signals, relationships between
detector responses and analyte quantities is very important to be known and be precisely controlled. The concentrations
of eluted solutes are proportional to the areas or the height under the recorded peaks integrated in GC system. In
addition to conventional methods of quantification (internal and external standard), gas chromatography-vacuum
ultraviolet spectroscopy also provides a new means for pseudo-absolute quantitation, which is based on recorded
molecular cross sections, without the need for traditional calibration. This means that once all sample loss and recovery
sources associated with sample introduction into the instrument are addressed, the number of molecules registering an
absorption event can be directly determined and related back to sample concentration. Standard samples of benzene
and natural gas have been used to assess error or sample loss for the analysis of liquid and gaseous samples. Results
indicate that error introduction and sample loss would occur in many steps. For example, column installation, split ratio
accuracy, sampling times for splitless analysis, detector scan rate, and make-up gas flow can all possibly cause sample
discrimination. Thus, the capability of VUV detector has been evaluated and results indicate that it provides an excellent
means for carrying out system performance checks and solving challenging quantitative analytical problems.
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Abstract Text
Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) is a method for the characterisation of trace substances using gas-phase mobility in a
weak electrical field. If a complex and humid mixture is subject of an IMS analyses, rapid gas-chromatographic preseparation is coupled to the IMS. Besides the higher selectivity of a GC-IMS it furthermore avoids negative effects such as
clustering. With this method, complex mixtures can be analysed in few minutes including identification of the available
analytes by comparison with a data bases and quantification by comparison with a calibration carried out earlier.
On behalf of significant examples, the suitability of IMS for quality and process control of a broad range of processes and
bio-processes will be demonstrated. IMS was already applied for characterisation of the development of polymerisation
processes. The monomer concentration could be determined on-line via the headspace a of continuous sample flow in
sufficient accuracy. Furthermore for fermentation, the most time consuming part of beer brewing, a suitable on-line
process control could be developed based on Diacetyl and Pentanedione. Various other compounds detected moreover
could be used to characterise the beer itself. Recent developments demonstrated, that not only headspace analysis of
volatiles as in the examples above but also semi-volatiles could be detected when laser desorption is applied for sampling,
e.g. for the characterisation of olive oils.
Finally, the potential of the method with regard to optimisation of the analysis time down to few seconds, to
miniaturisation of the equipment and to other relevant applications will be discussed.
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Abstract Text
Difficult analysis can often require traps, programmable rate vaporizers, multiple columns, and zones for focusing, and
refocusing to enhance separations. By using high accuracy, high precision, high rate, temperature controlled zones the
separations can be improved dramatically. The technology discussed in this presentation can be applied to existing
instrumentation to improve separation techniques, and enhance resolution of current methods. Examples of the variety
of ways to apply this technology in both conventional and experiment hardware will be presented. This technology is
applied with a single wire approach to heating and sensing of temperature, and is significantly more efficient in it use of
power than conventional heating techniques. It can be applied to columns and devices in ways that both enhance
separation and reduce time of analysis.
Keywords:
Gas Chromatography, Hydrocarbons, Method Development, Trace Analysis
Application Code:
Process Analytical Chemistry
Methodology Code: Gas Chromatography
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Abstract Text
Single digit ppb-mole nitric oxide concentration in nitrogen can easily be measured by a chemiluminescence analyzer.
However, a chemiluminescence analyzer cannot be used for measuring trace nitric oxide in a flammable gas matrix
containing carbon monoxide and hydrogen because such an analyzer is not made for use in a Class 1 Div 1 environment.
Furthermore, a chemiluminescence technique is severely interfered by the presence of high concentration of carbon
dioxide and moisture that might be present in a real-life sample. FTIR has a detection limit that is close to that of
chemiluminescence technique. FTIR, however, is a more universal detector than chemiluminescence method. Infrared
active species such as carbon monoxide, methane, carbon dioxide and ethylene in high concentrations can give rise to
severe spectral interferences. Chemometric techniques can be applied to correct these spectral interferences. But due to
the large concentration differences between the matrix gases and nitric oxide, chemometric techniques were found to
give rise to high margin of uncertainty. This presentation discusses a wet colorimetric method that had been applied
successfully to measure trace nitric oxide in several flammable gas matrices. Except for a few known interferences, the
method had been found to be more reliable than some current instrumental methods. Unlike FTIR, the wet method does
not require extensive data interpretation.
Keywords:
FTIR, Gas, Process Analytical Chemistry, Wet Chemical Methods
Application Code:
General Interest
Methodology Code: Process Analytical Techniques
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Abstract Text
Much has been made of the ability of core-shell particles to improve speed of analysis and increase sensitivity in HPLC. In
this poster we look at the use of a core-shell column that can withstand high pH conditions. Up until now core-shell
columns have had a very limited pH range, which means that the use of pH to alter selectivity, and in particular retain
polar basic analytes with good peak shape has been limited.
Now with a new surface grafted technology the core-shell particle pH range has been extended. We can look at the
entire pH range and show how this technology works, allowing method development options not previously available.
Utilising pH from 1-12 should allow us to screen acidic, basic and neutral compounds in order to obtain the optimum pH
in which to run our LC method. We discuss how this affects our robustness and reproducibility in method development.
Keywords:
High Throughput Chemical Analysis, HPLC Columns, Modified Silica, Chromatography
Application Code:
General Interest
Methodology Code: Separation Sciences
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Abstract Text
Raman and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy have become analysis methods of choice for the polymer and
plastics industry because of their shared significant advantages such as non-destructive nature, fast analysis times and
availability of spectral libraries. The rapid screening, simple sample preparation, and linear absorbance of attenuated total
reflectance (ATR) accessories for FTIR spectrometers is particularly useful for identifying polymers, plastics and resins.
Plastic pellets and scrap are often a mix of different polymers. In the past, spectroscopists utilized spectral libraries of
pure compounds as an indicator of the chemical make-up of a sample, but still relied heavily on subjective interpretation.
Another method uses proprietary algorithms that are not always clearly understood in an attempt to programmatically
reduce the effects of mixed spectra. A third method of creating samples of all likely permutations is not feasible because
of the high cost, substantial investment in time, and specialized labor involved.
We will present the development of a spectral library of pre-computed mixture spectra of binary and ternary polymers
from a collection of neat polymer spectra. This spectral library can be searched using well established, and commonly
available search methods that are widely accepted by the scientific community. The efficiency and accuracy of search
results will be evaluated. Results of Raman and FTIR analysis for virgin polymers (materials that were never made into a
finished product) and recycled polymers will be compared. Advantages and disadvantages of Raman and FTIR mixture
searches for the polymer industry will be discussed.
Keywords:
FTIR, Infrared and Raman, Polymers & Plastics, Raman
Application Code:
Polymers and Plastics
Methodology Code: Molecular Spectroscopy
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Abstract Text
The craft alcoholic beverage market has experienced dramatic growth over the past few years, and the Brewers
Association estimates an 18% increase in sales volume of craft beer in 2014. Craft distilleries and cideries have also
increased. Small fermentation beverage companies and home brew enthusiasts provide an increased demand for
chemical analysis to demonstrate consistencies between batches, highlight deficiencies in their products, and gain a
better understanding of the fermentation process. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) and Solid Phase Micro Extraction
(SPME) combined with Gas Chromatography Mass Spectrometry (GCMS) are examples of techniques that can provide
useful chemical information to the fermentation beverage industry. The techniques have distinct advantages and
limitations. In this work, a large number of beverage samples of varying types were analyzed by both techniques. The
complimentary nature of the techniques is demonstrated. NMR is shown capable of detecting a number of compounds at
the minor or semi-trace level in the liquid phase such as ethanol, fusel alcohols, sugars, dextrins, and organic acids.
Quantitative analysis is readily achievable using a single internal standard. SPME GCMS is capable of identifying chemicals
at the trace level. SPME GCMS of the headspace is particularly useful for the identification of aroma compounds such as
esters, ethers, alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, and volatile sulfur compounds. Quantitation is less straightforward than
NMR. When used together, the two methods give a good indication of the chemical composition of the fermented
beverage that can be interpreted to provide useful information.
Keywords:
Beverage, GC-MS, NMR, SPME
Application Code:
Food Science
Methodology Code: Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry
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Abstract Text
Catecholamines are a group of correlated compounds including dopamine, norepinephrine and epinephrine, which are
important neurotransmitters and biomarkers of pheochromocytoma, a rare but deadly cancer. The detection method
mainly depends on electrochemistry considering their redox activity. However, interferences such as vitamin C and other
redox reactive species set challenging to the detection selectivity. In addition, the levels of these compounds are low in
biological fluids such as cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), blood plasma, and urine. Therefore, it is challenging to determine their
concentrations in real time. Here we report a sensitive fluorescent strategy to rapidly separate and detect fluorescent
catecholamine derivatives via capillary electrophoresis. First, catecholamines and other amines were fluorogenically
derivatized through online mixing and derivatization. Then, the reaction mixture was selectively injected to the separation
capillary by taking advantage of the difference of their electrophoretic mobilities in a high electric field. Finally, there
were separated and detected with laser-induced fluorescence. As typical examples, NDA (Naphthalene-2,3Dicarboxaldehyde)and NBD-F (4-fluoro-7-nitro-2,1,3-benzoxadiazole) were used as the model derivatization reagents
which produced neutral derivatives, while other charged derivatives were partially or completely rejected from entering
the capillary during the electrokinetic injection process. The baseline cleanup of the electropherograms effectively
facilitated the detection of catecholamines at low concentrations. This strategy has been applied to the detection of
neurotransmitters, especially dopamine and norepinephrine, in CSF, and they will be used for in vivo neurotransmitter
monitoring and cancer diagnosis.
Keywords:
Amino Acids, Bioanalytical, Capillary Electrophoresis, Separation Sciences
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: Capillary Electrophoresis
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Abstract Text
Cold EI is electron ionization of very cold molecules in supersonic molecular beams (SMB). The Aviv Analytical 5975-SMB
GC-MS with Cold EI is based on interfacing an Agilent 7890 GC and 5975 or 5977 MS with SMB while replacing the EI ion
source with Cold EI fly-through ion source. Cold EI approaches the ideal ion source as in combination with the SMB
interface it significantly improves all the major performance aspects of GC-MS:
A) Improved sample identification: Enhanced molecular ions are provided while retaining the fragment ions. Thus NIST
library identification probabilities are improved due to the enhancement of the molecular ions that serve to better reject
incorrect candidates.
B) Molecule identifier software (TAMI) was developed that improves the quadrupole mass accuracy and inverts the
enhanced molecular ion isotope pattern into elemental formula.
C) Significantly extended range of low volatility, polar and thermally labile compounds are amenable for analysis.
D) Superior sensitivity is provided particularly for difficult to analyze compounds via improved signal, enhanced molecular
ion and the elimination of vacuum background noise.
E) Much faster analysis is provided, from few minutes down to few seconds with the help of low thermal mass fast GC.
Real time analysis with separation is provided when Open Probe Fast GC inlet is used.
F) Uniform compound independent response is exhibited for improved quantitation and provision of chemical reaction
yields.
G) GC-MS with Cold EI is seamlessly coupled with pulsed flow modulation GCxGC for the combination of ultimate MS
information and improved GC separation.
Keywords:
Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry, GC-MS
Application Code:
Other
Methodology Code: Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry
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Ceramic Ion Source for Catalytic Pyrolysis and Catalytic Combustion Ionization Detection of
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Abstract Text
An electrically heated, cylindrically shaped ion source element made of catalytically active ceramic provides unique GC
detection of selected constituents in complex Petroleum and Biofuel samples. When used in a detector gas environment
of Nitrogen, the ion source provides extraordinarily large selective responses to electronegative heteroatom compounds
such as Oxygenates, Halogenates, Nitro compounds, and compounds containing the Pyrrole versus Pyridine functional
group, among others. A Nitrogen detector gas environment is also characterized by a Catalytic Pyrolysis Ionization
Detection (CPID) process which provides selective responses to high concentrations of Alkane Hydrocarbons having
multiple branched Methyl (CH3) groups. By changing the detector gases to Air or Oxygen, the same equipment is
converted to Catalytic Combustion Ionization Detection (CCID) which is selective to compounds containing chains of
Methylene (CH2) functional groups. Neither CPID nor CCID are responsive to Aromatic or Cyclo-Hydrocarbons so these
modes of selective detection provide unique simplified GC chromatograms of complex samples such as Gasoline, Auto
Diesel, B20 Diesel, Kerosene, Fuel Oil, Shale Oil, etc. CPID and CCID can be combined in series to provide two different
signals simultaneously from the same incoming sample.
Keywords:
GC Detectors, Instrumentation, Petroleum
Application Code:
Fuels, Energy and Petrochemical
Methodology Code: Gas Chromatography
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Using Microscopy to Measure Rates of Heterogeneous Reactions
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Abstract Text
We describe the use of microscopy for determining rates of both diffusion and reaction during indium mediated
allylations. As the reaction proceeds, the metal surface retreats. Photomicroscopy is used to measure the rate of retreat
as a function of convection(in this case, rotation) rate. Because the reactions exhibit mixed diffusion/kinetic control over
the range of available rotation rates (100 to 3000 rpm), the plots of reaction rate vs. rotation rate allow determination of
both diffusion coefficients and heterogeneous rate constants. Precision and error of the results are emphasized. The
strategy is applied to determining rates in a variety of solvents. Potential applications of the strategy to other systems are
explored.
Keywords:
Electrochemistry, Microscopy, Surface Analysis
Application Code:
Other
Methodology Code: Microscopy
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Abstract Text
Cells consist of a heterogeneous mixture of macromolecules that are tens to hundreds of times more concentrated than
the dilute conditions used in most biophysical experiments. Evidence suggests that this macromolecular crowding alters
enzyme behavior, resulting in changes to stability, diffusion, aggregation, association, and ultimately function. To better
understand how crowding affects enzymes, high concentrations of the glucose polymer, dextran were used to simulate
the crowded cellular environment during in vitro spectrophotometric kinetic assays of three enzymes: yeast alcohol
dehydrogenase, lactate dehydrogenase, and citrate synthase. For both dehydrogenases, crowding enhances the substrate
binding affinity, while decreasing the maximum reaction rate. We have used electrochemical methods to link this
decreased rate with slowed diffusion. For citrate synthase, low concentrations of dextran enhanced the rate and
weakened binding affinity, while higher concentrations decreased the rate and enhance substrate binding. Thus, for all
three enzymes, the effects from crowding depend on the dextran concentration but not the size of the polymers.
Keywords:
Enzyme Assays, UV-VIS Absorbance/Luminescence
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: UV/VIS
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Abstract Text
The intracellular environment is crowded with high concentrations of carbohydrates, proteins, nucleic acids, and other
macromolecules. Traditionally, biophysical studies are conducted in dilute conditions, yet experimental and theoretical
evidence indicate that enzyme behavior is affected by the presence of these macromolecules, resulting in slowed
diffusion, enhanced enzyme-substrate binding, and altered enzyme conformation. To begin to characterize
macromolecular crowding’s effects on enzyme kinetics, Michaelis-Menten parameters were obtained from
spectrophotometric assays conducted on the enzyme yeast alcohol dehydrogenase (YADH) in the absence and presence
of crowding agents. These crowding agents range from the inert glucose polymer, dextran, to charged proteins such as
BSA and lysozyme. Our results show that when the primary substrate, ethanol, is used and the rate-limiting step is the
release of the NADH product, crowding decreases the maximum rate of the reaction by approximately 40%. Conversely,
when the alternative substrate, isopropanol, is used and the rate-limiting step becomes the chemical hydride transfer, a
20-40 % increase in maximum rate of the reaction is observed, likely due to the compression of the active site. Although
further investigation is required, these studies provide insight into how crowding impacts individual steps of the enzyme
mechanism.
Keywords:
Enzyme Assays
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: UV/VIS
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Mixed Valence Mn,La,Sr-oxide based Magnetic Nanoparticles Coated with Silica
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Abstract Text
A mixed valence manganite nanoparticles (NPs) of the type La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 for use in electrochemical immunoassays
is described. The NPs were synthesized using the reverse micelle method and their surface was then functionalized with
silica nanoparticles. The resulting NPs (La0.67Sr0.33MnO3@SiO2) were characterized by X-ray diffraction, scanning
electron microscopy and physical property measurements. The La0.67Sr0.33MnO3@SiO2 NPs were used to develop an
electrochemical immunoassay for human IgG. Antibody (anti-human IgG) was immobilized on the silica NPs on the
magnetic core, and this process was monitored by cyclic voltammetry and square-wave voltammetry. The assay has a
linear working range up to an IgG concentration of 5 ng•mL•¹, and the detection limit is 0.6 ng•mL•¹.
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, Biomedical, Biosensors, Immunoassay
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: Electrochemistry
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Abstract Text
Abnormal concentrations of uric acid (UA) and creatinine (Cr) in plasma and urine are associated with various diseases
and are routinely examined in clinical and biomedical laboratories using enzymatic/photometric techniques. However,
many endogenous and exogenous compounds interfere with these photometrical measurements. In this study, a
hydrophilic interaction chromatography (HILIC) [Zuo, Y, Ed., High-Performance Liquid chromatography (HPLC): Principles,
Procedures and Practices. Nova Science Publishers, Inc., New York (2014)] was developed for the simultaneous
determination of uric acid and creatinine in human fluids. The retention of two analytes (UA and Cr) and the internal
standard on the column was found to increase with increasing of both pH (range from 3.75 to 5.75) and the percentage of
acetonitrile (ACN) in mobile phase. The developed HILIC method has proved fast, selective, and accurate when compared
with commonly used enzymatic/photometrical methods. The enzymatic/spectrometric methods compared were based
on different reaction principles for these two analytes. The product of the each reaction was quantitatively analyzed by
UV-Vis spectrometry.
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, Clinical Chemistry, Forensics, HPLC
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: Liquid Chromatography
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Abstract Text
Activated carbons (AC) are the most used sorbents at drinking water plants to remove trace organic contaminants from
our drinking water supplies. AC is mandated by U.S. EPA as the best available technology for this application.
Drinking water plant managers have a difficult decision when to replace used AC or spent AC with un-used AC or fresh.
They also have difficulty in distinguishing reactivated AC from virgin- or un-used AC. Picking the best AC for each drinking
water plant could be improved. There are about 1,000 drinking water plants in the U.S. These defined problems for
drinking water plants is universal and on a global scale.
We provide solutions for these drinking water plant problems. We provide an example of characterizing the AC filters at a
drinking water plant.
ASTM and advanced activated carbon test methods were employed. A water plant with eight large activated carbon
filters, 20-25,000 pounds AC per filter. Test methods revealed the best to worst of eight filters. Laboratory results
provided recommendations for which filters needed replaced and estimated time others may need replaced. This level of
client information is above industry standards and useful to plant managers.
We will present some of the ASTM data and concentrate of the advanced testing data from Gravimetic Adsorption Energy
Distribution or GAED aqueous full characterizations. GAED provides characterization for both aqueous- and vapor-phase
AC applications. GAED enables determination of isotherms for any compound of interest at any desired operating
temperature. GAED is a home made instrument with software not yet commercialized.
We will present the characteristic adsorption curves for all eight AC analytics and interpretation of data. It has capability
of solving several present refractory problems for drinking water plants and other AC users.
More information PACS web site: www.pacslabs.com.
Keywords:
Contamination, Materials Characterization, Process Analytical Chemistry, Quality Control
Application Code:
Process Analytical Chemistry
Methodology Code: Process Analytical Techniques
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Abstract Text
Gas phase activated carbon adsorbers are used by municipal wastewater plants to control obnoxious odors. Gas phase
adsorbers are used in a large variety of other applications: control of specific off-gases, solvent recovery, residential and
business office buildings.
PACS has developed profiling and monitoring of gas emissions from wastewater plants. In-coming fresh carbons are
validated by standard and advanced test methods. Hydrogen sulfide capacity is determined on fresh carbon and used
carbons. Monitoring remaining service life to estimate time for carbon media replacement is provided by: monitoring
elemental sulfur build-up in the carbon pores, the heat-of-immersion at different stages of carbon use, and changes in the
apparent density of media with use. Examples of monitoring will be provided and explanations on the basis of the new
test methods employed to solve problems.
Solvent recovery is monitored with standard methods on the carbons used. GC/MS is used to identify the adsorbates on
fouled carbons. Activated carbon adsorbates are recovered by using competitive desorbtion. A stronger adsorbate in a
solvent is used to take off the accumulated organics in AC pores for GC-MS analysis. Heat-of-immersion (HOI) is used to
estimate remaining service time left in the carbon.
Adsorbates are described and identified and quantified with GC/MS analysis. An example will be provided.
Heat of immersion developed at PACS Laboratories and is now an ASTM standard method. HOI is based on comparison of
adsorption heat from the starting un-used carbon and the used carbon. This information is useful for changing out the
used- with fresh AC.
These techniques have capability of solving refractory problems for gas phase application of activated carbons.
Keywords:
Contamination, Environmental/Air, Fuels\Energy\Petrochemical, Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectro
Application Code:
Process Analytical Chemistry
Methodology Code: Process Analytical Techniques
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Lignin Waste Transformed to High Quality Activated Carbons
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Abstract Text
Lignin is a natural product of polymerized propyl-aromatic moieties, present in plants to provide its rigid structure and cell
walls. During the process of recovering carbohydrates from biomass lignin is a major volume recovered residue. Lignin is
treated as waste and used for heating by forest products firms.
We have discovered a better use for lignin by transforming it to high quality activated carbon. We built a small laboratory
sized rotary kiln to simulate large commercial production sized kilns. Lab sized kiln provides a quick low-cost way to
evaluate feedstocks for making activated carbons and maximizing process parameters.
We will describe our small furnace construction and their products performance using ASTM standard test methods and
advanced test methods including GAED full characterizations.
The best product made at our lab from lignin has an adsorption pores or adsorption space equal to or better than best
commercially available coconut shell based activated carbons. Coconut shell activated carbons need to be imported, thus
they are negative to U.S. GNP. Being able to substitute lignin for coconut carbons would improve the U.S. GNP and
decrease reliance on foreign manufacturers.
Coconut and lignin are considered green chemistry compared to coal family activated carbon production which is the
major feedstock for production of activated carbons. It is considered green, because it releases carbon dioxide which was
assimilated in present time compared to coal family members who release carbon dioxide that were incorporated eons
ago. Typically five pounds of feedstock are used to make one pound of activated carbon, thus you generate a lot of
carbon dioxide.
Presently we are writing grant proposals to develop the lignin towards commercial scale production and determining its
real-world applications.
Keywords:
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A Rapid Hydrophilic Interaction Liquid Chromatography (HILIC) Method for Determination
of Trace Nitrate and Nitrite in Snow and Rain Samples
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Abstract Text
Nitrite and nitrate are two common ions in natural waters. It is of great significance to determine the concentration of
these ions because they can put potential risk to human and environment health. A rapid, specific, and sensitive method
for determining nitrite and nitrate in snow and rain water has been developed based on high performance liquid
chromatography. A hydrophilic amino column was used to separate the nitrite and nitrate which were then detected by
an UV-Vis detector at wavelength of 215 nm [Zuo, Y. Ed., High-Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC): Principles,
Procedures and Practices. Nova Science Publishers, Inc., New York (2014)]. The mobile phase consisted of acetonitrile and
acetate buffer solution. It was found that the retention times of nitrite and nitrate increased with decrease of pH of
mobile phase or decrease of proportion of buffer solution in mobile phase. The effect of acetate concentration on
retention time is more complicated. The retention times of nitrite and nitrate increased with the increase of
concentration in low acetate concentrations range (below 2.5 mM), whereas in the high concentration range (2.5 mM to
10 mM), they decreased with increase of concentration. The results may indicate an ion exchange mechanism to the
separation of nitrite and nitrate on amino column. The LOQ (limit of quantitation) of the two compounds were both 0.01
mg/L with linear range of 0.01 mg/L to 60 mg/L. The average recoveries of the two compounds were 97.86% and 98.39%,
respectively. Nitrate concentration varied from 0.072 to 1.39 mg/L in the in snow or rain sample. The nitrite in most of
the samples was below the LOQ and was quantified only in one snow sample with concentration of 0.012 mg/L.
Keywords:
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Occurrence and Identification of Bisphenol A and Other Alkylphenols in Sea Shore Crabs
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Abstract Text
The global industrialization in recent decades has led to an increase in environmental pollutants from the development of
commercial products, especially those from plastic components. Plastics are organic materials that are used in everyday
households for a variety of functions. With the increase in volume of plastics in common everyday items like baby bottles,
food cans and drinking bottles, there is a concern over the health effects that come with the exposure of plasticizers to
humans and wild lives because plasticizers, such as phthalates, alkylphenols and bisphenol A, are endocrine-disrupting
chemicals (EDCs). Determining the levels of these EDCs in the environment and animals is important so that certain
thresholds can be set to limit the health effects to the wildlife and humans. Both GC and HPLC techniques have been
developed for determining BPA in the environment. The purpose of this experiment is to identify and quantify
alkylphenols and bisphenol A in a local Asian Shore Crab species using GC-FID and GC-MS techniques. BPA and two of its
analogues, 2,4-bis-(dimethylbenzyl)phenol and 4-cumylphenol, have been found in Asian crab samples. Further details will
be discussed at the presentation.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The feature of superficially porous (core shell) particle used as a highly efficient material is existence of a core, a thin
porous layer and narrow particle size distribution, which lead to higher efficiency than totally porous particle. Recently a
core shell particle with wide pore for biomacromolecular separations has developed by a few manufacturers. It has been
said that thin porous layer of core shell particle have an advantage for separation of large molecules such proteins
because a diffusion coefficient becomes small to proportional to a molecular weight and a mass transfer speed also
decreases. In this paper, thickness of porous layer of core shell particle was evaluated to separate proteins.
2 kinds of thickness of porous layer such as 0.2 •m and 0.5 •m thickness were applied for separation of standard protein
samples. One was 3.4 •m particle size, 0.2 •m porous layer and 15 m2/g specific surface area and another was 2.6 •m,
0.5 •m and 15 m2/g. Separation was achieved using a gradient elution with 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid and acetonitrile
including 0.08% trifluoroacetic acid.
On fast separation, 0.2 •m of porous layer showed sharper peaks than 0.5 •m of porous layer. However at 80 degree
Celsius and using 60 min gradient time program, 0.5 •m of porous layer showed much sharper peaks than 0.2 •m of
porous layer. It was considered that 0.5 •m of porous layer had the a wider specific surface area than 0.2 •m of porous
layer and this wider specific surface area leaded separation efficiency concerning the partition interaction on the
stationary phase to be large.
Better separation of proteins contributes not only the thin porous layer but also the large surface area.
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Abstract Text
Gold-supported hybrid bilayers comprising phospholipids and alkanethiols have been found to be highly useful in
biomembrane mimicking as well as biosensing ever since their introduction by Plant in 1993 (Plant, A. L. Langmuir 1993,
9, 2764•2767). Generalizing the mechanism (i.e., hydrophobic/hydrophobic interaction) that primarily drives bilayer
formation, we have reported such a bilayer structure could also be successfully obtained when aromatic thiols were
employed in place of alkanethiols. Four aromatic thiols were studied (thiophenol, 2-naphthalene thiol, biphenyl-4-thiol,
and diphenylenevinylene methanethiol), all affording reliable bilayer formation when 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3phosphocholine liposomes were incubated with self-assembled monolayers of these thiols. Significant differences in
electrochemical blocking and mechanical characteristics of these new bilayers were identified in comparison to their
alkanethiol counterparts. Taking advantage of these new features, a convenient and sensitive voltammetric scheme for
the straightforward bio-recognition of a lipolytic enzyme (phospholipase A2) is introduced, which revealed important
differences between aromatic- and alkane-based hybrid bilayers. Then, chemical force microscopy (CFM) with
hydrophobic tips to mimic phospholipid aliphatic chains is used to measure hydrophobic forces on the aromatic thiol
SAMs and alkane thiol SAMs, which supports the voltammetric bio-recognition analysis.
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Abstract Text
Lead (Pb) isotopic and concentration analyses of epiphytic lichens are often employed in the development of spatial
records of anthropogenic Pb releases, and 210Pb and 14C dated sediments from lakes, rivers, estuaries and peat bogs
have been used to construct temporal records. These profiles across space and time help identify specific Pb sources.
They are also valuable for developing spatiotemporal isoscapes useful in forensic science and for migration studies. But in
arid regions such as the Rocky Mountain West, lake sediments and peat bogs are relatively uncommon. Alternatives are
needed for developing isoscapes with more spatial resolution. While some tree species have been successfully tested as
biomarkers of temporal Pb release, many studies have given ambiguous results. Similarly, although epilithic lichens
collected at different times have been used, the temporal variations within individual lichens have not been fully
explored. In this study we employ ICP-OES and multi-collector inductively-coupled mass-spectrometry (MC-ICP-MS) to
measure the concentration and isotopic profiles of Pb in Ponderosa pine tree rings and in individual Xanthoparmelia
epilithic lichens, exploring the conditions under which they are most useful as biomarkers for measuring atmospheric Pb
deposition over time.
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Abstract Text
The determination of dates of production for questioned paintings and printed works would be useful in authentication
and art historical studies. Rates of decay of radioactive elements such as Pb-210 and C-14 can sometimes be employed,
and the profile of pigments used at different times has also provided insights. But relatively little use has been made of
the changes that happen over time as the binding media ages. Using samples of printed and painted works with known
dates, we calibrate the drying and/or loss of oil binders in paintings and printing inks using changes in their attenuated
total reflectance infra-red (ATR-IR) spectra. We demonstrate the efficacy of this non-destructive method by dating
authentic and forged postage stamps from a World War II Jewish Ghetto in Occupied Poland and an oil painting of an
alchemist from early in the 20th century.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Extended exposure to oxygen in air can be detrimental to the flavors in wine, and most wine makers limit the amount of
exposure during the production process. It is common practice, however, to allow some wines to “breathe” upon
opening to fully develop the volatiles on the “nose” and express the character within the juice. While much has been
reported on the identities of flavor-related volatiles in the vapor phase of some wines, there is less literature dedicated to
the dynamic detection of volatile components in wine after it is opened and exposed to air. In this work, solid phase
microextraction (SPME) coupled with gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) was used to identify the major
components in the vapor phase above red wine from the Côtes du Rhône, and to measure the concentrations of these
components immediately after opening, after being exposed to air without stirring for a period of 112 minutes, and after
being stirred for 10 seconds every 15 minutes for a total of 225 minutes. Among the results were increases in alcohol
concentrations (isoamyl alcohol, for example) over time with concomitant decreases in the concentrations of certain
esters (isoamyl acetate, for example). These results suggest an acid catalyzed hydrolysis of esters to alcohols in the vapor
phase during the “breathing” process.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
A pandemic outbreak of infectious diseases is threatening our lives. The prevention of infection disease by appropriate
vaccination based on viral antibody test is very important to prevent the pandemic outbreak of infectious disease.
Enzyme-linked immunesorbent assay (ELISA) is commonly used for the antibody test. Conventional ELISA requires
complicated operations and long analysis times. In addition, the microplate reader used for detection is large-size and
expensive. Therefore, it is difficult to perform the antibody test rapidly in the field.
The objective of this study is to develop a portable ELISA system that can perform the antibody test rapidly in the field.
For the purpose, we developed a small and inexpensive ELISA system consisted of a PDMS microtiter plate and a
fluorescence microplate reader using LEDs and photodiodes. The developed system is palm-size and lightweight. We can
measure the fluorescence intensity wirelessly using a notebook PC or tablet PC since a Bluetooth module is built into the
system.
The basic performance of the developed microplate reader was evaluated using resorufin as model sample. The
calibration curve for resorufin solutions at concentrations under 6.25 •M showed good linearity with a correlation
coefficient of 0.999. The limit of detection (LOD) defined as 3• was estimated to be 50.7 fmol. On the other hand, LOD
obtained on a 96-well microtiter plate and a commercially available microplate reader was estimated to be 42.7 fmol. The
sensitivity of the developed microplate reader was comparable to that of the commercially available microplate reader.
The developed ELISA system was applied to the measurement of measles IgG in human serum. The test results obtained
on the present ELISA system were identical to that on the conventional ELISA system. Compared to conventional ELISA
system, the present ELISA system shortened the analysis time to half and reduced the amounts of the reagent and sample
to one third, respectively.
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Abstract Text
Biofilms are matrices of extracellular polymeric substance that are readily formed by bacteria, allowing them to adhere to
multiple surfaces and grow in the most extreme environments. As a result, highly-resistant bacterial species have
emerged in the hospital setting, where they are known to persist on hospital surfaces and contribute to infection
transmission. To address this concern, this study focuses on using a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) to investigate
bacterial biofilm growth and removal. Developing platforms and techniques for studying clinically-relevant bacterial
species as they adhere and grow on surfaces as well as strategies for their removal from surfaces can provide significant
insight in preventing biofilm-associated infections.
Bacterial species [i]Pseudomonas aeruginosa[/i] and [i]Staphylococcus aureus[/i] were grown overnight at 37 °C in
lysogeny broth growth media. The bacteria were diluted and loaded into the QCM, where they were allowed to adhere
and grow on the gold-coated quartz surface over the course of several hours under low-flow conditions. Real-time
changes in both frequency and damping were recorded to monitor bacterial accumulation on the surface over time. Once
the bacterial cells were stably attached to the surface, an SDS detergent was loaded into the system to study the effect of
biofilm removal. Biofilm removal was determined by the sensor’s response as it returned to the original baseline. This
study validates the use of a QCM for studying bacterial adhesion and removal from surfaces as well as investigating the
effectiveness of biofilm removal agents.
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Abstract Text
Graphene quantum dots (GQDs) are safe, convenient, and effective alternatives to organic dyes, inorganic quantum dots
or metal nanoparticles for molecular sensing. The goal of the present work is to use capillary electrophoresis (CE) to
characterize new polymer-modified GQDs (PM-GQDs) and to compare the utility of PM-GQDs to unmodified dots for the
separation of analytes by CE. The modified and unmodified dots were synthesized by a ‘bottom up’ approach involving
the carbonization of citric acid as the organic precursor with or without added sodium polyacrylate (PAAS), followed by
extraction in water or an NaOH solution. Preliminary characterization experiments revealed differences in excitation
spectra upon polymer modification (with •[sub]ex,max[/sub] = 345 nm for unmodified GQDs and 365 nm for PM-GQDs),
although •[sub]em,max[/sub] was relatively unaffected. Whereas the emission intensities of PM-GQDs and GQD samples
were comparable in aqueous solution, the PM-GQD emission intensity was quenched in acetonitrile. To demonstrate the
applicability of GQDs as separation adjuvants, we analyzed a mixture of holo (metallated) and apo (demetallated) forms
of transferrin (Tf, an iron transport protein). In the absence of GQDs, the proteins were not resolved by a simple CE
method; however, upon addition of GQDs to the separation buffer, multiple forms of Tf were resolved. Additionally,
enhanced fluorescence of the GQDs was observed upon the addition of increasing quantities of Tf, allowing for improved
sensitivity and selectivity. It is anticipated that the PM-GQDs will interact differentially with metallated and demetallated
Tf or other metalloprotein targets, facilitating further analytical method development.
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Abstract Text
We develop a pH sensor based on use of X-ray Excited Chemical Luminescence Imaging (XECLI) to non-invasively detect
and image changes in pH of a surface with high spatial and pH resolution while minimizing tissue scattering effects.
Diagnosis and treatment of infections associated with implanted medical devices is a challenge, as clinical symptoms of
implant associated infection are often delayed and can sometimes be completely absent till infection reaches a later
stage. Early diagnosis of implant associated infection and non-invasive continuous monitoring of infection to evaluate
eradication and success of treatment has not been established yet. Treatment of implant infection without implant
removal is possible if infection can be diagnosed at its onset. Our pH sensor can be attached to the implant surface to noninvasively diagnose and monitor implant associated infection in situ. Bacteria and inflammatory responses cause a pH
drop in the area and pH shifts to acidic from in situ pH (~ 7.3). Our pH sensor consists of a layered structure of a pH
sensitive polymer film over radioluminescent particles. The pH sensor is characterized for reversibility, sensitivity and
resolution. XECLI provides high spatial resolution images mainly limited by X-ray beam width with minimum increase from
X-ray scattering in the tissue. It allows point by point mapping of the surface with minimum background. We studied pH
changes during the formation of biofilm on the pH sensitive sensor film. In summary, our sensor provides a novel
approach to non-invasively image surface pH to diagnose implant infection and assess treatment.
Acknowledgements:This research was supported by NSF CAREER award CHE1255535, a Fulbright Scholarship award to
Unaiza Uzair, and animal studies funded through SC Bioengineering Center of Regeneration and Formation of Tissues
(SCBioCRAFT) under NIH grant R15EB014560-01A1
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Abstract Text
Electrospray from nanopipettes is used to realize a mode of scanning probe microscopy introduced here as scanning
electrospray microscopy (SESM). Nanopipettes, or pulled glass capillaries with inner diameters ranging from tens to
hundreds of nanometers, have been recently developed and characterized as emitters for electrospray ionization mass
spectrometry. Further characterization of electrospray current from nanopipettes confirmed a well-known distancedependent relationship, which has been utilized here as a feedback mechanism for SESM. SESM provides an ambient, noncontact method to investigate surface topography. Images can be generated over both conductive and insulative features
and feature size agrees well with atomic force microscopy of the same substrate. As a consequence of electrospray,
scanning a surface with SESM results in deposition of salt solution on the substrate. This controlled deposition presents
opportunities for application in the realm of electrodeposition, nanofabrication, and electrospinning, and will be further
investigated.
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Abstract Text
Protein phosphorylation is a ubiquitous post-translational modification involved in proliferation,signal transduction,
energy metabolism and other key biochemical pathways. The hijacking of host cell kinases by viruses represents a
powerful means to reduce the complexity of viral genomes, eliminating the need for virus- encoded kinases and allowing
individual viral polypeptides to exist in diverse functional states. The hypothesis, supported by preliminary data, suggests
that host cell kinase phosphorylation of HIV proteins drives processes critical to viral propagation, and that an abundance
of such phosphorylation sites in HIV remain uncharacterized. In response to this need for comprehensive HIV
determination, we propose a top-down strategy to unearth the entire complement of HIV phosphorylation sites, to
discover the kinases associated with each phosphorylation site, and to generate and test hypotheses for the function of
novel sites.
We have determined more than 25 different potential phosphorylation sites for different HIV-proteins including Gag, Pol,
Env, Nef, Rev, Tat, Vif, Vpr and Vpu using phosphorylation prediction algorithms such as NetPhosK, GPS and KinasePhos.
Based on high scores from multiple prediction algorithms, and sequence conservation we have evaluated 14 different
kinases including Cyclin-Dependant Kinase (CDK2/Cyclin A, CDK2/Cyclin E, CDK1/Cyclin B, CDK4/Cyclin D, CDK9/Cyclin T1
and CDK7/Cyclin H), Protein Kinase C (alpha, beta and delta), Protein Kinase A, Casein Kinase I and II, MAPK and GSK3 in
this study. Synthetic HIV-peptides corresponding to bioinformatics prediction were chosen to perform kinase assay and to
evaluate in vitro phosphorylation of the predicted sites using MALDI mass spectrometry.Our preliminary data shows that
there are 11 potential phosphorylation sites predicted using phosphorylation prediction algorithms of HIV-protein, Vif
(Figure 1).
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Abstract Text
Nano- and micro pipettes have been widely used as probes for local electrochemical analysis and manipulation of samples
at small scales. In this report, we have used theta pipettes as a mobile microfluidic device that can capture chemical
information in sub-nanoliter plugs and delivers them to a mass spectrometer for dilution free analysis of molecular
signals. In this method, multiple analyte plugs were sandwiched between immiscible fluorous (perfluorodecalin (PFD))
solvent phases to minimize dispersion of analyte. The pipette also served as an electrospray emitter enabling fast and
convenient analysis of segments as small as few hundreds of picoliters. To our knowledge these segment are the smallest
segments subjected to ESI-MS analysis. Small pipette tip size and flow rates in the order of 5-20 nL/min enables ESI-MS
analysis of such small segments. These approaches may find application in mapping local reactivity of a surface, creation
of chemical maps, and performing single cell analysis. Further, a novel strategy to regularize and automate the segmented
flow sampling will be discussed and application of the new method in monitoring local chemical changes will be
demonstrated.
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Abstract Text
In this work, accelerated aging experiments of Nafion® 212 (N212) membrane were carried out using Fenton’s reagent
under a series of degradation conditions. Morphological change after degradation was examined by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) analyses. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) mapping was performed to further investigate the
heterogeneity of chemical composition in the degraded membrane samples. Furthermore, a hybrid scanning ion
conductance-scanning electrochemical microscopy (SICM-SECM) technique was developed and further employed to study
the heterogeneous local permeability of the degraded membranes. Results obtained from the aforementioned SEM
analyses, XPS mapping and SICM-SECM measurements in combination can be utilized to gain insights of the membrane
degradation mechanism, which can further provide important guidelines to improve membrane stability and further
increase the lifetime of the PEMFCs.
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Abstract Text
Carbenes are molecules that contain a neutral carbon atom with a valence of two and two unshared electrons. Stable
nucleophilic carbenes are actively being studied due to their role as ligands in homogeneous catalysis. They have high
affinity for a wide range of main group elements and transition metals. Novel o-phenylenediamine-fused imidazolium
salts have been successfully synthesized and characterized in Dr. Daniela Tapu’s laboratory at Kennesaw State University.
These salts are used as precursors in the synthesis of the corresponding N-heterocyclic carbenes. o-Phenylenediaminefused imidazol-2-ylidenes are a particularly attractive class of ligands. The o-Phenylenediamine moiety is electroactive.
Fusion of the phenylenediamine with the imidazol-2-ylidenes may alter the electronic properties of the resulting carbine
center. Those properties may in turn be used to fine-tune the carbene center and offer the possibility to control the
stoichiometric and catalytic reactivity of the corresponding transition metal complexes. To this end, the electronic
properties of 1,3-dibutylbenz-imidazolium iodide and its derivatives where amine and nitro-groups were substituted at
the o-position of the benzene moiety, were studied using cyclic voltammetry. Voltammograms were acquired using a
three-electrode electrochemical cell consisting of a silver/silver chloride reference, glassy carbon working, and a platinum
wire auxiliary electrodes. Dry dichloromethane was used in 0.1 M [Bu4N][PF6] as the support electrolyte. Without the
amine and nitro substituents, N, N’-dibutylbenzimidazolium salt showed a quasi-reversible behavior around 587 mV, and
irreversibility around -350 mV. Of the substituents, 5,6-damine-1,3-dibutylbenzimidazolium salt shifted the first reduction
potential from 587 mV to 955 mV. The nitro-substituted salt did not cause much change from 587 mV. OPhenylenediamine-fused imidazolium salts thus increase the nucleophilic properties of these salts.
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Abstract Text
In this study, LIBS technique is used to compare the presence of major nutrient elements (Ca, Na, K, and Mg) in organic
and conventional vegetables. Different parts of Cauliflower and Broccoli were used as working samples. Optimum values
of laser energy, gate delay, and gate width were used to acquire the LIBS spectra from those samples. The intensity ratios
of different elemental lines present on the similar location of the organic Cauliflower and Broccoli samples were
compared with those of conventional ones. The intensity ratio of elemental lines between different parts of the
Cauliflower and Broccoli are also compared. The detailed analysis of the elemental nutrients in Cauliflower and Broccoli
will be presented.
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Abstract Text
Photoacoustic spectroscopy was used to test the photoacoustic properties of sulfur hexafluoride, an optically thick and
potent greenhouse gas. Detection of trace amounts of the gas was also implemented. The conditions in which the gas was
tested, gas cell length, temperature, concentration, and power of the laser, were varied in order to determine their effect
on the photoacoustic signal, and an ideal condition to detect trace gas amounts. A detection limit of 2.86 ppb was
determined for SF6.
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Abstract Text
Course-based undergraduate research experiences (CUREs) are garnering increasing attention as one of the desirable
pedagogical strategies to facilitate science learning in college. The laboratory components of two undergraduate
chemistry courses, namely Quantitative Chemical Analysis and Instrumental Analysis, have been revamped to incorporate
CUREs into the curricula, thereby offering students an opportunity to explore problems and challenges that have realworld applications. Traditional cookbook-type laboratory exercises are integrated with student-initiated research projects
that have the elements of scientific inquiry. Each CUREs project involves identifying a problem, designing a study, locating
an appropriate method via literature search, collecting samples, measuring variables, analyzing data, and presenting the
results in a formal report and an oral presentation. Our evaluation of the preliminary impacts of CUREs integration
suggests that the majority of students become more excited about careers in chemistry, and science in general, as an
outcome of this exercise.
Acknowledgements: This work was partially supported by the National Science Foundation (NSF) Grant No. #1137462
(FY), the Department of Education Grant No. P120A150022(PD: C. R. Jackson), and a DREAM STEM Mini-Grant to FY under
the NSF Grant No. #1238547(PI: C. R. Jackson).
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Abstract Text
Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI-MS) has become an invaluable tool in modern
proteomics research, with broad applications in medicine and at the crossroads of biology and chemistry. We used MALDI
coupled with a tandem Time-of-flight (TOF/TOF) mass spectrometer to identify several proteins isolated from
Tetrahymena thermophila, a model single-cell organism. Proteins were separated using SDS-PAGE with individual protein
bands of interest excised. Bands were reduced and alkylated and steps were taken to digest the protein into smaller
peptides using Trypsin. After cleanup, the peptides were then mixed with •-Cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid, spotted on
the metal target, and allowed to dry. After MALDI-MS analysis, the resulting peptide masses were compared with
theoretical spectra using BioTools and the online MASCOT database. Matched proteins were analyzed further by tandem
mass spectrometry of specific peaks in order to unambiguously determine their identities, again using BioTools and
MASCOT. We were able to identify proteins in 28 different samples, finding evidence of 11 unique proteins.
Keywords:
Mass Spectrometry, Proteomics, Tandem Mass Spec, Time of Flight MS
Application Code:
Genomics, Proteomics and Other 'Omics
Methodology Code: Mass Spectrometry
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Abstract Text
Using analytical instrumentation to study differentiable human scent profiles is of forensic interest because many
applications exist, especially the validation of canine evidence in criminal investigations. A scent profile is composed of
the volatile organic compounds (VOCs) that are released by dead epithelial cells, bacterial cells, and eccrine and
sebaceous gland excretions. These VOCs can be present in varying combinations and abundances between people,
allowing dogs to track a specific scent among numerous profiles. We used GC-MS and cryfocusing headspace
preconcentration to identify VOCs from the epithelial cells of the unwashed hands of fifty-eight subjects, ages 0-82. The
samples were sealed in glass jars for 12-24 hours to allow the VOCs to accumulate in the headspace. The relative amount
of ethanol was found to be a potential marker for age and/or gender, as the average amount of ethanol decreased as the
age of male donors increased, with young boys under the age of 16 having a higher average amount than any other age
or gender group. A general decreasing trend was observed with female donors. Another potential age marker could be 6methyl-5-hepten-2-one, with very small amounts in young donors and a sharp increase in amounts from donors in the
middle range of ages. Additionally, the samples were divided into six groups from different geographic locations, and
certain trends emerged with the presence or absence of particular compounds. These data suggest that age, gender, and
location might have an effect on scent profiles and aid in the identification of possible suspects.
Keywords:
Forensics, Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry, Trace Analysis, Volatile Organic Compounds
Application Code:
Homeland Security/Forensics
Methodology Code: Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry
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Abstract Text
When a bag is seized for suspected drug paraphernalia, there might only be a powder residue remaining on the inside
surface. While analysis via GC/MS is appropriate in many circumstances, the residue might not have enough powder to
examine. Furthermore, the residue might not be volatile, requiring derivatization prior to analysis. Liquid
Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry (LC/MS) is one possible solution to these problems because the residue can be
readily dissolved in a liquid and analyzed directly. This research attempted to determine the ability of LC/MS to detect
drug residues of adulterated methamphetamine and quantify the results. Methamphetamine was mixed with
acetaminophen, caffeine, dextrose, lactose, lidocaine, mannitol, phenobarbital, procaine, or sucrose at various
concentrations. Residues were obtained by putting the adulterated methamphetamine into 1x1 bags and then dumping
them. The residues were dissolved in water and analyzed via LC/MS to determine limits of detection and quantitation.
Furthermore, tandem MS/MS was used to further support the identification of methamphetamine residues. Through this
method, single-adulterated methamphetamine residues could be detected at concentrations of 0.15% drug or lower, well
below levels found in actual street samples.
Keywords:
Drugs, Forensics, Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy, Tandem Mass Spec
Application Code:
Homeland Security/Forensics
Methodology Code: Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry
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Abstract Text
Candles have been around for millennia, and still are a staple of daily life today. Companies who produce candles today
claim that candles made of certain types of material will burn differently or burn ‘cleaner’ than other types. They claim
certain candles produce a greater amount of toxic chemical compounds when they burn. There has been very little
research done to test these claims. Understanding the differences in chemical output of different types of unscented
candles is important for both human and environmental health. Our procedure used a cryogenic headspace
preconcentrator and GC/MS to identify volatile organic compounds (VOCs) emitted from burning candles. Samples were
collected from fourteen candles of five different types: beeswax, gel, palm oil, paraffin, and soywax. Candles were burned
for approximately 1 hour to collect the VOCs in 500-600 mL headspace containers. VOCs were identified by comparison of
the mass spectra with a database. The VOCs were divided into eleven chemical categories and studied. Candle types were
evaluated based on the relative abundance of the eleven classes and on the number of distinct VOCs found in each class
for each candle. Results show that gel candles produce the largest number of distinct alkenes. In addition, soywax candles
produced, overall, a smaller amount of VOCs than other candle types. Paraffin and palm oil candles were found to
produce the largest amount of VOCs with known LD50 values. Further research is needed on the toxicity implications to
humans at these concentrations.
Keywords:
Environmental/Air, Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry, Trace Analysis, Volatile Organic Comp
Application Code:
Environmental
Methodology Code: Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry
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Abstract Text
Cloth fibers found at the scene of a crime can be used as circumstantial evidence in a court of law. Current methodology
can only determine the color and chemical composition of the sample, giving limited information about its origins.
Isotope ratio mass spectrometry (IRMS), however, can be used to analyze the ratio of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and
oxygen isotopes, further differentiating fibers of the same color and chemical composition. For the purpose of this study,
carpet, synthetic fabrics, and blood stained fibers were analyzed using IRMS. Additionally, the lower limit of detection for
this analysis method was studied using plain white cotton and denim fibers.
The synthetic fibers studied all had unique isotope ratios that differentiate them from fibers of similar color and
composition. These unique isotope ratios likely resulted from differing petroleum sources and purchasing years, although
all fibers were obtained from the same manufacturer. Similarly, all of the carpet fibers studied had unique and
distinguishable isotope ratios. Blood stains were found to have a statistically significant impact on the isotope ratios of
threads. With respect to the investigation of limit of detection, fibers weighing more than ~50 micrograms possessed
statistically similar isotope ratios, while at masses smaller than ~50 micrograms the isotope ratios became differentiable.
This research enhances IRMS analysis by expanding differentiation into synthetic fibers, including carpet, exploring the
effects of blood stains on the isotope ratios of fibers, and preliminarily identifying the limit of detection of IRMS to ~50
micrograms.
Keywords:
Forensics, Isotope Ratio MS
Application Code:
Homeland Security/Forensics
Methodology Code: Mass Spectrometry
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Abstract Text
High Pressure Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) for Dissolution testing is a critical component to development, as well as,
stability of a manufactured drug product.
Dissolutions incorporating hydrophilic matrices dissolve more readily in water, aiding in drug substance solubility.
However, drug products formulated in hydrophobic matrices lack an affinity for water, inhibiting solubility. Dissolution
medium additives (surfactants) lower the surface tension between the matrix and medium, aiding in solubility. The
solubilized solution is measured to quantify the amount of drug substance present.
Surfactants can be problematic for sample analysis. An HPLC method showed an unknown extraneous peak, resolved
from the peak of interest, but losing resolution with each proceeding injection (regardless of blank, standard or sample).
Throughout the run, the extraneous peak would elute later and later, eventually after the peak of interest, which
appeared to be losing retention itself.
Initial method conditions were isocratic using a high flow rate (1.5 mL/min), high column temperature (60°C) and a C8
column. Experiments were conducted to determine the extraneous peak source, as well as, resolution and retention
loss. Dissolution medium injections showed the extraneous peak, and the shifting retention times. Differing isocratic
compositions, surfactant in buffer, and a gradient profile using differing flow rates, various column temperatures, and
differing columns were evaluated. The extraneous peak and retention shifting was determined to be from a surfactant
necessary for sample dissolution.
A new method using different mobile phases and gradient elution, flow rate, column, and column temperature,
eliminated the shift in retention for both peaks and provided consistent method specificity and analytical
chromatography.
Keywords:
Dissolution, Liquid Chromatography, Surfactants
Application Code:
Pharmaceutical
Methodology Code: Liquid Chromatography
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Abstract Text
Porous silica supports are employed in many applications in chemistry, including stationary phase supports in
chromatography and solid phase extraction (SPE). Recently, confocal Raman microscopy was employed as an in-situ
detection method within individual C[sub]18[/sub]-functionalized porous silica particles, bringing SPE pre-concentration
methods to the femtoliter volume scale. Here we report on efforts to interrogate the accumulation kinetics which control
partitioning of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons into individual chromatographic particles under high retention
conditions. Specifically, accumulation of 2µM pyrene was measured into particles of radii from 2.2 - 7.3µm from 20%
methanol: 80% water solution. Strong partitioning of pyrene leads to 30 mM concentrations within the C[sub]18[/sub]silica particle representing a 15,000-fold concentration gain relative to the source phase. The observed accumulation
kinetics are consistent with a model where the rate-limiting step is partitioning of the analyte in a boundary layer at the
particle exterior. The accumulation rate is proportional to 1/r, governed by flux across the particle boundary
(4•r[sup]2[/sup]) divided by the volume of the collector (4/3•r[sup]3[/sup]). This model allows determination of the
heterogeneous rate constant for partitioning into the particle, 4.8±0.1x10[sup]-3[/sup]cm/sec. For comparison, the
partitioning rate of pyrene onto planar C18 surface was also determined, 2.6±0.4x10[sup]-4[/sup] cm/sec, which is 20times slower than the capture rate of a porous particle due to the higher surface area and greater collision frequency of
molecules at the porous particle-solution interface.
Keywords:
Chromatography, Microspectroscopy, Raman, Solid Phase Extraction
Application Code:
Material Science
Methodology Code: Molecular Spectroscopy
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Abstract Text
Carbon paste microelectrodes electrodes are easily fabricated, inexpensive and can be used with electroanalytical-based
microfluidic devices. In this work, the electrochemiluminescent (ECL) reaction between tris(2,2’-bipyridyl)ruthenium(II)
and biogenic amines was used to detect these amines in a microfluidic flow system. The ability to measure these biogenic
amines is important for food safety applications. The linear range and optimal parameters for the reaction were
determined. The ECL reaction was able to detect spermine, spermidine, and putrescine with detection limits of 1.8, 4.3
and 28 micromolar, respectively. A milk sample was spiked with spermine and the method was able to detect spermine in
the sample. Work was initiated to develop a microchip capillary electrophoresis separation of the amines with ECL
detection.
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, Chemiluminescence, Electrochemistry, Food Safety
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: Electrochemistry
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Abstract Text
Capillary liquid chromatography (cLC) is attractive, in principle, for its small dimensions. The small diameter permits the
analysis of small samples and provides an opportunity for on-column concentration of solutes in larger volumes of
injected samples. The small diameter favors thermal equilibration across the column which permits high mobile phase
velocities without suffering from the bandspreading that radial thermal gradients create. The lower flow rates used
decrease significantly the cost and environmental burden of liquid chromatography. However, cLC does have limitations.
Extracolumn volume plays a more significant role in bandspreading in cLC in comparison to standard LC.
Because the column diameter is a critical variable in defining both the benefits and the problems of cLC, we have created
an optimization approach for maximizing sensitivity with a minimum number of theoretical plates and a defined
separation time. This has been applied to the determination of neurotransmitters by online analysis of microdialysate
once per minute. We have also attacked the extracolumn dispersion and volume overload problems by using
temperature-assisted solute focusing.
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, Capillary LC, Neurochemistry, Temperature
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: Liquid Chromatography
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Abstract Text
It has been known for over 40 years that the maximum possible plate count per unit time in LC is obtained by
simultaneously adjusting the particle size, column length and eluent velocity. We refer to this as a three-parameter
optimization or Knox-Saleem optimization. However, particle size is not a continuous variable and thus performance
optimization is done by picking an appropriate particle size for the timescale of the separation and then adjusting the
column length and eluent velocity. This optimization is referred to here as two-parameter optimization or Poppe
optimization. Of course, the column length is not a continuous variable but one can achieve column lengths within 1 cm
of the optimum by combining commercially available column lengths. This issue is only a problem for extremely fast
analyses. Thus the question naturally arises as to how much performance is lost due to the availability of only a limited
number of different particle sizes. We have solved this problem by observing that the maximum loss in performance
occurs at the crossing point of the two curves which define the optimized plate count as a function of column dead time
for the two different size particles. One can solve the mathematical problem of finding the appropriate column dead time,
column length and eluent velocity at the crossover point. Our work shows that provided one changes from the smaller to
the larger particle size at the column dead time the maximum loss in plate count with currently available particle sizes
amounts to less than 11%. Interestingly, this loss in performance is independent of the dynamic characteristics of the
column, the operating pressure, the diffusion coefficients of the analyte and the operating temperature. It depends only
on the ratio of the two particle sizes. Since resolving power varies with the square root of the plate count this loss in
performance is essentially insignificant.
Keywords:
Liquid Chromatography
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Abstract Text
Metabolomics based on HPLC-MS has become a powerful tool for investigating biological systems. We have applied
metabolomics to the brain by coupling sampling probes to assays for neurotransmitters and peptides. Such
measurements require ability to retain and resolve many, often polar compounds. We have developed methods based on
derivatization of neurotransmitters and metabolites to enhance retention and single in LC-MS assays. For peptides we
have developed improved sampling approaches that improve sensitivity by over 100-fold based on reducing adsorption.
Finally, we are investigating advanced ultra high pressure LC systems to improve metabolomic coverage for
neurochemistry.
Keywords:
Liquid Chromatography, Neurochemistry, Sampling
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Methodology Code: Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry
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Abstract Text
The first demonstration of micromachined devices that emulate the functions of laboratory chemical instrumentation,
i.e., the silicon gas chromatograph (GC), is now over three decades old. Due largely to the modest performance of these
early devices, further developments in MEMS-based chemical instrumentation were slow to materialize. Microfabricated
fluidic devices that accomplished chemical measurement strategies were first reported in the early 1990s and have
several demonstrated significant advantages over conventional approaches. Since that time there has been rapidly
growing interest in microfabricated fluidic devices (microchips). The diversity of biochemical measurement techniques
that have been implemented on microchips includes various electrophoretic and chromatographic separations, chemical
and enzymatic reactions, noncovalent recognition interactions, sample concentration enhancement, and cellular
manipulations. In addition, the types of samples addressed by microchips has been broad in scope, e.g., small ions and
molecules, single and double stranded DNA, amino acids, peptides, and proteins. These devices have low cost and small
footprints while consuming miniscule quantities of reagents and can rapidly produce precise results. All of these features
suggest the possibility to perform chemical and biochemical experimentation on a massive scale at low cost on a bench
top, a goal being pursued by many laboratories around the world. We will discuss microfluidic devices that provide stateof-the-art separations performance while efficiently coupled to mass spectrometry through integrated nano-electrospray
ionization. In addition, the ability to integrate sample processing functionalities on these devices will also be discussed.
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, Biopharmaceutical, Capillary Electrophoresis, Mass Spectrometry
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: Microfluidics/Lab-on-a-Chip
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Abstract Text
Literature on the optimization of online two-dimensional liquid chromatography (2D-LC) points to the need for conditions
in the second dimension of the system that enable much faster (10 to 100-fold faster) separations compared to the
separation speed in the first dimension. This theoretical perspective prompts us to think about separation speeds (e.g., <
20 seconds) that are rare in other contexts where liquid chromatography is used. Modern instrumentation and column
technologies allow us to realize such high speed separations in practice, with sometimes impressively high performance,
however the characteristics of the resulting chromatograms place extraordinary demands on the instrument if we are to
avoid serious performance losses due to peak dispersion outside of the column. Specifically, as separation times become
short, the optimal particle size and column length also become very small, and these factors lead to peaks that are very
narrow in time, and have small volumes. To make matters even more difficult, in the context of 2D-LC we typically want
to inject volumes of first dimension column effluent that are on the order of the second dimension column volume to
enable sensitive detection in the second dimension.
In this presentation we will discuss our efforts to address these issues, using both experiments and theory and
simulations. First, we will describe work aimed at modelling pressure drops in narrow capillaries that we would like to use
in the second dimension with high eluent velocities. Second, we will describe the development of a numerical approach
to modelling large injections of first dimension column effluent into short, narrow second dimension columns. We will
summarize the findings of set of survey simulations aimed at finding optimal combinations of particle size, and column
length and diameter for use with very fast second dimension separations, and compare these findings with the results of
selected experiments under similar conditions.
Keywords:
Food Science, HPLC, Optimization, Pharmaceutical
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Methodology Code: Liquid Chromatography
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Abstract Text
Ionic liquids (ILs) can be designed to exhibit unique properties for their use in a number of applications in analytical
chemistry. This talk will focus on the design and synthesis of ILs, magnetic ionic liquids (MILs) and polymeric ionic liquids
(PILs) and the use of these materials in a number of applications within sample preparation and multidimensional gas
chromatography. A series of monocationic and dicationic ionic liquid (IL)-based stationary phases were evaluated as
secondary columns in comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography (GC×GC) for the separation of aliphatic
hydrocarbons from kerosene. In order to further understand the role that structural features of ILs play on the selectivity
of nonpolar analytes, a series of dicationic IL-based stationary phases were evaluated using GC×GC. PIL-based sorbent
coatings in solid-phase microextraction (SPME) will be discussed in their use for the extraction of a number of analytes
ranging from pesticides, insecticides, and food products within a variety of matrices. The SPME applications involve both
GC-SPME and HPLC-SPME. Finally, the ability to perform rapid DNA extraction from biological samples using customdesigned MILs will be presented. MIL solvents exhibit a number of advantages that allow them to be used in downstream
DNA analysis including polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The ability to customize components within a PCR buffer
permitting the direct analysis of DNA-enriched MIL will be discussed.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The development of rapid, efficient enantiomeric separations over the last 25 years has had a tremendous impact on
several areas of science and technology. Discoveries in just a few academic laboratories changed the way drugs were
regulated world-wide and forever altered the pharmaceutical industry. Biological and analytical aspects of closely related
compounds and enantiomers will be outlined and discussed in terms of high throughput analysis and limitation of current
instrumentation.
Keywords:
Chiral Separations, HPLC, HPLC Columns, Supercritical Fluid Chromatography
Application Code:
Pharmaceutical
Methodology Code: Liquid Chromatography
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Abstract Text
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are new class of hybrid inorganic-organic micro-porous crystalline materials selfassembled straightforwardly from metal ions with organic linkers via coordination bonds. The availability of various
building blocks of metal ions and organic linkers makes it possible to prepare an infinite number of new MOFs with
diverse structure, topologies and porosity. The porosity of MOFs spans from ultra-microporous to mesoporous materials,
well bridging the gap between the small pore size of zeolites and large pore size of mesoporous silicate materials. MOFs
can be prepared with a minimum amount of metal ions and organic ligands while achieving maximum surface areas with
predictable, controllable, tailorable and post-modifiable pores and cavities. Owing to their fascinating structures and
unusual properties, such as permanent nanoscale porosity, high surface area, good thermostability, and uniform structure
cavities, MOFs have attracted tremendous interest, and an enormous amount of MOF structures have been designed and
synthesized for various applications such as hydrogen storage, gas separation, catalysis, sensing and bioimaging. Clearly,
the use of MOFs as materials in analytical chemistry has started to receive important attention, as novel stationary
phases in chromatography or as novel extractant materials for a number of analytes in a variety of samples. The main aim
of this work is to give an overview of main uses of MOFs in analytical sample preparation techniques, particularly in
dispersive solid-phase extraction approaches.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Cinchona alkaloid-based chiral stationary phases incorporate a variety of potential interaction modalities that have
proven particularly effective for the resolution of acidic chiral compounds under reversed phase and polar-ionic phase
conditions. In this work, we examine the retention of achiral probe solutes on immobilized quinine stationary phase with
under a range of mobile phase conditions in a Linear Solvation Energy Relationship (LSER) analysis to delineate the impact
of mobile phase composition on retention. In this study, a modified LSER model that has proven very effective in
describing retention on multimodal surface-confined ionic liquid phases will be used to simultaneously model retention of
neutral, weakly acidic and weakly basic solutes.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Ionic liquids (ILs) have been shown to possess many unique features such as tunable viscosity and solubility, low vapor
pressure, and excellent thermal stability, which have facilitated their increasing use in chemical analysis. However, as
liquids there is a tendency for ILs to flow when used as thin-film coatings to modify surface structures thus minimizing
their utility in some applications. To this end polymeric ILs have been developed to provide additional structural stability
on substrate surfaces.
In this work, electropolymerizable thiophene-based ionic liquids (ILs) were synthesized and characterized as potential
candidates for developing selective extraction media for chemical analysis. Electropolymerization of the
bis[(trifluoromethyl)sulfonyl]imide ([NTf2]-) analogues successfully produced uniform polymeric thin-films on macro- and
microelectrode substrates from both vinyl and methylimidazolium IL monomer derivatives. The resultant conducting
polymer IL (CPIL) films were characterized by electrochemical methods and found to exhibit attractive behavior towards
anionic species while simultaneously providing an exclusion barrier toward cationic species. The methylimidazolium
thiophene-based IL monomer also exhibited high thermal stability and subsequently was examined as a sorbent coating
for solid-phase microextraction (SPME). The SPME coating was easily prepared and provided high selectivity for gas
chromatographic analysis of polar analytes. The normalized response of the methylimidazolium CPIL sorbent coating
exhibited higher extraction efficiency compared to an 85 µm polyacrylate fiber and excellent fiber-to-fiber reproducibility.
Therefore, the electropolymerizable thiophene-based ILs were found to be viable new materials for the preparation of
sorbent coatings for SPME.
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, Chemically Modified Electrodes, Separation Sciences, SPME
Application Code:
General Interest
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Abstract Text
Fast scan cyclic voltammetry has been used extensively to monitor dynamic changes in neurotransmitters (e.g. dopamine,
serotonin, norepinephrine) in real time. However, these measurements are limited in terms of the number of
implantable sensors. This does not allow the coordinated chemical communication and interactions between groups of
neurons to be mapped in the same animal. Here, we present arrays of electrodes with biocompatible conducting
polymers capable of measuring biogenic amines. Metal wires are coated with the electrochemical polymerization of the
monomer 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT). After baking and rinsing, a film with a positively charged polymer
backbone balanced by negatively charged tosylate ions is formed. These electrodes can then be easily integrated in massproducible arrays, brining voltammetry on par with multiple probe recordings common in electrophysiology. These
voltammetric recordings also require custom instrumentation that integrates low-noise operational amplifiers with highperformance data acquisition cards and software. The system presented is capable of recording from eight channels
(with appropriate instrumentation). By electrically isolating each channel, they can be independently addressed and a
different neurotransmitter can be measured at each sensor. This greatly increases the ability to map neurotransmitter
release in the brain of animals in real time. Data measuring both dopamine and serotonin in different brain regions is
presented.
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, Biosensors, Electrochemistry, Neurochemistry
Application Code:
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Methodology Code: Electrochemistry
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Abstract Text
The neurotransmitter dopamine plays a central role in learning, decision making, motivation, and the control of
movement. It is thought that dopamine release regulates such behaviors through the coordination of the firing of groups
of neurons and by altering local-field oscillations. This assumption has not been tested directly as no instrument exists for
the real-time measurement of both dopamine release and the activities of groups of individual neurons in freelymoving/deciding animals. This is largely due to difficulties in integrating electrophysiological and electrochemical
hardware. We have engineered a measurement platform capable of tandem measurements of dopamine and neural
ensemble activity in awake and behaving rats. This platform consists of high-density electrode arrays for measurement of
multiple single-neuron activity and local-field potentials in conjunction with a separate carbon electrode for
measurement of real-time dopamine release using fast-scan cyclic voltammetry. Fast and low-noise solid-state relays
combined with improved electrochemical instrumentation allows a common reference to be utilized for both
electrophysiological and electrochemical measurements, resulting in a higher signal-to-noise ratio for all measurements.
Tests in anesthetized and awake rats revealed that single-unit action potentials (300 – 6000 Hz) and local-field activity in
the hippocampus at frequencies > 50 Hz could be recovered while measuring dopamine concentrations in the nucleus
accumbens.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
A human brain comprises a large number of neurons (~85 billion neurons) and can direct specific communication
between their cells via synaptic connections through specific molecular interactions with high precision of spatial and
temporal resolutions. Current technologies are unable to real-time detect, image and study these wide ranges of
molecular interactions simultaneously with sufficient spatial and temporal resolutions and over an extended period of
time. We are developing new nano photonic sensing and imaging tools for capturing functions of vital individual
neurotransmitters at individual live neuron with single-molecule (SM) sensitivity for a wide variety of potential
applications. The detailed experimental design and updated results will be presented.
The work is supported in part by NSF (CBET 0507036 and CBET 1450936) and NIH (R01 GM0764401; 3R01 GM07644004S1).
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Abstract Text
Over the last two decades, multiphoton microscopy has created a renaissance in the brain imaging community. It has
changed how we visualize neurons by providing high-resolution, non-invasive imaging capability deep within intact brain
tissue. Multiphoton imaging will likely play an essential role in understanding how the brain works at the level of neural
circuits, which will provide a bridge between microscopic interactions at the neuronal level and the macroscopic
structures that perform complex computations.
In this talk, the fundamental challenges of deep tissue, high-resolution optical imaging are discussed. New technologies
for in vivo imaging of mouse brain using three-photon excitation at the long wavelength spectral windows of 1300 nm
and 1700 nm will be presented. We will show results of high spatial resolution, deep imaging of structure and function of
intact mouse brain in vivo. We will further discuss the requirements for imaging the dynamic neuronal activity at the
cellular level over a large area and depth in awake and behaving animals.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The analysis of diffusely scattering media at depths is a topical and fast evolving area of Raman spectroscopy spurred by
the recent advent of Spatially Offset Raman Spectroscopy (SORS). The accessible depths can be up to two orders of
magnitude larger than those with conventional confocal Raman microscopy enabling, for example, non-invasive
interrogation several mm’s, and in some cases several cm’s, deep inside biological tissues.
This presentation will focus on the development of micro-scale variant of SORS, micro-SORS, permitting to resolve thin,
tens of micrometres thick, highly turbid multilayers, which are often beyond the reach of conventional confocal Raman
microscopy and spatially unresolvable by traditional macro-scale SORS. The concept is beneficial in a number of areas
including the non-destructive interrogation of painted layers on objects of art, an application of particular relevance to
the conservation and valorisation of cultural heritage avoiding highly undesirable cross sectional analysis. Other
application areas will also be discussed.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Raman optical activity (ROA) is now an established spectroscopic methods with many instruments world-wide carrying
out a variety of applications[1]. In this talk we explore recent advances in ROA methodology and briefly describe a variety
of new applications. Among the advances in ROA methodology to be discussed is the simultaneous measruement of all
four forms of circular polarization (CP) ROA[2]. Among the many novel applications of ROA, we will features observations
of resonance ROA (RROA) in which small but significant departures fomr the single-electronic-state (SES) theory[3] of
RROA is extended in a variety ways. An additional application of broad significane is the use of ROA in the
biopharmaceutical industry to test formulations of protein-based drugs for long-term stability and the early onset of signs
of protein aggregation and degradation[4].
[1] Laurence A. Nafie, Vibrational Optical Activity: Principles and Applications, John Wiley & Sons, Ltd., Chichester, 2011.
[2] Honggang Li and Laurence A. Nafie , J. Raman Spectrosc. 43, 89-94 (2012).
[3] Laurence A. Nafie, Chem. Phys. 205, 309-322 (1996).
[4] Geetha Thiagarajan, Effendi Wedjaja, Jun Hyuk Heo, Jason K. Cheung, Busolo Wabuyele, Xiaodun Mou and
Mohammed Shameem, J. Raman Spectrosc. 46, 531-536 (2015).
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Abstract Text
Optimized binary compressive detection (OB-CD) makes it possible to collect hyperspectral Raman images in real time.
Here we demonstrate the capabilities of this strategy as well as head-to-head comparisons with results obtained using
conventional full-spectral measurements performed using an electron multiplying charge coupled device (EM-CCD)
detector. We further demonstrate the use of OB-CD for fluorescence suppression, and the combined application of OBCD and image denoising to obtain high quality chemical images at speeds exceeding one frame per second (or 10
microseconds per pixel).
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Innovations in optical imaging technology have significantly impacted modern biology and medicine. Here we will discuss
an emerging chemical imaging platform, stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) microscopy, which is capable of generating
concentration maps of targeted chemical bonds in living systems with high sensitivity, specificity and resolution. When
coupled with stable isotopes (e.g., deuterium and 13C) or bioorthogonal chemical moieties (e.g., alkynes), SRS microscopy
is well suited for probing in vivo metabolic dynamics of small bio-molecules which cannot be labeled by bulky
fluorophores. Physical principle of the underlying optical spectroscopy and exciting biomedical applications such as
imaging lipid metabolism, protein synthesis, DNA replication, protein degradation, RNA synthesis, glucose uptake, drug
trafficking and tumor metabolism will be presented.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Metallic nanoparticles offer many opportunities in terms of detection including light scattering, surface plasmon
resonance and surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). We are interested in the optical properties of metal
nanoparticles and their potential application in a range of different biological studies. We can make use of the optical
properties of nanoparticles in two ways.
1.The nanoparticle can act as an extrinsic label for a specific biomolecular target in the same way as a fluorescent label is
used. The advantage of using the nanoparticle is its optical brightness (typically several orders of magnitude more than
fluorophores) and the lack of background vibrational signals. Functionalisation of the nanoparticle with a specific
targeting species such as an antibody or peptide aptamer allows this approach to be used in a wide range of studies
including cell, tissue and in vivo analysis.
2.Nanoparticles can be designed to contain a specific recognition probe designed to cause a change in the aggregation
status of the nanoparticles resulting in a discernible optical change when it interacts with its biomolecular target. This
allows separation free analysis of specific biomolecular interactions and can be applied to a range of different
probe/target interactions such as DNA-DNA, peptide-protein and sugar-protein.
We have been making use of nanoparticles in both of these approaches in conjunction with SERS which is an advanced
vibrational spectroscopy.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
In March of 2015 the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved Sandoz’s Zarxio as the first biosimilar in the United
States (U.S.). Detailed characterization using a number of analytical techniques – most prominently mass spectrometry
(MS) - provided the foundation for approval by demonstrating the high similarity between Zarxio and the reference
product Neupogen. With the continuous improvement in MS instrumentation and data analysis software, intact and topdown MS are becoming highly attractive methods for the characterization of protein drugs. Using a benchtop Exactive MS
we identified several modifications in filgrastim with high sensitivity on the intact level and subsequently performed site
assignment using the instruments all-ion fragmentation mode. In our presentation we will show some examples of
successful top-down MS experiments such as the site assignment of methionine oxidized variants as low as 0.1 percent.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Residual host cell protein (HCP) impurities in biotherapeutics are a potential risk factor for patient safety, and health
authorities expect appropriate detection and adequate removal. As a result, the detection of a host cell protein in a drug
product could result in significant delays in process development, clinical testing, or drug approval. When a host cell
protein is detected, process development engineers often need quick access to analytical methods that report the critical
quantitative information necessary to guide process modifications required for reduction of HCP levels. Overall HCP
content is typically determined by a platform immunoassay, but quantification of an individual HCP often requires
development of a specific ELISA. Expression and purification of a recombinant HCP standard for immunization, as well as
generation and characterization of the antibodies necessary for ELISA development requires several months, leaving a
large gap of time in which immunoassays to measure HCP levels are unavailable. Increasingly used in the identification of
residual HCP, Liquid Chromatography-Tandem Mass Spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) can be also be used as a quantification
tool to bridge the gap between HCP discovery and the development of a qualified immunoassay. This process starts with
initial discovery of the HCP contaminant, development of LC-MS/MS methods for both relative and absolute
quantification of HCP in in-process pools to guide process design. The design and implementation of the LC-MS/MS
methods used for the HCP assays will be discussed, along with problems and solutions encountered during their
development.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Ultrahigh-resolution mass spectrometers offer advanced capabilities for rapid, thorough, and definitive structural
characterization of protein therapeutics, especially for monoclonal antibodies (mAbs). A case study on the mass
spectrometric detection, site-localization and quantification of Asn deamidation in a complementarity determining region
(CDR) of light chain will be presented, as well as the implications for this mAb project and others with CDR hotspots.
Consequently, a new cross-functional team was formed to systematically catalog the CDR hotspots in >40 mAbs and then
develop a sequence screening algorithm to ensure selection of well-behaved molecules without CDR liabilities. In an
effort to generate accurate information, a novel peptide mapping method was developed to minimize method-related
deamidation and more reliably separate Asp isomerization products, which will be described.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
A monoclonal antibody as a therapeutic agent has to be monitored for multiple quality attributes in order to ensure its
consistent quality profile to provide the intended therapeutic effect and safety. The quality attributes typically include
aggregation, degradation, N-glycosylation, charge heterogeneity among others. Traditional assays such as
chromatography or electrophoresis methods used in release testing or characterization are focused on individual
attribute and can be lengthy and labor-intensive, which make these assays less amenable to apply to process control. This
talk will present alternative analytical approaches developed using LC-MS to potentially report multiple quality attributes
for real-time monitoring monoclonal antibody production as process analytical tools. These new approaches have high
potentials to replace traditional assays for either in-process testing or release testing to minimize the number of assays
performed for monoclonal antibody biopharmaceuticals.
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Abstract Text
The analysis of disease-specific metabolites is important for the diagnosis and determination of disease severity in many
different conditions. Mucopolysaccharidoses (MPS) result from the deficiency of lysosomal catabolic enzymes leading to
the accumulation of glycosaminoglycan metabolites containing characteristic non-reducing end carbohydrate biomarkers
which can be monitored and quantified by liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry. Sensi-Pro is a technology
developed to take advantage of these distinctive non-reducing end structures to diagnose and monitor therapy for MPS
disorders and it is currently being used in a clinical setting to follow patients with MPS I and MPS II. Morquio syndrome
type A (MPS IVA) is a disorder caused by deficiency of a lysosomal aryl-sulfatase (N-acetylgalactosamine-6 sulfatase) that
is required for the degradation of both Keratan Sulfate (KS) and Chondroitin Sulfate (CS). Urinary Keratan Sulfate (uKS)
levels are routinely used to grade disease severity and to monitor therapeutic efficacy in patients with MPS IVA.
However, uKS levels are obscured in older patients by age-dependent structural changes to KS such as increased
fucosylation. We used Sensi-Pro to identify a more specific and sensitive non-reducing end biomarker derived from CS for
MPS IVA. This new biomarker accurately detects disease in all patients, independently from age, and its levels decrease
with therapy. Overall, the Sensi-Pro approach is a very effective means of diagnosing and evaluating disease severity and
response to therapy for an increasing number of MPS disorders and is expected to have growing clinical applications.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Electrochemical cytometry is a new method that can be used to separate nanometer vesicles, lyse them on an electrode
surface, and amperometrically detect the active contents of each vesicle in a high throughput manner. First, a hybrid
capillary-microfluidic device surrounding the electrode was developed to rapidly determine levels of aminergic
transmitters in vesicles. More recently, we have developed a new method of electrochemical cytometry we call vesicle
impact cytometry to measure the total content of single neurotransmitter vesicles.1 The electrochemical response to
single adrenal chromaffin vesicles filled with hormone transmitters as they impact a 33-um diameter disk-shaped carbon
electrode will be shown. The vesicles appear to adsorb onto the electrode surface and sequentially spread out over the
electrode surface trapping their contents against the electrode. These contents are then oxidized and a peak results for
each vesicle that bursts. A large number of current transients can be observed if the concentration of vesicles is high
relative to the area of the electrode. We have also been able to accomplish this type of cytometry in the cytoplasm of
living PC12 and adrenal cells.2 Comparison of the contents of these biological vesicles to the release of catecholamine
from single cells supports the concept that only a fraction of transmitter is released during exocytosis.
REFERENCES
1. J. Dunevall, H. Fathali, N. Najafinobar, J. Lovric, J. Wigström, A.-S. Cans, A. G. Ewing, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 137: 4344-4346
(2015).
2. X. Li, S. Majdi, J. Dunevall, H. Fathali, A. G. Ewing, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. (2015): DOI: 10.1002/anie.201504839.
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Abstract Text
The Nano-Interface between Two Immiscible Electrolyte Solutions (ITIES) provides a unique analytical platform for the
study of ionic species of biological interest such as neurotransmitters on living bio-structures. A typical nano-ITIES consists
of a laser pulled pipette with an orifice in the few nm range that can be filled with an immiscible organic solution for its
immersion into biologically-relevant fluids, thus forming a liquid/liquid interface. Upon electrochemical polarization,
charged neurotransmitters can be transferred from one phase to another, which is the basis for quantitative ionic species
sensing. This is particularly useful for the detection of non-redox active neurotransmitters, especially those whose
detection on carbon microelectrodes is challenging. Nano-ITIES probes thus possess significant advantages over the state
of the art carbon microelectrodes, which need to be enzymatically modified, for the detection of non-redox active
neurotransmitters.
Scanning electrochemical microscope coupled with nanoelectrodes have been a very useful technique providing chemical
information of nanostructures with unprecedented nanometer spatial resolution, e.g. ion transfer properties across a
single nanopore. We employed SECM for accurate imaging of neurotransmitter flux from the synapses of model neurons,
Aplysia californica. We studied on the nanopipette based sensor probe for the detection of neurotransmitters that pose a
significant analytical challenge for state-of-the-art carbon microelectrodes, i.e. acetylcholine. Our results show that our
nanoprobes, with a typical diameter of 30 nm, can detect acetylcholine both qualitatively and quantitatively, with
excellent signal to noise ratios and in biologically-relevant fluids. The strategy presented here will provide an
unprecedented view on the mechanisms of neurotransmission.
Acknowledgement: This research was supported by the National Institutes of Health under Award Number R21NS085665.
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Abstract Text
Chemical signaling through the release of neurotransmitters into the extracellular space is the primary means of
communication between neurons. Because many neurotransmitters are easily oxidized, electrochemical methods have
been shown to be useful for the study of dopamine, norepinephrine, and serotonin and their metabolites. In addition,
molecules of metabolic interest such as oxygen and hydrogen peroxide can also be monitored with microelectrodes.
Thus, the implantation of microelectrodes into the brain of an intact animal or in a brain slice s provides considerable
information concerning the ongoing chemical activity. Electrochemical techniques enable spatially resolved recordings of
rapid neurotransmitters dynamics in a variety of biological preparations spanning from single cells to the intact brain of
behaving animals. Furthermore, the combination of electrochemistry with iontophoresis and single unit recording
enhances the scope of these measurments.
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Abstract Text
Vesicular exocytosis involves a connection between nanometric vesicles and the cell membrane through a nanopore
across the two membranes. Single exocytotic events are recorded by the ‘artificial synapse’ amperometric method [1] at
carbon fiber microelectrodes. Analysis of the current time dependence and intensity afford topological, energetic and
dynamic information about these nanopores [2-3]. However, the main physicochemical parameters characterizing a spike
are not known a priori. Yet, complete reconstruction requires that at least one independent entry. To this end, we used
initial fusion nanopore radius values (1.2±0.35 nm) from patch-clamp measurements [4] to determine the mean
neurotransmitter diffusion rate (• = D/Rves2) within the vesicle, so the fusion nanopore dynamics could be reconstructed
for any given spike.
This afforded statistically significant analysis of size distributions of initial and final fusion pores [4]. This evidences that
the “full fusion” stage does not end into full fusion but stops after less than ca. 1% of the vesicle membrane surface area
is exposed. This shows that fusion mechanism is more complex than thought and most involves also the actin
cytoskeleton or proteins. In functional. Probing inside neuronal synapses with nano-conical carbon fiber electrodes
supported these views [5,6].
References
1.C. Amatore, S. Arbault, M. Guille, F. Lemaître, Chem. Rev. 108, 2585-2621 (2008).
2.C. Amatore, A. I. Oleinick, I. Svir, ChemPhysChem 11, 149-158 (2010).
3.C. Amatore, A. I. Oleinick, I. Svir, ChemPhysChem 11, 159-174 (2010).
4.A. Oleinick, F. Lemaître, M. Guille Collignon, I. Svir, C. Amatore, Faraday Discuss. 164, 33–55 (2013).
5.Y.-T. Li, S.H. Zhang, L. Wang, R.-R. Xiao, W. Liu, X.-W. Zhang, Z. Zhou, C. Amatore, W.-H. Huang, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed.,
53, 12456-12460 (2013).
6.Y.T. Li, S.H. Zhang, X.Y. Wang, X.W. Zhang, A.I. Oleinick, I. Svir, C. Amatore, W.H. Huang. Angew. Chem., 54, 9313–9318
(2015).
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Abstract Text
Resistive-pulse sensing has generated considerable interest as a technique for characterizing nanoparticle suspensions.
The size, charge, and shape of individual particles can be estimated from features of the resistive pulse, but the technique
suffers from an inherent variability due to the stochastic nature of particles translocating through a small orifice or
channel. Here we report a method, and associated automated instrumentation, that allows repeated voltage-driven
translocation of individual particles back and forth across the orifice of a conical nanopore, greatly reducing uncertainty
in particle size that results from streamline path distributions, particle diffusion, particle asphericity, and electronic noise.
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Abstract Text
Accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) quantifies attomole (10[sup]-18[/sup]) amounts of [sup]14[/sup]C-labeled
compounds in sub-milligram sized samples. This sensitivity is used to trace nutrients, toxins and therapeutics in humans
and animals at less than mg/kg doses containing 1-100 nCi of [sup]14[/sup]C. AMS can also be coupled with standard
separation methodologies in the identification and quantification of metabolites and target molecules. Recent advances
have allowed for smaller systems with subsequent reductions in complexity and costs. At the Center for Accelerator Mass
Spectrometry at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, we have developed an on-line combustion interface, coupled
to our CO[sub]2[/sub] gas-accepting AMS ion source, to enable the direct analysis of nonvolatile carbonaceous samples.
Our interface allows for both the analysis of discrete small samples, as well as for continuous flow applications to directly
measure the output of a coupled HPLC in real time, thereby eliminating the complexity and costs associated with
traditional AMS sample preparation techniques. Additionally, the sensitivity for [sup]14[/sup]C quantitation has been
increased by a least a factor of 20. Liquid sample AMS provides a new technology to expand our biomedical AMS program
by enabling the capability to measure low-level biochemicals in extremely small samples that would otherwise be
inaccessible.
Work performed at the Research Resource for Biomedical AMS, which is operated at LLNL under the auspices of the U.S.
DOE under contract DE-AC52-07NA27344, is supported by the National Institutes of Health, National Institute of General
Medical Sciences, Biomedical Technology Research Resources under grant number 8P41GM103483.
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Abstract Text
Environmental exposures have been associated with diverse adverse health effects such as cancer, diabetes, obesity,
cardiovascular, respiratory and kidney diseases. Recent studies show that 24% of global diseases are caused by
environmental exposures. Preventing or minimizing these environmental risks could improve health and reduce
therapeutic expenses.
A major challenge is a lack of knowledge on mechanisms linking environment to health. Furthermore, individuals may
respond differently to exposures, complicating the identification of exposure-associated biological effects.
Integrating molecular omics-data into population-wide studies can provide the missing mechanistic link between
exposures and health outcomes by highlighting disruptions of molecular networks due to harmful exposures. Despite the
large benefits of using omics-analyses, there are significant challenges in the integration and interpretation of highdimensional molecular data. However, omics-based epidemiological studies hold the promise to improve the risk
assessment of potentially harmful exposure by improving our understanding of toxic mechanisms and disease
progression. Moreover, new developments in quantitative proteomics also enable us to monitor molecular changes on
the individual level, which can identify groups with an increased risk of adverse health outcomes. Ideally, these studies
can lead to the development of biomarker-based tools for accurately quantifying the toxicant or disease burden within a
population, thereby providing decision-makers with a tool for data-driven action and policies.
In this presentation, we will discuss the benefits and challenges of integrating proteomic investigations into
epidemiological studies and provide insights from pilot studies on infant and adult health, leveraging a body of new
knowledge in the rapidly growing field of environmental proteomics.
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Abstract Text
Proteomics, the study of protein expression within cells and tissues, is currently an area of great interest. In the area of
functional genomics, it is an array of complex technologies that incorporates protein separation methods, mass
spectrometry and bioinformatics on a massive scale. Different proteomic platforms have been used for biomarker
discovery, from gel-based to liquid chromatography (LC)-based separations of proteins and peptides, alongside the
corresponding detection by mass spectrometry (MS). We describe here a combination of top-down and bottom-up
proteomics approaches applied by our group to the study of microorganisms and toxins. We applied gel-based
proteomics and a top-down whole organism for rapid identification of biomarkers using MALDI-TOF MS. We then applied
bottom-up gel-independent shotgun proteomics approaches based on LC-MS/MS studies as the next step for biomarker
identification. The complexity of the proteomes is due to sequence polymorphisms, posttranslational modifications and
other protein-processing mechanisms. In addition, a proteome’s proteins span a concentration range that exceeds the
dynamic range of any single analytical method or instrument. Of the many fractionation technologies available, we
applied three: affinity purification, LC-based and GeLC-based separation. The different fractions were digested and the
resulting peptides were analyzed by MS and tandem-MS; label-free quantitative data was obtained. MS/MS data were
searched against the entire NCBI database using the Mascot search algorithm to generate a list of valid proteins. Either
common or unique biomarkers detected were validated. Proteomics will profoundly improve the diagnosis, prognosis,
treatment and prevention of diseases.
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Abstract Text
Infectious disease detection, characterization, and surveillance for public health traditionally rely on methodologies that
identify etiologic agents based on previously characterized associations to known clinical syndromes. In the case of novel
emerging pathogens, however, attempting to detect previously uncharacterized infectious agents can prove extremely
challenging. The field of metagenomics has the potential to revolutionize pathogen detection in public health laboratories
through the use of next generation sequencing (NGS) on primary clinical samples. Metagenomics allows for the
simultaneous detection of all microorganisms in a sample without a priori knowledge of their identities. However, a
significant challenge with this approach is the vast majority of NGS information generated from a single complex clinical
specimen is derived from the host genome and/or commensal organisms The increasing clinical adoption of culture
independent diagnostics threatens the availability of isolated pathogens, and clutter mitigation will be a necessary first
step when processing nucleic acid from specimens. To compare methodologies, we are evaluating two phases: pre- and
post-extraction. We are using a previously characterized specimen sets (blood, sputum, and stool) spiked with an array of
whole intact pathogens for pre-extraction, and we constructed synthetic sample sets consisting of mixtures of pathogen
DNA/RNA in a clinically relevant nucleic acid background for the post-extraction. We are assessing a myriad of CDCdeveloped and commercially available host/commensal depletion and targeted enrichment strategies that chemically,
physically, or enzymatically increase the signal-to-noise ratio, and the resulting clutter mitigation and enrichment
protocols from this systematic study are being applied to real-world outbreak samples and will assist public health
programs to produce and analyze clinical data for improved pathogen detection and characterization.
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Abstract Text
An Adverse Outcome Pathway (AOP) is a conceptual framework to apply molecular pathway-based data for use in risk
assessments and to support regulatory decisions. The development of AOPs requires data on the effects of chemicals on
biological processes (i.e., molecular initiating events, key intermediate toxicity events, and changes in protein and
metabolite expression) to link exposure to health effects. Proteomics analysis on human cell cultures was conducted to
support AOP development for the compounds chlorpyrifos and 3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyridinol (TCP). Human embryonic
kidney cells (HEK293) were cultured in DMEM supplemented with FBS and exposed to chlorpyrifos at 10, 30, 60, and 90
µg/mL, or 3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyridinol (TCP) at 50, 100, 150, and 200 µg/mL. After 24 h of exposure, the cells were
removed from the culture plates, stained with trypan blue, counted and tested for cytotoxicity. These range finding
experiments indicated the dose at which each of the compounds exerted a toxic effect on the cells based on morphology
and apoptosis. Concentrations from these experiments were chosen to study potential proteomic effects exhibited by
the exposed cells. A stable isotope labeling cell culture approach was used followed by proteomic determination. Over
1000 peptides were identified and assigned to 372 proteins in the cell pellet preparations using high-resolution mass
spectrometry. Groups of proteins were identified that consistently appeared to be up-regulated or down-regulated in
response to the exposure. One group of 25 proteins was detected after the cells were exposed to either chlorpyrifos or
TCP, including cDNA FLJ54290, ADP-ribosylation factor 3 and Serpinei mRNA binding proteins. Another group of 19
proteins were detected after exposure to TCP alone, while three proteins were detected after exposure to just
chlorpyrifos. The identification and relevance of the proteins are being determined for application to the construction of
an AOP.
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Any future success in the global effort to shift energy usage away from fossil fuels will need high-performance energy
storage in batteries and electrochemical capacitors (ECs) [1]. A marked improvement in the energy density of these
power sources is critical, yet both are mature technologies. By remembering the 20[sup]th[/sup]-century lessons of
chemically modified electrodes [2], 21[sup]st[/sup]-century energy researchers can integrate the requisite
multifunction•mass and charge transport, electronic and ionic conductivity, and electron-transfer kinetics•into 3D
architectures with marked improvement in performance [3,4]. The design and fabrication of size- and energy-scalable 3D
multifunctional architectures from the appropriate micro-to-nanoscale building blocks will be highlighted, including the
use of “nothing” (void space) and deliberate disorder as design components. We build energy-storage devices relying on
aperiodic, monolithic foam or sponge form-factors including carbon aerogel-like nanofoam papers and zinc sponges. The
former when painted with 10-nm–thick MnO[i]x[/i] introduces pulse-power capability into air cathodes [5] and the latter
solves the historic inability to deeply discharge and cycle zinc anodes in alkaline electrolyte without forming dendrites [6].
Our work creates low-cost and scalable 3D battery components with the properties that enable next-generation energystorage devices.
[1] D.R. Rolison, L.F. Nazar, [i]MRS Bull[/i]. 36[7] (2011) 486.
[2] R.W. Murray, [i]Molecular Design of Electrode Surfaces[/i], 1992, John Wiley & Sons (New York).
[3] D.R. Rolison, J.W. Long, [i]Acc. Chem. Res[/i]. 40 (2007) 854.
[4] D.R. Rolison, J.W. Long, J.C. Lytle, A.E. Fischer, C.P. Rhodes, T.M. McEvoy, M.E. Bourg, A.M. Lubers, [i]Chem. Soc.
Rev[/i]. 38 (2009) 226.
[5] J.W. Long, C.N. Chervin, N.W. Kucko, E.S. Nelson, D.R. Rolison, [i]Adv. Energy Mater[/i]. 3 (2013) 584.
[6] D.R. Rolison, J.F. Parker, J.W. Long, U.S. Patent Appl. No. 20140147757.[sup]
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Abstract Text
We are developing an artificial photosynthetic system that utilizes sunlight and water as input and produces hydrogen
and oxygen as the outputs. We are taking a modular, parallel development approach in which three distinct primary
components-the photoanode, the photocathode, and the product-separating but ion-conducting membrane-are
fabricated and optimized separately before assembly into a complete water-splitting system. Design principles
incorporate two separate, photosensitive semiconductor/liquid junctions that will collectively generate the 1.7-1.9 V at
open circuit necessary to support both the oxidation of H[sub]2[/sub]O (or OH[sup]-[/sup]) and the reduction of
H[sup]+[/sup] (or H[sub]2[/sub]O). The photoanode and photocathode will consist of rod-like semiconductor
components, with attached heterogeneous multi-electron transfer catalysts, which are needed to drive oxidation or
reduction reactions at low overpotentials. The high aspect-ratio semiconductor rod electrode architecture allows for use
of low cost, earth abundant materials without sacrificing energy conversion efficiency due to orthogonalization of light
absorption and charge-carrier collection. Additionally, the high surface-area design of the rod-based semiconductor array
electrode inherently lowers the flux of charge carriers over the rod array surface relative to the projected geometric
surface of the photoelectrode, thus lowering the photocurrent density at the solid/liquid junction and thereby relaxing
demands on the activity (and cost) of any electrocatalysts. A flexible composite polymer film will allow for electron and
ion conduction between the photoanode and photocathode while simultaneously preventing mixing of the gaseous
products. Separate polymeric materials will be used to make electrical contact between the anode and cathode, and also
to provide structural support. Interspersed patches of an ion conducting polymer will maintain charge balance between
the two half-cells.
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Abstract Text
We introduce voltammetric studies and single-particle methods for the elucidation of redox dynamics in novel polymer
nanoparticle energy storage materials. Redox Active Polymers (RAPs) and Redox Active Colloids (RACs) are promising
charge storage materials for a new type of size-selective Non-aqueous Redox Flow Battery (NRFB) intended for large-scale
grid energy storage (see Figure). RAPs and RACs consist of a polymeric unconjugated backbone that is decorated with high
energy density and highly stable redox active pendants that display facile electron transfer.
We will present our advances in the fundamental voltammetric and chronocoulometric considerations that impact
RAP/RAC charge transfer performance when in solution and when forming films. Viologen-, nitrobenzene-, and
ferrocene- based polymers will be discussed. RAPs and RACs are highly versatile materials that display sizes between few
to hundreds of nm, and show high solubility, reversible electron transfer, and near-quantitative charge/discharge
efficiency [1].
The application of new electrochemical and ionic imaging methods based on nano-pipettes and nano-electrodes
developed in our group has allowed us to better understand the careful balance between RAP size and ion and electron
mobility. We will discuss how these guidelines have significantly aided our molecular design and how they impact the
performance of this new type of materials for flow batteries.
This work was supported as part of the Joint Center for Energy Storage Research, an Energy Innovation Hub funded by the
U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Basic Energy Sciences.
[1] N. Gavvalapalli, J. Hui, K. Cheng, T. Lichtenstein, M. Shen, J.S. Moore and J. Rodríguez-López. J. Impact of Redox Active
Polymer Molecular Weight on the Electrochemical Properties and Transport Across Porous Separators in Non-Aqueous
Solvents. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 136 (2014) 16309.
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Abstract Text
While interest in nanostructured materials for batteries has been growing enormously in recent years, limited systematic
studies have been carried out on controlled architectures to explore the impact of structure on ion transport and
resulting charge-discharge rate performance in these electrodes. Here we utilize a combination of well-defined porous 1D
and 3D networked nanostructures and atomic layer deposition to fabricate a variety of systematically variable electrode
architectures. The structural control and electrode design are described in detail. Then, analysis of the rate performance,
with a focus on distinguishing between diffusion and charge transfer limited reaction mechanisms, is carried out for two
distinct electrode systems, focusing on different issues which face advanced electrode architectures. First, we study a
quantitative understanding of the balance between the loss of capacity due to resistance increases and improvements
due to surface area increases. The kinetics of the charge storage reaction strongly influences the magnitude of this trade
off. Second, we analyze the impact of transitioning from 1D to 3D structured electrodes. This opens up opportunities for
rationally designed advanced electrode architectures to optimize the performance of electrochemical energy storage
devices in the future.
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Abstract Text
This presentation will deal with the development of operando methods for the study and characterization of fuel cell and
battery materials. The presentation will begin with a brief overview of the methods employed. Particular emphasis will
be placed on the use of X-ray diffraction (XRD) and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) under active potential control, confocal Raman and differential electrochemical mass spectrometry
(DEMS). The utility of these methods will be illustrated by selected examples including the use of Ge nanowires as lithium
ion battery anodes, spectroscopic studies of Li/S batteries and the use of DEMS to characterize electrolyte systems for
LIBs. The use of operando TEM will be illustrated by studies of fuel cell catalyst degradation and coalescence and
lithiation/de-lithiation dynamics of LiFePO4 via energy-filtered TEM. The presentation will conclude with an assessment of
future directions.
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Abstract Text
The combination of atomic force microscopy and infrared spectroscopy (AFM-IR) has grown rapidly in recent years due to
its ability to provide chemical analysis and compositional imaging with very high spatial resolution. These capabilities have
led to successful applications in many fields in the materials and life sciences. For example AFM-IR has been used to map
component distribution in polymer blends and nanocomposites, visualize the distribution of biomolecules in tissue, cells
and membranes, reveal secondary structure in proteins, and even measure molecular orientation and conformation in
single nanofibers.
The presentation will overview key technologies that have enabled the field of infrared nanospectroscopy with specific
focus on recent advances in the field that have dramatically (1) improved the measurement speed and sensitivity; and (2)
extended the range of samples and materials that can be successfully measured. We will also survey recent applications
and discoveries that have been made using AFM-IR and related techniques. The presentation will also focus specifically on
research problems where the combination of nanometer scale spatial resolution, composition mapping and high spectral
resolution spectroscopy is providing new research insights. We will also discuss scanning near field optical microscopy
(SNOM) techniques that are enabling new insights into optical and electronic properties of 2D materials (e.g. graphene,
hexagonal boron nitride) and photonic structures.
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Abstract Text
We present results obtained with Resonance Enhanced AFM-IR, a new generation of AFM-IR technique[1] allowing
analysis of much thinner samples by making use of a Quantum Cascade Laser (QCL) as the IR source. With this new
technique, it is possible to increase significantly the sensitivity and the spatial resolution of the AFM-IR technique. Imaging
of self-assembled monolayers was realized [2] proving the high sensitivity and resolution of this new technique which is
achieved by measuring molecular expansion using force detection.
The first demonstration will be illustrated by a direct application in pharmaceutics domain [3]. The technique is used to
detect some traces of organics materials (lubricant) on polymer (polyurethane) used in hospital to make implantable
catheters (fig.1). Surface state is one of the most important parameter on the biocompatibility of an implantable medical
device. By using the resonance enhanced mode, it is possible to identify with high resolution topographic and chemical
maps the chemical nature of very thin film observed on the surface.
The second illustration will deal with proteins spectra obtained on biomaterials. Streptomyces is a filament bacteria that
growths naturally into the earth. Usually the mycelium evolves from basal to aerial state with an autophagy process. The
result of such a process is to find ghosts inside the cell culture which are “empty filaments” composed only of cell walls
and membranes. The resonance enhanced technique will allow us to detect the proteins by their infrared spectra directly
on the ghost filament.
[1] A.Dazzi, R.Prazeres, F.Glotin, J.M.Ortega, Opt. Lett., Vol. 30, Issue 18, 2388-2390 (2005).
[2] F. Lu, M. Jin, M.A. Belkin, Nat. Photon. 8, 307–312 (2014).
[3] A. Dazzi, J. Saunier, K. Kjoller, N. Yagoubi, International Journal of Pharmaceutics Volume 484, Issues 1–2, pp 109–114,
(2015).
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Abstract Text
Atomic force microscope-based infrared spectroscopy (AFM-IR) has been developed in recent years providing extremely
high spatial resolution chemical characterization and imaging. The technique is based on the combination of a tunable
infrared laser with an atomic force microscope that can locally map and measure thermal expansion of nanoscale regions
of a sample resulting from the absorption of infrared radiation. Because the AFM probe tip can map the thermal
expansion on very fine length scales, the AFM-IR technique provides a robust way to obtain interpretable IR absorption
spectra at spatial resolution scales well below the diffraction limit. Several applications of AFM-IR spectroscopy and
imaging to problems in the materials sciences will be presented, including the chemical identification of components in
multilayer films and polymer defect analysis.
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Abstract Text
The combination of atomic force microscopy (AFM) and infrared (IR) spectroscopy is an extremely powerful tool that can
provide topographic information that can be correlated with chemical, conformational and molecular orientation
information at a spatial resolution of 50-100 nm. Using an AFM-IR instrument, we have explored the correlation between
structure, processing and chain orientation/crystallinity in biodegradable polymer nanofibers and thin films and tested
the hypothesis that different processing protocols can alter the concentration of different crystalline polymorphs. The
ability to obtain IR spectral images at high spatial resolutions has allowed us to probe, for example, crystalline populations
as a function of nanofiber diameter and as a function of location within the fiber.
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Abstract Text
Material design Improvement often requires tailoring the chemistry and structure of materials at sub-micron scales. Thin
film interfaces, phase-separated morphologies and confined or constrained geometries are examples of these situations.
Characterizing the spatial distributions of chemical functionalities by conventional methods is difficult or even impossible
in these cases. Therefore, new measurement capabilities are required to fully investigate and understand the
relationships between chemical functionality, structure and performance of nanoscale materials.
Within the last five years, spectroscopic technologies have become commercially available that exceed the diffraction
limit of light and enable nanoscale spectroscopy and spectral imaging/mapping. These technologies include photothermal
induced resonance (AFM-IR), scattering near-field infrared microscopy (IR s-SNOM) and tip-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy (TERS). In all cases, these technologies are mediated by an atomic force microscopy (AFM) tip. The
interaction area of the tip with the surface dictates the spatial resolution of the spectral response, not the wavelength of
light.
In this talk we will describe our validation of spatial resolution of the AFM-IR method using selected polymer multilayer
materials. We will demonstrate the utility and potential of AFM-IR to provide spatially resolved chemical information in
phase separated blends, membranes, functionalized resins, and composites. The method now allows us to ‘see’ where
the chemistry goes in the morphology.
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Abstract Text
Correlated nanoscale composition and optical property maps are important to engineer nanomaterials in applications
ranging from photovoltaics to sensing and therapeutics. Light in the visible and near-IR probes electronic transitions in
materials, providing information on the band gap and defects. Light in mid-IR probes vibrational transitions and provides
information on chemical composition. However, diffraction limits the lateral resolution of conventional microspectroscopic techniques to approximately half the wavelength of light, which is insufficient for characterizing materials
at the nanoscale. Additionally, the wavelength-dependent resolution impedes direct comparison of spectral maps from
different spectral ranges.
Photo Thermal Induced Resonance (PTIR) is a novel technique that circumvents light diffraction by employing an AFM tip
as a local detector to measure light absorption with a wavelength-independent resolution. Our PTIR setup combines an
AFM microscope with three lasers providing wavelength-tunability from 500 nm to 16000 nm continuously.
In the first part of the talk I will discuss the PTIR working principles, its wavelength-independent lateral resolution (• 20
nm) and its sensitivity. Recently examples of PTIR characterization from my lab include: i) plasmonic nanomaterials, ii)
metal-organic frameworks crystals and iii) tri-halide perovskites. The latter will be the focus of this presentation. Trihalide perovskites attract interest in photovoltaic application because they combine the high efficiency typical of
inorganic semiconductors with low material cost and ease of fabrication. However, the knowledge of how the local
material properties, such as the chemical composition, the bandgap and the defect density are related to tri-halide
perovskite devices operation is still limited. It will be shown that PTIR can provide unique information to characterize and
engineer these materials.
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Abstract Text
Nanoparticles have attracted enormous interest in biosensing related to a range of unique properties they possess. Here
we will present our findings on using gold coated magnetic nanoparticles as dispersible electrodes that can be sent out
into the sample, collect the analyte and bring it back to an macroelectrode for detection. This strategy is shown to give
highly sensitive sensors that have much faster response times than classical macroscopic sensors. Here how the particles
are made is discussed followed by how they perform as electrodes before demonstrating their surface modification
strategies to convert these nanoparticles into selective nanoelectrodes for sensing. Application of these dispersible
nanoelectrodes are demonstrated for the sensing of metal ions, proteins such as prostrate specific antigen and small
organic molecules such as the antibiotic enrofloxacin. These three examples all demonstrates different transducing
formats in which these dispersible electrodes can be employed, from straight amperometric detection, to labelling
approaches and finally employing these particles in biochemresistors. In our most recent work we have demonstrated
how this concept can be used for the detection of nucleic acids, for multiplex sensing and to make calibration free devices.
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Abstract Text
The existing fluorescent indicators synthesized for measuring extracellular changes in potassium concentration suffer
from the interference of background cations especially sodium. Nanoparticle sensors have shown potential to overcome
this issue experienced by molecular indicators for measuring potassium ions in a biological environment. Top-down
nanoemulsion methods provide a fast and easy synthesis of nanoparticle sensors compared to the earlier fabrication
strategies that first polymerize the nanospheres and then incorporate the sensing phase post-fabrication. However, the
previous attempts for achieving adequate selectivity for potassium measurement with chromoionophore-based sensors,
made using nanoemulsion procedures, fell short compared to the results from alternative fabrication methods.
Here, we refined the formulation of the existing nanoscale optode-based sensor by substituting a new pH-sensitive
quencher molecule, blueberry-C6-ester-652 (synthesized by Berry and Associates), for the commonly used
chromoionophore III to enhance the sensor selectivity. In addition, a static fluorophore was paired with the quencher
molecule to produce a fluorescent signal from the nanosensor construct. The particle diameter and charge was measured
to be 128 nm and -47.25 ± 2.24 mV. The nanosensor was characterized against calibration solutions of potassium (as well
as sodium for the selectivity study) and the fluorescence/absorbance characteristics of the nanosensors were measured
by fluorometer. The nanosensor measured potassium with nearly one order of magnitude higher selectivity compared to
our chromoionophore-based optode nanosensors. In addition to the improved selectivity, the nanosensor responded to
the physiological concentration of potassium at a relevant ionic strength, and detected serum potassium levels. The
potassium nanosensor presented in this study is envisioned to have applications in cellular imaging and drug screening
after being modified to enable ratiometric measurement with a built-in correction factor for sensor concentration,
photobleaching and environmental changes.
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Abstract Text
Ion-selective electrodes (ISEs) are a rare example of an experimental technique whose limit of detection (LOD) is not
defined as signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. Rather, it is defined as the intersection of two straight lines; the first line represents
the high-concentration region of Nernstian response and the second line represents the low-concentration, baseline
region where the electrode is unresponsive to primary ions. At the intersection of these lines, 50% of primary ions in the
membrane are replaced with interfering ions. However, in practice, this definition results in signals less than 17.8 mV/z¬I
above the baseline to be neglected. Moreover, due to the curvilinear response at the LOD, the estimated concentration in
unknown samples LOD is significantly biased.
In this work, we present a Bayesian methodology for the calibration of ISEs. This new methodology improves the
precision of the estimated analyte concentrations and reduces bias in the curvilinear segment near the LOD. The Bayesian
calibration can also be used to define LOD according to the standard S/N definition, leading to substantially reduced LODs.
In the presentation, we will give some fundamental information on the Bayesian methodology and demonstrate its utility
for environmental and biomedical analysis.
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Abstract Text
A multifunctional silica-containing particle sensor will be reported which has the capacity to (a) carry a therapeutic
payload (b) perform an ion-selective measurement (c) can be visualised by ultrasound and stimulated to deliver a payload.
The vehicles are fabricated through a sacrificial template, self-assembly mechanism, and comprise of a hollow core with a
layered enzyme-hydrolysable polymer and a mesoporous organosilica shell. The microcapsules are sensitive to ultrasound
(US). Upon insonation at low acoustic pressures, they resonate non-linearly. This results in a large backscatter echo, which
allows for their visualisation using conventional US imaging equipment.
They can also be modified with ionophores, so that an ion-selective response can be interrogated optically in the cell. The
geometry overcomes one of the limitations in cell imaging of using nanoparticle-labelled probes, whose structures are
below the resolution limits for conventional confocal microscopy. Nano-particles are useful core agents, since their small
size suggests a fast time response, but without good spatial resolution of individual particles, this advantage is lost.
A simple method for encapsulating high concentrations (approx~1 x 10[sup]8[/sup] mol/capsule) of materials in the cavity
has also been developed and a theoretical model for both loading and release is presented. The system is tuned and
demonstrated for docetaxel delivery to C4-B2 human prostate cancer cells at a normal ultrasound contrast agent
concentration of 10[sup]6[/sup] capsule/mL. The effect on cell viability is demonstrated.
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Abstract Text
Ion-selective optodes (ISOs) relying on the ion-exchange between a lipophilic bulk membrane phase and the aqueous
sample solution are well-studied and widely reported optical chemical sensing systems. In combination with a lipophilic
colorimetric pH-indicator (chromoionophore), they make use of the vast variety of highly selective ligands (ionophores)
available for almost any species of cation. One disadvantage is their signal dependency on pH, making buffering of sample
solutions or simultaneous pH determination necessary.
Since 2008, our research group has been working on the development of a variety of inkjet-printed microfluidic paperbased analytical devices (µPADs). In the present work, the concept of cation-exchange optodes has been implemented
into printed µPAD devices with integrated pH control, making the buffering of sample solutions unnecessary. Ion
concentrations are converted into a colorimetric signal, which after digital color analysis, results in semiquantitative data.
Plasticized PVC cation-exchange ISO membranes are inkjet deposited on 6 mm diameter disks of filter paper and placed
onto a microfluidically patterned paper structure. Control of pH is achieved by placing an additional paper disk
impregnated with a pH buffer component. A completed µPAD is obtained by laminating the entire structure, preventing
the evaporation of the sample liquid that would result in a disturbance of the ion-exchange equilibrium. The developed
“double-shunt” (buffer-shunt and optode-shunt) system allows for the flexible variation of target cation and pH in the
system. The robustness of the devices against changes of the sample pH has been experimentally confirmed. The buffershunt system provides an amount of pH buffering compounds sufficient to maintain a constant pH value during the
measurement. Calibration curves for sodium and potassium ions based on digital color analysis resulted in the typical
sigmoidal response of ISOs, covering a range from 10<sup>-4</sup> to 10<sup>-1</sup> M. The ionophore-dependent
selectivity (DD16C5 for sodium; valinomycin for potassium) known from conventional membrane-based ion-exchange
optodes has been maintained. A simple exchange of pH-buffer shunt allowed for the shift of the dynamic response range
on the basis of ISOs.
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Abstract Text
Signal transduction based on constant-potential coulometry was recently introduced and applied to solid-contact ISEs (SCISEs) [1]. In this method, the potential between the SC-ISE and the reference electrode is kept constant while the current
and charge are recorded between the SC-ISE and the counter electrode, by using a potentiostat. This novel transduction
principle has been evaluated for SC-ISEs utilizing poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) as the ion-to-electron
transducer (solid contact). The charge recorded for a given change in ion activity in solution is proportional to the amount
(redox capacitance) of the PEDOT-layer of the solid contact. This means that it is possible to amplify the analytical signal
(charge) by increasing the capacitance of the solid contact layer, as schematically illustrated in Figure 1. Advantages and
limitations of the new signal transduction method will be presented and discussed based on our recent experimental
results.
References:
[1] E. Hupa, U. Vanamo, J. Bobacka, Electroanalysis, 27 (2015) 591-594.
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Abstract Text
In this work, cellulose paper is shown to be an excellent substrate for strong adsorption of hydrophobic sensing
components (chromoionophores, ionophores, and ion-exchangers) required to prepare ionophore-based ion-selective
optodes. The adsorbed components form a water-immiscible phase and enable optode sensing based on the classical ionselective optode mechanism (heterogeneous ion-exchange or co-extraction) in the absence of any plasticizer or organic
polymer phase. A camera phone can be used to take pictures of the optode paper and Hue-Saturation-Value color
coordinates are employed for ion quantification. This methodology works well for all main electrolytes in body fluids
(sodium, potassium, calcium, and chloride ions) using commercially available sensing components. In contrast to the
traditional polymeric membrane optodes which are highy hydrophobic, the new paper-based optode retains the
capability of the cellulose paper to wick fluids effectively and is thereby compatible with pump-free paper microfluidics.
By using a piece of patterned filer paper with multiple optode spots for different ions, simultaneous multi-ion analysis
that only requires a single drop of aquoues sample can be developed. Combined with paper-based blood separation
techniques, the direct analysis of multiple electrolytes in blood or other samples can be fulfilled. Such paper-based ion
sensing platform holds great promise for low cost, point-of-care tesing in resource-limited settings such as in a patient’s
home, at accident scenes, and in underdeveloped countries/areas.
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Abstract Text
Forty years ago the technique of Ion Chromatography was introduced to the marketplace and the first commercial IC was
sold in October 1975. From its humble beginnings at Dow Chemical by researchers Hamish Small, Tim Stevens and Bill
Bauman to the commercialization by the newly formed Dionex Corporation, Ion Chromatography has grown into a very
significant player in the field of liquid chromatography.
This presentation will take a nostalgic look back at those early days of Ion Chromatography and the history behind what it
took to make this technique what it has become today.
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Abstract Text
I was introduced to GC in the summer of 1957 at the Amoco Refinery. I was building their first GC from simple pieces, 4
foot packed columns, a variety of liquid phases and crushing firebricks into small particles. I was assisting Dr. A.J.P. Martin
install his newly invented Gas Density Balance. I was using a Gow-Mac TCD. I wanted a new hot PhD topic. He convinced
me to do GC. I returned to Purdue and was able to do that. I believe my PhD thesis on selective liquid phases was the first
PhD thesis in the USA. I introduced TRIS, which was the most selective liquid phase for about 40years. I spent the next
two summers working in GC at DuPont (Dr. Steve dal Nogare 1957) and Esso R&D(1958) in New Jersey and in 1959/60 I
enjoyed a Fulbright Post-doctoral position with Pro.Dr.Ing. A.I.M.Keulemans in Eindhoven, the Netherlands. It was one of
the best years of my life. I worked, dined and visited with Dr.Marcel Golay. Dr. A.J.P.Martin, Dennis Desty, Dr.R.P.W.
Scott and Dr. Jim Lovelock. This presentation is stories from those days.
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Abstract Text
Today’s capillary separations represent powerful approaches to analyze complex mixtures of natural or synthetic origin.
From the concept of open tubular (capillary) column introduced by Marcel Golay in 1956, capillary gas chromatography
(GC) evolved through the 1960s and 1970s to demonstrate high resolving power and its numerous applications: first in
petrochemistry, but increasingly in environmental and biochemical analysis. New column technologies (surface
treatments, coating procedures, bonded phases) were important, while the initially used metal and glass capillaries
yielded to fused silica columns. New detection technologies, including coupling of capillary GC with mass spectrometry
(MS), demanded advances in instrumental design, to which instrument companies gradually responded. The fields of
capillary liquid chromatography (LC) and capillary electrophoresis (CE) were initiated in the late 1970s and early 1980s in
response to the needs to analyze complex nonvolatile biological mixtures. Diffusional characteristics of the solutes in the
liquid phase necessitated significant decreases in column diameters and particle size, and the term “capillary” became no
longer synonymous with “open tubular”. While progress in these fields was initially slow, capillary LC, CE, and ultrahighpressure LC have developed to revolutionize some of the most important fields of human endeavor (Human Genome
Project and systems biology). Miniaturization of instrumental design has greatly facilitated certain trends in both gasphase and liquid-phase separations such as microfluidics and multidimensional separations. Their combination with MS
(as “the ultimate detector”) is vital to reach successful applications of these tools. Capillary separation techniques will
further thrive with advances in separation matrixes, column design and instrumental improvements.
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Abstract Text
The resolution of an isocratic separation has long been known to depend on sample retention (k), column efficiency (N)
and selectivity (•). The general dependence of k and N on separation conditions has been understood since the 1960s,
allowing their contributions to resolution to be conveniently optimized. This was not the case for selectivity at the
beginning of HPLC. Several separation conditions have a major effect on selectivity, including the choice of column type,
mobile phase solvents, and mobile-phase pH. Temperature and solvent strength have received less attention because of
their apparently minor effect on selectivity. However with increases in column efficiency these latter separation
conditions can also play an important role in optimizing selectivity and resolution, especially when computer simulation is
used. Advances in our understanding and control of selectivity since 1970 will be reviewed.
The use of gradient elution seems to provide a further level of complexity in the control of separation selectivity.
However the use of the linear-solvent-strength model of gradient elution eliminates this complexity, and allows selectivity
in either isocratic or gradient elution to be controlled in essentially the same way.
The preponderance of this presentation will relate to reversed-phase systems.
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Abstract Text
Early commercial GC Instrumentation in the 1950’s and 1960’s had serious design flaws and limited performance
characteristics as typical of an emerging technology. The author, performing PhD thesis research in synthetic organic
chemistry at Indiana university, followed by research at Monsanto’s Hydrocarbon Division in St. Louis, created major
design and performance improvements in GC inlets, capillary splitter designs, capillary columns, flame ionization
detectors, instrument design and computerized methods for quantification of chromatography data. Soon thereafter, Gill
became Director of Research and Engineering at age 28 at Wilkens Instruments (later Varian Aerograph) in Walnut Creek,
California. Working with the legendary Keene P. Dimick and colleagues, Dr. Harold McNair, T.Z. Chu, and Roger Sant, Dr.
Jack Gill was charged with the responsibility to develop the next generation of GC’s, plus pioneer the development of
digital integrators, computing integrators and computerized lab automation systems (LIMS) at Varian Aerograph and later
Autolab (Spectra Physics). These products were the industry’s first to bring Intel microprocessor-based instrumentation
to the Chromatography market. Such products revolutionized the standards of quantitation and accuracy in
Chromatography Automation, both in GC and HPLC. Anecdotal stories and technical contributions of many pioneering
colleagues, customers and manufacturers will be shared in this presentation.
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Abstract Text
Two DuPont analytical chemists, Steven DalNogare and Eugene Bennett early learned of the usefulness of newlydiscovered gas chromatography before commercial instruments were available. They designed two chromatographs and
had them built by their resident glassblower, Frank Martinez. The instruments worked so well that other DuPont
researchers wanted copies. Soon requests were received from outside the Company, and Martinez was given permission
to make and sell them from a company he operated in his home basement, F&M Scientific Glassware Co. By word-ofmouth and advertizing, sales increased to overwhelm his free time. He wanted to leave DuPont, but could not leave his
technical support friends. Aaron Martin, Martinez’s supervisor, and Bennett recognized his situation, and the three
decided to leave DuPont and enlarge on Frank’s instrument business: On January 1, 1959, they started under the name,
F&M Scientific Corporation with Frank responsible for manufacturing, Bennett for Sales and Marketing, and Martin for
Research and Development.
They wanted to introduce a new instrument at the 1959 Pittcon Conference and chose programmed temperature
chromatography which DalNogare had shown to bring meaningful advantages. They were too late to rent space on the
Exhibit floor, took a salesman's-demonstration room on the forth floor. They set up their new instrument there. Potential
customers had been solicited to bring in their samples for analysis, and were amazed at what information could be gotten
from the first analysis using programmed temperature.
Sales of the instrument grew rapidly worldwide. An assembly factory was set up in Amsterdam in 1963. The need for
more capital limited growth and opportunity, so in 1965, F&M merged into Hewlett Packard Co. who has brought new
features and continues to be a dominant supplier. The feature of Programmed Temperature, and F&M’s short-term
exclusive provision of it, was very important to F&M’s success.
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Abstract Text
Chromatography is a cluster of analytical techniques widely recognized as among the most powerful group of analytical
tools for modern chemistry. All through the 1960s and 1970s, chromatography knew an explosive growth, due mainly to
the appearance of ultra-fast, efficient and flexible mechanized versions of it (specifically gas chromatography and high
performance liquid chromatography). This ran parallel to an attempt of the chromatography practitioners to delineate a
distinct “separation science” from chemistry and –in some cases— to proclaim chromatography itself an independent
scientific field. In this talk, we shall see the strategies used by the chromatography specialists towards the building of the
identity of their field, and discuss the possible reasons for the eventual failure of the attempt to create a separation
science altogether independent from chemistry. Furthermore the claim of several chromatographists to the existence of
an independent “chromatographic science” will be presented, and the possible reasons for such a claim will be discussed.
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Abstract Text
Smartphones with their integrated image sensors and communication capabilities have emerged as a promising platform
for point-of-care diagnostics in resource-limited settings. For on-site cancer diagnosis, obtaining molecular phenotypes on
cells is critical to enhance the detection accuracy. Here, we developed a smartphone-based portable diffraction imaging
system to detect and molecularly profile cancer cells. By attaching a small snap-on module, we converted a smartphone
into a screening tool. Cells were immunolabeled with microbeads, which transducer the molecular information into
diffraction signatures detectable by the smartphone. For effective point-of-care operation, we adopted a cloud
computing system in which acquired images were transferred to a remote server through a secure cloud storage for
computationally intensive image processing and analysis. Analytical readouts were sent back to the smartphone. The
system accurately detected target cells with immunobeads and enabled quantitative cellular analysis for not only cancer
cell counts but also the expression levels of molecular markers. We also showed that the system can be used to screen for
pre-cancerous or cancerous cells in clinical cervical specimens. The system generated readouts within 45 min and showed
excellent agreement with gold-standard pathology. With its capacity for imaging and wireless communication, the
smartphone-based imaging system would be a promising point-of-care tool for cancer screening in geographically and/or
socioeconomically limited settings with pathology bottlenecks.
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Abstract Text
We are developing a point of care diagnostic device that can be integrated with smartphones or tablets for the
measurement of cortisol. Cortisol is a stress-related biomarker found in saliva which is known to be strongly involved in
body's natural response to a physical or emotional stressor, and has therefore been used as a measurement of stress of
an individual. A device that utilizes personal diagnostics in order to help identify stressed individuals would therefore be
greatly beneficial for workforce productivity as anxiety disorders are estimated to affect around 40 million people, in
addition to costing the US industry up to $300 billion as a result of lower productivity and absenteeism. The technology
involves a competitive lateral flow assay which creates a distinct colorimetric signal which can be read and quantified
through an accessory compatible with a smartphone. In this presentation, we present the results of a study conducted by
us which investigates the diurnal patterns of cortisol levels and their relation to the alertness, circadian rhythm and sleep
habits of an individual, where the cortisol levels are measured using a smartphone and a related accessory. We plan to
use the insight provided by combining data concerning stress-related chemical biomarkers and day-to-day alertness and
sleep patterns of an individual to lead to a better-informed and optimized activity schedule for maximized work output.
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Abstract Text
Micronutrient deficiencies are a “hidden hunger” which affect billions of people worldwide. According to the World
Health Organization, vitamin A, zinc, and iron deficiencies are responsible for more than a million deaths annually.
Nevertheless, micronutrient deficiencies are often asymptomatic and can be difficult to diagnose, particularly in the
developing world where centralized medical infrastructure is limited. To address this need, we have developed the
NutriPhone, a low-cost hardware device for point-of-care monitoring of micronutrients in whole blood which attaches
directly to a smartphone. By using the smartphone camera as an optical sensor and a custom app for image processing,
the NutriPhone device can quantitatively analyze rapid diagnostic test strips with no need for expensive laboratory
devices or highly trained personnel. Hardware accessories are rapidly prototyped using 3D printing technology for
multiple smartphone and tablet geometries. By modifying only the processing software, it is also possible to measure
many different micronutrients and biomarkers with the same hardware accessory. To demonstrate this multiplexed
capability, we evaluated the use of both smartphone and iPad devices on a number of test strips—both commercially
available rapid diagnostic tests and custom strips developed in-house. We report on quantitative analysis of vitamins A,
B12, and D, as well as other biomarkers including cholesterol, C reactive protein, and ferritin. Human field trials
implementing the vitamin B12 test were also conducted at a rural clinic in Madanapalle, India.
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Abstract Text
There is general agreement, that human breath or skin volatiles are carrier of significant information on the status of the
underlying metabolism, including health, diet, environmental influences and the consumption of medical or illicit drugs.
The comprehensive analysis of the human metabolic profile could make this information accessible to the medical staff
e.g. for diagnosis and therapy control. However, the design of the related analytical method must consider all
requirements of the end user including mobility, time of operation, analysis time and presentation of the results but also
sensitivity and selectivity.
Ion mobility spectrometers, when appropriately coupled to rapid gas-chromatographic pre-separation (GC/IMS), offer an
enormous potential for the exploration of the human metabolome and thereby cover a broad range of possible
applications. Beside the typical experimental conditions and alternative setups leading to a full analysis after few minutes,
we will be present significant examples on on-site non-invasive breath and sweat analysis applications in the fields of
animal models, pharmacokinetics as well as medical diagnosis and therapy control:
Quantification of remedies by non-invasive breath analysis – on-line quantification of anaesthetics as an example.
Medical diagnosis by non-invasive breath analysis in Nephrology and Diabetes.
Potential of the rapid on-site analysis of human sweat.
Applications in animal models.
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Abstract Text
We report an optical cavity based sensor using a differential detection method towards point-of-care diagnostics. The
optical cavity is composed of two partially reflective surfaces made of thin silver layers with a small gap. A commercial
simulation tool is employed for simulating its characteristics, and the samples are fabricated by SU-8 to PMMA bonding.
Two collimated lasers at different wavelengths propagate through the same path, and pass through the functionalized
optical cavity. Then the lasers are separated and their intensities are measured by two CMOS cameras simultaneously.
The cavity is designed for the two wavelengths’ intensities to change in opposite directions as specific biomolecules are
immobilized. The PMMA surface is exposed to ultraviolet light, treated with a mixture of 1-ethyl-3-(3dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) which allows Avidin binding,
and biotinylated BSA is immobilized on Avidin. The measured intensities, changing upon avidin-biotin interaction, are used
for the differential detection method to determine the concentration of biotinylated BSA in a sample fluid. The
differential detection method, which divides the difference of the individual intensities by the sum of them, provides
greater responsivity than the intensity change of the individual lasers. Since both lasers propagate through the same path,
random variations are expected to be cancelled out with the differential detection method, thus enhancing the sensitivity
through higher responsivity and noise cancellation. The proposed system contains no moving components and can be
used for real time display.
This work was supported by NSF grant CBET-1350648.
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Abstract Text
Bacterial meningitis remains the most serious form of meningitis disease. [i]Neisseria meningitidis[/i] ([i]N.
meningitidis[/i]), [i]Streptococcus pneumoniae[/i] ([i]S. pneumoniae[/i]), and [i]Haemophilus influenzae[/i] type B (Hib)
are three most common pathogens accounting for most of bacterial meningitis. Due to the high fatality rate and the
damaging effect caused by the untreated disease, immediate and early diagnosis of bacterial meningitis is in urgent need.
Herein, we have developed a PDMS/paper hybrid microfluidic biochip (Figure 1) integrated with loop mediated
isothermal amplification (LAMP) for multiplexed bacterial meningitis diagnosis. The limit of detection of [i]N.
meningitidis[/i], [i]S. pneumoniae[/i] and Hib was a few copies per LAMP zone within 1 hour. In addition, by using artificial
cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) samples, our instrument-free direct detection of pathogenic microorganisms was proved
effective without laborious sample preparation process or use of centrifuges. This hybrid microfluidic biochip with the
introduction of paper for LAMP reaction enabled stable testing results over a much longer period than that of the paperfree microfluidic biochip. This work provides a low-cost, fast, highly sensitive and instrument-free microfluidic approach
for multiplexed bacterial meningitis diagnosis, which has great potential for point of care (POC) detection of meningitis
and other diseases in resource-limited settings. Financial support from NIH, UT STARS Award, MRAP, BBRC, IDR2 and URI
award from UTEP is gratefully acknowledged.
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Abstract Text
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a major cause of morbidity and mortality throughout the world.
Pulmonary rehabilitation (PR) is often prescribed to improve the quality of life of COPD patients. Osteopathic
manipulative treatment (OMT) has long been used for improving pulmonary function. However, research on the
biochemical mechanisms underlying the effects of PR and OMT on COPD has been limited. Bioactive lipid mediators
including oxylipins and endocannabinoids are endogenous metabolites playing essential roles in many physiologic and
pathophysiologic events. Here we developed a targeted LC-MS-MS method to simultaneously quantify bioactive lipid
mediators from multiple classes in plasma. Metabolites were extracted from human plasma using solid phase cartridges
and analyzed using a Waters Xevo TQ-S instrument and multiple reaction monitoring (MRM). Measurements of oxylipins
and fatty acids employed electrospray ionization in negative mode, and the same aliquot was analyzed using positive
mode electrospray ionization for endocannabinoids by switching polarity within the analysis method. From these results,
we identified biochemical alternations of COPD patients in a 12-week pulmonary rehabilitation program before, 1 h post,
and 48 h post treatment and exercises. Comparison between patients revealed that their basal oxylipin concentrations
differ greatly. Hydroxyl, epoxide, and diol products from the lipoxygenase and cytochrome P450 pathways were detected,
and remarkable differences were observed in some metabolites before and after one pulmonary rehabilitation
treatment. Both exercises and OMT had significant impact on epoxide oxylipins. Our findings will help improve our
understanding of the effects of pulmonary rehabilitation on wellness in COPD patients.
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Abstract Text
Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) continues to evolve into a unique technique to collect molecular level
information from dynamic biological systems. In our effort to push the technique to its limits, the spectral information
obtained from dynamic biological systems is attempted to correlate with conventional molecular biology techniques. In
this context, a number of systems from biofilm formation to determination of cytotoxicology of nanomaterials on
eukaryotic cells are evaluated using the technique. For each case, a method employing gold (AuNPs) or silver (AgNPs)
nanoparticles is developed. Either the plasmonic NPs are introduced into the living cells or brought to the contact with
them. It is found that the technique can provide very rich molecular label-free information, which can replace the
conventional techniques or provide complementary information. For example, cytotocicity of nanomaterials can be
determined faster, cheaper and more accurate compared to conventional colorimetric viability tests. In the second
example, biofilm formation in 2D or 3D scaffold can be monitored to shed light onto the response of microorganisms to
the external stimuli such as antibiotics and temperature changes.
The authors acknowledge the financial support of The scientific and Technological Council of Turkey (TUBITAK) through
projects 113Z554 and 214Z129 and Yeditepe University.
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Abstract Text
Peptide substrate reporters are molecular tools used to measure the activity of an enzyme of interest. Briefly, a peptide
sequence is identified that acts as a substrate and is also resistant to degradation in cells and cell lysates. This peptide is
fluorescently labeled and incubated in intact cells or lysates. Electrophoretic separation is then used to resolve the
unmodified reporter from any enzymatic products. These experiments provide quantitative measurements of enzyme
activity and complement studies of enzymes based on mRNA transcripts or antibody labeling. However, development of
peptide reporters is challenging because the peptide sequence must be tailored to obtain stable substrates that have
good phosphorylation kinetics and are specific to enzymes-of-interest. We report on our work to apply a peptide reporter
substrate, developed in human cells for protein kinase B, to an important model organism, the social amoeba
[i]Dictyostelium discoideum[/i]. PKB is highly conserved threonine kinase involved in cell proliferation and survival in
human cells and in chemotaxis during [i]Dictyostelium[/i] social development. We find that the peptide reporter is at least
as resistant to degradation by peptidases in [i]Dictyostelium[/i] lysates as in human cell lysates and is phosphorylated at
rates comparable to those in intact human cells (~0.03-0.05 zmol pg[sup]-1[/sup] s[sup]-1[/sup]). Phosphorylation
increases with stimulation of the PI3K-PKB pathway with cyclic AMP, suggesting at least partial specificity for this signaling
cascade. In our on-going work, we are measuring PKB activity throughout the course of social development and further
evaluating specificity of the reporter using mutant cell line controls that are readily available in this genetically tractable
organism. This validation of a tool developed in human cell lines to a new organism will open possibilities for studying
signaling pathways via peptide reporters in diverse cell types.
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Abstract Text
Dysregulation of the ubiquitin proteasome system (UPS) is suspected to play an important role in several diseases,
including cancers such as acute myeloid leukemia, and neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson’s disease. Inhibitors
targeting a key component of the UPS, E3 Ligases, represent a burgeoning new branch of targeted therapeutics for
treating these diseases; however, there is currently no assay capable of measuring E3 Ligase activity in patient samples.
Patient samples present unique obstacles to conventional analysis, especially given their small sample size.
Here we present a novel bioanalytical tool capable of measuring E3 ligase activity in small biological samples. We have
developed a degradation resistant fluorescent peptide reporter which is ubiquitinated in cell lysates. Capillary
electrophoresis with laser induced fluorescence detection (CE-LIF) enables separation and quantification of modified and
unmodified reporters in small sample sizes. We show results of degradation studies demonstrating the peptide’s robust
nature and cell lysate studies demonstrating ubiquitination. We also report on current efforts focused on adapting
reporters to analysis by CE-LIF, as well as efforts in determining the minimum number of cells required for analysis.
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Abstract Text
Exposure to endocrine disrupting chemicals is associated with reproductive impairment as well as health issues including
cancer, diabetes, and obesity. A new capillary electrophoresis method has been developed to analyze circulating steroids
in plasma volumes less than 5 microliters. This research is significant because it is enables rapid analysis of multiple
circulating steroids, which generates more information about the mechanism of endocrine disruption. This is innovative
because for the first time multiple steroids are analyzed in limited volume plasma samples from single fish. The capillary
electrophoresis method can analyze 5 natural steroids in 5 minutes from 5 microliters of plasma. With a technique called
pH-mediated stacking, limits of detection ranging from 0.2 to 2 ng/mL (0.8 to 6 nM) for the steroids are achieved with
ultraviolet-visible absorbance detection. This steroid assay was utilized to assess circulating steroids in zebrafish exposed
to 17•-estradiol, a positive control for estrogenic activity, using protocol outlined by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development Test No. 229: Fish Short Term Reproduction Assay. Plasma analysis revealed that exposure to
17•-estradiol leads to an increase in the level of circulating estrone in female zebrafish. Estrone is produced from 17•estradiol in the steroid synthetic pathway. Thus, by monitoring the circulating steroids using this new technique, more
information is obtained about the mechanism of disruption. An increase in the level of circulating estrone is also observed
in fish that has been exposed to acetone, which is used as a delivery solvent for toxicity studies. Therefore, care must be
taken when choosing the solvent vehicle to be used to expose the fish to the endocrine disrupting chemical. The use of
capillary electrophoresis in endocrine disruption toxicity study is a fast method that gives insight into the mechanism of
disruption in individual fish.
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Abstract Text
Over the years analytical chemistry and immunology have contributed significantly to the field of clinical diagnosis by
introducing quantitative techniques that can detect crucial and distinct chemical, biochemical and cellular biomarkers
present in biosamples. Currently, two-dimensional hybrid immuno-analytical separation technologies are emerging as
powerful tools for the simultaneous capture, isolation, enrichment, quantification, identification and characterization of
several selected proteins simultaneously, including those with subtle structural changes such as variants, isoforms,
peptide fragments, and post-translational modifications. One such technique to perform this challenging task is
immunoaffinity capillary electrophoresis (IACE), which combines the use of antibodies and/or other affinity ligands as
highly selective capture agents with the high resolving power of capillary electrophoresis. Since affinity ligands can be
polyreactives, binding and capturing more than one molecule, they may generate false positive results when tested under
mono-dimensional techniques, such as ELISA. IACE, on the other hand, is a two-dimensional technique that captures,
isolates, concentrates, separates, quantifies, identifies and characterizes each component of a sample, when coupled to
one or more detectors simultaneously, without the presence of false positive or false negative data. This disruptive
technique, capable of preconcentrate on-line analytes present in simple or complex matrices, may change the traditional
system of testing biomarkers to obtain more accurate diagnose of diseases, ideally before symptoms of a disease are
manifested.
In this presentation, we will discuss examples of the determination of biomarkers by IACE and the design of a miniaturized
multi-dimensional IACE apparatus capable of improved sensitivity, specificity and throughput, with potential of being
used as a point-of-care instrument.
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Abstract Text
Catecholamines including dopamine, norepinephrine, epinephrine, and their metabolites are important
neurotransmitters and biomarkers of pheochromocytoma, a rare but deadly cancer. The detection of these compounds is
challenging due to their low levels in biological fluids such as cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), blood plasma, and urine. The
objective of this project is to develop sensitive fluorescence strategies to be used for rapid separation and determination
of catecholamines via capillary electrophoresis. First, o-phthalaldehyde (OPA)-based derivatization of primary amines at
the presence of a fluorescent thiol was developed. The fast reaction kinetics of OPA, amine and thiol was used to
facilitate online derivatization while the sensitive fluorescence based on Fluorescein or Rhodamine provided high
fluorescence quantum yield and sensitivity. The limit of detection was lowered to pico-molar range. Second, an online
sample pre-concentration strategy was developed to facilitate the detection of catecholamines. Specifically,
catecholamines were electrokinetically injected into the separation capillary and were concentrated at the assistance of
borate. This novel concentration method is different from other techniques based on sweeping, pH-junction, or electric
field gradient. Both techniques have been applied to the detection of neurotransmitters, especially dopamine and
norepinephrine, in CSF, and they will be used for in vivo neurotransmitter monitoring and cancer diagnosis.
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Abstract Text
Enzymes are used to determine the sequence of glycans. Studying glycan sequences is important because change in
glycosylation pattern is a hallmark of cancer and analyzing the glycan composition is essential to therapeutics [1-2].
Neuraminidase is an important enzyme used to evaluate and control sialic acid content. Neuraminidase catalytically
cleaves the sialic acid from the non-reducing end of the oligosaccharide. Traditional methods of enzyme characterization
use milliliters of enzyme which require several hours for incubation. By using capillary electrophoresis, the amount of
enzyme required for analysis is reduced to nanoliter levels and enzymatic processing is completed in minutes.
Phospholipid additives were used to suppress the electro osmotic flow and to create a stationary enzyme plug. These
preparations have fluid like properties at lower temperatures and become a viscous gel at higher temperatures [4].
Generally oligosaccharides do not absorb in the UV region. So, the UV label 2-amino benzoic acid is utilized to label the
sugar and detect the substrate and product after the enzyme reaction. The labeling reaction is driven to completion and
the labeled substrate is purified to avoid preferential injection. UV absorbance detection is employed to work at substrate
concentrations needed to achieve the Km value of neuraminidase for 3’-Siallylactose and 6’-Siallylactose as reported in
the literature [3]. Currently the neuraminidase being studied preferentially cleaves •-2,3 and •-2,6 bonds. The goal of the
present study is to utilize enzyme specificity and to evaluate the catalytic efficiency of neuraminidases specific to different
linkages with 3’ and 6’- Siallylactose.
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Abstract Text
Coupling electrochemistry (EC) and mass spectrometry (MS) provides a simulation of metabolic pathways for
biomolecules and drugs. EC oxidizes analytes of interest to produce short-lived intermediates that may form adducts with
antioxidants possessing thiol moieties. These adducts can then be characterized using MS to better understand the
detoxification process of analytes in the body. Additionally, the integration of capillary electrophoresis (CE) with MS
provides a separation method that has low sample consumption, high separation efficiencies, and selectivity
complementary to liquid chromatography. CE-MS has the potential resolve isomeric adducts and minimize ion
suppression with electrospray ionization (ESI). However, one of the largest difficulties when integrating CE with ESI-MS is
that the ESI current must be supplied at the tip of the capillary, while the separation current is supplied throughout the
capillary. In this work, a cellulose acetate cast decoupler was used to interface CE with ESI-MS. The application of this
method has been used to study acetaminophen, with the potential to investigate peptides and larger biomolecules.
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Abstract Text
Phospholipids have been exploited by many doing bioanalytical separations by capillary electrophoresis due to their
inherent compatibility with biomolecules such as proteins. Commonly, the phospholipids have been used as protective
coatings on the inner surface of the capillary, forming an effective barrier against unwanted protein adsorption. A unique
aspect of the bilayers formed by the phospholipids is the ability to alter the electroosmotic flow (EOF) not only through
their adsorption to the capillary surface, but also through their interaction with separation buffer components. Most
notable of these is the impact of calcium on the EOF in capillaries with phosphocholine head groups, such as 1,2-dilauroylsn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DLPC). In the presence of separation buffers with modest calcium concentrations DLPC
coated capillaries exhibit a significant reversed EOF (~ •2×10-4 cm2/V•s), yet in the absence of calcium the EOF is weakly
normal (~ 3 ×10-5 cm2/V•s).
We have been exploring how the choice of metal cation in the separation buffer can influence the magnitude of the EOF
obtained with DLPC coated capillaries. We have been particularly interested to see if different divalent cations, with
different sizes, and affinities for phosphocholine, will alter the EOF in DLPC coated capillaries. To this end we have
identified divalent cations that can slow the reversed EOF by at least an order of magnitude. As the EOF can be altered by
simply filling the capillary with a buffer containing a different metal cation, we have been further exploiting this feature to
develop means of performing sample stacking. By using different metal cations in the sample and separation buffers
regions of different EOF magnitudes can be achieved and manipulated for the stacking of analytes such as proteins.
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Abstract Text
Quantitative analysis in any Optical Emission Spectroscopy starts with a high level of confidence in the spectral line
assignment from databases. Nevertheless, the resolution of the spectra is usually degraded by the instrument and/or the
line broadening. This low spectral resolution makes it possible that spectral interferences occur for the majority of the
lines. Such interference makes the elemental profile uncertain.
This study shows the development of a factor to quantify the level of confidence attributed to line assignment in LIBS as
an example and its extension to a complete quantitative atomic profiling. This factor is combining a physical
understanding of the plasma emission with a statistical analysis of the spectrum. The possible applications and outcomes
of using such a quantitative factor to evaluate line assignment in plasma spectroscopy will be discussed in the context of
forensic science.
The work presented is funded by the US National Institute of Justice (2012-DN-BX-K027: "Level of Confidence in Elemental
Analysis by LIBS") and the State of Florida.
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Abstract Text
One requirement for a reference material (RM) to be classified as certified reference material (CRM) is the determination
of the total combined uncertainty of the certified property value. One of the components of the total combined
uncertainty is the long term stability and how it relates to the assigned shelf life of the product. o2si has produced
certified reference materials for calibration of inorganic and organic chemical measurements for 18 years, and has been
accredited to the requirements of ISO Guide 34 for 4 years. In this period o2si has accumulated stability data for many
CRMs for organic and inorganic compounds using accelerated stability models, with testing under repeatability
conditions, and real time stability data gathered using the same method under conditions of long term within-laboratory
precision. Several methods have been developed over the years based on the Arrheneous Equation and the application of
various assumptions about the activation energy to estimate an expiration period by stressing the product with applicable
environmental variables. Various approaches for accelerated stability testing (accelerated isochronus testing) will be
compared to real time data (classic stability testing) for solutions of organic compounds which show where some
approaches are more accurate and where caution should be exercised in applying the methods.
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Abstract Text
Monitoring the performance and capability of quality control methods is a key component of the analytical methods
lifecycle in the pharmaceutical industry. It is an integral part of the Analytical Quality by Design (AQbD) paradigm and
promotes continuous improvement of analytical methods. However, the evaluation and implementation of newer
technology can be challenging during the commercial phases of the product lifecycle due to regulatory & GMP
requirements, laboratory capabilities and the demonstration of equivalency. Appropriate demonstration of equivalency is
not only important from a regulatory standpoint, but also prevents false trends, false product failures and increases the
confidence in the analytical capability of the method and its degree of variability.
This study presents different statistical approaches for demonstration of equivalency between reference and test profiles
across instruments and dissolution methods. These principles were applied to a case study for the development of
alternate dissolution methods for an immediate release tablet in order to decrease analytical variability (e.g. use of fiberoptic UV analysis and automatic sampling stations). Using known variability from actual tablet dissolution profiles,
theoretical reference and test batches were simulated and evaluated for similarity. Global and local similarity rejection
rates will be presented for the tests of interest in the context of regulatory relevance for dissolution testing cases
referenced in the SUPAC-IR FDA Guidance for Industry. While focused primarily on similarity between dissolution
methods, lifecycle management of analytical methods suggests the need for principles such as these to apply equally to
the evaluation of tablets manufactured at different sites, tablets with minor differences in formulation or manufacturing
processes, and as a gauge of analytical variability across labs.
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Abstract Text
Investigation of an analytical methods robustness and ruggedness are in recent years becoming increasingly important
within the pharmaceutical area. Risk assessment and investigation of robustness has become an integrated part on the
newest FDA guideline for method validation. The principles are also integrated in SixSigma and analytical Quality by
Design (aQBD), which is a proposed systematic approach for developing, evaluating, optimizing and maintaining analytical
methods. Even though aQBD is focused on pharma, the principles for evaluating and improving method robustness and
ruggedness are relevant throughout the analytical area. A multivariate approach to investigating robustness and
ruggedness of an analytical method based on risk assessment, where interactions between factors are investigated, will
give insight into method performance at variating operating conditions. This knowledge can then be used to pinpoint
factors that need to be better controlled, in order to have a sufficiently robust method that will work reliable during
routine analysis. The future method performance can also be estimated from the multivariate robustness and ruggedness
study. This presentation will give an introduction to performing robustness and ruggedness investigations based on a risk
assessment with examples of how to use the data based on real world data from the pharmaceutical industry.
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Abstract Text
Science needs new tools and algorithms that reflect the continuing convergence of High Performance Computing and Big
Data. Big Data are common in the Search for Extra Terrestrial Intelligence (SETI) because of the broad bandwidth of the
receivers and fast data rates. Fig. 1 shows the data collection screen of our NIR SETI telescope with a test beacon and data
packet.
As a result of the Breakthrough Listen project, the small SETI community will before long be inundated with a gush of
microwave spectral data, too - potentially as much in a day as earlier SETI projects collected in a year. The data will be
publicly available to allow other data scientists to join the search. Breakthrough Listen will also work with the
SETI@home project that connects home computers and uses them to analyze data when the screensaver is activated. In
a statement, the Greenbank observatory said: "This will likely constitute the largest amount of scientific data ever made
publicly available." Big data of this scale require new: (1) Extraction, Transform, and Load (ETL) tools, and (2) Query tools,
both described in this paper.
1. ETL applications integrate data developed and supported by different vendors or hosted on separate computer
hardware managed and operated by different employees, as is the case with current SETI projects worldwide.
Contemporary ETL tools still require too much human interaction when a new application is built using the databases
resulting from the use of those ETL tools.
2. There are two general concepts used in data federation, both have strengths and weaknesses.
The first concept is a database-centric approach, used by relational database (RDBMS) vendors like Teradata
(QueryGrid) and IBM (FluidQuery) or by specialty technologies like the former Composite Software
The second concept is a query tool-centric concept, used by Tableau, Qlik, etc. These implementations of the
approach allow end users to mashup many sources, but they may not scale to big data volumes because data are often
mashed up on the user's desktop computer or web browser rather than in a scalable big data backend like Apache Spark.
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Abstract Text
Air quality is an increasingly important global concern. Air quality monitoring stations (AQMs) are very good point
sampling analysers but the purchase and maintenance costs limit their deployment. Recent developments have led to
low cost urban air quality networks with from 50 to thousands of sites in large cities. The underlying technologies have
larger errors than AQMs so our recent efforts have focused on validating and using new techniques for maintaining
calibration across these networks.
Validation involves two steps:
1Lab validation of the calibration facilities where concentrations as low as 10 ppb must be generated with known error
2Field validation of the long term zero and sensitivity for each measurement for periods of months and years
Network calibration uses three tools:
1Laboratory calibration of the sensor performance which is then included in the correction algorithms
2Use of statistics to correct mostly for the zero current with temperature
3Understanding of local and non-local pollution sources to correct the baseline across the network.
Overall network performance will be reviewed.
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Abstract Text
Chemical identification through matching spectral properties to a spectral database is a common practice. One factor that
is overlooked by many algorithms is the “prior probability” of finding the matched compound in the experiment. Mass
spectral matching is not always adequate, therefore the combination of spectral matching with prior probability improves
chemical identification. In this study, prior probability information is calculated from several sources (including Bing.com,
ChEBI, ChemExper, ChemSpider, HMDB, Jochem, KEGG, LIPID MAPS, MetaCyc, MolPort, NIST WebBook, PubChem, and
UniChem) and is used to improve the compound identification for GC-MS spectra (gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry) searched against the NIST EI (electron-ionization) spectral library. The prior probability algorithms improve
compound identification for the two GC-MS datasets of essential oils and urine metabolites. The developed prior
probability algorithms are generalizable to any type of spectral identification (including mass spectrometry, infrared,
Raman, and other spectroscopies).
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Abstract Text
The new EPA Tier III requirements are putting more demands on testing laboratories to ensure that their analytical
procedures meet published standards. 40CFR80.47 defines a "Performance-based Analytical Test Method Approach"
detailing specific QA/QC requirements for each method. The rules prescribe the use of Statistical Quality Control and
other statistical techniques referencing multiple ASTM standards (ASTM 6299 in particular) covering both VCSB and nonVCSB methods. This presentation reviews the effects of the Tier III standard on analytical laboratory operations, QA/QC
methodology, and the application of SQC and other statistical techniques required to establish the performance-based
methodologies necessary to meet the standard.
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Abstract Text
Ion chromatography (IC) is perhaps the most well-established and robust analytical technique for the analysis of inorganic
and organic anions. IC is routinely utilized in water and environmental monitoring, the power industry, and
pharmaceutical analysis. Due to the wide range of selectivities needed for these diverse analysis, over 70 IC columns with
different packing materials and functionalities have been manufactured. Complex samples may contain ions of widely
differing concentrations. Overload effects can be observed when high concentrations of analyte or matrix are injected
into the column, resulting in distorted (non-Gaussian) peaks. This situation is even worse when analyzing samples with a
high concentration of matrix ions and trace concentration of the analyte of interest. The matrix ion peaks can severely
distort the analyte peak. Previous studies established that overload effects and their occurrence can best explained on
the basis of competitive Langmuir isotherm.(1)
We present our investigation into the intriguing effects of major matrix ions, chloride and sulfate, on the environmentally
important trace analyte, bromate, using hydroxide- and carbonate-selective columns in isocratic IC with eluent
suppression and the post-column UV analysis of bromate. Strategies to tune the overload chloride peak to reduce its
effect on the bromate peak for quantitative analysis will also be discussed.
(1). Wahab M.F.; Anderson, J.K.; Abdelrady, M.; Lucy, C.A. Anal. Chem. 2014, 86, 559-566
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Abstract Text
Ion chromatography with suppressed conductivity detection has been used routinely for monitoring the contaminants in
various water matrices. Water samples around the world are diverse and contain varying amounts of matrix components
therefore analytical methods have to be flexible enough to handle the demands of this varying sample.
Also as the demand for sensitivity increases, the interest in multi-dimensional ion chromatography has increased
significantly due to the inherent resolution capability of this technology. In this presentation, we will go over different
strategies for implementing the multi-dimensional ion chromatography. We will then show the application of this
technology in drinking water analysis, especially how this technology can greatly lower the quantitation limits for trace
contaminants in the presence of large matrices.
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Abstract Text
Protein- and non-protein-amino acids (AAs) likely occupied the oceans at the time of the origin and evolution of life.
Primordial soup-, hydrothermal vent-, and meteoritic-processes likely contributed to this chemical inventory. Prebiotic
synthesis and carbonaceous meteorite studies suggest non-protein AAs were likely more abundant than protein AAs.
Amino acid preservation before abiotic and biotic destruction remains an important uncertainty.
To constrain primitive AA lifetimes, a 1992 archived seawater/beach sand mixture was spiked with D,L-alanine, D,L-valine
(Val), •-aminoisobutyric acid (•-AIB), D,L-isovaline (Iva), and glycine (Gly). Analysis by high performance liquid
chromatography with fluorescence detection (HPLC-FD) showed only D-Val and non-protein AAs were abundant after
2250 days.
The mixture was re-analyzed in 2012 using HPLC-FD and a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer (QqQ-MS). The analytical
results after 20 years were strikingly similar to those after 2250 days.
To confirm that viable microorganisms were still present, the mixture was re-spiked with Gly in 2012. Aliquots were
collected upon spiking and at 5- and 9-month intervals thereafter. Final HPLC-FD/QqQ-MS analyses were performed in
2014.
The 2014 analyses revealed only •-AIB, D,L-Iva, and D-Val remained abundant. The disappearance of Gly indicated that
microorganisms still lived in the mixture and were capable of consuming protein AAs. These findings demonstrate that
non-protein AAs are minimally impacted by biological degradation and thus have very long lifetimes under these
conditions.
Primitive non-protein AAs from terrestrial synthesis, or meteorite in-fall, likely experienced greater preservation than
protein AAs. Such robust molecules may have reached a steady state concentration dependent on ocean circulation
through hydrothermal systems and synthetic input processes. We are presently trying to estimate this concentration.
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Abstract Text
Ion chromatography evolved over the last 40 years from low pressure separations at less than 2000 psi to high pressure
operation up to 5000 psi; all with metal-free, polymeric flowpath ion chromatography systems. High pressure ion
chromatography system capabilities allow the use of longer columns, smaller particle columns with diameters down to
4.0 •m, and operation at higher flow rates. In particular, the use of smaller particle columns allows the maintenance of
efficient separations with either shorter columns or increased flow rates. For complex sample matrices, fast gradient
separations can be applied to further improve the analysis time. In this presentation we discuss strategies how to speed
up and optimize methods using high pressure ion chromatography (HPIC) for routine environmental applications such as
anion separations in bottled water, cation determinations in waste water, and disinfection byproducts in tap water.
Examples are presented how throughput in a routine lab can be increased and how methods can be transferred to HPIC.
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Abstract Text
A new cation exchange phase consisting of a novel tri-polymer system containing sulfonic, phosphonic and carboxylic acid
groups has been developed for use in suppressed ion chromatography. This new hybrid phase utilizes multiple types of
cation-exchange sites homogeneously distributed throughout the stationary phase.
The present work combines the best aspects of both carboxylic and sulfonic acid based stationary phases. This new
material incorporates multiple types of ion exchange sites in the stationary phase in such a way as to achieve improved
selectivity for monovalent species while at the same time enabling the facile elution of divalent species. Furthermore,
this new material has a unique selectivity which makes it optimal for eluting most amines after the alkali metals but
before the alkaline earth metals using gradient ion chromatography. The utility of the new material will be demonstrated
with a number of real and simulated samples.
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Abstract Text
Nanoparticles have unique functionality, with health effects that are vastly unexplored. These effects can be enhanced
depending on the surrounding matrix, exposure duration, and localization at specific target organs. Titanium dioxide
nanoparticles in particular are known to concentrate in tissue and interact with pharmaceuticals. Combining these known
characteristics, the purpose of the research has been to understand the complexation of titanium dioxide nanoparticles
with various biologics and/or endocrine disrupting chemicals for the chief aim of studying reproductive failure following
exposures. The steps leading to this goal include: binding affinity studies using pH-mediated capillary electrophoresis,
homogeneity studies and flow- through system validation (both utilizing ICP-OES), and the 21-day exposure studies
performed on zebrafish in accordance with OECD guidelines, whereupon blood analysis is conducted using capillary
electrophoresis to quantify circulating steroid hormones. With these combined techniques, the impact of titanium dioxide
nanoparticles interactions is fully realized, starting from pristine water samples to model protein mixtures, and finally in
naturally occurring organic matter and blood plasma.
This research was supported by the NSF Integrative Graduate Education and Research Traineeship Program.
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Abstract Text
Trace levels of pharmaceuticals have been detected in surface water and may pose a health risk to humans and other
organisms. Chromatographic materials will help identify and quantify these contaminants. We report a ion
chromatographic (IC) material designed to separate cationic pharmaceuticals and report its ability to separate a group of
guanidine compounds. Guanidine moieties are strongly basic and protonated under acidic conditions, and therefore can
be separated on the newly designed stationary phase and detected by ion exchange chromatography. The new column
packing material is based on glutamic acids bonded to resorcinarene moieties that in turn are bound to divinylbenzene
macroporous resin. Detection limits in the range of 5 - 30 ppb were achieved using integrated pulsed amperometric
detection (IPAD) for guanidine (G), methylguanidine (MG), 1,1-dimethylbiguanide (DMG), agmatine (AGM),
guanidinobenzoic acid (GBA) and cimetidine (CIM). Suppressed conductivity (CD) and UV-vis detection resulted in limits of
detection similar to IPAD. Three water sources, river, lake, and marsh, were analyzed and despite matrix effects,
sensitivity for guanidine compounds was in the 100 ppb range and apparent recoveries were 80-96 %.
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Abstract Text
Contamination of water by animal wastes degrades water quality and may cause disease in humans and animals.
Determining the individual sources of the contamination is important both to allow effective remediation of polluted
waters and to identify waters where human disease vectors may be present. Bile acids and fecal sterols are molecular
markers which can identify which animal species may have contributed to contamination of a particular water. The
profiles of relative concentrations of bile acids and fecal sterols are characteristic of the waste of individual animal
species. LC-MS/MS affords a potentially much superior means of analyzing these compounds in comparison with the
traditional GC-MS methods. We have developed and validated an LC-MS/MS method for analysis of animal bile acids and
fecal sterols. The method employs a standard C-18 column and a gradient of methanol:acetonitrile and 0.2 mM
ammonium acetate in water. We have also developed preconcentration discs of the markers using C-18 extractions
discs. The method has been field tested by analysis of local sewage treatment plant effluent and a farm stream polluted
by cattle waste.
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Abstract Text
Measuring strain in vivo is critical for assessing load-sharing between implanted fixation devices and healing bone
fracture. Fracture callus stiffness, a mechanical indicator of healing is difficult to quantify in vivo. Radiographs are
commonly used to image the fracture callus, however do not provide biomechanical stiffness and have insufficient
sensitivity for determining whether weight bearing is safe. We have developed novel luminescent spectral rulers capable
of measuring micron scale displacements non-invasively through 6 mm of tissue, a clinically relevant depth for assessing
strain on tibial fixation implants. Our sensor, similar in design to an optical encoder, contains two overlaid substrates: a
surface patterned with alternating stripes of luminescent materials (the encoder) and a mask containing opaque regions
and transparent windows. Displacement of the encoder with respect to the mask is mechanically confined to a single axis
and can be measured based on color visible through the transparent regions. By acquiring spectra rather than imaging the
surface requiring position of the luminescence to be resolved, we are able to overcome many of the challenges
associated with optical imaging through tissue and have measured reproducible 14.5 ± 0.7 µm displacements. We have
developed two variations of the sensor, an x-ray excited optical luminescent spectral ruler where signal from a gadolinium
oxysulfide film is modulated by an encoder patterned with bromocresol purple dye, and a fluorescent ruler patterned
with spectrally distinct CdSeS/ZnS core shell quantum dots.
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Abstract Text
Fluorescence spectroscopy is a ubiquitous analytical method due to its simplicity, robustness, and sensitivity. However, a
major limitation is the number of co-localized fluorescent emitters that can be resolved in a given spectral window,
typically no more than three. Current techniques to reduce spectral crosstalk have their own drawbacks, such as: 1)
multiple dye-specific detection channels with dedicated interference filters and detectors, or 2) the need for detailed
spectral data from each emitter for labor-intensive deconvolution of overlapping spectra. Use of Liquid Crystal and
Acousto-Optical Tunable Filters are complicated, have limited light throughput, and require precise alignment of optical
equipment to achieve optimum performance. To advance multicolor detection, we sought to resolve emitters that have
strong overlap in the excitation and emission spectrum. A simplified two-photon synchronous scanning fluorescence
system and method for resolution of three co-localized fluorescent emitters will be described. Simple short-wavepass and
long-wavepass linear variable filters were combined in series to create a bandpass filter with a customizable center
wavelength and bandwidth. Several synchronous scanning methods with different excitation and emission wavelength
offsets, scanning trajectories, and different emission bandwidths will be discussed. Each methods ability to reduce
spectral cross-talk will be revealed. Complex chemical and biological systems will be better understood with improved
resolution of several dyes from the same spatial location. The simple two-photon synchronous scanning method has
broad analytical applicability across many fields such as biochemistry, genetics, pharmaceuticals, and food science.
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Abstract Text
Graphene-based near-infrared fluorescent (NIRF) nanomaterials have great potential for bioimaging and bioanalysis.
However, the two major limitations exist: poor water solubility and low fluorescence intensity. The objective of this work
was to synthesize chitosan-attached graphene oxide (CS-GO) nanocomposites to obtain a new graphene-based NIRF
nanomaterial with high water solubility and high fluorescence intensity. The method includes two major steps:
maximizing the amount of CS molecules attached to GO sheets and optimizing the conditions for breakdown of CS-GO
composites. Since CS attached to GO via the interactions between the amine groups of CS and the carboxyl groups of GO,
most of hydroxyl and epoxy groups in the GO sheets were converted to carboxyl groups by reacting with chloroacetic acid
under strong basic condition. Then the breakdown of the GO sheets (size 500 – 1000 nm) was optimized by
ultrasonicating the CS-GO solution at 25[degree]C for different periods of time. The interactions between CS and GO were
initiated in two ways. The first way was to form amide bonds between CS and GO in 0.1 M of 2-(Nmorpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES) hydrate buffer solution in the presence of N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) and 1-ethyl3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide•HCl (EDC). The second way was to form electrostatic interactions between CS
and GO in 0.1 M acetic acid. By applying either of these routes, CS-GO nanocomposites with size less than 20 nm, high
water solubility, and relatively high fluorescence intensity were successfully synthesized.
The Neuroscience COBRE Pilot Grant from NIH
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Abstract Text
The emergence and advance of super-resolution and super-localization fluorescence microscopy in the past decades had
enabled researchers to reveal more detailed molecular dynamics and structural information from single molecule
imaging. The application of single molecule localization based super-resolution imaging techniques in imaging chemical
reactions had brought new insights of the reaction mechanism at single particle level void of the averaging effect in
classical ensemble experiments. Heterogeneous properties of porous materials had been revealed in single molecule
fluorescence microscopy. Here we synthesized a multilayer nanocatalysts composed of platinum nanoparticles
sandwiched between an optically transparent solid core and a mesoporous shell with aligned pores. A model fluorogenic
oxidation reaction of a non-fluorescent reactant molecule amplex red into a highly fluorescent product molecule
resorufin was used to study the catalytic properties. The 3D multilayer catalyst provides a uniquely well-defined structure
to study diffusion and adsorption at the single molecule level because a fluorescent product molecule is generated on
metal NPs located at the surface of the core silica sphere, which provides an unambiguous starting point (both in time
and space) of the molecular transport out of a single reactive site. Factors, including pore size, pore length, pore
structure, and mass transport, etc. affecting the catalytic properties and efficiency were systematically investigated at
single particle and single molecule level.
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Abstract Text
The attachment process of nanoparticles to the fluid interface is considered to play a crucial role in understanding
dynamic behavior of complicated multiphase system and modeling behavior of interface absorbed molecules
conveniently. The diffusion coefficient of the spherical polystyrene nanoparticles on oil droplet-water interface is
measured by our three dimensional single particle tracking technique. This technique is based on astigmatic imaging by
adding a cylindrical lens to the light path. The tracking precision is 20 nm, 20 nm, and 30 nm in x, y, and z directions,
respectively. The 3D single particle tracking technique provides us a powerful tool to study the movement of
nanoparticles on curved interface. Our study shows that polystyrene particles tend to attach onto and diffuse on oil-water
interface. Surprisingly, the diffusion coefficient slows down significantly by a factor 3 when the oil droplet size decreases
to below ~1 micrometer. Our calculation suggests that this size effect on diffusion coefficient is caused by the changes of
their three-phase contact angle, which decreases as the curvature of the oil-water interface increase. This study reveals
an unexpected decrease of the diffusion coefficient and will shed light on the study of dynamic properties of absorbed
particles in complex media, emulsion stabilization and mass transport on biological cells.
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Abstract Text
Gold nanostars are gaining popularity due to their sharp spikes localizing the enhanced electric field on a single
nanoparticle. As a result, the need for a reproducible colloidal solution is relaxed for signal enhancement applications.
While nanostars have gained popularity for Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy, little work has been done to learn
about the Metal Enhanced Fluorescence (MEF) properties of nanostars. MEF is a distance-dependent phenomenon
requiring determination of the optimal fluorophore–to-nanostructure distance to achieve the brightest signal
enhancement. Here, different length DNA strands were used to vary the distances between the nanostars and Cy3. The
nanostars were functionalized with avidin, then a biotin-TEG-polyT-DNA linker containing biotin, triethyleneglycol (TEG),
different length poly-Thymine (polyT) regions, and a region that was complementary to another DNA strand labeled with
Cy3 (Cy3-DNA). Nanosight and Dynamic Light Scattering were used to confirm the attachment of the nanostars to avidin
and biotin-TEG-polyT-DNA sequences. We investigated how the MEF was influenced by the concentration of nanostars,
the mole ratio of avidin to nanostars, and the mole ratio of biotin-TEG-polyT-DNA to avidin. Furthermore, we were
curious about how the orientation of Cy3 influenced the enhancement by using a 3-prime and a 5-prime biotin-TEG-polyTDNA linker to orient the dye far and close to the nanostar surface, respectively.
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Abstract Text
Biosensors are greatly significant because they are capable to resolve a potentially large number of analytical problems
and challenges in very diverse areas such as defense, homeland security, agriculture and food safety, environmental
monitoring, medicine, pharmacology, industry, etc. Among the current biosensors, optical ones, as a powerful alternative
to conventional analytical and biochemical techniques, enable the highly sensitive, real-time, and high-frequency
monitoring of analyte without extensive sample preparation. In concept, optical biosensors are those based on the
detection of changes on absorption of UV/visible/Infrared light when chemical reactions occur or on the quantity of light
emitted by some luminescent process. Our research is focused on developing precise, sensitive, specific, rapid, and easyto-use biosensor using functional biorecognition materials like aptamers, proteins, mitochondrion and whole cells based
on the enhancement of nanostructured substances. These materials provide specificity through use of specific receptors
and enhance sensitivity through optical amplification, and they employ materials that can integrate naturally with tissue,
such as nanoclusters and nanoparticle suspensions. While aimed primarily toward the long-term goal of biosensors for
the maintenance of health, these systems may provide opportunities for advanced basic research as well as potential
clinical applications. Towards this goal, with an emphasis on monitoring of cancer cells and the mitochondrial diseases,
we have demonstrated hydrogel-based biochemical sensors that change optical properties as measured by luminescence
intensity, lifetime, and fluorescence correlated spectrum. This talk will describe several examples of these materials and
the underlying motivation for their design, particularly highlighting the major challenges to long-term monitoring.
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Abstract Text
On-site analysis of source emissions is routinely performed using EPA Method 320. Under this method an FTIR gas
analyzer utilizing a multiple pass “White” cell can analyze many chemicals from percent to low ppm levels. For ppb MDL
requirements, many times a direct FTIR measurement is not sensitive enough.
In the case of VOCs, EPA Method 18 is regularly performed to qualify and quantify the source emissions. This Method is
traditionally performed using on-site sample collection (thermal desorption tubes (TDT) or Tedlar bag) followed by an offsite laboratory GC or GC/MS analysis. While this testing is widely used it prevents the customer, source tester and/or
regulator from knowing the near-real-time source emissions and acting on that information.
Coupling a gas chromatography (GC) system to a multiple pass FTIR gas analyzer, while maintaining the direct FTIR
measurement functionality, allows for EPA Method 18 measurements to be performed in the field in an unprecedented
manner. An EPA Method 320 test can be performed while analytes are concentrated onto TDTs for an EPA Method 18
analysis. Once the Method 320 testing is complete, novel GC/FTIR techniques perform the Method 18 analysis. This new
GC/FTIR technology traps the GC effluents in the gas cell and measures them continuously allowing for integration and
averaging of each species. This allows the FTIR to provide low ppb detection limits for each compound. Due to the nature
of spectroscopic detection, a vast, pre-calibrated, compound library can be used to fully speciate individual components
of the emission stream.
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Abstract Text
Handheld FTIR spectrometers have been becoming more and more popular as infrared hyperspectral imagers included in
the most promising applications of which are material characterization and surface analysis. Although only two
dimensional (2D) images are obtained in principle, three dimensional (3D) images can be reconstituted by coupling the 2D
infrared images with the corresponding 2D visible images. To do this reconstitution, one must deduce what the 3D
structures look like from the 2D visible images by making use of accumulated knowledge. However, there remain some
cases when 3D infrared images cannot readily be reconstituted like gas distribution in chambers or in the open air.
We have been developing a novel infrared interferometer for handheld near infrared or mid infrared hyperspectral
imagers where, unlike the conventional Michelson interferometer, interference takes place only when split light beams
are combined again. Therefore, light beams originating solely from a focal plane in the object interfere with each other
that helps obtain 3D hyperspectral images when an additional capability is implemented which drives the focal plane in
the direction along the optical axis.
One of the most appropriate applications of this 3D infrared hyperspectral imager is the gas monitoring in clean rooms in
the semiconductor manufacturing facilities. Although it depends on the optical characteristics of the actual
implementation, a 1 m spatial resolution can be obtained along the optical axis for the position 10 m from the imager.
Detecting gas leakage with the information about where the leakage is taking place should help take immediate measures
and minimize the damages caused by the leakage. Another application is the flame detection in bright rooms referring to
the specific wavelengths of the flames.
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Abstract Text
Optimized Curve Matching and Display is a novel and valuable curve matching and visualization methodology. It allows
users to identify optimal spectral matches within reference databases and visualize the comparative results in a way that
is more discernible to the human eye. We will discuss multiple corrections that can be applied automatically to
compensate for differences between spectral instruments, environmental conditions, sample concentration, ATR
correction, and others to optimize the match between spectral curves.
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Abstract Text
Infrared p-polarized multiple-angle incidence resolution spectrometry (IR p-MAIRS) is a recently developed powerful tool
to reveal the molecular orientation in a thin film deposited on an IR transparent substrate made of such as silicon,
germanium and calcium fluoride. IR pMAIRS yields a set of in-plane (IP) and out-of-plane (OP) spectra of the thin film,
which correspond to the conventional transmission (Tr) and reflection-absorption (RA) spectra, respectively, at a time.
Although this technique is powerful to study a thin film at hand, experimental optimization is necessary to discuss the
molecular orientation quantitatively. Since the molecular orientation is reflected as an intensity ratio of the IP and OP
spectra, a standard sample to check pMAIRS has thus been considered to be a film of “oriented molecules” as found in an
LB film and SAM. The preparation of such an oriented film is difficult to prepare for the manufacture of the pMAIRS
equipment and the users.
In the present study, the “band position” has first been found to be quite useful to check the quantitative reliability of IR
pMAIRS without using the band intensity. To do that, the TO-LO splitting of a strongly-absorbing IR band of an isotropic
sample should be used. A perfluoroalkyl-containing polymer liquid is found to be suitable for this purpose. As a result, the
experimental optimization has quite conveniently been established for the substrates: Ge, Si, ZnSe and CaF2. This would
be an important basis for the use of IR pMAIRS.
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Abstract Text
We have demonstrated the potential of ATR-FTIR spectroscopic imaging for in situ screening of pharmaceutical systems.
Spectroscopic imaging data collected as a function of time reveal spatially resolved and chemically specific information
about the samples. Previous work has demonstrated that it is possible to obtain spectroscopic images of dissolving tablets
and to determine polymorphic and structural changes in real time, study their behaviour in pH modified environments
and validate mathematical models. These studies have provided an understanding of how drug release can be influenced
by the selection of appropriate excipients, highlighted the specific conditions that induce structural changes of the drug
and measured the effectiveness of controlled release formulations. Here, we present exciting results which combine the
use of ATR-FTIR spectroscopic imaging with microfluidic devices for the screening of pharmaceutical systems. Firstly, in
these novel imaging studies, high-throughput analysis of release of ibuprofen from several micro-formulations under
flowing conditions has been introduced. Moreover, it was possible to investigate how aqueous flows with different pH
values affect the release of ibuprofen from micro-formulations in different channels simultaneously. Further
investigations report the behaviour of a dissolved drug that crystallised upon contact with an acidic solution. This resulted
in precipitation and subsequently agglomeration of the solid particles in the channels. Innovative technologies for highthroughput analysis of formulations in situ are of great interest for pharmaceutical development. The success of
combining microfluidics with spectroscopic imaging to study pharmaceutical formulations under flow will impact
applications in the fields across pharmaceutical science, biological chemistry and medicine.
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Abstract Text
The U.S Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Airborne Spectral Photometric Environmental Collection Technology
(ASPECT) program is designed in part to provide first responders with accurate chemical awareness at sites of interest.
This program utilizes an aircraft fitted with a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer in a passive detection
configuration. The challenges present in detecting an infrared signal remotely are strongly tied to the signal-to-noise ratio
of the collected interferogram and the specific signal processing and pattern recognition methods used in the data
analysis. Depending on the atmospheric effects on the signal of the target analyte, design of a targeted classifier must be
tailored to separate the signal from a complex background. Using both laboratory data and data supplied by the ASPECT
program, advances have been made in the detection of sulfur dioxide at field locations. New signal processing methods
and optimized classification techniques have been applied to achieve these results. In this presentation, the developed
data analysis protocols will be demonstrated for use in the automated detection of sulfur dioxide. This classification
methodology makes use of a background correction procedure in conjunction with digital filtering and piecewise linear
discriminant analysis. The optimization of the individual techniques will be described, as well as the data requirements for
their implementation. The performance of the developed classifiers will be assessed by use of interferograms collected
from airborne mapping of field locations in which sulfur dioxide is present, most notably a coal-fired powerplant.
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Abstract Text
Border security is one of the key security challenges to be taken up in the following years. In particular, the deployment of
practical efficient means to detect hidden persons and illegal substances at border crossing points is instrumental in
avoiding terrorism, human trafficking or smuggling. The required gas analyzer, which is handheld size, simple to use,
sensitive, and capable of providing selective screening over a large number of compounds, is demonstrated to be a
reachable target in the near future.
The proposed solution combines cantilever enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy with an array of distributed feedback
quantum cascade lasers (DFB-QCL), which is capable of measuring infrared gas phase spectra of the analyte substances.
The high sensitivity in a wide dynamic range is achieved with a silicon MEMS cantilever sensor coupled with an optical
interferometric readout system [1,2]. Simultaneous detection of a high number of substances is achieved by measuring
the infrared spectra of the sample gas utilizing widely tunable DFB-QCL array technology. The use of these two
technologies allows the development of a handheld size device.
The research work, funded by the European Commission within the FP7 project called DOGGIES, has started in 2012 and
lasted till November 2015. The project results are given in the presentation along with the description of the DFB-QCL
array photoacoustic sensor technology. Also the results with measurements of hidden person detection, illegal drugs and
explosives from the proof-of-principle demonstrators will be presented.
[1] T. Kuusela, J. Kauppinen. Appl. Spectrosc. Rev., 42, (2007)
[2] V. Koskinen, J. Fonsen, J. Kauppinen, I. Kauppinen, Vibr. Spectrosc. 42, (2006)
[3] J. Fonsen, V. Koskinen, K. Roth, J. Kauppinen, Vibr. Spectrosc. 50, (2009)
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Abstract Text
During the micro-fabrication process in clean rooms, yield loss is caused for example by Airborne Molecular
Contamination (AMC). One of the most critical contaminants is Hydrogen fluoride (HF). Monitoring of HF spills and
background levels is extremely demanding due to the high sensitivity (sub-ppb) and fast response time (real-time)
requirement from the monitoring equipment.
HF is a common industrial compound used in various fields of industry, such as aluminum smelting, glassware production,
manufacturing of pharmaceuticals etc.
HF is non-flammable, highly corrosive and very toxic with strong irritating odor. HF is a very strong acid causing
respiratory problems and irritation at low concentrations or at higher concentrations more serious lung and heart
damage. This could be fatal. Exposure to HF in the atmosphere can have an adverse effect on the infrastructure. Dissolved
HF will cause damage to building materials, such as concrete, limestone and metals. Therefore, it is essential to
continuously monitor possible HF sources such as aluminum smelters for detecting and preventing HF leakage to the
ambient air.
Gasera addresses the trace HF measurement need with tunable diode
laser-based photoacoustic detection [1,2]. In addition to utilizing the novel cantilever sensor for achieving ultimate
detection sensitivity, semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) and multi-pass optical arrangement is employed. Special
arrangement is made for the gas sampling in order to overcome adsorption issues related to the sticky nature of HF gas.
Ultimately sub-ppb level detection limits are demonstrated which proves high suitability for the purpose of HF spills and
background contamination monitoring in clean room micro-fabrication processes and monitoring of plant emissions in
ambient air.
[1] T. Kuusela, J. Kauppinen. Appl. Spectrosc. Rev., 42, (2007)
[2] C. B. Hirschmann, J. Lehtinen, J. Uotila, S. Ojala, R. L. Keiski, Appl. Phys. B (2013)
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Abstract Text
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) are a group of over 100 different chemicals that are known to be formed
typically during incomplete combustion of organic matter at high temperature. Their major sources in the atmosphere
include industrial processes, vehicle exhausts, waste incinerations, and domestic heating emissions. Due to their
carcinogenic/mutagenic effects, 16 PAHs are currently listed as priority air pollutants. Actual analytical methods
dedicated to monitor PAHs require multistep sampling preparations and are not suited for continuous monitoring.
Automatic Thermal Desorption-Gas chromatography equipped with flame ionization detector (AUTO TDGC-FID/MS) is the
standard method for the monitoring of volatile and semi-volatile hydrocarbons. This technique allows for identifying and
quantifying continuously hydrocarbons from ethane to naphthalene. The main goal of this work was to implement a new
and simple method for sampling and determination of PAHs in gas and solid phase in air by using thermal desorption
technique followed by gas chromatography equipped with two detectors: a flame ionization detector and a Mass
spectrometer. A detailed study was carried out to optimize the experimental method in each of its phases, including
sampling, thermal desorption, analytical separation, and detection. First, the limits of use of the analytical system were
determined during the laboratory phase using liquid standards of the 16 PAHs. Then the applicability of the novel
methodology was tested in real environment, namely, at 200 meters from a highway.
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Abstract Text
Pesticides have become ubiquitous environmental and human health hazards. There is clear evidence that long term
exposure to pesticides can cause serious diseases such as neurological disorders, endocrine disruption, birth defects, and
cancer. Regulatory and public concern over pesticide residues in water supplies has been increasing. Monitoring of
pesticide exposure requires rapid and selective sample preparation so that preventive and treatment protocols can be
initiated promptly. Conventional solid-phase extraction (SPE) methods generally require multiple steps due to the need
for conditioning and wash steps. In this study, disposable pipette extraction (DPX) method used reversed phase (RP)
mechanism has been found to be a rapid and reliable SPE method for pesticides extraction from water. Sample solutions
are mixed with the DPX sorbent to provide efficient extractions without concerns of channeling or solution flow rates.
Recoveries and relative standard deviation (%RSDs) for the target pesticides are greater than 80% and less than 10%,
respectively.
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Abstract Text
The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has developed several volatile methods designed to protect
public health and the environment. The sample introduction technique used in volatile methods is purge and trap (P &
T). This technique has many uses including the ability to concentrate a sample to enable low detection limits. The
effluent from the P & T enters a gas chromatograph (GC) and the compounds are separated on a GC column. Detection
is performed by mass spectrometry (MS), and thus the overall method is referred to as P&T/GC/MS.
Traditionally, these methods use helium as the source for the P & T purge gas and for the GC column carrier gas.
However, due to increasing cost and potential limited supply of helium, alternative carrier gases, such as hydrogen and
nitrogen are being considered.
Therefore, the goal of this research was to rigorously investigate the use of alternative carrier gases while robustly
meeting EPA method criteria.
This presentation will review all method parameters used with the three carrier gases, and the results using nitrogen and
hydrogen as alternate carrier gases compared to results attained with the referee carrier gas helium. The EPA methods
discussed are 524.3, 624 and 8260. Success was attained with both nitrogen and hydrogen; however, data and reasoning
are presented to show that nitrogen could be a more suitable and desirable carrier gas.
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Abstract Text
A number of environmental studies have been performed to identify contaminants in the Passaic River in New Jersey. The
contaminants of interest that emerged from these studies were 2,4,6,8-tetrachlorodibenzothiphene (2,4,6,8-TCDT),
2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (2,3,7,8-TCDD) and polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxin and dibenzofuran (PCDD/F)
species.
One tool for source identification is calculating the ratio of 2,4,6,8-TCDT to 2,3,7,8-TCDD in the river sediment samples.
Early studies on Passaic River sediment struggled with misidentification of 2,4,6,8-TCDT as 1,2,8,9-TCDD due to the two
compounds being isobaric (both have a nominal mass of 322). Therefore, chromatographic resolution and access to
reference standards for mass spectral comparison is crucial.
Using GCxGC-TOFMS, the mass spectra of 2,3,7,8-TCDD and 2,4,6,8-TCDT were collected. The fragmentation patterns
were observed to be different between the two compounds, allowing for the two species to be distinguished from one
another. Considering the chromatography of the pair of compounds, 2,4,6,8-TCDT was found to elute close to the
tetrachlorodibezno-p-dioxin isomer elution window. A RTX-Dioxin2 column, was utilized to resolve 2,4,6,8-TCDT from the
closest tetrachloro dioxin isomer (1,2,8,9-TCDD). GCxGC-TOFMS analysis was performed on the sediment samples and,
using isotope dilution, an initial quantification of the samples was performed.
The levels of the dioxins, furans, and dibenzothiophenes were not high enough in all of the river sediments to be
observed using GCxGC-TOFMS. Therefore, the river sediment extracts were also analyzed with an APGC-TQS. This analysis
was performed for more accurate quantitation as well as selective MRM transitions were used to again resolve the two
compound groups from one another.
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Abstract Text
Hydraulic fracturing is an increasingly common technique for the extraction of natural gas entrapped in shale formations.
This technique has been highly criticized by some due to the possibility of environmental contamination, among other
concerns. The chemical modifiers used in the process in addition to the materials which are solubilized in the well bore
and subsequently returned to the surface are most likely contaminants. In this study, we present an environmental
forensics approach towards the characterization of these solubilized hydrocarbons in hydraulic fracturing flowback fluids
and drinking well water by chromatographic separation using GCxGC coupled to a high-resolution time-of-flight mass
spectrometer. This unique instrumentation combination allows for hydrocarbon fingerprinting using a Kendrick Mass
Defect approach. Analysis of flowback waters from geographically distinctive locations in Pennsylvania has previously
revealed unique hydrocarbon patterns, and Kendrick diagrams were also used to further distinguish well waters impacted
by fracking. We hypothesize these findings are a result of the distinctive geologic formations associated with each site.
Development of such characterization technologies can aid in determining the sources of contamination implicated by
unconventional gas development.
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Abstract Text
The original EPA Method 625 organic pollutants in drinking water is approximately 30 years old and is a liquid-liquid
extraction method that requires liters of solvent in sample preparation and replicates. Updating this method to a greener
solid phase extraction method was undertaken as a collaboration among solid phase extraction manufacturers and
industrial instrument manufactures in collaboration with EPA and Academia. Newer and greener solid phase extraction
methods, namely, disk, column, and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) coated stir bars followed by automated thermal
desorption which uses little solvents, were tested, validated, and compared. Newer methods of direct digital calibration
were incorporated eliminating calibration curves and combining EPA Method 625 with EPA Method 6800 for
quantification and calibration. Automated digital transfer from laboratory to laboratory was evaluated and found to be
within 3-5% between laboratories and method improvements of an order of magnitude in precision and accuracy were
observed. Comparative results between and within laboratories for the PDMS stir bars and Method 6800 direct
mathematical calibration are compared. An academic and two industrial labs teamed up using the PDMS stir bars without
and with the 6800 isotope dilution mass spectrometry in manual and fully automated green technology using thermal
desorption reducing solvents in the solid phase extraction to a minimum. These methods are much more
environmentally friendly, faster, cost effective, less labor intensive, and automated. These data from the collaborative
study and method validation are demonstrated and discussed.
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Abstract Text
Mercury is a potent neurotoxin regarded as globally widespread persistent pollutant. Very recently many countries
finalized the negotiations and signed the Minamata convention on Mercury, which commits participating countries to
reduce emissions and use of mercury. Successful implementation of the treaty will require adequate verification through
global monitoring. The sustainability of a global scale atmospheric monitoring network for mercury in ambient air is
limited by the lack cost-effective and reliable analytical methods. For this reason a simple TD-GC-MS method for
monitoring and characterizing mercury compounds in the atmosphere was developed using a sampling device based on
an innovative sorbent material. Well known advantages of TD-GC technique are reduced risks of contaminations and
reduced sample manipulation. The whole analytical procedure can be automatized and, once collected, samples can be
safely stored for long periods before the analysis. Air samples are collected on thermal desorption tubes packed with an
innovative sorbent. The mercury is then quantitatively thermally stripped and analyzed by GC-MS. The sampling device is
suitable for both active and passive collection. The robustness of the method was investigated for major factors, such as
humidity and air temperature, potentially affect trapping system and analytical performances. The risk of false positives is
reduced by the extreme selectivity of GC-MS detection. Results demonstrate that LOD as low as 30 pg for cubic meter can
be easily achieved with high precision (5 %RSD at 3 LOQ).
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Abstract Text
Compounds found in the interstitial space of soil are referred to as soil gas (or vapor). These compounds may be toxic if
located near or at a contaminated water and/or soil source where the compounds volatilized and entered this space. Soil
vapor intrusion (SVI) is when these toxic compounds find a pathway into a dwelling located near or at the site causing a
negative impact on human health.
The goal of this research was to determine if compounds above the boiling point of naphthalene were present in soil gas
and being missed using Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) method TO-15, which is a canister based sampling
technique that has poor to no recovery of compounds above the boiling point of naphthalene.
A new EPA TO-17 sorbent tube (XRO-440) has been developed to analyze both volatile and semi-volatile compounds. This
tube has an analyte range from C4 to C40, and is capable of accurately measuring compounds from 1,3-butadiene to
benzo(g,h,i)perylene, including all 16 regulated polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs).
Research included side by side experiments were conducted at three suspected SVI sites to determine if semi-volatile
targets were being missed, thereby comparing TO-17 using XRO-440 tubes to TO-15 using canisters. Yes, targets were
being missed by EPA method TO-15. In addition, the results from different sorbent tubes were compared.
In addition, discussed are all method parameters, sampling procedures, analytical parameters, reporting limits and
comparison of the results from the site studies will be discussed. An introduction to thermal desorption technique will be
provided.
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Abstract Text
The Life Sciences and Chemistry (LSC) cluster within Inholland University of Applied Sciences, located in Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, offers a four-year BSc study with three majors: biotechnology, biomedical research and chemistry. The study
shapes the students into hands-on analists skilled to conduct research in one of the three fields, making them ready to
face the challenges of the job market or to pursue further education.
In close collaboration with the industrial partners in the region, the LSC cluster also conducts research in many diverse
fields like plant breeding, seed technology and bee diseases. The research is supported by a center of excellence for
chemical analysis and carried out by both the staff and the students. In this environment the students learn through
conducting research and get to experience the academic curiosity as well as the industrial demand. Inholland strives to
maintain a strong connection and balance between education and applied research of interest to the industrial sector in
the region. This is accomplished by means of research miniprojects carried out in small groups as well as through more
elaborate and demanding individual student internship and graduation projects.
This contribution aims to present the chemistry curriculum at Inholland along with several representative examples of
student research projects. The successes and limitations of teaching chemistry through research (mini)projects of
industrial relevance will be analyzed and discussed.
The work presented is funded by Inholland and the indutrial partners.
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Abstract Text
A collaborative learning model was created and implemented at John Jay College of the City University of New York to
promote science education. This model involves student cohorts at different academic levels, for example, research
students, science major students and non-science major students. All students are connected through a research topic
that is of common interest. Three levels of collaboration, i.e. research students with non-research students, science major
with non-science major students, and collaboration within a cohort, can be developed. Students are engaged and
motivated to learn science by working with peers, doing research and applying their knowledge to solve real-world
problems that are relevant to their daily life. At John Jay College/CUNY, this model was demonstrated by three groups of
undergraduate students, i.e. science research students, Instrumental Analysis students and non-science major
Environmental Science students, to study organic and inorganic pollutants in EPA Superfund Sites in New York City. By
choosing proper research topics and coupling proper student cohorts, this model can be transferred to other disciplines
to promote undergraduate STEM education.
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Abstract Text
Barriers to working with microcontrollers have dropped substantially since the introduction of the Arduino in 2005.
Academic labs can now contribute to development of low cost, open source instruments. Once developed, such
instruments can be used by citizen groups to monitor environmental pollution and by educators to provide more
affordable hands-on, experiences for their students. This talk will cover the development and open publication of two
instruments, the WheeStat, a three electrode potentiostat, and the Titraumatic, an automated pH titrator. Enabling
technologies like 3d printing technology, free software for coding microcontrollers and graphic user interfaces and
electronics design will be discussed. The benefits and pitfalls of starting a business based on open-source technology
developed in an academic environment will also be discussed.
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Abstract Text
The Agency for Toxic Substance and Disease Registry (ATSDR) is the federal public health agency identified to respond to
public health issues in the event of acute chemical releases. The Emergency Response Program of ATSDR is composed of
specialists in toxicology, chemistry, risk assessment and other sciences. In the event of a chemical release, the ATSDR
staff can collaborate with the organization leading the response. The organization assessing and managing the event may
be state or local public health officials, other state officials or a federal On-Scene Coordinator from the US Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) or US Coast Guard. The coordinated response often involves the review and assessment of
environmental data and a comparison with related reference values. The environmental data is often the observed
concentration of toxicants in environmental media-air, water or soil.. Reference values most often used are the ATSDR
Minimal Risk Levels or the EPA Reference Dose or Reference Concentration. Such a review allows an estimate of possible
public health risks in the community and a determination of public health actions to mitigate such risks. Recent
collaborative response actions illustrate how such an effective partnership works to enhance an effective environmental
public health response.
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Abstract Text
Nucleosome preparation is important for many epigenetic studies including chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP). ChIP
is the gold standard for probing epigenetic protein-DNA interactions that plays critical roles in cell fate and function, aging
and carcinogenesis. While developed and applied for many years, traditional ChIP protocols require a large cellular input
(10[sub]6[/sub]-10[sub]7[/sub] cells) to prepare target nucleosomal DNA, which limits their utility to study biopsies, rare
cells such as cancer and stem cells, and to assess tumor heterogeneity. The nucleosome preparation in ChIP is also
laborious and time-consuming, and user-dependent. To address these disadvantages, we have developed an automated,
droplet-based microfluidic device that prepares nucleosomal DNA directly from cells within half an hour, more rapidly
than traditional protocols. With this device, starting number of cells and reaction time are flexible. Percentages of mono-,
di- and tri-nucleosomes are adjustable to satisfy the requirement of different downstream ChIP processing with the
capability to accurately control on-chip incubation time. This enabling device is also suitable for other epigenetic study
assays, including nucleosome positioning assay and DNase I hypersensitive sites assay, as the type and concentration of
enzyme are changeable. This device will provide unprecedented opportunity to prepare samples for studies of multiple
epigenetic profiles down to the level of single cells allowing both the assessment of cell heterogeneity within complex
clinical samples and the application of cost-effective epigenetic testing to very small samples in individualized medicine
settings directly at the point of care.
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Abstract Text
3D-printing has been recently used to fabricate novel microfluidic devices that are rugged, reusable, reproducible and
integrated. In this work, a set of 3D-printed analytical devices were developed to investigate stored ERYs used in
transfusion medicine, with the goal of understanding ERY storage lesions. A reusable 3D-printed circulation-mimic device
enabled the evaluation of stored ERYs on the same device during the whole storage period of 36 days, the results of
which suggest that the currently approved hyperglycemic ERY storage solutions irreversibly diminish ERY derived ATP
release after 15 days storage. The mechanism by which hyperglycemia reduces ERY derived ATP was also investigated
using a 3D-printed cell filtration device. This device minimizes the overall dead volume and simplifies the experimental
operation. Results show that hyperglycemia permanently alters ERYs deformability after 1 to 2 week storage, which may
explain for the diminished ATP release. An injection device and a •-cell-on-chip platform were developed with 3D-printing
technology to investigate the response of stored ERYs to the endocrine function. It was discovered that unlike fresh cells
or normoglycemia-stored ERYs, hyperglycemia stored ERYs fail to respond to the endocrine mimic correctly. All these
results suggest that the currently approved ERY storage solutions can lead to multiple lesions of stored ERYs, which can
increase the risk of transfusion related complications. Moreover, 3D-printing enables the fabrication of demand-based
analytical devices that facilitate in vitro studies of physiological processes.
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Abstract Text
Finding resources for clean water has become a big concern. It is essential to have effective water filtration processes.
Slow sand filtration is an economical water filtration technique using sand grains to form pores and filters pathogens as
water flows through the sand. The behavior of bacteria in these pores is still not well-known. With the advances in
nanotechnology, it was realized that bacteria could pass through structures that are as small as half of their own
diameter. Bacteria could change their morphology to move into these structures, which is facilitated under applied
pressure. In this study, we investigate the effects of applied pressure on bacterial movement in nanochannels, which
mimic the pores. We compared two microorganisms: [i]Escherichia coli[/i] and [i]Pseudomonas aeruginosa[/i].
Nanochannels were fabricated with different widths. The finalized device contains two microchannels, an inlet where the
pressure is applied from and an outlet channel open to atmosphere. Inlet and outlet microchannels are connected via
these nanochannels, where the bacterial movement is hindered. Electron-beam lithography was used to pattern the
nanochannels on a silicon wafer, and inlet and outlet channels were aligned to them with photolithography. The
completed features were transferred onto a PDMS polymer through soft lithography and the devices were permanently
bonded to glass coverslips using oxygen plasma. Bacterial strains were cultured in Lysogeny Broth overnight at 37 °C, and
diluted prior to experiments to avoid clogging of the channels. Our results illustrated that bacterial species show different
behavior in narrow structures. Although [i]E. coli[/i] and [i]P. aeruginosa[/i] have similar cell morphology, [i]P.
aeruginosa[/i] entered narrow structures at lower pressure values than [i]E. coli[/i] did. These observations might be due
to their motility and changes in their size with growth phases.
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Abstract Text
A micro analysis platform with chemiluminescence (CL) signal amplification based on nicking endonuclease, G4 DNAzyme
and microchip electrophoresis (MCE) was developed for microRNA detection. G-quadruplex DNAzyme as one of
DNAzymes can promote hydrogen peroxide to oxidize luminol for CL detection, and easy to conbine with nicking
endonuclease for signal amplification (NESA). In this work, we established a NESA-G4-MCE-CL platform for highly sensitive
microRNA detection. Using miR-30b as a model target, the levels of miR-30b in cell lysamples were determined within 90
s, with a limit of detection of 8.9 pM.
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Abstract Text
Electrophoresis is a rapid and efficient technique for the separation of molecules based on their charge to size ratio.
Microchip electrophoresis has proven to be useful for the automated separation of various molecules; however, new
efforts have been devoted to reducing electrophoresis columns to nanometer dimensions, because unique phenomena
specific to nano-confined domains can be exploited for new separations. These phenomena include, electric double layer
(EDL) overlap, increased surface area-to-volume ratios and transverse electromigration (TEM). Because these flow
profiles can be generated and with the action of TEM, separations can be undertaken that are not possible in microscale
electrophoresis. Conventionally, electrophoresis is carried out using glass-based devices, which have a well characterized
surface chemistry that is highly ordered and homogenous; however, fabrication of such devices is costly and timeconsuming. In contrast, multiple thermoplastic nanocolumns can be replicated from a single master mold by nanoimprint
lithography (NIL), thereby reducing cost and simplifying fabrication. Electrophoresis within thermoplastics nanochannels
is an exciting prospect due to these fabrication advantages; however, little is known regarding the effects of
thermoplastic surfaces on nanoelectrophoresis separations. For example, activation of thermoplastic surfaces through
O[sub]2[/sub] plasma exposure generates surface confined carboxylic acid functional groups. This allows for a tunable
surface charge density; thus unique control of surface properties. This research presents the separation of fluorescently
labeled single deoxynucleotide monophosphate molecules within thermoplastic nanochannels and how factors such as
field strength, channel dimension, surface charge, buffer composition and ionic strength affect electrophoretic mobility
and resolution within thermoplastic nanochannels.
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Abstract Text
Recently, the zinc transporter protein, ZnT-8, has been implicated in the etiology of diabetes. ZnT-8 is present on
secretory granules in the pancreatic beta cells, and is responsible for the transport of zinc from the cytoplasm of the beta
cells into the insulin granule. Loss of function mutations of the gene encoding for ZnT-8 that result in truncated protein
have been linked to increased susceptibility to type 2 diabetes in humans, and ZnT-8 has also been found to be
downregulated in hyperglycemic mice. Our group has successfully created variants of the INS-1 cell line (rat insulinoma
cells) with differing levels of ZnT-8 expression using standard shRNA technology. While these cells showed varying level of
expression (from ~40-65% knockdown depending on the construct transfected into the cells) using classical tools such as
gel electrophoresis and western blotting, nothing is known about the level of functionality of the INS-1 cells following
transfection and knockdown of the ZnT-8 protein. Here, we report the use of a fluidic device with multiple parallel
channels for simultaneous determination of such secretogues as insulin, C-peptide, and zinc from each of the knockdown
cells. While used for an insulin-secreting cell line in this study, the platform could be integrated with any cell line system
for which a functional assay is known.
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Abstract Text
Droplet microfluidics for small sample or even single cell analysis has brought the potential of personalized medicine
closer to realization. This technique compartmentalizes samples into picoliter-sized droplets carried by immiscible oil. Due
to encapsulation samples do not interact with device walls, which limits loss to nonspecific adsorption. Small volumes
also facilitate rapid mixing. In order to process samples, microfluidic devices must form droplets, inject reagents, and
decant waste. These operations each proceed through combinations of specific geometries. On the other hand, this
means a given device is typically limited to one set of processes and conditions. To overcome this limitation we have
recently developed the “K Junction,” a versatile geometry for many droplet processes.
The K Junction provides tunable reagent injection or volume removal on a single device. It operates via a parallel fluid
stream in an electric field that influences passing droplets at the junction. Integration with antibody-conjugated magnetic
beads even allows for selective on-chip washing steps and sample concentration via a device-embedded magnet. Other K
Junction processes include droplet splitting, droplet respacing, and programmable droplet tagging. By altering applied
pressures and electric field, we can modify performance or switch a single K Junction device from one operation to
another. Through characterizing this architecture, we have successfully engineered a generalized geometry that can be
rationally applied and quickly optimized for a range of applications.
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Abstract Text
Controlling the wettability of a solid surface is important in microfluidics. For instance, the sensitivity of an over-thecounter pregnancy test (a membrane-based lateral flow test) varies inversely with sample flow rate. Such devices lack a
precise, active means of flow control and are limited to analytes located in the high concentration detection window. In
prior work, we developed a textile weaving approach to manufacture lateral flow devices. In our approach, yarns are preselected based on their surface properties, functionalized with the appropriate reagents and weaved into a testing device.
The inherent benefits of a weaving based approach are its low cost, scalability and the fact that devices are assembled in
a quasi-single step. Liquid flow was tuned passively by tuning the twist frequency, thickness and composition of yarns. We
now present an active tuning approach. Polypyrrole(s) are a class of conductive polymers that switch reversibly between
non-wetting (oxidized) and wetting (reduced) states. For the present device, yarns were coated by polymerizing Pyrrole
monomer in the presence of Iron (III) Chloride and incorporated into the fabric sensor along with metal wire electrodes.
When subjected to a reducing potential, the Water contact angle in the polymer-coated region switches from
superhydrophobic (137 °) to superhydrophilic (0 °). With a subsequent oxidizing potential the region reverts to
hydrophobic (> 100 °). The polymer behaves as a microfluidic valve, initially acting as a barrier to sample (plasma or urine)
flow and allowing ample time for analyte-reagent interaction. Using electron dispersive x-ray spectroscopy, we show that
the hydrophobic-to-hydrophilic transition is likely due to an efflux of Chloride ions from the polymer, and vice versa. The
major improvement over the state of the art was the avoidance of an additional oxidizing dopant. The switch was
achieved within short time scales (<2 min) by applying a small potential (<20V/cm).
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Abstract Text
Huntington’s disease (HD) is an autosomal dominant, neurodegenerative disorder that causes uncontrolled movements,
cognitive impairment, mood disorders, and ultimately, death. Up to 60 percent of patients with HD suffer from
depression. Much attention has been given to the dopaminergic system in HD due to the massive degeneration of the
striatum, a region heavily innervated by dopamine neurons. However, due to the well-established connection between
depression and serotonin, we chose to investigate serotonin alterations due to HD. Fast-scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) is
an electrochemical technique that allows for µm spatial resolution, sub-second temporal resolution, and nM detection
limits when used with carbon fiber microelectrodes. Furthermore, FSCV can be performed [i]ex vivo [/i] in brain slices in
order to measure changes in serotonin concentration in the extracellular space in real time. Here, using FSCV at carbon
fiber microelectrodes, we measured serotonin release due to an electrical stimulus in two different regions of R6/2 HD
model mice: the dorsal raphe (DR) and the substantia nigra, pars reticulata (SNr). In addition to release, we also measured
serotonin reserve pool content in both the DR and SNr. Our results show that in R6/2 mice aged 12-14 weeks, serotonin
release was diminished to 18±3% of wild-type controls in the SNr region, and 28±8% of wild-type controls. However, our
data show that reserve pool serotonin content was not altered in the DR of 12-14 week-old R6/2 model mice.
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Abstract Text
Serotonin is one of the most important neuromodulators in the brain and its role in mood and emotional processes as
well as its association with diseases like depression make it an important pharmacology target. However many serotonin
targeting agents (e.g antidepressants) have notoriously low efficacy rates primary because the principle mechanisms that
regulate extracellular serotonin in vivo are not well-understood. In defining the fundamentals of serotonin related
disorders, it is important to understand how the physiology of different brain areas controls serotonin’s chemistry. The
dynamics of serotonin release and reuptake can be studied in depth using fast scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV), but
because of technological limitations (background subtraction), FSCV cannot be used to study ambient serotonin levels.
The ability to measure ambient, in vivo, serotonin levels is critical to understand serotonin’s chemistry.
In this paper, we first describe a novel method, fast scan controlled adsorption voltammetry (FSCAV), which depends on
controlled adsorption, to measure serotonin’s steady-state, extracellular chemistry. We investigate three serotonin
circuitries via the medial forebrain bundle terminating in the prefrontal cortex, in the hippocampus and in the substantia
nigra, pars reticulata. Using FSCV, FSCAV, mathematical modeling and 2 photon imaging, we show how the local
cytoarchitechture of different brain areas controls serotonin chemistry hence how chemical measurements can give
information about local physiology.
Our study is the first to combine a powerful interdisciplinary tool set that provides fundamental information on serotonin
chemistry in different brain regions.
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Abstract Text
Neurodegeneration cause incurable disorders such as Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s diseases. These disorders are incurable
and difficult to treat. To develop more effective therapies for neurodegenerative diseases, it is critical to better
understand the dynamic [i]in vivo[/i] chemistry of neurotransmitters. Serotonin and histamine are co-localized as in many
brain regions and are thought to be involved in many neurological disorders, in particular, Parkinson’s disease. In this
paper we develop a novel voltammetric method that can simultaneously and selectively monitor both serotonin and
histamine in real time. We evoke histamine release in mouse brain at premammillary nucleus via electrical stimulation of
medial forebrain bundle. Histamine release causes rapid inhibition of serotonin in a concentration dependent manner.
Mathematical models illustrate an active uptake mechanism for histamine, and indicate that serotonin inhibition is an
autoreceptor mediated process. We therefore pharmacologically explore active histamine reuptake via monoamine
transporters and serotonin inhibition via histamine autoreceptors. This fundamental mechanistic information can be used
to examine full extent of interconnectivity between histamine and serotonin in brain.
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Abstract Text
(+)-Methamphetamine (METH) is a widely abused psychostimulant drug with profound effects on dopaminergic
transmission in the mesolimbic pathway in the brain, mainly by inducing dopamine efflux by reversing the presynaptic
transporter, influencing neurons that originate in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and project to the nucleus accumbens
(NAc). The effects of METH on norepinephrine transmission, another major catecholamine system in the brain, is less
understood. The impact of METH on norepinephrine neurons may be critical, as METH has been reported to be more
potent at releasing norepinephrine via a similar presynaptic mechanism than at releasing dopamine. To explore this issue
in vivo, we employ fast-scan cyclic voltammetry coupled with carbon-fiber microelectrodes, a monitoring technique that
provides both sub-second temporal resolution and high spatial resolution. This approach allows real-time measurement
of METH-induced changes in extracellular NE concentration in the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST), a region that
receives dense NA innervation. This result elucidates how METH effects norepinephrine regulation in comparison to its
impact on DA in an intact brain, which may underlie its mechanism of action and possibly contribute to its addictive
properties.
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Abstract Text
Adenosine is an important neurochemical responsible for protecting tissue during hypoxic events, such as stroke, and for
modulating the activity of other neurotransmitters. Previous work has primarily looked at variations in adenosine
concentration over the course of several minutes to hours. Fast-scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) has been used to
measure neural adenosine activity with sub-second temporal resolution. Recently, spontaneous, transient adenosine
events have been characterized by the Venton lab in anesthetized rats. In vivo, the concentration of these adenosine
events are 0.19 (+/- 0.01) µM on average and last about 2.9 seconds in the pre-frontal cortex (PFC). The release of
transient adenosine is regulated in part by the inhibitory adenosine A1 receptor. However, there are several other
possible receptors and channels that could affect the release and clearance of transient adenosine events. Unfortunately,
many pharmacological agents that could be used to probe these pathways are either not readily available or don’t cross
the blood-brain barrier. Experimenting in brain slices allows us to supplement in vivo work and combat the latter issue. In
this work, adenosine transients were characterized in brain slices of the PFC and compared to results found in vivo.
Transient adenosine in slices had concentrations of 0.20 (+/- 0.02) µM and lasted for 5.0 (+/- 0.3) seconds. The
concentration agrees well with in vivo measurements, though transients seem to last longer in situ. Transients in brain
slices also seem to occur more frequently than those found in vivo, with an event occurring every 70 seconds in slices on
average and every 108 seconds in vivo. Knowing the characteristics of transient adenosine events in brain slices allow for
a more complete analysis of the biological pathways that control them.
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Abstract Text
Although there has been significant work characterizing monoamine projections throughout the brain, our knowledge of
its connections rely heavily on early tracing and lesioning studies. There is ongoing debate regarding the existence and
contribution of contralateral projections to catecholamine release at nerve terminals. Newer tracing studies provide
evidence for a small number of dopamine neurons that cross the midline. Here we examine the functional connectivity of
these neurons by measuring contralateral catecholamine release with fast-scan cyclic voltammetry. By employing a 2electrode, simultaneous recording strategy, we can compare electrically evoked release in both hemispheres to the same
stimulation. We demonstrate sites of contralateral dopamine release in both dorsal and ventral striatum, and compare it
with contralateral norepinephrine release in the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis. These measurements provide insight
into functional connectivity and provide a new context for unilateral manipulations in the brain.
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Abstract Text
Perturbations of catecholamine systems in the brain are prominent in many psychological disorders. Attention
deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is of particular importance as abnormal levels of dopamine and norepinephrine lead
to a negative phenotype. Noradranergic and dopaminergic receptors and transporters are ubiquitously distributed
throughout the central nervous system, making them prime drug targets to modulate the levels of catecholamines.
Unfortunately, dopamine and norepinephrine differ by only a single hydroxyl group and selective drugs for targeting
central catecholamines have an effect on the contra-catecholamine albeit at a lower affinity. Until recently, first response
treatments to ADHD have often included psychostimulants (e.g. methylphenidate and dextroamphetamine) that have a
relatively high abuse potential. Here, we present the effects of non-stimulant ADHD drugs targeting noradrenergic
receptors and transporters; guanfacine, a norepinephrine alpha-2 autoreceptor agonist and atomoxetine, a
norepinephrine uptake transporter inhibitor on both norepinephrine and dopamine transmission in the anesthetized rat
brain. For this study, multi-channel fast-scan cyclic voltammetry at two separate carbon-fiber microelectrodes was used
to examine how these drugs specifically modulate the dynamics of catecholamine release and clearance in discrete brain
regions simultaneously (i.e. nucleus accumbens shell and ventral bed nucleus of the stria terminalis) in a single animal.
Fast-scan cyclic voltammetry provides the temporal and spatial resolutions necessary to investigate both the changes in
catecholamine release from ADHD medications and understand how they alter off-target catecholamine concentrations.
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Abstract Text
The adrenal glands regulate physiological responses to stressors, in part by secretion of the catecholamines, epinephrine
and norepinephrine. A variety of peptides, including opioid peptides, are thought to be co-stored with catecholamines in
dense core vesicles in adrenal cells. The opioid system is strikingly complex, and the precise interaction between opioid
peptides and catecholamines is not well understood. We have used fast-scan cyclic voltammetry coupled to carbon-fiber
microelectrodes to study the kinetic properties of the opioid/catecholamine interaction in a rat adrenal slice preparation.
These experiments are complicated by the fact that many peptides, both endogenous and synthetic, foul the electrode
surface and interfere with catecholamine detection. To address this issue, a sawhorse waveform was developed to clean
the electrode surface, enabling reproducible measurements. This allows simultaneous monitoring of the application and
clearance of exogenous opioid peptide (met-enkephalin or its synthetic analog DAMGO, a mu opioid receptor agonist),
and the effects of this manipulation on local catecholamine dynamics. We found that an acute application of M-ENK or
DAMGO evokes catecholamine release that is sensitive to blockade by naltrexone, a non-selective opioid receptor
antagonist. DPDPE, a delta opioid receptor agonist, does not elicit a physiological response. These results demonstrate
that M-ENK evokes catecholamine secretion in the adrenal medulla by binding to mu opioid receptors, providing a
chemical mechanism by which opioid peptides can regulate an organism’s response to physiological and environmental
demands.
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Abstract Text
Pharmaceutical analyses of drug substance and drug product are critical to ensure the safety and quality of medications.
Common pharmaceutical analyses include purity by HPLC/UPLC, dissolution by USP apparatus, residual solvents by GCFID, and moisture content by Karl-Fischer (KF) titration. During the method development, the Design of Experiment
should consider analyte stability during the analysis to minimize any potential method bias. Three case studies of analyte
degradation and the corresponding mitigation strategy will be discussed in details:
•Compound A is prone to Peroxy radical mediated oxidative degradation. Dissolution media containing Tween 80 and
iron contamination could generate peoxy radicals and therefore limited sample stability. Investigation of antioxidant and
chelating agent identified the solution and effectively improved the sample stability.
•Product B is a Fixed Combination Product that contains three Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients. During the transfer of
oven-based KF method, different carrier gas – air or nitrogen was found to result in significantly different moisture
content. Upon further investigation, two of the APIs formed a condensation degradate and released water in the
presence of oxygen. Inert nitrogen was chosen as the carrier gas in the final oven KF method.
•Residual solvent of compound C was measured using headspace GC-FID. Significant amount of methanol was detected
in compound C even though methanol was not used as a process-related solvent. In depth investigation revealed that the
carbamate group of compound C degraded in the head space oven and released methanol as a side product. Headspace
GC method was optimized to eliminate this side reaction successfully.
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Abstract Text
Residual solvent testing according to United States Pharmacopeia chapter <467> is a requirement for drugs substances
either produced or imported into the US. This test is done by static headspace GC FID and specifies types and allowable
limits for the solvents used in the manufacture of drug substances. Permissible limits for individual solvents are based on
their toxicity. Chlorinated solvents are to be avoided where ever possible based on their toxicity. Resolving hexane
isomers in technical grade hexane from dichloromethane isomers using FID detection is challenging using traditional
cyano-propyl phenyl (G43 or 624) based GC stationary phases. This presentation highlights the challenge of routinely
achieving sufficient chromatographic resolution with traditional 624 phases. A new tool is introduced for addressing this
challenge in the form of a 624 phase optimized for resolution of hexane and dichloromethane isomers. Example
chromatograms illustrating the issue along with improved results with the optimized phase are shown. Tips and tricks for
successful separation of technical grade hexane isomers from dichloromethane isomers are discussed. Best practices for
achieving consistent static headspace results will also be part of the discussion.
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Abstract Text
Thiabendazole is a benzimidazole based antihelmintic active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) which is used to treat of
intestinal pinworm and strongyloides infections. Its mechanism of action is via selective binding to beta-tubulin of
parasitic worms, causing their immobilization and death. Thiabendazole is also used as fungicide to control fungal
diseases in fruits and vegetables.
A stability-indicating reversed-phase ion-paired HPLC method was developed for the assay of thiabendazole and
estimation of its related compounds. Chromatographic separation of thiabendazole and its related compounds was
achieved by using an isocratic elution at a flow rate of 1.5 mL/minute using ACE 5 (C18, 4.6x50 mm, 5um particle size) as
the primary column and Phenomenex Luna (C18, 4.6x50 mm, 5um particle size) as the equivalent column at 35°C. The
mobile phase consists of 25% acetonitrile and 75% 10 mM sodium 1-octanesulfonate (as an ion-pairing reagent) aqueous
solution containing 0.1% of methanesulfonic acid. A UV detector at 300 nm was used to detect the analytes. The total
run time for this method is only 4 minutes. The new method was successfully validated according to International
Conference on Harmonization (ICH) guidelines and was found to be specific, linear, accurate, precise, robust and
sensitive. The stability indicating capability of the method was demonstrated through adequate separation of all potential
thiabendazole related compounds (from thiabendazole and from each other) that are present in aged and stressed
degraded samples under heat, light, base, acid and oxidation. This fast ion-paired reversed phase HPLC method is ideal
for QC labs to conduct routine test for the assay of thiabendazole and estimation of its related compounds.
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Abstract Text
In response to the USP’s effort to modernize existing monographs across all compendia, this work describes alternative
methods for lithium analysis that are automated, fast, and use an aqueous mobile phase (eluent). Ion chromatography
(IC) offers a significant improvement to the existing assays because it can simultaneously determine lithium and common
cation impurities in a single injection. The two methods described here for lithium determination in lithium citrate and
lithium hydroxide were validated in accordance with guidelines prescribed in the USP General Chapter <1225> for
following parameters:
1)Separation: A representative chromatogram demonstrates separation of six cation mix using the method proposed for
lithium citrate. Lithium is well resolved from nearest cation i.e. sodium under proposed gradient conditions with other
cations eluting quickly (Figure 1).
2)Sample Analysis: Recoveries of commercially available lithium salts were 100.4% (lithium citrate) and 99.2% (lithium
hydroxide) of the label claim respectively, indicating that the methods are capable of determining lithium concentration
within the USP specification.
3)Linearity: Analysis of lithium based on proposed methods yielded a linear relationship of peak area to concentration.
The linearity range for lithium was 0.1 to 15 mg/L for lithium citrate assay and 0.3 to 20 mg/L for lithium hydroxide assay.
4)Sample Accuracy and Precision: Recovery of all three spike levels of tested, yielded was satisfactory (Tables 1A and
1B). Replicate injections at three different concentration levels of lithium resulted in the retention time RSDs of •0.05%
and the peak area RSDs of •0.37% (Table 1) indicating excellent assay precision.
5)Robustness: No Major effect of small (±10%) variations in procedural parameters on chromatographic performance of
the methods was observed. (data not shown)
The assays described here are candidates to replace the existing lithium assays in the USP monograph.
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Abstract Text
One-dimensional liquid chromatography (1D-LC) is not always capable of efficiently separating complex samples
efficiently. This drawback is not solely because of the lack of column efficiency but is mainly due to insufficient selectivity
and the need to separate with orthogonal retention mechanisms. In this regard, two-dimensional liquid chromatography
(2D-LC) is currently attracting much interest due to its markedly higher resolving power compared to one dimensional
separations. In this work, accurate mass spectrometry (MS) data were needed to identify multiple degradation product
peaks observed with a method that used a non-volatile mobile phase. The MS data were collected with a MS friendly
volatile buffer mobile phase using the same LC column. 2D-LC was used to facilitate the correlation of MS data to
impurity peaks collected with the non-volatile buffer method. Peaks of interest were collected from the first dimension,
via heart-cutting mode and re-injected into the second dimension, where a volatile LC-MS compatible buffer was used.
Using 2D-LC, we were able to correlate the retention times of the peaks of both separation methods and assign accurate
MS results to the peaks of interest in the original method. Without 2D-LC, much more time consuming fraction collection
experiments would be been needed to achieve the goal.
*Due to confidentiality reasons, no MS results can be shown, only chromatograms.
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Abstract Text
Of the challenges facing the pharmaceutical industry, a shortage of skilled analysts could be perceived as not being the
most pressing or as high profile as others. Nonetheless it is one that should command attention and not be
underestimated. Accordingly in teaching separation science on pharmaceutical science programmes it is imperative not
just to provide students with appropriate knowledge and skills for employment in the pharmaceutical industry but also to
inspire them to go on to become tomorrow’s expert separation scientists. While working in a research-led teaching
environment is conducive to this, it is necessary to go beyond basing teaching around research interests, in this case in LC,
to move to having students conduct research through their ‘taught’ classes and laboratory exercises, focussing on
exploiting the latest developments in modern LC column technology. Such activities have involved (a) evaluating and
attempting to exploit the selectivity of recent commercial LC stationary phase introductions (b) developing and exploiting
ballistic uHPLC gradients by adapting them for method development and (c) optimising and minimising chiral LC
screening. Similar strategies have previously been successful, but only time will tell if this latest incarnation fulfils its aims.
However, an important outcome has been the evolving symbiotic relationship between teaching and research. While not
quite going as far as teaching-led research, it has become easier to sustain research in a teaching-intensive background
and the leads developed through teaching have fed back into research (applications of chiral uHPLC) and have been
adapted for use in routine QC laboratories.
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Abstract Text
Quantification of cannabinoids is required for labeling purposes in most states where medical and/or recreational
cannabis is legally dispensed. Accurate quantification of cannabinoid content is important for dosage purposes and
assurance of product uniformity, and is required in most states where cannabis is available. The most straightforward way
to accurately quantify both acidic and neutral cannabinoids is liquid chromatography (LC), however some laboratories do
not have access to LC instrumentation and are limited to GC techniques.
Neutral cannabinoids may be quantified using GC, but acidic cannabinoids cannot be separately quantified via GC because
they are decarboxylated in the hot GC injection port, resulting in the acidic and neutral cannabinoids being reported as a
sum. Another drawback of GC cannabinoid quantification is the phenomenon of irreproducible decarboxylation, which
results in inaccurate reporting.
A fast and simple derivatization method using BSTFA + 1% TMCS was developed to address both of the drawbacks
associated with GC cannabinoid testing. This method was tested for linearity and stability using different concentrations
of acidic and neutral cannabinoids, as well as different plant matrix concentrations. Because some of the derivatization
sites are sterically hindered, mass spectrometry was employed to ensure derivatization went to completion during the
course of the experiment. Results show that the derivatization process was completed in all samples.
This presentation will explore the phenomenon of incomplete decarboxylation, introduce a fast derivatization method for
cannabinoids in plant matrix, and explore the feasibility of using this method in alternative matrices such as food.
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Abstract Text
The fundamental goal of sustainable nanotechnology is tailored towards nanoscale control of synthesis and processing of
matter without footprints that give rise to environmental degradation. Therefore, currently there is a search for synthetic
methods that utilize fewer amounts of materials, water, and energy; while reducing or replacing the need for organic
solvents. We hereby present a novel approach for synthesis of gold nanoparticles using naturally-derived water soluble
flavonoids including Quercetin pentaphosphate (QPP), Quercetin sulfonic acid (QSA) and Apigenin Triphosphate (ATRP)
which were utilized both as reducing agent and stabilizer. The synthesis was achieved at room temperature using water as
a solvent and it requires no capping agents. In this case the synthesis of gold nanoparticles using naturally derived
flavonoids contributes immensely in promoting ideals of green synthesis and nanotechnology by eliminating the use of
hazardous and toxic organic solvents and adopting the use of water as a solvent. The synthesized nanoparticles were
characterized using Uv-visible spectroscopy (Uv-Vis),X-ray diffraction (XRD), Transmission electron microscopy (TEM),High
resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) and selected area electron diffraction (SAED). The gold
nanoparticles were spherical in shape with average particle size of 10.45 nm, 12.66 nm and 13.54 nm for the
nanoparticles derived from QPP, ATRP and QSA respectively. The surface plasmon resonance peak of the synthesized gold
nanoparticles derived from QSA, ATRP and QPP was observed at 541 nm, 544 nm and 547 nm respectively which
correspond to gold nanoparticles peak. The synthesized AuNPs exhibit good antibacterial activities and hence can be used
in water treatment plants for purification of water since the nanoparticles are able to inhibit the bacterial growth.
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Abstract Text
The selectivity of a thermal catalyzed reaction with multiple products, catalyzed on the surface of a catalyst exhibiting
different surface facets and surface energy, is controlled by the temperature. Manipulating the temperature makes one
product more dominant than the other. The selectivity of the photochemical reaction on the surface of plasmonic
nanocatalyst of multiple plasmon modes is controlled by changing the wavelength of the exciting light. Gold nanospheres
(AuNSs) located inside of gold-platinum double shell nanoparticles in a rattle structure were prepared with different sizes
and showed two plasmon spectral modes. The high energy plasmon mode corresponds to the photo-excitation of the
small nanosphere, while the low energy plasmonic mode is related to both the gold-platinum double shell plasmon and
the inside nanosphere, as assigned by calculation using the discrete dipole approximation (DDA) simulation technique.
Photodimerization of 4-nitrothiophenol (4NTP) adsorbed on the surface of gold platinum nanorattles (AuPtNRTs) was
studied using the surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy technique. When the AuPtNRTs are photo-excited at the high
energy band at 532 nm, which selectively excites the AuNS, 4NTP is photodimerized into an azo compound only on the
surface of AuNS. The 4NTP adsorbed on the surface of the outer gold-platinum double shell did not react. Despite the fact
that 785 nm photons excite both the AuNS and the outer shell of the AuPtNRTs, no photodimerization is observed with
such low energy photons.
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Abstract Text
Precise understanding of mechanisms underlying the exciton relaxation pathways of semiconductor nanocrystals is
extremely important for the rational design of solid state devices using these materials. Unlike quantum dots (QDs, >3.0
nm diameter), which contain a low percentage of surface atoms with their photophysical properties dominated by core
atoms, a relatively larger number of atoms occupies the surface of semiconductor nanoclusters (<2.5 nm diameter, SNCs).
Therefore, the surface structure of SNCs substantially dominates the mechanism of photo-excited carrier relaxation.
Neutral ligands, such as amines, only bind to surface metal centers leaving the chaocogenide sites unpassivated. This
creates nonradiative trap states, which directly affect the inter-band exciton relaxation pathways. Here we show that
passivation of Se sites of metal chalocogenide SNCs by Z-type ligands (e.g., M(O[sub]2[/sub]CR)[sub]2[/sub]) facilitates
the delocalization of electron wavefunctions into ligand monolayers and increases the excited state lifetimes. We have
also observed that the electron delocalization process and exciton relaxation dynamics are controlled by the energetic
alignment between SNC and ligand orbitals and formation of hybrid orbitals. M(O[sub]2[/sub]CR)[sub]2[/sub] is a sigmaaccepting Z-type ligand, thus it will bind to the Se sites in the SNCs causing a decrease in defect sites and an increase in
direct recombination. During this time, the QY increases (From 1% to 73% PL-QY). We have proven that our shift is
directly related to the band gap alignment by reversing the electronic delocalization using TMEDA and through control
experiments in which no shift occurred. The qualitative molecular orbital modeling of the electron delocalization through
band alignment is provided. This first example of fully reversible electron delocalization will have a great impact on
material science and more specifically materials for optoelectronic and photovoltaic devices.
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Abstract Text
Nanomaterials characterization is complex and requires many analytical platforms in order to achieve the task at hand.
This talk connects nanomaterials parameters that most commonly need to be measured with corresponding
measurement techniques. It is a brief overview for nanotechnology scientists to rapidly identify the appropriate
technique needed for measuring nanomaterials. Among the techniques that will be discussed;
Single Particle ICP-MS is a new advancement in ICP-MS devoted to the analysis of individual metallic nanoparticles ranging
from single digit nm up to a few µm. It is element specific, allows the differentiation between ionic (M+) and particulate
signals (particles) in a wide variety of matrices without any prior separation. In one sample analysis, SP-ICP-MS provides
ionic and particle concentration, particle composition, size and size distribution.
Direct Sampling Analysis (DSA) Time of Flight (TOF) mass spectrometer is an ambient ionization technique coupled to an
accurate mass spectrometer allowing the analysis of capping agent. The organic capped ligands are released from the
nanoparticles due to thermo-lability of the covalent bonds. Using accurate mass and isotope profile information provided
by the TOF, we were able to confirm the presence of the different types of ligands attached to nanoparticles. Besides just
identifying and confirming one type of organic monolayer covalently bound to the nanoparticle, we were also able to
identify bilayers wherein, one organic monolayer is covalently modified with a second type of organic ligand.
Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) – Infra Red (IR) – Gas Chromatography Mass Spectrometry (GC/MS) is a very powerful
combination of analytical techniques all operated together in synergy towards the identification of various organics
residing on the surface of Nanostructure.
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Abstract Text
Although nanoparticle uses are widespread and growing rapidly, there is an unmet need for a routine, automated, and
user-friendly method that reproducibly provides accurate characterization of concentration and size distribution for a
wide diversity of nanoparticles. Accurate determinations of nanoparticle number concentration and size distribution are
particularly challenging for samples of mixed nanoparticle sizes. Improved knowledge of these properties, from
innovations in particle characterization instruments, will contribute to future advancements of nanoparticle-enabled
products in many industries. We describe a novel Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis (NTA) instrument for routine
determination of nanoparticle concentrations and sizes based on the analysis of individual nanoparticles undergoing
Brownian motion in liquid medium. Such individual particle measurement systems offer significant advantages over
methods that measure an ensemble of particles. The invention is based on innovative, multi-spectral illumination and
detection techniques that enable video recording of scattered light from wide-ranging sizes of individual nanoparticles
simultaneously. A key advancement of the system, and its novel particle tracking analysis software, is the reduction of
artifacts and uncertainties common in other techniques, especially those resulting from the very large dynamic range of
scattered light intensity produced by differently-sized nanoparticles co-existing in a polydisperse sample. The instrument
has successfully characterized different nanoparticle materials in various liquids including samples from several
independent third parties. We will present results of validation testing of our system with various nanoparticle samples.
The development of the NTA system was funded by NSF, Scripps Institution of Oceanography UCSD, and Triton
Technology Fund.
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Abstract Text
Understanding the thermodynamics of the adsorption is essential for the practical applications of different porous
catalysts and among all the enthalpy of adsorption (or desorption) is a key parameter. The surface properties of the
nanomaterials cannot be properly studied without taking into account the energetics of the physi and chemisorbed
gases. The combination of Sievert’s technique (to quantify the amount of gas absorbed/released) and calorimetry was
successfully applied for direct measurement of enthalpy of formation per mole of gas.
The gas sorption Sievert’s technique has proven to have many advantages for the evaluation of the ad- or ab- sorbed
amount of gas by porous materials in a wide range of temperature and pressure. Coupling calorimetry and manometry
allows a full characterization of different gas adsorption on porous bulk and nanomaterials and provides the following
thermodynamic values: 1) Adsorption isotherms; 2) Integral heats of adsorption; 3) Isosteric heat of adsorption; 4)
Differential heat of adsorption as a function of the adsorbed amounts. A gas sorption calorimetry method, using Calvet
type microcalorimeter (Sensys evo DSC) coupled with PCTPro-2000 Sievert’s manometric system at high pressure other
types of manometric dosing system at atmospheric pressure will be presented. Several examples including Cu-BTC, MOF5, and CD-MOF2 were selected to demonstrate the technique. Additionally, the water adsorption energetics of nanosized
oxides will be discussed and illustrated with several examples.
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Abstract Text
A complete understanding of the mechanism of exciton delocalization of semiconductor nanocrystals is critical for the
design and optimization of solid-state devices. Ultrasmall semiconductor nanocrystals, with atomically precise core
composition, are an ideal system to study these mechanisms due to their large number of surface atoms that control the
photophysical properties of the nanocrystals. We investigate how exchanging the native oleylamine ligands with various
chalcogenol ligands, with different levels of electronic interaction (mode of binding, binding head group, and pi-electron
conjugation), affect the optoelectronic properties of CdSe nanocrystals. Specifically, we used optical spectroscopic
techniques to investigate the ground-state exciton delocalization process. We observe an unprecedented red shift of 650
meV of the first excitonic peak of (CdSe )[sub]34 [/sub] nanocrystals when exchanged with pyrenedithiocarbamate (PyDTC). We propose the “molecular orbitals” model to rationalize the delocalization of strongly confined excitons..
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Abstract Text
The development of functional nanomaterials with multi-detection modalities opens up new avenues for creating multipurpose technologies for many applications. Multifunctional nanoparticles take advantage of the physicochemical
properties of two or more materials to create a new multifunctional composite nanostructure. The “ideal” nanoparticle
would combine multiple detection modalities (magnetic, plasmonic, elastic or inelastic light scattering, fluorescence,
storage, tracking, delivery), be stable under biological/industrial conditions, could be easily functionalized,
environmentally friendly, and could be prepared in large quantities. Noble metal nanoparticles, particularly gold and
silver, have exciting physical and chemical properties that are entirely different from the bulk and meet many of these
characteristics. By combining these metallic nanomaterials with either magnetic (Fe2O3) or photocatalytic (TiO2)
materials one could create tunable multifunctional nanostructures with multi detection-capabilities, e.g. plasmonic,
magnetic, catalytic functionalities. The objective of this talk is to discuss our recent synthesis and characterization
techniques used to create different size, shape, composition and morphology multifunctional nanoparticles and their
corresponding applications.
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Abstract Text
Nitrogen and Carbon analysis by combustion analysis is very commonly used for soils, sediments, deposit on filters,
plants, animal tissues analysis and marine samples. The classical configuration of the Elemental Analyzer showed in this
paper is based on a double reactors system: one reactor for combustion and the second one for reduction. The high
performances of the Dynamic Flash Combustion method used by the FLASH 2000 allows the NC determination using a
single reactor in which both steps, combustion and reduction are present.
In this way the chemicals consume is reduced, the analysis is faster and it is possible to analyze the same number of
samples. This paper presents data on NC determination in different soils and plants samples to demonstrate the excellent
repeatability of this new configuration without matrix effect.
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Abstract Text
The Carbon Nitrogen Ratio of the organic material added to the soil influences the rate of decomposition of organic
matter and this results in the release (mineralization) or immobilization of soil nitrogen. If the added organic material
contains more Nitrogen in proportion to the Carbon, then Nitrogen is released into the soil from the decomposing organic
material, while if the organic material has a less amount of Nitrogen in relation to the Carbon then the microorganisms
will utilize the soil Nitrogen for further decomposition and the soil nitrogen will be immobilized and will not be available.
In few words, cellular Carbon and Nitrogen metabolism must be tightly coordinated to sustain optimal growth and
development for plants. Furthermore, C/N balance is also critical for the ecosystem response to elevated atmospheric
CO2. For these reasons the use of an accurate instrumental analytical techniques is required. As the demand for
improved sample throughput, reduction of operational costs and minimization of human errors is becoming every day
more notable, it is very important apply a simple and automatic technique which allows the fast analysis with excellent
reproducibility. A new Elemental Analyzer based on the dynamic flash combustion of the sample, copes effortlessly with
the wide array of laboratory requirements such as accuracy, day to day reproducibility and high sample throughput. This
paper presents data on Nitrogen and Carbon determination in soils and plants and the relative ratio calculated
automatically by the software Eager Xperience, to show the repeatability of the results obtained.
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Abstract Text
Immunochromatography is one of rapid and simple bioanalytical device. However it is not suitable for quantitative
detection of biomarkers. Therefore, we have been developing quantitative immunochromatography by applying
electrochemical method to immunochromatography. When we measure redox current of electrochemical species flowing
through a nitrocellulose membrane, the contact between the membrane and the electrode is very important to improve
the sensitivity. In this regards, we have fabricate electrochemical detector with micropyramid array electrode to improve
the contact between the membrane and the electrode. In this study, we developed combining system of nitrocellulose
membrane and the electrochemical detector at constant and low contact force. Furthermore, we evaluated the
combining system and electrochemical detector by measuring potassium ferricyaninde.
The combining system consists of plastic jig, polymer block, USB connector, load cell and pinch cock. The electrochemical
detector was inserted into USB connector and placed onto plastic jig fabricated by 3D printer. Load cell is built in the
plastic jig to measure contact force between the membrane and electrode. The nitrocellulose membrane is placed onto
detection area of electrochemical detector and pressed with PDMS polymer block, another plastic jig and pinchcock.
Screwing pinchcock enables to apply and control the contact force. Elastic polymer block contributes to precise control of
contact force. We evaluated the electrochemical immunochromatography with potassium ferricyanide.
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Abstract Text
The objective of this research was to quantitate benzo[a]pyrene (BAP) levels in different formulations of Spectrum
research cigarettes. BAP is a well-known carcinogen in the family of compounds polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. The
significance of the study is that it shows levels of BAP in mainstream smoke as cigarette design is varied significantly to
give a wide range of tar and nicotine levels. The total particulate matter from each cigarette was collected onto a filter
pad as the cigarette was smoked with a commercial smoking machine. Solvent extraction of the filter pad was followed
by solid-phase extraction for sample cleanup. Analysis was done by isotope dilution GC/MS in the selective ion mode. The
mainstream smoke yields of BAP for the different cigarette formulations were obtained for two common smoking
regimes. The Spectrum cigarettes contained amounts of BAP that are similar to those found in 3R4F Kentucky Reference
Cigarette. The smoke deliveries of BAP for each regime were found to be less than the deliveries of a popular leading
brand cigarette in the United States. The concentration of BAP had a positive linear relationship with the stated amount
of tar in the cigarette. There was no statistically significant relationship between BAP and the reported nicotine or
menthol.
This study was supported by internal funds at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
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Abstract Text
Carbonyls are a group of highly volatile and reactive organic compounds found in mainstream cigarette smoke. They are
compounds of interests due to their short and long term health effects when inhaled and therefore are included on the
FDA’s Harmful and Potentially Harmful Constituents list. This study looks at the carbonyl levels in Spectrum reduced
nicotine research cigarettes, which are specially designed with various tar and nicotine levels. These cigarettes will be
used in clinical studies, but to date have not been characterized for other common tobacco constituents. A linear smoking
machine is used to smoke cigarettes using two smoking regimens: ISO (35ml puff volume at 60s intervals with filter tip
ventilation open) and CI (55 ml puff volume at 30s intervals and closed ventilation). Seven carbonyls (formaldehyde,
acetaldehyde, acetone, acrolein, propionaldehyde, crotonaldehyde and methyl ethyl ketone) were derivatized and
trapped “in-situ” on filter pads. The derivatized carbonyls are extracted from the pads and subsequently quantified by
isotope dilution ultra-performance liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry. From currently collected data, we
observed high ventilation spectrum cigarettes delivered lower levels of carbonyls compared to the ones with low
ventilation under ISO regimen. Under CI regimen, levels of carbonyls from no or low nicotine variants are similar
regardless of tar level. We observed that smoke formaldehyde levels were much lower in spectrum cigarettes compared
to 3R4F research cigarettes. Smoke acrolein and crotonaldehyde also demonstrated a similar trend. Accurate assessment
of cigarette yields are important to help assess potential exposures to harmful smoke constituents.
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Abstract Text
Apolipoprotein A-1 (ApoA-1) and B-100 (ApoB-100) serum levels are two of the strongest measurable predictors for
cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk. ApoA-1 and ApoB-100 are the primary protein components of high density lipoprotein
(HDL) and low density lipoprotein (LDL), respectively. Our laboratory seeks to develop a reference method to quantify
ApoA-1 and ApoB-100 using liquid chromatography (UPLC) coupled isotope dilution mass spectrometry (IDMS) approach
in a manner that is traceable to universal peptide and protein reference standards. The method uses 30 µL (100 fold
diluted) serum for trypsin digestion in the presence of acid labile detergent followed by UPLC-IDMS analysis using peptide
calibrators (i.e., absolute quantification). The efficacy of the trypsin digest was evaluated with timed incubation and
monitoring the maximum concentration of three cleavage peptides relative to isotope labeled peptide analogs. Two
cleavage peptides (limit peptides) with highest digestion efficacy in 4 hours were selected for both ApoA-I and ApoB-100
quantification. The agreement between the measured ApoA-I and ApoB-100 concentration in primary and secondary
standard serum materials and their certified value, suggest close to 95% digestion efficacy. The ruggedness of the UPLCIDMS analysis was tested by modifying eluent parameters (pH and column temperature) and MS scanning cycle time
optimal for 15 min sample run time. The intra-day and inter-day method precision with CVs of •10% was obtained in 20
independent runs by triplicate analysis of serum samples collected from individual donors with low, medium and high
HDL/LDL levels. The method throughput is high enough for application in epidemiologic studies.
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Abstract Text
Tobacco Specific Nitrosamines (TSNAs) are formed from the nitrosation of alkaloids (e.g. nicotine) which are found
commonly in tobacco products. Analysis of TSNA levels is of interest because they are potential human carcinogens. The
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Tobacco Product Laboratory conducted a chemical characterization of
Spectrum Research cigarettes. These cigarettes are made in various brand variants with different tar and nicotine levels.
These cigarettes will be used in clinical studies, but to date have not been characterized for other common tobacco
constituents. Therefore it is important to quantitatively characterize TSNA deliveries in Spectrum cigarettes’ mainstream
smoke.
Cigarettes were smoked using a linear smoking machine following ISO and Canadian Intense machine smoking regimens.
Mainstream smoke total particulate matter was collected on a filter pad. TSNAs were extracted from the pad and
analyzed by isotopic dilution using LC/MS/MS.
The levels of NNN ranged from 26.636-185.83 ng/cig and the levels of NNK ranged from 7.8882-96.223 ng/cig under ISO
conditions. The levels of NNK for all the cigarettes remained lower than a leading US brand cigarette. For NNN, one of the
Spectrum variants was higher than this leading US brand cigarette.
We analyzed the TSNAs deliveries with respect to nicotine and tar deliveries. A correlation was observed between TSNA
concentrations and nicotine levels. We found no statistically significant correlation between TSNA concentrations and tar
levels. The lack of correlation between TSNA and tar is important as tar has historically been used as a surrogate for
carcinogenicity.
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Abstract Text
In this poster we discuss the separation of Vitamin D2 and D3, two crucial vitamins either ingested as supplements or
synthesised naturally by the skin. They allow the adsorption of several minerals calcium, phosphate, iron, magnesium and
zinc in the human body, which help prevent the disease osteomalacia and rickets, a weakening of the bones due to
defective bone mineralization.
The separation chromatographically is important before detection of these compounds as they have the same molecular
weight, meaning that MS detection cannot be relied on to separate them alone. We highlight a rapid highly sensitive
method in which a simple polar-endcapped column and mobile phase combination separates the two forms of Vitamin D,
allowing high qualitative and quantitative results to be obtained.
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Abstract Text
Bio-gases emanating from human skin are potentially non-invasive biomarkers of individual physical or physiological
status. Among the human skin gases, we are focusing on ammonia in relation to our daily life. In previous studies, we
have developed a passive flux sampler (PFS) – Ion Chromatography methodology and determined the diurnal variation of
emission flux of ammonia from human skin surface. The results suggested the human skin ammonia is indicative of
fatigue and stress response of tested volunteers. Recently, stress-related diseases are becoming a great social problem.
Then, this study aimed to investigate a relationship of human skin ammonia and physical/mental stress response. Firstly,
a short-term stressor was loaded to healthy volunteers. Emission flux of ammonia was determined by the PFS method
before and after Uchida- Kraepelin test (20 min), together with salivary amylase tests. In such a short term test, salivary
amylase showed good response to the stressor, but skin ammonia did not. Secondary, a long-term stressor was loaded to
smoking volunteers: smoking is prohibited. In this case, emission flux of ammonia increased with an increase in nonsmoking duration, whilst salivary amylase did not correspond to the status of the volunteers. Thirdly, variations of
emission flux of ammonia were measured for volunteers during sleep. Skin ammonia decreased with time when the
volunteers had a good quality of sleep, whilst it irregularly increased with time when the quality of sleep was poor. These
results suggested human skin ammonia may be indicative of accumulated physical/mental stress responses.
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Abstract Text
Volatile compounds emanating from human skin are potentially non-invasive biomarkers of individual physical or
physiological status. Acetic acid has been known as one of the human skin gases whose major emission route is a sweat
grand. Sweating during sleep is related to the quality of sleep and can be a sign of illness. This study then aimed to
investigate variations of emission flux (emission rate per unit area) of acetic acid from skin surface, comparing with the
sleep quality of volunteers while sleeping. Emission flux of acetic acid was measured by Passive Flux Sampler (PFS) – Ion
Chromatography methodology, and level of sleep was monitored by polysomnography (brain and pulse waves) and Halter
electrocardiography (heart rate) during the tests. A questionnaire survey was separately conducted for the volunteers
using a Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index as a subjective assessment. The continuous measurements were carried out from
23:00pm to 6:00am. The results showed volunteers with a good sleep repeated rapid eye motion (REM) sleep and nonREM sleep during the tests. Emission flux of acetic acid increased during the first non-REM sleep period and gradually
decreased toward awakening because of higher frequency of REM sleep in the morning. This time course was very similar
to typical variation of amount of sweat during sleep. On the other hand, no cyclic and/or regular patterns in emission flux
of acetic acid were found for volunteers with poor sleep. These results suggest monitoring of acetic acid from human skin
may work for diagnosing quality of sleep.
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Abstract Text
Tea is the second most consumed beverage in the world behind water. Catechins are polyphenols with antioxidant
properties found in high amounts in tea, especially green tea. Green tea beverages and dietary supplements containing
green tea extracts are often marketed for health benefits. The most abundant catechin in tea is epigallocatechin-3-gallate
(EGCG). While EGCG has a high amount of antioxidant activity compared to other catechins in tea, it is also believed to
have the least bioavailability due to protein binding. Recent studies indicate that the drug sunitinib, a tyrosine kinase
inhibitor, may interact with components in green tea. It is believed that sunitinib and certain catechins bind noncovalently via hydrogen bonding. We sought to determine if the bioavailability of sunitinib is reduced in the presence of
EGCG in serum by measuring serum protein binding using an in vitro rapid equilibrium dialysis method. Post dialysis,
sunitinib concentrations will be measured with a reverse phase gradient elution liquid chromatography-tandem mass
spectrometry (LC/MS/MS) method.
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Abstract Text
Although the etiology of Narcolepsy (NA) remains unclear, there seems to be mounting evidence hypothesizing it as an
autoimmune disease, resulting from the loss of hypothalamic neurons producing Hypocretins (Hcrt) by an unknown
autoimmune mechanism. NA affects approximately 1 in 2000 individuals in US and the onset of disease is often around
adolescence. The current diagnostic tests used are based on clinical history and examination of objective measures such
as Polysomnograph, Multiple sleep latency test, Human Leukocyte Antigen typing rather than the pathological conditions
leading to false negatives and false positives in the clinical practice. With key pathophysiological findings of NA being
associated with deficiency of (Hcrt-1) neurotransmission in the brain, measurement of post translationally modified
biologically active Hcrt-1 in Cerebrospinal Fluid (CSF) can be proven as a diagnostic biomarker.
There have been several reports of measurement of Hcrt-1 in CSF using a radioimmunoassay procedure. Most of these
studies with disparate results have not been verified, validated and translated to clinical diagnosis accurately due to lack
of sensitivity to measure the entire Hcrt-1 fragment essential for biological activity. This is due to low abundance, lack of
specific antibody and rapid degradation. These critical analytical challenges can be overcome by using nanoparticles
containing bait, which not only prevent degradation but amplify the concentration, increasing the sensitivity of Mass
spectrometry detection. The proposed study focuses on identification of Hcrt-1 in CSF using nanoparticles and Isotope
dilution Mass Spectrometry allowing unambiguous measurement with greater accuracy and precision.
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Abstract Text
For many years the ICP-MS was a tool of choice for the trace analysis of elements like Pb, As, Hg, and Cu in body fluids
such as urine, blood, serum and saliva. Single toxic or nutritional elements or panels of elements were run in the proper
matrices. Recently, due to the popularity of implants, elements like Ti, Co, and Mn that provide information on implant
degradation were added to the common list of tested analytes.
The goal of this poster is to demonstrate the capability of the current ICP-MS technology for trace element analysis in
body fluids for research applications. A winning combination of reaction/collision spectral interference removal allows for
the accurate determination of the low levels of analytes of interest.
It will be shown that the ICP-MS, in combination with an optimized sample introduction system, is a perfect technique for
the analysis of diverse types of matrices including urine, serum and blood. One simple sample preparation technique, the
appropriate diluent, and panels or individual analytes can be measured quickly and precisely. The results in reference
materials will be shown and discussed.
* For research use only. Not intended for diagnostic procedures.
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Abstract Text
The development of robust and functionalizable solid-supported lipid bilayer (SLB) systems for use as biosensors presents
a practical platform for modifying the biorecognition properties of SLB's while retaining the inherent membrane fluidity.
Polyamidoamine (PAMAM) amphiphilic dendrimers (ADs) have been extensively investigated as nonviral vectors for
effective delivery of siRNA therapeutics. While PAMAM amphiphilic dendrimers have proven their efficacy as drug
delivery vectors, their incorporation into phospholipid-containing SLBs for increasing membrane stability on hydrophilic
surfaces and introduction of coupling handles has not been studied. By premixing varying ratios of PAMAM ADs and POPC
into small unilamellar vesicles, we demonstrated that SLBs spontaneously form onto hydrophilic nanoglassified gold SPR
substrates via vesicle fusion. Lateral mobilities of PAMAM ADs were examined via confocal fluorescence microscopy using
fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) and yielded comparable membrane fluidity to traditional SLBs
comprised solely of POPC. The stability of PAMAM AD/POPC SLBs was investigated via SPR in the presence of surfactants
and revealed that the stability of the membrane was proportional to the concentration of PAMAM ADs in the mixture.
The biorecognition properties of PAMAM AD/POPC SLBs were evaluated via a biotin/streptavidin binding scheme after in
situ covalent modification of biotin onto the primary amines found on the hydrophilic PAMAM AD head group. The
incorporation of PAMAM ADs into SLBs allows for the expanded utility of SPR biosensors by enhancing stability and
functionalization. Given the PAMAM ADs applications in drug delivery, these studies serve as a valuable tool for gaining
insight on lipid-based drug carrier designs.
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Abstract Text
Increasing concerns on the improving sensitivity and throughput of chiral compounds screening boosted the development
of different types of high molecular mass polymeric chiral surfactants (aka. molecular nanomicelles, (MNM)) for capillary
electrophoresis (CE). The advantages of using MNM as chiral selector over conventional low-molecular-mass chiral
selectors such as cyclodextrins, macrocyclic antibiotics is that they are covalently stabilized micellar aggregates, which
cannot be fragmented in electrospray ionization (ESI)-MS [1,2,3].
Sugar based surfactants forming unpolymerized micelles have been successfully used as pseudophase in chiral MEKC with
UV detection [4] but there are no reports of using either unpolymerized or the polymerized version in MEKC-MS.
In this work, beta-D-glucopyranoside MNM with different head groups and chain lengths have been successfully
synthesized, characterized and applied to evaluate multiple chiral cationic compounds (ephedrine alkaloids, •-blockers,
homatropine, terbutaline etc.) and neutral or negatively charged binaphthyl derivatives in MEKC-MS. Results will be
presented for high throughput separation of these chiral compounds at different pH and background electrolyte using
sugar based MNM in in MEKC-MS.
[1] Wang, X., Hou, J, Jann, M., Hon, Y.Y., Shamsi, S.A., J. Chromatogr. A 2013, 127, 207-216
[2] Hou, J., Zheng, J., Shamsi, S. A., J. Chromatogr. A 2007, 1159, 208-216
[3] Rizvi, S. A. A., Zheng, J., Apkarian, R. P., Dublin, S. N., Shamsi, S. A., Anal. Chem. 2007, 79, 879-898
[4] D.C. Tickle, N.G. Okaf, P. Camilleri, R.F.D. Jones, A.J. Kirby, Anal.Chem. 1994, 66, 4121-4126.
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Abstract Text
Volatile compounds emanating from human skin are potentially non-invasive biomarkers of individual physical or
physiological status. Among the compounds, diacetyl and 2-nonanal have been known as a source of body odor specific
to aged people. While they were previously detected in outgases from used underwear and/or sebum, there has been no
information on emission flux (emission rate per unit area). Then, this study aimed to develop a passive flux sampler (PFS)
method for the measurement of emission fluxes of diacetyl and 2-nonenal from human skin. The PFS was constructed
with sampler body, trapping media and stopper. A disk type monolithic silica containing activated charcoal was employed
as an absorbent. The PFS was tested for ten healthy volunteers at six sampling positions. Considering the analytical
sensitivity, sampling time was set at 7 hours. After sampling, the analytes were extracted by dichloromethane with
ultrasonic waves. The extraction solution was subsequently served for GC-MS with SIM mode. Greater emission fluxes of
both compounds were found at occipital of all volunteers, where there is a cutaneous gland that secretes sebum for
lubricating hair and skin. Based on the odor threshold of each gas in air, we had estimated thresholds for the emission flux
by a simple gas diffusion model. While emission fluxes were very low for volunteers under 30 years old, they exceeded
the thresholds for volunteers from 30 to 60’s. This tendency was more apparent for male volunteers. These results show
the PFS is useful for determining the age-specific odor gases.
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Abstract Text
Thrombin (activated blood-coagulation factor II) plays an important role in the blood coagulation cascades such as
hydrolysis of soluble fibrinogen into insoluble strands of fibrin, feedback amplification of factors V, VIII, XI, and XII,
initiation of anticoagulation by activating protein C and platelets. Monitoring thrombin in physiological conditions is
useful for diagnosing various health issues related to hypocoagulability and hyper-coagulability. Here, we report a simple
and rapid assay to detect thrombin using aptamer-modified gold nanoparticles (Apt•AuNPs) coupled with nitrocellulose
membrane (NCM) through laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (LDI-MS). In order to increase the binding
affinity of Apt•AuNPs to thrombin, we designed a DNA aptamer having base pair 8-mer complementary 15-mer thiolatedthrombin-binding-aptamer (TBA15) and 29-mer thiolated-thrombin-binding-aptamer 29 (TBA29) (TBA15/29-AuNPs), to
bind with exosite I and exosite II of thrombin, respectively. The Apt•AuNPs were sunk into NCM deeper after thrombin
were specific bound to the particles. Hence, the signal intensity of Au cationic cluster ions ([Aun]+; n = 1•3) were
decreased unpon increasing the thrombin under the analysis by LDI-MS. We employed Apt•AuNPs/NCM to monitor
thrombin with good selectivity (>100-fold toward thrombin with respect to other proteins) and sensitivity (limit of
detection for thrombin of 100 pM in human serum samples). Thus, the remarkable performance of Apt•AuNPs/NCM to
detect thrombin in real samples suggests its possible practical applications for monitoring thrombin related diseases.
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Abstract Text
Fluorine is one of the essential trace elements in human body. It plays an important part in the formation of bone issues,
enamel and metabolism of calcium and phosphorus.The determination of fluoride in human serum, plasma and urine has
been an essential task in chemistry and biology field.Ion Chromatography(IC) is a very promising alternative for the
determination of trace fluoride due to its excellent reproducibility, accuracy and sensitivity. However, due to the
complexity of sample matrix, it is nearly impossible for the direct determination of fluoride in biological samples.
The common process to extract fluoride from complicated matrix sample is distillation. Fluoride is easily acidified into
hydrogen fluoride, and for the purification of this halogen acids(HF), the conventional distillation method has been
utilized for various types of matrices. But these obtained distillates are not applicable for ion chromatography due to its
residuals and by-products. Due to the principle of distillation, we proposed an on-line membrane assisted distillation
coupled with ion chromatography system to automatically analyze trace fluoride in serum and urine.
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Abstract Text
Development of rapid-analysis technology for thyroid hormones is of particular interest due to its clinical relevance as a
marker for thyroid disease, autoimmune diseases and evaluation of thyrotoxic storm. In this study, we employed
principles of electrochemistry to observe oxidation and reduction of thyroxine at the surface of glassy carbon and gold
electrodes. Micro and nanoscale electrodes utilized for electrochemical measurement of thyroxine are especially suited
for point-of-care testing due to rapid analysis times, simple calibration, and ability to provide hormone concentration
levels in blood for patients experiencing thyrotoxicosis. The selective detection and measurement of thyroxine in blood
serum has been demonstrated via cyclic voltammetry with •M sensitivity. Improvements in sensitivity and dynamic range
of thyroxine measurement was achieved through formation of a self-assembled monolayer with (11-mercaptoundecyl)N,N,N-trimethylammonium bromide on gold microelectrodes. In conclusion, we determined thyroxine reduction could
be achieved with gold microelectrodes and nanopipettes while developing a technology for real-time thyrotoxic storm
evaluation.
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Abstract Text
The importance of Beer’s Law in spectroscopy is covered throughout the chemistry curriculum, particularly in general
chemistry, analytical chemistry and instrumental analysis. The use of real world applications can help increase the
engagement of students in this topic, as well as increase their retention of new knowledge. One application that has
shown high interest from students is forensics, especially with the prevalence of forensic analyses on television. The
analysis of blood alcohol content (BAC) by UV/VIS absorption is one such applied spectroscopy method. The standard
wet chemical method, however, uses potassium dichromate, a known carcinogen. Here, we present an optimized version
of the standard method that replaces potassium dichromate with potassium permanganate. Several method conditions
are presented so that the laboratory can be implemented as a troubleshooting exercise for students, rather than a
cookbook method. After experimenting and deciding on an optimized method for using potassium permanganate to
determine BAC, students go on to use their self-designed procedure to determine the BAC of a suspect during a multiweek forensics scenario in instrumental analysis.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Measles outbreak and the testing that follows are very critical in the identification of the virus. The turnaround time for
current serological test results is adequate in accordance to WHO Measles/Rubells Laboratory Network, but specimens
collected in remote areas can be delayed due to poor infrastructure for collection, storage and transportation. Hence, a
rapid response to measles outbreak is very critical, and diagnostic assays that can be performed in field conditions may be
necessary for rapid outbreak confirmation. The availability of a quick diagnostic test would improve the timing of the
public health response to an outbreak. The test being developed is a portable spectroscopic diagnostic assay based on
surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) to detect measles virus that is sensitive and highly specific to measles virus.
The SERS based assay relies on the fabrication of silver nanorod array substrates (by oblique angle deposition) that are
extremely SERS-active allowing for magnification of spectral signal more than million times, that is a quick identification
technique specific to measles. The spectroscopic based assay along with a supervised chemometric method, partial least
squares-discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) was able to differentiate measles viral RNA from the controls with 96% sensitivity
and 90% specificity for a viral concentration as low as 0.9 ug/ul based solely on the inherent SERS spectra. These results
demonstrate that SERS, in combination with multivariate statistical analysis methods, is a highly sensitive and rapid viral
identification method and can be used for pathogen detection central to human health care.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Higher throughput is of the utmost importance to laboratory efficiency and profitability. Conventional analysis requires
performing various processes such as column washing, equilibration at initial mobile phase concentrations, and the next
sample injection by the autosampler during the analysis. We developed and evaluated the dual gradient LCMS system
which incorporates a special flow line structure and instrument control system, and performs overlap control of sample
injection by using two analysis systems (streams) alternately.
The dual gradient LCMS system has two analytical streams which contain pump units and analytical columns. By using
these, after one stream completes data acquisition, the other stream starts data acquisition immediately without
interruption, making it possible to use nearly the whole time of LCMS operation for data acquisition. We evaluated the
analytical cycle time and the repeatability in the analysis of four biomarker compounds for the four major molecular
species in the Cytochrome P450 family, using an ultra-high speed reversed phase column and LCMS-8060 triple
quadrupole mass spectrometer.
The dual gradient LCMS system is evaluated for four compounds. This system showed that the cycle time is twice or more
faster compared with conventional LCMS system. The repeatability of the peak area results good for all compounds.
The evaluation results showed that the dual gradient LCMS system can increase the number of samples and maximize
throughput. it is quite effective to laboratory efficiency and profitability.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The current research deal to synthesize nanosized poly B-aminoester containing chlorambucil drug and evaluate its
efficiency as slow sustained release drug system for long term antitumer.Spectrophotometric analysis was used to
measure the release of chlorambucil in aquatic media.Poly B-aminoester was prepared from 1,4 butanediol diacrylate
and piprazine by Mecheal addition polymerization reaction.The nanosized polymer was produced by controlled solvent
displacement (ethanol/water) system .Chlorambucil was holded on the investigated polymer during stirring at the end of
the reaction.the resulting product was formulated into circular disks.The nano size was controlled by different factors
as:speed of material addition,stirring speed,and the concentration of nonionic surfactant.The size of nanoparticles was
about 160 nm as measured by transmetion electron microscope(TEM).The release analysis of chlorambucil illustrated
that,the comulative release percent was about,70,65,and50 for the composites containing 10%,20%and 30%
respectivellyafter 150hrs.Also,the release rate in distilled water was ranged from 0.15 to 0.35 mg/unite area(cm)and was
extended to 50 days.The release rate in acidic water(pH2.5)was greater than in alkaline media(pH8.5) and distilled
water(pH6.9).The efficiency of the released chlorambucil onthe human liver cancer cell line showed promissing
results,due to the growth inhibition of the cell line observed.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The present study was carried out to investigate the antibacterial activities of isomeric aminophenol Schiff bases and their
metal complexes. The burden of health-care associated infections experienced by both developed and developing
countries is of great concern particularly with the growing reports of bacterial resistance to currently used antibacterial
agents. There is therefore an urgent need to synthesize and investigate new antibacterial agents. Schiff bases are a class
of versatile ligands with variable coordination modes. The coordination of these ligands with transition metal ions has
resulted in formation of complexes with interesting biological and photochemical properties.
In this study, new cobalt (II) complexes of isomeric Schiff bases derived from aminophenols and substituted
benzaldehydes were synthesized using condensation method.
The compounds were fully characterized using elemental analysis, infrared spectroscopy (IR), electronic absorption
spectroscopy, magnetic susceptibility measurements, differential scanning calorimetry and thermal gravimetry analysis.
The Schiff bases and their metal complexes were screened for in-vitro antibacterial activities against 6 human pathogenic
bacteria ; Escheriachia coli, Staphylococcus aureus, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Bacillus cereus, Enterococcus faecalis and
Kribsella pneumonia. Ampicillin was used as a reference compound.
Results indicate that all metal complexes had a 1:1 metal ligand ratio with magnetic moments characteristic of octahedral
and tetrahedral geometry around the metal ion. The complexes exhibited higher antibacterial activity than the free
ligands.
Our results show that these complexes can be employed as active ingredients in development of broad spectrum
antibacterial agents.
The authors acknowledge support from National Research Foundation, University of Zululand, South Africa
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Abstract Text
This presentation will describe our research efforts to evaluate the structure-retention, structure-fragmentation and
other structure-property analytical relationships for a large series of substituted aminoketones related to the cathinonetype drugs. The synthesis, GC-MS, GC-MS/MS, GC-IR and related spectroscopic properties will be presented for several
series of substituted cathinone derivatives.
Our research has focused on the development of regioisomer specific methods for the identification of ring substituted
aminoketone compounds (cathinone derivatives). The work includes the chemical synthesis of all regioisomeric forms of
selected aromatic ring substituted aminoketones; generation of analytical profiles for each compound; chromatographic
studies to separate/resolve all regioisomeric aminoketones having overlapping analytical profiles, and design and
validation of confirmation level methods to identify individual compounds.
Based on the structure of the unsubstituted cathinone molecule, designer modifications are possible in three distinct
regions of the molecule: the aromaric ring, the alkyl side chain and the amino group. Example compounds from all three
of these areas of designer modification have been reported as components of clandestine drug samples. Commercially
available precursor aldehydes, alkyl halides and amines can be converted to a wide variety of cathinone-type compounds.
Legal control of a specific molecule often provides the driving force for clandestine development of additional substituted
cathinone designer molecules.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a disease of the central nervous system affecting over 2.3 million people worldwide. MS is
characterized by blood brain barrier (BBB) damage and demyelination of axons, which causes brain lesions that are
detected through magnetic resonance images. Medications, such as steroids and interferon beta, are available to help
treat symptoms of MS although the mechanisms of action of these therapies are not completely understood. Here, data
will be presented showing the effects of various MS therapies (e.g., estriol, prednisolone, and interferon beta) on red
blood cells (RBCs). A 3D-printed fluidic device designed by our group has been used for all studies reported. The device
mimics various aspects of the bloodstream circulation by using Tygon tubing and a peristaltic pump to create a closed
loop system. Our results to date have shown that RBCs obtained from people with MS release significantly more ATP than
control RBCs (MS: 197 +/- 20 nM Control: 276 +/- 35 nM). Importantly, this increased ATP release is reduced to that of
healthy, non-MS controls when incubated at physiological levels with the steroids estriol or prednisolone. This
presentation will also explore the cell pathways by which each therapy is exerting its cellular effects.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Drug discovery laboratories that process large numbers of samples must develop efficient purification protocols, thereby
reducing the solvent, time, and effort necessary to make critical strategic decisions about therapeutic candidates and
their progression to the next phase of testing. Combining UPLC-driven compound screening and fraction analysis with
mass-directed purification effectively streamlines the compound isolation process. Sub-2[micro]m particle size columns,
combined with the fluidically-optimized flow path of the UPLC, increase sensitivity and resolution and reduce
chromatographic run times, making it ideal for fast sample analysis. AutoPurify[circumflex O], a feature included in the
FractionLynx[circumflex O] software, assesses the purity of the target compound in the crude mixture, suggests a
purification strategy, and generates the sample list for the isolation on the preparative LC system. The sample list is
imported and run on the preparative LC system. Once the isolation is completed, AutoPurify reports the purity of the
fractions and creates a sample list for fraction analysis on the UPLC system. In this study, we illustrate how dedicating the
UPLC for compound screening and fraction analysis, reserving the preparative LC system for compound isolation, and
using AutoPurify to coordinate and execute the workflow effectively manages the purification process, increasing
efficiency and throughput.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Cytochrome P450 superfamily is one of the most diverse enzyme systems in nature and has been subject of intense
research for over six decades. In this presentation an efficient approach for the labeling of the prosthetic group in heme
proteins has been exploited to produce an analogue of the soluble bacterial cytochrome P450cam (P450cam) that
contains a [sup]13[/sup]C labeled prosthetic group. The HU227 strain of [i]E. coli[/i], which lacks the [delta]aminolevulinic acid ([delta]-ALA) synthase gene, was employed in the heterologous expression of P450cam harboring a
prosthetic group labeled with [sup]13[/sup]C at the Cm and C[alpha] positions by growing cells in the presence of [5[sup]13[/sup]C] [delta]-ALA, which was synthesized in four steps from [2-[sup]13[/sup]C] glycine. NMR spectrometry was
used to confirm labeling of the hemes at the Cm and C[alpha] positions. This system has been utilized as proof of principle
for the strategy of defining active site structure in cytochrome P450cam, including iron-to-proton distances on bound
substrates, using NMR methods. Such data are potentially of great use in furnishing necessary experimental restrictions in
docking routines, which are commonly employed in determining the relative affinities of drug candidates. NOESY, a 2D
NMR technique which utilizes through-space interaction of protons has been employed and resonances obtained from
the [sup]13[/sup]C labeled reference positions and substrate. To confirm these resonances camphor, a normal substrate
for P450cam was deuterated at the 5n and 5x positions. GC/MS was employed in characterization of intermediates during
the synthesis of D[sub]2[/sub]-camphor.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Small molecule drugs can be developed in free acid (or free base) and salt forms. Different forms may have different
stability. Two main degradation products formed under photolytic conditions were observed in GNE-A new drug
substance forced degradation testing. The photolytic degradants were determined to be the Z-isomer of drug substance,
and a dehydrogenated des-chloro compound. In order to support new drug discovery and development, to assess the
need for manufacturing, handling, and storage controls due to the risk of drug substance instability, comprehensive
photolysis experiments were executed, and the two degradants were used as metrics of photolability. Photostability
testing of pharmaceutical salt and free acid was investigated by exposure to various light sources including ICH light
condition, white fluorescent light and natural sunlight. Additionally, milled drug substance was compared to unmilled
drug substance to identify precautionary measures needed in manufacturing or in formulation of free acid drug product.
Both GNE-A salt and free acid exhibited measurable decomposition under all conditions, but the extent of degradation of
free acid was substantially greater than that of pharmaceutical salt. There was no significant difference in the extent of
degradation of milled free acid form drug powder versus unmilled free acid. GNE-A drug substance exposed to hood light
or natural light formed relatively greater amounts of RRT 0.88 than drug substance exposed to ICH light, showing that the
illumination spectrum dictates decomposition branching pathways.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Organic solvents are commonly used by cannabis product manufactures to extract cannabinoids and terpenes from
cannabis flowers prior to infusion in edibles. Unlike pharmacopeia products, there are no standardized monographs by
which to monitor residual solvents. Nor are there standardized methods to determine the concentration of cannabinoids
in headspace. This paper explores a method by which cannabis is substituted with hops, spiked with cannabinoids and
organic solvents. The terpenes from the hops, cannabinoids, and solvents influence each other in terms of concentration
in the headspace, resulting in complex headspace sampling and chromatographic analysis. This paper explores how
headspace and GC can be optimized to provide reproducibly chromatography for the emerging cannabis industry.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Pet food quality and safety is on on-going challenge for manufacturers, and melamine is a particularly common analyte of
interest. Solid Phase Extraction (SPE) and GC/MS analysis is an easy and reproducible method by which to determine the
concentration of melamine and related compounds in pet food. Early methods were primarily liquid-liquid extraction and
filtration prior to analysis. The use of SPE can isolate and concentrate the analytes of interest in a complex matrix, leading
to improved recovery and chromatography. This poster discusses a technique by which pet food spiked with melamine
can be prepared, cleaned with SPE, and analyzed with an improved GC column.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
LC-MS methods allow for rapid analysis of multiple analytes, increased selectivity and sensitivity. Recently a number of
advancements have been made toward LC-MS analysis of mycotoxins in foods and feeds. This study investigated the use
of C18 and Phenyl-hexyl HPLC column stationary phases for the analysis of twelve mycotoxin compounds. While C18 is a
commonly used column, stronger retention of most analytes was observed on phenyl-hexyl stationary phase using the
same gradient method. The separation of analytes from matrix is important to reduce the impact of matrix effects, as
often limited or no sample cleanup is applied during mycotoxin analysis by LC-MS. We will present the results of our
investigation of matrix effects in corn meal using both C18 and phenyl-hexyl column chemistries, and discuss the
recommended LC conditions for best overall method performance.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Biotoxins in shellfish have recently come under increased scrutiny. The European Union (EU) has issued regulation
changes requiring all shellfish commodities to be tested for the toxins. These toxins pose a health risk to humans with
complications such as headaches and gastrointestinal side effects. This class of compounds presents challenges to
LC/MS/MS analysis due to the need for both positive and negative ionization techniques, as well as the need for
chromatographic resolution of several isobaric compounds. A robust and highly sensitive method is needed in order to
reliably detect and quantitate these compounds from marine food products. This study will demonstrate a rapid and
reproducible method for the analysis of lipophilic marine toxins using certified reference materials. Separation was
achieved in less than 7 minutes, and using matrix-matched calibration standards for quantitation, recoveries from
shellfish ranged from 80 to120%.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Coeliac disease (CD) is an autoimmune condition that is classified as a non-IgE mediated food intolerance to gluten with
an estimated prevalence of 1% in the United States and Europe. In the absence of a cure, patients with CD must adhere
to a strict gluten-free diet, the Codex standard defines “gluten-free” as foods containing <20mg/Kg gluten. However,
methods for detecting and quantifying gluten in foods often return ambiguous and inaccurate results. Mass spectrometry
(MS) may provide an alternative novel method with the specificity and sensitivity required for unambiguously detecting
gluten in free-from foods.
This research is novel by using a knowledge based approach, requiring additional research to support MS method
development. This study includes the development of a curated database of unique gluten protein sequences with celiac
toxicity data that the MS data can be mined against with an optimized gluten protein extraction buffer. Extracts from a
variety of wheat grains and flours were prepared using various extraction methods and digested with chymotrypsin.
LC/MS data were acquired using data independent analysis, incorporating ion mobility into the workflow (DIA-IM-MS).
Data were processed and searched against a complete protein database using Progenesis QI for Proteomics providing
label-free quantitation, resulting in 620 gluten proteins being identified. Normalisation of the data was based on all
proteins with 493 proteins having been quantified. Over 80% of the proteins observed are common proteins shared
between seven extraction methods, with additional unique proteins identified in each extraction. MRM targets were
picked which target proteins that are highly abundant and highly coeliac toxic.
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Abstract Text
Essential or botanical oils are used as flavors and fragrances in aromatherapy and alternative medicine. The presence of
pesticide residues in these essential oils is of growing concern because of the widespread commercial usage of these oils.
Analysis of pesticides using a single quadrupole mass spectrometer in the complex matrix of botanical oil normally
requires extensive sample cleanup prior to analysis. We present a study of the analysis of target pesticides spiked in
lemon oil using a novel hybrid GC/MS/MS system, with no additional sample cleanup other than a simple dilution and an
online Swafer backflush system to remove high-boiling matrix components. Unlike a traditional triple quadrupole
system, this novel GC/MS/MS system has the ability to measure “all product ions all the time” with no loss in sensitivity.
Besides method simplification, monitoring for multiple product ions improves confidence in results. The other big
advantage of full product spectrum acquisition is realized when the unanticipated interference of a matrix ion with a
target product ion can be eliminated in post-run processing by simply selecting and quantifying an interference-free
product ion - without having to reacquire the calibration and sample chromatograms. This saves both time and expense.
The pesticide detection limits were determined to be well within the USP regulatory limits.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Erucic acid is the principal fatty acid in the rapeseed which is commonly used for edible oil production. However, in vivo
experiments reported that consuming erucic acid containing oils could lead to serious health problems. Due to these
health concerns, a new strain of rapeseed known as canola which contains low erucic acid was developed using selective
breeding. Today, canola is often used with other vegetable oils for the production of edible oils, margarine or shortenings.
However, studies related to the toxicity of erucic acid are still being conducted. Regarding the safety of vegetable oils,
European Council requires that canola oil must contain erucic acid less than 5%, while US legislations specify a maximum
level as 2% in total fatty acids. Hence, establishing a rapid, simple and reliable method for determination of erucic acid is
of great importance in terms of consumer safety and food legislations. Chromatographic methods namely, GC, GC-MS,
and HPLC are commonly used for erucic acid determination. However, these methods mostly require time and chemical
consuming pre-treatment procedures. To eliminate the disadvantages of traditional analysis, vibrational methods have
been widely used in food analysis. The aim of this study was to evaluate the potential of Raman spectroscopy for
determination of erucic acid percentage in total fatty acids of the canola oil. The erucic acid content of canola oils,
between 0% and 33.56% (w/w) were determined by means of partial least squares (PLS) analysis. High coefficient of
determination values were obtained for both calibration and validation graphs, 0.990 and 0.982 respectively. This study
presents a rapid (45 s), non-destructive and accurate method for determination of erucic acid content in canola oil.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Each year foodborne pathogen infections result in ~50 million illnesses, ~130,000 hospitalizations, and 3000 deaths in the
USA alone. Preventing the distribution and consumption of contaminated foods is challenging, because just 100 bacterial
cells can rapidly multiply to millions, reaching infectious doses within a few days. While polymerase chain reaction
analyzers (PCR) are replacing culture growth to reduce the analysis times, they are only effective if there are 10,000
to100,000 pathogenic cells/g present. For this reason numerous samples are “pooled” together and added to enrichment
broths. Not only does analysis still take 20-30 hours, but if a sample tests positive, all of the individual samples (typically
20) must now be analyzed. Consequently, there is a critical need for a multiplexable analyzer that can rapidly detect
foodborne pathogens at 1 colony forming units per gram (cfu/g) of food in a few hours (not days). In an effort to meet
this need, we have been developing an assay in a 96 micro-well format that extracts such pathogens from food,
selectively binds these pathogens, and produces surface-enhanced Raman spectra (SERS) when read by a Raman
analyzer. Measurements of Campylobacter jejuni in chicken, Escherichia coli in ground beef, Listeria monocytogenes in
cheese and Salmonella typhimurium in chocolate at <10 cfu/g using this assay will be presented.
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Abstract Text
Pure, natural honey is a labor intensive product as beekeepers must care for the bees year-round and manually harvest
the honey. This contributes to a higher cost per volume than comparable syrups and sweeteners such as corn syrup and
rice malt syrup. Due to the limited supply and high cost, honey is a prime target for dilution with less expensive
adulterants. Viability of standoff Raman technique is demonstrated for detecting contamination/adulteration of honey
with sweeteners like Maltose and Fructose syrups from a distance of up to one meter. We have characterized standoff
Raman technique with reference to parameters like, nature and concentration of contaminants, standoff distance, ability
to make quantitative measurements, and sensitivity. The equipment involves a portable Raman system with a 785 nm
laser. The Raman system is coupled to a 2-inch refracting telescope and can be operated in the field either with batteries
or a gas-powered generator. This set-up has been used to detect adulteration in Honey through the glass walls of the
containers. Results include detection of adulterating syrups by their distinct spectral fingerprints. Adulterating syrups in
honey can be detected from a distance of up to one meter. Stand-off Raman technique can detect food
contaminants/adulterants which could be toxic or laced with biological pathogens from a safe, non-contact distance of
several meters. The results show a potential to solve issues related to monitoring food-supply chain and characterize the
nature of vulnerability.
This work is supported by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security under award no. 2010-ST-061-FD0001.
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Abstract Text
There is an ever increasing demand for food and beverage manufacturers to adhere to rigorous food safety regulations.
As part of the global need for safe food, food and beverage manufacturers test their products for the presence of food
borne pathogens. While safety regulations describe what pathogens should be controlled through testing there is no
predefined method of sample preparation or detection. Typically, the first step in a food borne pathogen detection study
is the disaggregation of the food product or the washing of the sample to release bacteria from the food surface using a
Stomacher. While the later method is great for large masses of food stuffs, some researchers may require small amounts
of product for analysis. Bead mill homogenizers, as well as rotor-stator homogenizers, can be used to aid in the sample
preparation process. Processing can be completed in less than one minute while maintaining bacterial cell and analyte
integrity. Depending on the pathogen of interest and the food matrix, the downstream results, including sensitivity can
vary greatly based on the sample preparation method chosen. With this is mind, we analyzed two sample preparation
techniques on a common contaminated food. Spinach samples were inoculated with known levels of recombinant E.coli
expressing GFP. The inoculated samples were processed on a bead mill homogenizer and an automated rotor-stator
homogenizer. The homogenates were grown on nutrient agar and the proportion of viable cell recovery was quantified.
LODs were determined by lysis of recovered homogenates, DNA purification and PCR amplification.
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Abstract Text
In the market the available selection of infant products is very wide and the decision of the product choice of consumers
depends of a set of information comprise the quality valuation. New regulations regarding all processed food and most
raw foods include a series of tests determine what their food contains and also how they relate to a healthy diet for
infant and children. One of the most important parameter of the quality is the protein content, calculated through the
Nitrogen determination, used also for R&D purpose. So, for this the use of an accurate and automatic analytical
techniques which allows the fast analysis with an excellent reproducibility is required. An new Elemental Analyzer, based
on the dynamic flash combustion of the sample, copes effortlessly with the wide array of laboratory requirements such as
accuracy, day to day reproducibility and high sample throughput. This alternative to the classical Kjeldahl method, based
on Dumas (combustion) method, has been developed and approved by different associations. This paper presents data
on Nitrogen/Protein determination in different infant food samples, obtained with the analyzer to demonstrate the
validity of the method without matrix effect.
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Abstract Text
Understanding the composition of nutritional supplements that are commonly taken by many consumers and athletes is
important. Nutritional supplements are more loosely regulated by the FDA and not subjected to the same processes and
requirements as pharmaceutical drugs, so questions of efficacy and safety can occur. Typically, manufacturers and
distributors are responsible for ensuring that all claims and information on their packaging material are truthful and not
misleading and the consumer relies on their compliance. Athletes are often concerned about unintentional consumption
of unreported substances in supplements that are performance enhancing or otherwise banned within their sport. Thus,
it is not uncommon for athletes to pay to have their supplements screened for banned substances. The work reported
here aims to explore what else is present in supplements through complementary analytical technologies. We performed
a general non-targeted extraction of a variety of nutritional powders and pills followed by non-targeted analyses with gas
chromatography (GC), two-dimensional GC (GC×GC), mass spectrometry (MS), and high resolution MS (HR-MS). GC×GC
allowed for the chromatographic separation of analytes that coelute in a one-dimensional separation and high resolution
mass spectrometry added confidence to identifications through formulae determinations from accurate mass
information. Further insight to these complex supplements was gained and is reported.
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Abstract Text
Although Rhodamine B has been declared toxic and a cancer-causing substance, it is still illegally used commonly in food
industry as an additive based on its bright color, high dyeing efficiency and low cost. In response, many analytical and
physical chemical methods have been developed to analyze Rhodamine B in food samples, including GC-MS, HPLC, and
UV/vis. However, most of them are lab-based methods and both time- and labor- consuming. A (Surface-enhanced
Raman spectroscopy-) SERS-based method has been developed in recent years and is attractive due to its high sensitivity,
intrinsic selectivity and nondestructive data acquisition. However, lack of an accompanying high-efficient extraction
method displays unsatisfied overall performance and has restricted its applications. Here we introduce a SERS-based
detection method using gold nanoparticles as the Raman signal amplification substrate and a novel liquid-liquid extraction
route to detect Rhodamine B in raw paprika. The entire detection process can be accomplished in few simple steps within
10 minutes and can detect Rhodamine B down to 0.2ppm. More significantly, the results show no noticeable false
positives or false negatives, and the method can be easily used on-site for the examination of suspicious food products.
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Abstract Text
Sulfide and cyanide derive from the corresponding highly toxic acids that play important roles in different fields, including
corrosion in petrochemical plants, mine wastes, wastewater treatment. Suppressed conductometric ion chromatography
(SCIC) has become the benchmark in anion analysis in general. However, very weak acids like sulfide and cyanide cannot
be determined by SCIC because these very weak acids do not ionize sufficiently to be conductive. By far the most popular
technique to measure sulfide and cyanide in conjunction with IC has been pulsed amperometric detection. However, in
order to achieve optimum performance, many special steps are required. Efforts to detect these weakly dissociated acids
better by conductometric detection have also been made for some time. The most promising involved introduction of a
base at a constant concentration after the suppressed conductivity detector and monitoring the conductivity again. All
anions, including very weak acids show up as negative peaks, because hydroxide anions are replaced by analyte anions. In
present work, a laboratory made volatile acid transfer device transfers and preconcentrates the H2S and HCN in the IC
effluent. The baseline noise remains the same as that of the suppressed IC system even though the background is far
higher. The limits of detection for sulfide and cyanide were sub-[micro]M the linear dynamic range extended from 0.5 to
100 [micro]M.
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Abstract Text
A 40 mer T-rich aptamer was used in the present study to develop a label-free AuNPs-based nano-aptasensor for
tetracycline (TC) residue detection in honey sample. Color of unmodified AuNPs will change from red to purple when the
AuNPs aggregate from dispersion state. Adsorption of aptamer onto the surface of provides the AuNPs from aggregation
at high ionic condition, while aggregation of AuNPs will specifically induced by desorption of aptamer from the surface of
AuNPs as a result of the aptamer-TC binding. The length of the anti-TC aptamer is desirable for the easy adsorption of
aptamer to the surface of AuNPs since the 40 mer aptamer has simple and flexible conformational structure. The rich T
bases are helpful for the sensitivity of the biosensor, because T base has less affinity to the surface of AuNPs. Moreover,
computational analysis was applied to help us study the molecular recognition between the 40 mer aptamer and TC. A
spectrophotometer was used for precise quantitation both in buffer and honey sample. The present study provides a
computation-experiment-combined concept for biosensor development. The label-free nano-aptasensor provides a limit
of detection (LOD) of 12.4 ng/mL for TC detection in honey. This assay can be a simple and efficient method for basic onsite screening for TC residue in honey samples, both visibly and quantatively.
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Abstract Text
Pesticide contamination is not limited to fresh produce; poultry fat used for food consumption is also exposed to
contaminants at levels that can pose harm to the human population. Pesticide extraction from poultry fat using
conventional liquid-liquid extraction (LLE) techniques can be time-consuming and create excess solvent waste.
Additionally, the fat matrix is complex due to the presence of proteins and lipids. Non-selective extraction methods such
as LLE do not eliminate all interferences, and eventually result in decreased column lifetime and increased system
maintenance.
Presented is a simple, rapid solid phase extraction (SPE) method developed to selectively extract chlorinated pesticides
from poultry fat using minimal solvents, utilizing Strata® Alumina-N solid phase extraction cartridges. Following the
extraction, GC analysis is performed using a Zebron™ ZB-MultiResidue™-1 column and electron capture detector (ECD).
The column employs an extensively cross-linked stationary phase that offers selectivity necessary to separate structurally
similar chlorinated pesticides. The optimized GC method results in a 19 min total run time for all the chlorinated
pesticides, eluting all analytes within 15 min. Analytically, the method presents cleaner chromatograms that are free from
matrix impurities and suitable for quantitative analysis. Comparatively, the SPE GC/ECD method for pesticide analysis
from poultry fat outperformed the traditional procedure with decreased laboratory space requirements, reduction of
hazardous waste, and significant reduction of labor consumption, leading to greater overall laboratory productivity.
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Abstract Text
With the increasing global population, both the availability and quality of food are of growing concern. In order to
monitor the nutritional content and contamination in foods, both trace-level toxic elements and high-level nutritional
elements must be measured.
Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) is a trace elemental technique capable of measuring both ultratrace and high level elements. Typically ICP-MS is used for low-level analyses; measuring very high analyte levels (such as
nutritional elements) can shorten the detector’s lifetime. Additionally, because of the complex nature of food products, a
wide variety of spectral interferences exist.
One common method to deal with these interferences is the use of collision mode, where physical collisions and an
energy barrier both remove interferences and decrease analyte sensitivity. This has the benefit of simplicity, but also
significantly reduces analyte signal. Although beneficial for nutritional analytes, it may also affect the ability to measure
trace level contaminants.
An alternative approach is reaction mode, where controlled chemistry is used to remove spectral interferences without
affecting analyte sensitivity, thereby allowing the lowest levels to be accurately measured. With a properly designed
reaction cell, analyte sensitivity can be tuned per-mass, which effectively extends the dynamic range without sacrificing
detector lifetime. The significance is that high-level nutritional elements can be measured during the same analysis as
trace level elements without sacrificing sensitivity of the low-level analytes.
This work will focus on the analysis of both toxic and trace elements in a variety of food matrices, comparing both
collision and reaction modes.
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Abstract Text
Peanut allergy is considered one of the most prominent food allergies, reactions to which are often severe and can be
fatal. Peanuts typically undergo thermal processing, which can lead to a reduction in protein solubility and therefore
extractability, making accurate detection and quantification problematic. In this study the robustness of proteomic
analysis to determine the allergenic content of thermally processed peanuts was assessed.
Thermally processed peanuts were defatted and the extraction efficiencies of five buffers determined. Specific analyte
targets representing the major allergenic proteins in peanuts were selected and isotopically labelled peptides synthesised.
MRM experiments were designed to detect target peptides using 3 transitions. Calibration curves were generated from
stable isotope dilutions in buffer and peanut matrix. Analytical response of light relative to heavy peptide was used to
interpolate the resulting linear regression analysis allowing absolute quantification of allergenic proteins.
Thermal processing decreases protein solubility and optimal extraction was achieved using harsh denaturing conditions.
The thermal stability of target peptides was closely associated with the proteins biochemical properties. In extensively
processed samples peptides derived from cupin proteins proved less robust than prolamins which provided a more
reliable target. In addition peptides flanked by arginine residues proved less susceptible to thermal processing than lysine,
possibly linked to Maillard-reactions.
This work highlights the need for improved MS compatible extracts and more efficient proteolysis in order to accurately
quantify protein. While this work focuses on understanding the thermal dependence of allergen profiles of peanut the
application of this study will aid detection of peanut in foods.
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Abstract Text
Recent concern about arsenic in the food supply has mainly focused on fruit juice and rice, but other substances have
been undergoing testing. There have been published reports of arsenic being found in wine at levels higher than the EPA
limit for drinking water (10 ppb). As a result, wine producers are rapidly adopting the ability to monitor arsenic in their
products.
The easiest and most accurate way to measure arsenic at levels of 10 ppb or less is with ICP-MS. However, the
instrumentation is costly, the result of the ability of the ICP-MS to rapidly and accurately measure trace elements across
the entire atomic mass the range. For small wineries that are primarily concerned with arsenic levels, ICP-MS can be
prohibitively expensive.
Other atomic spectrometry techniques which may be considered are ICP-OES, graphite furnance AA (GFAA), and flame
AA. Unfortunately, reliable arsenic measurements at 10 ppb are either not possible or are pushing the limits of ICP-OES
and flame AA. While GFAA can measure sub 10 ppb levels, it is a complex technique.
Coupling hydride generation to a flame AA (HG-FAA) or ICP-OES (HG-ICP-OES) provides a simple solution: generation of
the arsenic hydride eliminates matrix effects and allows low levels of arsenic to be easily measured. This work will discuss
the measurement of arsenic in wine by HG-FAA and HG-ICP-OES.
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Abstract Text
Organic tin pesticides are often used to sterilize and kill of mites in fruit and vegetables.This kind of pesticides is
dangerous substance with high toxicity ,and some of them can cause cancers.The latest implementation of the food
safety standards of china sets the maximum residue limit of azacyclotin and fenbutatin oxide in apple,organges,tomato
etc, which were range from 0.1 mg/kg to 2.0 mg/kg. The EU, Japan, the United States and other countries also have a
limited level of the food. Therefore, it is very important to establish a method for the determination of organic tin
pesticides in food. At present, the methods of detecting organic tin pesticides in China and abroad are mainly by gas
chromatography and GC/MS. Because of the complexity of vegetable and fruit matrix, the method of gas and GC/MS is
very complicated. A method for the simultaneous determination of azacyclotin, triphenylhydroxytin and fenbutatin oxide
residues in fruits and vegetables was developed by pentylmagnesium bromide derivatization and gas chromatography
coupled to tandem mass spectrometry(GC-MS/MS).The samples were firstly extracted by hexane and acetone,followed
derivatization with pentylmagnesium bromide.Then after purification using Envi-Carb and florisil SPE columns,the sample
extracts were finally analyzed by GC-MS/MS. This method showed good linearity within the range of 0.005~0.5mg/kg. The
recoveries of the method ranged from 74.1% to 124.5%.This method shows strong anti-interference capability, accuracy
and high sensitivity to detect Organic tin pesticides in fruits and vegetables.
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Abstract Text
A fast method for simultaneous analysis of 198 pesticide residues in the substrate of eggplant by Gas Chromatography
tandem Mass Spectrometry/Mass Spectrometry (GCMS/MS) in multiple reaction monitoring(MRM) acquisition mode was
established. The eggplant samples were weighted, extracted by acetonitrile, and separated with liquid-liquid partitioning
from water in the sample by salting out with sodium acetate and magnesium sulfate (MgSO4). The supernatant liquid was
purified by primary-secondary amine (PSA) to remove most of the pigments in samples, vaporized to near dryness by
nitrogen, then dissolved in ethylacetate. The treated samples were then subjected to MRM analysis for 198 pesticides
using GC-MS/MS, every compound has 2 MRM transitions (primary for quantification, secondary for qualification), totally
396 transitions in 38 minutes. These results showed that the average recoveries were 70%~120% of target compounds
and the relative standard deviations (n = 6) were below 12% in eggplant spiked levels at 0.005mg/kg. The Limits of
determination were range from 0.01 to 0.5 [micro]g/kg. The results show that this method is rapid, simple, easy to
operate, and it is feasible to determine simultaneous pesticide residues in eggplant.
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Abstract Text
Sample pretreatment is always one of the key issues in a series of analytical procedures. Items such as efficiency of
sample extraction, sample throughput, reproducibility, etc. are evaluated through the analytical validation. On-line
sample pretreatment with an automated chromatographic system is often used for effective and reliable extraction and
analysis. Supercritical fluid extraction (SFE) has been a commonly used substantial extraction technique and applied for
extraction of bioactive compounds, drugs, lipids, and contaminants from natural products. Compared with other
extraction methods, SFE with supercritical carbon dioxide (SC-CO2) has advantages such as low consumption of organic
solvent and low toxicity. SC-CO2 is also readily removed after use. Supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) has the
mutual advantages with SFE. Compared with HPLC, reduction of the viscosity of mobile phase and the improvement of
the diffusion coefficient make better separation performance in SFC. For the enhancement of productivity and quality of
analysis, we have developed an on-line SFE-SFC system. Devices like CO2 pump, SFE unit, BPR (back pressure regulator)
were newly designed for the system. Mass spectrometers can be combined so that the system achieves the maximum
performance. The system was evaluated through the applications such as residual pesticide and antibiotic analysis. The
system performance was compared with that of the on-line pretreatment HPLC system.
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Abstract Text
High resolution accurate mass (HRAM) fragmentation patterns for hundreds of pesticides, toxins, and drugs have been
determined using at least ten different collision energies from 10 to 105 eV using a Thermo Scientific Exactive Orbitrap.
The fragmentation patterns of representative compounds are displayed. The fragmentation patterns provide useful
information for multi-residue method development. These can be especially useful for co-eluting compounds where one
compound may contribute an interfering ion for the quantitation of another. A method for the quantification of isomers
that coelute and have the same mass fragments is demonstrated. In the development of multicomponent residue mixes
for the use in rapid triple quad LC/MS/MS source optimization solutions, having all parent and fragment ions be unique by
unit mass resolution at all energies is essential.
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Abstract Text
In this project, fresh fruits and vegetables including apples, peaches, green beans and celery were analyzed for pesticide
residues using a Gas Chromatography Mass Spectrometry. The fruit and vegetable samples were extracted using the
QuEChERS method for sample concentration and purification. Prior to the extraction, an internal standard of triphenyl
phosphate was spiked to all samples. About 60 pesticide compounds were identified in the samples by authentic multiresidue standard mixtures. A recovery study of all 60 pesticide compounds was conducted on randomly selected samples
(2 per fruit and vegetable). Quantification of each of the 60 pesticide compounds was performed with their relative
response to triphenyl phosphate and three quantification m/z ions.
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Abstract Text
Smokeless tobacco (ST) products are used broadly and their consumption is increasing in the world. To better understand
the chemical constituents of ST, mono- and disaccharide sugars (fructose, glucose, mannose; sucrose, maltose), alditols
(xylitol, sorbitol, and myo-inositol), and humectants (glycerol, propylene glycol, and triethylene glycol) in 13 major
categories/subcategories of ST were characterized, including chewing (loose leaf, plug, and twist), US moist snuff loose,
Sweden moist snus loose/pouch, creamy snuff, dry snuff without pouch, US moist snus, dissolvable tobacco (pellet, stick,
and strip), and tobacco stick. The highest mean sugar level was detected in chewing tobacco (9.3•27.5%), followed by
dissolvable tobacco (2.1%). All others had a mean sugar level lower than 1%. Creamy snuff had the highest mean alditol
level detected (22.6%), followed by dissolvable tobacco (15.4%). All others had a mean alditol level lower than 1%. The
detected mean humectant levels ranged from non-detectable to 5.9%. This study demonstrates the broad diversity
among ST. This research may aid researchers and public health advocates investigating the risk of using ST.
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Abstract Text
Domoic Acid (DA) is a potent neurotoxin produced by marine diatoms that is accumulates in shellfish. Regulatory shellfish
safety testing programs play an important role in minimizing the public health and economic impacts of DA outbreaks in
shellfish harvesting areas. We recently showed that Laser Ablation Electrospray Ionization (LAESI)-MS/MS could detect
and quantify DA directly from mussel tissue homogenates without sample extraction, cleanup or chromatographic
separation (Beach, Walsh and McCarron, Toxicon, 2014). The decrease in run time from 20 min for LC methods to
approximately 10 sec/sample for LAESI-MS is of interest to regulatory labs carrying out shellfish safety testing. For
example, the Canadian Food Inspection Agency currently runs about 10,000 shellfish samples annually testing for DA, the
vast majority of which are negative. Here, we assess the suitability of LAESI-MS as a high-throughput screening or
quantitation tool for DA in a variety of shellfish matrices. The method was first optimized for use with high resolution MS
detection. Samples included 190 real shellfish samples previously analyzed by regulatory labs as well as mussel matrix
reference materials certified for DA. LAESI-MS showed good agreement with LC-UV and was capable of differentiating
samples above and below 5 mg/kg, one quarter of the regulatory limit. This makes LAESI-MS promising as a highthroughput screening tool and its implementation in routine monitoring labs could lead to significant cost/time savings
and expanded sample throughput capability.
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Abstract Text
Determining organic mercury species requires cumbersome procedures often leading to analyte losses and changes, low
sensitivity and alterations of the accuracy of the method. The aim of this study was to develop and apply a method for
the determination of methylmercury in fish. The developed method is applied in different brands of canned tuna, and
frozen fish, all obtained in supermarkets in Medellin – Colombia. Development of the method includes a comparison of
processing techniques shown by solid phase microextraction (SPME) and liquid-liquid microextraction (LLME). The
response surface methodology was used to obtain a polynomial expression to describe the optimum combination of
variables that influence the extraction. The analysis is performed on a gas chromatograph with mass detector. The
optimized method was validated according to the directive 2002/657 / EC1 of the European Union. Reference material
used NIST 2976 y NMiJ CRM 7402-a. Decision limit and detection capability of CC•=13.88 µg/L and CC•=14.55µg/L was
obtained respectively, recoveries between 82.14% and 101.71%, linearity between 20-900µg/L. From 13 samples, only
three from different brands of canned tuna showed MeHg ranging between 109.63 and 497.10µg/kg. In addition other
fish samples showed MeHg concentrations ranging between 42.32 and 59.46•g/Kg. These values do not exceed the
reference level (RL) recommended by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO).
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Abstract Text
Biosensors offer superior advantages over conventional food toxicity analysis techniques due to their low assy time, easeof-use, portability and low cost. Electrochemical biosensors is the major subgroup employed for food analysis covering a
wide range of applications from detection of microbial contaminants of food to detection of veterinary drugs in
foodstuffs of animal origin. Electrochemical sensors have been designed for decades to assess the freshness of meat,
more specially for fish based on detection of biogenic amines via enzyme electrode transducers.
In the proposed work, an electrochemical enzyme based biosensor was designed for the assessment of fish freshness. The
three electrode system consisting of, zinc oxide (ZnO) nanoparticles were entrapped to the electropolymerized
polypyrolle (PPy) covered pencil graphite electrode as working electrode, Ag/AgCl as reference electrode and Pt as
counter electrode. The detection was based on enzymatic conversion of xanthine via xanthine oxidase that was physically
adsorbed on working electrode and measured by chronoamperometry and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. The
proposed freshness biosensor provides high sensitive detection with its label-free and rapid detection scheme.
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Abstract Text
Microfluidic paper-based analytical devices (•PADs) attract tremendous attention as an economical tool for in-field
diagnosis, food safety, environmental monitoring and homeland security [1]. The paper-based devices can provide a
totally integration for chemical analysis process (sample pretreatment, transport and mixture of solutions due the paper
microfluidic properties) eliminating complex laboratory structure and well-trained persons [2]. In this study, we report the
development of a simple, portable and low cost colorimetric paper-based analytical device able to detect a cutting agent,
procaine, in seized cocaine samples. The interference of most common cutting agents found in cocaine samples was
verified and a novel electrochemical approach was used as a sample pretreatment in order to increase the selectivity.
Under the optimum experimental conditions, a linear analytical curve was obtained for procaine concentrations ranging
from 5 to 60 •mol L•1, with a detection limit of 0.9 µmol L•1. The accuracy of the proposed method was evaluated using
seized cocaine samples and an addition and recovery protocol. The recovery values obtained ranged from 86 to 104•%,
which highlight the accuracy and robustness of the proposed method. Financial support: FAPESP, CNPq and CAPES.
References:
[1] Lab Chip, 2015, 15, 1642; [2] Anal. Chem. 2010, 82, 3–10
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Abstract Text
Microfluidic devices have been applied to the analysis of a variety of samples due to its minimal reagent consumption and
waste production while still maintaining high performance. Different materials such as quartz, polydimethylsiloxane, and
paper have been adopted for microfluidic device fabrication. Among them, paper-based device is cheaper in fabrication,
lighter in weight, easier in storage and transportation, and friendlier to environment. However, the flow of aqueous
solutions on paper-based devices has not been thoroughly investigated; the focus of this project was to investigate mixing
reactions on paper-based analytical devices using different flow patterns.
Two different patterns of microfluidic network, single channel and three-channel mixing, fabricated by wax printing were
investigated, respectively. A 15 microlitter of water was introduced into the reservoir connected to the single channel,
and the time required for water to travel through the channel was recorded. The flow rate of water was calculated to be
0.03068 mm[sup]2[/sup]/s. The mixing reactions of a salt solution and water were investigated by introducing a salt
solution into the middle channel and water into two side channels. The flow rate of 1 mM copper sulfate was determined
to be 0.08412 mm[sup]2[/sup]/s, while that of 1 mM potassium permanganate was determined to be 0.07719
mm[sup]2[/sup]/s. On-chip Indophenol blue reaction by mixing all three reagents loading from three different channels
was tested and will be applied toward semi-quantitative analysis of ambient ammonia.
This project is supported by the Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry at California State Polytechnic University
Pomona.
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Abstract Text
Microfluidic devices have employed many different detection methods depending upon the application. One of these
methods is infrared (IR) spectroscopy, a useful qualitative, quantitative, and label-free analytical technique for identifying
and characterizing chemical species. Coupling IR microscopy containing a focal plane array (FPA) detector with
microfluidics provides simultaneous spatial and temporal data; however, analysis is challenging because many traditional
substrates (e.g. poly(dimethylsiloxane), glass, plastics) used to fabricate devices are not IR transparent. One solution is to
use thin (< 100-micron) layers of even incompatible materials because there is not a substantial IR radiation absorption,
enabling the use of IR to analyze chemical compounds. Building on this approach, our lab has fabricated microfluidic
devices compatible with in situ IR spectroscopy. Both traditional and novel device materials have been explored.
Studying chemical kinetics with IR-compatible devices can provide useful information for determining mechanistic models
and optimizing experimental parameters, such as reagent structure, concentration, and solvent. As an example
application of these devices, we have examined various aqueous and organic reactions and reaction kinetics. Examples of
diffusional mixing, proton exchange, and metal-ligand interactions will be discussed.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Prostate cancer is the most common malignancy in men throughout the world. In the United States, the lifetime risk of
men developing prostate cancer is 1 in 7. Current strategies in detection and staging of prostate cancer include prostate
specific antigen (PSA) test, digital rectal exam (DRE) and biopsy. These practices often fall short in terms of sensitivity,
specificity and inability to distinguish between aggressive and indolent forms of prostate cancer. These limitations lead to
unnecessary treatments that adversely affect the patients’ quality of life with minimal gain. Measurement of small panels
of molecular biomarkers in serum holds tremendous potential for cancer diagnostics and personalized therapy. Herein,
we describe a semi-automated multiple biomarker-based diagnostic microfluidic device for on-line capture and detection
of prostate cancer biomarkers. The protein panel includes PSA, CD-14, ERG, GOLM-1, PEDF-1, IGF-1, VEGF-D and IGFBP-3,
many of which are thought to be specific for aggressive prostate cancer. The protein analytes are captured from serum
samples in a two channel on-line microfluidic chamber by magnetic beads labeled with antibodies and signal transducing
elements. Captured analytes are then magnetically separated, washed, and introduced into a two channel detection
chamber housing an array of 8 or 16 nanostructured, antibody-labeled electrodes. Ultralow detection limits in the sub fg
ml-1 range was achieved for the protein panel. Using this strategy, 8-16 proteins can be detected simultaneously in 30
minutes. Measurements of this panel of selected biomarkers will be tested with prostate cancer patient samples in
future to assess its diagnostic capability.
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Abstract Text
Fluorescence polarization immunoassays (FPIAs) are an appealing readout scheme due to the lack of required washing
steps and the ability to conduct the assay in flow without separation. While single analyte FPIAs have been demonstrated,
the translation of the method to multi-analyte assays has been restricted due to the scaling of the optical complexity. In
this study, we present a means to conduct simultaneous FPIAs through the use of frequency encoding of the individual
signals from each IA.
As a proof of concept, the assays were designed for measuring glucagon and insulin secretion from islets of Langerhans.
The immunoassays were performed in a competitive scheme with glucagon and insulin probes labeled with fluorescein
isothiocyanate and cyanine-5 maleimide, respectively. A 488 and 635 nm laser were made coaxial with a dichroic mirror,
filtered with a linear polarizer and free space aligned to make incident upon a point in a microfluidic channel. The
emission was collected by epi-fluorescence and directed into a photometer, where the parallel and perpendicular
polarizations were split with a polarizing beam splitter into two separate PMTs. During operation, the 488 nm laser and
635 nm laser were pulsed at 73 and 153 Hz, respectively. The individual parallel and perpendicular polarization signals
were then extracted for both channels using Fourier analysis and the depolarization was subsequently determined.
Besides the ability to encode more channels, frequency modulation also demonstrated an improvement in the LODs
compared to conventional operation, with LODs of 1 and 5 nM for insulin and glucagon respectively.
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Abstract Text
Electroosmotic flow (EOF) is an electrokinetic phenomenon that occurs when an ionic current is passed through a channel
or porous material that contains excess surface charge. While EOF is typically driven by passing a direct current (DC)
through the membrane or device, there is considerable practical interest in developing alternating current (AC) driven
electroosmotic pumps, since applying AC can eliminate unwanted Faradaic reactions. We have found that net flow
through a conical-pore membrane in the direction base-to-tip can be achieved by AC electroosmotic pumping. This was
accomplished by applying a sinusoidal voltage across polyethylene terephthalate (PET) membranes that contain conically
shaped pores. This phenomenon was based on EOF rectification which we have recently shown in such membranes. The
effects of magnitude and frequency of the AC voltage on flow rate were investigated. A maximum flow of 3.5 •L min[sup]1[/sup] was achieved with a root-mean-square voltage of 3.5 V[sub]rms[/sub] at a frequency of 20 Hz. The effect of
electrolyte concentration was also studied. We report the results of these investigations here.
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Abstract Text
Conventional flow control systems, such as syringe and peristaltic pumps, are not well adapted to the control of flow in
microchannels. They often result in long equilibration times, hysteresis and low stability. Herein, we present a new
method to control the flows in microchannels based on pressure actuation, by pressurization of reservoirs filled with
fluids to be injected in the microsystem. The regulated pressure within the reservoirs generates pulse-free and very stable
flows through the microchannels with short settling times. To control the flow-rates with pressure actuation, highly
precise flow sensors are implemented in the fluidic system and an algorithm has been developed to automatically adjust
the applied pressure to reach the targeted flow-rates. Unlike conventional PID regulation which is very sensitive to any
transient behavior, our algorithm deals with any coupling effects between the differ-ent channels, and is designed to
deliver the fastest and the most stable flow response. It calculates a matrix image of the microsystem with the
relationships between each actuated pressure channel, and the measured flow-rates. Furthermore, the system can cope
with any external disturbances of the system (presence of air bubble, partial clogging, variation of viscosity or
temperature, etc…), and continuously re-adjust the applied pressures. The technology is perfectly suited for droplet
manipulation experiments (among other applications) where we can generate 2pL water-in-oil droplets with very high
monodispersity (1.63% CV) at up to 12 kHz frequency. Only few seconds are needed to stop the droplets flow, reducing
costs by a huge factor.
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Abstract Text
Red blood cell (RBC) transfusion has become a highly organized healthcare activity. The most recent national reports on
blood banking suggest that hospitals and other institutions were handling blood donations in a most efficient manner. In
fact, a major concern was post-transfusion complications, as opposed to an overall “blood shortage”. Previously, our
group and others have shown that RBCs stored in standard storage solutions become rigid, hindering their ability to pass
through the microcirculation. It is well known that deformability is related to the ability of the RBC to release ATP, a nowrecognized determinant of blood flow, in vivo. Investigating RBC deformability from all current FDA approved collection
and storage solutions, and combinations thereof, would be time-consuming. Therefore, we have developed a multi-port,
3D-printed, membrane based device for RBC deformability measurements. RBC deformability is quantified by counting
the number of cells with a hemocytometer that pass through a 3 •m membrane. The device is designed to contain
multiple ports, controllable by a single switch or individually, allowing high-throughput studies and individual port control.
Preliminary results have shown that the deformability of RBCs stored in our group’s modified collection and storage
solutions remains unchanged throughout 35 days of storage. However, RBCs stored in FDA-approved standard solutions
lose about 20% of their deformability. Further applications of this device, such as protein cleanup from biological samples
and drugs affecting deformability, will also be explored.
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Abstract Text
Our group has recently shown that C-peptide and zinc delivery to erythrocytes (ERYs) requires albumin, an important
hormone and drug transporter in the bloodstream. We have also shown that ERYs exhibit a "resistance" to C-peptide
when suspended in hyperglycemic conditions often seen in diabetic patients. However, it is not known if this "resistance"
or inability of C-peptide binding in hyperglycemic conditions is caused by glycated ERYs or glycated albumin. When
albumin is incubated in a hyperglycemic environment, as seen in diabetes, it undergoes structural and functional changes,
often resulting in altered binding capability of a wide range of species. Here we have studied the delivery of C-peptide to
ERYs in the presence of in vitro glycated albumin in both a static environment (using ELISA), and on a 3D-printed blood
circulation mimicking device. The device has six parallel channels in which ERYs flow in a buffer containing either normal
albumin or glycated-albumin. In order to mimic exogenous C-peptide administration (as would be administered to a
person with type I diabetes), the device is also integrated with a 3D-printed rubberized, septum-like injection port that
allows a bolus syringe injection directly to the flowing ERYs for sample introduction, or aliquot removal for off-chip
analysis. This strategy enables us to effectively control the glycated species (molecules or cells) and determine the role of
each in targeted drug therapy.
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Abstract Text
Paper-based scaffolds are an attractive material for cell culture because, with the addition of hydrogels, they form a threedimensional cellular microenvironment of defined thickness. Paper is also readily available to all laboratories, is easily
patterned and cut to meet specific experimental setups, requires minimal investment, and supports prolonged culture of
mammalian cells. Paper-based invasion assays have been previously described, and found that cells exposed to an oxygen
gradient selectively invade regions of higher oxygen tension. Despite this finding, no method has been developed to
quantify oxygenation in paper-based cultures; moreover few analytical sensors have been incorporated into paper-based
cultures, but are needed to better understand the evolving cellular microenvironment. In this work, we characterize an
oxygen-sensing polystyrene thin film to spatially and temporally quantify oxygen tensions in paper-based cultures. For
thin film preparation, a polystyrene support matrix was mixed with Pd(II) [i]meso[/i]tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)porphrine, a porphyrin dye quenched by oxygen, and spin coated onto glass coverslips. The
oxygen sensor’s response was characterized by flowing different ratios of an oxygen and nitrogen gas, in the presence of
5% carbon dioxide to mimic the conditions regularly used in cell culture, across the thin film. A Stern-Volmer relationship
was determined via fluorescence microscopy and was found to be linear to 160 mmHg O[sub]2[/sub] with an
I[sub]0[/sub]/I[sub]160[/sub] = 35. These sensors were found to exhibit no significant cytoxic effects, but were capable of
measuring real-time changes in oxygen tension. We plan to further implement these films for simultaneous measurement
of cellular invasion and extracellular oxygen tension.
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Abstract Text
Many solid tumors contain areas of decreased oxygen tension due to limitations in tumor-associated vasculature. Hypoxia
often results in cellular phenotypes displaying increased invasiveness and an increased resistance to chemo- and radiationbased therapies. While two-dimensional cultures are widely used to study cancer biology and potential
pharmacotherapies, they cannot mimic the complex [i]in vivo[/i] environment needed to accurately predict cellular
responses. Consequently there is a need for [i]in vitro[/i] models that can mimic tumor-like environments. Paper-based
scaffolds not only support the prolonged culture of mammalian cells in three-dimensional solid tumor-like environments
but are also easy to prepare. We use a paper-based invasion assay to determine the effect of decreasing oxygen tensions
on the invasiveness of MDA-MB-231 breast adenocarcinoma cells. In this assay, cells suspended in a hydrogel are seeded
into a single sheet of paper and subsequently sandwiched between other sheets containing only hydrogel. The stack is
placed in a custom-built holder in which we can control the direction of the oxygen gradients formed in the culture. Using
this invasion assay, we show that oxygen acts as a chemoattractant for MDA-MB-231 cells. We developed
immunofluorescence, confocal microscopy, protein- and DNA-based profiling methods that are compatible with the
paper-based scaffolds to tease out the biomolecular responses that distinguish subpopulations of noninvasive cells from
those that undergo chemotactic invasion. Our results confirm the presence of oxygen gradients in these invasion assays,
and the role of oxygen in directly cellular invasion and promoting an invasive phenotype.
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Abstract Text
Described is a new approach to building a microfluidic quantum dot ratiometric sensor for detection of copper in
biological samples, indicating copper toxicity or canine copper toxicosis. CdTe quantum dots of two different sizes,
emitting green and red light, were synthesized, characterized and utilized as fluorophores. The green dot is used as a
constant emitter and encapsulated in a silica shell. The red dot, which is immobilized on the silica surface, is static
quenched in the presence of copper ion. The dual emission of the quantum dot ratiometric sensor results in a
fluorescence color change from red to green by visual identification corresponding to the absence and the presence of
copper ion in the sample, respectively. The ratiometric sensor was diluted and mixed with microcrystalline cellulose and
dropcast on the detection zone of a novel microfluidic chip, which was made from poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
assembled by polycaprolactone (PCL). Capillary action is used to transfer the liquid sample from the introduction zone to
the detection zone, where the ratiometric sensor is located. Copper ion was quantitatively determined by constructing a
Stern-Volmer plot. Red and green intensity values from the RGB color system were used as analytical signals for the
calibration curve. The fluorescence signal ratio of red to green quantum dot was optimized in order to detect copper ion
concentration in a clinical important range. The microfluidic format of the quantum dot ratiometric sensor makes rapid,
low-cost testing feasible and convenient for copper ion detection specific to the diagnostic goal.
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Abstract Text
Simplified lab-on-a-chip techniques are desirable for quick and efficient detection of analytes of interest in the field. The
following work involves the use of photolithographically fabricated deterministic pillar arrays on the micro-scale as a
planar separation platforms. Separations are performed by simple low volume (2-5 µL) spotting of samples and using
simple capillary-action driven flow to develop. While these platforms offer advantages for separations, detection can be
complicated by their small dimensions. In this work, Ag colloid is deposited within the arrays as a source of increased
signal via surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS). The colloid is shown to be stable to flow during the
development process. Ag colloid is easily produced; however a common problem traditionally seen with SERS surfaces
containing Ag colloid is oxidation. Our platforms are superhydrophobic inhibiting water vapor contact. We will show
that oxidation is reduced and shelf-life is increased. This work includes the successful separation and SERS detection of
fluorescent anti-tumor drugs (Adriamycin and Daunomycin), as well as the DNA bases (adenine, cytosine, guanine, and
thymine). Included in the study is an evaluation of the reproducibility and limit of detection of the studied compounds via
fluorescence and SERS detection.
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Abstract Text
Antigen expression plays a significant role in clinical studies, pathology, biology and chemistry. Different types of
expressed antigens and different amounts of certain expressed antigens can provide information for diagnosis,
classification, and monitoring of diseases. Analyses based on antigen expression are easily operated with high specificity
and sensitivity. Therefore, investigations of antigen expression at different levels are meaningful in disease detection and
diagnosis. In this work, an affinity separation method was developed based on antigen expression difference in a single
microfluidic chip. This 2-region microfluidic chip was coated with two different concentrations of a capture antibody to
capture two cell types based on differences in antigen expression. We observed that the capture ratio of Ramos and HuT
78 cells matched the expression ratio of CD71 for the two cell lines when lower concentrations of antibody were used (R2
= 0.98). Using herringbone-modified capture channels, a separation purity of 95% and a capture efficiency of 15% were
achieved under continuous-flow conditions. This chip allows differentiation of cell types using a single antigen and a single
device. To further validate our analytical method, Ramos B lymphocytes were spiked into blood samples to demonstrate
performance with a complex sample. Expression ratios were measured over a 1-40-fold difference, and the sample
enrichment was 9.5X. This method has proven to be a robust system to measure cell types of differing antigen expression
levels, and can be used to isolate cells without having a unique surface antigen if the expression level is sufficiently high in
one cell type.
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Phospholipid additives have been utilized in the past to create a thermally responsive pseudo-gel for size-based capillary
electrophoresis separations of DNA[1,2]. Performing phospholipid separations in a microfluidic device has the potential
to greatly increase the throughput of the separations since multiple channels can be monitored simultaneously. Size
separations in a microfluidic is a step toward a device capable of rapidly screening heterogeneous mixtures for catalytic
activity. This research develops a method to sort molecules in the nanometer regime by size in a microfluidic platform
utilizing the phospholipid pseudo-gel. Models with known sizes, such as proteins, DNA, and nanoparticles, are used to
validate the method and determine resolution.
1. Durney BC, Lounsbury JA, Poe BL, Landers JP, Holland L. A Thermo-responsive Phospholipid Pseudo-gel: Tunable DNA
Sieving with Capillary Electrophoresis Analytical Chemistry. 2013;85(14):6617-25.
2. Durney BC, Bachert BA, Sloane HS, Lukomski S, Landers JP, Holland LA. Reversible phospholipid nanogels for
deoxyribonucleic acid fragment size determinations up to 1500 base pairs and integrated sample stacking. Analytica
Chimica Acta. 2015;880(0):136-44.
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Abstract Text
Exosomes are small vesicles (30-100 nm diameter) that are shed from cells with cargo containing nucleic acids that can
indicate the cells from which they originated. It is of clinical interest to isolate disease-specific exosomes to provide
material from which biomarkers can be used for guiding therapeutic decisions. Exosomes, like circulating tumor cells and
cell-free DNA, can be isolated from the blood of patients, forming the basis of a liquid biopsy for disease management.
Recently, microfluidics have been used to isolate exosomes, but are limited by their low-throughput capabilities, which
limits the quantity of disease-specific exosomes that can be isolated. We have designed a microfluidic device for the
positive affinity selection of exosomes that can rapidly (<30 min) process 1 mL of plasma to search for rare diseasespecific exosomes. The device is manufactured via hot embossing of a cyclic olefin copolymer (COC), and features an
array of pillars in each extraction bed that are 5 µm both diameter and spacing, and 20 µm deep. Several extraction beds
can be placed in parallel to increase processing throughput without sacrificing recovery of target exosomes. The
antibodies used for exosomes selection can either be anti-CD63 antibodies or a disease specific affinity agent, such as antiEpCAM. The antibodies are covalently linked to the plastic microfluidic surface via EDC/NHS coupling chemistry of a
UV/O3 activated COC. The design of the chip, including pillar spacing and number and length of capture beds was
computationally optimized using fluidic resistance and diffusion-based capture models. The embossing master was
fabricated using UV-LiGA, which allowed for the fabrication of high aspect ratio features designed to maximize the
recovery of exosomes. From the exosome isolate, we were able to extract mRNA, which was reverse transcribed to allow
for expression profiling and/or mutation scanning, which provides information indicative of a patient’s disease.
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Abstract Text
Due to its characteristics, glass is one of the most convenient materials for the development of microfluidic devices.
However, most of the fabrication protocols, e.g. photolithographic methods, require long processing times, expensive
facilities, and/or harsh chemical conditions. Polymeric materials like PMMA and PDMS, despite its limited resistance to
organic solvents, higher permeability and lower thermal and mechanical stability have been extensively used due to the
availability of fast, low-cost production methods such as casting and laser ablation [1]. While convenient, laser ablation is
difficult to extend to the fabrication of glass devices, because the local heating by the laser beam causes surface cracking.
We herein describe a simple procedure to produce microfluidic devices for capillary electrophoresis from microscope
glass slides.
The channels and reservoirs were fabricated on standard soda-lime glass microscope slides (1.0mm thick) coated with
paraffin wax before ablation. Firstly, some paraffin was melted at 60oC and a thin and uniform layer was deposited on the
top and bottom faces of the slides (0.40g and 0.20g respectively). All ablations were carried out with a commercial CO2
laser engraver. The channels were ablated using 80% of the laser's power and 10% of maximum travel speed of laser's
carriage while the reservoirs were cut by repeatedly scanning (5x) the area on the slide at maximum power and low speed
to (2%).
In this context, the wax works as an effective “heat sink” once solid-liquid-vapor phase transitions absorb energy,
reducing the propagation of the local temperature rise caused by laser beam, thus minimizing thermal stress and,
consequently, crack formation on the substrate. With this method, it was possible to obtain channels of semi-circle profile
of around 400µm width and 70µm depth (Figure) and holes (used as reservoirs) of 3mm diameter. The surface roughness
of ablated channels was the same for glass and polymeric materials, although microscope images showed some small
cracks around the glass channels that became irrelevant after sealing together two glass slides (or a PDMS layer on the
glass) to form the CE microchip. Also, no high voltage leakage was observed during electrophoretic separations.
Acknowledgments
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Abstract Text
Protein-ligand binding interactions are fundamental to many biological processes including signal transduction, enzymatic
catalysis and immune response. Determination of protein-ligand binding affinities and dynamics is crucial to
understanding protein function and the development of new therapeutic agents. We have designed a novel microfluidic
platform that combines rapid mixing of protein and ligand, variable incubation times controlled by integrated
microvalves, and an on-chip electrospray ionization emitter to perform label-free and solution-based monitoring of
protein-ligand binding kinetics. The platform incorporates a multi-lamellar flow mixer for rapid mixing in which protein
and ligand are distributed on-chip to 28 coflowing channels of alternating composition that subsequently merge into a
single narrow channel. The small volume and the sub-micrometer diffusion distances established by the mixer produce
mixing times of around 15 ms at 3 µL/min total flow rate. The mixture is then incubated on-chip, with the time
determined by the volume of the eight different flow paths at a constant flow rate. By stepping through each path, a
range of incubation times spanning a factor of ~30 is achieved such that reactions can be monitored from <100 ms to
several seconds. After incubation, the mixture is electrosprayed for MS determination. Device performance was
characterized by measuring the carbonic anhydrase-furosemide binding kinetics in a millisecond time scale. The kinetic
profile monitors the conversion of unbound to drug-bound protein over time until equilibrium is reached. This platform
can be used for monitoring a variety of rapid, label-free reactions in addition to protein-ligand binding.
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Abstract Text
Recently, microfluidic paper-based analytical devices (•PADS) have garnered increasing interest as platforms for analysis
of a variety of complex biological and environmental systems. •PADS have many benefits over traditional systems due to
the unique properties of paper including capillary action, reagent compatibility, widespread availability, and low cost.
Common fabrication methods include photolithography, wax printing/dipping, and inkjet printing; all suffer drawbacks
including high cost, difficult post processing, unstable hydrophobic materials, and non-biodegradability.
This work makes use of polycaprolactone (PCL) a low-cost, biodegradable polyester with favorable melting and glass
transition temperatures of 60°C and -60°C respectively. PCL was used as both a hydrophobic and adhesive material for
the fabrication of multilayer hybrid microfluidic devices. Fabrication methodology consisted of simple cut and stack
followed by thermal bonding to ensure a fluidic seal.
Kidney health was targeted due to the number of diseases that have a negative effect on renal health and the importance
of monitoring kidney function during various disease states. Creatinine and blood-urea-nitrogen (BUN) are often used as
markers of kidney health, but enzymatic-based detection methods are either complex or require the detection of
ammonia leading to difficulties with traditional •PADs. Using the unique properties of PCL saturated paper, ammonia is
able to diffuse through the paper and be quantitatively determined in a colorimetric fashion through the use of a simple
pH indicator. Colorimetric assays for glucose and albumin were also incorporated due to their importance in the
determination of kidney function.
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Abstract Text
As the need for online diagnostics and characterization of chemical processes is increasing, we explore in this
presentation the potential of acoustic emission for online analysis. This technic is especially attractive as it can be
completely non-intrusive. All it requires is the contact of a small piezoelectric microphone with the structure to monitore
just as a doctor’s stethoscope. It can be implemented on almost all scales of devices from micro lab flows to tectonic
plates. After an introduction to acoustic emission and presenting its potential for online analysis in the chemical and
petroleum industries, we will show results of a study where different Venturi systems were monitored in pressure and
flow measurments and acoustic emission recorded. The cavitation phenomenon corresponds to the spontaneous
creation of bubbles of vapors where pressure drops. Their implosion as pressure increases generate micro jets and
pressure waves which are responsible for major material damages in valves, pumps, etc. The appearance of the
phenomena was found to have specific emissions that could be easily monitored on a flowing online venturi of a pilot
plant. Signals were analyzed both in their temporal and frequency domain. Most effective parameters for the specific
characterization of the different phenomena occurring were quantified to establish the bases for a monitoring
methodology of the systems studied.
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Abstract Text
A method based on Raman spectroscopy to monitor tablet coating has been studied. In Raman measurement, the relative
intensity of coating to a tablet could vary depends on the laser illumination angles. This is a critical issue to address to
make the method reliable for monitoring of tablet coating. Therefore, Raman spectra of a coated table were obtained by
changing the laser illumination angles as well as illumination spots, and the resulting spectral features were examined. As
expected, the peak intensity of coating vary depends on the illumination angles, so a spectrum acquired at a given
illumination angle on a coated tablet is unable to represent entire tablet coating. Therefore, to achieve correct sample
representation, Raman spectra of tablets were collected with shaking to make their orientations random for the spectral
acquisition. Also, to collect more reproducible spectra, a wide area illumination (WAI) scheme that applies a laser beam
to a sample in a circular fashion (6 mm diameter) with a long focal length was employed. The prediction performance a
PLS model developed using the spectra of tablets with repeated shakings was acceptable to monitor tablet coating as an
on-line manner.
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Abstract Text
The use of biological polyions is common in biomedical applications. The polysaccharides heparin, LMWHs, DexS and PPS
are used as anticoagulant and therapeutic agents. On the other hand, protamine and other polypeptides are used as
antidotes of the widely used heparin and can effectively bind the other polysaccharides as well. Thus, developing simple,
rapid and inexpensive detection methods of the binding affinities and ratios of the anticoagulant polysaccharides and the
antidote polypeptides has significant biomedical applications including for screening efficient and safe antidotes for new
anticoagulants such as LMWHs and for continuous monitoring of the anticoagulants and the antidotes in blood before,
during and after surgical procedures. We have demonstrated here a simple and rapid detection of polycation-polyanion
binding ratio using pulsed chronopotentiometry with reversible polyion-selective membrane electrodes. As model
systems, we have determined the binding ratio of protamine with heparin, dextran sulfate (DexS) and pentosan
polysulfate (PPS). The binding ratios were found to be 1.2:1.0 (protamine:heparin), 1.5:1.0 (protamine:DexS) and 1.55:1.0
(protamine:PPS). The binding ratio of protamine with heparin and PPS determined by our method are in good agreement
with the published data. We report here the protamine-DexS binding ratio for the first time and the value is reasonable
based on the charge density of the polysaccharide.
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Abstract Text
KNAUER has been manufacturing world-class HPLC instruments for the past five decades. The increased demand for
precise measurements in hazardous, explosive or toxic work processes has initiated a number of technical optimizations
particularly on our high pressure pump heads and UV detector flow cells. The key focus in these optimizations has been
enhancing security and adaption to applicational demands whilst maintaining performance.
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Abstract Text
The internal and external component surfaces of Analyzers and process sampling systems can be exposed to challenging
environments.. Many sample streams are corrosive or contain active compounds that reduce component lifetimes or
require extended preventative maintenance. For systems that are required to give accurate, reliable and repeatable data,
the cost of upkeep is much larger than systems in benign environments. Current inert coatings are often challenged and
limited in some of these applications due to acidic or basic conditions, erosive affects or physical wear demands.
This presentation will report data on the newest generation of inert and wear resistant surface treatments that greatly
reduce maintenance cycles and improve analytical reliability. The applications include sampling and analytical systems
found in off-shore analyzers, refineries, petrochemical plants, continuous emission monitors and more. Data from the
analysis of sulfurs containing streams and other active indicators will be discussed to illustrate the inertness of the new
coating in comparison to existing inert coatings available on the market.
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Abstract Text
Whatever their fields of activity, industrial companies require expertise to fulfil their responsibilities. Some of those
obligations can be legal by respecting the environmental and/or human impacts regulations. Improving their
manufacturing process also permit industrial companies to increase their profitability. To that end, laser-induced
breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) appears to be an efficient technique. Indeed, it is quantitative, fast (< 1 min), requires no
sample preparation and can be performed at remote distance and in a harsh environment.
Since 2010, a French consortium works on the development and optimization of LIBS technique in order to develop
specific analytical systems dedicated to industrial measurements. Amongst them the centres of expertise IDEEL and ISA
from Lyon University, industrial companies like SOLVAY, ARKEMA, IFP-EN and IVEA a LIBS instrumentation manufacturer.
One of these developments is devoted to elementary control on heavy grade oils and preliminary results will be
presented and were achieved with a modular multi-purpose LIBS sub-system. Due to the viscosity of the sample, a
dedicated sampling cell has also been developed in order to generate steady stream necessary for LIBS analysis.
Calibration curves were obtained by considering standard samples resulting from the process. Those curves shows good
linear trends and detection limits in agreement with industrial specifications. Finally, the LIBS system was implemented
during one month on an industrial pilot site during a monitoring campaign for hydro treating heavy oil products. Fully
automatic quantitative LIBS measurements were realized once or twice per day. The results obtained were compared to
standard measurements with a WDXRF laboratory system (ASTM D2622). Good correlation between online LIBS system
and WDXRF standard measurements are obtained confirming the capability of LIBS technique to make fast and online
analysis for specific industrial needs.
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Abstract Text
The properties and performance of an all-plastic, Ag/AgCl/sat KCl, leak-free reference electrode are presented. This class
of reference electrodes utilizes a highly conductive, non-porous junction, eliminating the need for the filling electrolyte to
leak to provide ionic conductivity. This electrode does not need electrolyte refill and can store dry, offering long term use
and stability. It does not contaminate the sample. This electrode offers many advantages over conventional reference
electrodes. It can be used in hydrofuoric acid, concentrated hydroxide , concentrated acid, perchlorate, cyanide and many
other solutions where conventional electrode use is limited or problematic. Moreover, it can be used in common organic
solvents. This electrode is very useful in biological research, energy research, ion selective electrodes, semiconductors,
corrosion in addition to common electrochemical experiments. This electrode can be prepared in any size. Most common
available sizes are 0.5, 1, 1.6, 2, 3.2, 5 and 6.4 mm diameter at any desired length. Moreover, it can be prepared flexible
and in many shapes. The electrode has been coupled with conventional glass pH electrode to eliminate the problems of
associated with porous junctions. The use of this electrode with maintenance-free, multi-parameter devices is under
investigation.
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Abstract Text
The USEPA regulates by establishing a contaminant, an MCL, and a method, or methods, that are required to use for
compliance purposes. These methods are almost all laboratory methods and include sampling, sample preservation,
holding times, and batch QC criteria. Even if an on-line analyzer uses the same measurement technique as a laboratory
method, you cannot assume equivalence of an on-line test to a laboratory method because the on-line lacks some of the
required QC. This presentation suggests QC practices that could be applied to new on-line analyzer methods.
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Abstract Text
Cleaning validation is necessary to establish the quality and safety of pharmaceutical drug products. In cleaning validation
protocols, direct sampling is performed with swabs, which are sticks with textiles at one side. The sample in the swab
after swabbing the surface of equipment is extracted with water or organic solvent before analyses with a TOC analyzer
and HPLC. Although swabbing is the preferable method to validate cleaning, it has some problems. The TOC analyzer is
not applicable to hydrophobic compounds because ethanol is needed for swabbing. Sample condensation is also
sometimes required before HPLC. Thus, we developed a novel sample pretreatment and analysis method for cleaning
validation using supercritical fluid for both extraction and analysis.
A commercially available detergent containing alkylbenzene sulfonates was used as a standard sample. For the test of
sample extraction, the sample was dropped onto a swab (ITW Texwipe, USA). The Nexera UC system (Shimadzu
Corporation, Japan) was used for both the screening of the method using supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) and the
supercritical fluid sample extraction (SFE) followed by SFC directly (SFE/SFC). Shim-pack UC series columns were screened
and used for subsequent analysis.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
In the last 15 years Raman spectroscopy has emerged as an important in situ analytical and process control tool. The early
years of this period were dominated by improvements in Raman spectrometer components including the development of
high power, small footprint NIR lasers, high performance holographic laser rejection filters, and low-noise CCD array
detectors. The later years have seen a significant increase in the type and quantity of published in situ application
successes. At the core of this emergence has been developments in sampling and sampling interfaces. The ability to
flexibly configure the optical sampling interface using fiber-optic delivery allows Raman analyzers to be integrated to
reactors ranging from the micro-scale to large volume manufacturing reactors. In this presentation, examples of
improvements in sampling for in situ liquid-phase Raman applications will be shown, as well as applications of Raman
spectroscopy for the study and control of small reactor systems including sealed microwave systems, continuous flow
reactors, NeSSI platform devices, and small volume thermal reactors.
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Abstract Text
Raman spectroscopy is an established tool in research analytical laboratories because of its sampling versatility, minimal
sample preparation, and compatibility with aqueous systems. For the past 20 years, we have applied the measurement
principles of Raman spectroscopy in a manufacturing environment for understanding, monitoring, and controlling
continuous processes or unit operations. Raman spectroscopy in a process or manufacturing environment required an
integrated approach, with careful attention to the reliability of the analyzer and sampling probe optics and transferability
of the data analysis method. Some manufacturing environments have additional environmental or regulatory
requirements, which also impacted our technology development and product manufacturing. We broadly discuss these
requirements in the context of customer applications and provide examples that illustrate the challenges, successes and
benefits of Raman spectroscopy in the process and manufacturing environments. Our approach includes an integrated
hardware, optical probe, control software and model development platform, that addresses the challenges of Raman
spectroscopy in a process environment. We demonstrate successful application of Raman-based process analytical
technology (PAT) and Quality by Design (QbD) in pharmaceutical, specialty chemical, petrochemical and polymer
manufacturing environments. We show Raman spectroscopy as a valuable technique for process monitoring and control.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Understanding, monitoring and controlling solid phase unit operations in pharmaceutical manufacturing is a critical
component in ensuring a drug product’s safety, bioavailability and efficacy. Consistent quality is a key requirement in the
FDA’s process analytical technology (PAT) and Quality by Design (QbD) initiatives. In situ Raman spectroscopy can
improve control over the solid-phase unit operation, reduce batch rejections and improve process quality. Continuous, in
situ, Raman measurements align with these FDA initiatives and provide direct process feedback without the need for
sample removal or preparation. We describe laboratory and manufacturing examples where Raman spectroscopy
provides monitoring and control of a critical solid-phase pharmaceutical process. In our examples, a Kaiser Optical
Systems RamanRXN system analyzer, operating at 785 nm, was coupled directly into the processing equipment using the
Kaiser PhAT probe. The PhAT probe delivered approximately 100-200 mW onto the sample and signal was collected for 13 seconds. In one example, the PhAT probe was used to measure signal from the coating and the API during the tablet
coating process. Ratiometric analysis of the coating-to-API signal was used to generate a Raman-defined endpoint, which
was used on subsequent batches to control coating thickness. Through these examples, we have demonstrated Raman
spectroscopy as a valuable technique in measuring, monitoring and controlling pharmaceutical solids during process unit
operations.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Biologics, pharmaceutical, cosmetics, and nutraceutical manufacturing companies spend significant time cleaning and
verifying the cleanliness of production equipment. In many cases, non-specific analytical methods such as total organic
carbon (TOC) have the potential to help release clean equipment back to production more quickly. TOC has become a
very common analytical method for cleaning validation in recent years, primarily due to ease of validation, speed of
analysis, and ability to be automated as either an at-line or on-line measurement. In order to successfully replace
compound-specific analytical methods with TOC, recovery studies must be performed to show that the compounds of
concern can be measured. Traditional wisdom is that compounds with complex molecular structures or low solubility in
water may be difficult to sample and measure using currently available TOC instrumentation. This study involved the
selection of multiple difficult to oxidize or low solubility organic compounds, recovery testing on TOC instrumentation, as
well as physical recovery of each compound from stainless steel coupons using swab sampling. Results from this study
demonstrate the usefulness of TOC analysis for the detection of a broad range of organic residues that are of interest to
industry.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Overexposure to UV-radiation of sun is the main cause of skin cancer. The duration that is required to exceed the
exposure limit varies with the intensity of solar UVR and skin type of the person who is being exposed to solar UV. This
makes it challenging to judge the appropriate amount of time that is safe under UV sun exposure. Therefore, there is a
need for some disposable sun exposure sensor which is simple, easy to use and inexpensive. Another important aspect is
that it should not be only cheap but also composed of entirely benign materials. This is what we seek to achieve with the
technology described herein using entirely materials that are already approved for human use.
For this purpose, the decolouration of common food dyes by TiO2 when exposed to UV radiation is applied to fabricate
an easy to fabricate, simple to use, disposable sun exposure sensor that can be tuned to different skin types. This single
layer sticker was fabricated by inject printing of a suspension containing a FDA approved food dye (e.g. brilliant blue FCF),
TiO2 and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) as a binder on paper. As a result of decomposition of this food dye by TiO2 in
presence of UV, the film will lose the inherent colour of the dyes. The decolouration can be easily observed by the naked
eye. Quantitative analysis of decolouration change was performed using UV-Vis reflectance spectra of films fabricated
using ink jet printing. Finally, decolouration of the films was calibrated to match UV exposure time of different skin types,
by using different UV neutral density filter with the ability of transmit between 1.5 to 70% of UV radiation from the
sources to the photoactive film. The decolouration time could be adjusted most effectively by coating the device using
filters although fabrication parameters such as the actual dye, the ratio of dye to TiO2 or the film thickness also gave
some control over the decolouration time.
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Abstract Text
12 full and 4 associate partners from all over Europe (renowned universities, research institutes and industry) have
trained a total of 15 Early Stage Researchers within the Marie Curie Training Network PIMMS during the past four years.
PIMMS has focused on the application of PTR-MS to four key areas: environmental, food and health sciences and
homeland security. Here we present work on one of the successful projects within PIMMS: the analysis of New
Psychoactive Substances (NPS), i.e. compounds that do not belong to the common group of illicit drugs (e.g. cocaine,
ecstasy, LSD, etc.) but mimic their intoxicating effects. Utilizing a high-resolution and high-sensitivity PTR-TOF 8000 (PTRMS instrument equipped with a time-of-flight mass analyzer and switchable reagent ions capability) we studied the
reduced electric field dependence of the reactions of a wide selection of NPS with the reagent ions
H[sub]3[/sub]O[sup]+[/sup], NO[sup]+[/sup], O[sub]2[/sub][sup]+[/sup] and Kr[sup]+[/sup].
We present an overview of these results and highlight key findings, and in particular the interesting results we obtained
for the popular NPS ethylphenidate (EPH, C[sub]15[/sub]H[sub]21[/sub]NO[sub]2[/sub]), a drug closely related to the
prescription drug methylphenidate, better known as Ritalin. Over a period of three years we purchased a total of six EPH
samples via the Internet. All samples contained the advertised active ingredient EPH and some impurities, which could be
assigned to residuals from the synthesis process, as illustrated in the figure below, which shows the product ions
originating from various samples (those from EPH marked with an E). Although purchased from the same vendor, we
found that the impurities differed between batches, indicating that different routes of synthesis had been used in the
production processes.
PIMMS is supported by the EC 7th Framework Programme
(GA 287382). WJA received a BBSRC-Industrial CASE studentship.
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Abstract Text
Scutellaria baicalensis, commonly known as Chinese scullcap or Baikal scullcap, is a member of the mint family, grown in
China, Mongolia, Korea and Russia. It is one of the 50 fundamental herbs used in traditional Chinese medicine and it has
been used for centuries. Recently, it was found to block MAP Kinase by growth factors and estrogen in human breast
cancer cells. We herein demonstrate how to Preserving the free-radical scavenger activity of key bioactives during the
extraction and purification process. We herein demonstrate how to preserve the free-radical scavenging activity of such
key bioactives during the extraction and purification process.
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Abstract Text
When dealing with challenging samples like corrosive, toxic, flammable and the like samples (Silane, HF, ClF3, phosphine,
ammonia, chlorine, boron trichloride, nitrogen trifluoride, fluorine, bromine, hydrogen etc.), there is a high risk for user
safety and equipment damage. We will show how that AFP design philosophy is used to build sampling systems and
define methods in order to get a safe and intelligent system while having long term repeatability and accurate
measurement. A new sealed GC valve concept will also be introduced.
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Abstract Text
The aim of this work was to identify the parameters that affect the recovery of pharmaceutical residues from the surface
of stainless steel coupons. A series of factors were assessed, including drug product spike levels, spiking procedure,
drug/excipient ratios, analyst-to-analyst variability, intraday variability, and cleaning procedure of the coupons. The low
recoveries were narrowed down to the cleaning procedure of the coupons as the major contributor. Assessment of acid,
base, and peroxide washes, as well as the order of treatment, showed that a base-water-acid-water wash procedure
resulted in consistently high spiked recovery (>90%) and reproducible results. By applying this cleaning procedure to the
previously used coupons that failed the cleaning acceptance criteria, Multiple analysts were able to obtain consistent
recoveries from day-to-day for different drugs, and drug/excipient ratios at various spike levels. We successfully applied
our approach for cleaning verification of small molecules (MW < 1000 Da) as well as large biomolecules (MW up to 50
KDa). The analytical techniques used were either Total Organic Carbon or liquid chromatography with UV detection.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
This study was designed to evaluate the antibacterial and wound healing properties of hydro-ethanolic extract of
Gossypium barbadense leaves, a breakthrough in an era of multi-drug resistance. The in-vitro antimicrobial activities of
different concentrations of the extract (10mg/ml, 20mg/ml and 30mg/ml) were evaluated on multi-drug resistant wound
isolates (Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli, Proteus mirabilis and Shigella sonnei) from
patients at the Lagos University Teaching Hospital, Lagos Nigeria, using the well diffusion method. Propylene glycol was
used as negative control while Bacitracin/Neomycin was used as positive control. Wound healing properties of the
extract were also investigated on 25 Wister albino rats using the excision model. Five groups (A, B, C D and E) of five
Wister albino rats each, induced with sized wounds were treated with 10mg/ml, 20mg/ml and 30mg/ml of the extract for
groups A, B and C. Group D was treated with Bacitracin/Neomycin positive control while group E rats were treated with
sterile distilled water as negative control
After ten days of treatment, 20mg/ml of the extract gave 91% healing while Bacitracin/Neomycin gave about 80%.
Distilled water produced 36% healing Hydro-ethanolic extract of Gossypium barbadense leaves compared favorably with
commercial Bacitracin/Neomycin in antimicrobial activity and also showed faster and better wound healing than the
commercial brand.
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Abstract Text
According to the American Cancer society, cooking at high temperatures causes a chemical reaction between certain
sugars and
asparagine which causes acrylamide to form. Acrylamide is commonly found in foods that are made from plants such as
potato
products, grain products, and coffee whose preparation often requires longer cooking times and higher temperatures. In
this poster we explore how to use Novum SLE tubes to clean up a coffee matrix in order to quantitate known acrylamide
levels, demonstrating that the SLE technique can be applied to a variety of compounds and sample matrices outside of
the clinical research industry.
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Abstract Text
Cereal grains represent an important food class consumed by all living organisms on a daily basis. Ensuring trace level
amounts of micronutrients obtained from rice, wheat or maize is imperative as deficiencies in Fe, Zn and I are on the
rise.[superscript 1] Alternatively, the presence of toxic heavy metals present concerns as short or long term exposure can
lead to adverse effects including nervous system and/or organ damage.[superscript 2] High-throughput trace metal
analysis in food grains is therefore key in regulating their respective accepted levels. Sample preparation, in particular
acid digestion, consumes the largest amount of time during these analyses.[superscript 3] Improved techniques such as
microwave digestion have significantly reduced digestion times but are limited to small sample sizes and are labor
intensive. Automated open vessel digestions are capable of handling large sample sizes and dispensing accurate amounts
of reagent while increasing analyst efficiency. Through the use of automated block digesters and automated dilution workstations, approximately 320 samples could be processed in a short period of time using minimal labour. We describe the
nitric/perchloric digestion procedure used in the analysis of various food grains, as well as reporting the recoveries of
elements; measured by ICP-AES.
1. Tekli•, T.; Lon•ari•, Z.; Kova•evi•, V.; Singh, B. R. [i]Food and Energy Security[/i] [b]2013[/b], [i]2[/i](2), 81-95.
2. Singh, R.; Gautam, N.; Mishra, A.; Gupta, R. [i]Indian J. Pharmacol.[/i] [b]2011[/b], [i]43[/i](3), 246–253.
3. Korn, M. G. A. et al. [i]Appl. Spectrosc. Rev.[/i] [b]2008[/b], [i]43[/i], 67-92.
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Abstract Text
Automated liquid handling performance can be optimized by adjusting system operating parameters, but the effect of
environmental conditions on liquid handling quality is often under-appreciated.
This study uses a two factor design (temperature and humidity) to investigate volumetric performance (precision and
trueness) at environmental conditions from 15 °C to 30 °C and 30% to 80% relative humidity. Nine environmental
conditions were tested, the mid point, four corner cases and four edge cases. Replicate testing was performed at the mid
point and corner cases.
The Tecan QC Kit, which is based on Artel’s ratiometric photometry, was used to make measurements at each set of
environmental conditions. The precision (%CV), and trueness (%SE) is reported for each environmental condition using
default liquid classes.
The precision of the Tecan Freedom EVO was found to be insensitive to environmental conditions and performed within
manufacturer’s limits over the entire range tested in this study (15 °C to 30 °C and 30% to 80% relative humidity).
Over the range of this test, the trueness (systematic error) does depend on environmental conditions. Increased
temperature and decreased relative humidity resulted in lower delivered volume. For the greatest accuracy in laboratory
work, and particularly when operated outside of recommended temperatures, the automated liquid handling system
should be tested and optimized for the local environment.
The environmental effect on trueness exhibited a linear correlation with the “evaporation potential” (the driving force for
evaporation of the sample). The evaporation potential is dependent on both temperature and relative humidity. Use of
this concept permits the experiment to be reduced from two factors (temperature and relative humidity) to one factor
(evaporation potential).
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Abstract Text
Miniaturization of columns in chromatography began with gas chromatography (GC) and continued steadily over the past
half century. The main driving forces have been prospects for increasingly higher chromatographic resolution and simpler
coupling of chromatography to mass spectrometry (MS). Major breakthroughs in GC include flexible fused silica columns,
robust column deactivation methods, high viscosity stationary phases, understanding of Raleigh instability, rapid static
coating, free-radical crosslinking, and thermally stable stationary phases. In liquid chromatography (LC), developments in
small particle morphology and uniformity have been most critical, with optimized packing methods following close
behind. Development of supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) introduced its own unique requirements that
contributed to improvements in column technology for the other chromatographic techniques as well. Although
continually exciting to consider, efforts to incorporate chromatographic separation channels in microfluidic platforms
have been relatively slow. This presentation will describe the author’s first-hand experience in developing capillary
column technology for chromatography over the past 40 years, followed by speculation of emerging opportunities that
may provide even better chromatographic performance in the future.
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Abstract Text
In recent years within the pharmaceutical industry and also in our research activities related to pharmaceutical analysis, a
remarkable shift from small to large molecules was noticed. Being on the market since early 1980s, protein
biopharmaceuticals have seen an enormous growth in the last decade. It is even expected that within the current decade,
more than 50% of new drug approvals will be of biological nature. A dominant role is thereby played by protein
biopharmaceuticals (recombinant proteins, monoclonal antibodies-mAbs and antibody-drug conjugates-ADCs). The sales
top 10 of pharmaceuticals is currently heavily populated with mAbs and a substantial number of mAbs has reached
blockbuster status.
Protein biopharmaceuticals are large and heterogeneous and their in-depth analysis during development, during lifetime
and in QA/QC requires the best of both chromatography and mass spectrometry. Moreover, with the patents of the first
generation protein biopharmaceuticals expired and blockbuster mAbs becoming open to the market, activities in
biosimilars exploded in recent years. Biosimilar developers are also confronted with huge analytical challenges as
opposed to generic versions of small molecules since exact copies of recombinant proteins cannot be produced due to
differences in cell clone and processes used.
In this presentation, analytical platforms for full characterization and analysis of protein biopharmaceuticals will be
presented and illustrated. From a chromatographic point of view, one-dimensional (1 D) and comprehensive twodimensional liquid chromatography (LC×LC) will be compared with emphasis on their application in a QA/QC
environment. For in-depth characterization of protein biopharmaceuticals, mass spectrometry is of utmost importance
and the features of high-end MS (QTOF, QQQ, ion mobility MS) will be illustrated with crucial compound characteristics.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The enormous complexity of most glycoconjugate natural pools challenges even the best available analytical tools and
methodologies developed for the other areas of systems biology. Both eukaryotic and prokaryotic systems present
unique analytical problems of their own. Among the distinct and important tasks of contemporary glycobiology is to
identify and quantify components of human glycomes and distinguish “normal” glycan levels from disease-related
glycosylation aberrations. In analytical terms, this often means resolution of many different glycans, including various
isomeric species, and reaching even the trace components of complex glycan mixtures. Mass-spectrometric (MS) glycan
profiling is conveniently performed through the use of derivatization (e.g., permethylation) and MALDI-MS or LC- ESI-MS.
To deal with mixtures containing isomeric glycans, it is beneficial to employ capillary electrophoresis (CE) or
chromatographic separations, as has been shown by the recent applications in biomedical field. In addition to describing
the glycomes, it is essential to characterize the proteins conjugating their respective glycans. The current
glycoproteomics, which has evolved from the proteome-centered approaches, must add unique considerations of
glycobiology in the further developments of effective analytical platforms. Importantly, the field also includes new
analytical methodologies in the rapidly developing area of recombinant glycoprotein biopharmaceuticals. Advanced
understanding of glycan-protein binding interactions necessitates the use of complementary tools such as glycan arrays
and lectin arrays.
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Abstract Text
Enantiomers of chiral pharmaceutical drug compounds can exhibit different pharmacological and pharmacokinetic
activities in the human body. Therefore, regulatory authorities demand that, if possible, a single enantiomer drug is
developed which only contains the therapeutically active enantiomer. In addition, methods for the separation and
quantification of the enantiomers must be presented in the registration procedure of a chiral drug molecule. However, in
early drug development, industry mostly prefers to synthesize a racemate and to separate it afterwards. A fast screening
for separation conditions is already performed in this stage to reduce the method development time at later stages.
Therefore, generic separation strategies can be very useful. A fast screening experiment gives an idea about the
enantioselectivity, and the optimization steps can be used afterwards to enhance the obtained separation. Generic
strategies are developed in such a way that they are applicable on large sets of structurally diverse molecules. Previously,
polysaccharide-based chiral stationary phases (CSP) proved to be well suited to define such strategies, as they show a
broad enantioselectivity range. Different strategies were already developed in normal-phase liquid chromatography,
polar organic solvent chromatography, reversed-phase liquid chromatography and capillary electrochromatography. For
supercritical fluid chromatography, only a screening step was defined. A new challenge concerned the evaluation of
recently introduced CSP with other types of polysaccharide selectors for their applicability in generic analysis. In a first
step, the applicability of the screening step was evaluated on the new CSP for all considered techniques. When the
enantioselectivity of these new CSP was higher, the screening step was altered by replacement of some CSP to achieve a
higher success rate. In a second part of the project, the optimization steps were adapted or defined.
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Abstract Text
Hydrogen (H2) gas sensors that are sensitive, rapid-responding, stable, selective, compact, and inexpensive are needed to
support the operation of fuel cell-electric automobiles. Palladium absorbs hydrogen to form a hydride (PdHx) with x
saturating at 0.67 and since 1869 it has been known that the electrical resistivity of this hydride increases linearly with x
by a factor of 1.8 – 1.9 over the range from x = 0 to 0.67. This property of PdHx was first exploited for hydrogen sensing
by Hughes and Schubert in 1992. As hydrogen gas sensors, Pd thin film resistors are elegant in their simplicity and cheap,
but they are much too slow. The solution is to use a Pd nanowire as a resistive H2 sensor instead of a film. In this talk, we
discuss recent innovations in nanowire-based H2 detection, focusing attention on platinum-modified palladium
nanowires (or Pd@Pt nanowires) that are prepared with control of the Pt coverage. We assess the influence of the Pt
surface layer on various H2 detection metrics. Pd nanowires with dimensions of 40 nm(h) x 100 nm(w) x 50 µm(l)
fabricated using lithographically-patterned nanowire electrodeposition (LPNE). Then a thin Pt surface layer is
electrodeposited conformally onto the Pd nanowire at coverages of 0.10 monolayer (ML), 1.0 ML, and 10 ML. The
resistance of a single Pd@Pt nanowire is measured during the exposure of these nanowires to pulses of hydrogen gas in
air at concentrations ranging from 0.05 to 5.0 vol%. Both Pd nanowires and Pd@Pt nanowires show a prompt, reversible
increase in resistance upon exposure to H2 in air, caused by the conversion of Pd to more resistive PdHx. But significant
accelerations in response and recovery are observed with the addition of just 1.0 ML of Pt to the Pd nanowire surface.
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Abstract Text
Microfluidic devices are of considerable research interest in areas such as analytical chemistry, biochemistry, and cell
biology. Here we present our recent work on the design and development of a new type of pump that can be used in
microfluidic devices. We have developed a membrane-based AC electroosmotic pump with no moving parts that can
generate a flow rate on the order of 4 mL min-1 using a sinusoidal voltage waveform of 3.5 Vrms at 20 Hz. The polymeric
membrane employed contains conically shaped pores, and the asymmetric nature of these pores enables electroosmotic
flow rectification – the phenomenon responsible for generating net flow from a symmetrical sinusoidal voltage wave. This
AC operation offers a number of potential advantages including lower power consumption. The pumping performance of
the device was experimentally investigated by analyzing the flow rate as a function of frequency and magnitude of the
voltage wave.
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Abstract Text
Here we report on the effect of DNA modification on individual collisions between Pt nanoparticles (PtNPs) and
ultramicroelectrode (UME) surfaces. These results extend recent reports of electrocatalytic amplification (ECA) arising
from collisions between naked surfaces, and they are motivated by our interest in using ECA for low-level biosensing
applications. In the present case, we studied collisions between naked PtNPs and DNA-modified Au and Hg UMEs and also
collisions between DNA-modified PtNPs and naked Au and Hg UMEs. In all cases, the sensing reaction is the catalytic
oxidation of N2H4. The presence of ssDNA (5-mer or 25-mer) immobilized on the UME surface has little effect on the
magnitude or frequency of ECA signals, regardless of whether the electrode is Au or Hg. In contrast, when DNA is
immobilized on the PtNPs and the electrodes are naked, clear trends emerge. Specifically, as the surface concentration of
ssDNA on the PtNP surface increases, the magnitude and frequency of the current transients decrease. This trend is most
apparent for the longer 25-mer. We interpret these results as follows. When ssDNA is immobilized at high concentration
on the PtNPs, the surface sites on the NP required for electrocatalytic N2H4 oxidation are blocked. This leads to lower
and fewer ECA signals. In contrast, naked PtNPs are able to transfer electrons to UMEs having sparse coatings of ssDNA.
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Abstract Text
The use of scanning electrochemical (SECM) and scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM) has enabled chemical
imaging of a variety of surface and transport processes. Coupling these scanned probed techniques with the sensitivity
afforded by ion channel stochastic single molecule detection has the potential to enable chemical imaging of a wide
variety of new molecules with exquisite sensitivity. Here I discuss the development of a DC-based scanning ion
conductance measurement with imaging probes incorporating the protein channel •-hemolysin. Using these probes we
are able to image the molecular flux of the small molecule, •-cyclodextrin, through porous membranes. The
measurement uses both channel conductance and channel activity (i.e., blocking) to provide both conductance and
cyclodextrin images of the membrane surface simultaneously. Naturally occurring protein channels represents a new
method of producing reproducible nanometer-scaled pores for scanned probe microscopy.
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Abstract Text
Nanopipettes provide an interesting tool for collection of local information from sample surfaces. Here, we describe
electrospray from nanopipettes to realize a mode of electrochemical scanning probe microscopy introduced here as
scanning electrospray microscopy (SESM). This technique provides an ambient, non-contact method to investigate
surface topography with distance-dependence of electrospray current as a means of feedback for imaging. Approach
curves, line scans, and images generated with SESM are reported. Deposition of salt on the sample surface from
electrospray imaging is characterized.
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Abstract Text
Infectious diseases are a major threat to human and animal health worldwide, and are responsible for killing millions of
people each year and costing billions of dollars in economic losses. From 1995-2008, the estimated losses from zoonotic
infectious diseases was $120B. As a result, there has been a long standing interest in rapid screening tools that enable
detection and even identification of bacterial and viral pathogens. Traditional microbiological methods rely on culturing,
which, despite being slow and time intensive, are effective for those species which can be readily cultured. Molecular
techniques such as RT-PCR and ELISA have improved accuracy and speed but are rarely performed at the point of need,
largely due to the need for multiple processing steps and benchtop instrumentation. We have been developing new
methods for molecular detection of infectious diseases making use of recent developments in paper-based analytic
devices. Multiple methods for detecting infectious diseases using paper-based devices will be presented. The first relies
on detection of enzymes produced by bacteria using electrochemical paper-based analytic devices (ePADs). ePADs
provide better sensitivity than colorimetric methods. Discussion will focus on detection of Salmonella and E. Coli using
this approach. The second method detects viral and bacterial DNA colorimetrically using peptide nucleic acids coupled
with silver nanoparticles in a simplified aggregation assay. Examples of detecting DNA from human papilloma virus, MERS,
and tuberculosis will be shown.
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Abstract Text
The relevance of microfluidic technology is modern experimental science is significant and driven by including the ability
to process ultra-small volumes of fluid, enhanced analytical performance, reduced instrumental footprints, facile
integration of functional components and the capacity to exploit atypical fluid behaviour to control chemical and
biological entities in both time and space. Droplet-based microfluidic systems allow the generation and manipulation of
discrete pL-volume droplets contained within an immiscible continuous phase. They leverage immiscibility to create
discrete volumes that reside and move within a continuous flow. Such segmented-flows allow for the production of
monodisperse droplets at rates in excess of tens of KHz and independent control of each droplet in terms of size, position
and chemical makeup. Moreover, the use of droplets in complex chemical and biological processing relies on the ability to
perform a range of integrated, unit operations such as droplet generation, merging/fusion, sorting, splitting, dilution,
storage and sampling. I will provide examples of how droplet-based microfluidic systems can be used to perform a range
of chemical and biological experiments (including nanomaterial synthesis and cell-based assays) in a rapid and efficient
manner and also introduce the use of stroboscopic epifluorescence imaging in the extensive characterization of
enzyme–inhibitor reaction kinetics and high-throughput imaging flow cytometry.
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Abstract Text
We have designed and tested a simple, distance-based microfluidic analysis system for determining concentrations of
biomolecules. Our microchips do not need detection hardware; instead, they utilize visualization of fluid flow distances in
microfluidic channels, wherein a given flow distance corresponds to a specific analyte concentration.(1,2) We fabricated
the microchannels in an elastically deformable polymer (PDMS) and linked receptor molecules on the microchannel
surfaces. When fluid containing the analyte(s) of interest flows in a microchannel, receptor pairs are crosslinked, which
causes constriction of the channel and stoppage of flow. The solution flow distance (before stoppage) can then be used to
infer the target analyte concentration. We have evaluated our flow distance assays on streptavidin in solution, with a limit
of detection of 1 ng/mL.(1) We determined a linear relationship between the logarithm of streptavidin concentration and
the solution flow distance in the microchannel.(1) We have also utilized these flow assays to measure the concentrations
of nucleic acids in solutions, including synthetic urine. We determined the concentrations of two disease-related
microRNA analogues in synthetic urine with detection limits of 10 pg/mL,(2) which are very close to the levels of
microRNAs in urine that occur in a diseased state (5 pg/mL). We are working to further improve the limits of detection
and expand the range of microRNAs that can be determined in our flow devices. We expect that these microfluidic
systems should have broad applicability for various point-of-usage bioassays.
References
1.Chatterjee, D.; Mansfield, D.S.; Anderson, N.G.; Subedi, S.; Woolley, A.T. Analytical Chem. 84, 7057-7063 (2012).
2.Chatterjee, D.; Mansfield, D.S.; Woolley, A.T. Analytical Methods 6, 8173-8179 (2014).
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Abstract Text
In 2013, we developed a sequential operation droplet array (SODA) system [1] for performing automated picoliter to
nanoliter-scale droplet manipulation, analysis and screening. The SODA system consists of a tapered capillary connected
with a syringe pump and a two-dimensional oil-covered droplet array fixed on a x-y-z translational stage [1]. It can achieve
multiple liquid handling manipulations including liquid droplet assembling, generation, indexing, transferring, splitting and
fusion, under control of a computer program. All of these operations are completed using different combinations of three
elemental operations as capillary-based liquid aspirating and depositing, and the moving of the oil-covered droplet array,
which endows it with substantial high versatility and flexibility.
We have applied the SODA system in enzyme inhibitor screening [1], cell-based drug combination screening [2], and
protein crystallization condition screening [3]. Recently, we applied the SODA system in quantification of microRNA in
single cells to perform in-droplet single cell encapsulation, cell lysis, reverse transcription, and real-time PCR [4]. We also
coupled the nanoliter-scale droplet array with high-resolution separation systems such as capillary electrophoresis, liquid
chromatography and electrospray ionization mass spectrometry [5].
The above results demonstrated that the SODA strategy has the potential to provide a versatile and flexible micro-liquid
manipulation and treatment approach, especially for analysis of small amount of samples.
References
1.Y. Zhu, et al., Anal. Chem., 2013, 85, 6723.
2.G-S. Du, et. al, Anal. Chem. 2013, 85, 6740.
3.Y. Zhu, et al, Sci. Rep., 2014, 4, 5046.
4.Y. Zhu, et al., Sci. Rep., 2015, 5, 9551.
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Abstract Text
Plasmonic materials offer a promising approach for developing new light harvesting devices and for directing the
outcome of chemical reactions. Their ability to concentrate light to subwavelength volumes leads to the formation of hot
spots and hot electrons, which can drive energy flow, modify potential energy surfaces, and enable new photochemical
and photophysical processes. Currently, a fundamental mechanistic understanding of how photoreactions occur at
plasmonic surfaces is lacking. We utilize a novel time-resolved surface-enhanced Raman technique to follow structural
dynamics in molecules adsorbed to or proximal to plasmonic materials, providing picosecond timescale information on
bond-making and bond-breaking processes.
This talk will focus on the use of ultrafast surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopies to follow chemical reaction dynamics
of molecular plasmonic systems. We use a femtosecond photoexcitation pulse to excite plasmon-molecule systems, and a
picosecond spontaneous Raman probe to follow the transient molecular response. We discuss two specific systems of
interest. In the first, we track the dimerization of 4-nitrobenzenethiol on silver and gold plasmonic substrates. We see a
transient response with a lifetime of 7 picoseconds, which we assign to strong coupling and energy flow between the
plasmonic particle and the chemisorbed molecules. In the second system, we examine p-nitrophenol on gold colloids, in
which the transient response corresponds to a tenfold increase in the SERS signal. Our results should lead to rational
design in the use of plasmonic systems to drive photochemical and photophysical processes.
This work was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research grant FA9550-15-1-0022.
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Abstract Text
Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) has extraordinary promise for thedetection of trace anaylte because of its
extreme sensitivity, down to the single-molecule level, and itsfreedom from water interferences. This powerful
combination makes it a candidate for a range of analytical targets ranging from bioanalysis to environmental remediation
and process monitoring. In this talk we present several SERS based, probe-mediated schemes for the detection of small
molecules with inherently weak Raman signals. In particular we focus on environmental contaminants and nuclear
forensic targets.
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Abstract Text
Several preclinical molecular imaging modalities have been used to study cellular and molecular processes that have the
potential to provide important functional information about various cancer types. Some of these imaging modalities
include positron emission tomography, single photon emission computed tomography, optical bioluminescence and
fluorescence, photoacoustics, as well as several other emerging modalities. Recently, there has been an overwhelming
interest from the biomedical community to sensitively track nanoparticles for their diagnostic and therapeutic potential.
As a result, new strategies optimized for nanoparticle imaging have been developed, further expanding the field of
molecular imaging. One of the newer molecular imaging approaches we have spent considerable effort in developing
involves the use of Raman spectroscopy in conjunction with tumor targeting contrast agents known as surface enhanced
Raman scattering (SERS) nanoparticles. Raman spectroscopy is based on an inelastic scattering effect that was discovered
back in 1928, but has just recently generated interest in the molecular imaging community with its ability to detect
femtomolar concentrations along with its unique ability to multiplex using SERS nanoparticles. We have developed both
a preclinical Raman imaging platform capable of non-invasive deep tissue imaging in small animals and a Raman
endoscope capable of clinical imaging in patients both to be used in conjunction with Raman nanoparticles. This talk will
cover the preclinical evaluation of our small animal imaging platform to image deep tissues and multiplex using various
SERS nanoparticles, as well as localize the biodistribution properties of our Raman nanoparticles in preclinical models
after different administration routes. I will also discuss our plans to move this novel strategy into the clinics with the
recent development of our Raman endoscope and its potential to improve cancer detection during routine screening.
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Abstract Text
Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) is a powerful vibrational spectroscopy that allows for label-free, highly
sensitive and selective detection of low concentration analytes. We combine the power of SERS with the advantages of
spatially offset Raman spectroscopy (SORS) for biomedical applications. SORS allows Raman measurements to be made
through distinctly different layers within a diffusely scattering medium. This combined surface-enhanced SORS is
designated as SESORS.
We present progress on developing SESORS for the detection of neurotransmitters in the brain through the skull. Most
measurements of chemicals in the brain involve drilling holes through the skull to access the soft tissue and little is known
about the local concentrations of these chemicals. We are working to develop a Raman spectroscopy-based, non-invasive
methodology for the detection and measurement of key neurochemicals in vivo.
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Abstract Text
Here we present a multi-optic coaxial ring ion trap (MoCRIT) developed for external ionization-coupled to miniature
portable mass spectrometry. Performance characterization will be shown by introduction of laser desorption ions (high
energy) through a multiport pulse valve, thermalized, and trapped within the MoCRIT. The portable platform will also be
introduced. Applications to analysis of illicit drugs and organophosphates will be shown. Preliminary addition of a
resistive glass kinetic filter in front of the multi-optic coaxial ring ion trap will be introduced to show future directions.
Lastly, preliminary data for nanospray introduction will be shown, specifically to the analysis of illicit drugs.
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Abstract Text
At Purdue we have developed two generations of miniature mass spectrometry (MS) systems and are designing the 3rd
generation. The 1st generation (1G), regardless of the size of the individual systems (ranging from Mini 5 of 65 kg to Mini
11 of 4 kg), was characterized with analysis of volatile or semi-volatile organic compounds and internal ionization. With
the incorporation of the discontinuous atmospheric pressure interface on Mini 10 and Mini 11, we developed the 2nd
generation (2G) miniature MS systems. The coupling of ambient ionization for direct sampling ionization was a main focus
and enabled the analysis of non-volatile organic/biological compounds in complex samples.
For the 2G miniature MS systems, a major effort was put in the simplification of the complete analysis procedures, which
is a key to enable the use of the miniature MS analytical systems by non-expert end users. We purposely focused on the
applications where single compound could be used as the marker, which is quite applicable for many regulatory and
clinical applications. We have demonstrated that through the combination of optimized ambition ionization, real-time
reactions and MS/MS, adequate sensitivity could be achieved using miniature MS systems for target analysis.
Incorporation of internal standards into the use with disposable sample cartridges was the strategy for achieving the
quantitation accuracy. The developed technologies are being used in the development of a commercial miniature MS
product (PURSPEC).
The 3rd generation miniature MS systems is targeting clinical analysis, with biological compounds such as fatty acids and
lipids as the potential biomarkers to be analyzed. Analysis of a chemical/biological profile, instead of a single compound,
need to be executed. Widened m/z ranges, wider dynamic range, faster MS/MS scan and advanced data processing are
required for the 3G miniature MS systems.
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Abstract Text
Quadrupole mass analyzers (2D and 3D) are the overwhelming choice as mass analyzers for researchers developing
portable mass spectrometry systems. And as the analyzer dimensions decrease in size, an increased reliance on the
fundamental mathematical underpinnings of these devices is required to correct for field imperfections introduced by
compromises in the machining or degradation in the accuracy of the fields formed by intentionally approximating or
compromising ‘ideal’ electrodes geometries. Fortunately, researchers developing these miniature devices can rely on the
theoretical trapping stability and field equations that were co-developed with the the devices in the 1950’s. Toroidal ion
traps are another novel approach to reduced size mass analyzers. And while the conception of the toroidal mass analyzer
proceeded from quadrupole devices, they cannot be described by the quadrupole device fundamental mathematical
equations. This barrier originates from the fact that 2D/3D quadrupole device fields can be described in Cartesian (or
cylindrical) coordinates while the toroidal trapping field cannot. For example, the sublinear even-order (mostly octapole)
contribution to the trapping field added by opening slits in the original Finnigan ion trap was compensated by a adding a
positive octapole component (stretching the endcap electrode distance). There currently is no analog process known in
the toroidal coordinate system.
We have recently begun an effort to develop the field description and analysis tools needed to describe, analyze and
optimize trapping fields in the toroidal coordinate system. For example, we have solved the Laplace equations for the first
10 ‘poles’ in a toroidal coordinate system and have used these solutions in an attempt to describe the current
PerkinElmer TRIDION mass analyzer trapping field. This example is part of a multifaceted approach using
fundamental/theoretical, computational and empirical methods which will be presented.
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Abstract Text
Recent developments in sample collection have expanded the utility of mass spectrometry to data gathered at the site of
action, reducing the time and logistics of sample analysis versus a traditional laboratory. Efficiency of data collection in
the field requires sampling techniques that reduce the sample preparation. The work demonstrated here highlights the
integration of a prepless sampling introduction technique capable of directly sampling materials of multiple phases of
matter, including solids and aqueous liquids, into a mobile GC/MS platform.
In addition to sample preparation, ionization plays a key role in the information that can be extracted from a sample.
Fielded mass spectrometry (MS) is traditionally limited to electron ionization (EI) and positive ionization, or chemical
ionization (CI) with ammonia or methane reagents which are considered toxic and/or flammable. FLIR Systems has
developed a low pressure dual polarity CI source that uses non-hazardous carbon dioxide as the reagent gas, capable of
running in positive, negative or even combined modes, whereby rapid polarity switching permits the near simultaneous
analysis of both signals.
Through the cooperation of multiple law enforcement agencies, analysis of suspect materials from actual forensic
scenarios has been carried out, including the analysis of both drug and explosive chemical classes. Among those scenarios
includes clandestine laboratories involved in the suspected production of designer drugs. Emphasis will be placed on
techniques associated with sample collection and presentation for a number of native surfaces, and the high fidelity data
produced from the PSI Probe technique linked to a mobile GC/MS platform through the implementation of stringent
searching techniques and use of a simplified user interface to expedite data collection and decision making.
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Abstract Text
Owing to its portability, miniature mass spectrometer (MS) could be used for in-situ analysis of trace amount of chemicals
and biological samples. Performance, size, weight and power consumption of a mini MS are greatly determined by
vacuum system and the atmospheric pressure interface. Continuous gas inlet coupled with internal ionization source have
been used in most mini MS. With the cost of scanning speed, discontinuous atmospheric pressure interface (DAPI) has
been developed, which enabled efficient ion transfer from atmospheric pressure ionization source to the mass analyzer in
vacuum. Herein, we describe the development of a mini MS, which is small in size but has a continuous atmospheric
pressure interface (API). The mini-MS was characterized and optimized in terms of stability, sensitivity, mass range, mass
resolution and scan speed. Rapid analysis (5 Hz) of mixtures was demonstrated by coupling the mini-MS with paper spray.
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Abstract Text
Cancer cells were photo thermally destroyed with gold nano-spheres in vitro (1) and with gold nano-rods in-vivo in mice
(2), in cats and in dogs(3). Interesting results will be shown and discussed, including the larger difference of the outcome
of the normal surgery carried out on breast cancer known for humans and the observed photothermal treatment carried
out on a female cat.
1)Aioub, M.; El-Sayed, M. A. A Real-Time Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy Study of Plasmonic Photothermal Cell
Death in vivo Using Targeted Gold Nanoparticles. JACS, In Review,.
2)Dickerson, E. B.; Dreaden, E. C.; Huang, X.; El-Sayed, I. H.; Chu, H.; Pushpanketh, S.; McDonald, J. F.; El-Sayed, M. A.
Gold nanorod assisted near-infrared plasmonic photothermal therapy (PPTT) of squamous cell carcinoma in mice. Cancer
letters 2008, 269, 57-66.
3)Abdoon et al., Normal Pregnancy and Lactation in a Cat after Treatment of Mammary Gland Tumor When Using
Photothermal Therapy with Gold Nanorods: A Case Report. Nanomed and Nanotechnology, 2015, 6, 3241
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Abstract Text
In recent years, the use of nanoparticles has advanced from its original utilization to study cells in vitro to application in
animal models for cancer diagnostics and therapy. No such advances have been reported concerning the number one
killer, heart disease. Here we report on in vivo photon based diagnostics as well as therapy for both diseases. It is well
known that the chemistry of the extracellular tumor environment differs from that of healthy organs in two major
respects: oxygen depletion and acidosis, i.e. lower pH. The latter may affect the efficacy of therapy, e.g. radiation therapy,
chemotherapy and photodynamic therapy. It would thus be advantageous for precision medicine to have this
information. We have shown that nanoparticle based photoacoustic imaging can quantify both tissue oxygen as well as
pH, and note that this photon and ultrasound based imaging technique is both non-invasive and relatively inexpensive.
Regarding photon based therapy, photodynamic therapy (PDT) has been used clinically for skin cancers. Previous animal
model tests have also indicated its potential use for internal organs and even brain cancer. We now show that PDT can
also serve to fix arrhythmia, possibly the most critical aspect in heart disease. Starting with in vitro tests, continuing with
rodent models and culminating with large animal models (sheep), we have shown that cell selective photoablation has
major advances compared to the traditional modes of treatment. The latter approach is based on the use of targeted
photoactive nanoparticles. Notably, the latter have to be of a much smaller size (below 10 nm) compared to the
photodynamic nanoparticles used for the treatment of cancer, which can be of the order of 100 nm.
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Abstract Text
Functional mesoporous materials possess uniform large pore size, unique ordered mesostructure, high surface area and
large pore volume, showing great potential applications on catalysis, adsorption, separation petroleum oil industry,
especially in drug delivery and biomedicines. Here we present the development and progress of the synthesis of the
spherical mesoporous materials from surfactant assembly approach for the drug carriers, fluorescence detection and
diagnosis. We focus on the development of new synthesis approaches, including the liquid-liquid biphase synthesis,
evaporation induced aggregation assembly (EIAA), and interface driven orientation arrangement to create novel
mesoporous nanospheres with one-level and multi-level architectures, such as the core-shell, yolk-shell structures for
silica, TiO2, carbon spheres and hemispheres, Janus nanoparticles and single hole nanocages. These spherical materials
with uniform large pore channels (> 3.0 nm), high surface area (~ 1150 m2/g), large pore volume (1.5 ~ 3.5 cm3/g) and
open frameworks are non-toxic, easy degradation, and can be used to remove body toxin, as carriers for controlling
release of drugs and agents for photothermal therapy (elevated temperature as high as 85 [sup]o[/sup]C at 808 nm).
References
1. Y. Wan, D. Y. Zhao, Chem. Rev., 2007, 107, 2821.
2. Y. Deng, et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2008, 130, 28; Y. Fang, et al., Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., 2010, 49, 7987; W. Li, et al., J.
Am. Chem. Soc., 2012, 134, 1186; W. Li, et al., Adv. Mater., 2013, 25, 5129; Y. Fang, et al., Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., 2014,
53, 5366. X. Li, et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2014, 136, 15086; D. Shen, et al., Nano Lett., 2014, 14, 923; Y. Fang, et al., J. Am.
Chem. Soc., 2015, 137, 2803; W. Li, et al., Nano Lett., 2015, 15, 2186. L. Zhou, et al., Nat. Commun., 2015, 6, 6938; Y. Liu,
et al., Science Adv., 2015, 1, e1500166; X. Li, et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2015, 137, 5903; B. Kong, et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc.,
2015, 137, 4260-4266.
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Abstract Text
Proper function of RNA is critical to the health and maintenance of a cell, and its misregulation plays a critical role in the
development of many disorders. Despite this, the ability to study RNA has been severely limited. Many analytical
techniques are only capable of quantifying expression levels of transcripts, and do not offer insight into the dynamics of
RNA transport or localization. Recently, the Mirkin group has developed a novel nanoconjugate, termed the “Stickyflare”,
capable of reporting on both of these critical components in live cells, with the intent to enable a more complete picture
of RNA function than any other analytical techniques to date. Based on the spherical nucleic acid (SNA) platform, the
Stickyflares enter live cells without the need for harmful transfection agents, quantify target RNA expression with single
cell resolution, and allow for real-time analysis of the transport and localization of endogenous RNA. We believe this
nanoconjugate will be valuable for studying the function of endogenous RNA in healthy and diseased cells, as well as offer
insight into how a change of environment (drug treatments, hypoxia, starvation, etc.) affect the dynamics of RNA
expression.
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Abstract Text
Non-traditional biometrics takes security-oriented biomonitoring beyond traditional identification (e.g. fingerprinting,
retinal scan, DNA profile) into the realm of threat assessment. Rather than answering “Who are you?”, we want to know
“Are you a threat?”. This presentation suggests methods for medical and environmental chemical assessments that could
be adapted to identify persons posing a security threat. Specifically, exhaled breath can be tested for exogenous
chemicals including jet fuels, volatile ingredients of illicit drug manufacture, and explosives handling, as well as for
endogenous chemicals indicative of infectious status. Whole blood and dried blood spots can be tested for protein
adducts of various chemical exposures. High-throughput (in vitro) immunochemical instrumentation can be deployed at
risk points for biological screening. Although these techniques are currently based on deliberate sampling and analysis,
they could also be adapted for covert and rapid detection. The advantage of such chemical interrogation is that the bodyborne signature is unambiguous and difficult to obscure.
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Abstract Text
Human breath is a complex mixture of water, gases, and small molecules that represent metabolic products. The
detection and identification of these lightweight compounds may be important to advance non-invasive, point-of-care
monitoring systems for humans and animals. While there are many potential applications of noninvasive monitoring,
infectious diseases are important targets for early diagnostic systems.
We have taken a bottom-up approach to define metabolic signatures in breath as an avenue toward developing
monitoring systems for infectious diseases. We used gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC/MS) to show that
influenza-infected immune cells in vitro demonstrate reproducibly unique metabolic signatures based on virus strain. We
then extrapolated this data to the human airway by showing that rhinovirus-infected primary human respiratory cells
emit unique compounds compared to uninfected cells. Last, our breath collection studies serve as excellent platforms to
apply our in vitro experience for biomarker discovery.
Through careful collaboration between engineers and clinicians to ultimately conduct clinical studies, noninvasive
detection systems are becoming a reality that may help change the landscape of health monitoring.
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Abstract Text
Many of the threats we face are unknown. Focusing on suspected chemicals has to potential to overlook unknown
adverse exposures. The exposome is an emerging concept that takes a holistic look at exposure. By examining as many
chemicals as possible while also assessing alterations to the underlying biology, the exposome can capture perturbations
in function without knowing the precise cause of the disruption. Such approaches could be useful in assessing unknown
threats. While suspected exposure to a cholinesterase inhibitor has a simple biological marker, other chemicals target
multiple biological components. High-resolution metabolomics allows the identification of tens of thousands of chemical
and biological species in a single drop of human blood. The processes that occur downstream from the initial interactions
with exogenous compounds influences the biological impact of exposures. The pathway level analysis that can be
conducted with exposome studies allows one to peer into nearly all biological pathways. In addition, as many exposures
are transient, the chemicals underlying a specific exposure may be long gone from the body. However, these past
chemical exposures often leave molecular fingerprints that may be able to provide information on these past exposures
and these can be detected with high-resolution metabolomics. The metabolomics-based approaches used to support
exposome research could advance our ability to detect chemical and biological threats as well as identifying adverse
health outcomes. Exposome-based approaches can also help develop strategies aimed at mitigating adverse health
outcomes that occur due to such exposures.
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Abstract Text
Free radical formation is the key mechanism responsible for injury when tissues are exposed to ionizing radiation. It has
been postulated that free radicals are responsible for two-thirds of the indirect damage to the cell. Many biomolecules,
including DNA, are targets of attack by these reactive species. The unsaturated fatty acids present in cell membranes are
readily peroxidized when electrons generated by ionizing radiation are carried by oxygen-containing species. Oxidative
status of the cell and the levels of readily available intracellular free radical scavengers determine the degree of damage
caused by oxygen free radicals to biomolecules.
Lipid peroxidation has been most widely studied and is a chain reaction with initiation, propagation, and chain
termination steps. Specifically, ROS, typically the hydroxyl radical, abstracts an allylic hydrogen atom from an
unsaturated lipid to produce a carbon centered radical and water. This radical is conjugated, peroxidized by molecular
oxygen and undergoes a variety of reactions. Lipid peroxidation is measured by quantifying the stable products of this
chain reaction. Examples of these stable products are: hydrocarbons (ethylene, ethane, 1-pentane, and branched chain
hydrocarbons), conjugated dienes, aldehydes (including malondialdehyde), lipid peroxides, and isoprostanes. The
identities and concentrations of these products are dependent upon the identities of the source fatty acid substrates and
the efficiencies of their production (typically<1%) and finally the biological specimen (tissue, blood, urine, breath or
breath condensate) will determine which stable product can be determined. This discussion will be limited to volatile
markers of exposure to ionizing radiation in exhaled breath.
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Abstract Text
Abundant, multiply charged gas-phase ions of synthetic polymers are produced by exposing the sample with a suitable
ionizing matrix and salt to the vacuum of a mass spectrometer in the absence of high energy sources such as lasers and
high voltages (Trimpin et al., IJMS 2015, DOI:10.1016/j.ijms.2014.07.033). A fundamental understanding of the role of
these unique matrix compounds and their self-ionizing characteristics as well as the importance of salt additives for
enhancing the efficiency and applicability of this novel ionization process for polymer characterization are presented
here. Although lasers are not necessary, they can be employed to obtain the typical spatial resolution and imaging of
surfaces from these multiply charged polymer ions. These novel ionization processes for use in mass spectrometry
depend on the proper temperature and pressure and are ideally suited for surface analyses from atmospheric and
intermediate pressure conditions of low and high performance mass spectrometers. These polymer surface
characterization methods are simple and fast. We demonstrate wide applicability to polymer characterization including
spatial information for polymer complexes synthetized for use as magnetic resonance imaging contrast agents to
commercially important branched polymers and how the measurement is enhanced by including ion mobility
spectrometry dimension, especially from polymer surfaces that are limited to direct separation technologies.
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Abstract Text
There has been considerable interest recently in using mass spectrometry and related methods to address structures of
complex systems, including block copolymers. A significant problem with polyurethanes (PURs), polymers that contain
multiple hard blocks and soft blocks, is that different group sequences along the chain are possible. The ultimate goal for
studying such materials would be the ability to provide a sequence analysis for oligomers, both linear and cyclic. We have
established a protocol on smaller molecules that will be used to address this issue using a combination of mass
spectrometry, ion mobility spectrometry, oligomer synthesis, and computational strategies. A key component of the
project is the synthesis of PUR oligomers having discreet molecular weights (~1900) from methylenediphenyldiisocyanate
(MDI) and bis-diol terminated poly(butylene adipate) (PBA), each containing 3 MDIs, 4 butanediols, and 4 polyester
repeat units, but having the components arranged in different orders. These syntheses are accomplished by using
protecting group chemistry. The main collision-induced fragmentation mechanisms involving the MDI groups are 1,5 Hshift reactions between the PUR carbonyl group and a butanediol H atom, and 1,3 H-shift reactions involving the PUR N-H
group and a butanediol oxygen atom. A key component for distinguishing different structures are the 1,5 H-shift
reactions that occur within a polyester segment, yielding products different from those produced by MDI groups.
Computational strategies are important for calculating collisional cross sections, identifying different species in the ion
mobility spectra and identifying the specific atoms involved in fragmentation reactions. They also serve to identify for
detailed study those oligomers that show the greatest differences in IMS based on their structures. Computations are
also reported for several species from our earlier PUR paper to expand the interpretation of those results.
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Abstract Text
Modern macromolecular product formulations may be characterized by the complex multi-component nature of their
composition. In order to achieve the desired, increasingly stringent, structure-property requirements components of
widely different molecular weight ranges, volatility, polarity and reactivity are present in the product. There is an
increasing need to develop measurement approaches that can cope with this challenge whilst operating on a timescale
relevant to synthesis requirements. Ion mobility mass spectrometry (IMMS) which incorporates rapid, shape selective
separation with the ability to characterize components utilising tandem (MS/MS) and to be interfaced with ambient
ionisation techniques has been shown to provide information rich experimental data enabling complex formulations to be
characterised.
Mechanically interlocked polymers are an example of novel polymer architectures that can possess significant additional
physical properties in addition to those associated with their constituent parts. Their unique properties make them
attractive for a range of potential applications, such as biomaterials and molecular machines. Their efficient and
reproducible synthesis is therefore of much interest. The properties of mechanically interlocked polymeric systems
depend not only on the properties of their individual components but also on the topology of the subsequent product.
IMMS approaches, coupled with varied MS/MS experiments can be used both to simplify the, often complex data sets
that macromolecular systems produce and also to reveal the shape that the individual molecules adopt. Examples from a
number of polymeric systems will be presented which show the useful additional data that may be gained from making
shape selective measurements and the experimental, structural and synthetic inferences that can be made.
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Abstract Text
Advanced polymeric materials designed for industrial, pharmaceutical, and biomedical applications are usually complex
blends that cannot be characterized by single-stage mass spectrometry (MS). For these systems, MS must be interfaced
with a separation method, such as liquid chromatography (LC) or ion mobility (IM) spectrometry. Particularly powerful are
ultrahigh performance LC which reduces elution times, and the IM dimension which enables separation by charge, size,
and shape and also minimizes solvent use. IM-MS is ideally suitable for the analysis of labile or reactive macromolecular
mixtures which cannot be subjected to LC, because they would be destroyed or permanently retained by the stationary
phase. The analytical power of IM-MS will be demonstrated with the complete characterization of amphiphilic
copolymers, hybrid materials containing peptides conjugated with synthetic polymers, and supramolecular materials
bound via noncovalent interactions. The IM step disperses the desired products into a unique mobility space, from which
they can be extracted and identified by MS and tandem MS without interference from byproducts and remaining
reactants. Moreover, from the IM-MS data, collision cross-sections (CCSs) can be derived for the analyzed materials,
which unveil insight about the corresponding macromolecular architectures and 3-D geometries. CCSs have been used in
this study to differentiate isomeric peptide-polymer hybrids and to confirm the occurrence of fission and fusion
phenomena in noncovalently bonded smart materials.
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In a recent study, MALDI analysis of pristine low molecular weight polyvinyl acetate (a common chewing gum base) and a
commercial chewing gum sample were analyzed(1). Sample preparation was optimized using MALDI-TOF mass
spectrometry. The optimized sample preparation conditions were used to perform high resolution FTMS analysis for
chemical composition assignments. It was found that best results were obtained for the lowest matrix/analyte ratio used
with ethyl acetate as solvent. Under FTMS conditions, polyvinyl acetate looses acetic acid molecules from the backbone.
In a second study, the challenging MALDI-TOF analysis of a styrene-pentafluorostyrene copolymer was undertaken (2).
Here, also, sample preparation optimization was carried out using MALDI-TOF to investigate the influence of matrix,
matrix/analyte and analyte/salt ratios. It was determined the 2,5-DHB was the matrix of choice for these analyses and
that when a matrix:analyte:salt ratio of 40:5:1 was employed, the highest analyte signals were obtained. Detailed
information about the influence of polymerization conditions on copolymer composition was revealed in this study. This
presentation will discuss the relative advantages of MALDI-TOF and MALDI-FTMS for chewing gum analysis and describe
details of the MALDI-TOF styrene-PFS copolymer analyses.
References
(1) E. Tisdale, C.Wilkins, Anal. Chim.Acta, 820, 92-103 (2014).
(2) E. Tisdale, X. Xu,D. Kennedy,C. Wilkins,Anal. Chim.Acta, 808,
151-162(2014).
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Abstract Text
As our understanding of biological systems as increased, so has the complexity of our questions and the need for more
advanced optical tools to answer them. For example, there is a hundred-fold gap between the resolution of conventional
optical microscopy and the scale at which molecules self-assemble to form sub-cellular structures. Furthermore, as we
attempt to peer more closely at the dynamic complexity of living systems, the actinic glare of our microscopes can
adversely influence the specimens we hope to study. Finally, the heterogeneity of living tissue can seriously impede our
ability to image at high resolution, due to the resulting warping and scattering of light rays. I will describe three areas
focused on addressing these challenges: super-resolution microscopy for imaging specific proteins within cells down to
near-molecular resolution; plane illumination microscopy using non-diffracting beams for noninvasive imaging of threedimensional dynamics within live cells and embryos; and adaptive optics to recover optimal images from within optically
heterogeneous specimens.
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Abstract Text
Visualizing and understanding complex biological processes demands the integrated efforts of biologists and physicists.
The mission of the Advanced Imaging Center (AIC) is to make cutting-edge imaging technologies developed at Janelia
widely accessible, and at no cost, to scientists before the instruments are commercially available. Operating strategically
at the interface of engineering and biological applications, the AIC is positioned to drastically reduce the time between
instrument development and widespread use in the increasingly technology-intensive field of biology. The AIC will expand
the number and diversity of biologists who have access to the unique, state-of-the-art optical imaging microscopes
developed at Janelia years before they become commercially available. This unique imaging center is thus uniquely
positioned to empower investigators with tools currently not widely available elsewhere. In alignment with Janelia's
philosophy of encouraging bold and risky science, the AIC welcomes proposals with high-risk-high-gain projects that may
challenge the current paradigm. In fact, it serves as an ideal platform for researchers to test out their novel ideas with the
emerging microscopy technologies, fully supported by Janelia's in-house imaging experts and research infrastructure.
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Abstract Text
Commercializing a new technology is difficult and risky. Many questions need to be considered: Does this technology
offer a tangible and important advantage to a large enough group of customers and does it align with future research
trends? Do the advantages outweigh the disadvantages? What are the barriers to adoption and commercial success?
These are just some of the questions which need to be answered. At Carl Zeiss Microscopy, a dedicated group of
physicists, engineers and application scientists (“Advanced Development Team”) works together with the inventor(s) of
the technique in a clearly defined collaborative process to prepare a decision regarding potential commercialization.
The talk will review how Carl Zeiss Microscopy is approaching the commercializing challenge for the Lattice Light Sheet
technology licensed from Eric Betzig.
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Abstract Text
Cellular processes are carried out by coordinated participation of many biomolecules in a tiny volume. Many people have
been dreaming to see clear pictures of these processes in order to understand how these molecules work together.
Taking on this challenge, we are developing new imaging techniques and imaging probes, including the use of superresolution microscopy to dissect the architecture of centrosome, as well as fluorescent probes based on the CRISPR-Cas9
system to visualize the spatial organization of the genome.
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Abstract Text
Understanding the function of a brain requires determination of both the activity of neurons and the connections
between them. The size range important in this tissue creates a challenging problem for structure determination.
Synapses ~ 100 nm wide and dendrites as small as 50 nm diameter can be part of a neuron many millimeters long.
Resolution is needed in three dimensions for large tissue volumes, 0.1-1 mm3, at the least. Electron microscopy (EM) has
been the method of choice for neuroanatomy, providing clear synaptic resolution. However, EM imaging such large
tissue volumes needs years of scanning and manual tracing. Super-resolution optical microscopy approaches the required
resolution and is many orders of magnitude faster. I will discuss the design and construction of a microscope designed to
offer maximum resolution for volume imaging neural tissue. The core question is the synaptic connection between
labeled neurons. The size and crowding of synapses and other processes in Drosophila is even more challenging than
typical mammalian brain. Achieving instrument limited super-resolution requires that sample aberrations do not blur the
images. This requires either adaptive optics, difficult for volume imaging, or preparation of tissue without aberrations.
We have prepared whole Drosophila brains without detectable aberrations and built a custom objective, structured
illumination fluorescence microscope (SIM) using scanned Bessel beams to achieve 0.18 x 0.18 x 0.23 um voxels. This
three objective, three color, immersion microscope uses all available methods for linear super-resolution. Examples of
images from this system, labeling strategies to use the unique sample preparation, and prospects for performance of this
system will be used to discuss the performance and the general utility of a complex instrument.
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Abstract Text
It has been reported that more than half of American adults used dietary supplements in the period 2003 to 2006,
creating a massive market that generated roughly $32 billion in revenue in 2012. Unscrupulous manufacturers sell
products that are adulterated through the presence of ingredients that are either unlabeled or not “generally recognized
as safe.” These ingredients may include new plant extracts; unlabeled prescription drugs, such as the inclusion of tadalafil
in sexual performance enhancing supplements; unapproved drugs, such as the inclusion of sibutramine in weight-loss
supplements; and analogs or derivatives thereof, such as anabolic steroids in body-building supplements. To keep pace
with this rapidly changing landscape, our lab employs a combination of analytical techniques in a “semi-targeted” fashion
for adulterant detection and identification. Examples of such analyses will be given and additional challenges discussed,
including diverse sample matrices, difficulty in obtaining reference materials, etc.
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Abstract Text
The variability of the chemical composition of plant materials is largely unexplored. Conventional statistics (e.g., t-test, Ftest, ANOVA, and many others) are commonly used to determine concentrations and similarities of individual
compounds, but when we consider a whole plant material with thousands of chemical components, multivariate analysis,
frequently referred to as chemometrics, becomes the tool of the trade. My lab has found that multivariate analysis, in
combination with direct analysis (no chromatography) using MS, NMR, NIR, IR, and UV, is a powerful tool for
characterizing the total variance and sources of variance associated with food plants and botanical supplements. In
essence, we use chemometrics for the analysis of chemical fingerprints. This information and these methods are critical
for establishing identity, authenticity, adulteration, contamination, and differences arising from genetic, environmental,
and processing conditions. For foods, we have used chemometric methods to characterize differences arising from plant
varieties, growing location, growing year, growing conditions (conventional vs organic), and time of harvest. We have
shown that skim milk powders coming from different world-wide locations are sufficiently different to prevent the use of
a global standard for detection of adulteration. For botanical supplements, we have identified different species and
growing locations and demonstrated that raw materials and processed, commercial supplements cannot be directly
compared. Thus, chemometric methods allow us to pull meaningful information from the mountains of data we get from
our instrumental methods.
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Abstract Text
Dietary supplements are a growing, multi-billion dollar, global business. The consumer perceptions that these products
are natural and safe, may prevent disease, may replace prescription medicines, or may make up for a poor diet, has led to
their growing popularity. At the same time, some of these businesses have been criticized for problems related to, among
others, poor quality control, safety, misbranding, and adulteration. Investigations have shown that some of these
products were found to be unauthentic as they lack chemical markers associated with the particular plant. Other
investigations have also found that botanical supplements were devoid of the labeled ingredients based on not finding
their genetic signature according to DNA barcoding. These investigations have brought into the discussion the suitability
of traditional DNA barcoding methods for analyzing finished dietary supplements. In our study, we investigated five
popular botanical ingredients (Valerian, soy isoflavones, yohimbe, St. John’s wort and Ginkgo) for their authenticity by
chemical and DNA barcoding methods. The results of the HPLC quantification of the chemical markers with respect to the
label claims are discussed and compared to the results of the DNA barcoding study. Based on the findings, the advantages
and drawbacks of the two methods are discussed.
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Abstract Text
Botanical Dietary Supplements (BDSs) are products derived from dried raw plant materials. Due to the complexity of
plants as chemical factories and the known impact of their growth conditions and (microbiological) environment, BDSs
can exhibit considerable chemical variation, even when they are produced from authentic specimens of the desired
source plant. Distinction of this "natural" variation of authentic from truly adulterated material is an additional level of
challenge in botanical analysis.
As spectroscopic methods are probing the chemistry of samples, any spectroscopic adulteration assay relies on a
combination of three main factors: (a) the availability of authentic botanical standards, which provide the reference
metabolomes; (b) reproducible sampling of the plant metabolome; and (c) a spectroscopic analysis with adequate
sensitivity and specificity, capable of detecting a characteristic sub-portion of the metabolome ("markers) that enable the
distinction of authentic vs adulterated material.
Licorice is one of the most widely used BDSs worldwide. However, the definition of its authenticity is complicated by the
concurrent use of at least three Glycyrrhiza species. Recent research in our UIC/NIH Botanical Center has shown that
these species are non-equivalent, neither chemically nor biologically. Using 50+ DNA authenticated accessions,
chemometrics (PCA and SIMCA) were performed on 1H NMR spectra of standardized extracts, and compared with CDA
results performed with AUC of UHPLC-UV profiles. The presentation explains the (a/b/c) workflow and parameters of the
NMR spectroscopic authentication concept. Demonstrating the practical feasibility of spectroscopic botanical
authentication that targets bioactive markers without the need for reference standards, provides new insights towards
the definition of what licorice represents.
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Abstract Text
As soon as cameras were built into cellular telephones and the phones became programmable, it was clear to many that
portable spectrometry could be carried out on the phones. So why is it, many years after the introduction of smart
phones, that cell phone spectrometry (CPS) is not yet common? There are a number of issues. First is that the cell cams
are designed to compress raw data to save memory. While the distortion in making JPEG files is acceptable for selfies and
landscape photos, it is deadly for doing photometry. Second is the white balancing and autoexposure controls that allow
selfies in sunlight and selfies at night under street lights to both look good to people. Spectrometry requires that
exposure be under the control of the instrument, and that intensity be reported without bias. While iPhones have had
exposure controls for some time and Android has exposure control hooks, getting raw data is far from easy. There are
additional challenges with wavelength calibration and, potentially, compensation for lens distortion. Finally, most cell
phone owners are not trained spectroscopists, so having a working instrument is only part of the battle. The chemistry
and sample handling must also be non-scientist friendly. We report progress on overcoming the various limitations of cell
phone cameras and non-technical users, leading towards, but not yet delivering, a “totally awesome” and acceptably
accurate CPS analytical spectrometry experience.
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Abstract Text
Spectrometers have evolved from being large table top devices to miniature palm-top devices. This has been possible due
to the advent of advanced integration techniques like nano-imprint lithography and MEMS fabrication. Consequently, the
size of the constituent components of the spectrometer like slits, gratings, lenses and electronics has diminished to give
rise to ultra-compact spectrometers. Since the technologies involved are inherently large scale, the cost of the devices
has rapidly come down as well. As a result, many applications that were not possible to implement due to the size and
cost of spectrometers, can now be realized. Furthermore, when combined with cellphone and wireless technologies,
compact spectrometers become truly portable, standalone, hand-held devices and can deliver powerful data from a wide
range of applications. E.g. these devices can sense food quality; they can be used as probes for biomedical point-of-care
screening or even as educational tools. This surge in the development of compact spectrometers is driving its
transformation from a research tool to a consumer device. This paper presents some of the recent advances in cellphone
spectroscopy and its applications in biomedical imaging.
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Abstract Text
The field of medical diagnostics is rapidly expanding, and is expected to reach a value of $54.5 billion this year. When
coupled with the progression from hospital-based emergency care to small clinic-based preventative care, the importance
of providing accessible point-of-care testing (POCT) technologies is rapidly increasing. In addition to being of significant
utility in situations when portability and immediate results are key, such as food safety, water quality, animal diagnostics,
and global health situations, advances in smartphone technology present a key component of the field’s rapid
development. Since the introduction of the iPhone, there has been a rapid development of fundamental computational,
communication, and sensing capabilities that have transformed the smartphone into a complex, miniature computer,
with integrated high-resolution cameras, GPS and GIS capabilities, and cloud integration. We have demonstrated the
spectrometric capabilities of a smartphone-based system for absorption, fluorescence, and photonic-crystal-based labelfree detection with sensitivity and LODs either comparable or better than traditional laboratory equipment can provide. A
2nd-generation device was designed with custom components to portablize and maximize sensitivity of the instrument,
while allowing for future multi-modal absorptive, fluorescent, and label-free biosensing on a unified platform. A 10x
increase in utilization of the non-spectral dimension of the CMOS chip, and an 8% increase in pixel resolution were
demonstrated, providing the foundation for a portable optical biosensing instrument, with future potential for the
integration of similarly portablized fluid-handling hardware. By miniaturizing the detection instrument for a broadly used
immunologic test, this work seeks to meet a crucial, unmet need for the adoption of POCT as a ubiquitous tool in
consumer testing, food safety, and both rural and global health arenas.
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Abstract Text
Smartphones offer many exciting possibilities as platforms for bioassays and point-of-care diagnostics. These massproduced consumer electronic devices are already ubiquitous throughout much of the globe, and have advantageous
features such as portability, connectivity, data handling capabilities, and built-in cameras that are suitable for
spectroscopy and imaging. In turn, the unique optical properties of semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) have attracted
considerable interest for assay and biosensor development. Properties such as excellent brightness, spectrally broad
absorption spectra, and spectrally narrow and tunable emission spectra make QDs an excellent partner for smartphones
in the context of fluorescence measurements and imaging. This presentation will describe our research toward
smartphone fluorescence assays with QDs, including ratiometric F[small o with diaresis]rster resonance energy transfer
(FRET)-based assays of proteolytic enzyme activity on paper test strips, the adaptation of these test strips to assays with
serum and whole blood, and triply multiplexed homogeneous assays of proteolytic activity in bulk solution. In addition,
recent results demonstrating fully integrated smartphone fluorescence assays with the built-in LED flash and camera for
excitation and emission measurement will be discussed, along with ongoing efforts to transition to chip-based assays.
Overall, the properties of QDs and the features of smartphones are a near-perfect match for one another, and suggest a
bright future for fluorescence-based point-of-care diagnostics.
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Abstract Text
Paper-based immunoassays are becoming powerful and low-cost diagnostic tools, especially in resource-limited settings.
Inexpensive methods for quantifying these assays have been shown using desktop scanners, which lack portability, and
cameras, which suffer from the ever changing ambient light conditions. In this talk we will discuss a novel approach of
quantifying colors in colorimetric diagnostic assays with a cell phone, which allows high accuracy measurements in a wide
range of ambient conditions, making it a truly portable system. Instead of directly using the red, green, and blue
intensities of the color images, we use chromaticity values to construct calibration curves of analyte concentrations. With
this approach, we demonstrate a number of paper-based measurements, from simple pH strips to paper-based devices
for detection of human performance biomarkers.
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Abstract Text
Smartphones and other mobile technologies will be transformative to the deployment of biomolecular diagnostics both
domestically and worldwide. In this talk, I will review the existing commercial and technical roadblocks to the
deployment molecular diagnostics to the consumer market and how they can be fundamentally altered by taking
advantage of the now ubiquitous installed base of smartphones. I will discuss two technologies in this talk. The first is
our NutriPhone technology which is designed to detect micronutrient and vitamin deficiencies both in both individuals
and populations. The second is our KS-Detect system which is a solar-powered PCR system currently targeted towards
the diagnosis of Kaposi’s sarcoma in sub-Saharan Africa. In addition to covering the basic engineering science
advancements that led to the development of these technologies, I will also discuss our strategies for deployment and
commercialization.
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Abstract Text
There is an increasingly urgent need for rapid, portable, and inexpensive detection of a wide range of volatiles, ranging
from toxic industrial chemicals (TICs) to homemade explosives (HMEs) to environmental pollutants. We have developed
the colorimetric sensor array as a general “optoelectronic nose” for the detection and identification of a wide range of
VOCs, for both single analytes and complex mixtures. We will report on a robust and low-cost handheld device for
analysis of colorimetric sensor arrays. The device makes use of a contact image sensor (CIS), technology typically used in
business card scanners, to collect colorimetric data. The lack of moving parts and one dimensional imaging of a linear
colorimetric sensor array allows for lower noise and improved scan rates compared to other digital imaging techniques
(e.g., cell phones, CMOS cameras, flatbed scanners); signal-to-noise ratios are a factor of 3-10 higher than currently used
methods and scan rates are up to 50 Hz. As an example of its use, we have examined the forensic identification of the
source of production of HMEs, which poses a difficult analytical challenge, especially for in•field evaluations. The ease of
synthesis and difficulty of detection of peroxides (most notably triacetone triperoxide, TATP, and hexamethylene
triperoxide diamine, HMTD) make them explosives of ideal choice for terrorists. In this work, we report the use of a
handheld reader and a simple colorimetric sensor array, with a field•ready sampling protocol, for the forensic
identification of peroxide HMEs based on their source or manufacturing details. HCA, PCA and SVM analysis show
excellent discrimination among twelve peroxide explosives produced by a range of synthetic methods. This method may
prove to be a useful supplement to other available detecting technologies used in security checks and forensic evaluation
of improvised explosives.
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Abstract Text
Quality and purity of drug substances are essential in pharmaceuticals. Impurities in pharmaceutical products do not
offer any therapeutic benefit for the patient and sometimes they are potentially toxic. By the identification and
quantification of the impurities and related substances, the risk of side effect can be avoided or minimized. Control of
impurities in drug substance and drug product is described in ICH Q3A, Q3B and Q3C. This presentation will address
different case studies involving impurities in drug substances from a Quality Assurance prospective.
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Abstract Text
Low level impurity isolation from the drug substance or an excipient in the drug product has been proven as a challenge
task. A frequent goal is to isolate a quantity of each impurity for impurity profiling and structure elucidation. In this
presentation, we will provide a general overview for impurity isolation strategy including various purification
technologies, column chromatography, and analytical method development for optimizing the resolution as well as the
discussions on impurity structure work flow. Three case studies were discussed in this presentation. The first study
discusses a Pfizer research compound contains two impurities at the level of ~0.05-0.1%. The impurities are generated by
first enriched from a chemical reaction, and followed by the chromatographic resolution. The second study used a late
stage Pfizer compound. Several of impurities associated with this compound are resolved using SFC, normal phase and
reverse phase HPLC. The third study involved with a drug product (capsule). Three desired impurities are isolated from
~30 impurities presented in this drug product. The structures are elucidated and filed for regulatory submissions.
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Abstract Text
In the manufacturing of pharmaceutical drug substances, it may be necessary to demonstrate that impurities are below
an appropriate safety threshold. The threshold is defined by the International Conference of Harmonization (ICH) and
determined by the target dose and route of administration. Robust methods are needed to perform impurities testing on
the final drug substance as well as starting material, intermediates, and critical control points in a synthesis. This
presentation will review case studies involving method development of trace-level impurities in drug substances as well
as starting materials and intermediate. Analytical techniques, such as chemical derivatization, HPLC, and MS, which are
used in developing methods for the control and monitoring of impurities and degradation products will be discussed.
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Abstract Text
LC/MS has become a widely used technique in pharmaceutical development. In this presentation, applications of LC/MS
for impurity identification, impurity profiling and problem solving for the API process development and understanding will
be discussed.
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Abstract Text
The successful development of agrochemical products presents ever increasing challenges requiring continual evaluation
and implementation of new analytical technologies. The applications which will be shared in this presentation include
metabolite identification from complex environmental matrices, chromatographic challenges in the analysis of chiral
compounds, and lipids using SFC-MS.
We will describe several new approaches using high resolution LC/MS on Sciex 5600 QqTOF and Thermo Fusion QqITOT
instruments, as well as SFC/MS on the Agilent 6530 Q-TOF. We will also present the application of ion mobility
separations into the metabolite ID process.
Finally, we will describe the use of advanced software tools to separate, detect, and identify the unique isotopic fine
structure of isotopically-labeled metabolites.
METHODS:
LC/MS
Samples were analyzed on the: Sciex 5600 (QqTOF), Thermo Fusion (QqITOT), and Sciex 5600+ (QqTOF) with SelexION
(DMS). Accurate MS and MS/MS data were acquired and data processed using software packages; Compound Discoverer
(Thermo), PeakView (Sciex), and MsXelerator (MsMetrix).
SFC/MS
Several columns were evaluated including, Silica, C18, chiral, and SBAQ with a variety of modifiers to determine optimal
SFC conditions for sample type. Sets were analyzed by both positive and negative ESI as appropriate.
PRELIMINARY DATA
When isotopically-labeled application solutions are blended to produce a unique isotopic pattern, modern metabolite
identification programs can readily detect related metabolites. Sciex’s PeakView provides a powerful isotope filtering
tool & interactive MS, MS/MS, and structure/fragmentation windows for structure elucidation. Thermo’s new Compound
Discoverer offers a node-based approach for compound detection, and isotope filtering.
SFC can provide a valuable and unique chromatographic tool for a wide range of samples including separation of several
classes of lipids, and providing novel separation of stereoisomers.
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Abstract Text
Reversed-phase HPLC is widely used for separation and analytical analysis of many pharmaceutical compounds.
Unfortunately, there are mixtures that are not well separated by HPLC leading to incomplete analytical analysis. An
alternative separation technique maybe required such as SFC (supercritical fluid chromatography) to effect a complete
separation of many mixtures. In addition, SFC can be utilized as an orthogonal separation technique to HPLC for many
separations. SFC provides many unique features including producing high pressure/high speed separations “green”
separations. These features suit SFC well to the separation of chemical mixtures containing of wide range of polarities.
We will provide examples that show the benefits of stationary phases designed for SFC applications. We will demonstrate
how these SFC columns can provide for the high resolution separations over a wide variety conditions.
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Abstract Text
Drug substance-related impurities are a major category of potential impurities in Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (APIs)
and regulatory authorities emphasize the importance of characterization and control of such impurities. Identification
often provides a better understanding of how such impurities are generated and improves quality control of the
manufacturing process. It is also important for evaluating whether genotoxic impurities are present in the API and for
developing a strategy to eliminate such impurities as early as possible. This presentation focuses on Theravance
Biopharma’s strategy of using HPLC / SFC in impurity isolation for early development compounds and late stage drug
candidates. A roadmap for identification, structure elucidation and quantification of key manufacturing impurities with
LC-MS, MS/MS and NMR is also presented.
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Abstract Text
Kaposi’s Sarcoma (KS) is one of the most common AIDS-related cancers. Incidence of KS is highest in sub Saharan Africa,
where almost nine of ten cases result in death within five years of diagnosis. Early identification of the disease has been
shown to greatly improve survival, but is challenging in resource limited settings because of reliance on benchtop
laboratory equipment. We have developed a portable diagnostic device (termed KS-Detect) that combines microfluidics
and solar-thermal heating to perform the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for the identification of KSHV (Kaposi’s
Sarcoma herpesvirus) in skin biopsies. The portable device operates independently of traditional energy sources, using
focused sunlight and a continuous-flow microchannel to achieve a thermal profile appropriate for PCR. To test the device,
imitation biopsies were made by clotting together different ratios of cultured KSHV-positive and KSHV-negative human
cells. DNA was extracted from our imitation biopsies using HotSHOT, a simple two-step lysis procedure. We report
successful KSHV identification with samples containing 100% KSHV-positive cells down to 1% KSHV-positive cells: a
physiologically relevant range, as confirmed by histological analysis on KS-positive human biopsies. The device is operated
through use of a smartphone or tablet, making it accessible to a wide audience and convenient for point-of-care
diagnosis. Our custom smartphone application allows for temperature monitoring, microfluidic control, and analysis of
PCR results through fluorescent image measurements. With its portability, smartphone integration, and independence
from traditional energy sources, KS-Detect allows for disease diagnosis at the point-of-care in limited resource settings.
This work was supported by a grant from the National Institutes of Health (NIH).
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Abstract Text
Exosomes present new opportunities for cancer diagnoses and treatment monitoring. These cell-derived membranebound vesicles (50–200 nm in diameter) are abundant in biological fluids (>10[sup]9[/sup] vesicles per mL of blood and
ascites) and carry cell-specific cargos (lipids, proteins and genetic materials), which can be harnessed as a minimally
invasive means to probe the molecular status of tumors. Despite such clinical potential, routine exosome analysis is still a
challenging task especially due to their small sizes that require large sample volumes and extensive processing. Here, we
describe a label-free, high-throughput approach for quantitative analyses of exosomes directly from clinical samples. We
specifically developed a nano-plasmonic exosome (nPLEX) sensor, which comprised multiple arrays of periodic nanoholes
patterned in a gold film. The sensor surface was functionalized with antibodies to capture target-specific exosomes.
Binding of exosomes induced spectral shifts in the resonance wavelength; the magnitude of shifts is proportional to the
abundance of cancer antigen, thereby enabling quantitative molecular profiling. Compared to conventional analytical
methods (e.g., Western blot and ELISA), the nPLEX demonstrated >100-fold improved sensitivity and enabled fast (< 60
min), portable operations. We used the nPLEX assay to screen exosomes across various cancer cell lines and showed
showed excellent correlation between the protein profiles of exosomes and their corresponding cell lines. We applied the
nPLEX to detect ovarian cancer exosomes in patients’ ascites. For 30 tested ascites (20 from ovarian cancer patients and
10 from noncancerous cirrhosis controls), the detection accuracy was 97%. We also showed that the nPLEX assay could
differentiate treatment responses to cancer therapies. With its capability of high-throughput, label-free exosome
detection, the nPLEX would facilitate comprehensive exosomal analyses for clinical trial testing.
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Abstract Text
It was proposed 25 years ago that analogous Darwinism might be applied in vitro with nucleic acid libraries to deliver
aptamers, which are nucleic acid BMODs selected to bind to a specific target. Termed as ‘’SELEX’’ (Systematic Evolution of
Ligands by EXponential enrichment), this method is now commonly used to generate aptamers targeting ranging from
small molecules, biomacromolecule to various cancer cells. However, as SELEX matured, it became clear that the power
and binding diversity of nucleic acid aptamers built from standard nucleotides could not match those powers and
diversities in antibodies. Artificial Expanded Genetic Information Systems (AEGIS) are DNA-like molecules whose
nucleotides display different hydrogen bonding patterns. AEGIS pairs are Watson-Crick complementary, allowing sixnucleotide DNA to be supported by a full molecular biology. Here, we are aiming to select a panel of aptamers targeting
a potential liver cancer biomarker--Glypican 3 (GPC3). GPC3 is a membrane protein that is found to be over-expressed on
primary liver cancer cells, which is related to several important signaling pathways. GPC3 has become an attractive
therapeutic and detection target in liver cancer treatment. In this experiment, the GPC3 was overexpressed on a GPC3
negative cell line, 1MEA cells. GPC3 positive and GPC3 negative 1MEA cells were employed as a pair in the laboratory in
vitro evolution process to deliver AEGIS DNA aptamers. Several aptamers have been selected against GPC3 with high
affinity, and the binding ability was confirmed on living liver cancer cells as well as recombinant human GPC3. We will also
demonstrate that these aptamers can be used for tumor imaging and serum biomarker detection. All these experiments
show that GPC3 could be used as a useful target and our AEGIS DNA aptamers could have great potential in liver cancer
theranostics.
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Abstract Text
Glycoproteins on the cell surface are ubiquitous and essential for cells to communicate with other cells and interact with
environment. Sialic acid is very unique among monosaccharides because it is very hydrophilic and carries one negative
charge under physiological conditions. Sialoglycoproteins on the cell surface can dramatically impact cell properties and
represent different cellular statuses. However, the global analysis of sialoglycoproteins only on the cell surface is
extraordinarily challenging. An effective method integrating bio-orthogonal sugar analog labeling and click chemistry was
developed to selectively enrich surface sialoglycoproteins for mass spectrometric analysis. Systematic and quantitative
analysis of the surface N-sialoglycoproteome in cancer cells with distinct invasiveness was performed, and the
experimental results demonstrated that there were dramatic differences for surface N-sialoglycoproteins among breast
cancer cells with minimally or highly invasiveness. Many more N-sialoglycosylation sites were identified in highly invasive
cancer cells and a number of N-sialoglycoproteins were up-regulated in invasive cells, including quite a few CDs. Among
up-regulated N-sialoglycoproteins, the majority of them contain cell adhesion-related domains, which suggests that the
sialoglycosylation of these proteins plays a critically important role in regulating cell-cell interactions.
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Abstract Text
Due to the limitations and side effect of traditional cancer therapies, Chemo-photothermal therapy are conceived to set
up a new nanoparticle designed for drug delivery system. The nanoparticle composes of a core of reduced graphene
oxide, a shell of mesoporous silica, and an outmost layer of double strand DNAs used for sealing the pores. The drug was
doped in the silica layer. When the nanoparticles are irradiated by a near infrared laser, the reduced graphene oxide will
produce heat to cause the dsDNAs unwinding. Therefore, the drug was released through the pores. The core was
synthesized by reduction of graphene oxide in aqueous solution. The silica layer was coated on the core with through
polymerization of TEOS (Tetraethyl orthosilicate) and APTES((3-Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane). The final step is using a
cross-linking agent to combine the double string DNA molecules with the core/shell structure. The average of the
mesoporous silica pores is about 3 or 4 nm detected by Autosorb-iQ, the length of the dsDNA is about 5 nm. The drug
loading efficiency is about 70% while DNA linking efficiency is up to 60%. Both are detected by a Jobin Yvon Horiba
Flourologspectrofluorometer machine.
The Neuroscience COBRE Pilot Grant from NIH
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Abstract Text
Currently, simultaneous multiple-therapies are becoming promising approaches for cancer treatments. Herein, based on
hyphenating the photothermal property of reduced graphene oxide (RGO) and the thermo-responsive property of the
polymer (PNIPAM-AAm), we proposed a bi-functional nanocomposite for effective cancer treatments. The RGO core was
first coated with a layer of mesoporous silica, and then the polymer was in situ synthesized on the surface of the silica
layer. The polymer here plays two significant roles, providing the space for drug loading and squeezing the drug out under
near infrared radiation. Doxorubicin, a clinical antitumor drug, was loaded into the nanocomposite for chemotherapy
with a loading content of 18% and an entrapment efficiency of 71%. The nanocomposite shows excellent photo-thermal
and thermo-responsive properties and is possible for in vitro and in vivo cancer therapy.
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Abstract Text
We developed a SPRi (Surface Plasmon Resonance Imaging) based platform model for the identification of small molecule
inhibition of cancer protein interactions. In vitro interaction between tumor suppressor p53 and its negative regulator
MDM2 was successfully imaged on a 16 spot SPRi multi-array chip with high sensitivity and specificity over mutant
controls. We could detect 50 nM of HDM2 oncoprotein via a rapid microfluidic system attached to the SPR imager.
Instant and real time percentage reflectivity changes of the array spots due to p53-HDM2 interaction were further utilized
to calculate apparent binding kinetics. We utilized simple and stable construction of the p53 transactivation domain
peptide on a gold surface via in situ self-assembled thiol linkages to facilitate observation of Nutlin-3a inhibition of the
p53-HDM2 interaction, which produced an apparent IC50 value of 90 nM. Additionally, QCM (quartz crystal microbalance)
experiments validated our SPRi results.
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Abstract Text
With over 220 million pounds of mercury produced between 1851 and 1981 in California, it had been widely used in gold
mining operations to enhance gold recovery. The repercussions of this heavy mercury usage are seen even today in the
form of contaminated sites which consequently have adverse health effects on human and wildlife alike. There are
several remedial measures that can be taken to clean these mercury contaminated sites such as
solidification/stabilization, soil washing, thermal treatment etc. but the process first starts with accurately analyzing the
mercury concentrations from these sites.
The challenge with conventional analysis tools such as CVAA and ICP is that these techniques need the sample to be
digested in acid prior to analysis. Consequently, this increases cost of analysis. Additionally, the concentration of mercury
at these sites is usually in the high ppm range, which can cause memory effects in these instruments. Direct mercury
analysis with a wide range configuration allows a user to eliminate the sample prep step while generating cost savings
with respect to maintenance of digestion equipment, acid usage, waste disposal and labor costs. Another advantage of
using a direct mercury analyzer with a wide range configuration is that it gives the users the ability analyze mercury from
single digit ppb’s to up to 1000 ppm accurately, reproducibly and within 6 minutes per sample.
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Abstract Text
Sea water and other high salinity water samples pose many challenges to the ICP-MS user. Sample preparation is time
consuming and increases the possibility for errors. Regardless of the challenges, the environmental laboratories must
provide high-quality data with a fast turnaround time on a diverse array of samples. Environmental samples require the
removal of unknown interferences or applications requiring the best performance with the lowest detection limits. ICPMS allows for multi-element trace metal analysis, a wide linear dynamic range while still reaching low limits of detection.
Generally, there is a limitation of dissolved content allowed into the ICP-MS. This presentation will cover ICP-MS
instrument optimization for the reduction of polyatomic interferences in different high salinity matrices. Strategies to
increase the robustness and stability of ICP-MS to handle higher total dissolved solid content and dramatically improve
long-term stability for high matrix solutions will be discussed.
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Abstract Text
It is well-known that the manufacturing and applications of engineered metal-containing nanoparticles (NPs) are
increasing each year, resulting in higher concentrations of NPs reaching environmental systems. When introduced to
water systems, some particles settle into the sedimentation, but many will remain in suspension potentially resulting in
health risks to human, animal, plant, and aquatic life. In this study, alum and ferric coagulation were simulated in river
water to evaluate the removal of spiked Au, Ag, TiO[sub]2[/sub], CeO[sub]2[/sub], and ZnO NPs. Charge neutralization
(zone 2) and sweep floc (zone 4) coagulation processes were conducted using three different coagulants:
Al[sub]2[/sub](SO[sub]4[/sub])[sub]3[/sub], Fe[sub]2[/sub](SO[sub]4[/sub])[sub]3[/sub], and FeCl[sub]3[/sub]. The fate of
NPs was monitored by single particle (SP)-ICP-MS using a state-of-the-art NexION 300/350D ICP-MS with Syngistix Nano
Application software from PerkinElmer. This instrument has the capability to simultaneously detect NP size, size
distribution, particle concentration, and dissolved metal concentration. Detection limits for the monitored NPs range
from 18-65 nm diameter and 0.10-0.55 µg/L for different dissolved ions when using surface water as the calibration
matrix. Each method was validated in surface water with spike recoveries between 70-130% for dissolved ions and citratestabilized Au and Ag NPs. Over 85% of TiO[sub]2[/sub], CeO[sub]2[/sub], and ZnO NPs were removed during zone 2 and
zone 4 coagulation with each type of coagulant. Citrate-stabilized Au and Ag NPs exhibited varied removal efficiencies
during zone 2 and zone 4 coagulation processes with each type of coagulant, ranging from 48-95%.
This project was supported by PerkinElmer and the Missouri Department of Natural Resources.
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Abstract Text
The recent surge in the use of engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) in consumer products has resulted in concerns about
their release into the environment. In order to properly assess their impact on ecological and human health, it is
necessary not only to predict exposure through modelling, but also to perform quantitative physical and chemical
measurements. Historically, metrics like particle size have been carried out using techniques like dynamic light scattering
(DLS), nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM), while dissolved content has been
typically measured by ultrafiltration. However, these traditional techniques have known limitations when it comes to
quantifying very low levels of ENMs in the presence of natural colloidal species in complex waters, and as a result, are not
ideally-suited for real-world environmental matrices where nanoparticle concentrations are typically extremely low.
Single particle inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (SP-ICP-MS) is an exciting new technique for detecting and
characterizing metal nanoparticles (NP) at very low concentrations. It is fast and can provide significantly more
information than other traditional techniques, including particle number concentration, particle size, and size distribution,
in addition to the concentration of dissolved metals in solution. The added benefit of using ICP-MS is that it can
distinguish between particles of different elemental compositions. The study will investigate the use of SP-ICP-MS to track
the release of ENMs into the environment and to better understand their fate and behavior specifically in drinking,
surface and wastewater samples.
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Abstract Text
Laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) is being investigated for in situ underwater LIBS measurements of dissolved
species at deep-ocean hydrothermal vent sites. In previous work, we demonstrated LIBS at oceanic pressures, using
single pulse LIBS, of many elements that are relevant to vent chemistry. In recent studies, the use of in situ internal
standards for underwater LIBS measurements has been investigated. It was found that O (I) and H (I) emission lines are
useful at increasing calibration dynamic range and reducing measurement variability. In other recent studies, the effect of
suspended particles causes the emission intensity, of dissolved elements, to decrease in proportion to the scattering
coefficient of the solution, following a simple scattering model. This talk will present the latest studies of high-pressure
underwater LIBS of dissolved species as well as future applications of this technique to measurements in supercritical
CO2, which is relevant to future Venus lander instruments.
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Abstract Text
Real-time detection of trace metal ions such as Cu(II) and Pb(II) is desirable in a number of environmental and biological
studies. We previously described fast scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) at carbon fiber microelectrodes (CFMs) for real-time
detection.1, 2 However, FSCV’s application for trace metal detection in complex systems has been limited to low
analytical selectivity in presence of other interfering electroactive substances. To more effectively improve the selectivity
without compromising time resolution, we developed a novel approach to functionalize the CFMs.3 Diazonium reduction
and click chemistry were employed to achieve a covalent grafting of metal-selective ionophores onto CFMs’ surfaces. This
affords an extremely high level of selectivity towards a certain metal analyte of interest without response delay. As proof
of principle, Cu(II) ionophore grafted CFMs were fully characterized with FSCV for sensitivity, selectivity and stability. Our
unique functionalization method makes fast metal voltammetry extremely powerful as a device that can report trace
metal levels instantaneously and continuously with high sensitivity selectively.
1.P. Pathirathna, Y. Yang, K. Forzley, S. P. McElmurry and P. Hashemi, Anal Chem, 84, 6298-6302.
2.Y. Yang, P. Pathirathna, T. Siriwardhane, S. P. McElmurry and P. Hashemi, Analytical Chemistry, 2013, 85, 7535-7541.
3.Y. Yang, A. A. Ibrahim, J. L. Stockdill and P. Hashemi, Analytical Methods, 2015, DOI: 10.1039/C5AY00501A.
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Abstract Text
Mössbauer spectrometry utilizing a recoilless, resonant absorption of gamma rays by atomic nuclei in solids is a popular
experimental technique in physics and materials science. Recently a significant increase of interest of this method has
been observed as an effective research tool in chemistry and environmental studies. The most frequently used variant of
Mössbauer spectrometry is based on [sup]57[/sup]Fe isotope, thus it is suitable for the qualitative and quantitative
analysis of iron-containing phases (both paramagnetic and ferromagnetic ones). It is regarded as a complementary
method to the X-ray diffraction, NMR and to the techniques for the elemental analysis. Present work gives an exemplary
review of Mössbauer spectrometry application in phase analysis of fly ashes from different coal combustions systems and
of the road dusts from express ways. The fly ash samples came from stoker-fired boiler of municipal heating plant and
from pulverized coal boiler of power plant. The performed Mössbauer studies showed that proportion of the content of
aluminosilicate glass (with Fe[sup]3+[/sup] ions) to hercynite spinel phase (with Fe[sup]2+[/sup] ions) strongly depends
not only on the combustion temperature but also on the grain fraction. The higher concentration of glassy phase was
observed in samples of ash with finer grains, which were collected in successive sections of multicyclon device or
electrostatic precipitator. Moreover, the fly ashes contained hematite and magnetite iron oxides. The investigated road
dusts were collected from the acoustic barriers of European E-77 dual carriageway. The elemental analysis pointed to the
presence of (rather nontoxic) Fe, Al and Zn metals of the road traffic origin. The occurrence of these elements was
accompanied by carcinogenic Pb, Cr and Ni heavy metals. The Mössbauer spectrometry revealed a dominance of
paramagnetic fine iron particles and iron carbonates in the dusts.
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Abstract Text
We developed multi-channel multi-dimensional micro gas chromatography ([micro]GC) systems for the rapid and
sensitive analysis of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) for various applications in healthcare, environmental protection,
and homeland security. This [micro]GC device includes a pre-concentrator, thermal injectors, micro-separation columns,
non-destructive on column gas detectors, and a flow routing system in each dimension and channel. The micrfabricated
pre-concentrator and thermal injectors consists of a deep-reactive-ion-etched silicon chamber, an integrated platinum
heater and temperature sensor and micro fluidic channels. The chamber is packed with graphitized carbons that can trap
the analytes and thermally inject them within a second. The micro fluidic photoionization detector ([micro]PID) is
installed after the microfabricated columns as a non-destructive, and highly sensitive on column gas detector that does
not interfere with the flow and analytes. Between the two adjacent separation columns, a flow routing module is used to
divert the analytes into different channels in the downstream dimension with an automated algorithm. The unique design
of the [micro]GC architecture significantly enhances the GC peak capacity while remaining compact in size, thus enabling
automated, rapid, and sensitive detection of VOCs within 20 min at the ppb or sub-ppb level. In this talk, we will describe
the details of the multi-dimensional [micro]GC design and its components, and then demonstrate the separation and
detection of 50 VOCs within 20 mins using the above GC system.
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Abstract Text
SPME on-fiber derivatization methods have facilitated the achievement of lower detection limits and targeted analysis of
substances with poor chromatographic behavior, thermal stability, or high reactivity. However, previously developed
methods to load derivatization reagents onto SPME fibers have been either single use and/or provide poor loading
reproducibility over time. In this study, a novel standard gas generating vial containing pentafluorophenyl hydrazine
(PFPH) that can be reused for on-fiber derivatization methods is presented. Intra-batch vial reproducibility, along with
PFPH headspace stability over a period of 11 weeks was monitored. Four randomly selected, newly formulated vials
demonstrated strong intra-batch agreement (n=3, %RSD=2), while no vial sampled throughout the 11 week stability study
was observed to show significant deviation in SPME fiber loadings (RSD < 9%). In addition, headspace extractions utilizing
PFPH pre-loaded SPME fibers above aqueous solutions of 10-200ppb/v of C4-C9 linear aldehydes demonstrated strong
response correlation (R2 > 0.992) for derivatization reaction products. Reproducibility of the derivatization reaction was
also monitored over 7 days using an aldehyde containing standard gas generating vial (C4-C9), demonstrating
derivatization reaction product reproducibility over seven days (RSD <9%). The proposed standard gas generating vial
represents the first documented method for the long term storage of a usable headspace standard for a reactive and
otherwise unstable molecule.
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Abstract Text
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) are a group of synthetic chlorinated compounds that are widely used as dielectric fluids
in capacitors and transformers. Due to their toxicity, persistence, and bioaccumulation in the food chain, PCBs are an
environmental concern and among the most analyzed compounds in environmental analysis. The most common
analytical methods for analysis of PCBs are based on GC-ECD and GC-MS. However, number of possible congeners (209),
similarities of physical and chemical properties, and complexity of sample matrices make it difficult to distinguish and
accurately quantify PCB congeners using existing methods. This study presents a new method for analysis of PCBs using
gas chromatography with vacuum ultraviolet detection, which offers full scan absorption detection in the range of 115240 nm, where all chemical species have absorption. The VUV absorption spectra for a majority of the PCB congeners
were collected and shown to be differentiable. VUV was verified for both qualitative and quantitative analyses of PCBs
with great specificity, high sensitivity, and fast data acquisition. The capability of VUV data analysis software for
deconvolution of co-eluting signals was also demonstrated.
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Abstract Text
The retention behavior for many key isomeric groups of polycyclic aromatic compounds (PAC) and their alkyl-substituted
derivatives were evaluated by using high-resolution capillary gas chromatography (GC) coupled with mass spectrometry
using three different stationary phases: a ~50% (mole fraction) phenyl-substituted methylpolysiloxane column, smectic
liquid crystalline column and a ionic liquid column. Retention data were obtained for the following groups of PAC: (1)
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) with molecular mass (MM) 252, 276, 278, 300 and 302 Da; (2) alkylated-PAHs
with MM 192, 216, 242 and 266 Da; (3) polycyclic aromatic sulfur heterocycles (PASHs) with MM 184, 234, 258 and 284
Da; (4) alkylated-PASHs with MM 198, 212, 226 and 248 Da. Molecular descriptors (length, breadth, thickness (T) and
length-to-breadth (L/B) ratio were calculated for all the compounds studied. Correlations for retention on both stationary
phases and PASH geometry (L/B and T) ratios were investigated.
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Abstract Text
Phthalates are esters of 1,2-benzenedicarboxylic acid, the phthalic acid esters. They are commonly used as plasticizers,
and ubiquitous in the environment. The presence of phthalates has attracted considerable attention due to their potential
impacts on ecosystem and public health. These health concerns have resulted in the regulation of phthalates in products
and in the environment. There are sixteen phthalates listed in method 8061A by US Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) and the European regulations specify seven phthalates. The six phthalates that are regulated in both USA and EU
are: di-n-butyl phthalate, benzyl butyl phthalate, bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, di-n-octyl phthalate, diisononyl phthalate,
and diisodecyl phthalate.
Libraries for 41 phthalates have been generated on 7 different phases. A gas chromatographic computer program was
used to determine the best stationary phase and conditions. One column could separate 37 phthalates in less than 40
min, and 17 EPA and EU listed phthalates in 6 min. Non-regulated technical-grade phthalates contain EPA or EU
contaminants at relatively high levels, including di-n-butyl phthalate, di-n-hexyl phthalate, bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate,
dicyclohexyl phthalate, and di-n-octyl phthalate. The concentration of the impurities in non-regulated phthalates was
measured and will be presented on the most appropriate stationary phase. The analysis of the EPA chlorinated pesticides
using an Electron Capture Detector poses many challenges for the analyst. One issue with using this non-universal
detector is interference from compounds that respond on the ECD but are not target analytes of interest. Phthalates are a
good example of compounds that are extracted and interfere with quantification of chlorinated pesticides. Using
computer program predictions of phthalates as potential interference by EPA Method 8081A will be compared to actual
analytical results.
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Abstract Text
Forensic and homeland security applications can clearly benefit from much faster GC-MS analysis. GC-MS with Cold EI was
explored in several forensic applications with emphasis on reduced time of analysis. This unique GC-MS is based on
interfacing the GC and MS with supersonic molecular beams (SMB) along with electron ionization of vibrationally cold
sample compounds in SMB in a fly-through ion source (hence the name Cold EI). The use of short column with flow
programming enables universal drugs of abuse screening with two minutes chromatography time and three minutes full
analysis cycle time. We also developed an Open Probe Fast GC-MS for obtaining real time analysis with separation. Open
Probe Fast GC-MS can be combined with standard GC-MS or with GC-MS with Cold EI that enables improved sample
identification via the availability of enhanced molecular ions and TAMI software which provides elemental formulae.
GC-MS with Cold EI enables faster analysis of all types of forensic GC-MS applications including:
A) Full range of organic explosives in several minutes analysis time.
B) Universal very fast GC-MS analysis method for illicit drugs (heroin, cocaine) in under 3 minutes total analysis cycle time,
using flow programming.
C) High throughput forensic analyses with Open Probe fast GC-MS for real time analysis (30s) with separation and library
identification.
D) Improved fast unknown sample identification with enhanced molecular ions, extended range of compounds amenable
for GC-MS analysis and the TAMI software.
E) Fast arson analysis with isomer distribution analysis for fuels and oils source characterization.
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Abstract Text
EPA Method 325 is required to comply with the new US federal regulation (CFR 40), similar regulations are being
developed in multiple countries. This method entails the monitoring of volatile organic compounds (VOC) around the
boundary of refineries and requires 2-week passive sampling and TD-GC (or GC-MS) analysis. Whilst benzene is the
primary target compound, the sampling and analysis methodology and apparatus can also be used to determine other
VOCs including other Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs) without further method developments. All petroleum refineries
seeking compliance with US EPA regulations should adhere to EPA Method 325, together with federal, regional and
independent test laboratories.
Diffusive monitoring has been used in a range of air monitoring scenarios, i.e. occupational hygiene, as well as indoor air
and ambient air monitoring. This presentation will discuss the application of passive sampling with industry-standard
sorbent tubes and factors that need to be taken in to account when deploying them.
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Abstract Text
The crystalline form of fats in chocolate, butter and vegetable oils was studied thanks to microrheology. Passive
microrheology studies the mobility and displacement of micron sized particles [1]: we used Multi Speckle Diffusing Wave
Spectroscopy (MS-DWS) coupled with a temperature ramp in order to probe the particle displacement to analyze the
viscoelastic properties of an opaque product. Under heating or cooling conditions, particle movements can be related to
the crystalline form of the fat: the rearrangements occurring during melting or during crystallization provide crucial data
about the fat’s polymorphic transitions. Crystalline form and melting temperature of fats are important data for the
elaboration of new products or for quality control of finished products. In the case of chocolate, the microrheology
analysis during melting can identify the crystalline form of finished chocolate products, and so help to predict its stability
against blooming. Moreover, microrheology can be used to study the impact of formulation and process on melting
temperatures of low-fat butters. In addition to the analyses of crystalline forms of fat, the MS-DWS provides data on
viscoelastic property changes.
[1] D. A. Weitz, D. J. Pine, in: Dynamic Light Scattering, W. Brown (Ed.) (Oxford Univ. Press, New York, 1993), Chap. 16
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Abstract Text
The sudden onset of muscle cramps can be a debilitating and painful issue for many athletes in competition today.
Studies suggest that the mechanism involved with relieving such cramps is two-fold: the first is primarily related to
dehydration and loss of electrolytes, but the second involves a neuronal reaction triggered by sour acids that reduces
alpha motor neuron pool activity in cramping muscles. Consumption of some common food items such as pickle juice and
mustard has been utilized by athletes as a rapid remedy for cramps. Cramping ceases within minutes of ingestion of
these substances, most likely due to the high potassium and acetic acid content. In this work, several food substances
(dill and sweet pickle juice, yellow mustard, and white distilled and apple cider vinegar) were analyzed by potentiometry
and atomic absorption spectroscopy for four common electrolytes (potassium, sodium, magnesium, and calcium) that are
essential to physiological function. The corresponding acetic acid concentration was also determined through volumetric
analysis. Each electrolyte was quantified and evaluated with the associated acetic acid concentration for each particular
food substance. Sodium was by far the largest electrolyte present, but does not seem to play a significant role in relieving
cramps. Potassium and calcium content varied moderately for each substance, while magnesium was noticeably present
in the mustard. Recommended intake values for each analyte were also incorporated in determining that either dill
pickle juice or apple cider vinegar would be the most suitable substance for athletes to consume for muscle cramp relief.
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Abstract Text
This work presents studies on yoghurt preparation using microrheology. Passive microrheology studies the mobility and
displacement of micron sized particles which results from Brownian motion [1]. The motion of particles induces local
deformations of the sample, which are directly related to its viscoelastic properties.
Our technique is based on Multi Speckle Diffusing Wave Spectroscopy (MS-DWS), which consists of Dynamic Light
Scattering (DLS) extended to an opaque media. With a patented algorithm, the backscattered interfering light can be
analysed in terms of Mean Square Displacement (MSD), which is directly related to the viscoelastic properties of a
sample. Moreover, the optical method allows to study especially weak gels without any applied shear, which avoids
perturbation of the sample.
Nowadays, yogurt formation has caught much attention, as it is a growing market. The choice of proteins and other
components are very important. This work shows how passive microrheology can be used to follow up yoghurt
preparation and the influence of proteins type and content on the gelation time, and the viscoelastic properties of the
yogurt. Gel time was determined by a new rescaling method, namely Time-Cure Superposition (TCS) [2,3]. This data
processing determines the gel point according to the Winter-Chambon criterion [4].
[1] D. A. Weitz, D. J. Pine, in: Dynamic Light Scattering, W. Brown (Ed.) (Oxford Univ. Press, New York, 1993), Chap. 16
[2] T. H. Larsen, E. M. Furst, Phys. Rev. Letters, 2008, 100, 14600
[3] K. M. Schultz, E. M. Furst, Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 6198
[4] H. H. Winter, F. Chambon, J. Rheology 1986, 30, 364-382
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Abstract Text
Beer contains hundreds of organic ingredients, with concentrations spanning many orders of magnitude. Mono- and
sesquiterpenes (C10 and C15 respectively) are aromatic hydrocarbons found in the essential oils of various plants, and
(most notably for the brewing industry) in hops. Hops provide much of the characteristic flavouring of the finished beer,
so the terpene content has a major impact on the final aroma and flavour. These compounds have very low odour
thresholds, making them challenging to detect analytically. The ability to apply quality control to the raw ingredients and
the finished product offers desirable cost and time saving to breweries. A rugged, quantitative technique has been
developed for the determination of these flavour compounds in beer, and is based on sorptive extraction coupled with
thermal desorption–gas chromatography–time-of-flight mass spectrometry (TD–GC–TOF MS). Sorptive extraction is an
enrichment technique designed for the extraction of non-polar, semi-volatile constituents from aqueous samples. Like
solid-phase micro-extraction (SPME), the approach is simple, quick and economical, but sorptive extraction media are
physically much larger and can therefore allow higher levels of enrichment for amenable compounds. Coupling this with
highly sensitive TOF MS detection and novel soft ionization technology ensures that a comprehensive flavour profile can
be collected in a single sequence.
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Abstract Text
Conventional methods like multi-dimensional GC- or LC-MS for food analysis such as e.g. the classification of olive oils are
time consuming and expensive. Therefore, innovative approaches to characterise not only olive oils but liquid samples in
general are still required. Headspace analysis of liquid samples using ion mobility spectrometry with fast GC preseparation delivers results within a few minutes. However, besides the time consuming heating of the sample to ensure
the equilibrium in the headspace which is required during sample preparation – this method provides only little
information about low volatile compounds.
In order to increase the information about characteristic volatiles, including low volatile compounds as well, we
investigated if the formation of a gas-phase vapour by laser desorption of a liquid sample. It was expected that this
provides advantages compared to traditional headspace analyses, in particular for GC-IMS analyses of complex samples
such as olive oils. For this purpose, a specially designed laser desorption chamber was implemented in the sampling line
of a GC-IMS for the analysis of the generated vapours.
It could be demonstrated that sampling is fast and reproducible in comparison to headspace analysis. Furthermore,
different olive oils showed distinct differences in the substance patterns detected, in particular with additional signals of
low volatile substances which could not be detected by common headspace analysis. Therefore, laser desorption coupled
to GC-ion mobility spectrometry (LD-GC-IMS) is a suitable method for the characterisation of complex liquid samples like
olive oils.
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Abstract Text
Egg is a nutritious food and consumed all over the world. Liquid egg products are valuable for food industry due to their
ease of use, high protein content, and low cost. However, liquid eggs have a favorable environment for the development
of pathogens, due to their rich nutritive value. Heat pasteurization is considered the best solution for controlling these
pathogens in liquid egg products. Functional properties of egg, which make it a crucial ingredient in food industry, are
related to protein quality. The protein quality of eggs is severely affected when heated, due to protein denaturation. The
aim of this study is to reveal changes in protein structure due to heat treatments. In the first step, egg samples to be
analyzed were prepared. Heat treatment was applied at different pasteurization parameters (time and temperature).
Pasteurized samples were diluted and loaded onto the capillary column. The analysis was performed using uncoated
fused-silica capillaries of 50•m i.d. Electropherogram images of untreated and heat treated eggs were obtained in 20
minutes. Differences in protein bands were observed between untreated and treated samples depending on different
heat effects. These differences were obtained considering changes in both band area and height. It was found to be more
changes in the pattern of protein bands by increasing heat treatment. Despite the complexity of the matrices, high
reproducibility and interference-free electropherograms were obtained. The results indicate that changing of protein
structure in liquid egg-induced different heat treatment parameters can be monitored and revealed by capillary zone
electrophoresis.
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Abstract Text
Solid phase microextraction process is governed by the shape, size and chemistry of the extracting phase that also plays
an essential role in the selectivity of the extraction. Thus, efforts are currently focused in the development of new
coatings amenable to different sampling objectives and with exclusive characteristics. In recent years, ionic liquids (ILs)
have gained increasing interest in the analytical chemistry community because their unique physical and chemical
properties. Due to their tunable physical and chemical properties, polymeric ionic liquids PILs have been recently used as
extracting phases for SPME with promising potentialities compared to commercial SPME coatings.
The present work describes the evaluation of two different PILs coatings, poly([ViBHDIM][NTf2]) and
Poly([DDMGlu][MTFSI]), and the comparison of their extraction performances with commercially available SPME coatings
(PA and PDMS). The study can be divided in two parts: (a) the determination of organosphophorous pesticides in grapes,
which accounts for the implementation of PILs coatings in safety evaluation of foodstuff, and (b) extraction of selected
analytes representing different chemical classes of metabolites commonly found in fruit, which accounts for the
implementation of PILs in metabolomics studies of foodstuff. The two PIL-based fibers exhibited satisfactory
performances in terms of linearity and reproducibility compared to commercial SPME fibers. In spite of the important
differences in film thicknesses among the fibers, the extraction performances could be considered satisfactory using the
PIL coatings. The poly([VBHDIM][NTf2]) coating showed good selectivity towards aromatic compounds and its extraction
efficiency is comparable to the performance of PA and PDMS coatings.
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Abstract Text
American chestnut (Castanea dentata) played an important ecological role and was virtually eliminated by 1940s due to
the chestnut blight fungus (Cryphonectria parasitica). Natural control of the blight involves the usage of debilitated virusinfected strains of hypo-virulent (HV) isolates to convert the lethal virulent (V) forms into HV’s. Traditional identification
methods of HV strains are labor intensive and time consuming. Studies showed that Microbial volatile organic compounds
(MVOCs) are intermediate or end products of organism metabolic pathways, and can be used as bio-markers of a
disease.Herein, we report the determination of MVOCs patterns by Headspace Solid Phase Microextraction (HS-SPME)
with an 85 µm Carboxen/Polydimethylsiloxane (CAR/PDMS) fiber coupled with Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry
(GC-MS). From this study, the VOC patterns of seven virulent C.parasitica isolates and three hypo-virulent C.parasitica
isolates were identified. Facts that can alter the MVOCs profile such as temperature and growth media are also studied.
Moreover, the MVOCs profiles associated with fungi life circle were also detected. Finally, data pattern recognition was
achieved by applying chemometrics.
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Abstract Text
Superficially porous particles offer improved efficiency and performance over similarly sized traditional totally porous
particles. This is primarily due to a shorter mass transfer distance and substantially narrower particle size distribution of
the particles in the column. Higher efficiency leads to improved resolution and possible time savings with superficially
porous particles, hence their growing popularity for HPLC analyses. Columns using superficially porous particles are
currently available in a several particle sizes, pore sizes and stationary phase chemistries to meet most analysts’ needs.
This work will address method transfer and scalability from totally porous particles, as well as among different varieties of
superficially porous particles and when to use which particle and column configurations. Overcoming common barriers of
method transfer with high efficiency columns, including instrument configuration, method settings, and proper
connections will also be addressed.
Example applications are transferred from traditional totally porous particle HPLC columns to more modern superficially
porous particle columns. Methods are geometrically scaled, as column volumes are adjusted, with the intent to preserve
chromatographic integrity. As methods are adjusted to higher efficiency columns with smaller column volumes,
instrument hardware and software is also appropriately adjusted. Some example applications include compendial USP
methods, which are transferred to superficially porous particle HPLC columns from their prescribed totally porous particle
columns. Results are compared against the permissible adjustments found in the recently revised USP General Chapter
621.
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Abstract Text
The rapid development and acceptance of protein biopharmaceuticals has created a need for improved analytical
techniques. In contrast to small molecules, proteins are best analyzed with a variety of tools including separation using
several different chromatographic techniques. Each mode of chromatography is selected to analyze a particular class of
chemical or physical modification of the protein. The advent of UPLC separation chemistries suitable for proteins has
brought improvements in resolution and sensitivity to these assays. The ability to recognize heterogeneity in a protein
sample still requires that the multiple molecular forms be characterized with respect to both structure and their impact of
the biological properties of the formulation. Such assessments often require that the impurity observed
chromatographically be available in a pure form for further analysis. The simplest approach to isolation is the collection
of the peak as it elutes from the column. The use of UPLC techniques, however, adds some constraints to this approach.
The desired peaks are difficult to collect because they are narrow in both time and volume. Collection must be very exact
to ensure good yield of pure material. The collector must account for any transfer tubing and valve volumes that
represent a significant fraction of peak volume. The peaks of interest may be well-resolved from an analytical
perspective, but the times and volumes separating the several analytes are also small. The collection must provide for
the elimination of carryover and cross-contamination. We have developed a small volume fraction collector for use with
UPLC. We will show the function and optimal use of this device for the isolation of impurities from reversed-phase, ion
exchange, and size exclusion separations of biopharmaceutical protein formulations.
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Abstract Text
The financial performance of laboratories utilizing ion chromatography systems is strongly tied to the percentage of time
that the system is operational. Events such as consumables replacement, preventive maintenance, and instrument failure
can remove the system from productive use for durations ranging from minutes to days. This presentation describes the
use of modern technological and educational solutions to reduce the duration of such events, allow planning of
predictable events to coincide with the optimal timing for the laboratory, and minimize the occurrence of unexpected
events. Additionally, various tools to estimate the savings associated with maximizing uptime are discussed and used
within a case study of the impact on a routine analysis, high-throughput water analysis laboratory.
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Abstract Text
Analyte dispersion through short connecting tubes used in fast very high-pressure liquid chromatography (vHPLC) limits
the performance of modern 2.1 mm i.d. columns packed with sub-2 [micro]m particles. Its accurate measurement is
required so that the loss of column efficiency and the intrinsic performance of the column can be assessed.
The complete theory of sample dispersion through tubes has been established by Taylor [1] and Aris [2] in the mid 1950s.
It is only valid in the spatial domain and it cannot predict the observed temporal dispersion data departing from the
classical linear Taylor-Aris behavior [3]. The chromatographer measure only temporal dispersion data which are often
inaccurate and irreproducible due to imperfections (large detection and injection volumes, pressure surge) of classical
vHPLC systems.
In this presentation, we address unresolved issues regarding temporal dispersion through tubes used in vHPLC: how can
we measure it accurately at very high linear velocity? Beyond which velocity the observed temporal dispersion data start
deviating from the spatial dispersion data predicted by Taylor-Aris theory? How does the observed dispersion data
change with increasing further the eluent velocity?
The answers to these questions are based on the fabrication of a virtually dispersion-less instrument enabling the
accurate measurement of time-based dispersion data through 75 and 100 [micro]m x 30.5 cm tubes. Dispersion through
the injection device was reduced to less than 0.03 [micro]L[sup]2[/sup] at 0.5 mL/min and detection was performed in
situ across the inner diameter of the capillary using UV-Vis light guided along a fiber optic. Errors made from the classical
methods (theories and vHPLC set-up) are discussed.
[1] G. Taylor, Proc. R. Soc. Lond. A 225 (1954) 473-477.
[2] R. Aris, Proc. R. Soc. Lond.A 235 (1956) 67-77.
[3] A. Alizadeh, C. Nieto de Castro, W. Wakeham, Int. J. Therm. 1 (1980) 243-284.
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Abstract Text
In this work we present on a series of technical improvements to the instrumentation used to dynamically control column
temperature in capillary liquid chromatography. The low thermal mass and high thermal conductivity of fused silica
capillary columns (75-150 •m ID) makes the application of rapid temperature gradients, >750 °C/min, a
chromatographically useful tool for improving analysis performance. Column temperature can be regulated precisely in
space and in time within a chosen temperature range of about 70 °C with a minimum of about -10 and a maximum of
about 100 °C by using an array of independently controlled 1.0 cm x 1.0 cm Peltier devices. This design offers significant
system flexibility. For example, the system can be operated to enhance sensitivity by cooling the first Peltier to ca. 0 °C
while samples are loaded onto the column. Cooling the first segment during loading enhances sample preconcentration at
the head of the column and significantly reduces valve-induced precolumn dispersion. In this application the remaining
Peltiers are initially maintained at a higher temperature, 40 °C. Following loading, the first Peltier is rapidly heated to
release the focused band into the segment heated by the downstream Peltiers. These Peltiers can be held at a constant
temperature or subject the column to temperature gradients in space or in time. We report on improvements in peak
height, peak shape, analysis time and peak capacity offered by this technology for a series of p-hydroxybenzoates
(parabens), monoamine neurotransmitters and neuropeptides.
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Abstract Text
There are many liquid chromatography applications that require quantitative mass concentration detection for molecules
lacking chromophoric or fluorogenic functional groups. Numerous industrially important polymers (e.g., polyolefins) fall
into this category and cannot be detected through conventional UV-VIS methods. Moreover, commercial differential
refractive index (RI) detectors are limited by small RI dynamic range and long temperature equilibration times, making
them essentially incompatible with solvent gradient liquid chromatography.
Microring resonators are a class of RI detectors that in recent years have been largely applied to the detection of
chemical and biochemical analytes localized through specific binding interactions. However, they are also sensitive to bulk
RI changes, and therefore have applicability to liquid chromatography detection. Specifically, the compact design,
enormous RI dynamic range, and real-time temperature fluctuation compensation capability makes this a promising
approach for HPLC detection. Considering the great industrial need for a detector capable of quantitatively characterizing
polymers lacking chromophoric or fluorogenic groups, we have focused our attention on gel permeation chromatography
(GPC) separations.
This research highlights recent efforts in the application of silicon photonic microring resonators for the characterization
of synthetic polymers in both isocratic and gradient elution separations. Specifically, this emerging technology is directly
and quantitatively compared with commercial RI detectors through an ASTM protocol. Proof of concept studies on
industrial polymer separations, including separations of defined polymer standards in THF, are also presented in the
context of quantitative analysis of GPC.
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Abstract Text
Quantitation is a crucial step in chromatographic analyses. This requires that analyte peaks are sufficiently resolved to
allow for integration, calibration, and concentration prediction for unknown samples. Often the optimized separation of
moderately complex samples entails increased analysis times and complicated methods (i.e., multistep gradients, etc.).
Curve resolution techniques are able to mathematically resolve peaks, facilitating quantification. One such technique is
multivariate curve resolution alternating least squares (MCR-ALS) which separates signals based on differences between
the analyte and background spectra. Previous works have suggested that MCR-ALS and other curve resolution techniques
are powerful tools for quantifying compounds in crowded chromatograms; however, many of these works simulate data
under ideal conditions, where background signals are absent, which can significantly affect the evaluation of these
methods. The current work demonstrates the quantitative performance of MCR-ALS by performing Monte Carlo
simulations varying backgrounds derived from experimental data. The performance of MCR-ALS is explored under varied
conditions by changing conditions such as spectral similarity, chromatographic resolution, and peak intensity (signal-tobackground and signal-to-signal). These results show that MCR-ALS is indeed a powerful tool for the chromatographer
under a wide range of conditions. Experimental results from a quantitative analysis of furanocoumarins in apiaceous
vegetables show that with MCR-ALS, quantitation with good precision (< 2 %) is possible even at low chromatographic
resolution (< 0.5). Finally, these strategies are extended to comprehensive two-dimensional liquid chromatography.
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Abstract Text
Capillary HPLC offers increased sensitivity for dilute samples typical of complex biological mixtures. However, small tubing
and column volumes make capillary systems especially vulnerable to volume overload and extracolumn broadening
processes. TASF uses sub-ambient temperatures to minimize broadening during injection, concentrating solutes into
narrow bands at the head of the column. This allows the use of large volume injections by decreasing peak width and
increasing peak height compared to isothermal gradients alone. We have demonstrated this computationally and
experimentally with small molecules as well as peptides. Using a software-controlled Peltier thermoelectric device (TEC),
solutes were focused at -7.5 °C during the injection time plus an additional five seconds then the temperature was rapidly
elevated to the separation temperature of 65 °C. This resulted in up to four times greater peak heights and five times
smaller peak widths for early eluting solutes in a mixture of acetanilide, parabens, and alkyl phenones with an injection
volume of 146% of the column volume. Injection of bovine serum albumin (BSA) tryptic digest at over 290% of the
column volume also resulted in improved peak shape and resolution compared to gradient elution alone. These results
demonstrate the effectiveness of TASF with gradient elution and the ability to improve sensitivity, resolution, and peak
capacity of volume overloaded samples containing a range of functional groups.
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Abstract Text
Spreading depression (SD) is a pathophysiological event that is known to increase the area of damaged brain tissue in
cases of traumatic brain injury such as ischemia, stroke, and epilepsy. As waves of SD propagate through grey matter a
massive depolarization of brain cells occurs, followed by a decrease of neuronal activity. Ions passively distribute along
their gradients across the cell membrane and excitatory neurotransmitters are released. Tissue responds to spreading
depression by increasing blood flow which delivers oxygen and glucose so that the compromised region has the energy it
requires to reestablish ion gradients and return to normal function. The deleterious effects of SD and need for treatment
methods have inspired great interest in the hemodynamic and metabolic changes that occur during a wave of SD.
Typical recordings of SD include large rises in extracellular potassium by ion selective microelectrodes; decreased glucose
and increased neurotransmitter concentrations monitored with microdialysis; increased blood flow recorded with laser
Doppler flowmetry; and widespread brain cell depolarization and decreased activity with electrocorticography. Rapid
measurement of neurotransmitters has historically been a struggle since it requires off-line analysis. The first studies
showing on-line analysis of neurotransmitter release during SD in the nucleus accumbens were carried out in the Ralph
Adams group using chronoamperometry, which lacks optimal compound specificity. Also troublesome are direct
measurements of oxygen, requiring Clark electrodes which perturb and damage tissue upon implantation. We present
an alternative, minimally invasive method that uses a single carbon fiber microelectrode to simultaneously detect rapid
and selective oxygen and neurotransmitter events during SD with fast-scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) coupled with single
unit recording electrophysiology.
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Abstract Text
Adenosine is an important neuroprotective modulator that regulates blood flow and neurotransmission. Previous studies
have shown that tissue adenosine levels increases during ischemic events and attenuates the excitotoxic neuronal injury.
Also adenosine is known to decrease the neurotransmitter release and neuronal firing during ischemia. Animal studies
have shown protective effect of adenosine through various drugs during ischemia. Having these profound tissue
protective effects in situations of ischemia, measuring adenosine concentrations in real-time would provide us a crucial
information during the progression of the disease. Adenosine has traditionally been studied using slower resolution
techniques, and proven to act on a longer time scale ranging from minutes to hours. Recently, our lab developed an
electrochemical fast-scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) method using carbon-fiber microelectrodes to directly measure
adenosine changes on a sub-second time scale. In this study, we discuss the spontaneous, transient adenosine release in
vivo, in the caudate-putamen of anesthetized rats during the progression of ischemia-reperfusion (I-R) injury in a rat
model of stroke for the first time. We will present the spontaneous, transient adenosine release during normoxia,
ischemia and reperfusion. Our results demonstrates a significant difference in the frequency of transient release and inter
event time during ischemia and reperfusion compared to normoxia. These findings provide us an initial understanding on
the time course release of transient adenosine during I-R periods. Extending these studies by using pharmacological drugs
to manipulate adenosine levels could help us to understand the specific role of adenosine and its release in the tissue
protection and can be applied in the clinical arena of stroke.
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Abstract Text
Carbon nanotube yarn microelectrodes (CNTYMEs) exhibit rapid and selective detection of dopamine with fast-scan cyclic
voltammetry (FSCV). However, the sensitivity limits their application in vivo. In this study, we introduce Laser treatment
and oxygen plasma etching as a simple, reliable and efficient approach to improve the sensitivity of CNTYMEs by about
three fold while maintaining high temporal resolution. The effect of Laser treatment on microelectrode surface was
characterized by scanning electron microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, energy dispersion spectroscopy, and Laser confocal
microscopy. Laser treatment increases surface area and oxygen containing functional groups on the surface which
provides more adsorption sites to dopamine than unmodified CNTYMEs. Moreover, similar to unmodified CNTYMEs,
dopamine signal at Laser treated CNTYMEs barely dropped with increasing scan frequency compared to a significant
decrease at carbon fiber microelectrodes (CFMEs). This is presumably caused by the significantly larger surface roughness
which would trap dopamine-o-quinone within each scan and amplify dopamine signal without influencing temporal
resolution. In addition, CNTYMEs were applied as an in vivo sensor with FSCV for the first time and Laser treated
CNTYMEs exhibited sensitive detection of stimulated dopamine in anesthetized, male, Sprague-Dawley rats with the scan
frequency of 50 Hz, which is five-fold faster than the frequency conventionally applied at CFME. CNTYMEs with Laser
treatment which are advantageous of easy fabrication, high reproducibility, fast electron transfer kinetics, and rapid in
vivo measurement of dopamine with high sensitivity would be expected to be a potential alternative of CFMEs in the
future.
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Abstract Text
Patients are diagnosed with epilepsy after experiencing two or more non-provoked seizures; therefore, animal models in
which the animal experiences multiple seizures within one experiment more accurately represent human epileptic
patients compared to ¬in vitro or in slicio studies. In these studies, a microdialysis probe was used to locally deliver an
epileptic agent into the hippocampus of an anesthetized rat while simultaneously collecting dialysate for analysis.
Samples were analyzed for the excitatory and inhibitory amino acids, glutamate and GABA as well as catecholamine
neurotransmitters norepinephrine and dopamine. Increases in glutamate and decreases in GABA indicate that a seizure
has occurred, and provide information on its strength and duration. Norepinephrine and dopamine are of interest
because they are involved in reducing oxidative stress and are believed to have antiepileptic effects. Samples were
analyzed using liquid chromatography with fluorescence detection (amino acids) or electrochemical detection
(catecholamines). Several dosing time regimens were explored to study seizure strength and duration in response to the
epileptic agent. It was determined that there was approximately a twofold decrease in glutamate response to a
secondary epileptic episode compared to the first episode. This could be indicative of desensitization of the neurons to
the epileptic agent as a protective response or, alternatively, due to changes in neuronal plasticity caused by oxidative
stress. To determine the cause of the attenuation of glutamate concentration during the second epileptic event, awake
animal studies were performed. By moving to awake animal experiments, it was possible to add third and fourth seizures
to the epilepsy model to further evaluate the neuronal response to the epileptic agent. This also allowed the time
between seizures to be extended, ruling out glutamate depletion as a possible cause of the attenuated response.
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Abstract Text
We have developed a novel technique to measure basal changes of dopamine and its analytes in response to
pharmacological agents. Activation of protein kinase C-b enhances extracellular dopamine in the presence of
amphetamine by enhancing the reverse transport of dopamine and internalizing the D2 autoreceptor.In this study, we
utilized in vivo microdialysis with LCMS for detection in live, behaving rats to assess the effect of the PKCb inhibitors
enzastaurin and ruboxistaurin on amphetamine-stimulated increases in monoamines (and over 25 neurochemicals) and
their metabolites. Previous techniques can only measure one analyte at a time using HPLC or voltammetry. A 30 min
perfusion of the nucleus accumbens core with 1 uM enzastaurin or 1 uM ruboxistaurin reduced amphetamine-stimulated
efflux of dopamine and its metabolite 3-methoxytyramine by approximately 50%. The inhibitors also significantly
reduced extracellular levels of norepinephrine and its metabolite normetanephrine after amphetamine. The stimulation
of locomotor behavior by amphetamine, measured simultaneously with the analytes, was comparably reduced by the
PKCb inhibitors. These inhibitors are specific for dopamine and their metabolites. Ruboxistaurin also attenuated cocaine
stimulated extracellular dopamine, a process that would not be dependent upon DAT reversal. In order to see if this
process was D2 autoreceptor mediated, we examined the effect of ruboxistaurin on cocaine activation when D2
receptors were blocked with raclopride. The inhibitory effect of ruboxistaurin was reduced in the presence of cocaine
and raclopride, suggesting that ruboxistaurin action involved D2 autoreceptors. Using a stable isotope label retrodialysis
procedure, we determined that ruboxistaurin had no effect on basal levels of dopamine, norepinephrine, glutamate, or
GABA. Our results support the utility of using PKCb inhibitors to reduce the effects of amphetamine and cocaine.
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Abstract Text
It has been reported that the tissue surrounding the ischaemic core of a traumatic brain injury, in some patients, suffers
further insults resulting from events known as Spreading Depolarisations (SDs) [1]. This results in rapid metabolic changes
leading to a crisis of energy delivery to the tissue. It has been reported that patients with a higher occurrence of SDs have
a poorer health outcome [2]. SDs can occur in clusters, where an event circles throughout the tissue hitting the same
area of tissue repeatedly. This can drive down the local levels of glucose and oxygen, to a point where the tissue is no
longer viable, increasing the injured area.
We have designed a bedside monitoring system to analyse the dialysate from a microdialysis probe implanted in the “atrisk” brain tissue. This incorporates combined needle electrodes, designed to fit into an analysis chamber on a
microfluidic chip [3]. The electrodes can then be fabricated into sensors by applying a protective mPD film followed by an
enzyme layer [4].
The clinical system is run continuously for a minimum of 24 hours, by the patient bedside. Every 3 hours, an automated
calibration system switches in to ensure accurate and reliable data. When an SD event is picked up on an adjacent ECoG
probe, the microdialysis data is scrutinised. Rapid metabolic changes can be observed, where the local level of glucose
falls and a dynamic increase of lactate is seen. Clinical data will be shown, investigating how the tissue copes with various
physiological insults.
1.Consensus Statement from the 2014 International Microdialysis Forum. Intensive Care Medicine (2015)
2.Hartings JA et al. The Lancet Nuerology, 10, 12, 1058-1064 (2011)
3.Rogers, ML. et al. ACS Chem Neurosci 4, 5, 799-807 (2013)
4.Vasylieva, N. et al Biosens. Bioelectron. 26, 10, 3993-4000 (2011)
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Abstract Text
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is the major cause of disability and morbidity of adults under the age of 35. After the
development of the irreversible primary damage at impact, 40% of the TBI patients develop secondary brain damage in
the following days. The international collaboration, COSBID, has found a link between poor patient outcomes with
spontaneous depolarization waves, termed spreading depolarization (SD) [1]. These waves propagate from the injury core
to nearby healthy tissue, sending mass of neurons into depolarization, hence suppressing further activity. The recovery
from this silencing phase is extremely energy demanding, relying heavily on the supply and delivery of metabolites to the
tissue. Repeated episodes of SD can create a net energy deficit, resulting in the death of the neighboring tissue and
expansion of the lesion [2].
Our goal is to detect SD chemically in real-time using online microdialysis in the intensive care unit. A microdialysis probe
is placed in proximity to the injury core in the brain, sampling the neurochemicals in the nearby “at-risk” tissue. The
continuous dialysate sample is fed into our bedside monitoring trolley, housing both microfluidic flow cells and custombuilt electronics, for real-time quantification of ions and metabolites [3]. Typically, patients are monitored postoperatively for 24 hours up to days. To ensure correct interpretation of the data, an automated calibration system is
implemented to track the performance of the sensors at 3-hours intervals. Using this system, we have been able to
capture the chemical signature of dynamic SD events with high resolution, and linked it with electrophysiology data using
electrocorticography.
1.Hartings, J. et al. [i]Brain[/i] [b]134[/b], 1529-1540 (2011)
2.Feuerstein, D. et al. [i]J Cereb Blood Flow Metab[/i] [b]30[/b], 1343-1355 (2010)
3.Rogers, M.L et al., [i]ACS Chem. Neurosci. [/i] [b]4[/b], 799-807 (2013)
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Abstract Text
Agriculture contributes significantly to the anthropogenic emissions of non-CO2 greenhouse gases (GHG) methane (CH4)
and nitrous oxide (N2O). GHG emissions comes from livestock such as cows, agricultural soils, and rice production.
Simultaneous monitoring of these GHG compounds is demanding due to the low ambient background level and
interference from water vapor. Single digit ppb level sensitivity is required for accurately detecting changes in the
ambient background level in real time.
Cantilever-enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy (CEPAS) combined with tunable mid-IR laser sources can meet the
demanding requirements for sensitivity and selectivity [1,2]. One tunable distributed feedback quantum cascade laser
(DFB-QCL) source can cover the spectral lines of both CH4 and N2O, and therefore, both target molecules can be
simultaneously measured with one single instrument. The proposed solution combines the tunable DFB-QCL source with
photoacoustic detection based on a silicon MEMS cantilever sensor coupled with an optical interferometric readout
system [1].
[1] T. Kuusela, J. Kauppinen. Appl. Spectrosc. Rev., 42, (2007)
[2] C. B. Hirschmann, S. Sinisalo, J. Uotila, S. Ojala, and R. L. Keiski, Vib. Spectrosc. 68, 170–176 (2013)
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Abstract Text
At the Royal Society in London on July 20, 2015, the Breakthrough Listen initiative, funded by Russian high tech billionaire
Yuri Milner, was announced. Milner also released an open letter backing the idea of intensifying the search for
extraterrestrial intelligence, and the letter was cosigned by many scientists including Stephen Hawking. Three days later,
astronomers using NASA’s Kepler Space Telescope announced the discovery of the most Earth-like planet yet orbiting a
distant star similar to our own sun, bringing to 12 the number of small worlds spotted elsewhere in the galaxy that are
potentially suitable for life. The newly discovered planet, called Kepler-452b, is the smallest planet found to date orbiting
in the habitable zone of a distant star. The steady discovery of new Earthlike planets and the 10-year Breakthrough Listen
project have injected new life into astrobiology and the Search for ExtraTerrestrial Intelligence (SETI). Breakthrough Listen
will use radio telescopes at Greenbank in West Virginia, the Parkes Observatory in Australia, and the Lick Observatory's
optical telescope in San Jose, California, to scan approximately 1 million stars in the Milky Way and 100 nearby galaxies. It
is worth noting that the Breakthrough Listen initiative is no longer relying upon simple microwave spectrometric
searching, but instead includes a significant optical telescope for spectroscopy. The absorption and scattering of visible
light by dust in the plane of the galaxy argues for the use of near-infrared and infrared wavelengths for galactic
communication, much as fiber optics on earth frequently use near-infrared light. This paper describes the construction
and use of a new near-IR telescope with first surface gold optics, near-IR pulse detector, electronic assemblies, data
preprocessing system, and a Dobsonian mount. The telescope constructed by Anne appears in Fig. 1.
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Abstract Text
High resolution molecular spectroscopy is a venerable technique that suffers from congestion and entanglement when
used on large and complex molecules as well as simple mixtures. This problem can be addressed by expanding the
technique to the second and third dimensions. In this talk, high resolution coherent 2D and 3D spectroscopies will be
discussed, and applications demonstrating the advantages of going to higher dimensions will be presented.
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Abstract Text
The increase in the number of biologic, “large molecule” active pharmaceutical ingredients (API), new chemical entities
(NCE), biosimilars and “biobetters” registered has been well-reported and are expected to match the revenues from
traditional drugs within a few years.
The manufacturing process for these complex biological materials, often proteins and monoclonal antibodies, bears little
resemblance to the synthesis of “small molecule” APIs. Commonly, living unicellular systems like bacterial
microorganisms and cells are used in the manufacturing process. The conditions required for successful fermentation are
a delicate blend of nutrients, pH, temperature and other factors that all affect the quality and yield of the product. A key
requirement is that each component, for example, the buffers, surfactants and media blends, are sterile when added to
the bioreactor. Simple exposure of the reagents and excipients to moist ambient air could be sufficient to introduce
adventitious virus or other unwanted bacteria.
This necessity for raw material sterility must be balanced with the regulatory requirement for identity verification.
Spectroscopic techniques are increasingly popular for identifying materials due to their speed, convenience and accuracy.
It has emerged that the most versatile technique is Raman spectroscopy due to its high chemical specificity and simple
operation. However, in its conventional form, Raman measurements require a clear line of sight to the material to be
measured, limiting their application to clear plastic bags. Sampling from the original raw material containers to this
secondary container clearly represents an area of risk in biologics manufacturing. This report focuses on the application of
Spatially Offset Raman Spectroscopy (SORS) to accurate, robust ID through the original, often opaque or absorbing,
packaging.
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Abstract Text
In the analysis of organic archaeological materials like textiles and rock paintings, the very small samples available is a
significant limitation. To maximize the amount of information that can be obtained from these fragmentary and
microgram quantity samples, we have developed methods for applying direct mass spectrometric analysis to the washes
collected in the preparation of the samples for accelerator mass spectrometric radiocarbon dating. With only a few
milligrams of textile from the Seip Mound Group in Ohio, we used DART-MS to identify the red anthraquinone dye
colorants in the wash solutions as consistent with those from bedstraw ([i]Galium[/i] species) roots. The solid material
was then prepared for AMS radiocarbon analysis using the plasma-chemical oxidation method, yielding the first ever
radiocarbon date on a textile artifact from this important site. In order to measure a radiocarbon age for rock paintings,
there must be either charcoal or an organic binding medium present. The black images of the Guara Pictograph Region of
Cuba consist of geometric, animal, and human figures, some of which were drawn in charcoal. DART-MS on the residue
from radiocarbon sample preparation clearly showed that others contained plant resins, which was promising for
possibility of dating these images. The radiocarbon ages for these samples indicate that subfossil resins or petroleum
were present in these paintings, yielding dates that do not correlate with the time at which people created the images.
These examples show the importance and utility of combining direct mass spectral analysis with sample preparation for
AMS dating.
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Abstract Text
Pollutant volatile organic compounds (VOCs) off-gassed from various materials can pose a threat to artworks and objects
of cultural heritage. Currently, materials to be used in a museum setting are screened for potential problems using the
Oddy test, a 28-day test based on subjective determination of the level of corrosion on lead, silver and copper coupons
caused during accelerated emission of VOCs. Instrumental methods centered on qualitative analysis by gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) are being developed where the VOCs are sampled using headspace, SPME,
thermal desorption, or evolved-gas analysis. Once separated, the identity of the VOCs can be determined and evaluated
for their potential to damage artworks. However, knowing that “the dose makes the poison,” it is important to know
quantity as well as identity. In this work, quantitation of VOCs off-gassed during headspace sampling and evolved-gas
analysis will be presented. Acetic acid emitted from poly(vinyl acetate) glues and cellulose acetate was quantified using
an external calibration. Amount of acetic acid per mass of sample was related to glue type and cure time. In a similar
fashion, residual n-butylmethacrylate monomer emitted from poly(n-butylmethacrylate) and n-alkylmorpholines in
polyurethane foams were examined. The impact of sample surface area and EGA conditions will be discussed. A realworld case study for rigid poly(vinyl chloride) boards will be presented.
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Abstract Text
The cyanotype process begins with the photo-induced reduction of an iron(III) carboxylate salt to iron(II), along with
subsequent oxidation of the carboxylate anion. The iron(II) ion is not particularly stable and will undergo a redox reaction
with the ferricyanide anion present in the sensitizer to produce insoluble iron(III) ferrocyanide Prussian Blue pigment.
While much is known about the formation of Prussian Blue, the rate of the reaction has not been fully examined. In this
work, reflectance spectroscopy has been employed to monitor the rate of formation of Prussian Blue using different
sensitizer formulations on different papers. By measuring and plotting color values (CIE L*a*b*) with respect to time, an
initial rate could be determined and these rates were used to derive a rate equation. The reaction appears to be 1st
order with respect to ammonium iron (III) oxalate, but the overall printing process appears to be limited to a very narrow
concentration range. The dependence of rate on (1) identity of the counter ions, (2) sensitizer concentration, and (3)
paper type will be discussed. In addition, the rate at which the Prussian Blue fades from its deepest blue (as determined
by CIE) back to Prussian White will also be presented.
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Abstract Text
A facile strategy has been developed to fabricate Cu(OH)2supercages (SCs)as an artificial enzyme system with intrinsic
peroxidase mimic activities (PMA). SCs with high catalytic activity and excellent recyclability were generated via direct
conversion of amorphous Cu(OH)2 nanoparticles (NPs) at room temperature. More specifically, the process that takes a
single nanoparticle to a three-dimensional (3D) supercage involves two basic steps. First, with addition of a copperammonia complex, the Cu2+ ions, which located on the surface of amorphous Cu(OH)2 NPs, would evolve into a fine
lamellar structure by coordination and migration, and eventually converts to1D nanoribbons around the NPs. Second,
accompanied by the migration of Cu2+, a hollow cavity is generated in the inner NPs, such that a single nanoparticle
eventually becomes a nanoribbon-assembled 3D hollow cage. These Cu(OH)2 SCs were then engineered as an artificial
enzymatic system with higher efficiency for intrinsic PMA than that of a natural enzyme - horseradish peroxidase•.
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Abstract Text
Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles, composed of magnetite, Fe3O4, or maghemite, core and biocompatible
polymer shell, such as dextran or chitozan, recently are widely used for magnetic resonance imaging, contrast
enhancement, hyperthermia and therapy [1,2].
This study is focused on the synthesis of manganese ferrite (MnFe2O4) nanoparticles by most commonly employed
chemical way seeking to better control their size, purity and magnetic properties. In this way, hydrothermal and
microwave-assisted co-precipitation syntheses were performed using aqueous alkaline solutions of Mn(II) and Fe(III) salts
and NaOH within a wide pH range at various experimental regimes. Different additives, such as citric acid, cysteine,
glicine, polyetylene glycol, triethanolamine, chitozan, etc., were also tested seeking to obtain pure phase and
monodisperse nanoparticles in average size of 20 nm at a good yield. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray
diffraction, Mössbauer spectroscopy, magnetic measurements and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry were
employed in this study.
References
[1] R.C. O'Handley. Modern magnetic materials: Principles and Applications, Wiley, New York, 2000.
[2]K. Mazeika, A. Jagminas, M. Kurtinaitiene. Mossbauer studies of superparamagnetic ferrite nanoparticles for functional
applications. Hyperfine Interactions 218 (2013) 89-94.
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Abstract Text
The RESS process is used for the micronization of chemical compounds, typically for biomedical applications. It is done by
placing a sample in a high pressure vessel and filling this vessel with CO2, which is then brought into a supercritical state
by pressurizing and heating it beyond its critical point. In this state the compound is readily dissolved. By allowing the
supercritical fluid to expand through a capillary nozzle into a heated collection vessel, one can achieve high levels of
supersaturation, resulting in the rapid precipitation of the sample compound into nanoparticles.
This poster describes the optimization of conditions, equipment, and operations in the formation of fine particles of
Ibuprofen by the rapid expansion of a supercritical solution. Rigorous temperature control of the dissolution vessel,
associated tubing, valves, nozzles, and collector was necessary to prevent unwanted precipitation. In addition, nozzle
design integrated into the collector/filter vessel was necessary for enhanced particle collection. Operational
improvements included a dissolution vessel with a bypass line that allowed for trouble free operation. These
enhancements resulted in reproducible particle formation with a reduction in the chronic plugging associated with the
RESS process.
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Abstract Text
Improved detection of nucleic acids holds great promise in the early diagnosis of cancer and genetic diseases. Isothermal
exponential amplification reaction (EXPAR) is a simple, low cost and highly sensitive method possessing high amplification
efficiency and rapid kinetics. This approach, however, is unable to detect the sequence that is not adjacent to a specific
recognition site of a certain endonuclease, and is hard to identify the single-nucleotide mutation. Herein, to address these
limitations, we have developed a new method called DNA-aligner-controlled nicking-based isothermal amplification
reaction (DACN-EXPAR). This method involves two isothermal stages by a combination of polymerase and nicking
endonuclease (nickase). In the first stage, the nickase, directed by a hairpin-shaped DNA-aligner containing the nickase
recgonition site in its stem, performs specific nicking on target strands. Then, in the second stage, the cleaved target
strands serve as triggers to initiate the exponential amplification reaction catalyzed by both polymerase and nickase.
Thanks to DNA-aligner, the DACN process does not require any special sequence in target strand, thus endowing the
newly proposed DACN-EXPAR with excellent generality, which in theory, can be used to assay the target strand of any
sequence. Moreover, the proposed method exhibits high sensitivity with a detection limit of 100 aM, a broad range of 8
orders of magnitude, and as expected, high specificity to discriminate the single-nucleotide mutation from the wild type.
It also performs well in 5% human serum, demonstrating a good compatibility with complex environment. Therefore, the
proposed DCAN-EXPAR assay shows a great potential in early clinical diagnosis.
Supported by National Science Foundation of China (21275129) and National Key Technology Support Program
(2012BAB19B07).
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Abstract Text
This work addresses the promising junction of two areas of recent and increasing concern, the chemical kinetics of active
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) and Green Analytical Chemistry (GAC) principles. Importantly, stability studies ensuring
the maintenance of product quality, safety and efficacy throughout the shelf life are considered as pre-requisite for both,
the approval of any pharmaceutical product and saving countless lives of humankind. Distinguishably, monitoring of the
degradation kinetics of APIs can be achieved through different analytical strategies; off-line, at-line and in-line according
to the degree of integration between the two units. This work compares different analytical techniques used for
monitoring of degradation kinetics of APIs with respect to the 12 principles of GAC. For a meaningful comparison,
distgmine bromide (DB) was chosen as a hydrolysable anti-cholinesterase drug and its degradation kinetics were
monitored by different strategies. The first in-line strategy is achieved by the incorporation of an in-site DB selective
electrode constructed using PVC membrane to track the hydrolysis kinetics of DB by continuous measurement of the
decrease in the produced emf over time. The second at-line strategy by UV spectrophotometry via continuous tracking
either the decrease of DB peak at 269 nm or the increase of 3-hydroxy- N-methylpyridinum (THMP) peak at 320 nm over
time. The third off-line strategy utilizes separation-based chromatographic HPLC and TLC methods. The advantages and
shortcomings of each strategy considering GAC principles are highlighted. A systematic approach for the development of
an environmentally benign stability-indicating method is addressed.
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Abstract Text
Exposure to formaldehyde (HCHO) in air has been known to cause human health disorders. Manganese dioxide (MnO2) is
currently used for a major ingredient of air cleaning materials, because it reacts with HCHO to give carbon dioxide (CO2)
even at room temperature. However, the removal efficiency decreases by long-time uses. This is probably due to
accumulation of intermediates on the surface caused by changes in oxidation state of manganese. Takao et al. found
blending cerium oxide (CeO2) with MnO2 increased the life-time of removal of HCHO. However, the mechanism is
unknown. Then, this study aimed to investigate the reaction process of the heterogeneous reaction by gas analysis. The
test samples were simply prepared by mechanical mixing of the MnO2 and CeO2 powders. The mixed oxide was placed in
a reaction vessel with a constant gas flow system of 500 ppm of HCHO. Concentrations of interest gases were determined
by a conventional gas detector tube method. The results showed the breakthrough easily occurred when the sample was
only MnO2. Meanwhile, the effect of blending CeO2 was remarkable with the appearance of steady state removal
performance for HCHO under purified air. However, when employing nitrogen as the background gas, the steady-state
performance did not appear. These results showed the mechanism can be explained by self-redox cycle between MnO2
and CeO2; the reduced manganese is re-oxidized into MnO2 by CeO2, and the reduced cerium oxide is thus regenerated
to CeO2 by oxygen in air.
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Abstract Text
Several dietary supplements recently submitted to the FDA’s Forensic Chemistry Center were found to contain steroidlike compounds that could not be readily identified due to the lack of library reference spectra or commercially available
standards. Analytical-scale high performance liquid chromatography with fraction collection was used to isolate and
collect several new “designer steroids” observed in these supplements, including 6-chlorotestosterone. The isolated
compounds were identified using a multi-technique analytical approach including analysis by nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spectroscopy and high resolution accurate mass-mass spectrometry (HRAM-MS); however, quantitative analysis
could not be achieved using typical assay methods by high performance liquid chromatography with ultraviolet detection
(HPLC-UV) due to the lack of commercially available reference standards.
Due to the increasing frequency of laboratory requests for content determination, it has become necessary to obtain
quantitative or semi-quantitative data for dietary supplement samples containing steroid and steroid-like compounds.
After evaluation of structural characteristics of compounds of interest, molar absorptivity data was collected for several
common steroids using ultraviolet/visible spectroscopy, and compared to those of the new “designer steroids” isolated
and identified by the Forensic Chemistry Center. This approach was employed to find suitable compounds for use as
reference materials in the semi-quantitative determination of these compounds. Using laboratory fortified matrix (LFM)
samples and evaluation of actual dietary supplement samples, a method for the estimation of these emerging substances
by HPLC-UV is demonstrated.
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Abstract Text
With the growing popularity of electronics and their shorter lifecycles as existing equipment is continuously being
replaced by more advanced models, a growing concern is the leaching of toxic metals into the environment when
electronics are disposed. Even though electronics recycling is becoming more common, many electronic products are still
being disposed of.
To address this concern, the Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS) directive was created. This directive limits the
amount of cadmium, hexavalent chromium, arsenic, and lead which can be present in devices. As such, manufacturers of
electronic devices must change the composition of their products to comply.
There are a variety of techniques capable of performing these analyses, but ICP-OES strikes the best balance between
cost, speed, and simplicity. With its multi-elemental capability, it is faster than flame AA and significantly less expensive
than ICP-MS. In addition, it can easily handle matrices with high acid concentrations and high levels of dissolved solids.
One of the challenges of the RoHS directive is sample preparation: with such a wide variety of products and components
involved, the possibility of an enormous amount of sample preparation procedures exists. However, by using a
microwave digestion system and carefully selecting parameters, the number of sample preparation methods can be
minimized.
This work focuses on the preparation and analysis of a variety of materials covered under the RoHS directive using
microwave digestion in conjunction with ICP-OES.
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Abstract Text
The hazardous constituents of cigarette smoke have attracted considerable media attention, especially with increasing
regulation around the world limiting or banning smoking in public places – and even in private cars if children are present.
Furthermore, the recent surge in tobacco-replacement devices, such as e-cigarettes, is driving the development of fast
and efficient quality control procedures. E-cigarette solutions may contain potentially harmful chemicals, including
nitrosamines and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). The presence of such chemicals naturally gives rise to some
concern, and confident chemical fingerprinting is required for both research and development and regulatory purposes.
Although e-cigarettes emit less particulate matter than regular tobacco cigarettes (since no combustion takes place), they
still produce a wide range of compounds at trace levels. Organic constituents of tobacco smoke have historically been
analysed by gas chromatography coupled with quadrupole mass spectrometry (GC–MS). However, quadrupoles are mass
filters, with a high percentage of ions being wasted, which limits sensitivity. Moreover, in selected ion monitoring (SIM)
mode, only target compounds can be monitored, meaning that full characterisation of the sample is not possible in a
single run and retrospective searching of data is limited. The use of time-of-flight mass spectrometry (TOF MS)
overcomes this issue by providing highly sensitive detection whilst acquiring full-range mass spectra, to allow both target
and unknown identification in a single, rapid analysis. This poster explores the use of a multi-functional thermal
desorption (TD)–GC–TOF MS system to capture and identify whole e-cigarette emissions using a single, highly-automated
platform.
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Abstract Text
Determinig the levels of total mercury(T-Hg) and methylmercury (Me-Hg)in fish(prochilodus magdalenae) to establish the
risk associated with their daily in take. Two samplings were carried out during the months August and Semptember 2014.
40 specimens depending of size and weight were selected and purchased to fishermen of region. The T-Hg was
determinated with a direct mercury analizer (DMA) by thermal descomposition,amalgamation and atomic absortion TDAAAS and Me-Hg by gas chromatography with electron capture detector (GC-ECD). The T-Hg concentrations are between
50.7 to 302.3 mg Kg-1 and Me-Hg between 40.28 to 243.29 mg Kg-1. The Me-Hg/T-Hg reasons range from 0.46 to 0.95
increasing this ratio based on the size and weight of the fish. The hazard index (HI) for children and adults are between
1.73 to 12.97 and 0.99 to 7.40 for T-Hg and Me-Hg respectively. The T-Hg concentrations of the analyzed samples did not
exceed 500 mg kg-1 established by Colombian legislation in fish for human consumption.
There are significant differences between the concentration of T-Hg and Me-Hg in relation to the size and weight of the
fish ( P[greater than]0.05). HI indicates that consumption of 0.148 kg of fish per day in the people of the region could
increase the risk and susceptibility of poisoning these pollutans. The results indicate a high risk for human population
specially children who are most vulnerable.
This project was funded by the University of Cordoba.
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Abstract Text
Determining total mercury (T-Hg) and Methylmercury (Me-Hg) in canned tuna distributed in the city of Monteria
–Colombia. 40 samples were analyzed from August to September 2014, taking 10 samples from different batches and
identified as L, M, N and O. Me-Hg was determined by gas chromatography with electron capture detector (Perkin Elmer
XL Autsystem) Column Restek RTX-1701 USA corp. (30 m x 0.53 [micro] m ID and 3[micro] m film thickness). The T-Hg was
determined with a mercury analyzer DMA-80. The L, N and O marks showed concentrations of T-Hg and Me-Hg, on
Maximum Residual Limit established by the Ministry of Social Protection, Colombian. The highest concentration of T-Hg
and Me-Hg was detected in L with values (1157.17 ± 229.06 mg / kg) and (1046.19 ± 209.19 mg / kg) respectively.
In contrast, M presented the lowest values (253.65 ± 46.15 mg / Kg) and (223.57 ± 41.16 mg / kg) respectively. The
evaluation of the health risk from eating canned tuna based on percentage of total allowable weekly intake suggests that
tuna consumption of L, N and O marks, can be considered a risk to the health of the population and especially the
children are most vulnerable. This study allows to know the risk to which the population is exposed by consuming canned
tuna distributed in the city.
The authors thank the University of Cordoba in the financing of this project.
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Abstract Text
Contamination of milk is prevalent and is the consequence of decades of inadequately controlled pollution of the
environment by toxic chemicals. The reports of residues in milk is increasing consistently which raises important issues for
the practice of public health, and for the environmental health research community. The analysis of the environmental
contaminants in complex matrices matrices traditionally requires several steps of extraction and pre-concentration for
the analytes and clean-up procedures. Moreover, these extraction methods need expensive and hazardous solvents that
are undesirable for health and disposal reasons. Solid phase microextraction (SPME) has been introduced as an
alternative to traditional extraction techniques. This work will demonstrate the optimization of automated SPME for the
extraction of environmental contaminants in milk. SPME efficiency is directly related to fiber material, temperature,
extraction time interval, sample amount, desorption time. Half factorial design will be used for simultaneous investigation
of the effect of several variables over the evaluated response (e.g., analytical sensitivity) requiring a reduced number of
experiments hence providing best optimized parameters for SPME extraction.
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Abstract Text
The continuing rise in consumption of dietary supplements (Vitamin, mineral supplements, and herbal/botanical
supplements) is a global phenomenon. This is in spite of concern over their quality safety and potential side effect.
Dietary supplements are readily available and commonly sold without prescription in Nigeria. However, it has been
reported that medical doctors in Lagos are becoming more favorably disposed to prescribing them. To this end, some
authors have recommended further studies to minimize potential risk. There is still paucity of data on human exposure to
trace and essential metals through consumption of dietary supplements sold in Nigerian markets. Also, quality of existing
data is questionable due to limited or no information on quality control samples during analysis. The goal of this work is
to evaluate dietary supplements from Nigeria and (1) compare the levels of essential metals in them to Recommended
Daily Allowance (RDA ) (2) compare the concentration of the elements to the levels that are declared on the labels (3)
assess if the levels of non-essential metals in the supplements exceeds the Tolerable Upper Intake (UL) and (4) use
principal component analysis to establish potential for classification of the supplement based on the elemental profiles.
Eighteen dietary supplements (including vitamins, mineral and herbal supplements) from the Nigerian market were
analyzed using ICPMS (Li, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, As, Se, Sr, Mo, Cd, Ba, Pb, Th and U), ICPOES (Na, Mg, Ca, Al), and
mercury analyzer (Hg). Results of the analysis will be presented.
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Abstract Text
Commercially prepared pet foods are an easy and economical way to fulfill the nutritional requirements for pets. Dry pet
food is produced with grains and cereal by-products rejected for human consumption. The contamination of these byproducts with toxigenic fungal metabolites, called mycotoxins, pose a serious health threat to pets.
Aflatoxins B1, B2, G1 and G2 are some of the most carcinogenic mycotoxins known. In particular, aflatoxin B1 is
considered to be the most genotoxic of the mycotoxins, and, when ingested by farm animals, can contaminate dairy, eggs
and meat products intended for human consumption.[sup]1[/sup]
With the above mind, this work describes a method for monitoring B1, B2, G1 and G2 aflatoxins at ppb to ppt levels,
quantitatable well below regulated limits, without the need for post-column derivatization. This method takes advantage
of a simple solid phase extraction (SPE) procedure, followed by UHPLC analysis, using a sub-3 µm particle column and
fluorescence (FL) detection.
1. Hudler, George W., Magical Mushrooms, Mischievous Molds: The Remarkable Story of the Fungus Kingdom and Its
Impact on Human Affairs, 1998.
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Abstract Text
This investigation concern the benefit of tea products, used in the Giza area of Egypt. The antioxidant activity of cold and
hot water extracts of six flavored (i.e. raspberry, apple plus fruit pieces, blackcurrant, vanilla pods, cinnamon and
peppermint plus lemon flavored tea) and one unflavored tea products were dtermined. The extracts were screened for
total phenol, flavonoids and tannins content and antioxidant. Antioxidant activities were carried out using DPPH, ABTS
methods. Hot water extract of tea flavored with blackcurrant had the highest total phenol and tannins content. Cold
water extract of tea flavored with blackcurrant had the highest total flavonoid and tannins content. In contrast tea
flavored with peppermint plus lemon had the lowest tannins content in both hot and cold water extract. Cinnamon
flavored tea extracted with hot and cold water had the highest antioxidant activity against DPPH. In addition hot water
extract of cinnamon flavored black tea and cold water extract of raspberry flavored and unflavored tea had the highest
antioxidant activity against ABTS. Generally, hot extracts showed higher antioxidant activities than cold extracts with
different tea samples. Generally, this flavored tea extracts had high level of antioxidant activity and phenolic contents.
Therefore the investigation proved that flavored tee had more antioxidant activity which will be benifite for human
consuming On thae same time changing tradition of social drinking tea drinking could have significant positive primary
health implications, which would ultimately lighten the economic health burden on the state.
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Abstract Text
In recent years, such as Rebaudioside A, a glycoside derived from stevia, is added to a variety of processed foods as a
sweetener for reduced calories. It is important to quantify the stevia sweeteners in processed food for quality control
purposes. Herein we describe the highly sensitive and highly selective analytical separation by using polymer-based amino
column with detection by LC/MS. Chromatographic separation was conducted using polymer-based amino column with
isocratic mixture of (A) 0.1% NH3 aq. / (B) CH3CN as the eluent. The flow rate was 0.2mL/min and the temperature was
30 °C. ESI was selected for ionization method and SIM (-) for detection mode. Eight components, Rebaudioside
A/B/C/D/F, Isosteviol, Stevioside, Steviolbioside, were mixed in each 50ng/mL as a standard sample. Injection volume was
5•L. Eight components were almost separated within 20 minutes and were detected with sufficient S/N in the condition
of 78% CH3CN by HILIC mode. Rebaudioside B and Steviolbioside were strongly adsorbed to the column when the eluent
(A) was only water since they have a carboxyl group. It became possible to adjust the appropriate retention time by
alkaline with NH3. Result of measuring commercially available energy drink containing stevia sweeteners as a real
sample, Rebaudioside A was detected, and additionally the other additives such as Sucralose, Acesulfame, Erythritol,
Carnitine, Leucine, Isoleucine, Varine and Pyridoxine were also detected at the same time with good peak shape. The
analysis condition show that the stevia sweetener in processed food and other high polarity food additives can be
separated by HILIC mode and quantify with high sensitive.
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Abstract Text
The purpose of this research is to characterize the rheological properties of various wax emulsions developed as carriers
for biopesticides used for agricultural pest management. Wax emulsions have been developed as carriers for the
controlled release of non-toxic materials such as insect pheromones and essential oils used in crop protection as part of
Integrated Pest Management programs (IPM) (Atterholt et al., 1998; Ballew, 2011; McCracken, 2006). However, the
rheological properties of these wax emulsion carriers have not been evaluated and reported in the literature. Therefore,
to obtain a more thorough evaluation of these wax emulsions, the rheological properties will be characterized. The data
collected can be used to determine the best rheological properties for different field application methods. In this
research, wax emulsions will be prepared using different formulations, such as different waxes, emulsifiers, and
biopesticides, and different concentrations of each. Each of these emulsions will be tested using the Physica MCR 101
rheometer. The goal is to determine the rheological properties that will facilitate the application of these wax emulsions
to various plant surfaces.
Geranyl propionate will be used as a substitute for insect pheromones because it is chemically and structurally similar to
many insect sex pheromones and is less expensive (Atterholt et al., 1998). Wax emulsions will also be prepared with a
small concentration of spearmint oil, which has been shown to be an effective feeding deterrent for white-tailed deer.
Each of the emulsions prepared for this research will be tested for their rheological properties, such as viscosity and
viscoelasticity. By gaining a better understanding of the rheological properties of these wax emulsions, formulations could
be designed to improve the desired outcomes.
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Abstract Text
The purpose of this research was to develop a fiber optic (FO) dissolution method for combination pharmaceutical
tablets. FO dissolution allows direct API quantification in the vessel, obviating the need for error prone facets of standard
dissolution methods. However, FO dissolution is potentially challenged by matrix effects: UV active excipients, API
interactions with excipients and media, undissolved components attenuating the UV signal among others. These
obstacles might render FO dissolution method development more complex than LC-end dissolution.
This study tackles an example with the added complexity of a combination product, where the two actives have similar
release kinetics and UV spectra. Multiple methods were employed for the quantification of actives, including: single
wavelength per active, a modified classical least squares (CLS) approach modeling matrix effects as a third component,
and partial least squares for multivariate calibration and prediction using LC-end dissolution as reference data. Single
wavelength quantification requires unique features for the actives of interest, which are not always readily available. The
initial pass with the CLS approach requires that linear combinations of standards adequately describe the behavior of the
actives in situ. And the multivariate approach requires manual reference data for calibration. Since a combination tablet
typically demonstrates collinear API release, individual quantification is non-trivial. The advantages of each of these
methods of quantification will be discussed in the context of the test systems under investigation. Additionally, some
guidelines will be suggested for the development of FO methods for other test systems.
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Abstract Text
A highly selective, precise and rapid high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) method has been developed and
validated for the determination of methylisothiazolinone (MIT), salicylic acid (SA), methyl paraben (MP), ethyl paraben
(EP) and propyl paraben (PP) in antidandruff hair shampoos. Caffeine (CAF) was used as an internal standard (IS) to
guarantee a high level of quantitative performance. The chromatographic separation was achieved on a monolithic
column with a mobile phase consisted of acetonitrile: 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 3.0) as gradient elution pumped at a
flow rate of 1.0 mL min-1. The chromatographic behaviour of these compounds was studied to demonstrate their
chromatographic efficiency, retention, and peak symmetry. The developed method was validated for its specificity,
linearity, accuracy, precision and robustness. An experimental design was used during validation to evaluate method
robustness. The calibration curves showed excellent linearity (r = 0.998) over concentrations ranging from 1.0 to 100.0 µg
mL-1 for all analytes. The mean relative standard deviation (RSD) of the results of inter- and intra-day precision and
accuracy of all compounds were • 5%. The overall recoveries of all compounds from antidandruff hair shampoos were in
the range 97.0–101.5% with %RSD ranging from 0.98 to 3.61%, which were in line with ICH guidelines. The assay was
successfully applied in a large number of cosmetic products containing one/and all of these studied compounds obtained
from Saudi Arabia market. The developed method can be considered as the quality control of antidandruff hair shampoos.
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Abstract Text
This study describes the unique capacity of simultaneous absorbance and fluorescence excitation-emission matrix (EEM)
spectral instrument and chemometric analysis technology for rapid, precise determination of a wide range of parameters
important to commercial wine processing and quality characterization. The instrument method acquires a complete UVVIS spectrum including the industry standard absorbance wavelength values at 280, 420, 520 and 620 nm which are
routinely used to evaluate a wine’s phenolic content, hue and intensity. The method also reports the transmission
spectrum which can be used to determine a complete array of CIELab Tri-Coordinate Color Descriptions, also valuable for
wine color and flavor evaluation. Both the absorbance and CIE Lab analyses yielded significant spectral resolution of
several red wine varieties as well as the effects of oxidation on the wine samples. Most importantly, however, the
instrument method reports a National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) traceable EEM which can be
evaluated using a variety of chemometric methods including Parallel Factor Analysis (PARAFAC) and Principal Component
Analysis (PCA). For all wines evaluated, the EEM chemometric analyses resolved significant qualitative and quantitative
composition parameters that were not discernable with the routine absorbance or CIE Lab data analyses. In conclusion, it
is proposed that the absorbance, transmission and EEM chemometric data can be used synergistically to evaluate lot-tolot, regional, and varietal characteristics as well as sensing the effects of oxidation and sulfite treatment thus making the
instrument and analysis methods potentially valuable tools for industrial wine characterization.
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Abstract Text
To assure the safety of pharmaceutical products, the monitoring of potentially harmful contaminants originating from the
product itself or its packaging is necessary. The assessment, regulatory guidance, and safety thresholds of the so called
“leachables / extractables” from packaging is addressed by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the Product
Quality Research Institute (PQRI), the United States Pharmacopeia (USP 1663 and USP 1664) and the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO 10993).
In this study, IV bag components were analyzed for extractables using direct thermal desorption/thermal extraction
combined with unit resolution GC/MS system. The results were compared to those obtained for leachables by stir bar
sorptive extraction of an aqueous simulant stored in the exact same type of IV bag, again combined with GC/MS
determination of the leached compounds. In addition, high resolution GC/QTOF mass spectrometer was used to confirm
or refute some of the analyte identifications obtained using commercial library searches with the unit resolution MSD
system.
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Abstract Text
A dataset can consist of variable responses over multiple classes or groups. Variables are removed that contain very little
information. There is no formal algorithm to arrive at a degree of separation (DS) between two distributions of data. The
DS90 is defined as the average of the sum of the areas from two probability density functions (PDFs) that contain a >=
90% of A and/or B. To arrive at a DS value, two synthesized PDFs or very large experimental datasets are required.
Experimentally it is common practice to generate relatively small datasets. Therefore, the challenge was to find a
statistical parameter that can be used on small datasets to estimate and highly correlate with the DS90 parameter.
Established statistical methods include the overlap area of the two data distribution profiles, Welch’s t-test, KolmogorovSmirnov (K-S) test, Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test, and the area under the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve
(AUC). The area between the ROC curve and diagonal (ACD) and the length of the ROC curve (LROC) are introduced. The
established, ACD, and LROC methods were correlated to the DS90 when applied on many pairs of synthesized PDFs. The
LROC method provided the best linear correlation with, and estimation of, the DS90. The estimated DS90 from the LROC
(DS90-LROC) is applied to a database of three Italian wines and three species of iris flowers. An important highlight of the
DS90-LROC method is utilizing the LROC curve methodology to test all variables one-at-a-time with all pairs of classes in a
dataset.
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Abstract Text
The objective of the project is to study the distribution and procurement channels of commonly used drugs using selected
indicator essential drugs. Considering the unavailability of genuine and essential drugs in the Country which has led to a
devastated healthcare with infant mortatlity rate 217/100,000, a crude death rate of 16/ 1000, and Malaria prevalence
rate of 919/100,000, this study is crucial.
Significance of the Study: This study will assess the channel of distribution of medicines in the third largest market in
Nigeria for sale of medicines and make recommendations applicable to serve similar chaotic situations in the entire
country and outside. Experimental procedures / Tools: 162 questionnaire respondents participated, representing 89,5%
response, comprising of 28 Pharmacists, 35 hospitals and 118 Patent Medicine vendors as sample population using
stratified random sampling method. Core issues and factors determining procurement and distribution such as Source,
Quality, Cost per price, availability and wide range were assessed.
Results: Tables and percentages were used to analyze the data. The Chaotic drug distribution system were found to
permit unethical practices and so result in the presence of fake and adulterated drugs in the channel. Quality was found
to be the most important issue followed by Source while a glaring 27. 7% would compromise Cost for a source they are
100% sure of.
Conclusions: Open markets and porous boarders are found to have resulted from non implementation of drug laws and
poor NAFDAC performance towards regulation. A recommendation to sanitize the drug channels and enforce drug laws
are made.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
It is very common to support security and data integrity in chromatography data system (CDS). This situation is slightly
different for other analytical instruments such as spectroscopy equipment and electronic balances because they are not
as many as HPLC and GC in the laboratory and they are often standalone system. A separate data management system is
implemented in the software to store, backup, retrieve and archive data for each instrument to comply with regulations.
As having separate data management system increases maintenance cost, a unified data management system is
required. A solution for this requirement is to support a generic data management interface in the analytical data system
to realize unified access control and data integrity for various instruments. This system also enables the user to make
summary report from various instruments and to connect to the LIMS system through single interface. As a result, it
decreases human errors and total operation cost. In this presentation, it is shown how the unified analytical data system
achieves effective data management in the laboratory.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Finite signal-to-noise in a data set limits the amount of meaningful variance that can be extracted with a chemometric
model. This is problematic if the physical system being modeled has many sources of variation. For example, the process
for recovery and purification of plutonium in a nuclear materials processing facility can generate at least 9 different forms
of Pu nitrate, depending on the Pu oxidation state and nitric acid content, each of which has unique visible absorption
spectra. Solution temperature and other physical parameters will also influence the spectra. Global partial least-squares
(PLS) models for total Pu based on this data and requiring 9 or more principal components tend to correlate substantial
predictive capacity with a comparatively small and noisy spectral signal. Here, we describe a scheme where spectral
classification permits the use of simpler models that are localized to a region of the overall range of process conditions.
Wavelength selection is enforced through observation of solution absorbance, and binning based on acidity reduces the
underlying sources of variation that must be covered by a single model from 9-10 to 3-6. Overall accuracy for total Pu is
improved by a factor of 3, long-term drift is greatly reduced, and the dynamic range of the measurement is improved by
~3x. Potential drawbacks, such as the risks associated with misclassification and the added computational overhead, are
shown to be small.
Keywords:
Chemometrics, Nuclear Analytical Applications, Process Monitoring, UV-VIS Absorbance/Luminescen
Application Code:
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Abstract Text
Hands-on experience on instruments in lab is a critical part in teaching the course of Instrumental Analysis, however, this
practice is often restricted by the availability of instruments to students. In order to solve this problem, this work
developed a virtual learning module to simulate the use of a specific instrument through touch-screen of an iPad.
Students get familiar with and learn how to use the instrument before they access the actual instrument. This practice
significantly reduced the learning time that has to be spent on an actual instrument. In addition, this learning module
could be accessed anytime anywhere. A demonstration module, gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS), was
developed and used in teaching undergraduate Instrumental Analysis lab at John Jay College, the City University of New
York (CUNY).
Keywords:
Education
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Abstract Text
Conservation science applies the techniques of analytical chemistry to the study and preservation of art and objects of
cultural heritage. One area of current research is the development of methodology to more quickly assess the suitability
of materials for use in a museum space (shipping, display, construction, etc.). In this project, volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) emitted from plastics commonly found in a museum environment were examined. Qualitative data was collected
using headspace gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (HS-GC-MS) and solid-phase microextraction-GC-MS (SPME-GCMS) on materials commonly found in packing crates, display cases, and gallery space. Major VOCs detected include
unreacted monomers, plasticizers, heat stabilizers, and fire retardants. As data was collected, it was incorporated into an
online educational module that is designed to inform a general population on how science can apply to art conservation.
Chromatograms and associated mass spectra from 12 common materials are displayed and users are able to interact with
the data to learn more about the processes used during this project and the hidden danger posed by pollutant VOCs. This
tutorial will be hosted on the Indianapolis Museum of Art’s website.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Georgia Gwinnett College (GGC) is one of eight institutions participating in the Board of Regents' USG-STEM Initiative. In
order to enhance student engagement and student learning, Course embedded STEM research projects are popular in
GGC. Several STEM projects have been embedded into analytical chemistry course over the years. In this presentation, we
will focus on the STEM project targeting trolox equivalent antioxidant capacity (TEAC) assay. We will showcase a few
interesting undergraduate research work, which include the TEAC assay for different juice, wine, tea, coffee, chocolate,
beer, vegetable as well as supplement capsule. Different storage condition, extracting condition, solvent effect and brand
difference will be discussed as well.
Keywords:
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Food Science
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Abstract Text
For atomic spectroscopy, we have designed and characterized (using off-the-shelf components) two flame emission
instruments of differing complexity for teaching instrumental analysis to our chemistry and biochemistry majors. The first
instrument uses a pharmaceutical nebulizer, a camping propane torch for emission, plastic cuvette with colored solution
as a filter (e.g. copper sulfate for Na), and a simple photodiode detector with a breadboard current-to-voltage converter
circuit to permit voltage measurements. This instrument is easily constructed and portable with a total investment of less
than $200. A more sophisticated instrument uses an airbrush as a nebulizer, a short hard plastic tube as a spray chamber,
the same propane torch as the excitation source, and a photodiode array spectrometer permitting sub ppm detection
limits for the alkali metals.
All three forms of molecular spectroscopy (spectrophotometry, fluorescence, and chemiluminescence) can be effectively
demonstrated in our instrumental analysis class using Lego blocks to align the cuvette with the light source (if needed)
and the same photodiode detector as previously described for the first flame emission instrument. For
spectrophotometry, the appropriate colored LED source mounted on a Lego block is used for measurement of a wide
variety of colored acid-base indicators. Due to the flexible design, the effect of pathlength and stray light can be easily
taught. The response linearity is comparable to a commercial LED colorimeter. The determination of peroxide in hair
lightener products has been determined using luminol chemiluminescence using a similar Lego block arrangement but
without the LED source. Current work is comparing UV LED sources for fluorescence of quinine with the photodiode now
positioned at right angles to the source. All the Lego spectroscopy instruments cost less than $100; the only real initial
expense is the breadboard and power supply for the circuit.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Ultraviolet-visible absorption spectroscopy is a widely used technique for determining the concentration of an analyte by
measuring the absorbance. Although there have been many studies examining the relative concentration error associated
with ultraviolet-visible measurements, there is little that addresses the use of modern instruments capable of measuring
absorbances that vary of three decades with high accuracy and precision. There is no information to date optimizing
calibration curves to minimize spectrophotometric imprecision.
The major source of this error is detector noise, which obscures and degrades the ability to interpret the response and is
dominate at low concentrations. Random instrumental noise in spectrophotometric measurements can be divided into
three classes: (1) sources that are completely independent of response; (2) sources with variance that is directly
proportional to the response; and (3) sources of noise with variances that are related to the square of the response. The
magnitudes of these noise sources affect the signal-to-noise ratio of ultraviolet-visible absorbance measurements.
The goal of this study was to design calibration strategies that span over three decades to optimize precision over the
calibration graph for ultraviolet-visible spectrochemical analyses. Different calibration strategies, composed of different
concentrations and number of replicates, have been evaluated to try to determine the calibration design that will
minimize imprecision as measured by the average relative concentration error integrated over the entire calibration
graph.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The laboratory portion of the undergraduate analytical chemistry course can be made more relevant and interesting by
incorporating experiments that mimic those conducted in a crime laboratory. The experiments, developed by the author
over the past decade, can introduce instrumental techniques common to the analytical course – atomic and molecular
(UV/Vis/IR) spectrophotometry, gas and liquid chromatography, mass spectrometry – as well as a few less common
techniques – optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, Raman spectrophotometry – with a decidedly forensic
flavor. Experiments include the discovery of ignitable liquid residues by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry,
identification of bulk drugs by attenuated total reflectance infrared spectrophotometry, matching of inks from pens and
paper by liquid chromatography with multi-wavelength detection, and the determination of the metals content of
gunshot residue by atomic absorption spectrophotometry. Inexpensive devices are described for sampling the headspace
above simulated blood for ethanol, producing pyrolyzate from automotive clearcoats, and measuring the refractive index
of glass shards by the immersion method. In addition, details are given of the preparation of simulated samples such as
blood, urine, and bulk drugs, and the collection of real samples such as automotive paint, fibers, glass, and gunshot
residue. Typical student-generated results and helpful instructor notes are included with each experiment.
The work was supported by Oberlin College and its research and development funds.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) is a widely used analytical technique used in all aspects of chemical
analysis. The availability of these instruments to chemistry students and researchers allows for efficient analysis of
various liquid chemical samples. It is essential that students have significant experience with HPLC as it is a critical
technique used in all fields of chemistry. Having more than one instrument allows for increased time using the
instrument and strongly benefits the student by allowing them to become more familiar with the technique. This study
included the refurbishing of an HP 1050 Series HPLC and interfacing the instrument with a computer. Parts were acquired
from Phoenix Equipment and Agilent Technologies. The parts included a vial tray and inner cabinet, and it was assembled
in its entirety. Capillaries were connected between various components of the instrument including the auto-sampler,
UV/VIS detector, and degasser. Calibration of the instrument may be performed and will be ready for use to fellow
undergraduate students. This projection benefited me by providing hands on experience with working on an analytical
experience. Also, it allowed me to experience the logistics side of working on an instrument by contacting various
companies for parts that were needed for the instrument.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The rising cost of textbooks, both print and digital, and the slow pace of change in the publishing industry have created a
growing interest in re-envisioning the way textbooks are produced and distributed. Open-access resources are an
attractive alternative to the traditional marketplace for publishing, providing faculty members and students with freely
available pedagogical materials. This poster will review the open-access electronic textbook [i]Analytical Chemistry 2.1[/i]
as well as associated resources, such as case studies and applications written in R, that support the teaching of
undergraduate courses in analytical chemistry.
Keywords:
Education, Teaching/Education
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Abstract Text
This paper will examine introduction of undergraduate chemists to chemometrics by illustrating, via Microsoft Excel, the
operation of a well-known algorithm for multivariate calibration as well as pattern recognition, two topics covered in
chemometrics texts. The algorithm, known as nonlinear iterative partial least squares (NIPALS), is widely used for
obtaining principal components (PCs) from arrays of data. NIPALS has been applied to pattern recognition techniques
such as principal component analysis (PCA) and multivariate calibration methods such as partial least squares regression
(PLSR). The NIPALS algorithm iteratively extracts scores and loadings for the first PC (PC1) of a data matrix that has been
preprocessed (at least mean-centered), and calculates a residuals matrix obtained from the preprocessed data matrix.
The residuals matrix is then subjected to the NIPALS algorithm to obtain scores and loadings for the next PC, and so on.
Use of Excel to perform PCA or PLSR via NIPALS allows students to work through the steps of this algorithm and thus see
how NIPALS works. Some examples of the application of NIPALS to real and synthetic datasets, using Excel, will be
provided, along with the NIPALS algorithm pseudocode. Results obtained by NIPALS from the example datasets via Excel
will be compared with results obtained for the same datasets using singular value decomposition (SVD), another matrix
decomposition technique, and MATLAB, a highly utilized software package for chemometrics and statistics. The
significance of using Excel to illustrate the operation of NIPALS for PCA and PLSR, along with background information on
PCA and PLSR, will also be presented and discussed.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
This poster will describe volunteer work in progress to solve humanitarian problems with analytical chemistry by
mobilizing the resources and expertise of the global chemistry community and its networks. Work to date has included
clean water initiatives, science education in developing countries and inexpensive tests for analysis of medicines. This
poster presentation will review recent projects to measure arsenic concentrations in water sources in Bangladesh, and
interactions with local universities to implement testing. Projects in Africa include development of paper analytical
devices to provide high quality chemical analysis of pharmaceutical samples and prevent falsified or substandard
medications. Validation methods used for field test verification include High Performance Liquid Chromatography and
Inductively Coupled Plasma – Mass Spectrometry. The status of these initiatives, technical progress, and ongoing
opportunities and challenges will be discussed.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
At Westminster College we have established an ongoing undergraduate research project in the field of chemometrics.
This research is a collaboration involving an analytical chemist, a statistician, undergraduate chemistry students, and
undergraduate mathematics students. The language barrier between the fields of chemistry and math presents a
significant challenge for cross-communication between the two disciplines, but regular interdisciplinary meetings allow us
to overcome this difficulty. The statistical analysis of data sets that both disciplines can make sense of (body fat, solar
energy production) have been key to our ability to progress to complex chemical data sets (laser induced breakdown
spectroscopy, multi-element analysis by ICP-OES). We utilize the open source package RStudio, as well as commercial
chemometrics software, to process and analyze our data. In an era of big data, we feel it is critical to provide our
students with training and research in the tools and techniques necessary to study complex data sets. This presentation
will highlight our use of principal component analysis on a wide range of data sets as a means of collaborating with
undergraduate research students in chemistry and math.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Arsenic is a toxic element that humans are primarily exposed to through food and water; it occurs as a result of human
activities and naturally from the earth’s crust. An experiment was developed for a senior level analytical laboratory
utilizing an Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometer (ICP-MS) for the analysis of arsenic in household sinus wash
and tap water at The University of Cincinnati. This powerful technique can be used to elucidate the elemental
composition of a complex sample while offering the benefits of high-precision quantitative analysis.
The chosen matrices further provided the opportunity to demonstrate two important analytical concepts. First, the sinus
wash samples displayed signal suppression, illustrating the necessity for employment of the internal standard calibration
technique. Secondly, the high chloride matrix of the sinus wash led to the formation of the ArCl+ polyatomic ion in the
argon plasma, which overlapped with arsenic’s single isotope at m/z = 75. Analysis was performed in no gas mode and
also with the collision cell in helium mode, allowing the students to observe firsthand the false positive results for arsenic
by comparing 75 m/z results in the two modes. In addition, in a third objective, students were able to compare the sinus
wash and tap water to current federal drinking water regulations. This laboratory exercise provided a novel and engaging
application of ICP-MS and allowed the students to use modern instrumentation and analytical techniques to investigate
the current and relevant issue of arsenic in our environment.
The ICP-MS experiment has become part of the Analytical Laboratory course which enrolls roughly 120 students in five
sections each spring, many of which are Chemical Engineering majors. It is the hope that this laboratory experiment will
lead to an increase in the use of ICP-MS in the undergraduate curriculum across institutions.
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Abstract Text
DNA fragment analysis is used in a number of applications from forensic science to diagnostic medicine. The most
thorough analytical technique involves sequencing the DNA molecules, but this can prove difficult, time-consuming and
costly. Throughput and effectiveness could be improved by first characterizing the relative proportion of different sized
DNA sequences in solution. For example, forensic DNA analysis could be streamlined and both time and cost of analysis
reduced if the number of contributors in a sample could be estimated prior to sequencing. Methods for “pre-screening” a
DNA sample are numerous, but nanopore sensing offers a number of intriguing advantages; namely, the ability to rapidly
analyze DNA mixtures in a label-free manner.
This presentation will describe efforts to utilize nanopore sensing as a pre-screening method for characterizing DNA
mixtures of different sized DNA fragments. Our approach extends traditional nanopore sensing by incorporating an
infrared laser to locally heat the solution in and around a pore. Heating partially unzips the double stranded DNA (dsDNA)
confined in the pore volume, which facilitates transit of the DNA through the pore. The time the DNA spends in the pore,
or residence time, is directly related to the size of the DNA, and our measurements show that laser-based heating can
adjust the dsDNA residence times in an alpha hemolysin pore over several orders of magnitude. This enables better
discrimination between different sized DNA. We will demonstrate proof-of-concept characterization of various mixture
ratios of a mixture of homopolymer DNA molecules up to 30 basepairs in length.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Because controlling the corrosion rate of magnesium metal will be crucial to the success of biomedical implants
containing pure magnesium or magnesium alloys, many ways have been sought to improve in vitro tests to analyze
corrosion rates, and also to identify new methods of preparing or post-processing magnesium. In this work, for an in vitro
assay, we explored the use of a commercially available conductivity sensor to study magnesium corrosion under cell
culture conditions that duplicate many physiologically appropriate parameters. With this sensor, we studied the corrosion
of two previously untested magnesium single crystal samples that differed in surface treatments that could alter
corrosion rates. The results, show that the conductivity changes in (mS/cm) over the total time of immersion, were
proportional to the corrosion rates in (mm/y), and also to the total magnesium released detected by inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS).
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Abstract Text
Determination of glucose is very important direction in bioanalytical chemistry due to increasing number of diabetic
patients. Enzymatic determination is still dominating in this technological area and the most of commercial glucose
biosensors are based on electrochemical activity of glucose oxidizing enzymes. Therefore electron transfer (ET) between
enzymes and electrodes is very important issue in the development of biosensors. To overcome the limitations of the
most redox enzymes to transfer electrons to usual, a variety of attempts have been done to promote the electron
transfer between redox enzymes and electrodes [1], however this issue is still the most critical in the development of
electrochemical enzymatic biosensors. In this direction gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) are very promising as redox mediator
[2]. In this research 13 nm diameter AuNPs and glucose oxidase (GOx) modified electrode is reported and
electrochemically evaluated. Electrochemical glucose biosensor based on graphite electrodes modified by
electrochemically deposited gold nanoparticles, immobilized glucose oxidase and Ppy layer were evaluated. It was
demonstrated that electrochemical biosensors based on such modified electrodes were applicable for the determination
of glucose in human serum samples in the presence of interfering species.
References
1.Ramanavicius A. Ramanaviciene A, Malinauskas A. (2006) Electrochemical Sensors Based on Conducting polymer –
Polypyrrole (Review)” Electrochimica Acta 51, 6025-6037.
2.Ramanaviciene A., Nastajute G., Snitka V., Kausaite A., German N., Barauskas-Memenas D., Ramanavicius A. (2009)
Spectrophotometric Evaluation of Gold Nanoparticles as Red-Ox Mediator for Glucose Oxidase Sensors and Actuators BChemical 137 483–489.
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Abstract Text
Biomarker sensing is a rapidly growing area as it plays a key role in detection of potentially harmful diseases. Current
techniques for bio marker sensing involve labeling with fluorescent dyes, nanoparticles, immune assays etc. Many of the
currently existing techniques are labor intensive, expensive or require extreme skill. Here we propose a label free
electrochemical technique based on ion current measurement taking into account the poly ionic nature of the
biomolecules (proteins and DNA). The conductive natures of the biomolecules are exploited to sense them after
immobilizing them between micro electrodes. Upon surface functionalization with an appropriate molecule, biomarkers
(proteins or DNA) of interest will be preferentially bound to the surface and provide a conductive pathway for the
propagation of ionic current. Standard biochemical immobilization techniques can be employed and they can be easily
adapted for any bio marker system. A simple charging curve and an associated RC constant will be able to identify the
conductive state of the surface and thus sense the binding of the molecule of interest. Extremely simple fabrication and
experimental setup in addition to its label free sensing mechanism are the main features of this technique. This technique
has the potential to be extremely versatile and adaptable for many different biological systems.
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Abstract Text
Zebrafish have emerged as a useful vertebrate model in neuroscience, toxicology, drug screening, and developmental
biology research. Immunohistochemistry, imaging, and electrophysiology have been used to understand dopaminergic
neuron function in zebrafish; however, the direct electrochemical measurement of dopamine release has not been
accomplished. In this study, we harvested zebrafish brains and maintained them under conditions that kept them viable
for 6 hours. Electrically-evoked dopamine release in the telencephalon was measured using fast-scan cyclic voltammetry
(FSCV) at carbon fiber microelectrodes. Electrical stimulation parameters, including number of pulses, recovery time, and
stimulation current were optimized. Additionally, pharmacological agents were applied in order to confirm the presence
of dopamine. To our best knowledge, this is the first time dopamine release has been electrochemically measured in
zebrafish brain.
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Abstract Text
Membranes allowing ion exchange are an integral part of energy devices such as fuel cells and supercapacitors,
separation applications such as water desalination, and energy harvesting from salinity gradients that have attracted
significant research interest recently. Ion selectivity is an important parameter characterizing the efficiency of energy
conversion or separation in ion-exchange membranes. However the interactions between the mobile ions and the
membrane surfaces at atomic and nanometer scale are not well understood. It is well known that ensemble description
and analysis fail to explain many emerging phenomena of nanoscale transport. To address the uncertainty in studying
transport in ion-exchange membranes which are constituted of ensemble pores with variability in pore size and
geometry, we study ion transport through single conical quartz nanopipettes with defined geometry. An analytical
method is established to determine the transference number of cations with different mobility, i.e. the ion selectivity of a
single conical nanodevice/interface. Aqueous electrolytes with common anion but different monovalent cations such as
lithium, sodium, potassium and tetra alkyl ammonium ions were studied. The ion concentration and salinity gradient
across the nanopipettes were systematically varied in current-potential measurements and current clamping
potentiometry. These electroanalytical measurements were combined with Comsol simulation to quantify the
transference number of different cations through a single asymmetric nanopore with negative surface charges. The
magnitude of the transference number for the same cation in different nanopipettes reveals the impacts of
nanogeometry and nanointerfaces. Understanding the ion transport selectivity and mechanism will provide insights to
further improve the performance of ensemble membrane devices for better energy and separation applications.
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Abstract Text
Charge transfer reactions at interfaces between two immiscible electrolyte solutions (ITIES) have been investigated as a
model reaction for mass-transport and enzymatic reactions on biomembrane systems. The ion partitioning property at
ITIES is useful to evaluate the pharmacokinetic distribution of drugs Dendrimers are unique and nontraditional polymers
which have a number of advantages as drug carrier or container. Therefore, the dendrimers have been attracted much
attention to develop novel drug delivery systems (DDS). Recently, we reported the molecular encapsulation behavior of
anionic molecules in the polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimers at the polarized water|1,2-dichloroethane (DCE)
interface [1], and the generation of the dendrimer, electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions, and the axial coordination
to the metal center play important roles for the stability of ion associates at the interface.
In order to evaluate the functionality of the dendrimer as a molecular container in DDS, we investigated the interfacial
behavior of bio-related materials at ITIES in the presence of the dendrimers by means of potential modulated
fluorescence (PMF) spectroscopy [2]. For instance, the PMF responses for the adsorption process of dipyridamole
(vasodilator, DIP) were significantly modified in the presence of the dendrimer under acidic conditions. This result
indicates that positively charged dendrimers adsorbed at the interface prevent the coadsorption of protonated DIP
through the electrostatic repulsion. PMF analysis demonstrated that the dendrimers have a potential ability as a modifier
for the pharmacokinetic properties of organic molecules on a biomembrane.
[1] H. Sakae, H. Nagatani, K. Morita, H. Imura, [i]Langmuir[/i] [b]30[/b] (2014) 937.
[2] H. Nagatani, T. Sagara, [i]Anal. Sci.[/i] [b]23[/b] (2007) 1041.
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Abstract Text
Hydrogen is an important energy source. The electrochemical hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) is attractive due to its
usage in fuel cells without concerns of contaminants. The electrochemical oxygen evolution reaction (OER) has been of
great interest in a wide range of industrial applications such as energy conversion/storage devices. Many works have
proposed efficient catalyst systems for HER and OER. These reactions are catalyzed most effectively by Pt group metals.
Among them, Ir and Ru oxides have exhibited their excellent activities for HER and OER, respectively, showing high ohmic
conductivity and chemical/thermal stability. In this study, in order to make an optimized catalyst system facilitating both
HER and OER, Ir and Ru oxide alloys are fabricated by electrochemical co-deposition. For the composition change of the
relative ratios between Ir and Ru oxides, the contents of Ir and Ru precursor concentrations are varied in the deposition
solutions. Quantitative analyses for their activities are performed with scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM)
which can provide much specific and direct information toward OER and HER. SECM has been proven to be useful in a
quantitative study associated with electrode reactions because this technique can detect the electrode reaction
intermediates and/or products sensitively. The collection efficiency of the electrode reaction intermediates/products in
SECM is mainly affected by displacement between the tip and substrate electrodes, and these electrode diameters, and
RG value (the ratio of the metal radius to the tip radius including a glass sheath). These factors are also adjusted to obtain
nearly ~100% collection efficiency for quantitative study of HER and OER with a better precision.
This work was finally supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) funded by the Ministry of Science,
ICT and Future Planning (2014R1A2A2A05003769).
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Abstract Text
In this study pH and electrical conductivity (EC) were measured from water and beverage samples using an Electro
Chemical Measurement (ECM) unit integrated into an automated discrete photometric analyzer. This integrated ECM unit
is capable of simultaneously measuring both pH and conductivity alongside the photometric testing. Accuracy of the
results was verified by parallel testing with manual conductivity and pH meters.
In the ECM unit, the conductivity measurement is performed via two electrodes. In between these electrodes a sine wave
potential gives rise to a measureable current from which the sample conductivity can be calculated. pH is measured using
a two-electrode galvanic cell consisting of an indicator pH electrode and a reference electrode. Both conductivity and pH
are measured at 37 °C however, conductivity results can also be automatically reported at 25 °C because the discrete
analyzer software has a robust system in which the sample result may be corrected to correspond to a reference analyzer
result. The correction factor (Cfactor) may be used in combination with the measured EC to calculate the corrected
ECcorr. Published Cfactor values are available for a variety of sample types. This test has been developed to measure
conductivity within a range from 20 •S/cm to 112 mS/cm. The pH test measures a pH range from 2 to 12. Results show
very good precision (0.5% or better for pH and 1.8% or better for EC) and good correlation to the manual methods with
an r2 ranging from 0.910 to 1.000.
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Abstract Text
Electrospinning has gained much attention due to not only its diversity of the electrospinning materials but also its
simplicity. In this study, we prepare Co nanotubes by electrospinning, followed by calcination and reduction. The Co
nanotubes undergo galvanic replacement reaction (GRR) with Ag precursor in aqueous media to produce AgCo
nanotubes. In order to optimize the synthetic condition of AgCo nanotubes, the reduction time of
Co[sub]3[/sub]O[sub]4[/sub] nanotubes and the GRR time between Co nanotubes and Ag precursor are changed.
The morphologies and compositions of the prepared AgCo nanotubes are characterized by field-emission scanning
electron microscopy, transmission electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. For the
electrochemical characterization, three-electrode cell is used with a glassy carbon electrode loaded with the synthesized
AgCo nanotubes as the working electrode, a saturated calomel electrode as the reference electrode, and a coiled
platinum wire as the counter electrode. Electrochemical activities of these nanomaterials for oxygen reduction reaction
(ORR) are characterized with rotating disk electrode voltammetry. As prepared AgCo nanotubes show better
electrocatalytic activity (onset potential and current density) for ORR than either Ag nanowires or Co nanotubes.
This research was supported by Basic Science Research Program through the National Research Foundation of Korea
(NRF) funded by the Ministry of Science, ICT& Future Planning (2014R1A2A2A05003769).
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Abstract Text
The electrochemical liquid-liquid-solid growth technique was investigated through the electrodeposition of individual
crystalline germanium microwires. Experiments tested whether the current transient from potentiostatic
electrodeposition can provide predictive information about the microwire morphology. A photoresist pattern of a single
hole of defined diameter and depth was fabricated onto a silicon substrate, creating an ultramicroelectrode. The hole was
filled with liquid metal, which acted as both the crystallization solvent and the working electrode. Temperature, electrode
diameter and liquid metal identity were varied as a germanium microwire was electrodeposited under constant potential
onto the liquid metal. The surface tension and curvature of the liquid metal before and after the germanium
electrodeposition were observed to determine if a contact angle threshold for nucleation exists. The current transients
were examined for correlations to the microwires’ structural features to determine if real-time adjustment of microwires
during the growth process is feasible.
Funding was provided by the National Science Foundation.
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Abstract Text
Carbon nanotube (CNT) threads are a type of CNT arrays that consist of super long CNTs. CNT threads inherit the
advantages of CNTs, while avoiding the potential toxicity caused by individual CNTs. Electrodes based on CNT threads
were fabricated and used for simultaneous detection of trace levels of Cu2+, Pb2+ Cd2+ and Hg2+ by anodic stripping
voltammetry (ASV). The operational parameters such as deposition potential and deposition time were optimized in 0.1
M acetate buffer solution (pH = 4.5). The CNT thread electrode gives well-defined, reproducible and sharp stripping
signals for individual and simultaneous detection of heavy metals. The detection limits are far below the requirement of
WHO in water. The attractive behavior of the novel CNT thread sensing provides promise for onsite environmental and
biomonitoring of heavy metals.
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Abstract Text
Bipolar electrochemistry generates an asymmetric behavior on conductive objects wirelessly. Electrogenerated
chemiluminescence(ECL), provides us a way of indirect detection instead of current readout. The thin layer(gap)
electrochemistry can enhance the signal, even for single molecule detection. Taking advantage of these methods, our
goal is to detect low concentration electrochemical active species by ECL using a thin layer method via bipolar electrodes,
especially with simple readout instrument. We first began our project by employing 3D printing technique to build up
devices which match the requisite configuration. We found that the ECL intensity was linear versus the redox couple
concentration, such as K3Fe(CN)6/K4Fe(CN)6, at a certain range in either closed bipolar or open bipolar cell with distinct
external potential requirement. Many parameters, such as timing, degassing, conductance of the electrolyte solution,
ionic strength of the sample were studied during research with record of the potential profile, demonstrating that they
need to be controlled carefully. However, these devices are restricted to their resolution, reproducibility, consistency,
sample replacement, minimizing and precise control of gap size. Hence, we are going to combine the microfluidics
methodology with the 3D printed template. By doing this, better fluid dynamics, less contamination on the surface, less
energy loss, consistent gap size and expedient and continuous measurement will be realized. By way of electron-beam
lithography-based microfabrication, it may be capable of detecting single molecule in the future. Overall, our thin layer
bipolar electrochemical cell will separate the small with necessary ECL solution, making it in an intact situation, in a
steady-state wireless behavior and offer us a significant signal enhancement with simple instrumentation. It would
become a flexible, high throughput, cost-effective and energy saving and reusable method for analytical detection.
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Abstract Text
Within every eukaryotic cell, a membrane potential associated with an ion selective membrane enables signal
transduction between neighboring cells. Driven by a concentration gradient, ions flow across the membrane. This flow of
ions in turn generates a non-zero resting membrane potential. Biological membranes can be simulated under laboratory
conditions using an ion exchange membrane. We are investigating the effect of a current driven concentration gradient
on the resting membrane potential of an ion exchange membrane. In our experimentation, a quaternary ammonium
anion exchange membrane is used. The concentration gradient required for generation of a membrane potential is
produced in an unconventional way by passing a current through a membrane, which separates an isotonic solution of
sodium nitrate. The application of a current/potential across a membrane placed between two isotonic solutions forces
nitrate ions to move in the direction of the applied current in order to support the applied current. This leaves the
membrane with a non-zero resting potential upon termination of the applied potential. This method allows us to
gradually generate and maintain a finite potential in perm-selective membranes with an initial membrane potential of
zero. With the support and funding of the University of Florida Department of Chemistry, our current and future research
will help us to better understand the transfer of ions, subsequent potential generation and signal transduction across
biological membranes. This may have therapeutic applications for a wide variety of nervous disorders.
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Abstract Text
Spectroelectrochemistry is a well-known technique used to achieve multimode selectivity in one sensor. The sensor
usually consists of an optically transparent electrode (OTE) coated with a charge selective polymer film. These polymer
films are employed to pre-concentrate analyte at the OTE surface so that it can be sufficiently detected optically through
electrochemical modulation. OTEs such as Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) have been used extensively in this method but little is
known about the applicability of such sensors using other OTE materials, such as Boron Doped Diamond (BDD). One
distinct advantage of BDD OTEs over ITO OTEs is their significant increase in sensitivity for organic compounds, such as
para-aminophenol and hydroquinone. With this, we have developed an absorbance and fluorescence-based sensor with
a BDD OTE coated with a sulfonated ionomer film, Nafion. This is demonstrated with tris(2,2’-bipyridyl)ruthenium(II) ion
[Ru(bpy3)2+] using an attenuated total reflectance (ATR) flow cell setup for both absorbance and fluorescence. With a
Nafion coated BDD optically transparent thin layer electrode (OTTLE), we developed a fluorescence based sensor for a
common PAH, 1-hydroxypyrene (1-pyOH), achieving a detection limit of 398 nM (87 ppb). Using these sensing techniques
we were able to manifest new applications while broadening the use of spectroelectrochemistry, OTEs, and BDD as an
electrode material.
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Abstract Text
Vitamins are categorized into two main classes, fat-soluble and water-soluble. Some fat-soluble vitamins include vitamin
A (retinol), vitamin E (•-tocopherol), vitamin D (radiostol), and vitamin K (antihemorrhagic vitamins). Fat-soluble vitamins
are found mainly in animal products, fatty foods, and pharmaceuticals. The ensure of vitamins depends on the diet;
however, even foods that bear the essential vitamins can have reduced vitamin content after storage, processing, or
cooking. Therefore, many people take multivitamin tablets and/or lead in milk powder and vitamin-fortified beverages to
supplement their diet. To supply that these foods and multivitamin tablets contain the labeled quantities of vitamins,
there requires to be a quality control assay for them.
A novel method was developed for the simultaneous electrochemical determination of •-tocopherol and retinol (vitamin
A) using poly(2,2´-(1,4-phenylenedivinylene) bis-8-hydroxyquinaldine)/multi-walled carbon nanotubes composite
modified glassy carbon electrode. Simple, quick and credible voltammetric approach for the simultaneous
electrochemical determination of •-tocopherol and retinol in real samples using micellar media (Triton X-100) have been
evaluated. The use of nonionic surfactants in voltammetry of •-tocopherol and retinol provides their solubilization and
allows to perform detection in solvent-free media. The calibration graph was linear in the range 8–100 µM of •tocopherol with the detection limit of 0.1 µM in the presence of 80 µM retinol. But also, the peak intensity is linear with
the concentration of retinol from 5 µM to 200 µM with a detection limit of 0.8 µM (S/N = 3) in the presence of 40 µM •tocopherol (Fig. 1.). The developed method is simple and rapid and it was successfully implemented in the determination
of the two essential vitamins in pharmaceutical samples.
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Abstract Text
Although nuclear power is an integral part of the United States energy policy, the calculated risk of environmental
exposure and the presence of radioactive waste is still a common concern. Uranium, when introduced into the
environment, is stable in aqueous solution and in wastewater streams as the uranyl (UO[sub]2[/sub][sup]2+[/sup]) ion,
with uranium in the hexavalent oxidation state. Many examples of salen type ligands, with soft imine Schiff base donors,
have been used to sense uranyl contamination. Here, a series of these scaffolds and uranyl complexes have been
characterized by cyclic voltammetry, in particular the U(V)/U(VI) redox couple. Understanding the stabilization of this
redox couple can aide in fundamental actinide chemistry and the covalency of the bound uranium.
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Abstract Text
Solid-contact ion-selective electrodes (SC-ISEs) have already been applied for point-of-care diagnostics according to their
small sizes and low costs. Nonetheless, they need improvement to achieve as much reproducible, stable and predictable
potential as classical ISEs with inner filling solutions. Choice of a solid contact which exists between ion-selective
membrane and underlying solid contact is crucial for SC-ISEs' potential. We considered that intercalation compounds
which are recently applied to the solid contact should satisfy the requirement to define the standard potential of SC-ISEs
due to the narrow range of standard potential of intercalation compounds. We focused on Prussian Blue analogues
(PBAs) because of their tunability of standard potential by altering their redox active transition metal, by changing their
state of charge or by choosing intercalating cations. PBAs of potassium intercalated iron hexcacyanoferrate (K-FeHCF),
nickel hexacyanoferrate (K-NiHCF) and copper hexacyanoferrate (K-CuHCF) were prepared and showed standard potential
around 250, 500 and 650 mV vs Ag/AgCl. PBAs of sodium and calcium intercalated nickel hexacyanoferrate (Na-NiHCF, CaNiHCF) were also prepared and showed standard potential around 450 and 250 mV vs Ag/AgCl. SC-ISEs were fabricated
by combining these PBAs with corresponding ion-selective membranes. These SC-ISEs showed standard potentials
correlated with those of PBAs (r[sup]2[/sup]=0.95). These results clearly indicated that standard potentials of SC-ISEs
using PBAs were dominated by those of PBAs. These SC-ISEs also showed high reproducibility (±0.6 mV, n=4) and high
stability (±2.0 mV in 8 months) in potential.
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Abstract Text
Light-activated electrochemistry of silicon enables us to switch electrochemistry on and off using light. This concept has
been used to fabricate electrode arrays versatile in terms of electrode position and geometry. Moreover, high-density
electrochemical arrays would be possible in a way that electrochemistry can be performed where we want, when we
want and as dense as we want, but only using a single connecting wire. Herein, to expand the capability of this concept,
electrochemical behaviour of highly- and poorly-doped p-type silicon electrodes modified with gold nanoparticles was
studied. For this purpose, Si electrodes were modified with 1,8-nonadiyne and then, AuNPs were attached to the surface
by incubating the electrode in AuNP dispersion after clicking an amine-terminated self-assembled monolayer to the
acetylene end. Cyclic voltammetry results for a highly-doped silicon show that while the amine-terminated surface blocks
the electrochemistry of hexamine ruthenium chloride, electron transfer is switched on after depositing the gold
nanoparticles. Interestingly, electron transfer on a poorly-doped Si-AuNP electrode behaves differently from a highlydoped due to presence of a depletion layer at a certain potential range. Also, the electron transfer was shown to be
negligible in dark while the peaks appeared distinctly under illumination. Finally, Si oxide evolution was studied by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy before and after the voltammetry tests.
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Abstract Text
Among different types of fuel cells, direct alcohol fuel cells (DAFC), are recently attracting more attention and become an
interesting and clean alternative energy source, due to their great application potential [1].Direct ethanol fuel cells can
work at low temperature, possess high theoretical mass energy density, and are environmentally friendly. Ethanol
Oxidation Reaction (EOR) can be operated both in acidic or alkaline solutions. Fundamental studies of ethanol electrooxidation in acidic media have been mostly performed on platinum. Deposit platinum and chromium on the surface of
carbon electrode as catalyst for EOR[2-4]. The electrodeposited PtCr nanoparticles will help to improve the efficiency of
EOR but they are very easily lost into solution. An efficient electrode for a fuel cell must be conductive, hydrophobic,
requires high surface areas and high porosity to enable mass transport of H+ as well as be corrosion-resistant. We hereby
present the use of •-conjugated poly(amic) acid (PAA) [5-8] as novel materials for EOR. PAA is a yellow viscous solution.
The catalyst was protected by PAA in order to improve stability. The electrode stability was recorded at varying potential
cycling. Based on the study, the PAA is not a catalyst itself, but a PAA layer permits the diffusion of ethanol towards the
PtCr nanoparticles in acidic solution.
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Abstract Text
Depression is a debilitating disorder, affecting a significant global population. Because the chemistry underlying
depression is not well defined, pharmacological therapies are variable and have low efficacy rates. In addition, because
there exist no reliable preclinical screening tools for antidepressant efficacy, major pharmaceutical companies have
dramatically toned down their drug discovery efforts. Given that the WHO predicts that depression will be the leading
cause of disability worldwide by 2030, there is a critical need to address the fundamental chemistry that underpins
depression to provide new paths for drug discovers towards more effective therapies. In this work, we combine [i]in vivo
[/i] fast scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV), fast scan controlled adsorption voltammetry (FSCAV), mathematical modeling,
and animal behavior to ask a fundamentally important question: “how do serotonin dynamics differ between normal and
behaviorally depressed mice?” We employ a potent model, the social defeat model, to behaviorally depress mice over 10
days. After behavioral tests that confirm a depressive state, we apply [i]in vivo[/i] FSCV and FSCAV in the mouse
hippocampus to make real-time, quantitative measures of electrically stimulated and ambient serotonin. We finally apply
a 12 differential equation model to experimental data to decipher mechanistic differences in the chemical regulatory
mechanisms controlling serotonin between healthy and depressed mice. Our work reveals previously unknown,
important perturbations to the serotonin system in a depression model that has the potential to better focus therapeutic
efforts.
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Abstract Text
Ionic liquids are widely used as nonvolatile solvents and electrolytes. In the presence of electric fields, their structure and
properties at the electrode interface resemble crystalline solids that are significantly different from traditional electric
double layers. Currently, the electrified IL-electrode interfaces with adsorbed gas molecules have not been
experimentally studied. In this work, we systematically measured the differential capacitances of electrified IL-electrode
interface in the presence of eight different gas molecules. The observed change of differential capacitance at the ILelectrode interface in the presence of gas molecules has a local maximum at a certain potential. This potential was found
to be unique for each specific gas molecule and the amplitude of the differential capacitance change at the potential is
related to the concentration of the gas molecules. We analyzed the effect of various factors (a dipole moment of the gas
molecule, an applied electric field, availability of the free space at the IL-electrode interface) on the experimentally
measured differential capacitance values. This allows us to establish a reversible and sensitive gas sensor method that is
based on a voltage-dependent change of the distribution of gas molecules of a given kinetic diameter within a doublelayer region adjacent to the electrode. We validate this new sensor method by characterizing SO2 detection. A reversible
quantification of SO2 at ppb levels with less than 1.8% signal from other interfering species (i.e. CO2, O2, NO2, NO, SO2,
H2O, H2 and cyclohexane when they are tested at the same concentration as SO2) was achieved. This study opens a new
avenue of utilizing tunable electrified IL-electrode interfaces for selective sensing of molecules with a kinetic size
resolution of 0.1 Å.
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Abstract Text
An electrochemical sensor based on arginine (Arg) functionalized graphene (Arg-G) nanocomposite was fabricated for
sensitive detection of acetaminophen. The nanocomposite was characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
scanning electron microscope (SEM),fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), atomic fluorescence spectroscopy
(AFS) and ultraviolet (UV) spectra etc. The electrochemical behaviors of acetaminophen on Arg-G composite film modified
glassy carbon electrode (GCE) were investigated by cyclic voltammetry (CV) differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) and
Electrochemical Quartz Crystal Microbalance (EQCM). The experimental results indicated that the incorporation of
arginine and graphene greatly enhanced the electrochemical response of acetaminophen, which was represented by
density function. This fabricated sensor displayed excellent analytical performance for acetaminophen detection over a
range from 0.1 to 3000 •M with a detection limit of 0.05 •mol L-1 (S/N=3) in serum. Moreover, the proposed
electrochemical sensor also exhibited good reproducibility and stability, and has been used to detect acetaminophen in
tablets.
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Abstract Text
Acid fluids play important roles in industrial processes such as oil well acidizing, acid pickling, acid cleaning and acid
descaling, where metals are exposed to the corrosive action of the acid fluids. HCl solution is the acid fluid of choice for
these industrial processes. There has been increased interest in employing plant extracts as corrosion inhibitors for
metals in acid fluids for sustainable development. The ability of Tagetes Patula L. flower extract (TPFE) as green corrosion
inhibitor for acid corrosion of aluminium in acid solution (1M HCl ) was studied using chemical technique. TPFE extract
inhibited the acid corrosion of Al significantly, with about 90 % efficiency at the highest concentration of the extract. The
adsorption of the inhibitor molecules on aluminium surface was found to obey Langmuir adsorption isotherm with
•Goads value of 13.01 k J mol-1.This extract could find possible applications as green corrosion inhibitor for aluminium in
acid fluids used in industrial operations.
This research was sponsored by Tertiary Education Trust Fund.
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Abstract Text
In lithium rechargeable battery, LiMBO[sub]3[/sub] (M=Fe, Mn and Co) is increasing to interest due to its strong boronoxygen covalent bond, high theoretical specific capacity, environmental friendly benefit, and less expensive. The fluorine
substituted LiFe(BO[sub]3[/sub])[sub]1-x[/sub]F[sub]3x[/sub] composites have been synthesized by solid-state reaction
using planetary mill method without carbon coating. It was characterized by XRD, SEM, solid-state NMR and CV. The XRD
results of fluorine composite have been successfully substituted to BO[sub]3[/sub][sup]3-[/sup] sites without structural
modification. Electrochemical analysis has been also performed with various C-rates and cycleability.
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Abstract Text
The main risks of exposure to engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) have been associated with inhalation, and effects also
have been linked to gastrointestinal intake. Risk assessments of many engineered nanomaterials are difficult to undertake
because of the current lack of reliable information on their physicochemical characteristics. Solubility testing is a critical
component of physicochemical characterisation of ENMs. Methodologies are needed to determine their dissolution rates
and biodurability in biological fluids.
High throughput assays were developed to measure the solubility of metallic ENMs (nano-ZnO and nano-TiO2) in
simulated lung and gastric environments. NexION 300s ICP-MS and/or Optima 5300V ICP-OES were used to quantify the
soluble and total metal fraction in the sample digests. XRD and SAXS analyses were carried out with a Rigaku Ultima IV
diffractometer to determine the crystallographic structure, sample purity and size for materials used in the study.
The dissolution parameters determined for ENMs were compared with those of their micron-sized analogues for both
inhalation and ingestion exposure pathways. Experimental results demonstrated that nanomaterials may display greater
solubility then their micron-size analogues in both gastric and lung environments. Solubility of nanomaterials is also
influenced by crystalline form (e.g., anatase vs rutile).
The approaches developed during this study provide nanomaterial dissolution and biodurability information which is
essential for screening risks associated with human exposure to nanomaterials.
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Abstract Text
Relative intensities of resonant Raman spectral features, specifically the radial breathing mode (RBM) and G modes, of
eleven chirality-seperated single-wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) species were established under second-order optical
transition excitation. The results demonstrate a significantly under-recognized complexity in the evaluation of Raman
spectra for the assignment of (n,m) population distributions. The strong chiral angle and mod dependencies affect the
intensity ratio of RBM to G band and can result in misleading interpretations. Additionally, we validate our results on
chirality dependent G+ and G- positions, supporting accuracy in literature values for these peak positions and further
extend the trend to the small diameter regime by including the first (5,4) second-order resonance Raman spectra.
Together, the Raman spectra library is demonstrated to be sufficient for decoupling multiple species via a spectral fitting
process, to enable fundamental characterization even in mixed chiral population samples.
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Abstract Text
Graphene quantum dots (GQDs) are an emerging class of carbon nanomaterials. Due to their tunable chemical structures
and optical propeties, GQDs are considered as proming materials for wide-range applicatons in biosensing, photovoltaics,
and catalysis. One common way to produce GQDs is chemical oxidation in which harsh chemicals break source materials
into small graphene pieces. The chemically synthesized GQDs have a significant inhomogeneity in sizes and surface
functional groups, which makes it difficult to track the origin of photoluminescence. Therefore, alternative ways to
synthesize GQDs with a smaller use of chemicals, less impurity production, and a greater control of sizes and functional
groups are highly desirable. Laser ablation in the liquid phase is an attractive and new way for generating GQDs. In this
method, carbon plasma plumes formed by the absorption of high-power laser pulses are expanded, cooled, and
condensed into carbon dots by the surrounding liquid. In our study, a high-power nanosecond pulsed laser beam was
focused on the pellet of carbon sources immersed in water. FT-IR results showed that the resultant GQDs had fewer
carboxylic groups than the GQDs produced by chemical oxidations. The size and morphology of GQDs were characterized
by atomic force and transmissive electron microscopy. The effects of laser ablation parameters such as laser power,
wavelength, and duration on sizes, chemical structures, and optical properties of GQDs were studied.
This research was supported by the Kentucky Science & Engineering Foundation.
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Abstract Text
Nanosized materials have extensive applications in large-scale industrial processes due to their remarkable properties.
Chemical mechanical planarization (CMP) is an essential step of the manufacturing process of integrated circuit chips in
semiconductor industry. During CMP, excess deposited material is removed from metallic substrates by mechanical
polishing. The major component affecting the polishing process is the CMP slurry, an aqueous dispersion of engineered
nanoparticles (ENPs) and other chemical additives. The chemical additives selectively dissolve the materials present on
the wafer surface, while nanoparticles, such as silica, ceria or alumina, mechanically remove the chemically modified
surface through abrasion. None of these slurry components are incorporated into the semiconductor product, but they
are eliminated through CMP effluents, along with dissolved and particulate materials removed by the polishing process.
Therefore, it is essential to assess the environmental impact of the released nanoparticles and reactive additives. Here,
our work is focused on describing the compositional change of a CMP slurry throughout a particular CMP process. For this
purpose, the nanoparticles in the polishing slurries are characterized before and after the CMP process by means of
particle sizing, zeta potential and SEM. The interaction between nanoparticles and chemical additives are studied using
FTIR, TGA and XRD. In order to assess the toxicity of individual slurry components and their mixtures, zebrafish embryos
were used as biological model. The mortality rate was evaluated using viability assays. We suggest that the chemical
additives interact with nanoparticles, changing their physicochemical properties, which consequently affects their toxicity
profile.
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Abstract Text
For the very first time, a polycapillary x-ray optic will be sent to Mars as a key component in a micro XRF analysis
instrument being developed by JPL under the NASA’s Mars 2020 program. As the world leader of the polycapillary x-ray
optic technology, XOS has been collaborating with JPL and others to develop the micro XRF instrument PIXL (Planetary
Instrument for X-ray Lithochemistry) that has been selected for flight on the upcoming Mars rover in year 2020. The use
of the polycapillary x-ray optic in PIXL instrument will allow elemental analysis of rocks and soils on Mars at the resolution
and detection sensitivity significantly higher than being achieved from previous Mars missions. While the polycapillary xray optic technology has been successfully used in many research and commercial x-ray analytical systems, the special
requirements for integrating an optic in the flight mission post unique challenges. The preliminary research and
development work involving the polycapillary optic design, characterizations, and performance evaluation will be
reviewed and discussed in this presentation.
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Abstract Text
Heavy metals are a persistent source of water contamination, particularly in industrial settings such as mining and
electroplating. Heavy metals are toxic, so they must be removed from wastewater before the water is discharged into
natural systems. Removal of heavy metals typically involves the use of expensive ion exchange resins. An alternative
material, ground peanut hulls, has been shown to be an economically viable biomaterial for the adsorption of heavy
metal ions in water. Uptake is significantly increased upon simple modification of the hulls using a bleaching treatment
involving alkaline peroxide. The bleaching method has been optimized to balance cost, safety and effectiveness.
Effectiveness was characterized by the degree of oxidation, which is thought to be a key component in the metal binding
process. Oxidation was quantified by the adsorption of methylene blue, a cationic dye that binds strongly to carbonyl
groups. Porosity of the hulls was also examined, as the bleaching process is believed to dissolve lignin. This leads to an
increased surface area of the hulls and consequently, a greater number of metal binding sites. Results from these
experiments will be presented.
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Abstract Text
Pulsed Radio Frequency Glow Discharge Optical Emission Spectrometry provides Ultra Fast Elemental Depth Profile of
thin and thick films. The technique relies on the sputtering of a representative area of the material of interest by a plasma
which also excites the sputtered species. The quantitative information on the elements present in the film can be
achieved through the real time analysis of the light emitted from the de-excitation of the excited elements.
A new function giving the capability to measure, in real time, the depth of the sputtered crater is being introduced. Such
measurement, based on differential interferometry with nanometer sensitivity, is able to provide direct information
about the thickness of the layers and their erosion rates. This is crucially important, notably when the investigated
materials are non transparent, as in this case an alternative technique such as ellipsometry cannot be used.
Several examples of applications of this new development - on both non transparent and transparent layers - will be
presented.
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Abstract Text
Handheld-XRF is a method of Energy Dispersive X-ray Fluorescence in which the radiation produced by a miniature X-ray
tube strikes the sample surface and causes ionizations of the inner shell of the atoms constituting the sample. The
technique is widely used in the industry for metal sorting and identification. Recently, handheld-LIBS as an emerging new
technique have been introduced as a complementary tool for alloy analysis. Instead of using X-ray as the excitation
source, HH-LIBS systems focused a laser beam onto the sample and generate a plasma plum in the temperature range of
5,000-20,000K. Atomic emission lines are collected by a miniature CCD spectrometer and then analyzed. A detailed
comparison study is conducted to compare the HH-LIBS and HH-XRF performance for Aluminium analysis.
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Abstract Text
Display glasses are widely used to manufacture consumer electronics such as smart phones, tablets, and televisions. The
surface compositions of these glasses significantly influences the manufacturing process for making displays and the
performance of the finished devices. This composition can be altered during manufacturing by exposure to various wetchemical or gas-phase treatments. We have applied angle-resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (AR-XPS), lowenergy ion scattering (LEIS), and time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) to evaluate the surface
composition of a model display glass, Corning Eagle XG, under different information depths. Samples analyzed included
the as-formed glass, a fracture surface, and surfaces exposed to a series of aqueous chemistries, including HF, HCl, and
tetramethylammonium hydroxide. Both ToF-SIMS static surface spectra and depth profiles were obtained. The data were
analyzed manually and with a suite of chemometric techniques that included principle components analysis (PCA),
multivariate curve resolution (MCR), and cluster analysis. These analyses, including radar plots of the ToF-SIMS intensities
of the cationic glass components, showed that the elemental composition of the as-formed surface varied substantially
from that of the fracture surface, and that the wet chemical treatments significantly altered the surface composition.
Brief HF and HCl treatment leached network-modifying components from the glass, creating similar surface compositions
despite significantly different extents of network dissolution. Depth profiles showed a gradient in the near-surface
composition of the materials. In good agreement with the AR-XPS analysis, LEIS showed significant variations in the
concentrations of network-modifying elements at the outermost surface as a function of surface preparation.
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Abstract Text
Particle size is an important piece of information for research and development, quality control, and quality assurance as
well as understanding the small physical details in a milling or powder compaction process. These details can contribute
to potential desired and undesired products. With recent technological advances, particles are now measured using
various analytical techniques and instrumentation. Different analytical techniques seldom provide the same value for
particle size. The “paradox” of particle sizing is that all the different values are the correct value. The four analytical
particle sizing instrument techniques discussed and compared include dynamic image analysis, sedimentation, lightscattering, and electric sensing zone. The result of the comparison is that particle size data is specific to the analytical
technique used to collect that size data and particle shape is an important characteristic to consider.
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Abstract Text
Vacuum ultraviolet absorbance (VUV) spectroscopy is a powerful tool for characterizing the vibronic transitions of organic
and inorganic compounds in the wavelength region of 125-240nm. Until recently, this technique has been limited to niche
research applications, mostly due to difficulty obtaining high quality absorbance spectra in this wavelength region. Recent
advances in vacuum ultraviolet spectroscopy have allowed for the first ever application of this technology for
chromatographic systems. The GC-VUV detector produces highly characteristic absorbance spectra for nearly all chemical
species in the wavelength region of 125-240 nm. This system allows not only for identification but also for robust
quantitation of a variety of compounds separable by gas chromatography, including water. Accurate determination of the
water content of organic solvents is critical for applications in synthetic organic chemistry, specialty chemical
manufacturing and quality assurance. Traditionally the water content of materials including organic solvents has been
determined using Karl Fischer Titration or GC-TCD, however both of these techniques are limited in sensitivity,
reproducibility and ease of use. GC-VUV offers a powerful, yet simple alternative for the determination of water in
organic solvents while also allowing for unique spectral identification of other chemical components in the sample via the
measurement of characteristic VUV absorbance spectra. We present here a robust, rapid and validated method for water
determination in a variety of organic solvents on a variety of GC column stationary phases. This methodology has the
potential to transform the way routine analysis of water content is conducted.
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Abstract Text
Diatomaceous earth is commonly used in many manufacturing and production processes as a filtering agent. The quality
of the diatomaceous earth greatly affects the effectiveness of the filter. One of the primary characteristics of determining
diatomaceous earth quality is particle size. Traditional methods, like using sieves, can be tedious and may not offer
enough information to completely characterize the material. Automated sizing techniques, such as sedimentation
analysis or static light-scattering, are limited in scope since diatomaceous earth is not a uniform material, but a composite
of shapes, sizes, densities, and colors. To completely characterize the particle size of diatomaceous earth, dynamic image
analysis and dynamic light scattering (DLS) analysis are used to compliment to each other to accomplish this goal.
Dynamic image analysis uses shape factors to collect size data in the micron range while DLS is used to determine the size
of nanoparticles that remain suspended in the medium. Testing is performed on two types of diatomaceous earth
commonly used in the beer brewing industry.
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Abstract Text
Nanocrystallite magnetic particles are attractive due to many importants applications like magnetic drug delivery,
hyperthermia for cancer treatment, ferro fluids, magnetic storage data etc. Nanosized particles of cobalt ferrite have
been synthesized by an auto combustion method. The citrate – nitrate solution was prepared under molar ratio of 1:1.
The final product has been received by self ignition then as burnt powder was calcined at 950 ºC. The formation and
phase identification of the synthesized particles were confirmed by FTIR and XRD. The particle size was investigated by a
Scanning Electron Microscope.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Comprehensive understanding of heterogeneous cell behavior in response to niche environmental changes is becoming
the foundation of next generation, single-cell based biomedical research. Subtle oscillations of extra- and Intra-cellular
temperature, for instance, is the basis of many cell activities such as division, gene expression, enzyme reaction,
metabolism processes as well as reflections of cell response to external stimuli. However, these small scale, single-cell
level changes were highly localized and transiently occurred, rendering it rather difficult to measure using conventional
methods. In this study, a fiber-optic based micro-temperature sensor for intracellular measurement was designed and
fabricated using sub-picoliter quantum dots (QDs) as sensing material. A 442 nm argon laser source was used to excite QD
fluorescence, and a 650 nm peak was acquired and quantified to linearly correlate with temperature that ranges from 30
to 45 °C. The newly developed single cell temperature sensor is easy to fabricate and operate, fast response and highly
reproducible, with a high spatial resolution and biological-relevant sensitivity up to ~0.1 °C. This novel temperature sensor
thus may allow researchers to obtain cellular temperature changes when cell responses to immediate stimuli. The
detailed results will be presented at the conference.
This project was supported by the National Institute of Health (1R21GM104696-01).
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Abstract Text
A well-known undergraduate laboratory experiment is the determination of the hydrogen-chlorine bond length in
hydrochloric acid (HCl). This experiment is often achieved by trapping HCl in a gas cell and measuring its spectrum with a
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrophotometer (FTIR). This measurement is performed on a sealed gas cell. Concerns are
often raised about the sensitivity of Thermogravimetric Analysis coupled to FTIR (TGA-FTIR). In an attempt to
demonstrate the power of this technique, the vibration-rotation spectra of HCl will be collected using a gas flowing at
20mL min-1. Utilizing the decomposition gases of polyvinyl chloride, the HCl spectrum can easily be obtained with the
interface of the two instruments. A unique feature of this methodology is the temperature control of the flowing gas,
which adds additional experimental flexibility. The bond lengths and fundamental frequencies for the common isotopes
of chlorine will be determined using the spectrum collected.
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Abstract Text
Poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolic acid), PLGA, is a biodegradable and biocompatible polymer, that has found use in a number of
medical devices such as grafts and sutures as well as in drug delivery applications. Drug release process is dependent on
the distribution of molecular weight, molecular structure and composition of the copolymer being used. Gel-permeation
chromatography (GPC) is widely used for the measurement of molecular weight and molecular weight distribution
polymers. Historically, the elution volume of an unknown sample was compared with that of known standards to
estimate molecular weight. However, this ‘conventional calibration’ is limited by the structural differences between
standards and samples, meaning that the measured molecular weight is only comparative. This is particularly true for
PLGA where both structure and composition will affect the elution volume of different products of similar molecular
weight. Static light scattering detectors allow the direct measurement of the sample molecular weight independent of its
elution volume. A viscosity detector can also be used as part of a GPC system to measure intrinsic viscosity. In
combination these data allow detailed structural information of a polymer to be generated in a single GPC measurement
which can be compared with other samples in Mark-Houwink plots. In this paper, we analysed different samples of
commercially available PLGA to compare their absolute molecular weight from light scattering to those quoted with the
product using Malvern’s latest GPC/SEC system, OMNISEC. Additionally, we compared the Mark-Houwink plots of
different examples containing different ratios of the two co-monomers. Structural and molecular weight differences are
clearly visible which will result in changes in drug release and delivery profile. More detailed analysis of these parameters
can be used to better control the end-properties of the PLGA and its release rate of drugs in delivery applications.
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Abstract Text
Etching of polymers is a common processing step that occurs during the fabrication of microelectronic components used
in microelectronic devices. However, controllable etching of polymers used in microelectronics remains challenging due
to a lack of fundamental understanding of etching chemistry at the molecular level. In particular, as etching initially occurs
at material surfaces, an understanding of etching chemistry at polymer interfaces is important. In this research, a
nonlinear optical laser spectroscopic technique, sum frequency generation (SFG) vibrational spectroscopy, will be used
together with complimentary surface analytical techniques to elucidate the molecular structure of polymer interfaces
before, during, and after etching processes. In situ information about etching chemistry will be achieved by acquiring SFG
spectra from polymer/etching solution interfaces in real time. In addition, the effects of dry plasma treatment on wet
etching rates will be investigated by exposing the polymers to different plasma treatments prior to wet etching. Pristine
and etched polymer interfaces will be characterized in terms of interfacial functional groups, functional group orientation,
and number density of functional groups. By characterizing the molecular structure of polymer interfaces during etching
processes, a molecular level understanding of etching chemistry will be developed. Understanding etching chemistry at
the molecular level will aide in design and development of new etching techniques for the fabrication of advanced
microelectronic components.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
NMR has long played a pivotal role in studying reaction mechanisms in the field of polymer chemistry, since the technique
reveals molecular structures and interactions with atomic resolution. In the overwhelming majority of uses, NMR is
applied as a steady-state method for analyzing products after completion of a reaction. It is then often necessary to use
sophisticated synthetic strategies such as the selective incorporation of stable isotopes, to infer information about the
reaction mechanism. However, a more direct and potentially more powerful approach to characterizing a reaction is the
monitoring of species that arise as the reaction occurs. Using dissolution dynamic nuclear polarization, a
hyperpolarization technique that can enhance NMR signal by several orders of magnitude, it is possible to study chemical
reactions in real time. Here, we use this unique feature of a hyperpolarized polymerization reaction to enable the
detection of intermediate species as they arise during the synthesis of polystyrene by anionic polymerization of
hyperpolarized styrene monomer.
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Abstract Text
Sample processing accounts for 61% of time spent on chromatographic analysis and is the source of 30% of
chromatographic errors.[1] Accordingly, there is motive to optimize SPE processes and reduce interferences. [2-4] The
objective of this study was to evaluate the extractables profile and the heavy metals profile of a polyethylene (PE) resin
and a PE frit, respectively, utilized in SPE applications.
GC-MS: Approx. 1 g of PE resin was added to 5 mL of DCM. Samples were mixed for 30 minutes, then analyzed using a HP
6890 gas chromatograph in conjunction with a 5973 mass selective detector using liquid injection. Data acquisition was
accomplished using chemstation software. The major components detected were long chain alkanes (C10 ~ C20) which
are characteristic peaks for polyethylene oligomers (Fig. 1). The PE resin did not contain antioxidants or siloxanes.
ICP-MS: SPE frits were tested using a Perkin Elmer Elan DRC II equipped with a Cetac ASX-520 auto-sampler. Samples were
digested by an inductively coupled plasma source; samples were burned and the resulting components were identified
using a highly sensitive mass spectrometer. Elemental concentration of metals known to cause potential interference
with HPLC [5] were found to be below their detection limit (Table 1).
The results presented here demonstrate that the application-specific PE material is SPE and HPLC compatible. This study
highlights the importance of utilizing clean resins in manufacturing of porous plastics commonly used in chromatographic
analysis, particularly in sample preparation.
References
1. R.E. Majors, LC/GC Magazine, 2002
2. Seb•k, Á., et al. J Chromatogr. A 1216 (2009) 2288-2301.
3. Stiles, R., et al. J Sep. Sci. 30 (2007) 1029-1036.
4. Rodushkin, I., et al. Sources of contamination and remedial strategies in the multi-elemental trace analysis laboratory.
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Abstract Text
Sample preparation for metals analysis of petroleum and plastic products provide many challenges. Materials are
difficult to sample and completely digest. Incomplete digestion can lead to background interferences. In addition the
typical sample size of 0.1 grams provides challenges for homogeneity as well as detection limits. Finally, the preparation
is normally done in a batch environment that requires a lot of handling and no opportunity to automate the process. We
will show a novel automated microwave digestion system and prepare samples such as bunker oil, Kevlar and other
thermoplastics at the 0.25 gram range using only nitric acid. Methodologies will be presented and results will be discussed
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The FT-microwave spectrum (6.5 – 26 GHz) of (chloromethyl)fluorosilane, ClCH[sub]2[/sub]-SiH[sub]2[/sub]F has been
recorded and 250 transitions for the parent species along with [sup]13[/sup]C, [sup]37[/sup]Cl, [sup]29[/sup]Si and
[sup]30[/sup]Si isotopologues have been assigned for [i]trans[/i] conformer. Infrared spectra (3,100 to 400 cm[sup]1[/sup]) of gas, solid and the variable temperature (-60 to -100 °C) studies of the infrared spectra of the sample dissolved
in xenon have been recorded. Additionally the variable temperature (-133 to -153 °C) studies of the Raman spectra of the
sample dissolved in krypton have been recorded. The enthalpy difference between the [i]trans[/i] and [i]gauche[/i]
conformers in xenon solutions has been determined to be 109 + 15 cm[sup]-1[/sup] (1.47 + 0.16 kJ mol[sup]-1[/sup]) and
in krypton solution the enthalpy difference has been determined to be 97 + 16 cm[sup]-1[/sup] (1.16 + 0.19 kJ mol[sup]1[/sup]) with the [i]trans[/i] conformer as the more stable form. Approximately 46 + 2 % of the [i]trans[/i] form is present
at ambient temperature. By utilizing the microwave rotational constants of five isotopologues for trans and the structural
parameters predicted from MP2(full)/6-311+G(d,p) calculations, adjusted r0 parameters have been obtained for trans
conformer. The r0 structural parameter values for the trans form are for the heavy atom distances (Å): Si-F = 1.608 (3); CCl = 1.771 (3); Si-C = 1.884 (3); and angles (°):[capital eth]FSiC = 108.9 (5); [capital eth]ClCSi = 104.9 (5). The obtained
results are compared with the corresponding properties of some related molecules.[sub][sub]
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Abstract Text
Up to date there have been found many ways of producing samples with functional nano-pattering, however for mass
production of such samples the method of fabrication of the surface structure must be fast and cheap. A recently
developed method suggests using extrusion coating of polymer materials in a roll-to roll process, where the functional
micro-/nano- surface structures are imprinted directly onto the surface of a polymer foil. This new technology can both
answer the requirement for being fast and cheap. The aim of this project is implementation of the technology for mass
production and it is carried out in collaboration between technical Universuty of Denmark and Danapak Flexibles A/S. In a
roll to roll extrusion coating a molten polymer film is extruded through a flat nozzle, then stretched in air, and finally
laminated onto a carrier foil. The lamination process takes place as the melt curtain is squeezed between a structured
cooling roller and a rubber counter roller. A force is exerted on the compliant counter roller to form a so-called nip region
where the molten polymer solidifies and adheres to the carrier foil. The extrusion coating process is fast, mainly due to
the fact that the polymer is molten to begin with, and cools rapidly by contact with the cooling roller. Previously a large
area replication at high throughput of patterns both on micrometer- and nanometer scale in thermoplastic foils using
standard industrial extrusion coating equipment and standard thermoplastic polymers has been demonstrated. The focus
of this study lies on the reproduction of the previous results for nano- or micro-structures and implementation of this
technology for mass production of such patterned foils for the use in packaging. An interesting application is production
of holograms with build in anti-counterfeiting designs on micro- or nanoscale.
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Abstract Text
We present systematic wetting properties study of nanostructured polypropylene, functional foils, fabricated by roll – to –
roll extrusion coating process (R2R EC) [1]. It is a fast and effective manufacture method, widely uses for smooth polymer
films, which allows to large – scale replication of micro – and nanometric scale arrays onto polymer substrates. Metal
templates used for patterns imprint were prepared through a one step, maskless, black silicon etching process [2] , what
led to covering of the whole 4 inch silicon wafer area, and consequent NiV electroplating. By the manipulation of reactive
SF6 and O2 gases, diverse nanograss topographies were generated. R2R extrusion was performed under varied imprinting
temperatures and extrusion speeds to control structures replication quality. Wetting properties of fabricated foils were
characterized by contact angle measurements of water sessile drop in static and dynamic method. We recorded values of
static contact angles above 150• and contact angle hysteresis in a range of 10 - 20• what indicates on superhydrophobic
surfaces with self – cleaning potential.
References
[1] S. Murthy and et. al., "Fabrication of Nanostructures by Roll-to-Roll Extrusion Coating," Adv. Eng. Mat., 2015.
[2] J. Shieh and et al., "Plasma-made silicon nanograss and related nanostructures," J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys., vol. 44, no. 17,
p. 174010 (6pp), 2011.
[3] M. Schnell , R. Ludemann and S. Schaefer , "Plasma surface texturization for multicrystalline silicon solar cells,"
CONFERENCE RECORD OF THE TWENTY-EIGHTH IEEE PHOTOVOLTAIC SPECIALISTS CONFERENCE - 2000 Book Series: IEEE
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Abstract Text
Multiple methodologies regarding the synthesis of spiropyran polymer conjugates using the poly(p-methylstyrene)
template were developed. The initial approach utilized NBS to undergo benzylic bromination of the homopolymer poly(pmethylstyrene) generating reactive sites for 2,3,3-trimethyl-3H-indolinine activation during spiropyran synthesis. The
subsequent methodology produced a spiropyran linked p-methylstyrene monomer unit that constructed a statistical
photochromic copolymer when mixed with p-methylstyrene under radical polymerization techniques using
azobisisobutyronitrile as the initiator. Proton NMR and size exclusion chromatography were applied to determine an
average molecular weight of the statistical photochromic copolymers. FT-IR spectroscopy was employed to observe
functional group transformations between reactants and products ensuring the reaction proceeded to completion. UV-vis
spectroscopy was utilized to determine the photochromic properties of the statistical copolymer conjugates.
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Abstract Text
Extractable and leachable components, which are potentially harmful to human health, are of great concern to
manufacturing industries, particularly manufacturers of food contact materials, pharmaceutical packaging and devices as
well as cosmetics packaging. Globally, much legislation exists to try to mitigate exposure to these components, which
results in a significant demand for rapid, accurate, and reliable analytical methodologies. One such method is targeted
screening using LC-MS techniques. Typically, in identification of compounds, retention time, accurate mass, and
fragmentation ion information is used. However, if different chromatographic methods are used, the retention times will
vary. In this work, we demonstrate how the inclusion of collisional cross section (CCS) values, acquired using ion mobilitymass spectrometry, can provide increased confidence in compound identification. Collisional cross section is a key
physicochemical property of compounds. The CCS depends on an ion’s size, shape and charge. For example, in the case of
two ions with the same m/z but different shapes, the less compact, straight-chain species will have a longer drift time
than the smaller, more compact species. Solvent standards, solvent extracts of various plastic packaging materials, and
spiked extracts of the same materials were analysed using LC-ion mobility-mass spectrometry (LC-IM-MS). Extracts were
prepared by cutting the packaging materials into 5 mm2 pieces then sonicating 1 g of the pieces in 10 mL of 2-propanol
for nine hours, at an average temperature of 45 oC. Solvent standards of representative packaging components such as
dyes, were prepared in 100% methanol. A generic, 10-minute LC gradient was used with different column chemistries.
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Abstract Text
Direct analysis in real-time mass spectrometry (DART-MS) is a powerful method for rapid analysis of mixtures. However,
this method is unsuitable for polymer analysis because polymers are difficult to volatilize. To overcome this disadvantage,
we developed the ionRocket temperature gradient system for DART-MS (Fig. 1). On elevating the temperature at a
controlled rate, vapor phase was generated from the analytes, which was then ionized and introduced into the mass
spectrometer.
[b]Application 1: Identification of Nylons[/b]
Nylon, an aliphatic polyamide, is a well-known polymer material. There are several types of nylon such as nylon-6,6, nylon6,10, and nylon-6,12. Although several analysis methods are in practice for identification of polymer structure, it is
difficult to distinguish the nylon types easily because of their structural complexity. Using ionRocket, the pyrolysis
products of nylons (monomers and multimers) were detected at over 300 °C. Monomers and dimers that were produced
in the pyrolysis reaction were key compounds for identification of nylon types. The nylon types and individual nylon
products were determined easily by analyzing the alteration of the spectral pattern with time.
[b]Application 2: Material Analysis of Vulcanized Rubbers[/b]
Vulcanized rubbers contain several additives and different kinds of polymers. For material analysis by Mass Spec various
kinds of pretreatment were required; however, pretreatment for insoluble samples were difficult. ionRocket makes DARTMs analysis of vulcanized rubbers possible without any sample pretreatment (Fig. 2). Comparing both new and aged
rubber bands, it was observed that benzothiazole content decreased and the amount of degradation compounds of
isoprene increased after the degradation test.
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Abstract Text
Inorganic powders are often added to polymers to alter the mechanical and optical properties of the composite material.
Spectroscopically characterizing these composite materials requires the use of a multi-range FTIR system. The midinfrared spectral range is used here to identify the polymers present, as well as the fillers and additives. The far-infrared
range is needed in this study of filled-polymers because some inorganic fillers only absorb in the far-IR or have midinfrared bands that overlap with other components of the composite material. In this paper we use Attenuated Total
Reflectance (ATR) in both the mid-IR and far-IR ranges to characterize neat inorganic fillers as well as the components of
filled polymer composites. These measurements were made using a purged FTIR system, a single infrared source and one
infrared detector, which obviates the need for a costly vacuum FTIR system. The successful identification of both the
polymer matrix and filler materials will be established. Distinguishing between the different crystal forms of calcium
carbonate and titanium dioxide when dispersed in a polymer matrix will also be discussed.
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Abstract Text
More than 2 million fracture fixation surgeries are performed each year in the US. When revisions are necessary, causes
include hardware failures and infection which come at a large cost per year. It is essential to be able to detect these
failures as quickly and noninvasively as possible. Disclosed here is a method to determine physical and chemical changes
on implant surfaces. To do this, two photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) are used to detect single photons. Low levels of light
are collected with PMTs in photon counting mode. An image is formed by scanning an x ray, which is used as a light
source, point by point with an x-y moveable stage. Sensors consisting of nanoparticles are excited by the x ray source to
luminesce which is modulated by chemical sensitive films or cross polarizers (physical changes). The light is then split by a
50/50 beam splitter after which the light is band pass filtered at 620nm and 700nm. Each PMT will detect one of these
wavelengths and the ratio of the intensities of each wavelength will form the final image. Future work will include small
animal studies.
This work was supported by an NSF CAREER grant under award CHE 1255535 and by NIGMS of the National Institutes of
Health under award number 5P20GM103444-07.
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Abstract Text
Photothermal lens spectroscopy, coupled with microscale liquid-liquid extraction techniques, has been previously
demonstrated as an ultrasensitive method for the determination of trace metals in water. The development of
inexpensive, field-portable PTLS instrumentation, along with field viable extraction techniques, could allow the
ultrasensitive determination of trace metal concentrations in samples of natural and drinking water on site.
PTLS normally utilizes expensive high power lasers or vapor lamps as excitation sources, neither of which are appealing
for use in a rugged, portable instrument. LED arrays are an inexpensive, rugged alternative, appealing for portable
instrumentation. Coupled with inexpensive electronic hardware and rugged housing, white LED arrays could allow for the
development of an inexpensive, portable, broad spectrum PTLS instrument.
Progress toward a field portable/ luggable, single-beam photothermal lens spectrometer, utilizing a white LED array as
the pump-probe source with optical filter wavelength selection, is presented. The photothermal lens effect is
demonstrated in dye solutions utilizing a white LED array. The determination of trace metals in water samples with the
instrument after cloud point extraction of the 1-(2-pyridylazo)-2-napthol complexes is demonstrated.
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Abstract Text
Conventional spectrophotometers are constructed by air paths, optical components and optical traps to reduce an
internal scattering noise. Also, a robust base for optical alignment accuracy requires the heavy and large equipment size.
Traditionally, the sampling procedure must be needed for the absorption measurement due to the closed black
chamber[1]
Recently, we proposed novel optical design concept “SOT (silicone optical technology)”, in which PDMS
(polydimethylsiloxane) is adopted as optical material to realize the compact system.[2] A light channel by SOT can
suppress internal scattering light. It has a structure of the core of PDMS and the clad of PDMS compound with black
pigment. This “light trapping” optical channel passes only the light entering with channel axis.
Light trapping performance were evaluated by bending the channel. When carbon nanotube was dispersed, optical
density of 4.5 was obtained by the curving angle of 30 degree. This channel seemed useful such as a chamber free optical
system. As an application, we also propose coupled probe for in-situ and open loop optical measurement such as fiber
coupling[3]. It is also another demonstration of our proposed concept “labo-on-tablet” [4] It is coupled probes like clampmeter and applicable to any objective in situ without sampling procedure. The source probe emits light from PDMS
pickup on the tablet’s LCD via a fiber. The measuring probe guides incident light to the tablet’s camera via the optical trap
channel. When the objective was clamped with the coupled probe, only light transmitted via objective from source probe
was selectively guided to the tablet’s camera and measured.
The measurement accuracy was evaluated with glass filter. Experimentally, the signal reproducibility about 0.17% can be
estimated.
1.A. R. H. Cole et al.: Applied Optics 9(1970) 23
2.K. Morita et al.: Flow Analysis XIII (2015) P25
3.http://www.expedeon.com/VersaWave.aspx
4.H. Nomada et al.: Pittcon (2014) 1450-1
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Abstract Text
On-site multi-gas monitoring with high sensitivity to collect trace species data is essential for applications such as volcanic
gas sensing for eruption prediction or infinitesimal radioactive gas monitoring in nuclear power plant. Mode-locked cavityenhanced absorption spectroscopy (ML-CEAS) is expected to be a promising approach due to several remarkable
features; high sensitivity (ppb~ppt), fast acquisition (>1s), broad spectral width for multispecies detection, and high
resolution based on the thousands of laser lines. However, this technique has a trade-off between sensitivity and the size
of optical cavity that is a main component of ML-CEAS. In previous research, the cavity size has tended to be large at the
expense of portability (cavity length reported ever is 0.5~1.2 m), because sensitivity has been put on high priority for
trace analysis in laboratory. Here, we focus on downsizing of the cavity and the improvement of portability for on-site gas
analysis. The use of mode-locked laser with the repetition rate of 1-GHz as a light source allows us to design a palm-size
cavity (length:0.072 m) portable enough to be lifted with one hand. We believe compact cavity is a hopeful method to
balance between maintaining and downsizing the cavity. This achievement will open the door to utilize ML-CEAS with high
performance in on-site gas monitoring.
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Abstract Text
Modern analytical techniques flow toward “Faster, Better, Cheaper”. We develop wet chemistry methods that replace
metals with enzyme-based reagents. These reagents are recombinant, produced in tightly controlled protein expression
systems for lot to lot consistency: they can be regarded as any other reagent-grade chemical. Our Nitrate Reductase
(NaR) reagents for nitrate detection have been on the market for over ten years. Validations include USGS, ASTM, and
USEPA Clean Water Act, Safe Drinking Water Act and Standard Methods are in process.
Enzyme-based methods are “Fast”: NaR reacts near the rate of diffusion. They’re “Better”: enzymes have unmatched
selectivity, so assays work in complex mixtures with reduced requirement for sample prep. Plus, they’re proteins –
nonhazardous materials for reduced operator exposure and lower shipping and disposal costs. Sample and reaction
volumes can be tiny – microplate range to one milliliter total assay volume for our test kits. Compare costs to handle
cadmium, which NaR replaces. When these factors are taken into account, enzymes might even be “Cheaper”.
We simplified the reagent system for onsite test kit applications, and find that even though the reaction results are visible
over a broad color intensity range, users want a digital readout: they want a number. Handheld photometers on the
market are based on vendors’ test kit products. Reaction vessels are round and range from 5 to 20 mL volume. Here we
show development of a portable photometer based on a standard cuvette holder. Data is sent to smartphones via
Bluetooth. Open Source and commercial versions are available.
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Abstract Text
An inexpensive and portable device for monitoring personal ozone exposure is described and its performance
characterized. The device is built from commercially available components, exhibits time resolution of approx. 60 sec,
and highest analytical sensitivity under 100 ppbv ozone. The sensor has been employed to provide insights into ozone
exposure for 8 volunteers living in Lubbock, Texas during the winter months of 2015. Consistent with previous literature,
the results indicate the volunteers were exposed to highest levels of ozone when outdoors during daylight hours.
Exposure to ozone indoors was typically only a fraction (0.3-0.7) of the dose observed during times spent outdoors. The
sensing system described requires minimal technical skills to assemble and use at a cost of approximately $150 USD per
unit. The device’s batteries provide power for 8-10 hours on a single charge and the sensor can be re-used many times
after recharging the battery pack. A major advantage of the sensor over chromogenic filters for exposure monitoring is
the collection of time-series data that allows users to better understand when and where individuals are exposed to
highest ozone concentrations. The device may prove useful for industries requiring a low-cost solution to monitor
employee exposure to ozone for specific work environments.
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Abstract Text
One main hurdle to overcome when trying to develop a HPLC system is the gradient generation that drives the separation
within the column. This system needs to be both robust as reproducible in order to serve the analytical needs of chemists.
As a whole, these systems (not including the detector) can be rather large and fairly expensive ($20,000-$30,000). In
recent years, the drive for smaller and cheaper systems has been a topic of research with hopes of replacing the
conventional commercial systems. The development and continued research into capillary electrochromatography (CEC)
in recent years has allowed for both the decrease in size and cost of high-pressure pumps and gradient generation
systems. It is with our hopes in finding a system that proves to be as reliable and reproducible as the conventional HPLC
system at a fraction of the cost and size.
Presented are two gradient generation systems that are under current development within our laboratory. The first
involves a combination of a selector valve, a series of different eluents, and a low-pressure pump to create the gradient
that is used in separation. The second system greatly mimics a conventional HPLC and utilizes a proportional valve with a
low-pressure pump along with a low and high concentration eluent to generate a gradient through the use of Labview
programming. Both systems then use a miniaturized high-pressure electroosmotic pumping system developed in
laboratory to drive separation of the sample of interest. It is our hopes with these miniaturized systems to create a lowcost, reliable, and portable system that can be coupled with a variety of detectors including UV-Vis and laser-induced
spectroscopy detectors and mass spectrometers to name a few. Also, with the reduced size of the overall system, dwell
volume is decreased by ~300% leading to a drastic increase in throughput compared to a conventional HPLC system.
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Abstract Text
The current state of the specialty gas market requires a diverse group of gas analysis methodologies to adequately
quantify and certify the concentration of components for a given mixture. This requirement drives the need for a suite of
analyzers along with their own particular maintenance and calibration requirements prior to each mixture analysis. A
new instrument utilizing GC/FTIR technology has been developed that allows for faster, more sensitive and accurate
quantification without the need for multiple instrumentation and continuous customer calibration. Instrument
transferrable calibrations are supplied with the GC/FTIR and can be verified on setup, as QA/QC procedures require.
Deconvolution of absorption spectra via classical least squares methodology ensures that compounds not fully
chromatographically resolved still produce quantitatively accurate results. The control of environmental factors within
the GC/FTIR (such as temperature and pressure) guarantees that calibrations are constant over both time and system
conditions. This allows one instrument to test a variety of different mixtures without continuous calibration or
interference, while reducing analysis time and maintaining current levels of precision and accuracy for any given mixture.
Representative data and analytical results of an EPA Compendium Method TO-15 cylinder utilizing a GC/FTIR system
equipped with a pre-concentrator will be discussed.
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Abstract Text
One of the major concerns of food producers is to avoid consumer claims by applying strict controls on products. Among
the different aspects under scrutiny, sensory features have an important part.
This study presents the investigation of a sensory defect in strawberry preparations using a fast gas chromatography
electronic nose. The objective is to explain the cause of off-odors in a claimed product and create tools to rapidly monitor
the overall sensory quality of production batches. The comparison of chromatograms shows significant differences of
volatile profiles between good and bad fruit preparation batches.
Additionally, an odor map based on Principal Components Analysis on all peaks clearly differentiates batches depending
on quality, the distribution on the map being influenced by volatile compounds concentration. The nature of the most
discriminant volatile compounds involved in the aroma of strawberry fruit preparation is investigated using their Kovats
index and the AroChemBase database. It appears that the molecules responsible for odor differences are mostly esters
(hexyl butyrate, hexyl propanoate…), aldehydes (benzaldehyde) and alcohol (cis-3-hexenol). To rapidly monitor the
quality of fruit preparations at the production level, a quality control card based on Statistical Quality Control model has
finally been set up by taking into account the good samples as the reference quality.
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Abstract Text
Carbon, Nitrogen, Hydrogen, Sulfur by combustion analysis, and Oxygen determination by pyrolysis are very commonly
used for the characterization of solid and liquid samples as raw and final products in pharmaceutical, cosmetics,
universities and material industries for quality control and R&D purposes. The use of an accurate and automatic analytical
techniques which allows the fast analysis with an excellent reproducibility is required. The Elemental Analyzer showed in
this paper is equipped with two totally independent furnaces allowing the installation of two analytical circuits – CHNS
and Oxygen - which are used alternatively and completely automatic through hardware and software improvements.
Each analytical circuit can received is own autosampler. In this way the system copes effortlessly with the wide array of
laboratory requirements such as accuracy, day to day reproducibility and high sample throughput. This paper introduces
the data on CHNS/O determination to illustrate the high performance of the system.
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Abstract Text
With QC Departments looking for tools to update and modernize AstraZeneca Macclesfield updated their LC platforms by
implementing Waters ACQUITY UPLC H-Class system in their pharmaceutical development department to enable the
development of new methods for new products using UPLC technology. While needing to future proof the QC
department to receive these UPLC methods it was critical to retain the ability to robustly run the legacy HPLC methods.
The technology of choice was the Waters ACQUITY UPLC H-Class which has now been deployed in the AstraZeneca QC
department based at Macclesfield, UK. AstraZeneca is successfully running all registered QC methods on the ACQUITY
UPLC H-Class Systems with three high throughput products having been successfully transferred to UPLC and validated.
The novel UPLC methods employ sub 2µm particle analytical columns combined with the low dispersion UPLC instrument
to significantly reduce runtime while at the same time improving peak shape and resolution when compared to the
corresponding legacy HPLC method. This reduction in runtime has shown potential instrument usage savings of between
approximately 70-97%, which will be highlighted along with corresponding significant solvent usage reduction. Within
this body of work we will give examples of two legacy HPLC methods, compounds B and C which have been successfully
transferred to H-Class from the legacy LC platform. We will also demonstrate the successful development and validation
of UPLC methods for three high volume products, compounds A, B and C, highlighting and contrasting the workflow
efficiency savings possible with implementation of these methods.
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Abstract Text
The WAI(Wide Area Illumination) scheme provides unique advantages over the conventional Raman collection scheme to
improve the performance of quantitative Raman analysis. It can improve the reliability of Raman measurements by
significantly increasing surface coverage area. In this study, It purpose that thermal gravity analysis (TGA) method of
desulfurization gypsum impurity replace new analysis method using WAI Raman spectroscopy. Usually quantitative
analysis of Calcite contents used TGA method. But TGA take long time for analysis and affected organic contents. Raman
spectroscopy is possible to quick analysis and nondestructive analysis, high sensitivity of CaCO3 and nondestructive
analysis. Generally gypsum board made of desulfurization gypsum. And it has some impurity like a Calcite(CaCO3). Calcite
concentration influence mechanical and chemical property of gypsum board. Using variety sample (0, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5 %
seven STD samples and 12 deferent desulfurization gypsum made by chinese thermoelectric power plant) compare
RAMAN and TGA result. This study establishes the great potential for the use of Raman spectroscopy in quantitative
analysis of calcite concentration in variety constructive material.
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Abstract Text
In the pharmaceutical industry, there is a need to fully understand the stability of the active pharmaceutical ingredient
(API) and characterize any impurities that may be formed, including those found in forced degradation studies. Reversedphase liquid chromatography UV based techniques are often used for these types of analyses. However, separating and
detecting the related impurities and other components can be challenging. Separation can be challenging because of the
structural similarities of the components, and detection can prove to be difficult due to the fact that not every compound
may be detected using a single detection technique. By combining a UV detector, an evaporative light scattering
detector, and a mass spectrometer, it is possible to detect compounds with different chemical properties.
In the following study, we will conduct a forced degradation study of glimepiride. The degradation reaction was
monitored using a UHPLC system, with a photodiode array detector, evaporative light scattering detector and a mass
spectrometer. In this example we will illustrate the characterization and quatitation of the related impurities. We will also
illustrate the advantage of using mass detection and evaporative light scattering for analysis of by-products that do not
contain a chromophore and therefore cannot be detected by UV.
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Abstract Text
SCFAs may have a positive role in Salmonella mitigation in chickens (Ref 1). The analysis of SCFAs as additives in feeds by
GC-MS is about 60 minute long. In order to shorten the run time, UltraPerformance Convergence ChromatographyTM
(UPC2) has been investigated. UPC2 is a next-generation supercritical fluid chromatography. UPC2 leverages the unique
properties of compressed CO2 at or near its supercritical state, such as low viscosity and high diffusivity, and sub-two
micron particle packed columns to improve separation efficiency, speed, and selectivity. A rapid and sensitive UPC2-MS
method for the quantitative determination of seven short-chain fatty acids (SCFAs) in animal feeds is presented. The
SCFAs include acetic acid, propionic acid, butyric acid, isobutyric acid, valeric acid, isovaleric acid, and hexanoic acid. The
extraction of SCFAs in feeds was a liquid-liquid extraction using tetrahydrofuran. The extract was directly analyzed by
UPC2-MS on two diol columns (ACQUITY UPLC BEH 125 4.6x150 mm, 1.7 um). Selected Ion Recording (SIR) mode in mass
spectrometry was used to selectively collect each of the SCFAs molecular ions. For the two pairs of the isobaric ions
(valeric and isovaleric acids, and butyric and isobutyric acids), chromatographic baseline separation was achieved (Rs
larger than 1.6). The chromatography run time was shortened to 12 min as compared to the run time of 60 min by GCMS. The performance of this method, such as calibration, limit of detection, precision, and accuracy will be presented.
This method has been transferred and evaluated in a production lab, and the evaluation results will also be presented.
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Abstract Text
Food packaging technology has undergone fast and significant developments in the past three decades, and the smartest
are yet to be seen. Plastic materials can now be used for applications once restricted to metals and glass, allowing weight
saving and design versatility benefits. In this context, an important step to take into account during the production
process is the resistance to autoclaving, a sterilization process at high pressure and temperature. Indeed an alteration of
the properties of the packaging material would affect the shelf-life of the food product to be stored. The purpose of the
investigation was to evaluate the suitability of two polypropylene-based materials with oxygen barrier, as an alternative
to metal or glass, for canned oily products. To this aim, the oxidative stability of an olive oil sample contained in the two
different packaging materials was tested before and after autoclaving. Results were compared with those obtained on the
same oil stored in glass. The oxidative stability of the oil samples was investigated by accelerating the oxidation process
using the OXITEST (VELP Scientifica, Italy), a reactor based on the use of high temperatures and over-pressure of oxygen.
Between the two polypropylene-based materials, the one showing higher stability after autoclaving was then subjected to
an accelerated ageing process using a climate chamber in order to evaluate the effects of a shelf-life greater than 6
months at room temperature. The results obtained confirm that the Oxitest is particularly useful for determining the
packaging material that maintains the product in the freshest condition.
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Abstract Text
Essential oils are fragrant plant essences primarily composed of terpenes, their derivatives, and other aromatic
compounds. Variation in plant location and growing conditions produces natural differences in essential oil components,
and due to their high price, premium oils are subject to adulteration with cheaper terpenes or other agents.
Characterization of essential oils is therefore necessary, but testing is complex due to the number of compounds and their
presence at trace levels. Long GC columns are therefore traditionally used to provide adequate resolution and sensitivity
for these volatile flavor compounds.
The present study employs a high polarity GC column and optimized methods for the flavor characterization of coldpressed orange oil. Initially, samples were analyzed using 60 m x 0.25mm x 0.25 µm dimensions, with a run time of 21
min. A modified, lean method was then developed using optimized parameters and dimensions. The analysis was run at
Golay’s optimum carrier gas flow rate to reduce the run time to 7 min; simultaneously, the small internal diameter and
thin film used resulted in sharper peaks due to faster mass transfer. The analytical method presented thus resulted in a
65% reduction in analysis time, significantly improving overall productivity without sacrificing resolution or selectivity to
key analytes.
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Abstract Text
The steeping time of tea can have a profound effect on flavor. Most tea products have a recommended steeping time
and temperature. The steeping temperature of the water can vary from “bring water to a rolling boil” to a “very light
steam”, while the steeping time can fluctuate from two to five minutes. If a tea is steeped for too long or at too high of a
temperature; it can become bitter. However, longer steeping times enhance the health benefits of tea by increasing the
amount of flavonoids extracted from the tea. This application will look at the effects of time and temperature on the
extraction of tea flavors and flavonoids.
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Abstract Text
Nexera UC system (Shimadzu corporation, Japan) was used for both the screening of the method using supercritical fluid
chromatography (SFC) and the supercritical fluid sample extraction (SFE) followed by SFC directly (SFE/SFC). A new
method was developed for the analysis of a series vitamins and its derivatives in foodstuff by online SFE/SFC . Foods as
the sample were pretreated by SFE with the mixture of supercritical CO2 and organic solvent like acetonitrile and
methanol. Extracted components were separated directly by SFC which combined with SFE. The separation was carried
out on C18 column and vitamins were detected via triple quadrupole mass spectrometer. Comparing with conventional
pretreatment, online -SFE/SFC provide a new way to extract the analyte from complex matrix and avoid oxidation of
unstable compounds. The Nexera UC enabled significant reduction of analysis time and cost without sacrificing quality of
analyses. This method is applicable for the determination of fat-soluble vitamins and their derivatives in foodstuff.
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Abstract Text
In the manufacture and packaging of ketchup and related tomato products, both lactate and ethanol concentrations can
be used to quantify microbial testing of ingredients, in-process and finished products. Lactate producing bacteria and
ethanol-producing yeast may both contribute to microbial load. When mixed with broth and grown in cultures for 1-5
days, the lactate and ethanol concentrations may be correlated with the degree of microbial load. In this study, Lactate
and ethanol were measured in supernatants of diluted ketchup samples that were obtained from a commercially
available source. Precision of replicate samples was determined from selected samples, and percent recovery was
determined for samples spiked with both lactate and ethanol. Spiked samples of diluted ketchup were measured using
the YSI Biochemistry Analyzer within 30 minutes of spiking and mixing. The results of this study demonstrated that the
YSI Biochemistry Analyzer can simultaneously measure lactate and ethanol in a tomato matrix with adequate precision
and accuracy to make process and quality assurance decisions in tomato product manufacturing. This method of
measuring lactate and/or ethanol can reduce QC test time by hours and provide results that better predict potential
flavor issues and incipient spoilage compared to traditional microbial methods.
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Abstract Text
The sprouts are considered pesticide-free foods that should be highlighted in human nutrition and grows considerably in
different countries. The sprouts are fully natural, using only the stored reserves in seeds to germinate and to achieve size
to be consumed, in addition to being a good source of minerals, vitamins, proteins, and present low calorie. This way,
when the present power supply potential nutritional deficiencies. Beside this, it is possible to enrich the sprouts with
essential elements. So, in this work the Fe translocation was verified analysing roots, stems and cotyledons after
germinated process of adzuki bean sprouts. Beside this, the effect of Fe enrichment in the elements essential (Ca, Cu, K,
Mg, P, S and Zn) concentration was studied. Germination of seeds (13 days) was done at 25 °C in dark environment,
wetting absorbent cotton with deionized water (control group) or different solutions containing 125 and 500 [micro]g of
FeCl[sub]3[/sub] and irrigating the sprouts all days with deionized water. The elemental determination was done by ICP
OES, after the acid digestion (HNO[sub]3[/sub] + H[sub]2[/sub]O[sub]2[/sub] + H[sub]2[/sub]O) in a closed-vessel
microwave oven. Iron concentration increased in different beans parts, depending on the iron mass added to the growth
medium: roots (47-202%); stem (0.6-11.2%); cotyledons (18-111%). The Ca, Cu, K, Mg, P, S and Zn concentrations in the
different beans parts were very close to the control group. Iron fortification process was efficient to supply the Fe
deficiency and the enrichment did not affect the elements essential concentration.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT: FAPESP(2015/01128-6)/CNPq/CAPES.
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Abstract Text
Alpha acids (•-acids) are a class of chemical compounds primarily of importance to the production of beer, providing
beers with their aroma and bitter taste.
The •-acids found in hop resins are isomerized to form the iso-•-acids during prolonged boiling in the wort. The degree of
isomerization and the amount of bitter taste produced by the addition of hops is highly dependent on the type of hop and
the length of time the hops are boiled.[sup]1[/sup]
Since the quality and quantity of •-acids is so important in consistently providing individual beers with their recognizable
taste, it is essential to monitor their amount in hops and beers and to monitor the formation of the iso-•-acids during the
beer brewing process. The focus of this application note is to provide a simplified robust analytical method for
establishing the type and amount of •-acids in hops pellets, as well as determining the amount of •-acids and iso-•-acids
in various beers. In particular, this method is novel in that it chromatographically separates humulone and adhumulone,
which, in the past, have been reported to coelute.
1. International Calibration Standards, American Society of Brewing Chemist, 2009
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Abstract Text
By utilizing the advantages of Supercritical Fluid Chromatography (SFC) such as high fluid permeability and rapid
adsorption/desorption, we could achieve higher resolution analysis in a shorter run time than HPLC. It is known that a
combination of achiral columns and SFC is effective for reducing analysis cycle time of fat-soluble vitamins and terpenoids.
In this research, we intended to develop a rapid SFC analysis method for Vitamin D3 and three related compounds (Precholecalciferol, 5,6-trans-Cholecalciferol, Tachysterol3), especially in nutritional products. At first, method screening by
combination of five achiral phases and three types of modifier were conducted. This proposed that Triart Diol (3
[micro]m, 12 nm), column dimension of 250x4.6 mmI.D., and ethanol were the best combination. Then, fine-tuning of the
method (e.g. modifier ratio in a mobile phase and column temperature) was conducted so that a concentration of
Vitamin D3 in the nutritional products can be determined.
The established method can separate Vitamin D3, its related compounds, and impurities in the nutritional products.
Analysis time was decreased to ten minutes, which is one fourths of a conventional HPLC method. Furthermore, analysis
reproducibility and linearity offered reliability which is commonly required as a quantitative analysis method.
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Abstract Text
Mono- and disaccharide sugar determinations are often used in the food and beverage industry to comply with the
mandatory nutrition declaration (EU regulation No.1169/2011), to ensure the quality of a formulated product, to
maintain or select for desired sweetness, and to characterize and confirm the source of the carbohydrates. Carbohydrates
have poor chromophores and are hard to detect by absorbance detectors without lengthy and costly derivitization.
However, carbohydrates can be determined directly by High Performance Anionic-exchange Pulsed Amperometric
Detection (HPAE-PAD). This is a well-established method that does direct detections.
Here demonstrates the use of HPAE-PAD for direct determination of the carbohydrates in food samples. With the new
Thermo Scientific™ Dionex™ CarboPac™ SA10-4µm column, the sugar analysis is completed in less than 10 minutes. The
new Thermo Scientific™ Dionex™ Integrion™ HPIC™ system introduces more easy-of-use features for this application such
as the Thermo Scientific™ Dionex™ Reagent-Free™ IC Eluent Generation (RFIC™-EG) and the palladium reference
electrode (pdH).
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Abstract Text
The analysis of complex samples often requires unwanted sample preparation steps to extract analytes of interest at
appropriate concentrations and eliminate unwanted co-extractives, which can result in chromatographic interferences,
matrix effects in mass spectrometry, and accumulation in chromatographic flow paths. Developing concise and efficient
sample preparation protocols for lipid rich matrices are of particular interest as current techniques can be time
consuming, indiscriminately retain lipids and analytes of interest, and/or provide insufficient lipid removal. Agilent Bond
Elut Enhanced Matrix Removal – Lipid (EMR-Lipid) is a novel matrix removal sorbent for highly selective lipid removal
from complex, high fat samples without unwanted analyte retention. This work implements EMR-Lipid as a dispersive
solid phase extraction (dSPE) cleanup for fatty samples in multi-class, multi-analyte analysis workflows such as
QuEChERS. Data will demonstrate the impact of superior cleanliness on analyte recovery, reproducibility, and
instrumental performance. Furthermore, comparisons between EMR-Lipid and conventionally used sorbent materials
demonstrate dramatic improvements in matrix removal and analyte recovery and reproducibility. The ease of use, time
and cost savings, minimal method development, and dramatically cleaner samples make this an attractive cleanup option
for laboratories currently performing or moving into contaminant analysis in complex sample types.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Phenolic compounds, mainly coming from the smoking of barley, the thermal degradation and the maturation processes,
are strongly related with the peaty and smoky flavor of a whisky. Most often, the concentration in phenolic compounds is
determined by UV/visible spectroscopy, HPLC or GC-MS.
This study proposes to use a fast gas chromatography based electronic nose to predict the total phenolic content in
barleys, by correlating the measurement to known data on phenolic scores and creating a predictive model for future
samples. Six samples of smoked malts of known phenolic content were analyzed with HERACLES e-nose. After water
addition, each malted barley is analyzed directly and the chromatography separation of samples headspace is achieved in
less than two minutes. The evaluation of the overall flavor profiles on an odor map (Principal Components Analysis
applied on the chromatography data) clearly shows that the various malts have different sensory features. On the graph,
the samples are distributed along an axis linked with the total phenolic content. This confirms that these compounds
strongly influence the aroma. A quantitative model based on Partial Least Square (PLS) was then built by correlating the
known phenolic scores and the HERACLES measurements. As a high level of correlation was obtained (correlation
coefficient > 89%), the model could be successfully used for predicting the total phenolic content in four blind samples of
malt. Therefore, this analytical method can be an alternative solution for rapidly estimating the total phenolic content in
malts.
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Abstract Text
Characterization of fragrances is extremely important for the confirmation of the origin of the product and for quality
control. While gas chromatography mass spectrometry is most commonly used for characterization and quantification of
compounds in fragrances, presence of isomers sometimes makes the complete characterization more challenging from
both GC separation and mass spectral differentiation standpoints. Characterization of isomers is important because they
can have different sensorial characteristics. Linalool for instance, is a positional isomer of geraniol but with completely
different sensorial characteristics. Isomers can often be easily differentiated by their infrared spectra, so by adding FTIR
detection in a format that is optimized specifically for GC significantly improves the information that can be acquired in
the same time frame as the typical GC-MS experiment.
Results of fragrance analysis from a system that combines FTIR detection and Time of Flight (TOF) mass spectrometry will
be presented. High quality FTIR spectra will be shown that were generated using a GC FTIR detector technology optimized
for use with capillary GC. This technology relies on deposition of eluting sample on a cryogenically cooled disk followed by
post-run acquisition of solid-phase infrared spectra. This approach provides best-in-class resolution and sensitivity. As a
choice of mass spectrometer, TOF-MS combines benefits of fast acquisition rate and full mass range spectra. Several
example analyses of products used in the perfume industry will be used to demonstrate the power of combining GC, TOFMS, and FTIR to provide meaningful and important information on the composition of complex samples.
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Abstract Text
Holographic video microscopy characterizes colloidal microspheres with great accuracy and precision. Lorenz-Mie theory
is used to determine the size, index of refraction, and 3D position of particles in the difficult to measure size range of
200nm to 20[micro]m. A major advantage of this technique is individual measurement of each particle in the suspension,
which enables the detection and analysis of multicomponent suspensions without special sample preparation or the
application of multiple technologies. The experimental suspensions were created using combinations of various colloidal
particles (silica, polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), polystyrene (PS)) varying in size from 400nm to 7[micro]m.
Holographic video microscopy separately identifies each particle population even in samples with particles of the same
size but different refractive index. We demonstrate this capability in samples with 7 distinct particle populations
coexisting in the same sample. Every particle is characterized multiple times as it flows through the microscope. The
results of these characterizations are tracked and statistically analyzed to provide high precision analysis of each particle
population.
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Abstract Text
Abstract: Electrostatic charge affects the accuracy of instruments making precision weighing measurements. Accurate
measurements are vital, whether in a research facility exploring new opportunities, or in the production of an existing
product. This paper will discuss electrostatic phenomena and their interaction with weighing operations.
Charge is generated primarily by contact and separation of dissimilar materials and is unavoidable throughout the
weighing process. The materials involved are almost certain to be charged, and this includes samples, transport media,
and weighing equipment parts or enclosures.
Once generated, charge affects both the instruments and materials being weighed. Electrostatic forces interact with the
mechanisms of weighing machines, making precise measurements all but impossible. Electrostatic forces of attraction
and repulsion affect light weight sample materials, causing unwanted movement, losses during transfers, and clinging of
unwanted particles to measurement surfaces. Charge problems are not limited to weighing applications, occurring
whenever small physical quantities or objects need to be measured, as with atomic force microscopes, force and mass
measurements, and electrochemical measurements.
The electronics industry has developed mitigation methods to protect sensitive integrated circuits from the effects of
static charge. Grounding of conductors, static dissipative materials, and air ionization are the primary static control
methods. Air ionization is of particular importance in weighing operations as equipment parts, samples, and transport
media are often insulators or isolated conductors. This paper discusses how static control may be applied in precision
weighing operations, both in equipment and in sample transport, to neutralize static charge and improve accuracy and
repeatability of measurements.
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Abstract Text
Ultra-high purity gases are a necessity in many industries, including fabrication of electronics, photovoltaic, and lighting
component as well as generation of high purity carrier gases for laboratory use. In many cases, the end users may be
unaware of the risks associated with selecting, installing and operating a gas purifier.
Purification of industrial gases often requires use of highly reactive media. Select media may react exothermically with
contaminates within the feed gas stream resulting in elevated temperature sufficient to breach the stainless steel
containment vessel. Each year manufacturing facilities around the world are impacted by such failures. In many cases
the damage is localized to an analyzer, tool, or laboratory, but when coupled with an on-site air separation plant,
exothermic events may result shutdown of the entire manufacturing facility, with a typical recovery time of one month.
This study provides an historical review of gas purification technology ranging from methods of filling high purity gas
cylinders, to point-of-use purification of laboratory gases, to purification of bulk and on-site atmospheric and specialty
gases. The authors then introduce novel approaches to creating ultra high purity gases using safer methods and media.
In many applications, use of advanced VPSA and TSA methods, coupled with safe catalysts, can be used to generate 7N,
8N, and 9N pure gases which historically required use of cryogenic separation or highly reactive media. The authors’ goal
is to introduce the concept of safer gas purification and offer alternative solutions for creation of ultra high purity gases.
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Abstract Text
The transfer of methods from conventional liquid chromatography to ultra high performance liquid chromatography
systems in a mult-vendor world may result in significant differences in retention time, resolution, and even selectivity.
Emulation technology, comprised of unique computer algorithms and interfaced with advance UHPLC pumps,
characterizes critical parameters such as dwell volume and mixing behavior. The concept allows the system "adaptability"
for nearly universal instrument to instrument method transfers. The results of this study show that validation parameters
between a targeted and an emulated HPLC system are robust for retention time and resolution and correlate within
method validation acceptance criteria.
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Abstract Text
Nearly a year ago, in response to a Presidential strategy, the CDC, NIH, and FDA chaired an 84-point action plan to combat
antibiotic resistance. An antibiotic resistant bacterium can quickly reproduce and in turn negate the functionality of a
given antibiotic. Thus, the need for fast and accurate measures of a bacterium’s resistance to a particular antibiotic is a
high priority action point. Here, we present multiple strategies that will facilitate a measure of antibiotic resistance with
enhanced rapid and/or parallel diagnostics. First, the release of ATP during the bacterial growth cycle is exploited to
decrease time associated with the Kirby-Bauer test which requires time for growth of bacteria. Aliquots of a bacterial
pathogen are removed from a small batch of bacteria growing in media. The levels of ATP are measured at various time
increments up to 20 minutes and the slope analyzed to determine the rate of growth (which is typically correlated with an
increase of ATP secretions from the bacteria). Our current method allows for single digit nanomolar levels of ATP to be
determined in less than 20 minutes after a bacterial sample has been removed from an initial growth colony. Secondly,
we will demonstrate how a fluidic device is being utilized to expose bacteria to pharmacokinetic (PK) profiles of antibiotic
followed by live/dead assays to determine drug resistance.
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Abstract Text
Detection of small biomolecules such as glucose, which are involved in cellular signaling pathways but lack
optical/electrochemical activity, is challenging in living cells. To detect such species, polystyrene/silica core/shell
nanoparticle composites were prepared that are doped with scintillant fluorophores to facilitate the detection and
measurement of 3H-labeled analytes. Beta particles emitted from 3H-labeled analytes are detected as visible light
emission via energy transfer through the scintillants. The resulting nanoparticle composite, referred to as nanoSPA, yields
specific response to 3H-labeled analytes. In this work, we sought to optimize the nanoSPA response to obtain a more
efficient scintillation cascade and to shift the emission to red/near-IR wavelengths in order to avoid background
fluorescence and allow for simultaneous detection of multiple analytes (multiplexed detection). To shift emission
wavelength, we characterized the energy transfer efficiencies of fluorophore dyes with large Stokes’ shifts and explored
the use of quantum dots due to their broad absorption and size-dependent narrow emission spectrum. Core/shell QDs
were also explored, as previous studies indicate that they provide more stable fluorescence due to the protection of the
surface which prevents nonradiative relaxation of excitons. Ultimately optimization of scintillant composition will yield
the most efficient energy transfer among the fluorophores enabling scintillation detection of 3H-labeled analytes with
temporal and spatial resolution, properties that are currently lacking.
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Abstract Text
Gold micro- and nano-structures have received considerable attention due to their attractive physical and chemical
properties [1]. Some challenging bioanalytical problems, such as sensitivity, specificity, reproducibility, duration and cost
of analysis can be resolved by micro- and nanostructure-based electrochemical biosensors [2-4].
The aim of this work was to synthetize dendritic gold structures on the graphite rod electrode surface and to develop
sensitive and convenient amperometric glucose biosensor. Several enzyme immobilization on graphite electrode
premodified with dendritic gold structures were tested. Electrode modified with dendritic gold structures, self-assembled
monolayer and covalently immobilized glucose oxidase showed the highest analytical signal and the best limit of glucose
detection.
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Abstract Text
Thiamine (vitamin B1) deficiency is a major cause for high mortality in fish of commercial and sport-fishing interest in the
Great Lakes and the Baltic Sea. Its deficiency has been associated with poor immune system development and survival
rate of fry, as well as reduced visual acuity, neurological symptoms, and muscle weakness in adult fish leading to their
inability to migrate during spawning. Its deficiency is also known to cause neurological and cardiovascular problems in
other species, including humans. This molecule has recently also been identified as an important nutrient in algal bloom
proliferation. Current procedures for thiamine quantification rely on extensive sample preparation and formation of the
fluorescent oxidation product, thiochrome, prior to chromatographic analysis. The cost and time required for these
procedures limits data available for informed decisions critical to fish health by the fisheries industry and researchers
alike. A high-throughput assay for thiamine quantification with specificity provided by biorecognition via periplasmic
binding proteins is the objective of this work. The thiamine periplasmic binding protein (TBP) exhibits exceptional
specificity to thiamine and its phosphate derivatives. Here, TBP has been applied in a competitive microtiter-plate assay
for thiamine using fluorescent dye-encapsulating liposomes for signal enhancement. Results and challenges in the
development of a total thiamine assay in environmental matrices will be presented.
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Abstract Text
Many toxic chemical vapours are invisible to the eye and by the time you smell them or feel the physical effects, it can be
too late. What if someone had dosed the room you are in with something you can’t see, you can’t smell but are breathing
it in right now? How would you know?
These are thoughts that must, at times, enter the minds of first responders, law enforcement, and military personnel as
they attend to their often dangerous and stressful work. The authors will outline the development of a new prototype
vapour detection device, dubbed Black Canary (BC), which brings colorimetry into the 21st century in a small, lightweight,
flexible, autonomous package which delivers to a clear capability gap in the current generation of toxic chemical vapour
detection devices.
BC introduces a new concept in hand held detection combining a suite of replaceable detection cartridges with a smart
mobile phone sized electronics unit capable of identifying chemical threats at or below the Permissible Exposure Limit
and having an automatic alarm capability.
From reactive chemical element identification, test and manufacture to integration with a purpose designed hardware
solution; the authors will chronicle the development of the BC detector from proof of concept to working laboratory
prototype and beyond.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
One dissipative structure that exhibits temporal and spatiotemporal oscillation is known to be chemically generated by
the famous Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction. BZ reaction has been investigated as self-oscillating system toward a key
feature of space-time self-assemble of nonequilibrium systems. We have developed a self-oscillating gel actuator in the
wake of BZ reaction catalyzed by ferroin for the first time,1) which causes autonomous mechanical oscillation without an
external control in a completely closed solution. So far all self-oscillating cross-linked gel systems undergoing expandingcontracting oscillation are catalyzed only by using the expensive Ru(bpy)3 complex and iron complex ferroin, which are
expensive and toxic. The thing is to develop a less expensive catalyst of the BZ reaction for industrial applications such as
nursing care equipment. Porphyrin derivatives play an important role in biochemistry and possess a small load on the
experiment and a high safety to the human body. Herein, rhythmic oscillation of the metal porphyrin solution by BZ
reaction was demonstrated without any on-off switching of external stimuli for the first time. The reaction was
performed in the presence of bromate ion, malonic acid, and the metal catalyst in sulfuric acid solution. In the course of
the reaction, the oscillating waveform of the metal porphyrin was affected by the concentration of the components,
especially the metal catalyst.
References
1.T. Arimura and M. Mukai, Chem. Commun., 2014, 50, 5861-5863.
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Abstract Text
Complex behaviors rely on coordinated firing of neurons in local networks which are dynamically regulated by
neuromodulators such as dopamine. However, tools for simultaneous monitoring of neural assemblies and dopamine
dynamics have not previously been developed due to difficulties in integrating electrophysiological and electrochemical
hardware. We have engineered a measurement platform capable of tandem measurements of dopamine and neural
activity. This platform consists of high-density electrode arrays for measurement of single-neuron activity and local-field
potentials in conjunction with a separate carbon electrode for measurement of real-time dopamine release using fastscan cyclic voltammetry. Electrochemical instrumentation was improved to allow a common reference to be utilized for
both electrophysiological and electrochemical measurements resulting in a higher signal-to-noise ratio for all
measurements. To prevent damage to sensitive instrumentation, current between the implanted electrodes and the
neural recording amplifier circuitry is interrupted during the application of the voltammetric waveform via a solid-state
relay. In vitro testing was carried out in a porcine gelatin to mimic brain conductivity and 800 µV sine waves with various
frequencies (10 – 3000 Hz) were applied near the electrode array to simulate neural oscillations. It was found that
frequencies above 50 Hz were rapidly recovered (< 20 ms) following resumption of neural recordings in relation to the
time between waveforms (200 ms). Stimulated dopamine release and multiple single-unit activities were measured in an
anesthetized animal.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Position-sensitive microchannel plate (MCP) detectors are useful tools to measure the position of an incident electron,
ion, or photon. Several applications in the fields of medical imaging, neutron imaging, and astronomy benefit from
achieving good position resolution at the lowest level of signal-to-background possible. Recently, a novel detector, which
utilizes an induced signal approach to provide position sensitivity at the single electron level, has been developed. This
detector has the capability of resolving two simultaneous but spatially separated incident electrons. In the prototype
detector, using only the zero-crossing point of the inherently bipolar signals, a position resolution of 466 •m (FWHM) has
been achieved. Initial implementation of a differential readout has improved this resolution to 400 •m (FWHM). To
further improve the resolution using the differential readout, a better understanding of the dependence of the induced
signal shape on the position of the electron cloud is required. To characterize the dependence of the induced signal shape
on position, a resistive anode (RA) has been incorporated into the detector. Use of the RA allows for the measurement of
the centroid of the electron cloud. Factors impacting the position resolution obtained with the RA will be discussed and
the achieved position resolution of 157 •m (FWHM) will be presented.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Biodegradable implant especially magnesium and its alloys have attracted a lot interest due to their good metallic
strength, light weight, low toxicity and rapid corrosion rate in aqueous solutions. One of way to evaluate the development
of the alloy is by monitoring the corrosion rate. To evaluate the corrosion rate of the various alloys in vivo, we develop
the method for the real time monitoring the corrosion by electrochemical H2 sensors. We also established and developed
a protocol for in vivo corrosion studies to obtain the surface composition of explanted Mg alloy by surface spectroscopies
such as XPS; the distribution of corrosion products in the tissue surrounding an implant and in critical organs of test
animals using bioanalytical techniques involving extraction and ICP-MS.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Microorganisms are associated with disease and infection besides being culprits in food poisoning cases. The latter is a big
concern since contamination may be caused by bacteria and viruses. Although viruses account for a large proportion of all
foodborne illnesses, most hospitalizations and deaths related to foodborne infections are due to bacterial agents.
Enterobacteria are associated with food adulteration either due to lack of hygiene or lack of specific care, and also within
natural contamination. Bacteria produce volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in their growth process and such VOCs or
sets of them are unique to each genus or species. The latter can be viewed as a chemical fingerprint of these organisms
and can help to detect them. In order to demonstrate this, we report the use of a colorimetric plastic-based device to
discriminate four pathogenic bacteria: Klebsiella pneumonia (KP), Proteus vulgaris (PV), Proteus mirabilis (PM) and
Escherichia coli (EC). Cellulose acetate membranes were prepared with 5 entrapped pH indicators and Tween 20 as a
plasticizer; they were placed in contact with the latter mentioned bacteria species in order to analyse volatile organic
compounds released from the microorganisms during an incubation process at two temperatures (37°C and 25°C). The
colour changes of the membranes were analysed with RGB values extracted from membrane images obtained with a
smartphone and used as input data for non-supervised pattern recognition methods. With subsequent mathematical
treatment, it was possible to see a clear discrimination amongst the studied bacteria, without any misclassification.
Financial support: FAPESP, CNPq and CAPES, Royal Society, UK.
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Abstract Text
Bacteria are often localized near implanted medical device (IMD) surfaces specifically at early stages, which bring
challenges to current detection methods. In order to detect infections around biomedical implants a noninvasive chemical
sensor is required. In vivo detection of low pH around IMD is an indication of bacterial infection. Therefore, the sensor,
which can detect low and/or high pH in the target, needs to be coupled with the IMD. In addition, it should be
biocompatible and stable material. To address this issue building a smart IMD sensor out of soft, wet hydrogels would be
highly acceptable. A hydrogel, poly acrylic acid (PAAc) was synthesized to fabricate a pH sensor for IMD. After synthesis, a
piece of PAAc hydrogel swollen in water (pH~5) was placed on an IMD attached to a cadaver femur. When phosphate
buffer (pH~7.4) was applied for swelling, the mass/volume of the gel increased remarkably and significant displacement
of a tungsten dial placed on the gel surface was clearly observed in a radiograph. The tungsten dial was attached to the
IMD in such a way that the dial touched the top surface of the gel and was displaced when the gel mass/volume
increased. Based on the results of this experiment we are claiming a successful “simple and smart IMD sensor” design,
where a piece of hydrogel will sense bacterial infection level in the target by changing mass/volume of the gel due to
swelling.
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Abstract Text
A battery-powered device was developed to measure oxygen tension in tissue surrounding medical implants using an
implanted LED as a fluorescent light source and an oxygen-sensitive fluorescent dye as an indicator. The ultimate goal is
to detect hypoxia during implant infection. The fluorescent oxygen indicator dye, Oxyphor G4, was incorporated into a
thin film of PDMS and uniformly coated onto the exterior of a 633 nm LED. Oxygen quenches the fluorescence reducing
the intensity of 800 nm fluorescence passing through tissue, and is collected with a PMT. To account for variation in
optical penetration through tissue and collection efficiency, a second nearby 800 nm LED is used as a reference. Although
the Oxyphor G4 and reference LEDs emit light at the same wavelength, the two light sources are distinguished because
they blink at different frequencies and times. The light source coated with the OSP showed great response to hypoxic and
hyperoxic environments modeled by nitrogen purging. To conserve battery, a reed switch turns the circuit on only when
an external magnetic field is applied. The fluorescent intensity of the in situ light source was also observed through tissue
samples.
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Abstract Text
Graphene oxide (GO) has recently attracted significant attention due to broad applications in biomedical fields, such as
biosensors, bioimaging, drug delivery, and antimicrobial. GO has been shown to kill bacteria in bacterial culture; however,
how GO impacts bacterial invasive potential in vivo remains elusive. In this study, we characterized the antibacterial
activity of GO in both cell culture and animal models. Klebsiella pneumoniae (Kp) is one of the most common multidrug
resistant (MDR) pathogens in causing persistent nosocomial infections and is very difficult to eradicate once established in
the host. First, we demonstrated that GO exerted direct killing of Kp in agar dishes and afforded the protection of alveolar
macrophages (AM) from Kp infection in culture. We then evaluated the mortality, tissue damage, polymorphonuclear
neutrophil (PMN) penetration, and bacterial dissemination in Kp-infected mice. Our results revealed that GO can
counteract the invasive ability of Kp in vivo, resulting in lessened tissue injury, significant but subdued inflammatory
response, and prolonged mouse survival. These findings indicate that GO may be an alternative agent for controlling MDR
pathogens in clinics.
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Abstract Text
pH is an essential parameter in biological, medical and industrial applications which reflects the formation of new
chemicals in a deliberated medium. For instance, monitoring the pH level in biological fluids reflects the abnormal
conditions in human body[1]. Accordingly, highly sensitive, rapid and continuous measurement of pH is extremely
desirable. Surface plasmon resonance imaging (SPRi) is advantageous over other methods because it is label free, highly
sensitive to refractive index changes (~ 3.75x10-5 RI change = 1 pixel), offers high throughput, and a small volume (~ 200
nL) of sample is sufficient per spot [2]. Changing the color of chemical substance such as pH indicator reveals the changes
in the refractive index of the material, which is hypothesized to be sensitive for detection by SPRi. Thus, SPRi technique
using a pH indicator to measure different low concentrations of H+ will offer a simple tool to monitor biological events as
well as detection of small molecules. Herein, we demonstrate that SPRi could detect low acid concentrations (ppm-ppb
range) via the refractive index changes of added pH indicators such as methyl red and bromothymol blue, which can be
considered as a new method to study and investigate many biological and chemical proton coupled reactions.
Acknowledgments
Oklahoma State University and the National Institute of Health (NIH/NIDDK) supported this project.
[1] Sim, J.; Kwon, D.-S.; Kim, J., Acid-sensitive pH Sensor Using Electrolysis and a Microfluidic Channel for Read-out
Amplification. RSC Advances 2014, 4 (75), 39634-39638.
[2] Fasoli, J. B.; Corn, R. M., Surface Enzyme Chemistries for Ultrasensitive Microarray Biosensing with SPR Imaging.
Langmuir 2015, 10.1021/la504797z.
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Abstract Text
Traditionally the state of cells and tissue is evaluated at the end of the culturing/maturation period by a visual inspection.
By introducing continuous real time monitoring of cells and tissue in culture the culturing process can be optimized and
the homogeneity of the samples can be ensured. Conventionally electrochemical measurements on cells and tissue are
performed as end-point analysis in order to provide information on specific events. Here we present an electrochemical
sensor system that enables monitoring of cell populations and tissue during the entire culturing/maturation period.
Traditionally electrodes for electrochemical measurements on cells and tissue consist of either simple wires probing the
area of interest or thin film electrodes covering the bottom surface of culture ware. The presented sensor system is based
on commercially available tissue culturing membranes that are already widely used. The presented sensor system has
potential not only in standard culturing methods but also within microfluidic culturing and Lab-on-Chip.
In this work we demonstrate how to fabricate the membrane based electrochemical sensors and how to incorporate
them in polymer microfluidic devices and traditional cultureware. We present the latest results of the integration of the
membrane electrode in both conventional steady state cell culturing and microfluidic culturing with flow. Furthermore,
we discuss possibilities, advantages and drawbacks of introducing the membrane based electrodes in areas such as e.g.
migration studies or neurobiology as a substitute to conventional electrodes.
Figure 1. Picture of a membrane sensor inserted in a costume made chip for determination of sensitivity and stability.
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Abstract Text
Colorimetric biosensing has attracted much attention due to its low cost, simplicity, and practicality. Colorimetric
biosensing does not require expensive or sophisticated instrumentation and can be applied to field analysis and point-ofcare diagnosis [1,2]. Paper-based sensors are becoming powerful and low-cost diagnostic tools, especially in resourcelimited settings. Inexpensive methods for quantifying these assays have been shown using desktop scanners, which lack
portability, and cameras, which suffer from the ever changing ambient light conditions. The advantages of inexpensive
and convenient paper-based colorimetry and the ubiquitous smartphone are tied to achieve a ready-to-go POC diagnosis
[3].
In this study, modified paper was prepared by poly(2-aminothiazole) entrapped bi-enzyme system and it was used for
colorimetric glucose determination. GOx/HRP bienzyme system was utilized to amplify the color signal. Our proposed
method gives direct outcomes, which can be observed by a smartphones in converting the colour changes to digitize
values. The results show good use of a smartphone as an analytical instrument for glucose measurement.
*This project is supported by TUBITAK. Project No:114Z715
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Abstract Text
During the pyrolysis of polymers, the evolved gases can be a fingerprint for the identification of these materials. Several
libraries for mass spectrometer or GC-MS are already available. But these were often produced by a fast-pyrolysis process
of the samples. The gases from this fast-pyrolysis process differ very often significantly in the amount or even in the
gaseous products itself from those received by a TGA analysis. For TGA-FT-IR some older booklets were still on the
market, but are not suitable for an electronically library. In this poster contribution a TGA-FT-IR library will be introduced
with the most important polymers included. It can be integrated into the Bruker OPUS library search and is also
expandable by the user with their own measured data.
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Abstract Text
Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) is a powerful technique to analyze mechanical properties of many materials in
research, development and quality control. Traditionally, DMA has been limited in terms of temperature and force
which, in turn, limits the scope of materials that can be successfully characterized. Besides the traditional applications
involving rubber, plastics, and composites, this poster will detail newly expanded applications of DMA made possible by
applying both high force and high temperature characteristics to examine materials. Variations include high force
capability up to 8000N, whereas in other configurations, high temperatures up to 1500 °C care are now possible for
determination of absolute values of E modulus, for example. Fields of application include dynamic component testing,
durability tests, analysis of visco-elastic material properties, dynamic fatigue testing, relaxation and retardation, creep
testing, and more. In addition to using very high forces to characterize polymers and elastomers, this poster will also
demonstrate unique examples of high temperature DMA now applied to glasses, ceramics, advanced composites, and
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Abstract Text
Textiles come in many forms, ranging from clothing to umbrellas. It is not an easy task to assign the identity of the fibers
or predict the performance of a material. These determinations are often achieved through the application of analytical
instrumentation. Throughout this project, materials will be subjected to a variety of experimentation to determine
parameters such as identity and ultraviolet protection factor (UPF). Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) will be
implemented to characterize the synthetic fiber melting points, glass transitions, and detect possible mixtures. Dynamic
Mechanical Analysis (DMA) will assist in the determination of a fiber’s response to the relative humidity of the air around
it. Determination of a fiber identity can often be achieved quickly with a Fourier Transform Infrared spectrometer (FTIR);
however, blends of fibers tend to be more challenging. Advanced algorithms will be implemented to identify mixtures of
fibers. Color, reflectivity, and transmittance are key parameters for the application of the textile. These values will be
determined through the use of a spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating sphere.
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Abstract Text
In the work here, we describe sensing motifs that utilize 2-D and 3-D arrays and monolayers of particles embedded onto a
molecular recognition polymer hydrogel networks. The 3-D and 2-D arrays alter their visually evident diffraction colors
because the polymer networks swell or shrink in response to analyte concentration changes. We recently developed
easily fabricated 2-D photonic crystals for molecular recognition and chemical sensing applications. We prepared close
packed 2-D polystyrene particle arrays by solvent evaporation of an assembling monolayer on a mercury surface or by
lifting off the array from a water surface. We then transfer the 2-D arrays onto a hydrogel thin film. These responsive
hydrogel and organogels show volume phase transitions (VPT) in response to specific analytes. These VPT alter the array
spacings, changing the array diffraction wavelengths. These 2-D and 3-D photonic crystals exhibit ultrahigh diffraction
efficiencies that enable them to be used for visual detection of analyte concentrations. The 3-D arrays undergo 3-D
volume changes to shift the diffraction wavelength. We developed novel protein hydrogels that are highly selective for
charged species binding. These protein hydrogels act as Coulometers that sense binding of individual charged species.
These protein hydrogel photonic crystal sensors also respond to conformational changes induced by protein ligand
binding.
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Abstract Text
Methylenedianiline (MDA) regioisomers, containing 2, 3 and 4 aromatic rings, were characterized by MALDI mass
spectrometry for comparison with our earlier studies of MDA by electrospray (ESI) mass spectrometry. Because both
MALDI and ESI are “soft” ionization methods, frequently their MS and MS/MS spectra are very similar. However, the
MDA regioisomer spectra are quite different. In the present presentation we will deal mostly with the 2-ring isomers
having 2,2'-, 2,4'-, and 4,4'- amino group substituents; typically the 3- and 4-ring compounds behave similarly to the 4,4' 2ring isomer . In ESI, the 4,4' isomer (M+H)+ (199 Da) is the base peak in the parent-ion region of the spectrum while a
fragment ion peak at 106 Da is base for the other two 2-ring isomers. In comparable MALDI spectra the (M-H)+ peak at
197 Da is dominant for all three isomers and is barely visible in the ESI spectra. It is proposed that the 197 Da peak in
MALDI results from formation of a diamine substituted 9-H fluorene ring structure. MS/MS and computational data are
presented to support this assignment. We also studied the collision-induced dissociation curves as a function of collision
energy. For the ESI produced (M+H)+ ions complete fragmentation occurred at low collision energy (1.5 eV) for the 2,2'and 2,4'- isomers but not the 4,4'- isomer (8 eV). For the MALDI species, all three isomers showed very similar collisioninduced dissociation behavior. Collision cross section (CCS) values were measured for both ESI and MALDI species and
compared with results from computational methods. Typically good agreement was found between computed and
measured values. Some values for different isomers differed significantly. For example, in the 2,4'- and 2,2'- species, two
protonation sites exist in the molecules, which give rise to differences in IMS spectra and fragmentation mechanisms.
Because the MALDI species have greater similarity, this effect is not seen.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Immunomodulatory oligonucleotides are short strands of nucleotides containing motifs that activate disease-fighting,
innate immune signaling networks. Spherical nucleic acid (SNA) is attractive as a novel immunotherapy platform,
providing a safe and effective delivery of immune-activating oligonucleotides in vitro and in vivo. SNAs consist of
nanoparticles (5-30 nm) functionalized with a dense, spherical shell of radially oriented oligonucleotides. SNAs efficiently
enter cells without the need for transfection agents or chemical modifications, demonstrate enhanced resistance towards
degradation by nucleases relative to linear oligonucleotides, and exhibit minimal toxicity and off-target immunogenicity.
In comparison to linear, free oligonucleotides, SNAs with a 30 nm liposomal core functionalized with immune-activating
oligonucleotides show up to 80-fold increase in efficacy activating endosomal TLRs in vitro. Furthermore, SNAs
conjugated with a model antigen demonstrate up to 700-fold higher antibody titers, 400-fold higher cellular response,
and significantly improve median survival in a murine model lymphoma through antigen-specific tumor inhibition. The
tailorability of the SNA platform, therefore, is advantageous to develop therapeutics to treat various cancer types as well
as immune and inflammation diseases. Combined with their at-scale synthesis from readily available FDA-approved
materials, minimal toxicity profile and potent delivery via well-defined chemical nature, liposomal SNAs hold great
promise for the development of immunotherapies.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Quantitative imaging of individual fluorescently-labeled molecules is a powerful and extremely sensitive method to
characterize equilibria and dynamics of bio-recognition events at liquid-solid interfaces. Total-internal-reflection
excitation combined with high-efficiency imaging of fluorescence allows surface-bound molecular populations to be
quantified in situ by counting individual molecules. We have applied this methodology to characterize oligonucleotide
hybridization, the chemistry of which is integral to the design and understanding of modern chip-based DNA screening.
DNA hybridization is challenging to measure by single-molecule techniques because of nonspecific adsorption, which is
typically mitigated by FRET methods that compromise detection efficiency. In this work, we describe a scheme for
immobilizing probe single-stranded DNA at a glass interface passivated against nonspecific adsorption with anionic
blocking groups, yielding surfaces where complementary binding dominates the population of fluorescently-labeled
target DNA on the surface. Surface populations of complementary target DNA are nearly 3-orders-of-magnitude greater
than those of a scrambled sequence. The surface density of immobilized probe DNA can be controlled by the probe
concentration used in the immobilization reaction. At low surface densities, association and dissociation kinetics are
measured under equilibrium conditions where individual probe molecules can be resolved so that hybridization and
dissociation rates can be measured directly from single-molecule trajectories. At high probe capture site densities, the
substrates are efficient at capturing target strands from solution, making them excellent ssDNA sensors with very low
detection limits. These selective substrates can also be used to investigate fundamental factors influencing the rates DNA
hybridization at surfaces. They can also be used to unravel the kinetics of DNA split aptamer assembly and analyte
recognition.
Keywords:
Fluorescence, Imaging, Microscopy
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Abstract Text
Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) spectra excited at 785 nm on Au and Ag nanostructured substrates are
found to provide sensitive and specific vibrational signatures for bacterial diagnostics, cancer cell identification, measures
of blood aging and trace body fluid identification. A SERS based methodology for rapid, growth-free diagnostics of
bacterial infections has been demonstrated. SERS spectra of bacteria enriched from infected body fluids, combined with
multivariate data analysis techniques and a previously determined SERS library, results in rapid, antibiotic specific
bacterial diagnostics. These bacterial SERS spectra are due to the metabolic degradation of purine containing biologically
active molecules. Isotope effects, SERS spectra of non-cell containing extra-cellular regions, spectral fitting and mass
spectrometry establish the molecular origins of these bacterial SERS signatures. The effects of gene knockouts and coenzymes are consistent with this mechanism for the origin of the bacterial SERS signals. SERS signal kinetics also provide
measures of the relevant metabolic pathway enzyme rates. Tumor cells which are well-known to exhibit high metabolic
rates compared to normal, non-pathogenic cells, also exhibit SERS spectra with different purine degradation metabolites.
Characteristic SERS vibrational signatures due to purines, AMP and NADH appear over the course of several hours from
single cancer cells and the time dependence of these signatures are different for pathogenic and nonpathogenic cells.
Thus these SERS may be used for in vitro single cell cancer detection as well as fundamental studies of the effects of
genetic or proteomic manipulation for cancer therapy efficacy evaluation. Several of these purine metabolites are also
identified in the SERS spectra of human body fluids which contain cellular components and contribute to the SERS
identification of these fluids for forensic science applications.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Multidimensional spectroscopy uses sequences of optical pulses to study dynamical processes in complex molecules
through correlation plots involving several time delay periods. Recent extensions of these techniques to the x-ray regime
as well as by utilizing the quantum nature of light will be discussed.
Ultrafast nonlinear x-ray spectroscopy is made possible by newly developed free electron laser and high harmonic
generation sources. The attosecond duration of X-ray pulses and the atomic selectivity of core X-ray excitations offer a
uniquely high spatial and temporal resolution. We demonstrate how stimulated Raman detection of an X-ray probe may
be used to monitor the phase and dynamics of the nonequilibrium valence electronic state wavepacket created by e.g.
photoexcitation, photoionization and Auger processes. Applications will be presented to long-range charge transfer in
proteins and to excitation energy transfer in porphyrin arrays.
Many important photophysical and photochemical molecular processes take place via conical intersections (COIS) where
nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom become strongly coupled and the adiabatic Born Oppenheimer approximation
beaks down. A new technique, TRUE-CARS, Transient Redistribution of Ultrafast Electronic Coherences in Attosecond
Raman Signals, is proposed that can detect the passage through a COIS. Entangled photons provide novel nonlinear
spectroscopic probes of excitation-energy-transfer and charge-separation processes in chromophore aggregates. Signals
that utilize the quantum nature of the optical field by varying parameters of the photon wavefunction rather than
classical field delays and frequencies will be presented. The unusual spectral and temporal characteristics of entangled
photon pairs combined with interferometric detection make it possible to manipulate and control two photon absorption
and Raman signals and extract information not available with classical light.
Keywords:
Ultra Fast Spectroscopy
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Methodology Code: Computers, Modeling and Simulation
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Abstract Text
Modelling of non-adiabatic dynamics in extended molecular systems and solids is a next frontier of atomistic electronic
structure theory. The underlying numerical algorithms should operate only with a few quantities (that can be efficiently
obtained from quantum chemistry), provide a controlled approximation (which can be systematically improved) and
capture important phenomena such as branching (multiple products), detailed balance and evolution of electronic
coherences. This talk will overview recently developed theoretical methodologies applicable for simulating large
molecules underlying an efficient Non-Adiabatic Excited State Molecular Dynamics (NA-ESMD) framework incorporating
non-adiabatic quantum transitions. Our calculations of several molecular systems show intricate details of photoinduced
vibronic relaxation and identify the conformational degrees of freedom leading to ultrafast dynamics and energy transfer.
This theoretical modeling allows us to understand and to potentially manipulate energy transfer pathways in molecular
materials suitable for solar energy conversion.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Photosynthetic solar energy conversion occurs on an immense scale across the earth, influencing our biosphere from
climate to oceanic food webs. Photosynthetic light-harvesting complexes are sophisticated multichromophoric assemblies
used to regulate and concentrate photo-excitations for delivery to reaction centers under wide-ranging incident
irradiances [1]. They provide wonderful model systems to study energy transfer mechanisms in well-defined structures. I
will describe recent examples of ultrafast energy transfer in photosynthetic light harvesting and discuss critically the role
of coherence. I will show new studies revealing how certain algae switch excitons on and off in light harvesting.
[1] “Lessons from nature about solar light harvesting” Nature Chem. 3, 763–774 (2011).
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Abstract Text
Two-dimensional (2D) Raman spectroscopies were proposed by Mukamel and Loring in1985 as a method for resolving
line broadening mechanisms of vibrational motions in liquids. Significant technical issues challenged the development of
both five- and seven-pulse 2D Raman spectroscopies. For this reason, 2D Raman experiments were largely abandoned in
2002 following the first demonstrations of 2D infrared spectroscopies (i.e., an alternate approach for obtaining similar
information). We have recently shown that 2D Raman experiments conducted under electronically resonant conditions
are much less susceptible to the problems encountered in the earlier 2D Raman work, which was carried out offresonance. In effect, Franck-Condon activity obviates the problematic selection rules encountered under electronically offresonant conditions. In this presentation, I will discuss applications of 2D resonance Raman spectroscopies to
photodissocation reactions of triiodide and myoglobin. It will be shown that vibrational resonances of the reactants and
products can be displayed in separate dimensions of a 2D resonance Raman spectrum when the photo-dissociation
reaction is fast compared to the vibrational period. Such 2D spectra expose correlations between the nonequilibrium
geometry of the reactant and the distribution of vibrational quanta in the product, thereby yielding insight in the photodissociation mechanism. Our results suggest that the ability of 2D resonance Raman spectroscopy to detect correlations
between reactants and products will generalize to other ultrafast processes such as electron transfer and energy transfer.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Chemometric methods, such as principal component analysis (PCA), can be applied to complex data sets with multiple
variables and multiple sample types in an effort to reveal trends that otherwise may not be observed. Biodiesel-diesel
blended fuels represent such a complex data set. Biodiesel is created through the transesterification of triglycerides in
oils and fats (both plant and animal) with methanol and a sodium hydroxide catalyst to form the fatty acid methyl esters
otherwise known as biodiesel. Diesel is created through the process of refining petroleum oil and contains a mixture of
aliphatic and aromatic components, typically C14 to C20. Blending these two fuels creates a very complex mixture.
Additional differences arise from biodiesel feedstock sources (soybean, canola, palm, animal) and oil distillation process.
As such, the methods used to process the data prior to chemometric analysis must make like samples as similar as
possible and maximize the differences between samples that are not alike.
In this talk, I will present our efforts to develop a chromatographic method that is ideal for isolating components in the
biodiesel-diesel blends using a polar gas chromatography column. This step is key to producing a rich, diverse data set. I
will also present a methodology for optimization of chromatogram alignment using a class separability measure called the
Hotelling trace criterion (HTC). This metric is a multi-class distance measure that accounts for within-class and betweenclass variation. A correlation optimized warping algorithm was used for alignment with the HTC used to judge the
effectiveness of the alignment based on the algorithm parameters. The entire data set was baseline corrected, aligned,
normalized, and mean-centered prior to PCA. The results demonstrated that the parameters derived from maximizing the
HTC more effectively aligned the data, as evidenced by better clustering of the biodiesel-diesel blends in the scores plots.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Chemical Threat Agents (CTAs) like sarin (GB), nitrogen mustard (HN3), and cyanide salts (NaCN, KCN) pose a serious
threat to national security. In the event that a CTA is used in a crime or act of terrorism, there will likely be a need to
provide evidence for attribution. Pacific Northwest National Laboratory and other labs are developing forensic analysis
methods in order to provide chemical evidence for attribution following a chemical attack. Herein, we report our recent
research efforts using chromatographic, mass spectrometric, and chemometric methods for matching the above
mentioned CTAs to their specific reagent stocks or countries of origins using stable isotope ratios, organic and ionic
impurities, and trace elemental constituents.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The application of chemometrics to chromatography has been mentioned in the literature as early as 1977 and a Web of
Science search of these two topic key words comes up with 1,819 citations. Still, it is very true that routine application of
chemometric tools in everyday chromatography practice is still somewhat limited. In this presentation I will discuss the
possible reasons for this. It is possible that this barrier will be broken by the need to analyze complex data resulting from
newer multidimensional chromatography methods and the high computational demands for high resolution mass
spectrometric data. The focus of this talk will be on the use of a chemometric technique, specifically multivariate curve
resolution alternating least squares, to improve the quantitative performance of chromatographic analyses, specifically
with respect to comprehensive two-dimensional liquid chromatography and liquid chromatography coupled to high
resolution mass spectrometry.
Acknowledgement: This research is supported via a grant from NSF (CHE-1507332).
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Abstract Text
Comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography (GCxGC) is simultaneously a blessing and a curse for the analytical
chemist. This technique permits the analysis of increasingly complex samples for metabolomics, fuels, the environment,
forensics, foods, flavours, etc etc... Analysts can ask questions about complex systems, collect and analyze samples
carefully, and get very detailed data about the samples. We routinely track 2000-4000 peaks across a set of samples. The
curse of GCxGC is in handling these data to quickly obtain relevant information. "What are the peaks?" and "Which peaks
are important?" (i.e. to distinguish healthy from diseased, or "normal" from "abnormal") are two central questions.
These have not been easy questions to answer in the past. Some of the automated, objective tools we have developed
will be presented, as we work towards data processing tools that can match the power of GCxGC-TOFMS to generate data.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
For the analysis of complex samples, comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography coupled with time-of-flight
mass spectrometry (GC x GC - TOFMS) is a powerful instrumental platform. Chemometric approaches play a pivotal role in
the analytical workflow for the translation of the raw data into useful information. We are developing advanced
approaches for non-targeted discovery-based analysis of cross-sample comparisons of GC x GC - TOFMS data, coupled
with robust deconvolution, identification and quantification of meaningful analytes. Recent advances in Fisher-ratio (Fratio) analysis will be presented, a statistically-based data mining technique to discover analytes that distinguish sample
classes based upon the experimental design. Recently developed tile-based F-ratio software will be presented, which
substantially improves chemical selectivity in the discovery process for the determination of an analyte “hit list.”
Important features discovered by F-ratio analysis are further analyzed using complementary deconvolution methods to
readily provided analyte deconvolution, identification, and quantification. This presentation will also focus on rapid and
high-quality extraction of the most useful information from metabolomics and forensic studies.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The underpinning philosophy of food allergen management is quality assurance, which means systems that span the food
chain from primary production through to point-of-sale, are designed and maintained with the aim of ensuring that
untoward events do not occur. Central to implementing such an approach is the availability of tools able to determine
the levels of allergenic food protein(s) to monitor either factory cleaning, or ingredients and finished products. The
currently available tests can give highly variable, matrix dependent results. In addition the methods themselves have only
undergone limited validation. Consequently the validation and monitoring of food allergen management plans is an
uncertain process and means that food manufacturers and retailers may have to resort to the use of precautionary ‘may
contain’ labelling if there is uncertainty with regards the presence of unintended allergens in a product. Analytical
methods need to target biologically relevant molecules in foods (“the hazard”) and detect them in a manner relevant to
their allergenic potency, thus aiding interpretation of test results. This is a challenge given the variation in performance of
current test methods, which are particularly affected by processing-induced changes to allergens, such as conformational
changes, aggregation and thermally-induced chemical modifications. As well as altering the intrinsic allergenicity,
processing also modifies the effectiveness of extraction methods for determination of allergens in foods. The allergen
analysis module of the iFAAM project aims to address these problems and to link the development of effective
multianalyte immuno-based tools suitable for in-factory testing with confirmatory in-laboratory mass spectrometry-based
analysis. This is being undertaken for 5 of the 7 most prevalent allergenic foods, peanut, tree nuts (hazelnut and walnut)
together with egg and milk in three food matrices (mousse-style dessert, cookie and chocolate).
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Cross-reactivity among peanuts and tree nuts is a major problem in accurate detection of nut allergens and in diagnosis.
While much is known about the sequences and structural details of the peanut proteins that contribute to IgE based
response, substantially less work has been done to determine why nuts from different botanical sources have such a high
degree of cross reactivity. We have developed a computational and experimental approach to identify common epitopes
of peanut and tree nut allergens that could contribute to cross-reactivity. The protein extracts of peanuts and select tree
nuts were all normalized according to protein content and subjected to SDS-PAGE and immunoassays. Immunoblots of
proteins and synthetic peptides were performed using specific antibodies and sera from patients with elevated specific
IgE and a positive food challenge or convincing known history of peanut or tree nut allergy. Specific antibody or IgEreactive bands were excised, digested and identified using mass spectroscopy. Potentially cross-reactive peptides were
identified with peptide-microarray analysis and computationally with tools from the Structural Database of Allergenic
Proteins (SDAP). Immunoblot and microarray analysis showed antibody cross-reactivity, both at protein and peptide
levels between the nuts. Several protein bands that showed cross-reactivity with various antibodies were previously
known allergens. Both microarray analysis and computational methods were able to identify, strongly cross-reactive
peptides with low sequence identity, often found in proteins that are not in the same protein families (mostly 7S, 2S and
11S Pfams). As expected, extensive IgE cross-reactivity was seen between peanuts and tree nuts within the known major
allergen protein families. However, previously unidentified cross-reactive proteins seem to also exist. Novel epitopes and
repeated peptide sequences were identified that could account for cross reactivity among nuts.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Peanut allergy affects 1-2% of the population of the U.S. It is hypothesized that roasting of peanuts influences the
allergenicity of the peanut proteins due to formation of advanced glycation end products (AGE). In efforts to evaluate the
AGE composition of peanut proteins we performed nanoLC-ESI-MS and MS/MS analyses of peanut extracts as well as
recombinant peanut proteins. Initial experiments showed that in both raw and roasted peanut extracts one of the
common modifications was the Amadori product (mass gain of 162 Da). The ions matched in mass to expected peptides
+162 Da and yielded fragments in the MS/MS that were included neutral loss of 2, 3, and 4 waters and a loss of 3 waters
and HCHO. Due to the absence of b- and y-ions from the CID MS/MS of these glycated peptides, standard search
algorithms do not perform well in the identification of these peptides. Hence, we developed an algorithm that applies
filters based upon information content (Shannon entropy) and the loss of water and HCHO. Results with a test data set
show that the algorithm finds the correct spectra with high precision. The flagged spectra contained all of the Amadori
product spectra with a high (66%) false positive rate. Isotopic labeling with 13C xylose and 13C glucose confirmed that
these spectra contained Amadori products. If dry roasting enhances allergenicity, identification of the chemical
differences between raw and roasted peanuts will lead to a better understanding of the chemical pathways that skew
immune responses toward allergy.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Food allergies and intolerance to gluten are important health concerns worldwide with estimates of approximately 4% of
adults and 6% of children having food allergies and another 1% having gluten intolerance. The only prescription is the
complete avoidance of the specific food proteins in order to eliminate the risk of an adverse reaction. Unfortunately,
inadvertent cross-contamination is a real possibility in a modern food system and good industrial controls and labelling
practices are essential to protect the food sensitive consumer. Analytical methods are a key component in allergen
control programs and in the enforcement of regulatory requirements. Immunological based methods such as enzymelinked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) and lateral flow devices (LFD) are important tools for the detection and
quantification of food allergens, but these methods are not perfect and misleading results can be obtained in some
instances. Due to the limitations of the ELISA there is a need for confirmatory, and in some cases, alternative methods of
analysis for food allergens and gluten. Both PCR and mass spectrometry methods have been developed as confirmatory
tools for food allergen analysis. This talk will provide an overview of the analytical methods used at Health Canada for
food allergen analysis and provide examples of questionable ELISA results and how confirmatory methods were used to
assess the safety concerns for food sensitive individuals. A discussion of the challenges of these methods with regard to
determining the level of allergen present in the sample will also be discussed.
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Abstract Text
Approximately 1 in 141 people in the US are affected by celiac disease and adherence to a strict gluten free diet is the
only option to prevent inflammatory symptoms in sensitive individuals. In 2013, the FDA issued a regulation requiring
food bearing the claim “gluten-free” must contain less than 20 ppm gluten. It was also recognized at the time that
scientifically valid analytical methods did not exist for the quantification of fermented and hydrolyzed gluten. Although
several antibody-based and mass spectrometric methods have been used to detect and characterize gluten proteins and
peptides in fermented foods such as beer, very limited information is available on whether the hydrolyzed peptides
remain immunopathogenic to celiac patients. The use of proteases to enzymatically hydrolyze and detoxify gluten has
recently gained popularity. However, it is unclear how the enzymes affect the gluten proteins and peptides containing
immunopathogenic epitopes during the beer brewing process. This presentation will focus on a study evaluating antibodybased and mass spectrometric methods to detect and quantify hydrolyzed gluten, using brewing of beer as a model for a
fermentation process that involves gluten hydrolysis. The effects of proline endopeptidase (PEP), an enzyme marketed to
degrade immunopathogenic sequences suspected of causing celiac disease, on the detection and quantification of gluten
were also examined and the findings will be included in the presentation.
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Abstract Text
Therapeutic proteins are large and heterogeneous molecules subjected to a variety of enzymatic and chemical
modifications during expression, purification and long-term storage. Regulatory bodies require a detailed characterization
(e.g., verifying primary structure and appropriate post-translational modifications, secondary and tertiary structure), lotto-lot and batch-to-batch comparisons, stability studies, impurity profiling, glycoprofiling, determination of related
proteins and excipients as well as determination of protein aggregates.
Today, one of the most widely used analytical technique for therapeutic protein characterization is liquid
chromatography, probably due to the remarkable developments of the past few years, enabling a new level of
chromatographic performance. Recent developments in LC, such as ultra-high-pressure LC (UHPLC), columns packed with
wide-pore superficially porous particles and organic monolith columns now allow a dramatic increase in separation
efficiency, even with large intact biomolecules.
The aim of this presentation will be to review the possibilities and trends of current state-of-the-art LC column technology
applied for different modes of chromatography for the characterization of therapeutic proteins. Therefore, the recent
trends in column technology for reversed phase liquid chromatography (RPLC), size exclusion chromatography (SEC), ion
exchange chromatography (IEX) and hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC) for analysis, at the protein level, of
biopharmaceuticals including therapeutic proteins, monoclonal antibodies and antibody-drug conjugates will be critically
discussed.
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Abstract Text
Two-dimensional liquid chromatography (2D-LC) is a powerful and versatile tool for the characterization of therapeutic
monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) that, when coupled with mass spectrometry, can provide information about protein
charge variants, hydrophobicity, and molecular weight in a single analysis. Obtaining such information efficiently is
becoming increasingly important as mAbs are being made in increasingly complex ways (e.g., especially with conjugation
chemistry), and as the biopharmaceutical community seeks more effective ways to characterize biosimilar and biobetter
mAbs. Whereas there is a large and deep literature on the optimization of separation speed and selectivity for separation
of small molecules by LC, relatively little work has been done on the same topics for large biomolecules. Furthermore, the
commercialization of new stationary phase chemistries and particle architectures (e.g., superficially porous) for large
biomolecules over the past few years presents us with more and diverse options to consider when developing a 2D-LC
method for the characterization of mAbs. A thorough understanding of separation kinetics and selectivity is very
important in this context, as the selectivities of the phases used in the two dimensions should be highly complementary,
and the first and second dimension separations should be optimized for relatively low and high speeds, respectively.
In this presentation we will discuss results of experiments aimed at better understanding the kinetics of both cationexchange and reversed-phase separations of mAbs, within the context of 2D separations. This is an important distinction,
because in this context serious compromises are often made to allow the coupling of the first and second dimensions
together, forcing operation of each of them under sub-optimal conditions. We will demonstrate the impact of optimizing
the first and second dimensions on overall separation quality using closely related mAbs as a case study.
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Abstract Text
Biopharmaceuticals are rapidly expanding as a within the pharmaceutical pipeline and subsequent release for commercial
sale. It is well understood that the complexity of biopharmaceuticals, and their inherent heterogeneity, far exceeds small
molecule compounds. In addition to the inherent complexity associated with protein based therapeutics themselves,
modified proteins are becoming more common. In particular, antibody drug conjugates (ADCs) are a very promising new
class of biotherapeutic due to their high specificity towards their target and potent cytotoxic agents. The use of potent
cytotoxic drugs leads to a need for analytical techniques characterize residual free drug present during a variety of stages
in drug development. In addition, these techniques are intended to be used as routine assays highlighting the need for
methods and associated instrumentation must be robust, transferrable, and easy to deploy.
The current study addresses these challenges through the development of an SPE-RPLC/MS approach that is specific,
sensitive, and enables method control in both dimensions. The proposed method was evaluated using a clinically relevant
valine-citrulline surrogate molecule based on brentuximab vedotin. Assay sensitivity was found to be two orders of
magnitude more sensitive using MS detection in comparison to UV based detection with an LOQ of 0.30 ng/mL. Free-drug
species were present in an unadulterated ADC surrogate sample at concentrations below 7.0 ng/mL, levels not detectable
by UV alone. The proposed 2DLC method provides a high degree of specificity and sensitivity in the assessment of trace
free drug species with improved control over each dimension enabling straightforward integration into existing or novel
workflows.
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Abstract Text
Multiple assays are usually required to monitor different quality attributes of complex biopharmaceuticals. The work on
the evaluation of 2-dimensional liquid chromatography (2-D LC) for parallel separation of biopharmaceuticals is
presented. The first application is on the use of 2-D LC for simultaneous analysis of size variants and charge variants of
monoclonal antibody (mAb) by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) and cation exchange chromatography (CEX). The
second application is on the use of 2-D LC for simultaneous analysis of free polysaccharide and free protein of
polysaccharide-protein conjugate by SEC and reversed phase liquid chromatography (RPLC). CEX or RPLC separation is
not interfered by SEC separation. However, SEC separation is interfered by both CEX and RPLC separation. Approaches
to eliminate interference in SEC separation were evaluated. Under optimal condition, 2-D LC provided two fold
enhancement in analytical throughput without compromising separation capability.
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Abstract Text
Antibody-drug-conjugate (ADC) is the new horizon of drug delivery. ADC combines the potency of small molecule drugs
and the target specificity of antibodies. Fully understand and characterize the ADC drug product is critical for drug
research and development. Profiling the components in antibody-drug-conjugates is highly challenging due to the
complexity nature of ADC drug products. An ADC drug product could contain the conjugates, the unconjugated free small
molecules and free antibodies, formulation excipients (such as polysorbate, histidine, sucrose, sodium succinate etc.),
process related impurities and degradation products. Multiple methods involved with indirect analysis and complicated
sample preparations are required to characterize and quantify the ADC drug purity profile. 2DLC is a powerful tool that
offers the selectivity and peak capacity to enable the complete profiling of ADC drug products. Hyphenated detection is
used to ensure all ADC components can be captured no matter they have UV chromophores or not. Different separation
mechanisms are used in each dimension to significantly enhance the selectivity.
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Abstract Text
Our lab at MIT has been interested in how the 1D and 2D electronic structures of carbon nanotubes and graphene
respectively can be utilized to advance new concepts in molecular detection. We introduce CoPhMoRe or corona phase
molecular recognition1 as a method of discovering synthetic antibodies, or nanotube-templated recognition sites from a
heteropolymer library. We show that certain synthetic heteropolymers, once constrained onto a single-walled carbon
nanotube by chemical adsorption, also form a new corona phase that exhibits highly selective recognition for speci•c
molecules. To prove the generality of this phenomenon, we report three examples of heteropolymers–nanotube
recognition complexes for ribo•avin, L-thyroxine and estradiol. The platform opens new opportunities to create
synthetic recognition sites for molecular detection. We have also extended this molecular recognition technique to
neurotransmitters, producing the first fluorescent sensor for dopamine. Another area of advancement in biosensor
development is the use of near infrared fluorescent carbon nanotube sensors for in-vivo detection2. Here, we show that
PEG-ligated d(AAAT)7 DNA wrapped SWNT are selective for nitric oxide, a vasodilator of blood vessels, and can be tail
vein injected into mice and localized within the viable mouse liver. We use an SJL mouse model to study liver
inflammation in vivo using the spatially and spectrally resolved nIR signature of the localized SWNT sensors. Lastly, we
discuss graphene as an interfacial optical biosensor, showing that it possesses two pKa values in alkaline and basic
ranges.
1.Zhang, JQ et. al. Molecular recognition using corona phase complexes made of synthetic polymers adsorbed on carbon
nanotubes. Nature Nanotechnology, 8, 12, 2013, 959-968
2.Iverson, NM, et. al. In vivo biosensing via tissue-localizable near-infrared-fluorescent single-walled carbon nanotubes.
Nature Nanotechnology, 8, 11, 2013, 873
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Abstract Text
Graphene is a single sheet of carbon atoms with outstanding electrical and physical properties being exploited for
applications in electronics, sensors, fuel cells, photovoltaics and energy storage. We have synthesized different graphene
electrode systems having metallic and semiconducting properties and evaluated their applications as bioanalytical
sensors.
The zero bandgap of semimetal graphene still limits its application as an effective field-effect transistor device or a
chemiresistor biosensor. It has been shown theoretically and experimentally that graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) or
nanomeshes (GNMs) can attain a bandgap that is large enough for a transistor device, and hence would show high
sensitivity. Towards this goal, we have synthesized large-area mono- and bilayer graphene films by chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) technique using ethanol as carbon source. Results revealed the graphene film to be polycrystalline,
contained about 3 atomic% carboxylic groups and exhibited a p-type semiconductor behavior with an on-off ratio of ~2.
Additionally, simple reactive ion etching (RIE) combined with e-beam and nanosphere lithography were performed on the
synthesized CVD-grown monolayer graphene platform to fabricate large area GNRs and GNMs with specific dimension
and periodicity to further enhance the on-off ratio of field-effect transistor and an improved detection sensitivity was
demonstrated.
Furthermore, a three-dimensional (3D) carbon electrode in the form of vertically aligned metallic carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) on a graphene floor was synthesized and modified with biocatalysts such as heme peptide, horseradish peroxidase
and glucose oxidase. Experimental results demonstrated an enhanced efficiency of the 3D graphene-carbon nanotubes
hybrid film of high surface area as support for biocatalysts for highly sensitive and selective detection of hydrogen
peroxide and glucose.
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Abstract Text
Graphene has the potential to form the basis of a powerful sensing platform due to its unique combination of properties,
including high surface sensitivity, chemical stability, mechanical strength, and biocompatibility. However, nearly all sensor
concepts based upon graphene require direct electrical connections to the graphene. This can limit the range of
applications suitable for these devices, including many biological sensing functions, where wire leads can be cumbersome
or impractical. In this talk, I will describe a novel sensor concept that utilizes a unique property of graphene, the quantum
capacitance effect, to form a passive sensor that can be interrogated wirelessly. This effect allows the creation of variable
capacitors, or varactors, that, when integrated with an inductor, form a variable LC resonator circuit whose oscillation
frequency can vary with the concentration of an adsorbed analyte. We have developed a fabrication process for graphene
varactors and demonstrated devices with capacitance tuning ratios as high as 1.6-to-1, with excellent uniformity and
yield. We have also demonstrated this wireless sensing concept using water vapor as a test analyte and have developed
further understanding of the effect of water on the sensor performance. Finally, I will show progress toward utilization of
graphene varactors for a wide variety of biological sensing applications, including in vivo glucose sensors for closed-loop
diabetes treatment and wireless vapor sensors for breath analysis.
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Abstract Text
We have explored all-electronic chemical detectors based on bio-nano hybrids, where the biomolecule (DNA or protein)
provides chemical recognition and a carbon nanotube (NT), graphene, or monolayer molybdenum disulfide (MoS2)
transistor enables electronic readout. This sensor class represents a promising approach towards sensitive and selective
detection of liquid- and vapor-phase anayltes. Rapid advances in nanomaterials research and biomolecular engineering
offer the prospect of optimizing the performance of each component of the hybrid to yield sensors with enhanced
sensitivity and specificity for arbitrary chemical targets. Coupling chemistries have been developed that allow for the
creation of a nanoelectronic and/or nanophotonic interface to a variety of different proteins including: antibodies and
antibody fragments, optically active proteins, G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) housed in nanoscale membrane
analogues, and GPCR variants that are engineered for enhanced solubility and stability in aqueous solution. We
demonstrated the use of these bio-nano hybrids for detection of protein cancer biomarkers, antigen from various
pathogens, and small molecule receptor targets at concentrations ~ 1 pg/mL. Single stranded DNA can be coupled to
nanotubes and graphene through non-covalent functionalization. The DNA is used for its chemical recognition for small
molecule analytes rather than recognition of complementary DNA. Vapor sensors based on this approach were able to
discriminate between highly similar compounds such as enantiomers, as well as very similar complex mixtures of vapors
characteristic of humans. More recently we have shown the promise of this system for diagnosis of disease based on
volatile biomarkers.
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Abstract Text
The interest in graphene for biomedical applications has grown substantially in the past few years creating a need for
biocompatibility testing. Biomedical engineering applications using graphene such as biosensing devices, microbial
detection, disease diagnosis and drug delivery systems are progressing rapidly, perhaps overlooking any possible hazards
as graphene nanomaterials may interact with biological materials differently than other graphitic materials such as carbon
nanotubes and fullerenes. As a potential application for graphene is drug delivery, the toxicity of graphene was tested
against an in vitro model of the blood brain barrier (BBB) by measuring the trans-endothelial electrical resistance (TEER).
Conventional biological methods for measurement of cytotoxicity including mitochondrial reduction of tetrazolium salts
into an insoluble dye (the MTT test) and enzyme lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) release tests measure toxicity at a final
time point. As a result, the kinetic model of nanoparticle uptake in the cells usually cannot be observed leading to a lack
of knowledge of the total nanoparticle interaction with the cell. Recent advancements in cytotoxicity studies have lead to
the use of biosensors for real-time monitoring of cellular activity when subjected to various compounds such as
nanoparticles.
In this presentation, a new approach in terms of electrical impedance sensing will be introduced. The novel biosensing
technology enable us kinetically analyzing the cytotoxicity of graphene nanomaterials towards the BBB model’s individual
components, rat astrocytes (CRL- 2006™) and mouse endothelial cells (CRL-2583™), in real time by measuring the
impedemetric response. Graphene showed little or no toxicity towards both cell types showing the biocompatibility of
graphene and the broad potential of using these new nanomaterials for biomedical applications.
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Abstract Text
The creation of original chemical sensing materials and bio/chemical sensors is one of the main concerns in our research
group. •To obtain bright fluorescent chemical probes, we have developed a set of fluorescent dyes (BODIPY-based KFL
series dyes), which have excellent optical properties like sharp fluorescence spectra with high quantum yields, and
moreover, the wavelength is finely tunable over a wide spectral range including the NIR region by introducing proper
electron-donating groups into the furan moieties of the chromophore. By linking an ion recognizing ionophore with a
fluorescent dye as a transducer, a chemical probe (fluorescent probe) is obtained, transforming a simple molecular
recognition ligand into a sensor ligand. For instance, a KFL fluorescent dye combined with a BAPTA chelating group
resulted in a bright fluorescent probe for calcium ions. We also have developed a set of chemiluminescent (CL) dyes
(BODIPY-based KCL and KBI series dyes) with excellent CL properties. The luciferin-based CL probe KBI is a useful probe for
highly sensitive detection of ROS such as O2-•.
Several bioluminescent (BL) systems have been investigating based on synthetic coelenterazine (CTZ) derivatives as
substrates in combination with Renilla luciferase (Rluc) variants or artificial luciferases (Aluc) as the enzyme. It was found
that extending the conjugated system at the 6-carbon position of CTZ is more effective compared to extensions at the 2-,
5-, or 8-carbon positions. The 6-position carbon variants of CTZ combined with the known Rluc mutant Rluc8.6 resulted in
the most intense bioluminescence in the blue spectral region. In addition, with the system consisting of a CTZ derivative
and the artificial luciferase Aluc, we have succeeded in the development of the most high-intensity artificial
bioluminescence system.
We thank all members of our research roup at Keio University.
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Abstract Text
Powder diffraction technique has been widely used for qualitative analysis over half a century. In sharp contrast, the
history of ab initio powder structure analysis is quite short especially in soft materials fields. I will introduce the
applications of ab initio powder structure analysis for exploring a new class of materials and science. One of
representative methods for structure analysis is single crystal structure analysis. However, in reality there are a number
of crystalline powder materials rather than single crystals in industrial fields. Recently we developed the preparation
method of interactive porous materials using kinetic/thermodynamic control. Construction of interactive pores is a key
to production of functional porous materials. In this talk, I will introduce interactive porous materials, the applications,
and new science unveiled by crystallography.
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Abstract Text
This paper reports the condensation and separation method of microdroplet contents by aqueous nanodroplet formation
in organic continuous phase. This method utilizes spontaneous emulsification at the microdroplets’ interface. During the
spontaneous emulsification, water in the aqueous microdroplet is transferred to nanodroplet, and the microdroplet
shrinks.
We have conceived to integrate sample pretreatment methods utilizing the shrinkage. When solute molecules stay in
the microdroplet during the emulsification, it is condensed in the microdroplet. When the solute does not partition to the
nanodroplet side at all, hundreds to a thousand times condensation is expected with a 10-times diameter-decrease. On
the other hand, when solutes are partitioned without any bias (the concentration in the nanodroplet is equal to that in
the microdroplet), the solute is not condensed.
We found that the partition characteristics of the solute molecules depend on their size and hydrophobicity. For
example, large hydrophilic proteins stay in the microdroplet while small hydrophobic dyes partition to the nanodroplet
side. In this presentation, basic conception of the analytical pretreatment methods utilizing the spontaneous
emulsification (nanodroplet formation) is introduced. Then, some applications of the methods such as biotin-avidin
bioassay, and protein crystallization will be demonstrated.
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Abstract Text
Conventional mass spectrometric analysis provides quantitative information on pharmaceuticals in blood or
normal/diseased tissues such as cancer. However, tissue extraction precludes determining information on their spatial
distribution. To bring precise spatial distribution of molecules in specimens, imaging mass spectrometry (IMS) based on
Mass Microscope was developed. Especially, cancer tissues have complicated morphology due to heterogeneity,
therefore to perform IMS under the microscopic view with high sensitivity is beneficial to evaluate the pharmacokinetics.
This feature attracts interest in early phase drug developments, especially in oncology. On the other hand, there are a lot
of challenges to apply IMS for drug developments, for example, avoidance of artifacts, sensitivity, reproducibility,
throughput and quantification. Therefore, I consider methodological optimizations from tissue sampling to data analysis is
absolutely essential for practical application even though IMS is cutting-edge technology. In this presentation, I will
introduce the IMS specific instrument "Mass Microscope" and provide the methodologies for the practical use. The main
drugs in this presentation will be anticancer agents. Drug administered tumor block was resected from human lung cancer
and mice xenograft model of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). In addition, I will provide oncometabolites visualization
results using an on-tissue derivatization technique.
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Abstract Text
Plasma phospholipids may be useful in the prediction and clinical diagnosis of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and
dementia. Using targeted metabolomics, we measured 188 plasma metabolites in 441 participants who underwent a
detailed neuropsychological assessment and diagnosed as normal (n=153), MCI (n=145) or dementia (n=143) by expert
adjudication. Our results showed that some phospholipids and metabolites were altered in MCI and dementia. However,
their ability for aid in diagnosis of MCI and dementia remains to be determined.
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Abstract Text
Use of high resolution mass spectrometry has grown significantly in the recent past with availability of new
instrumentation being a significant contributor to that growth. Recognition of the value of high mass accuracy and
accurate isotope abundance in compound detection and identification has become ever more prominent.
Simultaneously, challenges faced by the modern analytical chemist in the need for fast and accurate analysis of various
compounds in complex matrices have created pressure on analysts to apply comprehensive tools in everyday routine.
The novel ion optics concept - Folded Flight Path (FFP) - allows significant improvements in resolving power of TOF
analyzers (up to 200,000 and more) while keeping overall dimensions of the instrument within practical limits.
Additionally, FFP optics provides very high ion transmission despite elongated ion path. A custom high speed data
acquisition system (up to 200 full spectra/s) was developed along with comprehensive automatic data processing
algorithms to address challenges of dealing with large amounts of high precision and high dynamic range data generated
by FFP TOFMS and multi-dimensional separation methods. The challenges of low duty cycle, arisen from a long TOF
employed in FFP analyzers, were addressed via multiplexing method of Encoded Frequency Pulsing, which results in
increasing duty cycle in 10-100 times and brings FFP TOF sensitivity on par with most efficient single reflecting TOFMS
systems. Thus the FFP technology combined with high data acquisition speed and high duty cycle operation mode creates
unprecedented combination of characteristics significantly expanding the tool box of the modern analyst.
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Abstract Text
Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) mass spectrometry offers the highest achievable broadband mass
resolving power and mass accuracy of any mass analyzer, which is especially important for characterization of large
molecules such as biopolymers. We report here top-down protein analysis with a 21 tesla FT-ICR mass spectrometer,
which is the highest field ICR system to date. The instrument is a part of the National High Field FT-ICR User Facility and is
available to all qualified users. Unit mass resolving power is achieved for proteins as large as bovine serum albumin (BSA,
66 kDa) by use of a 0.38 second detection interval, which facilitates top-down proteomic analysis of large proteins by
online LC/MS. Measured mass errors are routinely less than 1 ppm for proteins as large as 30 kDa, which increases
protein identification confidence. External fragment ion accumulation and high magnetic field combine to facilitate rapid
acquisition of high resolution tandem mass spectra. Electron-transfer and collisional dissociation combine to produce
hundreds of fragment ions, facilitating site-localization of post-translational modifications.
We will report progress toward extending the mass range for efficient top-down LC/MS beyond 30 kDa, by optimization
of chromatographic and mass spectrometric parameters. We demonstrate that, coupled with front-end protein
fractionation, hundreds of spectral matches are obtained from single top-down LC-MS experiments of samples derived
from human cancer cell lines. High-throughput characterization of proteins approaching 50 kDa will soon be a reality.
Work supported by the National Science Foundation through DMR-1157490 and CHE-1019193, and the State of Florida.
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Abstract Text
Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR) offers the highest mass resolving power and accuracy of any mass
analyzer; nevertheless, even higher resolution and accuracy is required to capture the full range of information for
increasingly complex natural mixtures (e.g., aerosols, soil organic matter) and biological complexity (e.g., proteomics,
metabolomics). Herein, we will describe advanced mass spectrometry capabilities available at EMSL, a DOE national
scientific user facility located at PNNL, to address the key knowledge gaps in functional understanding of how complex
microbiomes influence and are influenced by their environment and present selected applications to oceanic, freshwater
and soil microbiome field studies. Special emphasis will be on the 21T FTICR mass spectrometer recently brought online
at EMSL. This capability will arguably provide that next level of performance needed to understand chemistry and
dynamics of the belowground carbon cycle. Identification and quantitation of intact molecular structures derived from
higher plants and soil microbiome within their native inorganic soil matrix is essential for advancing molecular-scale
mechanistic understanding of the role of physical, geochemical, and biological processes belowground. 21T FTICR
platform will dramatically increase mass resolving power, accuracy, dynamic range and attainable sensitivity, and thus
enable characterization of intact molecular structures (metabolites, peptides, proteins) in complex environmental
matrices while addressing spatial relationships and heterogeneity, particularly in combination with other imaging
modalities, e.g. FISH and/or nanoSIMS.
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Abstract Text
High field FT-ICR mass spectrometry has changed the utility and expectations of complex mixture analysis by mass
spectrometry over the past decade. The inherent high resolving power and high mass accuracy enable direct
determination of elemental compositions to tens of thousands of individual components by mass measurement alone.
Modern ionization methods facilitate the selective ionization of components based coarsely on chemical functionality,
which combined with FT-ICR MS, reveals acidic, basic, and aromatic contributions to complex mixtures at a molecular
level. Here, we expand on previous work in the field to expose chromatographic, non-covalent adduct, and novel
ionization methods that further refine the ability to selectively monitor species in complex mixtures at the molecular
level. The primary targets of these efforts are high heteroatom-containing species (N, O, and S) that are either naturally
occurring, or are produced by abiotic / biotic modification of the source material. We will highlight the latest analytical
tools and their contribution to basic and applied research advances in petroleum science. Applications include the
detailed characterization of environmental contaminants, interfacial material, and naphthenic acids. Data reduction,
molecular formula assignment, data visualization, and chemometric comparisons of the data are handled by a custom
software package (Petro-Org©).
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Abstract Text
Fifteen years ago, the Orbitrap mass analyzer was newly born. Five years of growth and learning were necessary before
this new analyzer was ready to move out into the world. The ten years since have shown tremendous growth in
sensitivity, mass accuracy and resolution. As with any teenager, the Orbitrap is running up against new challenges. This
presentation will describe some of those challenges and the developments that are necessary for the Orbitrap to become
a unimpeachable leader in the mass spectrometry community.
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Abstract Text
Mycotoxins are a metabolite of certain fungi that are produced throughout the harvest, transport and storage process.
These toxins can therefore be found in everyday food products and can exhibit significant toxicity to humans and
animals. Our objective is to develop a methodology by which we can detect these toxins from food products in a single
instrument. Typically analysis consists of sample homogenization, some form of extraction technique followed by
derivatization and finally analytical analysis. This talk will discuss the means by which we utilize a single instrument to
perform all these functions, except for the sample homogenization. We will utilize samples of commercial commodities
as a source for the mycotoxins and analyze for several mycotoxins using SFC CO2 for extraction, and SFC/MS for analysis.
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Abstract Text
Advances in SFC instrumentation, commercialization of widely applicable stationary phases, and the emergence of new
areas of application using the powerful technique have made SFC mainstream in today’s chromatography community.
The green aspect of the using a carbon dioxide based mobile phase has been appealing to many audiences, particularly
preparative chromatographers supporting drug discovery and development. A commercially available flash
chromatography system utilizing such a mobile phase has been widely sought after for many years. This presentation will
showcase the evaluation of a flash chromatography system utilizing liquid carbon dioxide as the weak mobile phase
component for use in pharmaceutical research labs. In addition to the typical system evaluation data using standard
components, real world data from several developmental compounds will be shared.
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Abstract Text
The use of aromatic halogenated substituents within carbohydrate chiral stationary phases is not a new concept, with
early work dating back the mid to late 1990’s [1, 2]. Chloro-, bromo, and fluoro-methylphenyl carbamates all showed
chiral recognition and there are several chloro-phenyl substituted versions on available commercially. However, with the
resurgence of fluorinated chemistry being used for drug development, the need for phases suitable for chiral recognition
of fluorinated compounds is facilitated by re-introduction of these types of halogenated phases. Introduction of a
fluorophilic retention mechanism can be particularly useful in support of medicinal chemistry drug discovery efforts,
where more than a third of newly approved small molecule drugs contain fluorine (3, 4). Two new fluorinated phases, 4fluoro-3-methylphenylcarbamate and 2-fluoro-5-methylphenylcarbamate were prepared on cellulose and evaluated for
use with drug-like compounds containing fluorine constituents. Separations of a wide variety of these compounds will be
presented as well as comparative separations using other halogenated stationary phases.
References
1.Enantioseparation on fluoro-methylphenylcarbamates of cellulose and amylose as chiral stationary phases for high
performance liquid chromatography, Yashima et.al, Polymer Journal, vol 27, No. 8, pp 856-861 (1995)
2.3-Fluoro-, 3-chloro- and 3-bromo-5-methylphenyl carbamates of cellulose and amylose as chiral stationary phases for
high performance liquid chromatographic enantioseparation, B. Chankvetadze, et al, Journ. Chrom. A, 787, (1997) 67-77.
3.Fluorous Reverse Phase Silia Gel. A New Tool for Preparative Separations in Synthetic Organic and Organofluorine
Chemistry, Curran, D. P., Synlett 2001, (9), 1488-1496. http://dx.doi.org/10.1055/s-2001-16800
4.A Bountiful Year, Jarvis, L. M., Chemical & Engineering News 2013, 91, (5), 15-17 http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/cen-09105bus1
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Abstract Text
Supercritical fluids have desirable properties such as high density, low viscosity, and high diffusivity that make it suitable
for use as a solvent in supercritical fluid extraction (SFE), an effective and environment-friendly analytical method, and as
a mobile phase for supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC), which facilitates high-throughput, high-resolution analysis.
Because supercritical carbon dioxide (SCCO[sub]2[/sub]), which is generally used as the mobile phase in SFC, is
automatically emitted at room temperature, SFC is most commonly used as a preparative method. However, SFC can also
be used to perform high-precision biomolecular analysis, especially for hydrophobic metabolites, because of the low
polarity of SCCO[sub]2[/sub]. Combining mass spectrometry (MS) with SFC can widen the scope of application of SFC to
bioanalysis. Therefore, we have tried to apply SFC/MS to metabolic profiling.
We developed a useful workflow using SFC, a quadrupole orbitrap mass spectrometer, which can perform high-resolution
full scanning and product ion scanning in both the positive-ion and negative-ion mode within a practical cycle time, and
an automated lipid identification system. Additionally, we developed a polar lipid profiling method with trimethylsilylation
and methylation and an oxidized-lipid-analysis system by applying SFC/MS effectively. Furthermore, we tried to apply SFC
to hydrophilic compounds, even though SFC is recognized as a suitable chromatographic technology for hydrophobic
compounds. The polarity of the mobile phase can be drastically changed in SFC. Thus, SFC can be applied to a wide range
of compounds. Diverse bile acids, including their conjugates, could be simultaneously separated in a short time.
Furthermore, we also successfully analyzed water- and fat-soluble vitamins in a single run.
Additionally, we developed technologies for combining SFC and supercritical fluid extraction (SFE). Exact information on
labile metabolites in living bodies can be obtained, because online SFE/SFC can be used for the direct analysis of biological
samples. Additionally, laborious extraction and purification processes are unnecessary with this technique. The reduced
form of coenzyme Q[sub]10[/sub] in a photosynthetic bacterium was successfully analyzed (without oxidation taking
place) by using online SFE/SFC/MS. SFE/SFC/MS allowed us to analyze many types of easily oxidized, fat-soluble vitamins
and their metabolites in human serum.
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Abstract Text
Nutraceuticals is an expansive term that describes any product resulting from food sources with extra health benefits in
addition to basic nutritional value found in food. These nutraceuticals materials can be derived from various natural
sources including plant materials, marine organisms and yeasts. Nutraceuticals contain bioactive components which have
been discovered by epidemiological studies from diets enriched in bioactive components. These epidemiological studies
have shown that certain bioactive components found can prevent diseases. The identification and quantification of
bioactive components contained in natural sources can be challenging given their chemical complexity. The chemical
complexity of natural product mixtures requires the use high performance chromatographic separation tools in order to
reveal and measure bioactive components. In addition, bioactive active compounds possess a wide range of polarities
from non-polar to extremely polar as well as potential thermal stability issues. All of these characteristics present a
challenge to the well established chromatographic separation techniques such as HPLC and GC. To over the deficiencies
of conventional chromatographic techniques we are employing SFC using carbon dioxide as a mobile phase for the high
performance separation of bioactive components found in natural sources. SFC provides many unique features including
the production of high pressure/high speed “green” separations. These features are well suited to SFC which can provide
for the separation of chemical mixtures containing of wide range of polarities without creating thermal stability issues.
We will demonstrate that recent improvements in SFC instrumentation and SFC optimized column technology have made
SFC a primary and essential chromatographic technique for the separation and analysis of complex nutraceuticals
mixtures.
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Abstract Text
Our group has experimented with altering SFC instrumentation and methods with the end goal of obtaining the best
separation possible. Common problems encountered in preparative SFC include sample introduction, pressure gradients,
resolution, etc. Here we present a wide array of things our lab has tried and the results we obtained, including grand
successes, miserable failures, and everything in between.
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Abstract Text
Chiral chromatography has been used to prepare samples of single stereoisomers for small to mid-scale efficacy,
pharmacology, and toxicity testing. Conventional wisdom holds that chromatographic isolation of isomers of drugs
becomes less cost-effective as the synthetic scale increases, so efforts to develop a stereospecific synthesis or a “batch
resolution” approach are often initiated well before clinical trials begin.
The question of when – at what point in the R&D timeline, or at what scale-up level – chromatographic preparation
becomes a cost burden is not often quantitatively evaluated. The choice often depends on balancing the costs of
developing a non-chromatographic process (which will be wasted if the compound does not progress to clinical stage)
against the cost-effectiveness of chromatography. Traditionally chromatographic efficiency is measured through loading
studies, which provide an absolute productivity figure of merit in units such as KKD (kg feedstock/kg stationary
phase/day). We suggest that an alternate approach, based on evaluating the relative efficiency of feedstocks produced
by different chemistry options, offers a better assessment of cost-effectiveness. For example, partial enrichment of a
desired isomer, changes in the impurity profile of a mixture, or protection/deprotection strategies can dramatically
influence separation efficiency. Planning to compare production efficiency of different feeds is a rapid process, and offers
more information than a final loading study on a synthetic product. Developing a chemistry strategy based on this
feedback optimizes R&D program support during drug candidate profiling and de-risking, and facilitates cost-effective
decision making prior to and during GMP production.
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Abstract Text
Vibrational Circular Dichroism (VCD) and Raman Optical Activity (ROA) are powerful chiroptical spectroscopic methods for
the structural characterization of chiral molecules. The theoretical prediction of chiroptical spectra, using [i]ab initio[/i]
quantum chemical calculations, is becoming an important aspect to these methods. In addition to providing absolute
configuration assignments, the comparison of calculated and experimental spectra can enhance the interpretation of the
experimental spectra and provide insight into the structural sensitivity of these spectroscopic methods. Here I will
present and discuss VCD and ROA spectra, obtained using DFT, for a pair of 22-residue antiparallel double-stranded [beta]helical species and a series of alanine-rich peptides which form [alpha]-helices in water.
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Abstract Text
This presentation will outline some of the many potential roles of quantum chemistry when used in conjunction with
experimental spectroscopic data such as ion mobility and NMR.
Quantum mechanical prediction of phenomena such as electronic and vibrational circular dichroism (ECD/VCD) and
Raman optical activity (ROA), when used alongside corresponding experimental measurements, can furnish absolute
configuration of enantiomeric drug like molecules and will be discussed briefly. In addition, we have recently undertaken
studies involving the resolution and characterization of both constitutional isomers and diastereomers, via ionization or
metal complexation, followed by comparison of experimental and theoretical cross sections based on QM-derived charge
distribution.
Finally, the utility of NMR shielding tensor computation coupled with experiment in the characterization of human drug
metabolites will be discussed. Such combinations of experiment and theory can be of great value in aiding the
characterization of molecules from medicinal chemistry, process chemistry, or even PKDM campaigns.
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Abstract Text
Non-covalent protein-protein and protein-ligand interactions are the basis of molecular recognition of critical importance
to many areas of biology. One of the methods to study non-covalent interactions relies on crosslinking by covalent bond
formation between the protein and ligand at their contact sites upon chemical reaction or photolysis. Photochemical
cross linking, in particular, utilizes highly reactive intermediates produced by photolysis of a chemically stable
chromophore that is incorporated into the protein or ligand. We report a study of gas-phase complexes consisting of a
hydrophobic neutral target peptide and a peptide ion furnished with the photoreactive L-2-amino-4,4-azi-pentanoic acid
residue (L*) mimicking the natural leucine. Photodissociation of the diazirine ring in L* generates a highly reactive
carbene that attacks the hydrophobic peptide by undergoing insertion into X-H bonds and forming new covalent bonds
between the peptide moieties. The site of this “photostitching” is determined by MSn gas phase sequencing of the photo
products. Complexes of GL*L*L*K and G(L2, L*)K with GLLLK, GLLLG and other hydrophobic pentapeptides were found to
give high yields of covalently formed heterodimers. Extensive molecular dynamics modeling using a new semiempirical
method with dispersion interactions revealed that the non-covalent gas-phase complexes are held together by polar
interactions between the charged lysine side chain and polar groups of the neutral peptide counterpart. The complexes
are fluxional, forming multiple contacts between the photolytically produced carbene and the groups on the other
peptide in the course of trajectory simulations. Preference contacts were found for the neutral peptide carboxyl group,
resulting in insertion into the O-H bond and formation of a covalent ester bond. The result of ion trajectory simulations
were consistent with the sequence analysis of the photostitched products.
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Abstract Text
The determination of absolute configuration and predominant conformations of chiral molecules and of the secondary
structures of biomolecules are areas of active interest in chemical sciences, especially in pharmaceutical industry.
Chiroptical spectroscopy is well suited for this purpose [1]. Four different methods, namely Electronic circular dichroism
(ECD), optical rotatory dispersion (ORD), vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) and Raman optical activity (ROA), provide
the needed information for elucidating chiral molecular structure. Facilitated by recent developments in chiroptical
spectroscopic instrumentation and quantum chemical predictions of ECD, ORD, VCD and ROA properties, it is now
becoming more or less routine to use combined experimental and computational studies for structural characterization of
chiral molecules. In this talk I will provide a review of these methods, citing successful examples and limitations.
[1].Comprehensive Chiroptical Spectroscopy, 2 Volume Set; Editors: Nina Berova, Prasad L. Polavarapu, Koji Nakanishi,
Robert W. Woody, John Wiley and Sons, 2012 (ISBN: 978-0-470-64135-4).
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Abstract Text
Molecular modelling offers significant opportunities in ion mobility and mass spectrometry to 1) rationalise the drift-time
observed for ions and 2) determine the identity of likely product (fragment) ions. These methods seek to utilise
computational techniques to help rationalise experimental results in a time-frame useful for ion mobility mass
spectrometry and mass spectrometry. Experimental ion mobility mass spectrometry data for some ‘small molecule’
compounds unexpectedly demonstrates the separation of at least two components, with significantly different collision
cross section and distinct product ion spectra. Density functional theory calculations were utilised to generate geometry
optimised structures which were used as inputs for calculating ion mobility collision cross sections. The theoretical
structures of all protonation sites, using the projection approximation method that ignores charge distribution, revealed
small differences in collision cross section consistent with the hypothesis that charge distribution plays a significant role in
the separation of these components rather than the geometry. Further studies compare the theoretical collision cross
sections with experimental collision cross sections which sought to benchmark the accuracy and feasibility for larger-scale
databases to aid identification of small-molecule structures and sub-structures. The theoretical collision cross section was
found to be within 3% of the experimental collision cross section for 90% of compounds when a simple correction was
applied showing the potential for accurate prediction experimental collision cross sections. Both density functional theory
and semi-empirical methods were used to rapidly predict the identity of product ions by observing changes in bond length
following protonation. Polarised bond cleavage were predicted 100% correctly and over-estimation of bond cleavage was
34%, significantly lower than many alternative approaches to fragmentation prediction.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Although the relationship between structure and function in biomolecules is well established, it is not always adequate to
provide a complete understanding of biomolecular function. It is now generally believed that dynamical fluctuations of
biomolecules can also play an essential role in function. However, the precise nature of this dynamical contribution
remains unclear. In this talk, I will discuss the development and use of theoretical and computational methods to
understand how dynamical motions of enzymes are coupled to their function. I will present computational studies on
members of a ubiquitous family of enzymes that catalyze peptidyl-prolyl bonds and regulate many sub-cellular processes.
We map key dynamical features of the prototypical enzyme by defining dynamics in terms of residue-residue contacts.
Analyzing large amount of time-dependent multi-dimensional data with a coarse-grained approach, we could capture the
variation in contact dynamics during catalysis. I will present rationale of how enzyme dynamics is coupled to the reaction
step and affects catalysis. Our results provide insights into the general interplay between enzyme conformational
dynamics and catalysis from an atomistic perspective that have implications for structure based drug design and protein
engineering.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Being able to measure a protein or protein complex by MS and IM under native conditions has resulted in a new area of
interest that is gas-phase structural biology. Generating an experimental • value for a protein or protein complex of
interest allows the researcher to then compare to a theoretically • value, typically from an X-ray crystallography 3-D
Cartesian coordinate set. However, to date, a detailed study comparing the gas-phase size and X-ray and NMR derived 3D coordinate set of proteins, varying in size and quaternary structure has not been performed.
An RF-confining drift-cell was used to characterise proteins such as ubiquitin, cytochrome-C, lysozyme, albumin, alcohol
dehydrogenase, serum amyloid protein and the humanised IgG1k NIST mAb, under native-IM/MS and buffer conditions.
Experimental and theoretically derived • values were generated in both He and N2 drift-gases. Gas-phase MD simulations
were performed using Chem3D Pro and the MM2 force-field; Amber14 and the FF14SB force-field. An Adaptive Biasing
Force was also implemented, biasing along the radius of gyration. Neutral and representative charge states were
modelled using coordinates from available crystal structures. After equilibration in water at pH=7, protein charge states,
the charge assignments were modified by adding hydrogen atoms to residues according to side-chain pKa, residue
solvent accessibility and proximity to other like-charges for minimal Coulombic repulsion. Protein structures were
minimized then simulated for a minimum of 10ns at 300K under vacuum conditions.
We will demonstrate how the majority of protein structures described herein, display some level of gas-phase collapse,
when compared to their X-ray crystallographic derived coordinate set. This would imply that using an completely
unprocessed protein coordinate set can lead to a significantly over estimated theoretical • value.
Keywords:
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Application Code:
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Methodology Code: Computers, Modeling and Simulation
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Abstract Text
Epithelial secretion in some tissues including lung and intestine is critically dependent upon recycling of potassium ions
across basolateral membranes. In intestinal and tracheal epithelia, a potassium channel complex consisting of poreforming (KCNQ1) and auxiliary (KCNE3) subunits are crucial for this ion recycling required for trans-epithelial chloride ion
secretion. Human KCNE3 (MinK-related peptide 2, MiRP2) is a widely-expressed single span integral membrane protein
that modulates the function and trafficking of several voltage-gated potassium channels, including KCNQ1, KCNQ4, hERG,
Kv2.1, Kv3.1, and Kv3.2. KCNE3 converts KCNQ1 into a voltage-independent and constitutively active “leak” channel with
enhanced conductance. KCNE3 has been implicated in gender-specific outcomes associated with salt homeostasis, such
as occurs in cystic fibrosis (CF), where early epidemiological studies indicated females generally suffer significantly higher
mortality rates than males, resulting in a shorter lifespan. Estrogen has been postulated to contribute to this gender gap
in CF survival and is known to regulate the KCNE3–KCNQ1 channel complex, with KCNE3 Ser82 being critically involved.
This suggests a mechanistic basis for the CF gender gap. In this work, we combined protein solution NMR for restraint
generation and experimental flexibility characterization with Amber to refine and explain some interesting features, most
notably the pronounced curvature and water accessibility of the KCNE3 transmembrane helix. With computational
modeling, experimental structural biology, and electrophysiology we developed an integrative structural model that
explains how KCNE3 modulates KCNQ1 function and how this modulation is attenuated by estrogen.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
In this talk, I will present fluorescence-enabled electrochemical microscopy (FEEM) as a new analytical method for
imaging and studying dynamic redox events. FEEM is based on electrochemical coupling on a closed bipolar electrode
which enables one to use optical readout to examine electrochemical reactions on numerous parallel microelectrodes.
Here I will present new advances in FEEM focusing on the use of millions of micro- and nanoelectrodes to image dynamic
redox events with exceedingly high spatial and temporal resolutions.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Nanostructured materials become critically important in many areas of technology, ranging from renewable energy,
electronics, and photonics to biology and medicine, because of their unusual physical/chemical properties due to
confined dimensions of such materials. This talk will present a new novel class of polymeric materials we developed
recently: nanostructured electronic gels that offer an array of advantageous features such as intrinsic 3D nanostructured
conducting framework, excellent electronic and electrochemical properties, synthetically tunable structures and chemical
interfaces. These functional organic building blocks have been demonstrated powerful for a number of significant
applications in energy, environmental and health-related technologies. Several examples on developing next-generation
energy storage and biosensor devices will be discussed to illustrate ‘structure-derived functions’ of this special class of
materials.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
In recent years, remarkable progress in the development of Li-ion batteries has led to devices that deliver records in
power and energy density. Their thermal instability, however, creates a major roadblock to large-format implementation
for applications in transportation and energy storage from intermittent sources. Efforts to mitigate safety issues
pertaining to flammability, reactivity, and thermal runaway typically involve the implementation of low conductivity solidstate materials or destructive safety devices, which prove problematic for high-power, large-format systems.
In this presentation, we will discuss a new approach to thermal stability in Li-ion batteries that uses an electrolyte system
containing a polymer designed to phase separate from solution above a specific temperature. The phase separation
causes a polymer coating on the electrode and separator, which increases the internal resistance and prevents current
flow. This approach is advantageous because polymer phase separation is a local process, that is, if a hot spot forms in the
battery, the polymer will phase separate and coat the electrode before catastrophic failure occurs.
Two responsive electrolyte systems will be described: poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) in ionic liquids (ILs) and poly(benzyl
methacrylate) PBMA in ILs. Both systems exhibit Li-ion dependent phase behavior, in which ion concentration affects the
phase transition temperature and reversibility. Additionally, PEO-IL exhibits changes in solution conductivity and charge
transfer resistance, while PBMA-IL only exhibits an increase in charge transfer resistance, but to a greater extent.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is performed on planar and porous electrodes to correlate ionic and
charge transfer resistances with temperature. The influence of ion and polymer concentration on the phase transition
temperature will be discussed, along with the extent to which these properties can changed with temperature.
Keywords:
Electrochemistry, Energy, Material Science, Polymers & Plastics
Application Code:
Fuels, Energy and Petrochemical
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Abstract Text
The ability of microbes to produce electrical signals with chemical mediators was first reported in 1911. However, the
concept of direct extracellular electron transfer (EET) for bacterial respiration was not discovered until 1988 through work
conducted by Lovley (Geobacter) and Nealson (Shewanella). Immediately following these reports, the modern field of
microbial fuel cells began to emerge. Fundamental and applied studies have revealed a mechanistic understanding for
how microbes are able to utilize solid-phase substrates as electron acceptors during respiration. However, little is yet
known about the mechanisms enabling microbes to utilize solid-phase minerals and
The presented study is focused on revealing the mechanism of electron uptake in methanogenic biofilm communities
using a solid-phase electron donor. Methanogenesis is an essential part of the global carbon cycle and a key bioprocess
for sustainable energy. Its underlying processes can be further explored as a tool for carbon dioxide fixation to methane
as a renewable biofuel. The latter is described in the literature as microbial electrosynthesis - the process in which
microorganisms use electrons derived from an electrode to reduce carbon dioxide to multicarbon, extracellular products.
Data relative to the electron uptake as well as taxonomic and functional relationships that were observed for
methanogenic biofilm in bioelectrochemical systems will be demonstrated. Duplicate bioelectrochemical systems were
inoculated with rice paddy soil and subpassaged every 10-14 days to accelerate the enrichment of the cathode-associated
methanogenic biofilm. Poised-potential electrodes (-500 mV vs SHE) were used as solid-phase electron donors and
bioelectrochemical reactors were operated under anoxic conditions . Various electrochemical techniques were employed
for revealing the EET mechanisms and the role of hydrogen exchange in electromethanogenic consortia.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
A number of folding- and dynamics-based electrochemical biosensors have been developed in recent years. Targets
reported include nucleic acids, proteins and small molecules. These sensors comprise an oligonucleotide probe attached
to a gold electrode via an alkanethiol and modified with a redox reporter such as methylene blue (MB). Binding of an
analyte to the redox-modified probe changes its conformation and/or flexibility, which, in turn, influences the efficiency
of electron transfer to the interrogating electrode. We have recently expanded the application of this class of
electrochemical biosensors for detection of metal ions. The targets of the electrochemical ion (E-ION) sensors include
Hg(II), Ag(I), Au(III), and Cd(II). These sensors are sensitive, specific, and more importantly, selective enough to be
employed directly in realistically complex samples such as soil extracts and aquifer water samples. Given that all of the
sensing components are chemisorbed onto the electrode surface, they are readily regenerable and reusable. They are
also compatible with paper-based gold-plated carbon electrodes and are thus well-suited for real-time, on-site analysis.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
We introduce probe-based stripping voltammetric methods based on scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) for
interrogating ionic and electronic reactivity at single reactive sites on operating ion-battery anodes. In spite of their
significance in determining battery performance, a comprehensive understanding of how local surface (de)activation and
site-specific differential reactivity impacts the dynamic ion-transfer capabilities of ion-battery anode interfaces has yet to
be fully elucidated. New in-situ analytical tools are required for analyzing diverse ionic systems (e.g. Li[sup]+[/sup],
Na[sup]+[/sup], K[sup]+[/sup], etc.) at interfacial and bulk nanostructures, especially in non-aqueous systems.
We present an experimental and simulation approach that integrates Hg cap electrodes, on which alkaline ions can be
detected by means of anodic stripping voltammetry (see Figure), onto an SECM platform [1]. The probe potential
provided chemical specificity while the limiting current for ion ingress into the Hg cap permitted to measure ionic fluxes
with excellent stability and linearity for concentrations in the mM and sub-mM range. We also demonstrate the
possibility of carrying out analysis on electrodes of ~100 nm. Additionally, we developed the simulation background for
quantifying local charge/discharge curves by means of SECM ion collection. Here, we probed with sub-micron spatial
resolution the alkaline ionic reactivity of patterned ultra-thin carbon samples. These techniques represent an
unprecedented step in the analysis of anode ion insertion mechanisms, accessing aspects of surface reactivity that are
lost during averaging in conventional electrochemical methods.
[1] Barton, Z.J.; Rodriguez-Lopez. Lithium Ion Quantification using Mercury Amalgams as In Situ Electrochemical Probes in
Nonaqueous Media. Anal. Chem. 86 (2014) 10660.
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Abstract Text
Fast scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) can provide sub second in vivo measurements of evoked serotonin release and
reuptake. We previously used FSCV to describe serotonin dynamics in the mouse substantia nigra, pars reticulate (SNr)
and developed a mathematical model to fit experimental data corresponding to serotonin’s two discrete reuptake
mechanisms, Uptake 1 and Uptake 2. Here, we expand this work to two important regions, the CA2 region of the
hippocampus and the prefrontal cortex (PFC). We describe two novel voltammetric circuitries for evoking and measuring
serotonin in the CA2 region and the PFC. We compare evoked serotonin release and reuptake with FSCV and ambient
serotonin levels (with a novel technique, fast scan adsorption controlled voltammetry (FSCAV)) between the SNr, CA2
region and PFC. Our models allow us to determine the average contribution of Uptake 1 and 2 in each region and
correlate these contributions to local cytoarchitecture, as determined with 2-photon microscopy.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
This presentation will discuss advancements on two fronts with regards to the use of electrochemical liquid-liquid-solid
crystal (ec-LLS) growth to prepare semiconductor materials at two extreme length scales. First, we will describe a
methodology for the preparation of thin liquid metal electrodes that are useful for the electrodeposition of large-area,
thin semiconductor films. The state of the art in process conditions as well as material quality will be discussed. Second,
we present in-situ electron microscopy studies of the electrodeposition of individual Ge nanowires by ec-LLS. We will
present data illustrating both factors that affect nanowire nucleation and growth as well as methodology advancements
that advance the general use of in-situ transmission electron microscopy for electroanalytical studies.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) has been the preferred technology at Merck for routine enantiopurity analysis
and preparative scale purifications in support of drug discovery and development for many years. The use of pressurized
carbon dioxide, as opposed to organic solvents, leads to faster, more efficient, and greener separations compared to high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). However, the advantages afforded by the SFC are coupled with various
unknowns when scaling to preparative scale. Due to the compressible nature of the carbon dioxide mobile phase, scaling
from analytical to preparative scale in SFC is considerably complicated and not widely understood. In these research
studies, we investigated scaling from analytical SFC with 3 •m particle size chiral columns to preparative SFC with 5 •m
chiral columns, using isocratic conditions. The results obtained from this systematic SFC scaling study illustrate the
practical application and scaling rule from analytical to preparative SFC.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The chirality of a drug can potentially have a large impact on its biological activity, metabolism and toxicity. Obtaining
optically pure compounds has become increasingly important in the discovery of therapeutic compounds since one
enantiomer can have positive therapeutic properties while the other can display non-therapeutic or negative biological
activity. Due to the often difficult and limiting nature of achiral synthesis, chiral chromatography is typically applied to
access stereochemically pure compounds. The application of Supercritical Fluid Chromatography (SFC) to chiral
separations has proven very effective in recent years due to its many advantages over chiral HPLC, such as shorter
retention times, higher efficiencies per unit time, and the reduction of organic solvent waste. At Abbvie, the Analytical
and Purification Sciences (APS) group has provided a chiral preparative SFC service since 2009, which has steadily grown
to impact over 30 projects and over 200 samples per year. This talk will discuss strategies to meet the growing need and
variability of chiral separations within Drug Discovery, such as developing a streamlined scale-up approach, applying
structure similarity software to minimize method development, and focusing on unique features offered in preparative
SFC to address a broader range of chiral separations in a high-throughput laboratory.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Productivity of modern medicinal chemistry requires automated synthesis and high throughput purification
instrumentation that can process a large number of samples within a meaningful timeframe. The presentation will discuss
our decision-making process for selecting SFC-MS as the prevailing method for compound purification. Instrumentation
for analytical and preparative SFC-MS, infrastructure, logistics, workflows, and robotics to support the purification of
>10,000 compounds per month will be presented. Challenges related to SFC-MS technology implementation and
comparative studies for the application of SFC-MS and HPLC-MS techniques in small molecules analysis/purification will
also be presented.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
There have been many recent advances in SFC instrumentation and the latest systems not only improve performance but
also make the technology more accessible to the non-expert. Here we present methods development and application of a
new SFE-SFC system to resolve and identify both low level impurities in active pharmaceutical ingredient batches and
metabolites from complex biological matrices. In particular, we will present separation strategies for structurally similar
molecules, such as API and metabolites from plasma.
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Abstract Text
The introduction of walk-up analytical SFC/MS in the medicinal chemistry labs was initially met with great enthusiasm, but
usage quickly declined. Despite the excellent separations and fast cycle times by SFC, the chemists lacked the know-how
to translate the analytical SFC methods to flash liquid chromatography, which is a common purification tool that chemists
have at their disposal. This led the chemists to revert back to using traditional LC/MS as a guiding tool rather than
changing their work habits to embrace the new (superior) technology. In an effort to facilitate the transition of SFC
methodologies into their work habits, we explored the use of SFC-specific stationary phases as replacements for bare
silica in TLC and flash liquid chromatographies. In our study, we evaluated both HA-pyridinyl and HA-morpholine phases
as silica replacements. This presentation will explore the benefits and pitfalls of such an approach and how this can
facilitate thesuccessful adoption of SFC methodologies to boost chemist efficiency and maximize productivity in the
medicinal chemistry laboratory.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) has been in use for many years, providing certain advantages, such as high flow
rates and reduced fraction volume, due to the presence of liquid carbon dioxide in the mobile phase [1]. Over the past 30
years, however, the process of introducing analyte has undergone little change. Recently, it was demonstrated that
samples can be injected by coupling supercritical fluid extraction (SFE) to SFC on an analytical scale [2,3]. Solubility
measurement data generated from this technique was then utilized for method development for a preparative chiral
separation.
In this presentation, on-line SFE-SFC method development of varous samples will be discussed. Data obtained from the
analytical scale will then be applied to preparative SFE-SFC purifications of these mixtures. It will be demonstrated that
the method development process and purification can be mostly automated, allowing for a simple way to take advantage
of this powerful technique.
[1] W. Barnhart, K. Gahm, S. Thomas, S. Notari, D. Semin, J Cheetham. J. Sep. Sci., 2005, 28, 619.
[2] K. Gahm, H. Tan, J. Liu, W. Barnhart, J. Eschelbach, S. Notari, S. Thomas, D. Semin, J. Cheetham, J. Pharm. and Biomed.
Anal., 2008, 46, 831.
[3] K. Gahm, K. Huang, W. Barnhart, W. Goetzinger. Chirality, 2011, 23, 1E, E65.
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Abstract Text
The cannabis industry has been thriving for many years, with the use of cannabis tracing back thousands of years.
However, the illicit status of the herb throughout much of the world has stifled commercialization and research, forcing
most activities underground, often times with high risk and minimal accountability. As a result of this, technological
advances in science and analytical instrumentation have found little to no application to this diverse field. Recent
advances throughout the world in legislation, regulation and public acceptance have opened the door for legitimacy of
this industry. This provides the new opportunity for the use of the latest advances in scientific instrumentation and
methodologies to be applied to different aspects of this industry, including ensuring consumer safety, basic research,
optimization of cultivation practices, and the design and development of Marijuana Infused Products (MIPs). Here we
present the application of supercritical fluid technologies to the extraction and purification of cannabinoids for the
preparation of cannabis based therapeutics. Supercritical Fluid Extraction (SFE), using liquid carbon dioxide, is used to
extract the cannabinoids out of the raw plant material. Preparative Supercritical Fluid Chromatography (SFC) is used to
further purify the extract, isolating the individual cannabinoids. The purified cannabinoids can be used to prepare custom
formulations, providing the ability to generate precise dosing for cannabinoid therapies.
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Abstract Text
Treatment of diabetes demands glucose sensing technology that can provide the clinical data required to establish tight
glycemic control. In practice, daily management of diabetes involves self-monitoring using test-strip technology. More
recently, continuous glucose monitoring provides patterns over time as a means to refine insulin delivery strategies. Both
technologies are invasive in the sense that either capillary blood must be collected or a sensing device must puncture the
skin in order that the sensing device contacts interstitial fluid within subcutaneous tissue.
A noninvasive approach to glucose sensing involves passing electromagnetic radiation through a region of the body and
extracting the concentration of glucose from an analysis of the resulting spectrum. This approach is painless and
amenable to continuous monitoring. To date, however, noninvasive approaches have proven difficult owing to demands
for chemical selectivity and spectral quality.
Our approach is to transmit near-infrared radiation (4000-5000 cm-1) through the dermis layer of skin. Feasibility of this
approach has been demonstrated in an animal model where the near-infrared radiation was transmitted across a fold of
rat skin held between two sapphire rods.
This presentation will focus on efforts to modify our procedures for noninvasive glucose measurements in people. Our
efforts have focused on skin-interface and spectrometer performance, both of which are necessary to collect noninvasive
spectra of sufficiently high quality to enable glucose measurement. Key elements of our noninvasive human
measurements will be presented, including specific instrumental signal-to-noise ratios and effective aqueous optical path
lengths necessary to discern glucose from the tissue background.
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Abstract Text
Demographic changes, multiple and chronic diseases as well as possibilities provided by the modern information
technology to compare and benchmark own health parameters at patient networks and databases are the drivers of
coming health care innovations. To meet required safety and accuracy of medical services, at point-of-care units and,
especially, at homes, emphasis must be put on the development of non-invasive, attachable, flexible, wireless,
multiparameter, micro and nanosensors as well as biosensors. The benefit of health care at home has been highly
appreciated by diabetic patients since 1987, when ExaTech introduced a pen-sized glucose biosensor for home use. Noninvasive glucose biosensing technologies have been proposed, however, still with a limited success. In this presentation
experience of authors in the application of enzymes, including several different FAD dependent glucose oxidases [1], NAD
and PQQ dependent dehydrogenases, is overviewed. Most successful immobilization methods for immobilization of these
enzymes will be outlined. Electron transfer issues, which are very important in development of electrochemical enzymatic
glucose biosensors will be presented and characteristic of some new redox mediators [2] will be presented. Applicability
of some nanomaterials such as gold nanoparticles, graphene, carbon nanotubes will be discussed.
1. A. Ramanavicius, A. Kausaite-Minkstimiene, I. Morkvenaite-Vilkonciene, P. Genys, R. Mikhailova, T. Semashko, J.
Voronovic, A. Ramanaviciene, Biofuel Cell Based on Glucose Oxidase from Penicillium Funiculosum 46.1 and Horseradish
Peroxidase. Chemical Engineering Journal 2015, 264, 165–173.
2. R. Mikhailova, T. Semashko, O. Demeshko, A. Ramanaviciene, A. Ramanavicius, Effect of Some Redox Mediators on FAD
Fluorescence of Glucose Oxidase from Penicillium Adametzii LF F-2044.1. Enzyme and Microbial Technology 2015, 72, 1015.
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Abstract Text
Diabetes is a metabolic disease characterized by a hyperglycemic state, which, if not effectively managed, can generate
reactive oxygen species (ROS). When ROS attack endothelial cells (ECs), which line the walls of blood vessels,
cardiovascular damage develops over time. Despite the strong vascular component of the disease, a suitable [i]in vitro[/i]
system that models the metabolic consequences of hyperglycemia [i]in vivo[/i] has yet to be developed. Conventional
cell culture-based methods for studying diabetes have proven inadequate both in their inability to mimic physiological
conditions present [i]in vivo[/i] and in their lengthy sample preparation, which could lead to the loss of biological
information prior to analysis. We describe here a microfluidic cell culture platform with embedded electrodes for rapid
cell lysis and metabolite extraction. Microchannel dimensions are consistent with those of a blood vessel, allowing for
reduced volumetric flow rates and reagent consumption. We have developed an automated cell lysis system which is
coupled to the device; complete cell lysis is achieved within 15 seconds using only organic lysing solvents and within 4
seconds when combined with in-channel electroporation. Metabolic analysis of these samples has been undertaken using
mass spectrometry. MALDI analysis of the extracted metabolites resulted in the detection of several species relevant to
diabetic complications. This work will investigate the metabolic pathways that become damaged by hyperglycemia which
will aid in the elucidation of potential therapeutic targets.
Funding for this project was provided by grants from the American Heart Association, National Institutes of Health, and
Saint Louis University
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Abstract Text
High-performance affinity chromatography (HPAC) and small affinity columns were used to examine the changes in
binding that occurred for chlorpropamide and tolazamide (i.e., two sulfonylurea drugs used to treated type II diabetes)
with human serum albumin (HSA) at various stages of non-enzymatic glycation for HSA, as is produced during diabetes.
Frontal analysis and competition studies, using warfarin and L-tryptophan as site-selective probes for Sudlow sites I and II
of HSA, were carried out with these two drugs on columns that contained normal HSA or HSA with various levels of
glycation. These two drugs were found to bind to both Sudlow sites I and II for normal HSA and glycated HSA. The
approximate global affinity constants for these two drugs were 3.0 (± 0.7) × 10000 and 2.8 (± 0.5) × 100000 (1/M),
respectively. An increase in affinity of 1.6- to 1.7- fold versus normal HSA was seen at Sudlow site I for these drugs when
using HSA that had moderate to high levels of glycation. A larger increase of 1.3- to 2.3-fold in affinity was found at
Sudlow site II when using the same preparations of glycated HSA. These results indicated that HPAC can be used as a
useful tool for examining the interactions of sulfonylurea drugs like chlorpropamide and tolazamide with modified
proteins, as can be used to provide a more comprehensive understanding of how glycation can change the protein
binding of drugs in blood during diabetes.
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Abstract Text
Islets of Langerhans have been shown to release a variety of small molecules, such as amino acids and neurotransmitters,
that help control glucose homeostasis. While initial work has focused on developing methods for measuring amino acid
secretions from islets, there has been less research on incorporation of neurotransmitters. Therefore, our goal was to
develop a method for resolution of secreted neurotransmitters and amino acids to help understand the role these
molecules play in regulating physiology of islets of Langerhans.
The neurotransmitters, L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-DOPA), serotonin, dopamine, L-5-hydroxytryptophan and
norepinephrine, and 18 amino acids were derivatized with 2,3-naphthalenedicarboxaldehyde and separated using
micellar electrokinetic chromatography with laser induced fluorescence system. To fully resolve the neurotransmitters,
the length of the capillary was optimized to 70 cm with 25 [micro]m i.d. and the separation voltage was optimized to 27
kV. During optimization, it was found that earlier peaks were better resolved at lower separation temperatures and later
peaks at higher temperatures. To resolve the largest number of components in the sample, a temperature ramp was then
incorporated during the separation. The final temperature ramp was 22[degree]C from 0-15 min, 25[degree]C from 15-20
min, and 27[degree]C 20-40 min.
Under these conditions, serotonin, dopamine, L-5-hydroxtrypophan, and L-DOPA were baseline resolved as well as 17 out
of 18 amino acids. The increased resolution allows for the measurement of these neurotransmitters in the presence of
amino acids from islet secretions.
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Abstract Text
Polyproline folds from an all-<i>cis</i> helical structure (PPI) to an all-<i>trans</i> helical structure (PPII) when immersed
in aqueous solution. Due to high energetic barriers, this folding takes place over a much longer timescale than most
peptide folding. Recently, intermediates along the folding transition pathway were observed using ion mobility
spectrometry-mass spectrometry (IMS-MS) [1]. IMS is a gas-phase separation technique, and molecular dynamics
simulations were required to provide a link between solution-phase structures and gas-phase structures produced with
electrospray ionization. In contrast, capillary electrophoresis (CE) allows for direct separation and observation of charged
species in solution.
Using CE, we have observed intermediates in the transition between PPI and PPII for polyproline-13. Polyproline samples
were prepared in 1-propanol to obtain the PPI starting material. Samples were then transferred to an aqueous solution to
initiate the transition to PPII. At various time points during the transition, aliquots of the sample were hydrodynamically
injected for CE separation. Detection was by UV-Vis.
The transition process observed using CE occurs on the same time-scale as that reported for IMS using the same
experimental protocol. Preliminary data analysis indicates that the occurrence of observed intermediates is consistent
with IMS data. By bridging the gap between solution and the gas-phase, this research provides key evidence that ion
mobility is able to provide information on solution-phase structures.
[1] Shi et al., <i>JACS</i>, <b>136</b>, 12702–12711 (2014).
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Abstract Text
Two dimensional separations capillary electrophoresis provide great resolving power for complex separations. While
there are a number of examples of microchip-based two dimensional electrophoresis separations, there has not been a
simple means to utilize cylindrical fused-silica capillary for these separations due to low nanoliter zone volumes. The
objective of this project is to develop a method for online CE heart-cut for a two-dimensional electrophoretic separation
with a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) micro junction heart-cut transfer interface between cylindrical fused-silica capillaries.
In this research a 50 µm inner diameter channel PDMS cross junction is molded from glued steel wires. Capillaries of 50
µm inner diameter are installed into the ends of the cross junction and the out-of-plane intersection of the two channels,
providing a connection for performing a heart-cut by timing the migration of analytes and switching voltage strengths on
the tips of four capillary ends. Different separation buffers can be loaded into the different channels for two dimensional
separations. A standard solution of fluorescently labeled amino acids was analyzed through the junction devices to
determine effects on peak migration time, peak efficiency, and signal-to-noise. Compared to a contiguous section of
fused-silica capillary the PDMS junction provides efficient transfer through the junction compared to capillary
The internal volume of the micro junction was only 20 nL, which helped to avoid longer time migration and radial
diffusion of analyte bands. Selected amino acid regions passed perpendicular angle through the micro junction with
introduction into a second dimension in volume as small as 200 nL. Heart-cut efficiency in comparison to separation
through a solid capillary showed only 5% time lag, 16 % loss in signal strength, and 35% decrease in number of theoretical
plates. Two orthogonal buffers were introduced into separate columns of the device, to further separate the heart-cut
region in a different buffer in a second dimension.
The proposed method of heart-cut using the developed micro cross junction gives the ability to heart-cut a two hundred
nanoliters region of interest, anywhere on separation timeline, with minimal loss of signal, migration time, peak efficiency
for continuing separation in a second dimension.
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Abstract Text
Gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) and glutamate are hypothesized to play a paracrine role in controlling hormone
release from islets of Langerhans, the endocrine portion of the pancreas. However, the secretion profile of GABA and Glu,
as well as other amino acids (AA’s) from islets remains unclear. To measure AA secretions from islets in a time resolved
manner, we have developed a microfluidic device which is capable of culturing islets on chip, sampling the secretions,
derivatizing the AA’s, and performing fast separations to obtain high temporal resolution.
The secretion of AA’s were sampled and mixed with naphthalene-2,3-dicarboxaldehyde (NDA) and cyanide by
electroosmotic flow. The derivatized AA’s were then separated and detected using laser-induced fluorescence. To prevent
precipitation of the high salt buffer that islets are held in and the derivatization reagents’ buffer, on-chip derivatization
conditions were optimized, including the ratio of the reactants and the concentration of the labeling reagents. Ideal
conditions were found at 1:1:1 (v:v:v) ratio of AA:NDA:cyanide. The separation conditions, including channel dimensions
and separation voltage, were also optimized for resolution of the largest number of AA’s. Optimal conditions were
obtained with a 5 um deep and 10 cm long channel with a separation voltage of 15 kV. The channel design was also
optimized to obtain an electric field of 770 V/cm in the separation channel and to prevent arcing under applied high
voltage.
Under these conditions, 15 out of 18 standard AA’s were detected and resolved within 2 min, whereas similar results
were obtained with 20 min separation time on a commercial CE instrument. The faster separation gave rise to high
temporal resolution to measure time-resolved secretion profiles of AA release from islets of Langerhans.
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Abstract Text
The ability to directly screen individual cells for clinically relevant enzyme activity has long been a goal from a diagnostic
and drug development standpoint. This is true of Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA), where 30% of patients are unresponsive to
treatments targeting Tumor Necrosis Factor Alpha (TNF[alpha]). Akt kinase is a potential biomarker whose aberrant
activity has been implicated with TNF[alpha] signaling in RA, and may act as a barometer of patient responses to biologic
therapies. We describe an assay that employs peptide sensors and single-cell capillary electrophoresis (CE) to directly
measure Akt activity in individual fibroblast like synoviocytes (FLS) from both RA and normal subjects. Peptide sensor was
microinjected into single FLS and incubated to allow reporter phosphorylation. Individual cells were then selectively lysed
and analyzed via chemical cytometry. Akt activity was quantified in each cell by the ratio of phosphorylated to total
reporter. Analysis of Akt reporter in single RA FLS (n=11) showed significant (p = 0.043) elevation in reporter
phosphorylation under Akt-stimulating conditions when compared to primary fibroblasts from healthy individuals (n=9).
The effect of TNF[alpha] treatment on Akt activity was disparate both between and within multiple RA patients. In 2
subjects, a bimodal distribution of Akt activity ranging from 0-100%(• =44 and 50%, respectively) was observed, while one
subject was nonresponsive (• =1%) to TNF[alpha] treatment, highlighting the heterogeneity in Akt activity under
conditions mirroring the RA affected joint. The single-cell activity profile in a patient may represent a biomarker indicating
which cells would respond favorably to anti-TNF[alpha] therapies. We expect that studies using peptide reporters paired
with capillary electrophoresis will provide valuable data regarding aberrant kinase activity from small samples of clinical
interest, including additional subjects with RA.
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Abstract Text
Oxidative stress occurs when there is an imbalance in the body between reactive oxygen species and the species that act
to detoxify them. As a result, excess reactive oxygen species degrade important biological molecules such as DNA, lipids,
and proteins. Our goal in this work was to develop a method which could investigate the pathways which degrade
arachidonic acid, a polyunsaturated fat found in the membrane of the body’s cells. Arachandoic acid can undergo
degradation via cyclooxygenase (COX) and lipoxygenase (LOX) pathways, which are upregulated during oxidative stress.
Biomarkers of the COX pathway are prostaglandins and thomboxanes, while those of the LOX pathway are HETEs and
leukotrienes. In order to collect these biomarkers in vivo, microdialysis sampling using a rat model was used. Because
dialysate sample volumes are small, a novel sheathless CE-MS/MS interface design was employed in order to achieve high
temporal resolution and specificity. In this design, the electrical connection for the ESI voltage is applied at holes ablated
into the CE capillary wall that were then coated with cellulose acetate. The interface proved structurally robust while
preventing any sample dilution present with most sheath liquid designs.
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Abstract Text
Metabolomics or analysis of disease specific metabolite signature has been shown to be a promising discipline for
comprehensive measurement of metabolites (e.g., <1.5 kDa) in biofluids. Majority of metabolites are not organism
specific. Current Human Metabolome Data Base indicates nearly 40,000 metabolites are registered [1]. Some of the
significant challenges in metabolomics includes: (a) large variations in physical and chemical properties of metabolites; (b)
need to quantitate metabolite concentrations over a wide dynamic range (millimolar to picomolar); (c) allowing
simultaneous quantitation of all metabolites of a certain biochemical group using a single method. Emerging technique
of capillary electrophoresis (CE)-MS has recently attracted attention in various analyses due to its low cost and volume
limited precious biological samples.
A capillary electrochromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (CEC–MS/MS) method was developed for the
simultaneous determination and separation of eight proof of concept (POC) metabolites (betaine, malate, proline, Nacetylaspartate, N-acetylglucosamine, uracil, xanthine, and alanine) as potential prostate cancer diagnostic markers. A
polymeric monolith column with hydrophilic crosslinker and strong anion-exchange mixed-mode has been fabricated by
an in situ copolymerization of vinylbenzyl trimethylammonium chloride,and bisphenol A glycerolate dimethacrylate
(BisGMA) in the presence of methanol and dodecyl alcohol as porogens and AIBN as initiator. After CEC separation,
samples were analyzed by a triple–quadrupole mass spectrometer operated in positive ion mode. After optimization, the
data showed that the CEC-MS/MS method using monolithic column achieved a much better chromatographic selectivity
compared to coated columns and increased sensitivity than bare fused silica column. Future studies are planned to
quantitate these metabolites in prostrate cancer tissues.
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Abstract Text
Humans could be exposed to cyanide from smoking, industrial, environmental, and many other sources. For example,
tobacco smoking is one of the common sources of cyanide, and the exposure may also occur from smoke due to fires. It is
important to develop a method for rapid and accurate determination of cyanide exposure. Here we presented a rapid and
sensitive method for the determination of cyanide ions in human urine samples. This method employed online mixing of
samples and naphthalene-2,3-dicarboxaldehyde (NDA) and a primary amine (glycine). Mixtures were allowed to react for
2-4 minutes and then separated by an integrated CE system coupled with laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) detection.
Conditions of derivatization and separation were optimized, and the separation was observed in 25 seconds. The method
of standard addition was used to determine the cyanide levels in urine samples from smokers and nonsmoker. This
method was rapid and accurate, and it is suitable for early diagnosis of cyanide exposure.
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Abstract Text
We present the effect of agglomerates on the stochastic photoelectrochemistry of anatase nanoparticles (NPs).
Controlling the ionic strength and the concentration of the NPs we promote the formation of larger agglomerates of the
nanoparticles in a colloidal suspension. The formation of NPs results in significantly larger photocurrents detected with a
microelectrode. We will discuss the magnitude of the currents and its relationship with the ‘particle size’ obtained during
dynamic light scattering. For example, the figure shows the larger spikes that are assigned to the collisions of large
agglomerates to the surface of the microelectrode. After the agglomerates are discharged we can observe step-wise
changes in the current that are assigned to the agglomerates breaking down into smaller units. We will discuss the
possibility of these agglomerates being in equilibrium with NPs in solution and the effect that the illumination time and
other parameters have on this equilibrium. The shape of the stochastic photocurrent is a strong function of the
microelectrode material and we will present the methods that we use to prepare the microelectrodes for these
measurements.
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Abstract Text
Organ-on-a-chip (OoC) systems are designed to more realistically mimic [i]in vivo[/i] cellular responses compared to
traditional two dimensional tissue culturing platforms (such as well plates and culture flasks). The Vanderbilt Institute for
Integrative Biosystems Research and Education (VIIBRE), in collaboration with other institutions across the country, has
been working to develop different OoCs to monitor responses to pharmaceuticals and environmental toxins. For
meaningful information to be gained from long term studies on OoCs, the health of the cells needs to be monitored to
observe real-time toxicological events and ensure the viability of additional results produced. Previous work has been
shown using modified screen printed electrodes in a 26[micro]L chamber to detect changes in cellular glucose
metabolism; however, the volume of effluent produced from smaller OoCs requires lower sample volumes for real-time
analysis of cellular energetics. As devices become smaller and are run for longer periods of time, the risk of evaporation
grows which could result in cells being supplemented with hypertonic or hyperosmotic media. Cells exposed to such
conditions could experience apoptosis, irreversible DNA damage or inhibition of integral enzymatic pathways. When
water evaporates from the media solutions, the salt concentrations increase and result in an increase in conductivity as
well. A nanoelectrode array has been fabricated using electron beam deposition and soft lithography and modified with
electrodeposition and ink-jet printing techniques. The modified sensor was utilized to perform electrochemical detection
of glucose, lactate, oxygen, conductivity and acidification in a submicroliter multichannel PDMS sample chamber. This
array can now be used to make automated offline measurements from small volume OoCs.
This work was supported by EPA R835736, NIH Grant U01 AI061223, NIH NCATS Grant UH2 TR000491, and the Vanderbilt
Institute of Chemical Biology.
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Abstract Text
Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) has been used to study a wide variety of biological systems including
bacterial biofilms. Herein, a new SECM based method has been developed to study the real-time bacterial metabolism at
high spatial resolution. New peroxide sensor of submicromolar detection limit has been developed to detect and monitor
the microbial metabolites such as hydrogen peroxide produced by Streptococcus Gordonii, an important species of
bacteria for oral health. It has been observed that the peroxide is being produced by S. gordonii in a cyclic pattern in
oxygen-limited condition, a condition similar to oral microenvironment. To correlate the peroxide production with the
change in pH inside biofilm, a solid-state pH sensing SECM probe with near Nernstian slope has also been developed to
map the pH inside and outside the gel-encapsulated biofilm. The local pH, both above and inside the biofilm, has been
observed to shift towards more acidic as the peroxide production ceases. New findings of how the microbial metabolism
is affected by the microenvironment and vice versa would be presented at the meeting.
Acknowledgement: Research reported in this publication was supported by the National Institute Of Dental & Craniofacial
Research of the National Institutes of Health under Award Number R21DE025370. The content is solely the responsibility
of the authors and does not necessarily represent the official views of the National Institutes of Health.
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Abstract Text
Liver microsomes are subcellular fractions containing major drug metabolizing enzymes such as cytochrome P450 (CYP)
and its redox partner, CYP-NADPH reductase. Liver microsomes are FDA approved in vitro systems to study drug-drug
interactions, drug metabolism and inhibition and identify specific isoforms of CYP enzymes. Hence designing microsomes
based bioreactors can help in identifying the toxicological and biochemical properties of new drugs under development
via drug metabolites. Our prior studies identified surface defects and hydrophilic groups as optimal properties of
electrodes to offer stable bioactive microsomal films; recently we also showed high turn-over rates in converting
testosterone to 6•-hydroxytestosterone stereoselectively by liver microsomes adsorbed on multiwalled carbon
nanostructured modified graphite electrodes. Interestingly, the developed green bioreactor showed good stability and
reusability. The objective of the present study is to scale-up the bioreactor design to enhance product yields and
reusability with proportionate high electrocatalytic currents. Such biocatalytic reactors are useful for examining
pharmacokinetic and pharmacological properties of new drugs in development.
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Abstract Text
The ability to generate chemical images with high spatiotemporal resolution is critical to the understanding of biological
processes such as chemotaxis and cancer metastasis. Many analytes that are difficult or impossible to image with optical
techniques can be monitored electrochemically with high sensitivity, and enzyme-modified electrodes can further expand
this library of biomolecules that can be imaged. Using amperometry provides temporal resolution to capture release of
biomolecules from live tissue slices. High-density microelectrode arrays are capable of achieving good spatial resolution
by using closely packed electrodes as “pixels” in the resulting electrochemical image. The array presented here consists of
8,192 individually addressable working electrodes in 2 mm × 2 mm. The microchip containing this array also houses an onchip potentiostat, providing simultaneous control of 128 electrodes and the ability to cycle through the entire array at
rates up to 30 Hz. The platform interfaces with an upright microscope enabling simultaneous optical and electrochemical
imaging to correlate biological processes with chemical gradients. As a model neurotransmitter, norepinephrine
distributions were generated through diffusion or microfluidic control and were electrochemically imaged using the highdensity array. Oxidation at individual electrodes provides a current with high spatiotemporal resolution, which is
expressed as color intensity to generate electrochemical images and videos. Real-time neurotransmitter release from
mouse adrenal tissue has been imaged using this system and shows gradients in neurotransmitter release based on
chemical stimulation. Electrochemical images and videos of biomolecule distributions and real-time release will be
presented. This work is funded by the National Science Foundation.
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Abstract Text
Localized evaluation of bio-electrocatalytic activity of redox enzymes immobilized on the surface could be very attractive
for biosensor design or development of biofuel cells3. Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) is an innovative
method, which could be applied for the surface-activity analysis of enzymatic biosensors. Initially the SECM was designed
as a method suitable for the investigation of electrochemically active surfaces. Applicability of SECM in the evaluation of
biosensor and biofuel-cell surfaces will be justified. In this presentation experience of authors in the application of SECM
in the evaluation of FAD dependent glucose oxidase [1] and yeast cells will be presented. Most efficient ways and SECM
modes, which are suitable for the evaluation of enzymatic activity by SECM will be presented. Possibility to apply
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy in SECM based evaluation of immobilized enzymes wil be introduced.
Investigations of Yeasts Saccharomyces cerevisiae at generation-collection mode of SECM will be outlined. Details in
application of two redox mediators based system, which was designed and adapted in order to evaluate redox activity of
yeasts, will be sumarized. The most efficient concentrations of redox mediators suitable for the visualization of redox
process of yeast cells will be determined.
1. I. Morkvenaite-Vilkonciene, A. Ramanaviciene, A. Ramanavicius, Redox Competition and Generation-Collection Modes
Based Scanning Electrochemical Microscopy for the Evaluation of Immobilized Glucose Oxidase Catalysed Reaction. RSC
Advances 2014, 4, 50064–50069.
2. I. Morkvenaite-Vilkonciene, P. Genys, A. Ramanaviciene, A. Ramanavicius Scanning Electrochemical Impedance
Microscopy for Investigation of Glucose Oxidase Catalyzed Reaction Colloids and Surfaces B-Biointerfaces 2015, 126,
598–602.
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Abstract Text
Temperature-dependent measurements can provide kinetic and thermodynamic information about chemical and
biochemical systems. By determining, for example, DNA melting or protein denaturation temperatures, a biomolecule’s
thermal stability can be discerned, potentially revealing underlying relationships between molecular stability and
structure. Common laboratory techniques, however, require relatively large sample volumes and have slow temperature
control (~[degree]C/min).
We have developed micrometer-scale devices using standard microfabrication techniques that allow rapid temperature
control (t ~ 1 s) of small sample volumes ([micro]L or smaller). These devices use micro-scale resistive heaters
(microheaters) to controllably heat surfaces and proximal solution volumes. This approach is compatible with developing
temperature-controlled sensor array platforms for high-throughput detection or (bio)chemical characterization methods.
To enable temperature-controlled electrochemical measurements, Pt disk electrodes (d = 50 [micro]m) were fabricated
over Pt microheaters (area ~ 100 x 100 [micro]m[superscript 2]) with an insulating layer between the two active metallic
layers. In a proof-of-concept demonstration using both bare and Au-modified electrodes, the electrocatalytic oxidation of
hydrogen peroxide, an important chemical intermediate in many enzyme-mediated biosensing strategies, was studied.
Temperature-dependent kinetic parameters were extracted from voltammetric data to quantify the performance of
different electrode materials and determine their suitability for future biosensing devices.
These devices were also used to perform thermal-shift assays of a model protein, human IgG, both in solution and
immobilized on a Au surface, using fluorescence and electrochemical monitoring. The use of a microscale device allows
for temperature manipulation (ramping and cycling) at an unprecedented rate, enabling access to shorter timescale
phenomena.
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Abstract Text
Electrochemical analysis is attractive for low cost decentralized applications involving µL samples; thus, large signal-tonoise ratios (S/N) are highly desirable. Although microelectrode arrays (MEAs) offer enhanced S/N, the microfabrication
process for planar arrays typically involves photo-lithographic patterning and etching of an insulating layer (such as silicon
nitride or silicon dioxide) to reveal selected geometries of the underlying larger area electrode. The final and limiting step
of the MEA fabrication process is almost universally dry reactive ion etch (RIE) to anisotropically etch the inert insulating
layer. The RIE process requires a complex system to fine-tune stoichiometry and pressure of etchant gases, power
supplies to generate ionizing plasmas, vacuum pumps, and other equipment. Depending on the intended application, the
size and number of microelectrodes is typically in the 2 to 50 µm range, whereas the number of microelectrodes can
range from as few as a 3x3 grid of 9 electrodes to as many as several thousands. The number of active microelectrodes is
rarely reported in the literature, and the very few cases reporting this number indicate the RIE process can result in 30%
of the intended microelectrodes being electrochemically inactive. In this work, we will present an alternative method to
RIE which utilizes HF vapor from a liquid reservoir (no gas cylinder needed) and can be performed in the laboratory fume
hood. Despite its extreme simplicity, the process is capable of anisotropic etching of PECVD silicon nitride to yield arrays
consisting of several thousand microelectrodes that are essentially 100% active with excellent control over geometry and
dimensions. The presentation will overview the etching process and demonstrate the electrochemical activity of the
microelectrode arrays. In addition, we look forward to reporting the results of investigations on the surface morphology,
analytical performance, and durability of these arrays.
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Abstract Text
Reducing formaldehyde emissions and minimizing formaldehyde levels in commercial products is a global challenge.
Many analytical methods have been developed over the years to measure formaldehyde levels including several broadly
adopted methods in the US such as the EPA 8315A method based on DNPH derivatization and ASTM D5910-05(2012)
method based on post-column derivatization with the Nash reagent. In recent years, more and more strict regulations on
formaldehyde were put in place in many countries and regions. We have seen formaldehyde specification on certain
products set at low or sub-ppm levels. Due to the widespread occurrence of formaldehyde in the environment and the
hydroscopic nature of the molecule, accurate measurement of formaldehyde at the sub-ppm level is very challenging and
contamination in the formaldehyde analysis is a common problem. In this presentation, we will show a comparison of
different formaldehyde methods and discuss the strengths and limitations of the different methods for low level
formaldehyde measurement. A sample preparation guideline will be given based on the recent improvements we made
to minimize formaldehyde contamination. The effect of sample matrix on the formaldehyde analysis will also be
discussed.
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Abstract Text
Comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography (GCxGC) has become a leader in the field of analytical separatory
techniques for complex volatile and semi-volatile mixtures. A single-stage, consumable free thermal modulator has been
developed in order to properly focus and reinject analytes into the second dimension column. Trapping in the modulator
occurs with the help of a specially treated coated stainless steel capillary compressed between two passively or actively
cooled ceramic pads. Desorption is accomplished via resistive heating using a capacitive discharge power supply. This
design allows for rapid cooling after the capacitive heating stage to occur through continuous direct contact with the
ceramic cooling pads. Various types of treatment of the coated stainless steel capillary trap have been evaluated to
determine the optimal set of conditions for a wide variety of analytes. Investigated conditions include temperature, time,
presence of oxygen and pulsed or constant heat. General classes of compounds including alkanes, alcohols, saturated
hydrocarbons and aromatic hydrocarbons were examined to assess the overall performance of each set of treatment
conditions. The results permit the analysis of a wide range of applications and samples utilizing a single instrumental
setup that requires no consumables. The design of the modulator and the results obtained will be presented.
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Abstract Text
The present study reports a new reagentless method to clean separation (removal and recovery) of pollutant oxoanions
(e.g, arsenic). The process is able to regenerate the adsorbent by tuning the temperature and redox conditions.
Nanostructured adsorbent based on Super Paramagnetic Iron Oxide Nanoparticles, SPION, has been developed on a
sponge support with convective properties. In the case of Arsenic oxoanions, the temperature-dependence of adsorption
by SPION loaded sponge-has revealed adsorption of As(V) to take place at 20 C while at 70 C desorption process is
produced at the same time of the regeneration of the nanostructured adsorbent. The effect of temperature on the
adsorption of As(V) was studied in the continuous column mode by evaluating the adsorption at the temperature 10oC,
20oC and 70oC. The adsorption phenomenon increases with the decrease of temperature. On the other hand, As(III)
shows very low adsorption and practically no temperature dependence in the range studied. Thus, tuning redox
conditions can be used on the adsorption/desorption process. Results on the synergistic interaction of temperature and
redox potential will be discussed. The results of adsorption are explained by the Langmuir, Freundilich models.
Thermodynamics parameters of related ion exchange equilibrium have been evaluated including the equilibrium constant
K as well as Gibbs free energy. The thermodynamic affinity defined by log K=4.20 and log K=1.02 under 20oC and 70oC
were determined, respectively. The obtained results indicate the possible use of this system to both removal/recovery of
oxoanions and the regeneration of the nanostructured adsorbent.
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Abstract Text
Recently, we have developed a series of high efficiency HPLC chiral stationary phases based on macrocyclic glycopeptide
and cyclofructan chiral selectors. The improved efficiencies observed in HPLC were afforded by the use of i) superficially
porous particles (SPPs) or ii) sub-2um fully porous particles (FPPs) with narrow particle size distributions (NPSD). Both the
SPP and NPSD chiral columns exhibited over 200,000 plates per meter when tested in HPLC. In this study, the chiral
recognition capabilities and efficiencies of these high efficiency chiral columns were evaluated with supercritical and
subcritical fluid mobile phases. The usage of carbon dioxide as a mobile phase component to replace either heptane (for
transferring normal phase separations) or acetonitrile (for transferring polar organic separations) is evaluated. The
efficiency of these columns will be compared to the state of the art commercial columns composed of the same chiral
selectors. Additionally, the efficiency gains between the SPP based chiral phases and the sub-2um NPSD based phases will
be discussed. Finally, the ability to perform ultra-fast (i.e. <1 min) chiral separations using these columns in SFC will be
presented along with a discussion of instrumental concerns that must be addressed when performing such highly efficient
and fast chiral separations.
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Abstract Text
Solid-phase microextraction and capillary electrochromatographic column technology are very import research areas for
pharmaceutical analysis. The major problems in pharmaceutical analysis are the low contents of target components and
interference from complex matrix in real sample. Solid phase microextraction and capillary electrochromatographic
separation are useful ways to solve these problems. Solid-phase microextraction can selectively extract the target analyte
and cleanup the interference in matrix. Capillary electrochromatography can separate the complex multiple components
with high performance and selectivity. Mussels attach to solid surfaces such as rocks in the sea. The tight adhesion results
from the adhesive protein containing polydopamine secreted by mussels. Inspired by the composition of adhesive
proteins in mussels and combined with the chemical self-assembly of multilayer grapheme and mental organic frame
materials on chemically resistant plastic micro-tubes such as PEEK and stainless steel tubes, we have successfully
developed several novel solid phase micro-extraction [1-5] and capillary electrochromatographic columns [6-8] and
applied in environmental and pharmaceutical analysis. This talk will introduce the preparation, characterization,
validation and application of novel solid-phase microextraction and open tubular capillary electrochromatographic
columns based on mussel-inspired polydopamine functionalization and growth of metal organic frame materials in the
inner wall of fused silica capillary using liquid-phase epitaxy.
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Abstract Text
This work presents the retention capabilities and surface area enhancement of highly ordered, high-aspect ratio, openplatform pillar arrays when coated with a thin layer of porous silicon oxide (PSO). Separations were performed using
capillary action-driven flow on these planar platforms. The photolithographically-fabricated pillar arrays were coated
with 50-150 nm of PSO via plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition and then functionalized in the liquid phase using
octadecyltrichlorosilane or in the gas phase using n-butyldimethylchlorosilane. Theoretical calculations indicate that a
100 nm layer of PSO increases the surface area of a pillar nearly 100-fold, while experimental results indicate that
increasing the PSO thickness from 50 to 100 nm increases the retentive surface by a factor of about 9. Retention
capabilities were tested by observing analyte development under various conditions, as well as by running onedimensional separations on varying thicknesses of PSO. Increasing the thickness of PSO on an array clearly resulted in
greater retention of fluorescent dyes without deleterious effects on efficiency. A two-dimensional separation of
fluorescent dyes and mycotoxins was also pursued.
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Abstract Text
A systematic rational approach for analytical method development was assessed as a better alternative to noncomprehensive approaches when selecting a chromatography column and optimizing the separation. The noncomprehensive approaches based trial and error, one-factor-at-a-time experimentation, are usually suitable for simple
separations. They often do not consider column selectivity and the interplay between mobile phase gradient and column
temperature, which requires the aid of specialized software to build a modeled matrix to optimize these conditions. This
study demonstrates how to use the hydrophobic-subtraction model to carefully build a library of chromatography
columns comprising multiple stationary phases, such as: C18, functionalized C18, polar embedded group, phenyl, phenyl
hexyl, and biphenyl. Columns with different selectivities were used to achieve the best separation of the critical
resolution pairs using ACD/Labs AutoChrom MS software with automated MS and UV peak tracking (Advanced Chemistry
Development, Inc.). By screening the columns in our library along with the use of AutoChrom MS software, we were able
to successfully optimize an extremely challenging 25-peak separation for a stability-indicating RPLC method in a 30
minute gradient.
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Abstract Text
Formaldehyde is a carcinogenic gaseous molecule which can originate from a wide variety of anthropogenic and natural
matrices. Due to thermal instability it has proven difficult to quantify using classical analytical techniques, such as gas
chromatography where dimerization can be observed. However, with increased concerns regarding human exposure to
this difficult to analyze molecule, it is imperative that on-site analytical methods be developed for the screening and
quantitation of formaldehyde in real time. To facilitate this goal, a pentafluorophenyl hydrazine (PFPH) gas generating vial
was developed and used to pre-load PFPH onto solid phase microextraction (SPME) fibers in order to perform on-fiber
derivatization of aldehydes. Initial experiments using C4-C9 linear aldehydes as markers demonstrated that the
derivatization reaction was reproducible. The on-fiber derivatization was also shown to demonstrate a strong correlation
when headspace extractions of aqueous solutions spiked with aldehydes C4-C9 at 10-200ppb/v. The developed method
was then coupled to a portable GC-TMS and applied to the on-site, semi-quantitative determination of formaldehyde
from car exhaust. A novel field portable vial heater was also utilized to control the temperature of the PFPH gas
generating vial, facilitating rapid and reproducible SPME fiber loadings of PFPH. Using the proposed method, on-site
determination of formaldehyde could be accomplished in less than 15 minutes.
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Abstract Text
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has developed a new method for the passive monitoring of several volatile
components in air. Benzene is the compound that will be regulated at the fence line of most refineries, largely because of
its impact on human health. There is a mandated sampling time of two weeks. The objectives of this new method and
regulation will be discussed.
This presentation describes how to comply with the new EPA fence line regulations, and the steps taken to optimize this
method for high sample throughput. Presented by the support team utilized by the EPA in their development of this
method, validation steps will be discussed.
Refineries and testing laboratories will benefit by gaining valuable information on the optimum techniques to perform
this method and what it takes to comply. An introduction to the theory and operation of thermal desorption will be
included.
The data from several site studies will be reviewed. These samples were collected on the same tubes used by the EPA in
their development, and analyzed using the same concentrator trap and automated thermal desorber.
Method criteria including minimum detection limits (MDLs), action limits, accuracy and precision will be demonstrated.
The presentation will also include optimization of the method for high sample throughput, and elimination of false
positives.
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Abstract Text
Waterloo Membrane Sampler (WMS) is a permeation passive sampler utilizing a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) membrane
as the uptake rate-determining barrier. The membrane covers the mouth of a small glass vial containing a sorbent
material. The sampler has been used for measuring the time weighted average (TWA) concentrations of volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) in air and soil gas. The TWA concentrations reflect the average concentrations over the time of
exposure. The measurement of these concentrations is based on the assumption that the sampling rates are constant at a
given temperature. In this ideal behaviour, the sorbent is assumed to behave as a perfect sink and the mass uptake is
controlled by the resistance to mass transport in the membrane. Deviations from this linear behaviour have been
thought to only occur as the sorbent approaches saturation. However, experiments revealed that during sampling, the
concentrations of the collected analytes increase significantly near the interface between the membrane and the sorbent,
while the rest of the sorbent bed remains relatively clean. This non-uniform distribution of the analytes within the
sorbent bed would lead after a period of time to a change in the sampling rates as an additional resistance to mass
transport is created within the sorbent bed itself. Therefore, a mathematical model of the mass transport inside the
sampler has been developed to allow better understanding of the sampling process, optimization of the sampler design,
and most importantly, prediction of any possible change in the sampling rates and its significance in different sampling
conditions.
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Abstract Text
Extractive sampling Fourier transform infrared s(FTIR) pectrometers are often employed for measuring perfluorocarbon
(PFC) emissions at aluminum smelters during limited duration (as few days or weeks) test periods. The data from these
limited duration measurement are then employed predict subsequent emissions using plant logs of pot voltage. Purposedesigned measurement systems could facilitate long-term in-situ stack measurement of CF4 of plants with one or few
scrubber stacks. This work discusses paired in-plant measurements by FTIR and quantum cascade laser (QCL) based
optical systems employed to develop future QCL measurement platforms to optimize the latter for long term stack
monitoring.
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Abstract Text
Combustion produced soot is highly variable with details as dependent upon combustion conditions. Our prior studies
have shown soot nanostructure to be dependent upon the source via quantification of HRTEM images for nanostructural
parameters. In principle this permits identification of the soot source and its contribution to any particular receptor site.
Yet many structural aspects are subtle and the chemistry of and between the lamella is unaddressed. How best to bring
out small differences in nanostructure and other seemingly subtle differences in chemistry? We proposed the process of
pulsed laser annealing to highlight compositional and structural differences thereby distinctively and uniquely identifying
the source of the soot. Our overall objective is then to develop the laser-based heating as an analytical tool and identify
the process conditions and operational parameters for optimal derivitization. Specific tasks directed towards achieving
this goal include 1) Identifying optimal laser operational parameters for derivitization, 2) Defining the dependence upon
nanostructure and composition using model soots while also identifying variability and range of products for uniform and
homogeneous starting material, 3) Demonstrating differentiation upon combustion derived soots from real engines such
as diesel, gasoline, boilers, etc., and 4) Quantifying the nanostructural changes and statistical differences between the
derivatives of these actual samples to formulate statistical confidence intervals for nanostructure parameters of the
derivatized soots. Results will be presented accordingly.
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Abstract Text
The damage in the floor coverings due to exceptional moisture is a common indoor air problem in both new and older
buildings. The emissions of the damaged coverings lead often to several, mostly irritational symptoms to the users of the
building. The exceptional moisture under the covering results in the chemical degradation of the flooring and its adhesive.
Among other emissions, which are mostly Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC), there are some indicator compounds
revealing the damage: 2-ethyl-1-hexanol in older coverings and C9 alcohols in newer coverings.
In case the flooring damage is not obvious by sensory observations or moisture measurements, the condition of the
flooring is investigated by VOC sampling of the indoor air or the Field and Laboratory Emission Cell (FLEC) emission
measurements on the surface of the covering. The sampling is very time-consuming and expensive and therefore the
amount of samples are usually limited even though the surface area, where the damages are suspected is usually large.
The laboratory analysis of the samples usually takes several weeks, which generates a need for a portable analyzer for
fast analysis in the field.
The detection limits of the indoor air VOC samples depend on the investigated compound and are usually in the range of
0.02-0.2 ppb. Sub-ppb detection limits set a requirement for ultra-sensitive detection technique. Cantilever-enhanced
photoacoustic spectroscopy (CEPAS) combined with widely tunable infrared sources can meet the requirements for
sensitivity and the technology can be packed to portable, and eventually into hand-held size. The sensitivity of the
analysis comes from the combination of optical cantilever microphone and powerful infrared laser sources and the
selectivity comes from the high resolution of the lasers. Sub-ppb level detection limits for 2-ethyl-1-hexanol were
demonstrated for a reliable floor coverings measurement.
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Abstract Text
The new environmental regulations for ship emissions monitoring in sulfur emissions control areas (SECAs) will generate a
global need for new measurement tools in the near future. SECA includes the Baltic Sea, the North Sea, the North
American ECA, including most of US and Canadian coast and the US Caribbean ECA. The new regulations force cargo ships
to use fuel that contains notably lower levels of sulfur than previously. New regulations cost around $45 billion per year
to the shipping industry and the shipping companies can save around $10000 per day per ship by using illegal higher
sulfur level fuel. Emissions monitoring is required to detect the use of illegal fuel.
The sulfur concentration of the fuel used by a ship can be calculated by measuring the ratio of carbon dioxide (CO2) and
sulfur dioxide (SO2) from the emissions. Current technologies that are used in this application are UV fluorescence
spectroscopy for the detection of SO2 and cavity ringdown spectroscopy for the detection of CO2. Currently there is no
standard method for the detection of the CO2/SO2 ratio and using two different methods increases the inaccuracy and
unreliability in the measurement.
Gasera addresses the emissions monitoring need with laser-based photoacoustic detection (1,2). A combination of
quantum cascade laser (QCL) and diode laser is used to accurately measure small changes in background sulfur dioxide
and carbon dioxide concentrations. A narrow linewidth QCL is used to measure SO2 absorption lines in mid-infrared
region. High resolution laser spectroscopy is needed as these lines are normally buried under stronger absorption lines of
water. CO2 is measured in the near-infrared region. Sub-ppb level detection limits can be achieved with a combination of
high power QCL and ultra-sensitive cantilever sensor.
[1] T. Kuusela, J. Kauppinen. Appl. Spectrosc. Rev., 42, (2007)
[2] C. B. Hirschmann, J. Lehtinen, J. Uotila, S. Ojala, R. L. Keiski, Appl. Phys. B (2013)
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Abstract Text
Toxic chemicals are very often needed in chemical industries. Therefore the detection of small leakages is needed in order
to protect life and the environment. Several accidents in the past show the great potential of damage which is possible. A
small handheld system which can monitor the chemicals processed is needed. Combinations of different gas detectors are
often needed if more than one chemical has to be detected. By a specific combination of gas detectors the handheld
system can be customized in order to detect only the toxic gases that are present in the specific industrial plant. Ion
mobility spectrometers (IMS) are systems which can detect many different toxic industrial chemicals in very low
concentrations. Unfortunately they cannot detect all toxic gases and also at the required exposure limits. Therefore
additional detectors are often needed. Depending of the chemicals in use different detectors have to be added to the IMS
based system.
We will discuss the advantages of using a hand held detection system (GDA-P) based on an ion mobility spectrometer
(IMS) in combination with another orthogonal sensor such as a dedicated electrochemical cell (EC) or alternatively a
photo ionization detector (PID). The PID can be used as an additional general VOC detector, capable to detect different
hydrocarbons, such as aromatic compounds, which cannot be tested via IMS. Depending on the application also
electrochemical cells can be integrated. Different EC are available, for example for the detection of CO, H2S, NH3, PH3,
AsH3 or formaldehyde. It is desirable to detect leakages at an early stage by the hand held system based on the
combination of the IMS with the second detector, which has to be chosen depending on the requirements.
Measurements with the systems for different industries will be shown.
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Abstract Text
The ability to accurately quantify the amount of drug being delivered in human body is a crucial requirement of a drug
development process. Understanding the pharmacokinetics is vital when launching new drug-body profile as it offers a
quantitative outline for the prospective optimization of therapeutic dosage treatments. We are focusing on phosphorous
containing drugs that are being effectively used against diseases such as AIDS, Hepatitis, Cancer, Alzheimer etc. as a part
of preventive treatment. We developed and implemented a general 31P qNMR method to achieve direct, real time
quantification of in vitro drug release. We utilized both solution state and solid state 31P qNMR spectroscopic techniques
to establish the kinetics of drug release and to determine the encapsulation efficiency of nano-formulation for a drug
under study. Taking into account the principles of 31P qNMR, the proposed method can be extensively applied to all
phosphorous containing drug molecules, signifying a subsequent huge scope of this method. The in vitro drug release
profile will be studied in various human body fluids such as simulated vaginal and seminal fluids, blood, plasma etc.
Our study started with AIDS and Tenofovir (TFV), a well-tested antiretroviral drug with proven mettle against AIDS. We
included a specific type of spray dried, mucoadhesive, pH sensitive nano-formulation, developed by Zhang T. et al. that
will serve as an encasing for TFV. The respective nano-formulation is efficient in administering TFV in human body through
the epithelial cells of human genitals. We introduced 31P qNMR spectroscopic method for quantification purposes. The
preliminary results of method validation parameters for TFV in simulated vaginal, seminal fluids and plasma obtained by
using 31P solution state qNMR spectroscopy and, the encapsulation efficiency of the respective nano-formulation
encasing TFV in solid form was estimated by integrated 31P (144.597 MHz) Bloch decays are presented.
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Abstract Text
Metabolite identification and measurement of their concentrations and perturbations under different conditions is used
routinely for biomarker identification, toxicity evaluation and disease diagnosis. Serum, as a body fluid, poses significant
challenges for comprehensive and accurate identification of metabolites because its high protein content can strongly
interfere with metabolite signal detection and quantitation. Considering the importance of human serum for diagnostic
tests and for metabolomics analysis, the lack of standard operating procedure for the elimination of protein from human
serum samples is rather urgent.
Here, we introduce novel procedures for the removal of protein from serum by the addition of nanoparticles.
Nanoparticles have been found to have great potential in biomedical implications due to their size- and shape-tunable
physicochemical properties. Recently, electrically charged silica nanoparticles have been applied in metabolomics as a
tool to simplify NMR spectra of complex mixtures and to directly sense the charge of metabolites. Alternatively, the
interactions of proteins and silica nanoparticles with a negatively charged surface cause significant attractive interactions
with proteins, which leads to an efficient, cost-effective, and environmentally-friendly procedure for protein removal
from serum in an aqueous environment at physiological pH. It is further shown that serum can be processed with
nanoparticles prior to ultrafiltration or organic solvent induced protein precipitation complementarily for optimal protein
removal. These approaches will be demonstrated and their efficiency will be discussed.
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Abstract Text
Peptides and proteins are the workhorses of biological systems performing major mechanical functions within organisms
such as regulating transcellular transport and carrying oxygen through the blood stream to vital organs. These processes
rely heavily on highly regulated equilibria. Many diseases shift these equilibria resulting in measurable changes in peptide
and protein concentrations. Mass spectrometry is a central analytical method to proteomics, capable of monitoring
relative concentrations and reliably identifying unknown peptides and proteins. Rapid detection of volatile organic
compounds via handheld mass spectrometry is now possible due to the advent of high pressure mass spectrometry
(HPMS), while peptide and protein identification for disease diagnostics relies upon transport of biological samples to
laboratories for analysis. The goal of this work is to combine HPMS with electrospray ionization (ESI-HPMS) to provide
field-deployable, in-clinic peptide and protein detection and identification.
HPMS utilizes ion trap technology operating a sub-millimeter cylindrical or stretched-length ion trap (CIT or SLIT) driven at
relatively high frequency (>1 MHz) at •1 Torr. These operating conditions eliminate the need for turbomolecular pumps
and reduce the size, weight, and power of the system. A microfluidic chip with an integrated ESI emitter is used. These
devices are ideal for separation of complex mixtures prior to HPMS as they are compact, require minimal sample, and
operate at low flow rates. Initial HPMS development focused on analysis of smaller compounds (<300 m/z); biological
analytes are larger and require exploration of the parameter space for effective analysis. The focus of this work has been
expanding the mass range to perform bottom-up proteomics analysis. Currently, analytes up to 1900 m/z are detected.
Differences between analysis of smaller and larger compounds as well as unique considerations for the ESI-HPMS
platform will be discussed.
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Abstract Text
The Analytical Services Laboratory of the Complex Carbohydrates Research Center (CCRC) at The University of Georgia is a
non-profit entity that offers services for structural characterization of glycoconjugates derived from animal, plant, or
microbial origin. The Analytical Services Group routinely analyzes samples from a wide variety of institutions including
universities, federal agencies, and industry groups from the US and other countries.
The analysis of the N/O-glycan portions of glycoproteins has become a crucial step in comparability studies as well as the
quality control of therapeutic recombinant glycoproteins. We will discuss procedures necessary for the complete
structural elucidation of any N/O-glycan mixture found in glycoprotein products as well as sites of glycosylation. Featured
in this talk are new analytical developments in the structural elucidation of glycopeptides by LC-MS. This talk also serves
to demonstrate both the benefits of glycoprotein analysis as well as number of challenges that are frequently
experienced as part of glycopeptide mapping and glycan analysis.
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Abstract Text
Designing effective cell-based assays that allow cell culture preparation and protein analysis on the same chip would
facilitate quantification of molecular activities and would significantly reduce the number of cells required for an assay.
Achieving this goal remains a challenge for current methods used to measure enzyme activities, which often rely on timeconsuming sample preparation steps, lead to loss of enzymatic activity and therefore limit the validity of the readout. We
have been successful in developing a cell-based assay whereby a monolayer presenting both an RGD ligand and a peptide
substrate for an enzyme can be used for the simultaneous culture of cells and analysis of enzyme activity. In this work, we
expand the capabilities of our previous design to introduce extracellular matrix (ECM) attachment proteins, such as
fibronectin, laminin and collagen, which would allow culture of a wide range of cell types. Polymer pen lithography was
first used to pattern a template alkane thiolate on a gold-coated surface that would direct ECM protein attachment to
discreet locations in an arrangement that is commensurate with the dimensions of a cell. The remaining surface was then
functionalized to display short peptide ligands that would act as substrates for a desired enzyme reaction. In this manner,
we combined surface chemistry amenable for cell culture, along with self-assembled monolayer laser
desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (SAMDI-MS), thus enabling cell culture and analysis on the same monolayercoated surface. Our results reveal that cell attachment is directed toward the patterned regions while the phosphatase
reporter ligand displayed in the unpatterned area showed conversion to the dephosphorylated product following lysis
and analysis with SAMDI-MS.
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Abstract Text
Meibum, the secretions from meibomian glands of the eye, is composed of lipids that form the outmost layer of tears and
protect ocular surface of the eye. A good understanding of the lipid composition of meibum helps accurately diagnosis
and/or treatment of eye diseases. However, detailed knowledge of the lipid composition of meibum remains lacking.
Recently, we quantified many previously identified molecular species of major lipid classes including wax esters (WEs),
cholesteryl esters (CEs) and diesters (DEs) based on optimized single stage mass spectrometry (Chen J, et al., Invest.
Ophthalmol. Vis. Sci., 2013; 54:5730–5753). However, each peak of a certain m/z can correspond to a mixture of isomers
with different combinations of moieties. In this study we determined the combinations of these isomers by utilizing
shotgun lipidomics and the SWATH technology on a 5600 Triple TOF mass spectrometer (AB Sciex) with electrospray
ionization. Product ion MS/MS spectra for all precursor ions in the range m/z 200 to 1200 at every one Dalton step were
acquired. Each sample was analyzed sequentially under positive and negative detection modes, which not only saved time
but also minimized the changes after the samples were prepared. Detailed information of meibum lipid composition
including the isomeric components was obtained for the major molecular species of lipid classes including WEs, DEs,
triacylglycerols, and O-acyl-•-hydroxy fatty acids.
This work was supported by unrestricted fund from University of Alabama at Birmingham School of Optometry (Chen J)
and NIH grant (NEI R01EY015519, PI: Nichols KK).
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Abstract Text
Coated Blades Spray (CBS) is a novel technology based on solid-phase microextraction (SPME) that efficiently integrates
collection of analytes from complex matrices and direct ionization under ambient mass spectrometry conditions.
Essentially, the device consists of a stainless steel sheet cut as a “sword” and coated with a biocompatible polymer (e.g.
HLB-PAN). As a sample preparation method, the ultra-thin SPME coating simultaneously isolates and enriches small
molecules present in the matrix, and allows for clean-up of undesirable artefacts that might provide ion suppression or
enhancement. Whereas as an ambient ionization technique, CBS performs as a solid-substrate electrospray ionization
source, where ions of the extracted analytes are generated by applying a high electric field to a device pre-wetted with a
desorption solution. Analyte-enrichment and sample-clean-up is performed in exceedingly short times (i.e. 1 min or less),
such the total analysis time does not exceed 3 minutes. Limits of detection at the low pg mL-1 levels, great accuracy, and
outstanding reproducibility can be achieved for a broad range on analytes in complex matrices of clinical, forensic, and
environmental relevance. Given the structural configuration of the apparatus, these can be used to perform extractions
independently of the sample complexity (e.g. plasma) or its dimensions (i.e. few •L up to liters when doing on-site
analysis). In addition to the quantitation of target analytes in key matrices such blood and urine, this study presents a full
characterization of CBS devices in terms of blade geometry and coating characteristics.
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Abstract Text
The demand for rapid and comprehensive methods for carbohydrate analysis has arisen as the field of glycoscience has
gained increasing attention in recent years. However, complete characterization of carbohydrate molecules remains
challenging partly due to isomerism. Carbohydrate/metal ion interactions along with gas-phase ion chemistry have been
found to be useful for rapid discrimination of isomeric carbohydrates by ion mobility spectroscopy (IMS) and tandem
mass spectrometry (MS/MS).
Here, we explored the effects of five Period 4 transition metal ions (Fe[sup]2+[/sup], Co[sup]2+[/sup], Ni[sup]2+[/sup],
Cu[sup]2+[/sup] and Zn[sup]2+[/sup]) and their corresponding gas-phase electron transfer (ET) products (Fe[sup]+•[/sup],
Co[sup]+•[/sup], Ni[sup]+•[/sup], Cu[sup]+•[/sup] and Zn[sup]+•[/sup]) as charge carriers for carbohydrate isomers
discrimination of by IMS and MS/MS. Several groups of carbohydrate isomers which have proven difficult to distinguish
by both IMS and MS/MS were investigated, including pentasaccharide isomers (lacto-N-fucopentaose I, lacto-Nfucopentaose II, lacto-N-fucopentaose III, and lacto-N-fucopentaose V) and hexasaccharide isomers (lacto-Ndifucohexaose I and lacto-N-difucohexaose II). Experiments were performed using a Waters Synapt G2-S quadrupole timeof-flight hybrid mass spectrometer coupled with traveling wave ion mobility spectrometer and equipped to carry out gasphase ion-ion ET reactions. Ion-neutral collisional cross sections (CCSs) and MS/MS spectra under various vibrational
activation energies of these carbohydrate/metal adducts have been obtained. With appropriate selection of charge
carriers and gas-phase ion chemistry, differentiation of multiple isomers and conformations in IMS was achieved; and
isomer-distinguishing features in the spectra of MS/MS fragmentation were observed.
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Abstract Text
Mass accuracy at the level of 1-2ppm or even sub-ppm can now be readily achieved on higher resolution MS systems such
as Orbitrap to facilitate elemental composition determination of unknown compounds. Studies have shown that accurate
isotope measurement and its proper utilization can make a significant difference in eliminating incorrect candidates
whose exact monoisotope masses fall within a given accurate mass window, especially for unknown ions at m/z > 300
Da. This paper will quantitatively examine the measurement of isotope peaks, particularly the fine structures associated
with higher (A+2 and A+3) isotopes, using an FT Orbital Trap MS (FT-OT-MS) system and explore key factors contributing
to the isotope measurement accuracy.
Resolution and ion population (i.e., space charge) are two known factors contributing to MS measurement accuracy.
While FT resolution can be easily adjusted from one experiment to another or even within a single experiment, the
adjustment and control of ion population deserves more careful consideration. By observing and quantitatively
comparing scan-by-scan FT mass spectrum across a chromatographic peak with and then without Automatic Gain Control
(AGC), it is possible to observe the changes in FT spectrum and differentiate between resolution and space charge. The
quantitative comparison of FT spectra across a chromatographic peak is achieved by a peak shape self-calibration
performed on each scan individually, allowing for the examination of changes in resolution width and effects related to
space charge.
Through this scab-by-scan analysis ultra-high resolution (resolving power > 240,000) Orbitrap MS data, one scan from
each side of a typical chromatographic peak is found to be of the highest spectral accuracy to achieve unique elemental
composition determination of true unknown compounds with reasonably open search conditions.
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Abstract Text
The NIST mass spectrometry data center is continuing to add reliable reference mass spectral and gas chromatography
data for various derivatives of amino acids and peptides to the NIST/NIH/EPA mass spectral library (the Library). This will
enable the Library to enhance its application to metabolomics. A systematic study of EI spectra for alkyl, acyl and Nalkoxycarbonyl derivatives of amino acids, di- and tripeptides has been done. Emphasis is made on interpretation of
spectra for N-alkyloxyformates and comparative analysis of all data enabling location of branching centers and positions
of functional groups. Advantages and disadvantages of a particular derivative for a specific compound are assessed.
Special attention is paid to procedures for preparation of chemical derivatization products with more than two different
functional groups; recommendations for their synthesis are given. The fragmentation pathways of compounds of interest
and their derivatives, as well as characteristic ions in their mass spectra are discussed. Furthermore, evaluation methods
of newly acquired mass spectral data of analytical derivatives for the addition to the Library are described.
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Abstract Text
Most commercially available 3D printing resins used for stereolithography do not work for printing microfluidic features
(<100 [micro]m). By studying the depth of polymerization at various exposure times we have determined an absorbance
parameter and minimum exposure time that allow us to make predictions about the minimum size of channels that can
be reliably printed, which agree well with experimental results. We used this approach with several resins: Clear (Full
Spectrum Laser), PlasCLEAR (Asiga), PR48 (open sourced by Spark), and several polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA)
formulations we have developed. We have optimized these parameters to print channels as small as 400 [micro]m x 190
[micro]m[sup]2[/sup] with PR48 and 60 [micro]m x 100 [micro]m[sup]2[/sup] with a PEGDA formula. Additionally, we are
studying the visible absorbance and fluorescence of 3D printed devices for their potential use as microfluidic analyzers.
We are working to create microfluidic channels for porous polymer monolith fabrication and for electrophoretic
separation. Being able to 3D print true microfluidic devices (<100 [micro]m) may enable faster prototyping, encourage
experimentation, and use cheaper materials than current methods to make microfluidic devices.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
We are interested in three dimensionally ordered macroporous (3DOM) structures, because of the characteristically high
surface area of these materials and their ability to form flow-through structures with controllable void volumes and pore
diameters. For the application of 3DOMs as microfluidic reactors, the material surface reactivity can allow for the
chemical attachment of selected catalytic species.
One limitation of 3DOMs made using silica sol-gel chemistry is macroscopic cracking and defect formation. To address
these issues, we report the formation of composite inverse opal 3DOM structures where the matrix used to form the
inverse opal contains both silica, formed using sol• gel chemistry, and poly(ethylene glycol), PEG. We find that the
morphology of the inverse opal structure depends on both the amount of PEG incorporated into the matrix and its
molecular weight. The extent of organization in the inverse opal structure, characterized by scanning electron
microscopy and optical reflectance data, is mediated by the chemical bonding interactions between the silica and PEG
constituents in the hybrid matrix. The addition of PEG mitigates cracks and allows the formation of a matrix with fewer
defects. Five types of defects can be quantitated. The resulting structures provide effective materials for catalyst support
applications.
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Abstract Text
Perovskite solar cell, an organic-inorganic hybrid material, has skyrocketed both in its efficiency and its popularity.
However, for materials with such high quantum yield (reported 19.3% late last year), the lack of control in molecular
orientation between active layer and its hole/electron extraction layer dampens charge carrier transfer between its
layers, and ultimately decreases its overall power conversion efficiency (PCE). The aim is to combine a variety of state-ofthe-art nonlinear optic interface-sensitive techniques in order to understand the interfacial molecular structure and
efficiency correlation in a solar cell, for the purpose of improving cell efficiency via proper interfacial engineering, and
increasing power conversion efficiency (PCE). A variety of organic hole-transport materials are investigated. P3HT, with its
superior conductivity, solution processable property and its band gap matching, is an ideal candidate. In this study,
combining sum frequency generation (SFG), a surface sensitive vibration spectroscopy, with device testing, we
systematically investigated the correlation between P3HT/perovskite interfacial molecular orientation and its hole
extraction efficiency. We concluded that molecular orientation of P3HT has a significant effect on PCE. Such studies on
this interface will provide important insight regarding a molecular level understanding of layer coupling in real
photovoltaic devices.
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Abstract Text
Inorganic-organic CH[sub]3[/sub]NH[sub]3[/sub]PbX[sub]3[/sub] (X = I, Br) hybrid perovskite materials suitable for
photovoltaic devices must be stable in ambient conditions and under continuous illumination. They should also be free of
surface defects. Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy is a useful tool for characterization of these materials. Initial
studies of CH[sub]3[/sub]NH[sub]3[/sub]PbX[sub]3[/sub] nano-crystals showed more than one emission peak when
exciting at 532 nm in the solid state. The presence of multiple emission peaks could be due to the presence of surface
defects or photoinduced phase segregation. Using a modified precursor ratio, bromide and iodide perovskite
nanoparticles are shown to have a single, stable PL peak under continuous illumination. The iodide-based perovskites
emit light centered around 800 nm with a FWHM of 28 nm, and the bromide-based perovskites emit light centered
around 535 nm with a FWHM of 15 nm. Mixed halide hybrid perovskites, specifically bromide-iodide mixtures, have
previously been shown to be more stable in humid conditions compared to the pure bromide or iodide complementary
materials. However, mixed halide perovskites have exhibited shifting emission peaks under continuous illumination using
excitation power densities of 1.62 × 10[sup]5[/sup] W/cm[sup]2[/sup]. Preliminary XRD experiments show that the
instability is likely not due to phase segregation of the two halide components of the perovskites.
This research is supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, Division of Chemical
Sciences, Geosciences, and Biosciences through the Ames Laboratory. The Ames Laboratory is operated for the U.S.
Department of Energy by Iowa State University under Contract No. DE-AC02-07CH11358.
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Abstract Text
Significantly lower energy consumption of organic optoelectronics have distinct advantages over conventional inorganic
optoelectronics. We have recently introduced a new class of materials termed as GUMBOS (GROUP of UNIFORM
MATERIALS BASED on ORGANIC SALTS). These compounds represent organic salts with melting points in the range of 25250 ºC. We have designed carbazole based GUMBOS for optoelectronic applications. Carbazole possesses charge carrier
properties and high triplet energies of approximately 3.0 eV. These carbazole based GUMBOS are potential candidates for
use as emissive materials in optoelectronics, particularly in organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) and organic field-effect
transistors (OFETs). The synthetic procedures for production of these compounds are fairly simple using inexpensive
starting materials that provide high product yields (70-90%). Carbazole based GUMBOS designed for OLEDs application
show high quantum yields (above 90%) in the blue region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Evaluation of band gap values
(3.1 eV), highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy levels (-5.0
and -1.9 eV, respectively), photo and thermal stability data indicate that these carbazole derived GUMBOS can be
successfully applied as emissive layers for blue OLEDs. Since generation of stable blue OLEDs is difficult, these materials
exhibit great potential for serving as blue emissive layers in OLEDs for applications including TV and phone displays,
computer screens, and home lighting.
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Abstract Text
We demonstrated experimentally for the first time that the photoinduced creation of free volume in azomaterials is
heterogeneous at the sub-molecular level. This free volume gradient leads to localized photoplasticization within the
molecules and helps to understand the puzzling phenomenon of photoinduced macroscopic material flow upon
illumination far below the glass transition temperature (Tg). The findings stem from the correlation of infrared (IR)
spectral band shifts measured upon illumination with those measured at controlled temperatures for two amorphous
DR1-functionalized azo derivatives, a polymer, pDR1A, and a molecular glass, gDR1. This new approach reveals that IR
spectroscopy can be used as an efficient label-free molecular-scale thermometer that allows the assignment of an
effective temperature (T[sub]eff[/sub]) to each moiety in these compounds when irradiated. The direct measurement of
T[sub]eff[/sub] offers a powerful probe of the local environment at the sub-molecular scale, paving the way towards
better rationalization of the athermal malleability of azo-containing materials upon illumination below their Tg.
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Abstract Text
Optical materials are becoming ever more complex to meet a demanding range of new applications. Coating materials
can be used to change the transmitting and reflecting properties of the substrate material, often glass. The optical
properties of these materials need to be characterized across a wide spectral range, typically covering the UV/Vis/NIR
region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Often these materials need to function at a wide range of non-normal angles of
incidence.
Characterization of the reflectance and transmittance properties of these materials can be achieved in a fully automated
method using a Total Absolute Measurement System (TAMS) on a UV/Vis/NIR spectrophotometer, measuring over a wide
range of wavelengths, at the greatest range of sample angles, and using different polarizations.
Applications of this system for optical materials will be described showing the advantages of this type of measurement
and the important information that can be obtained.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Testing requirements for elemental impurities in pharmaceuticals are currently undergoing a major shift away from long
established protocols. The new standard defined in USP <232> specifies not only total elemental impurities but also refers
to element species, taking into account the significant toxicity differences that exist between species for some elements.
Species may differ in oxidation state, association with other elements, or extent of complexation with organic groups.
Complying with the new USP testing requirements creates a need to determine element speciation for certain elements
in order to risk assess cases where totals exceed the permitted daily exposure.
Highlighted in the USP <232> text is the case of arsenic and a distinction is made between inorganic and organic arsenic
forms. The regulated levels apply to drug products, but also excipients and drug substances used in the manufacture of
the product need to be monitored for metal impurities as stipulated by the regulations. Here we report arsenic speciation
results for some common drug substances and excipients used in over the counter medicines using LC-ICP-MS. We
employed ion interaction chromatography for adequate species separation in short run times. The results were validated
using spike recoveries for inorganic arsenic species, demonstrating the suitability of the presented method for
pharmaceutical analysis.
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Abstract Text
Overcoming poor aqueous solubility and oral bioavailability are common challenges in the pharmaceutical industry.
Several formulations have been developed to address these issues. Spray-dried dispersion (SDD) is one such technique,
which involves amorphous molecular dispersion of a drug in polymer matrix. Despite of improved solubility and
bioavailability of SDD observed, resulting amorphous drug with higher energy and molecular mobility is inherently
unstable and undergoes undesired degradation. Oxidative degradation is one of the most commonly observed
degradation in formulated drug systems. Oxidation of active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) can be catalyzed by many
sources such as radical chain initiators, molecular oxygen, peroxides, or trace metal contaminants, most of which are
often carried over by either polymeric excipients or API synthesis.
In an attempt to improve solubility and bioavailability, one of the drugs in development was spray dried with 80%
hydroxypropyl methylcellulose acetate succinate (HPMCAS). Three degradation products were observed on long-term
storage conditions. Forced degradation studies and high-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) data suggested that the
products are corresponding to oxidative degradation. It is very important to understand the source (s) and mechanism of
degradation in order to stabilize the drug by using appropriate antioxidant(s) and packaging techniques.
We report here the results of various studies performed to understand the degradation mechanism, identification of
appropriate antioxidant excipients (which may be added during formulation development), their synergistic effects and
finally a practical way to minimize or completely mitigate the oxidative degradation during storage of amorphous drugs.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The neutraceutical and antimicrobial properties of methanolic and ethylacetate extracts of the leaves of Plukenetia
conophora were studied as well as physical properties of creams formulated with the extracts. Proximate analysis,
mineral content and phytochemical analysis of the extracts were determined using standard methods. The polyphenolic
contents were determined using ultraviolet spectroscopy while antimicrobial assay of the extracts was investigated.
Standard methods were employed to determine the quality and stability of the creams formulated with the extracts.
Mineral content analysis showed that both extracts contain the same minerals, however, higher values were observed for
methanolic extract. Proximate analysis revealed 6.86% moisture, 11.78% protein, 8.57% total ash, 20.12% crude fibre,
1.56% total fat and 51.85% total carbohydrate. The phytochemical groups identified include alkaloids, cardenolides,
flavonoids, sugars, and tannins. Polyphenolic content analysis also revealed the following in the methanolic extract versus
the ethylacetate fraction: total flavonoids (78.27mg/g, 71.54mg/g), total proanthocyanidins (73.50mg/g, 77.75mg/g), and
total phenolic acids (110.71mg/g, 64.71mg/g). The antimicrobial assay of the extracts displayed activity against Proteus
mirabilis, Bacillus subtilis and Staphylococcus aureus with the ethylacetate fraction being more potent. The results
indicate the potential of the extracts as a nutraceutical and the phytochemicals indicate the wide range of physiological
and medicinal activities of the extract and thus support the folk use of Plukenetia conophora as a nutraceutical and
antimicrobial. Furthermore, the antimicrobial activities of the methanolic extract and ethylacetate fraction suggest that
they can be applied in various skin infections and wound implicated by the susceptible microorganisms.
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Abstract Text
Phloridzin, a natural hydoxychalcone constituent obtained from fruit trees is an antidiabetic and antineoplastic agent.
Phloridzin was first isolated, for clinical pharmaceutical usage, from the pear tree bark of Pyrus communis in 1838 as the
first sodium-glucose linked transport 2 (SGLT2) inhibitor. Additionally, phloridzin is also reported to have antineoplastic
activity. Phloridzin had to take an exit from the pharmaceutical market due to its side effects and poor bioavailability
when compared to other antidiabetic drug competitors. This limit of phloridzin’s bioavailability is primary attributed to
the degradation of the glyosidic bond of the drug to result in the formation of phloretin, the aglycone of pholoridzin.
Phloretin displays a reduced capacity of SGLT2 inhibition, however this nutraceutical displays enhanced antineoplastic
activity in comparison to phloridzin. Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) have been studied for drug delivery applications for
poorly bioavailable drugs. Hence, in order to tackle the bioavailability of these hydroxychalcones and study the unknown
anticancer mechanism, we synthesized phloridzin and phloretin conjugated gold nanoparticles (Phl-AuNP and Pht-AuNP)
in single step, rapid, biofriendly processes. The synthesized AuNPs morphology was characterized via transmission
electron microscopy and UV-Vis spectroscopy. The presence of phloridzin or phloretin was confirmed using SEM-EDS. The
percentage of organic component (phloridzin/phloretin) onto GNPs surface was characterized using TGA. Assessment of
the antineoplastic potency of the hydroxylchalcone conjugated AuNPs against cancerous cell lines was accomplished
through monitoring via flow cytometry. We hypothesize that functionalization of these chalcones onto the gold
nanoparticles’ surface may improve the pharmacokinetic profile of phloridzin and phloretin.
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Abstract Text
We report our results for a study designed to evaluate the performance of field-deployable Raman and near infrared
methods to perform rapid raw pharmaceutical material verification. Identity testing of incoming raw materials has
received much attention recently due to the increasing complexity arising from globalization of the supply chain. This
complexity may increase the potential for economically-motivated adulteration of pharmaceutical materials. Portable
spectroscopic instruments are capable of screening samples at a much higher throughput than can be achieved by
chromatographic laboratory based methods. These tests can be carried out in the field and can typically be conducted in
less than a minute without destroying the sample. We report a comparison of the sensitivity of the spectral-based
screening methods with current compendial identification tests which rely largely on legacy methods which may be nonspecific for certain adulterants or not amenable for rapid screening. Our results indicate that spectral based methods can
be used to screen gross adulteration or mislabeling of pharmaceutical materials when using spectral library based
correlation methods and the sensitivity of the spectral methods is further improved when utilizing multivariate algorithms
such as principal component analysis.
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Abstract Text
Protein aggregation is a key quality attribute of bio-therapeutics. Aggregates hold the potential for adversely impacting
production and patients.
The newly released USP<787> “Subvisible Particulate Matter in Therapeutic Protein Injections” defines particle types:
Truly foreign particles are “extrinsic”; particles from the production environment or primary packaging are “intrinsic” and
formulation particles are “inherent”. In the visible inspection process inherent particles must be distinguished from the
other two.
USP<787> furthermore states that membrane microscopy is not the preferred method and is suited only for other than
inherent particles. USP<788> and USP<787> confirm this, stating MM gridded filter paper cannot isolate fragile or
translucent particles, nor can they sufficiently be visualized in conventional microscopes.
We will show a method that allows the isolation of particles on a gold membrane with subsequent enumeration of
particles by membrane microscopy utilizing a new illumination technique. Besides dark-field illumination, a UV light
induces the auto-fluorescence of tryptophan and allows specific counting of inherent particles. In a second step, Raman
spectroscopy can obtain fingerprint spectra that allow material identification and differentiation between extrinsic,
intrinsic, and inherent particles. This method gives chemical composition of hundreds of particles per analysis and allows
root cause investigation of contaminants to avoid further contamination.
With a novel sampling method we have overcome the limitation of the lower count number from the membrane method
compared to micro flow imaging MFI. Image directed spectroscopy is used to obtain Raman spectra of the spherical
silicone droplets specifically from a biopharmaceutical formulation between two quartz slides.
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Abstract Text
Controlling the quality of complex dosage forms relies on the ability to adequately characterize the drug product.
Oftentimes information concerning the chemical microstructure of a drug product is unknown. This information becomes
more critical from a quality perspective as the complexity of a formulation increases. The focus of this study, therefore, is
to evaluate the distribution of different domains within complex drug formulations and obtain overall chemical
microstructure by employing darkfield microscopy coupled with hyperspectral analysis.
Commercially available emulsions and creams were mounted onto a glass slide with a coverslip. An optical microscope
equipped with a CytoViva® unit and a hyperspectral imaging spectrophotometer unit (Headwall Photonics) was used to
acquire darkfield microscopy images and hyperspectral plots. ImageJ was used to analyze the different domains within
the formulations. Hyperspectral images (400 nm -1000 nm) were acquired using a 0.5 s collection time and a halogen light
source. Hyperspectral analysis of the acquired images was performed using ENVI 4.8. Spectral libraries were built with
pure chemical components of the formulations and then applied to images of unmodified formulated products. The
CytoViva® system allowed for the observation of domains into the nanoscale range. By constructing spectral libraries of
reference materials, API and select excipient distribution within the formulation was able to be distinguished and
discriminated from the liquid microenvironments.
Coupling chemical information with morphological information arising from high resolution imaging techniques can
redefine the role of imaging complex drug products. This information will allow for specific questions about the
morphology of complex formulations of interest to be addressed and would represent an improvement in our ability to
understand complex microstructures and the critical quality attributes that govern these drug products.
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Abstract Text
Health care systems in Western countries are requiring increasing resources, and concerns about sustainability of
universal health care are growing. The longer life expectancy resulting from successful public health interventions brings
forth the new challenge of a growing burden of chronic illnesses. At present, about 1.5 - 2 % of people experiences a
chronic wound in the course of life. Most of these wounds heal with normal treatments (e.g. compression bandaging in
the case of venous leg ulcers or offloading in the case of diabetic foot ulcers), but about 25% of them remains stuck to
one of the healing phases (haemostasis, inflammation, proliferation, and tissue remodelling or resolution) without an
obvious reason.
Today, wearable sensors are creating great expectations for improving knowledge on the biochemical processes in action
in these wounds and combining quality of treatment and low cost. SWAN-iCare is a project funded by the European
Commission developing temperature, pH and metalloproteases activity sensors for monitoring and managing chronic
wounds, mainly diabetic foot ulcers and venous leg ulcers.
We report here the fabrication, testing and validation of disposable sensors, namely a resistive sensor based on reduced
graphene oxide for the measurement of temperature and a potentiometric sensor based on graphene oxide for the
measurement of pH in the wound bed. In-vitro validation with model solutions and real samples established accuracies of
±0.5 °C (range 20-40 °C) and ±0.2 pH units (range 5.5-9 pH units). Issues concerning biocompatibility for the use in contact
with the wound bed are also addressed.
Acknowledgements: The work presented in this paper was supported by the EU-funded FP7 ICT- 317894 SWAN-iCare
project.
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Abstract Text
One of the major problems related to urological catheterization is intraluminal blockage and encrustation which happens
in almost 50% of the patients undergoing long term bladder catheterization. If blockage is not detected early enough it
can cause episodes of pyelonephritis, septicaemia, and endotoxic shock. Encrustation in urinary catheters usually starts
with a urease producing bacteria such as Proteus mirabilis. The bacteria will colonize on the surface of the medical device
and form a biofilm. This bacteria will then produce urease which will generate ammonia from urea, resulting in a pH
increase in the environment. In this alkaline environment, crystals of magnesium and calcium salts (struvite and apatite)
form in the urine and in the biofilm on the surface. The continuous process of crystal formation on the catheter will
eventually result in catheter blockage.
For urological devices a substrate surface can effectively prevent early stage crystal formation to further prevent
blockage. However, there are very limited models available to achieve a fast, real-time monitoring. In this work for the
first time we developed a method to study in real-time the encrustation on the surface by using a Quartz Crystal
Microbalance (QCM) biosensor. The QCM sensor is capable of label-free detection with very high sensitivity, which leads
to rapid detection of a small amount of encrustation on the surface.
In order to provide a surface similar to the urinary catheters, the sensor surface was first spin coated with polyurethane.
Then, various solutions were flown over the surface and the deposited mass of crystals was monitored. The results
showed the pre-adsorption of urease has a significant direct effect on encrustation which preventing it can be an avenue
to reduce encrustation. With this technique, we are able to monitor encrustation formation under different
environmental factors, and compare different surface chemistries for their anti-encrustation performance.
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Abstract Text
The ability to measure glucose levels is an important requirement for good clinical care in the intensive care unit. Current
technologies for glucose measurement are enzyme-based sensors that work well in the mM glucose range of blood and
interstitial fluid. These sensors require breaking the skin, which can be painful to the patient. Noninvasive monitoring of
glucose could facilitate a more effective management of hyperglycaemic and hypoglycaemic episodes. Our group
developed a painless, noninvasive method of collecting glucose passively diffusing through the skin. The transdermal
glucose collected in this way has a concentration in the •molar range so there is a need to develop a reliable glucose
sensor that could measure glucose at these levels. Thus, we developed a fiber optic biosensor for glucose that is based on
the glucose binding protein (GBP) H152C. GBP is highly specific and sensitive to glucose at •M concentrations. GBPlabeled with BADAN was immobilized in Ni-NTA agarose beads via metal-histidine interaction. The portable, low-cost
biosensor system consists of an optical fiber with the immobilized beads trapped on one end, and appropriate optics and
electronics on the other end. The control software and the visual interface for the optical sensor is designed and
implemented in LabVIEW and runs on tablet computer. The biosensor exhibited a stable response to the blank and with
10 •M glucose for ~16 hours. Glucose responses are also reversible when washed with phosphate-buffered saline
solution. Measured voltages resulting from fluorescence were recorded and the response time of the biosensor for 6 •M
glucose was approximately 70 seconds. A linear relationship (r2=0.9517) was observed between the sensor response and
glucose standard solutions from 4 to 20 •M. Different parameters like amount of beads and distance of the optical fiber
to Ni-NTA-GBP beads were optimized. In vitro studies on pig skin showed faster diffusion of glucose with increasing
glucose concentration in the bottom reservoir of a static Franz-type cell. This fiber optic sensor was also used in vivo to
measure transdermal glucose from healthy adults. The collected results reveal the potential of GBP as a noninvasive
glucose monitoring system and shows great potential for point of care use.
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Abstract Text
Polymer membrane-based ion-selective electrodes (ISEs) have unparalleled applications in clinical analysis of blood
electrolytes such as K+, Na+, Ca2+ and Cl-. However, bicarbonate ion, which is one of the major biological anions, does
not have any known ionophore and its detection with ISEs has been challenging. We demonstrate here a simple pulsed
chronopotentiometric ion-selective electrode (pulstrode) detection method for the total major physiological anions,
chloride and bicarbonate. Chloride and bicarbonate have comparable lipophilicity, with chloride slightly more preferred
when ionophore-free ion exchanger-based membranes are used. The membranes used in pulstrode are formulated with
plasticized poly(vinyl chloride) containing lipophilic inert salts without added ion exchange site. Thus, the concentration of
the extracted ions is controlled by the magnitude of the applied current pulse. By using an optimum current pulse
(magnitude and duration) as well as optimum membrane composition, we have shown that the measured potential can
be a function of the total concentration of chloride and bicarbonate in a solution. Near-Nernstian sensor responses were
obtained when chloride and bicarbonate were measured separately as well in a 1:1 mixture. This simultaneous
measurement of chloride and bicarbonate can be used for calculation of anion gap, after measuring the total
measureable cations using the same electrode. Note that the same electrode can be used to measure cations by a mere
change of the sign of the applied current. In addition, measuring the concentration of chloride alone in the same
physiological sample using ionophore-based membrane electrode, can give the much-needed concentration of
bicarbonate ions in the sample by simple subtraction of chloride concentration from the total concentrations.
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Abstract Text
Detecting and monitoring implanted medical device infections is challenging at early stages and during antibiotic therapy,
when the infection is localized on and near the device surface. Bacterial biofilms which grown on the device surface can
resist the host’s immune system and are antibiotics. Chemical changes near the device surface (e.g. low pH and oxygen
tension) contribute to the antibiotic resistance and could also serve as a local infection indicator. However, detecting
these chemical concentrations at the implant surface is difficult because the chemical sensor must provide a low
background, surface-specific signal that can pass through tissue. We are developing a combination of X-ray and optical
techniques to interrogate sensor films coated on implanted devices for high spatial resolution chemical sensing. One
approach uses battery-powered LEDs as internal light sources. Another approach uses an X-ray scintillator film coated
over the implant surface as an X-ray addressable light source. In either case, the internally generated light then passes
through a sensor layer (e.g. pH indicator-loaded film that alters the spectrum according to pH), then passes through the
tissue, and finally is detected by a spectrometer. Reference light sources account for tissue-induced spectral distortion.
For the X-ray excited sensors, pH images are acquired by moving the X-ray relative to the sample and collecting a
spectrum at each position, with a spatial resolution limited by the X-ray beam width. Using this technique, we detected a
pH drop during bacterial growth on the sensor surface, and a pH restoration during antibiotic treatment, measured with
millimeter resolution through 6 mm ex vivo porcine tissue. Overall, these methods provide noninvasive chemical
measurements at the implant surface to detect and study implant infection.
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Abstract Text
MicroRNAs are emerging as an early marker of disease because changes in their expression precede protein and
morphological changes. Disease-associated microRNAs typically become over- or under-expressed during all stages of
development, and this altered expression is cell type specific. These changes in microRNA concentrations related to
altered expression can be in the femto- to nanomolar range. For these reasons, sensitive in situ biosensors that can
detect both the presence and absence of small amounts of microRNA are in demand. Current sensing technologies
typically look for just the presence of microRNA and are susceptible to false signals from nuclease degradation in cells.
We have developed nucleic acid biosensors that can mitigate false-signals, as well as operate in either a signal-on or
signal-off manner dependent on excitation wavelength. Different Förster Resonance Energy Transfer donor/acceptor dye
and dye-quencher pairs were compared to determine the figures of merit (FOM) for both signal-on and signal-off
mechanisms. Several chemical modifications were used to reduce the biosensors susceptibility to nuclease degradation,
optimize sensitivity, and aid in keeping the biosensors in the cytoplasm of cells. The influence of polyethylene glycol
spacers, locked nucleic acids, and conjugated peptide chemical modifications on the FOM for these biosensors will be
addressed. These advances in nucleic acid biosensor design will aid in overcoming the challenges facing in situ microRNA
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Abstract Text
Multidrug membrane transporters (efflux pumps) can selectively extrude a variety of structurally and functionally diverse
substrates (e.g., chemotoxics, antibiotics), leading to multidrug resistance and ineffective treatment of a wide variety of
diseases. Current technologies are unable to effectively characterize molecular mechanisms of efflux function of
membrane transporters. We have developed far-field photostable-optical-nanoscopy (PHOTON), which includes
photostable single molecule nanoparticle optical biosensors and, single nanoparticle plasmonic microscopy and
spectroscopy, for probing of interactions of membrane proteins of transporter with their substrates and quantitatively
measuring of efflux dynamics of single membrane transporters. We have demonstrated that PHOTON can be used to
characterize the efflux function of single membrane transporters in single live cells in real-time at single-molecule and
nanometer resolutions for better understanding of multidrug resistance.
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Abstract Text
Damage can be induced in genomic DNA due to a number of processes, including therapeutic response to drugs used to
treat a particular disease, such as chemotherapies used to arrest the activity of cancer cells. The damage that can occur in
DNA can consist of double strand breaks, DNA crosslinking or the formation of abasic sites, which can be sensed using the
appropriate chemistry and detection technology. Optical labeling of the abasic sites followed by far-field visualization is
limited by the diffraction-limited optical resolution, which can be on the order of 250 nm or about 75 base pairs (bp). We
propose a new sensing platform for the direct reading of abasic sites, which consists of optical quantification following
DNA stretching to near its full contour length using a thermoplastic nanochannel that is imprinted into a polymer
substrate as well as electrical sensing of labeled abasic sites while its passing through nanopore structures. Dual detection
will ensure the accuracy of our proposed device. Our nanostructures are fabricated in poly(methyl) methacrylate (PMMA)
using nanoimprint lithography (NIL). Imprinted channels <100 nm and single DNA molecules are electrokinetically driven
into the nanochannels by an external applied electric field. Abasic sites are labeled with a biotinylated aldehyde-reactiveprobe (ARP), which is then associated to streptavidin molecules with and without a fluorescent tag to assist dual
detection. We are also detecting the presence of abasic sites in cancer cells secured from breast cancer patients that are
undergoing chemotherapeutic treatment.
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Abstract Text
Haze of fine particulate matter (Pariculate Matter 2.5, PM2.5) poses a huge threat to human health as an important
environmental pollutant. Oxidative stress is suggested to be involved in PM2.5-induced cell injury and to induce cell
apoptosis. The present research is designed to study both toxic effects of PM with an aerodynamic diameter of less than
2.5 um (PM2.5) and protective effects of tea polyphenols against PM2.5 on human alveolar epithelial A549 cells in vitro.
Cytotoxic effects of the PM2.5 on A549 were measured by means of A549 cell viability and the generation of intracellular
reactive oxygen species (ROS). The present results showed that PM2.5 (0.5–500 ug/ml) decreased A549 viability, and SOD
levels, while results also showed an increased intracellular generation of ROS and malondialdehyde (MDA) in a
concentration dependent manner. Tea polyphenols (0.1 and 80 ug/ml) diminished PM2.5 induced A549 cells viability and
SOD levels, along with decreasing ROS and MDA generation. Meanwhile, PM2.5 induced A549 cells apoptosis that
caspase-3 and bax expression increased, and deceased bcl-2 expression. Tea polyphenols could relieve the cells’
apoptosis. These results suggested that tea polyphenols antagonize PM2.5-induced excess oxidative stress and apoptosis
in A549 cells.
This work was supported by Hebei province postdoctoral research projects merit funding (B2015003023) and Hebei
province key subjects funding of medical research program (20150170).
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Abstract Text
Trace concentration of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in air are typically measured by gas chromatography with preconcentration techniques. In order to calibrate the measurement system at these trace levels high concentrated gas
standards are dynamically diluted with a zero gas (nitrogen or air). Within the framework of the European KEY-VOCs
project, different kinds of gas purifiers (including carbon and inorganic) were tested to remove residual VOC impurities
which could bias the prepared calibration standard. The testing includes VOCs such as O3 precursors (C2-C9) and polar
VOCs (including OVOCs). Results from the experiments are presented. Special attention is paid to the handling of
instrumental artefacts such as memory effect which become relevant for measurements at such low levels.[sub][/sup]
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Abstract Text
This research develops an automated and continuous sampling system which possesses high collection efficiency for
lower-level concentration ambient amines in the environment. The key functional units of the system include two
impingers, one peristaltic pump, a multi-way solenoid valve, a mass flow controller and a mini vacuum pump. All element
function controls were connected to a 10.1-in tablet computer via an I/O module and software was written in LabVIEW
(National Instrument). In the sampling mode, one of the impingers was filled with 25 mL DI-water by the peristaltic pump
as the amines extraction media. The pump was then turned on and air samples were directly drawn though the impinger
via the mass flow controller at an adjusted sampling rate of 1.0 L/min. After sampling completed, the multi-way valve was
computer-switched and the sample was drained to glass vials. All collected samples were returned to the laboratory to be
analyzed by ion chromatograph (IC). Seven amines including methylamine (MA), ethylamine (EA), dimethylamine (DMA),
isopropylamine (IPA), propoylamine (PA), diethylamine (DEA) and trimethylamine (TMA) are selected as the testing
compounds for this system. The amine collection efficiencies were ranged from 80.9 to 97.2 %. All calibration curves of
the R-square values were > 0.99 with method detection limits (MDLs) of 0.1 to 0.5 ppb in the air. A field study using this
sampling system was conducted inside a fish market. TMA was persistently found in both hand-operate impingers and
automatic system. Five consecutive field samples showed that the concentration varied from 1.8 to 3.6 ppb inside a fish
market. The analysis results of our auto-sampler agreed reasonably with hand-operate sampler in this field study. The
next step is combining this sampling system with IC to be a fully automated amine analysis station that can provide the
near-real time data for odor control in an environment.
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Abstract Text
Fumigation chemicals (for example, hydrogen cyanide, methyl bromide, phosphine, cyanogen, and sulfuryl fluoride
(VikaneTM)) are highly toxic species widely used to exterminate pests and prevent their transfer across international
borders. They are commonly used in shipping containers and their presence poses a major risk to people working those
containers. They are, however, very diverse in their chemical properties, which creates significant challenges for
comprehensive detection and quantitation using traditional technologies. This is especially true when the chemically
complex and variable air in shipping containers is considered.
Selected Ion Flow Tube Mass Spectrometry (SIFT-MS) is a real-time analytical technique that offers rapid analysis of
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and many inorganic gases to ultra-trace levels in air. Since 2006, SIFT-MS has been
used as a front-line tool for fumigant analysis because it can detect a broad range of fumigants in a single analysis with
high selectivity. The fumigant compounds have all been detected in the traditional SIFT-MS positive-ion mode, with the
exception of sulfuryl fluoride, which has been detected using electron attachment in a flowing afterglow MS approach in
the same instrument.
Recently, the option of using negatively charged ions (OH[sup]-[/sup], O[sup]-[/sup], O[sub]2[/sub][sup]-[/sup], and
NO[sub]2[/sub][sup]-[/sup]) has become available on commercial SIFT-MS instruments. Application of negative-ion mode
has enabled more selective and sensitive detection of sulfuryl fluoride than the flowing afterglow approach (low part-perbillion (by volume) rather than low part-per-million). Furthermore, most other common fumigants also benefit from
enhanced selectivity through the addition of negative-ion-based detection. This paper will describe quantitative
performance of the new method.
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Abstract Text
This paper presents key results obtained from evaluation of Selected Ion Flow Tube Mass Spectrometry (SIFT-MS) as a
complete solution that detects VOCs and critical permanent gases, such as carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, ozone,
sulfur dioxide, and water. Limits of detection, linearity range, and an appraisal of selectivity in the routine monitoring
scenario will be discussed.
SIFT-MS is a real-time analytical technique that rapidly analyzes air to ultra-trace levels for volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) and inorganic compounds (Prince et al., 2010). Traditional SIFT-MS utilizes three positively charged reagent ions,
H[sub]3[/sub]O[sup]+[/sup], NO[sup]+[/sup], and O[sub]2[/sub][sup]+[/sup], which are created from a microwave
discharge through moist air and subsequently mass-selected using a quadrupole mass filter.
Recently, the option of using negatively charged reagent ions (OH[sup]-[/sup], O[sup]-[/sup], O[sub]2[/sub][sup]-[/sup],
and NO[sub]2[/sub][sup]-[/sup]) has become available on commercial SIFT-MS instruments. This enhancement enables
detection of greenhouse gases and other environmental pollutants that were previously inaccessible to SIFT-MS, or were
detectable at insufficient sensitivity.
Acknowledgement: This work was funded by Syft Technologies Ltd, New Zealand.
Prince, B.J., Milligan, D.B., & McEwan, M.J. (2010). Rapid Commun. Mass Spectrom., 24, 1763-1769.
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Abstract Text
Real time monitoring of ambient air using gas chromatography mass spectrometry presents a host of technical changes
from achieving stable, autonomous data collection to developing robust detection/identification algorithms for
processing the substantial data throughput. A novel mass spectrometry system which is capable of autonomous pump
down, acquisition startup, tuning, calibration, data export, and excursion detection has been developed for this
application. Long term stability data (> 2 month deployment) will be presented along with the algorithms which enable
automatic excursion detection. Excursions for each m/z are independently monitored based upon the probability density
function (PDF) of its ion intensities. When an ion exhibits excursion conditions, the corresponding mass spectrum (MS) is
compared against the NIST MS library using Pearson's correlation coefficient. The matches showing a p-value<0.05 and
presence of GC peaks for the constituent ions of the compound are output as true excursion events. Ions from the
matched spectra exhibit multiple consecutive excursions in time arising from the strong GC peaks. This methodology can
be applied to real-time applications for generating an alarm when background levels exceed predetermined limits.
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Abstract Text
Section 112 of the US EPA’s Clean Air Act require industrial sites such as petroleum factories to monitor Hazardous Air
Pollutants (HAP) levels at their boundaries and report any transient emissions above a certain threshold. Traditionally,
passive samplers have been employed for monitoring HAPs due to their ease of deployment and low cost. The major
disadvantages of passive methods is their inability to identify the emission source or provide data in real-time. Recent
modifications to the regulations governing HAP emissions allow for the introduction and development of new
technologies that would enable source attribution as well as real-time emissions tracking. In this study we demonstrate
the capabilities of a miniature mass spectrometer as an alternate approach to monitoring transient emissions. The
feasibility of real time monitoring of benzene and ethylbenzene fugitive emissions is reported. Results show that
quantitative levels of benzene and ethylbenzene can be detected at distances of up to 200 feet with simultaneous
detection of both compounds. Also, by factoring in meteorological data into our analysis, we can determine the direction
and severity of transient HAP emissions. This approach offers enhanced data feedback to regulators and refineries which
is invaluable in achieving prompt response to large-scale emission events and determining attribution in the case of
shared fencelines.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Roll-your-own cigarette (RYOC) use became increasingly popular among smokers between 2000–2009 because of
significantly lower cost compared with factory-manufactured cigarettes (FMC). The equalization of taxes on FMC and
RYO tobacco in 2009 shifted smokers towards using lower-taxed pipe tobacco instead of RYO tobacco to make RYOC.
Some smokers perceive that smoking RYOC is a safer alternative to smoking FMC. However, RYOC smokers may have
higher levels of harmful exposures resulting from reuse of the unburned tobacco portions of their cigarettes as a priceminimizing strategy. We analyzed carcinogenic tobacco-specific nitrosamines (TSNAs) using liquid chromatographytandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) in smoke from RYOC made from fresh (1st generation) and recycled (2nd
generation) pipe tobacco. Tobacco for 2nd-generation RYOC was obtained by smoking approximately two-thirds of the
tobacco contained in multiple 1st-generation RYOC and collecting/pooling the remaining unburned tobacco. Firstgeneration RYOC smoke data provided a baseline for relative comparison of 2nd-generation RYOC TSNA smoke
deliveries. Of the twelve pipe tobacco brands tested, 2nd-generation RYOC smoke—collected using ISO and Canadian
Intense smoking regimes—yielded statistically higher TSNA levels (p < 0.05) for most brands, suggesting that smokers who
reuse the unburned fractions of RYO tobacco are at risk of increased exposure to TSNAs.
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Abstract Text
Gas-phase ionization of molecules by electron ionization (EI) is one of the most widely used ionization methods in mass
spectrometry. While EI is amenable to numerous types of chemicals, the energetic nature of the ionization can result in
significant fragmentation, dilution of ion signal over many m/z values, and hindered interpretation of mass spectra. Many
alternative ionization techniques (e.g., electrospray ionization, chemical ionization, photoionization) provide “softer”
ionization conditions, resulting in reduced fragmentation. However, these ionization techniques are generally performed
at atmospheric pressure, increasing the chance for ion losses crossing the vacuum barrier and are limited to laboratory
equipment, and thus are not fieldable. Here, we present a method of performing photoionization on a series of volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) within the confines of an ion trap mass analyzer.
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Abstract Text
There are a large number of explosives-contaminated sites in the US, Europe, and Asia. High levels of explosives in soil can
threaten the health of humans, livestock, and wildlife. A number of remediation efforts are underway, which require the
analysis of explosives in soil samples. Recently, a new technique was introduced the allows the automated supercritical
extraction and SFC analysis of samples with minimal sample preparation and handling requirements to save analyst time
and sample preparation expenses. This technique was applied to the analysis of explosives in soil samples and showed
good recoveries of the explosives tested in a number of different soil samples. Automated analysis of up to 48 samples is
possible without the need for manual sample preparation to allow quick screening of explosives in numerous soil
samples.
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Abstract Text
Soil organic matter consists of a mixture of plant and animal products in various stages of decomposition and
humification. Although soil organic matter and associated humic substances plays an important role in many
environmental processes such as soil carbon sequestration, contaminant fate and transportation, and carbon and
nitrogen biogeochemical cycles, its molecular structural analyses remain challenging to analytical chemistry science. The
primary objective of this study was to apply the pyrolysis –cryogenic GC/MS directly to raw soil samples for studying
molecular structures of organic matter contained. The soil samples were collected from grass and forestry lands at the
depths of 0-12 cm, 12-25 cm, and 25-38 cm. The secondary objective of the research was to investigate the mechanisms
that control soil organic matter decomposition processes through comparing molecular structural changes over the soil
profiles. The soil samples were first purged with helium and pyrolysized at the temperature programmed from 300 to
500•C with a temperature increasing rate of 10•C/min. The pyrolysates were condensed and collected in a cryogenic
sample loop that was merged in a liquid nitrogen container. After a desired period of time, the pyrolysates were flashed
out into GC/MS. And the pyrolysis GC/MS spectra were analyzed for derivatives from aliphatic hydrocarbon, lignin,
polysaacharide, and heterocyclic N and non- heterocyclic N. The spectra were also compared with those obtained from
humic and fulvic acids. Our preliminary results show distinguishable differences between grass and forestry soil samples
and at different depths. With increasing soil depth, pyrolysate products of the soil samples resemble those from humic
and fulvic acids. It is our hope that further analyses may offer new information of molecular structures of soil organic
matter through a simple and direct analysis of soils.
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Abstract Text
Mineral reactive nitrogen (nitrate-nitrogen and ammonium-nitrogen) are critical for soil fertility and crop productivity.
Consequently the use of synthetic fertilizers and organic manures application has been increased tremendously to
enhance and maintain high agricultural productivity. However, the increased use of fertilizers application to croplands
often in excess of plant nutrient requirements has led to losses of reactive nitrogen (Nr) into surface, coastal and
groundwater resources with implications on water quality, public health and health of aquatic ecosystems. Among others,
one way to effectively match plan Nr requirement and to reduce losses of Nr to water resources, is to develop robust
techniques that can routinely be used for quick, and low-cost monitoring of Nr in soil and water to aid end-user of
fertilizers (farmers and regulatory agencies) achieve agricultural and environmental sustainability. Ion-selective
electrodes (ISEs) are a promising analytical technique which offers robust sensitivity and selectivity for target ions in
solution. ISEs are simple and low-cost, and are not affected by sample turbidity and/or matrix. Therefore, ISEs holds
feasible promise for monitoring Nr in soil and water in support of the overall Nr management at various levels. In this
abstract, we present data on the suitability, sensitivity, selectivity and robustness of ISEs for measuring Nr in varied
environmental media including organic and mineral soils, slurry and water. The performance of ISEs in measuring Nr is
validated and compared using laboratory-based ion chromatographic and spectrophotometric techniques.
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Abstract Text
A number of recent studies have been performed on the meteoritic mineral, schreibersite (Fe,Ni)[sub]3[/sub]P, which is
hypothesized to be the ultimate source of phosphorous in life. Schreibersite is known to phosphorylate biomolecules such
as glycerol, choline, adenosine and uracil in aqueous solution. However, there is little information on how these products
are formed. Because these reactions occur in the presence of schreibersite, it is likely that the mineral surface has a direct
role in product formation. This presentation discusses changes at the mineral interface related to corrosion and
phosphorylation. Water, methanol, and a mixture of both were dosed onto the schreibersite surface at various
coverages. A QMS and an FTIR were used to perform temperature programmed desorption (TPD) and reflectionabsorption infrared spectroscopy (RAIRS), respectively. These techniques provide information about chemical structure
changes on the surface as conditions change. SEM/EDS and XPS were also used to characterize the geometric structure
and the composition of the surface. The combination of these surface-sensitive experiments helps illustrate the
magnitude of the role of the schreibersite surface in the aqueous-phase reactions by providing details on the adsorbatesurface interaction.
This work was jointly supported by NSF and the NASA Astrobiology Program, under the NSF Center for Chemical
Evolution, CHE-1004570.
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Abstract Text
One of the single largest sources of error in XRF analysis is sample preparation. Minimizing error in the preparation of
samples is therefore critical to obtaining high quality analytical results. This is particularly relevant for the preparation of
pressed pellets which is one of the most common methods used for XRF analysis. Some of the major sources of sample
preparation error include
1) Large or highly variable particle size distribution in the sample which can lead to heterogeneities in the sample relative
to the sampling depth of the XRF and shadow effects on the surface of the sample.
2) Thin samples or those that vary in thickness can lead problems with infinite thickness and create errors relative to the
energy of the elements being analyzed.
3) Incomplete compaction of the sample leading to small void spaces in the sample creating heterogeneities in the sample.
4) Contamination of the sample with residual material from previous samples in the milling and pressing process.
5) Variations in the dilution factor of samples caused by weighing errors of the sample and binder.
All of these errors can be magnified in by the variation induced by multiple lab personnel preparing samples for analysis.
We present data from the Centaurus, a new automated mill and press that demonstrates how this instrument addresses
these main sources of error for the analysis of different geological materials.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Nanoceria is currently used in various catalytic processes due to their unique chemical and electronic configuration. These
particles are characterized by high reactivity, and catalytic properties which make them useful for implementation in
many practical applications. In addition to the recently discovered therapeutic applications, nanoceria has been used as
fuel additive, as a fuel-borne catalyst and as abrasives in printed circuit manufacture to decrease the emission of
particulate matter from diesel engines and to lower the generation of diesel exhaust particles (DEPs), but are emitted as
cerium oxide nanoparticles (CeO2) along with DEP in the diesel exhaust. Studies show that these nanoparticles may
induce lung injury and co-localized in the lung tissues after combined exposure. Moreover, CeO2 induced sustained
inflammation and surfactant accumulation, and altered the balance of mediators involved in tissue repair process leading
to excess collagen deposit and pulmonary fibrosis. Thus, the release of these nanoparticles into the environment may
cause health concerns. Methods to determine the concentration of these nanoparticles under conditions relevant to
environmental and biological systems are needed to determine the level of exposure and provide concentration limits for
toxicological testing. In this presentation, we demonstrate design and development of a new method for the detection of
nanoceria particles (CeO2). The method is based on the use of different organic ligands (chelating agents) such as ascorbic
acid and catechol that are used to recognize and catalytically amplify signals, aiding in the detection of the nanoceria
particles in the environment. The analytical capability of our approach and a potential implementation of this method for
real world applications will be discussed.
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Abstract Text
Rare earths have unique magnetic, luminescent, and electrochemical properties that are used in many technologies such
as aerospace, health care, clean energy, electronics and transportation. However, often the functionality of high tech
devices that incorporate REE depends on the cleanliness of the materials used. On the other hand, more and more REE
(rare earth elements) are used in every day products and there is a growing concern that some of them can pollute the
water supply and cause incorrect results for some elements that are routinely analyzed in drinking water due to spectral
interferences. The objective of this poster is to investigate the capability of the current ICP-MS instrumentation for
accurately determining contamination in high purity REE and in drinking water contaminated by REE. It will be shown that
the ICP-MS with the universal cell, utilizing reaction/collision technology, can efficiently remove spectral interferences
created by REE and also by Ar, O2, H2 and the acids added during sample preparation.
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Abstract Text
The concentration of heavy metals in and around Lake Ontario was determined using Flame Atomic Absorption
Spectroscopy (FAAS). Heavy metals can have negative developmental, reproductive, and neurological health effects on
humans and the organisms of the aquatic ecosystem. The aim of the research was to quantify the concentrations of lead,
nickel, cadmium, and mercury and to further determine how to remove these specific heavy metals from the water. It is
imperative to preserve the aquatic ecosystems in Lake Ontario and the water quality since it is the largest source of fresh
water in the Eastern Hemisphere. Water samples were collected from two beaches on Lake Ontario. Soil samples were
also collected from the same two beaches along the shoreline and the water’s edge. An extraction procedure was carried
out multiple times on each soil sample with hydrochloric acid and nitric acid and the water samples were simply filtered
before analysis by FAAS.
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Abstract Text
Gasses emitted from coal fired power plants have been the subject of much environmental scrutiny in recent years.
These emissions from the smoke stack or Flue can contain greenhouse gasses such as sulfur dioxide and other pollutants.
In order to reduce the level of these contaminates that are released into the atmosphere, power plants often employ a
limestone oxidation scrubbing system to convert the gaseous sulfur dioxide into calcium sulfate. The solutions, often
referred to as FGD (Flue Gas Desulfurization) solutions, used in this type of scrubbing system are very acidic and trap
many other contaminates such as heavy metals, alkali earth metals, chlorides and dissolved organic compounds. In turn,
FGD solutions must also be characterized for waste disposal, however the complex matrix of the FGD samples make
analysis by ICP-MS difficult. First, the concentration of metals in these samples can cause polyatomic interferences that
need to be eliminated for accurate ICP-MS analysis. This is accomplished using Universal Cell Technology employing a
combination of Kinetic Energy Discrimination with Helium and the use of reactive gasses to completely remove the
interferent. Secondly, the elevated amount of dissolved solids can cause long term stability issues by depositing matrix
on the cones. This high matrix can also suppress the signal of the analyte below what an internal standard can accurately
compensate. This issue can be resolved with fastFIAS sample introduction technology. FastFIAS injects the sample into
the plasma in discrete microliter pulses. This eliminates the continuous flow of sample into the plasma during analysis
while maintaining good sensitivity and vastly improved internal standard recoveries.
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Abstract Text
Cadmium, even at low concentration, impacts ecosystem and human health adversely. Monitoring Cd in environmental
water, therefore, is important to ensure the levels of cadmium do not rise to harmful levels. In this project, preservation
of water samples through acidification and filtration and measurement using graphite furnace atomic absorption
spectroscopy (GFAAS) and inductively-coupled mass spectrometry (ICPMS) were investigated. Superfund sites around
New York City, including the lower Hudson River, Gowanus Canal, and Newtown Creek were used as sampling sites for
cadmium determination. These bodies of water have historically known to be contaminated with various pollutants,
including cadmium. Analysis results revealed that cadmium concentrations for the Hudson River sampling site (59th St)
was 1.98 ppb, Gowanus Canal was 2.95 ppb, and Newtown Creek was 17.56 ppb.
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Abstract Text
Hexavalent chromium (Cr (VI)) is commonly added to spray-paint to provide corrosion protection and to create specific
colors. However, exposure to Cr (VI) creates health complications such as lung and nasal cancer. Therefore, air quality
should be monitored to help protect workers from exposure to harmful levels of Cr (VI). Monitoring air quality is
accomplished by using filters that adsorb Cr (VI) particulates from the air. However, the interactions between Cr (VI) and
filter surfaces may induce inter-conversion between the more toxic Cr (VI) and the less toxic Cr (III) species before analysis
of the filter sample. In addition, this interconversion may occur during extraction of the Cr (VI) from the filters prior to
analysis. In the previous study, we investigated the stability of Cr (VI) on PVC filter medium. In the present study, we
extended that study to include quartz filter medium. This was accomplished by storing filters under different
environmental (temperature and humidity) conditions. Specifically, filters were stored under three different temperature
conditions; ambient, 4 °C, and 40 °C. Preliminary results suggest that low temperature (4 °C) conditions stabilize Cr (VI)
the best. This study will provide an insight into the chemistry of inter-conversion between Cr species. This will enable
environmentalists to obtain more accurate values for the concentration of Cr (VI) in air.
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Abstract Text
Antimony levels in drinking water are generally quite low and not considered a major health concern. However it is used
in various industrial processes and is discharged in wastewater. Antimony compounds are used as catalysts in the
production of polyesters and flame retardants and these ultimately cause releases of antimony to the environment during
production and disposal. In June 2013, the EPA proposed a new rule “40 CFR Part 423” which relates to effluent limitation
guidelines to limit the amount of toxic metals being discharged to surface waters. Antimony is one of the main elements
of concern because of its high toxicity and potential impact to the environment and wildlife. Online analysis of Sb in
wastewater streams enables the possibilities of precise monitoring of the complete water treatment process and ensures
the compliance with discharge regulations. However the analytical challenges remain due to the complexity of the
wastewater matrix. Hydride generation is also oxidation state dependent and therefore online chemistries have to be
developed to ensure accurate measurements are achieved. In this presentation, various industrial wastewater streams
are successfully analysed by online analysis based on hydride generation atomic fluorescence spectrometry (HG-AFS).
Detection limits of 200 ppt with linearity to 100 ppm are achievable with the online instrumentation. The results were
compared and cross examined by HPLC-HG-AFS and HG-AFS methodologies after the appropriate sample treatments.
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Abstract Text
Precious metals are important rare metals for advanced materials. The supply, however, has been inconsistent due to
poor natural abundance. Recycling from spent home appliances i.e. urban mine is complicated as it contains several other
metals. Therefore, technique that enables recovery metal ions selectively is required. Calix[4]arenes are phenolic
oligomers, which has the ability to discriminate metal ions making them suitable as specific receptors. However, the slow
extraction rate is to be resolved in using calix[4]arene solvent extraction. We propose a droplet-based microfluidc reactor
with larger surface/interface area per unit volume than conventional macroscale system. In this study, we investigated
the potential of droplet-based reactors for recovery of silver and palladium from aqueous solutions as well as extraction
from commercial metal waste. We fabricated microreactor (0.2 × 0.2 mm2) by micromachining process for droplet-based
recovery. Silver nitrate, Palladium nitrates dissolved to a desired conc. in 0.1M HNO3 as aqueous solution, while organic
solution is prepared by dissolving methylketonic, ethylamide calix[4]arene derivatives in chloroform. We evaluated the
extraction percentage of metal ions by ICP-AES from aqueous phase by varying the extraction time (2 to 10 s). As a result,
the time required to reach equilibrium for silver ion extraction was 4 s in the droplet-based microreactors, which is over
90% against 72 h in batch-wise method. Methylketonic calix[4]arene is selective for silver, while ethylamide type for
palladium. These results show that an increasing liquid-liquid interface per unit volume is effective in solvent extraction of
metal ion with calix[4]arene derivatives.
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Abstract Text
Heavy metal contamination from industrialization in developing countries is an important environmental issue today.
Hand Held X-ray Fluorescence (HHXRF) analysis has recently developed into a powerful tool to screen heavy metal
contamination at brownfield sites. However, HHXRF on-site analysis does not meet the needs in many contamination site
survey and risk assessments due to three major reasons: 1) insufficient accuracy to provide good assessment of
contaminated sites. 2) Poor detection limits during contamination surveys, especially for Hg, Cd, Ni, Cr, and As. 3) Widely
varying measurement results due to the heterogeneous nature of soil samples. Currently, comprehensive site
assessment is heavily dependent on field sample collection and lab analysis because of these limitations. The large scale
sample collection and lab analysis is a severe bottle neck for environmental cleanup process in terms of cost, on-site
decision making, and time management while waiting for off-site lab analysis.
Recently, new portable soil heavy metal analysis techniques using innovative, focused, and multiple monochromatic
beam X-ray fluorescence technology have been developed to address industry concerns. By utilizing miniature doubly
curved crystal optical systems coupled with a miniature x-ray tube and a sample rotation mechanism to increase analysis
area and improve measurement repeatability, superior detection limits for heavy metal analysis and better comparability
with laboratory methods have been achieved.
In this poster, in-depth analysis of a measurement data set of various NIST soil standards and soil samples from actual
survey sites will be presented. Data from the new technique and laboratory analysis using US EPA ICP methods will be
summarized. Results from the analysis demonstrate that on-site, quantitative analysis for low level heavy metals (110ppm range) in soil has been achieved for the first time.
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Abstract Text
Several hexavalent chromium standards in soil, certified in the past decade, either have high concentrations of chromium
or active matrices that render them unsuitable for validation studies that use natural soil untouched by industrial activity.
NIST 2701, for example, is made of chromium processing ore residue (COPR) industrial waste material from New Jersey.
It contains approximately four percent total chromium, with an unnaturally high Cr(VI) fraction (552.1 mg/kg). SRM-2701
also includes an active matrix that dominates the chemistry of the standard and causes significant Cr(III)/Cr(VI) species
shift and biases during extraction. Presently, no low-background level standard containing an inert matrix is available for
the appropriate validation of low level Cr(VI) in native or uncontaminated soil. An international collaboration is under
way to produce a more appropriate series of low level soil certified standard reference materials for Cr(VI) analysis.
Multiple laboratories in different locations are involved in certifying two new reference materials at ng/g levels. These
were prepared by Sigma-Aldrich in larger batches and were distributed among the participating laboratories for
collaborative certification. The methods used for certification are two EPA RCRA methods: alkaline extraction by EPA
method 3060A and speciated isotope dilution mass spectrometry by EPA method 6800 (Update V, 2015). The methods
used in the preparation of the materials and preliminary certification, including means and confidence limits, will be
presented along with some discussion of the Eh and Ph phase diagram stability of the material.
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Abstract Text
Radioactive strontium-90 ([sup]90[/sup]Sr) scattered by nuclear power plant accident was specifically quantified by
conventional inductively coupled plasma quadrupole mass-spectrometry (ICP-QMS) preceded by on-line chelate column
separation (based on lab-on-valve) and oxygen reaction (designated the cascade step). The proposed system overcomes
the isobaric interference of [sup]90[/sup]Zr, whose soil concentration exceeds that of [sup]90[/sup]Sr by more than six
orders of magnitude. In addition, the system requires no ultimate mass spectrometry or radioactive [sup]90[/sup]Sr
standards. The modified ICP-QMS system yielded a precise, reproducible sharp [sup]90[/sup]Sr peak in the ICP-MS profile
[sup][1][/sup]. However, the allowance of the upper concentration of coexistent element has been not known. In this
presentation, we present the impact of coexistent elements and its upper concentration in the quantification of
[sup]90[/sup]Sr using ICP-MS with cascade separation system.
[1]Y. Takagai, M. Furukawa, Y. Kameo, K. Suzuki, Analytical Methods, 6(2), 355-362 (2014).
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Abstract Text
The US EPA has developed and published multiple methods for the analysis of organic environmental pollutants, including
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs), while standardizing on single-quadrupole gas chromatography-mass spectrometry
(GC/MS). Over the years, GC/MS instrumentation has evolved with changes in MS detector design, resulting in
improvements in sensitivity and reliability which help increase productivity of environmental laboratories, but there
haven’t been many significant advancements in the overall methodology since the mid-1980s.
US EPA Method 8260 is by far the most comprehensive method in terms of the number of VOCs included in the
compound list, with as many as 100 or more RCRA compounds slated for testing. The method is used to determine VOCs
in a variety of solid waste matrices, is applicable to nearly all types of samples, and is one of the most common VOC
methods used by commercial testing laboratories today. The chemist is confronted with meeting regulatory compliance
requirements for all compounds on a routine basis, which can be a challenging task.
This poster describes the effects of recent instrument improvements and method modifications on sensitivity for US EPA
Method 8260. An extended calibration range minimizes the number of dilutions and re-analyses that are required for
high-concentration compounds, while still reaching the required low detection limits. Analytical operating conditions
including BFB tune parameters, calibration details, and a complete MDL and Precision and Accuracy study for almost 100
target compounds over an extended calibration range are described.
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Abstract Text
The determination of chlorinated pesticides (OCPs) and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in environmental matrices are
common analyses in most environmental laboratories. These compounds are typically analyzed by employing solid phase
or liquid liquid extraction with Methylene chloride, concentration, solvent exchange into hexane, and interference
removal using acid, copper, or column chromatography. Analysis is done using gas chromatography (GC) with electron
capture detection (ECD) and requires confirmation of every detected component on another, dissimilar GC column. GCECD techniques are prone to positive and negative bias in complex matrices resulting in unnecessary cleanup costs and/or
violations of NPDES permits. Clearly, a new method for pesticides and PCBs, based on modern GCMS technology is
needed.
This poster describes use of a tandem GC-MS/MS method using Multiple Reaction Monitoring (MRM) mode for sensitive
and selective detection and quantitation of organochlorine pesticides and PCBs. A database with optimized MRM
transitions for all of the OCPs and PCBs including relative retention times for all components makes method setup
possible within minutes. The use of GCMSMS MRM mode provides enhanced selectivity, specificity and sensitivity in
complex matrices with potential co-eluting interferences.
This poster presents all instrument operating conditions, and instrument method performance statistics including method
linearity, accuracy, precision, and instrument detection limits for all compounds.
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Abstract Text
The separation and identification of natural mixtures of terpenes is challenging and laborious. A new gas chromatography
detector based on vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) spectroscopy, which collects full scan adsorption in the range of 115-240 nm,
was developed and applied to analyze terpenes. VUV features deconvolution of co-eluting signals from different analytes,
making it a great tool for analysis from complex matrices. In this study, the VUV absorption spectra for different terpenes
(51) were investigated and compared. The spectra of terpenes were found to be unique and highly featured. VUV was
applied to the analysis of turpentine and demonstrated excellent specificity for qualitative identification analysis of
terpenes. Deconvolution of co-eluting signals of terpenes was achieved utilizing the VUV data analysis software.
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Abstract Text
Electrochemical boron doped diamond (BDD) sensors can be an interesting analytical devices for extracting pesticide
information in water samples. However, this type of sensing requires low detection levels relevant for human health and
ecosystem protection monitoring; moreover, pesticide classification also requires fast feedback based on the correct
diagnostic of which pesticide is present [1]. To this end, this paper describes the development of an analytical method to
classify five carbamates pesticides (aldicarb, carbaryl, carbofuran, methomyl and propoxur) using Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) and a [i]k[/i]-nearest neighbours approach ([i]k[/i]-NN). Current values of the oxidation process of five
carbamates in different concentrations (50 to 3000 [micro]mol L[sup]-1[/sup]) were recorded using a BDD sensor in a
working potential range from 1.0 to 1.8 V and were pre-processed using a baseline correction and a normalization step to
bring the current values between 0 and 1. These values were used as input data for PCA resulting in the discrimination of
five clusters, each corresponding to the pesticides studied. Additionally, a [i]k[/i]-NN model was performed in order to
test the capability of the proposed method to identify real samples of pesticide in water. The choice of [i]k[/i] was
optimized by calculating the prediction ability of the calibration set using hold-out cross validation. The best crossvalidation accuracy was achieved when [i]k[/i] = 1. To validate the proposed method three real pesticide samples, each
one containing aldicarb, carbofuran and porpoxur, were used. No misclassification was noted for the validation set which
demonstrates the reliability of the method to classify pesticides in water samples.
Financial support: FAPESP, CNPq and CAPES.
[1] Y. Ni, P. Qiu, S. Kokot, Anal. Chim. Acta 537 (2005) 321.
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Abstract Text
Top marine predators with long life spans, such as tuna, can contain high concentrations of organochlorine contaminants
(OCs). Tuna is a good bioindicator that serves for obtaining data on marine ecosystem contamination. Being an important
foodstuff, it also represents a potential source of human exposure. Light meat samples of 9 wild Bluefin tuna (Thunnus
thynnus) caught in the Adriatic Sea were freeze-dried and extracted with n-hexane:acetone=50:50 (20 mL) in a
Microwave Accelerated Reaction System (CEM, USA). Extracts were further cleaned with 96% sulphuric acid, by
adsorption chromatography on a multilayer silica column and finally on commercial tubes pre-packed with carbon.
Analysis was done on a high-resolution gas chromatograph (Clarus 500, Perkin Elmer) with ECD detectors on two capillary
columns simultaneously. The highest concentrations were found for p,p´-DDE, which is the main, highly stable metabolite
of p,p´-DDT. Concentrations of p,p´-DDT were 2 to 20 times lower than those of p,p´-DDE. The sum of six indicator PCB
congeners accounted for between 54% and 75% of total PCB concentrations. Higher chlorinated indicator PCBs (PCB-153,
PCB-138, and PCB-180) were found in the highest concentrations. Positive correlations of PCB-138, -153, -180 and p,p´DDE with tuna age and/or body weight confirmed that the most stable and most degradation-resistant organochlorine
compounds accumulate in the organism of a tuna during its life. The OC concentrations found in this study should not
raise concern regarding human health risk, but indicate the need for continuous monitoring in marine organisms,
especially species such as farmed tuna, which is an important food and export product.
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Abstract Text
An innovative thermal desorption (TD) tubes was optimized using recently developed materials. The trapping device was
applied to the TD-GC/MS analysis of several classes of compounds including: EPA TO-14, PAMS, oxygenated compounds
several terpenoids and semi-volatile compounds (SVOCs). Results are compared with those of a multi-carbon thermal
desorption tubes commonly used in the analysis of volatile and semi-volatile organic compounds (VOCs and SVOCs). Using
just 30 mg of sorbent material the new trapping device demonstrates the ability of trapping more efficiently analytes
even in harsh conditions. Excellent results from recovery experiment in controlled atmosphere are presented. Major
demonstrated advantages are in terms of reduced impedance and inertness to water. Moreover the new trapping device
has several additional features: higher thermal and mechanical stability (especially towards very fragile granular
graphitized carbons) and “self-confining” properties (it does not require quartz wool frits). Methods validation was
performed in conditions where conventional thermal desorption sorbent tubes fail such as wet vapor conditions. Finally
the method was applied to the analysis of exhaust from a biomass combustion plant.
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Abstract Text
Wastewater is any water that has been negatively affected in quality by anthropogenic influence. Wastewater can
originate from a combination of industrial, commercial, domestic or agricultural activities, surface runoff or rainwater,
and from sewer inflow or infiltration.
Wastewater may contain toxic compounds or compounds that potentially may be mutagenic or carcinogenic. To protect
public health and the environment the analysis of wastewater is internationally regulated. For example the U.S. authority
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has developed method 624, that covers the determination of a number of
purgeable organics in municipal and industrial wastewater.
According to EPA 624 the Purge and Trap GC/TOF-MS technique allows a wide range of purgeable organics, commonly
called Volatiles Organic Compounds (VOCs), to be determined.
In this work an innovative technology of in-vial purging is presented. This feature allows any risk of cross-contamination
and carryover to be eliminated. In this way no additional workload of cleaning glassware or time-consuming line purging
are requested. Moreover, the exclusive dew stop device provides an efficient removal of water regardless of the
analytes, maintaining volatile compound recovery unaffected. The use of a TOF-MS guarantees high quality mass spectra
and effective deconvolution algorithm to ensure a reliable identification, even with a complex matrix as wastewater.
Results will be presented to show the efficiency, accuracy and reproducibility of this approach.
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Abstract Text
Accumulation of environmental contaminants, especially persistent organic compounds, can pose adverse ecological and
human health effects. Therefore, our research goal is to evaluate the efficiency of chlorine dioxide in removing or
reducing harmful pollutants in different environmental media. An ingredient of birth control pill, 17•-ethinylestradiol, is
chosen for the study of its degradation kinetics when treated with ClO2. The oxidative degradation by-products are
characterized by Fourier Transform infrared spectrometry (FTIR) and gas chromatography or liquid chromatography
coupled to mass spectrometry (GC-MS and LC-MS). The LC-MS analysis of the estradiol solution treated with ClO2 shows
a reduction in concentration of estradiol over a 20-hour period. The reason for studying the degradation of this estradiol
compound is related to its adverse effects on aquatic life since it has been reported to show endocrine disrupting effects.
It is capable of reducing male and female fertility as well as feminization of male fish. The degradation of pesticides in the
presence of ClO2 is also investigated because it is often used to disinfect fruits and vegetables and it is expected that not
only will ClO2 deactivate pathogenic bacteria in these food products, it may also yield the beneficial effects of breaking
down toxic pesticides used for pest control. Degradation of pesticides including DDT, endrin, and chlordane have been
studied and their degradation products characterized by GC-MS. Lastly, the degradation of odorous compounds including
cadaverine and dimethyldisulfide has also been studied in gas phase using the GC-MS and FTIR techniques.
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Abstract Text
Organochlorine Pesticides (OCPs) are a class of persistent contaminants that span the spectrum of EPA methodology.
Typically analyzed by GC/ECD, florisil clean-up is often required prior to analysis to eliminate non-target interferences.
The use of an automated SPE apparatus can enable the pairing of both extraction of aqueous samples with extract cleanup in a continuous process with no manual manipulation. A detailed examination of the procedure will be covered along
with the fluidic pathways to accommodate the pairing of the extraction and clean-up steps. IPR, MDL and a variety of
matrix specific validations were conducted testing the process. Final validation involved with participation in a
commercial PT study by an accredited laboratory.
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Abstract Text
Environmental policies and threshold limit values (TLV) are the reasons for governmental and private organizations to use
on-site analyses for detecting hazardous substances, protecting the environment and securing worker’s safety. Modern
applications increasingly demand methods and devices that are hand-held, fast and easy to use. In this paper, a device
based on gas chromatographic (GC) separation and photo ionization detection (PID) of volatile organic compounds (VOC),
in particular chlorinated hydrocarbons (CVOC) and benzene including its derivatives toluene, and xylene (BTX), is
introduced for such applications. In particular, the separation of benzene and n-hexane relevant for refineries is
discussed. The GC-PID prototype is characterized by short analysis cycles of less than a minute while matching required
detection limits by industry of sub-ppm concentrations. Benzene can be analyzed in less than 15 seconds and down to 50
ppb. The device is using a short multi capillary column for increased volume flow and low retention times. Filtered
ambient air serves as carrier gas. A second continuous mode measures the concentration of total aromatic compounds
(TAC) and can be used to trigger the discontinuous GC analysis when TAC levels are above TLV. The device’s software
includes an algorithm for deconvolution of overlapping peaks and enables easy to use analyses including users not trained
on gas chromatography.
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Abstract Text
A simple high-throughput liquid chromatography/tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) method was developed for the
determination of glyphosate, aminomethylphosphonic acid (AMPA) and glufosinate in egg using a reversed-phase liquid
chromatography column with weak anion/cation exchange stationary phase. Two grams of egg were shaken with 8.5 mL
extracting solvent containing Na2EDTA and acetic acid along with 6 mL of methylene chloride for 10 min to precipitate
the protein content and separate the fat portion. After centrifugation, the supernatant was filtered and passed through
an Oasis HLB SPE to retain suspended particulates and phospholipids. The sample was directly injected and analyzed in 12
min, with no sample concentration or derivatization steps. Two multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) channels were
monitored in the method for each target compound to achieve true positive identification. Three internal standards
corresponding to each analyte were used to counter matrix suppression effects. The linearity of the detector response
was demonstrated in the range of 5 to 500 ng/mL for each analyte, with a minimum coefficient of determination (R2)
value of more than 0.9995. Through the use of this internal standard calibration method, the average recovery for all
analytes at 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, and 1 µg/g (n = 7) are between 85-107% with a relative standard deviation of less than 6%.
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Abstract Text
Thermal desorption has been developed the past years because this solvent-free method perfectly fits in the current
green chemistry trend. However, with classical thermal desorption systems, the use of activated charcoal as an adsorbent
is not possible. Activated charcoal is a convenient, inexpensive, high trapping capacity material and compatible with a
wide variety of organic, but the amount of provided energy during the heating desorption process is not sufficient to
totally extract the most polar and low sterically hindered adsorbed compounds.
A new alternative microwave assisted thermal desorption technique allows the use of activated charcoal as sorbent. This
technique provides almost instantly a high quantity of energy which enables a complete flash desorption of organics.
The goal of this study was to develop a sampling device usable in the microwave thermal desorption system directly after
either active or passive sampling of organic compounds, without preparation steps. The main challenge was to find an
inert diffusion media in the diffusive ceramic tubes for passive samplings resistant to high temperatures without suffering
irreversible structural damages. A carbonaceous material has been chosen as a diffusion material. The stability of its
structure and diffusive properties as a function of the number of desorption cycles have been studied by microscopic
analyses and also by samplings of aromatic compounds.
Microscopic observations made on the diffusion media after various desorption cycles have shown no structural
modification or damage between up to a 50-cycle diffusion material and a new one.
Then, three diffusion sampling experiments have been performed with three similar devices in a controlled atmosphere
of toluene and m-xylene each at the threshold limit value TLV®. After the passive sampling step, the activated charcoal
has been extracted with carbon disulfide and analyzed by GC-FID to determinate the mass of organics. The calculated
uptake rates have shown less than 2% of inter-sampler variability, and only 7% of variability between the three
experiments for both compounds (Figure 1).
The results have shown the developed sampler appears to be suitable for passive samplings directly followed by
microwave thermal desorption. Besides the reliability of the diffusion media, another aspect of the study still in progress
is the optimization of the quantification by external standard directly by the microwave thermal desorption system.
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Abstract Text
The use of surrogate compounds to measure method performance in Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy (GC/MS)
methods for environmental monitoring is not a new practice. All EPA-approved methods require the use of three to six
compounds; however only a few are deuterated analogs of target analytes. Deuterated analogs are more representative
of target analytes, thereby providing more information regarding matrix effects while measuring the accuracy and
precision. Since 2001, the EPA’s Office of Superfund Remediation and Technology Innovation’s Contract Laboratory
Program (CLP) has required laboratories to add over a dozen deuterated monitoring compounds (DMCs) to each sample,
all analogs of target analytes. Developed to improve data quality used in decision-making processes, this approach
ultimately reduced the cost to the Superfund Program. This presentation will show, with thousands of data points, how
incorporating more DMCs into EPA-approved GC/MS methods has improved data quality, and provided cost savings to
the Agency, and how it may benefit the entire analytical chemistry community.
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Abstract Text
The potential of fluorescence analysis for on-line wastewater monitoring was investigated in this study. Parallel factor
analysis (PARAFAC) was successfully applied in the analysis of fluorescence excitation and emission matrix (FEEM) data in
wastewater treatment. Good correlations (R2=0.67-0.78) were obtained between the removal efficiencies of chemical
oxygen demand (COD) and dissolved organic carbon (DOC) and FEEM by PARAFAC. The monitoring of treatment
efficiency in a series of treatment processes in a wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) was also studied by FEEM.
Moderately good correlation (R2=0.71-0.82) was found with COD removal efficiency. The correlations of removal
efficiency of COD and DOC by FEEM were found to be comparable with those by absorbance spectroscopy. More insight
in the composition changes could be obtained through the analysis of FEEM.
Keywords:
Environmental Analysis, Fluorescence
Application Code:
Environmental
Methodology Code: Fluorescence/Luminescence
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Abstract Text
A new plastic in-syringe based ultrasound assisted salt-induced liquid-liquid microextraction (IS-USA-SI-LLME) technique
was developed for the determination of triclosan (TCS) in environmental water samples using high performance liquid
chromatography-ultraviolet (HPLC-UV) detection. This method is based on the rapid phase separation of water-miscible
organic solvent from the aqueous phase in the presence of high concentration of salt (salting-out phenomena) under
ultrasonication. A simple home-made plastic syringe based extraction device (5-mL commercial plastic syringe coupled
with a 100 microliter pipette tip) was adopted as the phase separation device for IS-USA-SI-LLME. After extraction, the
upper extraction solvent layer was narrowed into the self-scaled capillary tip by pushing the plunger plug; thus making the
collection and measurement of the upper organic solvent layer easy and convenient. Factors influencing the extraction
efficiency such as selection of extraction solvent and salt, extraction solvent volume, salt amount, ultrasonication time,
and pH were thoroughly investigated and optimized. Under the optimum conditions, the method showed good linearity
in the concentration range from 0.4–100 ppb with correlation coefficient of 0.9991 for the target analyte. The limit of
detection was 80 ng/L. The method was validated with real water samples and the relative recoveries of environmental
water samples ranged between 95.6 -114.3% and relative standard deviations were ranged between 1.8-5.7%, making
the proposed method highly reliable. The proposed method provides a rapid, simple, efficient, low cost, easy to handle
and convenient environmental friendly sample preparation procedure to determine triclosan in aqueous samples.
Keywords:
Environmental/Water, Liquid Chromatography, Sample Preparation, Ultratrace Analysis
Application Code:
Environmental
Methodology Code: Liquid Chromatography
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Abstract Text
Research indicates that N-nitrosamines are formed during chlorination of finished drinking water. These compounds are
classified as possible human carcinogens by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC), and were detected in
about 25% of the drinking water systems monitored in the Unregulated Contaminant Monitoring Rule 2 (UCMR2).
Detection and quantitation of N-nitrosamines for contaminant monitoring requires using USEPA Method 521 (2004)
employing an ion trap MS with chemical ionization (CI). Method 521 was originally developed using ion trap MS, and all
of the validation data presented in the method are based on this technique, but unfortunately, ion trap mass
spectrometers are no longer available. A new method is needed.
This poster describes development of a Multiple Reaction Monitoring (MRM) instrument method using a commercially
available triple quadrupole GC-MS/MS for detection and quantitation of N-nitrosamines after extraction as described by
USEPA Method 521. GC-MS/MS in MRM mode produces significant improvements in selectivity and specificity, as well as
dramatically lower detection limits than single quadrupole GC/MS, especially in complex matrices producing background
interferences. This poster presents final instrument configuration and operating conditions, as well as instrument
validation results including LCMRL, and precision & accuracy as evaluated using spiked samples at various concentration
levels. Use of the CI technique compared to electron impact ionization is also discussed.
Keywords:
Environmental, GC-MS, Tandem Mass Spec, Water
Application Code:
Environmental
Methodology Code: Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry
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Abstract Text
The Twin Oaks Valley drinking water treatment plant in San Diego County is a zero discharge facility and is the world’s
largest submerged membrane ultrafiltration water treatment plant producing 100 MGD. Ultrafiltration membranes can
be fouled by high organic loading, therefore careful monitoring is essential.
Source water for the Twin Oaks Valley plant is 95% surface or Colorado River water that is mixed with reclaim water on
site from an equalization (EQ) basin. The water from the EQ basin is primarily backwash from the ultrafiltration
membrane banks, and as such, the EQ basin has high concentrations of contaminants. Contaminants in the EQ basin
effluent not removed via centrifuging are then removed via coagulation and settling by addition of ferric chloride and a
polymer. The treated EQ water goes to plate settlers where the coagulants can settle out. To optimize chemical
treatment of water from the EQ basin and to determine the efficiency of the plate settlers, online monitoring of organic
carbon was implemented.
The EQ basin effluent before chemical treatment and the effluent off the plate settlers were analyzed continually. Data
from these two streams provided organic carbon levels before and after treatment of the EQ basin water. This
information was beneficial for both optimizing treatment of the reclaimed water as well as understanding the organic
loading of the membranes. Monitoring organic carbon using online TOC analysis was highly cost-effective and beneficial
for the Twin Oaks Valley water treatment plant in preventing fouling of the costly ultrafiltration membranes.
Keywords:
Instrumentation, On-line, Process Control, Total Organic Carbon
Application Code:
Environmental
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Abstract Text
We present application of Arduino technology to integrate solid-state pH probes with temperature, turbidity, dissolved
oxygen and conductivity solid-state sensors for portable probes capable of assessing water quality. Individual sensors
currently exist on the market; however, an integrated, efficient, and inexpensive probe is not currently available.
According to the EPA, the most recent assessment of water quality in the Commonwealth of Kentucky was conducted
nearly three years ago. Even then, only a small fraction of the total waterways in Kentucky was assessed with nearly two
thirds of that water deemed impaired. We present development of an Arduino pH shield for integration of pH and
temperature probes and longevity analysis of solid-state pH probes.
Keywords:
Electrochemistry, Electrode Surfaces, Environmental Analysis, Environmental/Water
Application Code:
Environmental
Methodology Code: Portable Instruments
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Abstract Text
Heavy metals are typically removed from contaminated wastewater through the use of ion exchange resins, which are
expensive. Biosorption has long been pursued as an alternative method due to its economic and environmental
advantages. One potential biosorbent is ground peanut hulls. They are a by-product of the food and agriculture industry,
which makes them inexpensive. They are also a renewable and biodegradable product, which makes them
environmentally friendly. Lastly, due to their high lignocellulosic content they have a moderate affinity for metal ions. Our
studies have shown that the affinity can be enhanced by an alkaline peroxide bleaching process, which is believed to
oxidize the hulls, creating additional binding sites. Simultaneously, the dissolution of lignin leads to an increased porosity
and therefore greater surface area and increased number of binding sites. The adsorption of copper and multi-metal
systems to both unmodified and modified hulls has been tested in both batch and continuous flow systems. In batch
systems, hulls were mixed with solutions containing various concentrations of metal ions and allowed to come to
equilibrium. After filtration, the supernatant liquid was analyzed for metal concentration using ICP-OES. The amount of
bound metal was calculated by difference. In continuous flow experiments, metal containing solution was flushed through
a column containing wet hulls. Aliquots of effluent were collected and analyzed for metal concentration using ICP-OES.
Adsorption curves from batch studies and breakthrough curves from continuous flow studies will be presented. A
comparison to ion exchange resin cost and performance will also be addressed.
Keywords:
Adsorption, Environmental/Water, Materials Characterization, Plasma Emission (ICP/MIP/DCP/etc.)
Application Code:
Environmental
Methodology Code: Atomic Spectroscopy/Elemental Analysis
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Abstract Text
Improving the framework of green chemistry principles, it should be necessary to decrease the major sources of waste as
volatile organic solvents (VOSs) losses that end up in the atmosphere or in ground water, mainly caused by their use in
industrial applications. Owing to their low volatility, the Ionic Liquids (ILs) have been regarded as greener replacements of
the traditional VOSs, since their contribution to the air pollution can be effectively reduced. Unfortunately, their high
solubility makes their entrance in water very easy. Furthermore, ILs has low biodegradability; this is the major reason why
they have become a new threat for the aquatic ecosystems. This urges new efforts and the development a new strategies
to eliminate the ILs from water at an acceptable cost, in a short time and with the least possible environmental and social
impact. In this work, we illustrate the application of electro-Fenton for the degradation of several ILs. This technique is
based on Fenton reaction by the action of a powerful oxidizing agent, hydroxyl radical, generated on the electrochemical
process. In order to determine the pathways of the reactions that take places in the degradation process, it is necessary
to determine the evolution of the composition of the samples along the treatment. For that, chromatographic analysis
(Ionic/Ion-Exclusion HPLC and GC/MS) were performed. A number of others analytical techniques, including AAS,
voltammetry, conductivity and potentiometry, are also used in our methodology to get insight into the degradation
pathways of the ILs under study. The energy consumption and the measurement of the Total Organic Carbon (TOC) of the
studied aqueous solution containing the ILs are also calculated.
Acknowledgements: Financial support from Spanish/European Institutions MINECO/FEDER (Project CTM2014-52471-R)
and XUNTA (ReGaLIs R2014/015 and Bioauga R2014/030 Networks). The authors are grateful to Pepe Lamas for his
helpful hands in the laboratory.
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Abstract Text
Water samples from the New York side of the Lake Ontario watershed were collected to determine the presence and
levels of cyanobacterial toxins. The specific sampling sites included: Webster Park, Oswego River, Sodus Bay, Salmon River
in Mexico Point State Park Oak Orchard Creek, Eighteen Mile Creek, and Niagara River, which all feed into Lake Ontario.
These locations were chosen because they provide a good range along the coast of Lake Ontario and they are places
people frequent for fishing or other recreational activities exposing them to the water and toxins. The water samples
were used to cultivate cyanobacteria in order to determine what types of toxins the cyanobacteria released and the
quantity released. The toxins included in the study are saxitoxins, anatoxins, and microcystins. The cyanotoxins can be
found in both the water and in the cyanobacteria, therefore cell lysis was performed. The toxins were studied and
quantified using High-Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC). Calibration was performed using purchased pure toxin
standards prior to testing with cell lysates and sample water. Ultimately, the aim of the study is to determine the amount
of toxins produced and released by the cyanobacteria.
Keywords:
Environmental Analysis, Liquid Chromatography, Method Development, UV-VIS Absorbance/Lumines
Application Code:
Environmental
Methodology Code: Liquid Chromatography
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Abstract Text
Introduction: Haloacetic Acids (HAAs) can be formed during drinking water purification in municipal water supplies during
the chlorination, ozonation or chloramination of water. Reactions between chlorine and organic matter present in the
water can create HAAs. There are health concerns regarding human consumption of HAAs. Because of these concerns,
the US EPA has published Method 557 for the quantitation of HAAs using Ion Chromatography coupled to Tandem Mass
Spectrometry (IC-MS/MS). The IC-MS/MS method bypasses derivitization of the HAAs and allows for direct analysis of the
drinking water samples.
Method: Drinking water samples were collected and treated with preservatives. Calibration standards were prepared by
spiking drinking water with 9 Haloacetic Acids, bromate, and dalapon stock solutions.
Preliminary Data: The following HAAs were analyzed, along with bromate and the pesticide dalapon: Bromochloroacetic
acid (BCAA), Bromodichloroacetic acid (BDCAA), Chlorodibromoacetic acid (CDBAA), Dibromoacetic acid (DBAA),
Dichloroacetic acid (DCAA), Monobromoacetic acid (MBAA), Monochloroacetic acid (MCAA), Tribromoacetic acid (TBAA)
and Trichloroacetic acid (TCAA). While US regulations currently only require the monitoring of 5 of the HAAs, (MCAA,
DCAA, TCAA, MBAA and DBAA), interest is growing in the additional 4 HAAs and were included in this analysis. Drinking
water samples were tested using San Jose, CA municipal drinking water as well as bottled water for a variety of
manufacturers to test for the presence of HAAs. The response of the HAAs, bromate, and dalapon over the concentration
range was linear. An instrument detection limit (IDL) was calculated for each analyte based on replicate injections and the
student’s t-test.
Keywords:
Environmental Analysis, Environmental/Water, Ion Chromatography, Mass Spectrometry
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Abstract Text
This presentation will provide an update on continued assessment of abandoned mine drainage (AMD) from the old
Marchand coal mine, which is remediated at the Lowber AMD treatment facility in southwest Pennsylvania. This study is
sponsored by the Rho Theta Chapter of the Gamma Sigma Epsilon Chemistry Honor Society, in collaboration with the
Sewickley Creek Watershed Association (SCWA). The focus continues to be on determination of alkalinity, acidity, pH,
conductivity, dissolved oxygen, sulfate, iron, aluminum, manganese, and calcium. The goals of this research continue to
be: 1) assessment of selected analytes in AMD from the Lowber facility in the field and laboratory, and 2) lending
assistance to the SCWA toward evaluation of AMD and development of remediation strategies for use at potential sites
throughout the Sewickley Creek Watershed. Sample collection and analytical methodologies will be presented and
discussed, as will results of determinations performed so far and their significance in light of the effectiveness of the
passive treatment process used at Lowber, and future plans for this study.
Keywords:
Environmental Analysis, Environmental/Water, Instrumentation, Wet Chemical Methods
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Abstract Text
Chlorination of drinking water has saved countless lives and remains vital to ensure that water is clean and safe. Adequate
chlorination is essential to maintain an effective residual disinfectant concentration, which prevents water quality
deteriorating as it travels to the consumer. The concentration of chlorine in drinking water must remain within a specific
range, as both under and over chlorination pose serious risks to public health. Under-chlorination causes tragedies such
as Walkerton and Milwaukee, where mass infections with water-borne diseases resulted in the deaths of consumers.
Over-chlorination is responsible for many consumer complaints of poor water aesthetic qualities, and increases levels of
potentially carcinogenic disinfectant by-products in the supply.
As not all bacteria are removed during treatment, biofilms are present within water distribution systems and deteriorate
electrochemical disinfectant sensors. Biofilm deposition on the surfaces of these sensors begins within days of installation
and within a week, they require removal for cleaning. Bacterial biofouling of in-pipe water quality sensors prevents
reliable, reagentless, continuous, [i] in situ [/i], real-time monitoring of disinfectant in water distribution systems. The key
challenges in this research are:
I) Understanding how biofilm formation effects electrochemical sensors
II) Removing biofilms [i] in situ [/i]
III) Checking reliability of sensors [i] in situ [/i]
IV) Achieving the reliable long-term operation of in-pipe reagentless water quality sensors
This research will involve a systematic investigation into electrochemical chlorine sensors with approaches that exploit
recent developments in materials, signal processing, biocompatiblity, and water supply infrastructure to adapt biomedical
and bio-inspired technologies to the field of environmental monitoring.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Generally, we use solvent extraction method when we measure residual oil concentration in water. But extraction
efficiency is known to different by the difference of solvent and oil species. In addition, because of complicated
experimental operation, it is difficult to rapid and on site analysis. Therefore we evaluated fluorescence analysis, for the
purpose of developing a method of oil concentration. But, because internal absorption occurs by light absorption
components in samples (Inner filter effect: IFE), we cannot be accurately measured fluorescence. In addition,
fluorescence quenching occurs in halogen rich sample. Additionally, because environmental water contains many
fluorescent materials, fluorescence spectra overlap. High precision measurement of the fluorescence from oil is not
possible. Therefore, to correct reabsorption of absorption and the fluorescence of the excitation light, we used IFE
correction function. And we measured the EEM of concentrate known oil and separated a fluorescence component using
parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC). And we extracted relationship the intensity of fluorescence and concentration of oil. In
addition, we obtained a quenching constant using a halogen ion and artificial seawater. It showed that it is possible to
quantify the oil that is included in the environmental water (Figure). PARAFAC revealed that it is possible to eliminate the
influence of other fluorescent components. In this study, because of oil from the environmental water was not detected,
we added B heavy oil. It was possible the real environment underwater oil also detects as with pure water oil.
Environmental water used two types of stream water and seawater. By performing quenching correction on fluorescence
from oil in seawater, it was revealed that measurement in seawater oil is also possible. Finally the analysis technique is
used and hopes that the better quality of the water is secured.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Arsenic in inorganic form is highly toxic and phosphorus is one of nutrient salts, therefore their precise and simple
determination method is necessary. Although molybdenum blue methods are widely used for arsenate and phosphate
determination, solvent extraction must be used to get high sensitivity. Membrane filter extraction is alternative to solvent
extraction, and harmful organic solvent can be omitted if analyte collected by a filter could be directly analyzed without
dissolution. We have developed a modified molybdenum blue method to produce ion-pairs of cation surfactant and
molybdoarsenate and/or molybdophosphate, and then they are filtered and enriched on a membrane filter. Reflective
absorbance and Kubelka-Munk function of the analyte in molybdenum blue form are measured at 740 nm by a laboratorymade LED-based 8-channel reflective colorimeter. Obtained calibration graphs for both phosphate and arsenate were
linear between 0 and 100 µg/L and the detection limit at sub-ppb and ppb level could be attained for phosphate and
arsenate, respectively. Fractional determination of phosphate, arsenate, and arsenite will be discussed.
This work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grand Number 24550098.
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Abstract Text
Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), by definition, is a technique of amplifying Raman signals from the Ramanactive molecules that have been adsorbed onto specially prepared metal surfaces. The greater surface selectivity and
sensitivity has extended the application of SERS to a wide variety of interfacial systems previously inaccessible to Raman
spectroscopy. The SERS analysis of hydrophilic pollutants such as benzotriazoles in treated water has not been wellstudied yet. Benzotriazoles are used as corrosion inhibitors in antifreeze formulations, cooling systems, hydraulic fluids
and dishwasher detergents, UV stabilizers in plastics and drug precursors in pharmaceutical industries. The molecules are
relatively stable and hydrophilic. The compounds are used widespread and likely to contaminate our drinking water
systems with concentrations ranging from few ng/L to hundreds of •g/L. However, the current methods of analysis such
as LC-MS and others are costly and tedious. The SERS selectivity and sensitivity of gold nanorods capped with three
different capping agents: CTAB, mercapto-acetic acid and octadecanoic acid in detection of 1-H Benzotriazole will be
compared and contrasted to develop the SERS method of analysis of 1-H Benzotriazole in treated water.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Study Objective : The aim is to investigate effect of the slaughter house waste water on the Okpu River in Aba.
Significance of the research: The importance of clean water in healthy living cannot be over emphasized. This study will
make recommendations on management of slaughter wastes that will form the bases for policy formulation to prevent
the pollution of the Okpu River and others.
Experimental procedures and equipment used: Samples were collected from 4 stations using sterile 1.5 transparent
plastic containers fitted with screw cap at a sampling depth of 15-30cm below water surface. Samples were analysed at
the labs within 2hours. The following tests were done: Microbiologic analysis, heterotrophic bacteria /Fungi count,
identification of bacteria and biochemical tests.
RESULTS: Results from the investigations showed that the effluent influences the microbiological and physicochemical
properties of the river. The total microbial population count ranged from 0.7x 10 6 cfu/ml and 0.8 x10 3 to 6.5 x 10 3
cfu/ml for the bacteria and fungi isolates respectively. Microorganisms isolated include Staphylococus, Escheriche coli,
Salmonella sp, Streptococcus sp, Proteus sp, Mucor sp, Yeast sp and Rhizopus sp. The values of the physiochemical
parameters of the river samples collected from upstream, point of discharge, downstream and 200metres downstream
were: PH ranging from 5.10 to 6.30, temperature 27C to 29C, Conductivity 64 to 80us/cm, dissolved oxygen 1.8 to
3.0mg/ml, biochemical oxygen demand 28.9 to 49.5mg/ml respectively. Moreso, the values of some physiochemical
parameters of the river were higher than the WHO tolerant levels for surface water.
Discussion /Conclusions: The results show some level of contamination/ pollution of the surface water of Okpu River due
to wastes discharged from the slaughter house in Aba. This could be hazardous to residents of Aba and Abia State at large.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Microbial fuel cell (MFC)-based biosensors are powered by water pollutants as renewable fuels. In this study, an MFC was
constructed as an electrochemical biosensor for toxicity assessment of copper in contaminated domestic sewage. In the
anode chamber, organic compounds present in real domestic sewage were bio-degraded to generate electricity. In the
cathode chamber, cupric ions which are commonly discharged from heavy metal processing plants were reduced to
elemental Cu to recover metallic resources. Based on linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) analysis, the external resistance of
metallurgical MFC was optimized. The stabilized electrochemical system was utilized to sense the copper toxicity in
wastewater. During the less than 1-h sensing period, copper concentrating ranging from 1 mg L-1 to 5 mg L-1 could be
detected. A power output of around 100 Wh (kg Cu) -1 was achieved simultaneously. This study demonstrated that an
MFC could be a promising candidate for monitoring copper toxicity in real domestic wastewater accompanied by
wastewater treatment, energy generation and metallic copper recovery.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
A novel method for the determination of Bisphenol A (BPA) in drinking water samples is reported. BPA is preconcentrated from the water sample with the aid of gold nanoparticles (Au NPs). After releasing BPA with a polar organic
solvent (Mixture of 50 •l of acetonitrile and 12 •l of 1-hexanthiol), the analyte is determined in the supernatant via roomtemperature fluorescence spectroscopy. The extraction efficiency of the new method is statistically equivalent to 100%
with relative standard deviations lower than 2%. Complete analysis at the parts-per-trillion concentration level is made
possible with milliliters of water sample and micro-litters of organic solvent. BPA average recoveries were 95.39 ± 2.19%.
The simplicity of the experimental procedure, the low analysis cost, and the excellent analytical figures of merit
demonstrate the potential of this approach for routine analysis of BPA in drinking water samples.
Keywords:
Environmental Analysis, Fluorescence
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Environmental
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Abstract Text
Rapid and low cost screening of surface and drinking water for contaminants is getting more and more important in times
of water shortage and new emerging substances. We developed an easy screening method employing stir bar sorptive
extraction (SBSE) for analyte enrichment, followed by thermal desorption-GC/MS detection. The method relies on a
database of more than 1000 compounds including pesticides, fungicides, molluscicides, hydrocarbons, PAHs, emerging
pollutants, industrial chemicals, metabolites, volatile solvents as well as pharmaceuticals and personal care products. A
solvent free and “green” extraction by SBSE (stir bar coated with polydimethylsiloxane, PDMS) was developed to
substitute dichloromethane extraction in the original method. A 50 mL water sample is extracted at pH 7 by a first stir bar
for 1 h followed by a second stir bar extraction (1 h) at pH 1-2. Both stir bars are combined in a tube for automated
thermal desorption and GC/full-scan-MS detection. Deconvoluted component spectra are searched against the target MS
library. Retention time (retention time locking to fluorene), ion ratios and library match score are qualifiers for compound
identification. Semi-quantitative results can be received by considering the response factor of a compound which is
included in the library as well. A report is generated after optional reviewing of the identified compounds. Data
processing of a single sample takes around 1 min. New compounds can be easily added to the target library allowing to
adapt the method to current demands. Typical limits of detection are 0.1 µg/L. A number of different water samples
(surface water, drinking water, sewage plant effluent) were screened with the developed method and results are
presented.
Keywords:
Environmental/Water, Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry, Sample Preparation, Thermal Deso
Application Code:
Environmental
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Abstract Text
The rapid development of horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing for natural gas production presents a significant
challenge on the management of shale-gas wastewaters that return to the surface. Besides high total dissolved solids
(TDS), shalegas water typically contains elevated concentrations of radioactive radium (Ra2+), which must be treated properly to
minimize the potential environmental and health risks. The development of a rapid and precise method for analysis of
226Ra, the major naturally occurring radioactive isotope, is critical for addressing the regulatory and public concerns, as
well as designing new brine treatment technologies.
In order to rapidly determine the concentration of 226Ra in shale-gas wastewater, an analytical method was established
using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). Without complicated pre-treatment and separation, the
concentration of 226Ra was accurately determined in the high salinity matrix up to 200,000 mg/L, with a detection limit
of 100 pCi/L. The interference of coexisting metals (i.e., Ba2+, Ca2+, and Na+) in the high salinity solution was also
investigated. The measurement by ICP-MS agreed well with the results from gamma spectrometry.
Keywords:
Environmental, Fuels\Energy\Petrochemical, ICP-MS, Water
Application Code:
Environmental
Methodology Code: Atomic Spectroscopy/Elemental Analysis
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Abstract Text
Gas chromatography is an established method for mercury speciation coupled to ICP-MS or AFS. AFS offers a low cost
alternative to ICP-MS with similar analytical performance characteristics. The EPA method 1630 uses distillation,
ethylation, and purge and trap for speciation of MeHg. Distillation in combination with purge and trap is known to form
artefacts of MeHg in sediments and is a time-consuming step. The use of Ethylation also masks the determination of
ethylmercury which may be important in certain biogeochemical ecosystems such as the Florida Everglades and for
wastewater discharges from industrial sources. In this work, we use the extraction of the alkylated species into an
organic phase and then the direct injection of the extract into GC-AFS. This eliminates the purge and trap requirement
thus simplifying instrument and reduces measuring times. This approach was tested with sodium tetraethylborate,
sodium tetrapropylborate and sodium tetraphenylborate and the advantages and disadvantages of each alkylation
reagent are presented. Various water samples including drinking water, river water, seawater and wastewater were
tested using the methods developed and these findings will be reported.
Keywords:
Atomic Spectroscopy, Environmental/Water, Gas Chromatography, Mercury
Application Code:
Environmental
Methodology Code: Atomic Spectroscopy/Elemental Analysis
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Abstract Text
Atmospheric mercury can be a significant source of mercury to water and land areas relatively uncontaminated by the
heavy metal, yet it can be difficult and expensive to determine. The concentration of mercury ([Hg]) was determined in
[i]Salix[/i] (Willow) leaves during the 2014 growing season as well as in the air at various points throughout the year in
Pueblo, CO. Corresponding meteorological data was also collected. In the air, [Hg] correlated linearly with air
temperature with an R[sup]2[/sup] value of 0.84. Some dependence on wind direction and speed was also found. The
measured [Hg] in Willow leaves indicated two distinct regions; an accumulation phase during the active growing season
(April 18-June 18), and a steady state phase once the leaf had matured (July 1-October 4). During the active growing
season Willow leaf concentrations ranged from 9.4 ± 0.1 •g kg[sup]-1[/sup] to 18.7 ± 0.3 •g kg[sup]-1[/sup]. The range of
the [Hg] in the mature leaves was 23.0 ± 0.3 •g kg[sup]-1[/sup] to 29.5 ± 0.6 •g kg[sup]-1[/sup]. Models that include
temperature and progression into the growing season only, and temperature with corrections applied for corresponding
meteorological data, are now being applied using a new set of Willow leaf samples and meteorological data collected
during the 2015 growing season at the same locations. Corresponding measurements of actual atmospheric [Hg] are
being used to assess the validity and robustness of the models developed, and facilitate the discussion of the applicability
and limits of the models to actual [Hg] in air.
Keywords:
Analysis, Environmental/Air, Mercury, Method Development
Application Code:
Environmental
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Abstract Text
Titanium dioxide nanoparticles are widely used in makeup, sunscreens, and paint with an estimated 38,000 tons
produced annually. Many of these nanoparticles enter waterways such as rivers and lakes. There is evidence that titanium
dioxide nanoparticles impact the health of humans and wildlife; however, aquatic exposure cannot be accurately
monitored without a clear understanding of the behavior of these nanoparticles in water samples. Understanding the
distribution and stability of these nanoparticles in water samples is critical to quantitatively assay these chemicals to
estimate environmental toxicity. Nanoparticles were dosed in a flow-through exposure tank over a 24-hour period and
determined using inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy. An acid digestion of the titanium dioxide
nanoparticles was validated to ensure the nanoparticles were solubilized and then analyzed by the inductively coupled
plasma. With this study accomplished, the behavior of titanium dioxide nanoparticles in aquatic systems is better
understood and exposure experiments can be performed more accurately. Animal exposure experiments are used to
demonstrate the exacerbation of chemical toxicity through nanoparticles.
Keywords:
Plasma Emission (ICP/MIP/DCP/etc.), Water
Application Code:
Environmental
Methodology Code: Atomic Spectroscopy/Elemental Analysis
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Abstract Text
Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy is a multi elemental technique which allows direct and in situ analysis. However,
quantitative measurement is not easy due to strong matrix interference. In liquid sample analysis, loss of sensitivity is
observed due to the laser and water interaction. To enable LIBS application in liquid samples, some strategies, such as
liquid-to-solid transfer, have to be used. This work proposes water analysis by LIBS using ceramic as solid support for
Cr(III) adsorption. The best adsorption condition was found on pH 7.0, contact time = 40min and no interference was
observed even in the presence of high concentration of Na, K, Cu, Al, Fe, Zn, Ba, among others. A LIBS system (J200
Tandem, Applied Spectra) with a Nd:YAG laser operating at 266 nm, pulsed at 10 Hz and a high-resolution 6 channel-CCD
spectrometer covers the spectrum ranging from 186 to 1044 nm was used to carried out the experiments. Instrumental
parameters consisted of 403 accumulated laser pulses, 20 mJ/ pulse, 65 µm of spot size, 0.75 µs delay time and 1.05 ms
gate width. Calibration was performed with ceramics spiked with increasing concentrations of Cr(III). The calibration
equation obtained was y=790.51x + 16393 and R2=0.9589 when Cr I 425.435 nm emission signal was monitored. The use
of Si as internal standard was investigated and the following equation was obtained: y = 0.0004x + 0.0011 and R2=0.9975.
Fresh water sample spiked with 0.9 mg L-1 of Cr(III) was analyzed by the proposed method and recovery of 105±2% was
observed.
Keywords:
Atomic Emission Spectroscopy
Application Code:
Environmental
Methodology Code: Atomic Spectroscopy/Elemental Analysis
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Abstract Text
This investigation is a continuation of ongoing research into leaching of lead through soil at a recreational shooting range
built on a reclaimed strip mine. The focus of the current investigation is to determine the optimum analysis conditions,
particularly the oxidant flow rate used for determination of lead in soil from the shooting range by flame atomic
absorption spectrometry (FAAS). Lower-than-expected Pb recoveries on spiked soil samples have generated high interest
in determination of an optimum oxidant flow rate for the FAAS absorbance measurements for Pb. A preliminary
experiment on a set of Pb-spiked soil samples yielded lower recoveries for Pb. It was hypothesized that not all of the
ionic Pb present in the analysis solutions undergoes reduction to neutral Pb in the air-acetylene flame. Adjustment of
oxidant flow rate to a value yielding a richer flame produced Pb results for spiked samples that indicated essentially
complete Pb recoveries. The current objective is to study the effect of oxidant flow rate on the slopes of calibration
curves used for Pb determinations, and subsequently on the results obtained for Pb in soil. In addition to the oxidant flow
rate study, water from the man-made lake downhill from the shooting range will be analyzed for lead to determine if any
migration actually occurs.
Results of the aforementioned investigation, along with details of sample collection, preparation, analytical methods,
discussion of factors that might hinder Pb migration through the soil, and future directions for this research, will be
presented and discussed.
Keywords:
Atomic Absorption, Environmental/Soils, Lead, Water
Application Code:
Environmental
Methodology Code: Atomic Spectroscopy/Elemental Analysis
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Abstract Text
This presentation will examine the results of research performed on commercially available black, green, and white looseleaf tea to determine if metal ion concentrations can be used as an indicator of the type of tea. The metal content of tea,
just like any other plant, is susceptible to the metal content of the soil in which it is grown (1). Additionally, certain
metals, e.g., manganese, are prevalent in tea. The hypothesis proposed in this study is that metal ion concentrations of
selected metals (zinc, iron, copper, manganese, calcium, magnesium, chromium, aluminum, and lead) will differ among
the three types of loose-leaf tea due to differences in the tea plants, growing conditions, and tea leaf processing prior to
packaging. The tea samples will be decomposed by digestion with acid, e.g. nitric acid, with the aforementioned metals
determined by flame atomic absorption spectrometry (FAAS). The results of the tea analyses for the selected metals will
be analyzed statistically by, e.g., ANOVA and principal component analysis (PCA), to determine significant differences in
metal ion concentrations among the three types of loose-leaf tea as well as identify trends in metals among the tea
types. Experimental details, data and results obtained and their interpretation, and future plans for this study will be
presented and discussed.
(1) P. L. Fernandez-Caceres, M. J. Martin, F. Pablos, and A.G. Gonzalez. J Agric Food Chem. 2001, 29, 4775
Keywords:
Atomic Absorption, Chemometrics, Food Science, Metals
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Food Science
Methodology Code: Atomic Spectroscopy/Elemental Analysis
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Abstract Text
Rice is a global staple food and can provide up to 75 % of a person’s dietary energy supply. It is now accepted that rice is a
mercury accumulator. Methylmercury (MeHg) is powerful neurotoxin so the monitoring of this species in rice is crucial.
We developed a speciation method for rice, which is based on an alkaline digestion and leaching extraction, the
subsequent online pre-concentration and HPLC-CV-AFS detection. A market study was done, where 87 commercial rice
products (from the United Kingdom, Germany, Switzerland, Taiwan and China), including baby-food rice, were analyzed
for total Hg and methylmercury content. MeHg was analyzed with another independent method called species-specific
isotope dilution GC-ICP-MS. The results for both methods were found to be in good agreement and a correlation
coefficient of 0.972 and a slope of 1.013 was found. The MeHg concentrations in all rice products investigated range
from 0.11 to 6.45 µg kg-1 with an average value of 1.91 ± 1.07 µg kg-1. Total Hg ranges from 0.53 to 11.1 µg kg-1 with an
average of 3.04 ± 2.07 µg kg-1. MeHg is the main Hg species with 71 ± 26 % of total Hg but can be as low as 6 % and as
high as 100 %. Whilst these results seem relatively low, the mercury dietary contribution to infants and populations
consuming large rice quantities is significant especially if the person also consumes fish products or has additional
exposures to Hg. This work clearly demonstrates the need for detailed food surveys to accurately determine MeHg in rice
and rice products.
Keywords:
Atomic Spectroscopy, Environmental Analysis, HPLC, Solid Phase Extraction
Application Code:
Food Contaminants
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Abstract Text
Total protein in foods and feeds is calculated using the total measured nitrogen content in the sample and a multiplier
specific to the sample matrix. Nitrogen determination is commonly performed by one of two major methods, a classical
wet chemistry (Kjeldahl) technique or combustion instrument-based technique, with the combustion technique gaining
popularity due to several advantages including shorter analysis times, ease of operation, and improved safety
characteristics.
Total nitrogen combustion instruments use a high temperature furnace with a pure oxygen environment to combust the
sample. The nitrogen gases within the sample combustion gas are subsequently reduced to N2 gas, and detected using a
thermo-conductivity (TC) detector with the excess oxygen and other sample combustion products being removed using
multiple reagents within the instrument flow path. Total nitrogen combustion instruments manufactured by LECO
Corporation utilize a system collecting and equilibrating the combustion gas, then sampling a small aliquot of the
equilibrated combustion gas for nitrogen measurement, hereby reducing the reagent demand and cost associated with
treating this gas for nitrogen measurement.
This poster presentation will cover the optimization of a total nitrogen combustion instrument for maximum sample
throughput by optimizing the instrument method parameters, and concurrently reducing the cost-per-analysis by
optimizing the aliquot gas volume while maintaining the instrument’s performance requirements. Data will be examined
that includes common foods, feeds, and reference materials analyzed with a LECO FP628 and TruMac® N instrument
using helium and argon gas as a TC carrier gas.
Keywords:
Elemental Analysis, Food Science, Method Development, Protein
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Abstract Text
Tortillas of various colors are cut into sizes comparable to slides (25x75x1.0mm) and studied with the help of LIBS. LIBS is
presented as an effective tool for rapid in situ sample analysis of food samples with emphasis on tortillas due to its
simplicity, fast response, little or no sample preparation. Spectroscopic analysis of the plasma generated by Nd:YAG laser
irradiation of tortilla was carried out. A careful selection of spectral lines of Ca, Na and K which do not suffer from spectral
interference was made. Spectral properties of the above mentioned elements such as peak intensities, intensity ratios,
and area under spectral lines were analyzed. Optimization of laser pulse energy, detection gate width and gate delay for
well resolved spectra with high signal-to-noise ratio was done and other parameters studied. Tortillas manufactured by
Gruma Corporation of brown, orange, green and white colors as well as homemade tortillas were studied in this work and
the results from both dried and undried samples will be presented.
Keywords:
Analysis, Atomic Emission Spectroscopy, Spectrometer, Spectroscopy
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Abstract Text
Nanotitanium (E-171) is one of the food additives that are being subjected to a re-evaluation program by the European
Food Safety Authority in accordance with Commission Regulation (EU) No 257/2010 of the European Union, to collect
more toxicological data and data relevant for the estimation of the human exposure. Nowadays, additives such us E-171
are not mandatorily qualified by the word “nano” in the list of food ingredients.
In this study, an analytical method for the detection and characterization of nanoparticles of titanium dioxide has been
developed. The technique used was inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry with single particle detection (SP-ICPMS). The instrumental operating conditions were selected (optimization of nebulization gas flow, torch position,
deflector voltage, selection of isotopes, dwell time, readings, etc…). In optimal conditions, standards of ionic titanium and
a certified reference material of gold nanoparticles were used for calibration and to calculate the concentration and size
of the nanoparticles. Experiments for the preparation of suspensions were also performed using a ultrasonic probe or
ultrasonic bath, different sonication times and nanoparticles provided by different manufacturers. Calcium, a possible
interferent in the analysis, was also determined in several compounds that were tested as stabilizers (hexane, BSA, TritonX100, isopropanol, lactose, citric acid, tergitol). The analytical characteristics of the method (limits of detection in size
and concentration, reproducibility, recovery) were evaluated, and finally, different samples were analyzed (drinks,
energetic drinks, pharmaceutical preparations for oral intake).
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) is widely used laser spectroscopic techniques in various fields, such as
material science, forensic science, biological science, and the chemical and pharmaceutical industries. In most of LIBS
work, the analysis is performed using radiative transitions from the atomic emissions. In this work, the focus is on the
determination of plasma characterization, such as plasma temperature to obtain the optical depths of Ca lines. A binary
mixture of calcium carbonate (CaCO[sub]3[/sub]) and strontium fluoride (NaCl[sub]2[/sub]) of different concentrations in
powder form was used as sample. LIBS spectra were collected by varying various parameters, such as laser energy, gate
delay, and gate width to optimize the LIBS signals. The atomic emission from Ca lines observed in LIBS spectra of different
sample composition were used to characterize the laser induced plasma and evaluate of optical depths of LIBS. The
details of this study will be presented in this paper.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Standard Dilution Analysis (SDA) is a novel spectroscopic calibration method that can be applied to most instrumental
techniques that are capable of monitoring two wavelengths and will accept liquid samples. It combines traditional
methods of calibration curve, standard addition and internal standard, therefore correcting for matrix effects and for
fluctuations due to changes in sample size, orientation or instrumental parameters. SDA analysis time requires only
about 200 seconds per sample with flame atomic emission spectrophotometry (AES). The preparation of a series of
standard solutions and the construction of a universal calibration graph are not required. The analysis is performed by
combining two solutions in a single container, the first solution containing 50% sample and 50% of a standard mixture
(the analyte + the internal standard); the second solution containing 50% sample and 50% solvent. Data are collected in
real time as the first solution is diluted by the second solution. The analyte concentration in the sample is determined
from the ratio of the slope and the intercept of the resulting plot.
Phosphate is a well-known interferent in the determination of calcium in complex samples, such as vitamin tablets and
calcium supplements. It is often recommended to add a complexing agent or matrix modifier for the determination of
calcium by atomic spectrophotometry. Calcium has also been shown to produce non-linear standard addition plots in the
extrapolated region when phosphate is present. SDA method of analysis has been applied to the determination of
calcium in over-the-counter vitamin and calcium supplements, containing phosphate, using an inexpensive flame atomic
emission spectrophotometer. Accuracy and precision are better than those observed for external calibration, standard
addition or internal standard methods of analysis, even in the presence of significant concentrations of phosphate.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Cyanide is an important and useful compound used in large quantities in various mining and industrial processes.
Cyanide, while useful, is also acutely toxic and has the potential to poison humans and animals through accidental or
purposeful release to the environment. Cyanide proves difficult to detect after entering the bloodstream due to its tight
binding with various biological iron complexes. In our research, various displacement techniques are investigated which
allow the cyanide to be removed and rebound to a more preferable element for detection. By complexing the cyanide
with silver one can facilitate simple analyte detection using atomic absorption spectroscopy. Complexation reactions have
been performed under a series of variable conditions, including reaction with silver wire, silver mesh, and micro-porous
silver filters. Varying reaction times and ppm concentrations of cyanide were reacted with the silver sources. Analysis of
the formation of silver-cyanide complexes was done via flame atomic absorption spectroscopy. Reactions using the silver
mesh supported on a glass rod aptly facilitate sample media of various viscosities and suspended solid concentrates and
established a basis for the quantitative detection of cyanide. Using these results, ongoing research is investigating iron
cyanide dissociation methods including visible and UV photodissociation, as well as, selective reaction kinetics. This will
provide the methodology for detecting cyanide in blood that can differentiate free and complexed cyanide
concentrations. Such a unique detector, providing cyanide speciation in blood would aid in toxicological determination of
the environmental conditions that lead to the poising whether through accidental or purposeful exposure.
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Abstract Text
It is well known that speciation analysis is a mandatory tool in order to correctly address the potential risks associated
with for example As in fish or food or Cr in drinking water. Due to the ionic nature of the most commonly investigated
species, ion chromatography hyphenated to inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (IC-ICP-MS) is normally the
method of choice. The striking advantage of this combination is that modern IC systems are completely metal free, so
that background contamination caused through the chromatographic system can be systematically avoided. However,
also liquid chromatography can help to unravel the distribution of a given element over different chemical compounds,
normally using reversed phase separations for non-ionic compounds with different polarities. A typical example for the
combination of HPLC to ICP-MS is the analysis of Sulfur and Phosphorous containing peptides or proteins. Furthermore,
recent hyphenation of e.g. Field Flow Fractionation (FFF or AF4) extends the capabilities of speciation analysis not only to
investigate different chemical forms of an element, but can also answer the question whether the element is present in a
nanomaterial. This presentation should highlight the advantages and applications of those chromatographic techniques
when used in combination with ICP-MS as a powerful detection system for trace elements.
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Abstract Text
Soil samples as well as hair samples from trapped mice and shrews from two sites in Rochester, N.Y. were analyzed for
the presence and concentrations of lead using a Flame Atomic Absorption Spectrometer (FAAS). The research goal was to
introduce a multi-sample mammal and soil baseline testing series of protocols that was pioneered in Europe to the United
States. Multi-trophic analysis and monitoring techniques are effective tools in determining the concentrations of lead in
an environment and determining if actions need to be taken to mitigate these toxins. Hair samples were used because
they can serve as a non-lethal substitute for liver tissue as shown by Tête et al. in 2014. The target sampling site was a
section of forested private property built atop a former landfill. A golf course was used as the control site due to its
history of non-contamination. Soil samples were dried in an oven, ground into a uniform powder; then digested using a
3:1 ratio of hydrochloric-nitric acid. The solution was refluxed to extract lead, than filtered to remove contaminants. Hair
samples were collected with a electric shaver from the live trapped mammals, than washed with alternating cycles of
distilled water and acetone. Hair samples were digested in the same manner as the soil. All samples were subjected FAAS
and the results showed statistical significance between lead in soil samples between sites, and also between the
mammals and the soil at each site.
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Abstract Text
Laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) has been studied as a simple, fast and “in-situ” method of detecting
chlorine in concrete samples. Both single pulse (SP) and double pulse (DP) experiments have been described in the
literature [see, for example, 1]. In most studies, the neutral atomic line at 837.594 nm has been used, with variable
success in terms of detection limits achieved. DP-LIBS has been demonstrated to be more sensitive, and an LOD of 50
ppm has been reported [2]. We will discuss here the results obtained in our laboratory using an ionic chlorine line at
479.454 nm as well as a molecular emission band due to CaCl around 593 nm. Detection limits for both SP and DP
methods, obtained on cement mortar samples in the concentration range 0.06-0.6% Cl will be presented, together with a
statistical evaluation of the data.
[1] R. Noll, “Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy'', Springer-Verlag, Berlin (2012).
[2] T. A. Labutin, A. M. Popov, S. N. Raikov, S. M. Zaytsoev, N. A. Labutina,a and N. B. Zorova, Determination of chlorine in
concrete by laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy in air, Journal of Applied Spectroscopy, 80(3), 315-318 (2013).
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Abstract Text
The U.S. dairy industry produces more approximately 400,000 million pounds of manure each year. This poses a potential
environmental problem as the excess amounts of phosphate and nitrogen in dairy manure can have negative impacts to
the land and water systems around the dairy farms. It is therefore necessary to process dairy manure to remove excess
nutrients and minimize the environmental impact. A typical manure processing plant often includes several units such as
a rotating screen unit to remove excess fibers, and a digester unit in which manure is anaerobically fermented to produce
biogases. Consequently it is crucial to monitor and evaluate the nutrient contents of the processed manure at each
processing unit to determine the efficiency of these units in terms of solids and nutrients removal. The traditional
methods for analysis of major and trace elements in manure are based on dissolution (digestion) of individual samples in
acids and subsequent analysis of the homogenized solutions by atomic absorption spectrophotometry (AAS), or
inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP - OES). While these methods have been well established
and characterized, the sample preparation procedure is time-consuming and hazardous. X-ray fluorescence (XRF)
spectroscopy has gained popularity in the field of elemental analysis due to not only its comparable accuracy and
precision to other spectroscopic methods, but also its simple sample preparation. Light Element analyzer crystals enable
the quantification of Nitrogen, Carbon and Boron in manure in addition to the traditional major and trace elements. With
ICP traceable matrix compliant reference samples as well as an optimized rapid sample preparation a method has been
developed and is in routine operation using WD-XRF. The poster will present the performance especially for the light
element analysis of N, C and Boron and compare the “whole” manure assay to commercially obtained atomic
spectroscopy results.
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Abstract Text
The U.S. dairy industry produces more than 400,000 million pounds of manure each year. This poses a potential
environmental problem as the excess amounts of phosphate and nitrogen in dairy manure can have negative impacts to
the land and water systems around dairy farms. It is therefore necessary to process dairy manure to remove excess
nutrients and to minimize the environmental impact. Large scale farm have typical manure processing plant which include
various process steps. It is crucial to monitor and evaluate the nutrient contents of the processed manure at each
processing step to determine the efficiency and tune the process. X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectroscopy has gained
popularity in the field of elemental analysis due to not only its comparable accuracy and precision to other spectroscopic
methods, but also its simple sample preparation.The paper/poster illustrates a proprietary HHXRF solution which enables
rapid and cost effective characterization of the various manure processing steps at line, as part of a patented manure
solidification process. With a HH-XRF unit with a traceable calibration based on matrix matched and ICP and WD XRF
characterized dairy manure reference samples it is possible to determine major and trace elements with a direct
measurement of the solid manure process material in less than 1 minute measurement time.
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Abstract Text
Formaldehyde is found in many products including particle board and permanent-press clothing. It has also been
reported used in fracking fluid as a biocide or scale inhibitor. It is not unexpected that it might also be found in water
supplies for drinking water. Although not currently regulated in drinking water it is included in Candidate Contaminant
List which will be monitored for occurrence and further evaluated for regulation in the next few years. The EPA reason
given for inclusion is “It is an ozoneation disinfection byproduct, can occur naturally and has been used as a fungicide.”
Two EPA methods are available for preparation and analysis of the compound, US EPA Method 554 in the drinking water
program and US EPA Method 8315A in the Office of Resource Conservation, using the same general methodology for
collection on a C18 cartridge or disk and elution with ethanol. The sample is derivatized with 2, 4-dinitrophenyl hydrazine
and detection with HPLC-UV is used for the analytical measurement. When cartridges are used for collection of the
analytes, inconsistent flow rates or flow rates faster than specified can affect the recovery and precision. Performance
using an automated system to provide consistent performance will be evaluated and compared with manual
performance. A variety of concentration levels and types of drinking water will be shown.
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Abstract Text
Oil and Grease is a simple measurement, used around the world to evaluate pollution, regulate release into sewer
systems and ensure good wastewater treatment plant operation. There are a variety of options listed in the US EPA
method 1664A/B to accomplish drying the hexane extract including sodium sulfate drying, phase separation paper and
others. Drying is an important step because water left in the extract will make it hard for the extract to evaporate
uniformly prior to gravimetric analysis. False negatives because light-end oil and grease components may evaporate off
before the water is evaporated is one problem. False positives because water remains when the hexane is evaporated is
another problem. Each of the drying options allowed by the method will be evaluated for performance, ease of use and
cost.
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Abstract Text
Sample preparation is a key part of the analytical process, contributing to reproducibility and accuracy of the final results.
Generally, sample preparation for organic analysis requires the analytes of interest to be first extracted from the matrix.
Then cleanup of the extract may be required to remove interferences arising from the matrix. Water is removed during
the drying step if it was introduced from the samples. Finally the extract is reduced in volume to accommodate the
detection limits needed for the analysis and the ability of the instrument to accommodate a large-volume sample.
The evaporation/concentration step can be achieved with various technologies, including heat, vacuum, and blow-down.
We will examine the parameters that go into each of these choices and describe criteria to consider in matching the
sample to the technique. Further, solvent recovery has become increasingly important as the number of samples
analyzed and the size of individual laboratory locations has increased. The implications for solvent recovery based on the
type of evaporation will be discussed.
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Abstract Text
The compounds 2-Methylisoborneol (2-MIB) and Geosmin are the primary source of the foul odor found in drinking
water. Algal contamination is the primary cause of the formation of these compounds. Since Geosmin and 2-MIB have
such a low odor threshold, even the slightest amount of them can produce an unpleasant odor and taste in drinking
water. In order to detect 2-MIB and Geosmin at these low levels, the sampling and analysis of the water has to be
optimized. Standard Method 6040D describes a procedure for the detection of 2-MIB and Geosmin using Solid Phase
Micro Extraction (SPME) coupled with a Gas Chromatograph (GC) and Mass Spectrometer (MS). Selective Ion Monitoring
(SIM) is used for compound detection down to the part per trillion (ppt) level. This examination will optimize the
sampling and detection of 2-MIB and Geosmin.
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Abstract Text
Sample preparation is one of the most important steps in analytical chemistry. Attention to detail and accuracy are
essential. For this reason, many laboratories are interested in automating sample preparation procedures so as to limit
the possibility of human error. Furthermore, quantitative analysis requires not only sample prep but also standard prep.
When preparing a calibration curve, the analyst has to follow a recipe in order to ensure standard accuracy. Any mistake
in the standard preparation and the calibration curve will need to be re-prepped and re-run. Thus, valuable time and
resources are wasted. This application will explore automated standard preparation of Poly Aromatic Hydrocarbon (PAH)
compounds.
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Abstract Text
Sample preparation is the most critical step in the analytical procedure. One of the techniques developed to solve some
problems associated with sample preparation is the solid-phase microextraction (SPME). The SPME procedure is simple,
relatively quick and does not require the use of organic extraction solvents. Ionic liquids (ILs) have emerged as a new class
of sorbent coatings in SPME. ILs are organic salts which consist largely of organic cations paired with organic or inorganic
anions. These compounds often possess melting points less than or equal to 100 °C. Important properties of ILs include
their low vapor pressure, high thermal stability, variable viscosity, and the ability to interact with dissolved molecules
through a multitude of solvation interactions. PILs are polymers synthesized from IL monomers. They possess a number
of advantages over ILs when used as coatings in SPME. PILs often possess higher viscosity and greater mechanical
strength compared to ILs while exhibiting similar extraction selectivity. Recently, the use of nitinol (NiTi) wires as highly
robust support for polymeric ionic liquid coatings has been proposed. In this work, different PIL coatings chemically
bonded to NiTi wires were applied for multiclass determination of potential water contaminants with different volatilities
using GC-MS. In order to find a compromise in the extraction conditions among the various volatilities of the studied
analytes, direct immersion and headspace extraction modes were used sequentially in the same extraction procedure.
Central composite design was applied to determine the best extraction conditions. In addition, the extraction efficiency
achieved by the PIL coatings will be compared with commercial SPME fibers and the determination of analytical figures of
merit related to those PIL coatings that provide the best performance will be performed.
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Abstract Text
A dispersive liquid-liquid microextraction (DLLME) was developed as simple, rapid, cheap sample clean-up and/or preconcentration method for steroid hormone. The DLLME method was used in combination with high performance liquid
chromatography with charged aerosol detector (HPLC-CAD) for the determination of estriol (E3), bisphenol A (BPA), Beta
estradiol (BetaE2), Alpha estradiol (Alpha E2), testosterone (T) and progesterone (P) in wastewater. A mixture of
extraction solvent (35 •L tetrachloroethylene) and dispersive solvent (500 •L methanol) was used to extract the steroid
hormones from 5 mL of wastewater samples under optimum conditions. Parameter such as the type and volume of the
extracting and dispersive solvent was examined. Linearity was in the range (0.0002 – 0.02•g/L) with of R2 ranging from
0.9952 – 0.9996. Intra-day repeatability %RSD was between 2.8 to 7.6). Limit of detection (0.02–0.06•g/L), Limit of
quantification (0.1- 0.4•g/L). All six steroid hormones were detected in the wastewater samples. Satisfactory recoveries
reveal that numerous estrogens can be simultaneously detected in environments where steroids are in abundance.
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Abstract Text
Matrix interferences and ion suppression are two common analytical issues often encountered when using
chromatographic techniques in drug analysis. Diluting the sample prior to analysis especially for LC/MS analysis is a
common technique however it does not reduce matrix resulting in ion-suppression. Lack of sample preparation will
reduce the method robustness, create chromatographic anomalies and increase instrument maintenance. Lipids are the
major source of matrix interferences in plasma and will build up on the analytical column and cause ion-suppression.
Removing lipids from a biological sample not only increases the robustness of the analytical method but improves
recoveries and limits of quantitation/detection. Protein precipitation is a simple sample preparation technique that
removes the proteins but the lipids remain in the sample. Solid phase extraction can produce a very clean sample
removing proteins and lipids, however it requires technical expertise and additional laboratory equipment. Implementing
protein precipitation with a novel enhanced matrix removal-lipid material offers the cleanliness of a solid phase
extraction method with the simplicity of protein precipitation. Using a mixture of controlled substances and drugs of
abuse at low ng/mL levels we will demonstrate the simple yet effective sample preparation technique incorporating EMRLipid.
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Abstract Text
Analysis of Priority Organic Pollutants (POPs) often require complex, multi faceted clean-up procedures for low level
analysis, including HRMS and tandem quadrapole MS. Traditionally separated as separate samples for independent
analysis, the combination of samples often leads to complications with analyte separations and/or concentration
variations. The utilization of automated, multi-column clean-ups in conjunction with optimization of analytical practices
can overcome these problems, and result in streamlined sample prep for a variety of analyses. Analytes examined
include PCDDs, PCDFs, PCBs, PBDEs, PCNs and OCPs to be combined in a single extract with optimized clean-up.
Experimental trials on sorbent optimization, sample amounts and extract final and injection volumes are all variables of
focus.
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Abstract Text
Trace and ultra-trace analysis can be difficult to achieve, especially for volatile and/or thermally unstable analytes. A
novel technique, coined ICE Concentration Linked with Extractive Stir bar (ICECLES), may address this problem. ICECLES
combines stir bar sorpitive extraction (SBSE) with freeze concentration (FC), to extract analytes from aqueous solution by
slowly freezing water to concentrate analytes into a polydimethlsiloxane (PDMS) coated stir bar. Two probe molecules,
dimethyl trisulfide and benzaledhyde, were prepared from aqueous solutions using ICECLES. Thermal desorption
gas–chromatography mass–spectrometry was then used to quantify these analytes. Parameters affecting the
performance of ICECLES were evaluated, such as the initial concentration, stir speed and freeze rate. Extraction at low
speeds resulted in higher extraction efficiency. However, the freeze rate and initial concentrations had a minor effect on
ICECLES extraction efficiency. ICECLES produced concentration factors of over 1000x SBSE with excellent reproducibility •
8% RSD. ICECLES also, provided higher extraction efficiencies and lower LODs. Overall, the ICECLES technique was
excellent at preparing aqueous samples for trace analysis and shows promise as a novel analytical sample preparation
technology.
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Abstract Text
The development in various industries towards more advanced processes and materials in combination with the recent Xray diffraction technology asks for more and more quantitative full pattern XRD analysis at different stages of the process.
The indispensible preconditions for a reproducible, repeatable and accurate result are the ‘perfect’ sample preparation,
where the highest focus is required to minimize the human factor and to eliminate as far as possible the preferred
orientation of the crystallites of different mineralogical phases during sample preparation. The last one of the most
critical steps in the process is the pressing of the powder into a sample holder. A recent development of the automatic
soft press machine (ASP100) opens an opportunity to combine optimal reproducibility, user-friendly operation and lowest
preferred orientation, resulting in the best analytical results.
The unique soft press applies a four core step approach consisting of holder and bottom presentation, pouring of a
defined sample amount, levelling including random crystal orientation and soft pressing of the sample. This approach
results in a very statistical oriented presentation of the sample with a perfect defined surface and sample height. The
subsequent XRD measurement shows the perfect data for a full pattern quantitative data analysis with the highest
obtainable repeatability, reproducibility and accuracy, the ideal precondition for a reliable analytical result.
This article will demonstrate the revolutionary method and its advantages based on examples of different complex
samples by comparing the various, in XRD mostly used, sample preparation methods. The in-depth data interpretation of
the achieved results clearly proves the capabilities of the soft press in science, quality and process control.
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Abstract Text
Solid phase microextraction (SPME) is a solventless, fast, easy, and relatively inexpensive sample preparation technique
that integrates sampling, extraction and preconcentration into one step. It has widespread applicability in various fields
that include environmental, food, drugs, in-vivo analyses etc. Commercial coatings may be expensive, show relatively
short lifetimes, extract limited numbers of compounds, and have relatively low thermal and mechanical stability, and/or
solvent incompatibility. We have endeavored to develop an SPME phase that is thinner, robust, longer lasting, has higher
mechanical strength, greater thermal and solvent stability, and is devoid of the other drawbacks of commercial coatings.
Silicon/silica-based nanoporous coatings were prepared via sputtering of high purity silicon onto a fiber substrate, which
resulted in porous structures. The thicknesses of these fiber coatings were around 2 µm. To increase the density of –OH
groups on the surfaces, the coatings were treated in piranha solution and then reacted with noctadecyldimethylmonomethoxysilane to render the surfaces hydrophobic. Sputtering provides good control over coating
thickness and high reproducibility. We compare our fibers against commercial PDMS 7 µm fiber for the extraction of
saturated alkanes, primary alcohols, aldehydes, amines, carboxylic acids, and various real life samples. In general,
noticeably higher signals are obtained for our 2 µm coatings. They also show very fast adsorption kinetics vis-à-vis a BTEX
test mixture.
Keywords:
GC, Sample Preparation, Sampling, SPME
Application Code:
General Interest
Methodology Code: Sampling and Sample Preparation
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Overcoming Unmet Medical Needs: Advances in Raman Spectroscopy

Primary
Author

Juergen Popp
Friedrich-Schiller University Jena

Date: Tuesday, March 08, 2016 - Afternoo
Time: 01:40 PM
Room: B312

Co-Author(s)

Abstract Text
Within the last years, Raman spectroscopy developed from a niche technology in analytical chemistry to a versatile
biomedical analysis tool. The ability to obtain molecular fingerprint information labelfree makes Raman spectroscopy
attractive for many applications in clinical diagnostics of bodily fluids, pathogens, cells, and tissue. This presentation
reports about Raman spectroscopic approaches for the diagnosis and therapy of infectious diseases and for spectral
histopathology.
Faster and more detailed diagnosis of acute life-threating human infections (like e.g. sepsis) represents an important
unmet medical need. It will be shown that Raman spectroscopy holds great promise as point-of-care approach for a fast
identification of pathogens and the determination of their antibiotic resistances, which is crucial for patient’s survival. In
this context, we will present innovative chip-based bacterial isolation strategies out of complex sample matrices (e.g.
blood or urine).
The second part of this presentation reports about the Raman spectroscopic detection of tissue pathologies. Here, the
medical focus predominantly lies on the determination of the tumor type and grade and a better delineation of tumor
margins. In this context, it will be shown that the combination of Raman approaches with other spectroscopic
technologies is very beneficial for addressing the aforementioned unmet medical needs. We will introduce a combined
Raman /FLIM (fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy) fiber optical probe for in-vivo tissue screening. Furthermore we
demonstrate how the combination of CARS (coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering), SHG (second harmonic generation)
and two-photon excited autofluorescence (TPEF) enables the characterization of the morphochemistry of frozen section
biopsy specimens.
Keywords:
Biomedical, Biospectroscopy, Chemometrics, Infrared and Raman
Application Code:
Biomedical
Methodology Code: Vibrational Spectroscopy
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Pittsburgh Spectroscopy Award
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Developing Deep UV Raman Standoff Spectrometers for Trace Explosives

Primary
Author

Sanford A. Asher
University of Pittsburgh

Co-Author(s)

Katie L. Gares, Kyle T. Hufziger, Sergei V. Bykov

Date: Tuesday, March 08, 2016 - Afternoo
Time: 02:15 PM
Room: B312

Abstract Text
We are developing deep UV resonance Raman standoff spectrometers to detect trace explosives. For this effort we are
developing novel compact lasers, ultrahigh efficient spectrometers and imaging spectrometers. We will discuss both
rastering as well as an imaging instrument that utilizes a novel photonic crystal narrow wavelength band optic. We are
developing methodologies to detect explosives at standoff distances greater than 2 m. We are exploring the
spectroscopic signatures of explosives as well as their photochemistries, which gives rise to specific dynamic spectral
signatures. Lastly, we will discuss the deep UV Raman spectral signatures of NaNO[sub]3[/sub],
NH[sub]4[/sub]NO[sub]3[/sub], TNT, RDX, PETN and HMX.
Keywords:
Detection, Raman, Spectrometer
Application Code:
Homeland Security/Forensics
Methodology Code: Vibrational Spectroscopy
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Enhanced Vibrational Circular Dichroism: Moving Beyond Established Applications of
Vibrational Circular Dichorism (VCD)

Primary
Author

Laurence A. Nafie
Syracuse University
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Time: 02:50 PM
Room: B312

Co-Author(s)

Abstract Text
Vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) has emerged in recent years as a powerful technique for molecular structure analysis
in chiral molecules[1]. Most applications have been carried out for natural products and organic molecules of
pharmaceutical significance[2] and for molecules of biological significance. The principal advantage of VCD as a
spectroscopic method is its combination of structural richness combined with chiroptical stereosensitivity. However, a
disadvantage of VCD is the need for relatively high concentrations and long acquisition times due to the intensities, being
roughly 4 to 5 orders of magnitude smaller than parent IR absorption intensities. Of interest are instances when VCD
intensities are enhanced, not only for their relative ease of measurement but for understanding the origin of enhanced
intensities which do not yet have the computational precision of non-enhanced VCD. Here we present several instances
of enhanced VCD, where observed intensities are in the range of 2 to 3 orders of magnitude reduced from IR intensities.
We will discuss VCD from protein amyloid fibrisl show unusually strong VCD intensities owing to the long-range
supramolecular chiral structure of fibrils[3]. Additionally we discuss amplified VCD in molecules that have low-lying
electronic states[4] which show promise to become localized probes of biomolecular structure.
[1] L. A. Nafie, Vibrational Optical Activity: Principles and Applications, John Wiley & Sons, Ltd., Chichester, 2011.
[2] Y. He, B. Wang, R. K. Dukor,L. A. Nafie, Appl. Spectrosc. 65, 699-723 (2011).
[3] D. Kurouski, X. Lu, L. Popova, W. Wan, M. Shanmugasundaram, G. Stubbs, R. K. Dukor, I. K. Lednev, L. A. Nafie, J. Am.
Chem. Soc. 136, 2302-2312 (2014).
[4] S. R. Domingos, A. Huerta-Viga, L. Baij, S. Amirjalayer, D. A. E. Dunnebier, Annemarie J. C. Walters, M. Finger, L. A.
Nafie, B. de Bruin, W. J. Buma, S. Woutersen, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 136, 3530-3535 (2014).
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, Biospectroscopy, FTIR, Molecular Spectroscopy
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: Molecular Spectroscopy
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Primary
Author
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National Chiao Tung University

Co-Author(s)

Masahiro Ando
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Time: 03:40 PM
Room: B312

Abstract Text
We discuss the possibility of chemometrical multivariate curve resolution (MCR) for global analysis of Raman big data of
living leukocyte cells. We analyze a total of 18400 Raman spectra (400 Raman spectra from 46 leukocyte cells; 21
neutrophils, 14 eosinophils, 7 lymphocytes, and 4 monocytes) to discriminate the cell type and diagnose the cell status by
a small number of characteristic Raman spectra. We use MCR-alternating least squares (MCR-ALS) with L1-norm
regularization to extract Raman spectra associated with physically plausible spatial distributions within a cell and across
cells. Because of this physical constraint imposed by the L1-norm regularization, the extracted Raman spectra are ready
to assign to molecules or combinations of molecules existing in a cell. Four types of leukocytes are clearly differentiated
into four groups by using the four characteristic Raman spectra extracted by the MCR-ALS analysis; Spectra of
myeloperoxidase, eosinophil peroxidase, proteins and proteins + myeloperoxidase. By the present Raman MCR-ALS
analysis, it has become possible for the first time to automatically and objectively discriminate the leukocyte cell types at
the molecular-level. It is noted that we are sure how the molecular-level differentiation is accomplished; we are using
different Raman spectra of different types of heme proteins. In this regard, the present MCR-ALS approach contrasts with
principal component analysis (PCA), which has been extensively used for cell type discrimination by Raman
spectroscopy.PCA examines the spectral similarity among a large number of Raman spectra purely mathematically and
therefore PCA retrieved spectra are often hard to assign to any definitive molecular origins.
Keywords:
Bioinformatics, Biospectroscopy, Chemometrics, Raman
Application Code:
Biomedical
Methodology Code: Chemometrics
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Raman Scattering from Single, Laser-Trapped Microparticles: A Review

Primary
Author

Wolfgang Kiefer
University of Würzburg

Date: Tuesday, March 08, 2016 - Afternoo
Time: 04:15 PM
Room: B312

Co-Author(s)

Abstract Text
Soon after the pioneering work by Arthur Ashkin in the nineteenseventies optical trapping techniques were successfully
adapted to Raman spectroscopy. Such techniques allowed to obtain Raman spectra of single particles, whose sizes are of
the order of or larger than the wavelength of the exciting light. However, in scattering systems with well defined
geometries, e.g. dielectric spheres, the use of Raman spectroscopy as a diagnostic probe becomes complicated due to
morphology-dependent resonances of the cavity (MDRs, Mie theory). Due to resonance enhancement of the Raman
scattering, additional sharp peaks appear which are not present in bulk Raman spectra. On the other hand, such "RamanMie spectra" are very useful to precisely study the physical chemistry of single trapped microparticles, such as for
example evaporation, phase transition, acid/base reaction, polymerization, etc. Additionally, stimulated Raman-Mie
scattering applying external seeding allowed to study minority species. This lecture will review the huge amount of work
in these fields the 2016 Pittsburgh Spectroscopy Awardee has contributed while he was in the author's laboratory. Also
optical trapping of non-spherical microparticles has meanwhile become possible and was successfully applied for
biomedical studies. A short review will be given on recent results of studies in this research area.
Keywords:
Light Scattering, Microspectroscopy, Molecular Spectroscopy, Raman
Application Code:
General Interest
Methodology Code: Vibrational Spectroscopy
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Revealing Surface Elemental Landscapes with Ultra-High Throughput via GDOES

Primary
Author

Gerardo Gamez
Texas Tech University

Date: Tuesday, March 08, 2016 - Afternoo
Time: 01:40 PM
Room: B314

Co-Author(s)

Abstract Text
Obtaining spatially-resolved chemical information is of utmost importance to understand the underlying mechanisms of
natural and manufactured systems. Nonetheless, typical elemental mapping techniques are limited by low-throughput,
requiring several hours to tens of hours for obtaining a full map of large-diameter surfaces with sufficient pixel density.
Thus, the need for high-throughput elemental mapping techniques is evident. As such, routine elemental mapping for
diagnostics or quality control, and even 3D surface elemental mapping, would become practical.
In the last few years, GDOES (operated with pulsed power and at higher pressures) has shown the capability to yield
elemental composition landscapes with several orders of magnitude faster acquisition-time compared to traditional
techniques. Recent developments in this area will be presented, including novel GD geometries that allow larger-diameter
surfaces to be mapped, implementation of novel cost-effective imaging systems that allow even faster throughput and
easier potential interfacing with commercial systems, as well as the latest application development.
Keywords:
Atomic Emission Spectroscopy, High Throughput Chemical Analysis, Imaging, Plasma Emission (ICP/M
Application Code:
Material Science
Methodology Code: Surface Analysis/Imaging
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Laser Ablation-Based Chemical Analysis Techniques: A Short Review

Primary
Author

Jhanis J. Gonzalez
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Date: Tuesday, March 08, 2016 - Afternoo
Time: 02:15 PM
Room: B314

Co-Author(s)

Abstract Text
Laser ablation has become a dominant technology for direct solid sampling in analytical chemistry. Laser ablation refers
to the process in which an intense burst of energy delivered by a short laser pulse is used to sample (remove a portion of)
a material. The advantages of laser ablation chemical analysis include direct characterization of solids, no chemical
procedures for dissolution, reduced risk of contamination or sample loss, analysis of very small samples not separable for
solution analysis, and determination of spatial distributions of elemental composition. This presentation will describes
the most common approaches Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy LIBS) and Laser Ablation Inductively Coupled
Plasma Spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) and an introduction to Laser Ablation Molecular Isotopic Spectrometry (LAMIS)
Keywords:
Laser
Application Code:
General Interest
Methodology Code: Atomic Spectroscopy/Elemental Analysis
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Direct Determination of Trace Antimony and Arsenic in Natural Waters by Photochemical
Vapor Generation ICPMS

Primary
Author

Lu Yang
National Research Council Canada

Date: Tuesday, March 08, 2016 - Afternoo
Time: 02:50 PM
Room: B314

Co-Author(s)

Abstract Text
ABSTRACT: Antimony and arsenic are well-known environmental pollutants. The general population is usually exposed to
antimony and arsenic from food and water1-2 which can cause adverse effects on human healthy. It has been reported
that exposure to high levels of arsenic via drinking water can cause skin, lung and bladder cancers.2 More recent findings
reveal that consumption of water with levels as low as 0.017 ng g-1 for As over long periods of time may lead to
arsenicosis3. Consequently, monitoring of Sb and As concentrations in natural waters has become one of most frequently
performed analyses.
Novel and sensitive methods for the accurate determination of Sb in natural waters and As in seawaters are presented
using photochemical vapor generation (PVG) for sample introduction with ICPMS detection. Utilizing a unique flowthrough photochemical reactor capable of subjecting the samples to deep UV (185 nm) radiation, generation efficiency
was found to be independent of Sb or As species presenting in the waters, eliminating the shortcoming of Sb and As
species depended sensitivity encountered during direct solution nebulization by ICPMS4. The accuracy of the proposed
methods was demonstrated by analysis of several Certified Reference Materials (CRMs) of river water and seawaters, as
well as spike recovery test with satisfying results. Results obtained in this study will be presented and discussed in details.
Keywords:
Atomic Spectroscopy, Environmental/Water, ICP-MS
Application Code:
Environmental
Methodology Code: Atomic Spectroscopy/Elemental Analysis
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Author
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Abstract Text
Radiofrequency pulsed glow discharge time-of-flight mass spectrometry (rf-PGD-TOFMS) has received much attention
during the last years for depth profiling analysis [1]. In fact, most of the investigations reported on this topic were
performed using prototype instruments, being the most popular, the prototype formed by a GD bay developed by Horiba
Scientific (France) and a TOF mass spectrometer by Tofwerk (Switzerland). At present, the commercial version of the
prototype has been launched by Horiba Scientific including improvements to offer some additional features of interest for
analytical applications, e.g. blanking (to reduce ion intensity of selected species such as Ar or matrix ions), negative
ionization detection mode, among others.
In this work, performance and analytical potential of the commercial rf-PGD-TOFMS will be thoroughly evaluated, in both
positive and negative detection modes,to achieve elemental and molecular specific information for different challenging
materials, including fluorine detection during titania nanotubes synthesis, photovoltaic materials based on thin film solar
cells, golden layers on ceramics and polymeric materials deposited on silicon wafers.
[1] J. Pisonero, N. Bordel, C. Gonzalez de Vega, B. Fernández, R. Pereiro, A. Sanz-Medel, Anal. Bioanal. Chem., 2013, 405,
5655-5662.
Keywords:
Mass Spectrometry, Materials Characterization
Application Code:
Material Science
Methodology Code: Atomic Spectroscopy/Elemental Analysis
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Primary
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Co-Author(s)

Abstract Text
XRF (X-ray fluorescence) is the forgotten elemental analysis technique. Developed well before mass spectrometry, XRF
offers unique capabilities not found in conventional methods of elemental analysis. Based on the excitation of core
electrons, XRF provides elemental analysis covering a wide range of scientific problems, from probing the origins of the
cosmos to the workings of biological processes in cells to uncovering hidden art works. Both synchrotron sources and labbased X-ray tubes utilize X-ray optics to enable capabilities which offer high spatial and spectral resolution to probe these
and many other problems. In addition, XRF is nondestructive in measuring the elemental composition of samples, thus
allowing follow-on analyses such as isotopic measurements to be done. X-ray optics open high resolution elemental
imaging into the 10’s of nanometers as well as enabling the detection of the analyte oxidation state. By providing key
information on the element present as well as its oxidation state new insights can be gleaned into the fundamental
characteristics of many chemical and biological processes. Laboratory-based instrumentation can rival capabilities found
in synchrotrons, particularly when coupled with X-ray optics and state-of-art detectors. Spatial resolution of lab-based
systems approaches sub-10 micrometers along with the ability for 3D elemental imaging of a variety of samples which
includes actinide contaminated soils, spent nuclear fuels and fusion targets. This presentation will provide a state-of-theart survey of XRF covering these topics and many other XRF applications.
Keywords:
Atomic Spectroscopy, Elemental Analysis, Microspectroscopy, X-ray Fluorescence
Application Code:
General Interest
Methodology Code: X-ray Techniques
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Primary
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Date: Tuesday, March 08, 2016 - Afternoo
Time: 01:35 PM
Room: B308

Abstract Text
There is renewed interest to promote the use of nuclear power and close the nuclear fuel cycle. The long term successful
use of nuclear power is critically dependent upon adequate and safe processing and disposition of the spent nuclear fuel.
Liquid-liquid extraction is a separation technique commonly employed for the processing of the dissolved spent nuclear
fuel. The instrumentation used to monitor these processes must be robust, require little or no maintenance, and be able
to withstand harsh environments such as high radiation fields and aggressive chemical matrices.
This paper describes the application of the electronic and vibrational spectroscopic techniques for radiochemical process
monitoring. In this context, our team experimentally assessed the potential of Raman and UV-vis spectroscopic
techniques for online real-time monitoring of the U(VI)/nitrate ion/nitric acid and Pu(VI/IV)/Np(VI/V/VI)/Nd(III) in
solutions relevant to used nuclear fuel reprocessing. These techniques demonstrated robust performance in the
repetitive batch measurements of each analyte in a wide concentration range using simulant and commercial dissolved
used fuel solutions.
Currently this has been demonstrated on the macroscopic scale, using sample probes requiring large solution volumes. In
an effort to minimize waste and reduce dose to personnel, we have modified this technique to allow measurement at the
microfluidic scale using a Raman microprobe. Under the current sampling environment, Raman samples typically require
upwards of 10 mL and larger. Using the new sampling system, we can sample volumes at 10 •L or less, which is a scale
reduction of over 1,000 fold in sample size. This will significantly reduce the requirements for handling hazardous
materials, and greatly reduce the costs associated with worker protection from exposure to radioactive and hazardous
materials, and costs due to waste disposal. This paper will summarize our current work in this area.
Keywords:
Chemometrics, Process Analytical Chemistry, Raman, UV-VIS Absorbance/Luminescence
Application Code:
Nuclear
Methodology Code: Process Analytical Techniques
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George Havrilla
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Co-Author(s)

Abstract Text
XRF offers unique capabilities for the characterization of nuclear materials as applied to both nuclear safeguards and
nuclear forensics requirements. In both cases, the identification of actinide elements along with their quantification are
key components in evaluating nuclear materials for both safeguards and forensics applications. Development of XRF as a
new tool in the nuclear material characterization toolbox provides both opportunities and challenges for analytical
methodology in answering the age old questions of “What is it” and “How much of it is there?” XRF when based upon Xray optics offers new capabilities for high sensitivity, high selectivity and 3D elemental imaging not feasible with
conventional elemental methods of analysis. hiRX or high resolution X-ray can detect sub-nanogram amounts of
plutonium or uranium with high selectivity using doubly curved crystal optics. This new instrument has proven capable of
analyzing small amounts of Pu in the presence of over 100 times uranium present in such samples as dissolved spent fuel
found in nuclear fuel reprocessing plants. Micro X-ray fluorescence (MXRF) employing monolithic polycapillary optics can
provide elemental maps of actinide distributions in soil samples with 10’s of micrometer spatial resolution. Adding a
polycapillary optic on the detector enables confocal 3D elemental imaging which can identify the elemental spatial
distribution within individual soil particles. In each instance, XRF offers new spatially resolved sensitive elemental analyses
with the focus of identifying actinide elements of interest within the areas of nuclear safeguards and nuclear forensics.
Keywords:
Forensics, Nuclear Analytical Applications, X-ray Fluorescence
Application Code:
Nuclear
Methodology Code: X-ray Techniques
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Co-Author(s)
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Date: Tuesday, March 08, 2016 - Afternoo
Time: 02:45 PM
Room: B308

Abstract Text
Significant gaps exist in in-field sample preparation technology and suitable ion sources matched to sample type, target
analyte(s), IAEA requirements, and suitability for non-expert operation. , Experimental work in the past two years has
lead us to conclude that sample preparation technology must be developed in close integration with ion source
development. This is especially true given the stringent demands of field portability, ease of operation, and
operator/operational safety. Our strategy has been to develop new and improved sample preparation methods including
1) ammonium bifluoride to convert solid uranium oxides to uranyl fluorides and 2) UF6 precipitation to a solid form. We
also will present our progress in developing a field portable ion source that is compatible with the new sample
preparation methods and COTS MS technology for in-field uranium isotopic analysis. Focus will also be placed on methods
that meet published IAEA International Target Values (ITVs).
Keywords:
ICP-MS, Laser, Mass Spectrometry
Application Code:
Nuclear
Methodology Code: Mass Spectrometry
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Author
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Date: Tuesday, March 08, 2016 - Afternoo
Time: 03:35 PM
Room: B308

Abstract Text
Recent progress in the development of new analytical methods for trace elemental and isotopic analysis of nuclear fuel
cycle materials will be presented. These new methods include atomic mass-based separations as part of the sample
preparation for radiometric counting (“MSRAD”), the use of femtosecond laser ablation and extreme UV photon sources
for very high spatial resolution MS analysis of surfaces, the use of x-ray light sources to achieve very high spatial
resolution in the analysis of nuclear fuel cycle materials, and finally the development of methods to create materials that
mimic the chemical, isotopic, and morphologies of nuclear explosion debris. “MSRAD” represents a new paradigm in
radiochemical analysis: separations along diagonal dimensions of the Chart of the Nuclides (within single or a few mass
chains) versus along horizontal dimensions (single elements or groups of elements). Fs-LA and EUV light sources have
demonstrated extremely good sensitivity, precision, and spatial resolution in the isotopic and elemental analysis of
surfaces and particles. X-ray light sources enable us to probe the chemical nature of sample features down to the low
nanometer scale where chemical transformations can be observed “in progress”. Finally, the development of methods to
produce synthetic nuclear explosion debris (SNED) is leading to new materials for use in both laboratory research and
field exercises.
Keywords:
Aerosols/Particulates, Elemental Analysis, ICP-MS, Ultratrace Analysis
Application Code:
Nuclear
Methodology Code: Mass Spectrometry
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Contribution and Impact of Laser Ablation Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry
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Primary
Author
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Time: 04:10 PM
Room: B308

Co-Author(s)

Abstract Text
Improvements in Laser Ablation for material sampling over the past few decades have led to the emergence of several
applications of this technique (in its two modalities LIBS and LA-ICP-MS) to some important forensic measurements.
These Laser Ablation modalities are commonly used for both elemental and isotopic analyses, and has multiple
advantages compared to dissolution techniques, notably higher spatial resolution, easier and faster sample preparation,
and for many applications it is a non-destructive method. However, LA-ICP-MS suffers of a significant limitation related to
its elemental coverage. For example, non-metals such as H, N, O and halogens such as F, are difficult or impossible to
analyze by conventional ICP-MS systems. On the other hand, one of the major benefits for using Laser Induced
Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) is its elemental coverage, and of course its ability to detect elements that are difficult or
impossible to analyze by most analytical techniques and in particular those mentioned above. The combination of the two
Laser Ablation modalities provides complementary measurements for elements that are separately unattainable due to
low sensitivity and/or strong interferences. In this presentation we will discuss some of the recent advances and
applications using Laser Ablation.
Keywords:
Laser, Mass Spectrometry, Nuclear Analytical Applications, Spectroscopy
Application Code:
General Interest
Methodology Code: Atomic Spectroscopy/Elemental Analysis
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Co-Author(s)

Abstract Text
Ambient mass spectrometry (MS) is used to ionize and characterize compounds present in samples examined in their
natural state (no dilution or extraction or other chemical work-up). Desorption electrospray ionization (DESI) and paper
spray (PS) ionization are typical methods. Sets of molecules detected by ambient MS can represent a snapshot of the
state of the sample (organism, biofluid, tissue section, etc.) therefore such a set of molecules can serve a biomarker of
disease and its progression. In contrast to the standard LC MS/MS method of characterizing one or a few molecular
biomarkers, the ambient MS approach uses a pattern of markers. Two distinct approaches are described: (i) low
resolution MS profiles, e.g. as used to characterize the disease state of tissue including brain and kidney by their lipid
profiles and (ii) sets of multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) transitions as exemplified by searches for biomarkers for
Parkinson’s disease in cerebrospinal fluid.
Keywords:
Biomedical, Instrumentation, Mass Spectrometry, Organic Mass Spectrometry
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: Mass Spectrometry
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Abstract Text
Exosomes are nanoscale membrane bound vesicles shed from cells via multivesicular bodies, which carry proteins,
microRNA and lipids between cells. Exosomes may be viewed as a subset of the secretome, but a subset confined in a
lipid bilayer that carries the addresses of intended receiver cells. We are studying both the internal cargo of the exosomes
released by myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSC), and the cell surface glycoproteins that may direct their cellular
interactions. Both bottom up and top down proteomic strategies have been applied to analysis of the protein cargo in
MDSC exosomes. 105 proteins have been characterized as ubiquitin conjugates, of which 84 have not previously been
reported to be ubiquitinated. Top-down analysis of cargo proteins has identified more than 80 isoforms of three
members of the S100 calcium binding family. Two of these, S100 A8 and S100 A9 have been shown to exert chemotactic
activity when carried by exosomes. The effect of inflammation on the abundances of the active proteins is being
measured using top-down spectral counting and relative intensities. Cell surface chemistry, including oxidation of
glycosidic diols and alkylation with tethered biotin, has been used to capture glycoproteins from the surfaces of both
parental MDSC cells and their exosomes. Both tryptic peptides and PNGase products were recovered for analysis by LCMS/MS from digestions carried out on biotinylated glycoproteins immobilized on streptavidin beads. 122 glycoproteins
were identified from the MDSC surface, each supported by a PNGase peptide carrying a deamidated N-glycosylation motif
and one other peptide. The exosomes appear to carry fewer cell surface proteins; 23 glycoproteins have been identified
from the exosome surface using similar criteria. Functional roles for the inside and outside proteins will be briefly
discussed.
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Abstract Text
Protein-protein interactions (PPIs) have been recognized as one of the major regulatory mechanisms for controlling
protein functions in maintaining cell viability and homeostasis. Disruption of normal PPIs has been linked to various
human disease and recent studies have described protein interaction interfaces as a new class of attractive therapeutic
targets. Cross-linking mass spectrometry (XL-MS) represents a powerful technology for studying PPIs. Despite its great
potential, XL-MS analysis remains challenging due to the difficulty in unambiguous identification of low abundant crosslinked peptides. In order to facilitate MS detection and identification of cross-linked peptides, we have developed a novel
MS-cleavable cross-linker, disuccinimidyl sulfoxide (DSSO) (1). DSSO based XL-MS strategy enables fast and accurate
identification of cross-linked peptides by multistage mass spectrometry (MSn), and has been successfully applied to
define structural topologies of protein complexes (2) and protein-protein interaction interfaces. To further advance XLMS studies, we have developed a series of DSSO derivatives to allow quantitative analysis of structural dynamics of
protein complexes and in vivo profiling of protein interaction network topologies in living cells. In combination with
affinity purification strategies, in vivo structural topologies of protein complexes can be determined (3). The analytical
methods described here represent technological advancements in studying PPIs in vitro and in vivo.
This work is supported by NIH RO1GM074830 to L.H, and R01GM106003 to L.H. and S. R.. Refs:1.Kao, A., et. al. (2011)
Mol Cell Proteomics 10, M110.002212; 2.Kao, A., et. al. (2012) Mol Cell Proteomics 11, 1566-1577; 3. Kaake, R. M., et. al.
(2014) Mol Cell Proteomics 13, 3533-3543.
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Abstract Text
This lecture will focus on data generated with a new ion source that facilitates simultaneous generation of positively
charged sample ions by electrospray ionization and negatively charged reagent ions for both electron transfer dissociation
(ETD) and ion-ion proton transfer (IIPT) reactions on Orbitrap mass spectrometers. Implementation of multiple C-trap fills
for enhanced sensitivity will be discussed and both parallel peak parking, and ion ejection strategies to facilitate protein
separation and enhanced sequence coverage of intact proteins will be described. Use of IIPT/ETD facilitates near
complete sequence coverage on many intact proteins and is ideally suited for locating multiple posttranslational
modifications on the same protein molecule. Sequence analysis of antibodies with an enzyme reactor that generates 3-10
KDa fragments in seconds will also be discussed. If time permits, the lecture will also provide an update on the use Class I
MHC phosphopeptides for the immunotherapy of cancer.
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Abstract Text
Obtaining information about structures of macromolecular complexes can be challenging when the complexes are large
and/or heterogeneous. Heterogeneity can be a result of many different factors, including multiple different
stoichiometries of the complex, heterogeneity of the molecular constituents within a complex, or the propensity of the
complex to adduct salts and/or other molecules in solution. Although the complexes can often be readily ionized, the
heterogeneity can lead to incomplete or no separation between the different charge states making assignment of charge
states, and hence masses of the ions difficult or impossible. Strategies involving tandem MS have been used to obtain
some information when charge state distributions are unresolved. Interferences between ions with overlapping m/z
values can be eliminated by weighing individual ions. Individual ions of large synthetic polymers and biopolymers have
been measured using both charge detection mass spectrometers and also FT-ICR mass spectrometry [1,2]. Here, results
from a new charge detection mass spectrometer that uses multiple pick-up electrodes between cone electrodes to trap
and measure individual ions multiple times will be presented. Progress on the development of this instrument and its use
to measure the molecular masses of individual ions up to 100s of MDa will be presented.
[1] Fuerstenau, S. D.; Benner, W. H. Rapid Commun. Mass Spectrom. 1995, 9, 1528–1538.
[2] Smith, R. D.; Cheng, X.; Bruce, J. E.; Hofstadler, S. A.; Anderson, G. A. Nature 1994, 369, 137-139.
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Abstract Text
Disinfection by-products (DBPs) are an unintended consequence of using disinfectants to kill harmful pathogens in water.
They are formed by the reaction of disinfectants with natural organic matter, bromide, and iodide, as well as with other
anthropogenic contaminants, such as pharmaceuticals. DBPs have been associated with human health risk, including
cancer, miscarriage, birth defects, and asthma. Only 11 DBPs are regulated in the U.S., but nearly 700 have been
identified. Many of the unregulated DBPs are more toxic than the ones currently regulated, and these ‘emerging DBPs’
have been the focus of new chemistry, toxicology, and epidemiology studies. Several are suspected as causal agents in
human health effects observed. Of these emerging DBPs, those containing nitrogen (so-called ‘N-DBPs’) and those
containing iodine have risen to the top as being the most toxicologically important. N-DBPs and iodo-DBPs have been
identified in drinking water and swimming pool waters, and they are expected to increase with climate change and
population stresses on our fresh water supplies.
Mass spectrometry (MS) has been important for the identification of emerging DBPs, as well as the study of their
mechanisms of formation, with high resolution-MS particularly important for providing accurate mass information to
enable molecular formula determinations. This presentation will discuss the use of high resolution mass spectrometry,
along with other analytical techniques, for helping to uncover and study new, emerging iodinated and N-DBPs. Iodinated
DBPs discussed will include iodo-acids, iodo-trihalomethanes (iodo-THMs), and iodo-acetaldehyde that have been
previously reported, as well as new iodo-DBPs not yet published. Their mechanisms of formation will also be addressed,
including reactions with iodide from seawater intrusion, reactions with iodinated compounds used for medical imaging,
and reactions with a new source of iodine just discovered.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Human urine is a cost effective, renewable resource that can be used as a valuable source of fertilizer because it is rich in
nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium. As fertilizers derived from urine become more widely used, it is important to
understand the transport of the pharmaceuticals from urine to the environment. It is known that many pharmaceuticals
are excreted from the human body in their native form; hence when urine is used as fertilizer pharmaceuticals can be
released as contaminants in the environment. The goal of this study was to develop a sensitive analytical method to
measure trace pharmaceuticals in urine, struvite, lysimeter water, soil, and food crops. Analysis of these matrices gave
information about the pharmaceuticals present in urine that are carried over into the fertilizer, soil, ground water and
eventually crops consumed by humans. Carrots and lettuce, grown in soil plots previously fertilized with urine and
struvite, were analyzed when market ready using optimized extraction method and liquid chromatography with tandem
mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). Lysimeter water samples were collected after rain events and the soil samples were
tested pre- and post- fertilization. In addition to the urine and struvite fertilized plots, two control plots were monitored,
one using synthetic fertilizer, and one with no fertilizer. Results showed detectable amounts of pharmaceuticals in lettuce
and carrots grown in soil fertilized by urine. Pharmaceuticals were detected in lysimeter water, soil, and food crops at low
part per billion levels. Hydroponic experiments using maize were conducted to examine possible detoxification of
chlorinated pharmaceuticals via the glutathione pathway similar to the mechanism used by plants for herbicide
detoxification. Results indicate preferential uptake and potential detoxification of some pharmaceutical compounds in
maize.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Hydraulic fracturing, or simply “fracking’ is the process of injecting water, sand, and various surfactant and biocide
mixtures into deep wells, 5,000 to 10,000 feet deep in order to open the shales and release the oil and gas trapped
inside. These waters present possible contamination to shallow and deep aquifers and to nearby surface water, if they
should be released. About 30% of the injected water is returned to the surface. For these reasons, the topic of fracking is
of prime environmental significance at the current time. The chemical additives used in fracturing fluids can be used as
tracers of water contamination caused by hydraulic fracturing operations. For this purpose a complete chemical
characterization is necessary using advanced analytical techniques. Liquid chromatography coupled with high resolution
mass spectrometry (LC/Q-TOF-MS) was used to identify several chemical additives present in flowback and produced
waters. Accurate mass measurements of main ions and fragments were used to discover the major components. Sodium
adducts turned out to be the main molecular adduct ions detected for some additives due to oxygen rich structures.
Among the several classes of chemical components identified by mass spectrometry include gels (guar gum), biocides
(glutaraldehyde and alkyl dimethyl benzyl ammonium chloride) and surfactants (cocamidopropyl derivatives). The
capabilities of accurate mass and MS-MS fragmentation are explored for the unequivocal identification of these
compounds. A special emphasis is given to the mass spectrometry elucidation approaches used to identify a major class
of hydraulic fracturing compounds, surfactants.
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Abstract Text
The widespread use of pharmaceuticals is reflected in their release from wastewater treatment plants into surface waters
and and potentially has corresponding adverse effects upon aquatic organisms. Uptake, accumulation, and
transformation of pharmaceuticals in fish have been less well studied than transport and distribution in aquatic
ecosystems. In the present study, we investigated the uptake, disposition, and toxicokinetics of five
pharmaceuticals—temazepam (neuroleptic), methocarbamol (muscle relaxant), sulfamethoxazole (antibiotic), diclofenac
(anti-inflammatory), and rosuvastatin (antihyperlipidemic)—in bluegill (Lepomis macrochirus) tissues and fluids exposed
to environmentally relevant concentrations (targeted at between1,000–4,000 ng/L) in a flow-through aquatic exposure
system.
Temazepam and methocarbamol were consistently detected in bluegill tissue and fluid samples, with concentrations of
up to 4,936 and 180 ng g•1 in bile, respectively. Sulfamethoxazole, diclofenac, and rosuvastatin were much less
frequently detected in tissues and fluids. Over a 30-day exposure period, mean concentrations of temazepam and
methocarbamol in tissues and fluids generally followed the order: bile • gut > liver and brain > muscle ~ plasma ~ gill.
Short-term bioconcentration factors (BCFs) in different tissues ranged between 0.71–3,959 and 0.13–48.6 for temazepam
and methocarbamol, respectively. Log BCFs were positively correlated to pH-adjusted log Kow (i.e. log Dow), especially
for liver and brain (r2 = 0.92 and 0.99, respectively). These data suggest that bioaccumulation patterns of ionizable
pharmaceuticals depend on the physicochemical properties and ionizability of each pharmaceutical within each tissue. A
consistent pattern of rapid uptake and elimination of pharmaceuticals in bluegill tissues was observed, with uptake rate
constants (Ku) and elimination rate constants (Ke) at 0.0066–0.0330 h•1 and 0.0075–0.0384 h•1, and elimination halflives of 18.1–92.4 h.
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Abstract Text
Pharmaceuticals and other pharmacologically active compounds such as endocrine disruptors and stimulants are
considered emerging pollutants being found in the environment since many years. Concentrations are usually low, in the
nanogram-per-liter level in groundwater and drinking water to a maximum microgram-per-liter level in surface waters
and wastewater. More recently it has been shown that after entering the water cycle they potentially may exert harmful
effects on water-dwelling organisms. We developed, validated and implemented sensitive and fast analytical techniques,
especially antibody-based immunochemical methods. These allow for high-throughput screening of environmental waters
as well as an inexpensive monitoring of experiments with water-living species because they require a very small amount
of sample. High sensitivity allows for studies at ambient concentrations as well as a quick distinction between pristine and
contaminated areas since even low concentrations (ng/L to •g/L), may provoke chronic effects in biota. Our main target
analytes were pharmaceuticals such as carbamazepine and the hormones estradiol (E2), ethinylestradiol (EE2) and
estrone (E1). Also ELISAs for anthropogenic markers such as caffeine – which at the same time is a psychoactive drug –
have been developed. Toxicological studies with the compounds alone as well as in combination towards different species
of aquatic life such as marine invertebrates, e.g. bivalves (clams) and benthic invertebrates, namely polychaetes, will be
shown, the effects induced having been assessed through the application of a battery of biomarkers.
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Abstract Text
Despite the discovery and report of many potential protein-based disease biomarkers every year, only a handful become
clinically useful. Typically, no one protein species is sensitive or specific enough to reliably diagnose a disease. What is
needed, therefore, is a method to validate diagnostic protein panels. While mass spectrometry has significantly
accelerated the discovery of potential panels of protein-based disease biomarkers, there is still a lack of efficient and
effective tools for multiplex protein biomarker validation. While bead-based and microarray based multiplex
immunoassays exist, they suffer from antibody cross-reactions and differences in the required dilution of patient samples
and associated with insufficient dynamic range of assays. These limitations make development of novel assay panels
difficult, and biomarker validation experiments difficult and time-consuming. This talk will present novel technologies
based on aqueous two phase system microdroplets that overcome common limitations in multiplexing such as antibody
cross-reaction. Specifically, the talk will present multiplexing of homogeneous immunoassays (AlphaLisa) that are
typically not possible to multiplex beyond a color-based two-plex, as well as a microarray based heterogeneous
immunoassay. Applications will focus on development of diagnostics for graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) and other
diseases.
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Abstract Text
Cell-to-cell chemical heterogeneity is a fundamental property of many biological tissues. Chemically and functionally
distinct subpopulations are found within so-called homogenous cell populations, and oftentimes, rare cells impart
important aspects to disease progression and the pathological state or survival of an organism. To characterize rare cells,
presorting approaches such as flow cytometry or other high-throughput methods that can perform large number of direct
single cell measurements have advantages. For high-throughput mass spectrometry (MS) measurements, we perform
optical microscopy-guided single cell profiling. The cells are deposited onto a microscope slide, their locations on the slide
determined using microscopy, and these locations guide subsequent MS analysis to each cell. To validate these
approaches, we study several well-characterized tissue samples including endocrine cells from the rat pituitary and
pancreas. In the pituitary, the most common cell types contain POMC-related peptides. We detected rare cells with
distinct MS peptide profiles. In the rat pancreas, we identified subpopulations of specific peptide containing cells at the
expected yields, suggesting that we can work with heterogeneous populations of small cells. Intriguingly, MALDI MS does
not use most of a single cell contents in a measurement, so the rare cells can be located and used for follow-up profiling
such as immunohistochemical staining, metabolomics via capillary electrophoresis MS, and potentially even
transcriptomic measurements. Hence MS becomes a high-throughput screening approach to locate rare cells that can be
used for follow-up studies.
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Abstract Text
There is a great need for simple, affordable disease biomarker detection methods in low-resource settings that lack
complicated and expensive diagnostic tools. Although numerous polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and paper-based
microfluidic devices have been developed to address this issue, PDMS/paper hybrid systems that take advantage of both
substrates are rarely reported. Each device substrate has its own advantages and disadvantages. Herein, we have
developed different low-cost PDMS/paper hybrid microfluidic systems that take advantage of both PDMS and paper
substrates for rapid and sensitive disease diagnosis, especially in low-resource settings. For instance, paper was used in a
PDMS/ paper hybrid microfluidic system integrated with loop-mediated DNA isothermal amplification (LAMP) for rapid
and sensitive multiplexed meningitis diagnosis, a global disease with high morbidity and mortality. The introduction of
paper into the microfluidic device enables stable test results over a much longer period of time than a paper-free
microfluidic system. Results can be observed by the naked eye. Although this hybrid system does not require expensive
instruments, its sensitivity is even higher than conventional real-time PCR. Additionally, we have also developed a
paper/PMMA hybrid microfluidic immunosensing microplate for hepatitis B diagnosis. The unique funnel-shaped
microwell design enabled rapid antigen immobilization and efficient washing. Without any specialized equipment, the
limit of detection of 1.60 ng/mL hepatitis B surface antigen was achieved within one hour, which is comparable to
commercial kits using spectrophotometers. Financial support from NIH, UT STARS Award, MRAP, IDR2 and URI award
from UTEP is gratefully acknowledged.
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Abstract Text
Over past few decades, use of biomarkers has become increasingly intrinsic to practice of medicine and clinical decisionmaking. Diagnosis and management of oral cancer is a promising area whereby biomarker driven testing has potential to
provide significant impact on patient care. Oral cancer is sixth most common cancer worldwide and has been marked by
high morbidity and poor survival rates with little over the past few decades. Beyond prevention, early detection is the
most crucial determinant for successful treatment and survival of oral cancer. This talk will feature details related to a
new ‘cytology-on-a-chip’ platform capable of high-content single-cell measurements. This methodology permits
concurrent analysis of molecular biomarker expression and cellular/nuclear morphology using over 200 fluorescence
intensity and shape parameters for each region of interest extracted from multi-spectral fluorescence images. Molecular
biomarkers: EGFR, •v•6, CD147, •-catenin, MCM2, and Ki67 were selected based on their capacity, through prior
immunohistochemistry studies, to distinguish stages of disease progression towards oral cancer. Measurement time to
complete this chip-based image analysis is approximately 20 minutes vs. about 1-3 days for gold standard pathology
exam. This new clinical decision tool has been developed and validated in context of major clinical study involving 714
prospectively recruited patients. These efforts have led to collection of data across 6 diagnostic categories and assembly
of one of largest well-qualified cytology database (confirmed by tissue biopsy) ever collected for prospectively recruited
potentially malignant oral lesions. The application of statistical machine learning algorithms exploiting this large database
has led to development of robust classification models with validated and stable parameters. High sensitivity and high
specificity adjunctive diagnostic aids have been developed through these efforts.
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Abstract Text
A full understanding of the molecular basis of diseases depends on the development of molecular probes able to
recognize disease targets of interest. Until very recently, such tools have been absent from the clinical practice of
medicine. The newest molecular probe, and one that holds most promise, is a new class of designer nucleic acids, termed
aptamers, whichare single-stranded DNA/RNA able to recognize specific targets, such as single proteins and even small
molecules. Recently, we applied a simple, fast and reproducible cell-based aptamer selection strategy called Cell-SELEX
which uses whole, intact cells as the target for aptamer selection.This selection processthen generatesmultiple aptamers
for the specific recognition of biological cells, but without the need for prior knowledge about the signature of target cellsurface molecules. The selected aptamers have dissociation constants in the nanomolar to picomolar range. Thus far, we
have selected aptamer probes for many different diseases, andused them to carry out studiesat the vanguard of
biomedicalscience, including ultrasensitive detection of tumors, molecular imaging, targeted drug delivery, and,
mostcritically, cancer biomarker discovery. Taken together, these molecular level tools form a solid scientific platform
from which to pursue advanced studies in molecular medicine. We will report our most recent progress in this exciting
researcharea,especially the molecular elucidation of cancer biomarkers and targeted drug development.
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Abstract Text
Boron-doped diamond (BDD) electrodes are very attractive material, because of their wide potential window, low
background current, chemical inertness, and mechanical durability[1]. In these years, we have reported several examples
for electrochemical sensor applications[2]. Here, we report some recent examples of electrochemical sensor application
of BDD such as ozone [3], pH [4], in vivo detection of neurotransmitter in monkey brain [5], and in vivo detection of
glutathione for assessment of cancerous tumors [6] using BDD microelectrodes. Furthermore, other applications such as
organic synthesis [7], ozone generation, and CO2 reduction [8] are also shown.
In vivo assessment of cancerous tumors
The in vivo electrochemical detection of the reduced form of glutathione (GSH) using BDD microelectrode for potential
application in the assessment of cancerous tumors is presented. In vivo GSH detection measurements have been
performed in human cancer cells inoculated in immunodeficient mice. These measurements have shown that the
difference of GSH level between cancerous and normal tissues can be detected.
In vivo pH monitoring
The in vivo electrochemical monitoring of pH using BDD microelectrode and silver needles for potential application in
medical diagnosis was studied. A quantitative analysis of the increase in stomach pH is also presented. It is proposed that
the catheter-free pH monitoring system presented in this study could be potentially employed in any biological
environment.
References
[1] Diamond Electrochemistry, Elsevier, 2005. [2] (a) Anal. Chem. 78, 3467 (2006), (b) Anal. Chem. 78, 6291 (2006)., (c)
Anal. Chem. 80, 5783 (2008)., (d) Anal. Chem. 78, 7857 (2006)., (e) Anal. Chem. 79, 8608 (2007). [3] Anal. Chem. 85, 4284
(2013). [4] (a) Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 13, 16795 (2011)., (b) Sci. Rep. 3, 3257 (2013). [5] Neurosci. Res. 71, 49 (2011).
[6] Sci. Rep. 2, 901 (2012). [7] Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 51, 5443 (2012). [8] Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 53, 871 (2014).
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Abstract Text
Plasmonic metal nanoparticles, which are characterized by strong light absorption, scattering, and their controllability,
attract attention as new photofunctional materials. The lecture will focus on application of plasmonic nanoparticles to
sensors, photovoltaic cells, photocatalysts, and advanced optical materials, as well as some basic aspects of localized
surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). We found plasmon-induced charge separation (PICS) at the metal nanoparticlesemiconductor interface and applied it to photovoltaics and photocatalysis [1]. Now many other research groups are
working on photosensors and photocatalysts based on PICS [2,3]. We also applied PICS to plasmonic sensors [4] for
chemical and biological applications, image display [2], and data storage [5]. We also developed other plasmonic sensors
[6] and color routers [7].
1. Y. Tian and T. Tatsuma, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2005, 127, 7632.
2. T. Tatsuma, Bull. Chem. Soc. Jpn., 2013, 86, 1.
3. C. Clavero, Nat. Photonics, 2014, 8, 95.
4. T. Tatsuma, Y. Katagi, S. Watanabe, K. Akiyoshi, T. Kawawaki, H. Nishi, and E. Kazuma, Chem. Commun., 2015, 51, 6100.
5. I. Tanabe and T. Tatsuma, Nano Lett., 2012, 12, 5418.
6. H. Nishi, S. Hiroya, and T. Tatsuma, ACS Nano, 2015, 9, 6214.
7. K. Saito and T. Tatsuma, Adv. Opt. Mater., 2015, 3, 883.
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Abstract Text
Raman Microscopy allows for simultaneous chemical identification and imaging through the distinctive vibrational
signatures of chemical bonds and SPRi provides quantitative interaction data by measuring changes in refractive index on
the sensor interface. Both optical non-destructive techniques provide unique diagnostic applications. During this lecture,
we will highlight how Raman Microscopy and SPRi have enjoyed tremendous gains after integration with
nanotechnology. Diagnostic biomarkers for many diseases at the early stage are often in low abundance presenting many
challenges for their detection. Extending the application of SPRi and Raman Microscopy systems through the unique
combination with nanomaterials provides ultra signal enhancement. Research developments in detecting biomarkers at
ultralow levels (10-15 to 10-18 M) will be presented. Furthermore, cutting-edge techniques like Surface and Tip Enhanced
Raman Spectroscopy offering nanoscale resolution with ultrasensitivity will also be reviewed.
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Abstract Text
Thirty-seven states have pro- medical cannabis laws, including twenty-three states (and DC) that have medical laws, and
four states that have full legalization. There are now over 2 million legal medical marijuana patients in the U.S.A., and
nearly half of Americans are now living in states with some form of medical marijuana or CBD legislation. Cannabis testing
laboratories have emerged to accurately determine cannabinoid potencies in cannabis products as well as ensure that
these products are free from contaminants.
High performance liquid chromatography and gas chromatography are important cannabis testing laboratory separation
techniques. Mass spectrometry is playing an increasingly important role in cannabis testing laboratories for the analysis of
cannabinoids and terpenoids in cannabis products, including extracted oils. Mass spectrometry is also being employed for
the ultra-low level quantitation of contaminants including pesticides and heavy metals. Application of ultra-fast
electrospray ionization LC-MS/MS with continuous polarity switching for the simultaneous analysis of pesticides in
positive and negative mode and approximately 200 pesticides were measured with over 500 MRM transitions per run.
Additionally, data presented illustrates how a triple quadrupole GC-MS/MS operated in the MRM mode, can be used to
analyze for trace-level pesticide residues in complex plant matrices such as medical cannabis flowers and extracted oils.
As mass spectrometry adoption continues to grow and its utility expands, it is critical that mass spectrometry knowledge
gained from more established scientific disciplines, including food safety, clinical, pharmaceutical and environmental
markets, be applied to cannabis testing laboratories. This presentation will also discuss future MS/MS-based
opportunities for techniques like MALDI-TOF MS, SFE-SFC-MS, direct ionization methods and integrated “cannabis
analyzers”.
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Abstract Text
Imaging mass spectrometry (IMS) for matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) has been expanded during the
last decade in biological applications, to assess the distribution of proteins, peptides, lipids, drugs, and metabolites in a
tissue specimen. The MALDI-IMS also has an application potentiality to material science field; however, the studies in this
field were limited. The laser desorption/ionization (LDI) IMS, including MALDI-IMS, has an advantage in organic
compounds analysis due to an ability of separating by molecular weight, where other spectroscopy methods can obtain
only elemental information. In this presentation, the potentiality of LDI-IMS as a new surface analytical tool is discussed.
At first, we have developed high mass resolution time-of-fight mass spectrometer (TOFMS) for non-target IMS. It is
necessary to extend flight path to improve mass resolution of TOFMS. We have developed a multi-turn type TOFMS with
a spiral ion trajectory, SpiralTOF, to solve the issue. The total flight path of SpiralTOF was 17 m and achieved ultra-high
mass resolution that could separate isobaric compounds. Secondly, we have studied the nano-particle surface assisted LDI
(SALDI) for high lateral resolution IMS. The key technique for expanding the IMS will be establishment of methodology to
apply the compounds to assist ionization homogeneously on a sample surface. The nano-particle SALDI-IMS was
confirmed to be effective method for high lateral resolution IMS compared to a common matrix application method using
spray. At last, we demonstrate the collaboration analysis with established surface analytical tools such as Raman
spectroscopy, TOF-SIMS and XPS. The LDI-IMS has a strong point in analyzing organic molecular structure, however, it is a
destructive-analytical tool and the available information regarding to depth direction was not well understood.
Collaboration research reveals basic character and true advantages of LDI-IMS as surface analytical tools.
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Abstract Text
FT-ICR mass spectrometry offers the highest achievable broadband mass resolving power and mass accuracy of any mass
analyzer. Resolving power and scan rate improve linearly, and mass accuracy and dynamic range improve quadratically
with magnetic field strength [1], such that resolving power greater than 1 million and mass accuracy better than 1 ppm
become routine at sufficiently high magnetic field strength. We describe the design and initial performance of the first 21
tesla Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer [2]. The 21 tesla magnet is the highest field
superconducting magnet used for FT-ICR MS and features high spatial homogeneity, high temporal stability, and negligible
liquid helium consumption. The instrument includes a commercial dual linear quadrupole trap front end that features
high sensitivity, precise control of trapped ion number, and collisional and electron transfer dissociation. A third linear
quadrupole trap offers high ion capacity and ejection efficiency, and rf quadrupole ion injection optics deliver ions to a
novel dynamically harmonized ICR cell [3]. The instrument is part of the NSF High-Field FT-ICR User Facility and is available
free of charge to qualified users Work supported by the National Science Foundation through DMR-1157490, CHE1016942, CHE-1019193, and the State of Florida
(1)Marshall, A. G.; Hendrickson, C. L.; Jackson, G. S. Mass Spectrom. Rev. 1998, 17, 1-35.
(2)Hendrickson, C. L.; Quinn, J. P.; Kaiser, N. K.; Smith, D. F.; Blakney, G. T.; Chen, T.; Marshall, A. G.; Weisbrod, C. R.; Beu,
S. C. JASMS. 2015, 26, 1626-1632.
(3)Chen, T.; Beu. S. C.; Kaiser, N. K.; Quinn, J. P.; McIntish, D. G.; Williams, V.; Marshall, A. G.; Hendrickson, C. L. 63rd
ASMS Conference on Mass Spectrometry and Allied Topics, St. Louis, MO, 31 May – 5 June, 2015. Poster MP 081
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Abstract Text
This presentation will describe a new type of mass spectrometer known as distance-of-flight mass spectrometry
(DOFMS). The concept behind DOFMS is best explained by comparison with traditional time-of-flight mass spectrometry
(TOFMS). Time-of-flight mass analyzers measure the m/z of an ion by imparting the same energy to all ions and then
measuring the time required for each m/z to traverse a known distance and arrive at a single detector. In contrast,
DOFMS measures the m/z of an ion by measuring the distance each ion travels during a set time period. Ions accelerated
to a constant momentum separate in space, with ions of lower m/z traveling longer distances than ions of greater m/z.
At a specific instant after acceleration, all m/z will achieve a sharp spatial focus and can then be directed onto the surface
of a position-sensitive ion detector where their m/z is determined based upon location.
The DOFMS offers some intriguing opportunities for MS analyses. Because DOFMS physically separates ions according to
m/z, is a naturally suited to ion collection via ‘soft-landing’ MS approaches. The DOFMS can also employ new solid-state
ion detector arrays that measure ion charge directly, and thus show little or no mass bias. The DOFMS method also
exploits an ion focusing strategy that is designed to reproduce the initial spatial distribution of ions upon the detector
surface. Thus, surface ionization technique, such as MALDI, are well suited to DOFMS because the ions created by the
source are initially confined at the sample surface. Taken together, these attributes suggest a new MS approach for the
analysis and collection of ions over a very wide mass range (and without upper mass limit). Moreover, the shared
architecture of TOFMS and DOFMS means that both techniques can be packaged in a single instrument. This new MS
strategy will be discussed, and initial analytical performance of this new type of spectrometer described.
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Abstract Text
Plasma ionization sources and mass spectrometry have gone hand-in-hand since J.J. Thomson first separated ions
produced by a gaseous discharge over 100 years ago. Reduced-pressure plasmas were often used as sampling and
ionization tools for physical studies, such as isotope measurements, and analytical atomic MS. Later in the 20th century,
the differentially pumped interface allowed the ion source to be external to the vacuum system, which simplified sample
introduction for analytical purposes. Operating a plasma source at atmospheric-pressure also provides the possibility of
softer ionization due to collisional cooling allowing detection of intact molecular species. Thus, there should be a large
range of possible chemistries with these plasmas. This presentation will focus on the tunable chemistry of the plasmabased Flowing Atmospheric-Pressure Afterglow (FAPA) source. The FAPA relies on a DC atmospheric-pressure glow
discharge. This source provides excellent sensitivity for molecular species (attomole detection limits), yet is easy to
construct and use. Recently, our group has found that the ionization processes are highly tunable by altering the
operating parameters or the plasma gas composition. For instance, the major ionization pathway can be switched
between proton-transfer and charge transfer ionization. This rapidly adjustable mode of operation provides more
comprehensive analyses due to the expanded range of detectable analytes. In one example, the progress of a liquidcrystal synthesis is monitored in real-time, where the reactants and products are highly non-polar and could not be
detected with other MS approaches. Lastly, we have found that unique gas-phase chemistry can take place with a mixedgas FAPA. The observed reactions usually require a catalyst in solution-phase, but occur on the sub-millisecond timescale
here. Attempts to scale up these reactions as well as potential mechanisms for these effects will also be presented.
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Abstract Text
Mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics measurements are having profound impacts on broad areas of biological
research, and including applications involving proteomics, metabolomics, lipidomics and glycomics. Increasingly, advances
in the quality, resolution, and the speed of e.g. polypeptide and protein separations are arguably as important as mass
spectrometric developments in improving the sensitivity and coverage of proteomics measurements. Both liquid phase,
e.g., using liquid chromatography, and increasingly gas phase ion mobility separations, respectively, provide a basis for
increasing the quality of proteomics measurements, such as the completeness of protein coverage. While these
capabilities are challenged by very small sample sizes, the recent development of more efficient nanoelectrospray ion
sources and MS interfaces has helped enable ultra-sensitive measurements. Increasingly advances involve gas phase ion
manipulations that are conducted between the ion source and m/z analyzer. These manipulations include: ion transport
through regions of elevated pressure, trapping, reactions (both ion-molecule and ion-ion), and mobility-based
separations. This presentation will discuss the utility of ion mobility separations for biological applications, and describe
new developments based upon long path length Structures for Lossless Ion Manipulations (SLIM) that enable very fast
high resolution separations, as well as the use of other gas phase ion manipulation approaches having broad utility for
facilitating MS analysis capabilities. The SLIM developments will be discussed with regard to their sensitivity,
measurement throughput, and their utility for both broad and targeted quantitative measurements. The presentation will
conclude with consideration of pending developments enabled by SLIM and their potential impacts for mass
spectrometry-based applications.
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Abstract Text
Time-of-flight mass spectrometry (TOFMS) is the most common method for velocity-based mass analysis. In TOFMS, ions
to be mass analyzed are all given the same kinetic energy by causing them to fall across the same voltage drop. The
resulting kinetic energy (KE) is then equal to eV, where V is the voltage drop and e is the charge on the ion. Lighter ions
therefore travel faster than heavier ones (KE = 0.5 mv2, where m is mass and v is velocity) and reach a distant detector
sooner. Indeed, the time-resolved output of the detector is the mass spectrum itself.
There is an alternative approach for velocity-based mass analysis: give all ions the same momentum (= mv). Constant
momentum is achieved by giving the ions all the same “kick”; that is, accelerating them for the same length of time.
Again, the lightest ions fly the fastest, but here there is a linear proportionality between mass and velocity rather than the
quadratic relationship in constant-energy acceleration (CEA). This linearity inherently yields better mass separation and
consequently higher resolving power. Moreover, there is an important fundamental difference between the constantenergy and constant-momentum approaches. In CEA, ions of all m/z can be brought to focus at a specific location (where
the detector is positioned) whereas constant-momentum acceleration (CMA) yields a different focal location for each
m/z, but at m/z-dependent distances. CEA therefore lends itself to use in TOFMS whereas CMA seems ideal for distanceof-flight MS (DOFMS). In DOFMS, ions are therefore all measured at virtually the same moment, but at different locations
with a position-sensitive detector or array.
Further, CMA does not suffer as seriously as CEA from differences in initial energy that all ions possess. It therefore
provides even better resolving power than CEA, whether used in TOFMS or DOFMS. The practical and performance
benefits of CMA will be highlighted with examples of where these benefits are most useful.
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Abstract Text
The neurotransmitter dopamine was identified as a key signal in reward close to 40 years ago. Yet its precise role in
reward-directed behaviors remains unresolved, in part, because reward-directed behavior is complex and occurs on a subsecond timescale. More recently, fast-scan cyclic voltammetry at carbon fiber microelectrodes (CFMs) has been applied
to sample fluctuations in dopamine concentration on a timescale commensurate with complex behavior. We acutely
drive glass-insulated CFMs into brain regions of awake and behaving rats. Taking advantage of the relatively small sensor
size, we focus on two subterritories of the nucleus accumbens, which are rich in dopamine terminals. By rapidly (400 V/s)
altering the voltage of the electrode in a triangular fashion (-0.4 to +1.3 to -0.4 V vs Ag/AgCl reference) every 100
milliseconds, we measure dopamine based on its oxidative current and can separate it from other electroactive species.
Using this approach, we have found that that phasic (1-2 s) spikes in dopamine concentration are evoked by food and, in
trained rats, by cues that predict food (which elicit food-approach behaviors). We have also found that the physiological
state of the animal and hormones that signal hunger and satiety modulate these dopamine spikes. If dopamine spikes
play a causal role in food-directed behavior, a subject of current investigation in our lab using targeted opto- and
chemogenetic approaches, then hormone receptors on dopamine neurons may represent novel therapeutic targets for
disordered food-directed behavior such as the over-eating that leads to obesity.
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Abstract Text
Adaptive reward seeking requires the ability to extract from the environment and mentally represent information about
specific available rewards. The basolateral amygdala (BLA) participates in this cognitive process, but precisely how is
unknown. There is a particular lack of information regarding how BLA input signals relate to and influence reward-seeking
behavior. The BLA receives dense glutamatergic innervation from both cortical and thalamic structures, so we focused on
measuring this excitatory input signal during several tests of reward seeking. To achieve this, we used an
electroenzymatic glutamate biosensor technology that affords near-real time (<1s temporal resolution), sensitive, and
selective measurement of glutamate concentration changes in the brains of freely-behaving rodents. Transient elevations
in glutamate concentration were detected in the BLA during reward-related behavior. Targeted behavioral tests revealed
that these glutamate transients occurred when rats encoded the value of specific rewards and also when the mental
representation of those rewards was used to guide reward seeking. Interference methods were used to provide a
complementary causal analysis to the correlational recording approach.
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Abstract Text
Acetylcholine and glutamate are highly important non-electroactive neurotransmitter in the mammalian central nervous
system. A fast, sensitive method to detect the release of these molecules at the surface of a single cell is needed to gather
data about the kinetics of exocytosis events in pathways involving these signaling molecules. To this end, carbon fiber
electrodes have been modified with electrodeposited nanoparticles to increase the effective electrode surface area and
provide a high curvature surface for enzyme attachment. For detection of acetylcholine, acetylcholine esterase and
choline oxidase and for glutamate, glutamate oxidase were deposited onto the nanoparticle coated electrode surfaces to
catalyze acetylcholine to hydrogen peroxide for electrochemical detection. The functionalized electrodes have been
characterized to determine the KM and Vmax of the enzymes as well as the total enzyme coverage and gold nanoparticle
surface area. This information was further used to evaluate the conditions for optimal retained enzyme activity of the
sensor surface. Similarly, glutamate oxidize was placed onto the surface of electrodes plated with nanoparticles. The
sensors were tested for analyte release from a synthetic cell model for exocytosis, and providing time resolved detection
of single vesicle release events on the order of millisecond time scale.
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Abstract Text
Beyond the few electroactive catecholamine neurotransmitters such as dopamine, detection of the majority of
neurochemicals require the use of amperometric biosensors. Electrochemical biosensors are necessarily complex,
typically comprising a carefully prepared electrode surface coated with an electropolymerised permselective layer (20
nm), an enzyme containing hydrophilic layer (20 microns) and potentially an outer layer to limit mass transport to the
enzyme (extending the linear range of the biosensor). Response curves relating electrooxidation current and
neurochemical concentration are well fitted by either the Michaelis-Menton or better the Hill equation. Such biosensors
typically lose sensitivity by Vmax falling by many percent per hour. If this were not complex enough biosensors are craft
items made by hand in small batches with substantial sensor to sensor variation.
All of these factors make biosensors difficult to use by non-experts (who are interested only in concentration), and
importantly very challenging to integrate within expert detection systems as part of electroanalytical instruments (which
detect concentration changes greater than some threshold). 30 years of biosensor research seeking the perfect, stable
biosensor has not fundamentally changed the situation.
Inspired by the compromise of the well-tempered Clavier, playable in all 24 keys while not being perfect in any one [1],
we have pursued a new approach in which a good (but imperfect) biosensor is coupled to an auto-calibration system, an
ADC and a microcontroller to control the whole system. The system tracks falling sensitivity of the biosensor allowing
prediction of sensitivity between calibrations, automatic adjustment of calibration intervals and prediction of biosensor
failure. The output of the whole system appears to the user as a perfect, well-tempered biosensor giving a linear output
of for example 1V per millimolar.
[1] Das wohltemperierte Klavier I, Bach JS, 1722, BWV 846-869
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Abstract Text
Recent advancements in optogenetics, which introduces light sensitive proteins (opsins) into neurons that regulate
transmembrane ion conductance, have allowed for more specific control of neurons in the CNS. Electrophysiological
studies have shown that optical excitation or inhibition of neuronal activity is correlated with behavior, but to date, very
few studies have examined neurotransmitter release combined with optical stimulation. We combined our expertise of
electrochemical measurements of neurotransmitter release in vivo with optogenetics in order to examine glutamate
release dynamics in the CNS. We infused (1 µl/each) AAV5-Syn-ChR2-EYFP (CHR2) into the right dentate gyrus (DG) of the
hippocampus and the left infralimbic (IL) region of the frontal cortex. We attached an optical fiber (200 µm o.d. ~200 µm
from the recording sites) to our ceramic-based microelectrode array (MEA) configured to directly record tonic and phasic
glutamate release and lowered the assembly into regions of the DG or IL. We used constant light activation (DC: 488 nm,
1 to 10 mW) or pulses (train (TR): 10 ms; 40 Hz) to directly produce light-dependent glutamate release. Glutamate
dynamics were in the same range as we have previously reported using other forms of stimulation or behavior. We
observed highly reproducible glutamate release in the range of 1 to 70 µM and uptake rates of 0.1 to 10 µM/sec.
Enhanced yellow fluorescent protein expression showed the distribution of CHR2 6 weeks after a single injection (1 µl)
into the DG (Fig A, B and C). ChR2 distribution was not limited to the injection site DG (Fig A) and can be observed in the
CA1-CA3 (Fig B) and the entorhinal cortex (Fig C). Figure D shows glutamate release by stimulating the transfected CHR2
locally using a fiber optic cannula with a variety of light pulse parameters. These results show the feasibility of directly
measuring glutamate release in vivo while controlling glutamatergic neuronal systems using optogenetics.
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Abstract Text
The rapid rate of substitution of alcohol-impaired driving with drug-impaired driving (both illicit drugs and prescription
medications) poses a major challenge for law enforcement in the US and in many other counties in Europe and Asia. The
need for point-of-contact documentation of impairment through physical evidence to complement a behavioral
assessment of impairment is sorely needed. The presentation will entail noting some of the many steps to be taken to
equip police officers with the tools necessary to collect, store, and retrieve such physical evidence in DUI/DWI traffic stop
situations.
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Abstract Text
[delta]9-Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) is the primary psychoactive compound in cannabis or marijuana. THC is oxidized in
the liver primarily to the equipotent metabolite, 11-hydroxy-THC (11-OH-THC), and further to the inactive metabolite, 11nor-9-carboxy-THC (THCCOOH). All three compounds are glucuronidated to increase polarity and improve excretion of
the compounds. Other important analytes present in the cannabis plant are cannabinol (CBN), about 10% as active as
THC, cannabidiol (CBD), a cannabis component that appears to offer multiple therapeutic benefits without psychoactive
effects, cannabigerol (CBG), [delta]9-tetrahydrocannabivarin (THCV), and [delta]9-tetrahydrocannabinolic acid (THCAA),
the precursor of THC. These analytes may be quantified in blood, plasma, oral fluid, urine & breath and their
measurement may improve interpretation of cannabinoid test results. Controlled cannabinoid administration in
occasional and chronic frequent cannabis smokers provides scientific evidence based data for interpreting individual
cannabinoid concentrations. The metabolism and disposition of cannabinoids in different biological specimens following
smoked, inhaled and oral cannabis will be presented. These data are critical for developing rational drug policy and
legislation, especially important today with the increasing medicalization and legalization of cannabis in many US states.
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Abstract Text
Forensic toxicology laboratories use a variety of analytical techniques for the detection of marijuana use in biological
fluids. The compounds of interest are [delta] 9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), 11-nor-9-carboxy-[delta]9-THC (THCCOOH),
and 11-OH-THC. These methods can range from immunoassay to gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC/MS) or
liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC/MS). Immunoassay is typically used as a screening technique to rapidly
identify the presence of the metabolite THCCOOH. Confirmation is followed utilizing a more sensitive and specific
methodology. Derivatization is required for effective GS/MS techniques.
The toxicology laboratory in Washington State utilizes an immunoassay with a cutoff for cannabinoids of 10 ng/mL for
blood samples. Confirmation analysis is performed using a liquid-liquid extraction followed by analysis on LC/MS/MS.
The limit of detection for THC is 0.5 ng/mL and 2.5 ng/mL for THCCOOH. The dynamic range is 1 to100 ng/mL and 5 to
500 ng/mL for THC and THCCOOH, respectively.
In 2012, the Washington legislature legalized possession and use of recreational marijuana. In addition, the state’s driving
under the influence (DUI) statutes were amended to include a per se level of 5 ng/mL THC in whole blood for drivers aged
21 years and older. The prevalence of both THC and THCCOOH detected in such cases pre-legalization was compared to
the prevalence post-legalization. In 2009-2012, the average percentage of cases positive for THC and THCCOOH was 19.1
% (range 18.2-20.2 %) and 27.9 % (range 26.3-28.6 %), respectively. By 2014, the percentages had increased to 28 % and
36.3%, respectively. The need for accurate and sensitive testing needs is imperative for enforcement of changing
legislation of marijuana.
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Abstract Text
Still, Marihuana is one of the most frequently consumed drugs of abuse in Europe. In the days of a world-wide increasing
legalisation of Marihuana consumption, therefore the need of detection methods e.g. for traffic control by the
responsible authorities is also increasing. However, many other drugs like heroin, cocain or amphetamines are also in the
focus since many years.
Presently, methods for the on-site detection of THC – the psych-active component in Marihuana – are not available.
Several provides offer test via wiping tests with cotton swabs for thermal desorption analysis or urine tests. However, all
the on-site tests non-specific and are subject to numerous false positives and negatives. The same is true for many other
common illicit drugs. Therefore, an – in the ideal case analytical – method for the on-site persuasive evidence of
Marihuana and other drug consumption – analogous to the alcohol test devices – is still lacking.
The presentation will give an overview on the methods for drug detection available and in use by the authorities in
Europe and on the general procedure with suspicious individuals. Furthermore, the challenges of such an approach will be
discussed and an overview on recent developments in this field will be given.
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Abstract Text
Since 2012 four states, Washington, Colorado, Oregon, and Alaska, along with D.C. have legalized recreational marijuana
use. Though the use of marijuana is becoming more prevalent there is still no field detection method for law enforcement
to use when identifying intoxicated individuals. Ion mobility spectrometry has been used in the field for decades by
military and law enforcement for the detection of chemical warfare agents, explosives and narcotics. Breath samples
have been an excepted medium for law enforcement officers to collect for identification of intoxication. In the past year
the Hill lab has investigated a hand held breathalyzer-IMS system for the detection of •9- tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), the
main psychoactive compound in marijuana, in human breath. Numerous system checks and calibrations with THC
standards were performed. The instrumental response was tested with an array of clean human breath samples and
human breath with possible contaminates. Finally two separate field tests were performed, one spanning from March to
May and another from September to November of 2015. They included over 30 different human subjects who
recreationally used marijuana. The breathalyzer-IMS was able to identify THC from human breath from numerous human
subjects in the field studies, contaminates studied did not to interfere with THC identification, and the breathalyzer-IMS
prototype was optimized for improved identification with less false positives.
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Abstract Text
Over the past 15 years there have been a number of exciting advances in liquid chromatography particle technology.
Initially, the development of commercial sub-2 µm particles in 2004 (along with the instrumentation required to
effectively use them) provided improved efficiencies over common 3 µm and 5 µm materials. Novel 2.7 µm superficially
porous particles (SPP) were then introduced in 2007 that provided greater efficiencies than similarly sized fully porous
particles (FPP) and were comparable in performance to sub-2 µm particles. Columns packed with SPP particles could thus
be utilized in place of smaller particles to obtain similar efficiencies but without the burden of high backpressures.
Although the SPP architecture was initially designed to improve mass transfer kinetics, further research has revealed that
the increased efficiencies observed for small molecules has been largely due to improvements in both eddy diffusion and
longitudinal diffusion. This improvement is, at least, partly due to much narrower particle size distribution resulting from
the SPP construction process. These discoveries have led to a revival of research and development concerning the
importance of monodisperse particle technologies for liquid chromatography. This presentation highlights recent efforts
to understand the importance of low particle size distribution and offers perspective regarding the future of
monodisperse (< 10% RSD) particle technology in separation sciences. Contrasts and comparisons are provided against
SPP and sub-2 µm platforms.
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Abstract Text
As the demand of higher productivity and the complexity of HPLC analyses increase, the quest to higher resolving power
and reduced analysis time led to the development of HPLC sorbent with incrementally smaller particle size in the past
decades. The use of HPLC columns packed with sub-2 µm fully porous silica sorbent has been shown to provide the
desired benefits, but it requires the use of dedicated UHPLC systems because of the back pressure it generates. In the
past 5-7 years, a new development approach to the silica particle morphology has led to the commercialization of coreshell materials which offer higher efficiencies than fully porous silica particles of the same size. Many publications have
been dedicated to the comparison between the fully porous particles and the core-shell particles in their performances in
different applications, as well as potential issues such as mechanical strength, sample loading capacity, particle scalability,
ease of method transfer and required system optimization. It is the purpose of this presentation to summarize such
comparisons, as well as to provide a glimpse into the future potential of these two approaches to particle morphology in
various modes of separation.
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Abstract Text
The introduction of a new generation of superficially porous particles with a thick porous layer, has resulted in a large
jump in separation performance comparable to the introduction of ultra-high pressure (UHPLC) instrumentation. The
reduction of the minimum reduced plate height h from roughly 2, for fully porous particles, down to 1.4-1.6 for
superficially porous particles, theoretically allows for two-fold decrease in analysis time for a fixed efficiency. Initially the
enhanced performance was marketed as the result of faster mass transfer due to the smaller diffusion distance in the
relative thin porous shell (C-term). However, further investigation revealed that the advantage mainly arose from the
smaller longitudinal diffusion (B-term) and strongly reduced eddy-dispersion (A-term) due to the much more
homogeneous column packing. In addition, the flow resistance [Phi] (based on the velocity of an unretained compound) is
also smaller for superficially porous particles (~650) than for their fully porous counterparts (~800). The advantages of
the decrease in h and [Phi] can best be represented in a so-called kinetic performance limit plot, as it provides a plot of
time versus efficiency, under the conditions of both optimized flow rate and column length. The progress made in
performance due to the introduction of both superficially particles and UHPLC systems can thus easily be visualized.
Unfortunately, current state-of-the-art UHPLC instrumentation doesn’t allow harnessing the full separation power of the
most performant due to excessive performance loss as a result of extra-column band broadening. Reducing the inner
diameter of the connection tubing can alleviate this partially, but results in excessive extra-column pressure drop. Further
improvements in separation efficiency, by e.g. the introduction of even higher operating pressure and/or smaller particle,
therefore first requires the availability of instruments with smaller extra-column volumes (<0.5µL²).
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Abstract Text
In recent years, superficially porous particles have drawn great interest because of their special characteristics and
improvement in separation efficiency. Superficially porous particles are currently manufactured by adding silica
nanoparticles onto solid cores either using a multi-layer or one-step coacervation process. The pore size is mainly
controlled by the size of the silica nanoparticles and the tortuous pore channel geometry is determined by how those
nanoparticles randomly aggregate. In this presentation, we report on the development of a next generation of
superficially porous particles with a unique pore structure including thinner shell thickness and ordered pore channels
oriented normal to the particle surface. The columns packed with these new superficially porous particles have reduced
plate heights as low as 1.0.
The method of making the new superficially porous particles is a process/technology called pseudomorphic
transformation (PMT), which is a form of micelle-templating. The porosity is no longer controlled by randomly aggregated
nanoparticles but rather by micelles, which have an ordered liquid crystal structure. The new particles possess many
advantageous features such as a narrower particle size distribution, thinner porous layers and, most importantly, highlyordered, non-tortuous pore channels oriented normal to the particle surface.
The impact of the novel morphology of these particles, i.e., the pore structure and orientation, on the intra-particle
diffusion of analytes and van Deemter coefficients will be discussed. Reduced plate heights as low as 1.0 have been
achieved, which will be compared to reduced plate heights achieved with conventional totally porous and superficially
porous particles. Moreover, the same technology can be applied to hybrid cores to form superficially porous hybrid
particles. This new column technology has great potential for fast separations over a wide pH range with ultra-high
efficiency.
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Abstract Text
In recent years, there has been escalated interest in solid-core particles due to their lower reduced plate heights and
lower back pressures, as compared to conventional fully porous particles of equivalent size. However, modern fully
porous particles still play an important role in liquid chromatography in both analytical and preparative separations.
Choosing the right particle and bonding technology can be difficult due to the high number of products available to a
consumer. The user must consider their flexibility in altering or improving a particular method and the instrumentation
available. We will show how the enhanced efficiency of solid-core particles impacts chromatography and high
performance instrumentation is necessary. The wide range of selectivities currently available for columns containing both
solid-core and fully porous particles will be shown as well. These results show that offering both solid-core and modern
fully porous particles allow for the scientist to meet all their chromatographic goals.
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Abstract Text
Implementing a Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS) can be a challenging and complex endeavor fraught
with opportunities to derail, delay or add additional costs to the project. Because a LIMS has become an essential
component of a laboratory’s everyday operation, ensuring a successful deployment takes on an elevated level of
importance. And once the LIMS is up and running, it is essential that a laboratory take steps to fully utilize its capabilities
to realize the typical business benefits that a LIMS brings to the laboratory including higher data quality, faster turnaround
on analysis and lower operational costs.
Thousands of organizations have implemented LIMS solutions since the early 1980s. While many of these
implementations have been successful, a significant number of these deployments turned into costly and time-consuming
projects that did not meet expectations or deemed failures and forced companies to start their LIMS selection process
from scratch. During this presentation we will provide a “roadmap” that can guide an organization through a successful
LIMS implementation project. We will begin with the scope definition phase and wind our way through gathering
functional requirements and product selection. We’ll then move on to the implementation phase which includes
configuration of the system and training for the LIMS administrator and users. Throughout the presentation there will be
an emphasis on sharing real-world deployment knowledge that can help those organizations whose goal is to achieve a
successful LIMS implementation.
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Abstract Text
For organizations seeking a successful LIMS implementation some will choose a LIMS vendor that provides a consulting
service known as a LIMS needs assessment. The needs assessment is ideal for organizations that are planning to invest in
a LIMS and see value in bringing in an external expert to assist with defining the business and technical requirements. The
needs assessment can provide the business justification and a valuable roadmap to a successful LIMS implementation. It
can also help avoid potential pitfalls along the way.
In this presentation we will highlight an environmental laboratory in Georgia who went from using a manual method of
managing laboratory information to a LIMS. We’ll focus on the journey this organization made to the LIMS and emphasize
the following presentation topics:
•The benefits that the LIMS has brought to the laboratory over the previous solution.
•The role that the needs assessment played in the implementation strategy.
•The benefits that the needs assessment provided in ensuring a successful implementation.
•The reasons why this laboratory would recommend a needs assessment as part of the Request for Proposal (RFP)
process and why the needs assessment should be performed by an independent LIMS consultant vs. an in-house resource.
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Abstract Text
A Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS) has become a critical tool for many organizations so the process of
selecting the right LIMS should not be considered a simple task – the wrong choice could result in a failed project that
costs time and money. For many organizations the process for selecting a LIMS is accomplished through a Request for
Proposal (RFP). An RFP is a clear and detailed way to supply information on how the LIMS solution will meet the
requirements of the laboratory. A well-designed RFP can be used as a meaningful tool that allows the laboratory to
compare the capabilities of competing LIMS solutions based on the laboratory’s functional requirements.
In this presentation we will focus on the proven fundamentals of writing a successful RFP. We’ll focus on the experience
of one organization based in the eastern US who had an existing LIMS that no longer was able to meet the lab’s
requirements. We will walk through the process of creating the RFP beginning with development of the business case and
the functional requirements. We will talk about the structure of the RFP and the importance of allowing for easy and
objective comparison between vendor responses. Once the RFP is written and responses are received we’ll then focus on
the process of evaluating responses and coming up with a scoring system that results in selecting a vendor. We’ll share
best practices and lessons learned from the RFP experience in the spirit of passing along valuable knowledge that will help
Pittcon attendees who are currently evaluating LIMS solutions.
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Abstract Text
A pre-planning stage is inherent to the success of implementing a LIMS. Well-defined business practices, workflows,
quality assurance criteria, and analytical testing procedures should be in place and documented prior to evaluating,
acquiring, or implementing a LIMS to best streamline the process. A common problem when business practices and
workflows are not evaluated for potential increases in efficiency is an attempt to recreate a legacy system. Current
personnel may not even be aware what practices have been instituted to “work-around” a deficient legacy system. When
laboratories do not have consistent and established procedures in place for analytical testing and quality
assurance/control, articulating functional requirements for a LIMS becomes cumbersome to impossible. Attempts to
implement a LIMS in tandem with establishing testing and quality requirements will inherently increase the project
timeline due to multiple re-configurations or re-customizations.
In this presentation, the focus will be on the importance of proper planning while also pointing out some of the common
pitfalls that can impact a typical implementation including failure to meet project deadlines, inability to achieve functional
goals to increase productivity or experiencing significant cost overruns.
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Abstract Text
Implementing a LIMS is a major endeavor for most organizations and usually requires a major capital expenditure along
with a significant amount of time and resources to getting it deployed. For that reason, it is important to give the LIMS
project the respect it deserves in terms of planning and execution. This presentation will provide real-world experiences
and lessons learned throughout the LIMS implementation lifecycle. The advice given during the presentation will focus on:
• The importance of implementing a NEW LIMS vs. trying to re-implement to previous solution.
• Managing personalities on the project team – allocate people based on their strengths.
• People will be motivated to use the LIMS if you show them features that will make their job easier.
• Need to set management expectations – they want a one-button solution but need to be brought back to reality and
also be told that a fully deployed LIMS may take 6 months to a year and possibly longer.
• Importance of using proven project management fundamentals throughout the implementation.
• Choosing a LIMS vendor who has expertise in your industry will pay dividends during the deployment.
Attendees will walk away from this presentation with proven tips and suggestions that will help ensure that their LIMS
project is a success.
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Abstract Text
The Water Pollution Control Laboratory at the City of Clearwater, FL provides the community of 108,000 with safe
drinking water and supports a proactive wastewater collection and treatment system. The WPC Laboratory tests drinking
water, wastewater and solid materials for three wastewater plants and the reverse osmosis plant, performing
approximately 52,000 tests annually. In addition, the lab performs quality control and regulatory compliance analysis and
monthly bacteriological analyses are run for the community drinking water system.
The lab previously conducted their testing using bench sheets and a very labor-intensive manual entry process that was
prone to data transcription errors. Eventually the lab was able to justify the purchase of a LIMS and the impact and the
benefits to the organization and their residents has been enormous.
This presentation will focus on the many benefits that have been realized due to the implementation of the LIMS
including the following:
• A significant increase in productivity throughout the laboratory. In many cases, data is entered only once, eliminating
transcription errors due to entering data in multiple documents.
• Significantly reduced turnaround times for data analysis and reporting – end result are happy clients who get their
reports quickly.
• Clients can actually access their reports 24/7 via access to a secure web-based portal. This solution not only enhances
customer service but also allows lab staff to focus on analysis and not having to respond to simple customer requests for
information.
• Ability to schedule tasks increases the efficiency of the lab operation by eliminating the need to perform these
repetitive tasks.
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Abstract Text
Managing various protocols and documenting all associated information in non-relational databases can be very
challenging. Today’s Next Generation Sequencing requires researchers manage numerous workflows to match their
business rules, SOPs (Standard Operating Procedures), reagents, kits and all consumables, instrument data, analyst
information, and much more. The ability to have all of the data in a powerful LIMS that leverages user configurable
workflows with a user-friendly workflow designer, graphical reporting tool that can be used by non-IT staff and the ability
to easily link data files and documents.
The presentation will review basic workflows of the illumina Next Gen Sequencing Platform. Key automation features of
the presentation wil include the integration with barcoding, instruments, user defined workflows, graphical scheduling,
automatic result flagging, full QA/QC support, integration with the statistical software SAS JMP, chain of custody, batch
management, project management, data security, and regulatory compliance.
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Abstract Text
In this presentation, we will summarize the most important thoughts, ideas, best practices and lessons learned during this
Organized Contributed Session. We’ll also introduce additional resources that attendees can use as they return to their
laboratories and look to enhancing their operation with the valuable knowledge they’ve learned here. Hopefully we will
accomplish our goal of sharing real world experience and expertise when it comes to selecting, implementing and
maintaining a LIMS. This wrapup will highlight the key learnings and send the audience out with new found wisdom that
will help ensure LIMS success at their organizations. We will bring the speakers up to offer final thoughts and possibly
take audience questions if time permits.
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Abstract Text
Clinically useful protein biomarkers can provide early diagnosis for effective treatments, improved prognosis for patient
monitoring, and preventative screening that can identify patients at highest risk and subsequently offer intervention.
While phosphoproteins are connected to onset and progression of numerous diseases, few phosphoproteins have been
developed for biomarkers from biofluids.
Recent developments in biofluid analysis highlight the importance of cell-secreted extracellular vesicles (EVs). These
typically include smaller size exosomes derived from multivesicular endosome-based secretions, and microvesicles
derived from plasma membrane. The EVs are an effective and ubiquitous method for intercellular communication and
removal of excess materials. As these are shed into virtually every type of biological fluid, and embody a good
representation of their parent cells, analysis of the EV cargo has a great potential for biomarker discovery and disease
diagnosis. We report an integrated platform technology to effectively isolate, enrich and detect phosphoproteins from
biological matrices for proteomic analyses. EVs from control mice and patient-derived LuCaP35CR tumors xenograft mice
were isolated for quantitative phosphorylation analyses.
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Abstract Text
Metastasis is the most formidable problem in cancer biology. In metastasis, a cell breaks away from the primary tumor
and successfully invades the host stroma. To understand how the metastatic niche contributes to the success of a
metastasizing cell, realistic in vitro models are needed. Animals can provide valuable models of the metastatic process,
but it is difficult to capture the precise beginning of metastasis and to modulate the chemical and physical environment
within the metastatic niche. In contrast, 3D cell cultures are easy to manipulate and they capture some of the spatial and
molecular complexity of tumors. We are introducing 3D cell cultures into an in vitro microfabricated tissue engineered
model to explore what constitutes a permissive stromal environment. Our stromal microenvironment includes cocultures of multiple cell types in a tunable hydrogel to mimic the colon tumor microenvironment. 3D colon cancer cell
cultures are introduced and chemically triggered to cause cells to detach and migrate. We are applying imaging mass
spectrometry protocols developed in our laboratory to image the chemical and spatial gradients that are present in the
stromal microenvironment following invasion. Additional samples will be processed for molecular profiling by nano-liquid
chromatography tandem mass spectrometry to identify and quantify specific molecules present in the stromal niche. This
platform represents an ideal testbed to evaluate the molecular and cellular components of a permissive stromal
microenvironment.
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Abstract Text
The role of hypoxia in tumors is poorly understood, and serves as a therapeutic target from multiple approaches. In this
talk we detail a microfluidic system for cancer cell and tumor aggregate hypoxia, and investigate changes in drug
resistance due to rapid adaptation to hypoxia. We have shown that tumor cells respond to decreased oxygen within 30
minutes and exhibit remarkable drug resistance after this time. In this talk, we will discuss our latest efforts to target this
mechanism as a method to restore drug susceptibility.
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Abstract Text
The tumor microenvironment contains a heterogeneous population of cancer cells and other cell types; these cells
respond to environmental and physical constraints through cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions as well as through
diffusion-based signaling. Microfluidic devices offer precise experimental control for assembling and maintaining a 3D
culture, but have not been widely adopted by the biology community because they require specialized equipment,
engineering expertise, and patience for experimental success. We are actively developing a three-dimensional culture
system that utilizes paper-based scaffolds to engineer tissue-like constructs whose microenvironment can be easily
controlled and readily measured. Sheets of paper are an ideal scaffold because they are commercially available,
inexpensive, and easy to process and sterilize. Tissue-like cultures can be prepared by stacking the individual scaffolds,
which are seeded with a particular cell type or extracellular matrix. We have developed a paper-based invasion assay to
monitor the invasiveness of different cell types under experimentally controlled environments and chemical gradients.
These cultures afford a system in which we can easily address questions about the role of the tissue microenvironment on
cellular phenotype; we are particularly interested in answering questions about the role of oxygen in altering the
proliferation, invasiveness, and chemotherapeutic sensitivity of endocrine-related cancers. Tumorigenic cells, particularly
those found in the breast and prostate, express higher levels of hypoxia inducible factors than normal tissue, and there is
a clear relationship between hypoxia, chemotherapy resistance, and poor prognosis in patients. By engineering cultures
containing breast or prostate tumorigenic cells—of increasing complexity containing normal epithelial, endothelial, and
other stromal cells—we aim to develop an in vitro culture system that can predict cellular responses in vivo.
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Abstract Text
Small molecule signals provide a rich vocabulary for cellular communication. To better understand these signaling
processes in both normal and disease states, there is a growing need for cell culture platforms that interface with
analytical chemistry tools and recreate key features of the in vivo cell microenvironment. We have developed new
microfluidic methods for cell culture that (1) integrate organic solvents for small molecule extraction enabling
downstream metabolomic analysis and (2) accommodate the culture of multiple cell types in microfabricated
compartments connected via channels to facilitate soluble factor signaling. Furthermore, our microscale culture systems
allow a 50- to 1000-fold reduction in volume compared to conventional assays, enabling experiments with limited cells
from patient samples. We used these platforms to study steroid synthesis in adrenal cells and oxylipin production in
immune cells, demonstrating the ability to vary culture conditions in microchannels, perform on-chip liquid-liquid
extraction, and quantify secreted compounds using liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry. To establish links between
metabolomic profiles and biological function, we engineered functional readouts, such as assays for blood vessel
formation, into the culture systems. These microfluidic models show great potential for disentangling complex
relationships among cell types and understanding the chemistry responsible for these interactions.
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Abstract Text
Human organs are complex living systems in which specialized cells and tissues are assembled in various proportions and
patterns to carry out integrated functions essential to the survival of the entire organism. Lack of reliable model systems
that recapitulate the complexity of living human organs poses major technical challenges in virtually all areas of life
science and technology. This talk will present interdisciplinary research efforts focused on leveraging unique capabilities
of microfluidics and microfabrication to develop microengineered biomimetic models that reconstitute complex
structures, dynamic microenvironments, and physiological functionality of human organs. Specifically, I will talk about i) a
bioinspired microsystem that mimics the structural and functional complexity of the alveolar-capillary interface in the
living human lung, ii) a specialized in vitro human disease model that simulates pulmonary edema, and iii) a
microengineered model of the ocular surface in the human eye.
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Abstract Text
We have developed a microscope that allows for the direct observation of cell-substrate interactions. Using our imaging
system, cell adhesion processes can be imaged in real-time and on any substrate—transparent, opaque, coated, or
topographically patterned—without requiring provisions for labeling or specialized optical components. We have
demonstrated the use of our microscope by studying the dynamic changes in cell morphology that occur upon the initial
contact of a cell with a surface and using measurements of cell morphology (e.g., the contact angle) to characterize
adhesion interactions. By measuring the rate of change in the contact angles of cells, we have established a means to
quantitatively characterize cell morphology during adhesion, as well as a means to describe materials according to their
ability to promote or resist adhesion. Using this approach, we are able to (i) rapidly differentiate invasive and non-invasive
cancer cells, (ii) characterize the inherent heterogeneity within a population of cells at the resolution of a single cell, and
(iii) identify new mechanisms that cancer cells use to recognize and adhere to surfaces.
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Abstract Text
Carbohydrates, which are altered in tumors, are involved in immune evasion, homing of cells to tissues, survival, and
anchorage. Glycans are dendrimeric and epimeric structures and require an intricate biosynthetic pathway whose
regulation is poorly understood. This talk will focus on using systems-based approaches, including lectin microarray
technology and our microRNA proxy approach to map glycosylation in tumor metastasis.
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Abstract Text
Successful reports on the utility of nanopore sensing and scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM) in studying
physiological systems are great motivations to pursue studies involving coupling of these two techniques to encompass
broader applications. In this study, we combined the imaging ability of SICM with the sensitivity of protein nanopore
sensing to develop a new, bio-inspired scanning ion conductance microscopy (bio-SICM) technique capable of
quantitatively mapping specific molecular flux across membranes. We established the framework of this analytical
platform using [alpha]-hemolysin ([alpha]HL) as a representative protein nanopore to map [beta]-cyclodextrin ([beta]CD)
flux across a synthetic membrane. We fabricated [alpha]HL-based probes and used an in-house SPM to generate
approach curves employing the distance-dependent current response as feedback. Continuous monitoring of the current
fluctuations suggests successful detection of [beta]CD binding events as evidenced by typical current blockades (60 –
80%) for a single [alpha]HL channel inserted into a lipid bilayer. To demonstrate molecular flux imaging, we rasterscanned the [alpha]HL-based probe over a 25-[micro]m pore glass substrate, while recording the lateral positions and
current fluctuations caused by the [beta]CD flux. Specifically, we utilized the frequency of [beta]CD single binding events
occurring at a single [alpha]HL pore to generate a concentration profile of the [beta]CD flux across the membrane. When
further optimized, we believe that this will provide a simple analytical methodology that is generalizable, which will lay
the groundwork for pursuing other molecular flux-related studies especially in the areas of neuroscience and biology (e.g.
mapping ATP flux from astrocyte cells).
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Abstract Text
Depositing thin films of group IV and III-V semiconductors from aqueous solutions has remained a difficult task in the field
of electrodeposition. However, a new hybrid technique that combines aspects of electrodeposition and solution-based
crystal growth, termed electrochemical liquid-liquid-solid (ec-LLS) deposition, has been developed for growing crystalline
semiconductors from aqueous solutions. [1] In ec-LLS a potential is applied to a liquid metal electrode in order to reduce
aqueous precursor ions. Dissolution into the liquid metal causes a supersaturation of the reduced precursor to develop
which then leads to the growth of crystalline material. This presentation entails the use of ec-LLS to electrodeposit thin
films of crystalline semiconductors. Previously, heterogeneous crystal growth has been demonstrated through ec-LLS on
the nano- and microscale (forming nano/micro-wires, respectfully) using droplets of liquid metal as the electrode. [2, 3]
However, a method to adapt ec-LLS for the heterogeneous growth of films has remained elusive. In this study attempts to
amend ec-LLS growth to produce large area thin films of crystalline germanium from aqueous electrolyte are described
using a custom electrochemical cell that enables the use of a thin film liquid metal electrode. The films are characterized
through X-ray diffraction techniques and scanning electron microscopy.
References
1. Carim, A. I.; Collins, S. M.; Foley, J. M.; Maldonado, S., Journal of the American Chemical Society 2011, 133 (34), 1329213295.
2. Fahrenkrug, E.; Biehl, J.; Maldonado, S., Chemistry of Materials 2015, 27 (9), 3389-3396.
3. Fahrenkrug, E.; Gu, J.; Jeon, S.; Veneman, P. A.; Goldman, R. S.; Maldonado, S., . Nano Letters 2014, 14 (2), 847-852.
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Abstract Text
Alternating current potentiometric scanning ion conductance microscopy (AC-PSICM) is a new tool that can be utilized to
study ion transport at small length scales and at wide ranges of time scales. AC-PSCIM makes use of a nanopipet to
measure the local potential over different features within a sample as an AC perturbation is applied across the sample.
Phase and amplitude of the measured local potential deflections were analyzed for a range of frequencies (5 Hz – 50 kHz)
with nanoporous membranes to detail the basics of this method. Measurements obtained with a single nanopore
membrane demonstrated that phase is sensitive to local conductive pathways (nanopore) and can be fitted to an
equivalent electrical circuit to yield the single nanopore resistance. The use of phase to differentiate heterogeneous
conductive pathways within a multiple-pore membrane was also demonstrated and was found to be dependent on
frequency. Therefore a “frequency selection rule” was developed by studying phase approach curves over a single
nanopore and lateral phase distribution at a constant height around a single nanopore at various frequencies. Four
distinct frequency ranges for resolving heterogeneous nanopores were defined and were confirmed with phase line
profile measurements in membranes with different sized nanopores. AC-PSICM shows promise for a phase mapping
technique, which can be utilized to visualize heterogeneity of conductive pathways in biological systems such as cell layers
and tissues.
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Abstract Text
Historically, methods of analysis have entailed ensemble measurements over thousands to billions of molecules and
nanoparticles in an attempt to quantify and understand their properties. This means that minute peculiarities between
molecules are averaged out in ensemble measurements. Thus, studying the single molecule/single nanoparticle regime is
necessary to probe properties of individual analyte species and perhaps learn something a bit different from bulk
measurements.
Electrocatalytic amplification has been used as an electrochemical technique to detect single nanoparticles colliding on a
relatively inert ultramicroelectrode (UME) surface. When a metal nanoparticle collides onto an UME poised at a potential
where the catalytic reaction occurs on the nanoparticle but not the UME, faradaic current flows, and the current increase
can be detected in the amperometric i-t response. The limits of detection for this technique will be discussed as well as
future prospects.
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Abstract Text
Potentiometric sensors, comprising ion-selective electrodes (ISEs) and reference electrodes, are electrochemical sensors
used to determine the concentration of target ions. In view of affordable and portable analytical devices with small
sample volumes, all-solid-state ISEs and reference electrodes, in which a solid contact is used as an ion-to-electron
transducer, are highly desirable. The first half of this talk will focus on the development of all-solid-state potentiometric
cells utilizing colloid-imprinted mesoporous (CIM) carbon as a novel solid contact. CIM carbon exhibits desirable
properties as a solid contact material, including a low content of redox-active impurities and a high double layer
capacitance. Therefore, potentiometric sensors based on CIM carbon can be constructed with superior electrochemical
performance, including excellent ionic response, reproducibility and signal stability [1,2]. Strategies of developing
calibration-free ion sensors are discussed. To achieve miniaturized ion-sensing systems with low cost, the second half of
this talk will focus on disposable ion-sensing devices based on paper. Previously, a three-dimensional paper-based ion
sensor with conventional ISEs and reference electrodes was developed [3]. To simplify the use of these sensors, CIM
carbon-based all-solid-state ISEs and reference electrodes are integrated on paper to construct a two-dimensional
disposable ion-sensing platform. For a measurement, only one droplet of sample is needed. These devices exhibit linear
responses towards different concentrations of electrolyte ions. They are disposable, simple to use, and do not require any
supply reagents to function.
[1] Hu, J.; Zou, X. U.; Stein, A.; Bühlmann, P. Anal. Chem. 2014, 86, 7111-7118.
[2] Hu, J.; Ho, K. T.; Zou, X. U.; Smyrl, W. H.; Stein, A.; Bühlmann, P. Anal. Chem. 2015, 87, 2981-2987.
[3] Lan, W.-J.; Zou, X. U.; Hamedi, M. M.; Hu, J.; Parolo, C.; Maxwell, E. J.; Bühlmann, P.; Whitesides, G. M. Anal. Chem.
2014, 86, 9548-9553.
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Abstract Text
Photoelectrodeposition of SeTe films spontaneously produces ordered, nanoscale lamellar morphologies with
periodicities and orientations tuneable by varying the illumination wavelength and polarization, respectively. These
control mechanisms have been investigated by examining the morphologies of deposits in response to tailored
illumination inputs including multimodal spectral profiles and multiple polarizations. Films grown with different sources,
having similar average wavelengths but highly differing spectral bandwidths, all produced structures with a single,
common periodicity. Deposition using simultaneous illumination from two narrowband sources, which differed in
wavelength by several hundred nm, resulted in structures with only a single periodicity intermediate between the periods
observed when either source alone was used; this periodicity could be varied by changing the relative source intensities.
Simulations of light concentration in idealized lamellar arrays indicated that a self-optimization of the pattern periodicity,
resulting in the maximization of the anisotropy of interfacial light absorption in the 3D structure, is consistent with the
observed growth process.
Additionally, growth using light from two non-orthogonally polarized same-wavelength sources generated morphologies
in which the long axes of the lamellae were oriented parallel to the intensity-weighted average polarization orientation.
Deposition using orthogonally polarized sources produced structures that consisted of two intersecting sets of
orthogonally oriented lamellae in which the relative heights of the two sets were proportional to the relative source
intensities. Simulations of light absorption performed in analogous, idealized structures and revealed that the lamellae
preferentially absorbed light polarized along their long axes. These data sets also indicate that the observed structures are
a result of maximization of interfacial light concentration in the growing structures.
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Abstract Text
In bioelectrocatalysis, oxidases and dehydrogenases are the most frequently used enzymes for bioelectrode design. The
redox centers of these enzymes usually operate with sophisticated catalytic mechanisms. In the living cell, enzymes are
not optimized for bioelectrocatalysis. It is therefore important to tailor biocatalysts to improve their stability, to expand
substrate specificity and to control enzyme orientation on the electrode. Enzyme engineering offers the possibility to
create and tailor new structural designs that could improve the enzymes at the enzyme–electrode interfaces. General
approaches in protein engineering include rational design involving targeted modification carried out by site-directed
mutagenesis and directed evolution based on the screening of mutant libraries obtained by random mutagenesis.
Here, I present the application and tools for directed evolution for the improvement of a hybrid enzymatic and organic
catalytic system for the complete electrochemical oxidation of the glycerol, to CO2. This system combines an organic
catalyst, (2,2,6,6-Tetramethylpiperidin-1-yl)oxy (TEMPO) with oxalate decarboxylase (Oxdc), resulting in the complete
electrochemical oxidation of glycerol at a carbon electrode (Figure 1). This hybrid approach consists of five initial
oxidative steps (by TEMPO), resulting in the oxidation of glycerol to mesoxalic acid (1 • 6, Figure 1). A combination of
Oxdc and TEMPO then facilitates the oxidation of mesoxalic (6) acid to glyoxalic acid (7), oxalic acid (8), formic acid (9)
and finally, CO2.
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Abstract Text
In this study we describe 1) Oxidation of highly unstable <4 nm diameter gold nanoparticles at 800 mV negative of the
bulk oxidation potential, 2) Effect of surface charge and electrode material on the size-dependent oxidation of surfaceattached metal nanoparticles, 3) An electrophoretic low pass filter for assembling ultra-small gold nanoparticles onto an
indium tin oxide electrode, and 4) Galvanic exchange reaction between PtCl[sub]4[/sub][sup]2-[/sup] and Au
nanoparticles as a function of size. The motivation of this work is to better understand the unique electrochemical
reactivity of small metal nanoparticles. We described the oxidation of < 4 nm diameter Au nanoparticles (NPs) attached to
indium tin oxide-coated glass electrodes (glass/ITO) in Br[sup]-[/sup] and Cl[sup]-[/sup] solution. The size-dependent
oxidation of Au NPs electrodeposited or drop-coated directly on glass/ITO electrodes is different compared to those
chemically synthesized and electrostatically or drop-cast deposited onto aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES)-modified
glass/ITO electrodes. The Ep of 9 nm diameter citrate-capped Ag NPs attached to Au, Pt, glassy carbon (GC), and glass/ITO
electrodes, following the order (vs Ag/AgCl) of Au • Pt > GC > glass/ITO. We studied the effect of voltage and time on the
electrophoretic deposition of different-sized Au NPs onto glass/ITO electrodes. The applied electric field served as a low
pass filter for the deposition of Au NPs onto glass/ITO. We studied the galvanic exchange reaction between
PtCl[sub]4[/sub][sup]2-[/sup] and 128 nm, 50 nm, 15 nm and 4 nm diameter citrate-coated Au NPs chemically attached to
glass/ITO/APTES. The level of galvanic exchange reaction between PtCl[sub]4[/sub][sup]2-[/sup] and citrate-coated Au
NPs is size dependent.
Keywords:
Electrochemistry, Electrophoresis, Nanotechnology, Stripping Analysis
Application Code:
Nanotechnology
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Abstract Text
Selected Ion Flow Tube Mass Spectrometry (SIFT-MS) (Smith & Spanel, 2005) is a real-time analytical technique that offers
rapid analysis of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and many inorganic gases to ultra-trace levels in air (Prince et al.,
2010). Quantitation limits in the low part-per-trillion range (by volume; pptv) can be achieved without sample preparation
or preconcentration and results compare well with those obtained at an accredited laboratory using the United States’
Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) TO-15 Compendium Method (Langford et al., 2014).
Historically SIFT-MS has been able to analyze most VOCs and a small number of inorganic gases using soft chemical
ionization with positive ion reagents, H[sub]3[/sub]O[sup]+[/sup], NO[sup]+[/sup], and O[sub]2[/sub][sup]+[/sup]. A very
recent development involving negative reagent ions (OH[sup]-[/sup], O[sup]-[/sup], O[sub]2[/sub][sup]-[/sup], and
NO[sub]2[/sub][sup]-[/sup]) expands SIFT-MS detection capability to many more inorganic volatiles, including carbon
dioxide, hydrogen chloride, hydrogen fluoride, nitrous oxide, and sulfur dioxide, plus some small halogenated VOCs.
This paper describes how SIFT-MS can be applied to detection of compounds present at trace levels in a wide variety of
matrices, including air and specialty gases, by appropriate choice from the seven reagent ions. Quantitation performance
for specific applications will be described.

Acknowledgement: This work was funded by Syft Technologies Ltd, New Zealand.
Langford, V.S., Graves, I., & McEwan, M.J. (2014) Rapid Commun. Mass Spectrom., 28, 10–18.
Prince, B.J., Milligan, D.B., & McEwan, M.J. (2010). Rapid Commun. Mass Spectrom., 24, 1763-1769.
Smith, D., & Spanel, P. (2005). Mass Spec. Rev., 24, 661– 700.
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Abstract Text
Use of high-brightness light emitting diodes (HB-LEDs) has been increasing over the last several years as a result of their
high energy efficiency, compact footprint, and long lifetime. The energy saving potential of LEDs has motivated
government-enacted legislation and regulation that will eventually lead to elimination of the inefficient incandescent light
bulb. The key to maximizing manufacturing yield and quality is the purity of the ammonia gas (NH[sub]3[/sub]) used for
growing the devices. In particular, moisture is a critical impurity in the gas which directly affects the LED’s efficiency and
therefore its maximum brightness. Thanks to recent gas manufacturing improvements, gas companies now specify
moisture at low single-digit parts-per-billion (ppb) levels, compared to 12 ppb a few years ago. This, of course, calls for a
measurement technology that can keep up with these developments.
Continuous-Wave Cavity Ring-Down Spectroscopy (CW-CRDS) is a highly sensitive, field-proven technique for
measurement of a variety of analytes in a suite of gas matrices, ranging from inert to specialty gases. CW-CRDS derives
the analyte concentration from monitoring light decay inside a high-finesse optical cavity caused by direct optical
absorption of the target molecule. Providing excellent sensitivity and selectivity, CW-CRDS can be applied to even the
most challenging applications, such as moisture analysis in gases that are corrosive and spectrally interfering. We present
recent developments of a CW-CRDS analyzer for the real-time monitoring of trace moisture impurity in ammonia, with an
unprecedented detection limit of less than 2 ppb. Key improvements and novel facets of the instrument will be presented.
Keywords:
Molecular Spectroscopy, Quality Control, Specialty Gas Analysis, Trace Analysis
Application Code:
Quality/QA/QC
Methodology Code: Molecular Spectroscopy
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Abstract Text
Analyzing some gas standards for trace level impurities can at times be challenging due to interferences arising from the
bulk gas which is being certified. Some analysis methods use traditional gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC/MS)
which requires daily or even hourly calibration checks. Furthermore, large splits must be done to reduce or remove the
bulk gas which could overwhelm the MS, thus reducing the sensitivity.
Coupling gas chromatography (GC) with an FTIR analyzer in an innovative way combines the compound separation of the
GC with the qualitative and quantitative capabilities of optical spectroscopy. Unlike mass spectrometry, the FTIR
detection technology calibration is constant so a one-time characterization of the compound is the only requirement,
saving analysis time. In addition, due to a unique aspect of the FTIR detection scheme and controlling software, the gases
to be analyzed are sealed within the FTIR gas cell and repeatedly probed for up to minutes; this long integration time
gives rise to very low detection limits. The separation power of the GC allows any bulk gas to be removed from the
background, either by mathematically ratioing it out or letting it pass through the gas cell before analysis of the impurities
begins, thus removing any interferences which could reduce sensitivity. Since we also have the spectroscopic power of
the FTIR, all impurities can be individually analyzed and speciated.
Work performed on measurement of impurities will be presented to demonstrate the power of this GC/FTIR technique,
both in sensitivity and speciation.
Keywords:
FTIR, Gas, Gas Chromatography, Vibrational Spectroscopy
Application Code:
Validation
Methodology Code: Integrated Sensor Systems
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Abstract Text
The measurement and control of trace level contaminants is critical in a variety of industrial applications, perhaps none
more so than semiconductor fabrication and the manufacture of integrated circuits (ICs). The measurement of critical
contaminants at parts per billion (ppb) levels and below is required to model the impact of source air, factory recirculated
air, troubleshooting/detection of leaks, chemical filter exhaustion and to predict filter lifetimes. The production of ICs is a
lengthy, multi-step process that exposes the evolving wafer to a variety of chemicals and their associated contaminants.
IC performance is severely affected by contamination of electrically active impurities, and it is very difficult to guarantee a
contaminant-free process due to the number of fabrication steps involved. Furnace operations expose the wafer to
contamination present in ambient gases, while etching and cleaning cycles contribute to further contamination. Cavity
rong-down spectroscopy provides both the sensitivity and speed needed for the most demanding trace contaminant
monitoring applications. Delivering continuous measurements with parts per trillion (ppt) sensitivity, CRDS analyzers are
ideal for semiconductor fabrication applications, including airborne molecular contamination (AMC) cleanroom
monitoring. We report the optimization of a commercial trace ammonia CRDS analyzer for AMC cleanroom monitoring
applications, with particular attention paid to the sampling system and particulate control measures upstream of the
optical cavity. Air/gas monitoring instruments require filters be used to protect cavity optics, but particle loading of filters
varies depending upon the cleanliness of the source and particles can build up and act as a sorbent that can affect the
response time of the CRDS for low level ammonia. We assess filter materials and pre-treatments to optimize and
maintain response /clear-down time for trace ammonia for continuous monitoring applications.
Keywords:
Air, Contamination, Trace Analysis, Ultratrace Analysis
Application Code:
Process Analytical Chemistry
Methodology Code: Molecular Spectroscopy
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Abstract Text
VSL is among the leading national metrology institutes worldwide that provide metrological traceability and quality
assurance for measurements of all kinds of energy gases. It offers a wide range of primary gaseous reference materials
(PRMs) related to biogas: biogenic gas, biosyngas, sulphur-containing components in methane and biogas, among others.
In the ongoing research and development programme, the focus is on developing such PRMs for impurities such as
siloxanes, hydrogen chloride, ammonia, carbon monoxide, and halogenated hydrocarbons. Such PRMs, and related
services for, e.g., calibrating gas mixtures, proficiency testing are urgently needed to support to proliferation of the use of
biomethane and upgraded biogas. Given the wide diversity of feedstocks, which give rise to a very wide array of
impurities potentially present in biomethane and upgraded biogas, there is a need to determine these contents to meet
specifications for grid injection and use in refuelling stations. Challenges in developing such PRMs range from stability
issues, the development of dynamic gas mixture preparations, addressing the infrared activity of the matrix when using
infrared spectroscopy. The paper gives an overview over the most recent achievements and the work in progress.
Keywords:
Biofuels, Energy, Gas, Quality
Application Code:
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Methodology Code: Chemical Methods
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Abstract Text
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) have
requested the manufacture of low level of hydrogen chloride (HCl) mixtures because of changing environmental
regulations on HCl emissions from cement production and other sources.
Hydrogen chloride mixtures, even at low ppm concentrations, can be a challenging analysis. A reliable sampling system is
necessary to achieve accurate and repeatable results.
The objective of this study was to evaluate four different existing Air Liquide cylinder preparations for their effect on HCl
stability over a 12-month period. The final aim is to determine a global standardized preparation technique for low
concentration HCl standards. Hydrogen chloride mixtures were blended at 10 ppm and 1 ppm in balance nitrogen and
were analyzed by Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR).
Keywords:
FTIR, Sample Preparation, Specialty Gas Analysis, Standards
Application Code:
Environmental
Methodology Code: Sampling and Sample Preparation
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Abstract Text
There are many calculations available to estimate the accuracy and detection limits of spectroscopic analysis methods,
but figuring out which ones are needed and what they represent can be a daunting challenge. EPA uses a number of
different methodologies depending upon whether the analysis is for gases, liquids or solids. In the case of gas analysis
using FTIR spectroscopy, EPA (through ASTM D6348) typically prescribes the use of three different Minimum Detectable
Concentrations (MDC) calculations named MDC1, MDC2, and MDC3. These are based on a noise-only spectrum (MDC1),
statistics on interferent-only spectra (MDC2) and spectral fit on an actual sample spectrum (MDC3). The values calculated
for MDC1 (“noise-limited” MDC) are not very good at determining the analyzer detection limit as it does not account for
the power of spectral analysis, but it can provide a minimal level of “goodness-of-fit” parameter. MDC2 and MDC3 are
labeled as “analytical algorithm error” MDCs. In the case of MDC3 it provides a goodness-of-fit parameter on the sample
spectrum that encompasses accuracy information, including biases due to other gases that may be present in the sample
stream. MDC2 provides the best option for the detection limit of the analyzer in the presence of known interferents. This
talk will focus on these calculations in order to provide users with an estimate of both accuracy and detection limit when
using FTIR spectroscopy.
Keywords:
Data Analysis, FTIR, Spectroscopy, Statistical Data Analysis
Application Code:
Quality/QA/QC
Methodology Code: Physical Measurements
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Abstract Text
Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) have gained an immense interest due to their wide applications in the fields of biomedical
and pharmaceutical, which is due to their unique physico-chemical properties when they are reduced to their nanoscale
size range. Here, we present a novel single step bio-friendly process for synthesis of fructose (monosaccharide), sucrose
(disaccharide) and raffinose (trisaccharide) capped AuNPs, wherein saccharides are directly capped onto gold without the
use of any secondary capping/stabilizing agent. Our study is mainly focused on the effect of various lengths of the
saccharides in the formation and catalytic reduction activity of saccharide capped AuNPs. Characterization of synthesized
AuNPs was accomplished using various analytical characterization techniques such as TEM, SEM-EDS, FTIR, and UV-Vis
spectroscopy. A 4-nitrophenol reduction assay was utilized to evaluate the catalytic reduction activity of various
saccharide capped AuNPs at different temperatures using UV-Vis spectroscopy. Using the spectroscopic data, rate
constant for three saccharide capped AuNPs were determined followed by its activation energy and exponential factor
using different equations. Utilizing the exponential factor data we were also able to calculate the kinetics of the change in
entropy of the catalysis. From the kinetic data, the catalytic reduction activity for three saccharides was determined as, in
the descending order: fructose, sucrose and raffinose AuNPs respectively. This difference in the catalytic activity is
hypothesized to be inversely proportionally to the size of ligand on gold surface which greatly influences the
surface/volume ratio.
Keywords:
Carbohydrates, Characterization, Nanotechnology, UV-VIS Absorbance/Luminescence
Application Code:
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Methodology Code: UV/VIS
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Abstract Text
NanoCluster Beacons (NCBs) are a new type of activatable molecular probes that are low cost, easy to prepare and have
high fluorescence enhancement ratios. NCBs employ DNA-templated, few-atom silver nanoclusters (DNA/Ag NCs, with
about 2~20 silver atoms per cluster) as reporters which can significantly “light up” through interactions with a nearby
DNA sequence (called an enhancer). Taking advantage of this fluorescence tunability by altering the surrounding ligands, a
property that is not commonly seen among existing reporters, NCB soon evolved to a multicolor probe, termed
chameleon NanoCluster Beacon (cNCB), for single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) detection. Here we bring the NCB
detection to the next level by designing a new NCB specifically for N6-methyladenine (hereafter denoted as m6A)
detection. m6A is a methylation modification abundant in prokaryotic genomes, and also found in lower eukaryotes and
higher plants. So far detection of m6A relies on methods such as TLC, HPLC, MS, and enzymatic reactions, which are often
laborious, expensive, with low specificity and varying reactivity. Whereas high-resolution melting analysis is able to detect
a single m6A modification within a target DNA via the destabilizing effect of m6A, HRM cannot pinpoint the location of
m6A in the sequence. A simple and cost-effective way to identify single m6A at any specific sites is therefore highly
desired. Here, we developed a robust, simple, enzyme-free and hybridization-based method for m6A detection with
“pinpoint specificity”, using a new type of silver cluster-based DNA probe which we term methyladenine-specific
NanoCluster Beacon (maNCB). To date, there is no hybridization technique that has the potential to reach these
remarkable results.
Keywords:
Biosensors, Fluorescence, Nanotechnology, Nucleic Acids
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Abstract Text
Nanozymes are nanomaterials with enzymatic activities. They have received great attention recently due to their wide
applications and distinct advantages over natural enzymes, even to the conventional artificial enzymes. Herein, we
developed an self-assembly approach to integrated nanozymes. By adaptively encapsulating catalytic guests within a
zeolitic imidazolate framework (ZIF) through a one-pot synthesis under mild conditions. The as-prepared integrated
nanozymes enabled one-step glucose detection through the cascade enzymatic reactions. The integrated nanozymes
showed numerous merits, such as considerable high catalytic activity, enhanced stability, and recyclability. The integrated
nanozymes were used to determine cerebral glucose in living rats' brains. Most importantly, when further combined with
microdialysis and microfluidic techniques, an integrative analytical platform was built for real time monitoring dynamic
changes of striatum glucose in living brains. The current studies not only demonstrate new ways to design highperformance nanozymes, but also provide effective platform for biomedical applications.
Keywords:
Biomedical, Biosensors, Nanotechnology, Bioanalytical
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Abstract Text
Synthetic oligonucleotides are widely used for various applications including DNA amplification and sequencing, in situ
hybridization, gene silencing, molecular diagnostics and treatment of cancer and viral infections. These applications
require highly pure oligonucleotides and therefore quality control of synthetic oligonucleotides is crucial. High
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and mass spectrometry (MS) are valuable tools for the purity assessment and
characterization of oligonucleotides. Among the chromatographic modes, ion-pair reversed-phase HPLC have been shown
to be most suitable for LC-MS analysis. Here we introduce a new reversed phase column for the analysis of nucleic acids
including synthetic oligonucleotides and double-stranded DNA and RNA. This column is based on hydrophobic, polymer
resin which is stable at high pH and high temperature. Separation of failure sequences, methylated oligonucleotide, and
phosphorothioate diastereoisomers were achieved using the new column coupled to an orbitrap mass spectrometer. In
addition, the resin has large pore size (1,500 Å) which provided high resolution separation of large double-stranded DNA
fragments. This feature may potentially be used for characterization and preparation of next-generation sequencing
(NGS) library.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Field-Flow Fractionation-ICP-MS is a powerful analytical technique that can be used for characterization of nanomaterials.
As a hyphenated system, FFF-ICP-MS generates elemental-based size distribution over a broad size range. It can also
provide elemental molar ratio distribution which helps to study particles chemical composition as a function of particle
size [1-6].
TiO2 nanoparticles are added to the tattoo inks to enhance color strength. Commercial Ink products containing non-metal
colorants can be contaminated by traces of toxic metals. For example cutaneous allergies may occur due to the presence
of Ni in inks.
This presentation demonstrates the use of Asymmetrical Flow FFF coupled with ICP-MS to study various kinds of tattoo
ink. Particle size and elemental distributions of various metals are measured to study the composition of ink ingredients
as a function particle size.
References:
1.Giddings, J. C., Ratanathanawongs, S. Kim, Barman, Bhajendra N., Moon, Myeong Hee, Liu, Guangyue, Tjelta, Brenda L,
Hansen, Marcia E., Adv. Chem. Ser., 1994, Characterization of colloidal and particulate silica by field-flow fractionation
2.J. C. Giddings: Science, 260, 1456-1465 (1993)
3.Chittleborough, David J.; Tadjiki, Soheyl; Ranville, J. F.; Shanks, Finlay; Beckett, R., SuperSoil 2004: 3rd Australian New
Zealand Soils Conference, 5 – 9 December 2004, University of Sydney, Australia, Soil colloid analysis by Flow Field-Flow
Fractionation
4.Andreas F. Thünemann,* Jenny Kegel, Jörg Polte, and Franziska Emmerling, ASAP Anal. Chem., 10.1021/ac8004814,
2008, Superparamagnetic Maghemite Nanorods: Analysis by Coupling Field-Flow Fractionation and Small-Angle X-ray
Scattering
5.Jessica Lohrke, Andreas Briel, Karsten Mäder, Nanomedicine, 3(4), 437-452, 2008, Characterization of supramagnetic
iron oxide nanoparticles by asymmetrical flow-field-flow-fractionation
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Abstract Text
The use of supercritical carbon dioxide (scCO2) is getting increased attention from the textile industry. Several companies
have set up commercial facilities and are offering scCO2dyed garments to the market. The drivers for this change:
• very large consumption of potable water in the process
• impending shortage of water
• discharge of polluted water into the environment.
Environmentally-friendly scCO2 based dyeing is waterless consequently releasing no dye or polluted water into the
environment.
Despite these production concerns, fashion and consumer demand today still dictate that the industry provide an almost
infinite pallet of colors of textiles. As color development and color match capability are essential to this industry, most
current textile plants have developed color databases which allow them to mix dyes to produce a desired color..
However, these databases are all aqueous based. Unless an analogous database is developed for scCO2 dyeing, this
environmentally-friendly, green technology will have a difficult time succeeding in the marketplace.
We have developed a commercial color matching database for scCO2 textile dyeing. Under continuing development, we
have approved several commercial disperse dyes that successfully dye polyester in a myriad of colors under our dyeing
conditions and with our scCO2 dyeing equipment. The dye selection involves many parameters including:
• knowledge of dye color components
• knowledge of dye solubility in scCO2,
• dyeing uniformity
• affinity of the dye for the polyester.
Our expanding database includes primary colors as well as navy, black and violet dyes. Polyester fabric was dyed at
different dye concentrations and dyeing conditions. The color of the dyed fabric was characterized using a DatacolorTM
colorimeter. The measured K/S correlated well with dye uptake in the fabric for both primary colors and binary dye
mixtures. Similar success has been demonstrated even in color matching with multi-dye mixtures.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Most cosmetics and personal care products contain fragrances and other analytes, some of which are potential allergens
or skin irritants to some consumers. It is important for manufacturers to understand the composition of their products in
order to provide this information to consumers and also to be compliant with rules and regulations. In particular, the
European Cosmetics Directive has 26 regulated contact allergens that must be reported if present in a product above
certain levels. Gas Chromatography (GC) paired with mass spectrometry (MS) is well suited for screening these target
analytes and we present calibration data for regulated analytes as well as representative examples of product screening
for quantification of these analytes with GC-TOFMS instrumentation. TOFMS inherently provides non-targeted analyses at
the same time with full-mass range data acquisition. We present additional information on other non-targeted analytes
that were detected within these samples. With the complexity of cosmetic and personal care products, there are some
coelutions that exceed the peak capacity of GC. In these cases, GC×GC provides important benefits that are demonstrated
here. Examples of one-dimensional chromatographic coelutions that are resolved in the second dimension are shown.
Sensitivity enhancements through thermal modulation are also shown for analytes detectable by GC×GC that were below
the LOD with GC. Representative benefits and examples of these analytical technologies for allergen detection and
personal care product characterization are demonstrated.
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Abstract Text
The detection and identification of illicit drugs is a vital need for law enforcement, especially in correctional facilities
where illicit materials concealed in the mail are a known problem. The introduction of these materials into correctional
facilities creates security issues and increases the costs for the correctional facilities to continue to inhibit their
introduction. In order to combat this problem, ChemImage Sensor Systems has developed a shortwave infrared
hyperspectral imaging sensor (VeroVision[registered]), capable of detecting concealed illicit drugs hidden in the mail.
Utilizing liquid crystal tunable filter technology, the sensor is capable of providing wide-area, hyperspectral imagery and
detection analysis in real time, made possible by its advanced sensing algorithms and processing methods. In addition, the
sensor boasts a library of drugs of interest and common cutting materials that are most commonly introduced into these
facilities. This paper will present an overview of shortwave infrared hyperspectral imaging and the design of the sensor,
and provide examples of various drug detection scenarios.
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Abstract Text
The popularity of synthetic designer drugs has increased rapidly, with more than 240 such drugs identified since 2009.
Despite legislation regulating these drugs, they remain a substantial problem, primarily due to the continual emergence of
new analogs. These new analogs are often structurally similar to regulated compounds, with similar psychoactive effects,
but are designed to circumvent current legislation.
Identification of these new analogs is challenging using the conventional gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GCMS) instruments typically available in forensic laboratories, which are equipped with electron ionization sources and
single quadrupole mass analyzers. The nominal mass data are often not sufficient for definitive identification, primarily
due to the high incidence of isomers and the lack of suitable reference standards for spectral comparison.
In this research, a set of synthetic phenethylamines was analyzed by GC-time-of-flight (TOF) MS. This instrument also uses
electron ionization but, because a high-resolution mass analyzer is used, accurate mass data are obtained. These data
were used to calculate mass defects for the molecular and fragment ions for each phenethylamine. The mass defects
were used to define a series of filters that were investigated for characterization of the phenethylamines. With absolute
mass defect filters, phenethylamines were distinguished from other designer drug classes while Kendrick mass defect
filters were used to further characterize the phenethylamines according to structural subclass. This presentation will
describe the development of each mass defect filter and the utility of mass defects for characterization of synthetic
designer drugs.
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Abstract Text
Designer and emergent illicit drugs have entered the market at a rapid pace in the past five years, and synthetic
cathinones (aka: "bath salts) are one example of these drugs. Synthetic cathinones are the beta-keto phenethylamine
derivatives, that produce pharmacological effects similar to the Schedule I substances such as cathinone, methcathinone,
and 3,4- methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA). The parent cathinone structure is easily derivatized at any of four
sites to generate analogues not yet regulated by state legislation or the DEA Scheduled substance list. Unfortunately, the
derivatization of the cathinone structure has resulted in presumptive color tests that are often not detecting new bath
salts or are providing different colors for different cathinone derivatives or require several vials of various component
reagents to be effective. It stands to reason that a reliable color test for synthetic cathinones capable of operating with
great sensitivity over a wide range of environmental conditions and packaged in two or fewer ampules would constitute a
significant advancement in the field.
Our research and development has produced a two-stage color test. These reagents utilize organic dyes containing
groups such as a sulfonic acid along with organic solvents and buffers presented in this poster. Experiments conducted
demonstrate that the reagents are well suited for deployment and use in the field by law enforcement as well as the
bench top as a presumptive test. Our two stage color test provides a consistent yellow color in the organic layer, and
there are no impediments to its use in the field within a two-ampule system. In addition the twenty synthetic cathinones
tested can be detected in amounts ranging from microgram quantities to over 30 milligram per testing package. This
presentation details the 100% effectiveness in presumptive indication of a variety of synthetic cathinones.
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Abstract Text
In Forensic science, Succinylcholine (SUC) has a long reputation as an undetectable, “perfect” poison. It is widely used as
murder weapon particularly in cases involving sudden, unexpected, and unexplained death with a medical professional as
a potential suspect. Pharmacologically, SUC is a short-acting muscle relaxant favored for both its fast onset of action and
short duration as it is degraded rapidly by plasma cholinesterase. From an analytical chemistry perspective, direct
determination of SUC is a challenging analytical task due to the lack of a detectable chromophore and sensitive detection
techniques as well as difficulty in isolation from biological specimens. In this work, an ion selective electrode (ISE) with a
nanomolar detection limit for monitoring of SUC in a wide variety of forensic sample matrices is developed. In order to
push the detection limit lower, we have optimized the ISE inner filling solution by buffering the activity of SUC and
consequently reducing the transmembrane ion fluxes. This has been performed through utilizing the outstanding
complexation properties of water-soluble p-sulfonatocalixarenes towards the quaternary ammonium SUC cation to form
host-guest inclusion complex. The performance characteristics of the developed ISE revealed a linear range from 1 mM to
14 nM with LOD of 1 nM. To investigate the ability of the ISE to detect SUC in real forensic specimens, SUC has been
spiked at a concentration comparable to its anticipated level and the proposed ISE shows an excellent platform for
forensic analytical investigations. Moreover, the developed ISE is successfully used for measurement of the rate of invitro metabolism of SUC as substrate by serum cholinesterase enzyme and clearly identifies patients with increased risk of
SUC sensitivity.
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Abstract Text
Electron ionization can significantly benefit LC-MS through the provision of automated library identification and extensive
fragment information. Thus, bringing back EI to LC-MS is highly valuable, if a reliable and robust EI interface can be
developed. We developed a new type of EI-LC-MS system based on interfacing LC and MS with supersonic molecular
beams (SMB), sample ionization with electrons as vibrationally cold compounds in the SMB and using a new Agilent 5977
MS of GC-MS as the based mass spectrometer. The output of the LC is pneumatically sprayed, followed by thermal
vaporization of the sample compounds in a vaporization oven inside an inert GC liner. The vaporized sample, solvent
vapor and nebulizing helium gas pass fused silica capillary flow restrictor and expand from a supersonic nozzle into the
vacuum system at about 0.2 Bar pressure to suppress cluster formation while obtaining efficient vibrational cooling. The
details of our new combination of EI-LC-MS with Agilent 5977 MSD will be described and its few recent applications will
be demonstrated and explained including the analysis of Canabinol, Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) and THC acid in Cannabis
flower. EI-LC-MS with SMB provides several important benefits including:
A. Library based identification with names and structures at the isomer level.
B. Enhanced molecular ions and MS structural information with EI of cold molecules in SMB.
C. No ion suppression or enhancement effects are exhibited hence facilitating faster LC-MS analysis.
D. Uniform semi-quantitative ionization yields including for fully non polar compounds.
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Abstract Text
Chemical UV filters belong to emergent organic compounds that are turning out to be a sticking point for both
environmental and health concerns. Today, these compounds are used in increasing quantities and can be found in
various environmental media. However, little is known about the occurrence of UV filters in seawater swimming pools
and about their reactivity in presence of disinfectants such as chlorine. Determining the concentrations of UV filters in
swimming pools and their transformation products is paramount to any risk assessment consideration, especially that
their potential halogenated byproducts could be toxic. For this reason, seawater swimming pool samples from Southern
France were analyzed to determine the concentrations of 5 widely used UV filters, namely dioxybenzone, oxybenzone,
avobenzone, octocrylene, and 2-ethylhexyl-4-methoxycinnamate. Different sample preparation techniques were tested
and analytical methods were developed. Analyses were performed using ultra performance liquid chromatographyquadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometer (UPLC/Q-ToF-MS). Additionally, the reactivity of the UV filters in the
presence of different molar ratios of chlorine in seawater was examined and their byproducts were identified through lab
experiments. Identification of byproducts was conducted by accurate mass measurements. MS-MS experiments were
also performed to elucidate structures of the found compounds. The levels of UV filters in swimming pool samples varied
considerably from one compound to another. The reactivity/stability of the UV filters also varied depending on the
compound’s structure. Chlorination by-products of the reactive UV filters were identified for the first time in this study
and transformation pathways were proposed based on the identified byproducts.
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by the Doctoral School of "Environmental Sciences" at Aix-Marseille
University and the French Ministry of Higher Education and Research.
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Abstract Text
The presence of hormones in drinking water is a human health concern with several being routinely monitored as part of
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Unregulated Contaminant Monitoring Rule 3 (UCMR3). Various forms of
estrogen are prescribed as a hormonal contraceptive device, for estrogen deficiency syndromes, and to counter the
negative effects associated with the natural decline in estrogen levels, such as accelerated bone loss, in postmenopausal
women. Due to the widespread use of hormone pharmaceuticals, these often end up in the sewage system as a result of
excretion and disposal of unwanted quantities. There is evidence that hormones may not be effectively removed during
wastewater treatment, and as a result, significant amounts of these hormones may be present in drinking water sources.
To monitor the levels of the seven most common hormones in drinking water, EPA method 539 was developed. The work
presented here updates this method to include five additional hormones and describes the use of an automated solid
phase extraction (SPE) system containing high surface area reversed-phase (HRPHS) cartridges, followed by liquid
chromatography electrospray ionization tandem mass spectrometry (LC-ESI-MS/MS) with timed selected-reaction
monitoring (TSRM) mode for detection and quantification. Data acquisition and processing was automatically performed
using a quantitation software package. The results of chromatographic separation, SPE recoveries, and method detection
limits (MDL) will be presented.
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Abstract Text
Beside the "traditional" illicit drugs, such as cocaine, heroin, and marijuana, there is a growing concern about the use of
modern "designer drugs" that have emerged in large numbers over the past few years. In this work, a sensitive and
selective method for simultaneous determination of 25 synthetic psychoactive compounds, including amphetamine,
substituted amphetamines and cathinones, in raw wastewater (RW) and secondary effluent (SE) was developed. Samples
were enriched by solid phase extraction (SPE) on mixed-mode reversed-phase/strong cation-exchange sorbent and
analysed by reversed-phase liquid chromatography coupled to electrospray ionisation tandem mass spectrometry (LCMS/MS). The target compounds were separated on a Synergi Polar column and detected using multiple reaction
monitoring (MRM) in positive polarity. Accurate quantification was achieved by using several deuterated analogues as
surrogate standards. Careful optimisation and validation of the procedure resulted in a reliable determination of all target
analytes in low ng/L range for both RW and SE, which makes the method suitable for the application in sewage
epidemiology. The method was applied for assessment of selected compounds in municipal wastewater from Croatia. It
was shown that the well-known synthetic illicit drugs, amphetamine and MDMA still dominate in all samples
(concentrations up to 545 ng/L and 55 ng/L in RW, respectively), while the new psychoactive substances were detected
very rarely and in low concentrations.
This work was funded by Croatian Ministry of Science, Education and Sports (Project No. 098-982934-2712).
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Abstract Text
A method for the spectroelectrochemical detection of rhenium(I)-tricarbonyl complexes is being investigated. The
[Re(CO)3]+ complexes are first introduced to a pretreatment solution. Pretreatment involves conversion of [Re(CO)3]+
into a spectroscopically detectable species by the incorporation of a sensitizing ligand; adjusting solution conditions, such
as selection and concentration of the sensitizing ligand, pH, and ionic strength; and preconcentration of the optically
active species into a selective film. Spectroelectrochemical detection comprises three modes of selectivity: selective
partitioning, electrochemistry, and detection by spectroscopy. The chemically selective polymer thin film allows for
preconcentration. An electrochemical potential is applied to modulate the oxidative state of the preconcentrated
complexes, providing selectivity by effectively turning the optical response “on” and “off.” Fluorescence spectroscopy is
used to monitor this electrochemically modulated signal.
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Abstract Text
Amperometric electrochemical cells are a mature technology, used worldwide to protect workers in mines, industrial
plants, sewers and other confined spaces. Recent advances have pushed the limit of detection from ppm to low ppb
concentrations for gases such as CO, H2S, NO, NO2 and O3. These gas sensors are now being used in fixed site air quality
networks and recently in handheld air quality monitors.
A radical new design for amperometric gas cells has greatly reduced the size and cost of this sensor technology,
approaching the requirements for smart phone and wearable applications. We will discuss the effect on performance as
electrochemical cells shrink in size, especially the limit of detection; not all properties scale linearly. Opportunities for
lifestyle, personal air quality monitoring and CO protection will be discussed.
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Abstract Text
Lead (Pb2+) is a common heavy metal ion that can cause lasting health complications. Thus, pre-concentration and
quantitative detection of Pb2+ is of profound importance. Cloud point extraction (CPE) is a well-known method for preconcentrating analytes to detectable levels with subsequent analysis typically completed via atomic absorption
spectroscopy (AAS), UV – vis spectroscopy, or HPLC. However, little is known about the applicability of CPE for
electroanalytical techniques such as stripping voltammetry. We developed CPE method using anodic stripping
voltammetry (ASV) analysis for trace detection of Pb2+. Pb2+ was neutralized and extracted in basic pH using a common
chelating agent, dithizone. Because of the critical temperature needed to form the micellar phase in CPE, Triton X-114
was chosen as the surfactant for extraction. A mercury-coated glassy carbon (Hg-GC) electrode was used for the CPE-ASV
analysis due to its excellent sensitivity for Pb2+ relative to other electrodes (Bare GC, Pt, and bismuth coated GC). CPEASV offered excellent sensitivity for Pb2+ with a LOD of 0.27 ppb at a deposition time of just 2 min, a LOD 55x lower than
the Pb2+ maximum contaminant level in drinking water set by the EPA. This is also a 6.2x increase in sensitivity and a 37x
lower limit of detection compared to Pb2+ ASV without CPE. The applicability of the method for the determination of
Pb2+ in environmental samples was also demonstrated. This inexpensive, environmentally friendly method of extraction
can potentially be used with other heavy metal ions and organic compounds.
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Abstract Text
The aquatic environment is exposed to an increasing amount of pollution from various sources. In order to protect the
Earths diverse ecosystems, close monitoring and early detection of potentially dangerous substances is crucial. Polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) present a group of hydrophobic organic pollutants which can have cargenogenic and
mutagenic effects on the aquatic organisms. More hydrophobic PAHs usually adsorb and associate with organic particles
in the aquatic environment, while less hydrophobic PAHs may be present in the dissolved form, making them more
available for uptake by aquatic organisms. We are developing an electrochemical sensor which could be used for early
detection of the dissolved fraction of PAHs present in waters. As it has been found, PAHs interact with phospholipid
monolayers adsorbed on a mercury electrode surface, causing a disruption of the monolayers’ fluidity and structure. This
interaction is monitored electrochemically by fast cyclic voltammetry using a semi-automated flow cell system which
incorporates a chip based mercury film microelectrode. A mixed layer of a phospholipid palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glicero-3phosphocholine and triolein, an oleic acid triglyceride, in 3:1 molar ratio, adsorbed onto a mercury film microelectrode,
was used as a sensing element for PAH detection. The system proved sensitive to the presence of four different PAH
molecules, anthracene, phenanthrene, pyrene and fluoranthene, in different matrices, with limits of detection down to
0.2 [micro]g/L [1]. The performance of the system was tested on a natural river sample, and its sensitivity compared to a
conventional GC – MS method used for determination of PAHs.
Reference:
1. Penezic,A., Gasparovic, B., Stipanicev, D., Nelson, A. In-situ electrochemical method for detecting freely dissolved
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in water, Environmental Chemistry 2014, 11(2), 173-180.
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Abstract Text
Despite the phenomenal advancements in analytical instrument during the last couple of decades, leading to
miniaturized, highly sensitive and more rugged systems, sample preparation still remains as a major bottleneck in the
overall analytical workflow.
Real-life analytical samples including food, pharmaceutical, biological, toxicological, and environmental samples often
contain high volume of matrix interferents such as particulates, debris, biomasses, cells, proteins, lipids etc. and inevitably
require a pre-treatment regimen prior to applying extraction and preconcentration techniques. Sample pre-treatment
involves filtration and/or protein precipitation. Sample preparation also frequently includes solvent evaporation and
sample reconstitution. This multi-step procedure potentially leads to significant loss of analytes and compromise the data
quality.
To completely eliminate sample pre-treatment and post-treatment operations from sample preparation work-flow,
herein, we introduce capillary microextraction (CME) as a green sample preparation device. The device utilizes a porous
polypropylene tube with 0.55 mm internal diameter and variable length to house sol-gel derived sorbent inside the tube.
A small magnetic metal rod is also integrated into the tubular device. The microporous tube serves as a built-in filter and
only allows rapid permeation of the aqueous solution containing the target analyt(s). The magnetic metal rod helps
diffusing the analyte(s) under the influence of a magnetic stirrer and catalyzes the extraction kinetics. After reaching the
extraction equilibrium, a small volume of organic solvent can be used for solvent mediated back-extraction.
Analytical data collected from a number of biological samples will be presented to demonstrate the advantages and
performance superiority of the new device.
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Abstract Text
As states adopt laws legalizing recreational and medicinal cannabis use, there is an increase in demand for reliable and
robust preparation and analytical techniques. In particular, edible cannabis products are very challenging from
preparation to injection. Components of interest can range from contaminants, such as pesticides, to a screen for
cannabinoids and terpenes. Labs and manufacturers have different analytes of interest, and as such a reliable general
purpose approach is of value to testing laboratories. Due to the complex nature of food matrices, a less active column can
overcome some of these chromatographic challenges. In this paper, we demonstrate how improved GC column
technology can be used to identify a range of cannabinoids and terpenes in edible cannabis products. A capillary column
with less activity reduces peak tailing, increases sensitivity, and produces better injection to injection reproducibility.
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Abstract Text
Dairy products have high nutritional value and are widely consumed food groups for public nutrition. Addition of cheese
whey to milk or whey solids to dairy products is one of the most frequently applied adulteration method. Whey is a low
cost by-product of cheese making process. There are many detection methods for this type of adulteration such as
electrophoretic analysis, reversed phase high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), cation exchange
chromatography, coupled to mass spectrometry, immunochemical assays, ELISA. However, these methods are not
suitable for routine analysis because they require a long analysis time and expensive equipment and materials. Many
studies have showed the differences in mineral composition levels between milk powder and whey products. The aim of
this study was to evaluate the potential of LIBS for the quantitative and qualitative determination of whey in milk powder.
The raw cow’s milk samples from five different reliable sources were obtained from different dairies in Ankara, Turkey.
Milk powder, sweet, acid whey powders were produced as standard samples and milk adulteration was performed at
different ratios. In addition commercial milk products were collected from market. All of them were analyzed with LIBS.
Elemental composition of skim milk powders and whey powders were also measured using inductively coupled plasmamass spectrometry (ICP-MS) as reference method. Based on LIBS spectra of standard samples and commercial products,
species was identified using principle component analysis (PCA) method, and discrimination rate of milk and whey
powders was found as 80.5%. Calibration curves were obtained with partial least squares regression (PLS). Correlation
coefficient (R[sup]2[/sup]) and limit of detection (LOD) values were 0.981 and 1.55% for adulteration with sweet whey
powder, and 0.985 and 0.55% for adulteration with acid whey powder, respectively.
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Abstract Text
Fruit Processing Industries generate lots of waste and byproducts which can be a valuable source of bioactive compounds.
Gauva fruit’s seed and pomace along with the peel were analyzed for antioxidant activity and bioactive compounds. In
the present study the total phenolic content (TPC), evaluation of antioxidant activities using 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl
(DPPH) scavenging activity, Ferric reducing Antioxidant Power (FRAP), Total Flavonoid content (TFC) and quantification of
some bioactive phenolics were carried out using HPLC. The pomace along with the peel extract contained highest
phenolic content 432 mg GAE/g and possessed strong antioxidant activity in antioxidant assay. The compound extracted
from these byproducts and wastes are excellent source of natural antioxidants and can be utilized as nutraceuticals in the
food and pharmaceutical industries.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Novel Aspect Profiling of Spirits with Time of Flight and confirmation of the 10 non volatile congeners which indicate
barrel ageing in spirits using fragment ion confirmation.
Introduction
Many types of spirits are aged in oak barrels for the absorbance of color and flavors. The barrels have a life moving from
Whiskies, Bourbons, to Sherries and tequila. These 10 compounds must be present for a spirit to be considered barrel
aged. Bourbon is a 1.5 billion dollar a year industry it is estimated that 10 % of the world’s Bourbon is fake. In order to
prosecute these counterfeiters, there must be proof that a product is fake. We have added another level on confirmation
to the presence of the congeners. With the addition of fragment confirmation, we have now have ways to prove the
authenticity of spirits: Retention time, isotopic fidelity and spacing and accurate mass.
Methods
We have a standard of the 10 nonvolatile congeners which we ran by by LC MS MS QTOF. We created an accurate mass
data base containing spectral data. We added the 10 compounds to the data base. This data base was shipped to several
sites with only Time of Flight instrumentation. This allowed users to easily search the data base to confirm by ion
fragmentation pattern.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
A simple, sensitive and quick-to-operate test for iodine (as iodate) in food grade (table) salt has been developed. The test
is based on the reduction of the IO3- in iodated salt with the liberation of free iodine at ordinary temperatures. The free
iodine generated subsequently reacts with aqueous starch in situ to produce the well-known starch-iodide complex,
revealed by an intense blue black colored solution, which thus, serves as a positive test for iodine in the salt. The
sensitivity of the test was evaluated using laboratory grade sodium chloride samples spiked with potassium iodate (KIO3).
Results showed that the test is sensitive to KIO3 levels as low as 0.03mg/g of salt. Samples of seven brands of food grade
salt were obtained from the open market and tested for their iodine content using this test. All but one of the samples
tested positive. The market samples of table salt were also analyzed for iodine using the titrimetric method
recommended by the Standard Organization of Nigeria (SON). Results obtained confirmed the validity of the test. On
these bases and for convenience of field application, a user-friendly field test kit was invented, with simple instructions to
users. The simple kit for field use is a single solution contained in a 5- or 10-mL bottle and has a shelf-life of up to 12
months. We believe this kit will be a very useful tool in the Universal Salt Iodization (USI) campaign aimed at combating
Iodine Deficiency Disorder (IDD), especially in low-income countries.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Chromatography – particularly HPLC – is an analytical technique that serves as the basis for many analytical methods. The
widespread use of HPLC stems from its powerful ability to unravel complex mixtures of analytes. Current widely used
analytical methods for Nutraceuticals and Dietary Supplements are based upon HPLC technology that was developed
decades ago. Since then, a variety of improvements in column particle morphology and chemistries have been introduced
which have significantly improved the resolution, speed and sensitivity of complex natural product composition testing.
In this session we will present a diverse selection of recently developed chromatographic methods that demonstrate the
benefits to be gained from employing the best that separation science currently has to offer. In particular, we will
demonstrate how Core-Shell Technology can significantly improve complex natural product composition testing and
provide a superior basis for detecting fraud or ensuring authenticity.
Keywords:
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Application Code:
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Abstract Text
Secretions that make up the fingerprints mainly come from the Eccrine glands – concentrated in the palms of the hands
and soles of the feet – and the sebaceous glands – concentrated on the face and around the scalp. Previous research has
indicated that ratios of the fatty acids that compose fingerprints differ between genders and cultural background.
Smudged fingerprints left behind at a crime scene can be limited in their value because minutiae are indistinguishable.
The goal of this project was to develop a new method of fingerprint analysis for forensic labs to utilize in criminal
investigations so suspects could be narrowed down. Fingerprint samples were collected from Caucasian, African/AfricanAmerican, and Asian/Asian-American, male and female between the ages of 18 and 25. The samples were then extracted
using a chloroform/methanol solution and prepared for analysis on a GC-MS and a GCxGC-TOFMS. Before samples were
extracted the extraction technique was analyzed for effectiveness using solutions containing deuterated lauric acid. A
Food Industry FAME solution, ranging from four (4) carbons to twenty-four (24) carbons, was used to compare the
retention times to the chromatogram of the fingerprint samples. Samples analyzed with GC-MS were then examined for
fatty acid identification and ratio determination which was done using hexadecanoic acid methyl ester as a normalizer for
peak areas. Comprehensive Two-Dimensional Gas Chromatography-Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometry (GCxGC-TOFMS)
was also used to analyze samples in order to see a separation of similar length fatty acid methyl esters in the second
dimension of the chromatogram. The distinct ratios of fatty acids associated with gender and ethnic background
determined from this project will help law enforcement narrow down possible suspects in an ongoing criminal
investigation.
Keywords:
Forensics, Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry, GC-MS, Time of Flight MS
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Abstract Text
Forensic fire debris analysis involves the identification of any ignitable liquid present in samples collected from the scene
of a suspected arson. Samples are analyzed by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) and the resulting
chromatograms and spectra are compared to a suitable reference database for identification. To account for chemical
changes occurring during the fire, these databases typically include ignitable liquid reference standards evaporated to
different levels.
In this work, a kinetic model has been developed to mathematically generate chromatograms of ignitable liquids
corresponding to different evaporation levels. The model is used to calculate the evaporation rate constant for each
compound within the liquid, which is then used to predict the fraction remaining for a specified evaporation level. The
fraction remaining ranges from 0, indicating complete evaporation, to 1, indicating no evaporation. The fraction of each
compound remaining is plotted versus retention index and the resulting curve is multiplied by the chromatogram of the
unevaporated liquid to generate the mathematical chromatogram.
The model has been applied to various petroleum distillates and gasoline. Each liquid was evaporated to four different
levels (ranging from 25% to 90% v/v) and analyzed by GC-MS. The experimentally derived chromatograms were
compared to the mathematically derived chromatograms corresponding to the appropriate evaporation level. Pearson
product-moment correlation (PPMC) coefficients indicated strong correlation between the experimental and
mathematical chromatograms, irrespective of liquid or evaporation level. This presentation will discuss these results in
more detail and describe applications of such a model for fire debris applications.
Keywords:
Data Analysis, Forensics, Forensic Chemistry, GC-MS
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Abstract Text
Smoke aerosols and vapors, like those from cigarettes, deposit onto surfaces like clothing, countertops, tables, and chairs,
in the form of residues which contaminate indoor environments. Studies have demonstrated that cigarette smoke
residues and their decomposition products can be collected from various surfaces and identified in areas of habitual
smoking. In this work, 500µg samples of dried cocaine and methamphetamine solutions were volatilized at 200°C to
produce an illicit drug smoke that was left exposed to ambient conditions for up to four weeks. These residues were
collected after discreet time intervals and analyzed by scanning electron microscopy, electrospray-ionization time of flight
mass spectrometry, and secondary ion mass spectrometry. Chemical analyses of drug residues collected on various
surfaces (plastic, laminate, artificial leather, etc.) indicated low recovery that decreased rapidly in the first 24 hours, but
was detectable out through four weeks. Decomposition products were also identified, which formed as a result of both
volatilization and exposure to ambient laboratory conditions. Particles were collected by inertial impaction to examine
the range of sizes produced by volatilization. Predominantly diameters less than 2µm were seen, indicating particles of
respirable sizes. The persistence and size data suggests that smoke residues could simultaneously be a useful form of
forensic trace evidence and a environmental hazard to occupants where smoking takes place. Our most recent work has
focused on creating realistic smoking scenarios using glass pipes to examine temperature effects and the chemical species
that are generated. Additional new interest is of how adulterants and cutting agents impact product formation and
sample recovery, with the goal of identifying limits of recovery and determining the usefulness of smoke residues as a
viable source of forensic evidence.
This work was funded in part by a National Research Council Fellowship.
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Abstract Text
Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) is a method of optical emission spectroscopy that uses laser-generated
plasma as the source of vaporization, atomization and excitation. LIBS can provide on-site real-time fast analysis with no
contact and no or minimal sample preparation. These characteristics are key features for the application to soil analysis
and nuclear material assessment.
In the realm of nuclear safety, first responders and regulators need to adapt to the challenge of safeguarding the use of
uranium, plutonium and thorium worldwide, avoiding their diversion use in weapons of mass destruction or explosive
devices. In that perspective, there is a need for technologies that can provide quick and accurate information, in order to
prevent clandestine activities or initiate rapid responses to them. The LIBS approach has several advantages for this
purpose; in particular, this technique allows performing on-site / real-time measurements remotely and without contact,
thus avoiding contamination by radioactive materials. The performance obtained with such a LIBS sensor coupled to data
analytics methods and tools applied to nuclear and other radioactive materials will be discussed. More specifically, the
determination of isotopic ratios using LIBS, the assessment of yellow cake origin as well as the identification of different
compounds found in the uranium ore refining process will be presented.
For the analysis of soils, the nutrients bioavailability concentration (phosphorus, calcium, aluminum, etc...), the pH and
the percentage of organic matter (CO (%)) are very important to evaluate soil and crops nutrient requirements. A specific
LIBS system for agricultural soil analysis was built. LIBS spectral analysis by chemometric methods allowed not only the
quantification of nutrient concentrations but also the quantification of the pH value and the percentage of organic matter
in soils. The results of different chemometric methods will be presented.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
In this paper we describe standoff laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) measurements using a spatialheterodyne LIBS spectrometer (SHLS). The wide field of view of the SHLS relaxes requirements for laser pointing stability
and alignment of the collection optics. Also, because spectral resolution is not a strong function of entrance aperture size,
high spectral resolution can be achieved in a relatively small spectrometer using small diffraction gratings. The high light
throughput of the SHLS allows LIBS measurements to be made for samples at distances up to 20 meters, with no
collection optics, other than the 10 mm diffraction gratings, which corresponds to a collection solid angle of less than one
microsteradian. In previous work, our group described a spatial heterodyne Raman spectrometer (SHRS) for standoff
Raman measurements at both visible and UV wavelengths, however, a standoff spatial heterodyne LIBS spectrometer
(SHLS) has not been previously described. In the described work the 10 mm diffraction gratings provide ~0.3 nm spectral
resolution and ~1x10[sup]-3[/sup] cm[sup]2[/sup] sr Etendue throughput, a factor of 10-100 larger than a typical
dispersive monochromator. In this paper, stand-off LIBS spectra of solid Cu, Mg, Ca, and Mn, collected at distances up to
20 m, will be shown using the SHLS alone and with a small telescope to improve light collection.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The fast chemical analysis of powders has become more and more important with the reliance of modern manufacturing
on powders (additive manufacturing, ceramics) as well as the need for examination of particulate materials such as soil
for environmental and forensic analysis. However, LIBS being a laser-ablation based technique, its results are usually
matrix-dependent. And powders are perhaps the most complex media from this viewpoint. LIBS results from powders
show a dependence on moisture, temperature and texture without mentioning concentration of major elements.
This study is showing a fundamental study of the effect of the laser interaction with powders for laser-ablation based
techniques, with an emphasis on LIBS. Powders of known stoichiometry (Al2O3) and different particle sizes are sampled
under different laser conditions (spot size and wavelength) in order to determine an adaptive regime of identical laser
energy deposition and plasma creation. This study is based on Monte Carlo simulation of laser interaction with powders
including scattering, absorption and reflection. The simulations are based as well on the analytical Kubelka-Munk theory
of diffuse reflectance.
The comparison between simulations and experimental results will be discussed to establish the conditions for existence
of such a reproducible regime of laser ablation and plasma creation from powders.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The integration of LIBS with light microscopy provides a powerful tool for particle characterization (color, size,
morphology) and elemental identification of inorganic materials and metals. In this work we demonstrate the analytical
advantages for LIBS due to a) increasing spectroscopic resolution from 1 nm to 0.1 nm and b) reducing the focused laser
beam diameter from a nominal 10 µm down to 2 µm. The spectroscopic resolution improvement significantly lowers the
detection limits for mixed elements down to the ppm range. Enhanced spatial resolution provides the capability to
identify smaller particles and also to probe smaller features of bulk specimens, such as inclusions in metals, while
minimizing destruction of the sampled area. Sample preparation procedures are straightforward for isolating and
immobilizing particles on a suitable substrate. Automated instrument control and analysis software makes it practical to
obtain size and shape distributions on thousands of particles and sequentially apply that information to selectively direct
the LIBS analysis based on particle characteristics. By constructing databases of elemental profiles, LIBS becomes a viable
forensic analysis tool, even in complicated matrices. Examples of diverse applications in the energy and the
pharmaceutical industries will be presented.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Solution-cathode glow discharge - optical emission spectrometry is an emerging technique for low-power, low-cost
atomic spectroscopy with a small-footprint instrument. Some progress has been made towards understanding the
operational mechanism of the instrument, but much remains uncertain. Organic modifiers, particularly formic acid, have
been shown to significantly improve the detection limits of the technique for several elements, but the mechanism
behind this improvement is also not well understood. We will present recent studies performed to improve
understanding of solution-cathode glow discharge and related techniques. These studies include measurements of
sample properties before and after contact with the discharge, spectroscopic measurements, images of the solutionplasma interface, and images of the plasma's emission.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Chemical diversity presents one of the greatest challenges in comprehensive profiling of plant specialized metabolites.
Such profiling and metabolite annotation are keys to identification of gene and enzyme functions. In this study, a rapid LCMS/MS method is introduced to distinguish isomeric plant metabolites, particularly with regard to the lengths and
branching of aliphatic chains derived from metabolism of amino acids. Acylated sugar derivatives (named “acylsugar”) in
wild tomato [i]S. pennellii[/i] LA0716 and LA2560 plants were germinated from seeds and cultivated on agar medium in
the presence of 13C-amino acids. 13C5-valine, 13C6-leucine and 13C6-isoleucine were evaluated as precursors in
acylsugar related branched aliphatic chain biosynthesis. Leaflets of labeled plants were extracted using isopropanol:
acetonitrile: water (3:3:2, v/v/v) and specialized metabolites were resolved by UHPLC separation. Heavy isotope labeling
patterns were traced using both multiplexed CID and MS/MS mode, in which precursor ions [M+formate+4]- and
[M+formate+5]- were selected as acylsugars labeled by 13C5-Val and 13C6-Leu or Ile, respectively. The presence of 13Clabeled acylsugar fragment ions in MS/MS mode provided evidence that 13C-amino acids were incorporated within
plants. Additionally, 13C-anteiso-branched aliphatic chains were only observed in 13C-Ile labeled samples, whereas 13CVal and 13C-Leu specifically incorporated in iso-branched chains. Isomers of acylsugar with different branched acyl chain
types were distinguished based on this result. LC-MS/MS analysis of 13C-amino acid labeling plants provided a simplified
strategy to investigate structural diversity of plant specialized metabolites without purification.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Pteridines are endogenous metabolites involved with nucleotide synthesis, redox regulation, DNA methylation and
photodegradation, and more. Their biological and clinical significance has led to the rapid development of numerous and
varied analytical techniques in recent years. An equally diverse array of oxidative and antioxidative pretreatments have
been employed to counter complex pteridine redox chemistry which is highlighted by the existence of three oxidation
states. However, many pretreatments predate electrospray ionization - mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) methodologies,
posing significant compatibility and ionization suppression concerns. Moreover, oxidative techniques can result in adverse
formation of 7,8-dihydroxanthopterin from unrelated pteridine derivatives. In this study, we systematically evaluated
common oxidative and antioxidative pretreatments using an improved high-performance liquid chromatography –
tandem mass spectrometry (HPLC-MS/MS) urinary pteridine assay. Pretreatment techniques were evaluated under a
range of conditions including protic and aprotic solvents, solvent pH, dissolved oxygen levels, reagent concentration, and
reaction time. Enhanced mass spectrum scans coupled with information dependent acquisition of enhanced product ion
scans (EMS-IDA-EPI) were used to identify pretreatment byproducts from chemical standards. Our results indicate that
conventional permanganate and triiodide oxidative procedures lead to pyrazine ring opening and substantial ionization
suppression, respectively, whereas antioxidative procedures fail to account for in vivo pteridine autooxidation. We
additionally show post-column addition of 100 µM ascorbic acid limits in-source oxidation of tetrahydro- and dihydropteridines. The detailed HPLC-MS/MS and EMS-IDA-EPI methods and results will be presented at the conference.
This study was supported by University of Missouri FastTrack Research funding and a National Science Foundation
Graduate Research Fellowship.
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Abstract Text
Here we present a method of RPLC-MS with sub-0.5 [micro]m nonporous silica particles to separate intact histones. The
levels of post-translational modifications (PTMs) of histones are known to correlate with different stages of cancer. In
order to explore the use of histone modification as biomarkers, efficient separation of histones is needed. However, due
to the lack of resolution on intact histones separation, conventional methods for histones analysis require timeconsuming digestion, which can cause the loss of PTM information. With slip-flow chromatography, high efficiency of
protein separation can be achieved because of minimized eddy diffusion and reduced resistance to mass transfer by
orderly packed stationary phase and slip flow enhancement. In this work, a 4 cm capillary with 470 nm particle size and
C18 bonded phase was used. In a 20 min gradient, resolution was greatly improved for the isoforms of both linker
histones and core histones. The levels of histone phosphorylation and other PTMs were verified by deconvoluted MS
spectra. Meanwhile, the injection amount of sample was as low as 1 picomolar. This high sensitivity suggests great
potential of slip-flow capillary for future clinical analysis.
This work is supported by grant NIH R01-GM105874
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Abstract Text
It was previously reported that capillary ion chromatography (CapIC) separations had 10 to 100-fold higher sensitivities
than other separation methods (HILIC and RP) thanks to the low chemical background and suppressor technology.
Additionally, 11 isomeric monophosphate sugars and nine isomeric diphosphate sugars in cell lysates were resolved by
CapIC but not by HILIC and RP. These results were reproduced using an analytical IC system running 20-min gradient. It
demonstrates the potential of high throughput separation of IC. However, shorter runs were needed to fulfill the need of
a fast assay for targeted analysis of large sample sets. We optimized the gradient to allow a 9-min separation with
additional 5-min equilibration time. A mixture of six stable isotopic labeling (SIL) standards was well retained with
acceptable reproducibility. Isomeric pairs like citrate and isocitrate; trans- and cis-aconitate were baseline resolved.
Minimal resolution loss was observed for the isomeric mono- and di-phosphate sugars in the cell lysate samples. We then
reconfigured the ICS-5000+ HPIC system to run column switching through an additional 10-port valve. The column
switching or called multiplexing is achieved by the new interfacing software SII which couples Xcalibur with IC operating
system, Chromeleon 7. Both pumps had the same flow rate (0.38 mL/min) through separate eluent generator cartridges.
When one column finishes the 9 min separation gradient delivered by pump 1, it switches to the equilibration gradient
delivered by pump 2, and the eluent flows to waste. The second column switches inline to separation gradient delivered
by pump 1. This multiplexing is automated by programmed commands in the script; no other changes, such as additional
pumps or suppressors are needed. In doing so, the total time was further shortened but the actual equilibration time for
each column was extended, resulting in further improved reproducibility.
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Abstract Text
While the continued growth of the use of LC/MS/MS for the measurement of drugs of abuse in urine and OF seems
certain, there still are several technical challenges that need to be met. These needs include being able to easily measure
low dose drugs at or near 1 ng/g concentration (for medical purposes, Pesce, et. al. 2012 AACC conference, as well as zero
tolerance testing), simplicity for performing measurements with lab technicians with relatively little training, and the
ability to achieve high productivity for all work while minimizing the labor and number of workflows required.
In an effort to meet these needs, we have developed the automated on-line SPE-LC/MS/MS method. It uses SPE to clean
and pre-concentrate samples so that low dose drugs at or near 1 ng/g concentration are easily measured at S/N •20. At
the same time, the method’s design is balanced to address (identify / measure) all of the drugs (acidic and basic drugs as
well as polar and non-polar drugs), as well as either urine or OF samples, all in one method, all in one workflow. Urine
and OF samples even can be measured together on the same LC/MS/MS in the same run list. The method is simple,
robust, and can be readily performed with a minimum amount of labor by lab technicians with MS familiarity. It is
completely automated from sample plates/vials to results (with no change in work flow while still using only the native
MS software) and can process two 96-well plates of samples overnight per LC/MS/MS. The results will be waiting for you
in the morning.
Total automation is achieved using the PAL system LC autosampler which performs all sample preparation, including the
SPE in parallel to LC/MS/MS analysis, and injects the sample into the LC/MS/MS. The cycle time achieved for on-line SPELC/MS/MS was 4.5 minutes for 71 drugs (opiates, metabolites, illicits, opioids, barbs, benzos, and THCA) in urine.
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Abstract Text
We have implemented a solid-phase extraction (SPE)-based RapidFire(Agilent) time-of-flight mass spectrometer (ToF-MS)
system in combination with novel informatics to rapidly screen and characterize the covalent binding of different
irreversible inhibitors to intact proteins. This highthroughput screening (HTS)-MS platform can be used to accurately
detect and quantitate the extent of formation of different covalent proteininhibitor adducts between electrophilic
inhibitors and nucleophilic residues such as cysteine, lysine, or histidine of intact proteins.
A key element of the workflow is the automated identification and quantitation of the expected masses of covalent
protein-inhibitor adducts using a custom PipeLine Pilot (Accelrys) script which obviates the need to manually inspect each
individual spectra.
Together this high-throughput SPE-MS and data analysis system has the capacity to test and analyze thousands of
samples in a relatively short time enabling the screening of libraries of reactive compounds or use in a weekly medicinal
chemistry covalent inhibitor lead optimization cycle.
Parallel screens were performed on a library of approximately 1,000 acrylamide-containing compounds of different
structures and reactivities using both this SPE-MS based assay and a fluorescence-based thiol-reactive probe assay
enabling comparison of false positives and false negatives between these orthogonal screening approaches.
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Abstract Text
Reliable chromatographic methods are developed to separate all sample components. Reversed-phase methods are
usually based on manipulating organic solvents, column chemistries, and gradient slope as the steps in developing a
separation method. In addition, adjustment of mobile phase pH can also provide important and useful changes in
selectivity for ionizable analytes. These experiments are underutilized in method development because the preparation
of buffered mobile phases is time consuming and labor-intensive. In common practice, only widely separated pH
conditions are tested to maximize retention. For groups of related compounds, however, small changes in pH can be
more effective because the analytes behave as though partially charged. We have developed techniques and software to
facilitate the preparation of buffered mobile phases from concentrated stocks using the solvent proportioning capabilities
of the UPLC pump. In using these techniques for method development, the selected detectors in the LC system add
constraints to choice of buffers for pH control. In the common combination of UV and MS detection, the mobile phase
must be both volatile and UV-transparent. The usual buffers to meet these conditions, ammonium formate and
ammonium acetate, can only be used over narrow pH ranges. They also do not provide any buffering capacity in the pH
range from pH 6 to 8 where many chemical functionalities can be discriminated. New volatile, transparent buffer systems
have been developed to cover the pH range from 2-12. Electrospray MS detection can, therefore, be combined with UV
spectral detection using a photodiode array detector. This buffers will be usedfor developing separations of
pharmaceutical formulations as well as industrial chemicals. The automated preparation of mobile phases with different
pH properties helps to ensure the optimum selectivity for reversed-phase liquid chromatography with UV and MS
detection.
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Abstract Text
Modern superficially porous particle (SPP) based columns were introduced in 2006, and since then, many phases have
been introduced from a variety of manufacturers, allowing easy transition from totally porous to superficially porous
particles. These columns deliver high efficiency as well as very long lifetimes at half the pressure of totally porous sub-2
micron particles. Short highly efficient SPP columns can be used to replace longer 5 micron TPP columns with the
resulting separation often having more resolution and efficiency while requiring significantly less time. Endcapped C18
SPP columns are an excellent first choice in separations because they typically result in successful separations. When
performing method development, selectivity is the most powerful parameter to adjust, influencing resolution far more
than efficiency or k’, and can be driven by solvent strength adjustments, bonded phase changes, or modifications in the
mobile phase composition or pH.In many cases an alternative column to a C18 should be chosen early in the method
development cycle based on the type of compounds to be analyzed. For example separations involving closely related
compounds such as isomers can be quickly separated using an SPP PFP while highly polar compounds can be separated
using HILIC or an AQ phase. Examples of successful and unsuccessful separations will be made as well as a discussion of
relating Tanaka and Hydrophobic Subtraction models to help explain the differences in these phases.
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Abstract Text
We will discuss the workflow, optimization and steps towards validation of a compound which is routinely analysed by
quality control departments using a registered Pharmacopeial Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC) coupled with
Refractive index RI detection method for molecular weight average.
GPC is a well established method for the characterization of polymers but has limitations associated with low resolution
due to large particle size and long equilibration times due to the relatively unstable packing material in traditional GPC
columns. Within this body of work we present a faster, more efficient method for determination of the molecular weight
average of the co-polymer. The method was developed using a low dispersion Waters Advanced Polymer
Chromatography (APC) system using sub 3µm Acquity APC columns reducing run time by over three-fold and improving
resolution. Columns evaluated employed hybrid silica technology which was found to greatly improve method reliability
and robustness due to the rigid silica based packing’s lack of susceptibility to the shrinking/swelling inherent with
traditional gel-based columns. The advantages of this technology are reduced equilibration time and more consistent
chromatography.
We will also demonstrate efficiency savings in instrument time of approximately 70% with column equilibration time
savings of over 80% while detailing the corresponding solvent usage savings using this method and technology. This will
be achieved whilst comfortably satisfying the existing system suitability criteria laid down in the GPC method currently
used by Astra Zeneca. The methodology developed provides a robust and reliable alternative to a challenging legacy GPC
method.
AstraZeneca are now working towards full validation ahead of implemeting for routine use for batch release.
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Abstract Text
Polyacrylamide (PAM) is a highly water-absorbent polymer which has been used widely in different industrial applications
such as mining processes, swage treatments and oil recovery industry.
Different characterization methods have been used to study PAM in dilute solutions such as gel permeation
chromatography, viscometry, light scattering and ultracentrifugation [1].
In this presentation the Asymmetrical Flow FFF system (AF4) was used to fractionate high molecular weight PAM samples
in different carrier pH values ranging from 12 to 3. The FFF system was equipped with a multi-angle light scattering and
refractive index detectors to measure molar mass and R.M.S radius. For all samples the molecular mass increased
substantially from 105 g/mole to 107 g/mole as the pH of the carrier solution decreased from 12 to 3. The samples’ R.M.S
radii showed the same trend increasing from 50 nm to 200 nm as the pH of the carrier solution changed from basic to
acidic.
References
[1] W. M. Kulicke, R. Kniewske and J. Klein, Prog. Polym. Sci. 1982, 8, 373-468
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Abstract Text
Lateral flow microfluidics has gained popularity in recent years as a miniaturized, inexpensive and rapid analytical
platform. The method of fabrication and the materials of manufacture largely determine the quality and utility of these
devices. The basic fabrication method for devices of this kind involves patterning of a support substrate (an organic or
inorganic filtration membrane) into hydrophilic channels defined by hydrophobic barriers comprised of various polymers
or waxes. Polar hydrophilic membranes, such as glass microfiber (GMF) membranes, hold great potential in microfluidic
device fabrication as they are inexpensive, chemically inert and stable – yet GMF membranes are largely unexplored in
microfluidic applications. Impregnation of these membranes with non-polar polymers such as polycaprolactone (PCL) will
convert the hydrophilic GMF into a hydrophobic medium. Controlled alteration of the surface chemistry of PCL/GMF
substrates allows for the fabrication of microfluidic patterns on the surface.
Using this approach, PCL-impregnated GMF media were selectively exposed to oxygen radicals so that the exposed
surface became permanently superhydrophilic while the unexposed area remained hydrophobic. This patterning process
can be used as a simple, rapid, single-step microfluidic device fabrication approach. Selective exposure was done using a
mask made up of an inexpensive material, wherein the required microfluidic pattern was cut into the mask prior to
assembly and exposure. Combining different channel geometries (flow-through, flow-through + lateral flow, and surfacelateral flow) allows for fabrication of complex multidimensional (2D and 3D) microfluidic devices on the same polymerimpregnated membrane with unique properties and applications.
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Abstract Text
Traditionally, size exclusion or gel permeation chromatography (SEC/GPC) is used for the characterization of polymeric
material, specifically their molecular weight distribution. In order to resolve polymeric species, long column lengths and
banked column configurations are commonly used, resulting in lengthy analytical test cycle times as well as the
associated consumption of costly and often hazardous solvents. Additionally, many test sets suffer from minimal
replicate data points due to the typical analysis time resulting data with limited statistical weighting.
In this paper the benefits of a comprehensive systematic approach for polymer molecular weight characterization will be
presented. Waters ACQUITY® Advanced Polymer Chromatography® (APC™) System, with its innovative and robust
ACQUITY APC™ column technology, allows for improved resolution of polymer distributions with significantly shorter
chromatographic total analysis cycle times. Additionally, we will describe some of the tools that are available to develop
stable and impactful test methods that result in richer data sets based on more stable operating conditions, and replicate
analyses that are easily obtained within minutes and not hours. [registered][registered][registered]
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Abstract Text
The laboratory chemist is often asked to find chemical differences between two materials thought to be the same. While
there are a host of analytical techniques used to characterize various materials, the combined results are often confusing
or are inconsistent. This report will introduce a methodical approach that is simple, fast and, in most cases, provides
sufficient data to either chemically differentiate the two samples or suggest a follow-up technique. This strategic
approach, the so-called “method map” (see Fig. 1), utilizes the multi-mode capability of modern pyrolyzers directly
interfaced to a GC/MS.
The sample is profiled in a very broad manner using evolved gas analysis (EGA). The EGA total ion thermogram and
related selected ion chromatograms will often be sufficient to differentiate the two samples. At a minimum, the EGA
results can be used to select the analytical method and conditions which will yield additional specificity and detail about
the composition of the sample.
The “method map” approach will be described utilizing multiple techniques such as EGA (Evolved Gas Analysis), thermal
desorption (TD), Heart-cutting EGA (HC-EGA) and pyrolysis (PY) using a multi-functional pyrolyzer and GC/MS. This report
will show how these techniques were used to find and identify a minor component in a polyethylene sample that was
causing a product performance issue. In addition, an introduction to reactive pyrolysis (RxPy) will demonstrate how this
technique can be used for identifying additional additives in these same polyethylene samples
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Abstract Text
'Identify' is a unique tool for automatic identification and interpretation of DSC curves with only a single click. Designed
for material identification and quality assurance, it analyzes properties of the DSC curve for a given material being
investigated and compares with the integrated database, allowing for the automatic identification of plastic types. Such a
database comparison is unique in the area of DSC technology. The Identify database contains a library for typical
polymers and can also be extended by adding the user’s own polymers or mixtures. User-specific quality criteria can
additionally be applied in order to define categories. For the first time, individual batches can be objectively compared
with one another – an ability which is particularly relevant in the fields of quality assurance and failure analysis.
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Abstract Text
Irganox 1076 (MW=531) and 1010 (MW=1178), are sterically hindered phenolic antioxidants used to provide long-term
thermal stability to a large and diverse array of polymeric materials. In addition, both antioxidants are approved for use in
food contact applications. Each is highly resistant to conventional solvent based extraction techniques and each has a
very low vapor pressure and so conventional GC analysis has proven inadequate for routine analysis. This report details a
simple, GC/MS-based analytical method for the qualitative and quantitative determination of Irganox 1076 and 1010 in
polyethylene (PE) using a temperature programmable multi-functional pyrolyzer.
Both 1076 and 1010 have an ester linkage which can be thermally hydrolyzed and methylated using
tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH). The amount of TMAH reagent used and the optimal temperature for reactive
pyrolysis must be determined experimentally, and these results will be discussed. Each PE sample is analyzed twice:
Methylation using a reactive organic alkali yields a value for the sum of • [1076] + [1010]; thermal desorption is used to
determine the concentration of 1076. Simply subtracting the two numbers is all that is necessary to find the amount of
Irganox 1010. Standard addition quantitation is used because it reduces or eliminates non-target compound interferences
in complex polymeric materials. 1076 can be determined directly using thermally desorption. For example, a four point
standard addition calibration (PE sample, 100ng, 250ng and 500ng)[R[sup]2[/sup]=0.999] illustrates the precision of the
method. The concentration of 1076 was 476 ppm (%RSD [n=5]=3.6). The precision and accuracy of the method will be
reported.
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Abstract Text
The extraction and preconcentration of DNA plays a central role in the analysis of microorganisms. Conventional DNA
purification approaches often involve large sample volumes, the use of organic solvents, time-consuming and laborious
centrifugation steps or multiple sample transfer steps that increase the risk of contamination. Solid-phase
microextraction (SPME) is a non-exhaustive and solvent-free sample preparation technique. Due to its simplicity and
amenability toward automation, it represents a very interesting platform for performing the preconcentration of
biomolecules. In this study, a simple and relatively easy sample preparation method, polymeric ionic liquid (PIL)-based
SPME was applied for the preconcentration of plasmid DNA (pDNA) from bacterial cells. Ultraviolet photoinitiated
polymerization technique was utilized for the preparation of PIL-based SPME devices on a nitinol support. pDNA was
extracted from buffered aqueous solution using the PIL-based sorbent coating followed by the amplification of a target
gene by polymerase chain reaction (PCR). In comparison to a commercial polyacrylate sorbent coating, the PIL sorbent
coating extracted greater quantities of pDNA. With an extraction time of 5 min, the PIL-based SPME technique was
capable of preconcentrating a sufficient amount of template pDNA from a 20 ng/mL solution. Tuning and modification of
PIL-sorbent coating composition such as incorporation of benzyl moieties in PIL structure resulted in enhanced extraction
efficiency. The developed method was successfully employed for the analysis of pDNA from two different E. coli
transformants in a dilute aqueous solution. Applicability of the PIL-based SPME technique was also investigated for the
determination of bacterial contamination in processed food products such as orange juice samples.
The authors acknowledge funding from Chemical Measurement and Imaging Program at the National Science Foundation
(Grant number CHE-1413199).
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Abstract Text
The ability to determine contaminants at “ultratrace” concentrations is a critically important, but currently challenging,
aspect of many types of analyses, including ensuring safe drinking water. Our recently discovered technique, coined ICE
Concentration Linked with Extractive Stirrer (ICECLES), is a significant step towards routine ultratrace analysis. ICECLES
combines the highly complementary techniques of stir bar sorptive extraction (SBSE) and a little-known concentration
technique called freeze concentration (FC). In FC, solutes are concentrated based on the direct relationship between
freezing point depression and solute molality. Specifically, if a solution is slowly frozen (typically with vigorous stirring),
local regions of solvent with a low solute concentration are frozen first and the solution left behind is more concentrated.
In ICECLES, a solution is stirred vigorously with a sorbent-coated stir bar as it is slowly frozen. Currently, ICECLES has
produced ng/L limits of detection and over 1000-fold signal increases compared to SBSE. Here, we will introduce our work
to develop ICECLES into an alternative analytical sample preparation technique especially suited for trace analysis of
aqueous samples.
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Abstract Text
Analysis of pesticides in many food commodities is typically done using QuEChERS methodologies. While this technique
offers many advantages, it produces a dilute extract that often requires a concentration step or use of large volume
injection for GC analysis. In addition, despite the use of cleanup sorbents, some extracts can contain a great deal of
background, which interferes with detection in GC/MS. The use of solid phase microextraction (SPME) for pesticide
analysis offers several advantages over QuEChERS, including better sensitivity, and less background and hands-on sample
preparation time. In addition, it is a greener technique in that no organic solvents are required. SPME is often used as for
headspace extraction, however many pesticides cannot be sampled in this manner due to their low vapor pressures.
Direct immersion of standard SPME fibers into complex matrices such as foods can prematurely foul the fiber, leading to
loss in analyte response. In this work, we utilized a new polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) overcoated version of a
PDMS/divinylbenzene (PDMS/DVB) SPME fiber for analysis of pesticides from food matrices. The use of a PDMS
overcoating offers protection for the DVB, allowing for direct immersion into complex matrices. Data will be presented in
which this new fiber was used for extraction of select pesticides from baby food and spaghetti sauce. Fiber performance
will be compared with a standard DVB fiber (i.e. no overcoating) for accuracy, reproducibility and durability. In addition, a
comparison will be presented between results obtained using QuEChERS and the SPME methods for accuracy,
reproducibility and GC/MS background.
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Abstract Text
Accelerated solvent extraction (ASE) is a high-temperature and high-pressure extraction technique that is widely used in
environmental, chemical and food analysis. Extractions at high temperatures and pressures allow faster extraction of
analytes relative to conventional solid-liquid or liquid-liquid based extraction techniques. The sample is mixed with
dispersant and loaded into a metallic ASE cell followed by extraction in the ASE systems. The extraction cell consists of
end caps and cell body. Some components of the end cap such as frit and seal need periodical replacement after several
extractions. A user needs to disassemble the entire end cap assembly to replace either the seal or the frit in the current
cell design. In the first half of this presentation we show a new design of the cell that is more users friendly. Example
applications with new design will also be presented here. The AutoTrace 280 Solid-Phase Extraction (SPE) instrument
performs automated SPE of large-volume liquid samples. Liquid–liquid extractions that normally take a long time to
achieve complete extraction can be automated using an AutoTrace 280 SPE instrument. In the second half of this
presentation we discuss new methods for in-line drying and in-line cleanup using AutoTrace 280 SPE instrument.
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Abstract Text
Since being introduced in 1989 Solid phase microextraction has continually grown amongst the analytical chemistry
community due to a clean, portable and easy to handle design. However, the same miniaturization that has allowed for
such positive characteristics has inherently limited the surface area, and therefor sensitivity, of the SPME fiber.
Henceforth, this work proposes a durable, high surface area, and easy to handle thin film microextraction (TFME) device.
The membrane is comprised of poly-divinylbenzene resin particles suspended in a high density polydimethylsiloxane glue
spread onto a carbon mesh support. This novel design was shown to exhibit a substantially lesser amount of siloxane
bleed during thermal desorption while providing a statistically similar extraction efficiency towards a broad spectrum of
compounds when compared to an unsupported DVB/PDMS membrane of similar size that had been prepared with
former methods. Membranes cut to 4 cm long, 4.85 mm wide and 30-40 µm thick (per side), were shown to extract 21.2,
19.8, 18.5, 18,4, 26.8, and 23.7 times the amount of 2,4 dichlorophenol 2,4,6 trichlorophenol, phorate D10, fonofos,
chloropyrifos, and parathion respectively, from a 10 ppb aqueous solution than a comparable 65 µm DVB/PDMS SPME
fiber. Indeed, by increasing extraction efficiencies by a factor of 20 or more, TFME may prove to be a promising future
architecture of microextraction technology, further pushing down detection limits of benchtop and portable GC-MS
instrumentation alike.
This work was supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada, Supelco Co. and Torion
Technologies of Pelkin Elmer Inc.
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Abstract Text
Solid-phase microextraction (SPME) is a non-exhaustive extraction technique based on the distribution of analytes
between the sample system and the micro-volume extraction phase. There are various commercial SPME fibers with
sorbent coatings covering a wide range of polarity currently available in the market. However, the selectivity of these
commercial SPME coatings towards specific target analytes needs significant improvement. The interests on ionic liquids
(ILs)-based SPME coatings rapidly grew since their introduction, due to their tunable structures and multiple solvation
capabilities. Polymeric ionic liquid (PILs) were proven to be substantially more robust as SPME coatings, compared to
their monomeric counterparts. In this study, a number of crosslinked PIL-based coatings were synthesized and chemically
bonded to derivatized nitinol supports by UV-initiated polymerization. The PIL coatings were then applied for the analysis
of several classes of selected polar analytes, including phenolic compounds, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and
insecticides by direct immersion SPME coupled to HPLC. The roles of various cations and anions comprised in each PIL
were intimately studied to gain insight on their selectivity towards the chosen analytes. Extraction and desorption
parameters were optimized by design of experiment to achieve the best analytical results. Analytical data were also
compared to commercially available SPME fibers to demonstrate the applicability of the novel materials for trace-level
analysis of the selected polar compounds. Furthermore, the structural integrity and robustness of the coatings were
closely monitored, in various matrix conditions, to determine the usefulness of PIL-based SPME when coupled to HPLC.
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Abstract Text
A calibration approach based on standard chemicals loaded onto extraction phases has gained popularity in various areas
of sample analysis such as environmental, toxicological and tissue sampling. The kinetics of the calibrant release and
analyte uptake between the sample and extraction phase were studied with a finite-element method (FEM) using
COMSOL Multiphysics® software package. Effect of various sample environment parameters such as fluid flow velocity,
temperature, presence of a binding matrix component on the performance of calibrant loaded extraction phase (CL-EP)
was investigated in details with the model. The simulation results demonstrates the suitability of the CL-EP method for
target analytes in different sample environments. Although the outcome of this study is applicable to any sampler based
on calibrant-loaded liquid or solid extraction phase, experimental data using solid-phase microextraciton (SPME) sampler
was used to fit our simulation results. Combined together with matrix matched calibration the CL-SPME approach
provides total concentration, while with matrix free calibration it provides free concentration. The numerical results are
in very good agreement with the experimental data reported previously. The mechanistic model and numerical
simulation presented will aid in the optimization of sampler design and sampling parameters prior to laboratory
experiment to achieve maximum sampler efficiency, which will save both time and expensive chemical reagents.
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Abstract Text
The Analytical Services Laboratory of the Complex Carbohydrates Research Center (CCRC) at The University of Georgia is a
non-profit entity that offers services for structural characterization of glycoconjugates derived from animal, plant, or
microbial origin. The Analytical Services Group routinely analyzes samples from a wide variety of institutions including
universities, federal agencies, and industry groups from the US and other countries. The CCRC service laboratory is well
complemented with instruments such as LTQ-Orbi-MS, MALDI-TOF, and high field NMRs in addition to SAX-HPLC, CE,
HPAEC-PAD, and GC-MS.
Here we will show several examples of current projects in our laboratory that highlight a combination of analytical
techniques for the structural elucidation of N- and O- released glycans, glycopeptides, and proteoglycans by liquid
chromatography and LC-MS. Finally, this poster highlights the recent collaborative training events at the CCRC in
glycomics, glycoproteomics, and glycosaminoglycan research.
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Abstract Text
Background/Aim: The present study investigated the in vitro and in vivo effects of individual and combined doses of
idebenone, carnosine and vitamin E on ameliorating some of the biochemical indices of nano-sized titanium dioxide (nTiO2) in mice liver. Methods: The in vitro cytotoxic effect of nano-sized anatase TiO2 (21 nm) on hepatic cell lines (HepG
2) was investigated. Additionally, n-TiO2 was orally administered (150 mg/kg/day) for 2 weeks, followed by a daily
intragastric gavage of the aforementioned antioxidants for 1 month. Results: n-TiO2 induced significant cytotoxicity in
hepatic cell lines and elevated the levels of serum alanine aminotransferase (ALT), aspartate aminotransferase (AST),
hepatic total antioxidant capacity (TAC) and nitrite/nitrate (NOx) levels. Meanwhile, glutathione-S-transferase (GST)
activity was significantly reduced. Moreover, RT-PCR and western blot analysis showed that n-TiO2 significantly altered
the mRNA and protein expressions of transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-•1) and Smad-2, as well as vascular
endothelium growth factor (VEGF). Histopathological examination of hepatic tissue reinforced these results. Conclusion:
our findings, suggest that the different antioxidants; Idebenone, carnosine and vitamin E exert a therapeutic protective
effect in n-TiO2 toxicity by decreasing oxidative stress, mRNA gene expression and liver fibrosis and angiogenesis which
might be implicated in n-TiO2-induced liver toxicity.
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Abstract Text
One dimensional (1D) hydroxyapatite (HA) nano and microstructures such as wires, ribbons and tubes exert a broad array
of functions and have role as substrates, reinforcing phases in composites, active substance bearing agents, and thus,
they are highly used in bone tissue engineering. Herein we synthesized such 1D HA structures on gram scale by
hydrothermal batch processes using urea as source of hydroxide ions and calcium phosphates as precursor. The “one pot”
process produced 1D HA aforementioned structures. Since conversion of starting precipitate to HA in this particular
system is rather complex than straightforward process, involving many simultaneously occurring intermediate reactions,
“one pot” process fail to meet uniformity criteria over particle morphology and size. Dividing procedure in two stages we
succeeded to get uniform HA nanowires and, at the same time, to maintain same synthesis condition and get high yields.
In this case, dicalcium phosphate dihydrate (DCPD) platelets, synthesized apart in flask, were used as precursor with or
without dimethylformamide (DMF) modification. We made effort to reveal the details about mechanism, effect of DMF
and drying on DCPD microstructure which finally led to formation of different HA morphology. The washed and dried
products were characterized by X – ray powder diffraction (XRD), electron diffraction, scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE SEM), and laser diffraction (LD). For determination of size
distributions and XRD diffraction peaks, components of EM algorithm were used (normalEM, mixtools R package). Our
results showed that for complete transformation of DCPD to uniform HA nanowires, certain structural configuration and
drying step are required. Biological response to DCPD platelets and HA nanowires, assessed using MTT assay and
immunofluorescence (IF) microscopy, showed high biocompatibility of synthesized materials.
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Abstract Text

DNA micelle flares are sphere-shaped DNA-lipid structures formed by hydrophobic interactions between the
lipid tails coupled to single DNA strands. Compared to other sphere-shaped nucleic acids, DNA micelle flares have high
cellular permeabilities and low critical micelle concentrations, making them potential supporters for drug delivery and
gene therapy. For this purpose, the particles must retain high binding affinity with mRNA in various conditions, including
in the presence of heat and high ion concentrations. They should also be able to enter cancer cells, not just fuse into the
cell membranes. In this work, the melting properties of DNA micelles towards their complementary DNAs (cDNAs) have
been studied using fluorescence for systematic investigations of their thermostability. Besides, the properties and
pathway for the cell internalization of DNA micelle flares have been studied. Results have shown that DNA micelles flares
have sharper melting transition and higher melting temperatures compared with molecular beacons containing the same
base pairs. The •S and •H of the melting procedure were also characterized using different concentrations of DNA micelle
flares. The properties of the DNA micelle flares/cell membrane fusion have also demonstrated how they entered the cells.
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Abstract Text
Conjugated polyelectrolytes (CPEs) are fluorescent water soluble polymers. Recently, CPEs are extensively studied as
materials used in biomedical applications, for example, tumor cell diagnosis, fluorescence imaging, gene/drug delivery,
etc. Understanding how CPEs interact with mammalian cells are important in ensuring their safe usage and suggesting
further application opportunities. The work presented is a systematic study on how CPEs’ structure differences influence
their interactions with mammalian cells. Eleven CPEs with varying backbones and side groups are tested on their
interactions with MCF-7 cells (women breast cancer cells). These CPEs show varying but low toxicity to MCF-7 cells; CPEs
bearing more charged side groups show relatively higher toxicity than CPEs bearing less charged side groups. Laser
scanning confocal microscope (LSCM) images show that all these CPEs can be taken in and located to the cells’ lysosomes
(an organelle in the cytoplasm), the photon bleaching of CPEs in cells are very low compared to the current commercial
fluorescent probes for lysosome labeling and tracking, suggesting the CPEs’ application in cellular fluorescence imaging.
More interestingly, two CPEs with high bacterial killing activity are found nontoxic to MCF-7 cells, implicating their
potential antibacterial medical applications where bacterial is selectively killed but mammalian cells’ growth isn’t
interfered, such as wound dressing, photodynamic antimicrobial therapy, etc.
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Abstract Text
Nucleic acid aptamers (nucleic acid based antibody analogues) are synthetic DNA or RNA molecules that specifically bind
to target molecules. Due to their advantages over antibodies, aptamers are being investigated to develop therapeutic
molecules for cancer. In order to develop aptamers as successful therapeutic molecules, it is necessary to generate
aptamers for known specific targets. Currently, target specific aptamers are selected using over-expressed protein either
on a cell or as a purified protein, which may not recognize the targeting epitope when the protein is expressed at its
native levels, in its native environment. Recently introduced cell-SELEX method allows the selection of aptamers towards
membrane targets at their native state. Here we utilized a novel cell-SELEX approach to generate T-cell receptor (TCR)
specific aptamers using antibody-antigen interactions as a guide. The T-cell receptor (TCR) consists of the highly variable •
and • chains expressed at the cell membrane as a complex with the invariant CD3 chains. Using an antibody against TCR
complex we have identified two specific aptamers against TCR complex expressed in Jurkat E6 cells. The specificity
binding the selected aptamers towards TCR positive cells is validated utilizing flowcytometric assays against cell lines that
express TCR complex. The epitope specificity of the aptamers is further confirmed by investigating the competition of the
aptamers against the cognate antibody towards TCR complex.
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Abstract Text
Adeno-associated virus (AAV)-based vectors are becoming increasingly popular for gene therapy because of nonpathogenic, long-term expression, genomic integration and low immunogenicity. Recombinant AAV type 2 (rAAV2)
vectors bind primarily to heparin sulfate proteoglycan (HSPG) receptor on the membrane of cell types, this in turn limits
the transduction of AAV2 vectors. Thus, development of methods to achieve targeted transduction will have profound
benefit in the future application of these vectors. Aptamers offer significant potential as convenient and evolvable
targeting groups for cargo delivery. We design a novel conjugation-based targeting method to achieve cell-specific
transduction of AAV2 containing GFP gene-based vectors. We utilized an amino group-modified sgc8 aptamers to
conjugate with the amino group on the capsid of AAV2 by disuccinimidyl suberate (DSS) crosslinkers. Conjugation of
specific targeting aptamers to the vectors was achieved by chemical crosslinking without abolishing the capsid structure,
internalization, and subsequent GFP gene expression of AAV2 vectors. The sgc8 aptamers-modified vectors, targeted via
PTK7 receptor, resulted in a significant increase in transduction efficiency of PTK7-positive CEM cells. Further optimization
of this targeting method enhance the potential of AAV2 vectors in vitro and in vivo gene therapy and may form the basis
for developing targeting methods for other AAV serotype capsids.
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Abstract Text
Cell permeation methods are critical. They are widely used in a context where gene therapy was demonstrated to cure
many diseases. In this regard, electroporation stood out as a very efficient and versatile technique. Conventional methods
consist on applying a short electrical pulse to a cuvette containing the cells in order to create temporary pores in their
membrane and allow the introduction of foreign molecules. However, this approach suffers from the need of high
voltage, up to 2kV, leading to cell lysis and limited control over the amount of molecular uptake.
Our study focuses on the design and characterization of a mesoporous gold plated polycarbonate membrane for flowthrough electroporation. As [i]Escherichia coli[/i] travel through the membrane, they experience 30ms electric pulses at a
voltage of 1 to 4V inducing a high electric field inside the pores. This allows a DNA staining dye in solution to penetrate
the bacteria and be detected by fluorescence spectroscopy and microscopy. After an hour, another impermeable dye is
added to the solution in order to determine the fluorescence intensity of lysed bacteria. The flow of bacteria through the
membrane is detected by a UV-Visible spectrophotometer.
Subsequently, about 50% of the bacteria go through the membrane and up to 40% of them are electroporated, while
almost no changes were observed if no voltage was applied. Hence, we showed evidences that we could develop an
effective and robust design for the continuous electroporation of [i]E. coli[/i] under low voltage.
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Abstract Text
A Distek Dissolution System 2100B was used to evaluate enamel erosions on teeth after being exposed to a Monster
Energy drink, Snapple ice-tea, Svedka Vodka, Coca-Cola soft drink, Gatorade sports drink, and coffee. Research has
shown that the chemical structure of fluoride can bind with the tooth enamel to form an extremely thin layer of densely
packed particles to protect the tooth. In this study, enamel will be exposed to different toothpastes and the tooth will be
exposed to the six different liquid conditions to determine which toothpaste is best at stopping tooth erosion. The teeth
will be analyzed with two different methods to compare the effect of fluoride on the tooth enamel under each condition.
A caliper will be used to determine the width, length and height of the tooth to compare the erosion on the tooth before
and after it was exposed to each condition and a flame atomic absorption spectroscopy will used to measure the calcium
content in the tooth. Determining the concentration of calcium in the media will show how much the tooth eroded. The
enamel layer before and after the addition and exposer to fluoride will be studied. Figures 1 and 2 shown below are part
of my control, where the teeth were soaked in the beverages without any fluoride.
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Abstract Text
The accurate identification of biomarkers in human breath is a non-invasive approach that can potentially flag a range of
physiological and pathological conditions. Until now, breath analysis in the pptv range has required time-consuming
sample preparation to achieve the required sensitivity. Pre-concentration techniques have been improved by using solid
adsorbents to entrain exhaled breath, followed by analysis by thermal desorption–gas chromatography–time-of-flight
mass spectrometry (TD–GC–TOF MS). To identify biomarkers in breath, it is essential that sensitivity is maintained whilst
recording full spectral information. The nature of the TOF MS approach means that, unlike traditional quadrupole
technology, there is no loss of ion signal due to analyser mass filtering. This fundamental advantage yields dramatic
sensitivity improvements, ensuring no compromise in response for target species. As in other metabolomics matrices,
highly diagnostic compounds are rarely of high abundance, and by adopting a comprehensive approach, measurement of
the maximum possible number of compounds is achieved in a realistic run time. In order to link exhaled substances to
diseases, it is important that trace VOCs are reliably identified and accurately measured. This study uses an innovative
TOF design that produces ‘classical’ spectra, allowing direct comparison with established libraries. Novel data processing
software is also demonstrated, for background subtraction, deconvolution and library-searching on-the-fly, to allow nearreal-time perception of results. This poster will show how breath sampling, performed with TD tubes at point-of-care,
followed by prompt, sensitive TOF MS analysis, could enable the earliest possible diagnosis of a range of serious
conditions.
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Abstract Text
The recent development of bio-pharmaceutical industry has been remarkable, and shortening the development time and
reducing the cost become increasingly important. The development of efficient, economical and selective separation
method is required for successful commercialization of biopharmaceutical products. Especially on intermediate
purification and polishing step, high resolution is required. To meet this requirement, smaller particle such as 10 to 30
[micro]m is widely applied. However, there are some difficulties on commercially available products; for example, low
mechanical stability, significant decrease in binding capacity/resolution when increasing flow rate and low salt tolerance.
These are hurdles for increasing purification throughput.
We recently developed a novel purification media designed for high-throughput purification media with 10 and 30
[micro]m particles. The new material has a balanced mechanical stability, binding capacity and separation ability. In this
poster, major characteristics of this new media will be introduced through some examples which include antibody
purification and insulin purification.
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Abstract Text
Oxidative DNA damage has been linked with several human and animal pathologies including Alzheimer’s disease,
Parkinson’s disease and cancer. Oxidative DNA damage occurs in response to the production of reactive oxygen species
(ROS). ROS may be generated as a consequence of normal metabolic processes or exposure to adverse environmental
factors. DNA damage can ensue and DNA repair mechanisms become impaired when the production of ROS exceeds
cellular antioxidant levels. The essential trace element selenium (Se), which can be present in various forms including
organoselenium in animal feed supplements, has been reported to possess antioxidant properties. In this study, the
antioxidant properties and molecular basis of the protective effect of both organic and inorganic selenium was
investigated using Porcine Jejunal Epithelial cells. The latter were cultured in medium supplemented with organic or
inorganic Se, and subsequently exposed to the heavy metal cadmium (Cd). The extent to which each form of Se lead to a
reduction of Cd-induced DNA damage and/or improvement in cell recovery was subsequently analysed. Levels of nuclear
DNA damage were determined using single cell gel electrophoresis (Comet assay), while the TUNEL assay was utilised to
analyse the extent to which cell apoptosis resulted from Cd exposure. Overall cellular health was determined by analysing
membrane integrity (LDH assay) and cell metabolic activity (MTT assay). Good correlation was observed between results
obtained using the Comet assay, TUNEL assay and LDH assay. Inorganic Se was shown to enhance the deleterious effect of
Cd insult, while organic Se was shown to exhibit a statistically significant protective effect, reducing the extent of DNA
damage after Cd exposure.
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Abstract Text
Here we use imaging mass spectrometry to study the neurochemistry in small environments such as large dense core
vesicles (LDCVs). The major goals are to investigate the impact of pharmaceuticals like L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (LDOPA) and reserpine onto metabolic pathways of neurotransmitter dopamine and to measure the dopamine molecule
distribution between sub-vesicular compartments. Our work is focused on mapping individual LDCVs in PC12 cells with
average vesicle diameters of 150 nm. Cells were treated with 13C isotopically labeled L-DOPA, a metabolic precursor for
neurotransmitter dopamine in PC12 cells. 13C isotopically enriched cells were chemically fixed, resin embedded and
sectioned for transmission electron microsocopy (TEM) and following nano-scale imaging measurements were
performed. Imaging inside vesicles was done with a Cameca NanoSIMS 50L ion microprobe using Cs+ primary ions with
approx. 50 nm spatial resolution. High spatial resolution negative secondary ion images of isotopic ratios 14N13C/14N12C
and 13C12C/12C2 were acquired from micrometer-sized cell regions of the corresponding TEM sections. The overlays of
isotopic ratios images and TEM images were used to localize the transmitters in the cells as well to reveal the possible
transmitter vesicular regions. The use of NanoSIMS opens the great possibilities for the study of neurochemistry in single
transmitter vesicles and allows us to identify vesicle compartments as well as to relatively quantify transmitters in them.
The major goals of this research are to understand new mechanisms of exocytosis and transmitter storage in vesicles as
well as to investigate the impact of pharmacology on regulation of neurotransmitter release.
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Abstract Text
Background and Significance: DNA damage and mutations frequently accumulate in aging cells and organisms.
Microorganisms offer useful models for investigating mutation rates and types because they offer the possibility of
selecting for mutant phenotypes from large populations. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae (yeast), two common mutation
selections are for loss of function of the URA3 gene or loss of function of the CAN1 gene. Loss of function of URA3 or
CAN1 results in resistance to 5-fluoroorotic acid or canavanine, respectively. Typically, these selections result in mainly
small point mutations.
Methods and Results: Inserting the CAN1 gene at a new site in the yeast genome near the end of chromosome VIII gave
rise to a much higher frequency of mutations than would normally be expected for this type of selection assay. PCR
analysis identified that most mutation events were the result of recombination between chromosome VIII sequences
flanking the site of CAN1 or recombination between chromosome VIII and a portion of chromosome I that is nearly
identical in sequence to the relevant part of chromosome VIII.
Conclusions: Saccharomyces cerevisiae has proven a useful model for understanding cell and molecular-level factors
associated with aging. A stronger correlation was observed between growth conditions that alter yeast lifespan and
changes in the rate of the recombination events detected when CAN1 is present on chromosome VIII than changes in the
rate of point mutations. Our results are consistent with changes in the rate of recombination being more relevant to aging
than changes in the rate of point mutations. This particular mutation selection assay and analysis is useful for measuring
and analyzing various types of complex recombination events instead of mainly point mutations.
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Abstract Text
Graphene oxide (GO) possesses many unique physical properties such as high surface area, superior electric conductivity
and excellent mechanical strength. Graphene oxide has been discovered that can effectively adsorb single-strand DNA
mainly through •–• stacking and hydrogen-bonding interactions interactions. Herein, we demonstrated that thrombinbinding aptamer-conjugated GO (TBA–GO), prepared from a self-assembled hybrid monolayer (SAHM) of triblock
aptamers on GO (~230 nm), can effectively inhibit thrombin activity toward fibrinogen. The first block poly(adenine) at
the end of the triblock TBA was used for the self-assembly on GO surface. The second block, in the middle of TBA, was
composed of oligonucleotides that could hybridize with each other. The third block, containing TBA15 (15-base, binding
to the exosite I of thrombin) and TBA29 (29-base, binding to the exosite II of thrombin) provided bivalent interaction with
thrombin. The self-assembly aptamers have optimal distances between TBA15 and TBA29, aptamer density, and
orientation on the GO surfaces. These properties strengthen the interactions with thrombin, resulting in an extremely
high anticoagulant potency. The dose-dependence of thrombin clotting time (TCT) delay caused by TBA–GO nanosheets is
1000 times higher than commercially available drugs (heparin, argatroban, hirudin or warfarin). In addition, the rat-tail
bleeding assay time further demonstrated the self-assembly TBA–GO nanosheets were superior (>2-fold) to heparin. Our
results suggested the TBA–GO nanosheets possess good potential for the treatment of various diseases related to bloodclotting disorders.
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Abstract Text
Proteins are biological materials with multiple specific functions that make them as ideal components to functionalize
nanomaterials used in biological systems. However, many proteins will lose their activity while anchoring onto
nanomaterials, due to their fragile nature and blocking the activity sites by attaching nanomaterials with wrong
orientation. In this work, we tried different strategies to immobilize a heat-resistant DNA binding protein from Sulfolobus
solfataricus (Sso7d) to gold nanoparticles (Au NPs). Such Sso7d-capped Au NPs (Sso7d•Au NPs) may be used as a vehicle
for therapeutic nucleotide reagents. First, we prepared a recombinant Cys-Sso7d with an extra cysteine (Cys) residue in
the N-terminal. Since there is no other Cys residue in Sso7d, the only Cys at the N-terminal may provide strong thiol-gold
interaction to anchor Sso7d onto Au NPs. We further developed a one step for preparation of Sso7d•Au NPs through
reduction of HAuCl4 with Sso7d, which acts as both a reducing and capping agent. After optimization of reaction buffer,
pH, and temperature, stable Sso7d•Au NPs can be prepared in the sodium phosphate buffer (5 mM, pH 12) without
addition of reducing reagents at room temperature. Comparing with Sso7d without Cys-residue, Cys-Sso7d displayed
better synthetic efficiency and the Cys-Sso7d were stable at 4 oC for at least two months. In this work, we successful
synthesized novel protein-capped nanomaterials. By maintaining the orientation of protein molecules on the
nanomaterials, we expected they would have better biological activity and biological applications such as a DNA carrier
and gene transfection.
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Abstract Text
We report the electrochemical detection of electrocatalytic amplification (ECA) collisions due to hydrazine oxidation on
gold (Au UMEs) and mercury/platinum (Hg/Pt UMEs) ultramicroelectrodes from DNA-modified platinum nanoparticles (Pt
NPs) by enzymatic digestion of the surface-bound DNA strands. This work demonstrates significant developments
towards the application of ECA collisions for the detection of biochemical events. Specifically, we have previously
demonstrated that modifying the surface of metallic nanoparticles with thiolated DNA shuts off electrocatalytic activity.
Our development, which utilizes the enzymatic activity of Exonuclease I to digest the anchored DNA strands, presents a
simple solution to this problem. Second, ECA collision systems implementing enzymes for detection of bio-analytes have
not been previously reported. Lastly, the colloidal stability of these digested Pt NPs is remarkably good. We observed an
improvement in monodispersity via Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis (NTA) when compared to unmodified, citrate-capped
Pt NPs. These results, which demonstrate the ability to recover electrochemistry from passivated Pt NPs, set the stage for
the detection of specific DNA and RNA sequences.
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Abstract Text
Therapeutic proteins and, especially, monoclonal antibodies (mAb) has become the new trend in the pharmaceutical
industry because of their target selectivity, least side effects and ability to treat rare diseases. Comparing to smallmolecule drugs, these macromolecules have highly complex structure, which is still a challenge to fully characterize and
easy perform quality assessments.
Deep ultraviolet resonance Raman (DUVRR) spectroscopy serves as a useful tool of assessing the higher order structure of
proteins due to high sensitivity of the amide vibrational bands to the structure. In this work, DUVRR spectroscopy is
applied to formulated Avastin (bevacizumab) to study the changes of protein higher order structure when stressed
conditions are applied. By using UV excitation, DUVRR spectroscopy is extremely sensitive to the changes in protein
secondary structure, and is capable of measurements with sample concentration as low as 1 mg/ml in formulation with
minimal sample preparation. The effect of thermal stress, environmental pH, and addition of surfactant on Avastin has
been studied by DUVRR. This work illustrates the promise of DUVRR as a powerful tool of probing mAb secondary
structure, as well as its potential of adding to current methods in quality control of macro-biomolecules and protein drugs.
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Abstract Text
The diagnostic methods for the detection of bacteria are time consuming because they include culturing and isolation
steps before microscopic enumeration. However, diagnostic, food and pharmaceutical sector need rapid detection
methods to test the sampling or products. There are numerous methods for the detection of bacteria, however, early
diagnosis can not be achieved with these methods. One of the alternative detection methods can be Surface enhanced
Raman scattering (SERS) to detect bacteria using modified nanoparticles and paper as support material. In this work, we
proposed a paper-based immunuoassays. Here, antibody modified paper surface are employed for capture probe of
bacteria and antibody modified gold nanoparticles are used for Raman labeling of bacteria. We tested different kind of
paper such as Whatman 1, nitrocelluloce, Whatman LF1, Nylon, and PVDF. After interacting between the paper capture
probe with solutions of E. coli having different initial cell concentrations (1,5 x101-1x108 cfu/mL), SERS measurements are
taken. After preparation of the paper membrane based SERS platform, optimization studies were also carried out to find
the amount of antibody, the interaction time, and the amount of nanoparticle. Measured intense Raman peak is used for
quantitative detection of E. coli by using plotted calibration curve. Total detection time was less than three hours which
indicates clear advantage of the proposed method compared with plate counting classical methods.
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Abstract Text
The leading cause of death for acute myeloid leukemia (AML) patients is disease relapse, which creates a need to monitor
disease progression, characterized as the minimum residual disease (MRD), or the number of leukemic cells present in the
blood or bone marrow. Flow cytometry can assess MRD in ~90% of AML patients but its poor sensitivity requires bone
marrow biopsies, which are too invasive for frequent sampling. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is highly sensitive in
detecting leukemia-associated mutations, but requires assay development to detect patient-specific mutations, limiting
widespread implementation. We designed a microfluidic assay for detection of circulating leukemic cells (CLCs) from the
peripheral blood as a minimally invasive alternative to bone marrow biopsies. Cells were enriched via positive affinity
selection targeting antigens commonly expressed on AML cells (i.e., CD34, CD33 and CD117) for ~90% patient coverage. 3
parallel microfluidic chips, one for each antigen, were infused with blood to isolate the CLCs. Following isolation, selected
cells were stained with fluorescently-labeled antibodies specific for normal leukocytes and the aberrant markers
indicative of AML CLCs. Cells were released, visualized, and CLCs were identified using immunofluorescence. Data from a
pilot study showed high concordance of the microfluidic assay with therapeutic treatment and overall outcome. Two
patients were found to relapse; in one case, our assay detected MRD several months prior to PCR analysis with MRD
proliferating until relapse was confirmed by a blood smear. Our microfluidic assay enables frequent patient testing and
the early detection of MRD, which can influence clinical decisions.
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Abstract Text
Metabolomics, the study of small molecules involved in cellular processes, offers the potential for investigating disease
pathogenesis. Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) is widely used in metabolomics due to its high
sensitivity and ability to generate qualitative information. Metabolites are a diverse group of compounds with a variety
of functionalities including hydroxyl, amine, carboxyl, phosphoryl, and thiol groups. However, the structural diversity of
metabolites results in differential signal response with ESI and consequently varying degrees of sensitivity. These
limitations may prevent the detection of molecules present in low abundance in biological samples. This work undertakes
a derivatization approach to improve electrospray by tagging multiple functional groups to boost metabolite sensitivity.
By tagging most functional groups, adduct formation and in-source fragmentation is dramatically diminished. This project
is to use two distinct tags to label hydroxyl, amine, carboxyl, phosphoryl, and thiol groups on various metabolites and
improve sensitivity in ESI-MS. This work will make the simultaneous detection of a diverse group of metabolites possible,
leading to a more complete picture of the metabolic system of interest.
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Abstract Text
For years, chemists have searched for techniques and mathematical approaches to simplify spectral data of complex
mixtures and allow for the identification of individual compounds, particularly biologically important unknowns, such as
novel antibiotics. The proverbial “needle-in-a-haystack” is all too common and recent advances in spectral deconvolution
are still lacking, however modest progress is being made (Bingol and Bruschweiler, 2011). Identification of biologically
active compounds becomes increasingly difficult when observed biological activity of a sample is dependent upon
multiple components acting together. Bioassay-guided fractionation of complex mixtures using chromatographic
separations coupled to bioassays after each step results in decomposition of some compounds. By linking the biological
activity of a complex mixture to specific spectral features using partial least square regression (PLS-R), a multivariate
statistical approach, we identified individual components of a biologically important fear-inducing cue from urine of the
blue crab, Callinectes sapidus. A synthetic cue made of compounds identified by the PLS-R model elicit a statistically
similar level of biological activity. We hope to test our synthetic cue in field based assays to address the feasibility of using
the cue to artificially reduce predation rates on commercially important organisms in the Southeastern reef system. We
believe the ability to identify single and multicomponent cues from complex mixtures using NMR-based analyses will
reduce the amount of time, materials, and cost of biologically and commercially important research involving chemically
mediated ecological interactions.
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Abstract Text
In this study, various sample introduction techniques were used for the identification of volatiles and semi-volatiles in
urine. The applied methodology included a combination of complementary hard and soft ionization methods coupled to
high resolution time of flight mass spectrometry, as well as, effective data processing methods for characterization of
samples. Analyses resulted in confident identification of a wide variety of materials (e.g., polyaromatic hydrocarbons)
and their metabolites. GCxGC-TOFMS chromatograms were highly structured showing clustered classes of compounds
and provided high quality spectral data that were searched against large, well-established databases. High resolution
time-of-flight mass spectrometry (HRT) resulted in additional benefits such as robust formula determinations for
fragment, molecular and adduct ions, as well as, increased selectivity that reduced background interferences.
Comprehensive HRT data was probed multiple times via targeted and/or untargeted processing methods to identify
important classes of compounds.
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Abstract Text
Progressive lung function decline in cystic fibrosis (CF) is punctuated by acute pulmonary exacerbations (APEs). The
frequency of APEs is a crucial factor of death in CF patients and the diagnosis remains challenging. The objective of this
research is to develop reliable methods to predict oncoming APEs in order to prevent associated lung function loss,
mortality and morbidity. In this study, untargeted metabolomics profiling of exhaled breath condensate (EBC) samples
from 4 pre-APE (CF patients 1 to 3 months before an APE) and 19 stable CF patients (CF subjects who are clinically stable
without an APE for •3 months) was performed using ultra performance liquid chromatography coupled to quadrupoletime-of-flight mass spectrometry. A supervised classification model, orthogonal partial least squares discriminant analysis
(OPLS-DA), distinguished pre-APE from stable CF samples with good accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. Tentatively
identified discriminant metabolites include lactic acid and hydroxyacetone. Elevated lactic acid in pre-APE compared to
stable CF EBC samples was found in this study, in agreement with a previous work reporting an increased level of lactate
in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid from CF patients with higher inflammation [1]. Hydroxyacetone is an intermediate in the
metabolism of glycine, serine and threonine. There is evidence in literature about higher amino acid content in sputum
extracts from CF patients compared to non-CF patients [2]. However, direct relationship between hydroxyacetone and CF
or other respiratory diseases remains to be elucidated.
1. Wolak, J. E.; Esther, C. R., Jr.; O'Connell, T. M. Biomarkers 2009, 14 (1), 55-60.
2. Barth, A. L.; Pitt, T. L. J Med Microbiol 1996, 45 (2), 110-9.
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Abstract Text
One of the most perplexing questions in origins-of-life research is how amino acids on the early Earth polymerized into
functional proteins. Recently, we discovered a prebiotically-plausible reaction which may explain the first stage of this
process: amino acid polymerization into peptide chains. This reaction utilizes alpha-hydroxy acids, compounds which
differ from amino acids in that the amine group is replaced with a hydroxyl group. These compounds were likely present
along with amino acids in many prebiotic settings. Hydroxy and amino acids link together to form depsipeptides, or
peptides which contain a mixture of amide and ester linkages in the polymer backbone. In previous work, depsipeptide
reaction products were primarily analyzed by mass spectrometry (MS). However, for more realistic (and complex)
reaction mixtures, it quickly became clear that a proteomics-inspired higher resolution method was necessary to
determine hydroxy/amino acid sequences and to monitor their chemical evolution toward peptides. Here, we introduce
an ultra-performance liquid chromatography-ion mobility-tandem mass spectrometry (UPLC-IM-MS/MS) workflow for
separating and sequencing depsipeptides. Samples were initially separated using reverse-phase UPLC (Waters BEH C18
column, 2.1 x 150 mm, 1.7 [micro]m particles) and subsequently infused via electrospray ionization (ESI) into a Waters
Synapt G2 HDMS system with traveling-wave ion mobility (TWIM) gas-phase separation and quadrupole - time-of-flight
(QTOF) mass analysis. Additionally, we describe data analysis strategies for incorporating non-traditional monomers and
TWIM separation data into software packages designed for traditional LC-MS/MS proteomics.
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Abstract Text
Comprehensive bottom up profiling of tissue proteomes is limited by the large dynamic range of protein expression and
the ability of modern LC-MS/MS instrumentation to adequately separate and detect peptides in such a complex mixture.
Tissue proteomes are diverse and a common method for segregating the proteome is subcellular fractionation; isolating
organelles which contain smaller subsets of proteins that can be more readily detected. Isolating tissues organelles is
commonly performed manually using either a dounce or rotor stator homogenizer. However, this process is not
amendable to high throughput quantitative proteomic studies as the reproducibility is low and the processing time is
significant.
In this study, we evaluate the potential for automated bead mill disruption of tissues for isolation of nuclei from rat
tissues and compare nuclei purity, nuclear proteome coverage and protein extraction reproducibility to the extracts
isolated by dounce and rotor stator homogenization. Following each extraction, nuclei were isolated by centrifugation.
Purity was then assessed by both microscopy and western blotting for known nuclear and cytoplasmic protein markers.
Proteins from each extraction method were then analyzed by LC-MS/MS and protein extraction yields were quantified by
spectral counting.
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Abstract Text
Mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI), commonly known as concussion, is currently diagnosed by self-reported symptoms,
which are subjective in nature and may not be noticeable until after the acute phase (1-24 hours following injury). The
lack of a rigorous mTBI detection method underscores the need for an objective diagnostic tool. Previously, brain specific
proteins were investigated as potential biomarkers of mTBI to facilitate recognition of injury. However, the diffusion of
these proteins can be prevented by an intact blood-brain barrier (BBB), limiting their potential for utility in the diagnosis
of mild injuries. This is in contrast to lipids, which can more readily permeate the BBB. As a result, increased efforts in the
fields of biomarker research and serum lipidomics provide promising avenues for the discovery of novel markers of the
secondary injury cascade.
In this study, adult male Sprague-Dawley rats were injured using a controlled cortical impact (CCI) device. Subsequently,
blood samples were collected at 1 and 24 hours post-injury. Following protein precipitation, samples were analyzed in
duplicate by ultra performance liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (UPLC-MS) in positive and negative ion modes.
Mass spectral detection was achieved using a Waters Xevo G2-QTOF mass spectrometer. Using a discovery metabolomics
workflow, serum samples from injured animals were compared to both naïve and time-matched sham controls.
Preliminary results showed evidence of significant changes in lipid concentrations as early as 1 hour post-injury. This
methodology is suitable for clinical use, thereby, the detected molecular species could have far-reaching implications as
potential TBI biomarkers as it pertains to development of an objective concussion diagnostic tool.
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Abstract Text
Sample preparation for proteomics by LC-MS usually entails two sequential steps: (a) denaturation, reduction and
alkylation of proteins; and (b) digestion of proteins to peptides by protease such as trypsin, where the resultant peptides
fall in the preferred mass range with basic residue at the carboxyl terminus suitable for LC-MS analysis and produce
information-rich mass spectra for protein sequencing, identification and quantitation. Although high-throughput and
automated LC-MS methods are available for protein characterization, sample preparation oftentimes is the rate-limiting
step for many proteomic workflows. For instance, reduction and alkylation of proteins usually take ca. 2h, and digestion
of proteins takes >16 h. To reduce the time consumed in protein sample preparation, new technologies (e.g., infrared-,
ultrasound- and microwave-assisted enzyme digestion) have emerged. However, these new approaches focus only on
the enzyme digestion step, and still need about 2 h for reduction and alkylation of proteins.
In this study, we demonstrated an accelerated method for protein sample preparation by combined use of ultrasound
and microwave technologies. The entire sample preparation took less than 30 min to complete using bovine serum
albumin as a model protein and trypsin as a protease. In this work, ultrasonic water bath was used for protein reduction
and alkylation steps (5 min each) and followed by microwave-assisted enzyme digestion (15 min). The resultant peptides
were separated and analyzed by Agilent 6540 Accurate-Mass Q-TOF LC/MS system, and protein sequencing and
identification were accomplished using MASCOT database. Comparison data on protein sample throughput and recovery
among the conventional, microwave-assisted and our method are presented. The data show that our method has
comparable protein recovery with those of the existing methods but much higher sample throughput.
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Abstract Text
Although LC-MS techniques are well developed for proteomics workflow, there will always be needs for high sensitive and
reproducible methods when sample amount is limited. Nano LC/MS system may be a remedy; but it requires the use of a
nano-pump (e.g., 0.2-0.3 µL/min) and a nano-column (e.g., 75 µm, i.d.). Moreover, the maintenance of a nano LC/MS
could be difficult and column overloading may result in skewed peaks with shifted retention times. Therefore, a
compromise would be the use of smaller column (e.g., 1 mm, i.d.) with a flow rate of • 50 µL/min.
Agilent jet stream technology with electrospray ionization (AJS-ESI) was developed by improving electrospray droplets.
Compared to the conventional ESI, AJS-ESI improves MS and MS/MS signal-to-noise ratio of 5 to 10 folds. Capillary
electrospray nebulizer (CE-ESI) was developed to handle microliter flow rates. The combined use of these two
technologies (AJS-CE-ESI) may provide a high-throughput platform for proteomics analysis. In this pioneering study, we
have tested the use of AJS-CESI technology without significant changes of conventional LC-MS system and method to
improve the detection limit and sensitivity of small amount of protein sample.
In our experiments, tryptic digested bovine serum albumin was used as model protein, and peptides were separated on a
Zobrax C18 LC column (1 x 150 mm, 3.5 µm) at a flow rate of 50 µL/min and analyzed by Agilent 6540 Accurate-Mass QTOF LC/MS system. Our data showed that on average a 50-fold improvement in the sensitivity with a LOD at 15 nmol/L by
3.0 µL injection (or 45 femtomoles) could be attained using AJS-CESI technology
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Cytochrome P450s (CYPs) are a superfamily of structurally conserved heme-thiolate enzymes that selectively oxidize
small organic molecules involved in the synthesis of biomolecules such as steroids and lipids or the primary metabolism of
xenobiotics. Allene oxide synthase (AOS) catalyzes the first “committed” step in the synthesis of jasmonates as part of the
signaling pathway for plant defense responses. AOS is an atypical CYP because it: rearranges hydroperoxides without the
need for external oxygen or NADPH reductase and lacks key amino acids in the binding site needed to bind carbon
monoxide, a hallmark of most CYPs. In this work, we express and characterize functional AOS from [i]Arabidopsis
thaliana[/i] in [i]E. coli[/i] and with a cell-free system that utilizes [i]E. coli[/i] lysate. This particular strain of AOS was
selected because there is a documented crystal structure, which provides vital structural information about the binding
pocket. The enzyme has not, however, been well characterized in terms of its binding affinity, activity, and redox
potential to carry out rearrangements on substrate hydroperoxides. We characterized binding of small molecules to AOS
expressed in both systems with absorption and electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy. We also developed
screening assays to monitor the activity of AOS and structural mutants with key amino acids substituted into the active
site using HPLC, CE, and UV/Vis. A platform capable of readily expressing and screening the activity of enzymes with
engineered active sites that target organic reactions important in the synthesis of lipids and other aromatic molecules will
not only provide insight into structure-function relationships of enzyme catalysis but also lead to optimized structures for
the large-scale enzymatic synthesis of industrially interesting starting materials.
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Abstract Text
Neuronal injury causes swelling of the cells and elicits an immune response that results in increased density of glia near
the injury site. These events alter the formation factor (fF) of the extracellular space (ECS). The formation factor is a
dimensionless number that measures the degree to which a porous medium impedes transport and is a ratio of porosity
to tortuosity. Currently, there is no method that can monitor these events in vivo over long periods of time and can do so
with high spatial resolution without the method itself causing injury. We have developed an electrochemical technique to
determine fF of porous media using micro-conductivity measurements. Excitation of a 7-•m carbon fiber microelectrode
in a solution or porous medium with an AC voltage (10 – 100 kHz) gives a frequency-dependent AC current. This
frequency-dependent current depends on the electrical resistance of the solution, which itself depends on the fF of the
porous medium. We developed a simple circuit model and verified it via nonlinear curve fitting to experimental data from
measurements of KCl solutions. We demonstrated the validity of the technique by measuring fF of simulated brain: a bed
of 15-•m borosilicate glass particles. We measured an fF of 0.4 ± 0.1, a very reasonable value for particle packing of this
dimension. We will apply this technique in vivo to monitor the healing of brain tissue near the probe after its implantation
and to determine the effect of anti-inflammatory drugs such as dexamethasone on the rate of healing.
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Abstract Text
Serotonin and histamine’s chemistries have long thought to be intertwined. Previous studies have explored this
interrelationship by conducting experiments on each neurotransmitter individually, frequently failing to conclude
simultaneous results of histamine and serotonin modulation in real-time. There are many neurological diseases and
disorders that are speculated to involve both serotonin and histamine. These include, but are not limited to, Alzheimer’s,
Parkinson’s, Schizophrenia, Huntington’s, Down’s Syndrome, anxiety, addiction, and anorexia. Many drugs have also
targeted these two molecules in the potential treatment of these disorders. In this research, fast-scan cyclic voltammetry
(FSCV) was utilized to simultaneously measure serotonin and histamine in real-time, for the first time. Using our novel
histamine waveform, it has been shown that electrically evoked histamine rapidly and potently inhibits ambient serotonin
activity in a concentration dependent manner. These findings, along with FSCV techniques, are the building blocks for
deciphering the full extent of the delicate interconnectivity between histamine and serotonin and will ultimately reveal
fundamentally important mechanistic information.
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Abstract Text
Calcium (Ca[sup]2+[/sup]) plays an integral role in physiology and healthy cellular function to control neurotransmitter
release, heart and muscular contractions, and bone health. The determination of calcium in blood is valuable for
diagnostic clues to indicate bone, kidney, and liver diseases, as well as disorders of the parathyroid gland. The normal
range of total calcium concentration in blood is 8.5-10.2 mg/dL. Ca[sup]2+[/sup] detection in the blood requires blood
draw followed by a laboratory test with a delay time between analysis and results for both medical professionals and
patients. The proposed nanoscale sensor could be contained within a phlebotomy needle utilized for blood draw and
would record a Ca[sup]2+[/sup] analysis in vivo within several seconds of measurement time (real-time analysis). We
present a nanoscale Ca[sup]2+[/sup] sensor that utilizes potentiometric measurement of calcium in phosphate buffer
with a response of 25.4 mV/log[Ca[sup]2+[/sup]].
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Abstract Text
L-Dopa is used as a drug for the treatment of Parkinson’s disease. It is an amino acid which is the precursor for dopamine
and is produced biologically from L-tyrosine. In this work, determination of L-dopa at a glassy carbon electrode (GCE)
modified with electrodeposited films of caffeic acid was optimized in the presence of common biological interferences.
An electroactive thin layer of poly caffeic acid was deposited on the surface of a GCE under potentiostatic conditions in
aqueous solution. Analysis of L-dopa was determined by square wave voltammetry (SWV) after the experimental
parameters of pH, step, amplitude, and frequency were studied by a full factorial design to identify the significant
parameters and their interactions. The results showed that pH, step, and amplitude were significant whereas amplitude
did not significantly impact response. Subsequently, a central composite design was performed for the three significant
factors in order to further optimize the method. The optimal conditions were pH: 4; step potential: 6 mV; amplitude: 92
mV. Under these optimized conditions, the modified electrode demonstrated high selectivity for L-dopa in the presence
of common biological interferences such as ascorbic acid by the observation of two distinctive and well resolved oxidation
peaks. These results infer the possibility of electrochemical detection of L-dopa in the presence of common
neurotransmitter interferences. The optimized electrode showed simplicity, short analysis time and high sensitivity for
analysis of L-dopa.
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Abstract Text
Medulloblastoma (MB) is the most common and malignant brain tumor in children with a high propensity to metastasize
throughout the central nervous system (CNS). The malignant nature of this cancer translates to 30-40% of children
relapsing with terminal metastatic CNS disease, even after the use of aggressive radiation therapy of the brain and spinal
cord. However, those that don’t relapse still suffer permanent and debilitating neurocognitive impairment as a result of
the treatment. By investigating matched primary and metastatic tumor tissue samples from the mouse sonic hedgehog
MB models, SmoA1 and [i]Ptch[sup]+/-[/sup][/i], metabolomic biomarkers may be identified that can be used as a
screening tool to predict the risk of malignancy and help direct lower toxicity treatments to patients at less risk of CNS
metastasis. Mass spectrometry imaging was employed to investigate sagittal tissue sections of the whole brain and spinal
cord from MB mice, allowing simultaneous detection and spatial co-localization of tumor specific metabolites. Thin tissue
sections (10 µm) mounted on glass slides were analyzed using desorption electrospray ionization using a Thermo
Scientific Exactive Plus Orbitrap mass spectrometer and by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization on a Bruker
Autoflex III time-of-flight mass spectrometer after applying 1,5-diaminonaphthalene to the surface. The two techniques
provide complementary information and will be used to assist in the discovery of metabolites from a concomitant LC-MS
metabolomics study of homogenized MB mouse tissues. Together, these two studies will help provide novel insights into
the biological pathways leading from primary tumor progression to metastasis throughout the CNS.
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Abstract Text
Medulloblastoma (MB) is the most common malignant pediatric brain tumor. Currently, the standard treatment is
radiation administered to the entire brain and spine (craniospinal irradiation, CSI). Although 60-70% of children with MB
will be long-term survivors, the majority of patients will be left with permanent and debilitating neurocognitive
impairment as a result of the aggressive CSI treatment. Therefore, better therapeutic strategies and reduction of CSI are
needed, where possible. Understanding the biology that driving tumor metastasis may allow us to molecularly predict
cancer aggressiveness and therefore develop personalized therapies. In this study, ultra-high performance liquid
chromatography mass spectrometry (UHPLC-MS) was applied to homogenized MB tumor specimens from sonic hedgehog
MB mouse models, SmoA1 and [i]Ptch[sup]+/-[/sup][/i]. Both the primary tumor and matched metastatic tumor tissues
within the central nervous system (CNS) from these mice were examined, providing comprehensive and rapid global
metabolic fingerprinting of MB tumor samples. Small amounts of each tissue sample were homogenized, extracted in
isopropanol, and centrifuged to remove protein precipitate. The supernatant was separated on an Acquity UHPLC BEH
C18 column and analyzed with a Waters Xevo Q-ToF mass spectrometer. In parallel, these experiments were augmented
by tissue-based mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) to localize metabolites of interest. Together, this multi-pronged
approach will provide new insights into the changes occurring in the CNS tumor metabolic microenvironment during MB
progression, identifying biomarkers for tumor classification and enabling the rational development of tailored therapeutic
strategies.
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Abstract Text
The blood-brain barrier is a highly selective membrane capable of blocking 98% of drugs used to treat central nervous
system conditions. Recently, polymeric nanoparticles coated in various surfactants have shown enhanced drug delivery
and efficacy. However, toxicity of these nanoparticle-surfactant complexes on healthy brain tissue remains unclear. This
study used Langmuir-Blodgett trough techniques to deposit a dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine monolayer on a mica
substrate. Atomic force microscopy was then used to evaluate lipid monolayer morphology when exposed to
poly(butylcyanoacrylate) nanoparticals coated with polysorbate 80, pluronic 188, or cetrimonium bromide surfactants.
The images obtained were analyzed to determine percent liquid condensed and liquid expanded phases. It was
hypothesized that each of these surfactants would exhibit a dose-dependent decrease in healthy, liquid condensed
monolayer morphology. Our results support this hypothesis and are further confirmed by resazurin cytotoxicity bioassays.
Taken together, the data presented validate this method of biophysical toxicity evaluation.
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Abstract Text
A simple and novel method of detecting L-tyrosine in urine was introduced using a graphene-modified graphite pencil
electrode (GR-modified GPE). Graphene oxide (GO) was directly reduced using cyclic voltammetry on the surface of the
GPE. Synthesized graphene oxide was characterized by FTIR and Raman spectroscopy. The morphology of the electrode
surface was characterized by field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) and the electrochemical properties
were characterized by cyclic voltammetry (CV), electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), and square wave
voltammetry (SWV). The graphene layer on the GPE dramatically enhanced the electroactive surface area and
electrochemical oxidation of the L-tyrosine. A satisfactory linear response was obtained in the square wave
voltammogram from 0.8 µM to 60 µM, with a regression constant (R2) of 0.9995. The modified electrode yielded a low Ltyrosine limit of detection of 0.07 µM and a high sensitivity of 0.012 AmM-1. The modified electrode surface was free
from interfering species. Furthermore, the developed electrode was successfully applied for the determination of the Ltyrosine in human urine. The modified electrode was low in cost and easy to modify. It displayed excellent sensitivity,
selectivity, reproducibility, a low limit of detection and a wide linear response range.
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Abstract Text
Metabolic profiling in biological fluids is key for understanding biological systems and their interconnected biochemical
pathways. In particular, measuring levels of metabolites will provide new insights into pathological cellular processes
which are very useful in biomedical diagnosis and drug alterations in cells. Our laboratory had developed sheath flow
detector, motivated by the idea of hydrodynamic focusing, for surface enhanced Raman (SERS) detection which is
compatible with chemical separation techniques. Here we will discuss the development of SERS detection in flow
following capillary liquid chromatography (LC) separations for identification of metabolites. The combination of capillary
LC-SERS provides several advantages such as taller peaks, better resolution, improved limits of detection, and less sample
consumption. Successful utilization of this approach will result in complementary characterization to the more common
LC-MS while offering better coverage of the metabolome.
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Abstract Text
The relative abundances of N-glycans in serum vary among disease-free individuals and patients with cancer and can
potentially be used as biomarkers to determine the type of disease and disease state. We are developing screening
methods based on microchip electrophoresis to identify N-glycan structures in human serum through standard addition
of known N-glycans from common glycoproteins. Electrophoretic analysis easily resolves N-glycans and their structural
isomers and provides complementary information to mass spectrometric (MS) methods. N-Glycans were enzymatically
cleaved from glycoproteins in serum and common glycoproteins, treated with methylamine to neutralize the charge on
sialylated glycans, and labeled with 8-aminopyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid (APTS) as an electrophoretic and fluorescent tag.
The amidation and APTS labeling steps ensure that all glycans have a uniform -3 charge and, thus, allow direct correlation
of the electrophoretic mobilities of glycans to their masses. The glycan samples were analyzed on microfluidic devices
with 22-cm long separation channels operated at 900 V/cm and coupled with fluorescence detection. N-Glycans from
ribonuclease B, immunoglobulin G, lactoferrin, fibrinogen, •-1-acid glycoprotein, and haptoglobin were added to serum Nglycan samples in various ratios to determine what glycan structures were present in the serum N-glycan profiles.
Through comparison of electrophoretic mobilities with MALDI-MS data and standard addition of N-glycans from common
glycoproteins, we have identified over 30 unique N-glycan structures including 40 positional and linkage isomers present
in serum.
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Abstract Text
In the recent consensus statement from the 2014 International Microdialysis Forum [1], clinicians have identified the
need for continuous real-time chemical monitoring of traumatic brain injury (TBI) patients. The reason for this is that
important secondary insults such as Spreading Depolarisation (SD) waves place an extreme dynamic challenge on the
energy supply to the tissue. These events not only happen when patients are being monitored in ICU but also earlier,
during the initial intensive periods of treatment in A&E; and up to 12 days later at a stage where patients are awake.
However, current systems used to monitor patients are only operating in ICU because they require wires / tubing that
prevent patient mobility and obstruct routine chemical care. Therefore, there is a need to build a wearable device for
neurochemical monitoring of patients.
We recently developed a first generation 3D-printed microfluidic manifold for cyclist monitoring [2]. We are now adapting
this device for clinical use and we are integrating the electronics to the system. The device consists of a 3D-printed
microfluidic flow-cell that holds two amperometric biosensors for glucose and for lactate. It is designed to make effective
connection to a clinical microdialyisis probe whilst facilitating a robust electrical link to the ZigBee wireless potentiostat
module. The whole device will then be enclosed in a secondary 3D-printed casing.
An automated microfluidic board will be used to reproduce changes in glucose and lactate in the CSF dialysate of an
injured brain. Results using the novel wearable wireless device will be presented.
References:
1. Hutchinson et al. Intensive care Med. DOI: 10.1007/s00134-015-3839-5 (2015)
2. Gowers et al., Analytical Chem. 87, 7763–7770 (2015)
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Abstract Text
The goal of this work was to develop a quantitative profiling assay for O-linked glycans released from glycoproteins by
reductive beta elimination. Reduction helps prevent peeling side reactions; however, the resulting O-linked glycan
alditols cannot be derivatized easily with a fluorescent label. Charged aerosol detection (CAD) does not require a
fluorophore or chromophore for sensitive, accurate quantification, and so HPLC-CAD provides a simple, direct approach
to separate and quantify native glycans. The method uses a volatile mobile phase fully compatible with mass
spectrometry, if further characterization is desired. O-linked glycan pools released from various proteins were analyzed
including those from bovine fetuin, bovine submaxillary mucin, hemocyanin, and IgG. Quantitative performance including
precision, detection limits and dynamic range is presented. Figures of merit include sensitivity at the low-nanogram oncolumn level, dynamic range over two orders of magnitude, and peak area precision averaging less than three percent
RSD. By responding directly to any non-volatile compound, charged aerosol detection is able to quantify unlabeled Olinked glycans. The uniform response of charged aerosol detection also provides simple, accurate, and precise estimates
of relative concentration even in the absence of pure primary standards. The use of mixed mode chromatography and
gradient optimization allowed for assessment of the heterogeneity of glycan structures on the complex glycoprotein
mucin.
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Abstract Text
Secretory vesicles are key organelles in the exocytotic release of neurotransmitters. The vesicle matrix is mostly formed
by the aggregation of catecholamines with some soluble components such as chromogranins, calcium, ascorbate, protons
and ATP. Interactions of catecholamines with these componets are likely to be involved in storage and transport
mechanisms. ATP, a moiety present in all kind of secretory vesicles and in all living species, can bind catecholamines and it
results in a reduction of osmotic forces crucial to generate very high concentration of catecholamines in vesicles.
In this study, fast-scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) and chronoamperometry with disk-shaped carbon fiber microelectrodes
have been used to detect the effect of ATP on catecholamine oxidation in solutions similar to that inside a vesicle (pH
5.5). We demonstrated that the redox behavior of catecholamines is influenced in the presence of different ratios of ATP.
In order to understand the molecular mechanism of complexation we have examined the electrochemistry of different
compounds with similar structures to ATP including adenosine, phosphoric acid, sodium phosphate salts, and catechol.
The results show that ATP and adenosine have an important effect on the oxidation of catecholamines, while the changes
upon adding phosphoric acid and catechol are much less significant. Thus the complexation between dopamine and ATP
appears to be an electrostatic interaction between the side chains of each molecule. This work helps us to understand the
storage and release of catecholamines during exocytosis, and gives hits about how to control or regulate these processes.
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Abstract Text
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) is a degenerative disorder that causes motor neurons to progressively die, resulting in
muscle atrophy, loss of motor function, and eventually death. ALS currently lacks a biomarker for measuring disease
activity, molecular or electrophysiological, making it difficult to assess the rate and stage of disease progression. Current
methods of assessment include functional rating scales, such as the ALS-FRS, which are coarse and inconsistent and thus
hamper the development of drugs and therapeutics for treatment.
As the motor neurons become diseased, they struggle to hold their membrane potential causing them to discharge
spontaneously. This spontaneous discharge is known as a Fasciculation Potential (FP) and can cause visible muscle
twitches in shallow motor units. The waveform of an FP can be captured using electromyography (EMG). Evidence has
been found to show that variability in the FP waveform increases in patients at later stages of the disease [1].
Quantitative assessment of the FP waveform may be of use as a surrogate biomarker to determine disease progression
and therapeutic response to drug trials.
Developing a quantifiable measure of ALS progression will require large amounts of data. Due to the stochastic nature of
a fasciculation, recording sessions may have to be several hours long to ensure enough FPs have been captured for
quantification. An algorithm to automatically process EMG data, detect and group FPs originating from the same motor
unit has been developed to quantify the variability of FPs. Preliminary data has been captured from ALS patients using a
commercial wireless system, and processed with the described algorithm. A multiple channel, wireless device is in
development in order to capture both temporal and spatial EMG data using high-density surface EMG grid arrays.
References:
1. De Carvalho M, Swash M. J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 2013; 84:963–968
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Abstract Text
Many microfluidic applications (e.g. reagent mixing, cell sampling, directional pumping) rely on anisotropic fluid flow for
proper operation, for which an ideal remedy is a passive fluidic diode. Although, microfluidic diodes have been
demonstrated by several groups, reliable methods for consistent diode fabrication are elusive. Key hurdles are the lack of
consistent approaches for interlayer via formation and the problem of breakthrough pressure reproducibility. As others
have recently demonstrated, CO[sub]2[/sub] laser drilling of vias is automatable and consistent, making it an attractive
solution for diode fabrication. However, breakthrough pressure reproducibility remains an unmet need. Using multilayer
soft lithography, we have fabricated functional diode structures with tunable breakthrough junctions. Borrowing concepts
developed by Devaraju and Unger (Lab Chip, 2012, 12, 4809-4815.), tunable breakthrough junctions were made with postassembly photocuring of pressurized channels in layers adjacent to flow layers. Sacrificial control channels were
selectively pressurized with a photo-curable acrylate monomer (ditrimethylolpropane tetraacrylate, 10% catalyst KT-046),
where photocuring effectively stored the applied pressure and permitted normally-closed channel architectures. Vias
were fabricated by CO[sub]2[/sub] laser drilling using an in-house built apparatus, which is capable of holes 170 [micro]m
in diameter. These diodes operate in the forward direction at <2 psi, and reverse breakdown requires at least 50 psi.
Furthermore, we show that fluorescence microscopy at the junction is highly informative for dynamic characterization
and pressure dependence of the components. Our unique diode architecture is amenable to fabrication of both push-up
and push-down junctions, which will be the subject of future work.
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Abstract Text
Compared to heterogeneous assays such as ELISA, homogeneous protein assays possess simple workflow and low cost,
yet they are not able to differentiate signal from background directly, resulting in interferences and low signal-to-noise
ratios (S/N). We recently showed that thermofluorimetric analysis (TFA) could be applied to protein quantification using
two target binding mechanisms: single aptamer-protein binding (TFA) and bivalent aptamer or antibody-oligo probe
assembly (TFAB). Through thermal scanning during fluorescent readout, both TFA and TFAB permit discrimination of
signal from background analytically based on the distinct thermal stabilities of signal and background components (dF/dT
analysis). Both methods are homogenous proteins assays with simple workflows on a standard qPCR instrument,
effectively translating protein input quantities into DNA melting curves for analysis. Background autofluorescence could
be negated in minimally diluted biological matrices such as human serum and plasma, greatly increasing S/N. Here, we
exploit the homogeneous nature of TFA and TFAB by miniaturizing the assays to a microfluidic channel format. We used a
microfluidic device with 7 parallel channels designed around the field of view of a 20x objective on a fluorescence
microscope, and an in-house built Peltier control module was used for feedback temperature control using LabVIEW. This
µTFA system was shown function with thrombin TFAB, where merely 1 amol of protein was easily detected in dF/dT
signals within a microchannel of 100 pL volume. This result represents a miniaturization of the assay by 5 orders of
magnitude, showing great promise for future applications in ultrasmall-volume, homogeneous protein quantification.
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Abstract Text
Recently, fluorine has been introduced in to various commercial drugs such as anti-anxiety, steroids, and anesthetics. The
addition of fluorine has been useful because it increases the rate in which the drug metabolizes in the body. To better
understand reactions of drugs containing fluorine bonds, the reaction kinetics and were observed using fluorinated
lidocaine derivatives. The derivatives included fluorine in the ortho, para, and meta positions. All derivatives were used in
various experiments testing the effects of temperature, concentration, acid concentration, and type of acid on the rate of
the reaction. Each experiment was monitored using both fluorine and proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy.
The data from the spectra proved that the reaction order was one. The way the fluorinated lidocaine was created and the
mechanism in which the reaction proceeds will also be highlighted through the presentation.
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Abstract Text
The Advanced Glycation Endproducts (AGEs) of D-glucose with proteins have been extensively studied for two major
reasons. First, because these molecules can readily form in vivo and, in conditions such as diabetes, contribute to many
of the chronic complications of the disease. Second, because AGEs of D-glucose can form in vitro; a situation facilitating
the characterization of these complex structures. Studies in our lab have revealed that akin to D-glucose, D-galactose can
also interact with proteins and in Classical Galactosemia contribute to the formation of glycated proteins. Also, that the
Amadori products of D-galactose prompted the formation of protein AGEs inducing changes in their structure and
function. The aim of this study was to employ fluorescence spectroscopy, UV and visible spectrometry to: 1) evaluate
under physiological conditions of temperature and pH, the levels of Amadori products formed between human serum
albumin (HSA) and D-galactose; i.e., relative to when D-glucose was employed as the glycating agent, 2) determine the
total amount of AGEs formed with D-galactose compared to D-glucose, 3) relate the vulnerability of albumin’s arginine
side chains to nonenzymatic attack by D-galactose, and 4) use circular dichroism to determine if HSA’s glycation
influenced its interaction with bilirubin; i.e., in view of the high levels of free bilirubin in infants with Classical
Galactosemia. Our results revealed three important things. First, that the formation of Amadori products was more
pronounced with D-galactose than D-glucose. Second, that the formation of AGEs depended on glycose concentration
and the time albumin was exposed to each sugar. Finally, that the non-enzymatic binding of D-galactose with albumin
primarily occurred via HSA’s arginine residues. The galactation of proteins and their subsequent AGE formation warrants
further evaluation, as this phenomenon may account for some of the pathophysiology of Classical Galactosemia.
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Abstract Text
The interaction between proteins and nanoparticles are very important when nanoparticles is applied in biological
environment. Proteins can undergo structural change and show different binding affinity upon interacting with specific
nanoparticles. Here we choose 21 proteins and two kinds of nanoparticles including silica and polystyrene nanoparticles,
and can rapidly screen the interaction between those proteins and nanoparticles. The tool used here is fluorescamine,
which is one fluorogenic dye and can target the surface primary amines on proteins. After protein binds to nanoparticles,
its conformation will change in different degree, and the number of surface primary amine will change accordingly. Thus
different fluorescence single will be observed for labeled protein before or after incubating with nanoparticles. Our
results show polystyrene nanoparticles can induce fluorescence increase for most of proteins which is caused by
unfolding, while silica nanoparticles can induce fluorescence decrease for some proteins because of blockage. Moreover,
smaller nanoparticles will induce more fluorescence increase, but bigger ones decrease the fluorescence. Besides, the
fluorescence profile could also be helpful for the study of which protein property can play a crucial role in the binding to
nanoparticles. Our results indicate the size of protein will influence the binding. Specifically, bigger proteins will show
more fluorescence increase for polystyrene nanoparticles than smaller ones. Overall, our study provides some
preliminary information for protein-nanoparticle interactions.
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Abstract Text
An ionic liquid (IL) is a salt which possesses a melting point less than or equal to 100 [degree]C. Most commonly, it is a
combination of an organic cation and an organic or inorganic anion. Therefore, physical properties of ILs such as thermal
stability, vapor pressure, solubility and viscosity can be tuned by regulating its cation/anion composition. Further, the
nature of different chemical functionalities of ILs can be modulated to impart unique interactions for selective detection
in complex matrices. Due to the above mentioned characteristics, applications of ILs have thus become an active research
field among the analytical research community.
In this research, ILs will be covalently bonded to electropolymerizable organic heterocycles such as pyrrole and thiophene
to create novel electrically conductive and polymerizable ILs. The newly synthesized monomers will be deposited onto the
surface of electrode substrates by electropolymerization, creating conductive polymeric ionic liquid chemically modified
electrodes (CPIL-CMEs), which possess a variety of unique properties including ion exclusion. For their characterization,
more specific electrochemical and other independent methodologies will be employed. The CPIL-CMEs will be then
exploited for use as novel immobilization matrices for creating selective and sensitive sensors aimed at the detection and
quantitation of important biomolecules.
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Abstract Text
Since the realization that plasmonics can be detected in conducting metal oxides (CMOs), heavy investment was put forth
to discover ideal CMO materials that can support plasmonic in mid-IR energies. The requirement for a good surface
plasmon polaritons (SPP) material is for the mobility to be sufficiently high to produce a narrow SPP. By doping CMO, the
carrier concentration increases which subsequently increases mobility and the plasma frequency changes. This shifts the
resulting SPP to higher energies. A material that can support a low loss SPP in the mid-IR was recently developed. This
novel material, cadmium oxide doped with dysprosium (CdO:Dy), possesses extreme peak of mobility along with high
carrier density. This gateway material for mid-infrared is also tunable to the entire IR region by varying the carrier
concentration of CdO substrate.
This new development in mid-IR plasmonic materials prompted further research regarding potential applications. Utilizing
Dy-doped CdO as a substrate, molecular binding to the surface can be detected using surface plasmon resonance (SPR)
technique. SPR is known to be very sensitive to its environment and monitors minute changes in the refractive index of
chemically functionalized surfaces. The primary goal of this work is to explore the use of Dy:CdO as a possible biosensor in
conjunction with SPR technique.
SPR detection of gas molecules and self-assembled monolayer (SAM), on CdO:Dy substrate with high carrier densities
above 10[sup]20[/sup] cm[sup]-3[/sup], mobility values 500 cm[sup]2[/sup]V[sup]-1[/sup]s[sup]-2[/sup] at mid-IR are
presented. Data procured through simulations and experimentation of plasmonic coupling between the substrate
(Dy:CdO) and N[sub]2[/sub]O gas at 20, 40, and 60 psi suggest the pressure dependence of Plasmonic splitting; the
Lorentzian peak splitting increases proportional to pressure. An angle shift of 0.4 degrees was observed with SPR
detection of a hexadecanethiol (HDT) SAM on the substrate Dy:CdO. The spectroscopic data shows IR stretches of HDT
that are evident when the signal is plotted as r[sub]p[/sub]/r[sub]s[/sub]. The surface plasmon modes were characterized
using spectroscopic IR-ellipsometry and a sample holder specifically designed for gas molecule detection. Current
research effort involves adding a capping layer (SiO[sub]2[/sub]) to protect water soluble CdO, the attachment of SAMs to
the resulting surface, and exploring potential applications in the biosensor field.
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Abstract Text
Cytochrome P450 (CYP) is a family of heme enzymes that are present in a range of organisms, involved in drug and
hormone metabolism. The most abundant isoform in humans, cytochrome P450 3A4 (CYP3A4), is responsible for the
metabolism of over 50% of the currently available drugs, while others, such as cytochrome P450 17A1 (CYP17) and
aromatase cytochrome P450 (CYP19) are responsible for steroidogenesis. However, despite published crystal structures,
the mechanism of active site entry is not clearly understood, as the crystal structures are of CYPs outside of the
membrane. In order to better understand this mechanism, and to determine membrane orientation, CYP3A4, CYP17, and
CYP19 were incorporated into Nanodiscs of various lipid composition – a membrane system that is water-soluble and
preserves the structure of membrane protein. A series of linear dichroism measurements were then carried out by first
adsorbing the protein-Nanodisc complex onto a glass substrate then measuring absorbance values of the heme at
orthogonal polarizations of light. Angles of the heme enzymes were calculated for the different lipid compositions,
illustrating that active site access channels are buried within the membrane.
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Abstract Text
A capillary electrophoresis-based method is developed to allow for the determination of the binding constant for FITC
with its corresponding anti-FITC antibody. This ligand-target couple serves as a model system by which to compare
differences in binding under free-solution conditions relative to systems with immobilized ligand or target. In these
studies, the fluorescent probe FITC (•ex = 495 nm, •em = 519 nm) is covalently bound to a single-stranded DNA construct
(26 nucleotides plus primers). Such a construct is representative of a member of a random DNA library for aptamer
selection studies, and so it is anticipated that this binding study can be translated more broadly to the evaluation of
aptamer selectivity (according to a method developed in our lab that combines CE-based selection and Next Generation
Sequencing, with ssDNA aptamer immobilized on Ion Sphere ParticlesTM). Specifically, we describe a capillary transient
isotachophoresis (ctITP) method with laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) detection, which leads to a sharp signal for FITCDNA alone, which is diminished after binding with the anti-FITC antibody. To overcome the quenching of the FITC
emission upon antibody binding, the commercially available, noncovalent DNA tag “SYBR Gold” was added to the buffers.
Based on the areas of the complex and free FITC-DNA peaks, we can calculate the binding constant of FITC-labeled DNA
and anti-FITC antibody according to the theory of non-equilibrium capillary electrophoresis of equilibrium mixtures
(NECEEM).
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Abstract Text
With the improvement of people’s living condition, demands for hygienic food are increasing. Foodborne pathogen is the
main factor leading to food safety incidents. However the detection of foodborne pathogen is usually time-consuming,
rapid detection of foodborne pathogen has attracted more and more attention. In this study, we developed a rapid
pathogenic microorganism detector which is suitable for the mobile phone devices. Up conversion luminescent materials
can emit visible light when excited by infrared light, and always be used in immune detection. This detector contents a
piece of up-converting phosphor technology based lateral flow (UPT-LF) test paper, a 980nm micro laser source, a piece
of optical filter and a wireless communication module. With its own mechanical structure , this detector is able to connect
with mobile phone through the micro-USB interface which also supplies power for it. The UPT-LF test paper use up
conversion luminescent materials as a marker, foodborne pathogenic microorganisms reacted with up conversion
luminescent materials in infrared light then emitted visible phosphorescence. We took a picture of that UPT-LF test paper
with the mobile phone camera after the reaction. Using machine vision image algorithm inside the mobile phone’s APP to
analysis phosphorescent information in the photo, we can get the final test results. This method has the advantages of
simple, fast, portable, low-cost, and so on. It will greatly reduce the detection time and cost, and promote the healthy
development of China food industry.
Supported by National Key Technology Support Program (Grants 2012BAB19B07)
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Abstract Text
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is an extensively studied biomolecule that contains unique genetic information for every
living organism. Due to its importance in research across the scientific community, DNA samples must be handled with
care and stored under conditions that minimize degradation or mutation. Although low temperature and low moisture
conditions are commonly utilized for the long-term storage of DNA, contamination of samples with endonucleases poses
a threat to the stability of the nucleic acid. In this study, magnetic ionic liquids (MILs) were employed as novel solvents for
the storage and preservation of DNA. Two hydrophobic MILs, namely trihexyl(tetradecyl)phosphonium
tetrachloroferrate(III) ([P66614+][FeCl4-]) and benzyltrioctylammonium bromotrichloroferrate(III) ([(C8)3BnN+][FeCl3Br]), were used as solvents for DNA storage. Both MILs successfully preserved genomic and plasmid DNA (pDNA) for up to 1
week at room temperature, as determined by agarose gel electrophoresis and polymerase chain reaction (PCR).
Furthermore, the [P66614+][FeCl4-] and the [(C8)3BnN+][FeCl3Br-] MILs were investigated for their ability to protect DNA
from enzymatic cleavage by deoxyribonuclease I (DNase I). No degradation of genomic DNA or pDNA was observed for up
to 1 week upon spiking DNA-enriched MIL with 20 units of DNase 1, demonstrating a convenient and effective method for
storing DNA in the presence of an endonuclease. The MIL preservation medium eliminates the need for refrigeration of
DNA samples, providing an economical advantage over conventional storage methods In the future, MILs may also be
used as DNA extraction solvents to diminish the risk of sample contamination during sample transfer.
This research was supported by the National Science Foundation (CHE-1413199).
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Abstract Text
The intracellular compartmentalization of biomolecular activity is a distinguishing feature of cellular function. This
colocalization of biomolecules provides an avenue for controlling the kinetics of metabolic pathways. Enzymes can be
compartmentalized on cellular scaffolds, in multiprotein scaffolds, or inside subcellular organelles. Phase separation
induced by macromolecular crowding may also serve as a means of intracellular organization. Experiments and
computational modeling were used to investigate the kinetic consequences related to the compartmentalization of
sequential enzymes within a macromolecularly crowded, biphasic polymer solution. Two enzymes of the de novo purine
biosynthesis pathway, adenylosuccinate lyase (ASL, step 8) and 5-aminoimidazole-4-carboxamide ribonucleotide
transformylase/inosine monophosphate cyclohydrolase (ATIC, steps 9 and 10) were studied in a polyethylene
glycol/dextran aqueous two-phase system. Biomolecules partition to the dextran-rich phase droplets, which serve as a
model of subcellular compartmentalization. In this colocalized system we did not observe significant rate enhancements
under experimental conditions. Experimental results were used to adapt a computational model to quantitatively
describe the sequential reaction kinetics in the biphasic environment. The mathematical model was then used to
systematically explore various, experimentally inaccessible conditions to determine when increased local concentrations
of enzymes and substrates can (or cannot) be expected to increase metabolic rates. Results indicate that
compartmentalization within this biphasic system can lead to enhanced sequential product formation under some
conditions, but very strong partitioning into the phase compartments is required. In vivo, this could be induced by
specific binding affinities between proteins that are within or compose the phase compartments.
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Abstract Text
In this study, a trypsin bioreactor with exemplary proteolytic performance, even after 5th reuse, was produced through a
novel, rapid and simple multipoint immobilization technique without any chemical of solid support. Herein, a 4-chloro-7nitrobenzofurazan (NBD), as fluorescent dye, was used to bind and stably anchor trypsin molecules onto the MOFs
(trypsin-NBD@MOFs). We applied this strategy to several common MOFs with characteristic pore sizes between 0.52.1nm. The digestion efficiency of bioreactor was evaluated by bovine serum albumin digestion. The results showed that
the stability of the resultant bioreactor can be affected based on the MOF’s pore sizes. Among all the trypsinNBD@MOFs, the trypsin-NBD@UiO-66 exhibited the highest BSA proteolytic performance and can be reused for at least 5
cycles with storage stability until 30 days.Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), which are porous materials constructed
from metal ions and organic ligands, have extended their applications to serve as bioreactors or biocatalysts for specific
reactions.
Enzyme immobilization has been useful due its advantages such as stability and cost-effectiveness that overcome the
time-consuming digestion and production of side-reaction products. In addition, the immobilized enzymes are regarded
to be reusable with almost the same catalytic or digestion performance. Enzyme immobilization could be carried out
through chemical bonding or physical adsorption. However, the former requires more time than the latter, which could
be a contribution to green chemistry and thus, possesses economical advantages.
Therefore, in this study, physical adsorption of trypsin was established by utilizing a fluorescent dye, 4-chloro-7nitrobenzofurazan (NBD), to bind with and stably anchor trypsin molecules on the MOFs. Different MOFs (MIL-101(Cr),
MIL-100(Cr), UiO-66(Zr) and CYCU-4(Al)) were also used as immobilizer for trypsin.
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Abstract Text
Introduction
There are >2500 reported human microRNAs (miRNA) in the freely accessible miRBase repository. With the small size of
mature miRNAs (19-25 nt), sequence similarity among these important biomarkers is expected. However, the extent of
sequence similarity remains unclear. The RNA sequence and/or the nucleotide composition of miRNA are the
characteristics that may determine the outcome on measuring specific miRNA in biological samples. For example,
isomeric miRNAs with identical nucleotide composition could be co-eluted from a chromatography column, thus posing a
challenge to the end point measurement including tandem mass spectrometry. The aim of this study is to investigate the
extent of similarity on RNA sequence and nucleotide composition among human miRNAs.
Experimental Approach
Database
All human mature miRNA sequences used in this study were downloaded from miRBase (http://mirbase.org). In addition,
human miRNAs that are linked to specific diseases are identified using the mir2disease database.
Nucleotide composition
Nucleotide composition of each miRNA was determined by using Mongo Oligo calculator in addition to our in-house
developed Excel-based method.
Sequence similarity
For determining the sequence similarity among miRNAs, the MAFFT software was employed
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/mafft/).
Results
Among all the human miRNAs, 55% are isomers i.e. same nucleotide composition. The differences between some miRNAs
sequences are only one nucleotide. Among miRNAs that are linked to our selected diseases, the average sequence
similarity is 32%.
Conclusion
For the first time, the extent of similarity in RNA sequence and nucleotide composition among human miRNAs are
determined.
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Abstract Text
The quantification of total protein is an important analytical task for the life sciences, ranging from food quality to the
diagnosis of diseases. Parallel to development in spectroscopy, there is a demand for quick, interference-free total
protein assays with accurate results. For this purpose, a new method for total protein quantitation was developed using
Surface-enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS). In this method, o-phtalaldehyde (OPA) complete reagent was used to
form moieties which give SERS signals in the presence of protein and gold nanoparticles (AuNPs). A working curve was
obtained by plotting the intensity of the SERS signal at a specific wavelength versus the concentration of protein standard
and the correlation was found to be linear within the range of 0.054 mg/mL – 0.72 mg/mL. The limit of detection for the
method was determined 0.07 mg/mL. The ability of determination of total protein amount in real samples was also
investigated. For instance, milk was only diluted and there was not any other sample preparation. The measurement
time was ten seconds and the sample volume was 100 •L. Besides these advantages, this method offers less chemical
consumption and waste with elimination of labor-consuming operations. Finally, obtained results were compared to
conventional spectroscopic methods and the Kjeldahl assay.
This study has a patent number of 2014/15773.
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Abstract Text
Vinylimidazole ionic liquid crosslinkers were explored as matrix supports for the synthesis of molecularly imprinted
polymeric nanoGUMBOS (nanoparticles derived from a group of uniform materials based on organic salts). Each
crosslinker incorporated a unique functional spacer between the vinylimidazole groups, which resulted in different
imprinting performance among the synthesized polymeric nanoparticles. In this study, chiral recognition properties
toward the amino acid L-tryptophan were crafted in the imprinted polymeric nanoparticles. The strong interactions
between the functional groups of the ionic liquid, and the template (L-tryptophan) allowed for a successful imprinting
under aqueous conditions, which is considered a challenge due to the competitive interruption of the non-covalent
polymer-template interactions by water. Herein, high uptake values for L-tryptophan were found in the 13-87 umol/g
range, and the binding ratios of L-tryptophan over D-tryptophan were ranging from 5 to 13:1 for different type of
crosslinker. Our data imply that this novel class of ionic liquid crosslinkers is ideal for selectively imprinting aqueous
templates of biological nature and for application of the synhesized nanoGUMBOS as theranostic agents.
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Abstract Text
Multiple disease states are caused by dysregulation of biochemical pathways through ligand-receptor interactions.
Discovery of ligands that target transmembrane proteins is limited to platforms that support protein function. There is a
need for rapid and highly specific assay platforms for identifying novel ligand receptor interactions while minimizing
crosstalk and non-specific binding. To address this need, we have developed a novel microparticle architecture that
utilizes silica core particle that is functionalized with receptors within stabilized liposomes. This particle architecture is
then used to perform pulldown assays in complex solutions with subsequent analysis by electrospray ionization (ESI) or
matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) mass spectrometry. As a proof-of-concept, recovery of serotonin via
binding to 5-HT1A receptors within CHO-K1 cell membranes was evaluated. CHO-K1 cell membrane fractions were
isolated through homogenization and centrifugation, and were extruded to form vesicles, which could be subsequently
stabilized using polymer scaffold stabilization approaches. The vesicles were then immobilized to the particle surface to
yield silica core-cell membrane vesicle shell particles. Particles were characterized using flow cytometry, to verify
attachment of cell membrane vesicles with and without 5-HT1A receptors to modified particles. Serotonin was incubated
with the silica core-cell membrane vesicle shell particles containing the serotonin receptor, and centrifugation was used
to pull down the particles. ESI-MS confirmed the successful pull down of the serotonin ligand. This new platform shows
promise for the discovery of unknown ligand/receptor pairs with minimal sample preparation.
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Abstract Text
Research will be presented on the fundamental biorecognition properties of a smart in situ fluorescent-based biosensor
to detect microRNA (miR) combinations. MicroRNA often works in groups to interact with messenger-RNA and
subsequently interrupt protein synthesis. Several studies are finding links between disease and changes in the expression
of certain groups of miRs. In breast cancer, evidence suggests the Forkhead Box O1 (FOXO1) messenger-RNA is coregulated by three microRNA: miR-27a, miR-96, and miR-182. Suppression of FOXO1 protein by these miRs disrupts
apoptotic pathways, allowing the cancer cell to live and grow uncontrollably. Here we present an innovative Smart AND
Sensor to detect the co-expression of miR-27a, miR-96, and miR-182. The sensor consists of three parts: (1) a donor
reporter strand (R-96) partially bound to a sensing strand (S-96) for miR-96, (2) an acceptor reporter strand (R-182)
partially bound to another sensing strand (S-182) for miR-182, and (3) a linker with two hairpin regions for each reporter
and a hybridization site (HS-27a) for miR-27a. We will present signal to background ratio data from the smart AND sensor
to determine: (1) maximum excitation wavelength for different combinations of donor and acceptor strand orientations,
(2) influence of the molecular environment on reporter strands, (3) cross reactivity of the sensors components, and (4)
sensing ability for a specific combination of miRs.
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Abstract Text
Fibrous collagen and synthetic silk are both novel biomaterials due to their outstanding mechanical properties, flexibility
and bio-compatibility which enable a wide range of applications particularly in tissue engineering. Carbon nanotube (CNT)
was found to interface with biological materials and markedly reinforce the scaffolds due to its high tensile strength. In
this study, we incorporated CNT in collagen and silk fibers, and explored the utility of CNT’s electrical conductivity
rendering the nano-biocomposite materials a dimension of new functionality. To mimic the native extracellular matrix,
we applied electrospinning technique to fabricate well-aligned composite fibers. The addition of proper amount of
functionalized CNT was found to enhance the fiber alignment, mechanical strength and conductivity. While collagen-CNT
fibers are superior in fiber alignment and stretchability, silk-CNT fibers offer higher tensile strength, elasticity and
stability. Our results from cell proliferation and viability tests suggest these composite fibers are biocompatible. Using
them as cell culture matrices, we grew primary fibroblast cells extracted from human connective tissues. In response to
the applied low-frequency potential delivered by a home-built device, the fibroblast cells synthesized substantially higher
levels of collagen and cytoskeleton protein genes, which are critical for wound healing. Interestingly, cells on silk-CNT
synthesized much more collagen than cells on collagen-CNT, implying silk-CNT can more effectively transmit the electrical
signal for cell stimulation. The capability of stimulating cells through the CNT incorporated biopolymers inspires the
design of multi-functional biomatrices for more effective tissue regeneration.
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Abstract Text
Capillary-channeled polymer (C-CP) fibers have been studied as stationary phases for protein separations in recent years.
C-CP fibers are made from melt-extruding of commonly used polymers such as polypropylene (PP), polyamide (Nylon)
and polyester (PET). Each C-CP fiber has eight capillary channels on the fiber surface extending the whole length of the
fiber. These channels provide C-CP fiber-packed bed excellent fluid transportation properties and approximately 3x more
surface area than the circular cross-sectional fiber packed bed. Previously, surface modified PET fibers have been used for
weak anion-exchange chromatography but suffered from peak tailing and broadening. In this study, nylon C-CP fibers
were modified and used for ion-exchange protein separations. In comparison to modified PET C-CP fibers, the modified
nylon C-CP fiber-packed bed provide better protein separation resolutions and higher stability in the column regeneration
process in which strong acid and base are applied. Compared with the native nylon C-CP fiber, the modified fiber packed
bed has higher protein dynamic binding capacity as well as better protein separation resolutions. The modified nylon fiber
column has excellent hydraulic permeability and can be operated at high solvent flow rates without generating high
column pressure. The simple modification method reported here, along with the modified nylon C-CP fibers, hold a great
potential in analytical protein separations and protein downstream processing.
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Abstract Text
Many of the best-selling pharmaceuticals on the market as well as those making their way through the pipeline are
protein-based. Unlike small molecule drugs which are synthesized through a controlled chemical process, biologics are
produced from live cell cultures, which can complicate analysis. A host of chromatographic techniques are generally
needed throughout the lifecycle of a drug product to ensure product quality and consistency. Because analysis can be
carried out throughout various in-house laboratories and in some cases contract organizations, it is important that
methods can be successfully transferred from one laboratory to the next without compromising results or requiring
method revalidation.
The purpose of this work is to evaluate HPLC method transfer between two different chromatographic systems.
Established methods for monoclonal antibody separations (SEC, CEX, and peptide mapping) will first be replicated on a
modern UHPLC platform. Novel multi-flow path technology allows emulation of HPLC instrumentation as well as
transferability to UHPLC operation on the same UHPLC platform. After assessing method transfer, we will show system
reproducibility. Differences in system dispersion between the two chromatographic systems and the impact system
dispersion has on resolution will also be addressed. Finally, the UHPLC platform will be used to update an SEC-HPLC
method to a UHPLC method which takes advantage of smaller particle size and lower system dispersion to yield better
resolution, shorter run time, and narrower peak profiles.
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Abstract Text
Exosomes are derived from endosomal vesicles. They can be recognized and fused with cells. Fatty acids are main
components of the membrane of exosomes and cells. In this presentation, gas chromatography mass spectrometry (GCMS) technique coupled with size exclusion chromatography is demonstrated advantages to purify and quantification of
fatty acids (oleic acid, linoleic acid, docosahexaenoic acid and araachidonic acid) in exosomes. Pre-column derivatization
of fatty acids before GC-MS is necessary. We compare two derivatization methods to achieve the best assay sensitivity.
One is derivatization by trimethylsilyldiazomethane(TMSDAM). Samples are extracted by hexan and the add 2.0 M
TMSDAM. The other is derivatization by methanolysis/methylation using conc. HCl under mild condition.
The application of this method will help us reveal the relationships between the exosomes (bone marrow mesenchymal
stem cells derived/PC-12 cells derived) and the original cells. Finally, the future perspective of the application can be used
as a prognosis suggestions by characterization the cells pathological states from the exosomes from bloods or urea.
Acknowledgement: The research is partially supported by US National Institutes of Health (GM089557 to YML).
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Abstract Text
Chromium exists in two primary oxidation forms: trivalent (Cr[sup]+3[/sup]) and hexavalent (Cr[sup]+6[/sup]). Hexavalent
chromium is a potent and harmful known human carcinogen. However, trivalent chromium is a necessary trace mineral
for human insulin function, and is therefore included in many dietary supplements. While many approaches are taken by
pharmaceutical producers to prevent the oxidation of Cr[sup]+3[/sup] to Cr[sup]+6[/sup], the chemistry involved in the
formation of pills presents oxidative potential for chromium. Final dietary supplement product analysis is therefore
critical to ensuring their safety. Government requirements mandate the correct labeling of products for content and
therefore necessitate testing of dietary supplements for hexavalent chromium content. Due to the extreme variation in
risk factors associated with each species, analysis of substances for total chromium is inconclusive as to the health effects
it may elicit. By using Inductively-Coupled Plasma Mass Spectroscopy (ICP-MS) according to EPA method 6800, update V,
we are able to quantifiably measure each individual chromium species, and transformations of species, in dietary
supplement samples. This study also identified the presence of several previously unknown chromium species, including
possible Cr[sup]+6[/sup] anomalies. Investigation of the molecular composition of these complexes is being performed
with ion chromatography fraction collection and subsequent quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometry to identify the
chromium species present in the dietary supplement samples. Results and findings in commercial products will be
discussed.
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Abstract Text
Lack of symptoms as well as the deficiency of highly specific biomarkers has resulted in only a quarter of ovarian cancer
(OC) cases being diagnosed in stage I. Early detection combined with conventional therapies has resulted in 5-year
survival rates up to 92%; while, 5-year overall survival is less than 30% for women with advanced stage OC. Investigation
into characteristic metabolomic patterns for disease has the potential to detect changes in cells, tissues, and biofluids that
can aid in diagnosis at an early stage, which is particularly advantageous for OC patients.
Serum samples were collected from early-stage papillary serous epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) (n=46) and normal (n=49)
patients and analyzed using ultra performance liquid chromatography coupled with high resolution mass spectrometry
(UPLC-MS) and tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS). Untargeted multivariate statistical analysis employing support
vector machine learning methods and recursive feature elimination selected a panel of 16 metabolites that differentiated
between the age-matched samples with very high accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity. The dominate classes of
metabolites in the panels were lipids and fatty acids; this correlated well with the literature in which the metabolomes of
EOC patients exhibit disruption of lipid metabolism and profiles. Our preliminary work demonstrated that metabolites in
serum samples may be useful for detecting early-stage EOC and support conducting larger, more focused studies.
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Abstract Text
Protein binding and carryover in analytical systems is a challenge that can reduce accuracy and throughput when
transferring and analyzing biomedical fluids. This work presents data on the effect of three surfaces on analytical
accuracy, reduction of carryover and increase of throughput when they are in contact with a range of proteins. The areas
of application are broad, including all sample-contacting components of medical diagnostic equipment, HPLC columns,
fittings, and transfer tubing. The protein-resistant properties of a carboxysilane coating (deposited via chemical vapor
deposition) was studied using quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) and compared to that of
bare stainless steel and a Teflon-like fluoropolymer coating (AF1600). With the assistance of a nonionic surfactantcontaining wash solution, the carboxysilane coating was found to facilitate 100% removal of adsorbed proteins (BSA,
mouse IgG and normal human plasma), whereas these proteins remain adsorbed on the bare stainless steel surface under
the same conditions. Compared to the carboxysilane coating, AF1600 showed similar resistance to plasma protein
adhesion at initial use, but the AF1600 performance degraded due to mechanical wear-induced surface delamination. The
carboxysilane coating, on the other hand, maintained the same level of protein resistance through harsh chemical washes
and multiple sonication cycles, demonstrating excellent chemical stability and physical durability of the CVD coating. The
carboxysilane coating on stainless steel components improved reliability, reduced carryover and cycle time, and increased
the durability of analytical systems.
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Abstract Text
[i]Xenopus laevis[/i] has been an important model organism in developmental biology. Landmark advances in biology,
using this animal include nuclear transfer experiments, the first isolation of a gene from any organism, the first complete
nucleotide sequence of a gene, and the purification of the first eukaryotic transcription factor.
There is a large literature base on this organism’s transcriptome, but the study of its proteome is at an embryonic state.
Only three [i]Xenopus laevis[/i] proteomics papers are published. This organism is approximately 90% yolk protein by
weight at the single stage embryo, making the proteome extraction and the following mass spectrometry analysis
challenging. Unfortunately, there is still no report about optimizations of proteomic sample preparation for this model
system. Here, we systematically compared three common buffer systems for protein extraction from [i]Xenopus laevis[/i]
embryos: SDS, 8M urea and NP40.
We employed BCA protein concentration measurement, SDS-PAGE, and nano-liquid chromatography-tandem mass
spectrometry for comparing those three buffer systems. Initial findings show SDS extracts the largest amount of protein
in comparison to 8M urea and NP40, with a large portion of it being yolk protein, which can be observed on a gel and with
a BCA assay, lowering the identifications of peptides with SDS. NP40 extracts considerably less protein, but allows for
overall higher peptide identifications since little yolk protein is extracted. SDS and NP40 samples were fractionated to
uncover masked proteins in 1D analysis by yolk protein interferences. Identification of protein was improved for SDS by
165%. For complete analysis, the FASP procedure was found to have the top sample recovery and purity. This study will
be valuable for [i]Xenopus laevis[/i] proteomics.
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Abstract Text
Ficus capensis, a multipurpose medicinal plant, is applied in the management of dysentery, leprosy, epilepsy, rickets,
infertility, respiratory disorders, gonorrhea, threatened abortion and skin infections. The aim of the study is to relate the
constituents of the essential oil of the stem bark with some of its medicinal applications. The stem bark was cut into small
pieces, dried and pulverized. The essential oil was extracted into hexane by hydro distillation using a Clevenger apparatus.
Collection was in two modes: continuous collection over a four-hour period and hourly collection over the same period.
Analysis was carried out on a gc-ms fitted with HP5MS column using a temperature program of 80 deg. C (2min)
increased at 5 deg. / min to 120 deg. (2min) increased at 3.5 deg./min to 240 deg. (5min). The constituents were
saturated fatty acids; C10 (0-0.6%), C12 (0.3-1.3%), C14 (2.4-5.4%), C15 (4.8-6.5%), C16 (40.1-71.0%), C17 (0.8-1.3%), C18
(1.0-2.2%), unsaturated fatty acids; cis-13-octadecenoic acid (6.5-7.3%), and 9,12-octadecadienoic acid (9.1 and 9.5%) in
the first and second hourly collections, hydrocarbons; undecane (3.1%), dodecane (1.5%) and tridecane (4.0%) present in
the 4-hr. collection. Fatty acids exhibit anti-inflammatory and antimicrobial activities and are involved in cell signal and
may therefore be relevant in the management of infectious diseases and epilepsy. Thus the essential oil from the stem
bark contains compounds which are relevant in the management of some diseases for which it is employed.
Funding is by the University of Lagos and the authors.
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Abstract Text
Tetrapleura tetrapetra is used for the management of fractured bones, female infertility, convulsion, sexually –
transmitted diseases, asthma, rheumatism, insomnia, and as a preservative. The aim of this study is to correlate the
constituent compounds in the essential oil from the stem bark with its medicinal uses. The essential oil was extracted
into hexane by hydro distillation for 4 hours using a Clevenger apparatus and analyzed on GC-MS fitted with an HP5MS
capillary column. The temperature program employed was 70 deg. C (4min) increased at 3.5 deg. / min to 240 deg. C
(5min). The major component was n-hexadecanoic acid (40.1%). Other components include tetradecanoic- (1.5%),
pentadecanoic- (1.0%), octadecanoic- (1.6%), acid. Unsaturated fatty acids present were 9,12-octadecadienoic (Z,Z)
(4.2%) – and cis and trans -13-octadecenoic- (5.8%) acid. Fatty acid methyl esters present were those from hexadecanoic(2.9%), 9,12- octadecadienoic - (7.6%), 9- octadecenoic - (Z) (10.5%) and 16-methyl heptadecanoic- acid (2.3%). Saturated
fatty acids have been known to exhibit antimicrobial and anti-inflammatory activity hence may be useful in the
management of infertility, asthma, rheumatism and sexually transmitted diseases. Saturated and unsaturated fatty acids
can serve as preservatives. The fatty acid methyl esters may be metabolized in the human system to give fatty acids, thus
increasing the fatty acid available to 77.4%. Fatty acids are involved in cell signal and may be useful in the management
of convulsion. Thus the essential oil from the stem bark is relevant to the associated medicinal uses.
Funding is by University of Lagos and the authors.
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Abstract Text
Trehalose, a disaccharide found in many organisms, is an important sugar often associated with increased tolerance to a
variety of stressors. In plants, trehalose is present in exceedingly low quantities making it difficult to detect and quantify,
especially due to its low relative abundance comparted to sucrose, fructose and glucose. Gas chromatography – mass
spectrometry (GC-MS) equipped with a quadrupole detector is a powerful technique for the sensitive detection of
metabolites after derivatization with a suitable reagent, such as MSTFA. In this study, trehalose, fructose, sucrose, and
glucose were evaluated in two different varieties of rice, one submergence tolerant and the other submergence
intolerant. The LOD and LOQ for trehalose was found to be 4.4 nM 14.7 nM, respectively, with a 1 uL injection. Because
of the excessive amount of sucrose in rice, a separate measurement was taken after a 1:100 dilution to ensure detection
of the lower abundant saccharides. The analysis was first ran using a 60 – 600 m/z scan to identify each sugar using library
matching as well as an in-house library generated with standards. Subsequently, selected ion monitoring (SIM) was after
selecting ions specific to the sugars to further reduce the background associated with unwanted signals and increase
sensitivity relative to full scan mode. In unstressed rice tissue, fructose had an abundance of approximately 0.01 •g/g
tissue, glucose had an abundance of 0.09 •g/g tissue, Sucrose had an abundance of 19.40 mg/g tissue, and trehalose had
an abundance of 0.01 •g/g tissue.
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Abstract Text
SFC is a chromatography technique that is in resurgence due to lower solvent consumption compared to HPLC as the SFC
eluent is a mixture of mainly CO2 and small percentages of organic solvents. In addition to SFC being a low cost tool to
run on day-to-day basis due to the eluent used, it is also considered a quick sample turnaround technique. Further, when
moving to drug development and purification, where the fractions collected require dry down, the reduced time of
solvent evaporation increases the overall productivity and efficiency in the lab. Larger bio-molecules such as peptides and
small proteins are commonly analyzed and purified using reversed-phase chromatography. Recent studies show that SFC
can be a tool for the separation of peptides. Here we present a comparative study of the separation of peptides and
small proteins under SFC conditions.
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Abstract Text
Monitoring human exposure to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) from environmental sources is an important tool
in the assessment of occupational and environmental health. Following exposure, through dietary, inhalation or dermal
pathways, PAHs undergo a two phase biological transformation, first to hydroxylated form (Phase I), followed by
conversion to the more water soluble glucuronide or sulfate conjugates (Phase II) for elimination from the body. Routine
measurements of the urinary levels of 1-hydroxypyrene have been shown to be a reliable biological indicator of the total
exposure to parent PAHs in risk assessments.
Following enzymatic hydrolysis of buffered urine samples, to convert the conjugated metabolite to the hydroxylated
form, the samples were subjected to automated solid phase extraction (SPE) isolation and cleanup using a J2 Scientific
PrepLincTM system. The automated method allows the samples to be transferred directly from the hydrolysis containers
through SPE cartridges, washing of interferences and elution of the metabolite from the SPE substrate, concentration of
the eluent to final volume and transfer to autosampler vials for analysis. All aspects of the SPE method (i.e. conditioning,
loading, washing, elution and concentration) were automated and the operational demands for the procedure were
reduced to loading the hydrolyzed samples on to the instrument and selecting a preprogrammed method for the isolation
of the anaylte of interest. High performance liquid chromatography with fluorescence detection (HPLC-FL) was used for
quantification of the 1-hydroxypyrene present in urine samples. The automation of the procedure allowed for less
variability between replicate samples and faster sample preparation times when compared to traditional, manual
methods.
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Abstract Text
Sodium dodecyl sulfate–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS–PAGE) is a widely used method for assessing in a
reproducible manner the relative mass of denatured polypeptide chains and the purity of a protein preparation. For more
than 40 years, the Laemmli SDS–discontinuous system based on Tris–Glycine buffer has been used with slab gels for highresolution fractionation of protein mixtures under dissociating conditions. However, the electrophoresis run time is long
for a standard 10 x 10 cm gel (~60 min) since the gel cannot be run at higher voltage without generating excess heat and
compromising the resolution of separated protein bands. Through the years, various gel chemistries and buffering
systems have been developed to improve protein band resolution at higher speed, but always with increased cost. In this
work, we show that a simple change to the running buffer can provide high separation speed with enhanced resolution of
protein bands. Tris-glycine mini-gels (precast and homemade) cast with the traditional Laemmli recipe can be run 50-60%
faster (run time < 25 min) using our new proprietary Tris-SDS buffer. Gels are run at higher voltage without generating
excessive heat and impacting the clarity of protein bands. Faster electrophoresis time improves the overall throughput of
the protein lysate to Western blot work flow.
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Abstract Text
Superficially porous particles (SPPs) with wide pore size of •300Å provide even better benefits over totally porous
particles for separation of large biomolecules such as proteins and monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) because the analyte
diffusion length inside a particle plays a more important role for fast separation in large molecule separation than in small
molecule separation. Wide pore SPPs in 5 µm size have been used for protein separations for a decade. And more
recently, wide pore SPPs in smaller size ranging from 2.6 µm to 3.6 µm have been developed to meet the need of
continuing interest in larger therapeutic molecules by biopharmaceutical companies.
We have developed one step coating approach called “coacervation method” for synthesis of SPPs, in which the surface
modified solid silica spheres, urea, formaldehyde, and silica colloidal sol under acidic conditions form a coating of
coacervate of urea-formaldehyde polymer and ultra-pure silica sol particles on the solid spheres in one step. This method
had been successfully applied to synthesis of commercial product, Poroshell 120 particles, for small molecule separation.
In this report, we would like to report synthesis of a series of new wide pore SPPs with different particle size, pore size,
and shell thickness using this one step coating coacervation method. By evaluating chromatographic performance of
those particles using van Deemtor plot, protein mixtures, larger monoclonal antibodies, the 3.6 µm, 450 Å pores SPPs
were chosen as optimized for separation of large biomolecules, and were compared with other wide pore SPPs and
totally porous particles.
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Abstract Text
Monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) and their derivatives are widely used as biopharmaceuticals and will continue to be a focus
of the industry for years to come. In the development of therapeutic mAbs, a high-throughput and robust analytical
method is needed for quantifying them in harvested cell culture fluids, downstream product pools, and so on. Protein A is
an antibody binding protein generally used in affinity chromatography to purify and determine antibodies. High affinity
and selectivity of Protein A for antibodies lead to an effective removal of host cell proteins. Here, we will report on a fast
analysis of immunoglobulin G (IgG) titer in the cell culture supernatant using a newly developed Protein A affinity column.
This column was designed based on a novel polymeric resin with a recombinant Protein A ligand. Due to a high dynamic
loading capacity, it was able to quantify IgG in a range of 0.1 to 10 mg/mL. At the flow rate of 2.0 mL/min, the total
analysis time was 2.0 min (including the time required for sample loading, wash, elution and re-equilibration). Column
lifetime tests showed that the column could be use over 2,000 cycles with very little loss of performance.
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Abstract Text
Multiplex polymerase chain reaction (PCR) has been widely utilized for high-throughput pathogen identification. A dye is
usually used to intercalate the PCR products, and identifications of the pathogens are accomplished by DNA melting curve
analysis or gel electrophoresis. Logically, coupling DNA amplification with identification can maximize the benefit of
multiplex PCR. PCR and gel electrophoresis have been integrated, but replenishing the gels after each run is tedious and
time-consuming. Recently, we develop an approach to address this issue. We perform multiplex PCR inside a capillary and
on-line transfer the amplified fragments to a bare narrow capillary, where we measure their lengths online using bare
narrow capillary-hydrodynamic chromatography (BaNC-HDC), a new technique developed in our laboratory for freesolution DNA separation. To intercalate the DNA with YOYO-1(a fluorescent dye) for BaNC-HDC, we flush the capillary
column with a YOYO-1 solution; positively charged YOYO-1 is charged onto the negatively charged capillary inner wall. As
DNA molecules are driven down the column for separation, they are online-intercalated with the YOYO-1 stored on the
capillary wall. With a single YOYO-1 charging, the column can be used for more than 40 runs, although the fluorescence
signal intensities of the DNA peaks decrease gradually. Although the dye-DNA intercalation takes place during the
separation, it does not affect the retention times or separation efficiencies.
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Abstract Text
There are many commercially available instruments that can be used to process preparative liquid chromatography (LC)
fractions, recovering the pure compound of interest and discarding background from the mobile phase.Some of these
technologies utilize solid-phase trapping media to retain the compounds of interest while allowing the water, organic
solvents and salt additives to be flushed to waste. Nearly two years ago, Shimadzu introduced a new instrument that
leveraged this concept of solid-phase trapping and implemented a trapping column packed with a generically applicable
resin that was appropriate for the retention of most small organic molecules. In addition to removing the mobile phase
matrix background from the LC fraction, this instrument provided a mechanism to treat the retained compound oncolumn and recover it in a specific salt form as a highly pure and very dry powder, achieving better quality than traditional
fraction dry-down techniques in significantly less time. In this presentation, we focus on the development of a new resin
that expands the capability of this instrument to include peptides.
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Abstract Text
Multi-dimensional liquid chromatography is an effective technique for top-down proteomic research. In this work, we
report a micro-scale (250 •m i.d.) monolithic column for protein separation first with anion-exchange and then reversedphase liquid chromatography. With NaCl in 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH~7.6) as the gradient elution for anion-exchange
chromatography, the column was capable of separating protein standards with high efficiencies. The monolith pore size
was controlled by adjusting the monomer percentage and the porogen ratio in the formula of making columns. We
investigated the effect of monolith pore size on protein separations. We also optimized other separation conditions,
including linear flow rate, gradients, and injection volume. Under the optimized conditions, protein lysates from E. Coli
cells were analyzed and more than 70 peaks were identified with UV detection. We then coupled ion-exchange
chromatography with reversed-phase liquid chromatography for high-throughput separations of intact separations. The
resolved proteins can be directly identified by mass spectrometry.
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Abstract Text
Spectrophotometers are a ubiquitous tool for biological research as it provides a means to quantify and qualify biological
materials of interest including nucleic acids, proteins, cell density, and many small molecules. However limitations to the
size of a traditional spectrophotometer limit its use efficiency. We have integrated the capabilities of a
spectrophotometer into the barrel of a micropipette to alleviate problems with traditional spectrophotometric
operations. The authors will present the newest design for this instrument as well as initial characterization for different
solutions to include red and blue dyes as well as completing a protein analysis using the Bradford assay. This design has
several benefits over a traditional instrument such as: reduced manufacturing costs, small size, reduced to no sample loss,
and utility in enclosed environments. This instrument utilizes disposable tips like a traditional micropipette, can be used
or even dedicated to clean environments including a PCR/RNA clean areas, glove bag, BSL3 hood, fume hood, or taken
into the field. Data can be presented on the device or sent wirelessly to a server, computer, tablet, phone, or wearable
device. In combination, the benefits of these instruments make spectrophotometric analysis much more user friendly
and efficient.
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Abstract Text
Chlor-Alkali manufacturing is one of many challenging industries for online analytics. These plants utilize saturated brine
(saltwater) and electricity, with advanced membrane technology, to produce chlorine for water treatment, pure bleach,
caustic soda and other, chlorine-related products. Excess organic contamination of the brine can destroy membrane
systems and cause plant shutdowns. Of the available technologies for chlor-alkali production, (membrane cell, diaphragm
cell, and mercury cell), advanced membrane systems are becoming the leading solution.
A Northern California facility chose to move the organics monitoring, critical to protecting the membranes, from the
laboratory to the process floor by implementing online analysis. Based on past experience with the high maintenance
required to support operation of their laboratory analyzer, the lab manager knew online operation would present
exceptional challenges.
The instrument was installed to protect the membrane system by monitoring the ultrapure brine supply from the Brine
Ion Exchange unit going into the Ultrapure Brine Storage. During the evaluation, the facility maintained the laboratory
measurements to verify online performance was comparable to or better than, laboratory results. The analyzer output
was connected to the plant SCADA system using the 4-20mA outputs to provide real-time control room visibility with
alarm implementation.
Based on historical plant operations, the operators knew safe levels of organics for their expensive advanced membranes
were below 5ppm of organic carbon. Continuous monitoring and reporting allowed for detection of excursions which
resulted in avoidance of damage to the membranes within the first few months of operation.
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Abstract Text
Recently, smartphones and tablets are spreading rapidly, and the market of touch panel displays are increasing. The
visibility is one of the most important qualities of the touch panel displays. Therefore, the material used on the top of the
display must be transparent. An organic transparent film is often used to protect displays and to reduce reflection of
light. In many cases this film becomes yellow with the passage of time. The amount of yellowing compounds is often so
small that the identification is difficult. In this report, we will show two analysis technologies of yellow compounds
generated under ageing test in transparent films. In the case that the yellowing compound can be extracted by solvents,
the LC-TOF/MS having high-separation LC and the high-resolution MS are suitable for the analysis. And the important
feature of system is to arrange a UV detector and a MS detector in series. The time difference occurs between the UV
detector and the MS detector in this way. Using this time difference which comes from selected ion chromatogram peaks
and 400-500 nm chromatogram peaks, the yellow compound is identified. In another case that the yellowing compound
cannot be extracted by solvents, Py-GC X GC-MS and molecular simulation are effective ways to analyze it. Comparing
with the transparent film and the yellowing film, differences become obvious in ageing test. Then the origin of those
differences is derived from the resin compositions. Using the molecular simulation, the yellow compound can be specified
from many detected differences.
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Abstract Text
Pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical companies across the US are being tasked with leaning out their processes and
looking for opportunities to save money. Testing of water samples for total organic carbon (TOC) and conductivity is a
requirement in the US dictated by the United States Pharmacopeia (USP). There have been a variety of instrument
improvements that increase the speed of analysis for TOC, but conductivity has been left behind. Many companies have
abandoned using USP 645 Stage 1 testing due to the risk of failure. These companies have implemented USP 645 Stage 2
testing instead, which can take as long as 4 hours. This talk will discuss how a major pharmaceutical company
implemented the use of a single instrument to perform simultaneous TOC and Stage 1 conductivity leading to faster
results and real-time analysis of water and cleaning validation samples. Discussion will include the steps taken in method
transfer, a presentation of the data analyzed, considerations taken to enable the transfer from manual measurement to
automated measurement, and the projected cost savings. Leaning out the process used to take these required
measurements will help companies run more efficiently.
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Abstract Text
The purpose of this study is to simulate the chemistry that occurs in a DC glow discharge and its afterglow region using
helium as the plasma gas. The simulation is two dimensional and axisymmetric. It is divided into two parts, a flow model
and a kinetic model. Star-CCM+ (CD-Adapco, New York, USA) is used to construct the glow discharge geometry and
simulate the flow of helium gas into air in the afterglow region. The kinetic model is being developed using Matlab
(MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA), and takes into account the reactive species present in the plasma based on findings
published in many experimental papers. In particular, we take into account measurements of the absolute number
densities of helium metastable atoms taken in our lab. Other reactive species considered include nitrogen molecules and
ions; water molecules, ions, and clusters; and electrons. Preliminary findings show the fast depletion of helium
metastable ions to form nitrogen ions (N2+ and N4+) which in turn react with water to ultimately form protonated water
clusters (H(H2O)n+) that react with analyte molecules. The primary source for nitrogen and water was found to be the
impurities in the helium gas stream from the cylinder or the tubing. Atmospheric nitrogen and water also played an
important role. This study builds on previous similar studies by including water in the reactions and by considering the
afterglow region rather than just the active plasma.
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Abstract Text
Solid phase microextraction (SPME) is a well-known sampling and sample preparation technique used for a wide variety
of analytical applications. As there are various complex processes taking place at the time of extraction that influence the
parameters of optimum extraction, a mathematical model and computational simulation describing the SPME process is
required for experimentalists to gain more insight on this process and implement the technique without performing
multiple costly and time-consuming experiments in the laboratory. In this study, a mechanistic mathematical model for
the processes occurring in SPME extraction of analyte(s) from an aqueous sample medium is presented. The model
integrates analyte diffusion in the coating and diffusion, convection and reversible binding in the analyte sample. The
proposed mechanistic model has been validated with previously reported experimental data taken from three different
sources. Several key factors that affect the extraction kinetics, such as sample agitation, fiber coating thickness, and the
presence of other undesirable species (matrix), are discussed. Moreover, insights regarding enhancement or retardation
of extraction kinetics in the presence of the matrix are provided with the help of an asymptotic analysis. To the authors’
knowledge, this is the first study that addresses this point. The parameters that contribute to the different types of
observed matrix effects on the uptake kinetics are also discussed. Numerical simulation results show that the proposed
model captures the phenomena occurring in SPME, leading to a better understanding of this process. Therefore, the
currently presented model can be used to identify optimum experimental parameters without the need to perform a
large number of experiments in the laboratory.
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Abstract Text
We have built a simple and low-cost imager that is suitable for capturing images of multi-well plates (96-, 192-, and 288wells) used for crystallization screening and cell culture. The imager is assembled from commercially available variable
zoom USB microscope and a home-built 2-dimensional stage. The software that controls the movement and captures the
images is a modified open source version and the microprocessor control is built on Arduino platform. Stage movement is
driven by small stepper motors controlled by an Arduino microprocessor running the GRBL firmware commonly found in
3D printers. Instructions are sent through the USB serial connection to the Arduino by a python program developed inhouse. The same program utilizes the python bindings for the OpenCV to perform the image acquisition. The program
was developed under both Mac OS X and Linux. The imager reduces the time and fatigue involved in manual inspection
while providing image history of the multi-well plates during the course of an experiment. Since the design is flexible
further modifications to suit other multi-well plates and experiments are possible.
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Abstract Text
The long-term stability of nanoparticle suspensions is governed by a complex interplay of particle-particle and particlesurface force interactions. Although understanding suspension dynamics and stability is critical for quality control in many
industries, there is currently no analytic model which can handle the diversity and range of forces involved, and there is
little hope of reliable prediction from first principles. To accurately probe the suspension stability, therefore, it is desirable
to make a direct measurement of the net forces in solution without having to predict the magnitude of each individual
component.
Here, we present an optofluidic technique for directly measuring and characterizing interactions between colloidal
particles and surfaces using the light that they scatter as they interact with the evanescent field above an optical
waveguide. Within the evanescent field, particles experience an attractive optical gradient force towards the center of
the waveguide. By using this optical force to counterbalance surface interaction forces on the particle, we can measure
the intensity of the scattered light from the particle as it undergoes Brownian motion and directly determine the
magnitude of the repulsive surface forces. We can also analyze the Brownian dynamics of the nanoparticles under the
influence of the applied optical forces to simultaneously obtain an estimate the particle’s hydrodynamic radius. Using our
near-field light scattering technique, we report high-throughput measurements of particle size and sub-pN interaction
forces for particles as small as 50 nm.
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Abstract Text
When the size of noble metal nanoparticles is reduced to less than the wavelength of light, the particles intensely absorb
and scatter light at wavelengths that depends on the particle size, shape, and local dielectric environment due to
Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR) modes. Recently, plasmonic particles have been used in a wide variety of
sensor and optical device applications including immunoassays and surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy substrates.
Controlling nanoparticle shape is essential for tuning these nanoparticles for a given application; however, controlling
shape and exposing new surface area without affecting the particle volume is challenging. Reported here is a simple
technique to mechanically alter the shape of gold and silver nanoparticles by manually rolling a glass rod over them. This
shape change in turn induces a red-shift in the LSPR wavelength of both gold and silver nanoparticles. The flattened
particles were characterized by both optical and electron microscopy, single nanoparticle scattering spectroscopy, and
surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy. Our quantitative SERS measurements show ~30% increase in surface area of
nanoparticles after deformation. The simple technique employed here requires no lithographic templates and has
potential for rapid, inexpensive and scalable tuning of nanoparticle shape, surface area, and resonance while preserving
particle volume.
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Abstract Text
The clean-up of fruit and vegetable samples for pesticide analysis is complicated by the presence of plant pigments in the
matrix. Pigment molecules are generally large, non-volatile compounds that tend to get trapped in the inlet liner of the
GC/MS. Use of the QuEChERS clean-up method does not necessarily remove all pigments from the matrix. Method EN
15662 recommends the addition of Graphitized Carbon Black (GCB) to remove plant pigments from samples. However, in
addition to removing plant pigments, GCBs also retain some pesticides, especially planar pesticides. It would be of
interest to look at other sorbents that may be complementary to GCB in removal of color pigments during QuEChERS
process. In this presentation, a range of plant pigments was chosen to be representative of the pigments found in various
fruits and vegetables. In addition to GCB, zirconia-containing adsorbents Z-Sep and Z-Sep+ were used to remove the
pigments from acetonitrile solutions designed to simulate dispersive SPE extracts. It is found that zirconia-containing
adsorbent Z-Sep+ overall removed between 40% and 80% of the plant pigment from the solutions, and is comparable
with GCB in removal of crocin and xanthophyll, which contribute to the red and yellow pigments, respectively, in plants.
The Z-Sep+ material removed more betanin, a red color compound, than GCB. The effect of surface area of the GCB
material as well as a zirconia-coated GCB material on the color removal will also be discussed.
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Abstract Text
An interface between two immiscible electrolyte solutions (ITIES) is a two-dimensional specific reaction field, where
charge transfer processes are significantly affected by the Galvani potential difference across the interface. The molecular
orientation of reactants adsorbed at ITIES plays a crucial role in the heterogeneous reaction mechanisms. In this study, we
developed a novel in situ spectroscopic method, polarization-modulation total internal reflection fluorescence (PM-TIRF)
spectroscopy, for dye species adsorbed with a certain orientation at ITIES. In PM-TIRF experiments, the fluorescence
signal from the interfacial region is analyzed as a function of periodic modulation of linear-polarizations ([i]p[/i] and [i]s[/i]
polarizations) of excitation beams. PM-TIRF spectroscopy can effectively extract the fluorescence signals of interfacially
oriented species from the signals arising throughout the optical path in the incident medium because no PM-TIRF signal
from randomly oriented bulk solution species.
The adsorption behavior of fluorescent dyes, water-soluble porphyrins at the polarized water|1,2-dichloroethane
interface was investigated by PM-TIRF. PM-TIRF spectroscopy clearly demonstrated that, for example, [i]meso[/i]substituted free base porphyrins were adsorbed with relatively lying orientation at the interface. The wavelength
dependence of PM-TIRF intensity, i.e. PM-TIRF spectra, indicated that the spectral features of adsorbed species is
different from that of the bulk solution species and the porphyrins are adsorbed with a modified hydration state at the
interface. Furthermore, an anionic porphyrin, protoporphyrin IX (H[sub]2[/sub]PP[sup]2•[/sup]) exhibited that its
adsorption states were affected by the potential-induced J-aggregation of H[sub]2[/sub]PP[sup]2•[/sup] occurred only at
ITIES.
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Abstract Text
The concept of lipobeads has been proposed about 30 years ago, however, lipobead-based drug delivery systems are still
largely experimental. A possible reason for a limited number of studies on lipobeads published could be in the lack of a
comprehensive understanding of the advantages of these drug carriers versus the feasibility of their production. The time
has come to explore analytically, microscopically, and spectroscopically a combination of lipid bilayer and cross-linked
polymer network, which Nature uses to achieve workability, multifunctionality, and dynamism in living cells of different
types. Lipobeads exhibit the properties attractive for the next generation of drug delivery systems: (i) retaining all the
important benefits of polymeric and liposomal drug carriers, a hydrogel core brings mechanical stability and
environmental responsiveness to the formulation in one construct, (ii) lipobead-delivered combination therapy shows no
toxicity on intravenously administered mice, accumulation of drug-loaded lipobeads both in the area surrounding tumor
and within the tumor itself outside the vasculature, high therapeutic activity at the targeted site, significantly greater
reduction in both tumor growth rate and tumor mass, and drastically increased survival, (iii) bipartite structure of
lipobeads can provide a number of novel and unique options (new schemes of drug release, consecutive multi-step
triggering, and combined drug delivery systems). Here we present microscopic (optical, fluorescence, confocal, AFM) data
on nano- and giant lipobeads demonstrating their technological achievability and supporting the expectations that
additional expenses on their production will be reimbursed by the potential advantages of their use. In addition, the ideas
on the conceptually new drug delivery systems, new mechanisms of lipobead internalization into the cell and mechanisms
of drug release regulated by specific signaling are discussed.
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Abstract Text
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) spectroscopy is a surface sensitive bioanalytical tool that has been widely used for
molecular binding studies. As a label-free technique, SPR spectroscopy can detect the protein-ligand binding event
occurring on a metallic surface (i.e. gold) in real-time by detecting the changes in refractive indices.1 In this research, we
combine surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) and SPR spectroscopy in a Kretschmann configuration.2 We have
designed an instrument that has an objective lens in addition to the SPR spectroscopy in order to collect both the Raman
scattered light and the monitor the change in reflectivity associated with SPR from the sample in a flow cell. We are using
this to study proteins deposited on a gold surface that interact with ligand functionalized gold nanoparticles. When the
protein and ligand bind together, the electric field arising from the nanoparticles and the surface plasmon-polaritons
(SPPs) of the gold film can excite Raman scattering of the protein-ligand complex. Simultaneously, the reflected light can
be detected by a photodiode, and then the reflectivity provides information about the binding interaction. This design
enables us to complement binding studies in SPR with chemical specifics from the Raman scattering. Therefore, we
believe that the simultaneous measurement will be the useful tool for surface analysis and biomolecule interaction.
(1)S. G. Patching, Surface plasmon resonance spectroscopy for characterisation of membrane protein–ligand
interactions and its potential for drug discovery, Biochimica et Biophysica Acta(BBA)-Biomembranes, Elsevier, 1838
(2014), 43-55
(2)S. A. Meyer, E. C. Le Ru, P. G. Etchegoin, Combining Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) Spectroscopy with SurfaceEnhanced Raman Scattering (SERS), Analytical Chemistry, (2011), 83, 2337-2344
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Abstract Text
Amorphous carbon films are an ideal substrate to prepare optical and electrochemical sensors or arrays of biomolecules
because the carbon surface is chemically inert, but can be functionalized. These films are readily deposited at room
temperature, have a high adhesion, and can thus provide a chemically stable surface while maintaining the physical
properties of the underlying substrate. Here we present two chemical strategies to prepare surfaces, which can be
patterned with thiol-click reactions, by adding terminal thiol or vinyl groups on the amorphous carbon films. These films
were then further functionalized or patterned with photo-initiated thiol-ene/yne click reactions. In order to understand
how each of these reactions alters the films, we characterized the surfaces with: atomic force microscopy, contact angle
measurements, infrared and photoelectron spectroscopies, cyclic voltammetry, and capacitance measurements. The
specificity of the thiol-ene/yne reaction on the amorphous carbon films was investigated, and surfaces were patterned
with small molecules, protein, and DNA imaged with a number of techniques. We also investigated the potential of these
amorphous carbon films as electrochemical sensors and characterized the surfaces electrochemically through potential
window, capacitance, and polarization measurements. The rate constants of ferrocene in solution and chemically bound
to the surface were obtained and demonstrate the thiol-ene/yne chemistry is an effective means of attaching
electroactive molecules to the surface.
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Abstract Text
Carbon Dots (C-dots) have generated considerable attention during recent years, mainly because of their promising
applications in optoelectronic devices, bioimaging, drug delivery, and metal sensing. In addition to their intrinsic
photoluminescence, low chemical reactivity, stability, and good biocompatibility, their potential to replace the more toxic
and less environmentally friendly metal-based quantum dots is being explored. After dialysis and filtration, these
materials can still exist as a mixture with different surface functionalities, sizes, and surface charge. We have used
capillary electrophoresis with laser induced fluorescence detection to monitor C-dots prepared under different reaction
conditions in an effort to establish conditions that produce less heterogeneous C-dots samples. The C-dots have been
prepared using the bottom-up approach using citric acid and diethylenetriamine as the molecular precursors.
Photoluminescence and electrophoretic methods were used to characterize the mixtures. We will present how
electrophoretic capillary parameters affect the separation of C-dots and how the separation profile correlates to synthetic
parameters.
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Abstract Text
Carbon dots (C-dots) have been the rising star among nanomaterials as they provide unique chemical and optical
properties. Bottom-up synthesis of C-dots has gained popularity due to its facile synthesis, abundant raw materials, and
relative high quantum yields. However, the often-neglected problem is the purification of the C-dots. Previous study in
our research group indicated that a complex mixture was obtained after reaction and it is necessary to use highresolution separation techniques for further purification and fractionation. In this study, C-dots were prepared from citric
acid and amine using a hydrothermal route. The reaction conditions were varied to obtain different C-dots products by
changing reaction time, reaction temperature, and molar ratio. Dialysis was performed to obtain fractions containing
certain C-dots sizes. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy and transmission electron microscopy were employed to
characterize all these products. Mass spectrometry was used to characterize the C-dots fractions. High performance liquid
chromatography and capillary electrophoresis was used to separate and analyze the C-dots mixture. The complexity of
the products and the uniqueness of some fractions were evaluated. The focus of this presentation will be the formation
mechanism of the C-dots and the separation of unique fractions from the complex C-dots mixture.
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Abstract Text
The particle diameters of CdS quantum dots (QDs) affect the optical properties such as absorbance and
photoluminescence. In general, CdS QDs are synthesized at high temperature because of nucleation and the particle sizes
of QDs can be controlled by changing heating duration [1]. However, in-situ monitoring of the optical properties of QDs
during synthesis reaction was difficult due to high temperature reaction condition.
In this study, we propose a new monitoring method of optical properties of QDs at high temperature by using peltier cell
holders installed in UV-Vis and fluorescence spectrophotometers. This method eliminates tedious and time consuming
process, such as sampling, quenching and re-dispersion, after synthesis of QDs for the measurement of optical
properties. By using the peltier cell holder in a fluorescence spectrophotometer (FS-2, SCINCO Ltd, South Korea), we
could successfully monitor the change of photoluminescence spectra of CdS QDs in seconds at high reaction temperature
(110•) (Figure 1). In addition, we could find the shift of absorption wavelength of CdS QDs to long wavelength at a rate of
0.1 nm/sec for 5 min in a peltier cell holder of UV-Vis Spectrophotometer (Lambda 465, Perkin Elmer, USA) (Figure 2).
Absorbance can be converted to band gap energy and this band gap energy is used to estimate the size of CdS QDs by
Brus equation [2,3]. We found that band gap energy increased to 2.8 eV from 3.13 eV and CdS QDs grew to 2.11 nm from
1.63 nm from absorbance spectra acquired through in-situ measurement (Figure 3).
In conclusion, this new in-situ monitoring method is very useful to analyze the optical properties for QDs more quickly
and simply than the conventional analysis methods and will be applicable to the in-situ reaction monitoring of synthesis
process of optic probes.
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Abstract Text
The industrial production of single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) involves the release of some SWCNT into the air.
Airborne SWCNT is known to be hazardous to the health of workers. Therefore it is vital that a technique be developed to
measure airborne concentrations of SWCNT in order to certify that the air is of acceptable purity. Earlier work has been
done by Health Canada (Rasmussen et. al 2013 J. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 429 012007) trying to use wet electrostatic
precipitators (WESP) to determine airborne SWCNT concentrations. SWCNT contain a number of metal impurities that
are left over from the manufacturing process. Two elements, yttrium and nickel, were selected for use as tracers due to
their elevated concentration in the SWCNT material when compared to the background air. Using a desolvation nebulizer,
aqueous samples of SWCNT and metal tracers were aerosolized and introduced to the collection stack of the WESP.
Analysis of the recirculation solution by inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS) determined the yttrium
and nickel concentration. Based on these concentrations the overall SWCNT concentration and SWCNT collection
efficiency were calculated. Using the same testing procedure solutions containing various metals were also collected by
the WESP. Additionally, the WESP was integrated with an auto sampler. This enables the WESP to be automated, allowing
a user to create and run a method with samples being loaded and dispensed by the auto sampler.
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Abstract Text
Mesoporous silica shells are widely used for stabilization and better dispersion of single catalyst particles. However the
impact of mesoporous silica shells on the reactivity of nanocatalysts is not well understood. Photocatalytic Au-CdS hybrid
nanorods with and without mesoporous silica shells are used as nanocatalysts to study the real-time oxidation reaction of
nonfluorescent amplex red to highly fluorescent resorufin at the single-particle level. Prism-type total internal reflection
fluorescence microscope is used to monitor the catalytic reaction. By analyzing fluorescence intensity trajectories from
single catalyst particles, two durations are analyzed: •on: the dissociation time of the resorufin product molecules from
the Au-CdS nanorod surface, and •off : the waiting time before the oxidation reaction happens on the nanocatalyst. Using
the superlocalization imaging method, different kinds of surface reactive sites on both kinds of nanocatalysts are mapped
on individual nanocatalysts. Au-CdS nanocatalysts with different specifically designed geometries are also studied.
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Abstract Text
The electrochemical study of particle impacts on electrode is a rapidly developing field which provides the extensive
capabilities of nanoparticle detection and characterization. It has demonstrated significant promise for quantification of
nanoparticles and characterization in terms of nanoparticle coatings and catalytic activity. In this presentation, we
describe the development of an electroanalytical collision technique to characterize the fundamental surface properties,
functionalization and redox reactivity of metal and metal oxide nanoparticles by nano-impact electrochemistry. We will
demonstrate the potential of this method: (1) as a screening tool of particle reactivity, (2) study of the
adsorption/desorption of environmental contaminants with single particle resolution, and (3) extract mechanistic
information that would be predictive of the chemical reactivity of nanoparticles for various applications. We will discuss
the potential of this approach to complement or replace costly characterization techniques and enable routine study of
nanoparticles and their reactivity.
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Abstract Text
To develop advanced Li-ion batteries, elucidating the influence of functional components on battery performance is
crucial.However, Li-ion batteries are very difficult to analyze, because they comprise various organic-inorganic or liquidsolid materials. Accordingly, in this study, we developed a new analytical method to elucidate the two- and three
dimensional nanostructure and crystalline distribution as well as a method to visualize the quantified dispersion state of
the ingredient for Li-ion batteries.
Key Features of Analytical Techniques
•New advanced analytical technique applicable to an analytical area.
•Clarification of unidentified performance characteristics and the beneficial effect of lithium-ion batteries and battery
related materials.
As specific successful case examples:
1) 3D image-surface observation: Visualization of coating formation, acicular structure and fibrous (mesh) structure in
nanoscale.
2) Visualization of images starting from the spatial distribution of functional groups to the distribution of binders inside
the electrode.
3) In-situ observation of the microstructure inside a battery used for analytical study during charge/discharge cycles using
a high-resolution X-ray CT apparatus.
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Abstract Text
Some apples, such as Gala apples, sometimes suffer from color change during storage. To evaluate the efficiency of
various processes aimed at avoiding this degradation, a precise measurement of browning extent and color is required.
The objective is to compare the visual aspect of ten apples submitted to different treatments with IRIS visual analyzer.
The method consists of taking a picture of cut apples, then to analyse the colors on the pictures. For that, various picture
processings are applied. First, the pictures background is removed in order to focus on apples color. Then, a filter is
applied to only select the colours linked with the browning of apples and not the seeds. This allows to measure the shape
and surface of brown areas for each apple, and thus the proportion of brown compared to the whole apple surface.
With this method it is possible to rapidly calculate the percentage of brown color in an apple and to objectively compare
the efficiency of various treatments. In addition, a Quality Control card can be set up to decide whether to accept or
reject batches based on determined quality criteria (e.g.1% maximum of brown color in the apple).
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Abstract Text
Graphene quantum dots (GQDs) are an emerging class of carbon nanomaterials with attractive physicochemical and
optical properties. Advantages including cheap synthesis and tunable absorption/emission make GQDs ideal candidates
for bio-imaging, electrocatalysis, and inorganic and biological sensing. Recently, it was reported that the insertion of
heteroatoms such as N, B, and S greatly influences emission position and quantum yield of GQDs. However, the
relationship between synthetic conditions, chemical states of heteroatoms, and their effect on optical behaviors remain
unclear. The present study aims to differentiate the role of specific N chemical states in GQDs. GQDs were synthesized by
chemically oxidizing carbon nano-onions. Temperature-dependent hydrothermal treatment with aqueous ammonia
produced nitrogen-doped GQDs (N-GQDs). The structure and morphology of GQDs and N-GQDs were characterized by
AFM and TEM. The chemical nature of nitrogen was analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). XPS results
demonstrated that the total nitrogen content is sensitive to hydrothermal temperature. Amine-N was the dominant
chemical state at low temperature. The relative content of pyridinic-N, pyrrolic-N and quaternary-N increased with higher
temperatures. Fluorescence studies show that amine-N and pyridinic-N cause weak, red-shifted emission while pyrrolic-N
and quaternary-N exhibit blue-shifted emission with enhanced intensity. Furthermore, pH-dependent emission behaviors
of N-GQDs were studied to probe surface functionalities. In summary, the localization of N into specific chemical states
was tuned by varying hydrothermal temperature and the resultant effect on optical behaviors was investigated.
This research was supported by the NSF KY EPSCoR grant and the Kentucky Science & Engineering Foundation (KSEF)
grant.
Keywords:
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Application Code:
Nanotechnology
Methodology Code: Fluorescence/Luminescence
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Abstract Text
Manufacturing of nanostructured polymer devices set strict demands on the smoothness of the mold master. High quality
polishing of the manufacturing master is obtainable with present industrial polishing methods, but only few instruments
allow in-process characterization of the samples.
In this work, we compare three optical methods for characterizing nanoscale roughness: a laboratory scatterometer
measuring the angular distribution of light scattered from a surface, a confocal 3D optical profiler, and an industrial
scatterometer called an OptoSurf, which is designed for in-situ characterization. The roughness parameters evaluated
are: the root-mean-square height (Rq), defined in the ISO 4287 standard, and the variance of the scattered light
distribution (Aq), defined in the German VDA2009 standard.
We present a relation between the Aq value measured by the OptoSurf and the ISO standardized Rq parameter. Such
relation has not been shown before, but it enables a fast characterization of surface roughness, with an industrial
applicable tool. The analyzed samples are made using different methods and therefore have different roughness profiles,
hence the presented relations are expected to be valid for most steel surfaces made by a directional processes, such as
milling, grinding, or unidirectional polishing. An overview illustrating the conversion from Aq to Rq is seen in the attached
figure.
Additionally we present a study of the theoretical and empirical changes to the angular scattering distribution, if the
sample surface is not properly cleaned but contains a thin liquid film.
Keywords:
Characterization, Instrumentation, Nanotechnology, Process Monitoring
Application Code:
Material Science
Methodology Code: Surface Analysis/Imaging
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Abstract Text
Holographic microscopy is a powerful technology capable of characterizing colloidal microspheres with a high level of
precision and accuracy, using Lorenz-Mie theory to give the size, index of refraction, and 3D position of particles in
suspensions. Although this technique approximates particles as spheres, it produces meaningful results even for nonspherical particles. Holographic microscopy is used to analyze a wide array of samples that challenge current available
technologies. We will present results demonstrating the application of the technology to waster water samples that
contain oil emulsion droplets. A second application we will present, is in the area of polishing slurries, where the
occasional presence of larger agglomerates can result in damage in manufacturing. Holographic microscopy can detect
these larger agglomerates in the presence of the background signal from the slurry itself, without dilution or special
sample preparation. The
size and index of refraction data from these studies demonstrate the ability of this technique to detect subtle changes in
the distribution of non-ideal particles in suspension in each of these cases. These results suggest that holographic
characterization could be a valuable tool for monitoring and quality control in a variety of applications of industrial
interest.
Keywords:
Contamination, Environmental/Water, Particle Size and Distribution, Semiconductor
Application Code:
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Methodology Code: Microscopy
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Abstract Text
Carbon nanomaterials have been actively explored for both fundamental research and commercial applications due to
their exceptional chemical, electrical, thermal, and mechanical properties. Brewer Science has been working on
modification and characterization of carbon nanomaterials for transducer and high-speed sensor applications.
In this work, carbon nanomaterial dispersions including functionalized carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene were
developed as materials for printed electronics. Material-specific properties were characterized by Thermogravimetric
analysis, UV-Vis-NIR, fluorescence and Raman spectroscopy. The particle morphology and stability of the dispersions were
evaluated through measuring particle size, size distribution and surface charge as zeta-potential by dynamic light
scattering technique. It was found that solvent composition plays an important role on the stability of carbon
nanomaterial dispersions. Variation in pHs resulted in significant changes of particle hydrodynamic size and surface
charge. The detailed results and conclusions will be presented at the conference.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Polyolefins are critical materials that are utilized in a broad range of applications and are differentiated by properties such
as comonomer content and distribution, as well as, molecular weight and molecular weight distribution. The comonomer
distribution for semi-crystalline polyolefins is accessible by crystallinity-based separations such as temperature rising
elution fractionation (TREF) and crystallization elution fractionation (CEF). However, TREF and CEF fail with amorphous
polyolefins as there is no discrimination mechanism. The invention of graphitic-carbon based separations changed this
reality. Graphitic carbon-based stationary phases interact with polyolefins on the basis of the backbone composition and
separations are independent of crystallizability, enabling understanding of the full range of ethylene and alpha-olefin
comonomer content.
This presentation will detail the development of graphitic-carbon based separations of polyolefins and their
implementation in both solvent and thermal gradient systems. Multidimensional separations that deconvolute chemical
composition and molecular weight distributions as well as quantitative IR-based detection systems will be presented.
Specific applications of the technology to different polymer systems and architectures will also be examined, highlighting
the impact of this technology.
Keywords:
Characterization, High Temperature, HPLC, Polymers & Plastics
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Abstract Text
Comprehensive two dimensional gas chromatography has reached its 25th year since invention and has had significant
growth as a technique in the last 15 years. But it tends to still be a technique practiced by a relatively small number of
experts and has not seen widespread adoption. This talk emphasizes the simplicity of implementing flow modulated GC x
GC on a lab GC and the learnings from the past 10 years how to quickly achieve useful quantitative results. Unlike
cryogenically modulated GC x GC, flow modulated GC x GC has no limitations on component volatility. The entire range
from permanent gases to high boiling components can be modulated equally well. Though TOF/MS and FID are the most
common detectors used, others such as the vacuum UV detector can be used to identify isomers when mass spectra are
ambiguous. A set of examples related to polymer production: monomer purity, byproducts, additives and polymer
microstructure illustrate the selection of operating parameters and data handling.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Block copolymers, such as diblocks (e. g., polyA-b-polyB), are widely used as compatibilizers for blends and as tie layers in
multilayer packaging. Because block copolymers undergo nanophase separation, they can also be used for microdevice
patterning. Most block copolymer materials contain unattached building blocks, and their presence can have an influence
on properties and performance. Additionally, complete characterization of the block polymer composition and molecular
weight can be difficult when unattached building blocks are (unknowingly) present. The separation of both polyA and
polyB from polyA-b-polyB is often not possible by ordinary gradient liquid chromatography, because the most retained
block of a diblock and the corresponding unattached building block often have very similar retention characteristics.
A fundamental study of the separation of building blocks from diblock copolymers by liquid chromatography with
preloaded discrete adsorption barriers was performed and will be reported in this talk. The diblock copolymers used in
this study were polystyrene-b-polymethylmethacrylate and polystyrene-b-polylactide. UV absorbance and evaporative
light scattering detectors were used for monitoring barrier composition and polymer elution, respectively. Control
experiments were performed by blending unattached building blocks with diblock copolymer samples to demonstrate
complete separation and quantitation of all three components (polyA, polyB and polyA-b-polyB). The influence of the
chemical composition of diblock copolymer on the separation was studied. Results showed a diblock copolymer having
90wt% of the more retained block co-eluted with any unattached building block, to illustrate a limitation of this approach
for separating block copolymer components. Application of the discrete barrier approach for separating olefin block
copolymers, made from polydisperse building blocks, will also be presented and discussed.
Keywords:
Adsorption, Characterization, HPLC, Polymers & Plastics
Application Code:
Polymers and Plastics
Methodology Code: Liquid Chromatography
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Abstract Text
Macromolecules and nanoparticles are analytically challenging sample systems because of their inherent complexity.
Polymers typically possess a distribution of molecular weights (MW), compositions, microstructures, degrees of
branching, and architectures. Similarly, synthesized and functionalized nanoparticles can have heterogeneities in the
form of distributions in size, shape, and surface chemistry and coverage. These distributions can produce remarkably
different properties and end product performances. Determinations of MW and size, which are now commonly done for
many macromolecules and nanomaterials, are clearly insufficient as they present only the tip-of-the-iceberg with respect
to key characteristics that affect observed properties and behaviors.
Field-flow fractionation (FFF), particularly asymmetrical flow FFF (AF4), is hitting its stride as a mainstream analytical
technique for analyte species that range in size from the low nanometers to tens of micrometers. Another technique,
thermal FFF (ThFFF), is particularly interesting because of its ability to separate analytes on the basis of composition and
microstructure. We have taken a combined theory and experimental approach to understanding thermal diffusion and to
developing new capabilities for complex polymers and nanoparticles analyses. The role of solvents has been examined
and a universal calibration approach has been established for determining composition distributions of copolymers. A
route towards obtaining the number of polymer chain ends has also been devised and applied to different polymer
architectures such as stars and bottlebrushes. Very importantly, these ThFFF chain end determinations are accomplished
without the use of linear polymer analogues. ThFFF is also being developed to probe the composition and structure of
nanoparticles and nanohybrids. Details of these polymer and nanoparticle studies and ThFFF capabilities will be
presented.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
In 1963 Robert Guthrie first introduced screening for metabolic diseases from blood spots collected on paper filters from
heel or fingerpricks. By the end of the decade screening for phenylketonuria in neonates was used nationwide in
Scotland. This is now practiced in over two dozen countries to screen for similar screening and more recently for
congenital hypothyroidism, sickle cell disorders and HIV infection. Many analytes are stabilized in the dried blood spot
(DBS) form and unlike neat body fluid samples, DBS samples in appropriate packaging are not considered hazardous
greatly facilitating transport, storage and archival. Traditionally the analytical horizon of DBS was limited as it represents
only a limited amount of analyte. But improvements in the sensitivities attainable by present day mass spectrometry as
well as the possibilities to amplify an appropriate analyte by the polymerase chain reaction, etc. are greatly widening the
horizon of DBS applications. Typically in DBS analysis, subsamples are punched out of a larger spot for extraction and
subsequent determination. If quantitative accuracy is important, it becomes necessary to know how much blood the
given spot represents. Because hematocrit content of blood varies widely and this in turn controls how it spreads on the
filter. Because of the near constancy of the NaCl content of blood, sodium is determined in an aliquot of the abstract.
This is typically a consumptive measurement by atomic spectrometry and wasteful considering how little of the abstract is
available. In this presentation I will discuss the use of a nondestructive 2-dimensional conductance measurement
microprobe and the underlying theory that relates to minimum liquid depth. We have generally come to think of
chromatography as a friend. Sometimes, however, it may not be: Are analytes distributed uniformly in a blood spot?
Keywords:
Biological Samples, Small Samples, Trace Analysis
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Abstract Text
Measuring lipid-membrane partitioning of small molecules is critical to developing drug delivery strategies and
understanding mechanisms of cell signaling. Historically, these measurements have been approximated by octanol/water
partitioning, which probes the relative solubility in bulk octanol and aqueous phases and represents a compromise for
molecules having interfacial activity. A stable model membrane interface has been developed through the non-covalent
interaction between a phospholipid and n-alkane modified surface or hybrid-bilayer membrane. These structures have
been generated by adsorption of phospholipids onto n-alkane-thiol self-assembled monolayers on gold and used for
electrochemical, infrared reflection, and surface-plasmon resonance measurements. The concept has also been adapted
to producing hybrid-bilayers on C18-modified porous silica, where chromatographic retention of membrane-active
peptides is comparable to their relative affinities for liposomes. Spectroscopic probing of lipid bilayers using Raman
spectroscopy can provide insight into their formation, structure, and functioning; this technique is challenged, however,
by the sensitivity needed to observe a small number of lipid molecules in the bilayer of a vesicle or planar supported
bilayer. In this work, the sensitivity challenge is met by depositing hybrid-lipid bilayers on n-alkyl modified porous silica
chromatographic particles. The highly porous silica provides a large surface area, where 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3phosphocholine (DMPC) forms a stable monolayer on covalently-bound C18 chains on the interior surface. The coverage
of the hybrid bilayer was quantified by Raman microscopy on individual particles. By monitoring acyl chain conformation
versus temperature, it was possible to observe the melting transition, which is shifted to slightly higher temperatures
compared to a DMPC vesicle. To understand the nature of melting transitions of hybrid-bilayers, Raman scattering from
lipid acyl chains was resolved from that of the surface C18-chains by using deuterated DMPC. Applications of these
structures in studies of small-molecule affiliation with hybrid lipid membranes will be presented. The affiliation of solutes
with these model membranes will be compared to octanol/water partitioning and sorption to C18 stationary phases.
Keywords:
Lipids, Microscopy, Microspectroscopy, Raman
Application Code:
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Abstract Text
Measurements of ligand-binding events to membrane-protein receptors in a near-natural environment display an
opportunity in mechanistic studies of membrane receptors. Furthermore, the residence time of drug-target interactions is
being increasingly recognized as a key parameter in evaluating drug efficacy, but is hampered by the technical challenge
to perform such studies for membrane proteins. However, with membrane proteins embedded in nanoscale lipid vesicles
and detection methods with single molecule sensitivity, such information can be gained in a broad dynamic range, as
requested in both drug-screening and diagnostic applications. A diverse set of tools with single-nanoparticle sensitivity is
now available, to which we recently contributed a concept that enables simultaneous fluorescent and scattering-based
label-free imaging of thousands of surface-bound nanoscale entities [Agnarsson B et al., in revision]. The principle is based
on the use of lipid vesicles as enhancer elements in optical waveguide based fluorescence and label-free evanescent-wave
scattering microscopy, making the concept compatible with analysis of both water-soluble and cell-membrane bound
receptors. The concept is currently evaluated as a diagnostic assay for biomarker detection and in drug-screening
applications, previously explored by us using conventional total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy
[Gunnarsson et al., Anal Chem (2015)]. The use of scattering microscopy in the context of single-enzyme detection in
complex biological fluids will be presented, with focus on single-molecule biomarker detection in cerebrospinal fluid from
individuals suffering from Alzheimer’s disease [Angew Chemie, 2015]. A new means to utilize the two-dimensional fluidity
of supported cell-membrane derived lipid bilayers in microfluidic designs for nanoparticle size determination and sorting
applications will also be discussed [Simonnson et al., JACS, 2011 and Pace et al., Anal Chem, 2015].
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Abstract Text
Understanding the functions of membrane proteins is important for combating disease and designing therapeutics, but
they are a complicated class of biomolecules to incorporate into bioanalytical assay platforms. The supported lipid bilayer
(SLB) platform is planar and compatible with many surface characterization tools. However, its full potential has yet to be
reached because of the challenges associated with integration of membrane proteins, namely maintaining protein
fluidity, orientation, and function. A significant bottleneck is the method in which membrane proteins are introduced into
the SLB. A prevalent method uses detergent membrane disruption and proteoliposome reconstitution. This method
involves tedious optimization and alters the protein orientation and structure. We developed a method for the delivery of
proteins to SLBs via cell blebs. Cell blebs are sections of the cell membrane that bud off into a proteoliposome during local
detachment of the membrane from the cystoskeleton. Native membrane travels with the proteins to the SLB, so crucial
lipid interactions can be preserved, however interactions between the proteins and the underlying support can cause
immobility. By mixing cell blebs with polyethylene glycol (PEG) containing vesicles, we generate a cushioned bleb bilayer.
We examined a GPI-linked protein and a multi-pass transmembrane protein, the P2X receptor, an ATP-gated ion channel
with 6 transmembrane helices. Individual proteins were tracked and analyzed to distinguish diffusion modes. Orientation
assays determined that the rupture process for both types of proteins results in predominantly outward facing membrane
proteins, implying a “parachute” mechanism of bleb rupture. This platform containing mobile, oriented proteins
preserved with lipids from the plasma membrane is a critical intermediate platform that bridges whole cell to in vitro
systems and will play a key role in the development of novel membrane bioanalytical assays in the future
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Suspended lipid membranes, also known as black lipid membranes, (BLMs) provide a synthetic environment that
facilitates measurement of ion channel activity in diverse analytical platforms. The limited electrical, mechanical and
temporal stabilities of BLMs pose a significant challenge to development of highly stable measurement platforms. To
overcome these limitations, we have devised a series of approaches that involve: surface chemical modification of the
underlying support; formation of BLMs using synthetic, reactive lipids; and/or c) polymer scaffolding of natural lipid
membranes. Using these approaches, we have developed BLMs that are stable for days to weeks, compared to hours for
traditional BLMs. Furthermore, these stabilized BLMs support the function of ion channels that can be used in the
preparation of biochemical sensors and other ion channel-functionalized measurement platforms. These key enabling
results provide the foundation upon which our future efforts in the development of ion channel-functionalized sensors,
sequencers, diagnostic and discovery platforms and beyond will be based. In this presentation we will discuss current
strategies to further improve BLM stability and our efforts to integrate ion channels to develop ligand responsive ion
channel sensors.
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Abstract Text
The sensitivity and selectivity of ion channels provides an appealing opportunity for sensor development. Here, we
describe ion channel probes (ICPs) which consist of multiple ion channels reconstituted into lipid bilayers suspended
across the opening of perflourinated glass micropipets. When incorporated with a scanning ion conductance microscope
(SICM), ICPs displayed a distance dependent current response that was depended on the number of ion channels in the
membrane. With distance dependent current as feedback, probes were translated laterally, to demonstrate the
possibility of imaging with ICPs. The ICP platform yields several potential advantages for SICM that will enable exciting
opportunities for incorporation of chemical information into imaging and for high resolution imaging.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Among clay minerals, montmorillonites are known to catalyze numerous chemical reactions relevant to the chemical and
pharmaceutical industries. Since montmorillonites are a natural resource abundantly present on Earth with no reported
toxicity to humans, animals and plants, they are regarded as a promising candidate for the development of chemical
processes that reduce or eliminate the generation of hazardous waste. Synthesis of organic molecules using
montmorillonite as catalysts is empirically known to work but not clearly understood at the molecular level. Catalysis by
montmorillonite is the result of the layered structure of the material. In montmorillonite, two tetrahedral sheets of silicon
oxides sandwich a central octahedral sheet of aluminum oxides. For catalysis, the molecules of interest are “inserted”
into the nanometer-sized space between the layers. This is the location where the chemical reaction occurs and the
reaction products are formed. Spectroscopic probes for the investigation of interlayer adsorbate molecular structure are
well established in surface chemistry, e.g. x-ray absorption, infrared -, electron spin resonance - and nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy. THz spectroscopy is emerging as an approach to study the dynamics of polar molecules
intercalated in clay minerals because it provides unique complementary information about the adsorbate molecular
dynamics in comparison with state-of-the art spectroscopic probes.
In my talk I present experimental results illustrating that THz spectroscopy meets the key physical criteria for accurate
spectroscopic identification of adsorbate molecular dynamics. The approach is selective, i.e. the octa- and tetrahedral
sheets of the montmorillonite absorb THz radiation very weakly whereas polar molecules, e.g. water, absorb strongly in
the THz frequency band. Also THz spectroscopy is sufficiently sensitive to detect adsorbed molecules at relevant
concentrations, e.g. monomolecular layers.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Accessing the terahertz region of the electromagnetic spectrum (~0.1 THz to ~30 THz) has enabled a number of analytical
applications utilizing the energy within this band. T-ray is non-ionizing and can penetrate almost all non-metallic objects
without causing radiation damage. Recent discovery of dendrimer dipole excitation (DDE) allows one to generate
continuous wave T-ray without requiring a femto-second pulsed laser. This allows an opportunity to investigate intrinsic
properties of biomaterials in their native environment without damage via ionization. A wide broadband terahertz
spectrometer was utilized to illustrate unique applications of terahertz spectroscopy as an analytical tool. Measurements
are conducted in time-domain to capture the time evolution of an interferogram that is generated by scanning the probe
arm of the spectrometer by the pump arm that interrogates the sample. Fourier transform techniques are used to
analyze the time-domain signal that generates an absorbance spectrum or magnitude spectrum. Other analysis options
are also available. Illustrative examples include analysis of chemical compounds, nanoparticles with ligand, analysis of
emulsifying additives, contamination in gasoline, and others. It was found that the technique is suitable for interrogating
molecular motions that are not easily visible by traditional means. The time-domain terahertz spectrometer (TeraSpectra)
not only reproduces the known absorbance peaks of standard materials, it generates additional peaks that were not
visible before. The difficulty, however, is that interpretation of these newly observed peaks may not be readily available.
The technique thus provides a unique opportunity for discovering critical molecular signatures of materials of practical
importance.
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Abstract Text
FDA’s PAT initiative created unprecedented opportunities for innovative pharmaceutical development and
manufacturing. Terahertz (THz) Spectroscopy has found wide application in the pharmaceutical area, from drug discovery
to drug development and has potential applications to drug manufacturing. As an emerging technology, THz spectroscopy
may be adopted as a PAT tool applied to pharmaceutical polymorphic form identification, structural differentiation, and
real time process monitoring and control of extended release dosage form manufacturing. Based on recent FDA research
as well as other published literature, the following THz PAT applications will be discussed: 1) THz spectroscopy used for
pharmaceutical product characterization and pharmaceutical development, such as polymorph screening and solid-state
assessment, assessing weak interaction and intra-molecular interaction, and mapping chemical compositions and tablet
density; 2) THz spectroscopy and THz Pulse Imaging (TPI) used for process monitoring of pharmaceutical tablet film
coating, including coating layer thickness, coating uniformity, and dissolution performance; 3) chemometric aspects, such
as impact of THz data quality and spectral data preprocessing algorithms on predictive power and robustness of the THz
PAT model; and 4) First principles modeling approaches to address model validation challenges such as in situ THz
monitoring for examining solvent diffusion in polymers and ex-situ THz monitoring for examining moisture content in test
disk of pharmaceuticals. Challenges and opportunities in adopting THz spectroscopy as a PAT tool will be discussed from a
technical perspective.
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Abstract Text
Terahertz spectroscopy is rapidly becoming an established analytical tool for the characterization of the threedimensional arrangements of organic molecules in the solid-state. This sensitivity to molecular shape and crystal packing
arises from the nature of the lattice vibrations (torsions, translations, and rotations) that occur in the terahertz spectral
region (e.g. sub-100 cm[sup]-1[/sup]). It is precisely this global vibrational character that makes terahertz spectra difficult
to assign to particular molecular motions, since group frequency tables are not applicable here. To meet this challenge,
solid-state density functional theory has been utilized with great success, enabling accurate simulations of molecular
crystal structures and dynamics to be achieved.
In this seminar, experimental terahertz spectra of several pure and binary crystalline samples will be shown, with primary
focus being the interpretation of the spectral data by quantum mechanical techniques. For example, detailed analyses of
the enantiotropic and monotropic relationships of d-mannitol polymorphs will be presented, including the calculation of
Gibbs free energy curves. The importance of third-generation London force corrections (DFT-D3) and continuous basis set
superposition error evaluation will be highlighted. Finally, as part of the ongoing effort to enhance understanding of
intermolecular bonding in pharmaceutical co-crystals, the computational techniques of crystal orbital overlap population
(COOP) and crystal orbital Hamiltonian population (COHP) calculations will be described for use in such systems, including
aspects concerning their recent inclusion into atom-centered solid-state density functional theory software for the first
time.
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Abstract Text
Terahertz time domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) offers the opportunity to obtain high signal-to-noise spectra over optical
frequencies associated with the far infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum (0.2-4.0 THz or 5-130 cm-1). For THzTDS, a pulse of coherent THz radiation is generated by acceleration of electrons in response to a femtosecond pulse of an
excitation laser (800 nm) onto a polarized region of a solid-state semiconductor. After propagating through the sample,
gated detection is used to record the amplitude of the electric-field vector of the transmitted radiation. A time-domain
signal results and represents the superposition of the resulting THz frequency waves, thereby encoding both phase and
power information. This time-domain signal can be Fourier transformed to provide a frequency-domain spectrum that
encodes absorption and scattering information associated with the sample. The dielectric properties of the sample can
be determined directly from analysis of the “time of flight” of the coherent THz radiation, while concentration
information can be obtained from analysis of the measured absorption strength at specific frequencies.
This presentation will explore the analytical utility of THz-TDS for characterization of organic cocrystals. Selectivity and
quantitative properties of cocrystals will be presented for THz absorption spectra collected for resourcinol-templated
cocrystals of 4,4'-bispyridylethylene. Quantitation properties are further established by demonstrating our ability to
monitor the single-crystal-to-single-crystal [2+2] intermolecular photodimerization reaction of 5-cyanoresourcinol 4,4'bispyridylethylene cocrystals to form 5-cyanoresourcinol tertakis(4-pyridylcyclobutane) cocrystals. In addition, the ability
to measure both dielectric and polarizability properties directly from THz time-domain signals will be detailed for a family
of cocrystals.
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Abstract Text
Plasmon lasers can support ultrasmall mode confinement and ultrafast dynamics with device sizes below the diffraction
limit. However, most spasers or plasmon-based nanolasers rely on solid gain materials that preclude the possibility of
dynamic tuning. This talk will discuss how to achieve real-time, tunable lattice plasmon lasing based on 2D arrays of gold
nanoparticles and liquid gain. Optically pumped gold nanoparticle arrays surrounded by dye solutions exhibited lasing
emission that could be tuned as a function of dielectric environment. Wavelength-dependent, time-resolved experiments
showed distinct lifetime characteristics below and above lasing threshold. Dynamic tuning of the plasmon lasing
wavelength can be achieved by integrating the nanoparticle arrays in a microfluidic device. Tunable lattice plasmon lasers
offer new prospects for applications such as on-chip light sources and bio-sensing.
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Abstract Text
For surface-based biosensors, diffusive transport of analyte molecules into the sensing "hot spot" is typically a slow
process that limits the sensor performance. We discuss new fabrication techniques and sensing strategies to overcome
the diffusion limit and enable rapid and sensitive detection of biomolecules. We use template stripping and atomic layer
lithography to engineer noble metal nanostructures with ultra-high patterning resolution. After integration with
microfluidic chips, these patterned nanostructures can concurrently act as trapping sites for biological analytes.
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Abstract Text
The excitation of plasmon resonances results in electric fields that can be used for a variety of applications from sensing
to catalysis and photovoltaics. The intense electric fields are associated with surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS).
High sensitivity SERS sensing often requires plasmon coupling between nanostructures, to form hotspots or junctions with
the greatest electric fields. However, the observed Raman scattering can change with different geometric arrangements
of nanoparticles, excitation wavelengths, and chemical environments; suggesting differences in the local electric field.
Experimental results we have obtained suggest that the intense electric fields on nanostructures can give rise to second
order nonlinear phenomena, such as optical rectification. The rectified plasmonic field is evident as a shift in the
vibrational frequency of reporter molecules on the nanostructures. This rectified field has not been widely explored, but
provides new insight into the control of electric fields on nanostructures. Here we present a strategy that utilizes the
controlled formation of coupled plasmonic structures to experimentally measure both the magnitude of the electric fields
and the observed Raman scattering. Preliminary results suggest that quantum tunneling between nanostructures may
have significant consequences for sensing applications.
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Abstract Text
Motivated by the benefits such as user-friendly, multiplexing capabilities and high sensitivities, Plasmonic biosensors have
profiled themselves as an excellent alternative to traditional analytical techniques. Both SPR and LSPR sensors have
attracted a remarkable interest for label-free biosensing. But the main challenge for the Plasmonic sensors is the
demonstration of its utility in the clinical practise by handling and directly analyse biomarkers in minimum amounts of
body fluids without previous treatment.
During last years, we have developed fully-automated and portable plasmonic sensor platforms. Surpassing the
challenges, we have demonstrated the suitability of our plasmonic sensors for the clinical diagnostics, as for
example:(i)Drug allergy diagnosis (antibiotic) using dendrimer receptors which enable the detection of IgE antibodies
directly in patients´serum. (ii)Detection of gluten-derivative peptides in urine as a rapid and non-invasive technique for
dietary control of celiac patients.(iii)Detection of specific tumor-related autoantibodies in serum, which indicate the onset
of colorectal cancer in its preliminary stage. In all cases, our plasmonic sensors has shown excellent robustness with high
reproducibility and sensitivity, rendering in a valuable tool for the diagnostics of bodily fluids.
In addition, we have recently demonstrate the use of plasmonic sensors as an unconventional strategy for studying gene
expression pathways in cells such as: (i)alternative mRNA splicing variants, (ii) epigenetics modifications as DNA
methylation; (iii)interaction with non-coding RNA regulators such as microRNAs. This approach can be relevant for the
prediction of patient response to cancer treatments by identifying defective pathways leading to apoptosis-resistance of
tumors.
Our next challenge is to achieve a stand-alone plasmonic biosensor for the clinical practice at the point of care with
competitive levels of multiplexing, robustness and integration.
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Abstract Text
In this presentation, the properties of different plasmonic nanostructures will be discussed in the context of clinical and
biological sensing. The optical properties of nanohole arrays were optimized for sensing proteins and antibodies with a
sensitivity approaching classical SPR sensors. The nanohole arrays of 1.2 micron periodicity and 800 nm hole duiameter
were fabricated with photolithography on a 4” wafer. A 96-well plate reader competent for full speactra acquisition of
transmission measurements at an angled incidence was constructed and integrated with acquisition software. This
platform was used to screen antibodies for PSA sensing. Using a Kretschmann SPR sensing platform based on a small and
portable instrument, competition assays were validated for therapeutic drug quantitation. Au nanoparticle competitors
were synthesized based on an analogue molecule to the therapeutic drug and validated in the clinical range for
methotrexate and antibiotics. A sensor was also designed for monitoring therapeutic responses of patients undergoing
leukemia treatments. In this assay, antibodies expressed as an allergic response to the treatment was measured in the
sera of young patients during ongoing treatments. Lastly, we are currently exploring the concept of plasmonic
nanopipettes for monitoring cell secretion events. Monitoring cell secretion events remains a challenge to overcome in
chemical analysis. Plasmonic nanopipettes were developed based on the decoration of patch clamp nanocapillaries with
Au nanoparticles. The plasmonic nanopipette is thus competent for dynamic SERS measurements in the liquid
environment near cells. This nanobiosensor was tested with the detection of small metabolites near live cells.
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Abstract Text
Optical nanotransformers, converting a photon of one specific wavelength to another, open up possibilities for a broad
range of biomedical applications1-3. A core-multiple shell nanoarchitecture provides nanophotonic control of excitation
dynamics that allows to produce very efficient and selective upconversion (up to five-photon processes), whereby IR
photons can be transformed to blue or even UV photons under NIR irradiance of low power (~ 10-1 W/cm2) accessible
from low-cost coherent or incoherent light sources. The in-situ upconversion is capable to overcome the major hurdle of
limited penetration of light of shorter wavelengths into a biological medium. In addition, an appropriate core–multiple
shell design can produce simultaneous upconversion at a number of wavelengths, allowing for multiplexed optical
imaging, and combine different modalities of imaging (e.g., photoacoustic and MRI). Furthermore, “see, treat and see”
theranostic approaches combining diagnostic with therapy can be readily introduced. In this talk, we present various
types of core-multiple shell designs of our optical nanotransformers. We demonstrate successful applications of these
newly developed nanoparticles for high-contrast in vivo optical imaging, through-bone imaging, photoacoustic
bioimaging, NIR light-activated in situ uncaging and optogenetics. Functional imaging and sensing for pH, local
temperature, cell membrane potential as well as cell morphological changes during a disease progression or a
therapeutically induced bioprocess will also be discussed. This talk will conclude with a discussion of future outlook and
new opportunities.
1.P. N. Prasad “Nanophotonics” John Wiley & Sons, (2004).
2.P. N. Prasad “Introduction to Biophotonics” John Wiley & Sons, (2003).
3.P. N. Prasad “Introduction to Nanomedicine and Nanobioengineering” John Wiley & Sons,(2012).
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Abstract Text
Lanthanide doped nanoparticles have the ability to undergo upconversion. Upconversion is a non-linear anti-Stokes
process that efficiently converts two or more low-energy excitation photons, which are generally near infrared (NIR) light,
into a higher energy photon (e.g., NIR, visible, ultraviolet) through the use of long lifetime and real ladder-like energy
levels of trivalent lanthanide ions embedded in an appropriate inorganic host lattice. Thus, these materials are quickly
emerging as candidates in novel biological applications such for PDT, photoswitching and as imaging probes for cancer
cells. This stems from their unique optical and chemical properties, such as non-blinking, non-photobleaching, absence of
autofluorescence, low-toxicity, low photodamage to cells, and their remarkable ability of NIR light to efficiently penetrate
tissues. We will report on studies using upconverting nanoparticles in photodynamic therapy and drug delivery and on the
synthesis, the characterization and the optical properties of CaS:Eu2+/Dy3+ nanophosphors, which demonstrate strong
red light emission following NIR excitation.
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Abstract Text
Recent advances in producing highly resolved, pre-defined patterns of upconversion (UC) nanophosphors via printing and
other techniques present new opportunities for the use of these materials in sensing, theranostic, and security
applications. UC phosphors convert long-wavelength excitation light to shorter-wavelength luminescence. The UC
materials discussed here are invisible under ambient light and UV excitation, but become visible (or otherwise detectable)
under NIR excitation. We have demonstrated that covert upconversion QR codes printed using aerosol-jet technology
(and subsequently adapted to inkjet technology), are readable using a near-IR laser, and can be successfully scanned using
a smart phone. This research demonstrates that UC inks can be used to provide selected access to encoded information.
We have also demonstrated an RGB additive-color printing system that produces highly resolved pre-defined patterns
that are invisible under ambient lighting, but which are viewable as luminescent multi-color images under NIR excitation.
Most recently, we have developed a print-and-read system based on NIR-to-NIR (980 nm-to-800 nm) upconversion
luminescence. Remaining in the NIR spectral region for both excitation and emission has distinct advantages, because
both excitation and emission wavelengths are able to penetrate highly scattering and / or visibly opaque media.
Moreover, inexpensive CCD-based detectors and imaging devices exhibit peak sensitivity at the 800 nm emission
wavelength of these nanocrystals. NIR-to-NIR images are easily captured, for example, using an inexpensive, modified
point-and-shoot CCD camera, even at modest excitation power densities (1 W/cm[sup]2[/sup]). Finally, we will discuss
the potential for using metal-pattern-array substrates for significant enhancement of upconversion brightness through
both plasmonic and optical mechanisms. (See Fig. 1)
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Abstract Text
Upconverting nanoparticles (UCNPs) have emerged as a promising new class of nanomaterials due to their ability to
convert near-infrared (NIR) light into visible luminescence, narrow emission bands, high chemical stability, and
photostability. The highest upconversion efficiency has been observed in hexagonal-phase NaYF[sub]4[/sub]:Yb,Er
nanocrystals. The effect of surface ligands on the luminescence properties and colloidal stability of water-dispersible
UCNPs is presented. The ratio of the 545 nm and 658 nm emission bands of these UCNPs determined at a constant
excitation power density clearly depends on the surface chemistry. Modifications relying on the deposition of additional
(amphiphilic) layer coatings show reduced non-radiative quenching by water as compared to UCNPs that are rendered
water-dispersible via ligand exchange. The brightness of the upconversion luminescence is strongly affected by the type
of surface modification, yet hardly by the chemical nature of the ligand. Modifications using an additional shell provide a
higher dynamic range of the green/red ratio favorable for sensing schemes based on inner filter effects, while ligand
exchange seems to be better suited for the design of sensors utilizing fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET).
Since FRET is distance dependent, the diameter of the UCNPs should affect the FRET efficiency. To study this influence
UCNPs of different diameters ranging from 10 to 42 nm have been investigated in order to determine the optimum
particle size for FRET based sensing applications. The surface of the monodisperse, oleate-capped UCNPs was modified
with fluorescent dyes via a two-step ligand exchange assisted by NOBF[sub]4[/sub], resulting in the shortest possible
distance between donor and acceptor for highest FRET efficiencies. Optimized FRET processes can be used for the
development of hybridization assays, optical sensors for e.g. pH, or for efficient photodynamic therapy using NIR
excitation.
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Abstract Text
Luminescence from upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) can be used to interrogate selective interactions at the surface
of the nanoparticles by means of resonance energy transfer and by direct excitation. Selectivity can be established by use
of immobilized oligonucleotide probes for hybridization, or for aptamer-ligand interaction. Transduction of selective
binding can be determined from changes of emission of a fluorescent label that is excited by the UCNPs. Of interest is
whether these systems can be made to have physical and chemical stability, whether a high signal-to-noise in the optical
channels can be achieved by using near infrared excitation of the UCNPs to reduce background, and whether effective
multiplexing is possible. Covalent immobilization of UCNPs would offer opportunity for preparation of stable bioassay and
biosensor platforms. UCNPs were modified by ligand exchange of oleic acid with o-phosphorylethanolamine (PEA) to
place amine groups on the surface for covalent conjugation. PEA-UCNPs were covalently immobilized on aldehyde
functionalized coverslips and on paper substrates. The immobilized films had a density of coverage that was similar to
that observed using other forms of nanoparticles. Analytical functionality of the immobilized UCNPs was demonstrated by
an aptamer-based sandwich assay for the detection of thrombin that made use of quantum dots as acceptors. Using
UCNPs adsorbed to paper substrates, dye-labeled oligonucleotide targets have been used to develop a duplex bioassay
using two concurrent emission bands of the UCNPs. In further work, use of intercalating dyes to transduce hybridization
of target oligonucleotides by single-stranded oligonucleotide probes has been achieved. Single-stranded probes that
integrate the transducing dye into the probe structure have been developed to eliminate the need for labeled target.
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Abstract Text
One of the predominant challenges in systems-wide analyses is the broad-scale characterization of the molecular
inventory in cells, tissues, and biological fluids. Advances in computational systems biology rely heavily on the
experimental capacity to make omics measurements, i.e. integrated metabolomics, proteomics, lipidomics, glycomics,
etc., accompanied with fast minimal sample preparation, fast measurements, high concentration dynamic range, low
limits of detection, and high selectivity. This confluence of figures-of-merit place demanding challenges on analytical
platforms for such analyses. Ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS) provides rapid (ms) gas-phase electrophoretic
separations on the basis of molecular structure and is well suited for integration with rapid (us) mass spectrometry
detection techniques. Furthermore, the timescales of this multi-dimensional separation are well suited for combination
with fast condensed-phase separations such as GC, SFC, and UPLC (min) for enhanced separation selectivity as the sample
complexity becomes ever more challenging. This report will describe recent advances in IM-MS omics measurement
strategies in the analyses of complex biological samples of interest in systems, synthetic, and chemical biology.
Specifically, avenues for rapidly characterizing organotypic cultures in “human-on-a-chip” endeavors, microbiome and
commensal communities, and drug discovery from hypogean organisms will be discussed. New advances in
bioinformatics and biostatistics will also be described to approach biological queries from an unbiased and untargeted
perspective and to quickly mine the data gathered to provide targeted and actionable information.
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Abstract Text
Metabolomic analyses of complex plasma and urine samples present numerous analytical challenges such as isomeric
indistinguishability and inadequate throughput of measurements. Ion mobility separations (IMS) minimize these
limitations by providing high throughput structurally informative analyses, and when combined with mass spectrometry
(MS) measurements, the multidimensional IMS-MS analyses provide in depth characterization of each metabolite.
However, ionization suppression is readily observed in IMS-MS direct injection studies of complex samples due to the
numerous components in plasma and the high salt concentrations in urine. Thus, a rapid separation is often necessary
prior to IMS-MS analyses for high molecular coverage and sample cleanup. This presentation will report on the analysis of
plasma and urine metabolomic samples utilizing RapidFire solid phase extraction (SPE) and liquid chromatography (LC)
prior to IMS-MS measurements in order to reduce ionization suppression, quickly remove salts, and detect endogenous
and exogenous metabolites from picomolar to millimolar concentration levels. The multiple dimensions in the LC-IMS-MS
study provided added separation power for distinguishing lipid isomers but were not as high throughput as the RapidFireIMS-MS platform, which was able to analyze six biological samples per minute. Results from both approaches will be
illustrated in the presentation.
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Abstract Text
In drug discovery and drug development we are continuously pushed to the boundaries of the analytical techniques in
view of challenges like, e.g. required sensitivity, advanced pharmacodynamics, analysis of reactive (endogenous and
exogenous) metabolites, small sample volumes and increased throughput in target engagement analysis. Currently used
UPLC-MS/MS or UPLC-HRMS techniques often run into their limits in view of sensitivity and/or selectivity and additional
techniques are required to overcome these issues. Amongst various techniques, ion mobility offers an orthogonal
technique to current UPLC-HRMS strategies. Separation based on size, shape and mass to charge allows for signal
intensity improvements in complex sample analysis. Examples will be given where Ion Mobility significantly enhances
sensitivity and selectivity of the applied UPLC-HR-MS analysis, resulting in better understanding the ‘mode of action’ of
specific interventions for single target and/or multi-target approaches. Especially in combination with targeted and nontargeted metabolomics methodologies, ion mobility can be used to ‘pull-out’ relevant endogenous and/or exogenous
metabolites responsible for adverse effects. This results in better understanding of actual metabolic or off-target
reactions. In conjunction with Quan-Qual methods metabolomics and ion mobility offer the opportunity to zoom in into
group/pathway specific pattern changes related to specific pheno-/metabo-types in various intervention strategies.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Cystic fibrosis (CF) is an autosomal recessive disorder caused by mutations in the cystic fibrosis transmembrane
conductance regulator (CFTR) gene affecting many organs, and particularly damaging effects to the lungs. To better
understand CF pathology and pathogenesis at the systems biology level, breath discovery metabolomics (breathomics)
investigations are gaining remarkable importance. In particular, investigation of simple-to-collect biofluids such as exhaled
breath condensate (EBC) provide a non-invasive way of studying metabolic alterations associated with lung inflammatory
processes.
In this study, we evaluated the applicability of positive and negative-ion transmission-mode direct analysis in real timetraveling wave ion mobility spectrometry-time-of-flight mass spectrometry (TM-DART-TWIMS-TOF MS) for rapid, highthroughput discovery CF breathomics investigations. The EBC metabolome coverage yielded by DART was compared with
equivalent direct-infusion electrospray ionization (ESI) and atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) techniques
based on sensitivity, [i]m/z[/i]and drift time range, type of ionic species detected, and metabolome coverage. Using TMDART-TWIMS-TOF MS in combination with multivariate analysis, EBC samples from CF patients and healthy subjects were
screened for metabolic differences. Nine salient spectral features selected by a genetic algorithm were used to build a
classification model via orthogonal projections to latent structures-discriminant analysis (oPLS-DA), which successfully
discriminated between sample classes with 100% cross-validated accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Ion mobility/mass spectrometry has tremendous potential for metabolomics and clinical analysis. Ion mobility can
resolve compounds unresolved by LC/MS/MS, provide additional structural information not available from mass
spectrometry, and reduce or eliminate the need for chromatographic separation. These features offer significant
improvements for quantitative targeted metabolomics and clinical analysis, as well as for untargeted (global)
metabolomics studies.
This presentation will explore innovations in ion mobility/mass spectrometry for metabolomics and clinical analysis.
Topics to be covered include both classic drift tube ion mobility (IMS) and high-field asymmetric-waveform ion mobility
(FAIMS), in conjunction with MS, MS/MS, and LC/MS. Applications will include a range of metabolomics and targeted
clinical analyses.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Craig Lunte pioneered the use of microdialysis sampling for drug metabolism studies in the late 1980s. His group
developed several novel probes that are used for monitoring drug metabolism and disposition in a variety of tissues. To
effectively perform pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic studies (PK/PD) studies, it is critical to incorporate a
separation method and a selective detector as part of the analytical protocol. This makes it possible to monitor the drug,
its metabolites, and relevant biomarkers simultaneously in near real-time. This presentation will review some of the
important criteria that need to be taken into consideration when combining microdialysis sampling with a separation
method. It will review some of the early work from the C. Lunte lab regarding the combination of microdialysis sampling
with fast LC to monitor drug metabolism, as well as current projects using capillary and microchip electrophoresis as the
separation methods.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Research in Professor Craig Lunte’s group always focused on creative and novel uses of in vivo microdialysis sampling in a
variety of different disease contexts as well as the actual tissue being probed. Most of his research was well outside the
traditional realm of microdialysis sampling which has focused on neurochemistry. Reflecting on both my time as a Lunte
group member and my academic career, I trust that I and my research group have carried on this tradition. This talk will
highlight work that started in the Lunte lab 25 years ago and will describe how it leads up to present research interests
and needs in my research group. In the 1990s, we were concerned about quantitative applications of microdialysis
sampling and this led to attempts to better understand the role of the membrane in the transport processes. These
needs are still important as we embark on sampling proteins which have non-ideal interactions in the tissue space as well
as with the dialysis membranes employed for microdialysis sampling. Early work with drug metabolism led to interesting
studies with in situ and localized metabolism and experiments designed to trap oxygen-derived free radicals. This work
has expanded into local biochemical studies of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs). All of this past work has evolved into
important studies of cytokine signaling in both the brain and in applications of localized modulation of macrophage cells.
My group has now come “full circle” with very recent research combining microdialysis sampling with microelectrode
array measurements for important neurochemical measurements. This and other research over the years will be
described in this session honoring the life, research, and memory of Professor Craig Lunte.
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Abstract Text
Whispering gallery mode (WGM) resonators are small, axially symmetric dielectric structures that can efficiently trap and
store light. Light evanescently coupled into a WGM resonator, such as a glass microsphere, undergoes continuous total
internal refection at the sphere interface. When the light circumnavigates the resonator and returns in phase, sharp
resonances are observed that are characterized by large quality factors (Q factors). These resonances shift in response to
changes in the effective refractive index, which has led to many applications in biosensing using functionalized
resonators. The small footprint (10-50 micron diameters) and large Q factors (10[sup]4[/sup]-10[sup]9[/sup]) of WGM
resonators offer intriguing capabilities for label-free sensing and the development of new analytical tools. For the latter,
we have recently introduced a new scanning probe method based on WGM sensing. Scanning resonator microscopy
(SRM) uses a small WGM resonator attached to the end of an atomic force microscopy (AFM) tip to simultaneously map
surface refractive index and topography with high spatial resolution. We have also begun exploring the integration of
WGM resonators with separation platforms to develop new detection capabilities. Initial studies have coupled WGM
sensing with capillary electrophoresis (CE) to detect the separation of small ions. As part of this development, we
introduce a modulation method for tracking resonant shifts using phase sensitive detection. This approach enables realtime monitoring of bands eluting from the CE column with detection limits of 10[sup]-7[/sup] refractive index units.
These capabilities are currently being extended to detect the separation of serum proteins for applications in the
diagnosis and treatment of patients with multiple myeloma. These and other applications using high-Q WGM resonators
for novel sensing will be discussed.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
By monitoring oxidative DNA damage, the mode of action of proposed oxidants, and antioxidant therapies, can be
investigated. Analytical platforms such as CE-EC, HPLC-UV-EC and HPLC-MS, in tandem with bioanalytical techniques such
as flow cytometry and the Comet assay have been used to monitor oxidative DNA damage at both a molecular and
cellular level. In this presentation, the mode of action of metal based oxidants is explored. A number of antioxidant
therapies, from UV protecting sunscreens to nutrient enriched food stuffs will also be discussed in terms of their ability to
protect against oxidative DNA damage. The analytical and bioanalytical platforms utilised for their determinations
evaluated in terms of the accuracy and precision of the resulting measurements. For example, a series of novel
therapeutics evaluated using evaluated using the oestrogen-positive MCF-7 breast cancer cell line. Guanine oxidation
studies using HPLC-UV-EC confirmed that one derivative was capable of generating oxidative damage via a reactive
oxygen species-mediated mechanism. During sunscreen analysis, it was determined that particular ingredients resulted in
an increase in skin protection, as evidenced by a decrease in oxidative damage to the nuclear DNA within the cells. Using
FACS and comet assay, a placebo cream was found not to reproducibly affect the level of cellular oxidative DNA damage
where it was applied. However, an antioxidant cream resulted in a decrease in the concentration of oxidative DNA
damage relative to control sites where no cream was applied. Selenium enriched protein digests were also explored to
determine their antioxidant properties. Using a number of bioanalytical platforms, they were compared to organic and
inorganic selenium sources and their antioxidant properties evaluated, for a number of different types of oxidative stress
insult.
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Abstract Text
Improved therapies that yield more cures and better overall survival for cancer patients are needed. For example, women
with breast cancer have a 5-year survival rate of 22% (Stage IV) and 72% (Stage III). Doxorubicin, cisplatin, paclitaxel, and
tamoxifen are examples of drugs used for treating breast cancer with selection of therapy typically based on the
classification and staging of the patient’s cancer. While treatment regimens assigned to some patients may be optimal
using the current classification model, others within certain breast cancer sub-types fail therapy. New assays must be
developed to determine how a patient’s physiology and genetic makeup affects drug efficacy. In this presentation, a novel
SMARTChip™ design will be discussed for the isolation and processing of circulating tumor cells (CTCs). The SMARTChip™
quantifies response to therapy using three pieces of information secured from the CTCs; (1) CTC number; (2) CTC viability;
and (3) the frequency of DNA damage (abasic (AP) sites) in genomic DNA (gDNA) harvested from the CTCs. The
SMARTChip consists of task-specific modules integrated to a fluidic motherboard. Micro-scale modules are used for CTC
selection, CTC enumeration and viability determinations, lysing CTCs, and purifying gDNA. The module to read AP sites is a
nanosensor made via nano-imprinting in plastics and contains a nanochannel with dimensions less than the persistence
length of double-stranded DNA (~50 nm). Labeling AP sites with fluorescent dyes and stretching the gDNA in the
nanochannel to near its full contour length allows for the direct readout of the AP sites, even from a single CTC. This
information can be used to determine how a patient is responding to therapy.
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Abstract Text
Hyperspectral Imaging is the marriage of spectroscopy with the power of digital imaging to reveal chemical-based details
of the world. This talk will provide examples of how CISS has developed standoff hyperspectral imaging systems to detect
explosives at entry control points, chemicals in the environment and details of how one standoff hyperspectral mode can
be used to target another in order to dramatically improve the area search rate for the detection of chemicals on
environmental surfaces. Details of the instrumentation and software that enable these applications of hyperspectral
imaging will be presented.
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Abstract Text
This presentation introduces the spectroscopic concepts and results enabled by arrays of Distributed Feedback (DFB)
QCLs, with each element at a slightly different wavelength than its neighbor. In portable optical systems, such as standoff
threat detectors and in situ gas analyzers, this increases analyte sensitivity and selectivity by broadening spectral source
coverage while also allowing for extremely fast all-electronic wavelength tuning with no moving parts.
This talk will first present the QCL array and its packaging, then move into the description of an integrated prototype
standoff detection system, and finally show standoff detection results from a handheld system from over 2 meters.
The data show how monolithic and all-electronic tuning enables next-generation spectroscopes that are not only more
robust and miniature than those that utilize external cavity-tuned lasers, but that are inherently more stable in terms the
shot-to-shot amplitude and wavelength parameters. This enhanced stability increases signal to noise for a given
configuration (pathlength, averaging time, concentration, etc…). Some discussion of how to maximize the benefits of high
speed, highly reproducible tuning is presented, including detector, preamplifier, and digitization considerations for both
backscattered and closed path configurations.
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Abstract Text
Optimization and evaluation of deployed and next generation trace detection systems is a key component of the NIST
program in Trace Explosives Detection conducted in collaboration with the DHS Science and Technology Standards and
Explosives Divisions. To support development of emerging optical based trace detection methods, a procedure has been
developed to fabricate patterned arrays of micrometer sized monodisperse solid particles of homemade and military
explosives on hydrophobic/oleophobic surfaces using inkjet printing. The method relies on dispensing a precise quantity
of a concentrated analyte solution onto a modified silicon surface. Depending on the contact angle of the solution and
the solute concentration, a spherical shaped cap droplet is formed. During the evaporation process, the droplet
maintains a constant geometry until converting to a dried solid particle. Environmental scanning electron microscopy is
used to determine the diameter and height of the particles. Particle size and shape can be modified by changing the
number of drop/spot, the contact angle, or the solution concentration. The fill factor - the ratio of sample coverage to
surface area of the sample - can be modified to conform to the characteristics of actual trace residues. The primary
application of this fabrication approach is to prepare test materials for evaluation of spatially-resolved optical and mass
spectrometry -based chemical analysis techniques. Results will be shown demonstrating the use of these materials for
characterizing the performance of laboratory-based Raman, IR and imaging MS systems as function of particle size. The
approach may also be extended to a variety of explosives such as AN, PC, HMX, TNT, RDX and PETN. Strategies for using
these test materials will be presented. A review will also be provided of other approaches being used for fabrication of
optical standoff detection standards.
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Abstract Text
Alakai Defense Systems has created two systems, CPEDS (Check Point Explosives Detection System) and PRIED (Portable
Raman Improvised Explosives Detector), to detect bulk to near-trace quantities of explosives and HMEs at standoff ranges
from one to hundreds of meters. We present a short description of the instruments and CONOPS for these two designs,
as well as data for a variety of explosives, precursors, and hazardous materials. We also provide an overview of the
improvements in our explosives detection technologies, as well as a discussion of some challenges to detection of trace
chemicals at standoff ranges.
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Abstract Text
We report on the development of Deep UV Standoff Raman instrumentation and methodologies for standoff explosive
detection. Deep UV Raman, excited < 250 nm, enables trace explosives detection at a distance due to the resonance
enhancement of Raman band intensities, much stronger light scattering at shorter wavelengths and negligible florescence
interference.
We are developing deep UV Raman detection methodology by investigating resonance enhancement of explosives
excited in the deep UV, determined the optimal excitation wavelengths, investigating explosives UV-photochemistry,
characterizing the photochemically induced spectral changes and determining UV-photodecomposition quantum yields.
Successful application of UV Raman for standoff trace explosive detection requires development of state-of-the-art UV
Raman instrumentation. In collaboration with UVisIR Inc. We recently developed two novel, compact, acousto-optically Qswitched diode pumped solid state (DPSS) deep UV lasers capable of producing up to 100 mW of 213 nm and up to 20
mW of 228 nm quasi-CW light. We also developed and built novel high throughput, high efficiency deep UV Raman
spectrographs both dispersive and imaging. Dispersive spectrograph utilizes Echelle grating in quasi-Littrow optical
configuration while imaging spectrograph utilizes novel deep UV photonic crystals for wavelength selection.
We used these novel deep UV Raman instrumentation and methodology for explosive detection at a distance.
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Abstract Text
Molecular level Information about protein structure and function at interfaces is crucial in drug design, biosensor
applications and biomaterial engineering. Proteins on surfaces are an integral part of many biomedical applications. This
importance has stimulated research towards developing techniques to assess the structure, activity, and surface
interactions of immobilized proteins. Recent advances in SFG spectroscopy now provide detailed information about
surface bound proteins and peptides. Combining SFG measurements with NEXAFS spectroscopy and ToF-SIMS provide a
particularly powerful approach for investigating protein structures on surfaces. Short, well-defined leucine-lysine (LK)
peptides were used as model systems to develop the methods for detailed analysis of protein-surface interactions at the
molecular level. By deuerating the iso-propyl group of a given leucine side and collecting SFG spectra at different
polarization combinations the orientation of that side chain with respect to the surface can be determined. Similarly SFG
spectra of the amide I band can be used to determine the overall orientation of the peptide with respect to the surface.
On hydrophobic surfaces the backbone of the helical LK peptides were found to be oriented parallel to the surface. For
the beta-strand LK peptides NEXAFS showed the backbones were parallel to the surface. We have also successfully
expanded this approach to the B1 domain of the Protein G to determine secondary structure and backbone orientation of
this protein immobilized onto appropriately functionalized surfaces. SFG is a powerful tool to probe proteins on surfaces,
but its full potential can only be realized when combined with complementary techniques. However, the combination of
surface analytical tools alone can still not provide atomic structures of entire proteins. This requires the integration of
computer modeling and stimulations with the experimental methods.
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Abstract Text
Hofmeister cations and anions can both interact with biomolecules, but typically do so for different reasons. Specifically,
weakly solvated anions usually interact with the hydrophobic portions of biomolecules including methyl and methylene
moieties. For this type of interaction to occur, both the anion and the biointerface must shed hydration waters. By
contrast, cations usually interact with charge groups like carboxylates, phosphates, or uncharged hydrophilic moieties like
the amide oxygen of the backbone of peptides. Of course, cations must also shed their hydration shells for these
interactions to occur. However, only the most strongly hydrated cations typically do this. It is energetically more
unfavorable for strongly hydrated cations to shed waters of hydration, but the new interactions with the biomolecules
are typically much stronger than for more weakly hydrated cations. Information about the role that water plays in these
binding events can be obtained by using vibrational sum frequency spectroscopy. Moreover, reorientation of the
biomolecules by the ions can also be observed.
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Abstract Text
Using surface-specific, label-free vibrational spectroscopy in conjunction with other surface spectroscopies, we
investigate the structure and conformation of peptides and proteins at interfaces, for two purposes. Firstly, we aim to
understand the structure-function relation for biological relevant membrane proteins, specifically the protein IM30,
which is involved in the generation of the photosynthetic membrane systems. We show the orientation of this protein at
the membrane, and correlate that with its putative function. In a second line of research, we use synthetic peptides to
control the growth of biomimetic minerals at various interfaces. Specifically, we demonstrate that vaterite, the least
stable polymorph of calcium carbonate, can be stabilized directly at surfaces – by engineered oligo(glutamic acid)
peptides. Our data show that the peptide-induced vaterite mineralization process occurs via a ‘self templating’ process
where calcium ions restructure the peptide backbone, which in turn allows for effective vaterite precipitation. Similarly,
we show that interfacial biomimetic silica sheets can be synthesized by surface-active synthetic leucine–lysine peptides
with differently folded structures. The nanometer thin and micrometer-size silica sheets are stable and self-supported.
Moreover, the detailed morphology of the sheets can be controlled by the secondary structure of the peptides when
interacting with the silica.
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Abstract Text
Characterization of protein secondary structures at interfaces in situ and in real time is important to understand biological
processes associated with cell membranes and solve problems in bioengineering and biomedical sciences. However, such
characterization remains challenging because it requires techniques that are both selective to interfaces and protein
secondary structures. Here, we demonstrate that chiral sum frequency generation spectroscopy (SFG) can provide
peptide amide I and N-H stretch vibrational signals that are free of water background and characteristic to parallel betasheet, anti-parallel beta-sheet, alpha-helix, 3-10 helix and random coil. This enables chiral SFG to distinguish protein
secondary structures at interfaces, similar to circular dichroism spectroscopy for protein characterization in solution.
Using chiral SFG, we followed the kinetics of misfolding of an amyloid protein and perform structure-function studies of a
biofilm protein. The results demonstrate and the potential of chiral SFG in addressing a wide range of problems related to
proteins at interfaces.
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Abstract Text
Surface immobilized peptides have been widely used for antimicrobial coatings, and many biosensors and biochips use
surface immobilized enzymes. In this study, we applied sum frequency generation (SFG) vibrational spectroscopy to study
conformation and orientation of a variety of surface immobilized peptides such as cecropin P1, MSI-78, and cecropinmelittin hybrid peptide, and surface immobilized enzymes such as nitro-reductase, •-galactosidase, and haloalkane
dehalogenase. ATR-FTIR and CD spectroscopies were used as supplemental tools in the study, along with molecular
dynamics simulations. We also measured the activities of these surface immobilized biological molecules. We successfully
elucidated the structure-function relationships of surface immobilized peptides and proteins.
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, Peptides, Protein, Spectroscopy
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: Vibrational Spectroscopy
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Generating AnIML Technique Definitions

Primary
Author

Mark F. Bean
GSK
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Room: B313

Co-Author(s)

Abstract Text
Different approaches to generation of AnIML Technique Definitions will be summarized with particular attention to the
sample separation technique of Chromatography and also to the detector technique of Mass Spectrometry. Hints and
shortcuts to speed the process will be covered along with intentional convergence with existing vocabularies.
Keywords:
Automation, Data Analysis, Informatics, Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy
Application Code:
Other
Methodology Code: Data Analysis and Manipulation
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Primary
Author
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Abstract Text
With the increased efficiency brought to labs by automated systems, the amount of data being collected, extracted,
analyzed and manipulated is growing at an unprecedented rate. Likewise, the technology of automated devices, software
platforms and information management systems is becoming more sophisticated to handle this surge in Big Data.
However, further scientific advances and innovations critically depend on more complex, increasingly integrated, and
highly adaptive systems.
In an effort to match these requirements, the lab automation’s information and communications technology industry has
recognized the need for a flexible, modular approach to both the hardware and software of system integrations.
However, modularity poses its own challenges. Laboratories still find themselves with a heterogeneous mix of different
vendor hardware and software technologies, none of which easily lend themselves to seamless integration. In order for
laboratory automation systems to adopt a modular, plug-and-play architecture, vendors must agree upon standards, both
in the hardware as well as in the software, such that the system and the data the system produces can withstand
reconfiguration and the test of time.
While over the years, several hardware standards have become adopted by laboratory automation device manufacturers
(e.g. USB, Ethernet, SBS micro plate footprint), industry-wide software standards have been slower to emerge. The SiLA
Consortium is uniquely focused on providing standardization solutions for both the horizontal communication between
devices (e.g. status data, commands) and the vertical integration of result data and workflows. Join us to learn more
about how SiLA satisfies the entire value proposition chain from device integration to data collection, transmission and
analysis.
Keywords:
Laboratory Automation, Laboratory Informatics, Sample & Data Management, Standards
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: Laboratory Informatics
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Abstract Text
Modern mass spectrometers produce a wealth of analytical information capable of identifying compounds in complex
mixtures. As the amount of data increases, the importance of software for interpreting the results becomes even more
important. Software is particularly critical for understanding large amounts of data, by improving visualization of data,
and automation of processing. Visualization is important for understanding data. It is much easier to grasp the meaning
of large amounts of data when it is displayed graphically and interactively, than when it is simply a table of numbers.
Automation of processing is another area where software plays a critical role. Existing solutions include the ability to
automatically identify unknown compounds through library searching and formula finding. Where we, as a community, go
next is very exciting. Today’s results files are increasingly open formats (such as AnIML) or convertible to other formats.
Simple, command line driven, tools exist for processing data and generating reports. Combining open formats with simple
tools can empower a variety of custom workflows. Underlying visualization and automation, is the data itself. The
amount of data, the number of compounds (known or unknown at analysis time) and the speed at which answers can be
mined from it, all become important. Data independent acquisition (SWATH) ensures that MS/MS for all possible
compounds is collected, but it does increase the amount of the data being collected. As the amount of data being
collected increases, the speed of extracting chromatograms and MS/MS becomes a critical step. Visualization,
automation, and speed of processing are critical factors for analysing and understanding the wealth of data produced by
modern mass spectrometry analysis.
Keywords:
Data Analysis, Laboratory Automation, Mass Spectrometry, Sample & Data Management
Application Code:
General Interest
Methodology Code: Mass Spectrometry
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Primary
Author
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Co-Author(s)

Abstract Text
This presentation highlights the current state of the ASTM AnIML Data Standard. It demonstrates how the standard can
be used to deliver analytical data through web and cloud technologies.
Keywords:
Chemometrics, Laboratory Informatics, LIMS, Software
Application Code:
General Interest
Methodology Code: Laboratory Informatics
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Abstract Text
Hypoglycin A and methylenecyclopropylglycine (MCPG) are naturally occurring amino acids found in some members of
the soapberry family. Both hypoglycin A and MCPG have been shown to induce encephalopathy and hypoglycemia in
animal studies, and several illness outbreaks have been linked to the ingestion of these toxins. Jamaican Vomiting
Sickness (JVS) was linked to hypoglycin A in ackee fruit, and the ingestion of maple seeds containing hypoglycin A has
been determined to cause seasonal pasture myopathy (SPM) in horses. MCPG has been hypothesized as a possible cause
of an Acute Enchephalitis Syndrome (AES) in Asia. A specific method for the identification and quantification of urine
metabolites for exposure to hypoglycin A and MCPG is presented in this work. The urine metabolites of hypoglycin A and
MCPG are glycine adducts methylenecyclopropylacetyl-glycine (MCPA-Gly) and methylenecyclopropylformyl-glycine
(MCPF-Gly), respectively. Samples consisting of 10 µL of urine were processed by isotope-dilution, separated by reversephase liquid chromatography, and monitored by electrospray-ionization tandem mass spectrometry. The reportable
range of metabolite concentration was from the lowest reportable limit 0.100 µg/mL to 20.0 µg/mL, with a correlation
coefficient of r • 0.99. This method was further applied for laboratory analysis for cases of suspected hypoglycin A and/or
MCPG toxicity and provided the first reported direct measurement of MCPA-Gly and MCPF-Gly in human urine.
Keywords:
Clinical/Toxicology, Food Contaminants, Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy, Toxicology
Application Code:
Food Contaminants
Methodology Code: Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry
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Abstract Text
Tetrodotoxin (TTX) is a small, non-protein, alkaloid toxin most commonly associated with puffer fish poisoning. Despite
tight regulation of both imported and domestic puffer fish, there have been multiple instances of puffer fish poisoning in
the US in the last decade from illegally imported fish in various product forms. Our goal is to establish a TTX detection
method that will provide a fast and sensitive estimation of toxicity to facilitate a rapid response to TTX-related illnesses
and reinforce the safety of the food supply. It is critical that analytical methods for detection and quantification of TTX be
applicable to multiple types of food matrices and include robust sample preparation protocols.
This presentation will discuss the development of an optimized method for detection and quantification of TTX analogues
in fish using liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). Optimization of the LC-MS/MS method
conditions include column stationary phase chemistry, mobile phase buffer system, and selection of product ion
transitions for TTX-related analytes using standard reference materials. The extraction of TTX from naturallycontaminated samples has been optimized for selected organs from fresh/frozen fish as well as fish that have been
preserved by salting or dehydration. Sample cleanup protocols include a combination of solvent extraction, liquid-liquid
partitioning and solid phase extraction. While the US has not imposed a regulatory limit for TTX in food products, this
optimized method will allow consistent detection of TTX in fish at a level 10x below the anticipated safety level.
Keywords:
Food Contaminants, Food Safety, Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy
Application Code:
Food Contaminants
Methodology Code: Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry
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Abstract Text
The USDA Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) currently employs several methods to monitor veterinary drug
residues in slaughtered food animals. Many of their methods use UHPLC-MS/MS analysis to screen, quantify, identify,
and confirm violative residues for regulatory enforcement purposes. A goal of our work is to increase the number of drug
analytes into one simple and easy workflow protocol to achieve acceptable quality of results and high sample throughput
at low cost. This can be done in a single method for >150 veterinary drugs, but due to their different chemical nature,
highly polar aminoglycoside antibiotics require different extraction conditions. Conventionally, they also need different
chromatographic conditions, too, but we have devised one method to separate and analyze all analytes including
aminoglycosides in 10 min using ultrahigh performance liquid chromatography (UHPLC) - triple quadrupole tandem mass
spectrometry (MS/MS). An ion-pairing reagent is added to the combined extracts from two streamlined sample
preparation methods, which also improved peak shapes for other drugs, such as tetracyclines and macrolides. The new
method was validated at regulatory levels in muscle tissues from cattle, chicken, and pork according to FSIS standards.
Keywords:
Agricultural, High Throughput Chemical Analysis, Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy, Metho
Application Code:
Food Safety
Methodology Code: Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry
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Author
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Abstract Text
Carboxymethyl cellulose (i.e. CMC or cellulose gum) is a fluid absorbent used in food packaging and food contact
materials. CMC can also be used as a direct additive for foods and drugs in order to change texture and act as a binder.
CMC and other carboxymethyl starches are synthesized by condensing glycolic acid with monochloroacetic acid.
Diglycolic acid (DGA) is a byproduct produced by this condensation which cannot be completely removed. Currently
there are no analytical methods to accurately detect and quantify DGA in foods and food packaging materials. Because
DGA has been shown to be a potential renal toxicant, the determination of DGA available from foods is needed. A simple
methanol/water extraction was developed and a novel LC-MS/MS method used to determine the DGA concentration in
food contact materials, direct additive CMC, as well as over the counter drugs and supplements. This talk will discuss the
development and validation of preparation and cleanup of various food matrices and LC-MS/MS analysis for the presence
of DGA. Matrices investigated include but are not limited to cereals, snacks, bake mixes, dressings, milk drinks and ice
cream.
Keywords:
Food Science, Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy, Method Development, Solid Phase Extrac
Application Code:
Food Safety
Methodology Code: Chemical Methods
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Abstract Text
Sulfites are food additives used to limit browning and microbial growth. Sensitive individuals have reported severe
allergic-type reactions following consumption of sulfite treated foods. In 1986, the US FDA mandated that sulfites be
declared on the label of any product containing in excess of 10 ppm SO[sub]2[/sub]. Currently, the optimized MonierWilliams method is the most common approach for determining sulfite concentrations in foods. However, this method is
tedious and time consuming. This research describes the development of a LC-MS/MS method for determining sulfite in
food matrices. The method was validated according to the FDA Foods Program Guidelines for Chemical Methods. In
these validation studies, spiked recoveries ranging from 84-115% were observed for dried fruit, jam, vinegar, and juice
products. Commercially sulfited products were analyzed using both the MW and LC-MS/MS methods to provide a
comparison. The current regulatory method produces false positive results with vegetables from the [i]Allium[/i] (garlic)
and [i]Brassica[/i] (cabbage) genera due to the extraction conditions causing endogenous sulfur compounds to release
SO[sub]2[/sub]. Because of this bias, special consideration is needed for regulatory analyses. Vegetables were selected
from these genera and were analyzed using multiple sulfite methods to determine the false positive rate. Sulfite
concentrations greater than 10 ppm SO[sub]2[/sub] were observed with the MW analyses. The LC-MS/MS method had
concentrations below 10 ppm for the [i]Brassica[/i] samples but was not successful with the [i]Allium[/i] matrices. The
ability to eliminate false positives will enable accurate determination of added sulfite to ensure compliance with sulfite
labeling requirements.
Keywords:
Food Contaminants, Food Safety, Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy
Application Code:
Food Safety
Methodology Code: Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry
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Abstract Text
The use of appropriate packaging is crucial to ensure compatibility with food and the avoidance of food contamination.
The determination of the stability of packaging under various conditions is necessary to ensure its suitability for food
application. Raman spectroscopy has reached a level of maturity to recently become a key analytical tool in the analysis
of packaging and food, including package-food interactions. Most recently, the integration of Raman spectroscopy with
optical microscopy has allowed for a very powerful means to identify and map molecular structure at the micron scale,
including impurities, with imaging. This presentation will demonstrate the application of confocal Raman microscopy to
the analysis of multi-layer packaging structures and their suitability for various food matrices.
Keywords:
Food Contaminants, Microscopy, Polymers & Plastics, Raman
Application Code:
Food Contaminants
Methodology Code: Molecular Spectroscopy
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Primary
Author
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Time: 08:30 AM
Room: B316

Co-Author(s)

Abstract Text
When there is sufficient sample quantity, a clean operating environment and ready access to power and supplies, an
analyst has ample time and resources to extract, analyze and confirm the presence of illicit substances. Field detection
often lacks the luxury of some, if not all of the above parameters.
This presentation shall explore the unique challenges faced by enforcement agencies in regards to field detection of
drugs, the constantly evolving target materials, the issues of non-seizure alarms, and more importantly, to initiate a much
needed international discussion on trace drug detection.
Keywords:
Detection, Drugs, Forensics, Portable Instruments
Application Code:
Homeland Security/Forensics
Methodology Code: Portable Instruments
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Primary
Author
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Abstract Text
The National Institute for Drug Abuse (NIDA) reports marijuana is the most commonly used illegal drug in the United
States [HHS Publication No. (SMA) 14-4887; NSDUD Series H-49, 2014]. Usage statistics in the coming years will reflect
the increasing number of states allowing medical marijuana prescriptions or decriminalization/legalization for
recreational use. The well-known psychoactive ingredient •9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) found in the plant is fat soluble
after consumption, ultimately metabolized and oxidized to the inactive 11-nor- •9-THC acidic form that is
pharmacologically inactive. This is the main metabolite detected in biological matrices for user drug screening [Moffat et
al., Clarke’s Analysis of Drugs and Poisons, 3rd Ed., London: Pharma. Press; 2004. p.740-743.]. High-performance Ion
Mobility Spectrometry (HPIMS) using electrospray ionization (ESI) has proven adept at detecting a wide range of illegal
drug compounds, even in a urine-type matrix for potential forensic or clinical use [Midey et al., Talanta, 2013, 116, 77;
Joshi et al., For. Sci. Int. 2014, 255, 196]. HPIMS uses the rapid ion mobility based separation of IMS and gives resolving
power comparable to chromatography. Therefore, these initial studies have been extended to focus on detection of THC
and related compounds in matrices using ESI-HPIMS with direct ionization from a sample syringe aimed at an alternative
rapid quantitative screening for cannabis use.
Keywords:
Detection, Drugs, Electrospray, Trace Analysis
Application Code:
High-Throughput Chemical Analysis
Methodology Code: Portable Instruments
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Abstract Text
Differential ion mobility spectrometry (DMS) is capable of detecting and identifying a wide range of chemical vapors by
leveraging the nonlinear dependence of an ion’s mobility within high electric field conditions. This allows DMS to separate
ions that have similar mobilities under the low field conditions typically used in ion mobility spectrometers (IMS) or
similar molecular weights in mass spectrometers. Ions within a DMS flow through an analyzer region where they are
subjected to two electrical fields a high frequency, high potential asymmetric waveform and a low potential DC field.
These two fields create a tunable filter that permits ions to be sorted, allowing high selectivity and sensitivity. Chemring
Detection Systems has developed a handheld DMS system that detects and identifies narcotic compounds directly and in
a breath matrix, results from this system will be discussed.
Keywords:
Drugs, Instrumentation, Spectrophotometry
Application Code:
Homeland Security/Forensics
Methodology Code: Sensors
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Abstract Text
Data show that THC can be found in detectable limits in human breath for a period of two hours after cannabis
consumption. This short amount of time necessitates an instrument be available onsite. High-field asymmetric waveform
ion mobility spectrometry (FAIMS) is a highly selective atmospheric-pressure separation technique that has the potential
to provide a portable, field capability for the detection of THC in breath.
Keywords:
Drugs, Forensics, Instrumentation, Mass Spectrometry
Application Code:
Homeland Security/Forensics
Methodology Code: Mass Spectrometry
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Co-Author(s)

Abstract Text
U.S. Army research and development at Edgewood Chemical Biological Center is developing and demonstrating detection
of illicit drugs of abuse, e.g., marijuana, cocaine, heroin, and designer drugs, using existing chemical detection systems
and integrating illicit drug detection into the family of Chemical Biological Radiological Nuclear and Explosives (CBRNE)
sensors. This work will integrate hazard detection equipment and reduce the overall number of types of detection
equipment fielded; saving purchase and maintenance cost, as well as training time.
This report is an extension of recent explosives detection work at ECBC that resulted in development of a “Chemical
Explosives Detector” (CED)1 based on the fielded M4A1-JCAD (Joint Chemical Agent Detector) and development and
fielding of a “Colorimetric Reconnaissance Explosive Squad Screening” (CRESS) kit2 – these systems have been
demonstrated to be effective for detection and identification of trace and bulk levels of explosives and their precursors.
Test results and the gas phase ion molecule chemistry of the CED ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) and the CRESS kit
specific colorimetric chemistry will be presented and discussed.
1http://www.ecbc.army.mil/mobile/news/2014/Teaching-JCAD-new-tricks-ECBC-scientists-turn-handheld-JCAD-dual-usechemical-explosives-detector.html
2http://www.army.mil/article/125449/Explosives_detection_kit_ready_to_enter_new_acquisition_phase/
Keywords:
Detector, Drug Discovery, Drugs, Trace Analysis
Application Code:
Drug Discovery
Methodology Code: Portable Instruments
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Abstract Text
In several clinical studies, the potential of ion mobility spectrometry coupled to rapid gas-chromatographic pre-separation
(GC-IMS) for a comprehensive analysis of human breath was demonstrated in the past decade. Exploring the exhaled
metabolic profile enables medical diagnosis and therapy control e.g. in nephrology or diabetes. Furthermore, the
quantification of various remedies with sufficient correlation to plasma concentrations was shown e.g. for anaesthetics
such as Propofol or Fluranes. Such methods could be applied for on-line anaesthesia control.
Encouraged from those findings, we developed a method for the on-site quantification of the consumption of Cannabis
sativa, one of the most common illicit drugs world-wide with the objective to provide a tool for the regulatory authorities
e.g. to control if the drivers vigilance is affected. A characteristic pattern of metabolites exclusively caused by Cannabis
consumption was developed and quantified for the correlation with the THC plasma concentration which is at least the
measure for the effects of the drug. The method was validated successfully with regard to false-positives e.g. caused by
other hemp products and plant-based commodities. Presently, the method enables the on-site non-invasive detection of
Marihuana consumption even after 3-4 hours which is in the range required by the authorities.
Keywords:
Drugs, Forensics, Metabolomics, Metabonomics
Application Code:
Safety
Methodology Code: Chemical Methods
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Abstract Text
An investigation of the external aerodynamics of canine olfaction is presented. Extending upon the previous work done by
Settles (2002) and Craven (2010), we have developed an anatomically-correct artificial dog nose. The nose is modeled
from detailed MRI imaging of a female Labrador retriever and fabricated using a 3D printer. Realistic sniffing flow rate and
frequency is facilitated via custom piston/cylinder system. Flow visualization experiments using schlieren imaging enable
real-time examination of the dogs remarkable ability to attract and sample vapors from extended distances. During
exhale, a turbulent air jet emanates from each nostril and entrains fluid from ahead of the nose, sometimes at a distance
of many tens of centimeters. This vapor is now readily available for inhalation, during which the nose now acts as a
potential-flow inlet. During active sniffing, this exhale/inhale cycle is repeated at a frequency of around 5Hz. We have
learned that the dog is an active aerodynamic sampling system, utilizing fluid dynamics to increase its aerodynamic reach
to sample vapors at increasingly large distances.
As a form of biomimicry, we are now utilizing bio-inspired design principles from the dog and applying them to currentand next-generation vapor sampling technology. This presentation will show many flow visualization examples of canine
olfaction, and results from biomimicry experiments that demonstrate improvements in vapor sampling of commerciallyavailable explosives and narcotics vapor samplers by making them “sniff” rather than continuously inhale. Applications of
this effort include potential optimization of real-time detection of THC and related drugs from a vapor sampling
perspective.
GS Settles, et.al. A chapter in Sensors and Sensing in Biology and Engineering, ed. F.G. Barth, J.A.C. Humphrey, and T.W.
Secomb, Springer, Vienna & NY, 2002.
BA Craven, et.al. J.R. Soc. Interface, 7, 2010
Keywords:
Biosensors, Detection, Portable Instruments, Sampling
Application Code:
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Methodology Code: Sensors
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Abstract Text
In the last decade, microfluidics-based particle/cell sorting systems have been developed by many researchers. Although
most of previously developed microfluidic devices enable highly precise cell sorting with relatively simple experimental
procedures, there are several problems in terms of the low throughput of sample processing and the microchannel
clogging. Here we present a new size-based particle/cell sorting system using lattice-patterned microfluidic channels.
The lattice region was composed of two types of microchannels, which are perpendicularly crossing and slanted against
the overall flow direction. Because there was a significant difference in the densities of these two types of microchannels,
only a small amount of the flow is split at every intersection. Large particles/cells flow along the streamline whereas
small ones are separated from the stream, resulting in the continuous size-dependent cell sorting. This system is robust
against the problem of microchannel clogging, and enables relatively high-throughput sample processing. We successfully
demonstrate the sorting of model particles with size of several micrometers, and examined factors affecting the
separation behaviors of particles. As a biological application, we performed direct sorting of blood cells from a diluted
blood samples. In addition, dual-height microfluidic systems was proposed, which would further improve the sorting
throughput. The presented scheme of particle/cell sorting would be advantageous because of the simplicity in operation,
high precision of the sorting performance, and the relatively high-speed processing.
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Abstract Text
Protein crystallization and its crystal structure analysis provide essential information in the field of drug discovery. High
diffraction protein crystals must be prepared to obtain the three dimensional structure data at high resolution. However,
preparation of high quality protein crystals is bottleneck of the protein three-dimensional structure analysis. We
demonstrated a single crystallization method by using microdroplet to obtain high quality protein crystal. In this study, we
investigated the protein crystal growth behavior in microspace with the aim of obtaining the high diffraction quality of
protein crystal. Lysozyme, glucokinase from Pseudoalteromonas sp. AS-131 (PsGK), and heme oxygenase (HO) complex
were used as model proteins. To confirm the effect of the microspace on protein crystal growth, two types of microfluidic
device were fabricated. Lysozyme crystallization experiments were performed by using 10 and 50 [micro]m depth of
crystallization chamber. We found that the (1 1 0) face was preferentially grown in the 10 [micro]m depth crystallization
chamber. On the other hand, the (1 1 0) and (1 0 1) faces of lysozyme crystal were randomly grown in the 50 [micro]m
depth crystallization chamber. Typically, the difference in the growth rate of the (1 1 0) and (1 0 1) faces of lysozyme
crystal was dominated the supersaturation of crystallization solution. In the case of PsGK and HO-complex, the depth of
crystallization chamber also affected the crystal growth. Fig. 1 (a) shows the PsGK crystal obtained by conventional
crystallization method. Conversely, the microfluidic-based crystallization can produce single PsGK crystal in each
crystallization chamber. However, the growth behavior of protein crystal was dramatically changed by depth of the
crystallization chamber, as shown in Fig. 1 (c) and (d). Consequently, our microfluidic-based approach provides a simple
preparation method of the high quality protein crystals.
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Abstract Text
We report the selective concentration of the microdroplets’ contents using spontaneous emulsification and its application
to the biochemical analytical processes. Recently, droplet microfluidics involving aqueous microdroplets formed in
microfluidic devices have been studied in the fields of biochemical and chemical analyses for the applications to highthroughput analyses such as single cell assays. However, the lack of the separation method for water-soluble solutes in
microdroplets has limited the applicability of the droplet microfluidics to the biochemical analyses.
In order to overcome this difficulty, we have been developed the selective condensation method for microdroplet
contents using spontaneous emulsification at the interface of the microdroplets. When an aqueous microdroplet was
exposed to the organic phase containing Span 80, a nonionic surfactant, nanodroplets were formed at the interface of the
microdroplet as the result of the spontaneous emulsification. Consequently, hydrophilic and large solutes were
concentrated in the microdroplet and the other solutes partitioned to the nanodroplets.
In the presentation, the control of the selectivity and the application of this method to biochemical analyses will be
presented.
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Abstract Text
The significance of single cell analysis in diagnosis and medical researches has been increasing because present cell
analysis cannot find and analyze rare cells in the cell group. However, despite the progress of high performance
apparatus, present single cell analysis has still been hampered by troublesome pretreatment such as single cell lysis and
extraction of biomolecules in cell. Therefore, for true attainment and practical application of single cell, we must
overcome the problems related to pretreatments.
Microfluidic device has attracted many researchers interested in single cell analysis and pretreatment because micro
space is suitable for single cell treatment because sample loss, dilution and contamination could be avoided. However,
proposed single cell pretreatments using microfluidic device adopt conventional pretreatments and never overcome the
problems of single cell analysis. Furthermore, the integration of several pretreatment procedures into single microfluidic
device is still difficult. Therefore, we must propose a new principle for single cells pretreatments, which utilize
advantages of microspace.
In this talk, in view of present state of single cell pretreatment, I propose some techniques and ideas combined with the
advantages of microfluidic device. At first, I will talk about single cell sorting with microfluidic device and optical
trapping. Subsequently, the extraction method of DNA or RNA from single cell with microfluidic device will be briefly
explained. Finally, I will introduce in situ formation of single cell pretreatments and the performance of our method for
single cell pretreatments.
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Abstract Text
<i>In vivo</i> molecular analysis of live tissues and bio-fluids may provide crucial information for optimization and
development of novel drugs and monitoring of progression for various diseases. However, in the most cases repeated
biopsy for <i>ex vivo</i> analysis is impossible, as it compromises integrity of the analyzed system. In this case
noninvasive analysis based on a variety of biomedical optical techniques may provide required data in real time without
the need to extract tissue sample. Still, light scattering and absorption by live tissues hinder applications of most light
based techniques and requires carefull approach toward developing <i>in vivo</i> analysis method. We have developed
integrated photoacoustic (PA) fluorescence flow cytometry (PAFFC) system for <i>in vivo</i> liquid biopsy of bio-fluids
including monitoring of micro blood and lymph vessels. The molecular analysis based on absorbance and fluorescence
properties of circulating cells and nanoparticles (NPs) provides label-free identification for a numbers of compounds
including cancer cells. Moreover, molecular specific targeting of circulating cells using dyes and NPs further extend the
range of possible applications for PAFFC system. <i>In vivo</i> PAFFC platform was used to study pharmacokinetics of
dyes and nanoparticles in live animals. PAFFC provides a flexible approach for cancer research by allowing identification
and quantification of circulating tumor cells (CTCs) in real time in blood circulatory. In PA mode label-free detection of
pigmented cancer cells is possible even in human patients. Fluorescence module of the PAFFC provides detection of
cancer cells genetically engineered to produce fluorescent proteins. We also proposed and demonstrated labeling and
later identification of individual cancer cells in flow using photoswitchable fluorescent proteins. Finally, integrated <i>in
vivo</i> PAFFC detection may reveal interactions of NPs with CTCs in blood flow.
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Abstract Text
Understanding the essence of dynamical behaviors of living systems is one of the most important issues in science.
Although our understanding of the molecular basis of living systems has dramatically increased, the whole picture of living
systems as autonomous integrated molecular systems has not been revealed yet. Recently, artificial cell-like systems as
simplified models of living cells have been proposed. The artificial cell-like systems have helped us to characterize living
systems as autonomous integrated molecular systems. However, most of proposed artificial cell-like systems have
limitations caused by the difficulty in controlling nonequilibrium conditions in micrometer-sized systems, and it is
required to develop experimental methods to control nonequilibrium conditions in micrometer-sized systems by realizing
sustained matter and energy flows into/out of cell-sized systems. In this presentation, we first introduce microfluidic
method to control micrometer-sized nonequilibrium open conditions of chemical microreactors toward the construction
of artificial cell-like systems. The method is based on the fusion and fission of water-in-oil (W/O) microdroplets. Second,
we briefly show the study of molecular robots based on artificial cell-like reactors. We believe that these technologies will
promote the studies of applied physics of soft matter and biomedical engineering in the future.
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Abstract Text
Artificial cell membranes have emerged as a biomimetic tool in such areas as membrane protein study, synthetic biology,
and drug discovery. Planar lipid bilayers are used for functional studies of ion channel proteins using electrophysiological
techniques. However, the stability of lipid bilayers and the reproducibility of bilayer formation remain challenging. To
improve these issues, we are trying to use microfabrication technology that has a major advantage: easy to handle lipid
molecules or solution at micron scale using microfluidics. Applying this advantage, we propose a stable and reproducible
preparation procedure for the planar lipid bilayers using “droplet contact method”, and they are applying to ion channel
measurements and portable biosensings.
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Abstract Text
Microfluidics has developed to realize various chemical processes at small volumes, by integrating chemical unit
operations in micro fluidic channels. Recently, the research field is extended to extended-nano spaces (10-1000 nm).
Exploiting aL-fL volumes and dominant surface effects of extended-nanochannels, novel chemical devices such as aLchromatography and single cell/single molecule analysis are expected. Previously, we have revealed various unique liquid
properties in fused-silica extended-nanochannels such as higher viscosity, lower dielectric constant and higher proton
mobility. Based on these findings, we hypothesized proton transfer phase of loosely coupled water within 50 nm by
interaction between surface silanol groups and water molecules. Therefore, for engineering using extended-nano spaces,
verification of the liquid model is required to optimally design fluidic devices and develop novel applications. In this study,
we verified the hypothesis indicating that the interaction between surface silanol groups and water molecules induce the
unique properties in extended-nano spaces.
We controlled the density of surface silanol groups in fused-silica extended-nanochannel by dehydration reaction. Using
the surface-controlled extended-nanochannels, we investigated molecular motion and proton transfer in pure water by
nuclear magnetic resonance. The water molecular motion was slower and the activation energy of proton transfer
through water molecules was lower, with increasing the surface silanol density. The results suggest that the water
molecules are loosely structured and make hydrogen bond networks at high surface silanol density. Therefore, we could
verify our hypothesis of water confined in extended-nano spaces. The knowledge obtained from this study suggests
importance of surface chemical groups interacted with water molecules for design of nanofluidic analytical devices.
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Abstract Text
Human’s exhaled breath is known to contain more than 300 volatile organic compounds (VOC). Some of these
compounds, e.g., ethane, pentane, isoprene, and acetone are produced by metabolic/pathologic processes. Therefore,
monitoring those VOC markers can help us predict the onset and severity of certain diseases, and guide therapy
accordingly. Gas chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry (GC-MS) is the most established method for breath
analysis. Standard GC provides results with high sensitivity and resolution, but its application is limited by high cost and
low mobility; on the other hand, a [micro]GC system is compact, portable, and rapid but its separation capability is
inadequate for complex samples like human breath. To address the need for a portable GC for rapid and quantitative
detection of VOC markers in human breath, we constructed and optimized a heart-cutting multi-dimensional [micro]GC
system that consisted of two separation columns coated with different stationary phases. Flow-through microfluidic
photoionization detectors were installed after first and second dimension columns and a lab-built Deans switch was
utilized for transferring the effluent from the first dimensional column to second dimensional columns for further
separation and detection. The system was fully automated and can either be attached to a mechanical ventilator or use a
tedlar bag to gather breath samples.
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Abstract Text
Analysis of breath VOC biomarkers (VOCs) is promising in the field of noninvasive diagnosis. Hemodynamic changes due
to different breathing patterns or postures cause immediate substance specific effects. In our study we investigated the
effect of forced expiratory maneuvers onto exhaled VOC profiles.
A PTR-ToF-MS-8000 (PDrift=2.3mbar, TDrift=75°C, VDrift=610Volt, E/N=139Td, Time-resolution=200ms) was used in
continuous side stream mode (Sampling flow=20ml/min) for breath resolved measurements of VOC profiles in 15 healthy
volunteers with parallel monitoring of lung-function and hemodynamics. After the first minute of paced breathing
(12/min) a maneuver for spirometric determination of FEV1 (forced expiratory volume/1s) was performed. 30 selected
VOCs were quantified in alveolar and inspiratory air by using a custom made data processing algorithm.
Profound changes of hemodynamic and respiratory parameters and, consecutively, of exhaled VOC concentrations
happened within seconds. Normalized mean isoprene concentration increased by 13% (from 114ppb to 129ppb) during
full exhalation (before the forced expiration) and decreased by 46% (to 62ppb) after forced exhalation. Exhaled isoprene
concentrations then increased again (by 18% up to 135ppb) and even exceeded baseline levels, mirroring time profiles of
cardiac output and pET-CO2. Normalised mean tidal-volume and minute-ventilation were increased to 257% and 143%
respectively during forced exhalation. Acetone, H2S (from oral bacteria) and benzene (exogenous) concentrations
remained almost constant.
Blood borne exhaled VOC concentrations changed during forced expiration. Changes depended on both respiratory and
hemodynamic parameters, on origin and physico-chemical properties of the substances. In a perspective breath VOCs
may be used to gain additional information on lung function.
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Abstract Text
For several decades quadrupole mass spectrometry has been the preferred technique for respiratory gas analysis. There
are three primary advantages to using the mass spectrometer in a breath analysis application. The analyzer has the ability
to provide high sensitivity measurements of all of the necessary components (nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide, argon,
water, etc.), and it is capable of performing the analysis using a very small amount of sample flow relative to the gas in a
typical exhalation. In addition, the speed of analysis ensures that the analyzer is able to accurately quantify the entire
profile of the exhalation by performing several measurements per second.
Biomedical and biophysical researchers have employed the approach for years in a number of applications to determine
how various conditions impact the respiration of the test subject. One of the more challenging variables to test is the
effect of high elevation breathing, due to the associated decrease in atmospheric pressure. Normally this results in
decreased sample pressure and reduced quality of response at the mass spectrometer. To counter this effect a variable
pressure sample inlet was developed to maintain constant sample pressures, and high speed air sampling was conducted
under conditions simulating several elevations. Using this configuration the mass spectrometer performed the air
analysis at a rate of <10 milliseconds per component, with no loss of precision under high altitude conditions.
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Abstract Text
The feasibility of the application of ion mobility spectrometry coupled to rapid gas-chromatographic pre-separation (GCIMS) in animal models e.g. breath analysis for providing information on the metabolome was already demonstrated for
an asthma mouse model. In general, this non-invasive method could lead to more relevant information from every single
animal experiment, thus consequently enabling a reduction of the number of experiments. Recently, the method was
applied for the investigation of two substantial medical problems.
Infections are still a major contributor to death in intensive care medicine. Survival in sepsis patients depends on the
immediate administration of an adequate antibiotic therapy. A faster identification of pathogens in sepsis patients could
be an important step towards a more effective use of antibiotic substances. Specific VOC patterns of pathogens have
been successfully used for their differentiation in in-vitro experiments. The investigation of exhaled air from sepsis
patients could allow the on-site identification of pathogen at the intensive care unit. Therefore, we developed a suitable
method by MCC-IMS breath analysis in a rabbit model.
Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) is a severe reaction of lung tissue on different trigger including pneumonia,
sepsis and trauma. There is an urgent need for studies unravelling pathogenetic mechanisms to optimise the prevention
and treatment of ARDS. We conducted a pilot study with breath gas analysis in domestic pigs under sedation before and
after induction of an ARDS. In this limited pilot study several compounds with significant differences between native and
ARDS samples can be described.
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Abstract Text
Manganese (Mn) is an essential trace metal and plays an important role in metabolic enzyme activation. Yet it is harmful
to neurological systems at high concentrations, and has been associated with Parkinson’s disease or neurological
malfunction in children. Thus it is critical to monitor Mn levels in human’s blood, and in the environment due to various
sources of exposure. Since the well-established spectroscopic methods (ICP-MS or AAS) are inconvenient for point-ofcare (POC) applications, we are developing a portable system with disposable sensors based on stripping voltammetry
that offer efficient and accurate measurements of Mn in different samples. The three-electrode sensor contains platinum
working and auxiliary electrodes, and an electroplated Ag/AgCl reference electrode. Another advantage of this Pt-based
miniaturized sensor is the small size (~10 mm on side) and need for only 1-10 µL sample. We explored the potential
window and located the Mn reduction peaks using cyclic voltammetry in acetate and borate buffer. Then we optimized
the parameters for cathodic stripping voltammetry followed by calibration of the sensor in acetate buffer (0.2 M, pH 5.5),
with concentrations of Mn from 5-50 ppb. With optimal parameters, we achieved a calculated detection limit as 0.89 ppb
(16.3 nM) and 1.394 nA/nM sensitivity. Currently we are able to measure 1960 ppb spiked Mn from digested bovine
blood, and a more-efficient extraction procedure is under development. Eventually we believe this sensor system could
act as an alternative for POC applications in local clinics or resource-limited areas.
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Abstract Text
Amphiphilic dendrimers have proven to be promising candidates for drug delivery and cancer therapy; these synthetic
lipids are capable of assembling into supramolecular micelles, which may encapsulate drugs and deliver them to specific
sites and locations. In cultured cell systems, the high treatment effectiveness has been attributed to promoting cellular
uptake and decreasing efflux of the chosen drug. However, no effort has yet been made to determine what effects these
synthetic lipids may have on the plasma membrane. In this study, we utilize supported bilayer membrane systems that
incorporate various poly(amido)amine (PAMAM) dendrimers of different headgroup sizes to investigate how these
molecules interact with and alter the bilayer properties. We first show how amphiphilic PAMAM dendrimer micelles may
disrupt the POPC bilayer, possibly via a surfactant effect. However, under controlled conditions, the dendrimers may be
integrated into the bilayer for tailored supported bilayer properties. Using surface plasmon resonance (SPR), we show
how increasing concentration and headgroup size of the PAMAM dendrimers leads to an increase in bilayer stability. This
is supported by confocal fluorescence microscopy investigations, which show a decrease in POPC bilayer fluidity under
similar conditions. The amine terminals of the dendrimer headgroups allow for facile, in situ derivitization of complexes
that incorporate these molecules, and we exemplify this through biotin tagging and streptavidin binding to dendrimer
containing bilayers. Taken together, we expect these results to influence future drug carrier designs, as the
supramolecular assembly process plays an important role in the efficacy and potential toxicity of carrier structures.
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Abstract Text
Medication is frequently prescribed as a means to relieve the stresses and traumas of combat. Some 476,000 military
personnel with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) have developed drug or alcohol dependence. Treatments are
available for drug and alcohol dependence including medications to reduce their use. Veterans Affairs hospital physicians
must frequently test patients to identify the discontinuation of medications or any recurrence of drug use and then adjust
treatment appropriately. These tests most often involve collecting and sending a urine sample to a clinical lab for analysis
by gas chromatography coupled mass spectrometers. Results are usually returned in 1-2 weeks, a delay that makes
timely adjustment of treatment difficult. In an effort to provide an analyzer that can determine drug use at the time of
VA hospital or clinic visits so that treatment can be adjusted, we have been developing a surface-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy (SERS) based assay that can detect and identify numerous drugs in saliva at ng/mL concentrations within 10
minutes. This technology represents a major advancement in drug analysis, allowing for real-time at-site analysis, which
will likely lead to improvements in clinical care as well as cost benefits. Measurements of lab and patient samples will be
presented.
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Abstract Text
G-quadruplexes have been broadly applied to bioanalytical chemistry with peroxidase-mimicking activity. This property
makes G-quadruplexes possible to catalyze the decomposition of H2O2. The hydroxyl radical (·OH) generated during the
procedure has a higher antibacterial activity than the original H2O2. Herein, an efficient and biocompatible antibacterial
system, which provides the same antibacterial efficiency at lower H2O2 concentration to avoid the H2O2 toxicity, has
been demonstrated based on the conversion of H2O2 to ·OH. First, the mechanism of ·OH generation was verified by
monitoring the reaction between ·OH and terephthalic acid. Under the optimized condition, the disk diffusion assay and
growth inhibition assay showed the obvious enhancement of the antibacterial activity against E. coli of the single H2O2.
Meanwhile, the excellent biocompatibility is observed based on the human-derived molecules as additive. This system
can be suitable for in actual wound disinfection in vivo.
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Abstract Text
With increased use of multiwalled carbon nanotube in medical and commercial products it is imperative to determine
toxicity. To better understand toxicity is it important to understand how carbon nanotubes interaction with biomolecules,
however, the toxicity of carbon nanotubes has varied in published data. Current methods for studying these interactions
require large amounts of time, animal models, and cell lines. To rapidly determine carbon nanotubes toxicity, an affinity
measuring techniques in capillary is used. In capillary affinity analysis determines binding for single stranded DNA to
functionalized multiwalled carbon nanotubes in a single run. Binding studies were performed across several factors to
include DNA sequence, DNA length and carbon nanotube functionalization, to determine effects on affinity. For method
validation these studies were compared to traditional affinity binding measurements. Several reports have shown that
poly(GT) DNA had a high affinity for single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) for dispersion and DNA transportation.
Yet, little reporting has been done on multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) with DNA. To date this is the first study
done to determine binding affinity for multiwalled carbon nanotubes to biomolecules.
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Abstract Text
The legalization of marijuana is controversial, and popular opinion seems to drive it forward rather than scientific
verification of its safety. Marijuana’s suspected medical properties have also pushed the legislation for its legalization,
but, due to its prior illegality, research in this area was difficult to conduct. Finding that marijuana has some medicinal
effects, research expanded to further determine the compounds in the plant and their various effects on the human
body. The hallucinogen, [delta]-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), is the most pharmacologically active substance in the
plant, yet the other cannabinoids have shown positive results as potential treatments for immunocompromised patients,
multiple sclerosis, and Crohn's disease, to name a few. For those who have been administered medical marijuana, they
now have the concern about potency. The preferred method of administration is ingestion by a cannabinoid-injected
food, where the user breaks pieces off and eats the food over time. Unfortunately, this leads to a potency gradient in the
food, from high on the injected end to almost nothing on the opposite. One solution is a pill. To determine the viability,
we will test the cannabinoid concentrations across various plants of the same genotype, using Gas Chromatography
Flame Ionization Detector. In addition, we will determine the variance in the matrix and the instrument itself,
counteracting any potential variables. If the variation in concentration between plants remains minimal, the viability of a
pill would be high. If the variance is high, the pill would be no better, or potentially worse, than the current ingestion
method.
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Abstract Text
The adoption of nanoparticle based analytical technologies has gained increasing acceptance in various fields of chemical
analysis in the environmental, clinical, food and biomedical sectors. Different types of methodologies which employ
electrochemical, fluorimetric, piezo-electric output signals are currently developed for the detection of various molecules.
In this respect, colorimetric assays are very promising since they enable rapid visual detection on the spot without any
need for elaborate laboratory equipment. Additionally, they provide specific advantages such as portability, ease-tooperate, and low cost which make them very attractive from an application view of point. Nanoceria particles have
gained significant interest due to their catalytic and free radical scavenging properties. Here, we report a newly
discovered phenomenon for quantifying molecular recognition based on the reversible assembly of single-stranded DNA
aptamers on redox active nanoceria particles. The method involves target tunable electrostatic and steric repulsion
phenomena of the ssDNA to the surface of nanoceria which changes its spectral and functional catalytic properties upon
binding of the target analyte. As a proof of concept, the proposed strategy was employed to construct an aptaswitch for
the colorimetric sensing of OchratoxinA (OTA), providing a detection limit of 0.15 nM OTA. This approach is generally
applicable for sensitive and specific detection of a wide spectrum of analytes, since any aptamer–target binding event can
in principle be translated to conformational transition and be detected based on this strategy.
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Abstract Text
The exponential increase of nanoparticles (NPs) containing consumer products require a comprehensive assessment of
the risks associated with the use of these materials. In this presentation, we described an integrated methodology to
assess the potential toxic effects of silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) in embryonic zebrafish. [i]In situ[/i] electrochemical
experiments were used to establish the relationship between NP exposure and the release of nitric oxide (NO), as an
indicator of oxidative stress. RNA [i]in situ[/i] hybridization probes for inducible nitric oxide synthase (NOS2a and NOS2b)
was synthesized and used to determine the expression pattern of NOS2a and NOS2b. These results were correlated with
the amount of released silver ions and embryonic viability after NP exposure, and related to the NP size and
environmental transformation. This methodology can be used to establish mechanisms of nanotoxicity at organ levels
and accelerate testing and screening of nanomaterials for their potential effects on the environment and biological
systems.
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Abstract Text
Photochemical methods such as optogenetics and caged compound photoactivation are potentially useful for controlling
specific neurotransmitter systems with a high level of spatial and temporal resolution. When these photochemical
methods are combined with fast analytical methods, such as fast scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV), they can be powerful
tools to understand how the brain functions in vivo. One of the difficulties with combining these methods is the need to
position the analytical probe and the light guide accurately in the location of interest because of space constraints. In
order to minimize this difficulty, our group developed a probe that combine a working electrode, an optical fiber and a
silica capillary in one unit to simplify placement of the analytical tools in the desired location. The probe consists of a 7
•M diameter working electrode for FSCV measurements, a 60 •M fiber optic to act as a light guide, and a 70 •M silica
capillary for introduction of compounds. These three components are enclosed in a 200 •M silica capillary and sealed
with epoxy. The 200 •M capillary is then incased in a 1.2 mm glass capillary and sealed with epoxy. We demonstrated
each application of the probe in vitro by measuring dopamine release with FSCV in a flow cell, imaging dye delivery from
the capillary, and by performing uncaging reactions in a microliter vessel.
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Abstract Text
Adenosine is an endogenous nucleoside that modulates important physiological processes, such as vasodilation, in the
central nervous system. A rapid mode of adenosine signaling on the second time scale has been recently discovered, but
the ability of this type of adenosine signaling to rapidly modulate blood flow has not been characterized. In this study,
the effect of transient adenosine release to cause vasodilation was evaluated by simultaneously measuring adenosine and
oxygen using fast-scan cyclic voltammetry. Oxygen changes occur when there is an increase in local cerebral blood flow
and thus are a measure of vasodilation. About 33% of adenosine transients in the rat caudate-putamen caused a
subsequent transient change in oxygen. The amount of oxygen was correlated with concentration of adenosine release
and larger adenosine transients (over 0.4 uM) always caused oxygen changes. The duration of adenosine and oxygen
transients were 3.24 ± 0.03 seconds and 3.52 ± 0.06 seconds, respectively. On average, spontaneous adenosine peaks 0.2
seconds prior to the peak in oxygen. The A[sub]1[/sub] antagonist, DPCPX, significantly decreased the concentration of
spontaneous adenosine release and consequently oxygen release also decreased. The A[sub]2a[/sub] antagonist,
SCH442416, decreased the frequency of oxygen release while the frequency of adenosine release was unchanged. These
results suggested that adenosine-induced vasodilation was modulated via A[sub]2a[/sub] receptors. Adenosine can
modulate blood flow on a rapid, sub-second time scale, a novel finding that rapid adenosine changes can induce rapid,
but transient, vasodilation.
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Abstract Text
Carbon microelectrodes of a planar geometry have proven to be indispensible tools for examining exocytotic events at
single cells. While these traditional electrodes are ideal for measurements of neurotransmitter released into the
extracellular space, their size and disk geometry preclude study of intracellular chemical dynamics. To address this
limitation we have developed a simple method to construct conical carbon-fiber nanoelectrodes. A masking procedure
was devised that uses polymer insulation to reproducibly control the length of exposed carbon surface. Classical
voltammetric techniques and microscopy were used to characterize the shape and size of these electrodes. The diameter
at the tip of an electrochemically etched electrode ranged from approximately 200-400 nm. This work presents the first
implementation of fast scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) measurements for intracellular analysis, and the data were
compared with amperometric measurements in the cytosol of bovine adrenal chromaffin cells. Amperometry offers the
highest temporal resolution, allowing the recording of single vesicular events, but this approach lacks chemical selectivity.
FSCV provides qualitative identification of intracellular analytes, but operates on a slower time scale. Fortunately, once
the electrode is positioned within the cell, both electrochemical methods can be exploited. The data demonstrate that
FSCV and amperometry are complementary techniques for single cell experiments.
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Abstract Text
Ectopeptidases are membrane-bound enzymes whose catalytic domains face the extracellular space (ECS). These
enzymes represent a largely unexplored mechanism for the control of neurochemical activity and are critical therapeutic
targets for pharmacological treatment of certain disease states, including inflammatory diseases and ischemia. Our lab
has developed a novel tool that can study ectopeptidase activity in intact tissue cultures. This technique, called
electroosmotic push-pull perfusion (EOPPP, Fig. 1), uses electroosmosis to introduce peptide substrates and collect
hydrolysis products from the rat organotypic hippocampal slice cultures (OHSCs). The determination of the concentration
of hydrolysis products and/or the unhydrolyzed peptide by capillary LC gives the enzyme activity. Using this tunable
approach with leucine enkephalin as substrate, we measured a six-fold higher activity of the bestatin-sensitive
aminopeptidase N (APN, EC 3.4.11.2) in the CA1 than in the CA3. Using an oxygen glucose deprivation (OGD) model, we
show that inhibition of this enzyme significantly reduces damage in CA1 under ischemic conditions compared to that in
the CA3 (as measured by propidium iodide fluorescence). We hypothesize that this is due to the role of APN in cleaving
endogenous neuroprotective peptides, such as enkephalins, and seek to further understand the pathway by which this
neuroprotection occurs.
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Abstract Text
Octopamine is an endogenous biogenic amine that plays important roles as a neurotransmitter, neurohormone, and
neuromodulator in invertebrates, and has functional analogy with norepinephrine in vertebrates. Fast scan cyclic
voltammetry (FSCV) is an excellent technique to detect the rapidly changing levels of octopamine in the brain, however,
an FSCV waveform has not been optimized for octopamine detection [i]in situ[/i]. The FSCV waveform was optimized so
that the potential for octopamine oxidation would not be near the switching potential and that the secondary peak would
be observed, which is important to consistently detect and quantify octopamine. Endogenous octopamine release was
stimulated with two new stimulation methods, the ATP sensitive channel P2X2, and a red-light sensitive
channelrhodopsin CsChrimson. For CsChrimson mediated release, the evoked current decreases in the presence of
octopamine synthesis inhibitor, disulfiram, which confirms that the current is due to octopamine and not its precursor,
tyramine. On average, a 2 s stimulation with CsChrimson evokes 0.15 ± 0.07 µM of octopamine release in the larval VNC.
Current due to evoked octopamine is stable upon repeated stimulation with 2 and 5 minutes interstimulation times, and
the release is dependent on the frequency of applied light pulse. The ability to study this important neurotransmitter in
Drosophila will allow studying the effects of drugs and mutations on octopamine release.
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Abstract Text
Hydrogen peroxide (H[sub]2[/sub]O[sub]2[/sub]) is a molecule that is of broad interest in multiple disciplines. In the field
of biosensing, oxidase-based electrochemical sensors are developed to combine the exquisite selectivity of
H[sub]2[/sub]O[sub]2[/sub]-producing enzymes with the rapid response time and low detection limits inherent to
electrochemistry. This union has resulted in the development of powerful analytical tools that are used in many fields,
including clinical diagnostics, drug discovery, biodefense, environmental monitoring, military, and security applications.
We have found that cyclic voltammetry is particularly useful for monitoring rapid fluctuations of
H[sub]2[/sub]O[sub]2[/sub], as it enables real-time measurements that boast electrochemical selectivity. This talk will
describe experiments that combine voltammetry and electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy to identify and
define the electrochemical role of a hydroxide radical liberated during the oxidation of H[sub]2[/sub]O[sub]2[/sub].
These data demonstrate that the hydroxide radical is a principal contributor to the voltammetry of
H[sub]2[/sub]O[sub]2[/sub] when using carbon or platinum microelectrodes and a variety of scan rates. They incorporate
a missing, fundamental element to our knowledge base that will inform the intelligent design of optimized biosensors for
a range of applications.
This work is supported by the NSF (CAREER CHE7151264).
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Abstract Text
Cladocera (Daphnia) respond to light stimulus by moving away from it. This is thought to be a defense mechanism
developed by the Daphnia to avoid predators. It has been speculated that the chemistry underlying this mechanism is
mediated by serotonin and histamine. As the global usage of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors has increased over
the last decade, low but significant levels of several SSRIs are now found in many natural water systems. Given that SSRIs
change daphnia behavior in experimental settings, this SSRI contamination of natural waters may be ecologically
hazardous. We seek to understand if Daphnia’s behaviors are serotonin and histamine mediated and to assess the effects
of SSRIs on these neurochemicals. We therefore utilize in vivo FSCV to assess the neurochemical response of daphnia to
light. Daphnia were immobilized on the head of a pin and a carbon fiber microelectrode was implanted into its brain.
Serotonin and histamine were measured simultaneously as light stimuli were delivered to the Daphnia. We found
stimulation locked, frequency dependent serotonin signals in response to light stimulation. The same stimulations were
administered in the presence of an SSRI and significant differences were noted. Our preparation can help define the
fundamental chemistry of the daphnia’s defense mechanism and assess the effects of low level SSRI exposure.
Understanding this fundamental chemistry is important for understanding the ecological impact of anthropogenic
behaviors.
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Abstract Text
Functional hyperemia is the biological mechanism of maintaining homeostasis in the brain through mediating local
cerebral blood flow (CBF) supply based on neuronal activity. When neurons fire, CBF increases in a biphasic manner to
provide blood rich with oxygen and glucose and renew locally depleted energy sources. Dysregulation of this system is
noted in many disease states, including Alzheimer’s and stroke. Irregular neurotransmitter supply is also prevalent in
neuropathies, making the relationship between CBF and neurotransmission important to understand. The largest
percentage of neurons in the brain release glutamate, an excitatory neurotransmitter that elicits cell firing. Its behavior is
best characterized in the cortex or in slices, but technical issues have limited its study subcortically. We aim to better
understand glutamatergic neurovascular influence deeper within an intact brain.
This research explores the role of glutamate on highly localized metabolic activity through simultaneous detection of cell
firing and oxygen in response to glutamate. Iontophoresis, a local drug delivery technique, ejects glutamate and other
drugs in close proximity to a neuron as opposed to less precise, systemic injections. Cell firing is detected using single unit
recording electrophysiology and oxygen responses are recorded with fast-scan cyclic voltammetry, both at a single carbon
fiber microelectrode. Our method of glutamate delivery is gentle enough to not provoke CBF changes, and instead probes
the intensity and duration of increased oxygen metabolism demands that follow action potentials. We present glutamateelicited neuronal activation and subsequent metabolic changes as cells are exposed to a number of glutamatergic
receptor antagonists in both the nucleus accumbens and somatosensory cortex.
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Abstract Text
Progressively lower detection limits for ICP-MS analysis have allowed for new frontiers in element research. The earth’s
crust, however, contains both high concentration major elements and low concentration trace elements and most natural
samples are representative of this fact. Many testing laboratories split samples between ICP-OES and ICP-MS, with a
separate suite of elements tested on each instrument. Microwave digestion is well proven for complete dissolution of
some of the most difficult matrices. The only time consuming part is weighing the samples before digestion and diluting
the dissolution after digestion and prior to analysis. In this work, we show a method which streamlines the process from
microwave to detection. The medium which links digestion and detection is a novel automation platform. The SDX High
Performance Liquid Dilution (HPLD) system combines both prescriptive and intelligent dilution of up to 40,000X. With this
technology accurate quantitation ranging from weight percent concentration to part per billion concentration is readily
achievable as well as a clear path to weight percent to part per trillion. Method performance metrics are discussed as
well as recoveries of several pertinent standard reference materials.
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Abstract Text
The determination of Hg using cold vapour atomic fluorescence spectrometry (CV-AFS) is well established technique that
offers low part per detection limits. The CV-AFS approach requires that samples are digested prior to analysis irrespective
if the samples are liquids or solids. This is time consuming operation requiring some knowledge of the best digestion
approach for particular sample types without introducing losses of Hg or elevated blanks from contaminated reagents.
More recently direct combustion in pure oxygen coupled to atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS) with and without gold
amalgamation has become commercially available and widely adopted by labs worldwide. A catalyst is typically used to
scrub acid gas combustion products to avoid downstream contamination of poisoning of gold trapping systems. In this
presentation we will review the analytical performance characteristics of amalgamation AFS when coupled to thermal
combustion. Results will be presented for a wide range of environmental, clinical food and industrial samples. Two
methods of calibration will be compared including in the injection of saturated Hg vapour from a bell jar at known
temperature and aqueous phase calibrations. The system accuracy was validated using certified reference materials. The
presentation will highlight the performance enhancements of AFS compared to AAS.
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Abstract Text
A sensitive and simple method for online simultaneous preconcentration of trace heavy metal ions in some
environmental samples by flame atomic absorption spectrometry has been reported. In present study ammonium lauryl
sulphate is used as a new surfactant for modification of alumina with dithizone as a adsorbent for simultaneous
preconcentration of Cd, Cu, Ni and Zn. The adsorbed metals on modified alumina were eluted using 1 mL of 1 mol L-1
hydrochloric acid. The influences of the analytical parameters including pH, flow rate of sample, type and volume of
eluent and sample volume were investigated. The calibration graph was linear in the range of 0.05-0.5 ng mL-1 for Cd, Cu,
Ni and Zn. The limits of detection were 1, 0.5, 1.1 and 0.61 ng mL-1 for Cd, Cu, Ni and Zn respectively. The
preconcentration factor of 100 for Cu and 150 for Cd, Ni and Zn was achieved. The developed method was successfully
applied for the determination of trace metal ions in soil, water and plant samples.
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Abstract Text
The production and of nano-enabled products for consumer and industrial applications/processes is increasing. The
extensive use of these manmade NPs results in an increase in potential release and subsequent risk to the environment. A
major difficulty in assessing the fate, behavior and effects of these nanoparticles is the limitations of characterization and
metrology methods in relation to the complex media and low nanoparticle concentrations found in the environment. The
recent advances in spICP-MS allow for short dwell times, increasing the signal to noise ratio and allowing the
measurement of dual analytes in the same nanoparticle. Here we have combined this technique with FFF, which allows us
to further reduce the ionic background noise as well as separate complex NP suspensions into size fractions before
analyzing their size and composition directly with spICP-MS. Different suspensions containing low concentrations of
mixtures of Au, Ag and Au@Ag NPs all with diameters of 60 nm (NanoComposix) were analyzed using the FFF-spICP-MS
combination and show the ability of the FFF-spICP-MS to quickly and efficiently distinguish between single and dual
analyte NPs in complex mixes.
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Abstract Text
The sodium-potassium pump (Na+, K+ ATPase) is a vital enzyme in all eukaryotic cells. The Na+, K+ ATPase is also the
receptor for cardiotonic steroids, a class of compounds that are used for the treatment of congestive heart failure.
Endogenous cardiotonic steroids are also present at low levels in various tissues, organs, and blood. These compounds
play an important role in blood pressure regulation. The presence of un-characterized cardiotonic steroids in tissues
present a relevant area for research within this field of interest.
One of the tools to assess the activity of the Na+, K+ ATPase is the measurement of rubidium uptake, as a substitute for
its natural potassium target. The current method used to quantify Rb/measure the Na+, K+ ATPase activity in tissues and
cells require the use of radioactive materials. The cells are bathed in a physiological saline that contains a trace amount of
86Rb, and the Na+, K+ ATPase is activated by various physiological stimuli. The amount of 86Rb transported into the cells
by the Na+, K+ ATPase per unit time is quantified to determine the turnover rate of the enzyme.
The instrument used for the current method to detect and measure the ionizing radiation from 86Rb is called a
scintillation counter. The new method developed using ICP-MS QQQ will not require the use of radioactive 86Rb. Instead
natural abundance 85Rb and 87Rb, can be used to quantify Rb within the cells to determine the activity of the Na+, K+
ATPase. The new method provides greater precision and statistical power with conventional tracer flux measurements.
This method is also widely applicable to studies of other metal ion transporters and metal-dependent processes in a
range of cell types and conditions.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
A method was developed for the speciation of arsenic in water samples by using HPLC-HG-AFS which is intended for the
use as an ISO/CEN technical standard in the future. The four arsenic species arsenite (As(III)), arsenate (As(V)),
monomethylarsonic acid (MMA) and dimethylarsinic acid (DMA) can be separated by various mobile phase compositions
and the HG-AFS detection makes the method sensitive, cost-effective and element-specific. This presentation will present
an overview of the proposed method and will summarize the analytical performance found. One of the keys areas of
discussion within the method development working group was in relation to the stability of arsenic species and best
methods of sample storage. This is not only an important consideration for the final method but also for inter laboratory
collaborative trial preparation. A stability test of different arsenic species in bottled drinking water and seawater was
conducted to test the best storage options for arsenic speciation. Three different types of bottles (polyethylene,
fluorinated polyethylene and amber polyethylene), two different storage types (fridge or room temperature) and also the
effect of acid stabilisation was evaluated.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Single Particle ICP-MS is a new advancement in ICP-MS devoted to the analysis of individual particles ranging from single
digit nm up to a few µm. It is element specific, that allows the differentiation between ionic (M+) and particulate signals
(particles) in a wide variety of matrices without any prior separation. In one sample analysis, SP-ICP-MS provides ionic and
particle concentration, particle composition, size and size distribution.
In the following, I share my 5 years of experience working with SP-ICP-MS. I detail the various parameters to consider
when analyzing for particles in various matrices from sample flow rate and transport efficiency to the more advanced
parameters such dwell time and Dynamic Reaction Cell (DRC) for the analysis of Iron and silicon dioxide particles. Factors
affecting particle size detection limit, how small of a particle can we detect? How large of a particle can we measure?
What is the lowest particle number that we could realistically work with? What is the particle size resolution of the
technique? What is the lowest mass base concentration that we can achieve, could it be sub-ppq?
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Screening for chlorinated dioxins and furans in human foods is well-established. Both EU and US have protocols for testing
of food for human consumption and additives to feed for commercial livestock. Given recent contamination issues in pet
food there is growing concern for safety. To screen pet foods and additives, development of analytical techniques is a
high priority. With high lipid content in canned and dried pet foods, Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) are likely to be
found.
Three brands canned dog food were analyzed. 10g of sample was spiked with 13C surrogates and mixed with
diatomaceous earth for drying. Samples were put in cells for Pressurized Liquid Extraction (PLE) with 50/50
dichloromethane/hexane, followed by volume reduction and solvent exchange to hexane. Cleanup was done using
automated column chromatography (acid-base-neutral silica, alumina, carbon columns). Samples were loaded onto ABN
silica columns, eluted onto alumina, and then onto carbon columns using dichloromethane. The eluate was collected
(fraction # 1). The carbon column was eluted with toluene collected (fraction # 2). Fractions were reduced in volume and
analyzed with high res GC/MS.
Canned dog food was extracted and cleaned up with the techniques described and analyzed for PCDD/Fs. Recoveries
were (averages): tetra-CDD/F 88%; penta-CDD/F 74%; hexa-CDD/F 93%; hepta-CDD/F 81%; octa-CDD/F 73%. Detection
limits for all native analytes were < 0.1 pg/g. Review of the 3 pet food matrices showed labeled recoveries well within
EPA1613 limits. The method blank showed no background above the CS 0.1 calibration standard level except for OCDD.
Combining the clean background with good recoveries demonstrates the ability of PLE and automated column
chromatography to handle wet pet food of various types. With total processing time < 5h, same day analysis is possible.
When factoring in the need to qualify batches for release and product delays, the value of rapid testing become critical.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Sample preparation methodologies for multi-residue analysis often implement a general extraction followed by analysis
with instrumentation including LC/MS/MS and GC/MS/MS. Ideally the techniques are simple and ideal for the extraction
of diverse analyte groups, however this also extracts large amounts of matrix and traditional cleanup materials struggle to
effectively and selectively remove unwanted interferences. Samples high in fat are particularly problematic as lipid coextractives cause poor reproducibility, ion suppression/enhancement, changes in analyte response over time, and
instrument maintenance. Agilent Bond Elut Enhanced Matrix Removal – Lipid (EMR-Lipid) represents the next generation
of sample preparation technology; providing selective lipid removal for complex samples without analyte retention. EMRLipid is available in a convenient dispersive solid phase extraction (dSPE) format and is amenable to widely accepted
workflows such as QuEChERS and protein precipitation. Data will demonstrate the performance benefits achieved by
cleaner sample extracts using this new material in applications involving multi-class, multi-residue analysis for pesticides,
veterinary drugs, and mycotoxins in complex, high fat samples. Dramatic improvements are obtained for matrix removal,
analyte recovery, and reproducibility compared to currently available cleanup sorbents. The high performance and
selectivity of EMR-Lipid make it an attractive option for laboratories seeking to simplify sample preparation for fatty
samples, while enhancing analytical and instrumental integrity.
Keywords:
Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry, Lipids, Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy, Sampl
Application Code:
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Abstract Text
The assessment of health hazards due to the arsenic content of food and drink products has received widespread
attention due to its potential toxicity. However, not all forms of arsenic are toxic: organic arsenic compounds are
generally considered non-toxic, while inorganic arsenic is toxic. Therefore, just measuring the total arsenic content is not
an accurate assessment of the toxic arsenic content: the need exists to differentiate organic from inorganic arsenic.
An initial focus of arsenic speciation in foods has been fruit juice, specifically apple juice. The reason is that children tend
to drink large quantities of fruit juice and are more susceptible to the effects of inorganic arsenic than adults. For apple
juice, this led to the proposal of an action level for inorganic arsenic concentration by the FDA. Speciation analysis is
required if the total level exceeds the set limit in order to differentiate inorganic from organic species. Currently, much
attention focuses on arsenic speciation in rice due to its elevated arsenic content.
Here we present novel analysis methods for both apple juice and rice using LC-ICP-MS with ion interaction
chromatography to achieve separation. The methods are validated on a wide variety of samples, including certified
reference materials. The results demonstrate that both reliable and fast speciation analysis can be achieved, meeting the
prerequisites for routine application in speciation monitoring.
Keywords:
Food Contaminants, HPLC, ICP-MS
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Methodology Code: Atomic Spectroscopy/Elemental Analysis
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Abstract Text
Elemental profile of a plant sample provides important information of on the growing environment and the general
health of the plant studied. This project investigated multiple elements including Ca, Cd, Co, Cu, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, Ni, P, Pb
and Zn in tobacco leaves used in counterfeited Marlboro Red, Marlboro Gold and Newport, the three most counterfeited
cigarette brands in the US. All counterfeit samples, provided by law enforcement agencies, were prepared by either dry
ashing followed by hotplate acid digestion or microwave digestion (HNO3-H2O2), and analyzed using inductively coupled
plasma- atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) using yttrium as an internal standard. The two sample preparation
methods were compared and evaluated by analyzing In-house tobacco standards and NIST 1573a: Tomato leaves.
Preliminary results revealed that elevated Pb and Cd were commonly found in the counterfeit cigarettes. Because
cadmium in tobacco products already contributes about 50% of lifetime Cd accumulation in the kidney of smokers,
contaminated tobacco products are a significant additional Cd risk to smokers.
Keywords:
Atomic Spectroscopy, Elemental Analysis, Food Contaminants, Forensic Chemistry
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Abstract Text
A method for the determination of antimony in some food samples based on simplified sample preparation procedure
was developed. Antimony hydride was generated directly from slurried samples and subsequently directed to atomic
absorption spectrometer. Slurried samples were prepared in a mixture of 4% (w/w) hydrochloric acid containing 0.02% of
the surfactant Triton X-100.
The repeatability of this analytical procedure expressed in term of relative standard deviation (RSD) was typically better
than 7.5 % at the slurry concentration of approx. 80 mg/ml. The characteristic mass for peak absorption of antimony (at
the wavelength of 217.6 nm) was 24 pg and the limit of detection (LOD) was about 0.12 ug/kg. The results of the above
analytical procedure were very similar to the results obtained after full digestion/dissolution of the tested samples. A
Certified Reference Material (BCR-679, White Cabbage) was also employed and the results of the antimony determination
by this technique are in very close agreement with the certified value.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins and furans, and polychlorinated biphenyls, are of great concern to human health. They
accumulate in adipose tissue and end up in food supplies. For this reason, the FDA and EU have established strict
regulations for monitoring of food products for human consumption, in particular edible oils. Manual extraction of oils is
a time consuming procedure with long turnaround times. By automation, food oil samples can be reliably processed
within 24 hours. The following procedure utilizes an automated sample clean-up system.
5 g of various oil matrices (lard, and oils (olive, corn, cod, red palm, unrefined pumpkin, and unrefined vegetable oil) were
spiked with 13C labeled standards, diluted into hexane and drawn up in a gas-tight syringe. Columns (acid-base-neutral
silica, alumina and carbon) of the automated chromatography clean up system were conditioned. Samples were loaded
across ABN silica columns and eluted onto alumina columns. The samples were eluted onto the carbon column using
dichloromethane. The eluate was collected as fraction # 1. The carbon column was eluted with toluene collected as
fraction # 2. The fractions were reduced in volume and analyzed with high res GC/MS.
Edible oils were cleaned up with the technique described and analyzed for PCBs and PCDD/Fs. Recoveries for PCBs
(averages) were: tetra-CBs 69%; penta-CBs 76%; hexa-CBs 64%; hepta-CBs 79%. Recoveries for PCDD/F (averages): tetraCDD/F 74%; penta-CDD/F 82%; hexa-CDD/F 71%; hepta-CDD/F 78%; octa-CDD/F 70%. Detection limits for all native
species measured were < 0.5 pg/g oil. Analysis of the 6 matrices processed yielded good recoveries for all analytes.
Analysis of n-hexane as blank gave no detectable target analytes measured in the calibration range of each respective
compound. With a total processing time of less than 2.5 hours, the automated column chromatography system and
concentrator deliver efficient, completely automated sample prep for edible oils.
Keywords:
Food Science, Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry, Sample Preparation, Trace Analysis
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Abstract Text
In 2013, the US Food and Drug Administration announced plans to remove trans-fats and/or partially hydrogenated oils
(PHOs) from the list of food ingredients the are generally regarded as safe (GRAS). Our objective was to develop a
predictive model to quantify trans-fat concentrations in bakery food products using portable mid-infrared (MIR)
spectrometers coupled with attenuated total reflectance (ATR) to aid in the monitoring of the usage of trans-fats.
Isolation of trans-fats were obtained with AOAC Method #2000.10 and spectra collection was done using a zinc selenide
(ZnSe) ATR crystal coupled with a temperature control (65ºC). The approach was tested using 35 standards and 89
different bakery products by blending products into powders with liquid nitrogen and used gravimetrically prepared,
extracted fat via AOAC method #960.39. Linear regression models were developed using the unique trans-fat fingerprint
region at 966cm-1, developing a SEP (Standard Error of Prediction) of 0.80% for a validation set of samples. PLSR (Partial
Least Square Regression) of trans-fat gave R2>0.998 and developing a SEP of 0.9% for a validation set of samples,
respectively. This shows the determination of trans-fat using portable ATR-MIR spectrometers shows rapid throughput
and high accuracy making it ideal for regulatory applications and well suited to quality control applications.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) maintains an active, robust program for routine monitoring of food for
radionuclide contamination and stands ready to respond to emergencies. Due to on-going interest in increasing our
analytical capabilities, a focus of recent work has been applying isotope ratio mass spectrometry (IR-MS) to the
determination of radionuclides in food. In this current study, a rapid, high-throughput method for the detection of
processed uranium in food was developed. This technique is particularly useful for uranium isotopes because the isotope
ratios for processed uranium, as used for nuclear energy and weaponry, differ significantly from natural uranium. In
response to an incident, the Agency may need means to differentiate between natural and processed uranium. Since
radioactive tracers and spikes are not used, non-radiochemical laboratories can perform this analysis. Several foods were
examined with excellent results: sub-picogram quantities of U-235 can be quantified and errors were below 4 % for all
food types examined to date.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
As laboratories adopt automation (auto samplers, automatic data uploads and calculations, etc.), the price per test
remains consistent. The competition among contract analytical laboratories is fierce, so laboratories that leverage
automation to save time, will have a competitive and financial advantage. Contract testing is a mature market and once
managers have optimized their operations, wise managers and leaders turn their attention to automating the human
resource aspect of operations. ATL’s subject matter experts have over two decades of expertise in laboratory automation
and have performed hundreds of gap analysis or needs assessments. We have learned that areas that draw the most
resources and frequently cause bottlenecks are sample login, importing instrument data, and
quoting/invoicing/reporting. In addition, customer service, which includes calls about sample status, re-sending invoices,
questions on requested testing, understanding results, and IT concerns. Part of the needs assessment that we perform
includes detailed workflow analysis with recommendations for maximizing resources and productivity. This talk describes
tools that we deploy which maximize our client’s technology investment and enhance productivity. These tools include an
integrated LIMS/ERP solution, secure web portal for 24/7 data access, a LIMS Kiosk for clients to submit samples,
Instrument and Enterprise integration, and leveraging Software as a Service (SaaS). Outsourcing IT makes financial sense,
allowing clients to focus on their core competency – enhancing data quality, growing laboratory business and maximizing
productivity and profitability. To learn how your laboratory can become more efficient and experience quantum time
savings, request our free LIMS Guide and a private consultation.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Challenges in data sharing and collaboration are already apparent throughout most chemically involved R&D industries
and being exacerbated by a trend towards outsourcing core and non-core scientific activities. It has been estimated that
pharmaceutical and biotech R&D spending outside of company boundaries is now >40% [1] and Contract Research
Organizations (CROs) in China, e.g. Wuxi and ChemPartner, are among the largest employers of synthetic chemists. As
externalization and research virtualization evolve and business critical tasks of library synthesis, process chemistry,
metabolism, toxicology, and intermediates manufacturing are included, the demand for information accessibility
intensifies. Typical data sharing, by email on demand or via document management systems like SharepointTM between
each Sponsor Company and their CROs isn’t yet optimal. Formats are diverse and many, even spreadsheets and PDF files,
may be less apt for future leveraging in a scientifically meaningful way.
This presentation will highlight a new laboratory informatics externalization model based on analytical data sharing as a
use case. A standardized way to collaborate systematically and efficiently via accessing share data is suggested. A
software platform ensures data is managed in a way that enables data mining for the purpose of identifying raw
materials, impurities, metabolites and other chemical ingredients. Collaborative workspaces enable creating analytical
knowledge packages that can have 'live' analytical data, metadata, and chemistry information independent of instrument
source for seamless sharing. The value of fingertip access to this 'live' information that can be searched, shared, reprocessed, re-purposed, and re-analyzed will be discussed. Platform knowledge content can be easily accessed via web or
mobile client interfaces and is amenable to integration and cloud-based deployments.
[1] M.E. Elliot, The De-Evolution of Informatics, Scientific Computing, October 2012
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Abstract Text
Although there has been a proliferation of the use of smart phones and tablets over a variety of industries, field data
collectors are still carrying around a lot of paper forms to capture data. Many laboratories are limping along with old
laboratory data management technology that limits the laboratory's ability to work efficiently, quickly generate the best
quality data and maximize their resources. Over time, business needs changes and the technology must change to ensure
that those needs are met and the laboratory remains efficient and productive. Although tablets are in use, they are often
only used for checking email, browsing the web or sharing photos. Using tablets to let field collectors know what the
schedule of collected samples is for the day is not only smart, but more efficient and provides better data quality and
faster data management. This also ensures that no sampling events are missed, especially those for regulatory
compliance purposes.
Leveraging tablets and smart phones to replace paper-based data capture in the field means that organizations can:
•Increase their efficiency by conducting more collections/inspections/visits in shorter time frames.
•Save on mailing, data-entry costs and errors made in transcription.
•Send real-time information (data and images) to the LIMS from the field for reporting and analysis.
•Provider quicker services and responses to customers, leading to higher customers satisfaction and also increased
revenue.
•No need to remember schedule collections or inspections as they are sent from the LIMS.
•Quickly investigate customer complaints and upload data to the laboratory in real-time.
This presentation will incorporate customer testimonials to validate the benefits that mobile technology brings to the
laboratory.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
A laboratory informatics solution (e.g. LIMS, ELN, CDS) is only as strong as the weakest part of its foundation. The
foundation for the implementation of a laboratory informatics solution is the user requirements document that is
generated to identify exactly what the system is intended to do. The requirements document is used extensively
throughout the selection, development, and implementation of the solution and in the end, is the yardstick used to
measure its success. Unfortunately, many times this document is not created with the thoroughness and attention to
detail that its importance deserves. Too often it is looked at as a checkbox exercise where many in the business take the
approach that they will have plenty of time to correct any inconsistencies as the project evolves. Unfortunately, it is
often the case that many decisions have already been made based on the document contents before the realization
occurs that the requirements documented were not detailed enough or entirely accurate to actual business needs. The
result of such neglect can be time and cost overrun, a system that is inefficient, users who are unhappy, and the
possibility of total project failure.
This presentation will take a look at proven, thorough, yet sensible approaches to ensuring that your business is in the
best position to create solid user requirements for your informatics system. Overcoming different obstacles such as lack
of resources, inconsistent work processes, lack of informatics “experts”, and lack of business motivation within the
company will also be addressed. In addition to generating a solid, well thought out user requirements document, the
presentation will provide ways to also leverage the requirements generation exercise to improve communication, morale,
and work processes, all while having a little bit of fun.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
It is no secret that laboratories that automate their operations not only increase efficiency and productivity, but also
increase market share and profitability. Many laboratories are limping along with old laboratory data management
technology that lacks support or hasn’t kept up with advances in technology. An older system limits the laboratory’s
ability to work efficiently, quickly generate the best quality data or maximize resources. Older data management systems
can also affect a laboratory’s ability to achieve the certifications or to electronically submit data to its customers.
During this presentation we will identify key factors to consider when transitioning to a new LIMS. One important factor is
considering key functionalities provided by the new LIMS to ensure the lab is planning for future growth and integrating
field data, like those set by ISO 17025, NELAC and state regulatory agencies. Another factor to consider is data migration
from the old system: how much data will need to be migrated and what’s the validation process? Lastly, there needs to
be a plan to manage the transition from the older system to the new LIMS with training, an appropriate level of vendor
support, and documentation.
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Abstract Text
Congratulations! Your laboratory organization has gone through the process of documenting your lab processes,
workflows, and data flows as well as your lab and business needs. You have leveraged all this information to drive your
laboratory informatics system selection process and you have chosen a commercial off the shelf Laboratory Information
Management System (LIMS). The hard part is over. No more big decisions to make, right? Unfortunately this is not the
case. There will be many more decisions to make and plenty of work to be done before your LIMS is up and running and
everyone in the lab organization is using and benefiting from the system.
One of the first decisions you are going to need to make is how you are going to go about implementing your new LIMS.
There are many good methodologies that you can utilize to successfully implement your LIMS but regardless of the
method you choose, you will also need to decide on your implementation approach. There are two main approaches for
implementing a LIMS: the “Big Bang” approach and the “Phased” approach.
This talk will compare and contrast the “Big Bang” and the “Phased” LIMS implementation approaches. We will discuss
the advantages/benefits and disadvantages/challenges with each approach. A framework for assisting you in determining
which approach would be best for your organization will also be shared.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Migration from one LIMS to another is a challenge Laboratory Leaders face. Successful migrations can be ensured with a
strategy. Factors leading to a migration include unsupported LIMS, dated hardware, changing requirements, and lack of
support resources. Migrations in the past were complicated and painful, however modern commercial tools help make
the transition much easier. ATL has migrated many LIMS platforms to our modern workflow-centric LIMS. Steps for
migrations include:
•Migrating static and dynamic data
•Moving customizations and configurations
•Creating new reports
•Validation effort and time
•Impact on current practices along with user acceptance and training
These challenges required a lot of time, costs, planning, configurations, training, and validation. New processes make
migrations faster and not as cost prohibitive. A regimented methodology used by ATL helps reduce the time required for
migrations with significant cost savings and faster ROI. Migration consists of a multi-step process. These include:
•Detailed analysis of current LIMS or as-is workflows
•Create To-Be workflows
•Establish a Project Plan or a Gantt chart
•Map from old schema to new LIMS schema
•Identify and document migration workflow steps
•Conduct a “Pilot” migration of a subset of data and validate
•Conduct total migration and verify
•Configure workflows, and conduct validation and training and Go LIVE
While migrations are based on case-by-case review of current LIMS, transitioning to a new LIMS has become faster and
easier resulting in cost savings and many benefits overall. New LIMS deployments will pay off sooner than later and
reduce annual support costs incurred with legacy LIMS.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Your organization has actively embraced laboratory informatics tools to help increase your lab’s efficiency and
effectiveness, information availability across the enterprise, innovation and discovery, and collaboration amongst your
scientists and partners. While the laboratory informatics solutions you currently have implemented have enabled you to
make great strides, in order to get to the next level, you need to implement a fully Integrated Informatics Solution (IIS).
The goal of an IIS is to connect all your laboratory information systems (LIMS, ELN, SDMS, etc.), instrument systems (CDS,
MS, balances, etc.), business and manufacturing systems, and reporting and analytics tools such that the data and
information flows seamlessly between them.
Fully integrated informatics solutions can be implemented by following two distinct approaches: Single Vendor or “Best of
Breed”. There are advantages/benefits and disadvantages/challenges with either approach.
This talk will compare and contrast Single Vendor and Best of Breed Integrated Informatics approaches. We will also
discuss the advantages/benefits and disadvantages/challenges with each approach. A framework for assisting you in
determining which approach would be best for your organization will also be shared.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Mercury is a known biological toxin that causes many devastating side effects when humans are exposed to the several
common ionic and molecular species. Mercury exists in several common forms in the environment and each species has
different toxicological and physiological risk factors. The most common two forms are organic (usually methyl mercury)
and inorganic mercury (usually doubly charged). Organic mercury species are especially hazardous to human health due
to its ability to cross the blood-brain and placental barrier. Recently, agencies such as the California Department of Toxic
Substances Control (DTSC) and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) have been monitoring the levels of total
mercury in drinking water. Because toxicity and risk factors differ greatly depending on species, measurements of the
metals’ species are now being requested and demanded. California would like to establish lower allowable concentration
of methyl mercury in drinking water to protect sensitive populations, including pregnant mothers and their unborn
children. These populations are highly susceptible to exposure of methyl mercury due to the risk of Minamata disease in
the fetus. The state of California would like to reduce the lower limit of quantification of inorganic and organic mercury
to 0.2ppt and 0.02ppt respectively. This study creates an IC instrument for the pre-concentration of drinking water
mercury species, and couples it to an ICP-MS using EPA method 6800, update V, for quantification. Method 6800 allows
for the correction of species conversion that can occur during the analysis enabling legally defensible and actionable
monitoring.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Between 2002 and 2012, 244 small molecule drugs targeting the causes or effects of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) were
brought to trial in the US, with only Memantine progressing for FDA approval. Given an aging population and projected
future increases in AD diagnoses, developing new methodologies capable of screening drug scaffolds that target the
causative factors of AD are critically important. Based on these concerns we have developed a multi-faceted, ion mobilitymass spectrometry (IM-MS) centric, screening methodology capable of identifying small molecules that bind and induce
structural and/or covalent modifications within the target, Amyloid • (A[beta]), that can be correlated with downstream
[i]in vivo[/i] efficacy.
Our methodology combines native IM-MS, a gas phase technique that separates mass resolved protein-small molecule
complex ions according to their size to charge ratio, with tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) analysis. If target-ligand
binding is observed, analysis of IM-MS data can be used to correlate changes in the ligand bound arrival times with the
formation of downstream off-pathway aggregates. If ligand dependent covalent modifications are observed however,
MS/MS can be used to identify their source. Using this method we have identified several new, rationally targeted,
inhibitors of metal free and metal-associated A[beta] amyloidosis. Continued development of this method is enabling us
to screen larger ligand libraries, with important mechanistic insight into their modes of action.
In this presentation we will discuss our multi-faceted IM-MS and MS/MS screening methodology in greater detail. Recent
data sets will be discussed in order to highlight the ability of our approach to detect potential inhibitors of A[beta]
amyloidosis, as well as their modes of action. Ideally placed, our methodology looks to improve the throughput of the AD
drug discovery process by removing candidates that lack key traits early in the development cycle.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The environmental fate and behavior and biological effects of manmade nanoparticles is currently the subject of great
debate. Detection and characterization of these nanoparticles under relevant conditions and concentrations remains a
significant challenge due to limitations in characterization techniques. Recent advances in spICP-MS has provided very
short dwell times, decreasing the ionic background and increasing the particle detection limit potentially allowing
measurement of pristine and transformed nanoparticles at low concentrations. Here we have exposed two NPs (60 nm
Ag and Au) to a synthetic surface water and a cell culture media at a mass concentration of 0.3 ppb (100,000 NPs / ml).
The effect of temperature, UV exposure and turbulence of the suspensions were altered and controlled to mimic different
OECD toxicity exposure conditions for typical algae, daphnia, and snail and cell culture conditions. Changes in number and
mass concentration, size distribution and other properties were measured with spICP-MS over 72 hours and the results
are reported. Increases in temperature and UV exposure both effect the size and particle number of the suspensions with
increased levels of natural organic matter (NOM) slowing these affects.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Strings of information can be implemented in synthetic polymers using two comonomers intentionally defined as 0-bit
and 1-bit, as long as polymeric chains are strictly monodisperse and exhibit controlled sequences of comonomers. Storage
of binary-coded messages in poly(alkoxyamine amide)s [1] and polyphosphates [2] was recently demonstrated in our
group. Decoding of molecular messages stored in such synthetic copolymers is typically a sequencing task which can be
readily achieved using tandem mass spectrometry.
Poly(alkoxyamine amide)s contained coded amide moieties, defined as 0 (71.0 Da) and 1 (85.1 Da), linked by TEMPO (T)
alkoxyamine spacers, and were obtained by successive orthogonal coupling of bromo-anhydrides (a-0 and a-1) and aminoTEMPO building-blocks on a solid support. Interchangeable use of a-0 and a-1 in the iterative synthesis allows encoding of
binary messages. So-obtained tercopolymer chains were protonated in positive mode electrospray ionization and readily
dissociated upon collisional activation via competitive homolytic cleavages of alkoxyamine linkages between any
encoding comonomers and a T moiety. Simple dissociation rules based on two series of complementary fragments were
then established for poly(alkoxyamine amide)s, allowing their sequencing in a straightforward manner.
Non-natural sequence-encoded polyphosphates were prepared on a DNA synthesizer using two phosphoramidite
monomers (with a mass difference of 28 Da) to form binary-coded sequences. These monodisperse polymers were
ionized as multiply charged deprotonated molecules using electrospray in the negative mode. Dissociation reactions in
MS/MS were mainly observed to occur at bonds in the phosphate groups, leading to eight fragment series which
complementarities allowed full sequence coverage by MS/MS.
[1] R.K. Roy, A. Meszynska, C. Laure, L. Charles, C. Verchin, J.F. Lutz Nat. Commun. 2015, 6, 7237.
[2] A. Al Ouahabi, L. Charles, J.F. Lutz J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2015, 137, 5629.
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Abstract Text
Plant uptake and accumulation of nanoparticles (NPs) represent an important pathway for potential human expose to
NPs. Consequently, it is imperative to understand the uptake and accumulation of NPs in plant tissues and their unique
physical and chemical properties within plant tissue. Current technologies are limited in revealing the unique
characteristics of NPs after they enter plant tissues. Enzymatic digestion followed by single particle inductively coupled
plasma-mass spectrometry (SP-ICP-MS) analysis methods were developed for simultaneous determination of NP size, size
distribution, particle concentration, and dissolved analyte concentration in plant tissues. A PerkinElmer NexION 350D ICPMS with Syngistix™ Nano Application module the market only dedicated software for SP-ICP-MS was used for the high
throughput analysis. The experimental results showed that Macerozyme R-10 enzyme was capable of extracting NPs from
tomato plants without causing dissolution or aggregation of NPs. The detection limit for quantification of AuNP size was
20 nm and the AuNPs particle concentration detection limit was 1000 NPs/mL. The particle concentration recoveries of
spiked AuNPs were high (79%-96%) in quality control samples. The developed SP-ICP-MS method was able to accurately
measure NP size, size distribution, and particle concentration in plant matrix. The dosing study indicated that tomato can
uptake AuNPs as intact particles without alternating the AuNPs properties. The enzyme dosage and digestion time was
optimized. The applicability of the developed method to different plant species will also be presented.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The vast majority of ion trajectory simulations disregard gas flow throughout the various differentially pumped regions of
a mass spectrometer and assume only a static gas. Those few simulations that do account for the presence of gas flow
only study the transmission of small (m/z < 3,000) ions. As the size of the ion increases, the effect of gas flow relative to
that of the ion optics becomes more pronounced. To study these effects, a Fortran program was written to simulate ion
motion based on gas flow and both DC and RF electric fields through various stages of a home-built mass spectrometer.
A multi-physics solver, STAR-CCM+, was used to simulate gas flow from atmospheric pressure, through a capillary
interface, to the first differentially pumped stage of the mass spectrometer. At pressures below 1 Torr, a Parallel
Interactive Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (PI-DSMC) program was used to model gas flow through the rest of the
instrument. SIMION 8.1 was used to generate the electric fields from both DC and RF potentials applied throughout the
instrument. Information from these three programs were then incorporated into a Fortran program to model ion motion
due to these electric fields and drag. Simulations suggest that the incorporation of gas flow dramatically reduces
transmission throughout the instrument as compared to simulations with a static gas, especially for larger ions. In
particular, these simulations have identified key areas of ion loss due to gas flow, and have allowed the design of a much
more sensitive mass spectrometer.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
TiO2 nanoparticles have become an essential part of our everyday life. It has applications in a vast range of consumer
products such as white wall paint, cleansers or sunscreen formulations. Comprehensive characterization of TiO2
nanomaterials in consumer products is important for good product quality and safety and risk assessments.
In this presentation, we demonstrate the application of Asymmetrical Flow- and Centrifugal Field-Flow-Fractionation
coupled with MALS, DLS and ICP-MS detection to characterize TiO2 nanoparticles in various commercial products such as
Tego® Sun T805, Aeroxide® P25 and AeroDisp® w740x. In addition, CO2-dried sunscreen formulations containing TiO2
nanoparticles are also evaluated.
The measurements of the radii of gyration, hydrodynamic radii and the elemental composition facilitated the direct
comparison of the applied TiO2 nanoparticles with particular respect toward agglomeration. Hence, the obtained results
not only clearly indicate the excellent applicability of FFF as a reliable technique suitable for the routine analysis of TiO2
nanoparticles during and after the manufacturing process, but also in the sensitive determination of TiO2 nanoparticles in
CO2-dried sunscreen formulations. The capability of determining TiO2 nanoparticles with hydrodynamic radii below 100
nm in real samples renders the FFF technology ideally suitably for the monitoring of existing and upcoming EU
regulations, where nanoparticle containing consumer products have to be specifically marked.
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Abstract Text
Selected Ion Flow Tube Mass Spectrometry (SIFT-MS) (Smith & Spanel, 2005) is a real-time analytical technique that
rapidly analyzes volatile organic compounds (VOCs) to ultra-trace levels in air (Prince et al., 2010). Traditional SIFT-MS
utilizes three positively charged reagent ions, H[sub]3[/sub]O[sup]+[/sup], NO[sup]+[/sup], and O[sub]2[/sub][sup]+[/sup]
that are created from a microwave discharge through moist air and subsequently mass-selected using a quadrupole mass
filter. This means that reagent ions can be switched in 10 milliseconds, rather than minutes when different source gases
are used. The addition of negatively charged reagents enables analysis of chemicals previously inaccessible and provides
even greater selectivity.
This paper describes a new development of the SIFT-MS ion source that enables four negatively charged reagent ions to
be generated in addition to the existing positive ions. OH[sup]-[/sup] is created and mass-selected from the same stream
of moist air that is used to generate the positive ions. The remaining three ions, O[sup]-[/sup], O[sub]2[/sub][sup]-[/sup],
and NO[sub]2[/sub][sup]-[/sup] are generated from dry air.
The negatively charged reagent ions greatly extends the applicability of SIFT-MS to compounds not previously accessible
to the positive reagent ions, because their ionization properties were unsuitable (ionization energies were too high or
proton affinities too low). Examples of compounds now detectable include ozone, nitrous oxide, and hydrogen fluoride.
Detection limits are often similar in both positive- and negative-ion modes (part-per-trillion by volume).
Acknowledgement: This work was funded by Syft Technologies Ltd, New Zealand.
Prince, B.J., Milligan, D.B., & McEwan, M.J. (2010). Rapid Commun. Mass Spectrom., 24, 1763-1769.
Smith, D., & Spanel, P. (2005). Mass Spec. Rev., 24, 661– 700.
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Abstract Text
Genotoxic impurities (GTI's) are intermediates or reactants that can develop during the synthesis of a drug substance. In
addition to process impurities, certain drugs may generate GTI's via degradation during formulation or storage of the
pharmaceutical drug products. The genotoxic compounds have the potential to react with DNA, consequently produce a
carcinogenic response and tumor. It is therefore essential to identify presence of these impurities early in the drug
development process and to have reliable and highly sensitive methods for accurate determination in both drug
substance and drug product.
Alkyl esters of methanesulfonic acid (mesylate), benzenesulfonic acid (besylate) and p-toluenesulfonic acid (tosylate) are
commonly used as alkylation agents in chemical synthesis or manufacturing processes. The sulfonic acids are commonly
used as counter ions to form Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (API) salts and can interact with residual alcohols to
generate alkyl esters, which are considered potential genotoxic impurities.
In this work, we present a robust and quick dual detection UPLC method for analysis of methyl and ethyl esters of
benzenesulfonic and p-toluenesulfonic acids. The UPLC method utilizes both the UV and mass detection (with an ACQUITY
QDa detector) for fast and accurate monitoring of genotoxic impurities. We will demonstrate the linearity, sensitivity, and
specificity of achievable with both UV and mass detection. We will show that by employing mass detection we improve
sensitivity of the method, which is essential for analysis of low level genotoxic impurities in pharmaceutical samples.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Reversed phase HPLC (RPLC) coupled with UV detection is the most common chromatographic technique in
pharmaceutical analysis. However, the determination and quantitation of analytes which lack a suitable chromopore offer
unique challenges. Usually, these analytes are hydrophilic are poorly retained using RPLC. This presentation, utilizing real
case studies, will discuss various practical method development approaches to quantitate these types of analytes with a
focus on using alternative detection (Corona CAD, ESI-MS and low wavelength UV) and alternative chromatographic
(HILIC, mix-mode) techniques. For each case study, the advantages, disadvantages and method performance will be
discussed with an emphasis on guiding scientists to apply these techniques in a systematic fashion.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Transfer of established reversed-phase methods across HPLC, UHPLC and UPLC chromatographic instrumentation
requires careful consideration of the operating parameters and design of each instrument. For example, gradient
formation can be influenced by binary or quaternary mixing, dwell volume, viscosity changes in the mobile phase, the
gradient shape, residual volumes, and many other factors that can vary across different pumps. The mechanism for
sample injection, as well as the detector, can influence linearity and quantitation. Extra column dispersion can impact the
resolution and efficiency of a separation. To understand the effect these factors may have on methods transfer, both
instrument characteristics and specific method conditions must be factored and evaluated when transferring HPLC and
UHPLC methods.
In this presentation, studies will evaluate methods transfer, for a variety of samples and methods, including USP assays.
The first set of studies will evaluate the same column and method across multiple instruments from different
manufacturers. The impact of instrument attributes- including solvent delivery and temperature control - on the
separation fidelity will be evaluated. The transferability of the method will be assessed through system suitability criteria
(relative retention, % area, etc.). An additional set of experiments will evaluate the impact of system attributes on
method scaling, in which the L/dp ratio remains constant, and the stationary phase ranges from 5 [micro]m to –sub-2[micro]m particles. In both sets of examples, consideration will be made to conduct method transfer in accordance with
regulatory guidelines for allowable adjustments to compendial methods.
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Abstract Text
Thiabendazole is a broad-spectrum antihelmintic agent used predominantly in treatment of intestinal pinworm and
strongyloides infection. It is similar in structure and mechanism of action to albendazole and mebendazole, which act by
selective binding to beta-tubulin of parasitic worms, causing their immobilization and death. A stability-indicating reversephase high performance liquid chromatographic method was developed and validated for assay of thiabendazole and
estimation of both of its degradation compounds and process impurities. The stability-indicating capability of the method
was demonstrated through adequate separation of all potential milbemycin oxime related compounds and also from
each other that are present in aged and stressed degradation thiabendazole samples. Chromatographic separation of
thiabendazole and its related compounds was achieved by using a gradient elution at a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min on a
Waters XBridge C18 column (50 mm × 4.6 mm, 3.5 µm particle size) at 35°C. Mobile phase A of the gradient was 20 mM
ammonium hydroxide in aqueous solution, and mobile phase B was acetonitrile. UV detection at 300 nm was employed
to monitor the analytes. The new method has been demonstrated to be accurate, linear, precise, reproducible, specific
and robust for its intended purpose according to International Conference on Harmonization guidelines and proved to be
suitable for routine QC use.
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Abstract Text
Centrifugal Chromatography instrumentation is used in the natural products, pharmaceutical, biological, and in academia
as a means of fractionating complex mixtures of organic components. Fast centrifugal partitioning chromatography
[FCPC] offers several advantages versus traditional methods such as HPLC in that no solid packing material is required,
which in itself can cross contaminate fractions. The FCPC is a discrete stage-wise device that uses the specific partitioning
coefficients of the individual components for isolation of the product fractions. Due to the large quantity of extraction
stages in the rotating column, components with similar molecular structures can be easily isolated. Recent improvements
in the stage cell design, such as diamond shaped profiles versus traditional Z-cell profiles improve diffusion and reduce
mobile phase holdup within the cells. Twin cell designs have been developed that improve resolution and degree of
fractionation. FCPC technology is commonly used in isolation of botanicals such as Cannabis, Tobacco, Opiate
Derivatives, and Nutraceuticals. Capacities range from the milligram scale for analytical scale quantities, up to
preparative scale quantities in the gram scale, and production scale capacities are available for kilogram scale fraction
collection. Developments have been made in the sample collection system software. Manual systems are available or
they can be used in conjunction with a PLC. Commonly used solvent systems include the Arizona range, HeMWat,
aqueous biphasics, and both polar and non-polar solvent pairs.
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Abstract Text
Afoxolaner is a new antiparasitic molecule from the isoxazoline family that acts on insect and acarine gammaaminobutyric acid (GABA) receptors. Isoxazoline family of compounds have been employed as active pharmaceutical
ingredient in drug products prescribed for control of fleas and ticks in dogs. Afoxolaner, with a chiral center at isoxazoline
ring, exists as a racemic mixture of two enantiomers. A chiral reversed phase high performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) method has been developed to verify that Afoxolaner is a racemic mixture as demonstrated by specific rotation. A
Chiralpak® AD-RH column (150 mm × 4.6 mm I.D.) maintained at 45 °C was used in the method. Analytes were analyzed
with an isocratic elution using 40%Water/50%IPA/10%ACN (v/v/v) as the mobile phase with a detection wavelength of
312 nm. Desired separation of the two enantiomers was achieved within 10 minutes. The resolution and selectivity
factors of the two enantiomers were 2.3 and 1.24 respectively. The Limit of Quantitation (LOQ) of the method is 1.6
[micro]g/mL of Afoxolaner. This method was appropriately validated according to the ICH guidelines for its intended use.
Since this is a reversed phase HPLC method, it is more easily adaptable to analyze afoxolaner chiral purity in the drug
products compared to a normal phase method. ® All marks are the property of their respective owners.
Significance: Effective separation/quantitation of a new chiral API’s enantiomers was achieved within 10 minutes.
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Abstract Text
Diphenylphosphoryl azide (DPPA) is a common reagent in many pharmaceutical processes. It is often utilized in the
Curtius rearrangement reaction to synthesize active pharmaceutical compounds of interest. Under certain conditions
DPPA may hydrolyze to generate hydrogen azide (HN3), a genotoxic impurity (GTI). Therefore, a sensitive method was
needed to determine this GTI and its precursor, DPPA, at the 1 ppm level in the final drug substance. The main challenges
encountered during method development were 1) the instability of DPPA in aqueous solutions due to hydrolysis and 2)
the detection of HN3, which has minimal response in GC-MS and no response in LC-MS (electrospray ionization mode).
The derivatization of HN3, as reported in the literature, requires complicated reaction conditions and a long reaction
time. The method development that will be presented includes the investigation of DPPA hydrolysis conditions, liquidliquid extraction of HN3 to enrich the sample concentration, and HPLC analysis. A simple HPLC-UV method was
successfully developed to determine these GTIs in the final drug substance at the 1 ppm level. The method was
demonstrated to be sensitive, robust, and may be utilized to analyze DPPA and/or HN3 in other matrices.
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Abstract Text
Developments in consumer electronics, such as the operational amplifier, charge coupled device (CCD), and
microcontroller have revolutionized the field of measurement science. The Arduino[registered] platform is an open
source prototyping board aimed at building the power of modern microcontrollers into a consumer friendly environment,
thus making it an excellent platform for the simplified design of new instrumentation. We have built two handheld,
portable instruments using the Arduino[registered] platform. The first is designed to monitor the respiratory rate of
sedated lab animals during in-vivo experimentation, and the second is a portable, battery powered potentiostat for “in
the field” electrochemical experimentation. This potentiostat is capable of performing several different electrochemical
experiments including cyclic voltammetry and anodic stripping voltammetry. The device runs on four 9V batteries, which
afford several hours of active experimentation time. The potentiostat is capable of saving data on an onboard data
storage card, displaying it on an on-board display, as well as exporting it to a computer for further analysis. This device is
not only portable, but also very inexpensive to produce, with a total production cost of just $150. These devices are
powerful, but also showcase the power of the Arduino[registered] platform for the development of new analytical
instrumentation.
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Abstract Text
Thermal imaging with a spatial resolution of micro-scale is required in increasing numbers of applications of thermal
functioning materials, monitoring of small temperature changes and its gradients in localized micro-scale area. We
proposed the microscopic IR thermography instruments with original optics’ designs and original signal processing
systems based on the superimpose technique, which was applied to some novel measuring methods such as (1) pseudo
acceleration of temporal resolution of periodic thermal events, (2) pixel by pixel emissivity-temperature conversion, (3)
micro-scale flying spot method.
In this study, we newly propose an instrumentation of micro-scale infrared thermal imaging system which is applicable to
high temperature measurements up to 700 degC or higher, in order to observe the micro-scale heat transfer and the heat
exchange of solar salts and related heat exchange materials.
Considering the handy size portable instrumentation for a practical use in industry with a smaller amount of specimens,
the un-cooled micro-bolometer (thermal detector) is chosen as an IR-FPA sensor, with a frame rate of 60Hz, pixel
numbers 640x512, pixel pitch 17 micron. The newly designed optics gives the 10 micrometer spatial resolution in the
spectrum band 7-14 micron. In order to avoid the thermal radiation effect on the optics, the shading and cooling setup is
designed.
Combined with the superimpose technique, the micro-scale thermal imaging in high temperature was achieved and the
molten flow of the solar salts was successfully observed. The microscale heat transfer properties of molten salts were also
determined.
This work was supported by Council of Science, Technology and Innovation(CSTI), Cross-ministerial Strategic Innovation
Program (SIP), “Energy Carrier”(Foundation agency SIP).
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Abstract Text
The mesophillic and thermophillic action of anaerobic microbes in wastewater and landfill waste produce methane which
can be burned as a fuel for power generating engines or turbines. Alternatively, the filtered biogas can be introduced into
the natural gas pipeline for use by households and businesses or processed as compressed natural gas (CNG) for
transportation. In all these situations, the biogas must be rid of siloxanes, which are normally found in the raw sources, as
they will form silicates when burnt, causing abrasion to any moving parts. Most facilities use periodic monitoring of the
filtered biogas stream to insure that the siloxane levels are acceptable. However, both the methodology of grab sampling
using impingers or bags as well as the time frame for analysis do not guarantee that the siloxane levels measured are
representative of the actual sample. We have developed an inline instrument in which we are able to statically trap and
monitor (via FTIR detection) the gas chromatographic eluants and use a unique algorithm to analyze for each eluant.
Since the eluants are trapped within the gas cell, their spectra can be integrated for a period of time up to minutes; this
results in analytical detection limits from the single digit ppb to pptr levels (through the use of thermal desorption tubes).
The data from actual wastewater and landfill inline samples will be discussed, demonstrating how the two dimensions of
this technique (chromatographic separation and spectral deconvolution via classical least squares) produces these
detection characteristics without the need for recalibration.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Field portable X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectrometry is a mature technology for elemental chemical analysis, dating from
the 1960s. The last two decades were signified by the rapid pace of development in handheld XRF analyzers, large isotope
based two-component systems were replaced by the lightweight; X-ray tube based one-piece handheld devices.
The majority of handheld XRF instruments are used for analysis and identification of metal alloys, but handheld XRF
technology has become an important tool also in many other diverse applications ranging from ore exploration to
screening toys for hazardous elements. Speed of a single analysis, which translates into a large number of tests, its nondestructive character and the economics of use, are key features that have made handheld XRF analyzer a tool of choice
for so many applications.
Handheld XRF is today clearly a mature analytical method, but this doesn’t mean that pace of development would have
slowed down. In this presentation, we briefly review the evolution of handheld XRF and look at the science and
technology of the latest generation of handheld XRF analyzers, their new applications and new analytical capabilities. In
addition to ever improving analytical performance, latest technology provides smart connectivity and other new features
in smaller and lighter package, making the handheld XRF technology more powerful and versatile analytical tool than ever
before.
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Abstract Text
We report two-dimensional (2-D) photonic crystal (PC) sensing materials that selectively detect Candida albicans (C.
albicans). These sensors utilize Concanavalin A (Con A) protein hydrogels that multivalently and selectively bind to
mannan on the C. albicans cell surface to form cross-links. The cross-links formed shrink the Con A protein hydrogel,
decrease the 2-D PC particle spacing and blue shift the light diffracted from the 2-D PC embedded on the Con A protein
hydrogel surface. Increasing C. albicans concentrations increasingly blue shift the diffraction. The diffraction shifts can be
visually monitored, or measured with a spectrometer, or determined from the Debye diffraction ring diameter. Our
unoptimized Con A protein hydrogel sensor has a detection limit of ~32 CFU/mL for C. albicans. This sensor distinguishes
between C. albicans and gram negative bacteria such as E. coli. This sensor demonstrates proof-of-concept for utilizing
recognition between lectins and microbial cell surface carbohydrates to detect microorganisms in aqueous environments.
This work was financially supported by HDTRA under grant no. 1-10-1-0044.
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Abstract Text
Kidney transplantation is the preferred treatment for patients with end-stage renal failure. As a result of the severe
shortage of donor organs, kidneys from extended criteria donors are increasingly being used to meet the demand. These
organs are under-utilised as they may have incurred more ischaemic damage prior to recovery, which could impair their
function. Therefore it is vital to be able to assess the viability of these organs after donation in order increase the number
of successful transplants.
We have previously shown that tissue metabolite levels can provide valuable information about renal health in a
laboratory setting (1). However, it is also necessary to be able to monitor the organ immediately after donation and in
transit between donor and recipient sites in order to gain time-critical viability information. Therefore, we are developing
a portable analysis system that uses biosensors to quantify key metabolic markers of tissue health in real time.
Microdialysis is used to sample the tissue during storage and the resulting dialysate is monitored for changes in glucose
and lactate levels using integrated needle electrodes (2) coated with a layer of entrapped enzyme (3). The biosensors are
also coated with an additional diffusion-limiting polyurethane film to extend the dynamic range of the sensors to include
the potentially high initial levels. These sensors are housed within a 3D-printed microfluidic device (4) and are coupled to
potentiostats that wirelessly link with a laptop. The system also incorporates an autocalibration board, which allows
calibration of the system in transit.
Preliminary results will be presented showing system validation as well as results of initial proof-of-concept experiments.
References:
1. Hamaoui et al. J. Surg. Res. In press (2015)
2. Rogers et al. ACS Chem. Neurosci. 4, 799-807 (2013)
3. Vasylieva et al. Biosens. Bioelectron. 26, 3993-4000 (2011)
4. Gowers et al. Anal. Chem. 87, 7763-7770 (2015)
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Abstract Text
Solid contact ion-selective electrodes (ISEs) are multilayer structures, in which an intermediate layer is utilized between
the electron conducting substrate and the ion-selective membrane. This intermediate layer serves as ion-to-electron
conductor to improve reproducibility and stability of ISEs compared to the coated wire electrodes. In our recent paper we
showed that the equilibration times of solid contact ISEs are significantly longer when a PEDOT(PSS) (poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate) intermediate layer is used over platinum surface instead gold or glassy
carbon.[sup]1[/sup]
In this work we report the influence of thickness and deposition technique of the intermediate layer on the equilibration
times and long term stability of ISEs with PEDOT(PSS) as solid contact. The equilibration time is defined as the time
interval from the first solution contact of the electrode and the time when the potential drift drops below a threshold
value (0.3 mV/min). The equilibration time is uniquely important for single use sensors and sensors implemented in pointof-care devices.
We have studied the equilibration time for solid contact potassium ion-selective electrodes with 20 nm, 0.1µm, 0.5 µm, 1
µm, 2 µm and 4 µm thickness of PEDOT(PSS) layer. In addition we have compared the equilibration time of K+ ISEs in
which the PEDOT(PSS) film has been deposited by cyclic voltammetry, chronopotentiometry and chronoamperometry.
(1) Guzinski, M.; Jarvis, J. M.; Pendley, B. D.; Lindner, E. Equilibration Time of Solid Contact Ion-Selective Electrodes.
Analytical Chemistry 2015, 87, 6654-6659.
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Abstract Text
Diabetes, an autoimmune disorder, is caused by the inability of pancreas to produce enough insulin. Diabetes has reached
alarming rates as reported by the latest 2014 statistics from the American Diabetes Association. About 86 million people
are projected to have prediabetic conditions. Such a high population suggests the need for better management and
treatment outcomes. Our objective is to develop novel ultrasensitive optical and electrochemical detection tools, which
can diagnose and identify the type of diabetes (Type 1-insulin dependent and Type 2-insulin independent), based on
insulin levels. Complex clinical matrices such as human serum and whole blood pose huge non-specific interactions on the
sensor surface and hence detecting clinically relevant picomolar insulin levels in these matrices still remains a challenge.
Our prior work involved developing electrochemical mass and voltammetric immunosensors using magnetic
nanoparticles conjugated to serum insulin and detection of insulin levels by capture antibodies immobilized on the sensor
surface with a limit of detection (LOD) 5 pM serum insulin. We present herein the development of a sandwich
immunosensor that can measure insulin levels in whole blood samples, captured by magnetic microbeads carrying
detection antibodies, and detected on an insulin-antibody microarray surface. Additionally, we monitored the real time
binding interactions of insulin to surface anti-insulin antibody by change in reflectivity with time using a Surface Plasmon
Resonance imager (SPRi) offering better throughput and sensitivity. The microarray imager developed was successful in
establishing the kinetic parameters, ka (association constant) and kd (dissociation constant) and thus can be a promising
tool in quickly diagnosing diabetes at clinical sites.
Acknowledgements. Financial support by the National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases of the
National Institutes of Health is gratefully acknowledged.
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Abstract Text
Resistive-pulse nanopore sensing utilizes the Coulter counting principle where molecules enter a nanoscale pore
separating two electrolyte solutions and reduce the flow of ionic current, yielding short-lived current blockades. An
important goal of this field is to develop techniques to extract as much information as possible from the current
blockades. One way to do this is to keep molecules in the pore for extended periods of time. Increasing the blockade
duration improves the nanopore sensor in two ways; it enables more accurate discrimination of different sized molecules
and it extends the time over which one can analyze the fluctuations within each current blockade. Previously,
researchers have increased the time a molecule spends in the pore by changing the physical or chemical properties in or
around the pore. However, these methods are limited because the residence time enhancement has been too small or
the pore’s physical properties were irreversibly altered.
This presentation will describe the use of charged metallic clusters to increase the residence time of analyte in an alpha
hemolysin pore. Anionic clusters (Au25(SG)18) enter the pore from one side and increase the residence time of cationic
molecules entering from the opposite side. Initial studies demonstrated that the cluster greatly improves the pore’s
ability to discriminate between different-sized PEG molecules. More recent studies have focused on detecting the
biologically relevant peptides angiotensin and neurotensin with the cluster enhanced residence time mechanism. We will
discuss these results and the implications of cluster enhancement for peptide detection with nanopore sensors.
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Abstract Text
DNA-/aptamer-based electrochemical sensors have become promising analytical tools for rapid and quantitative foldingbased detection recently. The incorporation of micro- and nanoelectrodes in sensor fabrication is meritorious for
miniaturized quantity/volume detection at high throughput. An intrinsic limit for such approaches is the low signal for
detection in general. We have established a current amplification mechanism and developed a one-step label-free
electrochemical sensor for the detection of microRNAs that is challenged by the low analyte abundance in physiological
samples. The folding-based DNA probe functions as signal-on sensing mechanism upon binding with target. A chemical
reductant tris-(2-carboxyethyl) phosphine hydrochloride is introduced in the bulk solution to cyclically reduce the electrooxidized MB thus enables enzyme-less signal amplification for ultrasensitive detection. The detected current is governed
by sequential kinetic processes including mass transport of miRNA from solution to the surface, hybridization with surface
DNA sequence, ET among the TCEP, MB, and the electrode, and the diffusion of TCEP. A detection limit of miR-122 of 0.1
fM via direct readout within minutes, with a wide detection range from sub fM to nM is being further optimized. The
sensor demonstrates excellent discrimination against 2-mismatch sequences and superb stability when stored in dry
form. Mechanistic understanding of the governing kinetics at different time/concentration domains enables improved
linearity of calibration curve and broadened detection range for robust practical applications.
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Abstract Text
Military personnel and civilian first responders regularly put themselves in harm’s way to serve the public interest. One of
the most insidious threats that they face is that of toxic chemical vapours either released deliberately or by accident. The
ability to effectively and efficiently evaluate the protective capability of new protective suit ensembles that are used in
such situations is of vital importance.
The gold standard for evaluating protective ensembles against chemical vapour is the Man-In-Simulant-Test (MIST) which
involves human participants performing prescribed activities in a chemical warfare agent simulant environment whilst
wearing protective clothing. Measurement of Methyl Salicylate (MeS – simulant for Sulfur Mustard) under the ensemble
during a MIST is achieved by using passive adsorbent PADs attached to the skin of the participants and subsequent
analysis by liquid extraction/HPLC. This method provides no time domain data and limited information about the spread
of penetrated vapours beneath the ensemble.
The authors have developed a real-time, ultra-miniaturised, wireless sensor which is able to be attached to the body
during the MIST. Using miniaturised single-wavelength spectroscopy tuned to a specific colorimetric reaction, the new
sensor can detect MeS at concentrations below 50 ppb. Smart chemical treatments and electronics design allow the
sensor to work effectively across a wide range of temperature and humidity conditions (20-35ºC, 30-95% RH) while
retaining ultra-low sensitivity in a compact lightweight package. This sensor has the potential to radically increase MIST
throughput and provide important time resolved data for better protective ensemble design.
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Abstract Text
Thermodynamic parameters of adsorption/retention between analyte and stationary phase were studied using
isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). These parameters are typically studied using liquid chromatography, and there is
limited literature measuring adsorption thermodynamics using ITC. Typically, ITC is used to study the thermodynamic
parameters of proteins and small molecules by measuring the heat generated or absorbed during chemical interactions
and reactions. In this work, unfunctionalized 1.8 [micro]m fully porous silica particles are titrated with sodium hydroxide
with and without sodium chloride to evaluate substrate effects and to study electrostatic effects of bare silica. C18
modified silica was evaluated using 1-phenyloctan-1-one to determine the thermodynamics of adsorption. Accurate
measurements of enthalpy have been determined using ITC and compared to those obtained from a chromatogram.
Enthalpy is calculated in chromatography using retention factors at varied experimental temperatures.
Chromatographically, the enthalpy is -12.69±0.01 kJ/mol and calorimetrically, the enthalpy is -12.09±0.59 kJ/mol. In
chromatography, free energy is calculated from retention factor. In theory it can be measured by increasing the analyte
adsorbed on the stationary phase, however we have shown that this measurement cannot be made in this experimental
set up. Experiments are modeled allowing for experimental sensitivity to unknown thermodynamic parameters to be
predicted and for accurate fitting of experimental data.
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Abstract Text
The precise control of thermal conductivity of molten salt in high temperature is one of the key technology in powersaving technology. The principle of the double lock-in method using the originally manufactured high-sensitivity microthermopiles and the FPGA controlled signal processing systems are presented in this study. The thermopile sensors are
located in the different distances of a few micro-meters from the modulated heat source controlled by a Peltier thermomodule. A normalized gain (an attenuation ratio of the temperature wave) gives the thermal impedance of the sample in
relation with the environmental conditions. Thermal conductivity of the sample is determined by the relationship
between the gain and the thermal impedance of the sample, in which the experimental heat loss factor can be calibrated
with standard materials. The numerical simulations of the influence of the thermal impedance on the gain is precisely
compared with the experimental results to confirm the accuracy and the validity of this method. By using this technique,
the temperature dependence of solar salt is precisely determined. The handy size instrumentation for a practical use in
industry with a smaller amount of specimens in a quick time measurement is proposed.
This work is supported by Counsil of Science, Technology, and Inovation(CSTI), Cross-ministerial Strategic Innovation
Promotion Program(SIP), "ENERGY CAREER"(Funding agency:JST).
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Abstract Text
Smoking tobacco involves a low level oxygen combustion of the tobacco leaves. It is of course indisputable that during
that burning process – apart from the nicotine - several other organic products are in the smoke present. With TGA
coupled to a GC-MS system these gaseous products can be identified. Applying different measurement modes like cryo or
quasi-continuous mode allow either a very good identification of the gaseous products due to an optimum separation by
the GC or a better temperature resolution with the drawback of poorer GC separation. In this contribution two different
tobacco types were analyzed by GC-MS and compared.
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Abstract Text
Polycarbonate (PC) is a widely used thermoplastic polymer. PC is amorphous and shows a high mechanical stability over a
broad temperature range. PC is used for high-strength technical parts, medical devices, dishes, etc. Due to the chemical
structure (aromatic components), numerous toxic compounds are evolved during pyrolysis or even combustion with an
oxygen deficit. A thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) coupled to evolved gas analysis instruments can help simulating such
pyrolysis/combustion processes by identifying the evolved gases versus mass loss and temperature. Both EGA methods
complement each other and/or confirm the results. The TGA-GC-MS coupling clearly shows advantages in the
identification of the gases due to the previous separation of the gases by means of the GC prior to the actual
identification with the mass spectrometer. The FTIR, on the other hand, allows a better time/temperature resolution
along with the mass loss. In this paper, the different coupling systems will be presented and the resulting pyrolysis gases
will be discussed.
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Abstract Text
Autocatalytic reactions can be the most dangerous types of reactions, as the autocatalytic nature of the reaction can go
undetected even after typical hazards screening methods have been employed. Also there are many instances were
multiple reactions can complicate what would otherwise be a straightforward analysis approach. There are many
methodologies which have been developed to systematically screen for reactive hazards. Those chemicals, alone or in
combination with other chemicals, which meet a threshold of concern are often then subjected to DSC or similar tests.
From these tests the thermodynamics and the kinetics can be determined and can be used directly for modeling or
applied to any number of ranking methods. Ranking methods are designed to be fairly easy to implement and definitely
easy to understand and communicate. With simplicity sometimes robustness is sacrificed. Adiabatic calorimetry testing
will provide test data which includes pressure data and also provides indirectly the effect of heat capacity with the
determination of the adiabatic temperature rise (reaction heat x heat capacity) corrected for thermal inertia.
Furthermore, in a single test the ARC can also provide kinetic information as well as an indication as to whether or not the
reaction is autocatalytic. However as a screening method, adiabatic testing can be time-consuming. DSC testing on the
other hand is much faster but lacks the pressure data. Multiple tests, run at different rates can be used to determine the
existence of an autocatalytic reaction and kinetic parameters can be determined. The effect of autocatalysis on test data,
and the application of this test data to simple analysis techniques, hazards ranking will be reviewed and summarized.
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Abstract Text
Hyphenated techniques, such as combining Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) with an FT-IR (IR), can generate significant
amounts of data. The information from the individual techniques is extremely valuable, but the data from the combined
techniques yields additional and complementary information. However, the hyphenated techniques can generate large
datasets that can take considerable time to examine and extract the valuable information. Spectral library searching on
TGA-IR data is complicated by the fact that the breakdown products often consist of multiple species being evolved
simultaneously. The use of a mixture search algorithm capable of identifying multiple components from a single mixture
spectrum greatly enhances the identification of the species present. Use of Informatics with data visualization tools,
including PCA analysis of the entire hyphenated experiment, offers a rapid method for extracting the maximum
information in the easiest and fastest way. TGA-IR applications will be presented demonstrating the wealth of information
available from these experiments and the ability to extract the most important information in an easy manner.
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Abstract Text
Phase transitions play a key role in many industrial applications: While for example glass transitions govern the
production of hard candy and also determine the mechanical properties of polymers and adhesives, melting transitions of
fats are essential for the perceived quality of chocolate. Several phase transitions are easily measurable with
commercially available instruments. Other phase transitions – typically second order phase transitions or glass transitions
– are more difficult to detect. In particular calorimetrists are faced with experimental challenges such as base-line
instability, choice of matching crucibles for sample and reference, thermal contact of crucibles to the sensor plate and
costly equipment.
We present a novel technique, TMOR (temperature-modulated optical refraction), for monitoring both simple and more
complex phase transitions, which is not subject to the above obstacles. The TMOR principle is based on a modulation of
the sample temperature and the detection of the response in refractive index [1]. This grants access to one of the
fundamental susceptibilities, namely the thermal expansion coefficient. Further analysis sheds light onto temperatureand time-dependent processes, e.g. melting and glass transitions as well as polymerisations. Recent data on edible fats
indicate that even structural information on polymorphisms can be obtained. By discussing both food and polymer
applications of the innovative measuring principle at the example of cocoa butter (melting process), caramel and PVAC
(glass transitions) we demonstrate the potential of the technique for research and development, as well as quality
management.
[1] Müller et al. Thermochimica Acta, 2013
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Abstract Text
With the rapid growth of the nanotechnology market, the need for modern characterization techniques for nanomaterial
analysis is increasing. Thermal Analysis has been heavily explored as a standard-alone technique, and connected to other
instrumentation such as GC/MS and FTIR as well for evolved gas analysis. This presentation illustrates some typical
applications of thermal analysis and such hyphenations with various examples.
Thermal analysis is a group of analytical techniques that measure the physical properties of a material (i.e., heat flow,
mass, dimension) as a function of temperature. The application of these techniques on both polymer nanocomposites,
where nanoparticles are used as a filler material to modify the mechanical and thermal properties, and pure
nanomaterials are presented. The effects of particle size and concentration of nanofiller in polymer composite material
on storage modulus, glass transition, crystallinity can be quantified by Dynamic Mechnical Analysis (DMA) and Differential
Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). The purity, thermal stability and composition are measured with Thermogravimetric Analysis
(TGA). The application of hyphenated techniques is demonstrated by the characterization of some nanomaterials using
TG-GC/MS.
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Abstract Text
A simple, easy, and accurate high-performance liquid chromatographic method for the determination of fentanyl
concentrations in plasma samples has been developed and validated. Following a liquid extraction of acetonitrile:water
(90:10), samples were separated by reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography on an XBridge C18 3.5µm
column (2.1 x 50 mm) and detected by mass spectroscopy. The mobile phase was a mixture of water with 0.1% formic
acid, and acetonitrile with 0.1% formic acid (90:10), with a flow rate of 0.6 mL/min. The procedure produced a linear
curve over the concentration range of 0.1-25 ng/mL for fentanyl in canine plasma with an LOD of 0.05 ng/mL and LOQ of
0.1 ng/mL. Intra- and inter-assay variability ranged from 2.6%-8.2% and the average recovery for fentanyl was 100%.
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Abstract Text
According to published estimates, there is tens of thousands of all kinds of endogenous metabolites in the human body.
Differences in the concentration range and physical & chemical properties of various metabolites in body fluids, there is
no one analysis technique of all metabolites in body fluids. NMR, mass spectrometry and various separation methods
became to the important analysis tools in metabonomics, such as: the liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LCMS), gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) etc. By using multivariable model identify methods,it is found
potential markers from massive metabonomics data analysis. The diagnosis of IBD primarily depends on invasive
methods, such as endoscope, however, which usually limits early diagnosis and treatments. Based on metabonomics, this
paper will provide useful information for developing non-invasive and sensitive diagnosis methods for IBD. As an example
of serum samples of rats with acute colitis, this paper established a method of screening potential biomarkers from the
serum metabolic fingerprint by using LCMS-IT-TOF. This method described systematically the process from data
collection, data preprocessing, pattern recognition and finally screening potential biomarker. The PLS model showed that
there are significant differences in the metabolites of TNBS rats and healthy rats , and 8 compounds screened were
identified as potential biomarkers, such as henylacetylglycine•p-cresol glucuronide•Butyryl-L-carnitine•8Z,11Z,14Z,18Zeicosatetraenoic acid and LysoPCs (PC16:0, PC18:0, PC18:2, PC18:1).
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Abstract Text
Accurate isotope dilution LC-MS/MS quantification of proteins through trypsin digestion requires preferably the analysis
of multiple target peptides per each protein. It is assumed that each of the target peptides is cleaved completely with the
same rate from the protein(s) during a given digestion time while both native cleavage products and corresponding
isotope labeled internal standards remain stable. When targeted quantitative measurement of multiple protein analytes
is performed, finding an optimal digestion time that produces reproducible results for all analytes becomes increasingly
difficult. On-column trypsin digestion can alleviate these problems because digestion time is controlled with high
precision through flow rate and column volume. Furthermore, because of the short on-column digestion time (typically 46 minutes) and direct on-line coupling to LC-MS analysis, potential degradation of the target peptides can be minimized.
Using a design of experiment (DoE), the effect of digestion time, temperature, detergent type and detergent
concentration on the digestion efficacy were examined. Using these optimized conditions we show the application of oncolumn trypsin digestion for the analysis of apolipoproteins in serum. We evaluated all possible tryptic cleavage
products by linear regression of LC-MS/MS signal count vs. concentration curves, providing information on the most
structurally accessible target peptides for quantitative analysis. Using serum calibrators with known protein
concentration and isotopically labeled peptides as internal standards, we applied the method to the high throughput
analysis of apolipoproteins in high and low density lipoproteins separated from serum and plasma.
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Abstract Text
Urinary free 8-hydroxy-2’-deoxyguanosine (8OHdG), an oxidized product of DNA, is frequently chosen as a biomarker of
oxidative stress in humans, including studies of oxidative DNA damage during spaceflight. It is challenging to accurately
and efficiently quantify urinary free 8OHdG in large scale human studies. LC-MS/MS is emerging as a preferable analytical
technique owing its high sensitivity, selectivity and efficiency, compared to some traditional methods such as ELISA and
HPLC.
A simple and sensitive LC-MS/MS method has been developed for the determination of free 8OHdG in human urine.
Sample preparation was done by solid phase extraction with a Waters’ Oasis HLB 96 well plate. A Waters’ Alliance 2795
HT Separation Module combined with a Quattro Micro tandem mass spectrometer was used as the LC-MS/MS system.
The runtime of 1 injection can be less than 5 minutes using a reversed phase C18 column and an isocratic flow of
methanol/water. ESI positive ions were quantified in the multiple reaction modes (MRM) using m/z 284 [greater than]
168 for 8OHdG and m/z 289 [greater than] 173 for stable isotope labeled internal standard [15N5] 8OHdG.
With this method for 8OHdG analyses, a lower limit of quantitation of 2 nM (0.56 ng/ml) has been achieved using 100
[micro]l urine sample. The analytical range is between 1.0 and 100 nM with a correlation coefficient [greater than] 0.99.
Good reproducibility can be obtained with intra-assay and inter-assay CVs less than 10% for 8OHdG spiked urine QC
samples. This method can be used in high-throughput routine analysis of free 8OHdG in human urine.
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Abstract Text
Introduction
Solid phase extraction is regarded as the gold standard of sample preparation approaches. However, SPE processing can
be time consuming. In most cases you are required to condition the phase with an organic solvent, followed by
equilibration with an aqueous solvent prior to sample loading. Many modern polymer-based SPE sorbents are waterwettable. EVOLUTE EXPRESS combines sorbent wettability with optimized SPE components allowing better flow
consistency and in many cases eliminating the need for conditioning.
Methodology
SPE was performed on spiked human urine using various chemistries and respective generic extraction protocols using 50500 mg sorbent bed weights: polymer-based hydrophobic SPE; strong and weak mixed-mode cation and anion exchange
SPE (ABN, CX, WCX, AX and WAX). Multiple suites incorporating a number of acidic, basic and neutral analytes were
investigated. The resultant extracts were evaporated to dryness and reconstituted in mobile phases for subsequent LCMS/MS analysis. Positive and negative ions were acquired using electrospray in the MRM mode.
Results
The use of novel column components led to substantial improvements in flow rates when using viscous matrices over
conventional SPE technologies. Overall flow rates differed between column chemistries in line with known water
wettability of the sorbents: mixed-mode anion exchange SPE columns exhibit slower flows than the equivalent cation
exchange sorbents. It was possible to eliminate column conditioning and equilibration for all column chemistries whist
observing good flow characteristics. Overall all chemistries demonstrated equivalent recoveries and reproducibility when
using both processing protocols. The results demonstrated that it is possible to perform SPE without conditioning and
equilibration steps when using optimized SPE column components and water wettable sorbent chemistries. As a result
substantial time and solvent savings were observed.
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Abstract Text
Recent data from the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) state cocaine, as well as other recreational
drugs, as one of the most widely used illicit substances worldwide (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, 2013).
Rapid and low-cost methodologies for assessing cocaine abuse are therefore needed as screening and confirmative
methods. The objective of this work is the development of a multi-class method for detecting/determining drugs of abuse
in hair (cocaine, amphetamines, opiates, designer drugs, and metabolites). Hair as an alternative clinical sample offers a
number of advantages over the analysis of urine and blood. Fist, hair sampling is a less invasive procedure and it does not
violate the privacy of the person. In addition, sample contamination and/or adulteration is more difficult. Furthermore,
hair analysis allows the detection of drugs up to 1 or 2 years.
The developed sample pretreatment is based on the abrasion of the sample (50 mg hair) with 180 mg of alumina
(dispersant) in the presence of 20 mL of dithiothreitol (DTT) for 5 minutes. The dispersed sample is then transferred into
an Eppendorf tube, and extraction is performed with 1.4 mL of 2mM NH4Ac in MeOH mixture under ultrasound
irradiation (37 kHz) for 40 min. The extracted compounds (cocaine, benzoylecgonine, ecgonine methyl ester,
cocaethylene, morphine, 6-monoacetylmorphine, codeine, amphetamine, methamphetamine, buprenorphine,
norephedrine, etc.) are determined by high resolution liquid chromatography - tandem mass spectrometry (HPLCMS/MS). The described methodology has been validated according to the guidelines proposed by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), and has been successfully applied to the multi-class screening of drugs of abuse in hair.
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Abstract Text
Bisphenols are used in the polymer industry as additives or intermediates to impart properties such as rigidity, softness,
and resistance to tear, heat, and flame. Some of these polymers are used for coating the inner surface of cans used for
food storage and can leach into the food. Given its potential adverse health impacts, the goal of this study is to optimize,
validate, and apply QuEChERS sample preparation method with LC-ESI-MS/MS detection to determine human exposure
to BPA through the consumption of canned foods. The MS was validated in FIA and chromatographic modes. In the FIA
mode the system was successfully calibrated between 2-10 ng BPA/ mL range with a correlation coefficient of 0.9960 for
m/z 227•132.5 and 0.9966 for m/z 227•212. LOD and LOQ are lower for the 212 transition compared to the 132.5.
Correspondingly sensitivity is higher for the 212 transition. In the chromatographic mode sensitivity was higher for the
132.5 transition but the LOD and LOQ were still lower for the 212 transition. This is explained by the better signal to noise
ratio observed with the 212 transition. The m/z-212 was subsequently used for quantitation. Significant signal
suppression was observed with the QuEChERS extract both with and without food due to the presence of metal ions (Na+
and Mg2+). Utility of cation exchange (PK228) and anion exchange (HPA25) resins for desalting the extract prior to the LCMS analysis were investigated for signal improvement. Preliminary results indicate that the cation exchange resin
facilitated some signal improvement.
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Abstract Text
Thyroid hormones are produced by the thyroid gland and are essential in a number of important metabolic functions.
They play a key role in regulating cellular activity, growth and brain development. Diseases related to thyroid hormones
include hyperthyroidism and hypothyroidism which have been linked to excessive iodine intake. In the US, a
recommended dietary allowance (RDA) of 150 µg/day and a tolerable upper intake level (UL) of 1,100 µg/day for iodine
has been established for adults.
In this study, commercially available dietary supplements suspected to contain thyroglobulin have been analyzed for the
presence of thyroid hormones using liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry following a treatment with the
enzyme pronase to digest/liberate the bound iodine-containing compounds. The analysis was performed on supplement
products in the form of tablets and capsules. For the enzymatic hydrolysis, 50 mg of the ground sample was treated with
a 0.5 mL of a proteolytic enzyme solution consisting of 8 mg/mL pronase in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate buffer, and
incubated for 26 hours at ~37 °C. Results/figures of merit will be presented for the quantification of the individual iodinecontaining hormones, specifically 3,5,3’-triiodothyronine (T3, commonly known as liothyronine) and 3,5,3’,5’tetraiodothyronine (T4; commonly known as thyroxine). In addition, the total iodine concentration determined by ICPMS following an alkaline extraction will be discussed.
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Abstract Text
Incomplete conjugation processes associated with the production of ADCs can result in free drug species increasing the
risk to patients and reducing the efficacy of the ADC. Despite stringent purification steps, trace levels of free drug species
may be present in formulated ADCs, reducing the therapeutic window. The reduction of sample preparation steps
through the incorporation of multidimensional techniques has afforded analysts more efficient methods in the
assessment of trace drug species. However SEC-RPLC/UV methods have limited sensitivity and do not offer analysts a high
degree of method control when using SEC, a potential dilemma considering the diversity of biological substrates and drug
candidates currently under investigation. The current study addresses these challenges through the development of an
SPE-RPLC/MS approach that is specific, sensitive, and enables method control in both dimensions. The proposed method
was evaluated using a clinically relevant valine-citrulline surrogate molecule based on brentuximab vedotin. The method
was determined to be fit-for-purpose with accuracy and precision both determined to be within 5% of regulatory
recommendations. Assays sensitivity was two orders more sensitive using MS detection in comparison to UV based
detection with an LOQ of 0.30 ng/mL. Free-drug species were determined to be present in an unadulterated ADC
surrogate sample at concentrations below 7.0 ng/mL, levels not detectable by UV alone. The proposed 2DLC method
provides an assay with improved specificity and sensitivity in the assessment of trace free drug species with improved
control over each dimension enabling straightforward integration into existing or novel workflows.
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Abstract Text
Prebiotic simulation experiments produce complex mixtures that have been analyzed for amino [Miller Science 1953]and hydroxy [Miller JACS 1955]-acid proto-biopolymer building blocks. Detection of polymerization products (i.e. peptides
[Parker ACIE 2014]) continues to be of great interest to the origins of life field. Peptide synthesis is limited by formation of
diketopiperazines (DKPs) [Long TFS 1971; Steinberg Science 1981; Qian GCA 1993], stable cyclic dipeptides.
Polyesters have been synthesized by environmental cycling of [alpha]-hydroxy acids [Mamajanov Macromolec. 2014]
(AHAs) and [alpha]-amino acids. This forms mixed amide/ester linkages, yielding core-enriched depsipeptides with up to
n=10 units [Forsythe ACIE 2015]. To further understand this chemistry, it is necessary to establish identity and quantity of
AHAs in model prebiotic mixtures. Previous analytical approaches were time-intensive [Cronin Science 1997], used
expensive derivatization agents [Fransson JCA 1998], or exhibited limited detection capabilities [Ehling JAFC 2014].
A method for direct analysis of AHAs was developed by ultrahigh performance liquid chromatography with triple
quadrupole mass spectrometry (UHPLC/QqQ-MS). A C18 column was used for chromatography and multiple reaction
monitoring mode (MRM) for MS detection.
Targeted AHAs were glycolic, lactic, malic, 2-hydroxybutyric, 2-hydroxyisobutyric, 2-hydroxy-2-methylbutyric, 2hydroxyisovaleric, 2-hydroxyglutaric, 2-hydroxycaproic, and 2-hydroxyisocaproic acids. Chromatographic separation was
achieved using hexylamine as an ion-pairing agent. MRM transitions were identified for all 10 analytes, 7 of which had a
confirmatory transition in addition to one for quantitation.
Combining ion-pairing chromatography and MRM-MS yielded rapid, direct analysis of many AHAs within a single run.
Experiments demonstrated lactic, 2-hydroxybutyric, and malic acids were detected in complex mixtures from Miller-type
spark discharge experiments.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
By combining capillary electrophoresis,UV-visible absorbance detection ,and sample stacking, detection limits ranging
from 0.2 to 2 ng/mL (0.8 to 6 nM) can be achieved for circulating steroid hormones. Stacking is accomplished using a
negatively charged cyclodextrin, as a steroid-carrier, at a pH interface between the basic reconstituted plasma sample
and the acidic separation phosphate buffer. Steroids are then separated in under 5 minutes using a capillary
electrophoresis method incorporating a secondary equilibria with sodium dodecyl sulfate and cyclodextrin. Using this
recently reported method, seven steroidal compounds are quantified from five microliters or less of zebrafish blood.
Looking at the changes in circulating steroid levels, provides more information about potential mechanisms of endocrine
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Capillary Electrophoresis (CE) is a powerful separation technique in terms of separation efficiency, analysis speed, and
ease of use. However, the detection sensitivity is incomparable to that of HPLC when optical detection methods are used
because of the small light path in the dimension of the inner diameter of the separation capillary. Laser-induced
fluorescence (LIF) detection is one of the most sensitive methods commonly used in CE detection. However, most of the
targeted analytes have no inherent fluorophores thus fluorogenic derivatization is often required before being detected
by LIF. Orthophthalaldehyde (OPA) and 2-mercaptoethanol (2-ME) could be fluorogenic reagents for the detection of
primary amines. However, the optimal excitation of the derivatives requires the ultra-violet range (340-360 nM), and the
quantum yield is low. Here we report a method for derivatizing amino acids based on the reaction of OPA, fluoresceinthiol, and primary amines. The reaction could be completed in less than 30 s, and the fluorescein-thiol was highly
fluorescent with the excitation at 491 nm and emission at 520 nm. Our experimental results show that 10 amino acids
including Glutamate, Aspartate, Glycine, Glutamine and Serine etc. could be separated and detected in less than 60 s, and
the detection limit was typically at 200 pM. This method was applied to the detection of amino acid neurotransmitters in
complex biological samples such as cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and it will be used for in vivo neurotransmitter monitoring.
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Abstract Text
Recent reports demonstrate a large sensitivity increase in CZE-ESI-MS systems that employ etched capillaries, potentially
due to ion distribution alterations within the electrospray. Here, ion distribution in electrospray generated from an
electrokinetically driven sheath flow CZE-ESI-MS interface was mapped. The sheathing and separation buffers contained
either a 25 [micro]g/mL solution of dimethylated bradykinin or a 25 [micro]g/mL solution of isotopically labeled
dimethylated bradykinin (+6 Da deuterium), respectively, or vice versa. An electrospray deposition setup was developed
by suspending the sheath flow interface above a grounded ITO/DHB-coated microscope slide. Bradykinins were then
electrosprayed from a distance such that no solvent accumulated on the slide. After spraying, sections of the analyte
spots could be interrogated with a MALDI laser in order to determine spatial distribution of peptides within the spot,
effectively highlighting the density of ions entering through the capillary as well as any spatial inhomogeneity in the spray.
Mapping was completed using either a standard capillary (150 [micro]m o.d.) or a capillary where the outer diameter had
been etched with HF (60 [micro]m o.d.). Our results may suggest a more focused beam of peptides present while using an
etched capillary, leading to a greater number of ions entering the mass spectrometer, and hence a more sensitive
measurement.
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Abstract Text
Recently several single-pill combinations (SPC) have been used as a promising choice for the treatment of hypertension.
However, such combinations increased the challenge to analysts in Pharmaceutical Quality Control Laboratories. In the
present work, a simple, sensitive, selective and fast capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE) method coupled with diode array
detection (DAD) was developed for the determination of different combinations of antihypertensive drugs in one
pharmaceutical preparation. For this purpose, our method was used for the simultaneous determination of two different
antihypertensive combinations containing amlodipine besylate (AML), benazepril (BEN), hydrochlorothiazide (HCT) and
valsartan (VAL) in their combined formulations. Electrophoretic conditions were optimized to improve the sensitivity, and
rapidity of separation. The separation was performed using a fused silica capillary (effective length 70 cm × 75 •m id),
with 10 mM phosphate buffer as background electrolyte adjusted at pH 7.5 and 12.0 s injection time. The applied voltage
was 30 kV. AML, BEN, and VAL were detected at 210 nm, while HCT was detected at 225 nm. The four compounds were
resolved in less than 10 minutes. Migration times were 4.7, 5.6, 6.9 and 8.9 min for AML, HCT, BEN, and VAL, respectively.
The described method was linear for the four drugs with correlation coefficients > 0.9994 and limits of detection less than
2 •g/mL and limits of quantitation less than 7 •g/mL for the four drugs. Peak identity and purity were confirmed by DAD.
The validated CZE method was successfully applied for the analysis of two combinations of AML, HCT, BEN, and VAL in
their pharmaceutical tablets (Exforge HCT® for AML, HCT, and VAL) and (Loadless® for AML, and BEN). Therefore, the
proposed method can be used for the estimation of large number of quality control SPC samples of these drugs in a short
time.
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Abstract Text
A capillary electrophoresis with laser induced fluorescence (CE-LIF) instrument was constructed with a low limit of
detection. A calibration curve for this instrument was created using fluorescein. The individual activity of single enzyme
molecules will be measured through CE-LIF. The calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase (ciAP) enzyme will be studied first in
these experiments; a single enzyme molecule will be injected into a capillary filled with substrate, and several incubations
will be performed at different points along the capillary. Each of these incubations with the AttoPhos substrate produces
a pool of highly fluorogenic product known as AttoFluor, which will migrate through a highly sensitive laser-induced
fluorescence detection system. The areas of the peaks produced will be used to create a kinetic plot to determine the
activity of the enzyme with high precision. These experiments will be adapted for use with mass spectrometry and
different enzymes in the future.
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Abstract Text
Xenopus Laevis is a pivotal animal model used to study early development. The majority of research efforts have been
focused on the genome and transcriptome. There is a growing interest in expression changes of small molecules and lipids
during early development. In our study we extract lipids and small molecules during four stages of Xenopus embryonic
development and analyze them using Capillary electrophoresis coupled to tandem mass spectrometry to produce
metabolic profiles. We observed increased expression of metabolite features from the 1 cell stage to stage 22 when early
organ differentiation begins. Our data is consistent with key biological events and provides complementary data to
genomic and proteomic studies.
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Abstract Text
Linear solvation energy relation (LSER) is used to understand the types and relative strengths of chemical interactions that
control retention and selectivity in various separation techniques [1]. In this study, LSER was applied to characterize
polymerizable acryloyl terminated amino acid based surfactants in capillary electrochromatograpy (CEC) using monolithic
column, and micellar electrokinetic chromatography (MEKC) using molecular micelles. Using monolithic column as a true
stationary phase and molecular micelles as pseudostationary phases we varied the linkers (amide and carbamate), head
groups (alanine, leucine and valine) and chain lengths (C8, C10 and C12) of the acryloyl terminated amino acid based
surfactants, to understand the factors governing retention and enantioselectivity in solution phase versus solid phase
Preliminary data reveals differences in system parameters among surfactant head group, linker and chain length affecting
the separation selectivity of both achiral and chiral compounds. In general, CEC phase are more retentive than MEKC
phases even when comparing the surfactant of same head groups, linker and chain length. This study showed the
predictive capability of LSER to understand the aforementioned intermolecular processes controlling retention and
enantioselecitivity and by doing so will be able to quantitatively predict the experimental conditions to achieve
acceptable chiral or achiral separations.
Reference
[1] M. Vitha and P. W. Carr, “The chemical interpretation and practice of linear solvation energy relationships in
chromatography,” Journal of Chromatography A, vol. 1126, no. 1-2, pp. 143–194, 2006.
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Abstract Text
Kinetic studies of electrooxidation of alcohols are widely undertaken on different electrode materials and the complete
oxidation to carbon dioxide is aimed whenever the purpose is to develop fuel cells, although variable proportions of
intermediates like aldehydes, ketones and carboxylic acids may be also formed. Ionic or ionizable electrooxidation
products can be measured online with a recently developed EC-CE-C4D flow system[1] and the formation of carboxylates
from some alcohols on gold and platinum electrodes in different media was assessed in this work .
Experiments were performed using a three-electrodes electrochemical cell coupled to a lab-made CE equipment with C4D
detector. Double gold (and platinum) disk electrodes embedded in Kel-F were used as working and auxiliary electrodes
and a silver wire covered with AgCl served as quasi-reference electrode. A silica capillary of 50 µm i.d. and 45 cm length
(20 +/- 2 cm to the detector) was used. The injection was performed during 3 s under 25 kPa and the separation voltage
was 30 kV. The separation BGE used was 30 mM Tris + 10 mM HCl (pH 8.6). The electrooxidation of alcohols with 2 to 5 C
and at a concentration of 1 mM was evaluated in the following electrolytes: 10 mM HNO3 + 1 mM HCl, 10 mM KNO3 + 1
mM KCl and 10 mM NaOH + 1 mM NaCl.
The best electrooxidation time period and potential found were 50 s and 1.5 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) for Au and Pt electrodes in
acid and neutral medium. On Au electrode in alkaline solution the C4D peak signal intensity was lower than in acidic and
neutral ones, however, they appeared at 0.85 V instead of 1.35 V. On both electrodes the signals obtained in acidic
solution were higher than in neutral medium. In acidic solution a noteworthy selectivity effect in terms of carboxylate
yield was observed on similarly polished polycrystalline Au and Pt electrodes, as shown in the figure. While the
pentanoate formation was identical on Pt and Au, by shortening the alcohols’ carbon chain, the conductivity peak areas
increase on Au and decrease gradually on Pt up to a ratio of four for acetate.

Acknowledgments
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[1] Santos, M. S. F., at. al. Anal. Chem. 2012, 84, 7599–7602.
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Abstract Text
The uses of nanotechnology are becoming more prevalent in everyday commercial products; however any potential
health risks or harmful side effects of nanoparticles must be understood. Nanoparticle toxicity has been demonstrated in
animals and cells, but fundamental studies are required to elucidate specific interactions between nanoparticles and
physiologically relevant biomolecules. Conventional affinity methods require excessive quantities of homogeneous
nanoparticles. These barriers are overcome with rapid capillary electrophoresis affinity analyses of nanoparticlebiomolecule interactions. Methods based on capillary electrophoresis separate nanoliter sample volumes of
nanoparticles in minutes based on velocity in an electric field. Under pre-equilibrium conditions affinity binding is
determined by directly assessing bound and free concentrations of biomolecules. Under nonequilibrium conditions the
nanoparticle-equilibrium mixtures can be analyzed in a single capillary electrophoresis separation. This research outlines
the suitability of capillary electrophoresis for different nanoparticles.
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Abstract Text
The analysis of pharmaceuticals is an integral part of an overall drug development process. Due to the increasing
importance of sofosbuvir after it has been approved by the FDA, in 2013, for the treatment of hepatitis C viral infection,
rapid and simple methods for routine analysis and quality control of commercial formulations are very desirable. It should
also be noted that all the current editions of various Pharmacopoeia still don’t have any analytical methods for sofosbuvir
quantification. In this work five accurate methods for the determination of sofosbuvir in tablets: reversed phase high
pressure liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC), capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE), high performance thin layer
chromatography (HPTLC) with densitometric detection, UV spectrophotometric and derivative spectrometry methods,
were developed and validated. The HPLC was carried out using C18 Thermo stationary phase and mobile phase consisted
of 0.1% formic acid-acetonitrile (60 : 40 v/v) with flow rate 1 mL min•1 and UV detection at 260 nm. CZE was performed
using 75 •m × 82 cm fused silica capillary. Detection was carried out at 230 nm with 10 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.50, 30
kV voltage and 25 • C temperature. NP-HPTLC was carried out using HPTLC silica F254 plates, developed with
methanol–chloroform (70:30, v/v) through 19 cm distance. Analysis were scanned with densitometer at 260 nm. UV
spectrophotometry was carried out using 260 nm for direct assay and 215 and 245 nm for the first derivative assay. The
proposed methods proved to be rapid, simple, sensitive, selective and accurate analytical procedures, suitable for reliable
determination of sofosbuvir in tablets for routine quality control. It should be noted that all methods gave acceptable
results with respect to precision and accuracy. The ANOVA test confirmed that there is no significant differences between
the proposed assays, Thus any of these methods can be used for routine analysis of sofosbuvir in commercial tablets.
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Abstract Text
Quality assessment of Cordyceps sinensis, a precious and pricey natural product that offers a variety of health benefits is
highly significant. In this work, the profiles of amino acids and their glucosides in C. sinensis and in cultured Cordyceps
militaris are comparatively investigated by micellar electrokinetic capillary chromatography (MEKC). Samples are
cryogenic milled into powders and extracted with methanol /water (2+1) containing 0.1M HCl. Amino acids extracted out
are derivatized with NBD-F.
The derivatized sample is then separated by MEKC with a 25 mM borate buffer containing 20 mM SDS and 10% methanol.
It is demonstrated that the proposed MEKC separation is very effective for NBD-amino acids present tin these samples.
The separation is completed within 15 min. Amino acids, including lysine, glutamic acid, proline, and phenylalanine are
detected both in C. sinensis and in cultured C. militaris. Interestingly, however, the levels of the glucosides of these amino
acids in these samples are significantly different, indicating a variation in enzymatic activity.
Acknowledgement: The research is partially supported by US National Institutes of Health (GM089557 to YML).
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Abstract Text
An estimated one percent of all microbial life in the environment can be cultivated using standard laboratory conditions.
The remaining ninety-nine percent require complex atmospheres that are not as easily mimicked in the laboratory but are
essential to promote bacterial survival and reproduction. Furthermore, effective separation and characterization of
individual microbial components of these complex atmospheres would be of great value in both environmental and
medical fields; for example, isolated bacterial species can be sequenced and screened for potential use as alternative
energy sources or pharmaceuticals. In this work, we address the challenge of isolating a single strain of bacteria from a
complex environment while maintaining cellular vitality. We use capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE) for the separation of
bacteria within a mixture. We isolate each separated component with an automated fraction collector developed in
house. Viability, and to what degree, will be accomplished in culture. Finally, species identification will be confirmed by
deep sequencing analysis.
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Abstract Text
Artemisin-based combination therapies (ACTs), such as those containing artemether-lumefantrine, have proved to be a
successful treatment of plasmodium falciparum malaria. The effective treatment of vector-borne infections, however, has
been hindered by an influx of poor quality (falsified, substandard, degraded) drugs into many parts of Africa. Initial
detection of artemether-lumefantrine (AL) counterfeits involve the use of Raman spectroscopy, which can confirm
whether or not AL is present but provides little information on all components. For better understanding of the complete
make-up of the counterfeits, mass spectrometry has emerged as an important tool. The information MS provides on
counterfeit composition can allow for tracing and immediate understanding of their health effects, and hence, is vitally
important. Currently, much of the work in fingerprinting via MS analysis must be done outside of the regions directly
impacted by counterfeits as these regions have few facilities with such technology. However, with the increased use of
more cost efficient low-resolution benchtop instruments, the option of providing full information on a fake tablet upon
immediate discovery is becoming possible. The work here involves the direct comparison of just such an MS, a Waters
QDa, compared to a higher resolution Bruker QTOF instrument for determining whether deployment of these lowresource bench-tops could compete with laboratory standard instruments and be advantageous on the front-lines of
counterfeit enforcement in affected areas. Preliminary results have shown that direct analysis in real time (DART)
ionization with the QDa MS offers suitable fingerprinting of counterfeits comparable to higher resolution MS that could
provide a significant advantage in quickly characterizing seized counterfeit ACTs.
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Abstract Text
Gunshot residue (GSR) analyses have been forensically relevant for many years and are well characterized in the
literature. However, the manufacture and distribution of lead-free alternatives to small caliber firearms ammunition is
increasing rapidly as they are environmentally friendly and safer for use in indoor ranges. With this emerging market, the
forensic community must develop and validate methods aimed at the detection of lead-free GSR on the hands of
suspected shooters. This study investigates the use of laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) and scanning electron
microscopy energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDX) as means of characterizing gunshot residues originating from
the discharge of lead-free blank training rounds. The scope of this project is to provide investigators with a chemical
fingerprint for lead-free GSR by LIBS, to fully characterize the rates of error for shooters and non-shooters, and to
determine the amount of time that forensically relevant quantities of lead-free GSR can be recovered from the hands of
shooter. Additionally, this study will serve as a comparison for the analysis of lead-free GSR via LIBS as a rapid and
relatively non-destructive screening method followed by confirmation with SEM-EDX on the preserved evidence.
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Abstract Text
Textile fibers are a major form of trace evidence, and the ability to reliably classify them is useful for forensic scientists.
Before becoming an important source of evidence, fibers discovered at a crime scene are likely to be exposed to multiple
launderings, which can possibly add characteristic fluorescence components on to them. This can be a useful tool for the
identification and analysis of forensic fiber evidence, since detergents usually contain fluorescence whitening agents,
which can modify the original spectra of these fibers if accumulated. The main goal was to distinguish between fibers
exposed to multiple launderings versus those never exposed. A non-destructive technique called fluorescence excitationemission spectroscopy was used to examine alteration in fluorescence spectral fingerprint of single fibers due to exposure
to detergents containing fluorescent whitening agents. 7 top-selling detergents were used to wash fibers composed of
diverse classes of dyes, colors and compositions. Undyed acrylic, cotton and nylon fabrics dyed respectively with basic
green 4, direct blue 1 and acid yellow 17 dyes were washed up to 6 times, and the spectral contribution of each detergent
on single fibers was quantified and shown to reach a maximum after 5 serial washes. However in certain cases, some
detergents even showed statistically meaningful differences to the fiber spectra after only a single wash. Fluorescence
emission spectral profiles were collected and principle component cluster analysis was employed for additional statistical
comparisons and differentiations, which facilitated to determine that the spectra of washed fibers were distinct from
those of dyed, unwashed fibers. We attempt to explain the effects of repetitive laundering on total fluorescence of fibers,
and to determine the number of washes needed to make distinctions between washed and unwashed fibers. Results
indicate that washed and unwashed fibers were distinguishable with 95% accuracy.
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Abstract Text
Raman spectroscopy is a valuable tool for the investigation and analysis of threat materials because it provides a unique
molecular fingerprint that allows for unambiguous target identification. Raman can highly beneficial for this application,
since it is capable of providing in situ surface analysis, can work at standoff distances, and is capable of being conducted
remotely. Current generation Raman systems typically offer very low throughput, are physically large and heavy, and can
only probe an area the size of a tightly focused laser beam, eliminating their ability to be eye-safe and severely hindering
the ability of the system to investigate larger areas efficiently.
The majority of these limitations are directly related to a system’s spectrometer, typically dispersive grating based.
Typical slit-based UV Raman systems require very narrow slit widths and very long focal length optics to accurately
disperse and resolve all light that enters the spectrometer, which tends to make them large and heavy. These limitations
with UV Raman make implementation for applications with SWaP constraints difficult. In order for UV Raman to become
a viable tool for threat detection, an innovative Raman system is needed that addresses these shortcomings.
CISS has begun development on an eye-safe, wide-area hyperspectral UV Raman sensor that overcomes the limitations of
current generation UV Raman systems. The proposed innovation couples a spatial heterodyne spectrometer (SHS), a
novel slit-less spectrometer that operates similar to Michelson interferometer, with a fiber array spectral translator
(FAST) fiber array, a two-dimensional imaging fiber for hyperspectral imagery, to create a novel wide-area hyperspectral
Raman sensor capable of yielding very high spectral resolution in a small form factor while using defocused laser
excitation. This paper will provide an overview of spatial heterodyne spectroscopy and FAST hyperspectral imaging, and
discuss preliminary results.
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Abstract Text
Benzodiazepines are among the most common emerging drugs of abuse, and the presence of benzodiazepines in surface
water and waste water has been reported. A reliable analytical method needs to be developed for the analysis of
benzodiazepines. In the current research, different types of SPE sorbents and solvent system were investigated for
selective extraction and preconcentration of seven common benzodiazepines from water samples surface water and
drinking water. The benzodiazepines studied were alpha-hydroxy alprazolam, alprazolam, clonazepam, diazepam,
lorazepam, Nordiazepam, and Temazepam. Combination of three different SPE sorbents (C18, SDVB, and WAX) and three
solvents (methanol, acetonitrile, and ethyl acetate) were compared to obtain the best sorbent and solvent for all
benzodiazepines studied. Extraction efficiency was determined by HPLC/UV. The SDVB and WAX adsorbent were found to
provide good accuracy (recoveries >85%) and precision (%RSDs < 10%) for analysis of these drugs at ppb level.
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Abstract Text
Each year thousands of wildland fires blaze across the United States causing secondary (“smoke”) damage to numerous
businesses and personal property. Currently there are no specific industry standards or guidelines for determining
wildfire combustion residues. Remediation decisions often rely on anecdotal evidence from occupants. A variety of
particulate methods are used to assess surface contamination but there are few methods for evaluating organic chemical
residues that encompass the wide range of chemical classes produced during wildland fires. The most common
laboratory analysis method for chemical wildland fire damage is solvent extraction for semi-volatile organic compounds
such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. However it is labor intensive, uses harsh chemicals, and does not account for
other classes of chemicals or particulate matter from wildland fires. A new method is being developed employing a
thermal desorption gas chromatography mass spectrometry (TD-GCMS) method. TD-GCMS using novel sorbent beds
decreases the sample preparation substantially and enables sampling of bulk materials by off-gassing. Furthermore, the
method developed is specific to wildland fire events.
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Abstract Text
Of the roughly 60 cannabinoids, delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (•9-THC) is the primary psychoactive molecule found in
cannabis plants. •9-THC and its metabolites have been widely studied.
Delta-8-tetrahydrocannabinol (•8-THC) is an isobaric isomer of •9-THC that differs by the position of a double bond. It
has lower psychoactive potency, more chemically stable, and potentially better medicinal properties than •9-THC.
Cannabinol (CBN) is used to monitor the freshness of the sample since •9-THC easily oxidizes to CBN. Cannabidiol (CBD)
has no psychoactive activity but it has many potent medicinal properties.
These four cannabinoids, CBD, CBN, •9-THC, and •8-THC were analyzed by core-shell HPLC columns. The C18 core-shell
column produced co-eluting peak of •9-THC and •8-THC. The peak shapes in this column were fronting under the MSfriendly experimental condition.
Cosmocore Cholester is a core-shell HPLC column that has similar hydrophobicity as C18. The rigid cholesterol functional
group provides it with higher steric selectivity to resolve •9-THC and •8-THC peaks. The peak shapes were symmetrical
using MS-compatible solvents as the mobile phase.
Other cannabinoids and metabolites are also successfully separated and identified to the baseline level.
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Abstract Text
Micellar Electrokinetic Capillary Chromatography (MEKC) has been used to separate numerous classes of compounds,
including explosives and their residues. The most popular micellar system employed in these studies is sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS) and detection is almost always performed using an absorbance system. While MEKC using SDS micelles
results in adequate resolution of explosives and their residues, these micelles are not compatible with mass spectrometric
detection due to their lack of volatility. The goal of this work was to prove the usefulness of MEKC with a volatile micellar
system, perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA), for the separation of the explosives and residues in EPA Mixes 8330A and B along
with other related compounds. Further, the method reported herein is shown to have utility in identifying and
quantifying several of these compounds in water, sand and soil samples.
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Abstract Text
Routine screenings for drugs of abuse are often performed with either presumptive techniques such as color tests or
confirmatory techniques such as GC-MS and LC-MS. Although these techniques still represent the gold standard for
routine analysis and identification of drugs of abuse, presumptive tests are designed to identify the presence of a set of
possible drugs and chromatography-based methods are time-consuming. Direct analysis in real time – mass spectrometry
(DART-MS) has been shown as an attractive method for rapid, real time detection and identification of drugs of abuse. In
an effort to improve the level of confidence for drug identification, the utility of in-source fragmentation and reverse
search libraries was investigated. For our detection system, a DART source was interfaced to a single quadrupole mass
spectrometer as a means of providing a low cost instrument with the capability of in-source fragmentation. The voltage
applied to the mass spectrometer sample cone was varied to induce various degrees of fragmentation. A reverse search
library of the most characteristic precursor and fragment ions for a collection of drugs of abuse was created and
evaluated to determine performance. Mass spectral data, including in-source fragmentation data, were obtained in
seconds per sample. The reverse library search resulted in 100% identification with lower limits of detection of 0.5 ppm
with our particular instrument. DART-MS in combination with reverse library search provides an attractive method for
rapid, confirmatory screening of drugs of abuse.
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Abstract Text
Homemade and improvised explosive devices (IEDs), have become a popular weapon for terrorist action at home and
abroad, necessitating research to develop new analytical methods for trace explosives vapor. A typical trace vapor
analysis involves sorbent trapping, followed by desorption and gas-chromatographic analysis. Importantly, both sorbent
trapping and gas chromatographic separation involve similar fundamental analyte-stationary phase interactions, but with
different optimization criteria. In this work, we examine the potential of an approach combining sorbent sampling and
preconcentration with partial separation achieved through temperature-programmed thermal desorption to eliminate
the need for a separate gas chromatographic separation and thus reduce analytical complexity and analysis time of trace
explosive vapors. A novel sorbent trap was formulated in which glass tubes were coated with a sol-gel based polymer
stationary phase and installed in a programmable-temperature gas chromatograph inlet that was directly connected to a
mass-selective detector. Methods for polymer synthesis and coating were developed and optimized in order to create a
thermally stable polymer apparatus viable for analyte desorption and separation. The capability of the system to separate
trace vapor mixtures was evaluated, as were the run-to-run reproducibility of sorption, sampling, and separation
characteristics.
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Abstract Text
Studying the emission of volatile compounds from the decomposition of animal carcasses will be beneficial to the forensic
community by providing important information about chemical compounds that are emitted from various tissues of
animal carcasses and their relationship to the different stages of the decomposition process. In this study, the
decomposition of pig carcasses and the relative decomposition rates of various swine tissues were studied. The influence
of environmental media in the decomposition process was minimized by conducting the study of decomposing tissues in
glass vessels that are configured with a leak-proof design for efficient collection of compounds emitted from the
degradation of tissues. Samples were collected approximately 3 time a week over a period of ten weeks using preevacuated bottles or canisters that were analyzed by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) with analyte
enrichment on a 3-trap preconcentrator. The cryofocusing GC-MS technique was able to detect compounds with carbon
numbers ranging from 3 to 14 down to 0.1 parts per billion by volume or ppbv levels. The emissions from the
decomposition of porcine tissues include alkanes, alkenes, ketones, aldehydes, alcohols, and organic sulfides. The
presence of sulfur-containing compounds, such as carbon disulfide, methanethiol, dimethylsulfide, dimethyldisulfide, and
dimethyltrisulfide, could be linked to the biochemical degradation of sulfur-containing amino acids like methionine,
cystine, and cysteine. Lipids or fatty tissues in the swine parts are also related to the production of ketones and alcohols
that are potentially useful for predicting post-mortem intervals.
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Abstract Text
Mass spectrometry is a gold-standard for chemical analysis despite a traditional constraint to laboratory settings. Price,
size, and the needs for significant power and trained operators have limited conventional instrumentation. Portable mass
spectrometry is possible by operating at higher pressures of background gas (•1 Torr) and by using air instead of helium
as the buffer gas. Pumping requirements are significantly diminished, leading to fully hand-portable devices. Fieldportable instruments are crucial for time-sensitive applications such as rapid threat detection. Fast information enables
appropriate response procedures, mitigating harm. Many response protocols require significant resources and are only
effective for a specific threat. Analytical selectivity is therefore extremely important for threat detection; false positives
must be eliminated while maintaining low limits of detection.
Mass spectrometry is inherently selective by measuring a compound’s mass-to-charge ratio. This selectivity can be
improved with tandem mass spectrometry. Collision induced dissociation (CID) can be achieved in an ion trap with no
extra electrodes or power supplies, making it attractive for portable instruments. Identification of analytes is aided with
analysis of the fragmentation patterns of trapped ions. CID has been demonstrated in microscale cylindrical ion traps (r0 =
170-500 µm) at pressures up to and above 1 Torr of air. A wide variety of compounds have been fragmented, and studies
have explored the most effective conditions for efficient fragmentation. Drive frequency and critical trap dimensions are
factors in determination of the pseudopotential well depth, which is important for stably trapping a fragmented ion.
Increasing frequency, up to 25 MHz, is shown to result in more efficient charge conversion.
Collision-induced dissociation is studied in microscale ion traps with high drive rf frequency for improving the selectivity
of high pressure mass spectrometers.
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Abstract Text
At borders, security check-points, and crime scenes, officials need an efficient test for explosive and gun powder
residues. This work describes the development and evaluation of a microfluidic paper-based analytical device
([micro]PAD) that is intended to be used for the rapid detection of aromatic compounds present in gunpowder residue.
The [micro]PAD offers benefits of rapid prototyping, reduced cost, disposability, and ease of transport, which is important
for an application that is designed for use in the field. Similar work has been reported in the literature for a [micro]PADbased colorimetric assay that detects aromatics from explosives (Pesenti et al., Analytical Chemistry, 2014, 86, 4707-14).
The [micro]PAD presented here was designed using AutoCAD software and patterned onto chromatography paper of
various grades with a dedicated printer using wax-based ink to define fluidic flow paths. A panel of common residues was
evaluated on paper in order to better understand experimental limitations, prior to the acquisition of real samples from
local authorities (e.g., campus police) that are able to provide substrate containing residue. Two different types of
analysis were explored: a colorimetric response on paper and the extraction of sample from the paper for traditional
benchtop analysis using in-house instrumentation (e.g., infrared or absorbance spectroscopy). The latter analysis could
prove beneficial for follow-up analysis after an initial colorimetric screening “in the field”.
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Abstract Text
Pyrethrins are terpenoid esters derived from the flowers of Chrysanthemum cinerariifolium. The pyrethrin family
includes six similar compounds containing a cyclopropane core, named pyrethrin 1 and 2, cinerin 1 and 2 and jasmolin 1
and 2. Pyrethrins both repel and kill insects by delaying the closure of voltage-gated sodium ion channels in the nerve
cells. The insecticidal and insect repellent properties of these compounds have been known for millennia and
Chrysanthemum species have long been cultivated for this purpose. Interest in using pyrethrin insecticides is growing
because of their low toxicity to humans (allowing home use) and favorable, fast biodegradability. On the negative side,
pyrethrum oil can trigger allergic reactions in susceptible people. It is also toxic to bees with fatal doses as low as 0.02
micrograms, thus requiring very cautious application. With their increasing use in agricultural and consumer products,
there is a need for improved analytical techniques both to assure product quality and to monitor the fate of pyrethrins in
the environment. Current reversed phase HPLC methods using UV detection fail to fully resolve the closely eluting
components without excessively long run times. In this work, we show that a new UHPLC system comprising a binary
parallel pump capable of operating at pressures up to 1500 bar, a high sensitivity diode-array detector with new light-pipe
technology and an integrated charged aerosol detector, enables the resolution and detection of more compounds in
pyrethrum oil in less time than previously possible.
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Abstract Text
Tannic acid wax emulsions were developed for the spray application of tannic acid to agricultural plants. Research has
shown that tannic acid can be used as a biopesticide to protect crops such as wheat and barley from Fusarium head blight
(FHB) disease caused by the Fusarium fungus. Commercial fungicides used to protect crops from FHB include
metconazole, tebuconazole, and prothiconazole. However, recent research indicated that tannic acid, a natural product,
could be used to effectively protect crops from FHB. One objective of this research was to develop analytical techniques
to measure residual fungicides or tannic acid that had been sprayed on crops for protection against FHB. Measuring the
residual tannic acid on treated plants would help determine whether this could be an effective alternate treatment for
protection against FHB for agricultural crops. HPLC was used to quantify residual tannic acid, and gas chromatography
was used to quantify the residual commercial fungicides on treated plants.
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Abstract Text
The benzoylcyclohexanedione (triketone) herbicides mesotrione and tembotrione and benzoylpyrazole herbicide
topramezone have recently been released for commercial use in corn production. The objective of this study was to
develop and validate a new method for the simultaneous extraction of mesotrione with its two degradation products 4methylsulfonyl-2-nitrobenzoic acid (MNBA) and 2-amino-4-methylsulfonyl-benzoic acid (AMBA), tembotrione and
topramezone from agricultural soil. Our analytical method is based on microwave-assisted extraction (MAE) followed by
reversed-phase liquid chromatography, using gradient elution with acetonitrile and acidified water (pH 2.2) and diode
array detection at 205 and 220 nm. MAE operational parameters (solvent type and volume, extraction temperature and
time) were optimized with respect to the extraction efficiency of the target compounds from dry soils fortified at 0.2 and
0.1 mg kg[sup]-1[/sup]. The highest recoveries (70-94 % for herbicides and MNBA and <30 % for AMBA), with satisfactory
method precision (RSD •20 %), were achieved by extraction of soil with solvent mixture [Psi] (methanol, 0.1 mol L[sup]1[/sup] HCl) = 9:1 at 60 [degree]C for 5 min. The method has proven suitable for residue analysis of target herbicides and
MNBA in neutral, low humic silt loam soils, with an analyte detection limit of 0.002 mg kg[sup]-1[/sup] of soil dry mass.
This study has been supported in full by the Croatian Science Foundation under project No. 8366.
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Abstract Text
A simple and rapid method for the extraction and detection of the antiparasitics Diflubenzuron and Azamethiphos in the
soft tissue of the mussel species M. chilensis was developed and validated. The compounds were extracted from the
mussel using the QuEChERS method (quick, easy, cheap, effective, rugged, and safe), to later be detected and quantified
by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) using an diode array detector (Diflubenzuron) and fluorescence
(Azamethiphos). The limit of quantification (LOQ) was 100 ng/g for both analytes. The coefficient of variation for
repeatability and intermediate precision was less than 10%. The calibration curve was
linear between 20 and 400 ng/ml (Azamethiphos) and between 25 and 400 ng/ml (Diflubenzuron).The recovery of the
analytes was over 80%.
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Abstract Text
Ion Chromatography (IC) is the preferred method for the determinations of anions and cations in aqueous samples using
conductivity detection. Improvements in chromatographic hardware, column and detection technology have increased
the range of solutes which can be analyzed and also lowered the levels at which they can be detected. Despite its
widespread use, by far the most significant application of IC is the routine determination of the common inorganic anions,
fluoride, chloride, nitrite, bromide, nitrate, phosphate and sulfate, in drinking water and wastewater samples.
In this work, a borate/gluconate eluent was used with a high resolution anion-exchange column in the non-suppressed
mode. This eluent has shown to give the best overall separation selectivity for the common inorganic anions. For
determination of monovalent and divalent cations, lithium, sodium, ammonium, potassium, magnesium, calcium,
strontium and barium, an EDTA/nitric acid eluent was used with a high resolution cation-exchange column in the nonsuppressed mode. Samples of drinking water and waste water were analyzed to determine the levels of both anions and
cations in these water matrices.
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Abstract Text
Micellar liquid chromatography (MLC) has been used primarily for the separation of neutral analytes of varying polarities,
most commonly phenols and polyaromatic hydrocarbons, but has not been used to study aromatic carboxylic acids. We
have studied the separation of hydroxybenzoic acid mixtures, including monohydroxybenxoic and dihydroxybenzoic acid
geometric isomers by MLC. SDS was investigated as the modifying surfactant on a C18 UHPLC column (100 x 2.1 mm, 1.8
•m). The addition of only SDS (no organic solvent) to the mobile phase reduced the influence of hydrophobic interactions
while improving the retention times, resolution, and peak shapes, even at concentrations below the CMC of SDS (0.23%).
The separation of seven hydroxybenzoic acids, including six dihydroxybenzoic acid geometric isomers and one
trihydroxybenzoic acid, was achieved with high efficiency using 0.1% SDS in 1.84 mM sulfuric acid (pH = 2.43) mobile
phase, in less than six minutes with a flow rate of 0.3 mL/min, and in less than four minutes with a flow rate of 0.7
mL/min. Six monohydroxybenzoic acid isomers were also effectively separated by MLC, using a 0.35% SDS mobile phase
modifier, in less than twenty minutes with a flow rate of 0.3 mL/min, and in less than fourteen minutes with a flow rate of
0.7 mL/min. Solute-micelle equilibrium constants and partition coefficients were calculated for six monohydroxybenzoic
acids based on a plot of MLC retention factor vs. mobile phase micelle concentration. All aromatic carboxylic acid isomers
studied can be classified as binding solutes in the MLC retention mechanism. Less effective separations were observed
with shorter chain anionic surfactants (C6, C9, C10), leading to higher retention times and poor peak shapes. It was
concluded that SDS is the preferred modifying surfactant for the examined separations.
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Abstract Text
Hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography (HILIC) has become increasingly popular as an alternative to reversed
phase LC due to its ease of separating complex polar compound mixtures and the compatibility of the mobile phase with
mass spectrometry. The variation of a third solvent such as a series of alcohols from methanol to isopropanol in the
mobile phase has been shown to be effective at increasing the retention factors for polar analytes. A HILIC simulation
study has predicted a non-water miscible third solvent will markedly increase polar solute retention over that with a
water miscible third solvent. This is because the non-water miscible solvent will remain in the acetonitrile (MeCN) layer
providing a strong polarity contrast to the water rich stationary phase. We have found the addition of such a third
solvent to the mobile phase of MeCN and ammonium acetate buffer has proven effective at separating aromatic acid
geometric isomers (particularly m- and p-). With a plain silica column (150mm x 4.6mm) and a mobile phase comprised of
MeCN/ammonium acetate (pH 7)/pentane (90/5/5), the separation of three hydroxybenzoic acid isomers, three
hydroxycinnamic acid isomers, syringic acid, and vanillic acid can be achieved in about 60 min with close to baseline
resolution. The presence of both the buffer and organic solvent are important and their concentration and type need to
be studied. Variation of the acid, base buffer components is underway. We plan to characterize pairs of aprotic ternary
solvents such as 2-butanone/ethyl acetate and pentane/heptane which have similar polarities but quite different
solubilities in water. The retention trend may vary as a function of both solvent polarity and water solubility since
aromatic acids are structurally both polar and nonpolar.
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Abstract Text
The goal of this work is to show the important link between instrument characteristics and resulting chromatography.
Specifically, the internal diameter of a column should be matched to instrument characteristics such as system volume
and dispersion in order to produce optimal chromatography. If the instrument is not designed to run smaller ID columns,
the resulting chromatography may show peak broadening, loss of resolution, and decreased peak capacity. Any peak
broadening or loss of resolution will be especially problematic for complex separations that contain many peaks, or for
separations which require a minimum resolution between critical pairs.
In order to achieve high quality separations using 1.0 mm ID columns, the user must be cognizant of the LC instrument
characteristics and the potential negative effects it may have on the chromatography. In order to maximize resolution
between critical pairs, it is important to have the lowest possible dispersion in the instrument system. If this volume
cannot be decreased to achieve chromatographic resolution, column length can be increased. However, this comes at a
price of increased system pressure, increased run time, increased solvent usage, and lower overall throughput.
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Abstract Text
A sample matrix that includes both hydrophobic and hydrophilic substances are difficult to analyze by reversed phase
chromatography (RPC) or hydrophilic interaction chromatography (HILIC) alone. The analysis of such matrices requires
the separation using both an RPC column and a HILIC column. Herein, we describe the method for analyzing both
hydrophobic and hydrophilic compounds simultaneously with one column by applying RPC/HILIC continuous analysis
method.
First, the transition in the retention behavior of hydrophilic compounds (Cytosine, Uridine and Uracil) and hydrophobic
compounds (Toluene and Naphthalene) corresponding to changing CH3CN ratio was examined by using CH3CN / H2O as
eluent. Chromatographic separation was conducted using RPC column (4.6mmI.D. ×150mmL) packed with
polyhydroxymethacrylate. As a result, the retention order was reversed in two conditions, 30% CH3CN and 90% CH3CN. It
is suggested that the RPC mode acts in low CH3CN concentration and the HILIC mode act in high CH3CN concentration. By
taking account of other conditions, it is confirmed that the RCP mode appears in under 50% CH3CN condition and HILIC
mode appears in above 70% CH3CN condition.
Second, the analysis for a commercially available energy drink by LC/MS with gradient condition from RPC mode to HILIC
mode continuously was attempted. As a result, the method that both hydrophobic and hydrophilic compound can be
separated in a single measurement was established with twice sample injection. This method realizes quick equilibration
as switching the mode and rapid analysis.
The polymer-based RPC column containing hydroxyl group which was considered this time has a unique performance that
can be applied to HILIC mode as well. This column realizes efficient analysis for hydrophobic compound and hydrophilic
compound in a single measurement.
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Abstract Text
KNAUER has been manufacturing world-class HPLC instruments for the past five decades. One of our key competencies is
the development of robust and highly sensitive diode array detectors. The latest devices to come to market are
characterized by an optimized optical bench, active temperature control and wide range of flow cells covering numerous
application fields. Furthermore, with the aid of a cartridge adapter cell, remote flow cells can be installed on these
detectors via fiber optic cables. The fiber optics flow cells have the advantage that they can be decoupled from the
detector and mounted for instance directly onto the column outlet. This eliminates the delay volume between column
outlet and detector. Other remote flow cells applications include detection in high temperature and hazardous
environments. The DAD detectors can be controlled via various Chromatographic Data Systems.
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Abstract Text
In chromatography selectivity is often hard to achieve in a simple manner, complex samples often require a complex
mobile phase system to be produced that is not seen as productive, reproducible and easily transferable between sites.
We discuss the use of a novel di-phenyl bonded phase chemistry which allows the use of simple mobile phase systems
even for complex sample types, such as positional isomers, loss of functional groups and metabolites which are closely
related.
We discuss the use of this unique stationary phase in terms of its physical and chemical characteristics and stability,
particularly in MS where the unique bonding function allows for a stable baseline to be achieved. No “MS-bleed” is
achieved and this in turn allows sensitivity and resolution to be optimised.
We compare to both traditional C18 chemistry and also to other phenol functionalities in terms of the extra selectivity
and extra stability that is available.
Applications highlighting the unique selectivity that can be achieved with simple mobile phases and unique di-phenyl
functionality are shown, examples of positional isomers, metabolites and other closely related species are referenced.
Which mobile phases are best and how simplicity is retained due to the unique nature of the stationary phase.
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Abstract Text
Organo-silica hybrid monoliths have proven to be hydrolytically stable materials for liquid chromatography. The
preparation of such materials follows the typical sol-gel process, but using at least one silane precursor that will impart
the organic character to the otherwise inorganic silica network. To achieve chromatographic selectivity, the surface of the
monolithic column can contain a moiety of interest incorporated through bulk modification during synthesis or by further
attachment to the surface. Herein, we report the synthesis of an allyl-silica hybrid monolith, which has been modified to
produce a carbonaceous surface. The monolith has been characterized by infrared spectroscopy (IR), thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA), and surface gas adsorption. The monolithic column was tested under liquid chromatographic conditions to
assess the retention behavior of probe compounds. Details of the synthesis, modification of the surface, and the
physicochemical as well as the preliminary results for the chromatographic characterization will be presented.
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Abstract Text
High performance liquid chromatography is one of the most used analytical techniques. Therefore, testing the
performance of a chromatography system is fundamental to verifying its suitability to produce reliable results. Here, we
tested three ultra-high pressure liquid chromatography (UPLC) instruments by examining the key functions of each
system, each consisting of a pump, auto-injector, column thermostat, and absorbance detector. The three UPLC systems
used in this study are the Agilent 1290, the Vanquish from Thermo Fisher, and the Nexera X2 from Shimadzu. The
following performance factors were evaluated: injector linearity and carryover, accuracy and precision of temperature
control, pressure ripple, pump mixing accuracy, retention time fluctuation, extra-column volume and dwell volume
determination, gradient accuracy, flow rate accuracy, and detector linearity. The largest variability was found for
temperature control accuracy, pressure ripple, and pump mixing accuracy. Such tests were designed to identify any
problems that adversely affect system performance when using these UPLC systems, including retention time
irreproducibility, low sensitivity, or potential method transfer failure or issues.
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Abstract Text
Over the past decade, ion chromatography using electrolytic technologies for eluent production and suppression have
emerged as the standard for ion analysis. Referred to as Reagent-Free Ion Chromatography[circumflex O](RFIC),
deionized water is used as the pumped phase to electrochemically generate an acid or base eluent. For anion analysis,
deionized water is pumped to the electrolytic eluent generator where potassium hydroxide is produced. The purity of
the potassium hydroxide is largely dependent on the purity of the deionized water. Deionized water with a resistance of
at least 18.0 M[omega]-cm is recommended for RFIC[circumflex O], but in practice, the resistance of the deionized water
in the eluent bottle is typically 1 M[omega]-cm as a result of the absorption of ambient carbon dioxide. The potassium
hydroxide eluent now contains potassium carbonate which causes an increase in the suppressed background
conductivity, a higher gradient blank and will effect quantitation of analytes. Other common anions in deionized water
such as chloride and sulfate can also cause an increase in the gradient blank.
In this poster, we will describe an electrolytic water purifier which integrates directly into the ion chromatograph. This
point-of-use approach ensures that the water used for electrolytic eluent generation is essentially ion-free. Since the
pressure drop through the electrolytic water purifier is very low, no additional pump or pressurized reservoir is required.
Data will be presented which shows a reduction in the suppressed background conductivity and the gradient blank for
carbonate and other interfering anions. The ability to maintain consistent system performance even as the deionized
water is contaminated with carbonate and trace ions will also be demonstrated.
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Abstract Text
Functionalized multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) exhibit unique chemical and physical properties that
significantly enhance separation in capillary electrokinetic Chromatography (EKC). In this investigation, MWCNTs have
been functionalized with hydroxyl, carboxylic and sulfonic groups and evaluated over a wide range of electrolyte
composition with various neutral and charged species, e.g., alkylbenzenes, phenylalkyl alcohols, dansyl amino acids,
barbiturates, urea herbicides and some aromatics. Functionalized CNTs have been characterized by spectroscopic
methods. In all cases, the results on the functionalized MWCNTs were compared to those obtained on unmodified
MWCNTs in the presence of SDS in the running electrolyte. The ratio of MWCNTs to SDS affected the electrokinetic
systems under investigation significantly in terms of migration time window and in turn system resolution. Plots of log k’
of the same solutes on the various MWCNTs were used to evaluate the retention energetics as well as the hydrophobic
phase ratios. While the various MWCNTs showed homoenergetic retention behaviors, they differed in terms of their
hydrophobicity with the sulfonated ones being the least hydrophobic toward all solutes examined. The migration time
window of the functionalized MWCNTs was quite wide allowing the separation of the various neutral and charged species
investigated with high selectivity and resolution, and yielded a plate count reaching as high as 184,000 plates/m.
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Abstract Text
The majority of applications using electrochemical detection in liquid chromatography have been performed with
oxidative electrochemical detection. There are relatively few reports on the use of reductive electrochemical detection in
liquid chromatography. The liquid chromatography-electrochemical detection (LC-ED) applications would become much
more popular if a sensitive and reliable reductive electrochemical detection method can be developed. Advances in this
field have been relatively slow due in part to the difficulties of making experimental measurements with the reductive
detection with dissolved oxygen in the mobile phase. It often requires a special procedure to eliminate the oxygen to
achieve sensitive and reliable results.
In this paper, a reductive electrochemical detection method was developed for the detection of organic hydroperoxides
after liquid chromatographic separation without a special step for removing dissolved oxygen. The mobile phase and
detection potential were found to be critical to achieve good analytical performance. With the optimized mobile phase
and detection potential, the detection limits of organic hydroperoxides were determined to be 19.3 µM (t-butyl
hydroperoxide) and 22.5 µM (cumene hydroperoxides) using a 20 µl injection volume. Calibration plots for both
hydroperoxides are linear from 30 µM to 10,000 µM.
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Abstract Text
The purpose of this work was to develop a quantitative glycan profiling assay that is simple, fast, and eliminates the hassle
of labeling glycans with a fluorophore. The method is intended for characterization and quality control of glycoproteins
biotherapeutics. High performance liquid chromatography with charged aerosol detection (HPLC-CAD) uses a volatile
mobile phase fully compatible with mass spectrometry in case further characterization is desired. The oligosaccharide
component of glycoproteins is a key determinant of their function. Changes in the number, type, composition or linkage
pattern of these glycans may serve as a biomarker of disease or influence the efficacy of a biotherapeutic product. For
this reason, the ability to correctly identify and measure these glycans is of scientific interest, and to do so reliably, quickly
and inexpensively is of practical benefit. This work explores direct detection of native glycans as an alternative to the
common techniques for glycan analysis that rely on labeling reactions to render glycans detectable. The lack of a
detectable chromophore in native glycans is overcome by using HPLC with charged aerosol detection, which can
quantitatively measure any non-volatile compound. Glycans released from various proteins were analyzed including those
from bovine fetuin and alpha acid glycoprotein. Quantitative performance including precision, detection limits and
dynamic range is presented. Figures of merit include sensitivity at the low nanogram on-column level, dynamic range over
two orders of magnitude, and peak area precision averaging less than three percent RSD. By responding directly to any
non-volatile compound, charged aerosol detection is able to quantify unlabeled N-linked glycans. The uniform response of
charged aerosol detection also provides simple, accurate and precise estimates of relative concentration even in the
absence of pure primary standards.
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Abstract Text
Several drug candidates have limited bioavailability or stability due to their inherent chemical properties. The formation
of a non-covalent inclusion complex with hydrophobic “guest” molecules can be used to alter the bioavailability of these
drugs. An integrated UHPLC system with orthogonal and complementary diode array detector and charged aerosol
detector (CAD) is used to separate and detect an inclusion complex containing cyclodextrin and ketoprofen. Beta
cyclodextrin has a ring structure containing seven sugars but since it is comprised of carbohydrate molecules it does not
possess a suitable chromophore for UV detection and is only detected by a universal detector. The drug, ketoprofen can
be measured by both UV and a universal detector. A reverse phase HPLC method was developed, using a long porous C18
UHPLC column and gradient elution chromatography. The Corona Veo CAD provides the sensitivity and linearity of
correlation that is required for quantification of compounds with non-chrompohore characteristics. This method has
several advantages since the integrated system offers high precision performance for drug formulations. The %RSD on
retention time was quite low and calibration curves for ketoprofen also exhibit excellent correlations (R2 of 0.999 for
both the UV and charged aerosol detectors).
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Abstract Text
High performance HPLC/UHPLC core-shell material is the latest technological advancement in chromatographic media.
When used under analytical conditions, core-shell particles show improved efficiency and performance over fully porous
particles of equivalent particle size.1,2
With the recent commercialization of a lower pressure 5 µm core-shell media, it is now possible to offer core-shell media
in a preparative format (>20 mm ID) that’s compatible with standard prep LC systems.
In this poster, we will demonstrate that this new 5 µm core-shell particle size, available in a variety of bonded phases, can
be packed efficiently in preparative format with internal diameter greater than 2 centimeters. We will highlight the
advantage of such product for the isolation of antioxidant chlorogenic acid from Green Coffee extract.
Reference;
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Abstract Text
Developing an HPLC assay and impurity method for oxymorphone was of interest to support drug product development.
A survey of the available published and compendial methods was limited for oxymorphone, particularly for impurity
methods, prompting development efforts. Reversed phase HPLC on multiple columns was attempted, but exhibited
issues with peak shape and retention. This led to the evaluation of a hydrophobic interaction liquid chromatography
(HILIC) retention mechanism, which improved these performance aspects and led to the development of an improved
assay and impurity method for oxymorphone.
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Abstract Text
Analytical methods used for testing of pharmaceutical raw materials and finished products are often transferred across
organizations or to contract partners that utilize instrument from different vendors. It is therefore essential for the
analytical laboratories to successfully transfer these methods to ensure product consistency and compliance with the
regulations. Effective method transfer generates equivalent results for the same analysis independent of the instrument,
laboratory, or the resources. This is important as it eliminates the need to revalidate the method, which is time
consuming and costly.
In this work, we present transfer of the HPLC method for related substances analysis of metoclopramide HCl between
different LC systems. Additionally, we will demonstrate a method improvement by scaling this method to a column with a
smaller particle size. The HPLC method will be scaled to smaller particle size using the Waters ACQUITY Columns
Calculator. The success of the method transfer to the new instrumentation will be measured by examining
chromatographic separation for comparable results and verifying that the system suitability results of replicate injections
meet the specifications defined in the USP General Chapter <621> Chromatography.
As shown in this study, the transfer of the method between LC systems, as well as method improvements by migration to
a column with smaller particle size was successful. The chromatographic separation between all the peaks were
comparable on both systems. The system suitability results for each component were in excellent agreement with the
USP specifications and comparable on both systems.
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Abstract Text
Monolithic stationary phases (SP) that are used in capillary columns are prepared with either organic or inorganic
materials. The porous body is synthesized inside the capillary by an organic free radical reaction or by the sol-gel process
with inorganic precursors.
The goal of this work was the preparation and characterization of new monolithic stationary phases for cLC using a
mixture of polyethylene glycol (PEG) (M = 10 000 g/mol), acetic acid, water and then modified with zirconium or titanium
alkoxides. The SP were compared to silica monoliths prepared by the sol-gel process using tetramethoxysilane, PEG, urea
and acetic acid.
The new SP were submitted to physical-chemical characterization (thermogravimetric analysis, Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR), elemental analysis, X-ray fluorescence and imaging techniques (scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and 3D structural characterization using synchrotron radiation). The capillary columns were submitted to
chromatographic characterization by the separation of two mixtures of aromatic hydrocarbons in the HILIC (hydrophilicinteraction chromatography) mode. These results were compared with commercial silica-based C18 SP (5 µm of particle
size; 150 mm) and with monolithic silica-based SP prepared by the sol-gel process. The results showed that these new
stationary phases based in metallic oxides have the potential to be used in cLC for the separation of small molecules in
the HILIC mode.
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Abstract Text
Supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) is a powerful and interesting tool used to characterize chromatographic columns.
The method used for stationary phases (SP) classification and comparison in SFC uses the key-solutes quantitative
structure-retention relationship (QSRR), based on the linear solvation energy relationship (LSER) model and in the
Abraham descriptors [1,2] obtained by multilinear regression of retention factors of specific groups of aromatic solutes.
In this work, SP for high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and SFC (type C8, C18, phenyl, etc.) were evaluated
using LSER model using subcritical conditions (CO2:organic modifier (90:10, v/v); flow: 3 mL min-1; temperature: 25 °C;
outlet pressure: 15 MPa/60oC and UV detection at 210 nm).
The results reveleaded different profiles of separation based on the retention factors and different selectivities depending
of the organic modifier used (Figure 1; k-k plot for C18 SP using methanol (MeOH) and acetonitrile (ACN) as organic
modifier).
References
[1] C.F. Poole, S. K. Poole, J. Chromatogr. A 965 (2002) 263.
[2] M. Vitha, P. W. Carr, J. Chromatogr. A 1126 (2006) 143.
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Abstract Text
A column packed with core shell particles has been widely used on HPLC and UHPLC, because it showed not only excellent
column efficiency but also lower back pressure than sub-2 um column. More than 20 kinds of core shell column are
available in the market. Recently high stability under a basic pH condition has been requested for a core shell reversedphase as well as a fully porous C18. In this study, dense end-capping using a difunctional silyl-reagent was evaluated as an
encapsulated type end-capping.
1,5-dichlorohexamethyltrisiloxane or/and 1.2-bis(dimethoxymethyl)ethane and trimethoxyoctadecylsilane were bonded.
These reagents were bonded on 2.6 um core shell silica at three kinds of mixture ratio. The column life was measured to
elute the mobile phase adjusted at pH10 or pH 11. The peak shape of acidic, basic and metal chelating compounds was
compared with the other brand C18s.
The Stability of core shell C18s with seven kinds of coverage of the end-capping was tested using methanol/50 mM
phosphate buffer pH 11=10/90 as a mobile phase. The most stable core shell C18 was synthesized with a mixture of two
reagents with 1:1 ratio. In comparison with three other brand C18s including hybridized core shell C18 not only regarding
a column life under pH 10.5 condition at 60 degree Celsius but also regarding peak shape of acidic, basic and metal
chelating compounds, proposed most stable C18 showed the highest stability and the best peaks.
The proposed encapsulated dense end-capping could make the stability under basic pH conditions high without
deterioration of a peak shape.
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Abstract Text
Counter current extraction is a method of step-wise extractions involving the movement of analytes by partitioning
through a series of stationary phase fractions through step-wise mobile phase transfers. This allows analytes in the
sample to be separated based on their affinity to the stationary and mobile phase (i.e. their partition coefficient). Counter
current extraction can serve as a conceptual bridge for students between liquid-liquid chromatography and column
chromatography. The interactive program written simulates counter current extraction of either two or three analytes
with user control of the volume of the mobile phase and stationary phase, partition coefficient of each analyte, and how
many Stationary phase fractions are used and the number of extraction step. The program was written using Processing
software (available at Processing.org) and the program is run through Java. This program can be used as a way to
visualize the concept of chromatography and counter current extraction, and how each variable alters the separation of
the analytes.
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Abstract Text
Aluminum containing compounds are used extensively in cosmetics, pharmaceuticals and over-the-counter (OTC)
products. A number of them are used as active ingredients in antiperspirant products. Most OTC antiperspirants contain
aluminum chloride or aluminum chlorohydrate as being the main active ingredient. In USA, the FDA allows OTC sale of
antiperspirants containing 15%-25% aluminum (with the amount varying based on the specific compound used).
Aluminum-based compounds are also used in antacid formulations. Aluminum hydroxide and magnesium hydroxide act
as antacids by neutralizing stomach acid that result in an increasing pH in the stomach. United States Pharmacopeia (USP)
has adopted several different assays for aluminum in various OTC products. These analytical techniques include
complexometric titration, chelatometric titration, ion-exclusion, and reversed-phase liquid chromatography. Aluminum
can be determined using Ion Chromatography (IC) with an easy setup and fast run time.
Here, we report the validation of an IC method for the determination of aluminum in OTC formulations with a cationexchange column and post column derivatization. We demonstrated the results for two OTC products; antacid and
antiperspirant. Figure 1 shows the chromatogram of antacid and antiperspirant. For antacid, a suspension formulation
was used and for antiperspirant, solid sticks were used. This method uses an IonPac CS10 (4 × 250 mm) column and post
column addition of Tiron, a colorimetric reagent, followed by UV absorbance. The method was evaluated in terms of
linearity, precision, accuracy, ruggedness, and limit of quantitation for aluminum. The calibration results show that the
detection is linear over the concentration range (1.5- 45 mg/L), with a coefficient of determination >0.9999. Spike
recoveries for Aluminum in antacid sample are within 99-101%, for the antiperspirants is 75-110%. The estimated LOD
and LOQ for Aluminum found to be 0.032 and 0.107 mg/L respectively.
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Abstract Text
The study was undertaken with the objectives of determining the percentage purity of the active components of thirty
two brands of five categories of antibiotics sold in Idumota pharmaceutical market, Lagos, Nigeria. Metronidazole,
Tetracycline, Ciprofloxacin, Erythromycin Stearate and Cotrimoxazole (TMP and SMZ) tablets were studied.
The assay was carried out using HPLC with variable wavelength detector and Xbridge C18, 150x4.6mm at wavelengths
276nm, 355nm, 254nm, 200nm and 254nm as in the order of drugs listed above. The mobile phase compositions
comprise; Metronidazole (0.1% H3PO4/ACN–60:40), Tetracycline (H20/ACN–50:50), Ciprofloxacin (0.1% TFA/ACN-87:13),
Erythromycin Stearate (0.02M KH2PO4/ACN-60:40) and Cotrimoxazole (0.025M NaH2PO4- gradient elution).
The result of the nine brands of Metronidazole gave purity, 98.33, 97.79, 94.46, 69.86, 95.47, 94.99, 103.71, 127.85
111.59%, three of the samples were not within USP range. One of five Tetracycline HCl brands gave purity 143.25% while
the others were within range. Six brands of Ciprofloxacin HCl assayed only one, 92.01 was within USP range while others
had 81.40, 85.05, 82.64, 88.33, 87.34%. Five brands of Erythromycine Stearate were assayed only one of the brands had
purity 93.01% while the others were outside the USP range, 90.0-120.0%. All the seven brands assayed for Cotrimoxazole,
none was within the specified USP range.
In conclusion, the thirty two brands of antibiotics assayed, 62.5% did not meet the standard required dosage.
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Abstract Text
Aminoglycosides are a group of structurally similar antibiotics used to treat infections caused by aerobic gram-negative
bacteria. Analytical methods are required for rapid assessment of drug purity and minor degradants. As they lack a
chromophore, these compounds are not amenable to UV detection. Apramycin is an antibiotic used in veterinary
medicine. Reported methods for apramycin and impurities analysis usually involves pre- or post column derivatization
with UV detection. Such approaches are tedious and time consuming, and may not be able to detect all impurities.
Charged aerosol detection directly measures any nonvolatile impurities of aminoglycoside antibiotics, allowing for
accurate degradation studies and improved assessments of product purity. A sensitive gradient method for analysis of
apramycin and impurities using hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography with charged aerosol detection (HILIC-CAD)
was developed. More than 16 impurities were detected with this method and four were identified with MS. The SCX-UV
method, recommened by British Pharmacopoeia (veterinary) 2008, only detected seven impurities, as not all of them
could be derivatized by the SCX-UV approach. The HILIC-CAD method is much more sensitive than ELSD. ELSD is less
sensitive due to the sigmoidal nature of its response curve, and cannot detect low-level impurities. After an injection of
49.6 mg/mL apramycin, more than 16 impurities (S/N >3) were detected by CAD, while only 12 impurities were detected
by ELSD. This method, with or without slight modification, could be used for impurity measurement of an additional
eleven aminoglycoside antibiotics.
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Abstract Text
Classic reversed phase chromatography silica materials are often limited to pH between 2 and 8 due to breakage of the
siloxane bonds at low pH or dissolution of silica at high pH. Merged organic/inorganic materials offer the opportunity to
work in a wider pH range due to their organosilane reinforcement, therefore analytical, medicinal and drug discovery
laboratories adopt these phases when analyzing and purifying mixtures that require harsh pH conditions. The merged
silica materials are useful in laboratories where there is a need for repeated injections without shift in retention times
operating in an extended pH range, they also serve for fast sample screening and in multi-purpose purifications under
same conditions. This new organosilane reinforced materials with C8, C18 and phenyl hexyl derivatizations have a
superior mechanical stability, pore size and pore structure. To use the same chemistry across all particle sizes (1.8, 2.5, 5
and 10 µm) with for example reinforced C18 material allows organizations to scale their chromatography from time
savings UHPLC all the way to semi prep and full scale production.
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Abstract Text
Surfactants are present in biopharmaceutical products, pharmaceuticals, over-the-counter products, and many processed
foods. Polymeric surfactants, such a polysorbate 20, polysorbate 80, Triton X-100, Brij 35, and poloxamer 128 are used to
promote the solubility of APIs and the solubility and stability of proteins and possibly other sparingly-soluble components
in their formulations. Raw material testing and qualification of these surfactants are an important criterion of quality
control measures, and the ICH Q6B Guidelines recommends “liquid chromatographic patterns … for identity,
homogeneity, and purity.”
A method (and variants of) was created using a C-18 column and gradient elution chromatography with detection by
charged aerosol detector to provide means of analyzing a sample. Data was then processed using a mathematical means
of comparing a polymeric surfactant sample to a known standard or reference compound, which serves as a basis of
“similarity.”
Complete characterization of polysorbate 80 was complete in 34 minutes, providing a chromatogram containing the
different subsets of this complex analyte. Peak areas integrated by retention time windows when subtracted from areas
obtained from the reference analyte help determine the level of differences that may exist. The sum of these absolute
differences can then be used to determine important, actionable decisions concerning product quality so that
unacceptable products are not used in final production. Two different lots were compared against a reference lot, and
the results are discussed.
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Abstract Text
The stability of biopharmaceutical protein formulations is often enhanced by the addition of sugar based excipients.
Carbohydrates used in these biopharmaceutical products generally consist of simple sugars or sugar alcohols. The
determination of carbohydrates in these formulations is complex, with the inclusion of the protein API which may affect
the HILIC chromatography. To prevent this and to provide a method for the determination of these sugars, a “heart-cut”
reversed-phase HPLC-HILIC method was developed and used to analyse the six carbohydrates: sorbitol, mannitol, sucrose,
lactose, maltose, and trehalose in combination with bovine serum albumin as the protein surrogate.
To address detection of the carbohydrates, the Corona charged aerosol detector was used, which is a universal masssensitive detector requiring no derivatization of the analytes. The six carbohydrates were separated and calibrated on a
HILIC HPLC column, from 15.6 – 2000 ng on column with a quadratic regression. The correlation coefficients were > 0.999
for all six sugars, and limits of quantitation of 15 ng on column. The method injected the sample on to a C4 column, with
the hydrophilic analytes transferred to the HILIC column through a heart-cut and mixing with additional acetonitrile. The
protein was analyzed by ultraviolet and CAD from the C4 column, while the sugars were analyzed from the HILIC column
and detected by CAD during an 18-minute analysis time.
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Abstract Text
Mechanism of chiral separation on liquid chromatography is very complicated, and the separation is made by complex
combination of various interactions, such as hydrophobic, hydrogen bonding, dipole-dipole, and [pi]-[pi]. This makes
method development of chiral separation difficult. Therefore, the column screening is commonly recognized as the first
stage of separation method development. The fast column screening is the key driver for the rapid establishment of
separation method.
Recently, we developed chiral stationary phases consisting of polysaccharides derivatives coated/immobilized on 3
[micro]m silica gel particle. These new materials are ideal for the fast method screening due to the high column efficiency
across a wide range of flow rate. Moreover, they show separation selectivity identical to conventional materials in 5, 10,
and 20 [micro]m particle sizes. This feature enables predictable method transfer from ultrafast separation method to
conventional method using 5 •m material, and even to preparative method.
In this poster, we will present an fast method screening of chiral separation utilizing the 3 [micro]m chiral separation
columns through some applications.
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Abstract Text
Sialic acids comprise a large family of N- and O-substituted neuraminic acids. Sialic acids can influence the biological and
physiochemical properties of glycoproteins, and play an important role in circulatory half-life, biological activity, and
solubility of therapeutic glycoproteins. Two important sialic acids, N-acetyl-neuraminic acid (Neu5Ac ) and N-glycolylneuraminic acid (Neu5Gc), are the most routinely determined glycoprotein products. Released sialic acids can be
measured by a number of analytical methods. Spectrometric methods, although easy to perform, tend to overestimate
sialic acid content due to the presence of numerous interferences. High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) with
fluorescent labeling has been widely used for accurate and sensitive determination of sialic acids, but derivatization
procedures can be time consuming. Presented here is a simple approach for the direct determination of sialic acids using
HPLC with charged aerosol detection. The lack of a detectable chromophore in sialic acids is overcome by the universal
nature of the charged aerosol detector (CAD) that can quantitatively measure any non-volatile compound. An isocratic
HPLC -CAD method was developed for direct determination of sialic acids from glycoproteins following their release by
neuraminidase digestion. N-acetyl-neuraminic acid and N-glycolyl-neuraminic acid were measured in less than 12 min
with detection limits of approximately 3pmol on column. Response was linear in the range of 15 to 320 pmol on column.
The method was evaluated using human and bovine transferrin.
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Abstract Text
Cleanliness of pharmaceutical manufacturing equipment is a GMP requirement for drug substance and drug product
manufacturers. Cleaning validation is one of the critical control processes to ensure the effectiveness of the cleaning
procedures. Selection of an analytical method for measuring drug residues depends on the chemical nature of the
residues and the analytical method sensitivity. For certain highly potent drug products, the limit for drug residue in the
manufacturing equipment can be very low (low ppb), which pose challenges in developing analytical methods.
Two types of cleaning methods are required by regulatory agencies. One is to measure the drug residue in rinse water
samples and the second one is to measure residue in swab samples. Typical analytical techniques used for cleaning
methods are Ultraviolet Spectroscopy (UV), Total Organic Carbon (TOC) analyzer, and High Performance Liquid
Chromatography/UV (HPLC/UV) depending on the sensitivity & specificity required for the method.
In this presentation, two cleaning methods will be discussed using HPLC for the measurement of active in rinse and swab
samples. Both of these two methods required low ppb levels of sensitivity, were recently developed and validated in our
laboratory. HPLC methods used sub-2 micron columns, large injection volume and photodiode array (PDA) detection with
extended path length UV flow cell (60mm) to meet such difficult method requirements. The methodology, experimental
design and the results from validation studies will be presented.
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Abstract Text
Both normal and reversed HPLC is widely used for separation and analytical analysis of many nutraceuticals and
pharmaceutical mixtures. Unfortunately, there are mixtures that are not well separated by HPLC leading to incomplete
analytical results. An alternative separation technique maybe required such as SFC (supercritical fluid chromatography) to
effect a complete separation of many mixtures. SFC provides many unique features including producing high
pressure/high speed separations. These features suit SFC well to utilizing columns packed with small particles and SFC
optimized stationary phases. It is the purpose of the work to develop high performance columns that have been
engineered to specifically for SFC. We will provide examples and applications on how the chromatographer can benefit
from these types of stationary phases using the high performance columns. We will demonstrate how these SFC columns
can provide for the high resolution separations over a wide variety flow rate conditions and mobile compositions.
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Abstract Text
The drug, metoprolol succinate USP, is a selective beta1-adrenoreceptor blocking agent which reduces chest pain and
lowers high blood pressure. Some impurities of metoprolol, such as M and N are non-aromatic •-hydroxyamines, and
thus do not possess a detectable UV chromophore. The European Pharmacopeia (EP) indicates that impurities M and N
are analyzed by TLC which does not provide good quantitative data. The USP monograph modernization program has
indicated that a chromatographic method is more desirable. Charged Aerosol Detection (CAD) is a mass sensitive
technique for determining levels of any non-volatile and many semi-volatile analytes after separation and has been used
to measure metoprolol and its non-chromophore impurities at levels of 0.1% compared to the active drug.
A HILIC method with UV and charged aerosol detection is described for measuring metoprolol and impurities A, M and N.
The method was developed using a tri-modal HPLC column that provides HILIC, anion-exchange and cation-exchange
mixed-mode retention mechanisms. The UHPLC system integrates both diode array and charged aerosol detectors so that
chromophore and non-chromophore compounds can be simultaneously detected. This provides a suitable technique for
quantitative data of both metoprolol and its non-chromophore impurities at levels of 0.1% compared to the active drug.
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Abstract Text
Pharmaceutical raw materials are substrates or elements used for manufacturing different drug products. Raw materials
include active pharmaceutical ingredients (API), excipients, and other inactive ingredients. The quality and purity of raw
materials are critical to the safety of the final drug product and must be controlled. Materials with low purity or
containing contaminants may often compromise the safety and efficacy of the end pharmaceutical product, therefore it is
essential to have robust and reliable methods for accurate assessment of quality and purity.
Rapid and accurate analysis of components that lack UV chromophores or have low UV-extinction coefficient can be
challenging. As these compounds cannot be directly detected by UV, alternative methods must be employed to
accurately identify and measure them. In case of cetrimonium bromide, a non-chromophoric material, the current assay
methodology listed in the United States Pharmacopeia (USP) Monograph is based on a complex and time consuming
titrimetric analysis. Mass detection enables quick, direct and accurate analysis of non-chromophoric compounds,
eliminating the need for complex sample-preparation procedure.
In this work, we present a robust and quick UPLC method for analysis of cetrimonium bromide raw material. The UPLC
method utilizes a mass detector for fast and accurate assessment of quality and purity. We will demonstrate the system
suitability and linearity of the method achievable with mass detection. Then, we will apply this method to confirm
identity, assess purity and assay of cetrimonium bromide raw material purchased from three different suppliers.
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Abstract Text
Therapeutic proteins (e.g., antibodies and vaccines) vary considerably due to the nature and dose of the protein
molecule. Aggregation is a major degradation pathway of protein therapeutics during storage. Stabilization of these
protein formulations can be enhanced through the addition of specific excipients such as surfactants, amino acids and
sugars. An integrated UHPLC system with a UV and universal charged aerosol detection offers multi-mode detection for
the simultaneous analysis of both non-chromophore and chromophore containing compounds.
The chromatographic separation of therapeutic protein and amino acid excipients was performed using a parallel
RP/HILIC separation. Proteins were separated using a C4 column followed by detection via diode array detector. A “heart
cut” containing the polar amino acids from the sample injection was transferred to a second column via a switching valve.
The separation of underivatized amino acid excipients and several ions was achieved using HILIC with charged aerosol
detection. The mixed mode column provides cation, anion and reversed phase separation characteristics so gradient
conditions could be adjusted by selecting appropriate ionic buffer strength, pH and level of organic solvents. A biologic
formulation containing a mixture of surfactant, amino acids, ions and protein was successfully analyzed demonstrating
the capability of the described RP/HILIC method.
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Abstract Text
With the majority of today’s pharmaceuticals being chiral compounds, and a renewed focus on the differences in
biological activity of isomers, chiral separations and isolations have continued to grow in importance. Our lab screened
hundreds of compounds on various Chiral Stationary Phases (CSPs), and over the years has developed an efficient
experimental strategy for identifying the appropriate CSP for a unique chiral separation. Due to the success this chiral
screening service, many customers have returned asking for the isolation of pure enantiomer. As a result, we have
explored the additional challenges of chiral separations as we scale up to preparative HPLC. In this poster, we
demonstrate through case study, a unique and effective approach to both CSP screening and subsequent scale up for
chiral small molecules. When screening compounds for the appropriate CSP, the analyte’s physical properties often
define the mode of chromatography most likely to be successful for any given CSP. Screening Normal Phase, Reversed
Phase and Polar Organic modes of chromatography on a selection of 6 orthogonal polysaccharide-type phases has proven
to be successful for more than 80% of the unique submissions. Mobile phase composition in each mode is optimized to
achieve resolution. When isolating enantiomers, we must further consider the physical and chemical properties of the
analytes. Preparative isolations on various CSPs can be drastically affected by scale up phenomena such as; loading
capacity of the CSP itself, stability of the sorbent and nonlinear chromatography. In summary, though real world
examples we have developed an effective strategy for identifying chromatographic conditions for chiral separation of
small molecules with moderate chiral complexity. We have successfully demonstrated the ability to transition those
analytical separations to preparative isolations.
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Abstract Text
No single liquid chromatography (LC) detector delivers ideal results. Often one analyte responds more strongly than
another, or may not respond at all. What is most desired is the ability to accurately measure a wide range of analytes with
consistent response, simultaneously. Charged aerosol detection (CAD) is a mass sensitive technique for determining levels
of any non-volatile and many semi-volatile analytes after separation by liquid chromatography. This technique provides
consistent analyte response independent of chemical characteristics, and gives greater sensitivity as well as having a
wider dynamic range than other nebulizer-based detectors. The response to an analyte does not depend on optical
properties, as with UV-vis absorbance, or the ability to ionize, as with mass spectrometry (MS). There is no need for the
presence of chromophores, radiolabels, ionizable moieties, or chemical derivatization for detection. HPLC and UHPLC
methods using CAD have limits of detection of between mid-picograms to low nanograms (on column) and have a wide
dynamic range from nanogram to microgram levels, with high reproducibility.
Since the introduction of this technology in 2004, the charged aerosol detector is now a mature, fourth-generation
product. The version of this detector shows a number of improvements over its predecessors: a new concentric nebulizer
design forms a stable aerosol, which increases both assay reproducibility and sensitivity, the use of evaporation
temperature enables an expanded range of mobile phase constituents to be used, including basic mobile phases, and a
linearity function can also be used for linear calibration curves. Comparative data is presented and certain guidelines for
method transfer from the previous generation product are highlighted. Superior performance of the newest charged
aerosol detector versus evaporative light scattering detection is also discussed.
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Abstract Text
It is important that the efficacy and safety of compounds are evaluated as enantiomers especially in pharmaceutical
formulations and its related industries. Chiral separation using SFC and HPLC is one of the typical methods for purifying
enantiomers from racemic mixtures. In this method, the suitable column and mobile phase for targeted chiral separation
have to be evaluated before starting the analysis. Evaluating analysis conditions for chiral compounds requires trial and
error in order to find suitable combinations of columns and mobile phases to separate the component of interest. This
process requires a lot of work and time.
We have developed a method screening system and workflow using SFC and HPLC to evaluate chiral separation more
efficiently. This system have two solvent delivery pumps and one carbon dioxide delivery pump, and can be used for SFC
and HPLC with the single instrument by only switching the pumps. The system is configured by installing a column
switching valve inside the oven and a solvent switching valve within solvent delivery pumps, thereby permitting
comprehensive data collection while continuously switching through multiple combinations of columns and mobile
phases automatically by using dedicated control software. Here we report the process of high efficiency method
development of chiral compounds by using SFC and HPLC.
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Abstract Text
Ascorbic acid (AA), also known as vitamin C, is a natural antioxidant and plays an important role in various physiological
processes such as biosynthesis of collagen, norepinephrine, peptide hormones, and tyrosine, intestinal absorption of iron,
defense against cellular oxidation, quenching of free radicals, and prevention of cardiovascular disease and cancer. Since
humans cannot synthesize AA, they must take this essential nutrient from foods and beverages. Citrus fruits are a major
source of vitamin C, many analytical methods such as spectrophotometry, voltammetry, GC, CE, and HPLC have been
developed for the determination of ascorbic acid in fruit juices. Due to the complex matrices with numerous nonspecific
interferences for the AA determination in fruits by other techniques, HPLC has gained popularity [Zuo, Y. Ed., HighPerformance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC): Principles, Procedures and Practices. Nova Science Publishers, Inc., New
York (2014)]. As AA is very polar small compound, it is difficult to be retained in conventional RP-HPLC and separated
from void volume. A rapid and sensitive hydrophilic interaction chromatography (HILIC) method has been developed here
for the determination of AA in citrus fruits and pharmaceutical formulations. Fresh fruits were hand-squeezed,
pharmaceutical pills were dissolved in the HILIC mobile phase, and then centrifuged, filtered, diluted and separated on a
Waters Spherisoro S5NH2 column fitted with a C18 guard column using an isocratic elution program consisting of a 50%
acetonitrile and 50% aqueous phosphate buffer solution. The UV detection was made at the wavelength of 205 nm. AA
had a good retention on the amino column and was well separated from other components in citrus juices and
pharmaceutical matrices. A typical chromatogram of an orange sample is presented in Fig. 1. The developed HILIC
technique has been also successfully applied to examine the absorption and metabolism of AA in human fluids.
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Abstract Text
A stability-indicating HPLC-UV method was developed and validated for the Assay and Organic Impurities of naproxen in
drug substance and two drug products. The method utilizes a 4.6 × 150 mm, 3.5 µm C18 (L1) column maintained at 35º,
gradient elution with a mobile phase consisting of 0.1% acetic acid in water and 0.01% acetic acid in methanol and a flow
rate of 1.0 mL/min. UV detection was executed at 272 nm for Assay and 240 nm for Organic Impurities. The method
separates naproxen from the 14 naproxen related compounds (RC) listed by the European Pharmacopeia (EP) with a
resolution of more than 2.0. All inactive ingredients of the drug products were well separated from the naproxen peak
and four specified impurities. Forced degradation studies resulted in the partial degradation (NMT 15%) of naproxen
under oxidative and photolytic stress conditions. The naproxen peak was observed to be spectrally pure in all stressed
samples. In addition, the method was shown to be robust to small changes in flow rate (±10%), mobile phase composition
(±5%), and column temperature (±10º).
The Assay of naproxen was validated in the range of 80% –120% (drug substance) and 70% -130% (drug product) of the
nominal concentration of 0.1 mg/mL. The specified impurities were validated at the ICH limit of 0.1% (range of 0.05% 1.0%) for drug substance and at the ICH limit of 0.2% (range of 0.1% - 1.0%) for drug product. Both procedures were
found to be specific, linear, accurate and precise.
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Abstract Text
More than half of the drugs currently in use are chiral compounds. Although they have the same chemical formula, most
isomers of chiral drugs exhibit marked differences in biological activities such as pharmacology, toxicology,
pharmacokinetics, and metabolism etc. Therefore, an analytical method to promote chiral separation and assess the
purity of the correct drug form is highly critical. By utilizing a heart-cutting two-dimensional liquid chromatography
technique, a reversed phase achiral HPLC method in the first dimension with time-triggered fraction collection and
subsequent chiral reversed phase HPLC analysis in the second dimension, complete resolution of eight enantiomers in the
mixture was possible.
A 2D UHPLC method was developed to separate eight enantiomers with multi-chiral centers. The final chromatographic
separation was achieved on Ascentis Express C18 achiral column in the first dimension. Our in-house customized UHPLC2DLC gives us the flexibility to analyze the collected fractions with multiple columns Chiralcel OD-3 and Chiralpak AS-3
chiral stationary phase in the second dimension. In addition, UHPLC method was developed in both the 1D and 2D HPLC
analysis which gives a complete analysis in less than 20 minutes.
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Abstract Text
Non-specific protein adsorption onto an HPLC column has been shown to affect protein recovery, peak shape and
resolution. Thus in order to get complete recovery and improve chromatographic performance, it is necessary to select a
mobile phase that reduces interaction between the protein and the accessible surface area in the column. We previously
identified that optimal reversed-phase (RP) chromatography of monoclonal antibodies is generally best performed with
conventional water-acetonitrile gradients at high temperature (60 - 80° C); this observation is supported throughout the
literature. This presentation extends this concept to examine the impact of secondary mobile phase modifiers on protein
recovery and chromatographic performance. Briefly, the impact of the addition of several aliphatic primary alcohols on
monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) recovery, peak shape and resolution was examined as a function of temperature.
Interestingly, it was found that adding certain, but not all, aliphatic primary alcohols dramatically reduced the
temperature required to achieve optimum recovery and chromatography of mAbs. Thus, the mechanisms by which the
mobile phase modifiers operate are not entirely straight forward. This data will benefit analysts assessing optimum
conditions for the separation of proteins or mAbs during development or biomarker research.
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Abstract Text
In order to improve access to life saving medications under the U.S. President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR),
the “Partnership for Supply Chain Management” (PFSCM) has established a program to procure locally manufactured
product within the same country as the destination health facilities / clinics. Tanzania has been the prime country for
implementation, where PFSCM in support of the “Supply Chain Management System” (SCMS) project purchases on a
consignment basis, large amounts of cotrimoxazole tablets produced by a Tanzanian manufacturer. The manufacturer is
not prequalified by the World Health Organization (WHO) or approved by a Stringent Regulatory Authority, but is
registered in Tanzania and has been qualified through the PFSCM’s internal quality assurance program. In order to assure
that the products are consistently produced under good process controls, PFSCM has instituted a diffuse reflectance
spectroscopy procedure with periodic assessment by assay and dissolution testing using validated HPTLC techniques (with
weight variation and disintegration testing). The implementation of this program has demonstrated improvements of the
ongoing product quality from this local manufacturer. Based on data from primary test methods, the first group of
product yielded less than 80% compliance, where subsequent groups improved to more than 99% compliance. Being
faster than traditional pharmaceutical testing techniques, this approach provides a mechanism for assessing product
quality and could be applied to other products.
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Abstract Text
The United States Pharmacopoeial Convention (USP), European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.) and Japanese Pharmacopoeia
(JP) define requirements for the qualitative and quantitative composition of medicines, as well as the tests to be carried
out on medicines and on substances and materials used in their production. Amino Acid Analysis can be used for
identification testing for biopharmaceutical active ingredients, impurities and related substances determination and single
or total amino acid quantitation in drug products. The objective of the project was to develop a liquid chromatography
method for simultaneous determination ~20 amino acids in simple and complex mixtures. Method utilizes mobile phase
gradient program as well as column temperature gradient program for separating amino acids of interest. After
separation, eluent underwent post-column ninhydrin derivatization with subsequent detection at 570 nm and 440 nm for
amino and imino acids, respectively. The developed methods were optimized to comply with system suitability
requirements per Ph. Eur and JP monographs. Methods were successfully verified and used for analysis of ninhydrinpositive substances in individual amino acid samples per Ph. Eur. as well as in de-formulation projects to monitor
excipient levels in biopharmaceutical products.
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Abstract Text
Standard LC flow rates of 500 •L/min or higher coupled with SRM detection is the primary analytical platform used in
small molecule bioanalytical labs, allowing for high sample throughput. Nano or low micro-flow chromatography is
generally reserved for proteomic analysis where throughput is not a priority. We evaluated low-flow chromatography to
understand the relationship between flow rates, peak resolution, and ionization efficiency to determine the feasibility of
low-flow LC for small molecule bioanalysis.
Using an API 4500 triple quadrupole MS utilizing electrospray ionization for our detector, a nanoACQUITY run at 100
•L/min with a 50 x 1 mm ID column was compared to a Thermo LX-2 run at 750 •L/min with a 50 x 2.5 mm ID column.
The nanoACQUITY showed an increase in signal to noise for 7 of 10 structurally diverse compounds in plasma extract. To
achieve the same peak resolution for all 10 compounds, it took the nanoACQUITY 10 minutes compared to 3 minutes on
the LX2. Research has shown that equivalent response is achieved when scaling linear velocities and injection volumes
with the square of the column radius, limiting column injection volume. While the main benefits of low-flow
chromatography are a gain in sensitivity and the ability to inject from low sample volumes, the high cost of sample
throughput to achieve the same peak resolution makes utilizing low flow systems less than ideal. The key is to find a lowflow system capable of performing analyte separations at the same efficiency as the standard flow systems.
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Abstract Text
For scientists involved in the study of drug metabolism the challenge of accurately and rapidly identifying metabolites is
met using a variety of techniques and software packages. Whilst most instruments vendors offer software to help identify
metabolites they are of little use in a multi-vendor laboratory, and they lack the flexibility and customisation required.
Most users have to then resort to purchasing additional software and using Microsoft Excel to get a complete workflow.
Here we present a new approach for the automated identification of metabolites, which allows data from nearly all the
mass spectrometry vendors to be processed, reviewed and databased. The automated file capture and processing
capabilities makes it suitable for high-throughput environment whilst the biotransformation scientist can check the
results and make any changes such as modifying an assignment. The batch processing allows multiple time point samples
to be processed and the calculation of pharmacokinetic parameters such as area under the cure (AUC). To help reduce
the number of false positives a structure based prediction approach is used. Confirmation of the site of biotransformation
is checked using the available MSMS data. The metabolite fragment mass shifts, relative to the parent MSMS spectrum,
help localise the site of biotransformation. In the cases where there is not sufficient evidence to support a single site of
biotransformation, then the metabolite structure can be represented using the Markush notation. Unexpected
metabolites are also be identified using a combination of mass defect filtering, control sample comparison and
component profiling. All the metabolites and metadata can then be stored in a database for future use. This allows for a
greater degree of collaboration between the discovery and development departments which can save a huge amount of
time and effort. Answering the question ‘Have I seen this metabolite before?’ then becomes very easy.
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Abstract Text
When developing modern analytical HPLC methods, today's scientist typically tries to avoid using ion-pairing agents in
their mobile phase(s). This becomes especially important should the method need to be used with mass spec detection.
This poster investigates a MS-friendly HPLC method for Atropine Sulfate as an alternative to the traditional USP method
that incorporates ion-pairing agent.
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Abstract Text
The forced degradation of pharmaceutical actives is performed routinely as an aid for developing and validating stabilityindicating chromatography methods. Pharmaceutical oxidations are typically performed using hydrogen peroxide, which
reacts as a nucleophile or electrophile, and free radical initiators. In this study, solutions of a developmental
pharmaceutical active (~ 0.1 mg/mL in water) with dilute hydrogen peroxide (5:1 to 45:1 molar ratios of hydrogen
peroxide:active) are irradiated by UV light to facilitate the reaction of generated hydroxyl radical with the active. The
desired decomposition for pharmaceutical forced degradations (~10%) is achieved within 3 hours, and the reactivity is
approximately proportional to the reagent content used and is quenched by turning off the light source. The resultant
oxidation products of the pharmaceutical active, which were characterized by LC/MS, qualitatively approximated those
observed in actual stability samples. The use of UV-irradiated hydrogen peroxide for forced degradation proved to be a
rapid, controlled and relevant means of oxidizing a developmental active.
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Abstract Text
Objective. Transdermal extraction is proposed for vitamin D3 and its metabolites to overcome problems associated with
blood analysis. The main challenge for this analytical method is to overcome the barrier properties of skin, especially for
very lipophilic compounds such as vitamin D and its metabolites.
Significance. In the last decade, the scientific and medical community was confronted with a renewed interest in vitamin
D and its metabolites, interest prompted by the new discoveries regarding the association between the members of the
vitamin D family and a great number of physiological functions and pathological states. However, the concentration of
vitamin D and its metabolites in biological samples is very difficult to measure. Since currently used procedures are
lengthy and result in analyte degradation, we are investigating a simpler vitamin D analysis procedure based on
transdermal extraction patches.
Methods. Extraction patches with a thickness of 127µm were placed for various time intervals on the stratum corneum
side of skin patches placed in Franz diffusion cells. After extraction, the patches were analyzed by LC-MS/MS to determine
the amount of vitamin D and 25(OH)D extracted, using a gradient of water:methanol with modifiers as mobile phase. The
experiments were repeated at various concentrations of analytes in the donor phase section of the diffusion cells.
Furthermore, the influence of several penetration enhancers on transdermal diffusion was investigated.
Results. The flux of vitamin through the skin was found to be 2.3 pg/cm2/hr for untreated skin and 12 pg/cm2/hr for skin
treated with penetration enhancers, suggesting that amounts of vitamin D high enough for detection by LC-MS/MS can be
extracted in a matter of hours.
Conclusions. The research shows promise that transdermal extraction could be an effective analysis route for vitamin D3,
especially when ethanol and dodecylamine are used as penetration enhancers.
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Abstract Text
The significant advantages of Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR) Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy (e.g.,
non-destructive and fast analysis, reproducible results with absorbance linear to concentration, availability of spectral
libraries, and the ability to provide quantitative results) have made this technique the method of choice for many
industrial and research applications. ATR is a particularly important technique for pharmaceutical and forensic analysis.
Previous ATR libraries for pharmaceuticals has been limited to primarily neat (>90% pure) ingredients but most drug
formulations are mixtures of varying concentrations of active and inactive ingredients that contribute to the overall
spectral signature. Creating samples of all likely concentrations of these drugs is often not feasible because of the high
cost and intensive labor involved.
This presentation will describe the utilization of a new ATR spectral library of pre-computed mixture spectra to provide a
semi-quantitative result of relative concentrations. The use of such libraries does not require the creation of calibration or
validation standards. Semi-quantitative results for defined drug mixtures will be evaluated. The advantages and
disadvantages of this rapid screening method for the forensic science community and the pharmaceutical industry will be
discussed.
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Abstract Text
With soaring increase in the cases of multi-drug resistant (MDR) bacteria all over the world, we are on the verge of
entering post-antibiotic era if no immediate action is taken against this global crisis. As an alternative route to modify
current commercial antibiotics, we made an attempt to design an array of effective antibacterial agents involving gold
nanoparticles (AuNPs) conjugated to an antibiotic, like those of the aminoglycoside, cephalosporin, and carbapenem drug
classes. Due to recent emergence of infections due to both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacterial strains with
advanced patterns of antimicrobial resistance bactericidal agents such as these are being view as a prime candidates for
further development and augmentation. Unlike conventional methods, a unique self-patented green process was used for
AuNPs synthesis wherein the antibiotic assists in both reducing and stabilizing the AuNPs resulting in antibiotic conjugated
gold nanoparticles (Ab-AuNPs) which were morphologically characterized using transmission electron microscope (TEM),
UV-Vis spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy/energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDS), and dynamic light
scattering (DLS). The presence of ligand (antibiotic) onto AuNPs was confirmed using TGA analysis. Antibacterial efficiency
was evaluated on Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacterial strains using turbidmetric and spread plate assay. AuNPs
activity was further confirmed with propidium iodide assay. Super-thin cross-sections of bacteria treated with Ab-AuNPs
observed under TEM showed bactericidal activity by causing perforations and disturbing the cellular environment leading
to cell lysis and apoptosis. The minimum inhibitory concentrations (MIC) of Ab-AuNPs was significantly less when
compared to pure antibiotic drugs which proves the synergistic activity of Ab-AuNPs.
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Abstract Text
The widespread use of the Ketoconazole compound in its three formulations, cream, gel and shampoo, and the need for
clinical and pharmacological study require fast and simple techniques for determination of its presence in biological fluids.
Electrochemical investigations of these drugs in particular and developing new electrochemical methods will help in
monitoring the quality of the commercially available drugs in the Saudi market. A simple, rapid and reliable
electrochemical method, square wave adsorptive stripping voltammetry, for the determination of Ketoconazole (KTZ) in
pure and drug formulation forms is developed. Development of such methods helps in monitoring the quality of the
available commercial medicinal products in the Saudi market, and thus will have a great impact on human health.
Square-wave adsorptive stripping voltammetry of KTZ measured at glassy carbon electrode (GCE) surfaces at different
pHs, 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution, pH 7.0, showed the best anodic peak For KTZ oxidation. Under optimum
conditions, a dynamic calibration curve (R2 = 0.97) at KTZ concentrations of 10–25000 ppb is obtained with a limits of
detection (3•) and quantification of 3 ppb and 10 ppb KTZ, respectively.
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Abstract Text
The completed dissolution of pharmaceuticals required by the upcoming USP method 232/233 utilizes Hydrofluoric
Acid(HF). Many labs shy away from the use of HF due to increased safety hazards and additional handling procedures.
This study will compare a complete dissolution and a leach of the target analytes by using and omitting HF. The types of
products to be tested will range from gel caps, safety caps, and pressed pills. The results will be compared and presented.
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Abstract Text
The pharmaceutical industry has seen a considerable increase in the use of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) for
melting point determinations. This led to the publication of studies exploring parameters from DSC measurements and
providing melting points for various materials. A literature search was initiated to determine the spread of values
reported for melting point standards. The result of the search found that the melt onset and the peak temperatures are
used interchangeably for the same material. For consistency, USP is proposing to provide system suitability conditions to
ensure reproducible reporting. USP laboratories evaluated the effects of heating rate, pulverization, and amount of
sample on the melting point measurement using established USP Melting Point Standards (MPS) using Thermal Analysis
<891>. The melt onset temperature of dried material, gently pulverized, at 0.1 °/min, 0.5 °/min, 1.0 °/min, 3.0 °/min, 5.0
°/min, 10.0 °/min and 20.0 °/min heating rates, remained constant. DSC values gathered for 4 consecutive days on two
different lots of the same material showed small standard deviations (< 0.0500). USP will propose experimental
conditions for the use of USP MPS in system suitability testing of the DSC apparatus. USP proposes to add “melt onset
temperature by DSC” to the label text of all the USP MPS.
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Abstract Text
Febuxostat was investigated for its good effect for the treatment of gout, however, its low solubility which seriously
affected the drug efficacy became the bottleneck of its development. In recent years, co-crystal has increasingly being
applied to enhance the drug solubility by connecting the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) and the coformers
through non-covalent bonds. So the co-crystal of Febuxostat (FX) and Isonicotinamide (ISON) was synthesized to improve
the solubility of the drug through the method of cooling crystallization. In addition, the prepared co-crystal was studied by
microscope, Powder X-Ray Diffraction, Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction, Differential Scanning Calorimetry, infrared
spectrometers. At the same time, the co-crystal solubility and dissolution rate were explored. Among those experimental
results, the DSC study and PXRD study presented the successful preparation of a new solid form, which is subsequently
verified by Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction. Furthermore, the co-crystal exhibited a higher solubility compared to the pure
drug. Besides, it can be obvious to draw conclusion from the infrared spectrometer results that the carbonyl groups both
exist in the FX and ISON molecules involved in the formation of hydrogen bond. In summary, the current experiment can
conclude that co-crystallization can be a better way to enhance the solubility of the poorly water soluble drug.
Supported by National Key Technology Support Program (No. 2012BAB19B07)
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Abstract Text
Attenuated total reflectance fourier transform infrared spectrometry (ATR-FTIR) has been used to study the dissolution
profile of drugs using an in-situ ATR-FTIR system to monitor the behavior of aspirin tablets under simulated physiological
conditions, where aspirin and the hydrolysis product (salicylic acid) were detected as two separate signals.[1] This poster
discusses monitoring the hydrolysis of several NSAIDs, including aspirin, ibuprofen and narpoxen in real time using in-situ
ATR-FTIR to monitor the reaction. In-situ ATR-FTIR provides rapid real-time and selective monitoring of both the parent
compound and hydrolysis product(s). This real time analysis can be used to determine the kinetics of hydrolysis, which
contributes to understanding of degradation processes. NSAIDs provide excellent model compounds for general use in
pharmaceutical analysis. In situ ATR-FTIR is envisioned as a complement to more traditional analysis by HPLC and GC.
References
1.Abe Kassis, Vrushali M. Bhawtankar, John R. Sowa Jr. , Attenuated total reflection infrared spectroscopy (ATR-IR) as an
in situ technique for dissolution studies, Journal of Pharmaceutical and Biomedical Analysis, 53 (2010) 269–273.
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Abstract Text
During the synthesis of some pharmaceuticals it is sometimes necessary to use solvents in order to increase yield or
purity of the product. After the pharmaceutical is produced, the solvent(s) are removed to the greatest extent possible.
The products are then tested for any residual solvents in order to limit patient exposure. Residual solvents are separated
into classes according to the risk to patient health. Class 1 solvents are to be avoided at all costs as they are known to be
human carcinogens or have adverse effects on the environment. Class 2 solvents have less severe toxicities but should be
avoided because of the potential of adverse effects. Finally, Class 3 solvents have low toxicity and can be used when
needed. Pharmaceutical manufacturers are required to test for residual solvents in order to ensure that any residual
solvents in the product are below established exposure limits. United States Pharmacopeia (USP) general chapter <467>
describes a static headspace gas chromatography procedure for the determination of residual solvents. This application
will demonstrate the USP <467> procedure using an autosampler configured with a Gas Tight Syringe for static headspace
sampling.
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Abstract Text
BMCL26 is a potential drug derived from nimesulide, which has exhibited the substantial anti-parasitic activity in various
cell lines. To conduct various pharmacological and toxicological properties of this drug. We developed and validated a
rapid LC-MS/MS method for its quantification in accordance with the FDA guidelines. Protein precipitation with 0.1 %
formic acid in acetonitrile was used to extract the analyte along with the internal standard (JCC76) from rat plasma. It was
found that the calibration curve of the method had an excellent linearity (r2 • 0.9993) for the analyte concentration
ranging from 0.5 to 1000 ng/mL with acceptable inter- and intra-assay, precision, accuracy and stability. the matrix effect
and extraction recovery were in the range of 101.3 - 110.1 % and 90.2 - 105.0 %, respectively. This LC-MS/MS method is
simple and rapid and can be used in the further pharmaceutical studies of BMCL26.
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Abstract Text
The effect of the polyherbal formulation, Katoka mixture (KTK) on the pharmacokinetics of metronidazole was studied
using rats in a two phase cross over study method. The study arose due to the wide use of the herbal preparation claimed
to treat over 100 ailments and metronidazole commonly used for all gastrointestinal complains in our communities
without prescription.
Though not statistically significant, the male rats had higher clearance and elimination half lives in the presence of the
herbal formulation suggesting that gender is likely to affect the elimination profile of metronidazole, especially when coadministered with KTK. There was a decrease in the absorption and plasma half-life showing that both elimination and
absorption were reduced in females. The AUC0•18h was observed to increase in both male and female rats which was
not statistically significant (p<0.05) on concomitant administration of MTZ with KTK extract. The derived pharmacokinetic
results show a statistical significance in AUC0••, thus suggesting the susceptibility of males to MTZ toxicity than females
when MTZ is co-administered with KTK. The significant rise suggests that males are more prone to the adverse effects of
metronidazole in the presence of Katoka herbal formulation, than females.
This is further supported by the significant increase in bioavailability (F) of MTZ on co-administration.
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Abstract Text
Use of spray-dried-dispersions (SDDs) to improve the bioavailability of poorly water-soluble compounds has become a
common practice in supporting early phase clinical studies. However, evaluation of their performance, whether in solid
dosage forms or alone, still presents significant challenges. A microcentrifuge dissolution method has been reported to
quickly assess the dissolution performance of SDDs [1]. In this work, two poorly water-soluble compounds (indomethacin
and ketoconazole) and two commonly used polymers (PVP and HPMC-AS) were chosen to prepare SDDs. A typical microcentrifuge dissolution procedure as devised in [1] was followed. In addition, after separation of the supernatant from
precipitation, some of samples were filtered through filters of various sizes to investigate the particulate nature of the
supernatant. Furthermore, the centrifuge speed was varied to study sedimentation of API, SDD or polymer particles.
Results indicated that the SDDs of four drug-polymer pairs behaved differently in micro-centrifuge dissolution, depending
on the polymer and the drug used. The SDDs of indomethacin with either PVP or HPMC-AS showed a reproducible
dissolution with minimum variability even after filtration and with different centrifuge speeds, suggesting that the
supernatant behaved like a solution. However, ketoconazole-PVP and ketoconazole-HPMCAS SDDs displayed a significant
variation in concentration as the centrifuge speed and the pore sizes of filters were altered, indicating that their
supernatant was heterogeneous with the presence of particulates.
[1] Curatolo W, Nightingale JA, Herbig SM 2009, Utility of Hydroxypropylmethylcellulose acetate succinate (HPMCAS) for
initiation and maintenance of drug supersaturation in the GI milieu Pharm. Res., 26, 1419-1431
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Abstract Text
Headspace gas chromatography is the preferred technique for the analysis of highly volatile organics which are
partitioned efficiently into the gas phase from solid or liquid matrices. Detection of residual solvents in pharmaceuticals
is performed by headspace GC analysis. The residual solvents in pharmaceuticals are defined as organic volatile chemicals
that are used or produced in the manufacturing of drug substances or excipients, or in the preparation of drug products
per United States Pharmacopoeia (USP) and International Conference on Harmonization (ICH)). Residual solvents are
difficult to remove completely from drug products and therefore the amount of residual solvent should be evaluated by
headspace GC analysis. USP and ICH guidelines recommend the acceptable amounts of residual solvents in
pharmaceuticals for the safety of the patient. Residual solvents are classified as Class 1 (most toxic), Class 2 and Class 3
according to the toxicity effects. In headspace GC analysis, the pharmaceutical compound of interest is often dissolved in
a high boiling solvent to evaluate the amount of volatile components. Although water is the most common solvent for
this type of analysis, other solvents are frequently used when the pharmaceutical compounds are not soluble in water.
We have evaluated five different solvents for headspace GC analysis. The solvents are water, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO),
N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMAC) and 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP). Allergy
medications such as Claritin, Zyrtech, Advil (allergy), Wal-Phed and Wal-Dry were purchased from Walgreens. Residual
solvent analysis from these allergy medications was performed using five different headspace solvents. Our results
showed that all five solvents are suitable for detection of trace level volatile organic components from the
pharmaceutical compounds.
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Abstract Text
As an early part of the development process involved in producing a generic drug, it is advantageous to determine the
amounts of key excipients in the innovator drug (reference listed drug, RLD). The advantage in obtaining this information
is to provide a foundation for producing a viable formulation for the submission of an Abbreviated New Drug Application
(ANDA), that matches the performance of the innovator drug both in-vitro and in-vivo. Reverse engineering of the
innovator drug formulation is commonly referred to as “deformulation.” Excipients are used in many, if not all, drug
products found on the pharmaceutical market. Excipients range from small molecules to large polymers that are used as
surfactants, binders, flavors, colorants, extended release mechanisms, lubricants, glidants, preservatives, coatings,
disintegrants, etc., some of which contain chromophores while most do not. The process of deformulation is not well
described in the current analytical chemistry literature, and therefore requires use of some innovative techniques. Novel
methods are also required because excipients are not typically evaluated by the pharmaceutical industry outside of USP
identification and purity type testing. The greatest challenge however is the quantitation of an individual excipient in the
presence of other excipients and the pharmaceutical active, especially when it lacks a visible chromophore. Presented is
an approach to deformulation, which discusses various aspects of reverse engineering innovator drug products; like
background research on the individual excipients, sample preparation, methods of testing and detection, and critical
quality attributes used to determine the suitability of the method to be used.
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Abstract Text
Biopharmaceuticals (e.g. antibody drugs) have been widely used in the treatment of autoimmune diseases and cancers.
During the production, purification, and storage of most antibody drugs, protein aggregation and particle formation is
observed to a certain extent, which has been suggested to impact the risk of in-vivo immunogenicity. Because of this,
proper monitoring and assessment of protein aggregates in biopharmaceuticals is highly important and is required by
some regulatory authorities. Of particular interest is the development of robust analytical methods for the quantitative
analysis of particles between 0.2-2[micro]m in diameter.
Aggregates are divided into four categories according to their diameter: <0.2[micro]m, 0.2-2[micro]m, 2-10[micro]m, and
10-25[micro]m. Quantification of those with diameters <0.2[micro]m can be achieved by employing orthogonal methods
including size-exclusion chromatography, analytical ultracentrifugation, and field flow fractionation, and those with
diameters between 1-25[micro]m can be assessed by light obscuration and dynamic imaging analysis. However, accurate
quantification of protein particles with diameters in the subvisible particle size range, especially between 0.2–1[micro]m,
remains a challenge.
Laser Diffraction (LD) is widely recognized as a method for estimating particle size distribution. This presentation
describes the application of a newly developed quantitative LD (qLD) system, which combines a LD method with extensive
deconvolution analysis, toward the quantitative analysis of subvisible protein particles between 0.2-10[micro]m in
diameter. The robustness of the method, interference by excipients and silicone oil, and its performance in relevant
formulations of therapeutic proteins (e.g. at high protein concentration) are discussed, and the qLD analysis is compared
with other available particle methods.
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Abstract Text
Analysis of compounds directly from samples is a promising technique for in vivo analysis of organisms. Ambient
ionization sources for mass spectrometry make this possible. Analysis by low-temperature plasma (LTP) ionization
enables to directly monitor metabolic processes on organisms, because no sample preparation is necessary and minimal
harm is caused to the studied object. However, currently no LTP sources are commercial available. Therefore, devices
have to be built in-house to have access to the technology (Martínez-Jarquín & Winkler, 2013)•.
About five conceptually different configurations of LTP sources have been reported in the literature. But the lack of a
standardized device affects the reproducibility of results. 3D printing represents an emerging technology for building
prototypes for a great number of applications. Repositories with open laboratory devices are available on internet
webpages such as Thingiverse (http://www.thingiverse.com).
Here, we report the construction of a 3D printed LTP ionization source and present experimental data on the
performance of the probe. Interested researchers may download our public template files, print, modify and use our LTP
probe design.

Martínez-Jarquín, S., & Winkler, R. (2013). Design of a low-temperature plasma (LTP) probe with adjustable output
temperature and variable beam diameter for the direct detection of organic molecules. Rapid Communications in Mass
Spectrometry•: RCM, 27(5), 629–34. doi:10.1002/rcm.6494
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Abstract Text
Platinum chemotherapeutic agents have a broad range of activity in malignant disease and are used to treat many types
of cancer (platinum compounds include: cisplatin, carboplatin, and oxaliplatin). Initially patients respond well to
treatment but later relapse and display resistance to platinum compounds. This work focuses on the use of Single Cell ICPMS technique exploring the uptake mechanism for cisplatin in cells based on individual cell information.
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Abstract Text
With the introduction of sub-2 µm narrow particle size distribution particles it has become possible to do chiral
separations in highly efficient 2-5 cm short columns. Recently, we have directed our efforts towards achieving sub-minute
chiral separations. However, with high speed separations, not only the column packing but the instrument itself can be a
limiting factor in getting the fastest separations. In this talk we will show the nuances associated with high speed
separations and discuss how to overcome the challenges associated with packing short columns and detector settings.
SFC is inherently more prone to noise. More importantly, the concept of “response time” and “data sampling intervals”
becomes very significant in the SFC mode. We will also focus on the pros and cons of different types of digital filters and
how they affect retention time, peak shapes and efficiencies.
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Abstract Text
Suspension stability plays a role in the taste and texture of an oral suspension containing one or more active
pharmaceutical ingredients (API). The effects of aggregating or flocculating nanoparticles or emulsions can impact this
key component where generic oral suspension must demonstrate equivalency to name brand oral suspensions. Zeta
potential can be used to quantify and control suspension stability and the formation of aggregates and flocculants,
thereby optimizing the taste and texture of a generic oral suspension to match the name brand product. A generic and a
name brand oral suspension are visually compared as a qualitative test. The electrophoretic mobility of each suspension
is then determined using electrophoretic light scattering (ELS) technology. From the electrophoretic mobility, the
electrical potential of a particle or emulsion at the shear or slipping plane or zeta potential, is determined. The larger the
absolute millivolt (mV) value of zeta potential, the more stable a suspension will be and the more likely the particles or
emulsions will repel each other rather than flocculate. The generic formulation shows zeta potential values that are much
smaller than the name brand oral suspension. Visually, the generic oral suspension shows signs of settling and requires
shaking before sampling. The generic formulation may require the addition of additives that can increase the zeta
potential to the levels of the name brand and aid in stabilizing the suspension.
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Abstract Text
The soft drink market is an important revenue source for many major food and beverage producers. Such beverages
include traditional carbonated soft drinks, energy drinks, and wellness beverages such as vitamin waters and teas. These
products often contain caffeine as an energy booster, benzoate and sorbate for preservation, and non-nutritive
sweeteners such as aspartame, saccharin, and acesulfame K for diet formulations. For quality control purposes, the
conformance of target concentrations of analytes to specified ranges is critical. This presentation will demonstrate a rapid
isocratic LC separation of these analytes using an environmentally compatible mobile phase with UV detection.
Applicability to several varieties of beverages will be shown . We will also show how analyte interferences can be
eliminated by using selective UV wavelengths.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Achiral HPLC column technologies and hardware have seen tremendous advances over the past decade through the use
of more efficient packing materials. The use of sub-2•m silica particles in combination with high pressure, low system
volume, UPLC instrumentation has allowed for routine achiral separations to yield >250,000 plates per meter. Conversely,
chiral column technology has remained relatively unchanged in the last ten years, with 5•m silica based columns resulting
in enantiomeric separations which exhibit •30,000 plates per meter being considered acceptable. In this work, highly
efficient chiral phases were produced using novel, sub-2•m, Titan silica particles. Titan particles have very narrow particle
size distributions, unique porous structures, and have proven to provide some of the highest efficiency achiral packing
materials to date. Herein, three chiral selectors (teicoplanin, teicoplanin aglycone, and vancomycin) were chemically
boned to 1.9•m Titan silica and packed into 4.6 mm i.d columns. Their UPLC chromatographic performance was
compared to state of the art 5•m commercial columns, as well as, 1.7•m chiral phases made in house. The latter
comparison gives a clear picture of the true advantages of the Titan material over other sub-2•m silica. The resulting
Titan chiral phases were applied to UPLC and SFC chiral separations, resulting in unprecedented enantiomeric separation
efficiencies. Such high efficiencies allow for the use of short columns, which in turn, provide the ability to produced ultrafast, sub-1minute, enantiomeric separations.
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Abstract Text
In this report, chemically bonded brush type chiral selectors on fully and superficially porous particles (SPPs) were
developed. The chromatographic performance of superficially porous CSP based columns is compared with columns
packed with 5 µm, 3 •m, and 1.7 •m fully porous particles (FPPs). Theoretical treatments have indicated that SPP based
CSPs may show increases in resolution. Herein, true gains in efficiency and resolution are obtained using a variety of
brush-type chiral stationary phases (CSPs) developed using SPPs. For example, when using a cyclofructan based CSP, at a
flow rate of 3.0 ml/min, the number of plates on column afforded by the SPP column was ~ 7x greater than the number
of plates on column (same length) obtained when using the 5 µm FPP based column. The enantiomeric selectivities were
comparable and sometimes better for the SPP based columns compared to the FPP based columns even though the SPP
columns contained lower absolute amounts of chiral selector. Under constant retention conditions, the SPP based CSPs
greatly improved resolution compared to FPP based columns. Given their high efficiencies and relatively low back
pressures, columns containing these particles were particularly advantageous for ultrafast “chiral” separations in the 4 to
40 seconds range. It is demonstrated these separations can be performed in any mobile phase conditions or mode, i.e.,
reversed phase, normal phase, polar organic, HILIC. Finally, the practice of ultrafast chiral LC often produces interesting
and unusual consequences that must be recognized, dealt with, and/or properly understood for optimal performance.
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Abstract Text
Current analytical methodology typically consists of a separate off-line sample preparation technique that is followed by a
chromatographic analysis. Sample preparation and manual transfer to the analytical instrument often consumes a
majority of the analyst's time and effort. Recently, an innovative new concept was introduced that greatly reduces
sample preparation times and the variability associated with manual procedures. This new technique automates the
sample preparation and analysis of samples by supercritical fluid extraction of compounds from the sample matrix, which
are then transported to the analytical column for analysis without any human intervention. A number of applications that
include food, environmental, and pharmaceutical areas will be shown that show the flexibility of this technique.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
A centrifugal partition chromatography (CPC) method was developed for the preparative-scale isolation and purification
of xylindein from the wood-staining fungi, Chlorociboria aeruginosa. Xylindein, a blue-green pigment naturally secreted
from the hyphae and fruiting bodies of the fungus, has great value in the decorative wood industry and textile coloration.
Xylindein has great potential for use as a fluorescent labeling agent as well as in organic semiconductor applications.
However, a primary limitation of xylindein is its poor solubility in most common organic solvents and aqueous solutions. It
is thus arduous to purify using preparative liquid chromatography or solid-phase extraction (SPE). Support-free liquidliquid chromatographic methods, including CPC, where solutes are separated based on their different partition
coefficients between two immiscible solvent systems, are promising alternatives for the purification the compound on a
preparative scale. In this work, a new biphasic solvent system suitable for CPC separation of xylindein was developed.
Various groups of solvents were assessed for their suitability as xylindein extractants. Appropriate solvent systems for
CPC were sought and identified based on their partition coefficients. A CPC system equipped with a fraction collector was
then used for the isolation of xylindein from crude extracts. Qualitative characterization and purity determination for
various xylindein fractions were then carried out by HPLC.
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Abstract Text
Comprehensive Two-Dimensional Gas Chromatography (GC×GC) has proven to be an extremely valuable analytical
technique for the petroleum industry due to its ability to substantially increase the chromatographic peak capacity
beyond that of traditional single dimension gas chromatography. Pairing GC×GC with Time of Flight Mass Spectrometry
(TOFMS) provides unsurpassed characterization capabilities due to the separation power of GC×GC and the ability of
TOFMS to provide rich data to deconvolution algorithms which help unravel the complexity of difficult petroleum
matrices. Petrochemical labs also often utilize flame ionization detectors for GC×GC to provide quantitative results via
area percent calculations. The combination of data from these two analytical platforms would provide a wealth of
information for both the characterization and quantitation of petroleum samples. The goal of this poster is to present
results from several possible configurations to develop a workflow which would allow either subsequent or simultaneous
acquisitions of GC×GC TOFMS and FID data on the same GC×GC instrument. The following configurations will be explored
and results reported: 1. Installing independent GC×GC column sets in separate GC inlets (Front and Back) and terminating
at respective detectors (TOFMS and FID). This option will only allow data collection via subsequent injections. 2.
Connecting independent GC×GC column sets in a single inlet by way of a dual-hole ferrule and terminating at respective
detectors (TOFMS and FID). 3. Installing a single primary column splitting to two second dimension columns terminating
at respective detectors. Options 2 and 3 will allow simultaneous acquisition of TOFMS and FID data.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are important environmental pollutants originating from a wide variety of
natural and anthropogenic sources. PAHs are generally formed during incomplete combustion of organic matter
containing carbon and hydrogen. Due to the carcinogenic nature of some PAHs, their chemical analysis is of great
environmental and toxicological importance. Among the hundreds of PAHs present in the environment, the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) have included sixteen in their priority pollutants list. Liquid chromatography (LC)
is a standard analysis technique used for determining the 16 EPA-PAHs. Currently at the National Institute of Standard
Technology (NIST), standard reference materials (SRM) 869b and 1647f are available for evaluating current and new LC
columns. SRM 869b is a mixture of three PAHs for characterizing a LC column selectivity for separation of PAHs.
Depending on the elution order of the three PAHs, column selectivity can be predicted for complex PAH mixtures. SRM
1647f is a calibration solution for use in LC methods for the determination of the 16 EPA-PAHs. In this study, multiple LC
columns consisting of C18, C30, phenyl-hexyl and penta-fluoro-phenyl stationary phases are evaluated with SRM 869b
and SRM 1647f.
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Abstract Text
Polycyclic aromatic compounds comprise a complex class of condensed multi-ring benzenoid compounds originating from
a wide variety of natural and anthropogenic sources. The parent homocyclic species, which contain only carbon and
hydrogen, are the familiar polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). Along with PAHs, heterocyclic compounds containing
at least one heteroatom such as polycyclic aromatic sulfur heterocycles (PASH) are largely present in petroleum products.
The total number of possible isomeric structures for PASH is greatly increased compared with the corresponding PAH
because both ring arrangement and position of the heteroatom substitution within the rings give rise to unique isomers.
Similar to PAHs, alkylated-PASH isomers increase the sample complexity due to the increased number of structural
isomers. Gas chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry (GC/MS) is the primary separation technique currently used
for the determination of PASHs in complex samples. With the exception of a couple of publications, very limited data
have been reported concerning liquid chromatographic (LC) retention characteristic of PASHs even though LC is a
commonly used analytical technique for analyzing PAHs. In this study, the retention behavior of both PASHs and alkylatedPASHs on monomeric and polymeric C18 phases are reported. Molecular descriptors (length, breadth, thickness (T) and
length-to-breadth (L/B) ratio were calculated for all the compounds studied. Correlations for retention on both stationary
phases and PASH geometry (L/B and T) ratios were investigated.
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Abstract Text
Introduction
Vitamin D deficiency can result in health issues such as osteoporosis, liver, kidney and even increased risk of cancers and
MS. Many sample preparation approaches have been employed prior to LC-MS/MS analysis. This poster demonstrates
the use of a novel protein and phospholipid depletion plate. The extraction protocol was ultimately transferred to an SPE
automation platform and method performance versus manual processing was compared.
Methodology
25-hydroxy vitamin D2/D3 was spiked into charcoal stripped human serum at various concentrations. A solvent first crash
methodology was employed using ISOLUTE PLD+ phospholipid depletion plates in conjunction with repeat
aspirate/dispense steps for optimal mixing. The optimized method was transferred to the Extrahera automated sample
preparation platform. Extracts were evaporated and reconstituted for LC/MS analysis.
Results
Initial method development focussed on optimization of protein crash ratio and optimal organic solvent composition.
Various proportions of MeOH and ACN were investigated. Serum precipitation with ACN in a 1:4 ratio demonstrated
recoveries greater than 70%, while MeOH and MeOH/ACN solvent combinations demonstrated lower recoveries and
higher RSDs. Good protein removal was afforded by the depth filter effect provided by the frit combinations. Optimal
matrix crash ratios of 1:4 serum:ACN demonstrat excellent phospholipid removal. Linearity was observed over the
conccentration range, correlation coefficients greater than 0.99 for both 25-hydroxy vitamin D2 and D3. The optimized
extraction protocol was then transferred onto the Extrahera. The positive pressure processing unit provided very precise
flow control. Final method performance of analyte recovery, precision, accuracy, linearity and coefficients of
determination of calibration curves were compared between manual and automated processing methods. The Extrahera
provided better precision and accuracy compared to manual processing.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Lipoproteins are natural liposome carriers of lipids and proteins that are central to numerous physiological functions
throughout the body. Of particular interest are two common classes of extracellular lipoproteins, high density
lipoproteins (HDL) and low density lipoproteins (LDL), that are established risk factors in the development of coronary
heart disease. Recent epidemiologic research has established links between the heterogeneity of HDL and LDL particles
and cardiovascular risk, which led to the development of various methods for their fractionation into sub-classes based
on physicochemical properties. The most prevalent method of sub-fractionation is still traditional ultracentrifugation,
where either serum or plasma is separated on the basis of density into the various subclasses. However, during the
separation the particles undergo extreme forces as well as being subjected to a high salt concentration, resulting in
several studies showing alteration in lipid/protein composition. This work utilizes Asymmetric Flow Field-Flow
Fractionation (AF4), a comparatively gentle technique, to physically separate the different lipoprotein sub-classes and
collect fractions for targeted liquid chromatography coupled mass spectrometry analysis. AF4 uses laminar flow dynamics
as the separation mechanism at physiological pH and salt conditions without sheer forces, minimizing the risk of sample
degradation, which makes it an ideal technique to show changes in sub-class distribution before and after
ultracentrifugation. By using AF4, the results show that significant changes occur during ultracentrifugation, which may
confound quantification of the sub-class distribution of HDL and LDL particles and subsequent understanding of their
atherogenic properties.
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Abstract Text
The analysis of biomolecules, including proteins and DNA, is rapidly moving towards lab-on-a-chip devices in an effort to
minimize sample volume and sample loss. Synthetic nanopores have been developed in order to discriminate between
different base pairs of DNA for sequencing or characterize proteins as they pass through the pore on a very small scale.
Unfortunately, these devices often demonstrate low throughput and must be fabricated on a per-application basis as the
diameter and surface charge of the pore dictates its selectivity. In the present study, a nanoporous gold (NPG) membrane
is used as an alternative separations device. The three-dimensional porosity allows for higher throughput than traditional
single pores and its inherent conductivity along with facile surface modification provide a tunable surface charge. NPG
was produced through free-corrosion de-alloying in concentrated nitric acid. Pore sizes were measured to be 50 ± 20 nm
via scanning electron microscopy. The wide pore size distribution was important for maintaining size-selectivity while still
allowing multiple sizes of analyte through. The NPG was then functionalized following standard self-assembled monolayer
techniques with alkane thiols. Lysozyme (pI=11.4), bovine hemoglobin (pI=6.8), and bovine serum albumin (pI=4.7) were
used to model transport of differently charged proteins through the NPG as a function of the alkane thiol
functionalization. The transport rate was monitored in real time using a fiber-optically coupled UV-Visible spectrometer.
An electric potential applied directly to the gold was shown to gate transport against specifically charged proteins.
Support for this work was provided through the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
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Abstract Text
Palladium-107, one of the Pd isotopes, can be found in high-level radioactive wastes (HLW). Owing to its long half-life (6.5
million years), determination of the [sup]107[/sup]Pd contents in HLW is essential to evaluate the long-term safety of
HLW repositories. Measurement reports on the [sup]107[/sup]Pd, however, have not been established because of
difficulties in separation. Pd ions are, in general, strongly retained onto adsorbents, such as anion-exchange resins. This
makes the quantitative elution of the Pd ions hard to achieve. In the handling samples for [sup]107[/sup]Pd
determination may cause radioactive contamination and radiation exposure to workers. Therefore, a simple and
contamination-free procedure is desired.
In this study, we developed a novel separation technique based on laser-induced particle formation. This technique
enables us to perform non-contact separation of the Pd species. A simulated HLW solution, comprised of 14 major
elements (Rb, Sr, Zr, Mo, Ru, Rh, Pd, Cs, Ba, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm) in a 3 M HNO[sub]3[/sub] solution, was used to evaluate
the separation performance. A portion of the solution (0.1 mL) was added to 1.0 M HNO[sub]3[/sub], ultrapure water and
ethanol mixed solution to adjust the volume and concentrations to 2 mL of 0.5 M HNO[sub]3[/sub]-40% ethanol. The
resultant solution including 4.8 •g of Pd was irradiated with 355 nm pulsed laser for 20 min. The Pd particles were formed
by the photoreduction of Pd ions induced by the irradiation. They were isolated from the solution by centrifugation and
subsequently dissolved with 0.05 mL of aqua regia. The Pd solution was diluted with 1.0 M HCl solution. The
concentration of Pd in the resultant solution was measured with ICP-MS. The results showed that more than 60% of Pd
were recovered, while about 99.9% of the other 13 elements were removed. This indicates that non-contact and highselective separation of Pd is achievable with the proposed separation technique.
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Abstract Text
Previously polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) has not been amenable for the separation of low molecular mass
proteins and peptides. Pluronic polymers are triblock co-polymers of ethylene oxide (EO) and propylene oxide (PO) having
the general formula H[OCH2CH2][sub]a[/sub][OCH(CH3)CH2][sub]b[/sub][OCH2CH2][sub]a[/sub]OH where a=106 and
b=70. Below room temperature, the hydration layer keeps the polymer in solution. As the temperature is raised, the
hydrophilic chains become desolvated due to breaking of hydrogen bonds favoring hydrophobic interaction of the
exposed PO groups resulting in a network of micellar strands and gel formation. The goals of our study are to first
ascertain the effect of gel formation when a surfactant is added to the polymer solution at low temperature and then
characterize these polymers for the separation of different charged dye mixtures. We have found that Pluronic gel
formation at 30% can be maintained at room temperature below, at, or above the critical micelle concentration (CMC) of
sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS). Using 1mm ID x 7.3 cm glass tubes filled with 30% Pluronic F127 gel and SDS either above or
below the CMC, electrophoretic separations of a dye test mixture containing an anionic dye (Alizarin Red), zwitterionic
dye (Rhodamine B), and a cationic dye (methylene blue) have been carried out with the application of +300 V. In the
presence of SDS above the CMC, the cationic and zwitterionic dyes did not migrate but the anionic dye SDS did migrate
about 35 mm. This is expected since the upper buffer solution is cathodic and the lower buffer solution is anodic. We
plan to vary the SDS concentration to tailor the separation of a mixture of anionic dyes with charges from -1 to -4. In
addition, the cationic surfactant cetyltrimethylammonium bromide will be used to facilitate the separation of cationic and
zwitterionic dyes. This work will hopefully provide insight into predicting the separation of a series of short chain peptides.
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Abstract Text
In any DI-SPME method dealing with highly complex matrices, it is important to assure that matrix components do not
impair the performance of the method due to non-specific attachment of matrix components onto the coating surface.
The implementation of a thin outerlayer of PDMS onto the commercial SPME coating has led to the achievement of a
matrix-compatible coating surface. The developed configuration can be seen as a built-in membrane, utilizing a nonporous membrane, i.e. PDMS, placed between the sample and the DVB coating.
In the present work, one of the main premises behind the choice of PDMS as an antifouling material to produce a matrixcompatible fibre for food analysis is attributed to its hydrophobicity, which lessens the attachment of sugars and charged
macromolecules to its surface. This process, in turn, significantly decreases the formation of side products and artifacts,
due to reactions occurring between carbohydrates and other matrix components, especially for thermal desorption.
In addition, being PDMS materials widely regarded as hydrophobic,the ability of given compound to permeate through
PDMS must be carefully investigated. Understanding the role of the PDMS layer in the extraction process employing the
PDMS-overcoated solid coatings is particularly important when considering the following questions: (1) how does the
PDMS layer affect the uptake of analytes for kinetic extractions (under non-equilibrium conditions)? (2) Would the PDMS
layer impose a bias on the representativeness of sampling (polar vs non-polar analytes)? (3) Does the PDMS layer affect
the coating capacity towards target analytes as compared to the original coating?
To address these questions, eleven analytes were selected to model and discuss the mass transfer of analytes within the
PDMS-modified coating during the mass uptake process. In addition, the thermodynamic parameters, here associated
with the fibre constant, were also investigated.
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Abstract Text
The biofuel, food, and beverage industries process very high volumes of carbohydrate-containing samples. These
industries require high throughput determination of monosaccharides and disaccharides in various sample matrices. We
have recently developed a new anion exchange column designed specifically to provide exceptionally fast, high-resolution
separation of monosaccharides and disaccharides. In this paper, we will describe the characteristics of the anion
exchange stationary phase used in this new colum and discuss the performance of this new anion exchange column in the
determination of monosaccharides and disaccharides using high pressure ion chromatography systems with electrolytic
eluent generation and electrochemical detection capabilities. We will demonstrate the rapid and high-resolution
separations of carbohydrates such as fucose, sucrose, arabinose, galactose, glucose, xylose, mannose and fructose in
biofuel samples as well as carbohydrates such as sucrose, glucose, fructose, lactose, cellibiose, and maltose in food and
beverage samples.
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Abstract Text
Column robustness issues rarely occur in reversed-phase liquid chromatography, but they can represent a great challenge
for HPLC method development. In this study, the compound itself is complex, containing 4 chiral centers and a sulfamate
group. It also has 8 known related impurities with similar structure as the API but very different pKas. All the impurities
are extremely sensitive to pH variation and column surface changes. Column robustness issues were observed for a
validated method involving 5 impurities on columns from different manufacturing lots. To avoid sourcing a specific
column lot for the method, extensive development work was conducted to re-develop a robust method.
With special attention to inert columns, over 20 columns from different manufacturers and different stationary phases
such as C8, C18, Phenyl were investigated and screened at a wide range of pH values. Fourteen conditions (from 12
different columns at pH 3.2, 3.5, 4.0, 8.5 and 10) effectively separated all impurities. Unfortunately, column
reproducibility issues were observed consistently at every condition. Using a Poroshell PFP column at the ideal pH range
of 3.5, a short and sensitive analytical method was developed. The method is simpler and more robust than the current
method; however, it also suffers from a column reproducibility issue involving a critical impurity pair - one of them is a
low level process impurity and the other is a major drug product degradant. With strategic considerations for impurity
reporting, this method can be used as assay & impurity method for both drug substance and drug product.
Keywords:
HPLC, HPLC Columns, Method Development, Pharmaceutical
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Abstract Text
UHPLC has allowed many users to explore practical examples of what was in the past only possible under theoretical
consideration. We observe, however, that considerable difficulty may be found when a demanding HPLC method is
transferred to UHPLC columns and/or systems, or the reverse is attempted. Is it due to dramatic increases in operating
pressure and viscous heating, dwell volume disparities or is it that many methods are simply not translated with sufficient
calculation precision? For every remarkable example of perfect translation, generally prepared by an instrument or
column vendor, as many as five examples of catastrophic results may be found. The answer is no doubt complex and is
more and more the subject of discussion now that it is quite clear that UHPLC concepts and practice are here to stay and
growing in use.
We have interrogated systems in the UHPLC classification, with a selection of columns generally meeting the definition of
UHPLC in design and performance, and a set of HPLC systems and conditions for comparison. Gradient delay volumes
were carefully measured by various approaches and used to evaluate the effectiveness of simply offsetting the time of
the gradient to achieve resolution and retention time parity. Extra-column dispersive effects, while of considerable
interest, are ignored as the focus of this work is on retention time replication. The nature of systematic distinctions
between gradient delay, gradient dwell volume and the intriguing transition volume effect are explored as we assess how
well this time-offset approach can perform with typical reversed phase gradients.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
As liquid chromatography detector sensitivities have improved and the demand for lower impurity and analyte detection
has been increased, today’s users have become keenly aware of the problems associated with sample carryover. While
carryover is not a new phenomenon, having been covered in some detail in doubtless hundreds of publications,
application notes and user operating manuals, it has been our experience that the solutions are inconsistently applied.
The most practical solutions, given instruments with varying capability to address the causes without undue difficulty or
vendor design bias, are relatively consistent for most systems. Carryover is the observance of measurable quantities of
material from prior injections appearing in subsequent injections. While commonly attributed to the injection process,
there are some additional possibilities worth including in this work. The degree to which carryover impairs the intended
use of the system, as one might expect, is directly related to normal analytical processes that would be strongly affected
by the otherwise insignificant amount of carryover typical of normal system operation. One such example might be the
intentional injection of a lower limit of detection (LLOD) standard immediately following the injection of a high level
standard. If the expected accuracy of the LLOD standard is strictly controlled, the contribution of even minor carryover
from a preceding high level standard would have disastrous effects. Diagrams of the primary autosampler designs are
presented to help the reader identify common contamination points, and wash features associated with most
autosampler designs can be used to effectively counteract the problem.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Analytical chemistry is moving towards the development of sensitive, miniaturized and cost-effective strategies, within
the concept of in situ analysis. The use of sensors for routine decentralized measurements has been encouraging the
development of new technologies and more suitable methodologies.
In this work a hand-held battery powered potentiostat has been developed. This small electrochemical device works with
disposable screen-printed electrodes. Accordingly to the developed application, it is customized with a voltammetric,
amperometric or open circuit potential (OCP) technique and its specific optimized parameters, as well as the calibration
curve. The results, besides being displayed in the instrument, can be downloaded via USB to a PC.
The relevance of the described device is presented with two different analytical applications: pH control in sea water and
determination of ethanol in alcoholic beverages. Measurements of pH through the difference of potential between
reference and working electrode were done using OCP technique and antimony sensors. The calibration of the pH
remained linear over the range 2 – 10.9 (Britton- Robinson 0.1M solution, r2 > 0.99) with repeatability between same pH
values • 4%. The analytical method described was successfully tested to measure the pH of North Atlantic Ocean sea
water. A non-enzymatic ethanol sensor, based on a platinum nanostructured electrode, responded linearly between 0 –
4.7 g L-1 of ethanol (in a KOH 1.0 M solution, r2 > 0.99), employing a linear sweep voltammetry technique. Moreover, the
sensor was used to determine the alcoholic strength in different beer and wine brands, showing an adequate analytical
performance.
This work has being supported by the seventh framework programme under the project acronym “Common Sense”.
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Abstract Text
Tremendous progresses have been achieved in determining the molecular composition and atomic structures of thiolate
stabilized gold clusters recently. This category of nanomaterials display exciting optical and electrochemical properties
and have shown promising in applications such as biological imaging, drug delivery and catalysis. While aqueous soluble
Au clusters are extensively characterized for optical properties, studies of the corresponding electrochemical properties
are rare. Several limiting factors include the cluster monodispersity, small potential window limited by water reactivity,
and the low charging energy due to the high dielectric constant of water. Through further optimization in synthesis and
isolation, a composition of Au11MSA8 is proposed from ongoing MALDI mass spectrometry analysis. Several electron
transfer peaks in the negative potential range were resolved in aqueous solution via cyclic and square wave voltammetry.
The impacts of ligand charges on the electron transfer activity were evaluated by variations of the solution pH. To combat
water limitations, the clusters were phase transferred into a non-aqueous medium using tetraoctylammonium bromide.
Excitingly, multiple electron transfer peaks separated by a HOMO-LUMO gap of 2.6 V were observed for the same clusters
in non-aqueous solvent. Similar voltammetric features and a larger gap in comparison to the highly investigated Au25 are
consistent with smaller core size. The size/composition dependent electrochemistry features are further correlated with
optical activities including absorption and near infrared photoluminescence.
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Abstract Text
Novel solid contact iodide selective electrodes based on covalently attached 1,2,3 triazole ionic liquid (IL) were prepared
and investigated in this study. Triazole based IL moieties were synthesized using click chemistry and were further
copolymerized with lauryl methacrylate via a simple one step free radical polymerization to produce a self-plasticized
copolymer. The mechanical properties of obtained polymer were found to be suitable for the fabrication of plasticizerfree ion-selective membrane electrodes and bulk optode. The influence of the membrane compositions and pH, the
effect of ionophore and lipophilic ionic sites on the response properties of the ISEs were investigated in this study. The
most optimal responses were observed for both ionophore and ionic sites free membranes demonstrating that covalently
attached IL moieties provide adequate functionality to the ion selective membrane. This also indicates that triazole based
IL can be directly involved in binding and stabilization of iodide ions in the membrane bulk and therefore have direct
influence on membrane’s selectivity. Further potentiometric experiments revealed that each electrode displays high
selectivity towards iodide anions over a number of inorganic anions. The electrodes exhibited a near Nernstian behavior
with a theoretical slope of -58.2 mV per decade across large concentration range with lower detection limits found at
approximately 10[sup]-7.5[/sup] M. Moreover, the potentiometric responses of these electrodes were independent of pH
changes over the range of 3.0 – 10.0 with satisfactory reproducibility. These all-solid state sensors were utilized for the
selective potentiometric determination of iodide ions in natural water and human urine samples in the nanomolar
concentration range.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
I used cloud point extraction method for the analysis of cadmium and copper in vegetables (lettuce and spinach), soft
drinks and water. I presented a comparison among three different ligands pyruvaldehyde thiosemicarbazone (PTSM) and
the commonly used reagent APDC. UV-vis absorbanmce was used as the detection method. Extraction conditions were
optimized for pH, salt concentration, and ligand concentration, amount of extraction solvent, extraction time and
temperature.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Liquid contact ion-selective electrodes (LC-ISE) have been used for many practical applications to detect various
ions.[sup]1[/sup] These sensors based of an ionophore (selective to the ion of interest) and an ion-exchanger (to keep
electroneutrality of the membrane) within a plasticized polymer matrix, requires pre-condition step before
measurements can be performed. During the pre-condition step, the ionophore is doped with the ion of interest based on
the principle of mass transfer equilibria which takes hours.[sup]2[/sup] Herein, we present a ‘one of a kind’ LC-ISE based
on metastable photoacid ([i]m[/i]PAH) that is used as a photoactive ion-exchanger which could reduce the time required
for the pre-condition step of the LC-ISE. The [i]m[/i]PAH photodissociate its protons upon irradiation and undergoes
thermal reassociation in order of minutes, after activation with visible light.[sup]3[/sup] When this [i]m[/i]PAH is
incorporated in LC-ISE membrane, the photodissociated proton is exchanged with the cation of interest after activation,
subsequently doping the ionophore within minutes. Furthermore, the diffusion coefficient of cations can be determined
from kinetic studies prior to potentiometric analysis by absorption spectroscopy using the same membrane. With this
work, we expect to present for the first time the use of a photoactive ion-exchanger that could behave the same as
traditional non-photoactive ion-exchangers.
1.P. Buhlmann, E. Pretsch, E. Bakker, Chem. Rev., 1998, 98, 1593.
2.E. Bakker, P. Buhlmann, E. Pretsch, Chem. Rev., 1997, 97, 3083.
3. V. K. Johns, P. Peng, J. DeJesus, Z. Z. Wang, Y. Liao, Chem.-Eur. J., 2014, 20, 689.
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Abstract Text
Detection of microRNAs (miRNAs) has gained tremendous interest due to their excellent capability to function as
biomarkers for human malignancies such as cancer and neurological disorders.[sup]1-2[/sup] Herein, we report the
design and optimization of a four-way junction (4J) universal electrochemical sensor that consists of an electrodeimmobilized DNA stem-loop(SL) probe and two adaptor strands (m and f). Adaptor strand m was labeled with a
methylene blue (MeB) redox marker. Two adaptor strands can hybridize to SL probe and target miRNA to form a
quadripartite associate, which is stabilized by 4J structure. In this complex MeB is brought close to the electrode surface
thus enabling electrochemical output signal. The sensor shows a linear range from 5 to 50 nM with a detection limit of 3.2
nM miRNA122 using square wave voltammetry. The sensor was shown to regenerate under mild conditions, allowing at
least 6 measurements without loss of efficiency. The sensor was further characterized using ellipsometric and
electrochemical techniques. In order to detect lower amounts of miRNA by signal amplification, MeB redox marker was
replaced with hexaamine ruthenium (III) (RuHex), which interacts electrostatically with anionic phosphates on the DNA
backbone. Potassium ferrocyanide (II) was introduced to enable turnover of RuHex[sup]3[/sup] and was shown to amplify
the signal >150x.
1. Bartel, D., 2004, Cell. 116, 281–297.
2. Li, F., Peng, J., Zheng, Q., Guo, X.,Tang, H., Yao, S., 2015, Anal. Chem. 87, 4806•4813.
3. Boon, E., Jackson, N., Wightman, M., Kelley, S., Hill, M., Barton, 2003, J. Phys. Chem. 107, 11805-11812.
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Abstract Text
There is a growing interest in the development of low-cost, portable, versatile, and reliable sensors for ion detection.
Therefore, we propose to create a sensor that incorporates the ion-selective membrane (ISM) and a reference membrane
(RM) in a single strip paper-based device. This device will eliminate the need of an external reference electrode, allowing
portability, and reliability by achieving a Nernstian Response through the coupled ISM and RM. The RM will be based on
the copolymer methyl methacrylate-co-decyl methacrylate (MMA-DMA) (support matrix), combined with ionic liquids
(ILs) to create and maintain a stable potential that is unaffected by an increase of ionic activity. The chosen matrix for the
RM is preferable over polyvinyl chloride, as it does not require a plasticizer, avoiding the risk of plasticizer leaching,
leading to better electrode lifetime (2). The functionality of the RM is dictated by limited partitioning of the IL into a
sample solution, which then dictates the potential of the reference electrode (1). Preliminary experiments show
promising results with near Nernstian response to potassium and sodium ions.
[1] Cicmil, D.; Anastasova, S.; Kavanagh, A.; Diamond, D.; Mattinen, U.; Bobacka, J.; Lewenstam, A.; Radu, A.
Electroanalysis 2011, 23 (8), 1881–1890.
[2] Y. Qin, S. Peper, E. Bakker, Plasticizer-free polymer membrane ion-selective electrodes containing a methacrylic
copolymer matrix, Electroanal, 14(2002) 1375-81.
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Abstract Text
Ion selective sensors (ISSs) have become an invaluable tool for biological applications because of their low energy
requirements and ability to be miniaturized while maintaining low limits of detection (LOD). Commercialized
microsensors have been developed for alkali, alkaline earth metals, and some anions, however, more efforts are required
to develop ISSs for heavy metal ions, zinc (Zn[sup]2+[/sup]) in particular, which is critical to many cellular
functions[sup]1[/sup], but is toxic beyond a certain concentration level[sup]2[/sup]. This study seeks to develop a zinc ion
selective microsensor to monitor zinc levels in citrus plants. Preliminary results in developing the zinc ion-selective
membrane showed an ISS with Nernstian response of 30 ± 2 mV decade[sup]-1[/sup] and LOD of 1.30×10-7 mol L[sup]1[/sup]. Using the zinc ion-selective membrane, a micro-ISS was fabricated. The miniaturized ISS designed had a 400 µm
long ion-selective membrane with a tip diameter of 15 µm. The calibration curve showed good correlation between the
potential measurements at different concentrations of zinc ions. The successful development of the microsensor will
allow for the measurement of ion concentration profiles without perturbing the biological environment in citrus
plants[sup]3[/sup].
1.Tomoya Hirano,Kazuya Kikuchi,Yasuteru Urano,Tsunehiko Higuchi, Tetsuo Nagano J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2000, 122 (49), pp
12399–12400.
2.Clemens, S. Biochimie, 2006. 88(11): p. 1707-1719.
3.Schramm A, Larsen LH, Revsbech NP, Ramsing NB, Amann R, Schleifer KH. Appl. Microbiol. Biotechnol. 1996, 62 (12)
4641-4647.
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Abstract Text
Solid contact ion-selective electrodes (SC ISEs) are attractive for analyzing small volumes of clinical samples (e.g. blood
samples of newborn babies) because of the possibility of sensor miniaturization. In SC ISEs, a conductive polymer (CP)
serves as an ion-to-electron transducer between an electron-conducting metal substrate and an ion-conducting ionselective membrane. However, SC ISEs often have poor potential stability and irreproducible standard potentials. Due to
these drawbacks, SC ISEs require frequent calibrations, which is a serious limitation for sensors aimed for continuous
monitoring or for single-use. The irreproducible standard potentials and the poor stability of SC ISEs are thought to be due
to gradual oxidation of the CP, i.e., due to changes of the CP redox potential over time. To control the redox potential of
the CP, we have implemented a redox couple (7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane, (TCNQ)) into the CP layer (poly(3octylthiophene), (POT)) at a high concentration. TCNQ has a standard redox potential below that of POT so its reduced
form is more easily oxidized than POT. When the TCNQ concentration in the POT film is sufficiently high and the
concentration ratio of its oxidized and reduced forms is electrochemically set close to 1:1 it is expected to stabilize the
potential of the POT film and thus improve the potential stability of the SC ISE. SC ISEs with TCNQ in the POT film showed
improved potential stability and improved standard potential reproducibility versus those without TCNQ: -1.1 mV/hr
versus -2.5 mV/hr and 397±10 mV versus 431±33 mV, respectively.
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Abstract Text
Since 2001 intensive care doctors have used “early, goal directed therapy” for the management of shock. The protocol’s
essence is careful monitoring of metabolic parameters (hematocrit, venous carbon dioxide (CO2) and adapting treatment
to their changes. Emanuel Rivers demonstrated mortality decrease from 47 to 31% by following this protocol. We
hypothesize that urine carbon dioxide may also indicate septic shock prognosis and therefore provide benefit to
monitoring. Scientists have shown large differences in urine CO2 between healthy controls and hemodynamically
unstable patients. Increased CO2 production and decreased CO2 clearance may contribute to the difference.
As current detected, researchers have difficulty knowing urine carbon dioxide. We needed to determine if urine carbon
dioxide as a prognostic indicator in septic shock has enough promise to justify the efforts for us to streamline the
detection of urine carbon dioxide. To investigate the utility of urine CO2 as a prognostic tool for septic shock we validated
a sampling protocol and we collected samples in an IRB approved pilot study to know if developing a more refined sensor
system is justified. During the initial phase of our project we built a wall-jet flow through manifold for measuring urine
carbon dioxide and we have established that our system provides accurate values. We validated it for varying urine
environments. During the second phase of our study we used a syringe with acceptable CO2 impermeability
characteristics to collect samples from patients’ Foley catheter. In an IRB approved study, we successfully monitored
urine for carbon dioxide levels in 12 intensive care unit patients both during and after shock. During analysis of our data
we recognized the need for better urine CO2 monitoring. In this phase we establish that urine CO2 may indeed correlate
with patient hemodynamic status and have the justification for the third phase of our project, fabricating a better urine
CO2 sensor.
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Abstract Text
Better healthcare is a global challenge, and countless lives could be saved if affordable diagnostic devices were available,
especially in the developing world. Previously, a three-dimensional paper-based ion sensor with conventional ionselective and reference electrodes was developed to quantitatively determine the concentrations of clinically relevant
ions (K+, Na+, Ca2+, and Cl-) [1]. In this work, we simplify the use of paper-based ion sensor by developing a low-cost
disposable two-dimensional ion-sensing platform. This ion-sensing platform contains miniaturized all-solid-state ionselective and reference electrodes integrated on paper with microfluidic channels. The all-solid-state electrodes are based
on nanostructured colloid-imprinted mesoporous carbon, which serves as an ion-to-electron transducer. For a
measurement, only one droplet of sample is needed. These devices exhibit linear responses towards different
concentrations of electrolyte ions. They are disposable, simple to use, and do not require any supply reagents to function.
They provide a promising affordable solution to the quantitative analysis of electrolytes in blood.
[1] Lan, W.-J.; Zou, X. U.; Hamedi, M. M.; Hu, J.; Parolo, C.; Maxwell, E. J.; Bühlmann, P.; Whitesides, G. M. Anal. Chem.
2014, 86, 9548-9553.
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Abstract Text
Good electrode-to-electrode reproducibility is a necessity for calibration-free electrochemical sensors. Previously, our
group introduced cobalt(II)/cobalt(III) redox buffers as a component of the transducer layer of solid-contact ion-selective
electrodes in order to produce a well-defined phase boundary potential at the interface between the sensing membrane
and the underlying electron conductor. The electrode-to-electrode deviation of the calibration curve was minimized to as
low as 0.70 mV, making calibration-free measurements possible [1]. However, due to their low lipophilicity, leaching of
the redox buffer from the ion-selective membrane into the aqueous sample could not be prevented, resulting in potential
drifts. In this work, we develop a new class of polymeric redox buffers by attaching redox couples to polymers through
covalent bonds, and using them for the fabrication of solid-contact ion-selective electrodes that exhibit exceptional longterm stability by avoiding leaching of the redox buffer from the ion-selective membrane into the aqueous sample.
Another application of the new redox buffer polymers is their use for other modes of electro¬chemical sensing, such as
ionophore-assisted ion transfer voltammetry and coulometry.
[1] Zou, X. U.; Zhen, X. V.; Cheong, J. H.; Bühlmann, P., Calibration-Free Ionophore-Based Ion-Selective Electrodes With a
Co(II)/Co(III) Redox Couple-Based Solid Contact. Anal. Chem. 2014, 86, 8687-8692.
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Abstract Text
Micrometer- and nanometer-sized carbon fiber electrodes have been extensively used for measuring dopamine and other
neurotransmitters in biological systems. While the radius of some reported probes was <<1 µm, the length of the
exposed carbon was typically on the micrometer scale, thus, limiting the spatial resolution of electroanalytical
measurements. More recent attempts to determine neurotransmitters in single cells and vesicles provided additional
impetus for decreasing the probe dimensions. The disk-type nanoelectrodes are not suitable for such experiments
because a larger surface area is required for sensitive detection of dopamine. Here we report three types of dopamine
sensors based on carbon nanopipettes (CNPs) prepared by chemical vapor deposition of carbon into the pre-pulled quartz
capillary. These include 5-100 nm radius CNPs with either a shallow or a deep cavity near the orifice and CNPs with an
open path in the middle, in which the volume of sampled solution is controlled by the applied pressure. Because of the
relatively large surface area of carbon exposed to solution inside the pipette, all three types of CNPs exhibited greatly
improved voltammetric responses to dopamine with the attainable detection limit <100 pM. The sensor properties (e.g.,
orifice radius, pipette angle, and carbon roughness) were characterized by high resolution TEM and SEM imaging to
demonstrate the agreement between the experimental and simulated voltammograms.
Keywords:
Analysis, Biosensors, Electrochemistry, Sampling
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: Electrochemistry
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Abstract Text
Reference electrodes are designed to provide a constant and sample-independent reference potential and are used in
almost every electrochemical measurement. In many reference electrodes, a nanoporous Vycor glass frit is used to
contain the electrolyte solution that forms a salt bridge between the sample and the reference solutions. It was recently
discovered that in samples with low ionic strength, the half-cell potentials of reference electrodes with nanoporous Vycor
frits are affected by sample composition and can shift by more than 50 mV (which can cause up to 900% error in the
measurement). It was confirmed that such large potential variations result from electrostatic screening of ion transfer
into the glass nanopores that have negative surface charges, and not by the liquid junction potential at the interface of
sample and reference solutions.[sup]1[/sup] Vycor glass frits in reference electrodes have been recently replaced by new
materials, mainly two porous glasses with brand names of CoralPor and Electro-porous KT and two porous polymers of
Teflon and polyethylene. We show that glass frits with larger pore sizes and polymer frits nearly eliminate the potential
variations caused by screening of ion transport through the pores of the frit, however, much larger flow rates of reference
solution through the pores and into the test solution was observed for larger pores.
1. M. P. S. Mousavi and P. Buhlmann Anal. Chem., 2013, 85, 8895-8901
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
My laboratory has developed a digital immunoassay method based on single molecule ELISAs that we call single molecule
arrays (Simoa). In this method, single immunocomplexes are formed on paramagnetic beads and sealed in femtoliter
microwell arrays. An enzyme label on the immunocomplex catalyzes the conversion of thousands of substrate molecules
to a fluorescent product. The resulting concentrated fluorescent product enables visualization of the signal such that
fluorescent microwells can easily be counted. In this way digital counting of individual molecules can be achieved,
enabling ultra-sensitive measurements of both proteins and nucleic acids. The Simoa technology has been applied to a
variety of clinical applications including early cancer diagnostics and infectious disease detection.
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, Fluorescence, Immunoassay, Proteomics
Application Code:
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Methodology Code: Fluorescence/Luminescence
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Abstract Text
The ability to monitor and manipulate the microenvironment of cells and tissues is one of the most promising applications
for microengineered systems. The laboratory is developing a suite of technologies based on microengineered platforms
and microfluidics to manipulate and analyze living cells and organoids. We have developed simple, inexpensive fabrication
methods utilizing photoresists, plastics, and hydrogels to array cells and organoids. The fabricated devices include
detachable, deformable, or biodegradable array elements designed for cell/organoid analysis and sorting. Cells cultured in
these engineered microenvironments yield high-density arrays for high through put analyses and assays followed by
isolation of individual cells and organoids. The arrays bring the power of cell sorting capabilities to high-contentscreening microscopy. Applications for this technology are envisioned for the sorting of single cells for mRNA expression
analysis, identification and capture of rare immune cells for immunotherapy, and screening of primary samples using
complex phenotypes as separation criteria.
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, Biological Samples, Biomedical, Biotechnology
Application Code:
Biomedical
Methodology Code: Microfluidics/Lab-on-a-Chip
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Abstract Text
We have developed a suite of three-dimensional paper-based microfluidic devices that enable diagnostic assays to be
performed directly at the point-of-need. Paper offers a number of attractive characteristics that supports its use as a
foundational platform for bioanalytical sensing in resource-limited settings: it is inexpensive, disposable, and compatible
with an extensive range of chemical and biochemical reactions. The use of paper-based devices significantly reduces the
burden of effort on an end-user, as complex biological samples (e.g., urine and blood) can be applied to the device
directly without additional preparation and all biochemical reactions needed for an analysis (e.g., incubation with
secondary antibodies) are performed autonomously within the device. Paper-based microfluidic devices thus permit
many critical functions used by more sophisticated lab-on-a-chip technologies, but do not rely on power or additional
instrumentation to provide valuable information on the health status of a patient. We have demonstrated our method by
designing a general device architecture that is capable of performing immunoassays broadly, and we have expanded this
approach to include multiplexed immunoassays. Further, we have demonstrated that the careful tuning of the physical
and chemical properties of paper can enable entirely new classes of bioanalytical assays. Diagnostic assays created using
simple and inexpensive materials have the potential to transform healthcare management systems in resource-limited
settings.
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, Biological Samples, Chromatography, Lab-on-a-Chip/Microfluidics
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: Microfluidics/Lab-on-a-Chip
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Abstract Text
Modern mass spectrometry-based methods provide an exciting opportunity to characterize protein expression in the
developing embryo. We employed an isotopic labeling technology to quantify the expression dynamics of nearly 6,000
proteins across six stages of development in Xenopus laevis from single stage zygote through the mid-blastula transition
and the onset of organogenesis (1). The expression of ~40% of the proteins showed significant expression changes across
the development stages; the expression changes for these proteins naturally falls into six clusters that correspond to
major events that mark early Xenopus development. A subset of experiments in this study quantified protein expression
differences between single embryos at the same stage of development; within experimental error, embryos at the same
stage of development have identical protein expression levels.
(1) Sun L, Bertke MM, Champion MM, Zhu G, Huber PW, Dovichi NJ. Sci Rep. 2014; 4: 4365
Keywords:
Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy, Proteomics
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Abstract Text
Vibrational industrial spectroscopy began in fits and starts, with IR photometers used to control industrial processes in
World War II, and dispersive spectrometers gaining a role in analytical lab & offline quality control through the 1970's.
Online filter photometers continued to be used in industry, but for the most part these photometers were unique ad hoc
solutions to exigent problems.
Karl Norris kicked off the modern era of industrial vibrational analysis in 1977, based on newly available filter NIR
instrumentation & computational methods. That same year I left academia and joined the fledgling Nicolet Analytical
FTIR group. Since then, I have been involved with the development of vibrational industrial instrumentation & analysis,
particularly real-time FTIR-based methods, for my whole career.
This development of industrial process analysis & control has progressed incrementally, and three major types of
advances have set the pace: robust spectrometers, sampling interfaces, and chemometric methods. Overlying all of this
has been the ancient & recurrent problem of defining the analysis: what IS the critical measurement desired?
This presentation will explore the interaction of these factors in influencing the development of real-time vibrational
industrial process analysis, and attempt to answer the question of where we are, how we got here, and where might we
be going.
Keywords:
Infrared and Raman, Instrumentation, Process Analytical Chemistry, Spectrophotometry
Application Code:
Process Analytical Chemistry
Methodology Code: Vibrational Spectroscopy
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Abstract Text
Infrared spectroscopy is a natural choice to gain molecular understanding of biological materials. Indeed some of the
earliest applications of infrared spectrometers were in the qualitative analysis of biological samples(1). So what has
changed? Nothing and everything. The progression of instrumentation in infrared spectroscopy has been entirely
evolutionary and not revolutionary, despite the marketing claims. The outputted data is still an infrared spectrum which
is a fundamental physical property. Developments have however completely changed the time commitment needed to
obtain a high quality spectrum, and this in itself has allowed the development of new sampling modalities and
computational methods. In this paper I hope to give a bit of a history of the key developments that made infrared
spectroscopy a modern day powerhouse for biological insight.
(1) Bird, G. R. and Blout, E. R. Laboratory Investigation 1,266 (1952).
Keywords:
Biomedical, FTIR, Instrumentation, Medical
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Abstract Text
After more than three decades as a chemometrician and spectroscopist, and after serving as the North American editor of
the Journal of Chemometrics, I have a number of insights that I would like to share for those interested in performing
chemometric research and applying chemometric methods to the analysis of spectral data. A portion of the talk will be
devoted to outlining good chemometric practices and recommendations for authors and reviewers of chemometric
research articles. In addition, the significant advantages of the little known Augmented Classical Least Squares (ACLS)
calibration and prediction methods will be highlighted. These ACLS methods are able to achieve significant advances and
remove all the barriers to the use of CLS approaches to quantitative spectral analyses. With these advances, ACLS
methods demonstrate quantitative prediction abilities that have always been as good as or better than achieved with PLS
or PCR. However, the most significant advantage of ACLS calibrations over PLS and PCR is that they can be readily
updated, without the need for recalibration, for spectrometer drift, changes in spectrometers and the introduction of
new chemical species not present in the original calibration samples. In addition, CLS methods form the basis of
multivariate curve resolution (MCR) which can be applied to the analysis of spectral images to discover and quantify all
the independently varying spectral species in the imaged sample without any a priori information being required.
Examples of the new capabilities of the ACLS methods will be presented using multicomponent mixtures and spectral
images.
Keywords:
Chemometrics, Fluorescence, Imaging, Near Infrared
Application Code:
Process Analytical Chemistry
Methodology Code: Chemometrics
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Abstract Text
Ion mobility separations are of increasing importance in conjunction with analytical applications of mass spectrometry,
not only providing additional structure-related information, but potentially more complete analysis of complex samples,
detection of lower level constituents, and greater measurement throughput than feasible with on-line liquid phase
separations. The benefits of mobility-based separations generally increase as separation power increases, but high
resolution mobility separations to this point have only been achieved in conjunction with significant ion losses,
substantially limiting their practicality and range of applications. This presentation will describe new approaches using
Structures for Lossless Ion Manipulations (SLIM) for enabling very long path length high resolution ion mobility
separations, and initial SLIM design implementations and experimental results will be presented. The presentation will
conclude with consideration of pending developments enabled by SLIM and their potential impacts for mass
spectrometry-based measurements.
Keywords:
Instrumentation, Mass Spectrometry, Separation Sciences
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Methodology Code: Mass Spectrometry
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Abstract Text
Native ion mobility mass spectrometry is an emerging approach for characterizing the stoichiometry, assembly, and
shapes of noncovalent complexes in solution. These technologies are especially useful for investigating proteins and
protein complexes that are challenging to characterize using condensed-phase experiments, including those that are
heterogeneous, have large mass, and are membrane bound. I will discuss how my lab uses radio frequency (RF) confining
drift cells and structures for lossless ion manipulation (SLIM) to analyze intact proteins and protein complexes. RF
confining drift cells use a series of ring electrodes to establish a constant electric field along the axis of transmission,
similar to conventional drift tubes, but also superimpose RF potentials applied to all electrodes (alternating phases
applied to neighboring electrodes) that confine ions along the transverse axes. SLIM devices also use a combination of
direct-current and RF potentials, but apply those potentials to electrodes deposited directly onto parallel pairs of printed
circuit boards. I will discuss the implementation and application of these ion mobility architectures in the context of
structural biology and biophysics.
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, Instrumentation, Mass Spectrometry
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Abstract Text
Although gas-phase hydrogen deuterium exchange (HDX) techniques were presented for protein ion characterization
more than 20 years ago, the approach received little attention in the ensuing decades. In part, this was a result of the
fact that the sites of deuterium incorporation could not be located due to the translocation of the deuterium label upon
collisional activation of protein ions. Recently several research groups have investigated the combination of ion mobility
spectrometry (IMS) and HDX by employing non-ergodic fragmentation techniques. This presentation will describe the
first IMS/HDX-MS/MS experiments in which electron transfer dissociation (ETD) was used to designate deuterium
incorporation at specific sites for select gas-phase conformers. The instrumentation used to perform these experiments
and the approach for mapping the HDX accessibility of protein and protein complex ions will be presented.
Keywords:
Instrumentation, Mass Spectrometry, Protein, Proteomics
Application Code:
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Methodology Code: Mass Spectrometry
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To be discussed
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Abstract Text
The combination of ion mobility (IM) separation with mass spectrometry (MS) is becoming a more widely used approach,
in part due to relatively recent advances in the hyphenated technology. With increasing acceptance comes the driver to
improve both performance and functionality; one of the more recent concepts in IM separation involves use of non-linear
devices. Here, the design and performance of a novel cyclic IM (cIM) separator will be presented. The purpose of the cIM
device is multi-fold: the circular path minimises instrument footprint whilst providing a longer, higher resolution
separation path; a multi-pass capability facilitates mobility 'zoom' type operation, providing significantly higher
resolution; the device can be enabled for mobility separation or by-passed if not required and, the multifunctional ion
entry/exit array can selectively eject species within a range of mobilities, providing additional functionality. The cIM
device comprises a stacked plate ion guide with a path length of 100cm around which t-waves circulate to provide
mobility separation. The cIM device replaces the standard t-wave mobility separator in a Synapt G2-S quadrupole-IM-ToF
system. A mobility resolution of around 60 is indicated for a single pass around the cIM separator with values significantly
in excess of this for multiple passes.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Electrically interfacing with the brain is the next frontier, which requires successful biological integration of recording
electrodes for eventual closed-looped prosthetics. However, inflammation and neurodegeneration at the electrode-tissue
interface greatly inhibit the reliability of intracortical recording electrodes. When the electrodes are inserted, blood
vessels in the blood brain barrier (BBB) are ruptured to make room for the implant. After recovery from the initial injury,
the presence of a chronic implant within the brain can lead to endothelial cell inflammation. Monocytes and
macrophages then attach to the activated endothelial cells and infiltrate the brain. We hypothesize that the presence of
these inflammatory leukocytes activates a cytokine cascade that eventually leads to local neurodegeneration. Here we
propose to reduce chronic neurodegeneration by modulating the BBB. A main target to reduce BBB leakiness is
endothelial cells. Imatinib, a tyrosine kinase inhibitor, has been used in previous studies to reduce permeability of
endothelial cells and improve neural survival in neurodegenerative disease models. For this study, to evaluate the state of
the BBB, electrodes were implanted into the barrel cortex of the rat. By administering imatinib daily for 2 weeks, IgG
leakage was reduced, which correlates with reduced BBB leakage. Further studies will be conducted to evaluate the
chronic effects of imatinib treatment in the electrode implant model.
Keywords:
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Methodology Code: Sensors
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Abstract Text
Dopamine neurons are currently thought to transmit neural information to units they project to by two distinct
modalities, tonic and phasic. These two terms however are too generic and might refer to different time scales.
Therefore, an operational definition of tonic and phasic modalities of dopamine neuron activity can be conveniently
referred to the two modalities of dopaminergic neuron activity, single spike and burst firing, that can be demonstrated in
vivo by extracellular recording. According to A. Grace, while microdialysis estimates the overflow of dopamine released
by tonic, single spike dopamine neuron activity, voltammetry estimates phasic, burst firing activity. This assumption
however contrasts with a number of considerations and observations. First, after discounting for the difference in timescale, a high level of concordance is observed between the effects of various stimuli on the in vivo release of dopamine as
estimated by microdialysis and voltammetry. Second, due to the low efficacy in promoting calcium influx, the ability of
single spike firing to release dopamine exocytotically is likely to be minor as compared to burst firing. Third, doses of
gamma hydroxy butyrate that selectively depress burst firing decrease dialysate dopamine (Nyssbrandt et al, 1994). Burst
firing of dopamine neurons is known to depend on the activity of small-conductance calcium-activated K+-(SK) channels.
In order to investigate the contribution of burst firing to in vivo dopamine release as estimated by microdialysis, we have
studied the effect of apamin and of CyPPA, respectively an antagonist and an allosteric activator of SK channels, on
dialysate dopamine in the n.accumbens shell. The results are consistent with the hypothesis that dopamine release as
estimated by microdialysis is largely accounted by burst firing of dopamine neurons.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
We have used fused-silica-insulated carbon-fiber microelectrodes for chronic implantation into the striatum of rodents
for long-term tracking of extracellular dopamine concentrations with sub-second temporal resolution. Implantation of
these electrodes produces minimal neuroinflammatory responses without glial encapsulation; and the recording sites
appear unperturbed at the optical microscopy level, with normal levels of tyrosine-hydroxylase-positive staining around
the implantation site. As assessed by both in-vitro calibration and the presentation of positive-control stimuli in vivo,
electrode sensitivity is stable over months of implantation. Recordings from these electrodes faithfully reproduce the
concentrations and kinetics observed with acutely implanted electrodes, but have the distinct advantage of being able to
track within-in subject changes in neurotransmission over days, or even weeks, that result from psychological and/or
pathological processes. The electrodes are sensitive to impulse-dependent dopamine neurotransmission as indicated by
the detection of electrically stimulated changes in extracellular dopamine, by the attenuation of behaviorally evoked
responses following the inactivation of midbrain dopamine neurons, and they have replicated many of the patterns of
activity observed by electrophysiological recordings of dopamine neurons. Compared to glass-pulled electrodes, the
epoxy-sealed fused-silica electrode design of the chronic electrode has lower and, importantly, less variable capacitance,
making them more reproducible.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Principal component regression, a multivariate calibration technique, is an invaluable tool for the analysis of voltammetric
data collected in vivo with acutely implanted microelectrodes. This method utilizes training sets to separate cyclic
voltammograms into contributions from multiple electroactive species. The introduction of chronically implanted
microelectrodes permits longitudinal measurements at the same electrode and brain location over multiple recordings.
The reliability of these measurements depends on a consistent calibration methodology. One published approach has
been the use of training sets built with data from separate electrodes and animals to evaluate neurochemical signals in
multiple subjects. Alternatively, responses to unpredicted rewards have been used to generate calibration data. This
study addresses these approaches using voltammetric data from three different experiments in freely-moving rats
obtained with acutely implanted microelectrodes. The findings demonstrate critical issues arising from the misuse of
principal component regression that result in significant underestimates of concentrations and improper statistical model
validation that, in turn, can lead to inaccurate data interpretation.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Microdialysis probes are widely used to sample the chemical content of the brain extracellular space. The probes both
collect the sample and prepare it for analysis by eliminating high molecular weight substances and other cellular debris
that might be incompatible with high performance analytical tools, such as HPLC, CE, MS, etc. Thus, especially when the
analysis is performed on-line, microdialysis offers the capability of near real-time, highly sensitive, and highly selective
chemical monitoring of the brain processes. However, some evidence in the published literature suggests that the
performance of brain microdialysis is affected by the damage to the brain tissue that occurs when the probe is
implanted. This so-called penetration injury, left to its own devices, triggers a wound healing process (also sometimes
called a foreign body response) that will lead to the encapsulation of the microdialysis probe in scar tissue within a few
days. The formation of scar tissue might alter the neurochemical properties and activity of the tissue surrounding the
probe. We hypothesize that the retrodialysis delivery of anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective agents directly to the
sampling site might be an affective strategy for mitigating the disruptive effects of the penetration injury and ensuing scar
formation. Here we report the effects of retrodialysis of dexamethasone, a powerful anti-inflammatory glucocorticoid,
on measures of dopamine, a highly significant neurotransmitter, in the striatum.
Keywords:
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Application Code:
Neurochemistry
Methodology Code: Sampling and Sample Preparation
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Abstract Text
The past few decades have seen a groundswell of research on the immune system yielding a deeper understanding of
how cancer progresses and offering new ways to stop it. These new efforts in cancer immunotherapy are built on the
concept of “re-activating” the immune system to target tumor cells through manipulation of co-inhibitory or costimulatory molecules involved in regulation of the immune response. Proof of concept for this approach has been
demonstrated with the recent success of anti-CTLA-4 antibody ipilimumab (YervoyTM) and, more recently, with the
approval of two anti-PD-1 antibodies, pembrolizumab (KeytrudaTM) and nivolumab (OptivoTM), for use in several cancer
indications. The unprecedented clinical activity observed by targeting the PD-1 pathway in many different tumor types
has initiated a broad effort across industry and academics alike to take advantage of newly gained insights. Blockade of
the PD-1 pathway appears to be central to immune cell re-activation within tumors and provides a general paradigm for
targeting immune-modulatory molecules (IMRs). The focus of cancer immunotherapy research over the foreseeable
future will be on ‘raising the survival tail’ further, beyond what is achievable with the current checkpoint inhibitors and
other immune therapies. There is general agreement that this will require combination therapies that target both cancer
cell pathways as well as additional immune cell pathways. This presentation will introduce the concepts of cancer
immunotherapy.
Keywords:
Biopharmaceutical, Biotechnology, Drug Discovery
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Pharmaceutical
Methodology Code: Education/Teaching
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Abstract Text
Antigen specific T cells are critical initiators and orchestrators of the adaptive immune response. To better understand
how T cells participate (appropriately or inappropriately) in the immune response to cancer, more meaningful
categorizations of these cells are needed. For this purpose, a very large number of cellular parameters can be considered.
Focusing on human CD8+ T cells, the utility of high dimensional mass cytometry (i.e., Cytometry by Time-Of-Flight, CyTOF)
analysis will be discussed. By this approach, T cells can be probed with unprecedented detail by simultaneously evaluating
surface marker expression, functional capacity and antigen-specificity. For antigen-specificity, this analysis can be
performed in conjunction with a highly multiplexed method based on peptide-MHC tetramers, which allows simultaneous
assessment of >500 different antigen specificities in a single sample. To visualize and understand the diversity of these
cells, several computational data analysis approaches are being used. Application of these approaches to identify and
phenotypically profile various cancer specific T cells in humans as well as in mouse models will be described. In addition to
the possibility of finding novel therapeutic targets, a long-term goal of this work is to discover more accurate biomarkers
of clinical outcomes (e.g., responsiveness to immunotherapy) based on the high-dimensional characteristics of antigenspecific T cells.
Keywords:
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Application Code:
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Abstract Text
With their unique specificity, potential for agonistic or antagonistic responses, moldable effector function and optimal
pharmacokinetic properties, monoclonal antibodies and antibody-based biologics have delivered an impressive success
rate in the clinic. Specifically, antibodies targeting immune checkpoints such as programmed cell death protein 1 (PD1),
programmed cell death 1 ligand 1 (PDL1) and cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen 4 (CTLA4) have resulted in the
commercialization of new medicines that are having a profound effect on survival rates and patient outcomes.
Keytruda (MK-3475) is a humanized IgG4 antibody against human PD-1. IgG4 molecules have the uncanny ability to
exchange Fab arms by swapping a heavy chain and attached light chain (half molecule) with a heavy-light chain pair from
another molecule, resulting in bispecific antibodies. This intriguing property is not desirable for a therapeutic mAb and
mutating S228 at the hinge region to a proline (so it resembles IgG1) has been shown to confer stability to IgG4
antibodies. However, regulatory agencies still require the Biopharmaceutical industry to demonstrate that S228P
modified IgG4 are unable to engage in arm exchange. A series of orthogonal analytical methods were applied to study and
understand the half molecule exchange in buffer and Human serum (ex-vivo). Lastly, half molecule swapping was also
examined in vivo using both immunoassay and affinity-purification coupled to LC-MS (AP-LC-MS). Results from these
studies will be highlighted.
Keywords:
Biopharmaceutical, Characterization, Mass Spectrometry
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry
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Abstract Text
Over the past decade, monoclonal antibodies have emerged as an important class of therapeutics. More recently,
antibodies targeting immune checkpoint have resulted in important clinical advances. Developing and using microtools
for single cell multiparametric analysis to accelerate and streamline biologics development or to use in monitoring the
immune system in cancer and with drug treatment is critical to transform our understanding of human disease and in turn
improve human health.
Keywords:
Biopharmaceutical, Biotechnology, Drug Discovery, Nanotechnology
Application Code:
Pharmaceutical
Methodology Code: Microfluidics/Lab-on-a-Chip
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Abstract Text
As a clinical antibody-based project progresses through the development stages on the path to commercialization, a
number of analytical challenges are encountered during establishment of both the manufacturing process and the control
strategy, including method development, molecule characterization, and Critical Quality Attribute assessment. This
presentation will provide examples of these challenges and the strategies used to address them.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The concentration and isotopic composition of hydrocarbons C1-C5 has revealed as a powerful tool for interpretation of
interesting processes in the oil exploration industry, studies of global climate change and carbon cycle elucidation. In this
study a gas pre-concentration device, dedicated to the determination of methane and nitrous oxide of atmospheric
samples, was modified allowing the measuring of carbon isotope ratio of alkanes mixtures from C1 to C5 at low
concentration by GC-IRMS. The system allows the trapping of condensable gases (C2+, CO2, Ar, N2, O2, N2O, H2O) at low
temperature using just a few milliliters of sample. In addition to that, the methane is oxidized, cryo-focused as CO2 and
then injected in the GC-IRMS system. After the methane analysis, the condensed gases are sent to the GC-IRMS system.
The pre-concentration and the release of analytes were tested by evaluation of standards in GC-IRMS system. After the
release the determination of C2+ was made by the GC-IRMS system. To ensure the selective oxidation of methane, a few
modifications were tested in the cryogenic traps and in the analytical method. The introduction of PLOT column in the
traps, and the use of others cryogenic temperatures demonstrated the quantitative collection of gas, the separation of
non-methane hydrocarbons and the decrease of interferences collected in liquid nitrogen (N2 and O2). In addition,
interferences were minimized with the use of a cleaning chemical trap. The analytical system was later modified to allow
the analysis of olefins with the introduction of a PLOT column of alumina, and simplification of the cleaning trap. The new
method enables the analysis of concentrated samples (<100 µmol.mol-1) by direct injection without the interference of
air (N2 and O2) on methane. Also the same facilities of the pre-concentration system can be applied for diluted samples.
The methods were fully tested with real geological samples.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
With world-wide petroleum reserves ending, effective processing of petroleum becomes increasingly important. The
mass spectrometry came to be a fundamental tool in crude oil analysis since GC-MS until FT-ICR-MS [1] and now with
Orbitrap [2-4]. Crude oil is a complex mixture of hydrocarbons, containing multiple aromatic rings including heterocycles
of N, S and O and crude acids in its polar fraction. Mass spectrometry is an analytical technique that currently allows from
the analysis of a single molecular ion to a profile of the distribution of ions in complex samples. This has been possible
through direct analysis with different sources of ionization. For complex samples such as oil, the most appropriate source
of ionization is the electrospray (ESI) due to its stability and consequently reproducibility. The mass analyzer FT-ICR is
already being used for direct analysis of crude oil and allows monitoring and investigating crude oil and its derivatives.
These new data about polar compounds may be useful to add information starting from the crude oil exploration until
refining. Additionally, it may also be useful in forensic analysis such as in crude oil spills and in the investigation of the
compliance of different motor oils (mineral, semi-synthetic and synthetic) with their labels. Thus, this results offers an
enormous potential for the analysis and characterization of oil and its derivatives, through a simple and fast procedure,
without any pretreatment of samples.
[1] Qian et al., Energy&Fuels, 15, 2001
[2] Smith et al., Energy&Fuels, 24, 2010
[3] Denisov et al., Int. J. of Mass Spectrom. 325– 327, 2012
[4] Lababidi S, PhD thesis, 2013
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Abstract Text
To understand the progression from stem cells to differentiated tissues we are exploiting the simplifying aspects of root
development. We have profiled mRNA, small RNAs, alternative splicing and DNA methylation at cell-type specific
resolution within the Arabidopsis root. We are developing new experimental, analytical and imaging methods to identify
networks functioning within different cell types and developmental stages. Because, root systems are high value targets
for crop improvement due to their potential to boost yields, improve drought tolerance, and reduce the need for
fertilizers, we are using a variety of approaches to enhance root system architecture. We have developed a semiautomated 3D imaging and phenotyping system to identify the genetic basis of root architecture. The integrated system
combines hardware, imaging, software and analysis. We automatically reconstructed and phenotyped a well-studied rice
mapping population, identifying QTLs for RSA traits that control the extent, shape, distribution, and surface size of root
networks. We have extended this work to maize where we mapped large effect QTLs for RSA. We are also using X-ray
imaging to phenotype roots grown in soil. Thus, our approach can directly aid breeding efforts as well as identify
important genes underlying environmentally robust QTLs.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The advent of miniaturized ultra-high-throughput chemistry has allowed chemists to enter into the unfamiliar world of
big-data science. In principle, informatics approaches that have proven immensely valuable to other disciplines should
also enable dramatic improvements to the rate and quality of synthetic chemistry. The real barrier to turning on big data
chemistry is rapid, effective reaction analysis. New analytical approaches will be required that can keep up with a modern
chemist who can run upwards of 5,000 chemistry experiments per day in search of new drug candidates or vastly
improved syntheses of known valuable molecules.
Keywords:
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Application Code:
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Abstract Text
While genome-scale systems biology experimental techniques provide valuable data to understand and allow engineering
of biological systems, the large number of measured variables cause a curse of dimensionality: finding statistically
significant relationships between variables requires more and more samples as the number of observed variables grows.
Nonetheless, the application of systems biology approaches in complex animal model systems is an exciting area of
research, often with a goal of learning about underlying regulatory network structures (e.g., gene regulatory networks).
These complex animal model systems typically have significant limitations on cohort sizes, number of samples, and the
ability to perform follow-up and validation experiments, which is exactly the situation where the curse of dimensionality
has its greatest impact. These constraints are particularly problematic for many current network learning approaches,
which require large numbers of samples and may predict many more regulatory relationships than actually exist. Here,
we will discuss our recent work to learn regulatory networks from systems-scale, but small sample size, data. We will
present approaches using existing tools, as well as new algorithms to supplement those approaches, that help to enable
such analyses. Common themes across the approaches we discuss include resampling and permutation-based analysis of
statistical significance in order to identify the strongest and most robust relationships between variables. We will discuss
this work as applied to data generated by recent studies of host-pathogen interactions in non-human primate models of
malaria: a system where sample size is quite limited, but where biological insight would be particularly valuable. Our
approaches have helped to identify biological relationships that were not expected and that were not otherwise found
using standard univariate or multivariate methods.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Time course transcriptome datasets are commonly used to predict key gene regulators associated with stress responses
and to explore gene functionality. Techniques developed to extract causal relationships between genes from high
throughput time course expression data are limited by low signal levels coupled with noise and sparseness in time points.
We deal with these limitations by proposing the Cluster and Differential Alignment Algorithm (CDAA). This algorithm was
designed to process transcriptome data by first grouping genes based on stages of activity and then using similarities in
gene expression to predict influential connections between individual genes. Regulatory relationships are assigned based
on pairwise alignment scores generated using the expression patterns of two genes and some inferred delay between the
regulator and the observed activity of the target. We applied the CDAA to an iron deficiency time course microarray
dataset to identify regulators that influence 7 target transcription factors known to participate in the Arabidopsis thaliana
iron deficiency response. A set of 931 possible regulatory relationships between 133 differentially expressed transcription
factors and the 7 chosen targets was reduced by the CDAA to a very testable subset of 7 regulator transcription factors 32
connections. The 7 regulators identified by the CDAA were previously unlinked to iron homeostasis. We validated over
half of predicted influential relationships using qRT-PCR expression analysis in mutant backgrounds. One predicted
regulator-target relationship was shown to be a direct binding interaction according to yeast one-hybrid (Y1H) analysis.
These results serve as a proof of concept emphasizing the utility of the CDAA for identifying unknown or missing nodes in
regulatory cascades, providing the fundamental knowledge needed for constructing predictive gene regulatory networks.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Modern science and engineering problems are generating datasets with increasing volume, velocity and variety. The
complexity and scale of big data impose tremendous challenges for their analysis. Yet, big data also offer us great
opportunities. Some nonlinear phenomena or relations, which are not clear or cannot be inferred reliably from small and
medium data, now become clear and can be learned robustly from big data. Typically, the form of the nonlinearity is
unknown to us, and needs to be learned from data as well. Being able to harness the nonlinear structures from big data
could allow us to tackle problems which are impossible before or obtain results which are far better than previous stateof-the-arts. In this talk, I will discuss how to use large scale deep learning and kernel methods, both are nonlinear machine
learning methods, to address challenges arising from large scale images classification, time-series analysis, and materials
discovery problems.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
To date fluorescence polarization (FP) is the only quantitative, general molecular diagnostic to achieve any significant
penetration at the point of care. It is not, however, without significant limitations associated with the difficulty of
performing high-precision fluorimetry in blood serum, much less whole blood. In response, we are developing an
electrochemical equivalent to FP that circumvents many of the difficulties associated with the latter and which thus may
prove of particular value in the point-of-care measurement of specific analytes.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
In this presentation we show that a simple paper-based electrochemical sensor, fabricated by paper folding, is able to
detect a 30-base nucleotide sequence characteristic of DNA from the hepatitis B virus (HBV) with a detection limit of 85
pM. This device is based on design principles we have reported previously for detecting proteins via a
metalloimmunoassay. It has four desirable attributes. First, its design combines simple origami (paper folding) assembly,
the open structure of a hollow-channel paper analytical device to accommodate micron-scale particles, and a convenient
slip layer for timing incubation steps. Second, two stages of amplification are achieved: silver nanoparticle labels provide
a maximum amplification factor of 250,000 and magnetic microbeads, which are mobile solid-phase supports for the
capture probes, are concentrated at a detection electrode and provide an additional ~25-fold amplification. Third, there
are no enzymes or antibodies used in the assay, thereby increasing its speed, stability, and robustness. Fourth, only a
single sample incubation step is required before detection is initiated.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
On site and real time detection is very important for environmental monitoring, food safety and medical diagnostics.
Despite much effort, only a few sensors are widely available to the public. Among them, electrochemical devices based on
personal glucose meters (PGMs) and pH meters are shining examples. To translate the success of PGM/pH meters into
sensors for other targets, both scientific and technological barriers need to be overcome.
In scientific research, designing sensors based on a single class of molecules for a broad range of targets remains a
challenge, where successes in designing sensors for one target can be difficult to translate for others. To meet the
challenge, we need to develop general strategies to obtain sensing molecules for any targets, improve selectivity,
transform the binding into detectable signals, and tune the dynamic range to match the levels of the targets. Toward
these goals, we have used in vitro selection to obtain DNAzymes and aptamers for a wide range of targets, parcitually
small molecular targets (e.g., metal ions, organic toxins, and biomarkers for diseases) that are difficult to detect using
other methods, and used negative selection strategy to improve the selectivity.
In technological development, it is difficult to adopt new devices developed in laboratories into markets. We are
exploring ways to overcome this barrier by taking advantages of the wide availability and low cost of pocket-sized
PGM/pH meters to detect many non-glucose targets, ranging from recreational drugs to biological cofactors, to disease
markers and metal ions. We achieved the success by using target-induced release of conjugates between the
DNAzyme/aptamers and an enzyme that can convert sucrose into glucose or cause pH changes through enzymatic
turnovers. Since in vitro selection can be used to obtain DNAzyme/aptamers to bind a wide range of targets, this
approach can be readily used by the public to detect many targets at home and in the field.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The analysis of panels of molecular biomarkers offers valuable diagnostic and prognostic information for clinical decision
making. Robust, practical platforms that detect low levels of biomolecules (< 1000 copies) are urgently needed to
advance medical care by diagnosing and predicting the progression of cancer and other disease states. Electrochemical
methods providing low cost and direct biomarker read-out have attracted a great deal of attention for this application,
but have, to date, failed to provide clinically-relevant sensitivity. We exploit controlled nanostructuring of electrode
surfaces to promote surface accessibility and enhance capture rate and efficiency to solve this long-standing problem,
and showed that the nanoscale morphologies of electrode surfaces control their sensitivities. This presentation will
highlight our efforts to use these components to detect markers in clinical samples to develop tests for infectious disease
diagnosis, oncological management and transplant medicine.
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Abstract Text
As the development of life science and biomedical science, the detection of biomolecules with low abundance and the
acquisition of ultra weak biological signals have been become a bottleneck of these fields. High sensitive analytical
methods coupling with the specificity of biological recognition are in urgent need. In recent years, our group focusses on
the design of signal amplification strategies for highly sensitive biosensing. The first type of strategies is nano signal
amplification, which includes 5 ways. Here I introduce the second type of signal amplification strategies, which is based on
nuclei acid recognition, such as PCR, RCA, target-induced repeated primer extension, hybridization chain reaction, loopmediated amplification, target DNA recycling, proximity hybridization and DNA assembly. They have been used for
electrochemical, electrochemiluminescent, and photoelectrochemical detections; optical such as chemiluminescent,
fluorescent and Raman analysis; mass spectrometric analysis and the development of imaging technologies such as
chemiluminescence imaging, fluorescence imaging and Raman spectral imaging. The established methods can
conveniently be used in the detections of small biomolecules, DNA, proteins, cells, carbohydrate sites on cell surfaces,
intracellular microRNA, telomerase, ATP and sialyltransferase activity. Some methods can even realize quasi-singlemolecule detection. The designed nanoprobes have been used for highly selective and sensitive biosensing, cell–subtype
specific siRNA delivery, precise near-infrared cancer therapy, therapeutic monitoring, and monitoring of the evolution of
intracellular caspase family.
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Abstract Text
Poly(hydroxylalkanoate)s or PHAs are a class of aliphatic polyesters accumulated within cellular bodies of a number of
microorganisms as a carbon and energy storage medium in a manner similar to lipids in higher organisms. Among many
types of bacterial PHAs, poly[(R)-3-hydroxybutyrate-co-(R)-3-hydroxyhexanoate] or PHBHx, now manufactured under the
tradename of Nodax™, has shown a promising set of physical properties potentially capable of replacing many
conventional plastics derived from petroleum. PHBHx exhibits rich multi-phase morphological structures consisting of
both amorphous and crystalline domains. Furthermore, it has recently discovered that PHBHx has at least two distinct
crystalline polymorphs: most commonly observed • form with 21 helical structure and • form with planar zigzag
structure. Because of the characteristic IR absorption band assignable to each constituent structure, one can monitor the
dynamics of the supramolecular level transformation of PHBHx from the melt or solution to solid or gel in a real time
measurement as function of time or temperature. A series of spectral data thus obtained during the transformation
process are then examined with two-dimensional correlation analysis to obtain the significant insight into the multi-phase
evolution dynamics of the product made of these bioplastics.
Keywords:
FTIR, Infrared and Raman, Polymers & Plastics, Spectroscopy
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Polymers and Plastics
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Abstract Text
Poly(lactic acid) (PLA) – nanoparticle composites have great potential in biomedical and materials applications such as
drug delivery. We investigated the degrade mechanisms of such composites using a variety of analytical tools such as sum
frequency generation (SFG) vibrational spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy, and
contact angle goniometry. The results obtained from the in vitro drug release studies can be well explained by the
deduced degrade mechanisms. It was found that the drug release behavior is determined by the PLA hydrolysis rate,
which is medicated by the surface hydrophobicity and surface crystallization. Phthalate molecules are extensively used for
plasticizers, but they may have negative impact on environment. We applied a combination of vibrational spectroscopic
techniques including SFG, ATR-FTIR, and CARS spectroscopies to study degradation mechanisms of phthalate plasticized
poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) after UV irradiation. We also studied the effects of plasma treatment on such degradation
mechanisms.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
We have relied on vibrational spectroscopy (infrared and Raman) to characterize the structures and their changes of
various biodegradable polymers, with emphasis on poly(lactic acid) (PLA). The merits of these spectroscopic techniques
are simple sample preparation, modest cost instrumentation, but most importantly, extremely useful composition and
structural information can be obtained that complement other characterization techniques well. This is particularly true
with the robust computation capability commonly available nowadays. Unlike techniques such as X-ray diffraction, where
long range structural coherence is required, optical activity governing vibrational transitions is characteristic of localized
morphological features. Therefore, detailed information such as functional group composition can be analyzed extremely
accurately. Polymers obviously are formed when strong covalent bonds connect the monomers. Therefore, the infrared
and Raman spectra often exhibit additional features that are different from monomers directly reflecting the connectivity
along the backbone. As previous studies have shown, the perturbing effects of this connectivity are also seen in many
polymer systems with various secondary forces “connecting” the monomers of different chains. In this presentation, I
shall highlight the merits of using vibrational spectroscopy in determining the crucial structural element that gives PLA
rise its stability. Vibrational spectroscopy is also able to elucidate the relaxation mechanism for PLA to seek the most
stable crystalline phase. Since our research primarily deal with biomedical applications, the unusual water-PLA
interactions have also been characterized. There is no question that vibrational spectroscopy has advanced our
understanding of PLA microstructure making it an attractive candidate for replacing petroleum based polymers.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Biodegradable poly(3-hydroxybutyrate-co-3-hydroxyhexanoate) (P(HB-co-HHx)) has recently received considerable
attention owing to its potential applications in the environmental protection fields. P(HB-co-HHx) copolymers are fully
miscible with biodegradable polyethylene glycol (PEG). The study of P(HB-co-HHx)/PEG blend is of great practical interest.
We investigated thermal behavior of thin films of P(HB-co-HHx)/PEG blend upon heating process by infrared reflection
absorption spectroscopy. Further understanding was obtained using 2D correlation spectroscopy. In this presentation,
details of thermal behavior of thin films of biodegradable P(HB-co-HHx)/PEG blend investigated by 2D IR correlation
analysis will be discussed.
Keywords:
Chemometrics, Polymers & Plastics, Spectroscopy, Vibrational Spectroscopy
Application Code:
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Abstract Text
A metastable •-crystalline form of biodegradable and biocompatible poly[(R)-3-hydroxybutyrate-co-(R)-3hydroxyhexanoate] (PHBHx) was fabricated using a combination of solution electrospinning and high-speed collection on
a rotary disk with a tapered edge. Using an AFM-IR instrument and low dose selected area electron diffraction (SAED), we
have explored the correlation between structure, processing and chain orientation/crystallinity in these single nanofibers
and tested the hypothesis that different processing protocols can alter the concentration of the stable •-crystalline form
and the metastable •-crystalline form. The ability to obtain IR spectra at high spatial resolutions has allowed us to map
crystalline populations as a function of nanofiber diameter and as a function of location within a single nanofiber and we
have observed, for the first time, the existence of a core-shell structure in a single electrospun nanofiber.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Job searching is a fundamental skill particularly important in this changing job market for analytical chemists. An
overview on job searching will be presented including how to develop a good understanding of your own skill set and the
requirement of various industries, as well as the changing trend in today’s job market for different career stages. Topics
discussed are: networking, dealing with headhunters and outplacement organizations, the use of internet sites
(monster.com and LinkedIn), developing interviewing skills and dealing with relocation issues.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Passover is a career problem usually affecting scientists in mid career. It refers to the practice of managers, particularly in
industry, to favor young recent graduates for assignments to explore or bring in new technologies. Passover is a fork in
one’s career path that can lead to very adverse outcomes. Unfortunately, employers are not motivated to help
experienced employees avoid the career problem.
Let me explain: The time cycle of many concepts and technologies in the sciences is about 20 to 30 years. Look at HPCE,
SFC, solvolitic displacement reactions, ligand field theory, hard vs. soft acids, etc. Each were trendy topics during my early
career. Each had an interest cycle that lasted only few decades.
For scientists that specialized in these and similar fields. The career path is very favorable during the ascendancy but
deadly during the declining years.
Scientists, especially those employed in industry, need to critically monitor the status of their specialty. If interest and
growth is positive, and you are an respected technical leader, then things may be good. But if this is not the case, it is
prudent to look for something that one could move into. This can be a technology extension such as HPLC moving into
ESI or TOF Mass Spectrometry. Or, if the future of one’s particular specialty is looking bleak, then jump on another train
that is fast tracked such as regulatory affairs or formulation.
Remember, you must manage your own career, since no one else will.
Keywords:
Education
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Abstract Text
Using personal examples, this presentation shares the experiences of how to prepare to become a faculty, the tenure
process, and how to be effective when pursuing a faculty career. For audience who is a Ph.D. student or a postdoc, this
presentation will introduce how to prepare an application package for a tenure-track faculty position and requirements
and expectations of different types of universities/colleges. For audience who has already been a faculty, the discussion
will focus on research, teaching and service – the three important parts in tenure process and promotion. Finally, this
presentation will introduce “seven habits of highly effective people”, which has been found useful in developing a
successful career.
Keywords:
Education
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Abstract Text
You can have career development at any places, in any companies, and doing any work – big or small. Career
development is not always a promotion or even financial reward. It is what your passion leads you. Find a good boss who
can help your career development – those give you candid feedbacks. Recruit and retain talents and develop their
careers – lead from behind and compassionate about their success. Give them your candidate feedbacks too. Involve in
community services and be a good citizen at and outside workplaces.
Keywords:
Education
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Abstract Text
Many Chinese scientists have the talent to be creative in their career. However, a successful career is far beyond that. In
this presentation, the author will present how to be successful in their career in terms of planning, learning, thinking,
collaboration, developing good habits, and networking etc.
Keywords:
Chromatography, Gas Chromatography, Liquid Chromatography, Supercritical Fluid Chromatography
Application Code:
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Methodology Code: Education/Teaching
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Abstract Text
One of the greatest challenges finish product manufactures of dietary supplements face is sourcing the needed high
quality functional ingredient inputs for their products. For manufactures there is an inherent risk in the functional
ingredients hitting their loading dock as ingredients derived from natural plant and herbal raw materials can vary
considerably from different suppliers. The lack of ingredient standards, modernized analytical methodologies and
industry oversight creates the potential for low quality and in some cases deliberately adulteration of ingredients. The
growing consumer demand for safe and efficacious products is driving leading companies to find solutions to the
ingredient quality issue. DNA barcoding has emerged as one tool but its suitability to NHPs has not been established. The
NRC in partnership with our clients have been developing analytical chemistry methods based on LC-HRMS and NMR
characterization to fingerprint raw materials to generate a “chemical barcode” to evaluate ingredients in great detail.
Unlike DNA barcoding that provides only one single type of information, chemical barcoding allows quantification of the
bioactive chemical entities that can determine the authenticity of functional ingredients. A key advantage of a nondirected chemical approach to evaluate ingredients quality is the ability to detect in the same analysis the presence of
both the expected bioactives as well as any potential adulterants such as herbicides and/or pesticides that are presumed
to be absent. The NRC presentation will introduce the concept of chemical barcoding that utilizes multiple analytical
approaches including NMR spectroscopy, LC-HRMS analysis and laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) followed by
statistical analysis of the datasets. The development of the methodology has been demonstrated on multiple ingredients
including two important Canadian grown medicinal crops, American ginseng and goldenseal.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Recent high profile cases involving mass recalls of herbal products has resulted in increased political, legal and public
pressure for companies to provide DNA barcoding data as a means to guarantee accurate product labeling. DNA
barcoding in this context refers to the specific amplification and sequencing of gene fragments from genomes, followed
by bioinformatic analysis to assign identities to organisms within a sample. It has become clear that there is no universal
barcode sequence that can be used to differentiate between all organisms on the planet and, as such, specific barcodes
must be identified for different groups. For plants, the most popular barcode regions are currently <i>rbcL, matK, trnHpsbA</i> (chloroplast genome) and a nuclear ITS region. Unfortunately, while DNA barcoding is a powerful tool for plant
identification, improper experimental design and oversimplified data interpretation can easily lead to both false positive
and false negative results with significant economic and legal consequences. For each plant species of interest, it is critical
to optimize the DNA barcoding workflow from sample collection, DNA extraction, choice of barcode, DNA amplification
conditions, choice of sequencing technology and bioinformatics tools. As more plant genomes are sequenced, the
reliability of DNA barcoding will increase and, as sequencing costs continue to decline there will be a shift to sequencing
larger barcode targets to improve accuracy. Even with reliable DNA barcode information, it is critical to realize that the
presence of plant DNA in a sample will not correlate to the presence of bioactive compounds in a product. As such, it is
not advisable to rely solely on DNA barcoding for authentication of herbal products.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Metabolomics involves the characterization of all the small molecules in a biological system. New analytical tools,
primarily based on liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS), are being developed to generate comprehensive
metabolomic profile of a sample. For example, chemical isotope labeling (CIL) of metabolites, in combination with LC-MS,
can be used to determine metabolomic differences of comparative samples with a coverage of several thousands of
metabolites. In this presentation, we will describe the development of CIL LC-MS for large scale profiling of natural
products such as fruits, plants and herbal extracts. We will demonstrate the use of metabolomic signatures of plant
species for natural product authentication.
Keywords:
Food Identification, Liquid Chromatography, Mass Spectrometry, Metabolomics, Metabonomics
Application Code:
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Abstract Text
The natural health product industry has been plagued for years with issues ranging from problematic fillers to the
complete adulteration. Manufacturers of products sold in Canada are required to comply with strict standards set out by
Health Canada and the United States, Chinese, and European Pharmacopeias. These international Pharmacopeias have
monographs which specify methods of analysis and standards for many herbal products. Unfortunately, the current
monograph methods have short comings which allow for the adulteration of a number of popular herbal products. These
deficiencies recently gathered attention in the United States when the New York State Attorney General’s Office ordered
four national retailers, GNC, Walgreens, Target, and Wal-Mart to stop selling a number of their dietary supplements, due
to adulteration. Also, this May, the Chinese SFDA announced a new temporary testing method to try to effectively
identify Ginkgo biloba adulterants in the market. This method is capable of identifying many of the spiked products;
however, some of the adulterants remain elusive. Based on these results, early this June, the Chinese Government
ordered 247 manufacturers to remove all Ginkgo biloba products from their shelves.
To help eliminate these flaws, we have done extensive research into new methods for the authentication of a number of
herbal products, and the analytical methods developed for on Rhodiola rosea, Panax notoginseng, and Ganoderma
lucidum have been published as monographs and the standard extracts are being used as standard reference materials in
the United States Pharmacopoeia. Most recently we have established an effective and rapid HPLC method for the analysis
of Ginkgo biloba plants, extracts, and finished products. The new analytical method is currently under review by the
United States and Chinese Pharmacopeias.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The proper identification of herbal medicines and Natural Health Products (NHP) is a significant issue as incorrect
identification of species can lead to serious allergenic reactions and result in products with limited or no effectiveness.
Many suppliers in North America receive dried powdered bulk material and it is critical for them to have cost effective
solutions to determine authentic products so that they do not inadvertently introduce fraudulent products into the
market place. With these objectives in mind we have evaluated the effectiveness of a series of Gas Chromatographic
based approaches to see which is the most effective approach to “Chemically Barcode” products. We have evaluated a
wide variety of techniques including simple extraction with GC/FID detection, GCMS (full scan) approaches from both
solvent extracts and Head Space – Solid Phase Micro Extraction (SPME). The data sets generated in this matter were
compared using a wide variety of statistical models. We also collected a wide variety of orthogonal data from high
resolution LCMS, NMR and DNA Sequencing approaches and these GC results were compared to those other techniques.
GC approaches offer a low per sample cost approach that can also achieve relative high sample throughput with limited
technical infrastructure requirements. All of the benefits and limitations of this approach will be discussed.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
In order to guarantee efficacy and safety of natural health products, quality control is a basic requirement. Testing for
identity is obligatory in order to avoid adulterations and mixing up plant material [1]. Adulterations can not only
negatively influence efficacy of a product, but can also lead to toxicological implications. The methods most widely used
for authentication of natural health products are TLC and HPLC fingerprinting [2]. While TLC fingerprinting is used
regularly in pharmacopoeias [3], HPLC fingerprints and chemometric analysis are more found in research and may be the
concept for the future [4,5].
Several examples, like Echinacea, Ginkgo, and Angelica containing herbs will be presented to demonstrate the power of
chromatographic fingerprint analysis. Compared the DNA barcoding, TLC and HPLC fingerprinting have the big advantage
that they provide also information on the content of constituents. Therefore they can also be used for authentication ofr
extracts and processed material, which do not contain intact DNA.
References
[1] Zhao ZZ, Hu Y, Liang Z, Yuen JP, Jiang Z, Leung KS. Planta Med. 72(10):865-74 (2006).
[2] Wagner, H., Bauer, R., Melchart, D., Xiao, P.-G., StaudingerA. (Eds). Chromatographic Fingerprint Analysis of Herbal
Medicines - Thin-layer and High Performance Liquid Chromatography of Chinese Drugs, Springer-Verlag, Wien (2011).
[3] Bauer, R., Franz, G. Planta Med. 76(17):2004-11 (2010).
[4] Tistaert C, Dejaegher B, Vander Heyden Y. Analytica chimica acta. 690:148–61 (2011).
[5] Chen Z, Liao L, Yang Y, Zhang Z, Wang Z. J Sep Sci. 38(2):231-8 (2015).
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Abstract Text
Cosmetic products containing non-allowed active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) for the treatments of hair loss have
appeared on the internet. Some therapeutic functions have been claimed for the products in order to attract consumers.
These APIs may have potential side effects and possibly cause adverse health effects to consumers, especially when used
without medical control. A rapid and sensitive UHPLC-HRMS method using Q Orbitrap mass spectrometry has been
developed to determine these APIs which include finasteride, dutasteride, minoxidil, ketoconazole, spironolactone, and
flutamide. A high-resolution product ion scan spectrum library has been established and could reliably be used to identify
these APIs in complicated cosmetics matrices. The preliminary data show that the most of the analytes have a linear
range from 1 to 1,000 ng/mL with a correlation coefficients (r) greater than 0.995. Ongoing work includes validation of
the UHPLC-HRMS method on cosmetic products and to perform a limited survey on commercial cosmetic products to
determine the levels of these APIs in cosmetic products.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Marine biotoxins include a variety of compounds that accumulate in shellfish to levels that pose serious risks to human
health and the seafood industry. Early techniques used for shellfish safety testing were based on animal bioassays. More
recently, faster analytical chemistry based techniques have been developed and are now used almost exclusively. To help
deal with the increasing demands for analysis, work is being conducted on the development and validation of higherthroughput methods for toxin detection and quantitation.
LC-MS methods have been validated for quantitating the full suite of regulated lipophilic toxins including okadaic acid,
dinophysistoxins, azaspiracids, pectenotoxins and yessotoxins, in a single run. Non-regulated toxins of interest such as
gymnodimines, spirolides and pinnatoxins can also be included. This has enabled the monitoring of lipophilic toxins by LC
MS in most testing labs. Our recent work to develop a multitoxin shellfish matrix certified reference material helps to
further enable multitoxin analysis in a quality-controlled environment.
We have also investigated emerging analytical techniques to enhance throughput by eliminating, or significantly reducing,
sample preparation or chromatography steps in toxin analysis. Laser Ablation Electrospray Ionization (LAESI) with MS
detection was evaluated for determination of the neurotoxin domoic acid directly from shellfish tissue without sample
preparation or chromatography. After a preliminary study, a validation exercise was conducted to compare the results
from LAESI screening to those from traditional LC-UV for a variety of shellfish samples obtained from regulatory partners.
Differential mobility spectrometry (DMS) is a rapid gas phase separation technique that operates after electrospray
ionization and before MS detection. This technique was investigated as an alternative to chromatography in highthroughput screening of hydrophilic and lipophilic marine toxins.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
A method was developed and validated for the determination of 16 prostaglandin analogs in eye area cosmetic products.
The objective of this work was spurred by the FDA’s regulatory concerns over the eyelash-enhancing properties of
bimatoprost and its analogs in eye area products being marketed as cosmetics. The QuEChERS (Quick, Easy, Cheap,
Efficient, Rugged, Safe) liquid-liquid extraction method, typically used for pesticide residue analysis, was utilized as the
sample preparation technique. The prostaglandin analogs were chromatographically separated and quantified using high
performance liquid chromatography with tandem mass spectrometry (HPLC-MS/MS). Thirty-one cosmetic products were
surveyed, and 13 products were determined to contain a prostaglandin analog with amounts ranging from 27.4 to 297
[micro]g/g. The calculated concentrations for the cosmetic products were in a similar range when compared to the
concentrations of three different prostaglandin analog-containing prescription products.
Keywords:
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Application Code:
Other
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Abstract Text
There is a need for accurate and precise method applicable to a wide variety of food matrices for analysis of artificial
color additives in food. A method to quantitate fourteen permitted and non-permitted color additives in food products
was developed. The method involves extraction of color additives by a multi-step solvent extraction method involving pH
adjustments at different steps. The color additives are analyzed by a HPLC method. The chromatographic method
provides a good resolution of all of the fourteen color additives at selected wave lengths (420-620 nm) of detection. The
method has been applied to a variety of food matrices (beverages, beverage powders, gelatins, sauces, bakery, and
dairy). The investigated food matrices did not interfere in resolution of the color additives by the method . The precision
of the analysis for all of the analyzed color substances was found to be satisfactory (%RSD range = 0.6-21). The spike
recovery of the analysis of all of the color additives except FD&C Blue 2 was found to be in range of 81-121% in all of the
tested matrices. FD&C Blue-2 in some of the matrices provided a lower (39-57%) spike recovery because of its instability
in the extracts. Estimated LOD of the method was found to be around 1 ppm. The method has been applied in high
through put mode particularly for analysis of FD&C colors.
Keywords:
Food Science, High Throughput Chemical Analysis, HPLC, Liquid Chromatography
Application Code:
Regulatory
Methodology Code: Liquid Chromatography
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Abstract Text
Multiple reaction monitoring (MRM), two stages of mass filtering are employed on a triple quadruple mass spectrometer.
In the first stage the precursor ion is preselected in Q1 then into a collision chamber and collides with a neutral gas in a
pressurized collision cell (Q2) which will results of induced to fragment by collisional excitation. In the second stage,
instead of obtaining full scan ms/ms where all the possible fragment ions derived from the precursor are mass analyzed in
Q3, only selected ions are mass analyzed in Q3. This targeted MS analysis using MRM enhances the S/N ration which
results the sensitivity increase. DDMS2 method consists of a generic chromatographic method and a full-scan datadependent MS/MS (FS-ddMS2) mass spectrometric method which including a list of accurate mass on target compounds,
the system will automatically triggered for a ms/ms scan according to the list if it find under the full scan data. Data
Independent Acquisition (DIA) has been widely employed in shotgun proteomic workflow, not only has it been used in
identification and characterization of proteins in a complex biological matrix, the method is also used in quantitative
proteomics, particularly with the use of isobaric labeling or tagging. The system was set to sequentially isolate and
fragment precursor windows of preset isolation windows by collision-activated dissociation (CAD) until a desired range
was covered. Furthermore, the method provided time-consistent ion sampling and was able to confirm the results in MS1
and with the simplicity which doesn’t have to know the nature of compounds need to be analyzed.
Keywords:
Calibration, Food Science, Mass Spectrometry, Tandem Mass Spec
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Methodology Code: Mass Spectrometry
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Abstract Text
Aminoglycoside is an important category of antibiotics that has been extensively applied in veterinary infection treatment
or as feed additive. Residue of aminoglycoside antibiotics in animal-originated foods may pose potential threat to human
health. Therefore, it is of great significance to develop analytical techniques for the detection and residue monitoring of
this type of antibiotics. Herein, we introduced a customized hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography (HILIC) column
named Click TE-Cys for the effective separation of aminoglycoside compounds. Conferred by the unique zwitterionic
feature of the bonded functionalities, Click TE-Cys had exhibited superior hydrophilic selectivity for the ten model
aminoglycosides, which could be well resolved on this column under the chromatographic condition of low pH and high
salt concentration. Compared with five other HILIC columns commonly used in aminoglycoside separation, Click TE-Cys
also displayed much better separation effectiveness, even for the structurally similar aminoglycosides. The results
indicated the great potential of Click TE-Cys column in the detection and residue level monitoring of the aminoglycoside
antibiotics.
Keywords:
Chromatography, Food Safety, HPLC, HPLC Columns
Application Code:
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Methodology Code: Liquid Chromatography
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Abstract Text
Efforts in my research group are directed toward the discovery and validation of disease markers, through targeted
metabolomics. Precise bioanalytical measurement of endogenous metabolites and subsequent correlation of this
measurement with a unique physiological state, presents several challenges not normally encountered with therapeutic
drug monitoring or preclinical development of a potential therapeutic agent. A rather obvious challenge of metabolite
determinations is the lack of a suitable blank sample while a less obvious challenge is how to establish a typical
concentration for a given metabolite under normal physiological conditions. Overlooking one or both of these factors can
adversely affect the precision of the measurement and ultimate conclusions drawn from the data collected. Collaboration
with multiple research groups or regulatory labs is a key to our success in this area. Preclinical research into the effects of
ionizing radiation exposure on amino acid metabolism is a key area of current interest in our group. Data from these
studies and efforts toward the development a research grade botanical product will be discussed within the context of
optimizing analytical precision.
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, Biological Samples, Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy, Metabolomics, Metab
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Abstract Text
Self-assembled lipid nanophases are significant to chemical separations because they extend the size range of the
separation, expand the precision of size discrimination, and are used to precisely pattern enzymes, antibodies, and lectins
in microscale channels for nanoscale biomolecule processing. The phospholipid nanophases are used to reconstitute and
non-covalently pattern proteins in fluid channels. Patterned lipid nanophases enhance enzyme activity and increase
protein stability. Each molecular affinity step in a patterned nanophase utilizes a small (~5 nL) plug of protein in the
separation channel. Once patterned, nanophases also serve as a tunable separation material for separations based on
hydrodynamic volume or molecular sieving. As a separation medium, these nanomaterials form temporary gels that
break and reform and are self-tuning. Alternatively, nanophases may be directly tuned to provide an appropriate
viscosity to accentuate differences in electrophoretic mobility without increasing longitudinal diffusion. These
multifunctional materials serve as an enabling tool to address complex biological analyses. The research directly impacts
separations chemistry, self-tuning smart phases, and multifunctional microscale analyses.
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, Biotechnology, Capillary Electrophoresis
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Abstract Text
Understanding the impacts of contaminants on environmental health depends on advances in analytical technologies and
methods for ecotoxicity evaluation. Metabolomics offers possibility as a new biomonitoring tool to assess environmental
health by monitoring the response of organisms to toxicants via the toxicometabolome. In this work, earthworms (Eisenia
fetida) and brine shrimp (Artemia salina) are used as ecotoxicity models to evaluate the metabolomic impacts of
contaminants, including dose-response and bioaccumulation. Proton and two dimensional nuclear magnetic resonance is
used in tandem with mass spectrometry to characterize the metabolomic impact of contaminants such as agrochemicals
on these non-target organisms.
Keywords:
Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry, Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy, Magnetic Res
Application Code:
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Abstract Text
A mathematical framework of underlying physicochemical properties of tissues and drug molecules will be described
along with examples of it's application to the understanding of drug cellular and sub-cellular disposition which may lead
to deviations from the traditional understanding of the free drug hypothesis. Passive distribution is modeled via a FickNernst-Planck approach, using in vitro experimental data to estimate the permeability of both the neutral and ionized
species. This framework allows for the derivation of a single set of parameters which govern the distribution of drug
molecules across multiple local sub-cellular conditions both in vitro and in vivo. A case study using this approach will be
discussed in which the hepatoselective GKa activator achieves hepatoselectivity via a combination of active uptake into
the liver and exclusion from other tissues.
Keywords:
Pharmaceutical
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Abstract Text
The accurate determination of metal ions at trace levels in environmental matrices is a complex problem and as a result,
methods for determination and preconcentration of trace metals are continuously under investigation. Selection of
suitable ligands for sensitive and selective detection of metal ions is seeing much attention. This work presents a historical
perspective of methods used for metal speciation from separation techniques to several novel sensing strategies for
developing optical chemical sensors. Determination of metal ions by capillary electrophoresis (CE) using oncolumn
complexation with 4,2-pyridylazo resorcinol (PAR) followed by peak stacking is described. This method of trace
enrichment achieved a limit of detection of 1.10‘8 M for Co(II), Zn(II) and Fe(II). For Pb(II) determination, a 100 fold
improvement in sensitivity was achieved using on-column complexation as opposed to precolumn derivitization. The
optical sensors are comprised of metal chelating reagents, together with an ion carrier immobilised within polymeric thin
films, i.e. hybrid sol-gel thin films, PVC membranes, ORMSOLs, and functionalised cellulose membranes. The developed
test strips based on 2-(5-bromo-2-2pyridydylazo)-5-diethylaminophenol (Br-PADAP) immobilised on hybrid nafion/sol-gel
membranes are capable of selectively monitoring Ni2+ in water samples. A novel series of double armed spirocyclic
calix[4]arene compounds has been investigated for their binding abilities with heavy metal ions. This compound
demonstrated potential for the use as selective-ionophore for the development of a Pb2+ selective sensing system. In
recent times autonomous sensors are a desired approach and we will present current work on the development of a
centrifugal lab-on-a-disc platform for metal ion determination. This platform includes a fully integrated optical detection
with long path length, on-disc mixing, in-built motor and 3-D printed casing.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
High throughput screening of potential drug candidates is now a necessary prerequisite in almost all drug discovery
workflows. When a screen based on a fluorescent or chemiluminescent read-out is feasible, tens of thousands of
compounds can be assayed per day. Many druggable targets, however, cannot be probed in these standard assays
because the drug action of interest is a protein binding event that does not induce a change in light emission or
absorbance. In these cases, much lower-throughput assays based on NMR or SPR are routinely employed. We developed
a screening method using LC-MS to identify potential protein binding partners. The method competes very favorably
against existing technology like solution based indirect Affinity Selection Mass Spectrometry (ASMS). Our method can be
used to screen thousands of compounds per day, and its key advantage over existing approaches is that virtually zero
false positive hits are detected. The method was demonstrated to be effective with two different protein examples; in
both cases, a single known inhibitor could be picked out of a background of hundreds of non-binding compounds.
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, High Throughput Chemical Analysis, Mass Spectrometry, Pharmaceutical
Application Code:
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Abstract Text
We have recently developed methods to fabricate polystyrene-based microfluidic devices where encapsulation of
materials (tubing and electrodes) can be used to integrate fluidic interconnects and electrochemical detection with other
processes such as cell culture and microchip electrophoresis. This general encapsulation approach allows the electrode
material to be polished before each use and also enables the use of different electrode materials. This includes a
palladium electrode for coupling microchip electrophoresis with electrochemical detection as well as any working
electrode material of choice (such as carbon or platinum). This talk will show some of this recent work and demonstrate
how the devices are robust for both the immobilization of cells (both PC 12 and endothelial cells) and the analysis of
molecules (such as catecholamines and nitric oxide) released from these cells upon stimulation. We will also show that a
unique feature of this approach is the ability to create planar membranes from 3-dimensional pillar electrodes. Work
towards using this type of device to monitor cell-to-cell interactions will be discussed. In addition, this talk will also
feature related work using 3D printers to create highly functional devices that can be used to easily transfer technology to
biomedical laboratories.
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, Electrochemistry, Electrophoresis, Lab-on-a-Chip/Microfluidics
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Abstract Text
Monitoring pharmacokinetics/pharmacodynamics (PK/PD) in various tissues using microdialysis sampling was a central
component of the research performed in the Craig Lunte Research Group. The group was mainly divided into two parts: a
subgroup focused on the development of instrumentation and methods for analyzing microdialysis samples and a second
subgroup concentrated on implementing novel microdialysis sampling strategies [i]in vivo [/i]. The instrumental subgroup
was focused primarily on minimizing sample volumes required for analysis, improving the limits of detection, and/or
determining the appropriate separation parameters to ensure that the optimal analytical method was employed for the
microdialysis experiments. Concurrently, the microdialysis subgroup expanded the applicability of microdialysis sampling
by developing a new microdialysis probe for intravenous sampling, and by perfecting the implantation of microdialysis
probes in a variety of tissues, including heart, lung, and GI tract. This was done in the quest to gain a better
understanding of the PK/PD of drugs/biomarkers in these organs/tissues.
Utilizing microdialysis sampling for PK/PD studies, it is possible to continuously monitor [i]in vivo [/i] changes in drug
disposition and pharmacological biomarkers in a site-specific fashion. Examples of novel applications of microdialysis
developed in Craig Lunte’s lab will be presented, including the implantation of a microdialysis probe in the submucosa
layer of the gastrointestinal tract and in the apex of the heart. The information obtained from these experiments would
not have been possible without Craig Lunte’s guidance, perseverance, and enthusiasm to expand the capabilities of
microdialysis sampling.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The focus of many Government-sponsored R&D initiatives is typically on a specific core technology. While this is
appropriate, it often leads to sub-optimal solution sets, and imposes costly spiral development and re-purposing
activities. In the context of domestic explosives screening, this presentation will highlight operational and logistical
challenges that should be considered early in the development cycle. Areas of concern may include adaptability to
emerging threats, user-imposed “excursion” applications, common interface designs, and operational safety validation.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
A generalized framework based on information structures is discussed. This enables combining information from multiple
sources and deriving decision rules for optimal utility of resources. Combining orthogonal information is a natural
corollary of this generalized approach. This generalized framework is agnostic of any specific application and system
components. It has merits to be applied to diverse mission objectives, including optimal combination of information from
multiple sensing modalities under risk constraints, communications, business practice, and many others.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
In this presentation we will discuss various statistical methods for constructing signatures and profiles for various
compounds in the presence of outliers. Our focus is on atypicality measures and methods for extending these measures
to high dimensional data arising from raman spectra.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The ability to inspect a suspect item for the presence of concealed explosives is an important capability for both military
and civilian safety. One means of doing so relies of the detection of explosive traces exterior to the device, which are
good indicators for the likelihood of a concealed explosive. The current methods of detection are based on either
collection of surface contamination and introduction of the collected sample into an instrument, or by use of trained
animals such as canines. Both methods require the detector to be in close proximity to the inspected object.
In recent years, significant attention has been made to the development of trace explosive detectors that can work from
a greater distance than is currently possible. Such a capability would allow larger areas to be searched more quickly and
more safely. Put another way, is it possible to do from 100 meters what a canine can do from one meter? The answer to
this question lies not only in the technical capabilities of the proposed solutions (which is the usual focus), but in the very
nature of the explosive signature itself. In fact, the signature characteristics play a lead role in both defining the technical
requirements and determining the ultimate operational utility of even the best detection system.
This talk will provide an overview of the role that trace signature science plays in informing the design and potential
capabilities of remote trace detection systems, and will draw on previous work [1,2] to provide a framework for how the
operational potential of any remote trace detection system can be informed by a detailed knowledge of the signature
science.
[1] Kunz, R. R., et al., Anal. Bioanal. Chem. 395(2), 357-369 (2009).
[2] Kunz R. R., et al., J. Phys. Chem A 116, 3611-3624 (2012).
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
An industry perspective on the development of Explosive Trace Detection systems will be presented highlighting the
challenges faced with increasingly strict requirements for a variety of key metrics. Pushing operational limits to improve
both sensitivity and breadth of detection while maintaining, or even lowering, a given false alarm level is of prime
concern. However, increases in library size, lowering power, weight, and footprint requirements and reducing
environmental health and safety concerns are also major focus efforts toward the development of next generation
systems. With an ever-expanding list of explosive threat materials, a more dynamic set of requirements is imposed on
industry, driving the development of more flexible detection platforms intended to be upgraded as threat priorities shift.
The current state of trace detection will be discussed in light of foreseen challenges toward these desired improvements.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Effective sampling of explosive particle residues is the critical front end process for successful trace chemical detection
and forensic analysis of trace contraband materials. The chemical and physical characteristics of these particles must be
understood in order to develop optimized sampling and analysis strategies. This presentation will focus on recent studies
aimed at understanding the characteristics of contraband particles in residues deposited on model surfaces. A variety of
micro analytical tools including micro CT, cathodoluminescence, optical and electron microcopies, atmospheric pressure
mass spectrometry and secondary ion mass spectrometry have been employed to study the morphology and chemical
composition of explosive particles. Based on this information, optimized sampling protocols and sampling materials have
been developed for swipe- based particle collection. These studies have demonstrated the critical nature of applied force,
swiping direction and swipe collection material. Each of these variables will be discussed. Of particular interest for swipe
sampling is the incorporation of force sensitive resistor imaging technology into sampling wands to evaluate effectiveness
of swipe sampling. Assuming successful collection of targeted trace particle residues, subsequent chemical identification
is typically achieved by rapidly heating the particles to produce vapors which are characterized by ion mobility or mass
spectrometry. The use of high speed video microscopes, temperature programmed desorption, particle counting and
laser based scattering measurements has allowed us to develop a better understanding of the desorption process leading
to analytical conditions with enhanced analytical sensitivity.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The enhanced separation offered by comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography with time-of-flight mass
spectrometry (GCxGC–TOF MS) has made the technique a popular choice for petrochemical analyses. Despite this
enhanced separation, the identification of individual compounds in complex samples may become complicated when
similar mass spectral characteristics are evident across entire chemical classes. Branched alkanes are a prime example,
with weak molecular ions that further complicate the process. Spectral similarity can be addressed by the use of soft
ionization to reduce the degree of ion fragmentation, but this approach has been cumbersome to implement until now.
Select-eV ion-source technology addresses this problem through the ability to switch effortlessly between hard and soft
electron ionization without loss in sensitivity. The novel ion source provides enhanced molecular ions whilst retaining
structurally-significant fragment ions, thus simplifying the identification of isomeric compounds. The enhanced sensitivity
and selectivity stemming from the dramatic reduction in fragmentation at low energies also greatly increases the number
of compounds confidently identified, permitting the robust statistical comparisons that are essential for successful
chemical fingerprinting.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Precise and fast measurement of natural gas composition is critical for producers, gatherers, and natural gas appliance
and engine manufacturers. Physical property calculations, such as heating value (measured in BTU), provide valuable
information to the end user. Due to variations in natural gas composition, gas samples must be analyzed frequently, as
small changes in physical properties can have a significant financial impact.
INFICON Micro GC Fusion builds upon proven MEMS based technology and introduces temperature programming, which
allows for faster, more accurate analyses. Compared to isothermal operation, temperature programming provides
sharper peaks and extends application capability. With a single column, C1-C8+ components can be analyzed within 4
minutes. For extended analysis up to C12, a second module may be utilized. Micro GC Fusion’s small size and portability
makes it an ideal instrument either in the field or in the lab. Combined with Diablo EZReporter for physical property
calculation, Micro GC Fusion is a powerful tool for natural gas composition analysis.
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Abstract Text
Structurally tuned mono and dicationic imidazolium-based ionic liquids (ILs) have been applied in comprehensive twodimensional gas chromatography (GC×GC) as second dimension columns and have been shown to exhibit high selectivity
for the separation of aliphatic hydrocarbons from kerosene. However, the low maximum allowable operating
temperatures (MAOTs) of the ILs have largely limited their applications at high operating temperature. To address this
issue, a series of polymeric ionic liquid (PIL)-based stationary phases were prepared via in-column free radical
polymerization using imidazolium-based IL monomers and crosslinkers. The IL monomers were functionalized with long
alkyl chain substituents to provide the selectivity required for the separation of aliphatic hydrocarbons. Columns with
different film thicknesses were prepared to determine the best column dimension for the GC×GC separation of kerosene.
The bis[(tri•uoromethyl)sulfonyl]imide ([NTf2]-)-based PIL with high film thickness (0.28 µm) exhibited high selectivity and
MAOT of 300 •C. Mixtures of IL monomer and IL-based crosslinkers were examined in this study. Better column efficiency
and selectivity was obtained when a long chain crosslinker was applied. It was also observed that the addition of
crosslinker did not show a significant effect on the thermal stability of the stationary phases. However, better resolution
of aliphatic hydrocarbons was obtained when 50% (w/w) of crosslinker was incorporated into the stationary phase. The
best performing PIL-based stationary phases exhibited better selectivity and higher thermal stability compared to
commercial poly ethylene glycol (PEG) columns.
The authors acknowledge funding from Chemical Measurement and Imaging Program at the National Science Foundation
(Grant number CHE-1413199).
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Abstract Text
This presentation discusses a technique that measures compound classes problematic in the petroleum refining process,
including cyclics, saturates, aromatics, olefins, heteroatomic (oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur, phosphorous, halogens), and
volatile organometallic compounds across the boiling point distribution. A few target classes are looked at here that are
known to be either corrosive or destabilizing to the process.
Olefins in condensate streams used as diluents can have a negative impact on the catalyst. Olefins in products can cause
destabilization. Naphthenic acids may cause operational problems such as foaming, and are corrosive especially at high
temperatures. Odor problems in products may be caused by their prescence. They may cause deactivation of catalyst.
The basic nitrogen in combination with phenols may form colorbodies and promote gum formation in the naptha and
kerosene fractions. Sulfur, may cause corrosiveness and has a negative impact on our environemnt. All of these classes
have the potential to cause the product to fail specification.
In this research, olefins were tested in jet fuels and condensates. Naphthenic acids, sulfur and nitrogen compounds were
investigated in light and heavy crudes.
Chromatographic co-elution and similarity of spectra in a traditional electron ionization mass (EI) spectrometry present an
analytical challenge to identifying these classes and compounds. This challenge was overcome using a Cold EI source
which enhances the molecular ion relative to the fragmentation ions. Cold EI while enhancing the molecular ion also
allows for NIST searchable spectra, if the peaks can be deconvoluted. The extracted enhanced molecular ion paired with
boiling point distribution is used to attain improved compound identification in complex mixtures Enhanced molecular
ion also allows for enhanced MS/MS to confirm structural and compositional identification on the same instrument.
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Abstract Text
Aromatic nitrogen compounds have impacts on thermal and storage stability of aviation fuels. Presence of nitrogenated
compounds is largely represented by indoles, anilines, pyrroles, quinolines, and carbazoles. These compounds are
traditionally determined by MS, X-ray, IR, HPLC, and GC, using specialized equipment, sample transportation and
handling. Optical sensors represent a different approach that can potentially overcome these drawbacks.
The Ehrlich reaction has been applied for the detection of indole compounds. A red product is formed by condensation of
p-dimethylaminobenzaldehyde (DMAB) with indole species in acidic media. We have fabricated a sensor that encloses an
Ehrlich-type system into a polymer matrix. Exposure to indole solutions led to the development of red color. This change
corresponds to an increasing absorbance at 540 nm that shows a fair correlation with the concentration of indole
(R[superscript 2] = 0.988). When aniline is present in the solution, yellow color developed with a peak at 432 nm
(R[superscript 2] = 0.990). The detection limits are ppb for indole or aniline. Our work poses an easy and inexpensive
alternative for the detection of indole and aniline in aviation fuels. By utilizing a portable spectrophotometer, on-site
detection can be achieved in a shorter time in comparison to traditional methods.
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Abstract Text
Mass Spectrometry (MS) with soft ionisation methods (i.e. fragmentation-free ionisation methods) such as
photoionisation (PIMS) enables the direct detection of traces of intact molecules from complex organic vapours. PIMS is a
perfect tool for Evolved Gas Analysis (EGA) in Thermal Analysis (TA). In particular it allows the determination of the
molecular organic signatures (i.e. intact organic molecules) of desorption-, pyrolysis- and combustion-processes. A newly
developed TA-PIMS system was applied for detection of the evolved signatures of intact organic molecules from
thermogravimetic analyses of petrochemical samples (source rock, keroegn, crude oils etc.). In the lecture initially a
briefly explanation of the principles of the used soft ionisation mass spectrometry approaches is given. The main part of
the lecture comprehends applications results of the Thermal Analysis - Photoionisation Mass Spectrometry (TG-PIMS).
This approach allows the detailed analysis of the thermochemical behaviour of petrochemically relevant samples. In the
case of crude oil, e.g., the yield and chemical composition of the different distillation fractions can be determined (50400°C). At higher temperatures the cracking products of the non-volatile residue (asphalthenes etc.) are analysed. Further
examples are the source rock samples. Here the composition and formation temperature of shale-oils and -gases can be
measured. The comparison of TG-PIMS laboratory results and industrial pilot-plant process studies finally suggest the
applicability of the laboratory instruments for simulation and optimization of industrial processes. In summary the
potential of TA hyphenated to soft photoionisation mass spectrometry for industrial- as well as for fundamental-research
applications is demonstrated and discussed.
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Abstract Text
Fuel quality is becoming increasingly important in many countries where fuel theft occurs in the form of diluting
shipments using less expensive petroleum products. Diluted fuels with inferior chemical and physical properties lead to
decreased engine performance and ultimately engine failure. These properties include aromatic, fuel system icing
inhibitor, olefinic, naphthene, oxygenate, and saturate content; cetane and octane numbers; cloud, distillation, flash,
freezing, and pour points; density (API gravity), Reid vapor pressure, and viscosity. Complete analysis of a suspect fuel
requires multiple analyzers, typically one per property, and as much as 8 hours. Such analysis is not always performed.
Consequently, there exists a need to rapidly verify fuel quality upon receipt. Often, such verification must be performed
far from a lab containing standard fuel analysis instruments and apparatus. To satisfy this need, we have developed an
inexpensive, compact (7x13x16”, 14.5 lb) fuel analyzer based on near-infrared spectroscopy that employs chemometrics
to determine the 16 properties listed above in 10 seconds, using only 2 mL of sample. This presentation describes the
analyzer and the chemometric analysis.
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Abstract Text
We are developing pressure-actuated integrated microfluidic devices to diagnose the risk of a pre-term birth (PTB). The
novelty of our work lies in the integration of pressure-driven immunoaffinity extraction, enrichment, labeling, and
injection followed by electrophoretic separation, on a single platform. A microchip electrophoresis (•CE) module has been
developed in a three-layer poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) system. Each device has pneumatic valves that surround the
injection intersection to capture a sample plug containing PTB biomarkers, which are subsequently separated using •CE.
An on-chip labeling and enrichment module has been developed with a reversed-phase porous polymer monolith in a
cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) thermoplastic layer. The labeling module is integrated with a •CE module to allow the
retention, labeling, injection, and separation of a PTB biomarker. We have successfully demonstrated ~80-fold
enrichment of a PTB protein biomarker with this integrated on-chip labeling-•CE device. Furthermore, for the selective
capture, injection, and separation of PTB biomarkers, an integrated immunoaffinity extraction-•CE device has been
manufactured with a porous polymer monolith in the COC layer. Currently, studies are being performed to optimize
conditions for loading, extraction, and elution of PTB biomarkers on the monolith; subsequently, the affinity-extracted
sample will be injected in the •CE module for separation and quantitation. Finally, we plan to combine all three modules
and construct a fully automated, integrated microfluidic device for pre-term birth diagnosis.
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Abstract Text
Chemokines, factors secreted by cells for intercellular signaling, are believed to play an important role in directing
differentiation, proliferation, and the migration of cells in solid tumors. Two dimensional migration assays are amenable
to high-throughput screening of cellular migration in the presence of chemokines; these assays have ill-defined
concentration gradients, oversimplify [i]in vivo[/i] conditions, and cannot incorporate the three-dimensional nature of a
tissue. Microfluidic devices support 2D and 3D cultures, offer exquisite control over the spatial and temporal gradients of
soluble molecules and are compatible with real-time optical imaging. Unfortunately, microfluidic devices often require
specialized equipment and engineering experience, as they are difficult to setup and maintain. Here we describe a paperbased invasion assay that provides an easy to assemble 3D tissue-like environment. The assay utilizes a single sheet of
paper with wax-patterned channels to seed cells; a gradient is generated down the length of the channel and cellular
movement is observed in real-time with fluorescence microscopy. Specifically, we have demonstrated that MDA-MB-231
cells selectively migrate toward regions containing higher concentrations of different chemoattractants (e.g., oxygen,
CXCL12). We will discuss the response of breast cancer lines in the invasion channels, and how altering these gradients
affect the extent of their invasion. This three-dimensional invasion assay could provide a platform that is more
representative of [i]in vivo[/i] cellular responses than current chemotaxis assays, and screen potential chemoattractants
or small molecules inhibiting invasion with a system that is easily prepared and analyzed in any tissue culture laboratory.
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Abstract Text
In this work we studied prostate cancer drug susceptibility in a hypoxic environment observing rapid adaptation to
hypoxia. In a previous study we have looked at the response of prostate cancer cells to hypoxia at preconditioning times
of an hour or greater. In this study we observe the response of PC-3 cells to staurosporine while in a hypoxic environment
at preconditioning times from 0 min to 30 min in a low-shear microfluidic cell culture device. The cells were assayed using
Annexin-V-Alexa Fluor 647 and Sytox Green after being cultured for up to 9 hours. Cells cultured in normoxia in the
microfluidic device that were not exposed to staurosporine were found to be 84.5% viable, a viability that was similar to
cells exposed to 2 •M staurosporine with 30 min of hypoxia preconditioning (78.0% viability). Cells exposed to the same
concentration of staurosporine but with a preconditioning time of 0 min were found to be 48.6% viable. Cell viability was
on a similar level for all preconditioning times below 30 min and the staurosporine control experiment that did not
involve hypoxia, as well as the 30 min normoxia preconditioning experiment (51.6% viability). The shear force
experienced by the cells in the culture chamber was studied by observing the diffusion of a fluorescent dye flowing into a
channel that had been photobleached. The shear stress in the culture chambers was found to be 0.021
dynes/cm[sup]2[/sup], which was 0.62% of the shear force in the medium-supply channel which was found to be 3.42
dynes/cm[sup]2[/sup]. This microfluidic device is capable of culturing cells in a low shear stress environment, and this
method is capable of looking at different cell types with a minimal preconditioning time of 30 min under hypoxic
conditions. The observation that cell adaptation to hypoxia is rapid has broad implications in the study of solid, hypoxic
tumors.
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Abstract Text
There are various methods to test the effects of small molecules on cancer cells. Most of these methods investigate the
effects of small drug molecules on the invasiveness of cancer cells in a two-dimensional assay. Using paper based
scaffolds, one can analyze the effects of various small molecules in a three-dimensional environment. We prepare paperbased invasion assays and subject them to different gradients of small molecules that could modulate invasiveness. With
this application, we can better determine whether a small molecule acts as an agonist, antagonist, or inverse agonist
toward cellular movement. We compare the invasiveness of breast and prostate cancer cell lines in the presence of small
molecules that target cannabinoid receptors. These receptors are overexpressed in tumors when compared to normal
tissue. Paper-based invasion assays are useful in testing a variety of concentrations of a specific small molecule on a single
culture or exposing a single culture to several different small molecules at once.
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Abstract Text
Antibiotic resistant bacteria present a significant threat that brings difficulties in diagnosis, which causes complications in
treatment. Analysis of DNA presents an essential tool in diagnosis of many diseases, and detection of specific DNA
sequences could be utilized in identification of specific bacteria or resistance genes. Current methods for identification of
antibiotic resistance rely on a slow culture step to grow sufficient quantities of bacteria for detection.
In our approach, a device for capturing nucleic acid sequences representing specific bacterial strains or genes related to
antibiotic resistance is under development. One component of the device is aimed at selective extraction of DNA from
bacterial lysate.
For this purpose, a porous polymer monolith stationary phase was developed and functionalized with a DNA sequence for
selective capture of a complementary target DNA. Glycidyl methacrylate based monoliths were prepared in a specific part
of polymethylmethacrylate microfluidic devices using photo-induced polymerization. Properties of the porous polymer
were optimized regarding porosity and flow-through characteristics, allowing use of the stationary phase with a lowpressure pump. Conditions for solid-phase extraction of a model fluorescein-labeled DNA sequence were studied for
capture and elution. Immobilization conditions and composition of rinsing and eluting solutions were tested. Extraction
was visualized by monitoring fluorescence on the monolith by a CCD camera, and elution was recorded by laser-induced
fluorescence using a photomultiplier tube for detection.
These monolithic stationary phases will extract target DNA from bacterial lysate and deliver it concentrated in a small
volume to a single-molecule detection module in the final device. This should significantly reduce the time needed for
identification of bacteria type and resistance genes, compared to current methods.
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Abstract Text
Combination chemotherapies are commonly employed by oncologists for the treatment of metastatic colorectal cancer.
Aside from ethical concerns, typical in-vivo research on these toxic chemotherapeutic drugs is low throughput, time
consuming and costly. With this project, a novel in-vitro platform is employed to better understand the effects of
chemotherapeutic treatments on cancer cells. This in-vitro alternative to typical animal models is 3-Dimensional cell
culture tumor spheroids. These multi-cellular aggregates, or spheroids, of colorectal cancer cells have been shown to
exhibit many of the physiological and chemical gradients of a typical clinical tumor, while still maintaining the flexibility of
a cell culture system. This project utilizes a 3D printed microfluidic device that facilitates high-throughput treatment of
these tumor spheroids across a semipermeable membrane. The device also allows for a dynamic drug-dosing gradient
similar to a typical in-vivo pharmacokinetic profile. The treated tumor spheroids are evaluated with MALDI-Imaging Mass
Spectrometry to elucidate the spatial distribution of the drug molecules and corresponding metabolites. This innovative
system enables both pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic evaluations for a wide range of compounds, and can have a
transformative impact on the pre-clinical evaluation of drug candidates. The described analytical platform, in tandem with
the 3D cell culture environment is cost effective, enables higher throughput, and is readily available for the exploration of
new and creative cancer treatments.
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Abstract Text
Our group has previously developed microfluidic systems for culture and sampling of primary murine tissue, specifically
pancreatic islets and adipocytes. Tissue culture reservoirs were directly built, or “landscaped,” into the
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) above the microchannels using manually fabricated templates. We have recently begun
using 3D printed templates designed to match device channel patterns. However, the devices have been based entirely
on passive flow control, which limits capabilities for temporally-resolved hormone sampling and controlled stimulation.
Here, we report a fully automated, pneumatically valved microfluidic system for endocrine tissue culture as well as
temporally resolved stimulation and hormone sampling. The device consists of a central reservoir for tissue culture
interfaced to a 16-channel input/output microfluidic multiplexer (•MUX-16) for automated perfusion and sampling of
cells. The reservoir is fabricated with 3D printed templates, and the valved microchannels are made with multilayer soft
lithography. As in analogous electronic components, the •MUX-16 can address large numbers (N=16) of fluid channels
with a smaller number (2 log2N=8) of pneumatic controls, allowing up to 4-bit resolution on input or output timing—or a
combination of both. The device is automated by an in-house written LabVIEW application that controls solenoids for
valving, detects reservoir filling with conductivity sensors, and precisely determines reservoir emptying with transmitted
light imaging through real-time image analysis. The system is proven functional with dynamic glucose inputs and insulin
secretion outputs from primary islets. Overall, our novel •MUX-16 is shown to be a highly flexible, high resolution fluidic
interface to primary tissue culture, which serves as a mimic of the circulatory system and should be directly applicable to
other endocrine tissues or even organ-on-a-chip platforms.
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Abstract Text
Swimming pools are treated with disinfectants to protect swimmers from pathogens and prevent illness. The water used
to fill a swimming pool is also often treated with disinfectants such as chlorine. Disinfectants will react with naturally
occurring organic matter in water and, in the case of swimming pools, they can also react with chemicals introduced to
the water by the swimmers themselves to produce by-products that can be potentially harmful. It is important to treat
water while minimizing the risk of disinfection by-products (DBPs). One of the first steps is to chemically characterize the
DBPs in swimming pools and hot tubs, very complex matrices, using discovery techniques because a lot of the
contaminants are unknowns. Comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography high resolution time-of-flight mass
spectrometry (GC×GC-HR-TOF-MS) was used for the tentative identification of "known unknowns" and "unknown
unknowns" in swimming pool and hot tub water. The "known unknowns" were identified by library database searching
deconvoluted spectra. The "unknown unknowns" were tentatively identified using a combination of electron ionization
(EI) and chemical ionization (CI) accurate mass data for chemical formulae determination and structural elucidation by
leveraging the accurate mass fragments.
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Abstract Text
Haloacetic acids (HAAs), including chloroacetic acids (CAAs) and bromoacetic acids (BAAs), are toxic water disinfection
byproducts (DBPs) regulated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA). Iodoacetic acids (IAAs) are the
emerging DBPs that are more toxic than the corresponding CAAs and BAAs. In this study, a novel rapid and sensitive high
performance ion chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (HPIC – MS/MS) method has been developed for
simultaneous analysis of all these HAAs, bromate, bromide, iodide, and iodate, seventeen compounds in total, without
any tedious sample preparation. The analytes were separated with a ion chromatography column coupled with a guard
column and detected by negative electrospray ionization-tandem mass spectrometry. The detection limits were mostly in
the range of 0.02 to 0.05 µg/L except a couple of them are higher. The method has been used for analyzing water samples
of various matrixes, including river water, groundwater, swimming pool water, and finished drinking water. Appropriate
dilutions are necessary in order to achieve good accuracy for some samples with complex matrices. Peracetic acid (PAA)
has been demonstrated to be a possible green disinfectant. The formation potential of HAAs from PAA disinfection has
been investigated and compared with the HAA formation from other disinfectants. The detailed experimental conditions
and the results will be presented at the conference.
This study is supported by US EPA STAR program (grant # 83517301) and Missouri Department of Natural Resource.
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Abstract Text
Salicylic acid, 4-nitroaniline, benzoic acid and phthalic acid are pharmaceutical products that find their way into the
environment in industrial and municipal wastewater. In high concentrations, these pharmaceuticals can have detrimental
environmental effects. Therefore, it is imperative that these contaminants be removed before treated wastewater is
returned to the environment. A novel method of these pharmaceutical removal from wastewater is through the use of
magnetic bio-char, which is an environmentally-friendly and cheap. Magnetic bio-char was prepared by iron oxide
precipitation onto the surface of commercially available Rinsed Ultra bio-char using an aqueous Fe3+/Fe2+ solution
followed by NaOH treatment. The surface chemistry and composition of magnetic bio-char were examined by SEM, SEMEDX, TGA, PZC, elemental analysis, and surface area measurements. For both magnetic and non-magnetic bio-char, batch
sorption studies were carried out between pH values from 2 to 10, adsorbate concentrations from 25 to 100 ppm and
temperatures of 25 and 35°C. Sorption performance at different temperatures was evaluated using the Langmuir,
Freundlich, Redlich–Peterson, Toth, Sips, and Radke–Prausnitz adsorption isotherm models. Results indicate that
magnetic bio-char removes the pharmaceuticals and remediated the solutions more effectively than the non-magnetic
bio-char.
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Abstract Text
Recent studies indicate the potential widespread occurrence of pharmaceuticals and personal care products, hormones,
and other organic contaminants in the aquatic environment. In this study, seven high-priority drinking water
contaminants were accessed in Missouri drinking water systems. The compounds include two pharmaceuticals (fluoxetine
and gemfibrozil), three pesticides (3-hydroxycarbofuran, azinphos-methyl, and chlorpyrifos), and two hormones
(progesterone and testosterone). A solid phase extraction (SPE) method has been developed for this study. Each 500 mL
water samples was filtered through 0.45 µm nylon membrane filter, adjusted to pH 7.0 ± 0.5, and extracted through the
conditioned HLB SPE cartridges at a flow rate of 10-15 mL/min. The analytes were eluted with 7 mL of methanol and then
evaporated down to 1 mL at 32°C for analysis. An ultra-fast liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (UFLCMS/MS) method was developed to detect the concentrations of these contaminants. The method was used for
assessment of these contaminants in eighteen Missouri drinking water facilities. The water samples include source and
finished water samples from different types of source water of surface, ground, groundwater influenced by surface water.
The concentrations of the studied contaminants were bellow detection limits in most of the selected facilities, only a few
source water samples got the contamination level approximately 0.02 µg/L, close the detection limits.
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Abstract Text
Spectroscopic techniques such as absorbance and fluorescence/luminescence spectroscopy are common analytical tools
used in many areas including environmental monitoring, pharmaceuticals, bio-imaging and food analysis etc. Fortunately,
spectroscopic instruments are now available in handheld/portable form and do not require specialized laboratory
facilities and personnel to operate. These portable devices are easy to use with minimal user training, and once the
spectral signatures are extracted and validated, characterization of unknown samples can be performed almost in real
time. In addition to these advantages, accessibility of free online platforms enables widespread use of portable
spectroscopic instruments for many applications. More recently, due to the availability of very low-cost sensors and 3D
printers, do-it-yourself (DIY) spectrometers have become much more accurate, reliable and accessible.
In this study, we investigated the capabilities and limitations of an extremely affordable, portable, webcam-based
spectrometer in environmental pollution monitoring applications. More specifically, we focused on oil-based pollutant
characterization using fluorescence spectroscopy. Our preliminary results showed that despite its simple design and lowcost, this webcam-based DIY spectrometer is a very promising tool which can be used by citizen scientists to investigate
environmental pollution. Furthermore, our results indicate that similar approach can be used to detect not only other
types of environmental pollutants in water and soil, but also can be used to analyze edible oils to detect adulteration.
Moving forward, it is crucial to collect and maintain a database of high quality spectral data and an efficient and scalable
algorithm in order to be able to achieve acceptable accuracy to use this approach for real-world application.
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Abstract Text
Hand-portable GC-MS technology has been slowly growing for application in completely on-site environmental analysis.
However, these instruments are known to exhibit much less sensitivity than their benchtop counterparts. With this in
mind, more efficient sample preparation techniques may prove key in decreasing the limits of detection for on-site
analytical methods. Hench, in this work it is shown that a DVB/PDMS/Carbon mesh, thin film microextraction membrane
may be coupled directly to a hand portable GC-TMS instrument by use of a prototype, high volume desorption module
thus, increasing the sensitivity of on-site methods by a factor of 20 or more. This prototype high volume desorption
module was shown to effectively transfer all analytes loaded onto the TFME membrane to the GC-MS instrument with no
detectable sample loss completely on-site. These membranes, which possess a surface area of 3.88 cm 2 allow for the
detection of organochlorine and organophosphorus based pesticides from an aqueous solution, below the ppb level in
less than 15 minutes. In-fact, it was shown that 2,4 dichlorophenol 2,4,6 trichlorophenol, phorate D10, fonofos, and
parathion could be detected from water on portable GC-TMS instrumentation at 100 ppt using these membranes. The
coupling of these TFME devices to hand portable GC-MS instrumentation can push detection limits for these pesticides
down to levels expected for standard benchtop instruments.
This work was supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada, Supelco Co. and Torion
Technologies of Pelkin Elmer Inc.
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Abstract Text
US EPA method 625 is a general semivolatile method for wastewater analysis applied to a large suite of target analytes.
Although method 625 was developed a number of years ago, through the EPA Office of Water, Office of Science and
Technology, the method has been updated several times. As new technology is developed either for the determinative
measurement or, earlier in the analysis process, for the sample preparation, data must be collected to demonstrate that
the new technology is compliant and reproducible.
Two small round-robin studies using multiple vendor products and solid phase extraction (SPE) materials in a variety of
laboratories have been run to demonstrate the compliance of SPE with method requirements. The first study relied on
the quality control in the existing method to catch when the equipment or sorbent did not work properly. In the second
study, the choice of surrogates was enlarged to ensure that errors not caught with the criteria in the older version of 625
would be identified in this version.
This paper will discuss the performance of SPE in general for method 625 and the specific performance of a disk used with
a single pass of acidified water through it rather than a pass with basified water and a second pass with the same water,
now acidified, which is typical for liquid-liquid extraction. Recoveries of a large suite of compounds from a variety of
matrices and laboratories will be examined and the effect of surrogates will be considered. The results from the first
round robin demonstrated recoveries from 70-130% of most all the acid/base/neutral/pesticides chosen for the study
using a multi-mode disk adsorbent. The second study used a TCLP matrix as the challenge and these results will be
compared to results from the first study. The implications of larger and smaller sample volumes will be discussed.
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Abstract Text
Pine wood biochar, the waste product produced from fast pyrolysis during bio-oil production, was investigated as
potential green adsorbents for lead remediation from aqueous solution. Biochar was obtained from bio-oil production at
698 K with a residence time of 20-30 s in an auger-fed reactor and then modified by mixing with chitosan acetate
solution, followed by treatment with NaOH. The characterization of both chitosan-modified and non-modified biochars
were studied using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy, scanning electron
microscopy/energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, surface area measurement, elemental analysis, thermogravimetric
analysis, and •-potential measurements. Characterization results showed that the application of chitosan on biochar
surface could improve its performance as an adsorbent. Batch sorption studies were performed at pH values from 2 to 5,
and temperatures from 298 to 318 K. The total amount of Pb[sup]2+[/sup] adsorbed was determined quantitatively using
atomic absorption spectrophotometry. Maximum lead removal occurred at pH 5. The chitosan-modified biochar showed
enhanced removal of Pb[sup]2+[/sup] from solution, as opposed to non-modified biochar, suggesting that the
modification of biochar with chitosan generates different adsorption sites on their solid surface for metal ion adsorption.
Pseudo-second order kinetics provided the best fit with regression coefficients of 0.998 or greater. Sorption was
evaluated from 298 to 318 K using the Freundlich and Langmuir isotherm models. The mechanisms of Pb[sup]2+[/sup]
adsorption on chitosan-modified biochar were studied by using the Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy and X- ray
photoelectron spectroscopy. The N atoms in chitosan are believed to play a major role in lead adsorption with the studied
pH range.
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Abstract Text
Lignin forms about 30% of lignocellulosic material, which is the second most abundant non-fossil organic carbon source in
the biosphere. However, it is often treated as waste or, in some instances, burned to supply energy. Developing an
efficient and environmentally benign method to convert lignin to high value-added aromatic monomers (guaiacyl, vanillin,
and syringyl moieties) as a feedstock for chemical polymers has become necessary. Mineral bases, such as NaOH and
CsOH, or supported-metal catalysts (Pt, Ru, Pd, Ni on C) have been used to form aromatic monomers; but associated
drawbacks are corrosion, catalyst recovery, sintering of metals, and loss of activity.
Therefore, we are currently using zeolite-supported metal catalysts (CoO, LaO, and MoO) with subcritical water at 200°C
and 240°C to develop a method to convert alkali lignin to high value-added aromatic monomers. Separations of organic
and aqueous phases were done by liquid-liquid extraction using ethyl acetate as solvent. Our results indicate the
formation of guaiacol, homovanillic acid, vanillic acid, 3-methoxyacetophenone, acetovanillone, and vanillin moieties. Gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry analysis of the organic extracts shows 2-4.5 wt% and 3-8 wt% formation of phenolic
compounds for temperatures at 200°C and 240°C respectively using 25MPa pressure. MoO catalyst gave the highest %wt
yield phenolic monomers for both temperatures. The presence of aromatic nature in the products has been confirmed by
FTIR analysis.
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Abstract Text
The VGA 100 vacuum UV (VUV) detector has many potential applications for the petroleum/refining industry. This
presentation will discuss several solutions that this new technology can bring to this industry.
This research will describe a new gas chromatography (GC) -VUV technique which will speciate and quantitate individual
olefins, including reactive conjugated diolefins of particular interest in refinery streams. Olefins may pose a risk to
refineries by fouling heat exchangers and catalysts. The presence of olefins in finished products negatively impacts
quality. Incoming feedstock may contain olefins from partial upgrading of produced bitumen (thermal cracking
processes) or from the use of cracked stock as a diluent for bitumen.
The Canadian CRW specification for condensate limits olefins to a maximum of 1.0 mass%. This specification cites a
proton NMR method which detects total olefin content as 1-decene equivalent, without differentiation of olefin type.
Comparisons to proton NMR, ASTM D1319, detailed hydrocarbon analysis by Canadian CGSB 3.0 No. 14.3 method matrix
will also be discussed.
Comparison to UOP 326 Diene Value by Maleic Anhydride Addition Reaction will also be investigated. This industry
accepted test method for the detection of conjugated diolefins in petroleum products is a very complicated time
consuming titration method.
With the use of a VUV detector, a GC method for olefin and diolefins has advantages over current techniques.
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Abstract Text
The ageing of transformers is mainly determined by the status of the mineral oil impregnated presspaper isolation system
which is strongly depending on the level of strain. This makes a valid determination of measures characteristic for the
ageing difficult and elaborate sampling is an additional handicap. Therefore, an appropriate determination of the
correlation of ageing with temperature and electric field is indispensable for a valid estimation of the residual term.
An experiment was designed for accelerated aging of isolation systems under different temperature and electric field
conditions. The samples from this experiment were investigated by different established methods and by ion mobility
spectrometry coupled to rapid gas-chromatography (GC-IMS) as innovative method in addition. Using GC-IMS, the
headspace of few mL of the samples was analysed for their volatile compounds – in general a non-invasive method.
Several signals detected with GC-IMS showed a correlation with the ageing process, in particular Pentanal und 2Pentanone. Pentanal furthermore shows an additional influence of the electric field. However, it has to be kept in mind,
that both analytes are fragments of the oil decomposition but no related to the ageing of the presspaper itseld.
Concluding, the innovative method using GC-IMS for headspace analysis of oil samples shows high potential for
characterisation of the ageing process of isolation systems. However, further work has to be done, in particular the
identification of all compounds correlated to ageing and the description of their origin and relevance.
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Abstract Text
Analysis of methane and other light hydrocarbons is frequently done as part of predrill background studies to support
hydraulic fracturing activities in the various shale plays in the United States. Gaseous hydrocarbon analysis in water also is
used to monitor degradation of environmental contaminants. There is no fully validated USEPA method for this type of
analysis. Commercial environmental laboratories currently reference an SOP (RSK-175) from an EPA lab. There is
significant variability in how this SOP is interpreted and implemented at various laboratories. There are no commercially
available proficiency test samples. Hence the method performance is not documented as well as other common
environmental parameters. Some internal studies indicate there are opportunities to improve accuracy and
reproducibility and provide data more suitable for the oil & gas industry.
Loss of these very volatile analytes during sample preparation by too much exposure to air prior to headspace-gas
chromatographic analysis is a primary concern. In addition analytical process differences between handling of water
samples and gas phase based standards can introduce bias. Several different options for producing water based standards
have been investigated. Development and use of water based calibration standards and proficiency testing samples will
facilitate other method improvements and documentation of method performance. Also, several different sample
preparation options have been evaluated for both accuracy and precision.
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Abstract Text
Steel capillary columns for gas chromatography (GC) have several specialized characteristics compared with polyimide
coated fused silica capillaries. These include high mechanical strength, temperature stability, and smaller minimum coiling
diameter. Because of these qualities steel capillaries are often preferred to fused silica in high temperature and process
GC applications, where ruggedness is essential.
One drawback is that historically steel capillary columns have suffered from lower efficiency and more activity towards
polar analytes than their fused silica counterparts. The steel surface is inherently more difficult to coat with liquid
stationary phase and requires special deactivation. With modern deactivation and coating techniques, however, steel
capillary columns can be produced that rival the chromatographic performance of fused silica.
Our lab critically evaluated the performance of a large cross section of commercially available steel capillary columns
including 4 different stationary phases in both 0.25mm ID and 0.53mm ID. Data was collected in triplicate under
isothermal conditions for an expanded Grob type test mix. Most steel columns showed similar inertness and efficiency to
fused silica columns of the same phase ratio. We propose that some long held perceptions of steel capillary columns for
GC may not be entirely correct. Our studies have indicated that the tradeoff of ruggedness for chromatographic
performance presented by steel capillaries is not as drastic as once thought.
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Abstract Text
Standard reference material (SRM) 1597a is a combustion-related mixture of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)
that has been previously isolated from a coal tar sample and dissolved in toluene. This SRM is widely used for the
evaluation and validation of analytical methods for the determination of PAHs. In addition to PAHs, incomplete
combustion of organic matter leads to numerous heterocyclic compounds containing at least one heteroatom such as
polycyclic aromatic sulfur heterocycles (PASHs). The total number of possible isomeric structures for PASH is greatly
increased compared with the corresponding PAH because both ring arrangement and position of the heteroatom
substitution within the rings give rise to unique isomers. In this study, an analytical method was developed for the
separation and identification of PASHs in SRM 1597a. The compounds measured include the following groups of PASHs:
(1) non-substituted PASHs with molecular mass (MM) 184, 234, 258, 284 and 334 Da; (2) methyl-substituted PASHs with
MM 198 Da; (3) ethyl- and dimethyl-substituted PASHs with MM 212 Da; (4) trimethyl-substituted PASHs with MM 226
Da. Because of the occurrence of PAHs and PASHs together with their large number of possible alkyl-substituted isomers,
the analytical method described requires multiple cleanup steps. The PASHs are isolated from the PAHs and then the
PASHs are isolated based on the number of aromatic carbons. These aromatic ring fractions are analyzed via liquid
chromatography/ultraviolet-visible (LC-UV) and gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS).
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Abstract Text
Emissions from vehicle trim components can adversely affect vehicle interior air quality (VIAQ). There has a development
of harmonized methods to quantitate the release of chemicals released from the materials used, and assess the overall
quality of in-vehicle air. Thermal desorption and related sampling methods are stipulated in these methods, to aid
understanding of both the volatile content and emission profiles of car trim, as well as for analysis of in-vehicle air. This
paper will give an overview of the national regulations, standard methods, correlation and differences between differing
national strategies, followed by a focused study on Micro-scale Chamber - (S)VOCs Extraction Methodology.
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Abstract Text
Alzheimer's disease (AD) is the most common form of progressive dementia that currently affects 35 million individuals
worldwide and is expected to triple in the next three decades. By the current diagnostic tools, AD can’t be diagnosed until
the disease progresses into the final stage of dementia. Thus, there is an urgent need in developing diagnostic tools for
early detection of AD. Lipids are known to be critical in brain function and have been implicated in number of neurological
disorders. Growing evidences suggest that classes of lipids such as the phospholipids play a major role in disease
progression. Hence, we developed an effective shotgun lipidomics method to profile the various classes of lipids that are
up- and down-regulated in the plasma of normal & AD patient samples, as a mean to discover biomarkers for prognosis of
the disease.
In this work, plasma samples were first extracted by modified Bligh-Dyer method, then fractionated into various lipid
classes by amino-propyl solid-phase-extraction cartridges. Each class of lipids was subjected to an array of multiple
precursor-ion and neutral-loss scans through direct sample infusion. Lipid identifications accomplished using LipidView™
software which showed that more than 300 glycerolipids and phospholipids were present in the plasma samples. Semiquantitative analyses of these identified glycerolipids and phospholipids were achieved using internal standards for each
sub-classes. Statistical analysis of plasma lipids (e.g., principal component analysis and t-test) between the two
comparison groups were done using MarkerView™ software, which revealed that more than 60 phospholipid species had
significant differences between the normal controls and AD patients (p•<•0.005) with concentration changes • fivefolds.
Thus, mass spectrometry may be an effective technical platform for discovery of biomarkers for early detection of AD.
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Abstract Text
Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) uses a uniform electric field drift tube to separate gas-phase ions based on differences in
size, shape, and charge. This offers the potential for separation of isomers that cannot be resolved with mass
spectrometry alone. To improve this separation potential, complexation with metal ions can produce significant
differences in gas-phase structure between isomers. This study has investigated the effects of alkali, alkaline earth, and
first row transition metal ions for improvements in separation of biologically relevant isomers such as steroids, bile acids,
and vitamin D metabolites.
Preliminary experiments have focused on a steroid epimer pair, androsterone (Andro) and trans-androsterone (t-Andro),
as a model for evaluating the effects with alkali and alkaline earth metals. Results were obtained with an Agilent 6560 IMQTOF instrument (Santa Clara, CA), which allows measurement of collision cross section (CCS) for each species identified.
Monomer ions for these steroids displayed minor differences in their CCS, but more significant differences were seen in
the dimers. For example, alkali metals lithium and sodium improved separation, yielding the following CCS for Andro and
t-Andro, respectively: [2M+Li]+, m/z 587.465 – 243.0 Å2 vs. 257.4 Å2; [2M+Na]+, m/z 603.439 – 242.6 Å2 vs. 256.3 Å2.
Similarly, dimers formed with alkaline earth metals magnesium and calcium (with acetate ion) yielded the following CCS
for Andro and t-Andro, respectively: [2M+Mg+Ac]+, m/z 663.448 – 257.2 vs. 265.1 Å2; [2M+Ca+Ac]+, m/z 679.425 – 260.9
vs. 266.4 Å2. Studies are underway with first row transition metals, plus palladium, silver, cadmium, and gold to
investigate the species formed (especially for those with +3 charge state) and their effects on CCS. Additionally, density
functional theory calculations have been performed to model the lowest energy gas-phase structures of the dimer metal
complexes for comparison with experimentally obtained CCS.
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Abstract Text
Quantitative and effective techniques for blood sampling and analysis are required to meet the growing needs of the
medical and bioanalytical communities. Traditional blood draws are inherently used because of the amount of blood
typically desired to be withdrawn from the patient. Dried Matrix Spots (DMS) greatly reduce the volume of collected
blood, thus enabling more frequent and easier procurement with a finger stick instead of a venous blood draw.
Additionally, DMS cards can be legally transferred across international borders. Development of the ability to quantitate
DMS analytes using mass spectrometry is of importance to bioanalytical research and medicine. Traditional DMS
workflows require tedious sample preparation and is therefore more time consuming than the methodology used in this
study. This study presents a unique approach to characterizing DMS by using a combination of on card “clamp-and-elute”
technology and direct analysis using laser-enhanced ionization. This technique is applied to analytes with the benefit that
having a multi-pronged analytical approach allows new diagnostic and patient monitoring for many classes of medical
intervention. Initially, this study focuses on the ratio and quantification of reduced and oxidized glutathione using
Speciated Isotope Dilution Mass Spectrometry (SIDMS). This research was performed on an experimentally designed
automated DMS elution instrument system combining a tunable laser system mounted to a quadrupole time-of-flight
mass spectrometer and ICP mass spectrometer. By coupling the DMS cards to both liquid-elution and solid-state
desorption instruments with SIDMS quantification, high quality measurements can be performed.
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Abstract Text
Monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) have emerged as important biotherapeutic drugs with high specificities. Facile
characterization of mAb post-translational modifications is essential for quality control, and mass spectrometry (MS) is
the most powerful tool for antibody characterization. This research uses pepsin-modified membranes as proteolysis
reactors that rapidly (<1 min) digest mAbs prior to MS analysis. Peptic digestion is particularly convenient because the
acidic conditions enable antibody proteolysis without urea denaturation and alkylation. After a 15-min antibody reduction
with TCEP under acidic conditions, passage of the antibody-containing solution through a pepsin-containing membrane
yields proteolytic peptides whose length depends on the flow rate through the membrane. Without further purification,
the membrane effluent is suitable for direct infusion into an Orbitrap Velos mass spectrometer.
Variation of the residence time (3-sec to 3-msec) of reduced-antibody solutions in the membrane yields bottom-up (1-2
kDa) to middle-down sized peptides (5-15 kDa) for both the light and heavy chains, and these peptides cover essentially
the entire antibody sequence. A peptide with light-chain amino acids 1-140 covers the three complementaritydetermining regions to facilitate their characterization. MS and MS/MS analysis of the proteolytic peptides reveals
oxidation, deamidation, pyroglutamate formation, and glycosylation on the light and heavy chains. MS/MS with various
dissociation methods gives 99% sequence coverage of the light chain compared to 98% coverage for in-solution digestion
and 55% coverage for “top-down” analysis. With minimal preparation time, membrane digestion leads to high peptide
and sequence coverages for identification of PTMs by MS.
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Abstract Text
There is a need for more accessible blood analysis in the United States and internationally as testing demands are
increasing. By utilizing finger sticks and dried blood spot (DBS) cards, a smaller volume of blood is required and can be
taken and shipped by the patient for analysis almost anywhere on the globe. This allows testing to be performed on a
smaller volume while retaining or improving the analytical measurement quality. The application of DBS analysis can be
completed by the patient at home by either a finger or heel stick. Previously, metals analysis underwent extensive sample
preparation including microwave digestion for inorganic analytes in blood using inductively coupled plasma–mass
spectrometer (ICP-MS). However, by using a laser, the blood can be ablated and directly analyzed, saving sample
preparation time. Additionally, on card elution using “clamp-and-elute” technology can be used to extract the analyte of
interest directly from the card. Quantification in laser ablation (LA)–ICP-MS and liquid elution can be achieved by utilizing
isotope dilution mass spectrometry (IDMS), which eliminates the use of calibration curves and provides a direct
mathematical calculation for the analyte’s concentration. This method has been standardized and is covered in EPA
method 6800 update V, 2015. The quantification of analytes enables enhanced patient monitoring for doctors to better
follow their patients and improves treatment decisions. Examples demonstrating method 6800’s quantitative ability will
be discussed.
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Abstract Text
Cell surface N-glycoproteins are essential in cell-cell communication, cell-matrix interactions, and cellular response to
environmental cues. Many N-glycoproteins are present at low abundances within the cell, resulting in challenges with
separation and comprehensive analysis. Here, we have developed a novel method integrating metabolic labeling, copperfree click chemistry, and mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics to analyze cell surface N-glycoproteins
comprehensively and site-specifically. First, glycoproteins were labeled with an azidosugar analog, Nazidoacetylgalactosamine (GalNAz). Glycoproteins with the azido group on the cell surface were then bound to
dibenzocyclooctyne (DBCO)-sulfo-biotin via copper-free click chemistry under physiological conditions. Proteins were
extracted and digested, and glycopeptides containing the biotin tag were enriched by NeutrAvidin conjugated beads.
Glycans were removed from enriched peptides with peptide-N-glycosidase F (PNGase F) in heavy-oxygen water; in the
process, asparagine was converted to aspartic acid and tagged with [sup]18[/sup]O for MS analysis. This method was
applied to HEK 293T cells and 144 unique N-glycopeptides containing 152 N-glycosylation sites were identified in 110
proteins. Membrane proteins comprised 95% of identified glycoproteins, and many sites were located on key receptors,
transporters, and cluster of differentiation proteins. The current method proved to be very effective for the
comprehensive and site-specific identification of the cell surface N-glycoproteome and can be extensively applied to
other cell surface protein studies.
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Abstract Text
The frequent modification of cell-surface proteins by N-linked glycans is known to be correlated with many biological
processes. Aberrant glycosylation on surface proteins is associated with different cellular statuses and disease
progression. However, it is extraordinarily challenging to globally and site-specifically identify glycoproteins located only
on the cell surface. Currently mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics provides us the possibility for the global analysis
of the N-glycoproteome, though the effective separation and enrichment of surface glycoproteins have yet to be
developed. Since metabolic labeling-based methods are commonly used in glycoprotein studies, we have devised
strategies to comprehensively evaluate the performance of different metabolic chemical reporters (MCRs) in the
identification and quantification of cell-surface N-glycoproteins by combining copper-free click chemistry and MS-based
proteomics. Three MCRs, namely, GalNAz, GlcNAz and ManNAz, were utilized and compared. Labeling using GalNAz
allowed us to obtain the best results, and duplicate experiments resulted in the identification of 591 unique sites from
274 surface N-glycoproteins. In the quantification experiment for statin-treated HepG2 liver cells, 311 unique singly Nglycosylated sites were profiled among 945 peptides. Many glycopeptides were down-regulated in treated cells compared
to untreated cells because statin prevents the synthesis of dolichol, which is essential for the formation of the dolichollinked precursor oligosaccharide. The quantification results demonstrated that many glycosylation sites on surface
proteins were down-regulated in statin-treated HepG2 cells. Several glycosylation sites in proteins belonging to the
pathway of Alzheimer’s disease were down-regulated, and 35 sites on CD molecules were also down-regulated. This
method can be extensively applied for the global analyses of the cell-surface N-glycoproteome in multiple biological
events.
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Abstract Text
Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is one of the leading cause of mortality in the world. In recent years, the efficacy of the
traditional approaches to CVD risk assessment based on the use of high density and low density lipoprotein cholesterol
measurements (HDL-C and LDL-C) is highly questioned based on epidemiological studies which suggest the use of stronger
risk indicators, such as apolipoproteins A-1 and B-100 (ApoA-I and ApoB-100). Isotope dilution mass spectrometry (IDMS)
is potentially the most direct and selective alternative to measure ApoA-1 and ApoB-100 concentrations in total sera.
In the first part of this presentation, we discuss the importance of choosing appropriate peptides (i.e. limit peptides) for
quantification to avoid protein reduction and alkylation. The effect of key parameters (pH, digestion temperature,
detergent type and concentration) on digestion efficacy and method ruggedness will be discussed along with quantitation
accuracy. The IDMS method has been validated on ApoA-1 and ApoB-100 serum primary reference materials
(accuracy>95% and CVs •10%).
In the second part of this presentation, we show application of the IDMS method to the analysis of HDL and LDL subfractions separated by hydrodynamic size using asymmetric flow field-flow fractionation (AF4). The IDMS analysis of the
AF4 size fractions showed that ApoA-II, ApoA-IV and ApoM bind to ApoA-I containing HDL particles. ApoC-II, ApoC-III and
ApoE bind to both ApoA-I and ApoB-100 containing lipoproteins. The apolipoprotein profiles varied significantly between
samples with low and high total cholesterol/triglyceride serum levels (low vs. high CVD risk samples).
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Abstract Text
Environmental exposure plays an important role in the development of chronic diseases such as atherosclerosis, cancer
and diabetes. Unfortunately, the relationship between exposure and disease is not fully understood. The arrival of
untargeted profiling methods are critical for effective investigation of endogenous and exogenous environmental
exposure. Metabolomics is particularly useful due to its proximity to system phenotype and its relatively quick insight
into system perturbations from drugs, food, smoke and persistent organic pollutants. Challenges associated with
metabolomics include the enormous number of chemically diverse metabolites present in a wide range of concentrations.
The main bottleneck in metabolomics is identification and structural characterization of compounds. The main objective
in this study was to develop and apply a workflow for rapid and confident identification of compounds in urine. While no
single instrument is capable of fully profiling all compounds in these samples, we have developed a workflow that utilizes
high resolution time-of-flight (HRT) instrumentation for rapid and confident identification of metabolites. Excellent mass
accuracy values (MA < 1.0 ppm) allowed for confident elemental composition determinations for molecular, fragment
and adduct ions. Furthermore, enhanced chromatographic resolution improves spectral data resulting in excellent
matches to well-established large databases. Our methodology included untargeted data acquisition using different
ionization methods to obtain comprehensive profiles of derivatized biological samples. In addition, software tools were
used to quickly reinterrogate rich data sets in a targeted manner after compounds of interest (e.g., acids, Table 1) were
identified using comprehensive Peak Find processing.
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Abstract Text
Approximately one-third of the US population is affected by a nonalcoholic fatty liver (NAFL), with half advancing to
nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH). Investigation of mouse models and humans via LC-MS reveals metabolic differences
indicative of disease progression. Metabolomics analysis may allow biomarker identification in human blood, enabling
faster detection and more frequent monitoring. Mice (C57/BL6) were fed either a control diet or a high fructose, transfat diet (TFD) for 8 weeks or 24 weeks to induce NAFL or NASH, respectively. Both human and mouse samples had disease
status verified with liver histology. Investigation of diacylglycerols (DAG) and ceramides (Cer), specifically, shows
contribution to disease progression, especially among DAGs with 18:1, 18:0, and 20:4 fatty acid chains. Not only are the
abundance of these compounds significantly different from age-matched controls (p<0.05), but 14 DAGs targeted
significantly changed from NAFL to NASH. Statistical separation of DAG (TFD vs control) was represented by 91% of the
first principal component. Ceramide levels in general increased from NAFL to NASH, and principal components analysis
indicated that the first component explained 84% of the variation comparing TFD mice and controls. Hexosylceramides,
however, decrease in NAFL mice and must be investigated further. Triacylglycerols (TAG), although analytically more
difficult to identify, are increased by at least an order of magnitude in the TFD mice. Noticeably, TAGs with a higher
number of unsaturations (>5) are more concentrated in the NAFL mice compared to the NASH counterparts.
Acylcarnitines with long carbon chains (C•6) have been shown to increase in NASH but not in NAFL, indicating impaired
fat oxidation in NASH. Comparisons with the aqueous metabolites and lipids of human blood plasma indicate the role of
TCA cycle induction, believed to impair fat oxidation, which leads to the large increase in lipids, creating lipotoxicity.
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Abstract Text
Although advanced technologies such as GCxGC can expand the space for separation and/or selectivity, it is also true that
such approaches are often underutilized. Indeed, the thorough utilization of the chromatographic space requires not only
careful evaluation of the chromatographic conditions, but also sample preparation/extraction. In response to the everincreasing interest in the development of comprehensive methods competent with obtaining a global chemical profiling
of food and beverages, the purpose of the current investigation is to test the feasibility of solid phase microextraction
employing the recently introduced matrix compatible fiber for profiling of volatile and semivolatile compounds in
Brazilian cachaça. Firstly, the GCxGC-ToFMS method was evaluated as per the utilization of the chromatographic space
utilizing a model Brazilian cachaça sampled by solid phase microextraction (SPME) utilizing both a commercial
DVB/Car/PDMS fiber, and a PDMS-overcoated DVB/Car/PDMS fiber (also known as matrix compatible fiber). Moreover,
eighteen samples of artisanal cachaças aged in different types of wood barrels were sampled and the feasibility of each
SPME mode to identify and classify such samples was assessed. In the case of the commercial fiber, HS-SPME was utilized
giving the limitation of solid coatings to be exposed directly to matrix of certain complexity. Conversely, in the case of the
matrix-compatible fiber, DI-SPME was employed leading to the much broader coverage of metabolites. In fact, the
employment of matrix-compatible fiber in DI mode led to a superior exploitation of the chromatographic space, therefore
providing a more broad screening of samples’ constituents.
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Abstract Text
Type 1 Diabetes (T1D) is an incurable, auto-immune disease resulting from the destruction of pancreatic beta cells by
pathogenic T lymphocytes. Of the few experimental designs targeting metabolic and lipidomic dysregulation in T1D, many
incorporate animal models that fail to account for pathophysiological differences in humans. There is a need to better
understand the metabolic and lipidomic signatures of this disease using human samples. This work employs the
phenotypic IROA protocol, an isotopic labeling LC-HRMS method, to identify the metabolic and lipidomic trends of
immune dysregulation using primary T cells obtained from T1D patients.
Jurkat T-human leukemia cells were grown in 95% 13C-IROA media for 2-3 passages. Primary T cells were collected from
Type 1 diabetics, their 1st-degree relatives, and healthy control patients. Equal aliquots of 95% 13C-labeled Jurkat cells
(IROA standards) were spiked into the patient samples using the total protein content for normalization. The metabolites
were isolated using ice cold 80% MeOH and the lipids were extracted from the same cell pellet using the Folch method.
Samples were analyzed using LC-HRMS.
The ratio of the 12C/13C peak intensity was calculated for each sample within all three groups using the ClusterFinder
software. Multivariate and univariate analyses were performed on the primary T cell patient data to distinguish m/z peaks
with the greatest and most significant variation between the T1D and healthy control/1st-degree relative groups. Many
metabolites, including as valine and arginine, show a higher peak intensity ratio in the T1D samples compared to the
control.
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Abstract Text
Diabetes mellitus, a disease characterized by chronic high blood sugar, is one of the primary health concerns for global
human health. In the United States alone an estimated 29.1 million adults have diabetes, many of which are undiagnosed.
The islets of Langerhans are miniorgans, which secrete different hormones to properly balance blood sugar via
carbohydrate and lipid metabolism. This goal of this project is to characterize the secretome, or the total secreted protein
content, of the islets of Langerhans using bottom up proteomics.
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Abstract Text
Neuropeptides are signaling molecules synthesized and released by neurons acting as neurotransmitters,
neuromodulators, and hormones. They participate in many physiological processes such as pain, memory and
homeostasis. In the past decade, study of neuropeptides has been greatly aided by mass spectrometry due to its good
sensitivity, multiplexity, and ability of peptide sequencing. However, issues with sampling still limit a number of
neuropeptide studies. First, neuropeptides are quickly degraded by enzymes after being released from a cell. Secondly,
many neuropeptides are expressed at low levels so that their signals can be overwhelmed by protein degradation
products formed ex vivo. Heat treatment of samples is a good approach to deactivate the peptidases and proteases and
stabilize chemical contents of the tissues. Here, we investigated the effects of different sample stabilization method
involving heat treatment in the identification and quantitation of neuropeptides. Two groups of fresh rat hypothalami and
two groups of snap frozen rat hypothalami were utilized in the experiments. One of each type of groups was stabilized
with boiling water or an energy input controllable laser. Peptide extracts from each group were subjected to nanoLCMS/MS and database searches. 78 and 77 neuropeptides were identified from fresh and snap frozen tissues stabilized
with laser. In contrast, 16 and 41 neuropeptides were detected in the samples heated with boiling water. The amounts of
three known neuropeptides in the rat habenula stabilized with boiling water and laser were determined by LC-QqQ mass
spectrometery. Signal intensities of the three neuropeptides in the laser stabilized samples were higher than those in the
boiling water stabilized samples. Lesser chemical complexity of the laser treated sample extracts; therefore, lesser signal
suppression and interference in analyte detection can be one of possible causes of the observed effects.
Acknowledgement: NIH2P30DA018310B
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Abstract Text
There is currently little that is known about the structure of polyglutamine (polyQ) fibrils, which are involved in at least
ten neurodegenerative diseases. New spectroscopic markers and biophysical methods need to be developed in order to
obtain high-resolution structures of polyQ and other amyloid-like fibrils. Here, we discuss our recent, deep understanding
of the UVRR spectra of polyQ peptides and fibrils that enables us to gain molecular-level structural information. For
example, our recent studies have determined how the hydrogen bonding and local dielectric environment of glutamine
(Gln) and asparagine (Asn) side chains impact the Raman cross sections and frequencies of the AmI[sup]P[/sup] and
AmII[sup]P[/sup] vibrations. In addition, we also discovered a novel spectroscopic marker, the AmIII[sup]P[/sup]
vibration, which sensitively reports on the OCCC dihedral angle of Gln and Asn side chains. We show how these UVRR
bands can be used to report on the local hydrogen bonding, dielectric environment, and side chains of polyQ peptides in
solution-state and in fibril aggregates. We also show how UVRR can be used to examine the peptide backbone structure
and hydrogen bonding in solution-state and in fibrils. Finally, we detail how the structural information that we obtain
from UVRR can be synergistically utilized to guide Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations in order to obtain a structural
model for polyQ peptides in solution-state and in fibrils.
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Abstract Text
The combination of hydrodynamic focusing with embedded capillaries in a microfluidic device is shown to enable both
surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) and electrochemical characterization of analytes at nanomolar concentrations
in flow. Linking multiple detection methods allows for the unique advantage of obtaining complimentary information
about analytes. The approach utilizes a versatile polystyrene chip that contains an encapsulated microelectrode and
fluidic tubing with a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microchannel positioned over both to generate a sheath-flow that
confines and increases the interaction between the analyte and the surface to improve detection. The microfluidic device
was characterized using finite element simulations, amperometry, and Raman experiments. An examination of riboflavin
(vitamin B12) and catechol demonstrated a SERS and amperometric detection limit near 1 and 25 nM, respectively.
Combining SERS and amperometry onto a single platform provides an improved method to identify and quantify
electroactive analytes over either technique independently and suggests a straightforward route to improving trace
detection both spectroscopically and electrochemically. The device is currently being used to investigate a number of
different species, including a series of neurotransmitters.
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Abstract Text
We discovered vibrational spectroscopic markers that are able to monitor the OCCC dihedral angles of glutamine (Gln)
and asparagine (Asn) side chains. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations predict that the frequency of the Amide
III[sup]P[/sup] (AmIII[sup]P[/sup]) Raman bands of Gln and Asn are correlated to their •[sub]3[/sub] and •[sub]2[/sub]
dihedral angles, respectively. We use Raman and UV Resonance Raman (UVRR) spectroscopy to experimentally verify this
correlation. DFT calculations show that the C[sub]•[/sub]-C[sub]•[/sub] (C[sub]•[/sub]-C[sub]•[/sub]) bond length of Gln
(Asn) is inversely correlated to the AmIII[sup]P[/sup] frequency. Thus, a change in the force constant of the C[sub]•[/sub]C[sub]•[/sub] (C[sub]•[/sub]-C[sub]•[/sub]) bond with Gln (Asn) •[sub]3[/sub](•[sub]2[/sub]) dihedral angle induces a
frequency shift in the AmIII[sup]P[/sup] vibration. We show that the change in C[sub]•[/sub]-C[sub]•[/sub]
(C[sub]•[/sub]-C[sub]•[/sub]) bond length is caused by hyperconjugation between the C[sub]•[/sub]-C[sub]•[/sub]
(C[sub]•[/sub]-C[sub]•[/sub]) • and C[sub]•[/sub]=O[sub]•[/sub] (C[sub]•[/sub]=O[sub]•[/sub]) •* orbitals of Gln (Asn).
We derived a series of equations that can be used to calculate the •[sub]3[/sub] and •[sub]2[/sub] dihedral angle
distributions of Gln and Asn side chains from the inhomogeneous bandwidth of the AmIII[sup]P[/sup] band. We
demonstrate the use of these equations by determining the •[sub]3[/sub] angle distribution for two Gln peptides with
PPII-like secondary structures. Using a peptide backbone dependent rotamer library we show that the preferred
•[sub]3[/sub] and •[sub]2[/sub] dihedral angles of Gln and Asn depend on the residue’s backbone Ramachandran angles.
The AmIII[sup]P[/sup] spectral marker enables us to obtain important new structural information about solution-state
peptides as well as amyloid-like and prion aggregates.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Recently, many biopharmaceuticals such as antibody drugs have been developed due to their high efficacy. In the
biopharmaceutical industry, highly concentrated liquid formulations (>100 mg/mL) are required. To investigate the
protein–protein interactions of a highly concentrated antibody solution, we measured concentration dependence over a
wide range of concentrations (10–200 mg/mL). Our analysis of the amide I band, the band width of Trp at 1555 cm-1,
I856/I830 of Tyr showed that across this wide range of concentrations, the secondary structure of the IgG molecules did
not change; however, short-range attractive interactions around Trp and Tyr residues occurred as the distance between
the IgG molecules decreased with increasing concentration. Our data show that Raman spectroscopy can provide
valuable information based on conformational approaches to support conventional colloidal approaches, especially for
analyses of highly concentrated solutions.
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Abstract Text
In this work, we discuss recent advances in hardware and software that enable micro-Raman focus to be maintained over
large areas during data collection. These developments allow the analysis of samples that in the past were impractical or
even impossible because of variations in surface topography.
When collecting micro-Raman data it is vital to maintain the focus of the microscope objective as it determines the
location of the collection volume and therefore signal strength. This is particularly important when conducting Raman
imaging as the sample moving in and out of focus may result in artefacts in the images or even erroneous data. In an ideal
world all Raman samples would be perfectly flat negating the need for any form of surface tracking. However, in reality
we need to analyse a wide range of samples that may demand complex focus adjustment throughout the measurement.
Here we discuss and present data on a range of extremely difficult samples including:
•Graphene on a Cu foil, a sample that is inherently rough on a micrometre length scale
•Unprepared pharmaceutical tablets where the sample surface is both curved and has a complex surface geometry which
contains indented logos and lettering
•A snapped pharmaceutical tablet section with an extremely rough fracture surface
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Raman spectroscopy has the advantages of very high chemical specificity and being a non-invasive, non-destructive
technique. It is a widely used technique for material identification applications with many commercial variants available.
Spatially Offset Raman Spectroscopy (SORS) is a novel variant that allows rapid and efficient through-barrier material
identification without any prior knowledge of the container. Conventional Raman systems rely on a single spectrum,
typically obtained from the surface of a sample. A SORS system, in contrast, relies on two measurements. The first is
collected from a “zero” position (similar to conventional Raman) and a second at an offset position. By mathematically
processing these two measurements, including a resultant scaled subtraction of one from the other, the SORS spectrum
of the contents can be obtained. SORS thus has the capability to reject the signal component from the container and
isolate the Raman signature from the contents. This paper will describe in detail the capability advantage gained by this
technique in through-barrier detection over conventional Raman. Using a novel and recently developed handheld SORS
system, specific capability will be addressed for a range of materials such as coloured and opaque plastics, paper, card,
sacks, fabric and glass. Performance factors include speed of measurement, suppression of container fluorescence,
signal/noise and quality of measurement enabling direct matching to an on-board spectroscopic library. Mixtures analysis
using Raman is a challenging area. SORS strongly benefits mixture analysis as residual signal from the container is
removed and does not influence the matching algorithm.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Astronauts have available pharmaceutical drugs to overcome the deleterious effects of weightlessness, sickness and
injuries. Unfortunately, recent studies have shown that some of the drugs currently used may degrade more rapidly in
space, losing their potency well before their expiration dates. To complicate matters, the degradation products of some
drugs can be toxic, such as p-aminophenol formed from acetaminophen (Tylenol®), which can cause liver damage.
Consequently there is a need for a space-worthy analyzer that can determine if a drug is safe at the time of use, as well as
to monitor and understand space-induced degradation, so that drug types, formulations, and packaging can be improved.
To address this need we have been developing a Raman spectroscopy system to monitor and quantify drug degradation
and determine if a drug is suitable for use based on the presence of 90% or more of the original API concentration.
Raman spectroscopy measures the vibrational modes of molecules, which allows identification of virtually any substance,
including drugs. Furthermore, it is a “point-and-shoot” technology, in that the sample is simply placed at the laser focal
point to make a measurement, typically in 1 minute or less. Here we present measurements of medications recently
returned from ISS by Space X using a compact, low mass, Raman spectrometer.
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Abstract Text
Certain metal nanoparticles exhibit excellent synergistic properties with conjugated polymers (CPs) and distinct
electrochromic properties have been exploited in sensing, optics and electrochemical switches. Our laboratory at SUNYBinghamton has discovered a new class of nanostructured, •-conjugated, poly (amic) acid - PAA. The uniqueness of PAA
lies in its excellent chromatic, electronic1, biodegradable and mechanical properties. PAA membranes showed
remarkable potential as sensors for engineered nanoparticles. However its conductivity, conjugation and electroactivity
have been hampered by the structure of one of the monomers. This talk specifically focuses on understanding the
properties of different forms of poly (amic) acid, their interaction with nanoparticles (Gold and silver) and the applications
of both PAA polymer and PAA-nanoparticle composites.
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Abstract Text
Recent studies show that plasmonic bimetal nanoparticles have potentials to catalyze chemical reactions efficiently due
to their surface plasmon resonance (SPR) properties. This study explores the synthesis of new bimetallic nanoparticles
and investigates their optical properties and catalytic potentials. New capping agents are used to synthesize gold
nanorods, which facilitates the modification of a second metal on Au nanorod ends. Pd-end capped and Ag-end capped
Au nanorods are synthesized. Their optical property is studied with FDTD simulation and individual particle spectroscopy.
The synthesized Ag- and Pd-end capped Au nanorods retain the gold nanorod SPR peaks, which shows that they
potentially can generate hot electrons by light excitation. Their catalytic activity is tested using the resazurin reduction
reaction.
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Abstract Text
Single particle tracking (SPT) is proven to be powerful in investigating the rotational dynamics of complex systems. With
the development of light microscope and sensitive camera, vast time dependent imaging data can be recorded in single
particle orientation and rotational tracking (SPORT) experiments. It is of importance to use the appropriate data analysis
method to extract accurate and precise information from these recorded movies. Autocorrelation function (ACF) analysis
was reported to be an effective tool to study the correlation of the fluctuation of intensities in a time series. In this study,
the rotational dynamics of PEG-modified gold nanorods (AuNRs) on synthetic lipid bilayers were recorded with high
temporal resolution in differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy without suffering photobleaching. Binning was
used to study the influence of the exposure time on AuNR rotation. ACF analysis coupled with computer simulations was
used to investigate rotational dynamics based on the correlation of the fluctuations between the DIC bright and dark
intensity. The comprehensive study on the data treatment and the effect of experimental parameters on rotational
dynamics will be beneficial to data interpretation and experiment design in DIC-based SPORT experiment.
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Abstract Text
Natural antibodies are used widely in important areas such as biomedical analysis, cancer therapy and directed drug
delivery, but are expensive and can have limited stability. This paper describes synthesis of antibody-like binding sites by
molecular imprinting on silica nanoparticles (SiNP) using a combination of four organosilane monomers with amino acidlike side chains providing hydrophobic, hydrophilic and H-bonding interactions with target proteins. This approach
provided artificial antibody (AA) nanoparticles with good selectivity and specificity to binding domains on target protein a
relatively low cost synthesis. We made AAs by polymer grafting onto SiNPs for human serum albumin (HSA) and glucose
oxidase (GOx), and tested binding affinity, selectivity and specificity vs. several other proteins using adsorption isotherms
and surface plasmon resonance (SPR). The Langmuir-Freundlich adsorption model was used to obtain apparent binding
constants (KLF) from binding isotherms of HSA (6.7x104) and GOx (4.7x104) to their respective AAs. These values were 4300 fold larger compared to a series of non-template proteins. SPR binding studies of AAs with proteins attached to a gold
surface confirmed good specificity and revealed faster binding for the target proteins compared to non-target proteins.
Target proteins retained their secondary structures upon binding.
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Abstract Text
Integrin receptors are a key class of trans-membrane proteins that regulate intracellular signaling and a host of other
down-stream events. The expression and function of these receptors are closely related to various types of tumor
angiogenesis and metastasis. Currently the chemical structures and binding activities of these receptors are accessible
mainly through molecular biology techniques such as crystallography and NMR. Developing molecular imaging tools that
not only allow direct monitoring in cells but also provide chemical characteristics of the receptor is highly desirable.
Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) imaging of live cells has proven to be robust and versatile, enabling chemical
imaging studies of many cellular components. Meanwhile, Tip-enhanced Raman scattering (TERS), a near-field Raman
approach, has matured into a routine super-resolution imaging technique and has already been employed to image
specific receptors on fixed cells. Despite these advances, interpretation of SERS/TERS signals obtained in cells is
challenging and sometimes impossible, due to a lack of control in probe specificity and the complexity of the cell itself.
Using bio-orthogonal Raman reporters can conveniently avoid the complexity of interpreting Raman signals. In this study,
we use peptide functionalized nanoparticle probes to improve the targeting specificity to the receptors and combine SERS
monitoring, SEM, and TERS to resolve two integrin receptors that have similar structures but different functions and
associated diseases. The binding and endocytosis of the nanoparticle probes will be captured via dark-field microscopy
and SEM/TEM. We expect these results to provide insights on the binding events of different integrin receptors on cancer
cells and potentially their uses in identifying drug-targets.
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Abstract Text
Molecular trafficking within cells, tissues, and engineered three-dimensional multicellular models is critical to the
understanding of the development and treatment of various diseases including cancer. However, current tracking
methods are either confined to two dimensions or limited to an interrogation depth of ~15 µm. Here we present a new
3D tracking method capable of quantifying rapid molecular transport dynamics in highly scattering environments at
depths up to 200 µm. The system has a response time of 1 ms with a temporal resolution down to 50 •s in high signal-tonoise conditions, and a spatial localization precision as good as 35 nm. Built upon spatiotemporally multiplexed twophoton excitation, this approach requires only one detector for 3D particle tracking and allows for two-photon, multicolor imaging. 3D tracking of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) complexes at a depth of ~100 µm in tumor
spheroids is demonstrated. Our 3D tracking microscope is built upon spatiotemporally multiplexed two-photon excitation
and uses time-gated analysis via a photon counting histogram to discern the molecular 3D position. Feedback control
then steers the excitation to lock-on to the single molecule as it travels at a high speed. The molecular trajectories are
reconstructed from the recorded actuator positions from the feedback control loop operating at 1-5 ms. Dynamics down
to 50 µs can be inferred from analysis of the photon counting histogram. In our method, the first PMT channel is used for
particle tracking while the second and the third PMT channels can be used for two-photon scanning microscopy,
colocalization analysis, and energy transfer studies. We have coined this technique TSUNAMI (Tracking Single particles
Using Nonlinear And Multiplexed Illumination).
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Abstract Text
Glucose stimulated insulin secretion is of great interest since this process is disrupted in type 2 diabetes, but the
mechanism is still unknown. Multiple signaling molecules are involved in this process, including reactive oxygen species,
NADPH, mitochondrial membrane potential, and intracellular Ca[sup]2+[/sup]. To better understand the mechanism of
impaired insulin secretion in diabetes, it would be ideal to have a system that can correlate intracellular events with
insulin secretion from islets in real-time. The goal of this work is to integrate fluorescence imaging of intracellular
Ca[sup]2+[/sup] with the monitoring of insulin secretion.
To accomplish this goal, a dual microscope system was developed that allowed simultaneous fluorescence imaging of
Ca[sup]2+[/sup] and laser-induced fluorescence detection of insulin immunoassays. A gravity-driven perfusion system
was used to deliver different glucose concentrations to an islet chamber on a microfluidic device. Islets were loaded with
Fura-2 dye, which was excited at both 340 and 380 nm using a filter wheel. The ratio of fluorescence intensity excited at
the two wavelengths was monitored every 20 s and converted to [Ca[sup]2+[/sup]][sub]i[/sub]. The secreted insulin from
islets was monitored simultaneously with a competitive immunoassay on the same microfluidic device every 10 s. The
peak height ratios of bound and free Cy5 labeled insulin (B/F) were inversely proportional to the secreted insulin
concentrations. The insulin immunoassay had a detection limit of 6 nM. The B/F at different insulin concentrations was
reproducible with RSDs <3%.
This system will be used to monitor the intracellular Ca[sup]2+[/sup] and insulin secretion from islets of Langerhans
simultaneously. The developed system can be extended to other signaling molecules involved in the process of glucose
stimulated insulin secretion in islets by use of other fluorescent probes.
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Abstract Text
Hexamethylene triperoxide diamine (HMTD) is an explosive, nitrogen-containing, organic peroxide compound consisting
of to nitrogen atoms each attached to three methyl groups in a planar arrangement. Like triacetone triperoxide (TATP),
another organic peroxide explosive, HMTD is highly sensitive to shock, friction, heat, and static, making it very difficult to
handle or transport safely. It thus has no military or commercial applications. Unlike TATP and other explosive
compounds, detection of HMTD has proven to be challenging, most notably due to its thermal instability and tendency to
decompose at relatively low temperatures. The goal of this research was to determine these decomposition products
and to suggest possible mechanistic pathways. This knowledge will ultimately be applied to improve HMTD detection in
the field. The decomposition of HMTD yields several small volatile compounds detectable in the headspace and in
solution. This decomposition was monitored over time and under several conditions, including temperature, presence of
water/humidity, and formulation. Headspace analysis was carried out above the bulk material using solid phase
microextraction (SPME) with GC/MS, while the solution analysis was carried out by LC/MS. Degradation products
detected included acetic acid, formic acid, formamide, and trimethylamine. The results suggested that the decomposition
of HMTD is complicated, dynamic process involving the decomposition of HMTD and subsequent decomposition
products. Solution analysis suggests that the decomposition mechanism may involve the interaction between individual
HMTD molecules, and may be driven by the presence of water.
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Abstract Text
Explosives residues are complex mixtures that can contain both neutral organic molecules and inorganic ions. Most
forensic protocols use two techniques for explosives analysis: ion chromatography for ions and HPLC for organic
compounds. Electrokinetic chromatography (EKC) is a powerful analytical technique that combines the instrumentation
of capillary electrophoresis and the principles of chromatography and makes it possible to analyze both anions and
neutral organic compounds in the same analytical run. In this study AB diblock copolymers that form latex nanoparticles
with a cationic shell and hydrophobic core were synthesized and used as pseudostationary phases. Capillaries were
coated with a cationic polymer to create anodic electroosmotic flow. A contactless conductivity detector and UV
detector were used to detect ions and nitroaromatic compounds, respectively. A mixture of anions and nitroaromatic
compounds can be separated in less than ten minutes.The effect of different cationic shells and hydrophobic cores on the
separation was investigated.
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Abstract Text
Experiments to establish inter-instrument correlations were conducted with three units of the HAPSITE ER (ER), a portable
GCMS. Specifically, detection and quantification was accomplished using thermal desorption (TD). Furthermore, we
examined the use of thermal desorption internal standards (TDIS). Data will be presented to demonstrate the stability of
both retention times (RTs) and relative response factors (RRFs) over time. While portable gas chromatographic mass
spectrometry has achieved huge success in the qualitative identification of unknowns, quantitative analysis remains
elusive. Primarily, field technicians do not always have the materials to prepare standard curves and instead rely on
calibrations generated by the manufacturer and programmed into the instruments. These pre-established curves have
considerable variability among instruments. For this reason we have examined approaches to tighten the data. We
accomplished this by spiking the TD tubes with known concentrations of TDIS compounds that would behave similarly to
the target analytes. Tubes prepared in this manner were examined on three ER instruments over a six week period and
will be presented. The data demonstrates that tubes prepared in this manner are stable at room temperature over this
period for select compounds. An experimental design determined that compounds are well retained when an additional
3.6L volume of nitrogen is passed through the tubes at 50[degree]C. This establishes the use of these compounds for
incorporation onto TD tubes prior to field sampling. Based on our data, we propose that pre-established calibration
curves can be corrected by RRF correction factors obtained from internal standards spiked onto the thermal desorption
tubes prior to sampling. The data objective of <30% Relative Standard Deviation can be met significantly improving the
quality of data attained in field analyses.
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Abstract Text
Raman spectroscopy allows the acquisition of molecularly specific signatures of pure compounds and mixtures making it a
popular method for material identification applications. Spatially Offset Raman Spectroscopy (SORS) is a novel variant of
Raman spectroscopy whereby multiple measurements at differing positions are used to separate the spectrum arising
from the sub layers of a sample from the spectrum at the surface. Crucially this method requires no prior knowledge of
the surface layer. This paper will demonstrate the application of this technique to rapid identification of hazardous
materials that are concealed by a wide variety of sealed containers such as coloured and opaque plastics, paper, card,
sacks, fabric and glass. The range of potential target materials includes toxic industrial chemicals, explosives, narcotics,
chemical warfare agents and biological materials. Recent development of a handheld SORS system has allowed the
technique to be successfully deployed in applications such as: improvised explosive materials within oil jerry cans, liquid
explosives and precursor materials within bottles and narcotics within sealed envelopes / postage packs. Typical scan
times in normal ambient light conditions are around 30s. A major advantage of SORS in this context is that the operator is
able to obtain a positive identification without opening or disturbing the container to gain access to the material or to
take a sample. This is important as it has the potential to improve the safety and efficiency of operating procedures in
explosive ordinance disposal, first response, hazmat incident management, illicit lab search and rapid screening at
security checkpoints.
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Abstract Text
Electronic cigarettes are gaining popularity across the globe. Marketed as a smoking cessation aid and as a healthier
alternative to tobacco products, electronic cigarettes deliver nicotine to users as a water-based vapor without the typical
toxic chemicals found from the combustion of tobacco products. Currently, electronic cigarettes are not under the
authority of the Food and Drug Administration, since they do not contain tobacco. Due to a lack of regulation, the
physiological effects and chemical content of these products has not undergone close analytical scrutiny. Presented here
are the efforts towards the quantification of nicotine content in electronic cigarette liquid. Using HPLC, high performance
liquid chromatography, nicotine content in several electronic cigarette liquid samples is being assessed to compare to the
values listed on the products. Calibration curves are being utilized to determine the amount of nicotine in each sample,
variation in batches of the same brand, and degradation of the nicotine in the solutions over time.
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Application Code:
Consumer Products
Methodology Code: Liquid Chromatography
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Abstract Text
Both Barium and Strontium Carbonates are commercially important in Material Science. Both of these carbonates have
also been sold as temperature standards by NIST for use in calibrating Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA) instruments.
Both of these carbonates undergo polymorphic transitions from the orthorhombic to hexagonal forms when heated to
temperatures above 800 deg C. On further heating, the Barium Carbonate undergoes an additional polymorphic
transition where the hexagonal form transforms to a face-centered cubic form near 976 deg C. On continued heating,
this cubic form of Barium Carbonate decomposes to Barium Oxide liberating carbon dioxide gas. Strontium Carbonate, on
the other hand, tends to be thermally less stable than Barium Carbonate. It is reported to lose mass over a broad range
of temperatures beginning at temperatures below the observed polymorphic transition. Our studies, presented here,
employ both differential thermal analysis (DTA) and Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) in an attempt to answer questions
of uncertainty of the reported temperatures of transition, as well as, heats of transition for these industrially important
compounds. The effects of the composition of the dynamic puge atmosphere employed in the thermal anaysis were also
observed.
Keywords:
Analysis, Materials Characterization, Standards, Thermal Analysis
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Abstract Text
Bauxite ores are composed of a mixture of minerals. The components of the mixture vary with location of the Bauxite.
Generally speaking, the two most important components are Gibbsite, Al(OH)3, and Boehmite, AlO(OH). It is these
components that determine the commercial value of these ores since it is aluminum metal or aluminum oxide that is
subsequently derived from them. The Gibbsite and Boehmite content are usually assigned by the use of X-ray diffraction
spectroscopy( XRD). The use of the methods of Thermogravimetric Analysis(TGA)and Derivative Thermogravimetry (DTG)
have been used to a lesser extent due to less than stoichiometric dehydroxylation of the Gibbsite component which
liberates water vapor and a small amount of Boehmite. In this work, we describe the use of an "empirical gravimertic
factor" rather than the usual theoretical gravimetric factor employed for thermogravimetric quantification assignments.
As will be seen from the data presented here, by employing our "empirical gravimetric factor" for the quantification of
the Gibbsite content of a number of Bauxites (that were previously analyzed by XRD), we were able to obtain results for
the Gibbsite content within plus or minus one percent of that obtained by the method of XRD.The improvement in TGA
methodology exhibed here is the result of the experimental development an "empirical gravimetric factor" for use in
quantitative assignment rather than using a gravimetric factor calculated from the balanced chemicak equation. This
eliminates the error associated with less than complete dehydroxylation of the Gibbsite component on heating in the TGA
instrumentation.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Significant signal enhancement was observed for arsenic measurements using ICP-MS due to the presence of various
carbon sources in samples and sample digests. Enhancements ranged to greater than 300 percent depending on the level
of carbon present. This relationship between carbon concentration and signal enhancement was studied along with
methods for compensating for this effect during quantitative analysis. An approach to compensate for the observed large
positive biases as well as extremely high calculated recoveries on matrix spike results will be presented.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Originally isolated from the Mars Odyssey prior to launch, Acinetobacter radioresistens 50v1, a gram negative bacteria,
was found to exhibit extremophile capabilities as it can resist multiple decontamination techniques within spacecraft
facilities. In particular, this strain of Acinetobacter is believed to not only survive ethanol cleaning but also utilize it as its
sole carbon source. To verify and understand the unique characteristics of Acinetobacter radioresistens 50v1 to resist and
exploit the ethanol-based decontamination process, several different growth conditions were compared and analyzed by
GC-MS. First, the capability of the bacterium to utilize ethanol as a sole carbon source in a nutrient-poor environment was
evaluated. After collecting the cells from an inoculated sample, GC-MS analysis was done in order to identify if ethanol
was present and incorporated into the cell. To confirm and explore the switch to ethanol as an energy source, the
experiment was repeated using U-[sup]13[/sup]C and deuterium labeled ethanol and compared to growth under nutrient
rich conditions using glucose as the carbon source. Isotopic labeling was extensively observed and included metabolites
such as proline, lysine, isoleucine, valine, and trehalose. Because of the lack of other compounds as carbon sources in the
growth media, the labeling of metabolites and disaccharides strongly suggest that the organism is capable of using
ethanol as its sole carbon source.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) are one of the most widely used forms of nanoparticles in consumer goods due to their antimicrobial properties. Their ubiquity has raised concerns about possible environmental harm due to their potential to
release toxic silver ions (Ag[sup]+[/sup]) to natural waters. To explore the potential hazard of Ag NPs in natural waters,
we studied chemical transformations that Ag NPs may undergo as they pass through sulfide-rich conditions common in
waste water treatment plants, which may limit the release of Ag[sup]+[/sup] from Ag NPs due to the formation of lowsolubility silver sulfide (Ag[sub]2[/sub]S). However, it is uncertain whether sulfidation of Ag NPs is complete and if
sulfidized Ag NPs can continue to release Ag[sup]+[/sup]. To simulate these conditions, we monitored the reaction of Ag
NPs with various levels of sulfide with an ion selective electrode and UV/visible spectrophotometry. We additionally
characterized the products of the sulfidation reactions with a purge-and-trap acid volatile sulfide (AVS) analysis, which
served as a measure of the extent of Ag NP sulfidation. Having optimized the AVS method for the analysis of Ag NP
sulfidation products, we are studying how sulfidized Ag NPs change over time to assess their potential as a source of
Ag[sup]+[/sup]. Changes in Ag NP absorbance several days after reaction with sulfide suggest a reversal of Ag NP
sulfidation is possible, especially when silver is initially in excess of sulfide.
Keywords:
Environmental Analysis, Nanotechnology, Purge and Trap, Sulfur
Application Code:
Environmental
Methodology Code: UV/VIS
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Abstract Text
Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) are a commonly prescribed class of antidepressants Their ubiquity suggests
that they, as unchanged parent compounds or metabolites, may be present in waste water via human excretion products.
After sewage treatment these compounds may, upon exposure to sunlight, be further degraded or transformed into
structurally similar compounds that may pose greater toxicity to humans and other non-target organisms.
Photodegradation kinetics were studied for sertraline (SER) and fluoxetine (FLX) in Holtfreter’s solution. The effects of
added humic acid and fulvic acid on the photodegradation rates were studied. Aliquots were obtained at multiple time
points during photoexposure and were analyzed via HPLC and LC-MS. Peak photodegradant concentrations were
observed to occur at the half-lives of the parent compounds. Southern Toad tadpoles were exposed to cocktails of these
compounds at environmentally relevant concentrations to test for effects on acute toxicity as well as swimming behavior
and development.
Keywords:
Environmental Analysis, Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy, Pharmaceutical, Toxicology
Application Code:
Environmental
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Abstract Text
Prescribed medications that act as maintenance drugs can affect the environment through landfills and the water system.
These drugs eventually degrade and can form products that can potentially pose a greater threat to human health and
the environment than when in their original composition. To study the degradation of commonly prescribed maintenance
drugs, we observed and analyzed the photodegradation rate of bupropion (BUP) and gabapentin (GAB) in aqueous
solutions that mimic the water system of the natural environment. Samples of BUP and GAB with and without humic acid
were exposed to light in a solar simulator. The resultant solutions were analyzed via HPLC and LC-MS. Rates of
degradation and degradant identities were identified.
Keywords:
Environmental/Water, HPLC, Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy, Pharmaceutical
Application Code:
Pharmaceutical
Methodology Code: Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry
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Abstract Text
Certain organic UV filters, commonly found in personal care products such as sunscreen, have been associated with a
potential for endocrine disruption in biological systems and are often found in low levels in a variety of surface waters.
Consequently, there is considerable interest in understanding the environmental transport and fate of these chemical
species. San Salvador Island, The Bahamas, represents a unique opportunity to study UV filters in natural surface waters
in that it is a sparsely-populated outer Bahamian island whose interior lakes experience little human contact. Conversely,
there exists a point source for the delivery of UV filters into the ocean waters around the periphery of the island as guests
at a popular tourist resort frequent the beach and ocean. An initial sampling of numerous surface and sub-surface water
sources was conducted using fabric-phase sorptive extraction (FPSE) devices. The FPSE device was constructed by
polymerizing a sol-gel derived hybrid organic-inorganic sorbent onto a cellulose fabric. This sorbent provides for an
effective means to extract a wide range of UV filters from aqueous solutions, however, it has yet to be used in this
capacity. This presentation will discuss the extraction procedure and the preliminary analysis of a number of real samples
for the presence of commonly encountered UV filters using FPSE coupled with gas chromatography-mass spectrometry.
Keywords:
Environmental/Water, Extraction, GC-MS, Sampling
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Methodology Code: Sampling and Sample Preparation
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Abstract Text
The field of surface plasmons has been gaining a lot of interest in the recent years due to it’s wide range of applicability.
Studying and controlling the surface plasmons will have potential applications in the area of sensors, photonics and opto
electronics. Surface plasmons can also give information about the atomic and molecular properties of materials adjacent
to the surface layer. We have recently developed a technique to investigate the behavior of voltage-charged templatesynthesized gold nanotube membranes electrochemically. The electrochemical characterization reveled the charge
distribution and localization behavior in these gold nanotube membranes upon charging. Here we extend this method
and employ photophysical methods to study voltage charged gold nanotube membranes. Extinction spectra of theses
gold nanotube membranes are recorded as a function of the applied voltage. Depending upon the polarity of the voltage
applied, the gold nanotubes will become electron rich or depleted. As the electron population has a direct impact on the
surface plasmons, the extinction spectra will be reflection of the charge on the gold nano tubes. This interesting
phenomenon will provide monumental information about the materials adjacent to the metallic layer. This could be used
as an analytical tool to investigate the electrical double layer and any other materials adjacent to the gold surface. Apart
from this, it is also a basic science phenomenon of fundamental interest
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Electroporation is a convenient tool used for gene transfection in cells. It allows for the control of the permeability of
cellular membranes to facilitate the uptake of molecules, such as plasmids, from the extracellular medium. Current
electroporation methods require large voltages, upwards of 2,000V, that can be dramatically reduced using the
facilitation of a gold-plated mesoporous membrane. Our model uses [i]Escherichia coli[/i] bacteria as the target of
electroporation. While the bacteria flowed through the membrane, electrical pulses from 1 to 4V were applied to it
inducing a high electric field inside the mesopores. To measure electroporation, a combination of two impermeable dyes,
a yellow-fluoresced dye and red-fluoresced propidium iodide, were selectively added to the medium. They are known to
independently and significantly increase their fluorescence intensity when staining the bacteria DNA. The use of those
two dyes allows the determination of the electroporation efficiency while maintaining the exclusion of lysed bacteria.
Using a UV-Vis Spectrophotometer a linear increase in absorbance was measured over time showing bacteria passing
through the membrane. The fluorescence intensity of the bacterial solution was also measured versus time and showed
an increasing amount of fluorescent bacteria as electroporation occurred. Microscopy techniques were used to identify
bacteria that exhibited fluorescence in order to demonstrate successful electroporation. Up to 40% electroporation
efficiency was calculated using the combination of these data.
Keywords:
Electrode Surfaces, Fluorescence, Membrane, UV-VIS Absorbance/Luminescence
Application Code:
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Abstract Text
Electronic cigarettes are portable, battery-operated devices that transform a liquid solution containing flavorings and
often nicotine into a vapor that gets inhaled via an electronic atomizer. These electronic devices are often promoted as a
safer alternative to traditional cigarettes; however regulations on the safety of the e-cigarette solutions have not yet
been imposed by any federal FDA guidelines. Consequently, many of these solutions have not been vigorously tested for
contaminates or other harmful components, including heavy metals. The United States Pharmacopeia does not regulate ecigarettes; however, it does set guidelines for daily inhalation exposure in pharmaceutical products. These limits are
referred to as Permissible Daily Exposure or PDE. In this study five solutions were evaluated by ICP-MS against these
limits of daily exposure that are normally reserved for therapeutic drugs. These limits are based upon not only the
toxicity of the element but also the concentration and the amount inhaled into the body. It is estimated that smoking
100ul of an e-cigarette solution is equivalent to smoking one traditional cigarette. Therefore, two milliliters of an ecigarette solution correlates to 20 traditional cigarettes or one pack. A calculation of the daily exposure of heavy metals
from the e-cigarette solution can be determined based upon a typical usage of one pack a day of traditional cigarettes.
Results reported in this study are in micrograms per 2mls of e-cigarette solution or total micrograms per daily dose.
Keywords:
Atomic Spectroscopy, Consumer Products, ICP-MS, Method Development
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Abstract Text
A Dicer-Pten double-knockout (DKO) mouse model of high-grade serous ovarian cancer (HGSC) has proved to be a
valuable means for understanding the molecular basis of the deadliest gynecological cancer among women, with a global
5-year survival rate of only 44.2%. Characterized by rapid growing tumors, most cases remain undiagnosed until the
cancer is late-stage. Using ultra-performance liquid chromatography (UPLC) coupled to mass spectrometry (MS), our
team is studying early metabolome changes identifiable in DKO mouse serum which could aid in early detection of this
highly aggressive disease.
Blood serum samples were collected from control and early-stage DKO mice. Metabolites were extracted after protein
precipitation using methanol in a 3:1 (v/v) dilution ratio to serum. Metabolite extracts were then lyophilized and
reconstituted in the initial composition of the chromatographic mobile phase. High resolution mass spectra were acquired
in positive electrospray ionization mode for the m/z 50-1200 range. Analysis was conducted using a Waters ACCQUITY H
Class system coupled to a Xevo G2 QTOF mass spectrometer. Metabolic features were extracted using MZmine 2.10
software. With 17 metabolites selected from these profiles using genetic algorithms for variable selection, orthogonal
projection to latent structures-discriminant analysis (oPLS-DA) separated early-stage DKO mice from control mice with
98% accuracy and sensitivity, and 100% specificity. Continuing work involves identifying these 17 discriminating features
utilizing UPLC tandem MS, retention time, and ion mobility collisional cross section matching to chemical standards for
further validation, thereby providing insight into the metabolic alterations associated with the developments and
proliferation of HGSC.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Since poison ivy can vary in physical appearance, it is often difficult to recognize in nature. Consequently, a simple
colorimetric detection method could successfully aid in not only identifying the plant, but also quantifying urushiol.
Consisting of an aromatic ring with two hydroxyl groups and a long hydrophobic chain, urushiol is the active compound
responsible for the allergenic response to poison ivy. Pyrocatechol, a similar compound, only lacks the hydrophobic chain
and thus provides a potential model system for analysis of urushiol. Tyrosinase, an enzyme normally found in both plants
and animals, oxidizes the hydroxyl groups resulting in the formation of benzoquinone, a yellow-brown colored product.
Using UV-visible absorbance spectroscopy ([lambda]=386 nm), the concentration of pyrocatechol in a solution of known
233 [micro]M was quantified as 234 ± 1 [micro]M (SEM, n=3) with an average detection limit of 3 [micro]M. Another
colorimetric technique involves sodium molybdate which, in the presence of trichloroacetic acid, complexes two catechol
molecules forming a red-colored product. Using UV-visible absorbance spectroscopy ([lambda]=505 nm), the
concentration of pyrocatechol in a solution of known 49.7 [micro]M was quantified as 48.9 ± 0.2 [micro]M (SEM, n=3)
with an average detection limit of 0.4 [micro]M. Although extraction of urushiol from the plant itself has proven difficult,
these two colorimetric techniques represent potential ways to identify and quantify urushiol from poison ivy.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Some stomach relief aids have bismuth subsalicylate and, as a flavoring, methyl salicylate as ingredients. A variety of
methods will be described to quantify the salicylates using GC-MS, UV-Vis and the internal standard method.
Keywords:
GC-MS, Method Development, Pharmaceutical, UV-VIS Absorbance/Luminescence
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Abstract Text
Citral is a compound that is found in the essential oils of the lemongrass plant. Citral contains two different isomers,
neral(Z) and geranial(E). The purpose of these experiments is to investigate the effects that different extraction methods,
and dilutions have on the citral in a sample of lemongrass and extraction efficiencies. The three different extraction types
analyzed were steam distillation, solvent soak with exposure to the sun, and solvent soak in a cool, dark, well ventilated
place. The results from the GC-MS supports the fact that as the energy in the extraction increases, more geranial is
converted to neral. However, diluting a sample results in a larger ratio of E/Z.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The potassium in potassium gluconate tablets can be monitored during dissolution testing by conductivity. A correlation
can be made with flame atomic absorption spectroscopy to ensure that the conductivity measured is due to potassium.
Results indicate that different brands have different dissolution rates. Some are 100% dissolved in less than 30 minutes
while others take over 40 minutes to completely dissolve.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The objective of this study is to examine how the systematic method affords helpful opportunities for learning
equilibrium concepts in a General Chemistry course. The systematic method approaches chemical equilibrium by
modeling systems using conservation of mass and charge principles rather than the traditional “ICE” table method.
Students in two general chemistry courses – one taught with the systematic method and one taught using the ICE table
method – were observed during the Equilibrium unit of their courses. Identical tests were administered and test scores
were compared to determine which equilibrium problem solving method allowed for a better understanding of the
concepts of equilibrium. The first data set was collected in the Spring of 2015, and a second set of data is currently being
collected under the direction of the same course instructors. This study’s ultimate goal is to test whether the use of the
systematic method in general chemistry education improves student performance and understanding, and subsequently
implement the concepts and tools currently taught in the Quantitative Analysis course into the General Chemistry
curriculum. By contrasting abilities to understand equilibrium that stem from using the systematic and traditional
methods, this research is working to uncover the potential of the systematic method to help students better understand
and describe chemical equilibrium. We are illustrating that a basic understanding of the systematic method in general
chemistry can lead to more in-depth discussions built from the basic knowledge of different analyses currently found in a
traditional analytical chemistry course.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
This study examines the potential of an environmentally-safe, biosurfactant-producing Bacillus strain for the
bioremediation of oil spills. To better understand biosurfactant production by this strain, cells were grown in controlled
conditions, and biosurfactant production was evaluated by determining the emulsifying ability of the cell-free broth
across specific time points during the growth cycle. We have developed bioanalytical protocols that mimic environmental
conditions to evaluate biosurfactant activity and stability as a function of pH, salinity, and oil type. Results indicate that
the produced biosurfactants are comparable to biological and chemical surfactants and thus may have the potential to
provide a method for the environmentally-friendly remediation of oil spills. Continued work aims to separate and identify
the individual biosurfactants using a combination of RP-HPLC, FT-IR, and NMR.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Impulsivity is prevalent in numerous neurological disorders, including attention deficit hyperactive disorder and substance
abuse. For the purposes of this study, impulsivity was quantified in a rat animal model using delayed discounting
paradigms, which can measure impulsive decision making. In the delayed discounting task, animals were trained in an
operant conditioning chamber equipped with visual stimuli, retractable levers and a sucrose pellet dispenser. Animals
were allowed to choose either an immediate, small reward or delayed, large reward. Lever availability was indicated by a
cue light, and each animal developed a preference for one reward type over the other. Dopamine, an electroactive
neurotransmitter in the brain, is highly implicated in motivated behavior and is elicited in the ventral striatum by cues
that predict reward availability. Using this animal model, we investigated the role of dopamine in individual difference in
delay discounting behavior. Fast scan cyclic voltammetry was used to measure sub-second dopamine release in the shell
of the nucleus accumbens in rats performing the delay discounting task. This approach quantified real time changes in
concentrations of dopamine elicited in the vicinity of the carbon-fiber microelectrode as the animal made decisions based
on learned associations and preference. Based on current data, we observed a positive correlation between the
magnitude of cue-induced dopamine release and the preferred choice of reward. In the future, we intend to repeat these
experiments under the effects acute nicotine exposure, which has been implicated in enhancing impulsive decision
making.
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, Electrochemistry, Neurochemistry
Application Code:
Neurochemistry
Methodology Code: Electrochemistry
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Abstract Text
Paper–based scaffolds support the prolonged culture of mammalian cells in three-dimensional environments, are easily
prepared, and have been used to monitor cellular: growth, response to chemotherapeutics, and invasion. The invasion of
cancer cells in the presence of gradients of oxygen, soluble chemokines, or both has been quantified in paper-based
invasion assays. This quantification has largely relied on low-resolution fluorescence images, which have a limit of
detection of approximately 1000 cells and requires the cells to express a fluorescent protein or be labeled with a small
fluorescent molecule. The environment of a solid tumor contains multiple cell types as well as live and dead cells, to
accurately mimic this environment in vitro invasion assays must also be able to accommodate these complex
environments. The fluorescence-based readouts currently utilized can only differentiate a limited number of fluorophorelabeled cell lines and cannot readily distinguish live and dead cells. We are developing qPCR-based methods to quantify
small numbers (< 100) of invasive cancer cells, which have been pre-labeled with unique DNA barcodes, in paper-based
invasion assays in the presence of multiple cell types. We also incorporate propidium monoazide, which has been used to
eliminate the amplification of genomic DNA from dead bacteria in qPCR assays, into our assays to quantify the number of
dead cells in the paper scaffolds. This qPCR-based method of monitoring cell invasion within paper-based scaffolds
eliminates many of the downfalls of conventional fluorescence-based methods, while maintaining the high throughput
and cost-effective nature of the paper scaffolds.
Keywords:
High Throughput Chemical Analysis, Nucleic Acids, Quantitative, Small Samples
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: Process Analytical Techniques
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Abstract Text
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disease characterized by the slow degeneration of dopaminergic neurons
found in a region of the midbrain called the substantia nigra (SN). Dopamine (DA) plays a key role in regulating motor
function. Thus, the destruction of these neurons and the consequential decrease in DA concentrations in the striatum
leads to the deterioration of motor control. The drug Levodopa (L-DOPA) has been used to treat PD by helping to increase
the concentration of DA in the brain. This drug has been proven to alleviate the motor symptoms of PD; however, after a
short period of time, dyskinetic symptoms can develop. It is thought that oxidative stress is a principal contributor to the
destruction of dopaminergic neurons, and possibly to the development of dyskinesias, in PD and its treatment. This
experiment uses fast-scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) coupled with carbon-fiber microelectrodes to monitor the
generation of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) in the SN as an indicator of the presence of oxidative stress. FSCV allows for
rapid, real-time, simultaneous measurement of DA and H2O2 in the dorsal striatum. Neurochemical fluctuations can be
time-locked to dyskinetic episodes. Overall, these studies will aid in our understanding of how oxidative stress modulates
nigrostriatal DA signaling, as well as the behavioral consequences of this interaction. The results will inform improved
therapeutic strategies for the treatment of PD.
Keywords:
Electrochemistry, Neurochemistry
Application Code:
Neurochemistry
Methodology Code: Electrochemistry
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Abstract Text
Chloride is the most prevalent anion in human blood, at an extracellular concentration of 100-110 mM. Measurement of
chloride concentration in blood is of high demand since it is related to prolonged vomiting and respiratory distress [1].
However, lipophilic anions that can be found in blood such as salicylate and thiocyanate, from aspirin metabolism and
tobacco smoking, respectively, interfere with chloride measurements with ion-selective electrodes. Therefore, the
objective of this project was to alleviate the interference of lipophilic anions on the measurement of chloride by kinetic
discrimination using asymmetric cellulose triacetate (CTA) membranes. This is done by casting a thin layer of CTA
membrane without sensing components followed by hydrolysis of this barrier layer with NaOH to produce a hydrophilic
porous layer. A second layer of CTA with sensing components is casted atop the hydrolyzed layer to create an
asymmetric membrane. The hydrolyzed porous barrier layer will allow for the faster passage of small ions like chloride
into the sensing layer of the membrane, while retarding the movement of larger ions like salicylate. The small
concentration of the lipophilic anions that reaches at the sensing surface will be depleted by extraction into the
membrane under pulsed chronopotentiometric measuring mode and will not interfere with the measurement of the
abundant hydrophilic chloride ions[2]. In addition to the hydrophilic porous layer, the magnitude and duration of the
applied current pulse under pulsed chronopotentiometry can play an important role for kinetic selectivity of hydrophilic
anions. Here we have demonstrated very low detection limit of chloride and considerable kinetic discrimination of the
interference of lipophilic anions using our sensing protocol.
References
1.Lab Tests Online. https://labtestsonline.org/understanding/analytes/chloride/tab/test/ (accessed on 8/14/2015).
2.Gemene, K. L; Bakker, E. Anal. Chim. Acta. 2007, 583, 190-196
Keywords:
Biosensors, Electrochemistry, Ion Selective Electrodes, Potentiometry
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Biomedical
Methodology Code: Electrochemistry
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Abstract Text
The Chattahoochee River which is one of the major sources of water to the Metro Atlanta Area and North Georgia, starts
in North Georgia and creates part of the Georgia-Alabama border and some of the Alabama-Florida border. This River is
an important part of the ecosystem for humans, land organisms, and aquatic life. Water quality parameters such as
temperature, pH, alkalinity, hardness, chemical oxygen demand (COD), biological oxygen demand (BOD), phosphate
concentration, lead, arsenic, cadmium, and mercury are determined using chemical and spectrophotometric methods.
The data collected over a range of years. The analysis of the current and historical water quality conditions of the
Chattahoochee will be reported in this presentation.
Keywords:
Environmental/Water
Application Code:
Environmental
Methodology Code: UV/VIS
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Abstract Text
Colloidal nanocrystal quantum dots are gaining increasing interest in the recent decades because of their great potential
in non-invasive fluorescence imaging, light emitting devices, and photovoltaic technologies. Quantum dot are
semiconductors that are small enough in size to display unique optical properties due to the combination of their material
band gap energy and quantum well phenomenon. Colloidal cadmium selenide (CdSe) nanocrystals were synthesized and
characterized in order to understand their structure and to use them to harvest solar energy. Quantum dots were
characterized using UV-Visible spectroscopy and transmission electron microscopy. Quantum dots of different sizes
ranging from 1.5-2.7 nanometers were synthesized. Increasing size and a corresponding red shift in the absorbance
spectrum was observed for a series of CdSe samples synthesized at progressively higher growth temperatures. The
characterization of CdSe quantum dots and the efficiency of the synthesized CdSe-TiO2 photovoltaic cell in harvesting
solar energy will be presented in this presentation.
Keywords:
Fuels\Energy\Petrochemical, Spectroscopy
Application Code:
Fuels, Energy and Petrochemical
Methodology Code: UV/VIS
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Abstract Text
Nanoparticles are known to have unique and surprising physicochemical properties that differ from equivalent bulk
substances. Despite their increasing presence in commercially produced goods and their applications in medicine, optical,
and electronics fields, nanoparticles and their toxicity to humans and the environment are not yet well understood. In this
study, the effects of silver nanoparticles on the hatching of brine shrimp eggs were evaluated at different concentrations.
First, the nanoparticles were synthesized, then diluted to various concentrations and finally added to brine shrimp eggs,
which were monitored closely to track hatching over four days. It was found that brine shrimp vitality decreased at higher
concentrations of nanoparticles application. Toxicity effects of silver nitrate and coated silver nanoparticles on brine
shrimp eggs and zebrafish will also be presented. The role of environmental conditions (water, plants, sediment) on the
toxicity effect of nanoparticles will be discussed in this presentation.
Keywords:
Clinical/Toxicology, Environmental/Biological Samples, Toxicology
Application Code:
Clinical/Toxicology
Methodology Code: Chemical Methods
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Abstract Text
Standard protocols for estimating human exposure to phthalate plasticizers due to dermal contact are not well
established and for this reason various approaches have been used without supporting data. GC-MS analysis was utilized
in this study to evaluate the efficiency of various wiping procedures as applied to vinyl plastic and how these protocols
relate to actual dermal exposure to the common plasticizer, diethyl hexyl phthalate (DEHP).
The relationship between total content, wiping efficiency and correlation to dermal exposure were evaluated for the
three most common wiping protocols. Results were found to vary significantly depending on which protocol was used
and in some cases vastly overestimated actual dermal exposure.
Keywords:
Consumer Products, GC-MS, Sampling, Toxicology
Application Code:
Consumer Products
Methodology Code: Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry
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Abstract Text
Polyatomic molecules tend to produce very dense peaks whose interpretation is rather challenging. Different techniques
(like Laser Induced Florescence (LIF) and Supersonic Molecular Jet (SMJ)) have been used to extract useful information
from the spectra produced by different molecules. However, some gas molecules produce heavily congested spectra due
to perturbations. LIF and SMJ are used in order to reduce the congestion, but SMJ reduces rotational information and LIF
is not universal. In HRCMDS, the second and the third dimensions of the technique distribute peaks over a large space and
create recognizable patterns that can be used for the analysis of gaseous polyatomic molecules. Four Wave Mixing (FWM)
signals are produced by selecting certain input laser beam frequencies and an output frequency is detected depending on
whether it is a 2D or 3D HRCMDS process.
Keywords:
Analysis, Gas, Laser, Spectroscopy
Application Code:
Other
Methodology Code: Molecular Spectroscopy
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Abstract Text
Spectral imaging currently requires array detectors that are very expensive. Further, the acquired image files are typically
subjected to compression to keep data manageable which is achieved without loss of critical information, showing the
sparsity of the data. Imaging through compressed sensing, however, aims at performing compression during acquisition
which results in a more efficient use of experimental resources, such as time and cost.
In this study, a single pixel photon detector utilizing compressive sensing will be constructed and used to obtain optical
emission spectral images from atmospheric pressure plasmas. The setup consists of a digital micro-mirror array and a
monochromator which is an order of magnitude less expensive than traditional setups using CCD cameras. Spectral
images of optical emission from plasma species of interest (He, O, N) will be obtained. The spatial resolution will be
characterized as a function of experimental and image processing parameters such as sensing matrix selection and
recovery algorithm choice. Further, the spectral images will be compared to a more expensive push-broom hyperspectral
imaging system featuring an ICCD camera.
Keywords:
Atomic Emission Spectroscopy, Charge Transfer Devices (CID CCD), Sampling
Application Code:
Other
Methodology Code: Atomic Spectroscopy/Elemental Analysis
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Abstract Text
Melamine is a small organic compound rich in nitrogen and was implicated in the recalls of pet and infant foods in 2007,
as it was deliberately added to boost the apparent protein content of such foods. In this study, a sensitive, repeatable and
a rather simple method was developed based on gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) for detection of melamine in pet foods. The
method of detection in this study is based on the measurement of AuNP’s aggregation in the presence of melamine. The
color of the well dispersed AuNPs is wine red and [lambda][sub]max[/sub] for its surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is
centered at about 521 nm. The AuNPs undergo aggregation in the presence of melamine and there is a clear shift of the
absorption peak to longer wavelengths and broadening of the SPR band. The color of gold nanoparticles changed from
wine red to blue in the presence of melamine enabling visual detection and no color change was observed before
melamine was introduced into the food sample. The method involves less sample preparation and is thus suitable as a
portable method for detection of melamine in food products. Furthermore, the method is so sensitive that a limit of
detection about 0.56 ppm was obtained, which is well below the threshold set by the United States Food and Drug
Administration. The results of the new method were also verified using reversed phase chromatography with a diodearray detection at 236 nm with a commonly used mobile phase (38% methanol/ 61% water/1% glacial acetic acid) and
resorcinol as internal standard. A working calibration curve of melamine was constructed to determine the limit of
detection in aqueous solution and food matrix samples and a good correlation between instrument response and
melamine concentration was obtained with R[sup]2[/sup] values of 0.999 and 0.997, respectively. The percent recovery
of melamine in pet food samples that have been spiked with a known amount of melamine ranges from 92.7 ± 1.9% 107.6 ± 2.8% (n = 6).
Keywords:
Analysis, Chromatography, Food Contaminants, HPLC
Application Code:
Food Contaminants
Methodology Code: Liquid Chromatography
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Abstract Text
Diazonium ions are known to readily react with carbon electrodes to yield grafted surfaces. Typically this grafting is
effected with electrochemical reduction or occurs spontaneously in solution. Previous work in our lab showed that
grinding glassy carbon electrodes in dry diazonium salts yields a modified surface. This solid-state grafting strategy
minimizes solvent waste and eliminates solution reactions that produce multilayers on the surface. The objective of the
present study is to optimize conditions for this process and investigate the nature of the modifying groups.
Glassy carbon electrodes were conventionally polished and sonicated before being ground in dry diazonium salt—either
anthraquinone-1-diazonium hemi(zinc chloride) salt or 4-nitrobenzenediazonium tosylate. Control electrodes were
exposed to diazonium salt without grinding. Electrodes were rinsed and sonicated to remove physisorbed groups.
Cyclic voltammetry of modified electrodes showed peaks characteristic of attached nitrophenyl or anthraquinone groups,
which were integrated to calculate surface coverage. For electrodes that underwent sonication in acetone and toluene,
the surface coverage of anthraquinone groups is 0.36 ±0.05 nmol/cm[sup]2[/sup] and of nitrophenyl groups is 0.35 ± 0.02
nmol/cm[sup]2[/sup]; with further sonication in toluene or voltammetric scanning in alkaline solution, values reach a
lower limit of 0.3 and 0.2 nmol/cm[sup]2[/sup], respectively. The larger decrease in apparent coverage of nitrophenyl
groups may be due to irreversible conversion to aminophenyl groups. We conclude that the grinding process is
complicated by the physical adsorption of byproducts; however, with sufficient sonication, strongly bonded groups
remain, at submonolayer coverage.
This work was made possible by the Virginia Ellis Franta Fund for Chemistry.
Keywords:
Chemically Modified Electrodes, Electrochemistry, Electrode Surfaces, Electrodes
Application Code:
Material Science
Methodology Code: Electrochemistry
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Abstract Text
Activated carbon has been used as solid phase extraction (SPE) media, typically for organic compound extraction.
Organic ligands have been adsorbed to carbon particles to yield an extraction phase for metal ions. Since diazonium ions
are known to react readily with carbon materials to yield modified surfaces, this chemistry may provide a convenient and
versatile route to producing new SPE phases for a variety of applications. The objective of this study is to produce
diazonium ion-grafted carbon particles for use as SPE media for the extraction of metal ions. To our knowledge, this
strategy has not yet been reported.
In this study, we synthesized carboxybenzenediazonium and nitrobenzenediazonium ions in the presence of carbon
particles. Cyclic voltammetry of the product solution showed characteristic diazonium reduction peaks. Carbon paste
electrodes made from modified particles produced voltammetric signatures for attached nitrophenyl groups.
Untreated and carboxyphenyl-grafted carbon particles were packed into tubes for extraction of aqueous copper (II) and
lead (II) solutions. Eluted metal ions were quantified with flame atomic absorption spectroscopy. Initial results showed
no significant difference for copper and lead extraction on unmodified vs. carboxybenzene-grafted carbon particles. Both
effectively trapped metal ions from dilute solutions, with tested concentration factors of 5-20 yielding 90% or better
recovery.
This work was made possible by the Virginia Ellis Franta Fund for Chemistry.
Keywords:
Atomic Absorption, Electrochemistry, Solid Phase Extraction
Application Code:
Environmental
Methodology Code: Separation Sciences
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Abstract Text
Systematic investigations into Barium-based glazes and their leaching properties that have been reported in the chemical
literature are scarce. Through the use of Microwave Plasma Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (MP-AES), this study, using
statistical sampling, provides numerical concentration values of leached Barium ions for several glazes prepared with
varying levels of Barium and Copper Carbonates and fired at several temperatures. Barium ions were leached by utilizing
4% citric and 4% acetic Acid. General trends showed that values for leached Barium ions are less at higher temperatures
then when compared to lower temperatures. These numbers will be compared to known allowable values for Barium to
determine if these glazes present a health hazard. Additionally, a colorimetric study was conducted to determine the
degree of color changes due to leaching in glazes exposed to citric and acetic acids for extended time periods.
Keywords:
Atomic Spectroscopy, Paint/Coatings
Application Code:
Art/Archaeology
Methodology Code: Atomic Spectroscopy/Elemental Analysis
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Abstract Text
Spectroelectrochemistry (SEC) refers to measurements involving the simultaneous application of spectral and
electrochemical techniques. First reported in the early 1960s, SEC methods have become well established tools for
fundamental studies of redox chemistry. In the more recent past, increased attention has been given to the use of SEC
techniques for purely analytical applications, i.e., as the basis for quantitative assays. Research in our laboratory has been
focused on the development of SEC-based assays for various small molecules of biomedical significance. Potential
benefits of the SEC approach relative to existing assays include decreased cost due to the elimination of expensive
reagents; increased sample throughput due to the relatively short analysis time; and the possibility of simultaneous multianalyte determinations due to the selective control of electrolysis potential and measurement wavelength. In this poster,
we describe a novel kinetic SEC assay for uric acid in human urine. The relatively slow post-electrolysis decomposition of
the uric acid electro-oxidation product permits discrimination of its signal from that of common interfering species, for
example, ascorbic acid. The kinetic SEC assay exhibits a sensitivity and precision comparable to standard clinical assays,
and it effectively eliminates interference from ascorbic acid at clinically relevant concentrations. Results obtained for split
urine samples subjected to both the SEC analysis and a standard colorimetric assay show a significant positive correlation,
suggesting the SEC approach could be successfully implemented in clinical settings.
Keywords:
Clinical Chemistry, Spectroelectrochemistry
Application Code:
Clinical/Toxicology
Methodology Code: Electrochemistry
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Abstract Text
Electronic cigarettes are often marketed as a safer alternative to smoking and have now become a part of popular culture
appealing even to non-smokers. Recent studies in various academic journals have reported high amounts of
formaldehyde in electronic cigarette vapor. Formaldehyde, a cancerous compound used in embalming fluid, is generated
in electronic cigarettes through the partial combustion of the oil-based reagents that constitute the greater part of “ejuice.” Visible spectroscopy was used to detect the concentration of formaldehyde present in electronic cigarette vapor at
various degrees of voltage by condensing the vapor. A colorimetric pentane-2,4-dione assay was used to determine
concentration. Additionally, the effects of nicotine concentration in relation to formaldehyde concentration were also
tested. The detection of formaldehyde at toxic levels in electronic cigarette vapor is an important step to debunking the
belief in electronic cigarettes as a safer alternative to smoking.
Keywords:
Consumer Products, Detection, Drugs, UV-VIS Absorbance/Luminescence
Application Code:
Consumer Products
Methodology Code: UV/VIS
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Abstract Text
Proteins that are destined for the mitochondria are typically synthesized in the cytosol of the cell and must be
transported into the organelle via carrier proteins, chaperones, translocases, or a combination thereof. N-terminal
mitochondrial targeting sequences (MTSs) are responsible for the trafficking of these proteins into the mitochondria.
MTSs range from 20 to 40 amino acids in size and unlike other targeting peptides, MTSs have a very low homology. Our
previous work has suggested that the MTS may affect the folding of its cargo protein. This effect could keep the protein in
a partially folded, molten globule state which would assist in the translocation of the protein across the outer and inner
mitochondrial membrane. To investigate this effect, we fused MTS sequences to green fluorescent protein (GFP), a
protein that fluoresces based on its overall tertiary fold. This allows for measurement of change in GFP folding by
monitoring of fluorescence. Preliminary results show that the MTS of aldosterone synthase, a protein targeted to the
mitochondrial matrix, impacts the folding of AS in comparison to scrambled control sequences.
Keywords:
Amino Acids, Fluorescence, Protein
Application Code:
Biomedical
Methodology Code: Fluorescence/Luminescence
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Abstract Text
Estrone has been shown to influence growth, body development, behavior and regulation of reproductive cycles in
animals. It has been often targeted in biological samples by liquid chromatography coupled with tandem mass
spectrometry (MS/MS). Understanding the MS/MS fragmentation pathways is important for proper identification of
estrone in complex mixtures as well as in complex biological matrices. In this project, we study the fragmentation
pathways of estrone by collision induced dissociation and density functional theory (DFT) at B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of
theory. The product ion spectrum of the [M+H]+ peak of estrone is complex and shows major peaks at m/z: 253, 225,
213, 197, 183, 173, 157, 145, 133, and 121. The pathways involve rearrangements and neutral eliminations. The
rearrangements are based on both charge-induced and charge-remote steps. DFT results were used to determine energy
barriers and structures of the product ions. These pathways provide proper identification of product ions which are
important for proper identification of estrone.
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, Mass Spectrometry, Organic Mass Spectrometry, Tandem Mass Spec
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: Mass Spectrometry
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Abstract Text
Pesticides are commonly used worldwide to keep insects from destroying agricultural crops. Even though these pesticides
help to keep food costs down, they may be harmful to the human body. Children are at the greatest risk of being
negatively affected by pesticides, because the brain is still developing and especially susceptible to neurotoxicants.
Further, due to the small size of a child and their greater food intake per kilogram body weight, children receive more
concentrated doses of these compounds. Because of the developmental concerns surrounding pesticides, we need robust
measurements of human exposure to them. A common way of measuring exposure to pesticides is by tracking the
pesticide metabolites in urine. However, if pesticide degradates are preformed in the environment, tracking exposure
through urinary metabolites may cause overestimation of exposure. Therefore, we need to know if these pesticides
break down in food before it is ever eaten. The pesticides investigated in this research are chlorpyrifos and diazinon.
Chlorpyrifos breaks down to form the specific metabolite 3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyridinol (TCPy) and diazinon breaks down to
form 2-isopropyl-6-methyl-4-pyrimidinol (IMP). A previously developed method for the extraction of pesticide degradates
in baby food and juice was modified with a derivatization step to allow for analysis by gas chromatography with electron
capture detection. In the future, this method will be used to study pesticide breakdown in fruit juices, which are popular
foods for children. This research will lead to a better understanding of pesticide breakdown in the environment and to a
more complete assessment of human exposure to these toxic compounds.
Keywords:
Food Safety, Gas Chromatography, Method Development, Pesticides
Application Code:
Food Contaminants
Methodology Code: Gas Chromatography
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Abstract Text
Pyrite is a common metal found in coal mines and contaminates local acid mine drainage (AMD) sites. The environmental
conditions where the pyrite is found will affect the dissolution rate of the mineral. To better understand how pyrite
dissolution is affected by the environment, pyrite electrodes were created and examined electrochemically under varying
solution conditions. The electrodes were tested in 20 mM H2SO4 and 33 mM Na2H2SO4 solution at pH 1.7 and the
electrochemical response was found to be stable and reproducible. The electrodes were then studied in 20 mM H2SO4
and 33 mM Na2H2SO4 solutions at varying pHs to evaluate how pyrite dissolution is affected. The pyrite dissolution rate
increases with increasing acidity of the aqueous solution. Solutions were also investigated from a local AMD remediation
site from the top and bottom of the weir. Cyclic voltammetry was used to examine electrode performance and
reproducibility during the pyrite dissolution. Tafel plots were implemented to find the dissolution rates (corrosion rates)
for each electrode during the varied solution condition experiments.
Bulk electrolysis of the pyrite electrodes at varying potentials was also conducted. Iron concentrations in the bulk solution
were determined using Atomic Absorption with a Graphite Furnace. The relationship between iron concentration,
potential, and solution conditions will be discussed.
Keywords:
Atomic Absorption, Electrochemistry, Electrode Surfaces
Application Code:
Environmental
Methodology Code: Electrochemistry
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Abstract Text
Coal mines from the late 1800’s and early 1900’s have left stream water contaminated because of mine drainage, which
is often characterized by low pH and high metal content. Western Pennsylvania has been particularly hard hit by this
pollution source, with “yellow boy” coating numerous stream beds. While passive treatment of AMD has been successful
in improving most water quality parameters, the removal of manganese from AMD through passive treatment remains
challenging. Duckweed, a common, small aquatic plant that floats on the surface of slow-moving water, has been
previously demonstrated to remove metal contamination, including manganese, from water through the process of
phytoremediation. In this research, a particular species of duckweed, Lemna minor, is being investigated. A preliminary
study was performed to determine viable manganese concentrations and timeline for manganese exposure. In this study,
duckweed was exposed to 0, 5, 15, and 25 µg/mL Mn over 9 days. The water was collected on day 0, 3, 6, and 9, and on
day 9, the plants were collected to test for manganese uptake. Manganese analyses were performed by inductively
coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) following sample preparation. The results from this preliminary
study have been used to establish the conditions for a more complete experiment with replication, in which duckweed is
exposed to real-world AMD. The goals of the study are to investigate the efficacy of duckweed in decreasing manganese
concentration in contaminated water and to determine at what concentration this phytoremediation process would be
viable.
Keywords:
Atomic Spectroscopy, Education, Environmental/Biological Samples, Environmental/Water
Application Code:
Environmental
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Abstract Text
Lawrence and Mercer counties, rural areas in western Pennsylvania along the Ohio border, have recently been the target
of expanded development of unconventional oil and gas wells. Although the risk of surface water contamination from
fracking is low, our community is committed to being vigilant of our stream quality. Six stream locations were chosen to
be monitored based on their proximity to an existing or planned unconventional well and accessibility. These streams are
being monitored routinely during the academic year, and for a 6-week duration, samples were collected on a weekly basis
at upstream and downstream locations of each site. The tests conducted in the field on these streams were pH, total
dissolved solids (TDS), conductivity, chloride, alkalinity, iron, hardness, total, calcium and turbidity, and a visual
assessment was performed each time the sites were monitored. The water samples were also analyzed for metal content,
including barium, strontium, calcium, and iron, by inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES).
One of the seven sites that was monitored is being used to establish baseline water quality data near a planned well
location. This planned fracking site is located in Wilmington Township (Lawrence County), a township that has recently
considered controversial zoning ordinances for the oil and gas industry. Its location, in an agricultural zone close to
Westminster College (and its pristine Field Station), is a great cause for concern to the community. The collected data is
being shared with the public via the Lawrence and Mercer ALLARM webpage, www.lawmerallarm.org.
Keywords:
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Application Code:
Environmental
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Abstract Text
This work describes the investigation of electroosmotic flow (EOF) in glass capillaries and microfluidic channels. EOF is a
phenomenon that exists when voltage is applied to electrolytic buffers in microscale flow channels, resulting in bulk flow
of buffer through the channel in response to the electric field. EOF is evaluated and reported here in both glass and
poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) substrates, including glass capillary coated with PDMS and hybrid glass-PDMS microfluidic
devices. Devices with various parameters (i.e., cross-section, length) were designed using AutoCAD software and
fabricated in-house using a CNC mill to create molds onto which PDMS was cast. EOF was evaluated because it is the
dominant flow employed in capillary electrophoresis (CE) separations and an important consideration in microchip
electrophoresis (ME). Many reports of integrated microfluidic analysis, with applications including protein and DNA
analysis, have featured ME, but there is significantly less attention paid to EOF in favor of the more complex analysis
steps. In this work, borate buffer was employed due to its widespread use in both CE and ME, monitoring EOF in
response to varied electrophoretic parameters (i.e., composition, ionic strength). EOF was evaluated using current
measurements and collecting fluorescent signal from charged and uncharged analytes, providing valuable information
regarding the different factors affecting separations in capillaries and microfluidic devices.
Keywords:
Capillary Electrophoresis, Lab-on-a-Chip/Microfluidics, Separation Sciences
Application Code:
General Interest
Methodology Code: Capillary Electrophoresis
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Abstract Text
At Westminster College we have established an ongoing undergraduate research project in the field of chemometrics.
This research is a collaboration involving an analytical chemist, a statistician, undergraduate chemistry students, and
undergraduate mathematics students. The language barrier between the fields of chemistry and math presents a
significant challenge for cross-communication between the two disciplines, but regular interdisciplinary meetings allow us
to overcome this difficulty. The statistical analysis of data sets that both disciplines can make sense of (body fat, solar
energy production) have been key to our ability to progress to complex chemical data sets. This presentation will focus
on the elemental analysis of a wide range of pet food samples by ICP-OES and laser induced breakdown spectroscopy and
the subsequent chemometric analysis of the data.
Keywords:
Chemometrics, Consumer Products, Education, Plasma Emission (ICP/MIP/DCP/etc.)
Application Code:
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Methodology Code: Education/Teaching
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Abstract Text
Some bacteria exhibit tolerance to organic solvents such as toluene because of the presence of a toluene efflux pump
that removes toluene from the cell. Efflux pumps are classified by five different categories and act as transporters
located in the cytoplasmic membrane that require chemical energy for their performance. Identifying and analyzing the
genes responsible for these pumps can contribute to future work in environmental and biotechnology industries. In this
work, the genes for toluene efflux pumps from multiple microorganisms were explored using an online bioinformatics
program called GENI-Act through the Microbial Genome Annotation Network (MGAN).
Keywords:
Bioinformatics, Biotechnology, Genomics, Protein
Application Code:
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Abstract Text
As an important biomarker and therapeutic target, telomerase has attracted extensive attention concerning its detection
and monitoring. Recently, enzyme-assisted amplification approaches have provided useful platforms for the telomerase
activity detection, however, further improvement in sensitivity is still hindered by the single-step signal amplification.
Herein, we develop a quadratic signal amplification strategy for ultrasensitive surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)
detection of telomerase activity. The central idea of our design is using telomerase-induced silver nanoparticles (AgNPs)
assembly and silver ions (Ag+)-mediated cascade amplification. In our approach, each telomerase-aided DNA sequence
extension could trigger the formation of a long double-stranded DNA (dsDNA), making numerous AgNPs assembling along
with this long strand through specific Ag–S bond, to form a primary ampli•cation element. For secondary ampli•cation,
each conjugated AgNP was dissolved into Ag+, which can effectively induce the 4-aminobenzenethiol (4-ABT) modified
gold nanoparticles (AuNPs@4-ABT) to undergo aggregation to form numerous “hot-spots”. Through quadratic
ampli•cations, a limit of detection down to single HeLa cell was achieved. More importantly, this method demonstrated
good performance when applied to tissues from colon cancer patients, which exhibits great potential in the practical
application of telomerase-based cancer diagnosis in early stages. To demonstrate the potential in screening the
telomerase inhibitors and telomerase-targeted drugs, the proposed design is successfully employed to measure the
inhibition of telomerase activity by 3’-azido-3’-deoxythymidine.
Keywords:
Analysis, Biological Samples, Biosensors, Raman
Application Code:
Bioanalytical
Methodology Code: Chemical Methods
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Abstract Text
We are using resistive-pulse sensing as a label-free, nondestructive technique to characterize the assembly of Hepatitis B
Virus Cp149 dimers into T = 3 and T = 4 symmetry capsids. This single-particle counting technique permits real-time
detection of both capsid formation and intermediate depletion and has a sufficient sensitivity to monitor assembly at
dimer concentrations as low as 50 nM, well below the pseudo-critical dimer concentration. In 1 M NaCl, assembly
reactions below, near, and above the pseudo-critical dimer concentration reveal three distinct phases of assembly. Below
the pseudo-critical dimer concentration, the ratio of T = 3 to T = 4 capsids increases with decreasing dimer concentration.
Above the pseudo-critical dimer concentration where kinetic traps form, pre-T = 4 particles assemble rapidly and slowly
anneal into T = 4 capsids. At all dimer concentrations tested, the T = 3 capsids formed more rapidly than T = 4 capsids,
suggesting distinct pathways for the two forms.
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, Lab-on-a-Chip/Microfluidics, Nanotechnology
Application Code:
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Methodology Code: Microfluidics/Lab-on-a-Chip
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Abstract Text
The aggregation of proteins into amyloids is involved in a number of diseases including Alzheimer’s Disease and type 2
diabetes. A number of technical challenges exist in performing quantitative analysis of the formation of different sizes of
amyloid oligomers which are present during the early stages of aggregation, therefore requiring new techniques to be
developed. Microchannel electrophoretic techniques have emerged as powerful tools for the quantitative analysis of
proteins. In this study, we investigated the ability of capillary and microchip electrophoresis to monitor the early stages of
amyloid aggregation using amyloid beta (A•) and amylin as a model amyloid-forming proteins. Microchannel
electrophoresis demonstrated differences in the aggregation based on sample preparation as well as the use of a
fluorescent label. In addition, a coating polymer was found to significantly decrease the amount of protein adsorption.
Field amplified sample stacking was used to increase amount of sample detected. Due to the highly unstable nature of the
small oligomers, photo-crosslinking was also used to stabilize the oligomers and compared with uncrosslinked samples.
Keywords:
Analysis, Protein
Application Code:
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Methodology Code: Capillary Electrophoresis
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Abstract Text
Our previously reported surface isoelectric focusing (sIEF) technique illustrated the potential to resolve protein molecules
from a complex mixture at micrometer scale, which allows sIEF to be integrated with protein array libraries. This property
allows sIEF to characterize proteins on surfaces in situ via surface accessible spot arrays. Glycoengineering of functional
proteins has been shown to improve molecular stability, regulate physicochemical and pharmacological properties, and
improve pharmacokinetics with better absorption and longer circulation times. Degree of glycosylation can be accessed
with sIEF in situ, in parallel, with <10 min run times enabling automation, high-resolution, low cost, and rapid analysis for
pharmaceutical and clinical glycoprotein analysis.
The sIEF devices utilize PharmalyteTM solutions in either pH 3 - 10 or 6.7 - 7.7 ranges are co-printed with an acrylamide
monomer solution and then polymerized in-situ spanning two microfabricated electrodes. Gel-resolving power is
maximized with coprinted additive chemicals and dielectric surface coatings over electrodes. Glycosylated therapeutic
monoclonal antibodies (mAb) are printed on the gel, the separation electrodes are energized, and focusing is optically
observed over 6 to 9 minutes. Our results illustrate optimized sIEF with a continuous 3-10 pH gradient to focus and detect
mAb; protein transfer from adjacent protein arrays is demonstrated using a surface-patterning tool. The advantages of
sIEF, such as lower applied voltages, smaller sample requirements and device reusability will be reviewed, which make
sIEF an attractive tool for glycoprotein analysis within pharmaceutical and clinical settings.
Keywords:
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Application Code:
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Methodology Code: Capillary Electrophoresis
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Abstract Text
Protein separation is instrumental for many applications such as disease diagnosis and drug screening. There have been
many benchtop systems developed for protein separation using different mechanisms. Microfluidic-based methods offer
unique advantages over traditional systems owing to its small scale that results in reduced reagent consumption and thus
low cost, and its capability for multiplexing and integration which is promising for multidimensional protein separation.
This talk consists of two sections. The first half of the talk focuses on introducing microfluidic-based electrokinetic
methods for protein separation using isoelectric focusing, temperature gradient focusing and two-dimensional separation
techniques. The second half of the talk will mainly discuss sensing and manipulation of (bio)particles and droplets using
microfluidic-based electrokinetic methods.
Keywords:
Biosensors, High Throughput Chemical Analysis, Lab-on-a-Chip/Microfluidics, Microwave
Application Code:
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Abstract Text
Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) microscopy is a label-free and noninvasive imaging technique using vibration
spectroscopy as the contrast mechanism. SRS has opened a wide range of biomedical applications since it provides instant
tissue examination without the need of previous histological staining, does not affect cell function, and is best suited for
imaging small metabolite molecules. The ability to distinguish normal versus cancer cells is key during surgery to avoid
removal of healthy tissue and secure complete elimination of cancer cells, especially important during brain tumor
surgery. Because tumor cells are rich in proteins, we have shown that SRS microscopy allows for clear distinction between
tumor and non-tumor cells and visualization of the localization of tumor infiltration in areas that appeared normal by eye,
making SRS a valuable tool to be used during surgery.
We have also applied SRS to study the distribution of DNA and the changes on DNA condensation in the nucleus of a
single cell. SRS is a fast, reliable in vivo and in real time label-free histology method that provides comparable results to
other conventional tissue staining methods such as H&E. We expect that in vivo counting of the mitotic rate using SRS
may not only speed up Mohs surgery by on-site label-free imaging of tumor tissue with margins, but it could also have the
potential for in vivo noninvasive detection and progress evaluation of skin lesions in real time. Thus, SRS microscopy
allows a label-free, noninvasive and rapid tissue evaluation during cancer surgery.
Keywords:
Biomedical, Molecular Spectroscopy, Raman, Vibrational Spectroscopy
Application Code:
Biomedical
Methodology Code: Vibrational Spectroscopy
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Abstract Text
Raman spectroscopy has shown to be a powerful tool to study biological cells. The focus of this presentation is concerned
with Raman studies on eukaryotic cells for biomedical applications like e.g. better surveillance of cancer onset and its
treatment by detecting tumor cells circulating in body liquids. We will highlight the potential of Raman spectroscopy for a
label-free discrimination between normal and tumor cells based on their biochemical composition or towards establishing
a Raman spectroscopic hemogram i.e. characterizing leukozytes. Thereby cellular Raman spectra were recorded after
drying, in laser tweezers or trapped in a microfluidic environment. In particular we will report about recent progress we
made towards Raman activated cell sorting (RACS) by coupling Raman spectroscopy with microfluidics and
micromanipulation approaches. In a first step, a microfluidic chip made of quartz was introduced which integrates
injection of cells, trapping by fiber lasers and sorting of cells. Second, an all-fiber Raman-on-chip setup was introduced
which accommodates laser excitation fibers and multi-core single-mode collection fibers. Without microscope, this
Raman-on-chip setup offers low detection limits for solutions and enables to collect Raman spectra of trapped cells. Fiber
Bragg gratings were inscribed into the collection fibers to suppress elastic scattered light. Furthermore, we present lab-ona-chip (LOC) Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS). Here, SERS increases the Raman scattering efficiency while
the combination of SERS with a droplet based microfluidic platform guarantees high sample throughput and reproducible
SERS conditions. Such a LOC-SERS approach has been used to determine the enzyme activity in lysed red blood cells.
Keywords:
Biomedical, Infrared and Raman, Lab-on-a-Chip/Microfluidics, Surface Enhanced Raman
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Abstract Text
Spectral histopathology (SHP) is an approach for the classification and diagnosis of tissue sections by spectral methods, in
particular, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) microspectral imaging coupled with multivariate statistical analytical
methods. We report an extension and continuation of the approach originally pioneered by Lasch et al, namely to use
unsupervised methods to delineate areas of high spectral homogeneity for the training of supervised classifiers to detect
tissue abnormalities in SHP. Datasets comprising hundreds of patients, in tissue micro-array as well as large tissue section
format have been collected at several laboratories worldwide for different cancer types and organs. We report here
recent progress on a lung cancer study that now contains well over 600 patients, and that has revealed astounding
sensitivity for the classification and sub-classification of lung cancers.
Keywords:
Chemometrics, Infrared and Raman, Microspectroscopy
Application Code:
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Abstract Text
Current medical imaging modalities including CT, MRI, Ultrasound and OCT are based on tissue properties. On the other
hand, diseases are driven by altered molecular pathways, which lead to a change of chemical composition of the tissue.
This gap highlights a need for molecule based early diagnosis technology. This presentation will discuss our recent efforts
in pushing molecular spectroscopy towards molecular diagnosis. I will present a spectroscopic imaging pen for in situ
detection of cancer and pathogens under ambient light, and a deep-tissue bond-selective imaging platform for in vivo
sensing of vulnerable plaque in coronary artery.
Keywords:
Bioanalytical, Biospectroscopy, Laser, Vibrational Spectroscopy
Application Code:
Biomedical
Methodology Code: Biospectroscopy
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Abstract Text
The diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease is cumbersome and often delayed by lack of a simple diagnostic tool such as a blood
test. In this study, we applied near infrared (NIR) Raman microspectroscopy coupled with advanced multivariate statistics
for the differential diagnosis of AD based on blood serum. We analyzed NIR Raman spectral data from patients diagnosed
with AD, patients diagnosed with other types of dementia (OD) and Healthy Control (HC) subjects. Artificial neural
networks (ANN) and a support vector machine (SVM) were utilized for spectral data analysis. A Raman spectrum of blood
serum represents the total biochemical composition of the fluid, subtle and specific changes of which could reflect a
specific disease. We found that advanced statistical analysis of the serum Raman spectra allows for differentiating AD, OD
and HC subjects with more than 95% sensitivity and specificity. Further study of a much larger cohort is required for the
validation of the method and for establishing its effectiveness for early disease diagnostics. When fully developed, this
fast, inexpensive noninvasive method could be used for screening of at risk patient populations for AD development and
progression.
Keywords:
Biomedical, Chemometrics, Raman, Vibrational Spectroscopy
Application Code:
Biomedical
Methodology Code: Biospectroscopy
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Abstract Text
Many rigid rod polymers form such highly crystalline solid and liquid phases that common analytical methods of
characterization are at best difficult, but typically intractable. Two examples are described in which the combining of
computational statistical mechanics and analytical measurements advanced our understanding of concentrated rigid rod
systems.
The first example uncovers the mechanism in which water weakens the tensile modulus of poly(hydroquinone
diimidazopyridine), M5. Two-dimensional, high resolution X-ray scattering and molecular simulation elucidate the
detailed structure of M5 fiber, subsequent structural changes with different levels of water content and the locations in
which water resides within the crystalline morphology. Quantum chemical calculations predict quantitatively the
experimentally measured modulus decrease due intrachain hydrogen bonding with water, without having to invoke an
additional chemical hydrolysis mechanism. Quantum molecular dynamics simulations uncover that the polymer actually
exists in two keto-enol tautomeric forms, that interconvert dynamically. Neither form is particularly sensitive to chemical
hydrolysis.
The second example uncovers a mechanism for concentrated liquid crystalline solutions of poly(para-phenylenediamine
terephthaloyl), PPDT, to resist forming a single, homogeneous nematic phase and retain rheological elasticity. Rheological
characterization in shear over a wide range of low molecular weights show the onset of elasticity with increasing
molecular weight. New theory and simulations support the contention that PPDT chains entangle to form twist-tie knots
at sufficient lengths and concentrations. The topological nature of these entanglements originates from the distribution
of rotational isomeric states that create intramolecular helicities.
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Abstract Text
This talk will describe studies in which theoretical methods (computational electromagnetics, electronic structure
calculations) are used to study plasmonic materials (silver, gold and aluminum nanostructures) that are of interest in
analytical applications. Most of this discussion will focus on surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) and related
techniques such as TERS, where we will show that high electromagnetic enhancement factors can be obtained both for
nanoparticle dimers and other small aggregates, and for larger structures (film over nanospheres) which are composed of
many small gaps. Factors that determine plasmon width, and which dictate the wavelength range for useful
measurements are considered, and we also examine chemical contributions to the enhancement factor for certain classes
of molecular adsorbates. We also consider structures where plasmons are coupled to photonic modes, as these offer
opportunities for index of fraction sensing and of luminescence and stimulated emission in which the far-field properties
are dictated by the photonic lattice while the near-field properties involve plasmonic enhancements.
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Abstract Text
We use theory and simulation techniques to connect molecular features of macromolecular materials, specifically
polymers, to their morphology and macroscopic properties, thereby guiding synthesis of materials for various applications
in the energy and biomedical fields.
In this talk I will present our recent theory and simulation studies of polymer functionalized nanoparticles in polymer
nanocomposites. The goal of this work is to control spatial arrangement of nanoparticles in a polymer nanocomposite so
as to engineer materials with target mechanical or optical properties. One can tailor the inter-particle interactions and
precisely control the assembly of the particles in the polymer matrix by functionalizing nanoparticle surfaces with
polymers, and systematically tuning the composition, chemistry, molecular weight and grafting density of these grafted
polymers. We have developed an integrated self-consistent approach involving Polymer Reference Interaction Site Model
(PRISM) theory and molecular simulations to study polymer grafted nanoparticles in polymer matrix, and understand the
effect of heterogeneity, such as monomer chemistry, monomer sequence, and polydispersity, in the polymer
functionalization on the effective interactions, and dispersion/assembly of functionalized nanoparticles in a polymer
matrix.
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Abstract Text
Crystalline polymorphs can present significant problems in understanding vibrational spectra of polymers. Small changes
in conformational states can have a major effect on how the polymer chains pack. While vibrational spectroscopy is
sensitive to conformations, it is often difficult to assign specific vibrational bands to specific conformations. The use of
computational chemistry to calculate the vibrational spectra is now a valuable tool for analysis and assignment of spectral
bands. We will demonstrate the power of this approach to the analysis of alpha and beta crystalline forms of a
biodegradable polymer, poly hydroxybutyrate.
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Abstract Text
Ingredients in cosmetics may cause adverse reactions in consumers. The FDA needs reliable analytical methods to
identify and quantify the ingredients. This presentation will discuss the FDA’s activities in developing both gas
chromatography- mass spectrometry (GC-MS) and liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) methods for the
determination of chemical components in the complex matrices of cosmetic products. The projects that will be discussed
include: the determination of parabens by GC-MS/MS and CAPB by LC-MS/MS in cosmetic and personal care products.
For both studies, respective stable isotopically labeled analogues were used as internal standards to correct for matrix
effects and recovery. Sample preparation, matrix effects and validation will be discussed. These methods have been fully
validated and successfully used in limited surveys of cosmetics and personal care products to determine the prevalence of
specific chemical components.
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Abstract Text
An ESI+APCI dual source was developed to simultaneously ionize both polar and nonpolar compounds. The ESI+APCI ion
source can be operated in ESI-only, APCI-only, and ESI+APCI modes. The ESI+APCI source was constructed by inserting a
fused silica capillary into a stainless steel tube which was enclosed in a glass tube. An AC high voltage was applied to the
electrode on the glass tube to produce plasma from the nitrogen flowing through the tube and a DC high voltage was
applied to the electrode in the source to generate an ESI plume from the methanol flowing out of the fused silica
capillary. For ESI-only mode, polar analytes are ionized by interacting with the primary species generated in the ESI
plume. For APCI-only mode, less polar or nonpolar analytes are ionized by interacting with the primary species generated
in the APCI plasma. For ESI+APCI mode, the analytes are ionized by interacting with the primary species in the ESI+APCI
plume.
The combination of ESI+APCI/MS with different sampling methods including thermal desorption and laser desorption
makes the technique suitable for rapid analysis of the compounds over wide polarity and molecular weight range. For TDESI+APCI/MS analysis, a metallic sample probe was inserted into a preheated oven to thermally desorb the analytes on
the probe. For CW LD-ESI+APCI/MS analysis, a diode laser was used to desorb the analytes on a sampling probe. The
desorbed analytes moved upward to join in the ESI, APCI, or ESI+APCI plume for ionization, the analyte ions were
subsequently detected by an ion trap mass analyzer attached to the source. TD-ESI+APCI/MS was used to rapidly
characterize residual pesticides on fruits and vegetables’ surface, preservatives in sauces, fatty acids in cooking oils,
bisphenol A in water bottle, and phthalates on common commodities. CW LD-ESI+APCI/MS was used to rapidly
characterize the polymeric components (such as PE, PP, PS, PLA, PVC and PVDC) and additives in various food packing
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Abstract Text
Water disinfection is necessary for killing pathogens, but it creates an unintended chemical risk from the formation of
disinfection byproducts (DBPs). Epidemiological studies have shown an association of water disinfection byproducts with
increased risk of bladder cancer. The DBPs responsible for the observed adverse health effects remain unknown. The
quantitative structure and toxicity relationship analysis predicts that halobenzoquinones (HBQs) are potential bladder
cancer carcinogens. The objectives of this study are to characterize the occurrence, formation, transformation, removal,
and toxicity of HBQs as DBPs. Analysis of water samples from over ten drinking water treatment plants (DWTPs) show
that HBQs occur widely in treated water, supported by the detection of dichlorobenzoquinone (DCBQ) in all samples.
Analysis of HBQ formation potential of source waters collected from nine DWTPs support the widespread presence of
precursors of HBQs. We further investigated the current treatment processes, including coagulation, filtration, granular
activated carbon, ozonation, and UV irradiation, for removal of HBQ precursors. The results demonstrate that the
combined treatments cannot substantially reduce HBQ precursor levels in water. In vitro experiments have shown that
HBQs induce greater cytotoxicity and/or greater neurotoxicity than most of the regulated DBPs. HBQs as an emerging
class of DBPs warrant monitoring because of their widespread presence and high toxicity.
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Abstract Text
Increased fructose consumption and inadequate copper intake are two critical risk factors in the development of
nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). To investigate whether copper deficiency plays a role in fructose-induced fatty
liver, male weanling Sprague-Dawley rats (35–45 g) were housed in stainless steel cages in a temperature and humidity
controlled room with a 12:12 h light:dark cycle. All rats were allocated randomly into four groups. Each group of rats was
fed either an adequate copper or marginally copper deficient diet. At the same time, distilled water or distilled water
containing 30% fructose (w/v) was given ad lib for 4 weeks. Fructose enriched drinking water was changed twice a week.
At the end of the experiment, all the animals were killed under anesthesia with pentobarbital (50mg/kg I.P. injection).
Liver and feces were collected and snap-frozen with liquid nitrogen for metabolomics study.
Metabolites were extracted using a solvent mixture of methanol and water. The extracted metabolites were derivatized
using N-(tert-butyldimethylsilyl)-N-methyltrifluoroacetamide (MTBSTFA). The derivatized samples were analyzed on LECO
Pegasus 4D GC×GC•TOF MS instrument. Experimental data were processed by ChromaTOF software for peak selection
and compound identification, followed by MetPP software for retention index matching and metabolite quantitification.
Preliminary analysis of rat fecal samples shows a significant metabolite profile difference between sample groups. Among
the metabolites detected with significant abundance alteration between groups, short chain fatty acids were markedly
decreased in groups with excessive fructose intake irrespective of copper levels. C15:0 and C17:0 long chain fatty acids,
produced only by bacteria, were increased by either high copper level or high fructose intake. In addition, increased fecal
urea and malic acid paralleled the increased hepatic fat accumulation.
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Abstract Text
Despite much focus during method validation and quality control to address the accuracy in quantitative determinations
of chemical residues in food for regulatory purposes, the issues surrounding qualitative identification and confirmation
are often taken for granted. The rates of false positives and negatives in real-world monitoring are usually untested and
unknown, even when using the most powerful analytical tools. Many notable examples of erroneous chemical
identifications in foods have occurred in the past. Nearly every misidentification originates from spurious error (human
mistakes), which can never be eliminated because humans are ultimately liable and responsible for any result, even if
automated systems and fixed identification criteria are implemented. Just as analytical methods must be validated for
quantitative purposes, they should also be validated qualitatively by assessing rates of false positives and negatives. For
regulatory purposes in which economic losses and personal reputations are at stake, all violative findings should be
confirmed via re-analysis of a duplicate sample portion using a different method of sample preparation and/or analysis
involving a different chemical mechanism.
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Abstract Text
The last decade has seen an exponential growth in the development of integrated microfluidic systems for specific
applications. Inherent in the development of technologies that will either be applied to new applications or supplant
existing ones, is that they be simple to operate (unskilled personnel) and cost-effective (affordable). While COC-like
substrates have dominated polymeric materials for microchip fabrication, we will discuss the use of standard overhead
transparencies (polyester film, Pe) for creating microfluidic devices with complex multilevel architecture. Standard
printing processes are utilized as a fundamental part of the fabrication with toner (T) functioning for multilayer adhesion
as well as providing passive valves. In addition, with a view to simple fluidic flow control, the microdevices are designed
to fit a CD-sized format so that centrifugal force can drive flow, metering, mixing, reaction and detection. A variety of
fluidic architectures in these rotation-driven microdevices (RDMs) provides analytical functionality in a broad application
space, including protein and DNA quantification, white blood cell counting, infectious pathogen detection, DNA
purification, CD4 cell counting, cancer mutation detection, DNA amplification through thermal and isothermal processes,
explosives detection, drug detetion and, finally, separations with fluorescence or optical detection. Discussion of select
applications will demonstrate that PeT RDMs provide one approach for obtaining cost-effective and versatile analytical
functionality when coupled simple external hardware that has the potential to provide truly portable (handheld even)
systems for field use.
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Abstract Text
This presentation will focus on the development of microfluidic technology for (a) crystallization of membrane proteins
for structure determination, and (b) the screening for solid forms (co-crystals, polymorphs, ...) of active pharmaceutical
ingredients. For both applications one wants to screen many conditions using only a minimal amount of material, hence
the suitability of microfluidic platforms (high throughput screening). Furthermore, our work focuses on the use of Raman
Spectroscopy and/or X-ray diffraction to analyze the crystals or pharmaceutical solid forms on-chip, eliminating the need
to harvest and analyze many small crystals one-by-one. This presentation will highlight the design, fabrication and
successful application of different suitable microfluidic platforms for the two aforementioned applications.
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Abstract Text
Secretion of small molecules, peptides, and proteins is key to communication between different cells, tissues, and
organs. Disrupted secretion has been linked to numerous disease states. Over the last 10 years, our group has focused
on secretion from islets of Langerhans, the endocrine portion of the pancreas responsible for maintaining glucose
homeostasis. These cellular networks consist of multiple cell types that secrete different small molecules and peptides,
which can act in both autocrine and paracrine manners.
This talk will center on the development and characterization of analytical systems that can deliver various stimuli to
these cell networks while simultaneously measuring the secretory output. Implementation of electrophoretic separations
and optical measurements allow the secretion to be measured in a time-resolved manner. Part of the presentation will
focus on how these cells respond to dynamically changing stimuli, which is an important facet for understanding how they
interact in vivo.
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Abstract Text
Microfluidic devices have been successfully used in biological assays, especially for assays involving bacteria and cells.
While important studies involving bacteria and cells are still in progress in many research laboratories, many devices are
now being developed such that tissues, and even organs, can be cultivated on these devices for more realistic biological
studies. For nearly a decade, the PI has been culturing endothelial cells in microfluidic devices and investigating the
interactions of the endothelium (as a vessel wall tissue) with a flowing stream of blood components such as red blood
cells (RBCs) and platelets. In this application, the investigative team wishes to expand upon these tissues to include
components of pancreatic tissue (beta-cells, the cells responsible for secreting the well-known biological peptide, insulin)
and even smooth muscle cells. One of the major objectives of this application is to measure and understand cell-to-cell
and tissue-to-tissue communication between the beta-cells, the bloodstream, and the vessel wall (endothelium).
Unfortunately, it has been shown that affecting cells beta-cells by knockout or knockdown approaches often adversely
affects the cell as a whole, thus making it difficult to distinguish key factors in the biological pathways. In this
presentation, the we report on a novel platform based on 3D-printing of fluidic devices hosting membrane inserts with
modified pores that selectively enables, or inhibits, molecular messengers traveling through the bloodstream from one
tissue to another without affecting the secreting cell. We anticipate that this platform will represent a novel, powerful
and nearly universal technology for use in biological mechanisms without the use of knockouts or silencing techniques.
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Abstract Text
Investigations of metabolite profiles from endothelial cells cultured for multiple days on a polydimethylsioxane (PDMS)glass chip will be discussed. To mimic the cardiovascular environment, aortic endothelial cells are cultured in a PDMS
based microfluidic platform with continuous flow imparting shear stress >15 dynes/cm2. Cells are viable and maintain
physiological shape for greater than 7 days under these conditions. Novel cell lysing methods are employed to optimize
reproducibility, reduce artifacts from sample preparation, and increase automation. Removal of enzymes and lipids from
the metabolite lysate will be explored. Metabolites relevant to glucose metabolism and oxidative stress will be
evaluated as a function of external glucose stimuli. Metabolite investigations will employ both MALDI and ESI based
mass spectrometry.
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Abstract Text
Zebrafish are integral to assessing the effects of endocrine-disrupting chemicals on human health because genes,
proteins, hormones, and the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis are similar to humans. Estrogenic endocrine disrupting
chemicals bind to estrogen receptors and activate, inhibit, or have no effect on gene expression. Circulating steroid
hormones are a more direct measure of endocrine disruption than monitoring transcription, but a set of steroid
hormones must be quantified in an individual to elucidate the physiological response to chemical exposure because
estrogens, androgens, and progestogens are interrelated through a complex pathway. Steroids are difficult to detect in
individual zebrafish using conventional methods due to the limited blood volume of these animals. An innovative
capillary electrophoresis is used to separate five endogenous steroids and one synthetic steroid in 5 microliters of plasma
in under 5 minutes. The separation method utilizes stacking to generate steroid detection limits of 0.2 to 2 ng/mL (0.8 to
6 nM) using only UV-visible absorbance detection. The steroids: 17[alpha],20beta-dihydroxy-pregn-4-en-3-one,
testosterone, 11-ketotestosterone, estrone, 17beta-estradiol and 17[alpha]-ethinyl estradiol are monitored in individual
zebrafish subject to exposure studies mandated by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. Test
No. 229: Fish Short Term Reproduction Assay. Monitoring multiple steroids in individual fish demonstrates that pooling
plasma confounds analyses of circulating steroids. The results of this work, reveal that estrone is produced in zebrafish in
response to estrogenic activity. This capillary electrophoresis technology demonstrates that levels of different circulating
steroids distinguish endocrine disruptors with different modes of action (17beta-estradiol, trenbolone, prochloraz) as well
as those with similar physiological outcomes (17beta-estradiol vs 17[alpha]-ethinyl estradiol).
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Abstract Text
Reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (RNOS) such as nitric oxide, peroxynitrite, and superoxide have been implicated in a
number of diseases, including cardiovascular and neurodegenerative disorders. Approaches for the simultaneous
detection and quantitation of multiple RNOS in a single sample are lacking, especially for single-cell analysis applications.
In this presentation, methods for the detection of RNOS using microchip electrophoresis with electrochemical and laserinduced fluorescence detection will be described. Many RNOS, including nitrite, peroxynitrite, hydrogen peroxide, and
nitric oxide, are electroactive and can be separated and detected using microchip electrophoresis with electrochemical
detection (MEEC). In addition, intracellular oxidants such as glutathione and ascorbate can be measured using the same
technique. Alternatively, laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) can be used for the indirect detection of RNOS such as nitric
oxide, superoxide, and peroxynitrite. ME-LIF requires derivatization of the analytes with specific fluorophores prior to
analysis. In this case, the electrophoretic separation is used to isolate the desired product from reaction side products,
making more precise quantitation possible. Examples of the detection of RNOS in macrophage cells using both ME-EC
and ME-LIF will be presented.
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Abstract Text
Affinity probes—either protein or nucleic acid based—form the basis of diagnostic tests and therapeutic approaches. Our
lab focuses on the development of nucleic acid aptamers with affinity for ovarian cancer biomarkers. This talk will
describe two versions of separations used in the service of aptamer selection. In one case, the protein target is CA125,
the clinical gold standard for ovarian cancer monitoring and detection of recurrence. In our novel “one-pot” approach,
CA125 is allowed to adsorb onto the inner surface of a PCR tube. Unselected DNA library is added, and those sequences
with high affinity remain on the PCR wall. Direct addition of amplification reagents enables the enrichment of the
population with the CA125 binding sequences of interest, with no material transfer. This low-resolution separation has
yielded a set of aptamers whose affinity and specificity will be described. In the second case, the protein target of the
aptamer selection process is the secreted protein HE4, whose abundance in early stage ovarian cancer patients
complements that of CA125. In this case, the high-resolution separation of capillary electrophoresis is used to separate
DNA-protein complexes from unbound DNA. This technique has also yielded a set of aptamers. The endpoint of both
selection processes is the sequencing of selected DNA on an Illumina platform, followed by bioinformatics analysis of the
abundant resulting data. Our bioinformatics pipeline, which is composed of freely available online tools, will be described.
We acknowledge support from the National Cancer Institute.
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Abstract Text
Microchip electrophoresis enables high speed separations on small samples which opens new possibilities for chemical
analysis. We have explored new ways of using microchip electrophoresis for protein analysis related to high-throughput
screening (HTS) and western blotting. The high speed of electrophoresis allows intact non-covalent complexes to be
separated and detected. This capability has been extensively used for immunoassay and aptamer assay. We have recently
demonstrated that we can separate protein-protein complexes involved in intracellular signaling to generate quantitative
information on binding and selectivity. We have also demonstrated fast (< 1 s) separations of substrates and products
from enzymes allowing rapid enzyme assays. The high speed of the assays suggests they could be used in HTS for drug
discovery. To achieve this, we have developed a droplet microfluidic system that allows discrete samples to be rapidly
loaded in sequence onto a chip for injection and separation. Using this method over 1000 injections have been achieved
in 17 min. Preliminary results suggest the method is stable enough for HTS opening the door to robust HTS of proteinprotein interactions and enzyme activity. The droplet system has also been interfaced to mass spectrometry for assays at
rates up to 5/s. A third approach that we have investigated is a microchip western blot. Western blotting is one of the
most widely used protein assays and the lack of a miniaturized counterpart has likely held back the use of microfluidics in
routine biochemistry. We have interfaced chip separations to blotting membranes for rapid westerns. Potential for multiprotein analysis is greatly enhanced by this method.
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Abstract Text
Drosophila are a model organism for studying many mechanisms of basic neurotransmission. Our lab has pioneered
methods to use electrochemistry to measure stimulated dopamine or serotonin release in larvae. However, in order to
understand neurotransmitter regulation, it is also necessary to have a measure of tissue content. Therefore we have
developed capillary electrophoresis with fast-scan cyclic voltammetry detection (CE-FSCV) for the analysis of
neurotransmitter tissue content in single fly brains. Studying fly brains is challenging because each sample is less than 8
nL in volume and contains only femtomoles of sample. We have applied this method to measure dopamine, serotonin,
octopamine, and tyramine throughout fly development. We have also compared histamine, carcinine, dopamine, and
beta-alanyl-dopamine levels in brains, eyes and cuticles of adult flies. Finally, in order to better understand disease
models, we have measured dopamine content in fly models of Parkinson disease. These results have been correlated
with results from stimulated electrical release. CE-FSCV is a convenient method for understanding the tissue content of
small organisms.
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Abstract Text
Signaling peptides regulate neuronal circuits and a wide range of physiological processes. Over the past several years,
mass spectrometry (MS)-based strategies have revolutionized the discovery of neuropeptides in numerous model
organisms, especially in decapod crustaceans. Despite substantial acceleration of the rate of neuropeptide discovery, it
remains challenging to map the spatial distribution of neuropeptides and monitor their temporal dynamics in body fluids
of live animals. In this presentation, I will discuss our recent advances in the use of MS-based techniques to explore
neuropeptidome in the spatial and temporal domains. These MS-enabled investigations provide valuable information
about the distribution, secretion and potential function of neuropeptides with high molecular specificity and sensitivity.
Specifically, we report on a multiplex-MSI method, which combines high resolution accurate mass (HRAM) mass
spectrometry imaging (MSI) technology with data dependent acquisition (DDA) tandem MS analysis in a single
experiment. To enhance the dynamic range and efficiency of in situ DDA, we introduced a novel gas-phase fractionation
strategy prior to MS/MS scans, to decrease molecular complexity of tissue samples for enhanced peptidome coverage.
Furthermore, we combined the HRAM multiplexed MSI method with in vivo microdialysis sampling technique to allow
monitoring of trace-level neuropeptide secretion, small signaling molecule dynamic changes in the crustacean
hemolymph. Finally, the dynamic degradation profiles of neuropeptides were investigated via in vivo microdialysis
coupled to HRAM multiplexed MSI on a MALDI LTQ Orbitrap platform.
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Abstract Text
Fast-scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) in conjunction with carbon fiber microelectrodes permits the in vivo, real time
chemical monitoring of dopamine, an immensely important neurotransmitter deeply involved in numerous aspects of
brain function and heavily implicated in several neurological and psychiatric disorders. Many studies, including studies
from our laboratory, have made use of FSCV to monitor so-called evoked dopamine, i.e. dopamine that is initially
released into the extracellular space from terminals upon the electrical stimulation of dopamine axons and then returned
to dopamine terminals by the dopamine reuptake mechanism involving the transmembrane dopamine transporter
(DAT). An obstacle to thoroughly understanding the evoked responses is their inherent heterogeneity. However, recent
results confirm that the responses are not randomly heterogeneous but rather are organized into sub-types that reflect
local kinetic diversity within the dopamine terminal field. The full range of features of the kinetically diverse responses
only become clearly understandable upon a correction to account for the technical aspects of FSCV, which includes the
consequences of dopamine’s tendency to adsorb to carbon fiber electrodes: a correction to account for adsorption
effects is proposed. Application of the correction and a kinetic analysis to characterize the effects of bupropion, a popular
anti-depressant medication, is described. Histochemical analysis of the electrode implantation site shed light on the
underlying anatomical basis of the kinetic diversity.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
“Neurovascular coupling” is a term used to describe the close relationship between neuronal activation, increased
metabolism, and the resulting increase in cerebral blood flow. Neurovascular coupling based brain imaging techniques,
such as functional magnetic resonance imaging and positron emission tomography, have been widely used in the clinic for
brain mapping. However, the precise details of neurovascular coupling are not well understood, especially during nonrepeating brain activities, such as seizures. A method that can simultaneously record hemodynamic change as well as
underlying brain activity is necessary in elucidating these processes. We employed simultaneous multiple-wavelength
wide field optical imaging to record the neuronal, glia, and hemodynamic changes during acute seizures in rats. Brain
activity was recorded with calcium dyes, either OGB-1, whose data can be filtered to reflect glia (< 1 Hz) or neuronal
activity (> 1Hz), or the calcium dye Rhod-2, which stains only astrocytes, in addition to intrinsic optical imaging, which
record the hemodynamic changes. This method can offer a spatial resolution of 50 µm, a temporal resolution of 55 Hz,
and a spatial coverage of 14 x 14 mm.
We found clear glial wave which began focally and spread across the cortex occurred simultaneously with each ictal
event. However, glial waves propagated further than cerebral blood volume (CBV) and neuronal activity. Despite widely
varying seizure durations, the duration of astrocytic activation remained relatively constant. The hemodynamic change,
on the other hand, lasted longer than both the astrocytic and neuronal activity. Moreover, glial waves were significantly
delayed in onset compared to CBV changes. Our results suggest that during ictal events, each compartment in the
neurovascular unit displays a unique spatiotemporal onset and evolution and call into question the putative essential role
of astrocytes in ictal neurovascular coupling.
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Abstract Text
TBI contributes to 31% of all injury related deaths in the US. Each year in the US 1.7 million people suffer a traumatic
brain injury (TBI) of whom 52,000 die, 275,000 are hospitalised and 1.3865 million are treated in the emergency room
before release [1]. New clinical strategies for treating TBI are desperately needed. New analytical instrumentation has a
vital role in devising these strategies.
At the heart of the injury caused by TBI is a disruption of normally tight coupling between neuronal activity and energy
metabolism. Hence injury causes transient excessive cellular depolarisation at the same time as low, unreactive blood
flow. This leads to local failure of the energy delivery to neurons necessary for repolarisation. We are developing a
multimodal monitoring approach in TBI patients to monitor the pieces of this complex puzzle as the injury evolves
dynamically. Electrical activity is determined using electrical contacts placed onto the brain via a craniotomy or bolt.
Blood flow changes can be detected non-invasively by use of near infrared (at 700 and 900nm) to detect changes in oxy
and deoxyhaemaglobin. To detect chemical changes in the brain tissue requires implanted probes. Changes in tissue
oxygen levels are detected using a clinically approved Clark electrode, while changes in extracellular neurochemicals are
detected by use of a microdialysis probe that feeds into a novel microfluidic analysis chip coupled to amperometric
microelectrode biosensors (glucose, lactate, pyruvate) and micro ion selective electrodes (potassium).
Interpretation of any one of these measured signals in isolation is challenging. However, by carefully aligning the real-time
signals with respect to each other clear patterns of changes can be identified that both allow the rapid detection of
‘adverse’ events, and which suggest underlying mechanisms of secondary brain injury.
[1] US Centre for Disease Control http://www.cdc.gov/traumaticbraininjury/
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Abstract Text
While small molecule neurotransmitters have a specific function to carry a signal, neuropeptides have a variety of
functions in the brain. While the production of neuropeptides and their interactions with receptors on neurons has been
the focus of much attention, the fate of peptides in the extracellular space has been less studied. We have developed a
method to determine the activity of enzymes, ectopeptidases, that hydrolyze neuropeptides in the extracellular space of
cultured brain slices. The method reveals for the first time significant differences in the activity of certain ectopeptidases
that inactivate enkephalins in different brain areas. A major effort is underway to improve the throughput of this
measurement by investigating multiple ectopeptidases at the same time.
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Abstract Text
This talk will begin with a brief history of laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS). This discussion will set the stage
for the technological challenges that had to be overcome before miniaturization of the technique was possible. These
impressive achievements include a reduction of laser dimensions from the size of a refrigerator to the size of a pack of
playing cards. We will then address the major measurement approaches taken by companies now striving to
commercialize handheld LIBS instruments, segregated by laser repetition rate and power deposition specifications.
Lastly, the most important of the applications addressed by handheld LIBS, from geological analysis to scrap metal
sorting, will be addressed.
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Abstract Text
In recent years, there is an increasing trend of moving analytical chemistry testing from laboratory environments to field
based material identification. The use of analyzers in the field has characteristics which clearly distinguishes itself from
the use in a traditional laboratory setting. Portable instruments in the field need to be able to give rapid, consistent
results over a range of conditions: from testing in a warehouse to high stress situations involving emergency personnel
and unknown conditions. This puts additional requirements on the software and underlying data treatment. For field
based applications, merely presenting a spectrum is not enough. Rather the instrument is required to present a clear and
unambiguous result that can be quickly interpreted by the user. This puts greater emphasis on analytical method
development and is a big hurdle for wide adoption of new analyzers. Intelligent chemometric algorithms must be used in
these cases to give users clear answers for their intended use in the field. In this presentation, an overview will be given
on recent developments of chemometrics algorithms for handheld analyzers based on Raman, Infrared and Near Infrared
spectroscopy. Specific examples will be given of field based applications for safety and security applications, recent
developments in agricultural methods and also pharmaceutical applications.
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Abstract Text
Novel micro-scale ion-trap mass spectrometers operating at high pressures have been the foundation for the first truly
handheld mass spectrometers. The applications of these purpose-built systems will be discussed in the context of safety
& security needs, as well as the logical extension of the core miniature MS platform for more traditional hyphenated
techniques with gas and liquid-phase separations coupled to the MS backend. Applied examples will illustrate the
opportunities and challenges with these new frontiers in ultra-miniature instrumentation.
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Abstract Text
Portable instrumentation has been an important trend over the last decade. With continued developments in the
technology, purpose-built instruments targeted for particular applications have grown in popularity. We will present
information on handheld spectrometers, including Raman, near-infrared and LIBS. We’ll also provide information on the
technology, application needs and emerging solutions.
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Abstract Text
Mid-Infrared Quantum Cascade and Interband Cascade Lasers (QCL, ICL) are an extremely bright, high resolution, tunable
source of mid-IR radiation suitable for a variety of spectroscopy applications. Their high resolution (<0.001 cm-1)
provides significant sensitivity advantages over FTIR for gas sensing applications while their high power makes them
attractive for stand-off detection of analytes on surfaces. However, the high brightness of mid-IR lasers also holds
promise for higher sensitivity measurements of optically dark samples such as analytes in water. Some early results had
been somewhat disappointing, which may be attributed in part to the immaturity of the first generation of commercial
tunable QC lasers and to low frequency instabilities in the lasers and optical systems. More recent results have shown
significant progress in overcoming some of these challenges by providing sensitivity equivalent to FTIR while also
improving sampling methods (1).
In this presentation, we will describe a new approach for the measurement of analytes in aqueous solutions using low
noise, continuous wave (CW) mid-IR lasers coupled with novel continuous flow microfluidic sampling techniques. The
system not only provides the advantage of longer pathlength transmission cells, it exhibits a one to two order of
magnitude improvement in sensitivity compared to an FTIR . By utilizing microfluidic techniques, the system is highly
immune to short and long-term system noise, which also improves the accuracy for both quantitative and qualitative
analysis. Some example measurements have been made on both chemical and biological systems and the results will be
compared and contrasted to traditional FTIR measurements.
[1] M. Alcaraz•, B. Lendl, et al., “External-Cavity Quantum Cascade Laser Spectroscopy for Mid-IR Transmission
Measurements of Proteins in Aqueous Solution”, Anal. Chem. 2015, 87, 6980•6987
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Abstract Text
Measuring proteins in cells typically entails lysing thousands of cells to obtain a detectable concentration. Such ensemble
measurements provide for average concentrations of the protein of interest but the individual cell concentrations are
lost. We have developed single molecule arrays (Simoa) that can measure proteins at 100-100x lower concentrations than
ELISAs. We have used Simoa to measure the protein concentration in lysed individual cells. By measuring hundreds of
cells, we can determine the protein distribution of cell populations. We have also applied the Simoa technology to the
detection of nucleic acids in single cells. Such methods may one day enable rare cells to be identified in tissue samples
such as biopsies, to search for particularly invasive tumor cells in a large background of relatively benign cells. In such
cases, rare cells would be lost by making bulk measurements of homogenized tissue.
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Abstract Text
Semiconducting polymer dots (Pdots) have attracted considerable attention in recent years because of their outstanding
characteristics as fluorescent probes. In this presentation, I will describe our work in Pdot-based biosensors, encoded
Pdots for single-cell tracking, and photoswitchable Pdots for single-cell analysis.
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Abstract Text
Cancer cells are characterized by substantial heterogeneity in basal signaling and drug response. Consequently
technologies to analyze single cells are greatly needed to fully elucidate cellular behavior. To address this demand, the
laboratory is developing a suite of technologies based on microengineered platforms to analyze single living cells. A key
aspect to this research is the design of single-cell biochemical probes that report the enzymatic activity of kinases, lipases,
and proteases with the end goal of creating clinical diagnostic and prognostic assays in patients. An automated
microelectrophoresis system facilitates rapid separation and quantification of enzyme probes and their metabolic
products from a cell. Single-cell analysis rates of 4 cells per min enable sufficient data collection to achieve statistically
significant results. Measurements in primary tumor cells from patients demonstrate significant intercellular heterogeneity
in enzymatic activities. This variability in enzyme signaling has important implications for cancer therapeutics and
demonstrates the value of single-cell analysis in characterizing the nature of oncogenic signaling in cancer.
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Abstract Text
The measurement of enzyme activities in individual cells typically relies on GFP-based fluorescent reagents. The approach
has the limitations that the development of the reagents requires an extensive effort and many enzyme activities are not
easily addressable with this approach. This talk will illustrate how SAMDI mass spectrometry can be used to measure a
broad range of enzyme activities in cell lysates. SAMDI uses self-assembled monolayers that present peptide,
carbohydrate or small molecule substrates for an enzyme of interest. Treatment of the monolayer with a sample
containing the enzyme results in a structural change of the substrate. This change can be directly observed with laser
desorption ionization mass spectrometry, since irradiation of the monolayer results in release of the alkanethiolates, but
with little fragmentation. This talk will describe a method that can assay lysates isolated from individual cells. The
method uses monolayers that are patterned with a cell adhesive ligand (here, the common RGD tripeptide) and also with
a peptide that is a substrate for a phosphatase enzyme. Cells are allowed to attach and spread on these features. The
media is then removed and a lysis buffer is applied to individual cells, such that the lysate that is generated is in direct
contact with the substrate for the phosphatase enzymes. After the lysate is removed, the monolayer is analyzed by
SAMDI to determine the extent of enzyme activity. Hence, this work provides a general strategy to combine cell-based
assays with a molecular assay of enzyme activity.
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Abstract Text
"NanoFlares” are the basis for a new class of live cell intracellular RNA detection assays. NanoFlare constructs exhibit high
stability, high binding specificity, and unparalleled transfection efficiency into more than 60 cell and tissue types tested.
The unique and proven abilities of NanoFlares to detect genetic information in living cells can be leveraged to create
innovative new detection capabilities for circulating tumor cells from patient samples. For example, prior to metastatic
tumor formation, cells from a primary tumor must first invade and travel through the blood stream. At any given time,
only a small portion of tumor cells, known as circulating tumor cells (CTCs) are present in the blood stream. CTCs have the
potential to extravasate, seed the growth of metastases, and ultimately spread. Recent studies indicate that the presence
of CTCs before treatment is an independent predictor of poor survival in patients with metastatic cancer, while the
presence of residual CTCs after treatment is associated with treatment failure. CTC molecular expression profiles,
however, can be largely heterogeneous within the context of a single cancer type or even a single patient. As a result,
evaluation of disease progression and treatment efficacy is often impaired or inaccurate. Current methods for CTC
detection rely on only a single expressed protein signal, and these processes miss as much as 40% of CTC subpopulations
that do not express the appropriate surface proteins necessary for either isolation or detection, and do not offer any
additional information about isolated cells at the single-cell level. The ability of NanoFlares to enter cells and fluorescently
detect RNA for any gene target of interest will open up the entire transcriptome for analysis at the single cell level.
NanoFlares were developed at Northwestern University and are licensed to and marketed by life sciences giant EMD
Millipore under the trade name SmartFlare for laboratory research use.
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Abstract Text
Ion chromatography (IC) is a primary technique for monitoring water quality with respect to corrosive ions in the nuclear
power industry. Diablo Canyon Power Plant is a Nuclear power plant located on the central coast of California. In this
presentation, we will discuss two methods of anion analysis using Ion Chromatography. In the first method anion analysis
in the Steam Cycle Water using a Capillary IC setup with an in-line sample capability will be discussed. The focus will be on
method development considerations particularly protocols geared to address the challenges in quantifying trace (ppt)
levels of anions present in a matrix containing hydrazine and ethanolamine. We will also comment on our experience
with operating a capillary IC system with in-line sample capability. In the second method we will discuss analysis of anions
in the Reactor Water after pursuing a matrix elimination method. The focus again will be on method development aspects
particularly protocols geared to address the challenges of quantitating ppb level anion concentration in a matrix
containing ppm level of boron and lithium.
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Abstract Text
The quality of drinking water is essential to public health. To ensure that the drinking water is safe for consumption, it
has to meet stringent regulatory requirements. Ion chromatography with suppressed conductivity detection has been
well adopted as a reliable method for compliance monitoring. Over the years, as we become more aware of the various
potential contaminants in the drinking water, the demand for trace analysis increased substantially. This presentation will
discuss the new developments in ion chromatography technology with a focus on improving method reporting limits for
trace contaminants in drinking water. Specifically the discussion will focus on multi-dimensional ion chromatography.
The combination of different column chemistry significantly expands the resolution power and quantitation capability,
thereby providing an ideal platform for trace analysis. The application of this technology for bromate. perchlorate and
haloacetic acids analysis in drinking waters will be discussed.
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Abstract Text
The technique of suppressed ion chromatography is synonymous with ion chromatography (IC) and the suppressor has
become an essential component of the ion chromatograph. Suppression as implemented with an electrolytic membrane
suppressor offers continuous operation with the highest dynamic suppression capacity thus enabling the use of high
capacity columns and gradient mode of operation. When pursuing anion analysis with hydroxide eluents, the product
from the suppressor is water and results in a low background and low noise using conductivity detection. When pursuing
anion analysis using carbonate and/or bicarbonate eluents, the suppressor product is carbonic acid which results in a
greater than 10 fold higher background than hydroxide eluents and relatively high noise. In the chemical mode of
operation, the noise is not impacted by the suppressed conductivity background; however leakage of the chemical
reagent can compromise the operational dynamic capacity of the suppressor and the detection sensitivity.
We investigated various design configurations of the electrolytic membrane suppressor to understand the underlying
cause of the higher noise phenomena with carbonate and/or bicarbonate eluents. In this presentation we provide
highlights of these investigations. Additionally we discuss a new design of the suppressor that resulted in low noise
performance with carbonate and/or bicarbonate eluents. We show results from comparing the performance of the
conventional membrane suppressor design with the performance of the new design. Example applications with drinking
water will also be shown here that demonstrates the improved signal to noise performance with the new suppressor
design.
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Abstract Text
There are few substitutes for Ion Exclusion Chromatography (ICE) if the task is to determine a number of weak organic
acids. Gradient elution is possible with a nonabsorbing strong acid eluent where a decreasing acid eluent concentration
over time provides the gradient. But this approach is applicable only if the analyte acids are absorbing. With a variety of
analytes of interest, even at 210 nm the absorption is weak and leads to relatively poor sensitivity. Suppressed
conductometric ICE dominates current practice. A large low mobility anion strong acid (e.g., heptafluorobutyric acid) is
used as the eluent and the proton is exchanged in the suppressor for a large low mobility cation (e.g.
tetrabutylammonium). While this leads to a lower conductivity background than if the eluent is not suppressed, the usual
benefits of suppression are not attained – analyte signal also decreases by salt formation and it is not really possible to
run gradients. Optical detection that does not rely on the absorption properties of the analyte but is translated via pH
changes of a pH-sensitive indicator has also been used but this also does not permit eluent gradients. It is also common
that weak acids do not represent the entire horizon of interest, in recent years interesting combinations of IC and ICE
have been reported. In this presentation, we will cover our recent efforts to perform conductometric ICE of weak acids in
an unsuppressed mode, yet with a low conductance background, also permitting gradient elution.
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Abstract Text
Separation speeds and efficiencies in ion chromatography (IC) have lagged behind those of HPLC and UHPLC.
Traditionally, IC columns were based on 7-13 µm particles. In recent years, dramatic strides have been made in reducing
separation times and increasing efficiency in ion chromatography by using particles as small as 2 µm.
This presentation will review technological developments such as higher pressure PEEK flow components, new eluent
generators, and membrane suppressors with increased pressure and lower volumes that enable faster separations.
But the heart of a faster IC separation lies in the use of smaller ion exchange particles. Such particles allow shorter
columns to be used with correspondingly faster separations, or if packed in longer columns, yield higher efficiency
columns. However, the use of small IC columns come with challenges such as increased back pressure, greater demands
on extra column components, complex overload behavior, and overcoming the colloidal nature of the particles when
packing columns. Means of overcoming these challenges will be discussed. Finally, recent investigations of new materials
for IC separations will also be presented.
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Abstract Text
Peak shapes in chromatography provide a fundamental insight into the processes, which take place inside the column and
within the HPLC instrument. Ideally, it is desired to obtain a Gaussian peak with very small variance to achieve highest
detection sensitivity and maximum peak capacity. With ever-improving column technology, it is becoming imperative to
understand the processes, which affect the peak shape. This talk will focus on the fundamental aspects, which affect the
peak shape, firstly from the slurry packing process and secondly from the electronic effects on modern HPLCs.
Although slurry-packing process is considered an art, scientifically, the whole packing process can be considered as a
fundamental problem in suspension rheology in confined cylindrical tubes. The nature of slurry, wall effects and
correlation between optical microscopy with rheology, all of which control the final peak shape will be discussed. In the
second part, the effect of detector-sampling rate and the detector response time will be considered. In this talk, we revisit
the concept of data sampling from the fundamental sampling theorem. It is shown by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of
simulated chromatograms that even for extremely narrow peaks; the minimum sampling frequency required by the
sampling theorem is concentrated at very low frequencies (< 10 Hz). However, in real life instrumentation, the sampling
frequency may be coupled with data bunching or integration and even with response times depending on the
manufacturer. Using an ultra-efficient column (40,000 plates) one can evaluate how different instruments convolute a
Gaussian peak by their proprietary digital filtering. We give examples of digital filtering on two state of the art HPLCs and
show its effect on peak shape, peak width, noise amplitude, and retention time. Square wave experiments with a 1 Hz
light emitting diode reveal the nature of the digital filter.
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Abstract Text
2015 marked the 40th anniversary of the introduction to the world of the technique that came to be known as: Ion
Chromatography. In spite of the relative maturity of this technique, research into the development of new stationary
phases for ion chromatography continues at an active pace. The focus of most research in this area in recent years has
been in the development of stationary phases that maximize the utility of the preferred eluent species in ion
chromatography: hydronium and hydroxide. In conventional ion exchange media hydronium and hydroxide suffer from
the disadvantage of being relatively weak eluents that are incapable of eluting strongly retained analytes. Furthermore
these reagents tend to be corrosive to all but a few stationary phase architectures. In this work I will review the latest
developments in new ion exchange phases developed specifically for ion chromatography, with a focus on the use of such
eluent systems. We will cover a variety of different stationary phase architectures and include examples illustrating their
application to water quality and environmental analytical challenges.
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Abstract Text
Ricin is an extreme biological toxin in which a single ricin molecule can inactivate 1,500 ribosomes per minute and lead to
cell necrosis. Although ricin intoxication is not contagious, there is no currently available vaccine or therapeutic treatment
for it but only the supportive care. Therefore, it is urgently needed of a highly sensitive detection method of ricin toxins in
human biological fluids to increase the survival chance of intoxicated patients. Here we present the detection of ricin
toxins in human urine and serum using the single molecule array (Simoa) in a fully automatic, high throughput system that
generates the first sample result in as little as 64 min, compared to 9-12 hours assay time needed for Immuno-PCR. The
Simoa assay formed the sandwich immunocomplex on the paramagnetic beads by using the smallest engineered binding
fragments, single domain antibodies (sdAbs). The ricin toxin is detectable at levels of 1 pg/ mL in buffer, urine and serum
using Simoa assay, while demonstrating no cross-reactivity with other non-related toxins or toxoids.
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Abstract Text
Graphene quantum dots (GQDs) are small pieces of graphene nano-sheets usually with the lateral dimension of 3-20 nm
and are rich in surface functional groups. Unlike bulk carbon materials, GQDs are highly fluorescent due to their non-zero
band gap. This, combined with their excellent biocompatibility, makes GQDs a potent material for bio-imaging. However,
most of the reported GQDs fluoresce in the shorter wavelength end of visible spectrum, exhibiting either blue or green
color. This greatly limits their utility in their application for bioimaging because shorter wavelength fluorescence is
susceptible to absorbance by tissues. Fluorescence at longer wavelength, such as red or near-infrared (NIR) emissions, is
therefore highly desirable in GQDs. In this work we report an unusual observation of red (630 nm) emission of GQDs
induced by high concentration of alkaline media (pH • 13). The GQDs in this work are synthesized through a typical topdown method using carbon nano-onions as precursors. The as-prepared GQDs exhibit green fluorescence at neutral pH
condition and switch to red fluorescence upon adding KOH. The process was found to be instantaneous and reversible by
neutralization. To determine the origin of such phenomenon, we performed carefully controlled solution-phase FT-IR and
cyclic voltammetry to track the change of surface functional groups associated with the fluorescence shifting process.
From the data collected, we concluded that the red emission was due to the structural transformation of GQDs from
quinone structure to hydroxyl groups. This study will be inspiring in the design of red or NIR fluorescent quantum dots for
bioimaging.
This research was supported by the NSF KY EPSCoR grant and the Kentucky Science & Engineering Foundation (KSEF)
grant.
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Abstract Text
There have been continuous research efforts to develop highly fluorescent reporting labels and probes for bioanalytical
applications. One approach to achieve high fluorescence intensity is to incorporate several fluorophores into a single
reporting or sensor entity. Silica nanoparticles can be made of using almost any kind of fluorophores that can be
modified to have suitable functional moiety for covalent binding to silicates. Although fluorescent silica nanoparticles can
be made by simply saturating porous particles with NIR dyes; solid silica nanoparticles containing covalently
copolymerized dyes have much superior properties. Using NIR dyes in these structures have significant spectral
advantages especially in bioanalytical applications as the NIR spectral region (650-900 nm) offers lower background
interference and large penetration depths. NIR dyes often have relatively lower fluorescent quantum yield and they are
more prone to self quenching. This can significantly be reduced by using NIR dyes that have large Stokes’ shift achieved by
substituting meso position halogens in the NIR fluorescent carbocyanine dye with a linker containing amino moiety. This
substitution lowers the excitation wavelength and has very little influence on the fluorescence wavelength and
simultaneously can serve as a linker to covalently attach the dye molecule to the nanoparticle backbone. This
presentation describes a systematic study of several NIR carbocyanines covalently synthesized into silica nanoparticles
backbones. The surface of these silica nanoparticles then can be functionalized for use as covalent labels. Several
applications will be discussed of these bright, large Stokes’ shift labels, such as immunochemistry, flow cytometry,
capillary electrophoresis, etc. The covalently immobilized NIR dye retains its environmental sensitivity which can be
utilized for high sensitivity probe applications, such as metal ion sensors or solvent polarity measurements.
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Abstract Text
The detection of various glycoconjugates, as biomarkers of various biological events, is important not only for the
advancement of basic scientific research but also for diagnostic applications, and model systems such as self-assembled
monolayers and gold glyconanoparticles have been usually used to study carbohydrate-protein binding events. However,
limit of detection in previous systems were poor, and more sensitive model systems for the detection of carbohydrateprotein interaction should be needed.
We have developed a fluorescence-based monitoring system for the detection of lectin-saccharide interactions using a
novel fluorescence emitter and quenching pair. The emitter was composed of a dansyl fluorophore and Con A (I-D), and
quencher was based on a cyanopyranyl group and maltose (II-P). The fluorescence intensities of I-D decreased specifically
in the presence of II-P. These changes were caused by a fluorescence quenching of dansyl fluorophore by cyanopyranyl
moiety due to the formation of a stable complex between Con A and maltose. Further, to demonstrate the application of
this detection method, the emitter and Con A were immobilized on the surface of magnetic particles, and the detections
of various lectin-saccharide interactions was successfully performed in highly sensitive (limit of detection was 0.1 nM)
way. Our results clearly indicate that the novel emitter-quencher pair is a good indicator for a highly-sensitive detection
of lectin-saccharide interactions.
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Abstract Text
Cytochrome P450 enzymes (CYPs) are a superfamily of heme-containing enzymes responsible for the oxidation of
steroids, bile acids, fatty acids, prostaglandins, and leukotrienes as well as the primary metabolism of biogenic amines or
retinoids, various carcinogens, and environmental pollutants. In humans, CYPs metabolize ~ 75% of marketed drugs and
are widely used in drug metabolism screens in the form of human liver microsomes. The over-expression of full-length
CYPs in bacterial or insect cells is difficult due to low expression yields and the challenge of solubilizing and purifying the
membrane-anchored CYPs. Here we present a high-throughput method of expressing full-length human CYPs in a cell-free
system of [i]E. coli[/i] extract containing an energy regeneration system, cofactors to assist with enzyme expression and
folding, and synthetic liposomes. The expression and capture of functional CYPs in the synthetic liposomes was confirmed
with UV/vis spectroscopy and the Michaelis-Menten kinetic parameters obtained from fluorescence-based activity assays.
These CYP-containing liposomes are produced in large enough quantities for well plate-based screens of drug activity. We
have also co-expressed multiple CYPs to study drug-induced CYP inhibition. This cell-free expression system provides a
high-throughput method to prepare purified liposomes containing specific CYPs or CYP-isoforms, and will allow drug
metabolism screens to be tailored to the individual.
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Abstract Text
we propose a one-step self-construction of a cell-surface protein sensor by anchoring diacyllipid-aptamer conjugates onto
the cell membrane. The diacyllipid synthesized by our group contains two C18H37 hydrocarbon tails and can be coupled
to the 5 end of the DNA sequence using solid phase synthesis by the automated DNA synthesizer.With the hydrophilic
DNA head segment and the hydrophobic diacyllipid tail, this amphiphilic molecule can be functionalized on the cell
surface by inserting the lipid tail into the lipid bilayer cell membrane with high efficiency. Compared to traditional
methods for cell membrane modification such as genetic engineering and covalent conjugation, this self-inserting strategy
is extremely rapid, highly efficient, and amount controllable. The most important consideration is that the diacyllipidaptamer functionalizes the cell membrane with additional nucleic acid molecules without changing biological and
chemical property of the cell.
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Abstract Text
Our understanding of rapid chemical neurotransmission has been edified by the use of fast-scan cyclic voltammetry
(FSCV). The majority of this research has used the same sensor platform, the carbon-fiber microelectrode. While
effective, this material suffers from limitations in geometry. The creation of new sensor materials that overcome this
limitation will allow researchers to measure chemical events that are currently inaccessible due to sensor size and
number. Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) is a conductive polymer that has been used in a variety of
applications such as implantable biosensors and solar cells. PEDOT is an attractive alternative to traditional electrode
materials for biosensor applications because it is inexpensive, mechanically robust, biocompatible, and can be easily
processed. Unfortunately, commercial PEDOT is highly capacitive (>2000 µF/cm2) making it unsuitable for rapid
electrochemical applications. A vapor deposition synthesis was used to produce PEDOT films with low capacitance (<100
µF/cm2). The CVD method results in a PEDOT film with higher electrical conductivity and more uniform film thickness
than commercially available PEDOT. It has faster electron transfer kinetics compared to other PEDOT systems. Scanning
electron microscopy and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy were used to study surface morphology and film composition.
These measurements, combined with electrochemical data, show our CVD-synthesized PEDOT is a much “denser” film,
containing a significantly higher concentration of PEDOT than dopant. This yields a better conductor and electrode
material compared to commercial PEDOT. Optimizing the electrochemical properties of PEDOT has resulted in the first
viable PEDOT-based platform for FSCV measurements of neurotransmitters.
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Abstract Text
Electrochemically Reduced Graphene Oxide (ERGO) has attracted much attention for various applications, including as a
sensing and electrocatalyst support material, due to its relative simplicity, speed, potential for controllability, and benign
environmental impact. Most studies focus on ERGO deposited on glassy carbon electrodes from an aqueous suspension,
but of those that utilize an underlying metallic electrode, few ascertain whether the underlying electrode surface is
completely covered by the ERGO layer. The exposure of the underlying metal electrode can severely impact the observed
electrochemistry, and specifically hinder the selectivity in sensing applications. Moreover, the complete coverage of the
metal electrode is quite difficult to achieve.
This work will present a new protocol for depositing complete ERGO coatings onto a Pt electrode and evaluate its use as
an electrocatalyst support material for hydrogen sulfide detection. Hydrogen sulfide is a gaseous signaling molecule
known to be physiologically significant in the central nervous and cardiovascular systems. Independently detecting
H[sub]2[/sub]S in the presence of its two main interferences, NO and CO, will allow for the full understanding of both its
individual physiological roles as well as its interactions with NO and CO. The objective of this research is to utilize ERGO to
support cyanide-coordinated electropolymerized ferriprotoporphyrin to achieve a selective and stable H[sub]2[/sub]S
sensing material that can be incorporated into future amperometric sensors.
This research is sponsored by an award from the National Science Foundation.
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Abstract Text
Determination of dissolved gold concentration is a fundamental need in hydrometallurgical gold extraction. An analytical
method suitable for on-line measurement was developed that can enable more frequent gold analysis compared to
standard batch AA methods; enabling more rapid response to changing conditions within the gold mill. DC amperometry
was used to measure aurocyanide, Au(CN)[sub]2[/sub][sup]-[/sup] according to a modified Levich equation. A threeelectrode glass cell with gold working, carbon counter and calomel reference electrodes was filled with 100 mL of a
0.05M borate-buffered, 50 µM Au(CN)[sub]2[/sub][sup]-[/sup] pH 12 solution adjusted to 0.02M CN[sup]-[/sup] and 14
µM Pb[sup]2+[/sup] with NaCN and PbCl[sub]2[/sub] respectively. Pb[sup]2+[/sup] was used to cathodically polarize
hydrogen reduction, minimizing interference with the Au(CN)[sub]2[/sub][sup]-[/sup] reduction. The solution was
aggressively sparged with nitrogen for 10 minutes prior to analysis to eliminate oxygen and sparging was continued
throughout the test to maintain diffusion-limited conditions. The potential was stepped to -1.2 V[sub]sce[/sub] using a
potentiostat and current was recorded over an 8 minute period. The analytical signal both as terminal current and total
coulombs was linear in response to gold concentration with a detection limit of 0.5 mg/L. The rate of gold uptake onto
activated carbon used in gold processing was determined for native carbon and for carbon treated with a polymeric
material to reduce carbon abrasion. A 110 mL volume of 10 mg/L gold solution was tumbled in glass jars containing
borate buffer and 4.5 g/L native or polymer-treated carbon. At intervals over 90 minutes, the solution was sampled,
amended with CN[sup]-[/sup] and Pb[sup]2+[/sup] then analyzed. The treatment had no effect on gold uptake indicating
compatibility with the gold adsorption process. Concentrations were in excellent agreement with separate analysis by
atomic adsorption.
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Abstract Text
Fast-scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) at carbon-fiber microelectrodes has proven to be an essential tool for [i]in vivo[/i]
monitoring of subsecond fluctuations in catecholamines (e.g. dopamine and norepinephrine) and other electroactive
neurotransmitters. The large background current that arises at the high voltammetric scan rates employed for FSCV
necessitates the use of digital background subtraction in order to resolve the analytical signal of interest. Such an
approach depends critically on the stability of the background both before and during the neurobiological phenomenon
under study. However, ionic fluctuations, which occur both naturally (e.g. potassium waves in spreading depression) and
artificially (e.g. iontophoretic ejections), alter the electrode capacitance and, consequently, the background signal,
complicating analytical quantification. While multivariate data analysis (e.g. principal component analysis) may be used
for separation of the ionic and analytically relevant signals, this approach necessitates the recording of multiple CVs of
‘pure’ ionic changes at the site of recording for training of the chemometric model, increasing experimental complexity.
Here, we describe and characterize an alternative measurement protocol for the removal of these non-Faradaic
contributions to the FSCV signal. This approach relies on the use of a modified waveform to measure the capacitive
response of the electrode, which is then used for the prediction and removal of the non-Faradaic component of the
voltammetric response. In addition to discussing the waveform characteristics that enable accurate prediction of these
ionic contributions, we will demonstrate the successful application of this methodology for the removal of such signals
from FSCV recordings both [i]in vitro[/i] (e.g. during flow-cell analysis of mixtures of catecholamines and nonelectroactive
species) and [i]in vitro[/i] (e.g. during iontophoretic ejections in anesthetized animals).
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Abstract Text
Microiontophoresis describes drug administration from a micropipette delivered by a small current. It has been utilized
as a tool in neurochemical investigations to administer drugs to targeted brain regions. This technique offers advantages
over alternative drug delivery methods due to its rapid application time and spatial selectivity, making it ideal to study
individual cell and receptor properties. However microiontophoresis is limited by the inability to precisely determine
ejected concentrations and dosages. To address these shortcomings, this approach investigates factors underlying drug
delivery rates in microiontophoresis. Chromatographic, electrochemical, and fluorescence methods are employed to
reveal ejection rates under different conditions. Analyte concentration, molecular charge, and ionic strength are all
considered. Through this process, practical guidelines are established for how microiontophoresis parameters should be
chosen to anticipate ejected concentration ranges. In addition, relative scaling of the dosage by the ejection current is
demonstrated. Lastly, applications for the established principles are displayed in traditional neurochemical protocols.
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Abstract Text
The behavior of trace metals is the environment is controlled by speciation. For example, metal complexation with
organic/inorganic ligands reduces the impact of trace metals. On the flip side, trace metals are mobilized during dynamic
environmental events such as storms, which increases their toxicity. Rapid, real-time characterization of metal
complexation would allow a better understanding of metals in the environment. We recently described an ultrafast, Hgfree method to detect copper and lead at carbon fiber microlectrodes (CFMs) using fast scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV).
Moreover, we explored the surface adsorption as the underlying mechanism of our fast FSCV signal. In this work, we
study copper binding with a model set of ligands illustrating a wide spectrum of thermodynamic equilibrium constants
expected to be found in natural waters. We identify mathematical relationships between thermodynamic equilibrium
constants (K) for copper complexation and the FSCV signal. We utilize fast scan controlled adsorption voltammetry
(FSCAV) to quantify ambient Cu2+ levels in real environmental samples and develop a model that relates the FSCV signal
to free copper in solution to the solution K. We, hence, showcase the power of FSCV as a speciation sensor.
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Abstract Text
Principal component regression (PCR) is a useful multivariate calibration tool for fast-scan cyclic voltammetry that permits
the separation and quantitation of multiple overlapping neurophysiological signals. For measurements made at acutely
implanted carbon-fiber microelectrodes, training sets are typically built for both dopamine and pH changes using
representative cyclic voltammograms (CVs) from electrically evoked dopamine release at the same brain location and
electrode. However, in some experiments it is impractical to implant stimulating electrodes. In these cases, training sets
built from CVs acquired at separate electrodes have been used to analyze data. However, this method has not been
investigated and it has been previously suggested that this approach would fail.
Here we investigate this approach using data from behaving animals acquired with acutely implanted electrodes, and
compare it to a previously established PCR protocol. These data demonstrate differences in CV characteristics across
electrodes lead to the failure of this approach, including misestimated and inconsistent concentration predictions and,
more importantly, an inability to validate PCR models. Alternative strategies to this approach are also investigated.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
In this talk we describe a method to synthesize ultrasmall citrate-coated gold nanoparticles estimated to be about 1 nm in
diameter and demonstrate their unique electrochemical reactivity. UV-vis spectroscopy provides spectroscopic
characterization of the bulk solution of gold nanoparticles, which were synthesized by the borohydride reduction of
tetrachloroaurate in the presence of citrate. After synthesis, the gold nanoparticles were attached electrostatically to
amine-functionalized indium-tin-oxide electrodes. Linear sweep voltammetry provided the oxidation potential and
coverage of the gold nanoparticles on the electrode surface. Two main peaks appeared in the voltammetry as a result of
two major size populations. One size population was estimated to be about 1 nm in diameter based on its large negative
shift from the bulk oxidation potential of gold. Samples with this size population showed strong electrocatalytic activity
towards carbon dioxide reduction, which is important as a possible route to prepare chemical fuels. Carbon dioxide
reduction did not occur after removal of the ultrasmall gold nanoparticles or with 2-4 nm diameter nanoparticles
attached to the surface. This research importantly shows a very large negative shift in the oxidation potential and strong
catalytic activity for carbon dioxide reduction for very small ~1 nm diameter gold nanoparticles. The altered synthesis
allows a large coverage of these small nanoparticles to be attached to the electrode surface. The nanoparticles are highly
active due to their small size and presence of the weak citrate stabilizer, which does not block their catalytic surface.
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Abstract Text
The consumption of botanical products has increased over the past two decades as consumers trend to what are
perceived to be natural and high quality botanical products. The primary regions of spice and tea production around the
have often been cited as having less stringent safety and quality standards in regards to consumer products. Products
from these regions have been noted to contain a variety of adulterants and contaminants.
Common spices and botanicals in the US (Black Pepper, Red Pepper, Cinnamon, Mustard Seed, Cumin, and Turmeric) in
various forms (i.e. spices, teas, condiments and supplements) were purchased at dollar stores, farmer’s markets, chain
stores, and online vitamin outlets. Products selected covered the range of preparations including organic products.
Cryogenic grinding and microwave extraction were employed in sample processing. Physical and chemical screening
methods were used to detect gross adulteration and counterfeiting. GC-MS and LC-MS were used to determine the
possible adulteration or contamination of these products with compounds such as restricted azodyes, processing solvents
and banned pesticides. High levels of many restricted or banned compounds were found in spices and spice brands which
were previously believed to be counterfeited or adulterated through ICP and ICP-MS analysis of these same spices for
elemental content. The presence of banned and toxic organic compounds added further weight to the toxic elemental
content some spices creating chemical and elemental profiles of counterfeit and adulterated spice products being sold
within the United States.
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Abstract Text
More and more compounds that may be carcinogens are found in food and beverages. The compound 4-Methylimidizole
(4-MEI) is formed as a byproduct in some foods and beverages. Caramel coloring type III and Type IV in beverages is one
of the ingredients which may contain 4-MEI.
Products that potentially contain 4-MEI include certain colas, beers, soy sauces, breads, coffee, ammoniated livestock
feed and other products. Sensitive measurement of 4-MEI is required to ensure safe levels are not exceeded.
Laboratories are equipped with a variety of equipment, but smaller laboratories or those in less developed parts of the
world may not be able to afford the most expensive analytical equipment, such as mass spectrometry or triple quad mass
spectrometry. In this case, sample preparation using solid phase extraction (SPE) can aid in concentrating the analytes of
interest so a less expensive analytical technique, such as HPLC with UV or Fluorescence detection can be used. If a mass
spectrometry instrument is available, solid phase extraction may not be needed for concentrating the analytes, but may
prove useful for cleaning up the extract to provide a cleaner sample for injection.
The capabilities of SPE and application to water and soft drinks will be discussed. The tradeoffs for different analytical
techniques will be illustrated with data on a variety of samples and spiked samples.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Consumers have become ever more aware of the global nature of the food supply chain and the fragmented nature of
global regulatory oversight and the weaknesses of regional safety and quality control. Food manufacturers have become
acutely sensitized to the potential fallout if a food product, fresh or processed, were to cause health issues or illness with
the public even if the problem can be traced back to a supplier. Both food producers and consumers alike are concerned
with the ability of suppliers to maintain the global food supply and minimize the negative impact on the soil and
environment.
Elemental analysis of fresh and processed raw materials and food products can determine the nutritional content of the
food and screen for harmful elemental contaminants. Understanding the elemental nutrient content of the soil allows for
targeted fertilizer application without waste and environmentally damaging fertilizer runoff. Fertilizers can be analyzed to
eliminate mislabeled or falsely labelled material.
With a number of techniques available for elemental analysis, analytical measurement by ICP-OES provides a strong
balance between cost, speed and simplicity when compared with flame AA and ICP-MS.
Effective sample preparation of such a wide array of samples can be a challenge. The use of microwave digestion
minimizes this while providing safe and simple preparation methods.
This work focuses on the preparation and analysis of food, fertilizer and soil samples using microwave digestion followed
by ICP-OES analysis.
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Abstract Text
With the recent legislation that legalized the recreational use of marijuana in some states, and the medicinal use of
marijuana in many more, there is a fast-growing need to develop standardized analytical techniques to assess the potency
of cannabis plants and edibles. Sample preparation is one of the most significant challenges, especially as it pertains to
the analysis of edibles such as brownies, cookies, chocolate bars, and gummy bears that have been prepared with
cannabis plant extracts. This presentation describes the development and optimization of a sample preparation and solid
phase extraction method to quantitatively analyze cannabis compounds in edibles, focusing on automated procedures to
increase precision, and exploring the sensitivity and accuracy of the complete workflow when combined with UHPLC
analysis using a PDA detector.
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Abstract Text
Open tubular liquid chromatography was developed for over 40 years due to the inherent advantages of high plate
numbers, low solvent consumption and low sample injection. The small sample volumes and high detection limit of
capillary HPLC have limited its use. Numerous stationary phases have been proposed but with limited success. The ideal
stationary phase for capillary HPLC must be highly efficient with high surface area to improve the sample capacity and
decrease the detection limit. A new carbon stationary phase will be illustrated that has excellent performance. The
uniform carbon film was covalently coated onto silica capillary columns with high stability and unique absorption
properties for both polar and non polar analytes. This new carbon capillary column provides improved separation
performance with reversed phase properties.
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Abstract Text
The thiol-ene reaction is a robust widely used “click chemistry” reaction. The lack of metal catalysts and other species
that can be detrimental to chromatography make the reaction an excellent step to create countless new stationary
phases. To study the effect of the embedded sulfur and new stationary phases, a method was developed to produce
monodisperse nonporous silica particles with a diameter of 1.2 micrometers to use as the stationary phase support. The
coupling of the thiol-ene reaction with nonporous silica helps remove the ambiguity from the diffusion in porous silica,
and allows easier studies of new stationary phases. With a greater understanding of the thiol-ene reaction’s effect on
separations, new stationary phases were custom built and studied using the nonporous silica support. A mixed-mode
weak cation exchange reverse phase (WCX-RP) stationary phase was created to separate monoamine neurotransmitters
in brain dialysate. The cation exchange moiety separates the positively charged monoamines from neutral and negatively
charged compounds without the need for ion-pairing reagents. When used with small samples having low solute
concentrations to remain below the loading capacity, we anticipate using the WCX-RP stationary phase to allow faster
separations of monoamine neurotransmitters.
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Abstract Text
Large-size (4–5 micron) superficially porous particles yield lower plate heights (with hmin = 1.5) than fully porous particles
of a similar size when packed into large-bore columns. This property (thought to be due to reduced stagnant mobile
phase effects and eddy dispersion) allows for better chromatographic performance without the higher pressures required
for smaller particles. This study explored the use of such particles in microfluidic LC columns where materials and fitting
pressure limits can constrain the size of particle used. The theoretically predicted performance improvements compared
to fully porous particles were not demonstrated in capillary columns (with hmin = 2 for both particle types), in agreement
with previous studies that examined smaller superficially porous particles. Microfluidic columns were then compared to
capillary columns. Capillary columns significantly outperformed microfluidic columns due to imperfections imposed by
microfluidic channel asymmetry and the world-to-chip connection at the optimal flow rate; however, superficially porous
particles packed in microfluidic LC columns had flatter plate height versus flow rate curves indicating potential for better
performance at high reduced velocities. The use of these particles in capillary LC columns for the separation of in vivo
neurotransmitter samples was also investigated.
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Abstract Text
Many of the problems encountered executing HPLC methods are a result of the initial choice of stationary phase
chemistry. In practice, many analysts will reach for their favorite C18 upon commencement of method development;
however alkyl (Cn) phases are often not the most appropriate tool for a given set of separation requirements (molecules
with varying pKa values, solubilities, molecular weights, etc.). When retention or resolution are not readily achieved,
analysts will often resort to the addition of ion-pair reagents or other exotic and complicated mobile phase preparations
to force them to work. This common practice often results in the development of highly complex methods that suffer
from lack of robustness and ruggedness and are not as easily transferred to other laboratories or other analysts.
There are many choices for alternative stationary phase chemistries that render the phase decision difficult. In this work
alternative stationary phase classes which are highly complementary to alkyl phases from a fundamental molecular
interaction point of view are discussed. An understanding of the contrasting interactions that these different classes of
stationary phase chemistries provide then leads to more accurate decisions regarding the choice of phase that may be
most appropriate for a given set of analytes. This critical information promises to facilitate method development and
generate simpler, more reproducible separations.
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Abstract Text
Aminoglycoside is a family of antibiotics with amino modified sugar structures. They are widely used as clinical and
veterinary medicines to treat the infections mainly caused by Gram-negative bacteria. However, these antibiotics can
cause varying degree of ototoxicity and nephrotoxicity. Therefore, it is important to develop sensitive and reliable
analytical methods to characterize and quantify the drug purity and impurities, determine and monitor aminoglycosides
residue in different matrices. Ion-pairing reversed phase liquid chromatography (IP-RPLC) is widely utilized to analyze
aminoglycosides because of their hydrophilic and positive charged nature. In addition, they have limited solubility in many
organic solvents, which makes HILIC separation challenging. The conventional C18 column is usually implemented for IPRPLC separation of aminoglycosides using high concentration of ion-pairing reagents, such as trifluoroacetic acid
(TFA).However, most C18 columns are not stable under such low pH condition (e.g. pH ~1 in 0.1 M TFA) due to hydrolysis.
To address this challenge, here we present a specifically designed C18 column for analysis of various aminoglycoside
antibiotics by IP-RPLC. The stationary phase is based on polymer encapsulated silica technology that ensures unusual
stability when exposure to the extreme conditions. In addition, this specialty column provides excellent selectivity and
high resolution for the aminoglycoside analysis and it is easy to use. In this work, a couple of aminoglycoside samples
have been analyzed using this column and the factors affecting the separation have also been systematically studied.
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Abstract Text
HILIC chromatography is a complex system involving partition, polar and ion-exchange interactions. Method
development can be greatly facilitated by understanding the interactions that the different stationary phases provide and
applying that knowledge to the separation task at hand. A straight forward approach toward determining the relative ionexchange contribution for various HILIC stationary phases is described and used to classify HILIC columns by their
predominant mechanisms of interaction. The investigation demonstrates that hydroxyl, zwitterionic and amide phases
provide relatively little ion-exchange interactions and relatively high partitioning and polar interactions. Conversely,
pentafluorophenyl and cyano phases exhibit primarily ion-exchange and relatively little partitioning character. Bare silica
and several variations of HILIC columns are shown to provide different blends of ion-exchange and partitioning/polar
interactions. Several examples are provided that demonstrate facilitated and predictable method development based on
knowledge of stationary phase retention mechanisms. Through an understanding of the main physiochemical differences
between a set of analytes intended to be resolved, a column or set of columns can be judiciously chosen to screen for
effective retention and selectivity.
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Abstract Text
In theory, UHPLC columns with a 1 mm internal diameter allow LC and LC/MS users to improve the sensitivity of their
analysis compared to that achieved with wider bore columns by reducing the dilution of compounds in column and
running with more MS compatible flow rates. Additionally, because of the lower flow rates used, 1mm ID columns allow
chromatographers to save costs in the purchase and disposal of mobile phase solvents. However, these potential
advantages provide little benefit if the chromatographic performance and, importantly, lifetime of UHPLC columns is
compromised when the internal diameter is reduced. This work will show that the limitations of narrow bore columns
mentioned above are overcome with an optimized 1mm UHPLC column hardware design packed with superficially porous
Agilent Poroshell 120 particles. We will detail lifetimes under UHPLC conditions substantially longer than those achievable
with other 1mm ID columns plus efficiencies and peak capacities that are at least equivalent to those obtained with the
columns of the current industry standard of 2.1 mm ID. The work will also show the importance of the correct UHPLC
instrument configuration when working with 1mm ID. The benefits of 1mm UHPLC columns can be made real.
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Abstract Text
Various approaches for comparing the separation power of different HPLC and UHPLC sorbents have been used over the
years such as Van Deemter, Poppe and Kinetic plots. Core-shell and fully porous sorbents of various particle sizes have
been compared previously [1-2] over very wide operational ranges. However, to date, a comprehensive comparison of
the kinetic performance of core-shell and fully porous sorbents spanning the full particle size range currently available
(1.3/1.7 – 5 µm) using strictly practical operational conditions has not been shown.
In this work, the kinetic plot approach was used to determine the optimum particle morphology and size for various
practical separation goals. Practical limits were imposed on analysis time, column length, flow rate and column maximum
operating pressure to focus results on the most relevant operational ranges. Additionally, results were restricted to
combinations of column formats (length and diameter) and operational ranges (flow rate and pressure) compatible with
currently available HPLC and UHPLC systems and columns. The kinetic performance of columns packed with core shell
particles having diameters of 1.3, 1.7, 2.6, 3.6 and 5 µm were compared to each other and to that obtained with fully
porous particles with diameters of 1.7, 3 and 5 µm. Optimum, practical combinations of column length, column I.D.,
particle size, particle morphology, etc. for various common chromatographic scenarios such as minimum required peak
capacity (or chromatographic efficiency), maximum analysis time and combinations thereof are proposed for both HPLC
and UHPLC systems.
References
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Abstract Text
The release of peptides, such as insulin and glucagon, from the pancreatic islets of Langerhans regulates glucose
homeostasis. Abnormal secretions of these peptides can cause a failure in glucose homeostasis. A recently discovered
class of mammalian lipids, known as fatty acid hydroxy fatty acids (FAHFAs), has been found to lower glycemia and
improve glucose tolerance in mice. In this report, we aimed to develop an analytical method to temporally-resolve the
secretory response of individual pancreatic islets in response to these FAHFAs using a microfluidic immunoassay system
coupled with a gravity-driven perfusion system.
The microfluidic device consisted of a two-layer glass chip that contained a perfusion system for delivery of FAHFAs, an
islet incubation chamber, and a separation channel for measurement of secreted insulin. Insulin was electrophoretically
sampled and mixed online with Cy5-labeled insulin and anti-insulin antibodies. Injections into the separation channel
were performed every 10 s and allowed baseline resolution of bound (B) and free (F) Cy5-labeled insulin. Calibration
curves were obtained for the range of 0 -200 nM insulin. This assay demonstrated good reproducibility of the bound-tofree ratio (B/F). Relative standard deviations of B/F were < 4% and the detection limit was 5 nM.
This device provides a method for stimulating islets, and for real time monitoring of insulin secretion with high temporal
resolution. The application of this method to study the stimulated secretion of insulin by FAHFAs will elucidate the
ameliorative effects that these recently discovered compounds have on elevated glycemia.
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Abstract Text
Interfacing laboratory scale fluidic systems—pipettes, pressure lines, cell culture chambers—to microfluidic channels is a
constant challenge in microchip design and fabrication. In typical polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) devices, although abovechannel PDMS material accounts for 95.5% of the device height, it is rarely utilized for integrating additional design
features other than cylindrically punched interfaces that span the entire device height. In this work, we introduce novel
methods to topologically landscape this above-channel PDMS using 3D printed templates. With an inexpensive printer
(MakerBot Replicator 2), a 3D printed positive mold (polylactic acid, PLA) can be placed in uncured PDMS to form
negative impressions as small as 0.5 mm in diameter in the cured device. Using these techniques, microfluidic devices
were fabricated to accommodate on-chip culture of primary, murine islets and adipocytes. Both cell types were cultured
above our 8-channel design, where rapid design and prototyping of interface templates allowed simple adaptation to
varied culture constraints with the different tissues. These devices accommodated both temporally resolved or
unresolved sampling into the channels, depending on the application. Higher throughput sampling was also achieved
using a customized 3D printed fluidic manifold. Vacuum was applied to the manifold and samples were collected in 8-strip
PCR tubes, where the strip lid was replaced with a PLA lid containing input and output ports. Overall, we show that rapid
prototyping of 3D printed interface templates and fluidic manifolds provides a novel and highly flexible approach for
interfacing to microfluidic channels, which we applied to endocrine cell sampling.
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Abstract Text
Droplet microfluidics is a powerful technique capable of performing many laboratory sample handling and analysis
techniques on the nanoliter scale in an automated fashion. Despite the wide variety of droplet techniques available,
relatively few capable of characterizing rheological properties have been reported. Considering the importance of
rheology to a wide variety of disciplines, including proteomics, development of reliable droplet techniques for
characterizing rheological properties like viscosity is important. We report the development of a droplet viscometer
consisting of only a microfluidic T-junction, which utilizes droplet frequency to determine the viscosity of aqueous
samples.
The viscometer is capable of processing samples as small as 19 nL, and was found to have both an accuracy and precision
better than ±1%. Measurements can be performed in less than10 seconds on samples up to 1000 cP and shear rates
between 10 and 1.4×104 s[sup]-1[/sup]. A fluorinated surfactant was added to the oil phase to prevent protein
adsorption to polydimethylsiloxane surfaces, which allowed bovine serum albumin solutions up to 26 mg/mL to be
analyzed without adverse effects on device surface properties. Finally, we demonstrate the ability to measure sample
viscosity using off-chip fluorescence detection after using a T-junction for addition of reagent to droplets. This could allow
for simultaneous spectroscopic assay and rheological characterization of samples, which would be particularly useful in
proteomics and other biomedical applications.
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Abstract Text
A new method was developed for simple, sensitive, highly specific detection of IFN-• based on T7 exonuclease (T7 Exo)
assisted signal amplification using microchip electrophoresis-laser induced fluorescence detection (MCE-LIF). In this
method, the T7 Exo was used to assist fluorescence signal amplification; MCE-LIF was used for fast and efficient
separation and sensitve detection of IFN-•. The peak height of FAM-5-nucleoside monophophates was shown to be good
linear with the concentration of IFN-• ranging from 1.5×10-11 to 2.5×10-9 M. The detection limit (S/N = 3) was estimated
to be 4.5×10-12 M. The present method was successfully applied for the detection of IFN-• in human plasma with
satisfactory results. Furthermore, this detection system appears to be a universal approach for the detection of target
molecules by simply changing the aptamer sequence of the hairpin probe. And bying design different length of the
fluorescence probe can achieve multiple detection of target under single excitation. Thus it could be greatly expanded the
scope of application of the method.
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Abstract Text
The CD4+ T lymphocytes are related to human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection. Besides the absolute number of
CD4+ T lymphocytes in per microliter of adult blood, the measurement of the CD4+/CD8+T lymphocyte ratio also plays an
important role in HIV diagnosis and antiretroviral treatment (ART) assessment. We describe a microfluidic system that
isolates and enumerates CD4+ and CD8+ T lymphocytes on two serial linked affinity regions, then the CD4+/CD8+ T
lymphocyte ratio is calculated. A drop of human blood is injected to a serial microfluidic channel, and blood cells are
captured on monoclonal antibody coated affinity surfaces using stop flow; fluorescence-labeling antibodies are then
injected with optimized shear stress to retain the CD4+ /CD8+ T lymphocytes on the corresponding affinity regions while
elute background cells. Different fluorescent signals are detected to identify and enumerate CD4+/CD8+ T lymphocytes
respectively. A linear relationship is reported between the CD4+/CD8+ T lymphocyte ratio achieved using conventional
flow cytometry and our serial microfluidic system with high coefficient of determination (R[superscript 2]=0.97). This
inexpensive and effective method will potentially provide an alternative to direct CD4 counting in HIV implication in pointof-care. This project was funded by Texas Research Incentive Program.
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Abstract Text
Using the inherently elastomeric PDMS as a substrate for microfluidic devices allows for the integration of pressure driven
valves to selectively close fluidic channels. These valves can be arranged in such a way to integrate on-chip the function
of four- or six-port valves, which are commonly used for injection in LC. Here, biologically relevant samples containing
high salt concentrations that were generated or collected on the chip were manipulated into a solid phase extraction bed
using a PDMS six-port valve. With the extraction bed, samples were de-salted and eluted to a mass spectrometer using
electrospray ionization for sample identification and quantification. In one example, non-esterified fatty acids (NEFAs)
secreted from adipocytes loaded on-chip were measured under basal and stimulated conditions. The SPE-MS assay
improves upon a previous fluorescent assay used for adipocyte analysis by enabling the identification of individual NEFAs
compared to total FA concentration. In another application, in vivo microdialysis samples (to study neurotransmitter
concentrations in rat brains) were collected, derivatized using on-chip reagent addition, trapped on an SPE bed, washed
and eluted from the bed using a PDMS six-port valve, and quantified using MS-MS analysis. Both examples demonstrate
the potential of PDMS valves connected to SPE beds as a low-cost analytical technique that can greatly improve MS
analysis compared to direct injection.
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Abstract Text
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is one of the leading causes of death and disability worldwide. Damage from the primary
trauma event can induce deleterious secondary issues such as ischemia, inflammation, and cell death. The development
of analytical techniques that can directly detect TBI biomarkers in vivo will assist in medical treatments and interventions
for TBI patients. A method was developed for the detection of excitatory amino acid (EAA) neurotransmitters using
microchip electrophoresis (ME) with laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) detection. Detection was achieved via a
derivatization reaction with the fluorescent tag naphthalene-2,3-dicarbozaldedye (NDA). The EAAs glutamate and
aspartate, as well as the amino acids citrulline, arginine, taurine, and histamine, were separated using this method and
subsequently detected in intercranial microdialysis (MD) samples. However, traditional analytical equipment (e.g. LIF) is
too cumbersome for use in a medical setting, such as a hospital room. With this in mind, a mobile and fully integrated
light-emitting diode-induced fluorescence (LED-IF) detection system was designed and built in-house to achieve the same
results. The method was optimized for online MD to ME-LED-IF analysis with on-chip NDA derivatization. An internal
standard was added to the separation to account for the loss of signal response over the duration of the MD experiment.
This system will be used to monitor in vivo EAA concentration changes in rats following TBI induction. The ultimate goal is
to use the MD-ME-LED-IF system for bedside monitoring of biomarkers in TBI patients to help medical professionals
identify secondary issues before they can cause further injuries.
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Abstract Text
Leptin, a hormone produced mainly by adipose tissue, is believed to balance in vivo energy level by regulation of food
intake and body weight. Higher concentrations of leptin are observed in obese people, who are thought to be “leptin
resistant”. Leptin resistance is common in patients with diabetes and studies show leptin can have glucoregulatory effect
on patients with type 1 and type 2 diabetes. In spite of this, obese diabetic patients do not exhibit strong response to
exogenous leptin. Thus, a detailed understanding of the glucose regulatory function of leptin is of crucial importance in
order to overcome the shortcomings of leptin therapy and its use as a potential therapeutic for humans. Previously, our
group has reported that C-peptide, a 31 amino acid peptide secreted from pancreatic beta cells, binds to red blood cells
(RBCs) and has cellular energetic effects. Here, we show that leptin amplifies these C-peptide effects. Using a 3D printed
microfluidic device, measurements were performed to determine ATP release from RBCs that had been incubated with Cpeptide, zinc, and leptin and combinations thereof. In the presence of C-peptide and zinc, a significant increase in RBCderived ATP is measured; this signal is further significantly enhanced in the presence of leptin. Importantly, leptin alone
has no effect on the RBC. To improve the measurement scheme, we have also explored the design of a fluidic device that
will contain adipose tissue, insulin and C-peptide secreting INS-1 cells and a flowing stream of blood cells to confirm our
preliminary findings in an enhanced organ-on-chip format.
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Abstract Text
Cold EI is electron ionization of vibrationally cold molecules in supersonic molecular beams. GC-MS with Cold EI provides
mass spectra with all the standard EI fragment ions combined with enhanced molecular ions and high mass fragments.
We found that despite the above MS changes NIST library identification actually improves with Cold EI, as library
identification probabilities for the correct library mass spectra are increased despite the lower matching factors.
Computer simulations support measurements and show that while enhanced molecular ion and high mass fragments
lower the matching factor of the correct library compound, the matching factors of the incorrect library candidates are
lowered even more, resulting in a rise of the identification probability for the correct compound. This behavior emerges
from the fact that molecular ions characterize sample compounds more than low mass ions and therefore carry more
weight in library search identification algorithms. Furthermore, enhanced molecular ions in Cold EI serve by themselves to
confirm or reject the library identification and enable the use of TAMI software for the provision of elemental formula
based on improved quadrupole MS mass accuracy and isotope abundance analysis. In addition, GC-MS with Cold EI can
serve for the analysis of significantly increased range of large, polar and labile compounds. Thus, GC-MS with Cold EI and
TAMI software is superior in sample identification to GC-HR-TOF since greater range of compounds can be eluted and
exhibit trustworthy molecular ion with it, while the TAMI software confirms NIST identification and/or provides elemental
formula.
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Abstract Text
Persistent Organic Pollutants have been studied since the 1970s. They include polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins and
furans (PCDD/Fs), polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and brominated flame retardants (PBDEs). Sample prep has
traditionally involved multi-day Soxhlet extraction of the sample (up to 48h) and manual preparative multistep column
chromatography.
Automating the sample prep process has been the focus of work ongoing since the 1980s. Automation will, among others,
result in faster turnaround time of samples, lower and control the cost of analysis, and improve the quality of the data
generated, e.g., as part of method validation.
Automated Pressurized Liquid Extraction (PLE) which can be done in a total processing time of ~ 1h has been developed
as an alternative to Soxhlet extraction. Similarly automated column chromatography (acid-base-neutral silica – alumina –
carbon) can be done in up to 40 min for even complex matrices such as lipids and oils. The original program for
automated clean up – based on the existing manual methods - used up to 1 L of solvent, such as hexane, dichloromethane
and toluene (or various mixes of those). Recently an attempt has been made to reduce solvent consumption for the
automated sample clean up. The reduced volume programs have total solvent consumption of 250-400 mLs depending
on the type of silica column used (roughly between 5-40 g of silica per column). More demanding matrices will require
use of higher amounts of silica (both acidified and basic). With these reduced volume programs excellent recoveries of
the analytes have been achieved for matrices such as fish oil, peanut butter and soil.
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Abstract Text
Pesticides with a planar structure, such as hexachlorobenzene and chlorothalonil, are among those commonly used
during the cultivation of spinach and other green, leafy crops. Extraction and analysis of these residues is complicated by
the presence of chlorophyll in the food matrices. Large pigment molecules like chlorophyll are deleterious to both GC-MS
and LC-MS/MS analyses; accumulating in the inlet and degrading column performance in GC and contaminating the
source in LC. Method EN15662 recommends the addition of Graphitized Carbon Black (GCB) to cleanup tubes to remove
chlorophyll and other pigment interferences. In addition to removing pigment molecules, however, GCB also retains the
planar pesticides because of •-• interactions between the graphitic carbon and the planar structures of the pesticides.
Previous work shows a near linear inverse relationship between pigment removal and recovery of planar pesticides.
Suggestions to overcome this problem include adding toluene to the extraction solvent to minimize binding to the GCB
and using smaller amounts of GCB to balance recovery of planar pesticides with color removal. Data show that neither of
these solutions is completely satisfactory. This presentation, will show a QuEChERS cleanup mix, Supel QuE Verde, that
comprises a proprietary GCB and a zirconia-containing adsorbent, Z-Sep+, to remove chlorophyll while maintaining high
recovery of planar as well as other pesticide residues in spinach, green pepper, kiwi, strawberry and oregano. Color
removal was determined using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer. Planar pesticide recovery was determined using a GCMS/MS Triple Quad. The effects of quantity and surface areas of GCB on the color removal and pesticide recovery will
also be discussed.
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Abstract Text
Laboratory analysis of human milk and serum for Persistent Organic Compounds (POPs) has become increasingly
important. Biomonitoring in which levels of toxic chemicals are assessed in humans (e.g., in breast milk and serum) has
received much attention in the last decade. Automation of the sample prep process can result in faster turn around time
of samples, lower costs, and improved quality of the data generated. As the amount of sample used in bio-monitoring
with Solid Phase Extraction is typically lower than in, e.g., water analysis, a micro system was used.
PCBs/PBDEs analysis serum: 2 g serum was added to 2g water and treated with 4g formic acid twice; 100 uL methanol,
100 uL HCl (pH~2) and 13C labeled standards were added. The sample was loaded on an HLB-500 cartridge (conditioned
with dichloromethane, methanol, water) with positive pressure and dried (N2). Elution with 12mLs DCM, volume
reduction to 3mLs, solvent-exchange with hexane. Cleanup over 2g acidified silica (in same system). Elution with 20 mLs
hexane, followed by volume reduction to 10 uL in 24 position vial evaporator.
PCDD/Fs analysis serum: 20g serum was mixed with 20g water and 2 x 40g formic acid. No methanol or HCl used; C18
cartridge used; 30 mLs DCM for elution; reduce to 5mLs and exchange to 5 mLs hexane. Subsequent clean up in
automated column chromatography system.
PCBs/PBDEs analysis milk: 1g milk (as received, not freeze dried) spiked with 13C labeled standards; absorbed into 1g
Hydromatrix™ cartridge; dried with N2 (positive pressure, no conditioning); elution with 12mLs DCM; subsequent steps
same as for serum.
PCDD/Fs analysis milk: 5g milk plus 13C labeled standards absorbed into 5 g of Hydromatrix™; dried with N2; elution 20
mLs DCM; volume reduction to 5 mLs; exchange with hexane. Subsequent cleanup in automated chromatography system.
All analyses were done with high res GC/MS. Milk and serum gave excellent recoveries (all POPs) with detection levels at
the low pg level.
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Abstract Text
Kendrick mass defect plots etc. are common graphical tools to visualize data from high resolution mass spectrometers
(HRMS). Even plots from very complex mixtures (e.g. petrochemical samples) show structured features, indicating
homologous series for various substance classes. However, a drawback is the inability of HRMS to resolve the isomeric
composition behind the elemental sum-formulas. This motivates the hyphenation of HRMS to high resolution
chromatography. Especially comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography (GCxGC) is able to resolve the isomeric
composition of complex mixtures. Compound classes and isomeric compositions depict a structured order in the
separation plane. Complementary information from both techniques could be combined to build up novel
chromatographic resolved mass defect plots. A GCxGC-HRMS system was used to analyze petrochemical fractions. Mass
spectra can be acquired by the high resolving multi-reflection time-of-flight MS with up to 200 Hz at mass
resolutions/accuracies better than 25.000/1 ppm, respectively. For demonstration of the novel information space,
different petrochemical matrices (e.g. Diesel fuel with FAME, Heavy Fuel Oil or Fischer-Tropsch condensates (FTC)) were
analyzed. While e.g. the Diesel Fuel represent a pure hydrocarbon matrix (beside of the oxygenated FAME content), HFO
also comprises N- and S-containing compound classes. The mean mass defect plots were coherent with direct MS data
obtained from ultra-high resolution instrumentation (FT-ICR). Variations in the isomeric composition, however, can be
observed by adding one or two chromatographic dimensions to the mass defect plots. The technique was then applied to
a series of FTC samples. Different FTC generated by a FT model-reactor operated at different reaction temperatures
where analyzed. A shift in the isomeric composition (degree of branching) as well as oxidation level due to the
temperature differences could be readily detected by GCxGC-HRMS.
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Abstract Text
Acid hydrolyzed vegetable protein (aHVP) is used for flavoring a wide variety of foods and also in the production of nonfermented soy sauce. During the production of aHVP, chloropropanols including 3-monochloropropane-1,2-diol (3MCPD) and 1,3 dichloropropane-2-ol (1,3 DCP) can be formed through the reaction of the hydrochloric acid catalyst and
residual fat and the reaction of 3-MCPD with acetic acid, respectively. 3-MCPD is a carcinogen and a suspected genotoxin
in humans. The European Union (EU) has set a maximum level of 0.02 ppm of 3-MCPS in aHVP, and the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) set a guidance limit of 1 ppm of 3-MCPD in aHVP. Prior to the guidance level being set, a survey of
55 samples performed by the FDA found 33% of samples to have concentrations greater than 1 ppm. An AOAC method
was used for this analysis, which is time consuming, labor intensive, and requires excessive solvents. A new survey of 60
sauces was performed in 2015 to determine if concentrations have changed since 2008 using newer, more rapid
methods. Alternative methods were investigated, including derivatization of 3-MCPD using phenylboronic acid and
headspace analysis for 1,3 DCP. Additionally, a new technique using microvial thermal desorption coupled with GCMS
was developed involving minimal sample preparation and the rapid assessment of 3-MCPD contamination in soy sauce
samples.
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Abstract Text
Comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography/time-of-flight mass spectrometry (GCxGC-TOFMS)has been
commercially available since 2002; however, the development of methods, the selection of column dimensions and GC
conditions, continues to be a challenge. Generally, analysts have relied on examples in the published literature which
typically use a 30 m x 0.25 mm primary column, a 1 to 2 m x 0.1 mm secondary column and a long modulation period (5 10 sec). A methodology for optimized GCxGC has been described in the literature, but is has not yet been widely
accepted. In this lecture we present results of an evaluation of a GCxGC method development software tool utilizing the
theory of optimized GCxGC. In a fully automatic mode, the tool calculates the optimal lengths of the primary and
secondary column, the optimal flow rate, and the optimal heating rate for the user selected column diameters, transfer
line dimensions, carrier gas, modulator-generated peak width, and second dimension peak capacity. The tool can also
operate in a partially automatic mode or a totally manual mode in which the user can select all parameters.
The tool was evaluated by comparing experimental results (two-dimensional peak capacity) to the predicted results of the
tool for a range of conditions including first and second column dimensions, column flow, heating rate, and modulation
period. The experimental data were collected on a GCxGC-TOFMS system with a quad jet, LN2-cooled modulator.
Preliminary data indicate that the experimental results are sufficiently accurate for providing good initial conditions for
GCxGC method development.
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Abstract Text
The application of coupled techniques in the field of thermogravimetric analysis is well established, particularly for the
investigation of the chemistry of thermal decomposition and identification of the evolved species. However, these
techniques have limitations, especially when a large number of molecules are evolved simultaneously. For that reason a
more comprehensive TG-GC-MS technique, which involves a separation of the evolving species by GC and identification
by MS, became a necessity. SETARAM and Automation worked at designing a TG-GC-MS line allowing to coordinate TGA
measurements with injections on the GC column. The system includes an appropriate automated sampling loop that
allows either injection of the gas stream in the GC column or releasing it outside the system. All gases evolving from the
TGA furnace also flow through the sample loop so their concentration in the loop reflects the exact gas ratio in the
furnace. The whole line, including the sampling loop is designed to withstand high temperatures and can be heated up to
350 °C. Switching between injections and venting can be done during the sample decomposition process. Three main
modes of operation are available: Examples related to the study of the decomposition of polymers (including
polystyrene) illustrate how this technique that can give more in-depth understanding of the degradation of complex
substances. The presence of small quantities of heavy molecules with high boiling points (e.g. styrene dimer) can be
detected in a gas flow rich in other substances.
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Abstract Text
There is an increasing demand for materials made from sustainable and renewable resources such as cellulose. Natural
cellulose contains crystalline domains and amorphous domains. In a controlled sulfuric acid hydrolysis, amorphous
domains decompose and the remaining crystalline domains are commonly referred as cellulose nanocrystals (CNC). CNC
are among the most exciting cutting edge materials currently used for liquid crystals and reinforcing polymers. They also
have potential for many new applications such as antibacterial films, biomedical implants, etc.Here, a hydrothermal
synthesis of 1-2 nm carbonaceous fibers from CNC is reported. CNC used in this work had 20±6 nm width with 107±55
nm length and were treated in a Teflon® lined autoclave at 240°C. The nanofibers were characterized by AFM, TEM,
Raman spectroscopy and XRD. AFM measurements of the fibers on different substrates revealed their hydrophilic nature.
TEM images indicated strong van der Waals forces between individual nanofibers leading to the formation of bundles of
various shapes and sizes. The comparison of Raman spectra before and after the hydrothermal treatment of CNC,
revealed the formation of graphitic hydrochar. The demonstration of the nanofiber synthesis via the hydrothermal
treatment of CNC can lead to the development of environmentally friendly technology for producing carbon nanofibers.
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Abstract Text
Large area graphene is a zero band gap semi-metal with the valence and conduction bands intersecting at the K points in
the Brillouin zone. Band gap engineering of graphene by lateral confinement of charge carriers into pseudo onedimensional nanostructures like graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) and nanomesh has been demonstrated both
experimentally and theoretically. The most commonly used methods for patterning graphene, including electron-beam
lithography (EBL), nano-imprint lithography (NIL) and block co-polymer lithography (BCP) use an etch mask to selectively
protect a certain region of graphene and the exposed graphene region is removed using O2 plasma. However, the GNRs
fabricated using these methods typically have a high degree of edge roughness and edge functionalization of the C atoms
which introduces doping and significantly alters the charge carrier mobility and band gap of graphene. In this work, largegrain single-layer graphene films were grown using chemical vapor deposition (CVD). GNRs with widths varying from 30 –
200 nm were patterned using electron-beam lithography (EBL) and O2 plasma treatment. We use Raman spectroscopy
and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) for detailed characterization of the GNR edges. Thermal annealing and
electrochemical reduction was used to partially repair the edge defects created by the O2 plasma treatment. The
electrical properties of GNRs, such as charge carrier mobility, extent of doping and band gap were characterized by
fabricating field-effect transistors (FETs). Finally, we demonstrate the enhanced sensitivity of the GNR-FET devices by
investigating their performance as a chemical and biological sensor.
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Abstract Text
Thorough understanding of solvent swelling of block copolymer microdomains will help control microdomain
morphology/alignment via solvent vapor annealing and the chemical separation efficiency of block copolymer
membranes. This presentation will discuss the effects of solvent swelling on the molecular permeability, dimensions and
alignment of individual cylindrical microdomains in polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene oxide) (PS-b-PEO) thin films (ca. 50
µm thick). These films were prepared from 30 wt% PS-b-PEO solutions in benzene or THF between two glass coverslips,
as reported previously (JPCB 2014, 118, 11406). The cylindrical PEO microdomains were doped with sulforhodamine B
(SRB) dye molecules, and aligned in the direction of solution flow. The diffusional motions of individual SRB molecules
were measured using single-molecule tracking (SMT) as a function of film drying time. The radii and orientation of the
individual microdomains were determined using orthogonal regression methods, and the microdomain permeability was
assessed from diffusion coefficients of individual SRB molecules. We have found that the microdomain orientation was
similar regardless of drying time, as expected for shear-induced alignment of PS-b-PEO assembles in the fairly
concentrated solution. The radius and permeability gradually decreased with increased drying time. Both solvents
exhibited similar drying-induced changes in these microdomain properties, suggesting that these solvents similarly swell
the PS and PEO microdomains as expected from their solubility parameters. Importantly, no clear correlations were
observed between microdomain radius and diffusion coefficient for individual microdomains, likely due to the wide
distribution of microdomain properties in the PS-b-PEO films.
This work was funded by the US-DOE (DE-FG02-12ER16095).
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Abstract Text
Closed-ended carbon nanotubes (CNTs) filled with different inorganic materials have potential theranostic applications
[1]. The spontaneous closure of CNT tips [2] has also been demonstrated for multi-walled CNTs under different
conditions. Therefore, filling experiments were performed on both single and multi-walled CNTs with different inorganic
materials including samarium(III) chloride, gadolinium(III) chloride, iodine, sodium iodide and barium iodide. Multi-walled
CNTs have more attractive properties due to their larger cavity, ease of functionalization and dispersion when compared
to single-walled CNTs, which may provide increased biocompatibility and theranostic efficacy of the material at hand [3].
After the removal of external non-encapsulated material, different qualitative and quantitative analytical techniques were
employed to describe filled material within CNTs including thermogravimetric analysis, inductively coupled plasma and
scanning and transmission electron microscopy. The presence of the chosen payloads has been confirmed within carbon
nanotubes. The novel material can find its use in in-vitro and in-vivo imaging and therapy [3].
[1] S.Y. Hong, G. Tobias, K.T. Al-Jamal, B. Ballesteros, H. Ali-Boucetta, S.L. Perez, P.D. Nellist, R.B. Sim, C. Finucane, S.J.
Mather, M.L.H. Green, K. Kostarelos, B.G. Davis, Nat Mater, 9, 485 (2010).
[2] L. Shao, G. Tobias, Y. Huh and M.L.H. Green, Carbon, 44, 2849 (2006).
[3] M. Martincic, G. Tobias, Expert Opin Drug Deliv, 12(4), 563 (2015).
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Abstract Text
Driven by the motivation of manipulating microscopic objects to even molecules, a series of structures composed of
aromatic chassis, axles, and wheels, named “nanocars” have been synthesized to translate on a solid surface. The
ultimate goal is to incorporate “motor”, a structure that could convert external energy such as electricity, heat, or light to
mechanical motion, to achieve controlled movement of the nanocar. Monitoring and understating molecular movement
at the single molecule level is the first step. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), which provides atomic scale resolution,
is the most used techniques in probing molecular surface diffusion. However, the requirement of conductive substrates
limits the applicable surfaces. Furthermore, due to the electrical beam, the imaged structure and the movement of the
molecule are perturbed in the image collection process. To overcome this problem, we use non-perturbing single
molecule fluorescence microscopy (SMFM) to study diffusion of 4-adamantane-wheeled nanocars on different surfaces.
We found that both the molecule mobility and their diffusion trajectory show a time-dependence. That provides us the
diffusion kinetics of 4-wheeled nanocar on different surfaces. With understanding different kinetics behaviors associating
with surface properties, it extends our knowledge to design better system to manipulate molecules on solid surface.
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Abstract Text
Metallic nanostructures with hallow interior have been studied for their potential applications in nano-electronics and
nano-medicine. In this study, we propose to use metallic nanotubes as carriers for controlled delivery of medicines with
light. High aspect ratio tungsten nanotubes were synthesized by combing nanopore templates and vapor-phased atomic
layer deposition (ALD). The tungsten nanotubes can have a dimension from 70 nm to 350 nm outer diameter (OD) with a
thickness of 20 nm and a length of 5~40 micrometers. We focus on their response to laser induced heating. Specifically,
tungsten nanotubes exposed to a laser beam respond to light differently depending on the surroundings medium and the
laser power. Finally, their potential as a drug delivery carrier is studied using bodipy dye as the probe. We demonstrate
that we are able to encapsulate and release the dye molecules from the nanotubes in a controlled manner.
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Abstract Text
Carbon nanotube (CNT) film was evaluated as an optically transparent electrode (OTE) for thin layer
spectroelectrochemistry. Chemically inert CNT arrays were synthesized by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) using thin
films of Fe and Co as catalysts. Vertically aligned CNT arrays were drawn onto a quartz slide to form CNT films that
constituted the OTE. Good Adequate conductivity and transparency make this material a good OTE for
spectroelectrochemistry. These properties could be varied by the number of layers of CNTs used to form the OTE.
Detection in the UV/near UV region down to 200 nm can be achieved using these transparent CNT films on quartz. The
OTE was characterized by transmission electron microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, UVvisible spectroscopy, cyclic voltammetry, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, and thin layer
spectroelectrochemistry. Ferricyanide, tris-(2,2’-bipyridine) ruthenium(II) chloride, and cytochrome c were used as
representative redox probes for thin layer spectroelectrochemistry using the CNT film OTE and the results correlated well
with their known properties. Direct electron transfer of cytochrome c was achieved on the CNT film electrode.
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Abstract Text
Protein isolation and digestion are vital steps in mass spectrometry (MS) studies of protein structures, interactions and
post-translational modifications. However, conventional bead-based affinity isolation suffers from long incubation times
because of slow diffusion within bead pores, and in-solution digestion usually takes hours because of the low protease
concentration required to avoid self-digestion. Porous membranes are an attractive alternative platform for these
operations because convective flow rapidly transports proteins to functional sites in membrane pores, and protease
immobilization avoids self-digestion. Integrating membrane technology into pipette tips should make isolation and
digestion especially convenient. For example, pushing a protein-containing solution through a protease-containing
membrane at the end of a pipette tip enables proteolysis in 30 s or less. Passage of an apomyoglobin solution through a
trypsin-modified membrane in 30 s achieves more complete proteolysis than in-solution digestion for 30 min. Similar
digestion of the monoclonal antibody Herceptin in a pepsin-containing membrane and subsequent direct infusion
electrospray ionization-MS analysis gives 100% peptide coverage for the light chain and 90% for the heavy chain. In
protein isolation, pipetting a His-tagged protein-containing solution through a membrane modified with Ni[sup]2+[/sup]
complexes and subsequent rinsing and elution yield purified His-tagged protein in 2 minutes. Stacking membranes or
increasing membrane area can increase protein-binding capacity if necessary. These results demonstrate that membranebased devices connected directly to pipette tips enable convenient proteolysis or protein purification, potentially for highthroughput studies when coupled to robotic systems.
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Abstract Text
The extraction and purification of DNA represents a significant bottleneck in nucleic acid analysis. Very recently,
hydrophobic magnetic ionic liquids (MILs) were employed as solvents for the rapid and efficient extraction of DNA from
aqueous solution and bacterial cell lysate. By application of a magnetic field, the DNA-enriched MIL microdroplets were
readily isolated from bulk aqueous sample medium. Although the MIL-based procedure allowed for a rapid extraction
step, isolation of sufficiently pure nucleic acid from the MIL extraction phase proved to be a time-consuming and laborintensive challenge. In this study, a novel strategy for the MIL-based extraction of plasmid DNA (pDNA) followed by
immediate polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification of a target gene is described. Two hydrophobic MILs including
trihexyl(tetradecyl)phosphonium tetrachloroferrate(III) ([P6,6,6,14+][FeCl4•]) and benzyltrioctylammonium
bromotrichloroferrate(III) ([(C8)3BnN+][FeCl3Br•]) were investigated as solvents for rapid nucleic acid analysis. Both the
paramagnetic anion and the hydrophobic cation components of the two MILs studied were found to inhibit PCR.
However, careful design of the components within a PCR buffer enabled the direct addition of pDNA-enriched MIL to a
PCR tube for successful amplification of a target gene without further sample purification. Sequence analysis of the PCR
amplicon obtained from MIL-facilitated DNA analysis revealed an identical sequence when compared to a standard. The
optimized PCR conditions provided a suitable medium for the amplification of pDNA extracted from bacterial cell lysate,
demonstrating the feasibility of integrating MIL solvents with biochemical assays for rapid DNA analysis.
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Abstract Text
The goal of this work is to develop a comprehensive approach for ambient laser ablation sampling for mass spectrometry
and other bioanalytical techniques which enables localized extraction of tissue material for high-throughput tandem mass
spectrometry proteomics analysis. An optical parametric oscillator laser system operating in the 3 [micro]m wavelength
region of the mid-infrared is used to ablate material from tissue samples that is drawn into a capillary by means of suction
or captured by interception with a solvent. The vacuum capture approach displays higher material recovery at the
expense of an increased downstream sample process time and it is indicated for sampling experiments aimed to obtain
the largest amount of information. The liquid capture approach has higher multiplex sampling capabilities and lower
sample-to-sample processing time which result in a method suitable for fast profiling techniques. In vacuum capture
mode, the material is drawn to a filter cartridge. The collected material is brought into solution and further processed, for
example by filter aided sample preparation (FASP) bottom-up proteomic workflow, before being analyzed with nanoLC
coupled to tandem MS/MS. Alternatively, the solubilized material can be deposited on a target for MALDI analysis. Liquid
capture can be performed using 96 or 384 format well plates and the ablated material can be either further processed as
previously described or stored. We have found that it is possible to transfer large intact proteins (MW>100 kDa) from thin
tissue samples and that the captured samples can be processed without addition of surfactants. Multi-compartmental
proteomic analyses have been achieved from sampling area as small as 500x500 [micro]m. Evaluation of high throughput
proteomics performances, both in data dependent as well as independent modes, are currently being conducted using
high resolution quadrupole time of flight mass spectrometry with ion mobility capabilities.
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Abstract Text
Solid Phase Extraction (SPE) is an excellent cleanup solution for bioanalytical samples because it is selective, reproducible,
and results in ultra-clean and concentrated samples. While the technique is effective, traditional formats such as 10 mg
96-well plates or tubes pose challenges for small or limited sample volumes and can result in dilute eluents if the sample
is not dried down and reconstituted after the extraction procedure. This dry down step can require 30 or more minutes,
adding a significant amount of time to the procedure. To overcome these challenges, the µElution 96-well SPE plate
format was developed. The µElution SPE plates contain significantly less sorbent as compared to a traditional 10 mg 96well SPE plate, allowing analysts to elute in volumes as low as 25 µL. These low elution volumes result in ultraconcentrated samples that do not need to be blown down. In this talk, we will demonstrate the time savings and increase
in sensitivity that can be achieved by moving a 10 mg SPE method to the µElution format.
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Abstract Text
[i]In vivo[/i] sampling methodologies are commonly used to describe chemical compositions for a wide range of analytes;
however, most sampling methods are relatively large, and measurements are susceptible to bias from tissue damage. This
is particularly problematic for brain tissue slice models, commonly used in neuroscience experiments. Low-flow push-pull
perfusion sampling (LFPS) utilizes a gentle perfusion of tissue at the tip of a capillary and is well suited for brain slices.
Nonetheless, the relatively large dimensions of LFPS probe may still bias sample composition due to tissue damage. The
objective of this work is to build, characterize, and demonstrate the use of a pulled LFPS probe that will collect
extracellular fluid from smaller tissues volumes and reduce the probability of damage-induced tissue bias.
The probes are fabricated using fused-silica capillaries in a concentric design similar to literature reports by us. The ends
of the probe are secured into a vertical puller where a hanging weight is used to provide the axial force necessary to pull
the probe. A small section (1-4mm) of the probe is heated with a butane flame. Softened fused-silica is pulled by gravity,
and a fine tip is produced. This method provides an average 50 µm outer diameter probe tip while delivering consistent
shape and length confirmed by optical microscopy. [i]In vitro[/i] calibration was performed to characterize stable infusion
and withdrawal flow rates at 10-15 nL/min. Relative recovery of amino acids, glycine and arginine, with the natively
fluorescent molecule, riboflavin, from quiescent solutions showed 70-80% recovery. To demonstrate the applicability of
these probes, they were used to sample extracellular fluid from mouse hippocampal tissue slices. Collected samples were
analyzed to determine amino acid content using capillary electrophoresis with laser induced fluorescence. Although the
probe size is similar to those in electrophysiology, the probes differentiate by allowing direct chemical information which
is likely to be significant for modern neurochemistry.
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Abstract Text
Porous membranes are attractive for rapid protein isolation because convection efficiently transports proteins to affinity
sites. However, creation of membranes with high binding capacities requires modification of pore walls with films that
rapidly adsorb multilayers of protein. This work employs layer-by-layer adsorption of star-polyelectrolytes to create
coatings with large pores that may enhance the rate of protein capture in these films. Specifically, we synthesized starpoly(acrylic acid) (star-pAA) and star-poly(2-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate) (star-pDMAEMA) with 3, 4 and 6 arms and
examined the morphology and protein-binding capacities of films prepared through adsorption of these polymers. AFM
images of multilayer (star-pDMAEMA/star-pAA)n films on gold-coated wafers reveal pore diameters ranging from 200550 nm, depending on the number of arms in the polymer and the number of bilayers, n, in the films. Layer-by-layer
adsorption of star-pAA and star-pDMAEMA in porous hydroxylated nylon gives membranes that bind proteins via ionexchange interactions, and the binding capacity increases with the number of adsorbed bilayers and varies with the
deposition pH and number of arms on the polymers. Such membranes capture as much as 120 mg of lysozyme per cm3 of
membrane, which is more than twice the capacity of commercial ion-exchange membranes. Derivatization of the starpAA side chains with aminobutyl nitrilotriacetate•Ni2+ complexes allows formation of membranes that selectively bind
polyhistidine-tagged proteins. Such membranes capture 50 mg of polyhistidine-tagged ubiquitin per cm3 of membrane,
which is similar to the capacity of commercial beads.
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Abstract Text
Different geometrical configurations of SPME have been directly coupled to mass spectrometry aiming to diminish matrix
effects, improving detection limits, and enhancing the analysis throughput. Although SPME fibres have been used for
decades, its maximum quantitative potential has remained fully unexplored. Herein, we present the direct coupling of
biocompatible-SPME (Bio-SPME) fibres to mass spectrometry via nano-ESI emitters as a powerful tool for fast
quantitative analysis of target analytes in biofluids. The total sample preparation time does not exceed 2 minutes and, by
selecting the appropriate fibre length and sample vessel, sample volumes ranging between 10 and 1500 •L can be
scrutinized. Limits of detection in the sub-nanogram per millilitre, great accuracy (• 90 %), and outstanding linearity (r •
0.99) were achieved for all the studied probes in PBS, urine, plasma, and whole blood. Given that Bio-SPME-nano-ESI
efficiently integrates sample clean-up, analyte extraction/enrichment, and ionization, our results demonstrated that it is
an advantageous configuration for bioanalytical applications such as therapeutic drug monitoring, doping in sports and
pharmacological studies. In addition, this study thoroughly evaluates the effect of the coating characteristics (e.g.
thickness, coating chemistry, and coating length) on the performance of Bio-SPME-nano-ESI.
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Abstract Text
Electrospun nanofibers can serve as a great sensing platform as it is facile process and has great versatility as these fibers
can be functionalized to detect a wide assortment of analytes. Substrates made from electrospun microfiber and dropcast films of polyaniline (PANi)/ (+)camphor-10-sulfonic acid (HCSA)/polyethylene oxide (PEO) composite doped with
variants of graphene oxide were fabricated and evaluated as chemiresistor for sensing gas analytes. This new approach of
improving PANi gas sensor performance is shown using varied GO dopants that have been reduced by various methods to
different degree of oxidation. The GO were reduced thermally at 500 C (trGO) and also chemically reduced by citrate
reduction for 6 hours (crGO-6) and 24 hours (crGO-24) which gave tunable enhancement for the sensor. Upon exposure
of the sensor substrate to small chain alcohol vapors, the crGO-6 dopant exhibited higher sensitivity than the other
dopants which suggest that this dopant improves sensor performance via increase electrical conductivity that surpasses
the non-reduced GO, and enhanced hydrogen bonding capability over that of the crGO-24. The electrospun fibers
outperformed the drop-cast films in terms of response time, linear range, and sensitivity due to the increased specific
surface area of the sensing membrane. Sensor array consisting of all three reduced GO dopant in the PANi/HSCA/PEO
substrate successfully identified methanol, ethanol, and propanol vapors using principal component analysis (PCA).
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Abstract Text
The US EPA’s Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) requires that all surface water be filtered and disinfected before
consumption. This requires the development of low-cost, innovative nanotechnologies that can efficiently detect and
remove microbial contaminants from drinking water. Microorganisms are in sizes of nanometesr to hundreds of
nanometers, which limits the choice of method in decontamination. We have developed nano-structured poly(amic) acid
membranes integrated with chitosan by glutaraldehyde in order to decontaminate tap-water [1, 2]. The synthesized semiinterpenetrating membrane showed improved mechanical properties and excellent solvent resistance against buffers and
many organic solvents, which makes them eligible for tap water decontamination. Filtration capacity of the membranes
were tested against three water contaminants, namely Escherichia coli, Citrobacter freundii and Staphylococcus
epidermidis with absolute removal achieved using through dead end and tangential flow filtrations. In this work, we are
exploiting the strong affinity of mannose-containing oligosaccharides with fimbrial lectin for E.coli detection [3]. E. coli,
being one of the most widely used indicators for fecal contamination, is a rational target choice for determining whether
or not drinking water is safe for consumption. We seek to improve the sustainability of drinking water and wastewater
treatment facilities through the development of nano-structured sensor/membranes with the capabilities for rapid,
ultrasensitive, and highly selective detection by utilizing the high affinity of mannose for the FimH lectin of E. coli type 1
pili. This work combines the selective ligands with electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance for ultrasensitive detection
of E.coli at sub-infectious doses.
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Abstract Text
Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) biosensor is a highly sensitive signal transducer from a biochemical reaction. Hence,
many applications such as affinity evaluation of protein, monitoring of environmental pollutants, medical diagnosis,
detection of explosives, have been studied. However, know to date, the miniaturized SPR sensor is not commercialized
yet. Since SPR can detect the mass change in pg cm-2 order at the interface, it is used for monitoring of the initial process
of biochemical reaction. As a result, the obtained data includes huge error, because the observed signal change is quite
small. Thus, the signal amplification is essentially necessary for a practical use. In this study, we have studied the indirect
competitive inhibition method for immunosensing that used for detection of antibody (Mw > 10 kDa) instead of small
analyte (illegal compound in food: clenbuterol: Mw = 277). However, it could not be achieved the commercialization,
because enough SPR signal change was not obtained. In order to further enhance SPR signal change, the antibody was
devised with Au nanoparticle in this study. Here, primary antibody was modified with Au nanoparticle, and it was applied
to immunosensing. The size dependence of Au nanoparticle and the comparison of secondary antibody modification were
studied. We also report here the signal amplification mechanism based on kinetics and the characterization of
immunosensing by using STM, XPS, FT-IR and electrochemical methods. Briefly, it was found that the signal change and
the sensitivity increased by 10 times (8 mdeg. to 80 mdeg.) and 40 times (2 ppt (pg/mL) to 50 ppq (fg/mL)), respectively.
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Abstract Text
Gasoline adulteration is a persistent problem that can have significant impact on the economy, environment and
consumer vehicle reliability. Unfortunately, traditional detection methods are either expensive and require expert
knowledge (e.g. GC-MS, Dye markers, etc.) or inexpensive yet not very robust (e.g. evaporation /distillation techniques,
density based techniques etc). As a result, there is a need for accurate detection methods that are simplistic yet cost
effective. One approach that could satisfy these criteria are the use of Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) based crossreactive sensor arrays. Herein, we present a simple method for detection of common gasoline adulterants using a novel
QCM sensing approach based on chemical affinity, viscoelasticity, and harmonics. In this regard, we present an ionic liquid
based QCM virtual multisensor array for highly accurate identification and quantification of gasoline adulterants.
This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship Program
under grant number DGE-1247192; National Science Foundation under grant numbers, CHE-1243916 and CHE-1307611;
and funds form the Phillip W. West Endowment to IMW.
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Abstract Text
Cocaine is a well-known and highly addictive competitive inhibitor of the dopamine transporter (DAT) shown to upregulate dopamine (DA) signaling in the dorsal striatum and nucleus accumbens regions of the brain. While the
concentrations of IV and IP injection dosages are predetermined, identifying actual drug concentration in specific regions
of the brain presents a challenge. Microdialysis has commonly been used to sample the extracellular space of the brain,
but fails to accurately determine local analyte concentration due to spatial averaging, unknown extracellular volume, and
probe-triggered immune response. We have developed an aptamer-based selective cocaine sensor designed to directly
quantify cocaine concentration in discrete regions of the extracellular space in vivo. The probe consists of an array of 16
individual gold electrodes (38 µm diameter) positioned along a single 60 µm x 15 mm (w x l) silicon shank. After
electrodeposition of a fresh gold layer, a monolayer of 3’ methylene blue (MB) functionalized cocaine-binding aptamer
was covalently bound to the electrode surface and remaining regions of unbound gold were treated with 6-mercapto-1hexanol (MCH). The cocaine-binding aptamer robustly exhibits a concentration dependent conformation shift in the
presence of cocaine, bringing the electroactive MB closer to the electrode surface. Using 100Hz square wave
voltammetry detection, the sensor exhibits sub second temporal resolution and selectivity for cocaine over dopamine,
GABA, pH and several other neurochemically relevant interferents. The aptasensor currently exhibits a 10 µM lower limit
of detection and sensitivity over at least three orders of magnitude. The cocaine sensor exhibits stable baseline signal in
the rat dorsal striatum over an 8 hour sampling period and immediately detects local injection of a 1 µL bolus of 250mM
cocaine solution in vivo.
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Abstract Text
A monolayer assembly of silver nanodisks (AgNDs) was fabricated on the surface of a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
polymer substrate using the Langmuir-Blodgett technique. Upon stretching the PDMS substrate, the localized surface
plasmon resonance (LSPR) spectrum of the AgND monolayer is blue shifted when the incident light excitation is polarized
parallel to the stretching direction. Conversely, a red shift in the LSPR spectrum of the AgND monolayer is observed in the
case of light polarization orthogonal to the stretching direction. The magnitude of the shift in the LSPR spectrum is
proportional to the degree of stretching of the PDMS substrate. Stretching PDMS in one direction causes its shrinking in
the orthogonal direction. Consequently, the interparticle distance between individual AgNDs on the PDMS surface
increases in the same direction as the mechanical stretching and simultaneously decreases in the orthogonal direction.
The different optical responses of the AgND assembly on the surface of stretched PDMS when excited with different
polarization directions is due to the changing strength of the plasmon field coupling, which is inversely proportional to the
separation gap between the AgNDs. The experimentally measured LSPR spectra upon stretching the PDMS substrate to
different lengths and varying the incident light polarization were confirmed using the discrete dipole approximation
calculation technique. The same optical response was obtained for an AgND monolayer sandwiched between two PDMS
substrates. Covering the surface of the AgND monolayer on the PDMS substrate with another PDMS layer on top
eliminates their deformation after multiple stretching-shrinking cycles and increases its chemical stability.
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Abstract Text
Adsorption of molecules on surfaces plays an important role in many different technical applications, and can be
influenced by many factors. Molecular parameters such as polarity and solubility are expected to play an important role
in adsorption. We are studying the effect of polarity and solubility on the adsorption of aromatic molecules on noble
metal surfaces using the technique of surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS). Detection of low concentrations of
analytes of interest such as explosives and toxic chemicals is possible using SERS, but only if the molecule adsorbs to the
surface. To reduce the relative lack of information on what causes molecules to adsorb, we have studied different series
of aromatic thiol and nitrogen-containing molecules with different substituents that lead to varying levels of overall
molecular polarity and solubility. These factors have been showed to have an effect on adsorption rates, equilibrium
constants, and binding energies. These measurements show trends which can provide predictive power for determining
the SERS response.
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Abstract Text
A biological molecule such as a peptide or protein usually requires an aqueous environment to fold into the native
structure to be active. For a biomolecule immobilized on a surface, its activity may be optimized via maintaining its native
structure as well as controlling its orientation. Such native structure and orientation usually collapse in air, therefore the
biological function is greatly reduced or completely lost. In this study, a simple and reversible method to stabilize and
control the “native” structure and orientation of surface immobilized biomolecules in air using sugar coating was
developed. The immobilized biomolecule structure and orientation were examined using sum frequency generation
vibrational spectroscopy and circular dichroic spectroscopy. We believe that this method is general and can be applied to
other more complicated molecules, providing new potential on the improvement of heterogeneous bio-catalysis in harsh
or “water-free” conditions.
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Abstract Text
Various fiber spectroscopy methods can be used for process control and medical diagnostics: transmission/absorption,
diffuse reflection, fluorescence and Raman scattering. They can be used alone or combined - to enhance sensitivity and
accuracy in media composition analysis. Review of research fiber spectrometers will be done to compare them with
promising fiber sensors designed for customized applications. Portable and robust fiber sensors may accelerate
development of various process-control solutions because of their low price, small size, high speed and easy reading.
Their industrial application will assist in a better yield of products with enhanced quality. Fiber spectroscopy used for
reaction monitoring in labs and for process control in industry provides well known advantages:
1)eliminates the need to take samples for lab analysis from a running process as fiber probes enables direct media
analysis in-line/in-citu;
2)remote process-control can be done at long distance - up to 300m in UV-Vis-NIR range, where silica fibers possess by
high transmission;
3)robust design of industrial spectral probes can withstand to toxic, aggressive or radioactive media and to the harsh
reaction conditions: high pressure, high or low temperature, vibrations, etc.
As silica fibers could transmit light till 2.2µm only, the new Mid IR-fiber probes are used for 2-17µm finger-print range the most reach by specific bands used for molecular vibration analysis. Process control by spectral changes of media can
be done with complex spectral systems and optimal chemometric model, but total cost of such a solution can be too high
for volume applications. Customized fiber sensors may eliminated this trouble to expand PAT methods into industrial
applications and medical diagnostics. This possibility will be presented in review of promising fiber sensors based on LED
and tunable Fabry-Perot MEMS filters - with examples of promising applications in industry and for oncology diagnostics.
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Abstract Text
Buried interfacial structures containing epoxy underfills are important in the microelectronics industry and their
structures determine the interfacial adhesion properties of electronic devices and ultimately their lifetime. Weak
adhesion and delamination at such interfaces lead to premature failure of microelectronic devices. In this work, sum
frequency generation (SFG) vibrational spectroscopy, an intrinsically surface sensitive technique, was utilized to
investigate the molecular structure of buried epoxy interfaces before and after accelerated stress testing. This technique
was used in order to relate the molecular-level structural changes of the epoxy systems to the macroscopic adhesion
strength and determine if silane adhesion promoters can affect a polymer/epoxy system. Two controls systems were
used; a hydrophilic and hydrophobic surface, interfacial water was detected after hygrothermal aging on the hydrophilic
surface but was not detected on the hydrophobic surface. Lap shear analysis was performed and it was found that the
hydrophilic surface had greatly reduced in adhesion strength after aging, much more reduced than the hydrophobic
surface. To determine if the adhesion strength could be increased after aging, silane adhesion promoters, (3aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane (ATMS), (3-glycidoxypropyl)trimethoxysilane (GPS), and octadecyltrimethoxysilane
(OTMS), were introduced into the system. For the hydrophilic model surface, each silane prevented interfacial water from
forming and increased adhesion strength after aging. For the hydrophobic model surface, ATMS and GPS increased the
adhesion strength, while OTMS did not change the adhesion strength after aging. This research demonstrates that
molecular structural studies of buried epoxy interfaces during hygrothermal aging using SFG vibrational spectroscopy can
greatly contribute to the overall understanding of moisture-induced failure mechanisms of organic adhesives found in
microelectronic packaging.
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Abstract Text
Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) is potentially a capable tool for detecting trace concentrations of analytes. In
order to predict the SERS activity of relevant toxic compounds, it is important to understand the nature of the binding of
these compounds to the noble metal surface. In this effort we have studied the binding of several nitrogen containing
aromatic chemicals to nanostructured gold surfaces from aqueous media. These studies have revealed that a complex
equilibrium state exists between the molecules and the gold surface that cannot be explained by a simple Langmuir
isotherm. The peak area of selected Raman features verses concentration data of each of the chemical analyzed suggests
two equilibrium states. The two equilibrium states could be attributed to concentration depended
arrangements/orientation and/or two types of adsorption sites . The Raman spectral data also shows observable
differences between the two observed equilibrium states. Our studies were expanded to investigate the causation of
the observed complex equilibrium state between these molecules and nanostructured gold surfaces.
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Abstract Text
Recent developments in transmission Raman spectroscopy (TRS) have culminated in regulatory approval for routine
content uniformity (CU) testing in pharmaceutical manufacturing. TRS is now used around the world as an alternative to
costly HPLC methods. This talk discusses best-practice method development, example CU method creation and the key
regulatory issues for a successful TRS CU method.
TRS as a technique for quantitative pharmaceutical analysis has been discussed since 2005 and commercially available
since 2010. It has several benefits over other spectroscopic methods, such as mid-IR NIR and even ssNMR and XRPD. TRS,
like transmission NIR, samples the bulk of the tablet; however, TRS spectra are sharp and feature-rich and directly
assignable to the chemical ingredients in the tablet, not the physical properties related to scattering. This makes the
analysis and method development simpler, the results easier to interpret, with a corresponding reduction in the time and
resource needed to build a model. As a practical non-invasive QC-laboratory technique TRS requires no sample
preparation and works with capsules and coated tablets – through as much as 10mm of powdered/tableted material.
As well as quantifying APIs in intact tablets TRS can also quantify the excipients, without adding greatly to the
development work, which is useful for formulation development and process development/validation. Measuring
polymorph content and residual crystallinity at levels of 0.1-1% w/w polymorph content in intact tablets makes it an ideal
alternative to X-ray and NMR methods for many applications.
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Abstract Text
For the last thirty years, reflecting microscopes interfaced to Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrometers have been
the method of choice to characterize microsamples. These so called FT-IR microscopes have grown in sophistication and
performance. The advantages of FT-IR microscopes lie in the ability to view, manipulate, and isolate the microsample.
Areas of disparate chemical properties can be measured separately by isolating the area with an aperture mask while
observing under magnification. This presentation shall concern the design and performance of a novel, low cost
microscope for FT-IR microspectrometry. The system operates in surface reflection, attenuated total reflection (ATR), and
transmission spectroscopy modes and interfaces to the sample compartment of commercial FT-IR spectrometers. The
microscope employs off-axis ellipsoidal mirrors with nominal 5X magnification. The observation of samples is
accomplished with a 2X magnification, parfocal optical microscope objective that images the specimen onto a 5
megapixel CMOS camera. A series of fixed aperture masks are used to isolate microsamples. These masks are controlled
automatically with a software program that is also used to display video images from the camera. The microscope
accommodates various sample supports and substrates including low-E glass slides, IR windows, and compression cells.
The microscope supports diamond, ZnSe, and Ge single reflection internal reflection elements (IRE) in the ATR mode.
Specimens can be observed through the IRE, if it is optically transparent. The performance of the system will be
demonstrated with spectra collected from microsamples including small diameter single fibers, paint chips, and surface
contaminants.
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Abstract Text
Novel Psychoactive Substances (NPS) have been associated with the cause of death in a number of cases in the United
States and have led investigators to rethink traditional drug monitoring protocols. Of particular interest to this
investigation are the variable phenethylamine chemical structures known as NBOMes’, which pose an emerging threat to
public health with incidence steadily growing over the past decade. In the culture of abuse, NBOMes are commonly
applied to blotter paper and administered sublingually to induce episodes of hallucinations (similar but more potent
effects when compared to LSD). This study considers two approaches for screening confiscated blotter paper to
determine the presence of NBOMes using high resolution mass spectrometry in forensic case studies. The first approach
is an extraction prior to UPLC-ESI-TOFMS. The second is DSA-TOFMS, a direct measurement using ambient ionization
mass spectrometry without chromatographic separation. The key advantage of the second approach would reduce the
analysis time per sample from minutes to seconds. Additional value added considerations in the reduction of consumable
cost and solvent waste should also be noted. Samples were prepared at Boston University-School of Medicine
Department of Biomedical Forensic Sciences (Boston, MA). These samples were analyzed at PerkinElmer’s Tech Center
(Oak Brook, IL). Feasibility of both approaches will be presented.
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Abstract Text
PTR-MS is a well-established direct injection trace gas analysis method with various advantages: high sensitivity, low
detection limits, no sample preparation and online quantification. The latter is possible because of well-known conditions
in the PTR drift tube and particularly simple because of low fragmentation caused by the chemical ionization via
H[sub]3[/sub]O[sup]+[/sup]. However, especially when quadrupole mass spectrometer based PTR-MS instruments are
used (instead of high mass resolution TOF analyzers), overlaps of product ions (protonated parent and fragment ions)
may occur and make data evaluation somewhat complicated.
Recently, we have published a series of studies which demonstrate that by changing the ionization conditions, such as the
reduced electric field strength in the PTR drift tube (E/N) or by switching the reagent ions (SRI) from
H[sub]3[/sub]O[sup]+[/sup] to NO[sup]+[/sup] or O[sub]2[/sub][sup]+[/sup], respectively, the selectivity of a PTR-MS
instrument can be considerably increased. Stimulated by these results we have developed a new software tool,
"Automated Measurement and Evaluation” (AME), which performes measurements at various ionization conditions and
subsequently processes the data with real-time output. We demonstrate this process using several examples. For
instance, isopropyl alcohol and acetic acid, two isobaric compounds, are both detected at m/z 61 (protonated parent) and
m/z 43 (fragment) in PTR-MS, which hinders identification and quantification. Using a substance library containing the
fragmentation ratios of both compounds at different E/N levels in combination with an ordinary least squares (OLS)
model, the AME software separates and quantifies the two isobars independently. Additionally, AME also averages the
data, to reduce noise, exports and displays the processed data. All these features have been implemented with industrial
monitoring applications in mind, where an automated process is required.
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Abstract Text
In this work, we report a method that combines MALDI mass spectrometry (MS) and Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR)
spectroscopy for determination of enzymatic activities and specificity of carbohydrate-lectin interactions.Functionalized
surfaces are established by immobilization of lipoic acid derivatives through gold-sulfur bonds. Specifically, lipoic amido
(LA)-octaethylene glycol (PEG8)-2,3,5,6-tetrafluorophenol (TFP) was used as a selected ligand in this study. Construction
and quality control of self-assembled monolayers of the ligands was monitored through SPR spectroscopy. Direct
measurement of molecular mass of the ligands on the surface was performed by MALDI-MS. The TFP ester group allowed
for facile immobilization of various bio-molecules, such as neurotensin and 4-aminophenyl glucopyranoside. The use of
the labeled biomolecules as substrates for measurement of enzyme activities has been demonstrated. Furthermore,
patterned resonance plasmonic microarrays were functionalized with LA-PEG8-TFP for fabrication of carbohydrates chips.
These chips were used for SPR imaging/MALDI-MS determination of the selectivity of lectins, the carbohydrate binding
proteins. From the results we have showed that the lipoic acid derivatives are ideal for functionalization of various
biomolecules on the surface. SPR in combination of MALDI-MS technique is effective for characterization of the ligands
and subsequently interactions on the gold surface, show high-quality performance. The biomolecule functionalized
surfaces reported here could find broad applications in enzyme activity study as well as investigation of lectincarbohydrate interactions.
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Abstract Text
Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) has become routinely integrated with mass spectrometry (MS), affording enhanced
selectivity and separation power for multidimensional analysis of complex mixtures while also providing molecular
structure information derived from ion collision cross-section measurements. The majority of modern ion mobility-mass
spectrometry platforms incorporate drift tube or traveling wave mobility stages between the ion source (or first
quadrupole) and a time-of-flight (ToF) mass analyzer. In these instruments, the resolving power of mobility separations is
severely limited by the need for operating at the reduced pressures required for ToF compatibility. Moreover, sensitivity
and resolving power are typically constrained by the ToF duty cycle and its effective flight path length. In an effort to
circumvent such drawbacks and improve the overall analytical performance of IM-MS instrumentation, we present work
coupling atmospheric pressure drift tube ion mobility spectrometry (AP-DTIMS) with a Thermo Scientific Orbitrap Q
ExactiveTM mass spectrometer. This new instrument enables achieving high-resolving power in the mobility separation
dimension together with ultra-accurate mass analysis. Experiments aimed at improving the duty cycle of the mobility
stage using digitally multiplexing will also be presented.
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Abstract Text
Introduction: Real-time metabolome analysis of live animals must be the ultimate goal for metabolomics, because it can
achieve to understand exact metabolome alteration in animals. Probe electrospray ionization (PESI) is a novel ionization
technique that enables direct endogenous compounds analysis in biological tissues without invasion and sample
preparation. We have proposed intact metabolome analysis of dissected mice liver samples by PESI/tandem mass
spectrometry (MS/MS). In this presentation, we applied PESI/MS/MS to real-time hepatic metabolome analysis of mice.
Analytical methods: An LCMS-8040 tandem mass spectrometer with probe electrospray ion source (Shimadzu) was used.
Small plastic pot were directly attached to the surface of liver of 129/sv mice under isoflurane anesthesia. After 1-day
recovery period, treated mice were set in front of the mass spectrometer and 50% EtOH aqueous solution were poured
into the pot. Under isoflurane anesthesia, real-time analysis for metabolites like ATP, sugars and intermediates of TCA
cycle was executed. Preliminary results: Loop time of the mass spectrometer and cycle time of probe movement of the
PESI ion source needed to be synchronized and thus were also optimized: loop time and the cycle time were optimized at
10 sec and 0.1 Hz, respectively. Under above-mentioned analytical condition, we could monitor real-time variation of
metabolites in live mice up to 15 min at 10-sec intervals at this time. In conclusion, real-time metabolome analysis by
PESI/MS/MS was achieved demonstrating its high potential of becoming the novel approach to real-time monitoring of
metabolome alteration in live animals.
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Abstract Text
Recent developments in polymerization processes have utilized a wide array of strategies. The development has evolved
from simple polymer chains to complex polymers capable of performing multiple functions within a single molecular
chain. As these new materials evolve their control and understanding has come under intense scrutiny utilizing a wide
range of analytical technology ranging from chromatographic separation to advanced mass spectrometry.
Addressing the challenges of material characterization has often been focused on hyphenated detection techniques
coupled with separation. This approach utilizes a concentration detector such as a refractive index (RI) detector as well as
a viscosity detector and a multi angle light scattering detector and more recently the use of Mass Spectrometry (MS)
detectors.
With the introduction of high speed-high resolution size based separation techniques, a novel approach to the design of
the separation equipment including the separation column as well as the entire flow path are used to yield a high speed /
resolution separation maintained from injection to detection with traditional detector options such as RI and UV
detection. However, the use of this high speed high resolution separation technique has seen limited pairing with MS
detection due to the need to control material ionization and solvent matrix effects.
In this study the expansion of the APC approach to the size based separation is presented. A single system control
platform is evaluated to pair the chromatographic system to the MS detector system allowing for a high through put/
high resolution evaluation of size based separation of polymeric material while allowing for controlled MS ionization
without interfering with the chromatographic separation.
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Abstract Text
Surface acoustic wave nebulization (SAWN) is an atmospheric pressure ionization technique for mass spectrometry (MS)
that has been shown to successfully ionize proteins, phospholipids, and drugs with minimal fragmentation compared to
electrospray ionization (ESI) [1-3]. Sampling efficiency with SAWN, however, is potentially restricted by dispersive plume
effects during nebulization that can effectively diminish material collection at the spectrometer ambient interface. We
here propose a simple remedy to this limitation based on the coupling of SAWN with a new vacuum-assisted plasma
ionization (VaPI) approach. VaPI is an new ion generation motif that uses the vacuum draw of an extended inlet capillary
to entrain volatilized samples into a high-power helium glow discharge enclosed before, and directly connected to, the
mass spectrometer inlet [4]. Combining SAWN and VaPI is hypothesized to increase ion source performance and
sensitivity in several ways compared to SAWN alone. Better control of the fluid dynamics at the interface using the VaPI
gas inflow facilitates sample collection, thereby improving mass-transport and ion transmission. The temperatureregulated collection region also serves to accelerate solvent droplet evaporation and ion declustering while reactive
species in the excited plasma afterglow bolster ionization efficiency and combat possible ion suppression during direct
analysis. The first set of experiments presented is aimed at basic ion source parameter space characterization, using small
molecule standards to evaluate the hybrid SAWN-VaPI operation. Following these experiments, we use benzylpyridium
salts as “thermometer ions” to determine the energies imparted onto analytes using the SAWN-VaPI versus individual
SAWN and VaPI operation [5].
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Abstract Text
Mapping organic compounds with low vapor pressure by mass spectrometry (MS) requires an ionization method, which
operates at ambient pressure and temperature. Therefore, we developed a low temperature plasma (LTP) probe, which
allows the detection of molecules from organic surfaces [1]. Moving the sample in x- and y- direction enables the creation
of molecular images [2]. From 2D coordinates and their respective mass spectra, .imzML data files are generated, which
can be analyzed for the distribution of known and unknown molecules [3].
To improve the spatial resolution of our initial prototypes, we constructed a sampling/ imaging robot in RepRap (3D
printer) technology (Fig.1 A). The robot can be controlled by open source software (Pronterface) and simple G-code
programs (Fig.1 B). Further, we use 3D printed components to optimize the LTP probe (Fig.1 C). The modular and open
design of our system allows various configurations and can be adjusted to different mass analyzers (Fig. 1) and
(bio)analytical questions.
[1] S. Martínez-Jarquín, R. Winkler, Rapid Commun. Mass Spectrom. 27 (2013) 629–634. [2] M. Maldonado-Torres, J.F.
López-Hernández, P. Jiménez-Sandoval, R. Winkler, J. Proteomics. 102 (2014) 60–65. [3] R. Gamboa-Becerra, E. RamírezChávez, J. Molina-Torres, R. Winkler, Anal. Bioanal. Chem. 407 (2015) 5673–5684.
We acknowledge the support by the CINVESTAV Agency 3C, MakerMex and the funding by the CONACYT scholarships,
grants I0017/CB 2010 01/151596 and FINNOVA I010/260/2014.
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Abstract Text
The development of analytical procedures using chemiluminescence inhibition for the determination of thiamine by flow
analysis system is described. The first experiment is based on the inhibition of the chemiluminescent signal from the
reaction between luminol and sodium hypochlorite by adding thiamine to react with luminol. Under optimal experimental
conditions, the analytical curve was linear in the thiamine concentration range from 5.0 × 10•5 to 5.0 × 10•4 mol L•1,
with a detection limit of 2.3 × 10•5 mol L•1 and an analytical frequency of 144 h•1. A second flow-injection method for
thiamine based on the inhibition of chemiluminescent reaction between the luminol and hydrogen peroxide solution,
catalyzed by potassium hexacyanoferrate (III) (preliminarily reacted to the thiamine) is proposed. The analytical curve
presented a linear range from 1.0 × 10•5 to 1.0 × 10•4 mol L•1, with a detection limit of 7.4 × 10•6 mol L•1 and an
analytical frequency of 100 h•1. The proposed methods were success applied for the thiamine determination in
pharmaceutical samples, achieving recovery values between 97.6 and 106 % that indicated no matrices effect. The
developed procedures presented high selectivity, low reagent consumption, high analytical frequency; besides, it used
deionized water as carrier solution, generating low toxic waste and economy.
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Abstract Text
Nucleic acid aptamers are single stranded DNA or RNA molecules that have stable three-dimensional structures.
Aptamers show specific binding to wide-range of target molecules. Due to high specificity and affinity of aptamer
molecules to their targets, aptamer molecules are considered as antibody analogues. Aptamers are generated by a
process named “systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment” (SELEX). We have developed a new method
to select aptamers towards specific target receptors. To demonstrate this novel method, we utilized monoclonal antibody
binding to membrane IgM (mIgM) as a guide to select aptamers specific for mIgM. The target, mIgM is highly expressed
on a Burkitt’s lymphoma cell line and play a significant role in B-cell development. Aptamers selected by mAb-guidedSELEX show high specificity towards mIgM expressed in cultured B-cell lymphomas and in primary B-cells obtained from
healthy individuals. While these aptamers show superior specificity, the affinity of the aptamers are in the comparable
range of affinities with the aptamers evolved from traditional SELEX methods. Also, a cocktail containing four of the
identified aptamers specific for mIgM, can block the cognate monoclonal antibody binding to its target, which
demonstrates that aptamers can be selected using this strategy against a pre-determined entity on cell surface receptors.
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Abstract Text
We have developed a non-invasive method for monitoring local chemical and physical changes including pH and strain
through tissue on the surface of implanted orthopedic devices. Our sensors monitor change by measuring position
dependent luminescence through tissue. The sensors contain a substrate patterned with luminescent materials that is
overlaid with an analyzer mask containing opaque regions and transparent windows or holes. Position of the analyzer
mask above the luminescent layer controls the resultant wavelength of light visible through the openings. The positionmodulated signal is collected by spectrometer and a spectral intensity ratio from closely spaced peaks is calculated. We
have demonstrated this concept using x-ray excited optical luminescence and fluorescence spectral encoders through 6
mm of chicken breast. We have also extended this methodology to upconversion luminescence which provides an
essentially background-free signal through tissue. In addition, we demonstrate proof of concept for the use of magnetic
actuation to control position of the mask and modulate optical signals. We demonstrate how this approach can be used
to reject background for pH measurements utilizing a fluorescent spectral encoder.
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Abstract Text
DNA detection is important to many biological processes. DNA biosensors are increasingly used in hybridization reactions,
mutation detection, genomic sequencing, and identification of pathogens. The macromolecular polysaccharide-based
polyanions, including heparin salts, dextran sulfate, carrageenan, and chondroitin sulfate have unique properties and
functions in physiology, microbiology and food technology. The quantity of polyanion reflecting the exact number of
charges in samples administered in biological procedures has to be strictly controlled. Thus the detection of these
polyanions in clinical or commercial samples is key in the diagnostic and quality control processes of related fields.
A series of Os(II) carbonyl complexes with two phenanthroline, and a variety of the sixth ligand exhibit moderate to high
luminescent emission intensity in the visible region. The emission intensity of these complexes is significantly altered with
the addition of heparin or other polysaccharide based polyanions. The complexes were successfully applied for the
detection of injectable heparin preparations and chondroitin in joint support supplement tablets. Our recent results show
that the luminescence intensity of these osmium complexes can be reduced or enhanced by different DNA strands. DNA
sensing using these complexes are highly promising.
In the interests of reducing the cost of the luminescence markers for Heparin and DNA sensing, we synthesized the
Ru(II)CO complex analogs and evaluated their luminescence characteristics. This presentation compares the luminescence
behaviors of the Os(II) and Ru(II) complexes in the presence of various polyanions, in the effort of developing heparin and
DNA detection markers.
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Abstract Text
Free fatty acid (FFA) uptake by adipocytes in response to nutritional or hormonal stimuli is a key process in the complex
metabolic cascade leading to diabetes and obesity. Improved methods for measuring FFA uptake dynamics will enhance
our understanding of these disease states. We employed a fluorescently labeled FFA analog, BODIPY-hexadecanoic acid
(i.e. BODIPY-palmitic acid), to directly follow FFA uptake by adipocytes under various treatments using a multi-well plate
reader. First, we validated the FFA uptake assay using manual pipetting of solutions incubated with primary murine
adipocytes, and we observed a rapid uptake in <30 min. These results confirmed that cellular mechanisms for FFA uptake
were intact and functional, and the dynamics agreed with recent work by others. However, to achieve a real-time FFA
uptake assay, manual pipetting steps must be excluded. Toward this goal, a modification of micro-well architecture was
required to block optical excitation of adipocytes while preserving interrogation of solution fluorescence. 3D-printed
templates were used as molds for polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) micro-wells, allowing rapid prototyping of various
architectures. Optimized PDMS microplates included 24 wells (7.5 mm diameter) with tissue culture moats on well floors,
3D-printed caps (polylactic acid, or PLA) with 2-mm diameter pinholes, and a 3D-printed microplate base replica. These
hybrid PDMS/PLA microplates allowed interrogation of the solution but prevented excitation of moat regions, which
should allow real-time quantification of FFA uptake dynamics, along with minimizing photo toxicity of the cells. The
system is also well-poised for future integration with microfluidic channels.
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Abstract Text
The objective of this project is to provide proof of principle for a modified scintillation proximity method to visualize and
quantify antibiotic penetration of bacterial biofilms. The modified scintillation proximity method consists of an
immobilized Gd[sub]2[/sub]O[sub]2[/sub]S:Eu[sup]3+[/sup] scintillator film that emits visible light when excited by
subatomic particles of decaying radioactive atoms in close proximity. Emitted light intensity correlates with the
concentration of radioisotope within a calculable distance of the scintillator film, which depends on the subatomic
particle decay range of the radioisotope used. The signal intensity and location are simultaneously recorded using a
Spectrum Preclinical In Vivo Imaging System (IVIS). In application, radiolabelled antibiotics will be used to quantify
location and depth of antibiotic penetration through a bacterial biofilm to an underlying scintillator film. As an extension
of this study, the method will be altered to monitor antibiotic delivery and release by coupling
Gd[sub]2[/sub]O[sub]2[/sub]S:Eu[sup]3+[/sup] microparticles to radiolabelled antibiotics. Antibiotic release from
microparticles will be quantified by detecting a decrease in emission signal intensity. While antibiotic penetration of
bacterial biofilms has been investigated, quantitative data regarding concentration, penetration depth, and
pharmacokinetics has yet to surface. As a result, reduced antibiotic susceptibility in bacterial biofilms remains
unexplained and biofilm formation on biomedical implants continues to be difficult to eradicate non-invasively. Ultimately
this modified scintillation proximity method provides a way to acquire quantitative data both [i]in vitro[/i] and [i]in
vivo[/i]. This will reveal whether limited antibiotic penetration is a factor reducing bacterial biofilm antibiotic
susceptibility.
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Abstract Text
Portable spectroscopy systems have been studied by many research groups[1,2]. The LIF (Laser Induced Fluorescence)
method is useful for immunoassay[3], quench bodies [4] and so on. However, high sensitivity requires a very dark
background, so reduction of laser stray lights and background radiation is the most important developing point. Though
the blank light pass was normally adopted, the non-blank optical system such as microfluidic chips or fiber optical circuits,
causes severe internal scattering noise.
Recently, we proposed novel concept SOT (silicone optical technology) based on PDMS matrix. SOT provides good noise
suppression due to low and homogeneous scattering at PDMS / absorbing PDMS composite[5]. An absorption
measurement palmtop systems was also demonstrated[6]. In this report, LIF module based on SOT was proposed and
demonstrated.
The figure shows the schematic of the SOT-LIF module. The module size was only 54x60x15 mm3. A battery driven
Nd:YVO4 laser and a battery driven photomultiplier tube were integrated into hybrid PDMS chamber. The chamber was
composed of carbon particle dispersed PDMS and conclude optical path folded to reduce the internal reflection noise. A
notch filter and a green cut filter were inserted to remove the laser stray light.
As an evaluation, the fluorescence of Rhodamine6G water solution was assumed as detection sample. The detection
procedure is as follows: pipette the sample solution in PCR tube and put the tube in the mounting spot on the module.
From the calibration curve, the sample of the concentration of 1nM showed a clear difference from the black sample.
1: R. H. Byrne et al.:Talanta 50 (2000) 1307
2: F. J. Fortes, J.J. Laserna.: Spectrochimica Acta Part B 65 (2010) 975
3: A. J. Ozinskas et al.: Anal Biochem. 213(1993) 264
4: R. Abe et al.: J. Am. Chem. Soc. 133, (2011)17386
5: K. Morita et al.: Flow Analysis XIII (2015) P25
6: H. Nomada et al.: Pittcon (2014) 1450-1
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Abstract Text
Anionic tobacco peroxidase (TOP) is superior over horseradish peroxidase (HRP) in the chemiluminescent assay: HRP
needs enhancer substrates whereas TOP is more active than HRP just with luminol as the only substrate. A newly
optimized refolding protocol permits production of 60 mg active TOP enzyme per 1L of E.coli culture, with the refolding
yield as high as 85%. Such quantity is comparable with that from transgenic plants overproducing tobacco peroxidase. The
cost of production of recombinant TOP is comparable to that for native HRP. Availability of large quantities of TOP
permits its direct comparison with HRP in various assay formats. The performance of TOP-IgG conjugates was compared
to that of HRP-IgG using a commercial kit for IgG assay (FastELISA, RD-Biotech, France). Enzyme immunoassay kits based
on HRP contain native HRP conjugated with antibodies via modification of oligosaccharide chains in HRP. To conjugate IgG
with recombinant TOP that has no an “oligosaccharide fur”, the method based on TOP amino group derivatization with
sulfo-SMCC followed by binding to SATA-activated antibodies has been used. The conjugation method preserves TOP
activity unchanged. Assay of IgG content with TOP-IgG and HRP-IgG shows that TOP-based assay results in a 3 fold
increase in colorimetric signal, and a 110-fold increase in a luminescent signal. An additional advantage is that the linear
range of the calibration plot is so wide that there is no need to dilute the sample before the measurements. The use of
recombinant TOP warrants both high sensitivity and lower detection limits than the assay based on HRP. Thus, the
recombinant TOP now available in large quantities is a much better chemiluminescent label than HRP, providing the
better assay characteristics and avoiding the need in a specific formulation of the assay mixture, since it does not need an
enhancer substrate.
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Abstract Text
We report on the use of diffusion measurements to gauge the fluidity and surface binding properties of a molecular
monolayer. The monolayer film consists of octadecyl-1-phosphonic acid (ODPA) and controlled amounts of a lysophosphatidic acid tagged with the fluorescent probe BODIPY (BLPA). The monolayer films were formed using a LangmuirBlodgett (LB) trough and deposited onto a glass slide. Monolayer morphology was characterized during film formation
using Brewster angle microscopy (BAM). Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP) microscopy was used to
measure translational diffusion of BLPA and Time-Resolved Fluorescence Anisotropy Imaging (TR-FAIM) was used to
measure rotational diffusion of the BLPA chromophore. These results provide information on the motional freedom of
the probe and, importantly, on the strength of interaction between the probe and the support. Compositional variations
in the monolayer give rise to changes in constituent dynamics that reflect intermolecular interactions.
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Abstract Text
In this study, we developed a novel, simple and convenient method to tune the photoluminescence (PL) properties of
gold nanodots (Au NDs). The (11-mercaptoundecyl)-N, N, N-trimethylammonium bromide (11-MUTAB)–Au NDs (11MUTAB–Au NDs) obtained from the reaction of gold nanoparticles (ca. 3 nm) and 11-MUTAB; they exhibited weak
emission [quantum yield (QY): 0.01%] at 700 nm upon excitation at 365 nm. We found 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid (11MUA) could rapidly self-assemble (<30 min) on 11-MUTAB–Au NDs under the irradiation by ultraviolet (UV) light. The asprepared 11-MUTAB–Au NDs@11-MUA exhibited superior PL intensity (QY: 2.83%) at 520 nm. The dramatic changes of
PL properties of Au NDs were due to its smaller particle sizes, higher surface ligand densities as well as surface Au
oxidation states. Our findings revealed that UV-mediated the self-assembly of thiol lignands on Au NDs can rapid
modulate the PL properties of Au NDs.
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Abstract Text
Within the EMRP (European Metrology Research Programme) project MeTra a mercury vapor generator is being
developed to establish traceability of mercury vapor measurement results, based upon gravimetry, for ambient air levels
as well as higher concentrations. Current measurement capabilities are maintained at levels of 0,25 – 350 •g Hg/m3,
whereas the aim of the new gravimetric primary standard is to realize traceability for the range 5 ng Hg/m3 - 60 •g
Hg/m3, covering key requirements for ambient air monitoring (1 - 2 ng Hg/m3), health-based exposure standards (50 ng
Hg/m3), concentrations relevant to stationary source emissions (upwards of 1 •g Hg/m3), the minimum alveolar
concentration value (20 •g Hg/m3), and also affording a comparison with the currently used mercury vapor equation
based calibration concentrations. In order to realize traceability starting at this low mercury vapor content level, we
developed a strongly modified type of diffusion tube and a new measurement method to weigh the loss in (mercury)
mass of these diffusion tubes during use (ca. 6-8 •g mass difference between successive weighings). The specifics of the
newly introduced capabilities, to calibrate mercury monitors at levels of 10 ng Hg/m3 and higher, will be highlighted.
These new capabilities are especially important for measurement services testing indoor and work place related mercury
content levels according to health standards, but will also contribute to higher safety standards and cost reductions in e.g.
the LNG field, where aluminium main cryogenic heat exchangers are used which are particular prone to corrosion caused
by mercury.
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Abstract Text
Caffeine is an interesting molecule due to its inexpensive and prevalent nature. We will present our work thus far on a
technique to detect caffeine in coffee and tea. Our approach is based on using a simple extraction, along with a
fluorescent dye to be used in a simple field-portable device. The fluorescent dye, acridine orange forms aggregates in
water that show reduced fluorescence intensity. Caffeine disrupts the aggregates, increasing the fluorescence. This
allows us to detect caffeine with millimolar sensitivity, suitable for determination of caffeine in beverages. The device
consists of an LED source, a simple plastic casing, and a detector; the detector can be either a biased silicon photodiode
or a CdS photocell resistor. We will compare the performance of the two detectors to confirm that the inexpensive
photocell gives acceptable performance. The application of this device will be in an educational setting to help promote
the interest of high-school students in the wide array of possibilities that arise from the study of chemistry, and
specifically analytical chemistry.
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Abstract Text
Steady-state fluorescence spectroscopy was used to study the quenching of riboflavin fluorescence by nicotine in a
bicontinuous microemulsion system made up of 42:13.7:21.34:22.85 % w/w of water:oil:surfactant:co-surfactant. The
surfactant used is cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), the oil is tetradecane and the co-surfactant is 1-pentanol. In
this medium the observed rate constant, kq, of the riboflavin fluorescence quenching by nicotine was observed as 5.14 x
109 M-1s-1. The electron transfer rate constant, kET, was calculated as 2.79 x 109 s-1 with an activation rate constant,
ka, of 4.51 x 109 s-1. The calculated solvent reorganization energy, •s, of the reaction was 0.76 eV. The mechanism of the
reaction is proposed to be activated electron transfer in a solvent separated (outer-sphere) scheme within a diffusion
limited regime.
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Abstract Text
Single molecule machines such as nanocars and nanomotors perform their namesake functions at the molecular level.
Our eventual goal of developing nanocars is to utilize these molecular machines to transport cargos from one place to
another. To achieve this goal, the first step is to monitor their movement at single molecule level. Single molecule
fluorescence microscopy (SMFM) is a non-intrusive method that provides sufficient spatial and time resolution to detect
and track single molecule machines on air-solid interface. However, single molecule fluorescence microscopy suffers from
photobleaching. In this study, we investigate the photostability of different molecules tagged with two bodipy dyes on airglass surface. Interestingly, we found that the molecules show different blinking and bleaching behaviors when the bodipy
fluorophores are conjugated or not. Singlet-triplet annihilation and Forster energy transfer model between the homo-dye
pairs were proposed and compared to explain the self-quenching mechanism. Distance relied oxygen radical diffusion was
proposed to explain the bleaching kinetics. With the better understanding of the photostability for the dye-tagged
molecules, we are able to better design fluorophores in single molecule tracking.
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Abstract Text
Changes in GC column efficiency can significantly impact separations, even when selectivity is held constant. This work
explores the impact of changes in column dimensions and therefore efficiency on column resolution, using propylene
glycol impurity testing as an example. The experiments were performed on a Zebron™ ZB-WAXplus™ GC column with
large internal diameter and thick film, and compared with a smaller internal diameter and thin film. Enhanced resolution
was observed for 2,4-pentanediol-1, 1,2-butanediol, and 2,4-pentanediol-2 using the thin film and smaller ID column.
Stationary phase interactions, mass transfer, and the impact of variations in these parameters on resolution are
discussed. The study illustrated that careful selection of high efficiency column dimension would help in enhancing the
resolution of close eluting analytes; aqueous stability and its benefits Additionally, maintaining high resolution without
altering column efficiency over time for aqueous propylene glycol samples.
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Abstract Text
Some of the key processes in the petrochemical industry are conversions of high-grade ethylene (C2) and
propane/propylene (C3) feedstocks into end products (polyethylene , polypropylene) and intermediates such as 1-butene
. These , of course , are the building blocks for plastics and a wide range of products , and are a large industry , with 55
million metric tons of polypropylene produced in 2013 . Unfortunately , even trace levels of sulfur species H2S and COS ,
which are often entrained in C2 and C3 feedstocks , corrode pipes and equipment , inhibit or damage catalyst beds , and
lower product yield and purity . The need for a fast , reliable method for H2S and COS in C2 and C3 feedstocks is obvious ,
but sulfur in C3 is a difficult application , owing to the poor separation of the impurities from the matrix when coupled
with the quenching of the PFPD detector signal by propane/propylene . We present here a fast , reliable and robust
method for the analysis of sulfur contaminants in C3 feedstocks that makes use of an automated gas loop injection
system , separation by gas chromatography , and pulsed-flame photometric detection that can detect sulfur at better
than 0.1ppmv .
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Abstract Text
The use of Diatomaceous Earth (DE) solid support media for packed columns was predicted to be obsolete in the 1980’s
with the introduction of glass capillary columns, followed by fused silica capillary columns. However, the packed column is
still thriving today in the petroleum and pharmaceutical markets. Within the last decade, the availability of inert,
chromatographic grade DE has been limited. We evaluated several commercially available DE packed columns.
Comparison of surface area, particle size distribution, density and pore size of these highly efficient packed columns was
performed. This poster will highlight the chromatographic advantages of this material as a packed column support.
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Abstract Text
CO, CO2 and other permanent gases are common components in refinery gases, natural gases, fuel cell gases, greenhouse
gases and are present in many other industrial processes. Accurate and precise determination of the final components
can save industries millions of dollars per year.
A novel approach has been taken towards the analysis of CO and/or CO2. A modern, user friendly and accurately
controlled Methanizer was developed that can be easily integrated within any existing GC/FID system. The Methanizer
consists of a Ni-catalyst in a heated chamber that converts CO and/or CO2 in presence of hydrogen into a FID detectable
gas, methane. The GC independent controller runs a PID algorithm to proportionately control the heating of the Nicatalyst to ±1°C, assuring controlled and reliable conversion of CO and/or CO2. CO and/or CO2 analytical solutions,
robustness and system performance will be presented.
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Abstract Text
The demands for sulfur mixture in hydrocarbon in low ppm and ppb level has increased rapidly from refinery and
petroleum company. Most are multi sulfurs balance with propylene or C2 and C4, and are in gas phase. Because of the
natural absorption and reaction of sulfurs, we have a difficulty to give our customer a confident certification number on
sulfur mixture, especially in ppb level and in hydrocarbon matrix.
Plus, our in-house standards only has <100 pounds pressure for a gas phase. Very often, before we can give a confident
certified number to the product, the standard runs out. Additional, sulfur molecules in standard absorbed on cylinder wall
and reacted with moisture on the wall make our in-house standards unstable or short of shelf life.
I develop a sulfur liquid standard to certify the customer blends. By using a vaporizer and response factor, a stable and a
long shelf life standards can give a sulfur mixture a confident and consistent certified number, especially in ppb level (US
patent# 8,993,336B1)
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Abstract Text
The decrease of crude oil reserves, and the environmental burden of using fossil fuels has driven the need to discover
new ways of producing liquid feedstock that can be used for fuels. Pyrolysis of other organic materials, like biomass,
produces bio-oil, which can be used as a feedstock. However, bio-oil is often different from conventional oil. For
example, it is high in oxygenated compounds, causing difficulties in equipment and refineries. Pyrolysis under reactive
atmospheres and catalysts have been studied as methods of converting biomass to a more useable fuel, and pyrolysis
under the presence of steam, has also been studied. In addition, reactant gases, including water influence fixed gas
composition (gasification.)
Before scaling up to a bed reactor, it is already possible to investigate the conversion of biomass to bio-oil on a
microscale, using reactant gases, like CO2 and H2, catalysts, and pressures up to 500psi with an analytical pyrolyzer
interfaced to a GC/MS. A recently developed pyrolyzer has introduced the capability of using steam as a reactant gas.
Additionally, a fixed gas analyzer can be added to study fixed gas composition.
In this study, analytical pyrolysis GC/MS and FGA (Fixed Gas Analysis) using steam as a reactant gas will be studied on a
variety synthetic and natural materials (potential feedstock) to see if its presence changes pyrolysis products, creating
more favorable fuel or gases.
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Abstract Text
Hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and carbonyl sulfides (COS) are common sulfur gases in light hydrocarbon streams. The
determination of these compounds in gaseous samples, such as natural gas or biogas, is required for multiple reasons.
Next to their undesired smell, these sulfur gases have corrosive and toxic properties. Potentially causing damage to
industrial pipelines. In additional, their presence can affect the performance of industrial gases, such as unwanted
chemical reaction and loss of catalyst activity, ultimately resulting in lower yield.
Gas Chromatography (GC) is a commonly used technique to quantify sulfur gases like H2S and COS. On a PLOT U type
capillary columns, these compounds are easily separated from C2 and C3 hydrocarbons when present at nominal
concentration levels. When analyzing these sulfur gases, it’s important to use deactivated sample lines because low
concentration levels tend to adsorb to active spots on untreated stainless steel surfaces. This paper will highlight fast
analysis of hydrogen sulfide and carbonyl sulfide using Micro Gas Chromatography (Micro GC) utilized with metal-surface
deactivated sample lines. Chromatograms and repeatability figures show reliable, low ppm level analysis in under 60
seconds.
The Micro GC’s compact, modular design and low carrier gas consumption enables easy implementation in process
applications and mobile laboratories. Direct, on-site analysis secures the integrity of the sample. Moreover, it leads to fast
availability of results. Out-of-spec values can directly be communicated and corrective actions can be taken accordingly.
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Abstract Text
ASTM D-3612 is a GC method to extract and determine hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, methane, carbon monoxide, C2-C3 in
hydrocarbon-based transformer oil. Three procedures have been described based on a gas chromatogram with TCD, and
Methanizer FID. In this work, two improvements have been made by employing a universal Barrier Ionization Discharge
(BID) detector in place of the TCD: (a) hydrogen detection levels have been lowered from 10ppm to 100ppb; and (b)
propane and butane have been incorporated in the chromatograms.
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Abstract Text
When coal is burned, the exhaust contains halogens that can be released into the atmosphere as acidic gases (such as
hydrochloric acid (HCl) and hydrofluoric acid (HF)), which can result in the production of acid rain. Mercury (Hg), another
toxic pollutant, is also present in coal exhaust and the ability of pollution control devices to capture this element from flue
gases is enhanced in the presence of halogens. The adverse environmental impacts from coal burning by power plants
resulted in the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency of establishing the Mercury and Air Toxics Standards (MATS) rule to
reduce emissions of Hg and other toxic pollutants. Combustion Ion Chromatography (CIC) methods have been developed
to measure trace halogens and sulfur (as sulfate) in non-water soluble solids and semi-solids such as organic solvents,
plastics, polymers, rubber, wood chips, and petroleum liquids. This presentation describes the determination of total
fluorine, chlorine, and bromine in coal using an automated approach to combustion sample preparation in combination
with ion chromatography to deliver results with excellent accuracy and reproducibility, while eliminating the tedium of
manual combustion methods.
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Abstract Text
In a typical production process of mineral oils, the nitrogen content is periodically monitored and tested for quality
control. The reproducibility of data, which is measured as deviation of results from the mean value, is one of the main
targets in all analytical tests for the alternative techniques accepted. The method for nitrogen analysis in lubricants, based
on combustion, is described in ASTM D5291. For this reason the use of an accurate instrumental analytical techniques is
required. As the demand for improved sample throughput, reduction of operational costs and minimization of human
errors is becoming every day more notable, it is very important apply a simple and automatic technique which allows the
fast analysis with excellent reproducibility. The FLASH 2000 Analyzer, using typically Helium gas carrier and based on the
dynamic flash combustion of the sample, copes effortlessly with the wide array of laboratory requirements such as
accuracy, day to day reproducibility and high sample throughput. However as in the last years there is a possible
worldwide shortage and large cost increasing for Helium, it is necessary to test as alternative gas, Argon which is readily
available. This paper presents data on Nitrogen determination in lubricants with different Nitrogen concentration to
show the performance of the system using Argon as carrier gas and the reproducibility of the results obtained.
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Abstract Text
The analysis of trace levels of silicon by ICP-MS is challenging for several reasons: contamination, interferences, and
sample-to-sample matrix variations. The main isotope of Si (m/z 28 at 92.2% abundance) suffers primarily from two
common polyatomic interferences: N2+ and CO+. In aqueous matrices, the N2+ interference is most abundant, while in
organic matrices, CO+ dominates.
In the petrochemical industry, the need exists to reduce the CO+ interference to allow accurate silicon measurements in
organic matrices. Further complicating the measurement is the variety of middle distillates in which silicon must be
measured. Because of the volatility of the organic samples, CO+ levels are elevated and can vary between samples,
making it difficult to obtain accurate analyses.
In addition, silicon is present everywhere, meaning that the background can fluctuate greatly as the result of silicon
background/contamination. Certain organic solvents leach organo-Si compounds from plastic, while Si from the ICP-MS
torch and sample introduction system must also be considered.
To overcome these challenges, new methodology was developed which both limits the sample-to-sample variations in
CO+ levels and significantly reduces both the N2+ and CO+ interferences. This work will discuss method development and
show initial results for the analysis of silicon in a variety of samples and solvents commonly used in the petrochemical
industry.
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Abstract Text
We report here a new protein-free photosynthetic mimicking strategy that relies on supercomplexed lipid
nanoassemblies to organize small organic species for coordinated light harvesting, energy/electron transfer and photo-toelectrochemical energy conversion. Specifically, we demonstrate that efficient photoinduced electron transfer can be
achieved between rhodamine and fullerene assembled in these nanoassemblies. Effect of lipid phases including liquid
disordered (ld) phase, liquid ordered (lo) phase and gel phase of these nanoassemblies on photoconversion efficiency was
investigated. Atomic force microscopy, UV-Vis spectroscopy, fluorescence spectroscopy and ultrafast transient absorption
spectroscopy were used to characterize the architecture and photodynamics behavior of these lipid complexes.
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Abstract Text
Acid-treated corn stover produces a variety of fermentable sugars that include glucose, xylose, mannose, arabinose,
cellobiose, and galactose. HPLC is commonly used to measure glucose and xylose, which are important markers for
evaluating the progress and efficiency of ethanol fermentation processes. The HPLC method is accurate and precise;
however, it requires significant sample pretreatment and analytical cycle times • 30 minutes. A YSI Biochemistry
Analyzer, configured with glucose oxidase and pyranose oxidase immobilized enzyme membranes, was evaluated for its
ability to simultaneously measure glucose and xylose during fermentation of pretreated corn stover in a bioethanol
production process. In this study filtered corn stover samples were periodically measured for glucose and xylose over a
48-hour period during a lab-scale bioethanol fermentation. Samples were analyzed on both a YSI Biochemistry Analyzer
and an HPLC. Comparability of the two analytical methods were evaluated with regards to precision and analysis time. A
strong, positive correlation of the two methods was demonstrated. The YSI Biochemistry analyzer performed
simultaneous analysis of glucose and xylose within one minute, providing a rapid, precise analytical alternative to the
HPLC analytical method.
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Abstract Text
Li-Ion batteries have gained wide spread use in numerous portable power applications including HEV and PHEV systems.
Different applications have different requirements on key operating parameters such as cycle life and power needs. Of
continuing concern with Li-Ion batteries is safety. Special materials are being developed to provide the unique operating
conditions to meet the use scenario. Thermal analysis is one of the key methods to use in order to characterize the
performance, safety and reliability of battery components and cells. Calorimetry of a complete cell can provide
information on thermal degradation and thermal runaway. It can also be used to look at efficiencies at different
temperatures and operating conditions. Isothermal testing can be used to look at entropic changes needed for improved
lifetime and operation.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) is a mixture of C3 and C4 compounds, primarily propane and butane. LPG is pressurised to
maintain it in the liquid phase to facilitate storage and transport and vaporised when used. The mercury concentration in
LPG is typically measured by atomic spectroscopy-based methods, following vaporisation of a representative sample.
Various sampling techniques are available, many of which use amalgamation-atomic-spectroscopy based analysis
techniques:
1. Vaporising the LPG sample in the field using a heated regulator, followed by collection of mercury from a known
volume of sample by amalgamation onto gold for subsequent analysis.
2. Collecting a liquid LPG sample in a sample bomb for laboratory analysis. A low flow of gas is then extracted from the
vessel into a Tedlar bag for analysis as a gas. Mercury from a known volume of gas in the bag is then collected onto gold
for subsequent analysis.
3. Collecting a liquid LPG sample in a sample bomb for laboratory analysis. A sub-sample is then vaporised using a heated
pressure regulator and sampled by amalgamation onto gold.
Approaches 1 and 3 are based on the ISO6978 and ASTM 6350 methods for determination of mercury in natural gas.
Approach 2 is described in JLPGA-S-07. Other sampling methods are also available, including direct injection of a liquid
LPG into a GC-AFS system.
There are benefits and challenges associated with each sampling approach. This poster presents a laboratory comparison
of sampling approaches 1-3 with sample determination of mercury by amalgamation-atomic fluorescence spectrometry.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Increasing the use of nuclear energy to provide civilian electrical power is one proposal to limit our ever increasing global
dependence on fossil fuels; however, the environmental and health concerns that surround the use of nuclear fuels limit
the acceptance of nuclear power by the public. Because of this, new materials are required that can coordinate, sense,
and isolate actinides both for use in sensors and isolation or decontamination applications. In an effort to develop
inexpensive ligands for colorimetric sensing of actinides, we have incorporated quinoxalines or imine aza-donors into an
ethylene backbone framework for rapid identification or detection of uranyl. Using TDDFT calculations, we found that the
hypsochromic shift upon UO22+ ion complexation of ligand is due to ligand to metal charge transfer, while the
bathochromic shift observed with the addition of Cu2+ ion is metal to ligand charge transfer. In addition, it was found that
the addition of Cu2+ to either ligand resulted in rapid, complete quenching of the ligand fluorescence. Here, we describe
the further expansion of these systems to include phenazine based systems and naphthalene based systems to further
decrease detection limits and reduce signal to noise. By incorporating UV/Vis microscopy into our system, we can follow
some of these reactions in real time to observe reactions with very small sample sizes.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
In the area of ion chromatography of anions, hydroxide based eluent systems provide the highest detection sensitivity as
well as the lowest noise, resulting in substantially lower detection limits. Over the years, this evolution of stationary
phases designed for use with hydroxide eluents has preceded in a number of different directions. Hydroxide eluent is
ideally suited to the application of gradients in anion exchange ion chromatography in terms of detection properties. As a
result, we have developed a series of new hydroxide selective phases over the past 15 years aimed at producing materials
well suited to the chemical and chromatographic properties of hydroxide eluents. This column family includes the IonPac
AS11, AS11-HC, AS15, AS16, AS17, AS18, AS19, AS20, AS24, AS25, AS26, and AS27 columns. Through the evolutionary
process of developing these columns, there has been a steady improvement in hydroxide elution power, selectivity,
solvent compatibility and overall column ruggedness.
In this presentation, we will demonstrate recent advances in hydroxide selective stationary phases. First, we will
demonstrate a high performance hydroxide selective stationary phase designed for analysis of high purity water for the
semiconductor industry. Second, we will demonstrate recent developments in resin technology have allowed the use of
4•m resin particles in ion exchange columns. The benefits of columns packed with smaller particles include more efficient
peaks, better resolution, faster analysis time, easier integration and more reliable analytical results.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Conventional sources of energy, such as oil, natural gas, and coal is now widely recognized as unsustainable because of
increasing energy demand and depleting sources, and their contribution to the accumulation of greenhouse gases in the
environment that are causing disastrous climate change. Renewable, carbon neutral, transportation fuels are necessary
for environmental and economic sustainability. In recent decades, microalgae have emerged as an attractive feedstock
for the large production of renewable bio-fuel, biodiesel because of high biomass and lipid production. To evaluate the
potential of microalgal biodiesel as a renewable transportation fuels in this work, we focused to study the effect of
nutrients on algal growth, efficiency of lipid extraction, efficient transesterification, amount of biodiesel production, and
physicochemical properties of biodiesel extracted from laboratory grown microalgae.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Our group recently reported that N2/Ar plasma-induced treatment is an efficient method to promote visible-light
absorption and photocatalytic activities of TiO2. The nitrogen-doped TiO2 (N-TiO2) showed the significant reduction of
band-gap (3.5 eV to 2.9 eV) and the unprecedented enhancement (200 times) of photocatalytic hydrogen production.
This talk will address our continuous effort to enhance visible-light-driven photoactivity of N-TiO2 by the modification
with graphene quantum dots (GQDs). The cubic ordered mesoporous TiO2 films were prepared via a surfactant templated
sol-gel method and followed by brief calcination. Then, TiO2 films were treated with N2/Ar plasma for the incorporation
of substitutional N atoms. GQDs were prepared by chemically oxidizing carbon nano-onions. The immobilization of GQDs
was accomplished by reacting carboxyl groups of GQDs with amine groups of N-TiO2 developed by the prior
immobilization of (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES). Successful immobilization of GQDs onto N-TiO2 was probed by
UV-Vis, FT-IR, and scanning electron microscopy. Further, zeta potential and contact angle measurements showed
enhanced surface charge and hydrophilicity, confirming the successful immobilization of GQDs. Linear-sweepvoltammetry and chronoamperometry were employed to determine their photocatalytic performance. GQD-immobilized
N-TiO2 showed about 3X enhancement compared to unmodified N-TiO2, showing the important role of GQDs. We
conclude that this enhancement comes from the synergistic effect of N-TiO2 and GQDs, including enhanced visible light
absorption, efficient charge-separation at their interface, and improved water wettability and catalytic effect by GQDs.
This research was supported by the NSF KY EPSCoR grant and the Kentucky Science & Engineering Foundation (KSEF)
grant.
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Abstract Text
The Analytical Services Laboratory is a non-profit unit of the Complex Carbohydrate Research Center (CCRC) at The
University of Georgia. We offer routine and specialty services for structural characterization of polysaccharides of plant
or microbial origin that are coming from university, federal agencies, and industry researchers and from the US and other
countries. The laboratory is equipped with state-of-the art instruments, which include Orbitrap Fusion MS, Velos OrbitrapElite MS, LTQ-Orbitrap MS, MALDI TOF/TOF MS, Capillary Electrophoresis MS, High Field NMRs, GC-MS, HPLC, and HPAEC.
On this poster, we will present several examples of recent research results on polysaccharide characterization that
highlight a combination of analytical techniques using various instruments. Also, we will show recent collaborative
trainings conducted at CCRC on analytical techniques designed for scientists who are engaged in the area of
polysaccharide research.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Organic rich shale formations are unique in the production of natural gas because those not only serve as a source for the
gas but also form the reservoir. In addition, the formations that are depleted of the gas are potential candidates for
geologic storage of CO2 accompanied by an enhanced gas recovery (EGR). Both CO2 and natural gas
adsorption/desorption seem to have a correlation with mineral composition of the shale rocks. Also the rocks that
contain higher amount of organic material have greater ability to generate natural gas and potentially a greater capacity
of CO2 storage. In order to ascertain the utility of laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) for elemental
characterization of shale rocks we analyzed the outcrop samples from the Marcellus Shale. It is advantageous to use LIBS
because it enables a rapid in situ sample analysis with little or no sample preparation and can perform multi-element
analysis including total carbon. In this study, a powdered sample was pressed to form a pellet and used for LIBS analysis.
Laser pulse energy 25 mJ, a pulse duration 4 ns, gate width 1.05 ms, and gate delay 0.2 µs were used and the data were
collected using 10 laser shots per spot of 150 µm diameter. Between partial least squares regression (PLS-R) and simple
linear regression (SLR) calibration methods the PLS-R yielded better accuracy error. The samples were also analyzed using
ICP-OES and a comparison between LIBS and ICP-OES results showed that the both results were comparable within 10%.
Development of a LIBS method would provide rapid analysis of shale samples and would potentially benefit the depleted
gas shale carbon sequestration research.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Botryococcus braunii produces up to 86% of its dry weight as oils, which are easily converted in biofuels (1). A major
problem in process development and monitoring is the quantification of hydrocarbons, which usually requires a
complicated and time-consuming extraction process prior analysis. Low-temperature plasma (LTP) is an ambient
ionization technique for the direct measurement of compounds without an extraction procedure (2). Coupled to mass
spectrometry (MS), LTP allows to monitor the biosynthesis of relevant compounds, or to map the distribution of
molecules (3).
Here, we present a rapid and direct methodology for detection and/or imaging of hydrocarbon from the surface of
microbial cultures using LTP-MS. Main advantages of LTP-MS compared to conventional ionization methods include the
operation under ambient conditions, the absence of organic solvents and the low energy consumption. Thus, LTP-MS
demonstrates high potential for the on-line monitoring of hydrocarbon bioprocesses.

(1) Cornejo-Corona, et al., (2015) “The biofuel potential of the green colonial microalga Botryococcus braunii” Chapter 3
in Microalgae and other phototrophic bacteria.
(2) Martínez-Jarquín and Winkler, (2013) “Design of a Low-Temperature Plasma (LTP) Probe with Adjustable Output
Temperature and Variable Beam Diameter for the Direct Detection of Organic Molecules.”
(3) Maldonado-Torres et al., (2014) “‘Plug and Play’ Assembly of a Low-Temperature Plasma Ionization Mass
Spectrometry Imaging (LTP-MSI) System”
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Abstract Text
Vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) absorption spectroscopy has recently received considerable attention as a new detection
technology for use with gas chromatography. The growing interest in this novel technique has been driven to a large
extent by the unique capabilities afforded by probing molecular electronic transitions. Virtually all molecules absorb in
this energy range and provide unique absorbance spectra that can be used to readily distinguish even closely related
species like isomers providing unique qualitative information. Quantitative analysis follows well established Beer-Lambert
Law principles and renders accurate quantitation via spectral deconvolution simple and predictable. The combination of
these characteristics results in a detection technology which for certain applications, can be used with little or no
separation. Comprehensive analysis of natural gas using VUV absorption has the potential to provide a more accurate
determination of the BTU desired for custody transfer. The real-time online measurement capability will provide better
control and monitoring than is currently available, enabling process variations to be detected and corrected to almost
perfect efficiency. We present here a robust, rapid, and repeatable method to perform a detailed analysis of all of the
components in natural gas in less than one minute. This method has the potential to transform the way online real-time
analysis of natural gas is conducted.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Vacuum ultraviolet absorbance (VUV) spectroscopy is a powerful tool for studying the electronic transitions of virtually all
molecules. Recent advances in instrumentation have allowed for the first ever application of this technology to
chromatographic systems. The GC-VUV detector produces highly characteristic absorbance spectra for nearly all chemical
species in the wavelength region of 125-240 nm. This system allows not only for identification but also for robust
quantitation of a variety of compounds, even in the presence of coelution. A routine dissolved gas analysis (DGA) of the
decomposition products and primary constituents comprising transformer oil gases is critical to predicting and preventing
transformer failure. Traditionally such measurements are determined using a combination of TCD/FID/Methanizer. When
used to analyze bio-based transformer oil gases this technique requires regular methanizer replacement. GC-VUV offers a
powerful, yet simple alternative for the characterization of bio-based transformer oil gases without the use of
methanizers. This new approach allows for unique spectral identification of all chemical components in the sample via the
measurement of characteristic VUV absorbance spectra. We present here a robust, rapid and repeatable method that has
the potential to transform the way transformer oil gas analysis (TOGA) is conducted.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
The double-layer capacitance and the operating potential of the cell are the parameters that determine the specific
energy of electrochemical double-layer capacitors (EDLCs). The operating potential of the cell is generally limited by the
electrochemical window of the electrolyte solution, that is, the potential range within which electro-decomposition of
electrolyte solution does not occur. Because ionic liquids offer wide potential windows, they can provide larger specific
energies in EDLCs. In this work, we quantified the electrochemical stability and capacitance of several ionic liquids with
structurally diverse anions and cations and showed that the cation size has a significant effect on the electrochemical
capacitance. Imidazolium- and pyridinium-based ionic liquids were shown to provide the highest cell capacitance, and
ammonium-based ionic liquids offered the largest potential windows. Increasing the chain length of the alkyl substituents
in 1-alkyl-3 methylimidazolium trifluoromethanesulfonimide did not widen the potential window of the ionic liquid. We
identified the ionic liquids that maximize the specific energies of EDLCs by combining the effects of their potential
windows and the double-layer capacitance. The highest specific energies were obtained with ionic liquid electrolytes that
had moderate electrochemical stability, but small ionic volumes, low viscosity, and high conductivity, and that was ionic
liquid of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide.
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Abstract Text
HS-10, a new low cost version of the HS-20 headspace autosampler, has been developed and recently released for sale.
The HS-10 is a transfer line, sample loop type, static headspace sampler. It has many of the same features of the high end
model but is offered at a lower price. The features of this new headspace unit will be described along with applications.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Choosing a stationary phase is the most critical step in column selection, more important than the column’s I.D., film
thickness, or length. This is because the stationary phase determines the selectivity of the column, and that selectivity
influences resolution. Changing stationary phase may be an effective way to increase resolution.1
Beginning in 2006, extensive evaluations of columns manufactured with ionic liquid stationary phases have occurred.
Their main strength was discovered to be unique selectivity. These columns have the ability to perform many of the same
applications as columns made with polysiloxane polymer or polyethylene glycol stationary phases of similar polarity, but
with slight elution order changes. Many times this results in increased resolution and/or shorter run times.
Recent solvation parameter model (SPM) evaluations indicate that only ionic liquid columns are capable of
simultaneously providing intense H-acceptor and intense H-donor interactions, along with dipolar and •-• interactions.2
The effect of these interactions is illustrated through multiple chromatograms showing an ionic liquid column providing
unique selectivity resulting in better resolution and/or faster analysis when compared to a non-ionic liquid column with
similar polarity.
References
1.Barry EF. Columns: packed and capillary; column selection in gas chromatography. In: Grob RL, Barry EF, editors.
Modern Practice of Gas Chromatography, Fourth Edition. New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.; 2004. p 65–191.
2.Rodríguez-Sánchez S, Galindo-Iranzo P, Soria AC, Sanz ML, Quintanilla-López JE, Lebrón-Aguilar R. Principle component
analysis (PCA) evaluation of seven commercial ionic liquid capillary GC columns. Supelco Reporter/2015; 33.1: 3–4.
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Abstract Text
Peak detection and integration are fundamental to good data quality for accuracy and precision. There are several
challenges to accurate peak determination such as poor resolution and baseline drift that can be compounded by
challenging/dirty sample matrix. The co-elution of isomers, presence of shoulder peaks along with hundreds of
components present in a single sample can make data processing very difficult. The data generated with EPA methods
8082 and 8015 which, involves multicomponent analysis of complex mixtures that are not fully resolved offers the
desired level of complexity for testing peak detection and integration with Empower software. Two distinct approaches
were taken for peak identification using data from the two methods. In case of EPA 8082, Apex track integration which
uses a second derivative function of the chromatogram was used to identify changes in the chromatogram signifying peak
start, stop and additional features such as shouldering. Using Apex track the overall integration of a very complex sample
improved dramatically, with rapid peak detection and reduced the need for manual adjustment thereby making the
process more robust. The data from the EPA 8015 method was integrated using the traditional peak integration
algorithm where peak resolution is unobtainable and baseline shifts are expected. With Empower software, the user can
analyze their data using two different integration algorithms for both simple and complex samples.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Inlet liners are a critical part of the gas chromatographic system, in which the liquid sample must vaporize reproducibly
and without discrimination or sample loss to ensure precise and accurate analyses. In addition, the sample is exposed to
high temperatures, which require a highly inert surface. Interactions between the analytes and the liner can affect the
integrity of results. It is critical to use inert, deactivated liners to minimize these adverse interactions, especially when
using splitless injections. Despite choosing a highly inert liner to begin with, there are several conditions that can affect
the integrity of even the best liner deactivations, such as solvent exposure and “dirtiness” of extracts. It is important for
the analyst to maintain awareness of the condition of an inlet liner and perform maintenance when necessary.
The following experiments will examine different liner deactivations, as well as types of wool, for ruggedness to a variety
of solvents and extracts. Performance is monitored by looking at several sensitive compounds, including organochlorine,
organophosphorus, organonitrogen, and carbamate pesticides. Solvents such as acetified acetonitrile, commonly used in
AOAC QuEChERS methods, can affect the integrity of liner deactivations, decreasing responses for certain compounds.
Even non-polar solvents like hexane, after repeatedly injected in a hot inlet, can cause degradation of liner performance.
The matrices of sample extracts, whether environmental, food, etc., can also leave behind non-volatile components in the
liner, causing issues. Liner inertness following exposure to solvents and a variety of matrices will be presented.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
An Inficon 3000 micro gas chromatograph with molecular sieve and PlotU columns was selected for an application
involving analysis of tritium gas streams. The system will primarily monitor common gas impurities like nitrogen, argon,
water, and trace C1-C4 organics. The Inficon GC has the advantages of being compact, requiring low amperage line
voltage, consuming minimal carrier gas, and being designed for external control with a simple Ethernet jump cable while
performing a standard atmospheric gas sweep in less than two minutes. These properties made the system suitable for
installation inside an inert glovebox for process monitoring applications. However, on close examination the
chromatograph had several features that made it incompatible with high levels of tritium gas. The chromatographic
modules had to be significantly modified to remove both the plastic venting tubing and the diaphragm based sampling
pump system. The system was found to be challenged by less than positive pressure samples and was not well designed
for sample recapture. The modifications to the system with steel tubing, tip seal-less mini scroll pump, and additive
manufacturing brackets will be described.
Re:SRNL-L4110-2015-00005
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Abstract Text
We describe a new passive, membrane-mediated microfabricated vapor extractor ([micro]VE) for extraction of aqueous
volatile organic compounds (VOCs), which we interfaced with a new micro-scale gas chromatograph prototype
([micro]GC). VOC extractions are normally achieved by purge-and-trap or solid-phase microextraction, which, can suffer
from low extraction efficiency, long cycle times, and large sample volumes, and thus are not well-suited for use with onsite portable analyzers. Our 2.8 × 2.3 cm [micro]VE chip has a lower Si substrate containing etched conduction and
extraction [micro]channels, an upper glass substrate with an etched gas [micro]channel, and a cast PDMS membrane
bonded at the interface. An aqueous sample is pumped through the lower µchannels and VOCs diffuse through the PDMS
and are swept by N[sub]2[/sub] to the downstream analyzer. Initial characterization of a [micro]VE with a 100-[micro]m
thick PDMS membrane challenged with several VOCs gave time-to-steady-state ranging from ~4-12 mins, and steadystate permeation rates within +/-50% of model predictions. The [micro]VE was fluidically interfaced to our [micro]GC,
which contains a [micro]preconcentrator, [micro]column, and chemiresistor array detector. A mixture of 2-butanone,
trichloroethylene, toluene, and tetrachloroethylene spiked into synthetic urine at ppm concentrations was extracted from
a 700 [micro]L sample in 3.5 min and passed directly into the [micro]preconcentrator and injected. Separation and
analysis took 1.3 min with the lowest LOD = 660 ppb. These preliminary results suggest that the hybrid [micro]VE[micro]GC microsystem may provide rapid field/clinical analysis of VOC water contaminants and urinary biomarkers in
ultra-small sample volumes.
Funding: University of Michigan and NIOSH-CDC.
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Abstract Text
Alkyl nitrites such as isopentyl- or butyl-nitrite are volatile organic compounds with the general formula of R-O-N=O.
Isopentyl nitrite is a legitimate drug prescribed for angina or as an antidote for cyanide poisoning. Butyl- or other short
chain alkyl nitrites formulated as concentrated solutions called “poppers” have alleged aphrodisiac and euphoric
properties when inhaled and are illegal in the USA. Most analytical methods for alkyl nitrites are based on gas
chromatography (GC) or the colorimetric Griess reaction, the latter method used for the determination of inorganic
nitrite. However a cheap, portable, facile, and fast qualitative test for alkyl nitrites is still needed and would be important
for forensic purposes. We have investigated analytically the rapid reaction of isopentyl nitrite in 0.1 M sulfuric acid with 3mercaptopropionic acid (MCPA) to produce the pink nitroso product compound. For the qualitative test for alkyl nitrites,
a cotton wool plug soaked with acidic MCPA is placed at the bottom of a plastic syringe. The syringe is placed over the
sample and the headspace vapor is withdrawn through the cotton wool plug. The presence of a pink color on the plug
surface is indicative of an alkyl nitrite. We have been able to detect easily 0.1% solution of isopentyl nitrite which is well
below the expected concentration of about 50% in poppers. Using a dual valve flow injection analysis method, we have
quantitatively determined trace levels of isopentyl nitrite. Injection of the MCPA reagent and the alkyl nitrite solution
using separate valves in the sulfuric acid carrier permit the reaction to take place in a mixing tee and the product is
monitored continuously at 335 nm using a HPLC UV-VIS detector. A linear range of 0.6–10 mM for eight points gave a
correlation coefficient of 0.9992. These data are comparable to our prior work using the same method to determine
inorganic nitrite.
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Abstract Text
Stacked, mutually-rotated transmission diffraction gratings allow generation of low resolution spectra that can be
exploited by 8-bit cameras for performing visible absorption or reflectance spectrometry. Exploiting this capability
requires several steps, some of which have been previously reported: accurate identification of diffraction pattern center,
identification of each order, dispersion calibration, extraction of individual orders, normalization of throughput among
orders, and combination/averaging of orders to obtain a precise spectrum. Order throughput varies over a wide range,
allowing a single exposure to measure light intensity over 3.5 orders of magnitude despite the 2.5 order dynamic range of
our spectrometer’s camera. While not obvious upon qualitative inspection of raw data, quantitation demands
compensation for order overlap in ways resembling problems with line overlaps in atomic emission spectrometry.
Our poster shows the chemometrics for extracting a spectrum from raw SpectroBurst™ images. Examples of spectra with
inadequate compensation for order overlap and with optimal compensation are presented.
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Abstract Text
Potassium is very important in cellular biochemical reactions and metabolism; it participates in the intracellular protein
synthesis and carbohydrate metabolism.[sup]1[/sup] Given the importance of potassium, probes that are able to visualize
the intracellular K[sup]+[/sup] behavior are necessary. To achieve this goal, potassium ion-selective optical nanosensors
were prepared for photoacoustic imaging in-vivo, for future non-invasive, spatially and time-resolved biochemical
analysis. They are based on the incorporation of Potassium Ionophore III and an indicative dye, Chromoionohore I.[sup]2,
3[/sup] They were embedded in Pluronic micelles and another layer of polybutyl methacrylate nanoparticles within the
micelles. The polybutyl methacrylate nanoparticles were formed via free-radical polymerization. The nanoparticles
obtained were typically on the order of 60 nm. The potassium sensors were characterized by both UV-VIS and
photoacoustic spectroscopy. Notably, photoacoustic spectroscopy uses the same principles as that of UV-VIS
spectroscopy,[sup]4[/sup] but it has much deeper tissue penetration than optical spectroscopies.[sup]5 [/sup]Work is in
progress on other ions, such as Na[sup]+[/sup] and Ca[sup]2+[/sup].
References
(1)Sigel, A.; Sigel, H.; Sigel, R.; Pohl, H.; Wheeler, J.; Murray, H.[i] Met ions Life Sci[/i][b] 2013[/b].
(2) Brasuel, M.; Kopelman, R.; Miller, T.; Tialkens, R.; Philbert, M.[i] Anal. Chem.[/i][b] 2001[/b],[i] 73[/i], 22212228.
(3) Xie, X.; Zhai, J.; Bakker, E.[i] Analytical Chemistry[/i][b] 2014[/b], [i]86[/i], 28532856.
(4) Cash, K.; Li, C.; Xia, J.; Wang, L.; Clark, H. [i]ACS Nano [/i][b]2015[/b], [i]9[/i], 16921698.
(5) Ray, A.; Yoon, H.; Lee, Y.; Kopelman, R.; Wang, X.[i] Analyst[/i] [b]2013[/b], [i]138[/i], 3126-3130.
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Abstract Text
This presentation will examine the use of visible (VIS) spectrophotometry and partial least squares regression (PLSR) for
simultaneous determination of iron and aluminum, toward applications to analysis of abandoned mine drainage (AMD)
and related water samples for these two metals. Abandoned mine drainage is the result of collection of water in
abandoned coal mines, causing oxidation of pyrite (iron disulfide) in and near coal seams and subsequent formation of
sulfate and ferrous iron. Along with Fe, Al may also be a primary metallic constituent of AMD. Fe and Al in AMD are
determined by atomic spectrometry, and less expensively by VIS spectrophotometry. Many colorimetric methods exist
for determination of iron and aluminum in water samples, using chelators such as xylenol orange (XO) and Eriochrome
cyanine R (ECR). For a number of these colorimetric methods, though, either iron or aluminum will interfere with the
other analyte due to severe spectral overlap produced by chelates of these two metals with the same ligand. This is
especially true with XO and ECR, which yield strongly absorbing chelates with both Fe and Al and also exhibit severe
spectral overlap. In such cases, use of PLSR makes possible simultaneous determination of iron and aluminum using the
same chelator and elimination of extra procedural steps for isolation and separate determination of each analyte. Thus,
the focus of this presentation is on simultaneous colorimetric determination of Fe and Al and PLSR, using XO and ECR
under appropriate conditions that promote chelation of both Fe and Al by each ligand. Comparison of results for Fe and
Al using each ligand will be made. Experimental details, significance of the results, potential application of these methods
toward characterization of water hardness of AMD and related samples, and future directions for this work, will be
presented and discussed.
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Abstract Text
Tetrabutylammonium fluoride (TBAF) is a frequently used source for fluoride in laboratory settings which measure
fluoride sensing capabilities, especially of novel compounds. However, when using some commercial sources of TBAF in
high concentrations, a pale yellow visible impurity is present at high concentrations. While this yellow impurity has been
noted to occur, even by commercial suppliers, it can cause spectral interference in both UV/vis and fluorescence
spectroscopy. This interference has the potential to alter some fluoride sensory findings which have been published. Our
research which we will present on is focused on identification, removal, and spectroscopic influence of this impurity.
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Abstract Text
Introduction
Methylisothiazolinone (MI) is an antimicrobial preservative that is used in a variety of personal care products, such as
sunscreens, lotions cosmetics etc. MI is a cytotoxin and as a result there is major concern because of sensitization and
allergic reactions as well as cell and nerve damage. From July 2015, the European Commission will adopt a ban of MI as an
ingredient in leave-on cosmetic products. This poster demonstrates the development of a simple sample preparation
protocol using supported liquid extraction columns prior to GC/MS analysis.
Methodology
Sunscreen was weighed and extracted with 50/50 MeOH/1M NaCl aq. Homogenization was performed using vortex
mixing or an OMNI Bead Ruptor. Samples were centrifuged and the supernatant applied to the ISOLUTE SLE+ columns.
Analyte extraction was performed and extracts were evaporated and reconstituted in EtOA. Samples were analyzed by
GC/MS.
Results
Optimization of the evaporation condition involved the use of 0.2M HCl in IPA added to the collection tubes prior to
blowdown. It was necessary to avoid over-drying to minimize variability. The complex nature of the matrix in terms of
various additives provided an interesting challenge. Optimization of the supported liquid extraction protocol involved
investigation of loading volume and elution solvent combination. The optimal extraction solvent of 50/50 hexane/EtOAc
demonstrated high analyte recoveries, greater than 90%, RSDs below 10%, good visual extract cleanliness and no
interference on the SIM trace. Method performance was compared using vortex mixing to the use of an OMNI bead
ruptor instrument. The latter provided a far more homogenous extract compared to vortex mixing. Calibration curves
were constructed spiking MI into sunscreen from 50-750 ng/mL. Although no internal standard was used, good
coefficients of determination (r2) greater than 0.99 were demonstrated.
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Abstract Text
GC-MS suffer from a few limitations that restrict its use and growth. A major limitation is its inability to analyze relatively
non-volatile and thermally labile compounds. Another downside is the weakness or absence of molecular ions.
Furthermore, its typical >30 min analysis time impedes its use in areas that require real time analysis. GC-MS with Cold EI
is based on electron ionization of vibrationally cold molecules in supersonic molecular beams (SMB) and on interfacing
the GC and MS with SMB while replacing the EI ion source with Cold EI fly-through ion source. In GC-MS with Cold EI the
GC elution temperatures can be significantly lowered upon the reduction of the column length and increase of carrier gas
flow rate. Furthermore, via using high column flow rate, lower injector temperatures can be used and sample degradation
at the Cold EI fly-through ion source is inherently eliminated. Thus, extended range of thermally labile, polar and low
volatility compounds are amenable for analysis. Furthermore, the ionization of cold molecules results in enhancement of
the molecular ions and GC-MS with Cold EI facilitates much shorter analysis time up to real time analysis with low thermal
mass fast GC inlet. Extended range of GC-MS with Cold EI applications will be demonstrated in the analysis of large
hydrocarbons, full range of all the organic explosives, large polar drugs, thermally labile pesticides, lipidomics analysis
including free fatty acids, cholesterol cholesterilesters and triglycerides, service GC-MS for synthetic organic compounds
and real time forensic analysis.
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Abstract Text
In the last decade, exhaled breath analysis demonstrated a huge potential as screening technique for cancer biomarkers.
On the other hand lacks in standardization of sampling methods and data normalization still affect most of the studies. A
new simplified sampling methodology was explored in order to develop a robust and reliable procedure. The method is
based on new sampling device derived from a modification of the geometry of commonly used thermal desorption tubes.
The device allows a direct sampling and delivers accurate information by GC-MS analysis. Major problem such as high air
flow impedance and water condensation are overstepped due the combination of a recently develop sorbent and the
new geometry. Reduced sample manipulation and trapping on condensate allow collection of more representative
samples. Preliminary results of a study aimed to the enlargement of potential target analytes are presented.
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Abstract Text
The purpose of this study was to develop a method for the analysis of chemical warfare agent compounds using GCQuadrupole Mass Spectrometry (GCQMS) in full scan mode to achieve the low picogram detection levels typically seen
when analyzing these compounds by GC/Time-of-flight mass spectrometry (GCTOFMS).
This procedure allows for the detection of chemical warfare agents, in the low picogram range as opposed to the low
nanogram range, which is typically achieved using GCQMS instrumentation in full scan mode. The benefits of the analysis
in full scan mode include the generation of more definitive spectra and decreased incidence of false positives that are
common when analyses are performed by SIM.
A GCQMS instrument equipped with a Large Volume Injection/Programmable Temperature Vaporization (LVI/PTV)
injector was utilized to develop a full scan method in which 10uL of sample extract was injected by way of a solvent vent
injection program.
By optimizing the LVI/PTV parameters, the low pictogram detection levels common to GC-time-of-flight instruments were
achieved by GC quadrupole MS in full scan mode.
Data from calibration curve and MDL studies analyzed by the developed method validate the method as a viable
alternative to analysis of chemical warfare agents by GCTOFMS.
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Abstract Text
A method using Stir-bar Sorptive Extraction (SBSE) coupled with Thermal Desorption- Gas Chromatography- Mass
Spectrometry (TD-GC-MS) and Isotope Dilution Mass Spectrometry (IDMS, EPA Method 6800 Update V 2015) has been
developed and applied to this study. This method has previously been applied to quantification of persistent organic
pollutants (POPs) in human blood, wastewater, and drinking water and has been proven accurate, precise, reproducible,
and relatively green. Besides drinking water, dietary supplements and foods are significant pathways that people are
exposed to POPs. Dietary supplements have been found to have incorrect labels with missing ingredients or incorrect
ingredient concentrations and they have become a source of xenobiotics that can have adverse impact on human health.
In this study, SBSE-TD-GC-MS-IDMS is adapted and applied to quantification of POPs in dietary supplements. Selected
commercially available dietary supplements from different manufacturers sold ubiquitously across the United States and
internationally are analyzed. Compared with classical extraction methods such as liquid-liquid extraction and traditional
solid phase extraction, SBSE is more environmental friendly requiring much less solvent from beginning to end. Thermal
desorption is fully automated, which makes the process efficient and enables a high level of quality assurance and quality
control. Instead of traditional calibration curve, IDMS is used for quantification. It provides higher precision and accuracy
in less time and eliminates the error from recovery. This green and effective method, along with the instruments and
products, will also be demonstrated in medical and human health assessment.
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Abstract Text
The United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) Method 8260 is used in order to ascertain volatile organic
compounds in waters, soils and solid waste samples. Often times, soil and solid waste samples are so highly
contaminated the sample needs to be dispersed in methanol. Sample collection for contaminated soils can be obtained
in two ways. One, dispersing a bulk soil sample into a 40ml vial and adding methanol in the lab or two, sending preweighed vials with a septum sealed cap that already contains the pre-requisite methanol out in the field for soil sampling.
No matter how the soil sample is dispersed in methanol, an aliquot of the methanol extract needs to be added to water
and purged using USEPA Method 5030. This application will investigate automated sampling of methanol soil extractions.
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Abstract Text
Pesticides have become ubiquitous environmental and human health hazards. There is clear evidence that long term
exposure to pesticides can cause serious diseases. This project involves a qualitative and quantitative analysis of one of
the most widely applied pesticide (atrazine) and its degradation products in various real-world samples (water and soft
drink) with multiple separation/detection techniques, including Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometer (GC-MS), HighPerformance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC), and Enzyme-linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA). The detection limit,
quantitation limit, linearity and spike recovery from different techniques will be compared and discussed.
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Abstract Text
The ability to identify volatile and semi-volatile contaminants present in food products without the use of solvent
extractions has several advantages including improving sample throughput, reducing the chance of a volatile component
being “lost” in the extraction process and eliminating the need for solvent disposal. This study utilizes the advantages of
direct thermal extraction GC/MS to identify contaminants in powdered food products. Direct Thermal Extraction GC/MS
provides for fast analysis with no carryover problems that can be associated with other GC/MS techniques.
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Abstract Text
Plants emit biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOCs) including terpenes and terpenoid compounds that play a vital
role in the atmospheric chemistry. These BVOCs will react with the hydroxyl radicals that will result in the formation of
tropospheric ozone and secondary organic aerosols. This study investigates the emission of terpenes in a forest setting
under the diurnal variation of sunlight or darkness, temperature, and humidity. Biogenic terpenes released by the Eastern
Red Bud, Eastern Red Cedar, Shagbark Hickory, and Winged Elm trees located in Stones River Battle National Field are
sampled using different sampling methodologies including sorbent tubes, solid phase microextraction, 6-liter canisters,
and passive sampling devices. Ground-based sampling schemes requiring the placement of intact branches inside a
conical cage coupled to a canister with a 1-hour passive sampler, balloon-based air sampling where a canister or sorbent
based passive sampler is tied to the tethered balloon, and drones carrying air sampling accessories are explored and their
performance characteristics compared. The GC-MS methods based on scan mode as well as the dual mode of both scan
and selected ion monitoring will be compared in terms of their ability to monitor low levels of BVOCs at the 10-100 parts
per trillion levels. The retention time indices of terpenes along with the selection of their common mass spectrometric ion
fragments are used to enhance the confidence in correct identification of structurally similar terpenes.
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Abstract Text
The Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS) Directive controls six hazardous substances commonly used in electronic
and electrical equipment. Two of the restricted substances are compound classes commonly used in flame retardants:
polybrominated biphenyls (PBB) and polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDE), both known to cause serious health
concerns due to their high halogen content. Furthermore, four types of phthalate esters are expected to be regulated in
2019 in Europe, which adds phthalate esters to the substances restricted under RoHS. To quantitate these substance in a
polymer matrix, the traditional approach involves extraction of PBBs, PBDEs and phthalate esters from the sample matrix,
followed by detection and quantitation by GC/MS. This method is time consuming and poses the risk to exposure to
multiple toxic solvents.
Pyrolysis followed by gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (PY-GC/MS) has been well established for detection of
volatile and semi-volatile compounds in both natural and synthetic polymers. Using the pyrolysis technique, a
temperature programed micro-furnace provides thermal desorption and pyrolysis of the polymer matrix, releasing the
PBBs, PBDEs and phthalate esters for GC/MS analysis.
In this poster, PY-GC/MS method has been used to screen for 7 phthalate esters and 11 brominated flame retardants. A
commercially available method package was used, which contains phthalate and PBDE standards, pre-registered methods
with acquisition and data processing parameters, and calibration curves for semi-quantitative calculation of compound
concentration. Quantitation results were generated with minimal sample preparation requiring no organic solvents. A
software program for efficient multi-analyte data confirmation and QAQC review is discussed in the detail.
Keywords:
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Abstract Text
Monitoring the flavor profile of both high boiling and low boiling components in fermented beverages is very important
for health safety and quality control. During the fermentation process in distilled spirit production, compounds called
congeners are formed. These congeners contribute to the distinct flavor and aroma profile of the spirit and can include
varying amounts of fusel alcohols, esters and acids; when present in excess however, congeners can cause harmful health
effects and are additionally suspected to contribute to the well-known “hangover”. Some spirits such as vodka therefore
undergo extra processing steps to eliminate these compounds. Aside from health concerns, overabundance of a specific
congener can signify production or improper storage problems. Analysis is therefore routinely performed using GC;
however, fermented beverage samples including distilled spirit congeners are historically challenging to analyze by neat
injection with the polar stationary phases required for selectivity due to their instability with high-aqueous matrices.
Presented is a study of the congener flavor profile in Italian wine and Scotch whiskey, which contains 60% water. The
methods employed in the study were performed using an aqueous stable Zebron™ ZB-WAXplus™ GC column, and
demonstrates reproducibility of the method over time to repeated injections of highly water-based alcoholic beverage
samples. In particular, no changes in retention times or peak intensities even after consecutive injections are observed. In
addition to stability, the methods offer symmetric peak shape for polar analytes and good peaks shapes for late eluting
fatty acids in the same run. Overall, the study achieves accurate, reproducible methods for high-aqueous distilled spirit
samples, without compromising resolution.
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Abstract Text
Triglycerides are esters of glycerol with three fatty acids, and are naturally occurring in food. These compounds have
relatively high molecular weights that increase with the degree of unsaturation, and are typically analyzed using low
polarity GC stationary phases. Because the boiling point of these compounds are very low, high oven temperatures are
essential to elute the analyte out of the stationary phase. Traditional columns used for this testing are limited to
maximum oven ramp temperatures of approximately 370 °C. This could cause problems such as carryover of un-eluted
high boiling compound in the following injection, excess degradation of the external column coating, and increased phase
bleed, which leads to both reduced sensitivity and increased cost due to consumable replacement.
The present work focuses on the high temperature analysis of triglycerides in butter, olive oil, peanut oil and canola oil
using GC oven temperatures as high as 400 °C. Methods for high boiling compounds utilized optimized ramp procedures
and a thin film, low-polarity Zebron™ ZB-5HT Inferno™ GC column, which provided stability to 430 °C for the high oven
ramp programs used. Considering the high boiling point of the triglycerides from different food sources, the method was
optimized individually using thin film high temperature Zebron ZB-5HT Inferno columns. The study revealed preferred
materials and methods that avoided external film degradation, prevented carryover, and improved sensitivity.
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Abstract Text
Energy drinks and shots are a roughly $30 billion dollar industry with major beverage companies , such as PepsiCo , and
focused energy drink manufacturers , like Red Bull GmbH , participating . They are consumed by a large number of people
, with a 2014 WHO report estimating the consumer base to include 30% of adults , 68% of adolescents , and 18% of
children under the age of 10 . Energy drinks may instill a feeling of increased energy or focus . They contain a broad mix of
active ingredients as well as various flavorings , preservatives , and coloring agents . The overuse of energy drinks can be
problematic , as the number of emergency hospital visits attributed to overconsumption of energy drinks doubled over
the period from 2007 to 2010 . In an effort to learn more about the composition of energy drinks , we have analyzed a
selection of them using gas chromatography-mass spectrometry with a new purge and trap concentrator and will present
these results, identifying volatile organic compounds found in the National Primary Drinking Water Regulations present at
detectable levels .
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Abstract Text
Almost one thousand different compounds have been identified in roast coffee extracts, with chemical composition
varying due to a range of factors, such as coffee bean origin and degree of roasting. The overall flavour and aroma results
from a complex combination of chemical classes, including terpenes, oxygenates (aldehydes, esters and ketones) and
thiophenes, as well as a range of nitrogen-containing compounds (pyrazines, pyridines and thiazoles). Comprehensive
two-dimensional gas chromatography coupled with time-of-flight mass spectrometry (GCxGC–TOF MS) is ideal for the
analysis of complex samples such as coffee and tea. The enhanced separation capacity of this technique allows
characterisation of the entire sample within a single run. In this study, key flavour compounds, which would have been
subject to extensive co-elution in a conventional GC–MS system, were quickly and confidently identified using automated
search tools. For example, simple scripting functions were applied to allocate the pyrazines, pyridines and thiazoles based
on their characteristic fragmentation patterns, allowing fast characterisation of the sample.
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Abstract Text
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), one of the most famous “dirtydozen” persistent organic pollutants (POPs) with
carcinogenicity, teratogenicity and mutagenicity, are used to be produced and commercially used as mixtures. Even PCBs
were banned by most countries as early as 1970s, they can still be detected in air, soil, water, sediment and biota at a
global scale, even in remote areas such as the polar regions, deep seas and high mountains. In this research, Carrot,
Potato and Ginger were selected as representative samples analyzed by triple quadrupole tandem mass spectrometry(GCMS/MS) with MRM mode. The results of this research indicated that the relative coefficients of the 7 kinds of PCBs
ranged from 1 to 500µg/L are above 0.999. Precision of this method was measured by analyzing the same sample (1µg/L)
six times. The overall RSD% of analysis were below 5%. The limit of detection (LOD; S/N=3) of most compounds were
below 0.09µg/L. Commercially available Carrot, Potato and Ginger were used for recovery test, spiked concentration was
10µg/kg and the recovery rate of carrot was 72~108% and that of Potato and Ginger were 76~110% and 93~120%. The
developed method in this study was proved to be reliable and accurate, and permits rapid determination of PCBs can be
easily applied for quality control of vegetables.
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[b]Introduction[/b]
Characterization of fatty acid methyl esters (FAMEs) is used in several important fields, ranging from fat content in foods
and blood to biofuels. They are generally derivatized from free fatty acids and mono-, di-, and triglycerides. FAMEs may
be saturated, mono- or polyunsaturated, linear or branched, and of variable chain lengths.
Electron Ionization Gas Chromatography / Mass Spectrometry (EI GC/MS) is often used to characterize FAMEs, but may
fail to produce a useful molecular ion for short, unsaturated, or branched chains, making identification more difficult.
Contrastingly, Cold Electron Ionization GC/MS (Cold EI GC/MS) can substantially increase the molecular ion intensity of
these compounds, retain EI fragmentation patterns for spectral library searching, and not require modification to
established GC methodologies.
[b]Experimental[/b]
A mixture of FAMEs was characterized using EI and Cold EI GC/MS.
GC column effluent with added makeup gas was expanded through a nozzle, creating a supersonic molecular beam.
Adiabatic expansion cools the analytes to ~15 K, reducing the molecular vibrational energy and thus fragmentation
caused by the ionizing electron. This results in higher molecular ion intensities than for conventional EI, allowing use of
this ion for more selective compound analysis of FAME isomers which may have unstable molecular ions, resulting in low
or no intensity in EI.
[b]Results[/b]
Very large molecular ion relative intensity enhancements are noted for mid-length unsaturated linear chains. Other
compounds have smaller enhancements. The average relative intensity increased a factor of 33.
This enhanced molecular ion in Cold EI provides improved selectivity and less ambiguous molecular weight determination
in complex mixtures. Cold EI molecular ion mass chromatograms can be successfully used for quantification with better
selectivity than a lower mass fragment which might otherwise have to be used for EI.
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Abstract Text
There is increased concern on the authenticity of basmati rice sold throughout the world. There is reason to believe that
economic adulteration, of the commodity being imported from India, is occurring. According to many reports, basmati
rice is being adulterated with the cheaper, easier to grow and less aromatic rice, CSR30. More and more sophisticated
techniques are required to detect food fraud across a range of commodities that demand a higher price than their
cheaper alternatives. Owing to the volatile nature of compounds responsible for the aromatic smell and flavor of basmati
rice, dry rice was heated, agitated and compounds of interest extracted from the headspace by SPME. Separations were
performed using a 30 m DB5 column. Atmospheric pressure ionization gas chromatography (APGC) coupled to an IMS
QTof was used for the analysis of several samples. HDMSE data was collected for replicate samples analyzed as part of a
randomized sample set. All data was processed using a novel statistical analysis package which first aligns all experimental
runs before peak picking, deconvoluting and performing statistical analysis using various models. The integration of
several publically available databases into the processing method made preliminary identification of significant ions
identified by the statistical analysis facile and automated calculation of collision cross section (CCS) values for all detected
compounds was performed using the drift times obtained from the ion mobility separation. These CCS values can be
added to database entries for use as an additional level of selectivity in future experiments. A proof-of-principle method
for the investigation of basmati rice authenticity and potential food fraud was devised.
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Abstract Text
Vibrational spectroscopies, such as Infrared spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy, should be a better solution for
obtaining all information from large batch, since they only examine small volume of the sample. Furthermore, these
spectroscopic methods are available for gathering molecular information including functional groups, chirality and
tautomerism. They provide much valuable information, comparing with other sample selection – and detecting methods,
such as high performance liquid chromatography.
Recently, an emerging new technique, spatially offset Raman spectroscopy (SORS) is a promising tool for the
pharmaceutical analysis. SORS can provide more information than conventional Raman spectroscopy because it covers
much larger sample size and wide depth. Also, it is non-destructive analysis tool through containers, such as bottles,
sacks, and polymers. In this work, we developed SORS setup for probing mixing process of pharmaceutical ingredients.
We improved the sampling and analysis speed and presented spectra with better signal to noise ratio, since this
technique increases Raman signals. Also, for pharmaceutical industry, uniformity of all tablet components is essential to
keep the patients’ health. So, we demonstrated this technique as an analysis tool for proving the uniformity of the
tablets.
1. Griffen. Julia A., Andrew W. Owen, and Pavel Matousek. Analyst, 140, 107-112 (2014)
2. P. Matousek, I. P. Clark, E. R. C. Draper, M. D. Morris, A. E. Goodship, N. Everall, M.Towrie, W. F. Finney, A. W. Parker,
Appl. Spectrosc. 59, 393-340 (2005).
3. H. M. Kim, H. Park, Y. Cho, S. M. Jin, K. T. Lee, Y. M. Jung, Y. D. Suh, J. Mol. Struct., 1069, 223–228 (2014)
4. H. S. Lee, Y. Cho, B. Kim, S. Song, Y. M. Jung, C. R. Park, and H. M. Kim, Bull. Kor. Chem. Soc, 36, 1032–1036 (2015)
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Abstract Text
The use of LED light sources offers the potential to decrease the size, weight, and power consumption of Raman
instruments. These considerations are particularly important for instruments that may be used in planetary exploration.
For many Raman applications the output power of LED sources is sufficiently high, but the emission is several nm wide,
making it too broad for use. The spatial radiation pattern of powerful multi-element LED sources extends over a very
large angle, making it difficult to concentrate all the emitted light onto a sample. Optical bandpass filters can be used to
decrease the line width of an LED source, but at the expense of transmitted power. A more efficient approach is to
disperse the LED emission using a diffraction grating and focus the dispersed light onto the sample in a line, so that the
excitation wavelength changes across it. An imaging detector can then be used to collect the Raman scattered light and
the Raman spectrum reconstructed with no loss of resolution or intensity. However, focusing the diffuse source image
onto a narrow spectrometer slit still leads to large signal losses. The spatial heterodyne Raman spectrometer (SHRS) has
a wide acceptance angle and there is no slit, making it much easier to collect light efficiently from the large illumination
spots provided by an LED. This paper will demonstrate multiple wavelength selection schemes for using the LED as a
Raman excitation source with the SHRS, and LED Raman spectra of solid and liquid samples.
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Abstract Text
Combining SHG and AFM provides new capabilities that are beneficial to the study of plasmonic interactions. Results
suggest that plasmon resonances have significant impact on nonlinear processes, and these nonlinear processes can
result in altered electric fields on the nanostructure surface. Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) is a powerful technique
for examining surface and interfacial properties but the spatial resolution is limited by the excitation volume (on the order
of hundreds of nanometers). Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) exhibits improved lateral resolution, (on the order of tens
of nanometers), along with providing topographic information. Combining these techniques enables improved correlation
of the optical response to the surface morphology. This project aims to couple SHG and AFM to study the changing
electric fields at the surface of gold nanorods. Our instrument consists of a femtosecond-pulsed super continuum for
broadband SHG excitation from 694 nm to 945 nm after filtration coupled to shear force feedback AFM. The super
continuum probes the plasmon resonances of the nanorod to reveal how the number of indices of the nanorod changes
the resonance of the local surface plasmon with a corresponding AFM image to illustrate the orientation of the nanorods.
By understanding the correlation between morphology and optical response, we aim to provide new understanding of
the electric fields surrounding plasmonic structures.
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Abstract Text
Integrins are membrane receptor proteins that have functions associated with a range of cellular activities like cell
adhesion and proliferation. Thus, these heterodimer receptors are common drug targets. However, the process of drug
screening is inefficient and costly. A key challenge is the lack of ability to monitor the molecular interactions between
drug molecules and receptors on the plasma membrane. Here we demonstrate an approach that correlates specific
ligand-receptor binding chemistry with binding dynamics by using high-speed dark-field imaging for dynamic tracking of
nanoparticle-conjugated c-RGD peptide ligands, and using tip-enhanced Raman scattering (TERS) for specific chemical
characterization of the ligands binding with •V•3 integrins in living cells. 50 nm spherical gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) have
been conjugated with cyclic-arginine (R)-glycine (G)-aspartic acid (D)-phenylalanine (f)-cysteine (C) (c-RGDfC, or c-RGD)
peptides, which specifically bind to •V•3 receptors, to enable dark-field imaging and generate TERS enhancement. The
interactions of these ligand functionalized nanoparticles in two colon cancer cell lines SW480 and SW620, derived from a
cancer patient before and after tumor metastasis, are being studied. Real-time tracking of nanoparticles interacting with
cells was achieved using a high-speed CCD camera. The controlled plasmonic interaction between the TERS tip and the
peptide-conjugated nanoparticles generates significantly enhanced Raman signal, which provides chemical-specific
information reflecting binding between c-RGD and •V•3 integrins. Our work develops a platform to study the molecular
interaction of ligand-receptor recognition in cells.
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Abstract Text
In recent years, nanoparticles (NPs) have attracted the attention of researchers. NPs are widely applied in biomedical
areas such as medical diagnosis, targeted drug delivery, and treatment of many diseases. For these applications, a
majority of NPs have potential to cross cell membranes and reach the cellular nucleus. Many efforts have been made to
determine the cytotoxicity of NPs and to elucidate NP cellular uptake mechanisms, it remains undetermined about how
different parameters (size, surface properties, and nature of the NPs, cell types etc.) affect the entry of NPs through cell
membrane. In this study, sum frequency generation (SFG) vibrational spectroscopy, a surface/interface-sensitive
technique, was applied to investigate the interaction of lipid bilayers (to mimic model mammalian cell membranes) with
surface-modified gold (Au) and silver (Ag) NPs. It was determined that flip-flop of the cell membrane was induced by Au
NPs with amine and carboxyl coatings. However, the mechanism of Ag NP-cell membrane interaction is the combination
of flip-flop and NP accumulation onto the cell membrane. The process of flip-flop dominated during the initial state of the
Ag NP-cell membrane interaction, while the NP accumulation process increased as time increased. This study provides
dynamic observation of how different NPs (Au and Ag) interact with model mammalian cell membranes on a molecular
level.
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Abstract Text
Type IIA diamond is a near perfect material for infrared (IR) spectroscopy applications. The combination diamond’s IR
transmission, hardness, and chemical resistivity are unsurpassed by alternative IR materials. Diamond offers an additional
advantage – the optical transmission in the visible range – that allows the combination of IR spectroscopy with visible
imaging of the specimen. This presentation will concern the application of MicromATR Vision, a new diamond attenuated
total reflection (ATR) – video microscopy accessory for Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) instruments. The accessory
employs a single reflection diamond internal reflection element (IRE) in a “roof top” prism configuration. Microscopical
observation is accomplished by imaging the specimen plane through the diamond “roof top” onto a megapixel camera.
Live images are observed on a computer monitor via USB interface and video microscopy software. Images can be
captured, analyzed, and documented using this software. An external reflection interface can also be used in place of the
diamond ATR on MicromATR Vision. The system has been used to characterize a variety of surfaces in ATR and external
reflection modes. Comparative external reflection and ATR data has been analyzed from spectra recorded from aluminum
surfaces coated with polymers. Surface oxidation on metals has also been measured. Polymer coatings on electrical wires
were found to have various compositions including polyethylene, polyvinylidene fluoride, and polyvinyl chloride. Finally
contaminants and inks on documents and currencies have been measured and analyzed.
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Abstract Text
Keit's revolutionary new FTIR spectrometer will be presented. Tracings its origins in space instrumentation to
development and launch as a rugged in-line process measurement spectrometer. By using an enhanced Sagnac
interferometer Keit has been able to deliver pharmaceutical-grade sensitivity in a device that is small and rugged enough
to be directly attached to a reaction vessel or continuous reactor. Results from field trials will be presented.
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Abstract Text
In this study, the benefits of attenuated total reflectance (ATR) imaging microscopy are applied to “soft chew”
formulations in order to obtain distribution information related to their key components. This increasingly popular
formulation type presents sampling challenges for micro FTIR measurements by alternate methods. Imaging in
transmission mode is challenging since samples are difficult to cut thin enough and simply pressing them flat destroys the
distribution information within the sample. Measuring these samples by reflectance mode tends to result in spectra of
poor quality. The ATR measurement of a sample cross section offers a viable alternative since sample thickness is not an
issue. However, as these sample formulations tend to be sticky and contain oil, the occurrence of “sample carry over”
make single point ATR mapping problematic. Also, maps acquired by ATR typically require longer measurement times
due to the time required to raise and lower the sample stage at each measurement point. However, the use of an
imaging ATR accessory which makes contact with the sample just once while still permitting measurements across the
sample surface removes these issues. Further, the utilization of an array detector enables the collection of thousands of
spectra in relatively short time periods. The distributions of active and other key components within these products are
revealed in chemical maps. Results will show that strong spectral features are readily imaged by univariate methods,
such as peak height, while weaker spectral features are detected and mapped by multivariate methods such as
multivariate curve resolution.
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Abstract Text
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are short non-coding RNAs that mediate protein translation and are known to be dysregulated in
diseases including diabetes, Alzheimer’s, and cancer. With greater stability and predictive value than mRNA, this relatively
small class of biomolecules has become increasingly important in determining disease diagnosis and prognosis. Although
miRNAs have become increasingly important in disease diagnosis, clinicians still lack proper tools for high-confidence
quantification in complex media due to low abundance and sequence homology. In this talk, I will discuss technologies
being developed by our group which exploit structured hydrogels for the detection of miRNA. By carefully engineering
the physico-chemical properties of the gel and the development of lithographic processes to physically pattern gel
modules, we are able to directly detect DNA in both tissue and serum samples. Extensions of these concepts towards
single cell assays will also be discussed.
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Abstract Text
We are developing microfluidic devices with integrated nanochannel arrays to trap individual bacteria and monitor
growth and reproduction of lineages over multiple generations. Our poly(dimethylsiloxane) based device comprises a
pneumatically actuated nanochannel array with >1200 channels with widths from 400 to 1000 nm to actively trap diverse
bacteria. Integrated pumps and valves perform on-chip fluid and cell manipulations that provide dynamic control of cell
loading and nutrient flow, permitting chemostatic growth for extended periods of time. Nanochannels confine bacterial
growth to a single dimension, facilitating high-resolution time-lapse imaging and tracking of individual cells. We use the
device to monitor the growth of single bacterial cells that undergo symmetric (Bacillus subtilis) and asymmetric
(Caulobacter crescentus) division and reconstruct their lineages to correlate growth measurements through time and
among related cells. Furthermore, we monitor the motility state of single B. subtilis cells through multiple generations by
the expression of a fluorescently labeled motility gene and observe the state of the epigenetic switch that is correlated
over four generations. Our device allows imaging of cellular lineages with high spatiotemporal resolution to facilitate the
analysis of biological processes spanning multiple generations.
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Abstract Text
We have developed microfluidic platforms for genomic, transcriptomic and proteomic analysis of single cells. It integrates
cell handling and analysis with high-resolution imaging and flow cytometry to provide spatio-temporal measurement of
signaling pathways with single-cell resolution. The platform is capable of imaging single cells to obtain dynamic
translocation data as well as acquisition of quantitative protein expression, phosphorylation and secretion information of
selected cell populations. The platform consists of multiple modules such as single-cell array, cell sorter, and phosphoflow
chips to provide confocal imaging, cell sorting, and flow cytometry-based phosphorylation assays. The platform allows
high-resolution imaging as well as quantitative proteomic measurements with high sensitivity (<pM) and time-resolution
(~15 s) in the same population of cells, a feat not achievable by current techniques.
I will also discuss another microfluidic platform that permits digital droplet multiple displacement amplification (MDA) for
genome sequencing of samples with limited DNA amounts. While it is routine to sequence an organism when large
amount of purified DNA is available (e.g., from cultured cells), genome sequencing from limited number of cells or single
cell is still challenging. Multiple displacement amplification (MDA) is the most commonly used technique for whole
genome amplification from samples containing single or few cells but suffers from high amplification bias and low
specificity. We present a droplet digital MDA (ddMDA) system in which we use droplets to perform MDA with each
droplet containing very few DNA templates. The ddMDA approach enables more uniform coverage of amplification over
the entire length of the genome, with significantly greater specificity and coverage than conventional tube MDA or
microfluidic nanoliter chamber systems.
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Abstract Text
Ultrasensitive analytical measurements becomes increasingly important to biological and clinical applications, ranging
from single cell analysis of phenotypic/functional heterogeneity of cells to early detection of diseases. Many of these
cases requires quantitative detection of biomolecules that are present in the concentration range beyond the sensitivity
of current standard methods (e.g., 10•18 to 10•15 M). In comparison with nucleic acids that can be enzymatically
amplified, quantitative detection of low-level proteins remains very challenging. Here we report the development of
microfluidics-based platforms for ultrasensitive protein immunoassay with broad dynamic range. The core component of
these microfluidic system is an integrated microwell array that are pneumatically controllable. The microstructure allows
for solid-state sandwich immunoassay and enzymatic fluorogenic detection in the different manners: measuring
ensemble intensity fluorescence signal of the analyte (analog) and single-copy counting of the absolute copy number of
protein molecules (digital) confined in femtoliter-scale reactors. Microfluidic engineering of standard immunoassay
substantially enhances the analytical performance, such as sensitivity and dynamic range, while reducing the sample
demand and analysis time. We will demonstrate the applications of these microfluidic platforms to ultrasensitive and
quantitative analysis of protein biomarkers relevant to cancer diagnostics and therapeutics, as well as their potential for
single-cell analysis. Overall, these microfluidic systems would provide useful bioanalytical technologies that promote
quantitative measurement of complex biological systems and clinical disease diagnosis.
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Abstract Text
In the postgenomic era, one expects the suite of chemical players in a brain region to be known and their functions
uncovered. However, many cell-to-cell signaling molecules remain poorly characterized and for those that are known,
their localization and dynamics are oftentimes unknown. A suite of mass spectrometry-based approaches are described
that allow us to assay individual neurons and small brain regions; these approaches include capillary scale separations
coupled to mass spectrometry, direct mass spectrometric-based profiling, and mass spectrometry imaging. A key to
successful measurement involves optimized tissue and cell sampling protocols. Depending on the sample being assayed
and metabolites being measured, we use mechanical isolation, optical tweezers, patch pipettes, dialysis probes and
microfluidics, all of which have advantages for specific sample types. Several applications of single cell mass spectrometry
are highlighted including the discovery of unusual metabolites to characterizing the peptides in single cells. Specifically,
new serotonin-related compounds, the cellular redox state, and literally hundreds of new neuropeptides have been
characterized in well-defined neuronal networks, and in several cases, the functional roles of these molecules described.
Imaging mass spectrometry and dynamic sampling of the extracellular environment are used for elucidating novel cell to
cell signaling molecules in a range of neuronal model systems. Current analytical technology efforts involve extending the
depth of metabolome coverage and adapting these analytical approaches to higher throughput single cell assays. Our
overarching biological goal is to uncover the complex chemical mosaic of the brain and pinpoint key cellular players in
physiological and pathological processes.
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Abstract Text
Combined measurement of diverse molecular and anatomical traits that span multiple levels, from molecules to cells to
an entire system, remains a major challenge in biology. In this talk, I will introduce a simple method that enables
proteomic imaging for scalable, integrated, high-dimensional phenotyping of both animal tissues and human clinical
samples. This method, termed SWITCH, uniformly secures tissue architecture, native biomolecules, and antigenicity
across an entire system by synchronizing the tissue preservation reaction. The heat- and chemical-resistant nature of the
resulting framework permits virtually unlimited rounds of relabeling of a single tissue with precise co-registration of
multiple datasets. Furthermore, SWITCH synchronizes labeling reactions to improve probe penetration depth and
uniformity of staining. With SWITCH, we demonstrated combinatorial protein expression profiling and high-dimensional
quantitative analysis of the human cortex. Such integrated high-dimensional information may accelerate our
understanding of biological systems at multiple levels.
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Abstract Text
Enabling the mapping of the cell types of the brain, as well as the systematic analysis of cell types in complex behavioral
and disease states, would benefit greatly from a technology for the comprehensive analysis of gene expression patterns
in neurons throughout a neural circuit. Ideally we could perform this analysis in intact brain circuits, so that these
transcriptional profiles could be combined with morphological and circuit topology information, resulting in unified
pictures of the cell types and cell states of the brain. Current tools do not permit this: optical methods maintain the
spatial location of molecules, but the number of molecules that can be studied simultaneously is limited. On the other
hand transcriptomic approaches allow the multiplexed measurement of potentially all the RNA molecules, but spatial
information is lost in the process. Here we devise a new method for in situ sequencing of nucleic acids throughout all the
neurons of an intact brain circuit, by creating new forms of expansion microscopy (ExM), a technology that physically
magnifies brain tissues while preserving nanoscale isotropy (Science 347:543-548), as well as fluorescent in situ
sequencing (FISSEQ; Science 343:1360-1363). Using this new technology, which we call expansion sequencing (ExSEQ),
users can expand brain circuits, then sequence the RNAs within the expanded tissue, resolving transcripts throughout
entire neurons and neural circuits, enabling systematic cell type and cell state classification in health and disease.
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Abstract Text
The brain circuit is an intricately interconnected network of numerous cell types. At the Allen Institute, we are developing
a comprehensive program to combine molecular, genetic, anatomical and physiological approaches to unravel the
diversity and connectivity of the neuronal cell types that compose of neural circuits. To build ground-laying technologies,
we have generated transgenic mouse lines that target sensors and effectors to specific types of cells to enable
identification, labeling, monitoring and manipulation of these cells. In our cell types program, we use the mouse visual
cortex as a model to characterize the transcriptomic, morphological, and electrophysiological properties of different kinds
of neurons in a standardized way, towards a systematic taxonomy of cell types for this circuit. Finally, we wish to gain a
comprehensive and detailed understanding of how different types of neurons are connected to each other. The Allen
Mouse Brain Connectivity Atlas represents the first of such large-scale efforts, in which axonal projections from different
regions and different cell types within these regions are systematically mapped throughout the brain to generate a 3D
whole-brain projectome.
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Abstract Text
We have been exploring unique applications of room-temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) for several years. More recently,
my group has extended the range of these materials to include applications of similar solid phase materials, i.e. organic
salts with melting points of frozen ionic liquids (25 °C to 100 °C) up to melting points of 250 °C. To contrast and better
define these new materials from RTILs, we have created an acronym, GUMBOS (Group of Uniform Materials Based on
Organic Salts). Our GUMBOS have the tunable properties frequently associated with RTILs, including tunable solubility,
melting point, viscosity, thermal stability, and functionality. Thus, when taken in aggregate, these properties allow
production of solid phase materials which have a wide range of properties, and thus also applications. In this talk, I will
highlight select applications of GUMBOS at the nanoscale which we have recently explored. We have designated these
GUMBOS-based nanomaterials as nanoGUMBOS. In regard to nanoGUMBOS, we believe that our methodology
represents an extremely useful approach to production of nanomaterials since our materials are designed and assembled
for specific uses, rather than adapted for use as is true for many nanomaterials. In this talk, I will highlight selected
applications, including sensor applications and cancer therapy. Particular emphasis will be placed on the unique
advantages acquired by use of nanoGUMBOS and on materials relevant to the general areas of analytical chemistry and
the biomedical sciences.
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Abstract Text
It has been recognized that different shapes and surface properties of nanomaterials can exhibit different optical,
electrical, magnetic properties that can be ideal choices for sensing and imaging [1]. However, it has been difficult to
control these morphologies and most of these materials lack selectivity toward analytic targets. Inspired by the discovery
of genetic codes in biology, we have discovered DNA codes for fine control of the morphologies of nanomaterials, when
they are synthesized from the seeds of gold nanospheres, gold nanoprism, gold nanorods and silver nanocubes [2]. Rules
of shape control by difference DNAs and their combinations are summarized. These new DNA codes and rules can play an
important role in rational design and synthesis of novel nanomaterials with predictive shape control. As a result of these
investigations, we have obtained novel nanomaterials display a wide variety of morphologies with high yields and
possessing many interesting and tunable properties, such as near-IR surface plasmon resonance. Because the DNA were
found to be embedded into the nanomaterials, these DNA-nanomaterials possesses much higher stability than DNA
nanomaterials using other immobilization methods, including thio-gold chemistry. The combination of these novel
nanomaterials with DNAzymes and aptamers have resulted in new classes of colorimetric and fluorescent sensors, and
smart MRI contrast agents with high sensitivity and selectivity for many analytical targets, including metal ions, organic
and biomolecules [3].
1. a) Hang Xing, et al., Curr. Opin. Chem. Biol. 16, 429 (2012); b) Li Huey Tan, et al., Acc. Chem. Res., 47, 1881 (2014).
2. a) Zidong Wang, et al., Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. 51, 9078 (2012); b) Jiangjiexing Wu, et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc., 136, 15195
(2014); (c) Tingjie Song, et al., Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. 54, 8114 (2015).
3. a) Peiwen Wu, et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc. 135, 5254 (2013); b) Lele Li & Yi Lu, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 137, 5272 (2015).
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Abstract Text
Plasmonic architectures offer an opportunity to control the electromagnetic near field response to enhance signals for
spectroscopic detection of analytes. A number of approaches based on top down fabrication and bottom up assembly
have been used to create plasmonic sensing platforms. We present a simple approach to controlled assembly of gold and
silver nanoparticles to produce a plasmonic sensing platform based on asymmetric functionalization, or creation of Januslike particles. Both gold nanoparticle dimers and silver nanocube dimers prepared using this process will be discussed. An
unexpected outcome of the functionalization procedure has been the formation of free-standing gold nanopshere films
and silver nanocube films. By modifying the asymmetric functionalization process, single layer nanoparticle films were
prepared through a simple adsorption and delamination process. The free-standing films have been transferred to
different substrates including polystyrene beads, paper, and plastic. Electron microscopy analysis shows the conformal
coverage of the films on these different surfaces and the close spacing of the nanoparticles within the film. The gold and
silver nanoparticle films demonstrate good stability based on surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy analysis. Surface
characterization using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy indicates presence of silanes in the nanoparticle films.
Interestingly, aged nanoparticles exhibit limited adsorption and do not form films. The mechanism for nanoparticle film
formation and applications for detection of bio-analytes will be discussed.
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Abstract Text
Properties of plasmonic colloidal nanoparticles and their interactions with ions, biological molecules, and light are
investigated using ultrafast and nonlinear spectroscopy. The surface charge density, electrostatic potentials, and ion
adsorptions on 50 nm colloidal gold nanoparticles coated with mercaptosuccinic acid in water are determined using
second harmonic generation (SHG) measurements. Numerical solutions to the Poisson-Boltzmann equation are fit using
the SHG signal of gold nanoparticles in water as a function of added NaCl and MgCl2 concentrations to include for effects
from nanoparticle surface curvature and ion adsorption to the Stern layer, showing excellent agreement with
corresponding electrophoretic measurements. In addition, the photocleaving dynamics of microRNA-functionalized gold
nanoparticles in colloidal suspension in water are monitored in real time using SHG. MicroRNA is functionalized to 70 nm
spherical colloidal gold nanoparticles using a nitrobenyzl linker that cleaves upon ultraviolet irradiation. Photocleaving
rates measured at different irradiation wavelengths show a maximum photocleaving efficiency on resonance at 365 nm.
The photocleaving kinetics are measured as a function of the irradiation power to demonstrate that the photocleaving is
a one-photon process. Lastly, ultrafast energy transfer and heating dynamics are studied in colloidal gold nanoparticles as
well as gold-silver-gold core-shell-shell nanoparticles using transient absorption spectroscopy. The plasmon resonance of
these core-shell-shell nanoparticles can be controlled by varying the core and shell dimensions for enhanced
photothermal effects in the near infrared for potential cancer therapies and drug-delivery applications. These nonlinear
and ultrafast spectroscopic investigations provide important information on the surface chemistry, photocleaving rates,
and enhanced heating dynamics of plasmonic nanoparticles for potential biological applications.
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Abstract Text
A novel, green and recyclable methods has been developed for the synthesis of biocompatible and biodegradable
composite materials containing cellulose (CEL), chitosan (CS) and keratin (KER), from wool, hair and chicken feather.
Gold, silver and copper oxide nanoparticles will be encapsulated into the composites to enhance their properties. Various
spectroscopy and imaging techniques including FT-IR, NIR, CP-MAS-NMR, XRD, SEM, TGA, DSC were used to monitor the
synthetic process, to characterize the materials and to determine their chemical and properties. Novel applications of the
nanoparticle composites including antimicrobial activities, drug delivery, hemostasis and would healing, removal of
pollutants (organic and heavy metal ions) and toxins will be described.s
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Abstract Text
The high complexity of biological samples provides a challenging analysis problem for the field of metabolomics. Ideally,
broad metabolome coverage provides the opportunity for deep insights into biological problems, while excellent
quantitation allows high reproducibility and an ability to compare across studies. However, these goals are difficult to
achieve on a routine basis because the highly complex sample matrix often precludes reliable measurements of many
metabolites and complicates quantitation efforts. To improve quantitation in NMR-based metabolomics, we have
evaluated a simple protein precipitation procedure that allows the absolute quantitation of over 70 metabolites using a
single standard compound. These metabolites, including some at even sub-micromolar concentrations, span a broad
range of classes and pathways, including organic and amino acids, as well as energy metabolites and co-enzymes (NAD+,
NADH, NADP+, NADPH) and many others. This approach is even useful for calibrating quantitative MS measurements, and
has lead to some unusual findings about the stability of well-known metabolites such as glutamine and others. To
improve metabolome coverage, we have developed a novel approach that optimizes the number of metabolites
measureable using a triple quad MS instrument, which we are calling GOT (globally optimized targeted)-MS. In this
approach we can profile over 1000 metabolites using short chromatographic runs (4x9 min each) with excellent
reproducibility (average CV <8% for over 1900 MRM transitions). Over half of these transitions match those in known
metabolite databases, while the other half are unknown, indicating that GOT-MS can detect unknown metabolites, unlike
targeted assays. GOT-MS has high dynamic range (~5 orders of magnitude), with excellent sensitivity and reproducibility,
and very few missing values. Application of the new methods for biomarker discovery and cancer biology studies will be
discussed.
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Abstract Text
Comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry (GC×GC-MS) has been used to
analyze multiple samples in a metabolomics study. However, due to some uncontrollable experimental conditions, such
as the differences in temperature or pressure, matrix effects on samples, and stationary phase degradation, there is
always a shift of retention times in the two GC columns between samples. In order to correct the retention time shifts in
GC×GC-MS, the peak alignment is a crucial data analysis step to recognize the peaks generated by the same metabolite in
different samples. Two approaches have been developed for GC×GC-MS data alignment: profile alignment and peak
matching alignment. However, these existing alignment methods are all based on a local alignment, resulting that a peak
is not correctly aligned in a dense chromatographic region where many peaks are present in a small region. False
alignment will result in false discovery in the downstream statistical analysis. We, therefore, develop a global comparison
based peak alignment method using point matching algorithm (PMA-PA). The developed algorithm PMA-PA first extracts
feature points in the chromatography and then searches globally the matching peaks in the consecutive chromatography
by adopting the projection of rigid and non-rigid transformation. Simulation studies show that PMA-PA outperforms the
existing alignment algorithms in terms of F1 score.
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Abstract Text
Despite having free access to multiple metabolomics databases (HMDB, Metlin, PubChem), most non-targeted discovery
metabolomics studies report the identification of <20% of all detectable metabolites. HMDB and Metlin are state-of-theart metabolomics databases that include nearly all known human biochemical compounds. It is therefore alarming that
our understanding of the small molecule composition of typical human biofluids (e.g. urine or serum) is so profoundly
incomplete. This leads to a current paradox within the field of metabolomics: we cannot identify the structures of
unknown metabolites if they are not present in databases and we cannot add new metabolites to these databases
without first identifying them. Although metabolomics researches have access to the largest freely available chemical
database in the world (PubChem, with >30x106 chemical compounds), there is currently no way to effectively search this
resource. In order for metabolomics research to make a sustained and lasting contribution to human health, we need: i)
better methods for efficiently searching (and filtering) large biochemical/chemical databases, ii) biochemical databases
that contain [nearly] all possible biochemical compounds (known and unknown), and, iii) innovative approaches that
allow us to identify the structures of metabolites that are not yet known to exist in humans. In this talk I will provide a
brief overview of: 1) current methods of using databases for identifying the structures of unknown metabolites; 2)
current methods of augmenting metabolomics databases with unknown biochemical compounds; and, 3) approaches for
identifying compounds even if they are not in databases.
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Abstract Text
Currently, multiple analytical platforms such as liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC-MS), gas
chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC-MS) and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) are widely used in
metabolomics for global metabolic profiling and targeted metabolomics to reveal metabolite abundance alteration in
metabolome. To further increase metabolite coverage and to detect low abundance metabolites, multi-dimensional
separation methods have been developed, including two dimensional liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LCxLCMS) and comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography mass spectrometry (GCxGC-MS). However, these
analytical platforms generate massive information-rich mass spectrometry data. In order to accurately decipher the
biological knowledge from the experimental data, we developed a bioinformatics package that is able to analyze the
metabolomics data acquired on LCxLC-MS and GC-xGC-MS platforms for quantitative metabolomics.
In the developed software package, experimental data acquired on each analytical platform are respectively analyzed for
spectrum deconvolution, metabolite identification, peak list alignment, normalization and statistical significance tests.
The analysis results are then integrated to investigate for metabolite association network and pathway analysis. A suite of
data analysis algorithms are developed to assess the quality of experiment data acquired on different analytical
platforms. The developed bioinformatics platform has been validated by analysis of experimental data of mixtures of
metabolite standards as well as biological samples.
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Abstract Text
Spatial metabolomics is emerging as a powerful approach to localize hundreds of metabolites directly from sections of
biological samples with the grand challenge to be in the molecular annotation of big data generated. Existing
bioinformatics tools cannot be applied directly because of the sheer data size and high complexity of spectra. We
developed algorithms for molecular annotation for High Resolution Imaging Mass Spectrometry that integrate both
spectral and spatial filters and map the results onto metabolic pathways. We will present our efficient implementation
using modern big data technologies and apply it to 3D cell spheroids, microbial agar plates, and biological tissues. We will
discuss the mass spectrometry as well as algorithmic challenges. One major challenge that we addressed is the
formulation of a False Discovery Rate that would be applicable in the spatial metabolomics setting. We also present the
evaluation of the proposed FDR. Finally, we present how these algorithms and online engine will be integrated into
METASPACE, a novel European project on Bioinformatics for Spatial Metabolomics.
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Abstract Text
The optofluidic laser is an emerging technology that integrates microfluidics, miniaturized laser cavity, and laser gain
medium in liquid. Due to its unique biocompatibility, bio-interaction and bio-process can take places within the optical
cavity mode volume, and thus modulate the gain medium of the laser. Rather than using fluorescence, the optofluidic
laser based detection uses laser emission, i.e., stimulated emission, as the sensing signal, which takes advantage of optical
amplification provided by the laser cavity to achieve much higher sensitivity. Besides intensity and polarization, the
optofluidic laser has many other characteristics that can be used monitored to reveal the details of the bio-interaction
and bio-process inside a cavity, such as lasing threshold, lasing efficiency, and lasing mode spatial profile, etc. Therefore,
the optofluidic laser provides a powerful complementary technology to fluorescence in bioanalysis.
In this presentation, I will briefly review the history of the optofluidic laser and introduce the concept of optofluidic laser
based bioanalysis. Then I will discuss the three important components in the optofluidic laser, i.e., cavity, gain medium,
and microfluidics, as well as excitation mechanisms. Finally, I will describe current applications of the optofluidic laser in
bioanalysis at the molecular, cellular, and tissue level. If time permits, I will discuss briefly the future research and
application directions.
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Abstract Text
Nanoplasmonics deals with collective electron excitations at the surfaces of metal nanostructures, called surface
plasmons. The surface plasmons localize and nano-concentrate optical energy creating highly enhanced local fields.
Nanoplasmonics has numerous applications in science, technology, biomedicine, environmental monitoring, and defense.
There is an all-important need in active devices capable of generating and amplifying coherent optical fields on the
nanoscale analogous to lasers and amplifiers of the conventional optics or transistors of microelectronics. Such an active
device is the spaser (surface plasmon amplification by stimulated emission of radiation), also called plasmonic nanolaser.
We will focus on the newest ideas and review the latest experimental progress in spasers, which presently cover a wide
optical spectrum from near-IR to near-UV.
We will present two new theoretical ideas in the field of spasers: spaser with electric pumping via quantum wire and
quantum-cascade graphene spaser. We will consider an example of the latest progress in spasers and some applications
of spasers. Among them is a recent breakthrough in ultrasensitive detection of explosives using the spaser. Another
recent breakthrough to be presented is an application of the spaser as an ultrabright nanolabel and an efficient
theranostic agent in biomedicine (cancer diagnostics and treatment).
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An exciting area of recent progress is the integration of small lasers with biological structures[1]. Here, recent work in two
areas of biolasers will be summarized; the use of the green fluorescent protein (GFP) as a solid-state gain material and the
demonstration of lasing within live cells.
We recently found that the biologically produced GFP represents an exciting solid-state emitter which offers unique
optical properties[2]. In contrast to many organic dyes, the special molecular structure of GFP ensures that in solid-state
the protein fluorophores have a fixed interspacing. This suppresses concentration quenching and enables strong optical
amplification in thin protein films. Using this effect, we fabricate efficient solid-state vertical cavity surface emitting
protein lasers. We also find indication that strong exciton-photon coupling may be observed in fluorescent proteins if
suitably designed resonators are used [3].
The second part of the talk reports on a laser that is fully embedded within a live cell[4]. Our earlier single cell lasers
required extracellular optical feedback structures with limited potential for bio-integration[5]. By harnessing natural
endocytosis, we now introduce a whispering gallery mode (WGM) microresonator into the cell. On pumping with
nanojoule light pulses, cells with WGM resonators generate green laser emission. The characteristics of the lasing
spectrum provide each cell with a barcode-type label which enables identifying and tracking individual migrating cells. Our
approach can be applied to different cell types, and cells with microresonators remain viable for weeks under standard
conditions.
1. M.T. Hill, M.C. Gather, Nat. Photon. 8, 908-918 (2014)
2. M.C. Gather, S.H. Yun, Nat. Comm. 5, 5722 (2014)
3. C.P. Dietrich, S. Höfling, M.C. Gather, Appl. Phys. Lett. 105, 233702 (2014)
4. M. Schubert et al, Nano Lett. 15, 5647 (2015)
5. M.C. Gather, S.H. Yun, Nat. Photon. 5, 406-410 (2011)
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Abstract Text
High spatial coherence is a defining characteristic of traditional lasers, but in the setting of imaging it has one notorious
consequence: speckle. Coherent artifacts such as speckle have precluded the use of lasers in full-field imaging
applications. Instead, low spatial coherence sources (e.g. thermal sources and LEDs) are still used in most full-field
imaging applications, despite having lower power per mode, inferior efficiency, and less spectral control than laser
sources. These limitations are particularly pronounced in applications requiring high-speed imaging, or imaging in lossy or
scattering media, prompting the use of raster-scanning based laser imaging systems. This represents a trade-off due to
the lack of an appropriate source (combining the low spatial coherence of a thermal source with the high power per
mode of a laser).
To address this issue, we have designed special types of lasers, e.g., random lasers and chaotic microcavity lasers, to
provide low spatial coherence while maintaining high power per mode. Using such lasers, we demonstrate speckle-free
full-field imaging in the setting of intense optical scattering. The images exhibit superior quality than those generated with
spatially coherent illumination. These special lasers are well suited for a host of full-field imaging applications from fullfield microscopy to digital light projector systems.
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Abstract Text
Nanofibers can provide large functional surfaces for lab-on-chip and lateral flow assay devices without occluding
significant volume. These fibers with sub-micron diameters are produced via an easily scaled up process that does not
require a clean room. Based on the needs of specific analysis systems, we have developed a broad range of nanofiber
functionalities including hydrophilic, hydrophobic, positive and negative surface charges, nitrate, biotinylated, proteins,
conductive and piezoelectric and demonstrated these in model devices.
In our research, micro and nanofibers are produced primarily by electrospinning with a focus on using the process
variables to drive final morphology of individual fibers and non-woven membranes. The strong elongational flow field,
electrical gradient and thermodynamics of solvent evaporation and polymer phase separation all contribute to
production of fibers with fine diameters, high concentration of active components at the fiber surface and membrane
structures ranging from random to well aligned. Utilizing phase separation, functionalities based on small molecules,
expensive and non-fiber forming polymers and proteins have been achieved by co-dissolution or suspension of the active
material with a good fiber former to produce a fiber combining sufficient mechanical properties with the desired surface
chemistry. Nanofiber membranes have been incorporated into devices by directly spinning into microfluidic channels or
cutting shapes from larger membranes for use in microfluidic channels and lateral flow assay devices. Additionally, it is
straightforward to interface and combine nanofiber components with other types of components on a device.
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Abstract Text
Due to their high specific surface area, electrospun fibers offer the potential for high sensitivity and wide dynamic range
in sensor and device applications. With their small diameters, these fibers can provide relatively fast response times. By
formulating conductive materials whose electrical properties are sensitive to specific reactions with compounds in the
surrounding environment, effective electrochemical sensors based on electrospun polymeric and carbon fibers can be
obtained. Applications of these sensors include detection of vapors and of biologically relevant compounds for medical
applications. In this talk we demonstrate the fabrication of electrospun fibers of the intrinsically conducting polymer (ICP)
polyaniline (PAni), optionally doped to varying degrees with (+)-camphor-10-sulfonic acid (HCSA), both as blends with
polyethylene oxide and as the neat ICP fiber by two-fluid electrospinning. Electrical conductivities as high as 150 S/cm
were observed for these organic fibers. We show that these fibers can serve as effective low temperature chemoresistive
sensors to detect small concentrations of electron-donating or electron-withdrawing gases, like ammonia or nitrogen
dioxide. We also discuss the fabrication of carbon fibers from electrospun polyacrylonitrile (PAN), and focus on the
electrochemical activities that can be realized through the modulation of electronic densities of states (DOS) and
conductivities with carbonization at intermediate temperature (1000-1200°C) and levels of oxidation. These carbon fibers
can then serve as the active components of electrochemical devices such as (bio)sensors and supercapacitors.
Funding by the US Army, through the Institute for Soldier Nanotechnologies, and by the US Department of Energy is
gratefully acknowledged.
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Abstract Text
Chronic neurochemical monitoring is critical for identifying the neural basis of human behavior and treating brain
disorders. Studies have already shown that any abnormal neurochemical signaling cause brain disorders such as epilepsy,
Parkinson's disease, traumatic brain injury and drug addiction. To treat such disorders, it is important to understand
neurochemical dynamics over long-term, preferably in all areas of the brain. Currently, the preferred detection method is
fast-scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) and the preferred electrode material is carbon fiber microelectrode (CFM).
Unfortunately, CFM’s increased sensitivity (sub-micromolar levels) is at the expense of increased surface fouling and
chemical etching, which limits electrode lifetime to few days. Emerging carbon nanomaterials have spurred renewed
interest in investigating new electrode material technology. Among them, boron-doped ultrananocrystalline diamond
(UNCD) with its high chemical inertness, electrochemical and dimensional stability has the potential to be an ideal
electrode for sensing. But they lack sensitivity and kinetics at physiologically-relevant chemical concentrations. In this talk,
we present a novel carbon nanotube (CNT)-UNCD hybrid electrode for neurochemical detection. CNT is selectively
patterned using electrophoretic deposition to achieve highest sensitivity, excellent electrode kinetics and comparable S/N
ratio to UNCD. Long-term electrode surface stability and changes to electrochemical properties when exposed to buffer
solutions and biological fluids will be reported. Post-surface treatment strategies to improve CNT-UNCD's chemical
selectivity and sensitivity towards dopamine, a neurochemical linked to several neurodegenerative diseases will be
presented. Finally, development of electrochemical models to explain the progression of surface fouling using impedance
techniques will be presented.
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Abstract Text
Cell-based biosensors can provide new diagnostic or therapeutic tools for numerous diseases. Piezoelectrics are a unique
class of materials that are typically utilized in electronic, energy, sensor technology, and electromechanical applications.
Combining these two technologies into a nanofibers platform can create a contractile cell-based biosensor. To
demonstrate this, a piezoelectric polymer, PVDF-TrFe, was electrospun into aligned nanofibers and interfaced with a
flexible plastic substrate, termed a nanogenerator. We have previously demonstrated the strong voltage signal obtained
from electrospun aligned PVDF-TrFe nanogenerators in response to cellular scale deformations. Using a coaxial setup, a
core-shell polymer fiber can be created using collagen as the shell. These nanogenerators have been successfully
characterized for their piezoelectric response, which was an average of ± 0.1 V. The nanogenerators can be used as a
contractile analysis lab-on-a-chip based device as demonstrated using HeLa cell contraction, which was induced with
potassium chloride. The nanogenerator system was able to detect both the resting state of HeLa cells, a contraction
state, and a hyperpolarized state, proving their potential use as contractile analysis microdevices.
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Abstract Text
Microfluidic biosensors, labs-on-a-chip and lateral flow assays for the detection of viable organisms, toxins, and clinically
relevant markers have been successfully developed in our research group including analytes such as B. anthracis, C.
parvum, dengue virus, E. coli, S. pyogenes, cholera toxin, CD4+ T-lymphocytes, thrombin and myoglobin.
Recently, we initiated the study of electrospun nanofibers and their potential to enhance bioassays in paper-based lateralflow assays (LFA) and in polymer-based microfluidic devices by adding functionalities to the formats otherwise not
available. In the case of the LFA format we successfully demonstrated the de novo fabrication of nanofiber-mats as
membrane material enabling immobilization of biorecognition elements, adding novel surface chemistries and preventing
non-specific binding without the use of blocking reagents.
Nanofiber-enhanced microfluidic devices provide additional degrees of freedom for bioassay designs, as nanofibers with
various surface chemistries are electrospun into distinct locations in the microfluidic channels. As the resulting fiber mats
can be of varying density and size and hence generate a 3D-structure (see figure of a 3D model of a typical nanofiber mat)
within the channels intimate contact with the sample is guaranteed throughout the channel volume. Current
investigations study these systems for sample preparation, as mixers, and as concentrators where, for example, a
concentration of E. coli cells by a factor of 20,000 has already been demonstrated. We also develop a nanofiber modeling
software that enables fluid dynamic studies to investigate mixing capabilities within our microfluidic devices.
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Abstract Text
In this talk I’ll describe a new approach to biosensors that has as its objective the development of ultra-cheap, disposable
biosensors that are able to detect cancer markers directly in urine. The realization of this biosensor is made possible by
two new developments in our laboratory and that of our collaborator – Professor Gregory Weiss of UCI: The first is a
nanowire fabrication technique called Lithographically Patterned Nanowire Electrodeposition (LPNE) that permits very
long (> 1 cm), very uniform noble metal nanowires as small as 6 nm x 20 nm to be patterned on glass surfaces.
Previously, such nanowires could only be obtained using electron beam lithography – a tedious and expensive fabrication
method. The second is the demonstration that filamentous bactiophage particles, that have been engineered using
phage display to selectively recognize and bind a particular analyte molecule, can immobilized onto electrode surfaces.
The resulting “virus surfaces” retain the ability to recognize and bind molecules from a buffer solution. In fact, these
surfaces show kinetic and thermodynamic binding properties for selected analyte molecules that are comparable to
immobilized monoclonal antibodies, the gold standard receptors for biosensing. How can LPNE and virus particles be used
in conjunction to prepare a biosensor? Three experimental approachs will be described. In one of these, nanowires of
the conductive polymer PEDOT (polypoly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)) are fabricated in which virus particles are
entrained. These composite nanowires show a change in their electrical impedance upon exposure to peptides –
upregulated by cancers - that selectively bind to the entrained virus particles.
Literature References.
1.Synthesis of a Virus Electrode for Measurement of Prostate Specific Membrane Antigen
J.E. Diaz, L.C. Yang, J.A. Lamboy, R.M. Penner*, G.A. Weiss* Methods in Molecular Biology: Biosensors and Biodeection,
Vol 504, Humana Press, Chapter 16 (2008) p. 255. 10.1007/978-1-60327-569-9_16
2.Direct Electrical Transduction of Antibody Binding to a Covalent Virus Layer Using Electrochemical Impedance, L.C.
Yang, J.J. Diaz, T.M. McIntire, G.A. Weiss*, R.M. Penner* Analytical Chemistry 80 (2008) 5695. 10.1021/ac8008109
3.A Covalent Virus Surface for Mass-Based Biodetection, L.C. Yang, J.J. Diaz, T.M. McIntire, G.A. Weiss*, R.M. Penner*
Analytical Chemistry 80 (2008) 933. 10.1021/ac071470f
4.Virus-PEDOT Nanowires for Biosensing, Jessica A. Arter , David K. Taggart , Theresa M. McIntire, Reginald M. Penner,*
and Gregory A. Weiss* Nano Letters 10 (2010) 4858. 10.1021/nl1025826
5.Virus-PEDOT Composite Films for Impedance-Based Biosensing, Keith C. Donavan, Jessica A. Arter, Rosa Pilolli, Nicola
Cioffi, Gregory A. Weiss*, and Reginald M. Penner*Analytical Chemistry 83 (2011) 2420. 10.1021/ac2000835
6.Virus-PEDOT Biocomposite Films, Keith C. Donavan, Jessica A. Arter, Gregory A. Weiss*, Reginald M. Penner* Langmuir
28 (2012) 12581. 10.1021/la302473j.
7.Virus-Polymer Hybrid Nanowires Tailored to Detect Prostate-Specific Membrane Antigen.
Jessica A. Arter, Juan E. Diaz, Keith C. Donavan, Reginald M. Penner* and Gregory A. Weiss*
Analytical Chemistry 84 (2012) 2776. 10.1021/ac203143y
8.Chemically Synthesized and Genetically Encoded Ligands for Synergistic Binding and Detection of Prostate Specific
Membrane Antigen, Kritika Mohan, Keith C. Donavan, Jessica A. Arter, Reginald M. Penner*, and Gregory A. Weiss* J.
Am. Chem. Soc. 135 (2013) 7761 10.1021/ja4028082
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Abstract Text
Point-of-care (POC) biosensors are integrated diagnostic systems employed for the detection of clinically relevant
analytes in biological fluids such as blood, urine and saliva. These devices offer the advantage to provide rapid results
directly where the information is needed (e.g. patient’s home, doctor’s office or emergency room), thus facilitating an
earlier diagnosis and a prompt patient’s treatment. Various technologies have been proposed for the realization of POC
biosensors including label-free techniques based on optical, mechanical and electrochemical transducers. However,
reliable, quantitative and ultrasensitive devices have been not yet commercialized. Electronic biosensors based on organic
thin-film transistors (OTFTs) are a promising choice for the development of the next generation of POC devices. These
biosensors can be combined with integrated electrical circuits, microfluidic systems and wireless technologies.
Furthermore, they offer high sensitivity, biocompatibility and possibility to produce all-printed low-cost biosensors in
flexible and disposable formats. Among them, electrolyte-gated (EG)-OTFTs have been identified as ideal candidates for
biosensors development as they operate at low voltages directly in aqueous buffer solutions. Using these configurations
ultrasensitive label-free immunosensors for the detection of C-reactive protein (CRP), a specific biomarker of
inflammatory and infection diseases, at the femtomolar concentration level have been developed. The devices are also
able to perform chiral differential detection of odorant molecules. The specific features of the proposed EGOTFT
biosensors as well as their analytical performances will be discussed.
- L. Torsi, M. Magliulo, K. Manoli, G. Palazzo, Chemical Society Review 42 (2013) 8612-8628.
- M.Y. Mulla, E. Tuccori, M. Magliulo, G. Lattanzi, G. Palazzo, K. Persaud and L. Torsi. Nature Communications 6 (2015)
6010.
- K. Manoli et al. Angewandte Chemie International Edition, 2015, 54, 12562–12576.
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Abstract Text
In this talk, I will describe how we use Single Nanoparticle SPRI for: (i) the detection and characterization of single
hydrogel and glycopolymer nanoparticles, (ii) detection and characterization of single surface RNA enzyme reactions and
(iii) the detection of single microRNA molecules. I will also discuss how we fabricate and use large area plasmonic
nanocone array surfaces that exhibit: (i) wideband anti-reflection properties, (ii) superhydrophobicity, (iii) enhanced
photocatalysis and (iv) rapid biosensing capabilities.
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Abstract Text
The analysis of panels of molecular biomarkers offers valuable diagnostic and prognostic information for clinical decision
making. Robust, practical platforms that detect low levels of biomolecules (< 1000 copies) are urgently needed to
advance medical care by diagnosing and predicting the progression of cancer and other disease states. Electrochemical
methods providing low cost and direct biomarker read-out have attracted a great deal of attention for this application,
but have, to date, failed to provide clinically-relevant sensitivity. We exploit controlled nanostructuring of electrode
surfaces to promote surface accessibility and enhance capture rate and efficiency to solve this long-standing problem,
and showed that the nanoscale morphologies of electrode surfaces control their sensitivities. In addition, we have worked
towards integrating nanomaterials-based electrodes into a chip-based platform to facilitate multiplexed analysis in a
robust, practical format. Recently, we have developed assays that are able to detect nucleic acids, proteins and small
molecules, with universally high sensitivity levels. This presentation will highlight how the nanostructured electrodes
were engineered to exhibit high levels of sensitivity and specificity, and how they have been integrated with devices for
sample preparation and data analysis.
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Abstract Text
Biological systems use complex ‘information processing cores’ composed of molecular networks to coordinate their
external environment and internal states. An example of this is the acquired, or adaptive, immune system (AIS), which is
composed of both humoral and cell-mediated components. Here we report the step-by-step construction of a prototype
mimic of the AIS which we call Adaptive Immune Response Simulator (AIRS). DNA and enzymes are used as simple
artificial analogues of the components of the AIS to create a system which responds to specific molecular stimuli in vitro.
We show that this network of reactions can function in a manner which is superficially similar to the most basic responses
of the vertebrate acquired immune system, including reaction sequences that mimic both humoral and cellular responses.
As such, AIRS provides guidelines for the design and engineering of artificial reaction networks and molecular devices. We
will also discuss other DNA nanostructures for molecular medicine.
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Abstract Text
One of the major obstacles hindering the development of an effective therapy for Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis,
Alzheimer’s and other neurodegenerative diseases is the lack of valid, functional in vitro models. Our advancements in
culturing human and animal neurons in a defined serum-free medium, suggest outstanding potential for answering
questions related to maturation, aging, neurodegeneration and injury, as well as to screen different novel and putative
drug candidates. The long-term research goal of our group is to learn how to handle and prepare cells to serve as
components for microdevices and engineered tissues, and then to demonstrate the practicality of this approach by
manipulating them to build hybrid systems and engineer functional tissues. The idea is to integrate microsystems
fabrication technology and surface modifications with protein and cellular components, with the aim of initiating and
maintaining self-assembly and growth into biologically, mechanically and electronically interactive functional multicomponent systems. The HSL is using this ability to manipulate the biological components and integrate it with siliconbased systems to create cell-based sensors for high throughput drug discovery and functional genomic assays as well as
for hybrid neuronal/silicon systems to study biological computation and neuronal mapping. We are also using what we
learn for a more fundamental understanding of cellular development and neuronal regeneration. Finally, we believe our
research is at the forefront of the next generation of Systems Biology tools necessary to establish the field as the
predominant method utilized in drug discovery.
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Abstract Text
Micro-fabricated neural electrode arrays, placed in the nervous system to directly interface with neurons, have
tremendous research and clinical significance. However, current intracortical neural electrodes arrays experience
recording failure including signal drift and degradation due to biochemical, mechanical and electrical mismatch between
the artificial device and brain tissue. To understand the cellular and tissue response at the neural electrode-tissue
interface, multimodal analysis was done using a combination of postmortem immunohistochemistry, live-animal multiphoton imaging and neurophysiological recording. It was observed that implantation of microelectrodes cause immediate
vascular damage and microglial activation followed by inflammatory gliosis and chronic neural degeneration in the brain
tissue. Furthermore, several bioengineering strategies have been developed to modulate the brain tissue response
towards a seamless and stable neural electrode-tissue interface. The first strategy is to immobilize biomolecules onto the
implant surface to promote the growth and attachment of neurons while suppressing the glial cell response. Neural
electrodes coated with neural adhesion molecule L1 showed enhanced neuronal ingrowth and minimized microglia
reaction on and around the implant. Secondly, an on-demand release coating that can actively deliver anti-inflammatory
or neuroprotective drugs is being developed. This coating takes advantage of the electrically conductive and electroactive
conducting polymer and carbon nanotubes, which allow the drug molecules to be loaded and electrically released while
enhancing the recording and stimulation capabilities of the electrodes. Thirdly, electrode arrays that are ultra-small
and/or ultra-compliant have been developed to minimize the brain tissue response.
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Abstract Text
Current technologies for sensing single neuronal activity (both extracellular and intracellular) in vivo suffer from
limitations that hinder a complete characterization of neural circuits particularly during behavior in long-term
experiments. For example, current fixed microelectrode arrays do not allow for optimal tuning of the placement of
individual electrodes, which is critical to target neurons that are specific to a given behavior. Technologies for intracellular
recording in vivo suffer from even more serious limitations such as (a) bulky form factors (b) requiring highly skilled
personnel (c) not scalable for brain mapping applications and (d) not readily usable in behaving animals. We present here
a versatile, scalable micro- and nano-scale system that allows for automated extracellular and intracellular recordings
from single neurons in vivo. The automated system consists of microscale actuators, closed-loop controls (regulator) and
nanoscale interfaces. In n=9 rodent experiments, we determined that an optimal regulator for the neural sensing devices
in in vivo experiments resulted in significant reduction in the number of microelectrode movements (0.23
movements/min) and longer periods of stable signal-to-noise ratio (53% of the time) compared to a non-optimal
regulator (1.48 movements/min and 23% of the time respectively). In this study, we also demonstrate the ability of this
technology to autonomously isolate, penetrate and record from single neurons in abdominal ganglion of aplysia
californica. The performance of the system was assessed in n= 50 attempts of single neuron penetrations. Membrane
potentials ranging from 40-55 mV were consistently recorded in every attempt.
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Abstract Text
Neurons secrete neurotransmitters to communicate with other cells and coordinate functions. A Neuron’s inability to
generate and release neurotransmitters is associated with many neurodegenerative diseases, such as ALS, Parkinson’s,
and Alzheimer’s’ disease. In fact, the change in neurotransmitters release from neuronal cells is often recorded to identify
materials’ toxicity, substance of abuse effects, and drug efficacy. Hence, neurotransmitter measurement is a vital task to
understand neuronal health. Our group has focused on development of novel biosensing platforms which offer high
sensitivity, reliability of use, economical and provide higher throughput as compared to the traditional approaches. We
have developed biosensing devices to record neurotransmitter expression at single cell level when exposed to
nanomaterials to identify nanotoxicity in the earliest possible stage. We have used a novel large scale integrated array
system along with electrochemical mapping to study the effects of dopaminergic drugs on 3D spheroids of neuronal cells.
These novel platforms offer promising solutions to the need of reliable, sensitive and high throughput analytical devices
to accelerate the neuronal research.
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Abstract Text
The dynamics of local chemical concentration and topography changes at cell surface underpins a wide range of
neuroscience phenomena. For instance, cell-cell communication is intermediated by neurotransmitter in synapse.
Therefore, it is vital to perform measurements of chemical flux with nanoscale spatial resolution. One technique with the
potential to measure chemically specific fluxes on the nanoscale is scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM), but a
lack of reliable distance control and difficulties in fabricating small-scale electrodes have largely restricted the technique
to the microscale.
We have developed scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM) and SECM hybrid system to overcome these problems.
SICM uses a nanopipette as a probe and imaging cell surface nanoscale topography without contact (Figure 1(a)). We
developed SECM-SICM nanoprobes fabrication method, which is an extremely quick (<2 min) and simple process with a
high success rate. The double-barrel pipette was pulled from a “theta” quartz capillary (Figure 1(b)). The nanoprobes were
fabricated with one barrel filled with pyrolytic carbon for use as the SECM nanoelectrode, and the other barrel filled with
electrolyte for SICM.
One of the great advantages of SECM-SICM is that the SICM barrel can be used to apply voltage-driven local chemical
ejector. We performed voltage-driven application of K+ ions by using the nanoprobe to achieve both the local
depolarization of the cell membrane and simultaneous detection of the neurotransmitter (Figure 1(c)). With local
stimulation we always detected either a low frequency of current spikes compared with whole cell stimulation. This
finding suggests that the SECM-SICM can be used to induce and detect localized release of the neurotransmitter over the
cell surface, thus opening up possibilities to perform the mapping of neurotransmitter release sites.
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Abstract Text
Distal injury of long pyramidal tracts remodels cortical circuitry by enhancing excitability, thus influencing recovery
following injury; the mechanisms underlying this plasticity are unknown. We developed a novel microfluidics-based in
vitro model system to examine synaptic remodeling following distal axon injury in long projection pyramidal neurons. We
found that distal axotomy of pyramidal neurons caused dendritic spine loss at synapses onto injured neurons followed by
a delayed and persistent retrograde trans-synaptic enhancement in presynaptic excitability. This hyper-excitability
involved the elimination of presynaptically “silent” and inhibitory presynaptic terminals without a change in the number
of glutamatergic terminals. Further, we found that these changes required differential gene expression and axotomy
decreased mRNA expression of the secreted factor netrin-1 coinciding with spine loss. Exogenous netrin-1 applied two
days after injury normalized presynaptic hyper-excitability by restoring the excitatory/ inhibitory balance of inputs onto
injured neurons.
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Abstract Text
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), nearly 20% of the world’s population suffers from various
neurological illnesses including but not limited to Alzheimer’s Disease, multiple sclerosis, autism, dementia, paralysis,
epilepsy, traumatic brain injury and such. Neuropsychiatric disorders are among the leading causes of worldwide disability
in young people. It is thus imperative to study and understand the neurological condition of our brain. According to US
National Academy of Engineering, one of the grandest engineering challenges of the 21st century is development of highresolution high-performance implantable electronics and their placement in the intracranial space and on the brain’s soft
tissue. By gathering neurological signals generated in the brain, such systems can offer invaluable information. If we
enhance the functionality of such systems for stimulation then they can provide critical clinical therapeutic to Parkinson’s
disease and other neurological disorders. Still, a convenient mobile system for chronic use is yet to be developed that can
monitor the neurological activities. Due to the fact that complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) can provide
ultra-large-scale-integration of ultra-scaled devices, therefore, I will discuss a Brain Machine Interface (BMI) system which
is (i) implantable but non-penetrating, eliminating possibility of hemorrhage and inflammatory tissue responses; (ii)
physically flexible to be compliant on asymmetric soft surfaces of the brain; (iii) ultra-dense high-performance, ultra-lowpower CMOS electronics integrated for large area mapping and high-resolution data acquisition; (iv) fully implantable
(wireless data transmission and power supply) and (v) for chronic use with ease (portable and no wire out after implant).
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Abstract Text
I will present wireless technology advancements for neural recording and stimulation used for in-vivo electrophysiology
that can be used with freely moving small rodents species(mice) to large non-human primates. System level concepts will
be described that explain the design challenges and tradeoffs of these technologies to acquire EEG, EMG, ECG and single
units or spikes signals from brain, central nerve or peripheral nerves. Sub-system components and accessories will also be
described that include electrodes or neural interfaces, low noise integrated headstage electronics, RF circuitry, DAQ
hardware and analysis software used with electrical and optogenetic Stimulation, neural Recording and combo
Stimulation/Recording headstage technologies. In this presentation I will show how these technologies scale with number
of input channels, battery life and weight. In addition a variety experiment paradigms will be introduced and described to
illustrate correlating animal behavior with electrophysiology application areas or disease models.
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Abstract Text
The development of continuous glucose monitoring systems (CGMS) is an important area of bioanalytical research.1
However, recent commercial CGMS systems involve sensors placed subcutaneously, not within the bloodstream. This
leads to a significant lag time in observed sensor signal with respect to actual changes in blood glucose levels. CGMSs that
could accurately monitor glucose within the bloodstream would be advantageous especially for ICU patients, where tight
glycemic control can greatly improve patient outcome.1 Intravascular (IV) CGMSs typically exhibit thrombus formation on
the surface of the implanted sensor that can lead to inaccurate results.2
Nitric oxide (NO) is well known to prevent platelet activation and subsequent thrombosis.3 Needle-type IV amperometric
glucose sensor, based on hydrogen peroxide detection at + 0.65 V vs. Ag/AgCl, with an outer NO releasing polymer
coating have been reported.4 However, larger background currents were detected due to oxidation of NO. Herein, we
examine the compatibility of NO release coatings with glucose sensors prepared with “wired” glucose oxidase (GOX). In
this system, GOX is immobilized within a hydrogel of poly(1-vinylimiidazole) and Os(II/III) complex.5 The potential
required for oxidation Os (II/III) complex is very low, +400 mV vs. SCE, so that typical interferences present in blood
cannot be readily oxidized. It will be shown that this low potential avoids the larger background current from the
oxidation of NO. It will be further shown that the NO does not negatively perturb the redox chemistry of Os(II/III) species,
resulting in glucose sensors that yield rapid and fully reversible response in the range of 0-20 mM glucose.
1.Van Den Berghe, G. et al. N. Engl. J. Med. 2001, 345(19), 1359.
2.Pronovost, P. et al. Engl. J. Med. 2006, 355(26), 2725.
3.Nguyen, B. L. et al. Am. J. Physiol. 1991, 261, H1043.
4.Yan, Q. et al. Anal. Chem. 2011, 83, 8341.
5.Ohara, T. J. et al. Anal. Chem. 1993, 65, 3512.
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Abstract Text
Development of rapid-analysis technology for thyroid hormones in blood is essential for immediate diagnosis of
thyrotoxic storm. We assessed the hypothesis that electrochemical reduction of thyroxine would be a viable analytical
technique for real-time measurement of thyroxine in blood. Nanopipette electrodes utilized for electrochemical
measurement of thyroxine are especially suited for point-of-care testing due to rapid analysis times, simple calibration,
and ability to provide hormone concentration levels in blood for patients experiencing thyrotoxicosis. The selective
detection and measurement of thyroxine in blood serum has been demonstrated via cyclic voltammetry with •M
sensitivity. Improvements in sensitivity and dynamic range of thyroxine measurement was achieved through chemical
modification with (11-mercaptoundecyl)-N,N,N-trimethylammonium bromide on gold micro and nanoelectrodes. In
conclusion, we developed nanoscale electrodes for real-time thyrotoxic storm evaluation.
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Abstract Text
Post-chemotherapy cognitive impairment, also known as chemobrain, is a medical complication of cancer treatment that
is characterized by a general decline in cognition affecting visual and verbal memory, attention, complex problem solving
skills, and motor function. Previously, we have shown that dopamine release is impaired in rats treated with carboplatin,
a widely-used chemotherapeutic agent that has been associated with cognitive impairment. Here, we show that
enhanced hydrogen peroxide production persists after carboplatin treatment has concluded. Additionally, we present a
novel behavioral paradigm that not only reveals cognitive impairment in these rats but also is amenable to in vivo
neurochemical measurements. Finally, the use of zebrafish as a neurochemical model for chemobrain will be discussed.
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Abstract Text
Nitric oxide (NO) and carbon monoxide (CO) are known to play significant roles in broad range of biological phenomena–
such as neurotransmission, vasodilation, inflammation, platelet aggregation, etc. Mediating neurotransmission and
vasodilation with these gases in the brain is one of the important responsibilities for maintaining brain functions.
Nevertheless of their importance, behaviors of NO and CO have not been clearly revealed due to the methodological
limitation to study these gases which have chemically analogous properties, exist in minute concentrations, and are easily
oxidized in biological environments. To investigate these gases in biological condition, improved amperometric NO/CO
dual microsensor, recently developed in our research group, is used. Two platinum (Pt) disks (76 and 50 •m in diameter
each) modified with selected second metal nanoparticles, and gas permeable membrane enable the sensor to measure
NO and CO gases separately. In fact, with an Ag/AgCl counter/reference electrode, NO or CO are selectively oxidized at
the working electrode disks. The appropriate modifications of the Pt microdisks allow high sensitivity, selectivity and short
response time for NO and CO measurements. Simultaneous detection of the gases with micro-sized electrodes is also an
advantage for detecting spontaneously generated gases. In this study, we simply developed the neurovascular coupling
unit at cellular level in vitro by co-culturing neuronal cells and brain endothelial cells. This system is optimized to study
well-defined NO/CO responses clearly. The results suggest that NO/CO regulation for neurovascular coupling dynamics
immediately following the neural stimulation by chemicals.
This research was supported by Basic Science Research Program through the National Research Foundation of Korea
(NRF) funded by the Ministry of Science, ICT & Future Planning (2014R1A2A2A05003769), and IBS-R015-D1.
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Abstract Text
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a chronic neurodegenerative disorder characterized by the preferential loss of dopaminergic
neurons stemming from the midbrain's substantia nigra pars compacta and innervating the dorsal striatum. The
substantial decreases in striatal dopamine (DA) result in devastating hypokinetic movements and motor disturbances.
One potential contributor to Parkinsonian symptoms is increased generation of reactive oxygen species, such as hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2). However, the precise role of H2O2 in the the initiation, progression, and maintenance of the disease
remains unclear, as reactive oxygen species are difficult to monitor in brain tissue. Further, several lines of evidence
suggest that the standard treatment strategy of dopaminergic replacement therapy via administration of Levodopa (LDOPA; L-3,4 dihydroxyphenylalanine) may serve to increase oxidative stress and potentiate cell death. We aim to
investigate how striatal H2O2 and DA dynamics underlie behavioral changes that result from chronic L-DOPA
administration in a rodent model of PD (unilateral 6-OHDA lesion) using fast-scan cyclic voltammetry, an electrochemical
technique that affords precise spatial and temporal resolution, as well as selective detection of these neurochemicals.
Specifically, carbon-fiber microelectrodes are used to simultaneously quantify rapid H2O2 and DA fluctuations at single
recording sites in the dorsal striatum over several weeks of L-DOPA administration. The chemical fluctuations are
correlated with behavioral abnormalities that develop over the course of treatment. These studies will aid in our
understanding of how oxidative stress modulates nigrostriatal DA signaling, and will demonstrate how these signals
correspond with the development of dyskinetic movements in the treatment of PD.
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Abstract Text
Solid-state ion-selective microelectrodes have an inherent advantage of having very fast response time and are used as
probes for scanning electrochemical microscope (SECM). New dual function calcium ion selective microelectrodes
(Ca[sup]2+[/sup]-ISME) were developed and used as a SECM probes in this study to quantitatively map the chemical
microenvironment produced by a model substrate, bioactive glass (BAG). This carbon powder based Ca[sup]2+[/sup]ISME showed broad linear response range with Nernstian slope. The selectivity coefficients of this Ca[sup]2+[/sup]-ISME
were found to be log K[sub]Ca[sup]2+[/sup],A[/sub] = -5.5, -6.7, and -6.1 for Mg[sup]2+[/sup], Na[sup]+[/sup], and
K[sup]+[/sup], respectively. The SECM experiments with the Ca[sup]2+[/sup]-ISME showed that the BAG releases calcium
ions in acidic conditions and neutralizes the pH in the process. This was an important finding because there was no
previous characterization of the 3D chemical environment at the surface of the BAG. The Ca[sup]2+[/sup]-ISME had a tip
diameter of 25 [micro]m and the inclusion of carbon powder made it redox sensitive. The amperometric function of the
sensor was used to fix the tip-substrate distance by using approach curve technique with the SECM. New developments in
SECM based 3D chemical imaging would be presented in the meeting.
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Abstract Text
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small non-protein-coding single-stranded RNAs that are 19-23 nucleotides and endogenously
expressed . Since miRNA functions are involved in regulating genes , it is considered that aberrant levels of miRNAs are
related to many cancer. miRNAs bind to 3’ untranslated regions of target mRNA and causes gene inactivation. The
voltammetric and impidimetric detection of miRNA as pure form or miRNA from cell lysates has been investigated by
using graphene modified disposable pencil graphite electrodes .[1]
Doped nucleic acid probes could also be obtained as a film of electropolymerized polypyrrole (PPy) on the surface of
pencil graphite electrode (PGE). The polypyrrole electropolymerization has been done by six voltammetric scanning
(between 0.00 and +0.85V; 25 mV/s) using a 0.10 M pyrrole containing 5mg/L oligonucleotide probe solution.
Experiments done with and without nucleic acid probes as dopant have been compared. Doping nucleic acid electrodes
gave better response than without doping. miRNAs detection has also been done by immobilization of complementary
antimir to the surface of the graphene (GRP) modified pencil graphite electrodes then followed the solid phase
hybridization with either synthetic miRNA or miRNA included total RNA isolated cell line
1.Kilic, T., et al., Electrochemical Detection of a Cancer Biomarker mir-21 in Cell Lysates Using Graphene Modified
Sensors. Electroanalysis, 2015. 27(2): p. 317-326.
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Abstract Text
During neuronal transmission, vesicles are the major organelles involved in the storage and release of chemical
messengers. Quantification of vesicular transmitter content is important in order to study mechanisms of
neurotransmission and malfunction in disease and yet this it is incredibly difficult to measure these small quantities in the
attoliter volume of a single vesicle.
Recently, we developed a new approach to characterize the contents of mammalian vesicles isolated from adrenal gland.
In this approach, nanoscale mammalian vesicles are allowed to adsorb to electrodes and subsequently rupture thereby
expelling their contents eliciting an oxidation current that can be used to quantify the catecholamine contents of the
vesicles.
With this method that is effective to quantify the contents of individual isolated vesicles it is an exciting prospect to
measure the contents of vesicles directly in the intracellular environment. This eliminates the vesicle isolation procedure
and allows direct comparison to exocytotic release. Thus, we have developed another method, intracellular vesicle
electrochemical cytometry. A nano-tip conical carbon fiber microelectrode is used to electrochemically measure the total
contents of electroactive neurotransmitters from individual nanoscale vesicles in single cells as these vesicles lyse on the
electrode inside the living cell. The results demonstrate that only a fraction of the quantal contents of neurotransmitter is
released during exocytosis. These data support the intriguing hypothesis that the vesicle does not open all the way during
the normal exocytosis process. In addition, these levels can be changed with pharmacological manipulation.
Acknowledgement: Funding for this project was provided by the European Research Council (Advanced Grant), Knut and
Alice Wallenberg Foundation, the Swedish Research Council (VR), and the National Institutes of Health.
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Abstract Text
A novel solid phase microextraction (SPME) coating functionalized with a DNA aptamer for selective enrichment of a low
abundance protein from diluted human plasma is described. This approach is based on the covalent immobilization of an
aptamer ligand on electrospun microfibers made with the hydrophilic polymer poly(acrylonitrile-co-maleic acid)
(PANCMA) on stainless steel rods. A plasma protein, human •-thrombin, was employed as a model protein for selective
extraction by the developed Apt-SPME probe, and the detection was carried out with liquid chromatography/tandem
mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS). The SPME probe exhibited highly selective capture, good binding capacity, high stability
and good repeatability for the extraction of thrombin. The protein selective probe was employed for direct extraction of
thrombin from 20-fold diluted human plasma samples without any other purification. The Apt-SPME method coupled
with LC–MS/MS provided a good linear dynamic range of 0.5–50 nM in diluted human plasma with a good correlation
coefficient (R2 = 0.9923), and the detection limit of the proposed method was found to be 0.30 nM. Finally, the Apt-SPME
coupled with LC–MS/MS method was successfully utilized for the determination of thrombin in clinical human plasma
samples. One shortcoming of the method is its reduced efficiency in undiluted human plasma compared to the standard
solution. Nevertheless, this new aptamer affinity-based SPME probe opens up the possibility of selective enrichment of a
given targeted protein from complex sample either in vivo or ex vivo.
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Abstract Text
The research focused on the development of new sorbents for SolidPhase Mircoextraction (SPME) has been active in the
past decade with the purpose of providing extraction phases suitable to a vast variety of applications. In particular,
considering the recent advances of the technique in metabolomics and untargeted analysis, the need for coatings able to
extract a broad range of analytes is of outmost importance. In this work we present a new generation of SPME coatings
constituted of hydrophilic-lipophilic balanced polymeric particles (HLB) immobilized on a fiber by a fluorocarbon-based
polymer. The main novelty of this coating is its suitability for both thermal and solvent desorption, characteristic that
allows its use in both liquid- and gas-chromatographic applications. Considered the versatility of the new coatings and the
capability of HLB sorbent to extract a broad range of analytes, it is possible to consider their use for integrated
metabolomics approaches involving multiple analytical platforms. Additionally, the biocompatibility gained by the
selected glue allows extraction from complex matrices where biofouling of macromolecules from the sample matrix may
constitute an issue. The extraction performances of the new HLB/F-polymer coatings were tested and compared to
conventional coatings previously used for metabolomics investigation by gas- and liquid- chromatography. The probe
analytes chosen to carry out the evaluation of coating performances were metabolites occurring in fruits and drugs
bearing broad ranges of molecular weights, polarities and functionalities. An attentive study on adsorption kinetic was
also carried out in order to fully characterize the coating.
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Abstract Text
Solid phase microextraction (SPME) has demonstrated to be a well-suited tool for tissue analysis. The integration of
sampling and sample preparation in a single step, and the feasibility of doing in vivo analysis, make of SPME an ideal
technique for such type of applications. As a matter of fact, recent studies involving pig and murine models have reported
the outstanding capabilities of this technology to monitor metabolic changes in lung, liver and brain. Considering this
scientific evidence, in this work we present a preliminary investigation of the potential of SPME for the chemical
characterization of human brain tumors. For this purpose, 7 mm mixed mode SPME fibers were used to sample from six
different brain tumors as soon as they were resected (in vitro). Depending on each tumor size, three or more fibers were
inserted into the tissue to perform the extraction. SPME fibers were exposed to the tissue for 30 min at room
temperature. Afterwards, all fibers were quickly rinsed using nanopure water and then stored at -30 °C for further
analysis. Extracts obtained after desorbing the SPME fibers in appropriate solvent were run using liquid chromatography
coupled to high resolution mass spectrometry (Orbitrap). Statistical analysis showed satisfactory separation among the
fibers according to the tumor from which extraction was performed. Interestingly, tumors classified as gliomas (2)
showed clear clustering after performing partial least square (PLS) analysis. Among the main metabolites influencing data
separation, creatine, inosine, glutamic acid and arachidonic acid were tentatively identified.
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Abstract Text
Modern analytical techniques are already quite powerful. Nevertheless, industrial and technical developments require
continuously a further improvement of the analytical power and sensitivity. In particular multi-dimensional techniques –
e.g. mass spectrometry or ion mobility spectrometry coupled to gas or liquid chromatography – with already considerable
analysis time would suffer from additional pre-concentration steps, in the worst case in an off-line setup.
We validated the potential of a MEMS based pre-concentrator under these conditions by coupling to an ion mobility
spectrometer with gas-chromatographic pre-separation. This technique already requires an off-line sample introduction.
Samples cannot be introduced continuously. Therefore, in general a sample volume is flushed with the sample and by
switching a valve, the sample volume is introduced into the GC. This procedure also requires considerable time in the
range of seconds, depending on the sample volume and the experimental setup.
By applying the MEMS based pre-concentrator, the sampling time could even be reduced while maintaining sensitivity.
Furthermore, by variation of the sample volume, the sensitivity can be adapted in a very flexible way to the application
still in few seconds. The design of the pre-concentrator moreover enables the easy exchange of the adsorption cartridges,
thus enabling the flexible application of different adsorption materials. Summarising, the MEMS based pre-concentrator
has high potential for application in many analytical instruments.
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Abstract Text
[beta]-particle emitting radionuclides such as [sup]3[/sup]H, [sup]33[/sup]P, and [sup]35[/sup]S are useful molecular
labels due to their small size and ubiquity, but are challenging to detect and quantify with temporal resolution in
biological samples due to their low energies (E[sub]max[/sub] • 300 keV) and short penetration depths (• 0.6 mm) in
aqueous media. Activity measurements for these [beta]-emitters are usually made in milliliter volumes of liquid
scintillation cocktail (LSC), a mixture of energy-absorbing organic solvents, surfactants, and scintillant fluorophores, which
is incompatible with living cells and therefore dynamic biological measurements. Solid polymer or inorganic crystal
scintillator fabrics, papers, sheets, and particles are an alternative to LSC, but the relatively large diameters (• 1 µm), the
high density of inorganic scintillators, and the orientation of fabrics, papers, and sheets can result in inaccurate counting.
We have developed polystyrene-core silica-shell nanoparticle scintillators (nanoScint) which avoid much of the toxicity of
LSC as well as many of the limitations of polymer and inorganic crystal scintillators. The polystyrene acts as an absorber
for energy from emitted [beta]-particles, and can be loaded with a range of scintillant fluorophores to which the energy is
transferred, leading to photon emission at visible wavelengths. The silica shell serves as a hydrophilic shield for the
polystyrene core, and facilitates functionalization and attachment of specific binding molecules for target specific imaging
or scintillation proximity assays. Furthermore, nanoScint particles have been recovered and re-used for [sup]3[/sup]H
activity measurements in bulk aqueous samples, demonstrating the potential for significantly reduced waste in
radionuclide quantification.
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Abstract Text
The blood coagulation cascade is governed by interactions of soluble proteins with the cell membrane and membranebound proteins. The critical initiating step involves the interaction of soluble protein factor X (FX) with the complex of the
membrane bound tissue factor (TF) and soluble activated factor VII (FVIIa). This interaction is influenced not only by the
binding domains on the proteins but also by the lipid composition of the membrane. Much is known about the binding of
FVIIa to TF but the binding of FX to this complex has up till now been studied only indirectly. To further elucidate these
complex interactions, we developed a multiplex assay incorporating TF and TF mutants into nanodiscs of varied lipid
composition which were spatially arrayed on silicon photonic microring resonator sensor chips. After formation of the TFFVIIa complexes, FX binding to up to eight different lipid compositions or TF mutants can be monitored simultaneously.
Nanodiscs are lipid bilayer mimics. They are easily fabricated and offer a high degree of control over lipid composition and
incorporation of integral membrane proteins. Silicon photonic microring resonators constitute a highly multiplexible, label
free technology that can monitor binding interactions in real time. By creating nanodisc arrays on microring resonator
sensor ships, kinetic rates of FX binding were determined and analyzed to provide unique insight into the formation of
this key multi-protein interaction of the blood clotting cascade.
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Abstract Text
The discovery that single-chain antibody fragments exhibit considerable promiscuity in their recognition of fluorogenic
cyanines, leading to a catalogue of protein fluoromodules with colors spanning the visible spectrum in which the protein
component is constant but the dye varies, motivated our efforts to explore the promiscuity of DIR-binding aptamers. We
reported the selection of a RNA aptamer that activates fluorescence from dimethyl indole red (DIR), establishing the
unsymmetrical cyanine dyes as attractive components for development of RNA fluoromodules for bioimaging and
sensing. Unlike our or others' previous reports in which the pools were symmetric with the stem-loop in the center, the
RNA pool used for this selection was asymmetric. After SELEX and sequence minimization and optimization, we obtained
a short anti-DIR RNA aptamer (DIR2s-Apt) which can bind and activate DIR fluorescence. Interestingly, this aptamer
showed high fluorescence activation ability towards another class of fluorogenic cyanines based on the oxazole thiazole
blue core. By constructing EGFR-DIR2s fusing aptamer, we successfully imaged EGFR on the surface of living cells by a dualcolor labeling approach. In addition, we demonstrated that cell-surface and internalized EGFR can be discriminated using
blue or red fluorogenic dyes.
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Abstract Text
Whispering gallery mode (WGM) resonators enable the label-free detection of analytes based on refractive index
sensing. We recently demonstrated a large scale multiplexed imaging platform where hundreds of resonators are
simultaneously characterized by coupling a fluorescent dye to the resonator surface. This scheme was used to quantify
several biomarkers of ovarian cancer with detection limits comparable to ELISA. Recently, we extended this technique by
using an evanescent scattering approach for characterizing WGM resonances. Given the large scattering signals and
simplified optics, this approach offers promise for developing fast, inexpensive, and sensitive assays of disease
biomarkers. Here, the integration of WGM detectors with separation platforms such as capillary electrophoresis (CE) and
microfluidics will be presented. In particular, progress towards coupling WGM immunosensing with serum protein
electrophoresis will be discussed to improve diagnostics for multiple myeloma. Integration of WGM immunosensing with
CE enables specific detection of biomarkers eluting from the CE column while minimizing interference from non-specific
binding.
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Abstract Text
The fundamental understanding of a single cell behavior is an essential prerequisite for mechanism study of many
biological and pathological processes, such as early-stage carcinogenesis as well as pluripotent cell differentiation.
Intracellular pH homeostasis play a key role at the very early phases of cell response to many external and internal
stimuli, and mediate profound downstream signaling processes. Thus it can strongly regulate the cell fate, and work as a
representative parameter of status quo of a cell. However, there is a lack of sensitive and high pH resolution techniques
to measure the pH in a single live cell without permanent damages. In present study, a novel single cell pH sensor with
ultra-high spatial resolution was developed with unique tip-cut, hexagonal 1-in-6 fiber configured sensing probe. An ultrathin, porous aerogel layer based on organic-modified silicate (OrMoSils) technique with pH sensing ability was deposited
onto the tip surface. Only 1 - 3 •m tip-region pH condition can actively be detected. An excellent linear correlation
between fluorescent peak area and pH within biologically relevant range was obtained with 0.03 pH resolution. The
fabricated probe can provide real-time sensing ability, with minimum invasiveness and without chronic cell growth
disruption. Hence, the new probe can be used in detecting intracellular pH variation with high spatial resolution. The
detailed experimental designs and results will be presented at the conference.
This project was supported by National Institute of Health (1R21GM104696-01).
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Abstract Text
Understanding virus assembly pathways and developing a general model for self-assembly will accelerate the
development of potential antiviral drugs. To study virus assembly, we are using resistive-pulse sensing for real time
analysis of reactions in solution. In our experiments, better size discrimination is needed to fully resolve complete capsids
from reaction intermediates. Measurement of particles with multi-pore devices improves not only the signal-to-noise
ratio but also the size resolution by a factor equal to the square root of the number of pores. In addition, the pore-topore time (or electrophoretic mobility) can be used to further characterize particles. To demonstrate improved
measurement precision, we fabricated nanofluidic devices with 2, 4, and 8 nanopores connected in series and compared
the resolution of particle size and pore-to-pore time for the assembly of empty T = 3 (90 dimers) and T = 4 (120 dimers)
Hepatitis B Virus capsids. With the 8-pore devices, the amplitude (size) resolution improved by a factor of • 2.2, and the
pore-to-pore time resolution improved by • 3.2 when compared to measurements made on 2-pore devices. Results from
these devices provide a more complete picture of capsid formation and the annealing of late-stage intermediates into
fully formed capsids.
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Abstract Text
Citrus greening disease, also known as Huanglongbing (HLB), is posing a worldwide threat to the multi-billion dollars citrus
industry. Containment of the disease is heavily dependent on early detection of infected hosts for quarantine. One of
the major pathogens responsible is the bacteria [i]Candidatus[/i] Liberibacter asiaticus ([i]C[/i]Las). Current methods for
detection of HLB are based on qualitative assessment of disease symptoms and nucleic acid assays which are susceptible
to error and inaccuracies and suffer from lack of portability and ease-of-use making them unsuitable for onsite
applications due to variable latent time and sporadic distribution of the pathogens in infected plants.
Here, we report various chemiresistive immunosensors that use graphene allotropes for quantitative detection of HLB
biomarkers in tree phloem extract by targeting proteins secreted by [i]C[/i]Las. These secreted proteins can
systematically distribute in the infected trees, which affords reliable and selective diagnosis of infected plants. Using
these biomarkers, we have generated custom polyclonal antibodies which were then used to functionalize our biosensors
for specific detection of HLB biomarkers. The biosensor utilizes semiconducting graphene-based nanomaterials, such as
reduced graphene oxide (rGO) platelets and single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs), as electrical transducers. Antigenantibody binding at the surface of rGO platelets and SWNTs lead to changes in the local electrostatic environment and
consequently leads to proportionate modulation of electrical resistance of the nanomaterials and the sensing device. In
summary, this biosensor provides a viable analytical tool for the citrus industry for management of HLB.
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Abstract Text
Temperature may regulate or reflect immediate bio-reactions during cell-environment interactions and play a key role in
fields like drug delivery, cancer diagnosis, nanotoxicity, and so on. It’s still a great challenge, however, to detect the
thermal oscillations of a biological/biochemical system within a confined and miniaturized environment. In this study, a
novel 80-100 •m sized fiber-optic sensor was designed and fabricated based on the temperature sensitive core-shell
CdSe/ZnS quantum dots (QDs). Twisted-fused dual-fiber tips were flat-cut and sealed together with nano-liter QDs within
the end cap of a tapered hollow glass tube. The fluorescence intensity of the QDs was found proportionally correlated
with the temperature change and a good linearity was obtained between fluorescent peak area and temperature within a
narrow, biologically relevant range of ~30•C to 45•C (r2=0.9901). Moreover, the equilibrating time was fast (less than five
seconds) with good, reproducible detecting accuracy of about ± 0.1•C. Finally, this newly developed temperature sensor
probe was successfully used in measuring artificially adjusted temperature gradients as well as real-time monitoring of
thermal behaviors of cell colony under environmental stimuli. In summary, this novel temperature probe can potentially
be used for rapid monitoring of local temperature change with ultra-small scale variations, and thus may greatly
contribute to future biological researches and applications
More detailed experimental designing and results will be presented at the conference, and this project was supported by
the National Institute of Health (1R21GM104696-01).
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Abstract Text
A major challenge for developing instrumentation and measurement systems is the cost (time and money) of high quality
computerization for projects. Usual routes have been either (1) expensive software linked to expensive i/o devices, (2)
low quality i/o devices, and/or (3) require significant programming. This stopped many development efforts because the
of timescale, programming costs, and inflexibility.
In our laboratories, we needed to computerize several different kinds of devices and develop flexible user interfaces at
modest cost. We also have old instruments that needed to be computerized. We needed to have the ability to take in
several forms of data, provide real time graphics and use PC’s running various versions of Windows® (32 and 64 bit) and
Office®. We have developed a high performance instrumentation-oriented system which is very easy to program,
inexpensive, takes many forms of input (analog, digital and frequency), and has several forms of output. We have found
this approach very workable in our labs. It has now been used developing and prototyping new instrument personalities,
and reviving old instrumentation. Examples and data will be provided.
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Abstract Text
Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is considered to be one of the primary analytical techniques for the identification of materials.
The IR spectrum gives a unique fingerprint for different chemical species. This can be utilized for the identification of
materials against substantial spectral libraries or for the qualification of materials against databases of known “good”
materials. These approaches work well for single or pure component materials. However, multicomponent or
adulterated/contaminated materials can offer a more significant challenge. In the case of multicomponent mixtures it is
necessary to be able to identify all of the components present. In the case of adulterated materials it is necessary to first
recognize that the material is adulterated, and secondly identify the adulterant material. Selection of the appropriate
algorithm allows for the extraction of the maximum amount of information for the specific requirements of the analysis.
Several applications will be shown to demonstrate the applicability of IR spectroscopy and advanced algorithms to
multicomponent mixtures and contaminated/adulterated materials.
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Abstract Text
For decades, large organizations have tried and failed to deliver complex enterprise-scale laboratory informatics projects.
Some that claim success have left user communities with extreme implementation fatigue and mountains of data that
cannot be leveraged as actionable knowledge. Damaged relationships between traditional IT and Laboratory Operations
have opened the door to “shadow IT” within the business. Today, emerging technologies and the promise of critical
analytics on holistic sets of scientific data are drawing large organizations back to considering enterprise-scale informatics
projects. This presentation focuses on the non-technical keys to success in highly technical programs. Namely, how
program governance and organizational change management will help both business and laboratory operations
executives achieve their operational and strategic goals, while avoiding “bottlenecks” that hamper solution acceptance
and adoption.
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Abstract Text
Glycosylation patterns of proteins can be highly sensitive to the local biological environment and often become aberrant
in response to diseases, e.g., cancer. Microchip electrophoresis of serum N-glycans generates N-glycan profiles specific to
disease states and permits quantitative differentiation between samples from disease-free (control) individuals and
samples from patients with various cancers. N-glycans were extracted from 5-[micro]L aliquots of serum, methylamidated
to neutralize native charges associated with the presence of sialic acids, fluorescently labeled with 8-aminopyrene-1,3,6trisulfonic acid (APTS), separated on microfluidic devices, and detected with laser-induced fluorescence detection.
Analysis of serum N-glycan profiles differentiated samples from disease-free individuals and colorectal and ovarian cancer
patients after their first and third treatment cycles. Separations of the neutralized serum samples had aligned migration
time reproducibilities better than 0.5% and separation efficiencies up to 700,000 plates. The 40-most intense peaks from
the electropherograms of cancer samples and healthy individuals were used to create principal component analysis (PCA)
scores plots that show differentiation between healthy and cancer sample groups for both types of cancer studied. The
profiles for ovarian and colorectal cancers were also compared to one another, which resulted in differentiation between
the two cancer types, in addition to the differentiation already seen between healthy and cancer samples. Structural
identification was previously done through standard addition of known N-glycans derived from glycoproteins.
Methylamidated serum N-glycans in this study were also analyzed by electrospray ionization (ESI) and matrix-assisted
laser desorption ionization (MALDI) mass spectrometry to obtain unambiguous identification of structures associated
with disease progression.
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Abstract Text
Oligosaccharides and other sugars are the building blocks for glycans which affect important biological processes like
signaling, gene expression, protein trafficking, and stem cell differentiation. Many of the methods in development for the
comprehensive profiling of these oligosaccharides either require a non-“green,” expensive (i.e. acetonitrile) solvent or
derivatization of the analytes at the expense of time, sample loss, and loss of quantitative information. Enhanced-fluidity
liquid chromatography (EFLC) is an alternative separation method that involves the use of an alcohol/water mixture (a
green solvent) as the primary mobile phase component and liquid CO[sub]2[/sub] as the modifier in subcritical conditions.
The liquid CO[sub]2[/sub] affords a tunable property to the mobile phase in terms of polarity, diffusivity, and viscosity. As
a proof-of-concept, EFLC separations were performed using a HILIC (hydrophilic interaction chromatography) amide
column and a LC ELSD to show that higher performance can be obtained as opposed to HPLC separations. This work
demonstrates that EFLC-HILIC markedly lowers the analysis time for a test mixture of oligosaccharides compared to an
optimized HPLC analysis while maintaining equivalent or better efficiencies. This work was sponsored by the Department
of Chemistry and Biochemistry at the Ohio State University.
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Abstract Text
The Receptor for Advanced Glycation Endproducts (RAGE) is a pattern-recognition receptor that can interact with a broad
range of ligands including advanced glycation endproducts and S100 proteins. Upon ligand binding, RAGE signaling
pathways are initiated that affect gene expression. The signaling downstream events are associated with several diseases
such as cancer, Alzheimer’s disease, diabetes, and viral infections. Diffusion is a key mechanism for regulating signal
transduction events that are initiated by membrane components. We use fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
(FRAP) to elucidate the diffusion properties of RAGE in cultured mammalian cells and quantify the differences in RAGE
diffusion upon binding to a variety of ligands. Additional binding studies between RAGE and its ligands were performed by
surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). Many previous RAGE binding studies used
chemically-heterogeneous ligands. In contrast, we have used self-assembled monolayers of chemically-synthesized, and
well characterized, ligands on gold substrates to study specific RAGE-ligand binding interactions. Our work aims to provide
key information on the biophysical mechanism of RAGE through the study of its diffusion and ligand-binding events.
This work was supported by National Science Foundation Award Number: 1412084.
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Abstract Text
Glycosylation as one of the most common post-translational modification (PTM) plays critical roles in various biological
processes. Development of quantitative and structural glycomic profiling method is in great importance for understanding
biofunction of glycans and discovering potential glycan biomarkers for diseases. Although high resolution mass
spectrometry facilitates accurate sequential identification of glycans, identification of glycan isomers is still relying on
efficient LC separation. Permethylation is a popular derivation method that enhances glycan MS signal intensity.
Moreover, permethylation can stabilize sialic acid and eliminate fucose migration during ionization, contributing to the
acquisition of more reliable glycan structural information. However, the isomeric separation of permethylated glycans is
always not satisfactory due to the increased intramolecular interaction after permethylation. In this study, we have
achieved efficient isomeric separation for permethylated glycans by using high temperature porous graphite carbon (PGC)
LC. Meanwhile, more informative fragments of glycans can be obtained in MS2 for the structural elucidation of glycans
benefiting from permethylation. Glycans released from model glycoproteins (Ribonuclease B, Fetuin and IgG) and various
biological sources including human blood serum, cell line and milk were analyzed utilizing this strategy. Isomers resulting
from different unit sites and linkages got base-line separated in PGC LC and diagnostic ions for core fucosylation and
different branch galactose can be found in collision-induced dissociation (CID) MS2. Hence, comprehensive quantitative
and structural glycomic profiling can be achieved by using PGC-LC-MS/MS.
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Abstract Text
The availability of solid phase microextraction (SPME) devices with biocompatible extraction phases has allowed for new
opportunities to apply this technology in fields such as the bioanalytical. Indeed, these biocompatible coatings enable the
direct immersion of SPME devices in complex matrices while permitting a selective extraction of small molecules. Some of
the most important advantages of biocompatible SPME samplers include negligible protein attachment, reduction of
possible matrix effects, and the possibility of using such samplers for in vivo analysis. Although in SPME the compatibility
and chemistry of the coating are some of the most critical factors to take into consideration, having a biocompatible
support able to provide good coating stability also plays an important role. In this work, thin film SPME samplers made of
hydrophilic-lipophilic balanced particles and polyacrylonitrile (PAN) were used for the analysis of a diverse set of drugs in
urine, plasma and whole blood. Particularly, the devices herein used were manufactured utilizing polybutylene
terephthalate (PBT) as a support material. Rewarding results in terms of coating stability, absence of absolute matrix
effects and interferences, linearity, accuracy, and precision were attained when the proposed samplers were evaluated in
the three listed biofluids. Furthermore, by comparing water contact angles measured on HLB-PAN and C18-PAN coatings,
it was verified that the presence of HLB in the extraction phase favored the coating wettability characteristics. Overall, the
introduction of alternative materials, such as PBT, may represent an important opportunity for new advances in the
commercialization and acceptance of SPME and in the development of innovative samplers.
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Abstract Text
The concentration of hydrogen peroxide in various samples can be determined by using high performance anion
exchange chromatography with pulsed amperometric detection. However, there have been reports that the sample
matrices may dramatically affect the analytical results in the determination of hydrogen peroxide more recently. We
recently performed studies to investigate the effects of various matrices such as water, sodium hydroxide and sodium
chloride on the determination of hydrogen peroxide by using high performance anion exchange chromatography with
pulsed amperometric detection. The response, the retention time and the linear calibration were identified to vary from
matrix to matrix. In order to eliminate the matrix effect, we optimized the experimental conditions, including injection
volume and degassing efficiency. In addition, Sample pretrement cartridges such as OnGuard II H and OnGuard II Ag/H
were used to remove hydroxide and chloride, respectively. Excellent limits of detection and linear calibration were
obtained for hydrogen peroxide in all the three different matrices. The recovery was determined to be in the range of
101% to 117%.
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Abstract Text
Research and advances in liquid chromatography continue to be centered on particle technology, including particle
construction and novel stationary phases. Developing these new separation media is essential to meet the evolving needs
of many industries, pharmaceuticals in particular. As regulatory expectations increase with advancing technology and
stricter control requirements, it is essential to evaluate and implement new technology and strategies. Further, due to
recent trends of more regulatory pushback of starting materials, especially by the EMA, it is becoming increasingly
common to have smaller structures as starting materials that are frequently more polar than their respective later-stage
intermediates and API, and less amenable to traditional reversed-phase separations. However, developing scientifically
sound, robust HPLC methods for Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP) release and understanding of starting materials
and their impurities remains of paramount importance for developing new processes and bringing innovative therapies to
commercialization. As a result, novel analytical methods must be developed to address these challenges. Amino acids
typically have carboxylic acid pKa around 2-2.5 and protonated amine group pKa around 9-10. As a result, amino acids are
zwitterionic at a majority of the pH range and singly charged at each pH extreme. This ionic behavior of amino acids
equates to low or no retention by traditional reversed-phase methods, even with 100% aqueous mobile phase. Further,
the lack of strong chromophore makes detectability an issue. While amino acids have been separated by polar-polar
separation mechanisms in the past, the presence of non-polar impurities complicates matters and makes developing an
HPLC method for the release of regulatory starting material a significant challenge. This paper highlights an innovative
approach of low pH mobile phase and ion-pairing reagent that provides adequate quantitation limit and scientific
soundnesss for the GMP analysis of the purity and assay of tert-leucine.
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Abstract Text
Analytical methods that incorporate separations technology are required to resolve all sample components to provide
unequivocal identification with the possibility of reliable quantitation. Many powerful tools and procedures have been
developed for meeting this objective. All chromatographic techniques, however, reach a fundamental limit in the number
of components that can be resolved in a single analysis. This limitation can be addressed using multi-dimensional
chromatography, where a particular band or peak is transferred to a second separation column. There are specific
challenges in applying this principle. To derive the full benefit of the additional column, the modes of separation should
be orthogonal to one another. While appropriate method combinations can be selected, the mobile phases for the two
modes are often incompatible. The most desirable multi-dimensional system will include provision for adjusting the
mobile composition. It may also be necessary to subject multiple peaks to the second mode of chromatography without
moving to full comprehensive 2-dimensional chromatography. We have assembled an automated system to address
both of these needs. A set of valves provides multiple positions for isolating multiple peaks or segments of a
chromatogram. The isolated analyte can be kept in solution or it can be adsorbed to a solid support. When the first
chromatographic separation is complete, the several components can be analyzed with the second mode of
chromatography. The system incorporates an At-column Dilution stage for adjusting the isolated peak composition
before the second mode of chromatography. While this most often uses water to reduce the organic solvent content, we
have also used the technique for pH adjustment. We will evaluate the performance of this system using both
biopharmaceutical protein preparations and small molecule pharmaceuticals with impurity.
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Abstract Text
Preterm birth (PTB) is currently the leading cause of pregnancy-related complications and infant mortality. Esplin, et al.1
recently discovered a panel of biomarkers consisting of three peptides and six proteins which can be used to determine
PTB risk with 86.5% selectivity and 80.6% specificity up to four weeks in advance of the onset of early labor. We are
developing a point-of-care analysis microchip device which will allow for early diagnosis of PTB via the combined
detection of these nine biomarkers. A key part of this analysis system involves electrokinetic separation and subsequent
laser-induced fluorescence detection of these biomarkers. As many of the qualities of microchip electrophoresis are
analogous to conventional capillary electrophoresis (CE), we have been studying the separation of PTB biomarkers using
conventional CE. In order to optimize the separation pH, the effective mobilities of each of the biomarkers in their native
and fluorescently-labelled states are being measured over a broad pH range. From these mobilities, an ideal separation
pH can then be determined, and the separation can be optimized in conventional CE before it is miniaturized in a
microchip device. Once a separation of all nine biomarkers has been performed in the microchip device, it will be possible
to integrate this separation with the other sample preparation functions in a miniaturized system.
Reference
1. Esplin, M.S.; Merrell, K.; Goldenberg, R.; et al. Proteomic identification of serum peptides predicting subsequent
spontaneous preterm birth. Am. J. Obstet. Gynecol. 2011. 204, 391.e1-8.
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Abstract Text
Nitric oxide is naturally produced in macrophage cells during the immune response. However, chronic inflammation and
over-stimulation can lead to excess NO production and the formation of dangerous reactive nitrogen species (RNS) such
as peroxynitrite. These RNS can react with lipids, proteins, and DNA to inhibit their function and have been linked to
neurodegenerative and cardiovascular disorders. The research presented here describes the progress regarding the
development of a microchip electrophoresis with electrochemical detection (ME-EC) method to monitor nitrosative stress
in macrophage cells. Previously, we reported a ME-EC method to separate and detect nitrite, the primary degradation
product of NO, from cellular interferences in bulk macrophage cell lysates following stimulation with lipopolysaccharide
(LPS). However, this method suffers from high LODs, and NO is detected indirectly as nitrite. To improve the LODs, a
platinum working electrode was modified with platinum black, which enhances the electrochemical signal for RNS.
Platinum black was deposited using a constant current density. To investigate the signal enhancement for specific RNS,
NO and peroxynitrite were generated using the PROLI/NONOate and SIN-1 systems, respectively. A greater than threefold signal enhancement was observed for both species. In addition to improving the LOD, conditions were modified to
achieve a baseline separation of nitrite, NO, and peroxynitrite. This method was then applied to the analysis of bulk
macrophage cells stimulated with LPS and interferon-• to further induce NO production. In the future, this method will
be utilized to monitor the nitrosative stress in macrophages due to other stimulants, such as beta amyloid.
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Abstract Text
Prostate cancer is the most common cause of cancer-related death in men in the US and throughout the world. Current
practices for detection and staging of prostate cancer often fall short in terms of sensitivity, specificity, limited predictive
power and inability to distinguish between aggressive and indolent forms of prostate cancer. These limitations lead to
unnecessary treatments that adversely affect the patients’ quality of life with minimal or no gain. Measurement of small
panels of signature molecular biomarkers in serum holds tremendous potential for prostate cancer diagnostics and
personalized therapy. Here we describe a simple, low-cost, multiple-biomarker based microfluidic system for on-line
capture and detection of prostate cancer protein biomarkers. The protein panel includes PSA, CD-14, ERG, GOLM-1, PEDF1, IGF-1, VEGF-D and IGFBP-3, many of which are thought to be specific for aggressive prostate cancer. The system
features a small chamber for on-line protein capture from serum by magnetic beads labeled with many copies of analytespecific antibodies and signal-transducing enzyme labels, positioned upstream of a detection chamber housing a
nanostructured 8-electrode sensor array. Gold immunoarrays fabricated by ink-jet printing ($0.2) or commercial screen
printed carbon arrays ($5) are fitted into the microfluidic detection chamber to achieve high sensitivity. Detection limit in
the low fM range was achieved for multiplexed detection of the cancer biomarker proteins from as little as 5 uL sample.
Measurements of this panel of selected biomarkers will be tested with prostate cancer patient samples in future to assess
its diagnostic capability.
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Abstract Text
There is a need in the biomedical community to develop easy-to-use devices to measure changes in neurotransmitter
levels with high temporal resolution. This talk will outline two different approaches with this overarching theme. The first
approach involves microchip-based amperometric detection of nitric oxide released from endothelial cells. Nitric oxide is
a difficult molecule to detect due to its reactivity and short half-life. This talk will describe the creation of a device that
utilizes a PDMS chip designed to contain immobilized endothelial cells in one channel and detect the released NO in a
separate channel via a planar membrane. The microfluidic device contains a Nafion and platinum-black modified glassy
carbon detection electrode embedded in a polystyrene base which makes it suitable for cell culture. The second approach
involves the use of microchip-based and 3-D printed devices to study co-transmission of neurotransmitters within the
sympathetic nervous system. This talk will describe the simultaneous detection of basal and stimulated levels of
norepinephrine and ATP perfused from the mesenteric bed of a rat. A 3-D printed droplet splitter allows the sample to
enter a luminometer for ATP detection with a luciferin-luciferase reaction while simultaneously flowing through a PDMSPS microfluidic device for amperometric detection of norepinephrine. The microfluidic device consists of a straight
channel and a nafion-coated gold pillar array embedded within the polystyrene. Both of these approaches enable
sensitive and selective detection of neurotransmitters in close-to real time.
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Abstract Text
Preterm Birth (PTB), the most common complication in pregnancy, affects more than 500,000 children every year in USA
alone and is the leading cause of newborn deaths and illnesses. Due to the lack of clinical methods that can predict PTB at
an early stage, a simple, inexpensive and sensitive detection system for assessing risk of PTBs is highly desired. Our goal is
to develop an electrokinetically operated microfluidic platform that can analyze a PTB biomarker panel characterized by
Esplin et al.,[sup]1[/sup] that includes 3 peptides and 6 proteins. A microchip electrophoresis (µCE) module has been
developed in a thermoplastic material and was used to successfully separate four PTB biomarkers (3 peptides and 1
protein). A solid-phase extraction module with a reversed-phase monolith was also developed to retain, enrich and elute
PTB biomarkers, with a sample enrichment efficiency of >25 fold. Furthermore, we have developed a reactive porous
polymer monolith immunoaffinity extraction module to selectively capture, enrich, and elute ferritin, a PTB biomarker.
Currently we are integrating the solid-phase extraction and µCE modules to enrich and separate PTB biomarkers, with
initial results showing ~8 fold enrichment. We are also working on integration of the immunoaffinity and µCE modules to
further automate analysis. We believe that such a platform offers great opportunities as a diagnostic tool for various
potential analytes.
Reference:
1.Esplin, S., et al., Am. J. Obstet. Gynecol., 204, 391.e1-8 (2011).
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Abstract Text
Protective immune responses depend on exquisitely organized chemical communications inside tiny organs such as the
lymph nodes. The ability to chemically target discrete regions of a lymph node would allow local analysis of inflammatory
processes, but traditional methods for studying the immune system cannot target specific regions of the node. Controlled
stimulation would improve tissue analysis by providing quantifiable monitoring of immune responses. Microfluidics, a
technology to control fluidic delivery at the 10 – 1000 µm scale, provides a unique solution to the spatial analysis
problem, and has already been implemented in neuroscience to deliver stimuli to brain on chip. Here, we show for the
first time, a microfluidic device capable of discretely stimulating intact mouse lymph node slices with 200-•m resolution,
the size of critical lymph node sub-structures. Fluorescein and FITC-dextrans of varying molecular weight were delivered
to a slice for optimization of stimulus delivery. The delivery time, flow rate, and concentration were varied. Preliminary
results indicate that for short pulse times, spread and intensity of stimulus was linearly dependent on pulse time, making
delivery predictable. The target resolution was achieved using protein-sized molecules; e.g., a 5-s stimulation with 0.1
mg/mL 40-kDa FITC-dextran resulted in 210 ± 42 µm initial spread (mean ± SEM). As a proof of concept for analysis onchip, a 42-kDa antigen, ovalbumin, was locally applied on-chip and T cell migration was monitored. In the future,
monitoring of local immune responses will provide a wealth of information about the spatially organized signaling of the
lymph node.
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Abstract Text
Unspecific absorption of protein often leads to high background and low sensitivity in enzyme linked immunosorbent
assay (ELISA). Covalent binding of proteins can enhance the binding efficiency and improve the immunoassay sensitivity.
Herein, we have developed a simple, miniaturized poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) ELISA microfluidic microplate,
where the protein is covalently bound to carboxylated PMMA surface. Unlike ELISA in traditional microplates, which is
often limited by long incubation and blocking time, rapid and ultrasensitive detection of disease biomarkers can be
completed within 90 min in this microplate with much less reagent consumption. Immunoassays do not require expensive
and sophisticated equipment and results can even be observed by the naked eye. Quantitative analysis can be achieved
by calculating the brightness of images scanned by a desktop scanner. Although no specialized ELISA equipment was used,
the limits of detection of 51 pg/mL for Immunoglobulin G (IgG) and 135 pg/mL for hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg)
have been achieved using this PMMA microplate, which is around 30 fold more sensitive as compared to commercial
ELISA kits.
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Abstract Text
3D printing is a potentially attractive fabrication and prototyping method for microfluidic devices. In particular, there has
been great interest in using commercially available 3D printers or 3D printing services to fabricate microfluidic devices. To
date, however, most efforts using stereolithgraphic 3D printers have been based on the use of commercially available
resins, which are not necessarily optimized to fabricate small flow channels. In this presentation we describe an optical
approach to formulate 3D printer resin to reliably fabricate flow channels as small as 60 microns tall and 4 pixels (~100
microns) wide. Moreover, we elucidate rules-of-thumb that are applicable to any resin, commercial or custom, for the
minimum achievable flow channel size based on readily measureable optical properties of the resin. We also develop a
mathematical model to calculate the local optical dose delivered to any position within a 3D printed microfluidic device
during fabrication. We use the model to develop guidelines for choice of build layer thickness and layer exposure dose for
any resin given its optical properties, and experimentally demonstrate the validity of these guidelines using a variety of
resins.
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